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ATOMIC ENERGY
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1945.

HousE oF •REPRE~ENTA..ri:.v~siL
COMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS,

.

.
.
,
. Wash(ngton, D, Q,·, ..
· , . The committee met at 10 a. m., Hon. Andrew J. May (cliaimian)
presiding; . . .
. . . ...··
.
. : . ·: :, ,.. ,· ' ..
. The CHAIRMAN.· Gentlemen of the committee, we have met .this
morning for consideration of H. R. 4280, a bill for the dev·elopment
and <l6ntrol of atomic energy.
·
· . ,.
.
'· A few days ago, the President of the United States sent to tne Oot17
gress a message reco:m.meridirtg the enactment of this legislation;, ·The· ·
development of atomic energy was done by the War· Department. ·
The President's recommendations are vdry definite and, at this point;
will be incorporated in the record;
·
. ·
·
·· ·
(The matter above referred is as follows:)
[H.' Doo. No. 301, 79th Cong., 1st sess.1
.

.

'

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNJTED STATES TRANSMITTING REQUEST
FOR THE ENACTMENT OF LEGISLATION To F1x A PoLICY COVERING THE UsE
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATOMIC BOMB

To the Congress oj the U.;_ited Stales: ,
.
Almost 2 months have passed since the atomic bomb was used against Japan.
That bomb d~d not win the war, but it certainly shortened the war .. We know
that it saved the lives of untold thousands of American and Allied soldiers who
would otherwise· have been killed in battle.
·
The discovery of the means of releasin·g atomic energy began a new era iri the
history of civilization. The scientific and industrial knowledge on which this
discovery rests does not relate merely t,o · another weapon. It may some .day
prove to be more revolutionary in the d·evelopment ·of human society than the
invention of the wheel, the use of metals, or the steam or internal combustion
engine.
Never in history has society been confronted with a power so full of potential
danger and at the same time so full of promise for the future of man and for the
peace of the world. I think I expiess the faith of the American,people when I
say that we can use the knowledge we have won, not for the devastation of war,
but for the future welfare of humanity. ·
.
To accomplish that objective we must proceed along two fronts-the· domestic
and the international.
·
·
The first and most urgent step is.the determination of our domestic policy for the
contr9l, use, and development of atomic energ.v within the United States. · ·
We cannot postpone decisions in this field. The enormous investment·which
we made to produce the bomb has given us the two v3,st, industrial plants in
Washington and Tennessee, and the many associatecl ·,orks throughout the
country. It has brought together a vast organization of scientists, executive;s,
industrial engineers, and skilled workers-a national asset of inestimable value.
The powers which th~ Congress :,visely gave to the Govern1:1ent to w!l.ge. war
were adequate to permit the creat10n and development of this enterprise as a .
war project. Now that our enemies have surrendered, we should take immediate·
action to provide for the future use of this huge investment in brains and plant.
I am informed that many of the people on whom depend the continued successful
operation of the plants and the further development of atomic knowledge are
·getting ready to return to their normal pursuits. In many cases these people are
considering leaving the project largely because of uncert,ainty concerning ·future
national policy in this field. Prompt action to establish national policy will ,go
a lqng way toward keeping a strong organh,ation intact.
.1
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. · It is equally ne~essary to dir-ect futu;e reselj.rch and to establish cont;_;ot of the
basic raw materials essential to tho development of this power whether it is to
be used for purposes of peace, or war. · Atomic. force in ignorai1t or evil hands
could inflict untold disaster upon the Nation and the world ... Society cannot
·hope·everi. tci protect itself-'-mnch less.to.realize the benefits qf thi;i diso'ove1y-.
unless prompt action is taken to guard against the hazards of misuse.
I therefore urge,. as. a first measure ih a program of utilizing our, knowledge
for the benefit of society, that the Congress enact legislation to fix a policy with
respect to our existing plants,- and to control all sources of atomic energy and all
activities .connected with its development and use in the United States. .
·
The legislation should give jurisdiction for these purposes·t,o an Atomic Energy
Commission with members appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate.
, .
The Congress should lay clown the basic principles for all the 'activities of the ·
Commission, the objectives of which should be the promotion of t,he national
welfare, securing the nn,tional defense, safeguarding world peace, and the acquisition of further knowledge concerning atomic energy.
.
The people of t,he United States know that the overwhelming power we have
_developed in this war is due in large measure to American science and American
industry, consisting of management and labor. '\Ve believe that our science and
industry owe their strength to the spirit of free inquiry and the spirit of free
enterprise that characterize our country. The Commission, therefore, in carrying
out its functions should interfere as little as possible with private research and
private enterprise, and should use as much as possible existing institutions and
agencies. The observance of this policy is our best guaranty of ·maintaining the
preeminence in science and industry upon which our national well-being depends.
All land and mineral deposits owned by the United States which constitute
sources of atomic energy, and all stock piles of materials from which such.energy
may be derived, and all plants or other property of the United States connected
_with its development and use should be transferred to the supervision and control
of the Commission.
The Commission should be authorized to acquire at a fair price, by purchase
or. by condemnation, any minerals or other materials fro in which the sources of
atomic energy can be derived, and also any land containing such minerals or
materials, which are not already owned by the United States.
The power to purchase should include. real and personal property outside the
limits of the United States.
The Commission should also be authorized to conduct all necessary research,
experimentation, and operations for the further development and use of atomic
energy for military, industrial, scientific, or medicnl purposes. In these activities
it should, of course, use existing private and public institutions and agencies to
the fullest pract.icable extent.
Under appropriate safeguards the Commission should also be permitted to
license any property a':ailable to the Commission for research, development, and
exploitation in the field of atomic energy. Among other things such licensing
should be conditioned, of course, upon a policy of widespread distribution of
peacetime products on equitable terins which will prevent monopoly.
In Order to establish effective control and securit;y, it should be declared
·unlawful to produce or use the substances comprisinµ; the sources of atomic
energy or to import or export them except under conditions prescribed by the
Commission.
.
Finally, the Commission should be authorized to establish security regulatioPS
governir1g the handling of all information, material, and equipment under its
jurisdiction. Suitable penalties should be prescribed for violating the. security
regulations of the Commission or any of the other terms of the act.
. The measures which I have suggested may seem drastic and far-reaching but
the discovery with which we are dealing involves forces of nature too dangerous to
·fit into any of our usual concepts.
The other phase of the problem is the quest.ion of the international control and
development of this newly discovered energy.
.
In international relations, as in domestic affairs, the release of atomic energy
constitutes a new force too revolutionary to consider in the framework of old ideas.
We can no longer rely on t;hc slow progress of time to develop a program of control
among nations. Civilization demands that we shall reach at the earliest possible .
date a satisfactory arrangeme!lt for the control of this discovery in order that it
may become a powerful and forceful influence toward the maintenance of world
peace instead of an instrument of destruction.
·
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Scientific opinion appears to be practically unanimous th~t ~he eiseritiafiheo~etical knowledge upon which the discovery is based is already widely known/ · There
is also substantial agreement that foreign reseai'ch can come abreast·of our·present
theoretical knowledge in time. .
·
· · , ·
·
.·. ,.,..,... ,,,.!
··
The hope of civilization lies in international arrangements looking/ii possible,
to the rcnunciation'of the use and development of the atomic bomb, and dirilcting
an.d encouraging the use of atomic energy ·and all future scientific· information
toward peaceful .and humanitarian ends. · The difficulties in· working. out such
.arrangements are great. The alternative to overcoming t,hese difficulties, however
may be a desperate aJ1llament race which might well end in disaster.· Discussion
·of the international problem cannot be safely delayed until the United Nations
Organization is functioning and in ri position adequately to deal with it. ·
I, therefore, propose to initiate discussions first with our associates in this discovery, Great Britain and Canada, and then with other nations, in an effort to ·
effect agreement on the conditions un.der which cooperation might replace rivalry
in the field o( atomic power.
'
'
'
'
I desire to emphasize that these discussions will not be concerned with dis-closures relating to the manufacturing processes leading to the production of the
atomic bomb itself. They will constitute an effort to work out arrangements
covering the· terms under which international collaboration and exchange of
scientific information might safely proceed.
The outcome of the discussioris will be reported to the Congress as soon as
possible, and any resulting agreements requiring congressional action will be
.submitted to the Congress.
.
·
· .
But regardless of the course of discussions in the international field, I believe
it is essential that legislation along the Jines I have indicated be adopted as
promptly as possible to insure the necessary research in, and development and
·control of, the production and use of atomic energy.
HARRY
THE WHI'I'E

HousE, October 3, 1945.

s.

TRUMAN.

. The CHAIRMAN. W,e have here as.witnesses this morning a number
of very busy men who, like the committee, have to be at work all the
time. Mr. Secretary Patterson is present and we will ask you, J dge,
to open .the hearing with a statement or in any way you care to
proceed.
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ROBERT P. PATTERSON,
SECRETARY OF WAR
.

Secretary PATTERSON. Mr. Chairman, I appear in support of H. R.
4280. This bill is in line with the President's message last week
relative to the development of atomic energy. As you have just
pointed out, this project at the present time is a war project developed
by the War Department. The time has come, as we see it, when the
project should be put on a broader basis and where not only itl:1 war-.
time aspects but its peacetime aspects for the longer range future
should be dealt with and covered by legislation of a basic character,
declaring the national policy and providing for the further intensive
development of the production of nuclear fission and the release of
atomic energy.
·
I have a short statement. If the committee secs fit, I will read it;
then I will have some remarks of a more general character,
· The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed in your own way, Judge.
· ··
Secretary PAT'rEnsoN. The atomic bombs that dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki did more than destroy the Japanese will to fight.
They delivered into the custody of the people of this country the
responsibility for developing and administering a force of su<3h incalculable potentialities that we are everi now only dimly aware of their
ultimate extent.
It is the desire of every American that this mighty power be used
to make secure and lasting the peace for which a quarter of a million
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of our young men gave their lives, and also that the horizons. of our '
knowledge be pushed outward so that atomic energy may become as
effective an element in the enrichment of our daily lives as it proved
itself in the ending of the war against Japan.
·.
· .
In the years when the existence of our Nation was threatneed and
the speed of our victory depended on the speed with which we unlocked the energy that lies within the atom, the responsibility for
directing research, constructing facilities, and producing weapons in
this field was entrusted to the War Department.
General Groves, who is here with me today, .was placed in charge
of the project and given unlimited authority to carry this urgent war
task to a successful conclusion. He reported directly to the Chief of
Staff and the Secretary of VVar. Time was the only scarce commodity,
so far as his assignment was concerned. Everything else was· made
available as fully and as fast as it was needed. Over all our work
hung the ever-present possibility that Germany or Japan might discover the secret first and that the United States might have to bear
the crushing impact of the first atomic bomb.
· We succeeded in our mission and thereby cut months from the probable length of the .war. We would have won without the bomb, but
thousands of American soldiers who are alive today would have died
before final victory was achieved.
The story of our success is a story of teamwork. The combined
efforts of science, management, labor, and the armed forces produced
the atomic bomb. Now it is up to us to turn this discovery into a
bulwark of the peace it helped to win.
No single department of Government should be charged with a
responsibility that affects the whole future of mankind so directly
and so immediately. Even the winning of a war seems a minor
matter by comparison with the importance of applying fully and
controlling wisely the power of the atom.
If we misapply the knowledge we now have or fail to carry forward
our research with the utmc,st vigor, we may be passing a sentence of
death on the future of our own countl'y and the entire world.
The bill that is before your committee today reflects the views of
the men who were most responsible for the wartime development of
atomic energy as to the most effective method of controlling and
carrying forward development in this field within the United States.
It embodies all the points on domestic policy recommended by the
President in his message to the Congress last week.
The manner in which this legislation was prepared will be of interest
to you. In May of this year, 2 months before the test in New Mexico
showed conclusively that the atomic bomb would work, Secretary
Stimson, with the approval of the President, appointed an interim
commih.ee to recommend legislation that would insure that this disC(')very would be controlled and developed in the best interests of the
people of this country.
The Secretary served as chairman of the committee, with G_eorge L.
Harrison, former chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
and present president of the New York Life Insurance Co., as his
alternate. Mr. Harrison is here today. The other members of the
committee were Secretary James F. Byrnes, then -a private citizen;
Ralph A. Bard, Under Secretary of the Navy; William L. Clayton,
Assistant Secretary of State; Dr. Vannevar Bush, director of the
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Oflic~

of Scientific Research and Develop~ent and pre~ident .df the'
Carp.egie Institution of Washington; Dr. James B. Conant; chairman.,
of the.National Defense Research Committee and,president of Har,. ...
. vardUri.iversity; and Dr. Karl T: Compton, president of.the.Massa.:.;
.chusetts Institute of Technology, and Chief of the Office ofField Serv...
icejn the Office of.Scientific Research and Development.. · ·...........>
General Groves was present in an advisory capacity at all meetings ·
of. the committee. The members were also aided by41:.he advice. and
experience of eminent scientists who had rendered invaluable service
irt the atomic bomb project--Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, Dr. E. Q. Law.:. .
rence, Dr; Enrico Fermi; and Dr. Arthur H. Compton. Representative industrialists who had taken a prominent pa.rt in the project also.
assisted the committee in its work.
•
.
. .
. .·
. The drafting of the bill, in line with the pi·inciples and policies
established by . the committee, was done by Brig. Gen. Kenneth
C. Royall and Mr. William L. Marbury, both of whom have frequently
appeared before your committee and who are present this morning to
answer any questions you may have as to the details of the bill.
Whe,n ,the interim committee had reached unanimous agreement
on the scope and language of the proposed legislation, it was submitted
to interested Government, agencies, including the Department of
State, the Department of the Interior, and the Department of Justice.
· With one or two. minor exceptions, the revisions suggested by these
departments were incorporated into the bill.
·.
·.
· In the opinion· of. the interim committee, the legislation you now
have is the soundest and most comprehensive that could he drawn
to cover all those phases of domestic control of atomic energy that
.require action in the interest of national security, world peace, and
the promotion of human welfare. The final draft was revi.ewed by
the President before itEi transmittal to Congrei;;s.
There has been distributed to the members of your committee a
summary of this bill. You ,vill note that the essential provisions are
these:
·
·
The first section declares that a.11 nctivities connected with the
release of atomic energy shall be conducted in the interest of the
Nation and world peace, so as to promote the national defense, protect
the.safety of our inhabitants, safeguard world peace, and further ·the ·
acqui!Sition of knowledge in this field.
Under the bill, jurisdiction is in an Atomic Energy Commission of
nine members appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, to serve for 9 years. Members of th0' Commission
are not expected to devote their full time to the work of the Com:mission, but the Commission will exercise general supervision o.ver
all atomic-energy activities. For the actual day-to-day administration of the act, there is provided a full-time Administrator and
Deputy Administrator. To aid these officials, the President is
empowered to establish and appoint the advisory boards that he
deems proper. The bill grants to the Commission the full general
powers necessary to the performance of its functions, such as the
right to adopt regulations, to acquire property by purchase or
eminent domain, to make contracts, and to create corporations.
With certain exceptions, similar general powers are conferred· upon
the Administrator.

I

~
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. All' items of Government·owned property relating to the produc~
tion ·of atomic energy, including the plants and other property of
the' Manhattan Engineer District, are transfen-ed to the Commission.
The Manhattan Engineer District, of course, is the branch or organization of the War Department organized to carry on activities of
the ato).Uic energy project under the title of "Manhattan Engineer
District." · All right,s in substances found in Government-owned lands
which are directly connected with the release of atomic power are
forever veste<i in ,the United States, and such lands or deposits a:r:e
to be turned over to the Commission at its request. The Commission
is also authorized to require private persons to declare any property
now <;>r hereafter determined to be directly connected with atomic
. energy, and to acquire such property, at a fair price, by purchase or
· eminent domain.·
·
·
.
With the property thus coming into its custody, the Commission
is empowered, through its own employees or through contractors, .to
conduct all necessary research and experimentation in this field, to
develop processes for the release of atomic energy and for its use for
military, industrial, scientific, or medical purposes. To this end, the
Administrator may license or dispose of the Commission's property
to other Government agencies or private persons, upon appropriate
terms and conditions.
As a necessary corollary to the power of supervision which comes
to the Commission, the bill also grants to the Commission full control
over the use, processing, export, and import by private persons, of
all substances determined to be sources of or directly connected with
atomic energy.
·
In the licensing of its property and the control of private activities
the bill expressly imposes upon the Commission the policy of mini-:
mum interference with and the encouragement of private research
and of maximum employment of other Government agencies, educational institutions, and private enterprise. The Commission is also
enjoined to encourage the widespread distribution, so far as feasible,
of pe1mission to engage in activities subject to its jurisdiction, and to
discourage the growth of monoply in trades and industries affected
by these activities.
This proposed legislation also authorizes the Commission to adopt
and .administer the necessary security regulations, and provides
suitably strict penalties for their violation. Penalties for violation
of the other provisions of the act and the regulations of the Commission are also' established.
The question. of international control or interchange of information.
concerning atomic energy is not determined by this legislation. In
his message the President drew a clenr line between the doinestic
phase and the international phase of this problem. This bill concerns itself with the domestic phase. Under section 11 (a), the
Atomic Energy Commission would be specifically prohibited from
granting any information or rights to foreign nations without the
express approval of the President. In all its activities the Commission would function under the basic principles laid down by Congress
in this bill.
Logic demands, it seems to me, that we set our domestic house in
order, so far as the development of atomic energy is concerned,
before we enter into discussions or reach decisions as to what should
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be done in the· international field. What w'e need. now· is · a body
· under legislativ¢ authority to take possession of the resources we .
have, to, .acquir.e .other resources, and to administer. them .in such: a·
way that the United .States will leave nothing undone in furtherance ·
. of knowledge and application in .this field.
·
By establishing a Commission of nine· members to be' selected
by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate, you
will take the first step town.rd the determination of a sound permanent
policy for .the research and manufacturing organization that was
built up under the strrss of war.
It is the thought of those who participated in thc:i drafting of this
legislation that the citizens designated by the President to serve· on
the Commission, as well as the Administrator and his Deputy, would
.be representative of all that is best in our national life-men of
demonstrated wisdom and judgment who wo1.1ld accept appointment
not because of any emoluments that might attend their membership
but rather because of a profound recognition of the significance of
atomic power to the future of .civilization.
There. are many important decisions that must be made in the
immediate future, notably those involving the further operation of.
the Manhattan District Project. We now have three enormous
manufacturing plants in operation, as well as many smaller ones, and
we have built up a well-integrated and irreplaceable organization
of scientists, executives, engineers, and skilled workers. To allow
this organization tq disintegrate because of uncertainty concerning
future national policy would be nothing less than a national disaster.
Some of our most vahrnble people have already loft and more will
go unless prompt action is taken to clarify the situation that affects
their future.
No one, not even the scientists most familiar with what has already
been achieved, can foresee the ultimate fields into which atomic ·
research will lead. At present, however, there arc three great fields
that call for .our utmost in the way of research and reduction to
practice: (1) The development of atomic energy as a. controlled
source of power; to make available heat and power in supplement to
existing sources and also as a moans to brand-nmv developments; (2)
the application of atomic energy to weapons, subject to internationa.l
arrangements that may be later made; (3) the application of activities
characteristic of this field of growth Qf the sciences and practical arts,
particularly of medicine, chemistry, and physics.
·
None of these developments will come ovemight or without the
most intensive research. The prompt passage of this bill is bound to
accelerate our progress along these lines and so to promote the national
welfare and safety.
The War Department has taken the initiative in proposing that it
be divested of the great authority that goes with the control of
atomic energy, because it recognizes that the problems we ;now face
go for beyond the purely military sphere.
· The atomic bomb is the most devastating weapon we know, but
the means of releasing atomic energy which it employs may prove t.o
be the greatest boon to mankind in the world's history. The wisest
minds in our Nation will be required to administer this discovery for
the benefit of all of us.

i

\
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I\fy statement, Mr. Chairman, covers the development of the energy,
in simple fashion; makes mention of the vast importance of the
project, the vast importance not only to the winning of the war, but,
as we see it and as we are advised by those most expert in the field,
also the vast importance to, all phases of our national life. , , , , , ,
, You all know the history of this ,enterprise that was conducted by
the vVar Depal'tment under the title of the Manhattan Engineer
District. It cost the people of this counti·y over $2,000,000,000
expended upon that project, but the results of that expenditure made
, the cost thus far seem cheap, because the work that was done has
unlocl~ed possibilities of a vaster extent than we can conceive of today.
As we see it, WP have this need for legislation along the lines of
H. R. 4280: As I have pointed out, the uncertainty as to the future of
this project has led to some of the valuable personnel leaving on
account of the vagueness in which the matter now rests as a matter of
the national will.
'iVe also have, as one of the urgent needs, pressing forward along the
lines of research and development-further research as to the possibilities along the line of nuclear fission and release of atomic energyand we have the need of putting the knowledge we acquire into practical application at the earliest possible date. I think the need of
legislation of a more permanent character at this time is evident to all.
But what kind of legislation? This discovery, contributed to by
scientists, industrialists, executives, engineers, and military personnel,
represents national property, a na,tional asset, developed solely at the
cost of the United States. Therefore, the legislation that is before
you carries out that idea-that it is national property.
Of course, another thing that makes it necessarily of national
concern is that, the tremendous power that is locked up in this enterprise, the tremendous power that is locked up that will be unlockedpower to be 11sed for further development of our national safety a,nd
national welfare, but at the same time power that could be most
dangerous indeed, .to us if npt controlled-is a national asset.
',
This bili is far reachiug nml the powers of the Commission are most
extensive; but it is submitted that nothing less than this will answer
the need. Therefore, there are very few restrictions, indeed, upon the
power of the commission of nine, t.110 Atomic Energy Commission, that
is proposed to be set up by this bill, that will control the problem.
I would close my statement by again pressing, as I have already,
the need for prompt consideration ancl prompt passage of legislation.
Once in awhile I will admit there are advantages to be gained by slow
deliberation, but not generally. Generally it has been my experience
that prompt consideration, prompt disposition of cases, has advantages vastly outweighing the slower processes.
The matter is presented now for your considern.tion and I press ,the
urgency of the problem. That is nothing new, because the President's
message presses the same point.
,
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, the Ohair is advised that General
Groves is here as a witness and has some kind of an early engagement
that makes it necessa1·y for him to get away.
Secretary PATTERSON. I will be in attendance and I will respond
later to questions. .
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I was going to suggest.
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· Secretary PATTERSON. We have General Groves, Dr. Bush, ~nd
Dr. Conant here to testify at the committee's pleasure. · .
. .
The CHAIRMAN. w·e will call General Groves now and will call the
Secretary back later for questions.
· :. · · ,.,.,. ; , ,. ··
General Groves, do you have a statement you wish to niake?.
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
. . ,;
STATEMENT OF Il'IAJ. GEN. LESLIE R. GROVES

General GROVES. In coming before your committee today· we are
appealing for an opportunity to give you our- existing powers. In
the interest of the war effort, there was delivered into our care the
responsibility for directing all activities rela,ting to the release and
use of atomic energy.
We have discharged that responsibility to the best of our ability.
Thanks to tho brilliant and selfless efforts of. the thousands of
scientists, engin~ers, industrialists, workers and Army and Navy
officers associated with the project, and to the wise counsel of Secretary Stimson and his advisors and the members of the Military
Policy Committee, our work achieved its purpose. It helped to
shorten the war and to save the lives of American and Allied fighting
men.
But the individual responsibility that was desirable in wartime
should not be pontinuod today. The hopes and fears of all mankind
are so inextricably bound up with the future development of atomic
energy, and the problems requiring immediate solution are. so fundamental that control should be vested in the most representative and
able body our democratic society is capable of organizing ..
The bill you are considering today is intended to create such a
body.
.
.
It would establish a commission of nine distinguished citizens, with
a revolving membership to guard against political domination or the
development within the commission of frozen attitudes that would act
as a brake on experimentation and now ideas.
.· . ·
Within the limits of general policy, as q.efincd by Congress, and of
appropriations, as authorized by Congress, the commission would have ·
broad power to conduct or supervise all research and :manufacturing
activities relating to tho use of atomic energy for military or civilian
purposes; to control the raw materials from which atomic energy may
be derived and to provide for the security of information and property
connected with the release of atomic energy. lt is also the aim of t4ia
legislation that the commission capitalize on the initiative and ·
ingenuity of Amel'ican science and America industry by giving as
much freedom and encouragement 'to private research and private
enterprise in this field as it is possible to give consistent with the
requir~ment of American security. .
·
. The success of the Manhattan District Project wo.uld have been
impossible without tho support. it received from colleges and universities, from large and small industrial corporations, and from the
skill of American labor.
·
·
·
Our pro~ress in the future atomic development will depend equally
on the 1,1tihzation of the fullest support that can be drawn from all of
these sources. At the root of this legislation lies a recognition of the
importance of maintaining. continued leadership by the United States
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in scientific .progress, utilizing existing private and public facilities: to
the broadest extent. ,
·
· . .
· The bill specifica.lly provides for the most widespread pra~tical
distribution of licenses for atomic research and developmentl 1within
the United States and enjoins the Commission to discourage the
growth of monopoly in trades and industries affected by these
activities.
·
·
In order that the membership of the Commission may include
outstanding leaders in American life, its members are not expected
to devote their full time to the work of the Commission but are left
free to engage in other activities.
The day-by-day work under the law would be carried out under
the direction of an administrator l!,nd a. deputy administrat'or, who will,
of course, devote their entire time to their duties. These, too, should
be men of the highest caliber who are willing to make the financial
sacrifice; necessary to accept such posts in the face of industry's
ability to make more tempting salary offers.
The scientific and other personnel to be employed· by the Commission would be chosen without regard for civil-service regulations.
My experience in operating the Manhattan District Project leads
me to the conclusion that such a provision is essential if atomic
development is to proceed with efficiency and effectiveness.
·
It is hoped that ,this work will attract young and highly talented
scientists who will stay with the c01:nmission 5 or 6 years, after which
they would leave to take better-paying jobs outside.· I will say quite
frankly that they should not be men who look forward to lifetime jobs
on the project. The. key st!lff of the project, both scientific and administrative, should be a rotating one so that the commission will not
degenerate into a lstatic organiz11tion with an inflexible approach to
the problems invol~ecl in this vast and complicn,ted field.
·
I should like before I dose to emphasize·what Secretary\Patterson
has already said about the desirability of speedy action on this measure. The decisions· w,e now have to make will affect the welfare of
the United States and\of the world for many years to come. They
should not be made by one man. I am convinced that the prompt
adoption of this bill will be a powerful and necessary stimulus to continued advances in our development and control of atomic energy.
Here, more than ever before in our historjr, it is a cnse in which
man is the keeper of his own destiny. In irresponsible hands, the
power of the a.tom migli t d <'.stroy the world. Properly developed and
properl.v administered, this same force can help light the way to a
future of lasting peace and prospe.rity for all the people of the world.
This hill is an important step in that, direction.
. The CHAIRMAN. Does that, conclude your statement, General?·
General ·GnovEs. Yes, sir..
t•
· The CHAIRMAN. I think I want to ask you one question. You
invited my interest when you referred to the fuct that this ought not
to be a static organization, that it ought to be able to utilize the
talents of young scientists who would serve for 5 or 6 years, and then
go to better jobs. Is there anything in your understanding of this·
legislation that would enable the compulsory use of a man for research
in this organization if he decided that he wanted to quit and go out, ·
when we needed him as an essential man?

\I
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General GROVES. No, sir; there is no way tha't he could be compelled to serve.
.
..
. . . ,.
'l'ho CHAIRMAN. It is your idea that the business will .be inviting
enough; arid m!)n will be patriotic enough so that they will render'this
service?
·
:
· . ·· · · .
General GROVES, Yes; and also the fact that they are young men.
What we should offer them is an opportunity to come into this field,
work with us for 5 or 6 years and develop and become capable then of
seeking better employment outside.
. ·
.
·. · . .
It would be 11 serious mistake to build up, a permanent scientific
'organization where once they were the1·e they would stay for a lifetime.
The CHAIRMAN. What you have actually done in the laboratories
of this Manhattan Project is to develop a force that is loose and· has
to he harnessed by the Government and controlled in the interest of
the public and of the country and of our national defense?
. General GR<;>VES. Yes, sir.
·
The Crum.MAN. It is a vitally important thing ..
General GROVES. There is no question of that, and I think the
best answer is where the world would be if Hitler had developed this
bomb and then started his attack on the other countries of the world.
The war would have been over in a few days and the world capital
would have been Berlin.
:Mr. THOMASON. I think, General Groves, we are all agreed on the
importance of this marvelous discovery, and also that there ought to
be very speedy legislation on the. subject. My quick reaction to the
bill, from its explanation by both Secretary Patterson and yourself, is
quite favorable.
.
What I am interested in, though, is that I want to know if we are
going to give this. secret to any other country or let it leak out to
them, and if this will do the trick. If they can discover it themselves,
it is all right with me. · Perhaps that is not quite the feeling of the
Army, but I do think in view of legislation .coming up, o,nd in view of
the President's statement this morning, which was quoted "in the
press, that it behooves this committee, if we arc going to pass legislation, to write it so that we know that this valuable secret is going
to be retained by this country and not leak out to other countries.
Mr. SHORT. I wish the general would tell us, though, just how
much of a secret it is.
Mr. THOMASON. Yes, I was just coming to that. I do not know
what the General wants to suy about it, or whether he wants somebody
else to answer that, but I think this committee is going to be expected
to determine, a.s the gentleman from Missouri says, how much of a
secret it is, and since it is such a powerful thing, both in the interest
of war and peace, and inasmuch as we, through our efforts and our
money and our fine minds, have discovered it, if we arc going to keep
it. My own feeling is that if some ·other country has some scientists
who are able to discover it themselves, that that comes under the
head of their business, hut I am not for giving this secret, or letting it
leak out to unybody.
·
With that comment,, General Groves, I would like to know·how.
you feel about it.
General GnovEs. In reply to your question, the bill provides
certain security :regulations in section 17 with sections 18 and 19;
which are largely a part of 17, and gives us a better control of the
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security th:-1-n exists, I believe, on nny other item which should be
kept as nat10nal property.
.
.
l\fr. THOMASON. Is there any permissive authority for this commission that you propose to set up to give it to another colliltry
under any conditions?
General GROVES. There i_s a provision in there which the Secretary
referred to about that bemg done under whatever directions are
received from the President. ~
·
Mr. THOMASON. Then, under the terms of the bill, in the last
analysis, it would be left to the discretion of the PresidentY
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMASON. Would it not if he wanted to give it to somebody
else? ·
·
. General GROVES. That is correct.
Mr. THOMASON. Congress would have nothing to do with it. The
commission would ma.ke its recommendations to the President, and
then if the President, in the exercise of his discretion, wanted to give
it to somebody else, why, he would have authority to do it, is that
what th!:' bill means? ·
' Gcnern.l GROVES. I believe, unless Congress otherwise decides.
Mr. THOMASON. That is the very thing I am coming to. Does the
bill Sfl,y that?
·
General GROVES. I do not believe so, sir.
Mr. THOMASON. I, for one, think it ought to.
General GROVES. That, of course, is a m0otter of international
relationships, and tlrnt is wholly out of my field.
Mr. THOMASON. Yes; I see. Everybody has agreed this is a
marvelous discovery" and it is of national and international importance.
In it is almost the determin1ttion of the future of civilization, but I
think Congress aiid the people ought to know who is going to control
this great secret. If somebody else can find out; us they probably
will, that, is j\1st a repet.ition of history.
General GROVES. I believe that to understand that problem satisfactorily it is necessary to consider what Mr. Short brought out,
which is essentially how much of tt secret it is.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what we want to know.
.
General GROVES. The big secret, was really something that we could
not keep quiet, nnd tha.t was t,he fact. thn.t the thing went off. That
told more to the wm Id nnd to the physieists and the scientists of the
world than nny other thing that could be told to them. It wn,s something that we did not know until we hnd spent nlmost $2,000,000,000
and had worked about 3 vears. "\Ye did uot know whether it would
go off or not, nllcl that is" the thing that really told them more than
anything else !lint could be told.
.
.
The secrets, as tley nrn loosely termed in the public_discussion, are
divided properly, I think, into about three classes. One clflss of these
secrets comists of e[ tablisliccl scientific facts wliich were not secret at
a.II. Tl1ey were well known to the best scientists of the world before
this wo1 k ever st:trtml. They Jw.d been publishf'd. They had been
published iu odd rlaces, but were cusily collectible. Anyone who
wantixl to could find tl10se secrets. Coupled with those were certain
others which had been the01 ies bcfore the explosion confirmed them,
and the deductions were wha.t would natmally be made by competent
scientists. When wtl speak of competent scientists in this field we
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mean scientists that are t~p~notch, not just first-class men .. Those .
secrets could be deduced by those men knowing that the bomb had
actually gone off. · The extent of that information which1 in·fact, was
public knowledge to the scientists of the world, is the limit of the
Smyth report which you have heard so much about. In other words,
nothing in that report discloses any secrets to the world:
·
The second classification of secrets is the scieritific developments
which went beyond this, and most of those developments were not
·basic. They were made up of hundreds and hundreds of problems
that had to .be solved before this work could be. done.
They involved things such as the purification of metals and the
purification of other products and. the handling of certain products
tlrnt are not easy to handle safely. They involved all the reseaL'ch
work, principally that which was done in many laboratories by
thOlisands of scientists. There are other ways to do this. We hit .
one way. Probably there arc several ways in which you can do
those various items, but they require a. tremendous amount of work.
This could undoubtedly be achieved by other nations if they spend
the money, the labor, and the time and have the scientific organi7,ation with which to do it. · In time they can, of course, do it. It is
merely a; case of'relative speed.
Another class of secrets falls in the industrial sphere. This contains many .industrial applications which, in the course of time, will
be made known in this country.
.
A man who has worked on this project and who is confronted with a
similar problem in industrial life cannot forget the solution that was
used on this project, D,nd he is going to use ·that, information no matter
how honorable he is, ancl he cannot be prevented from doing· it. It is
just like a child ·who is given an arithmetic pi·obleni to solve and knows
the answer in advance. He cannot help but take advantage of know..:
ing that answer.
.
·
.
The other class of secret, which is the biggest field, is the ingenuity
and the skill of the American worker :md the American management,
both the top management and the junior mairngement, and that is a
secret that I do not t,hink any other nation has, and I do not think
anyone is going to have it in a.hurry.
.
The net effect is that we arc ahead at tho present time. It will
take the other countries a numher of years to catch up, and opinion
a.s to that number of yen.rs will dcpcncl entirely on to whom you are
talking, ho,v optimistic he is, and how easily he forgets some of the
problems tlrn,t we had.
·
·
I have talked recently to engineers who told me how fa.st they can
do certain things. Well, they never did it while the job wa~ going
despite all of the pressure that we put npon them. I am sure they
cannot do it when they do not have that pressure upon them, and I
do not think that foreign rrntions that do not work as hard as we do,
both as to hours and as to industry and effort ca.n catch up with us
. for some time.
·
,
That is really the secret. In other wordR, we 11re ahead. They
can catch us, but it is going to ta.kc them time; it is going to take them
. effort, ancl. it is going to cost them money. How fa.st other countries
can do it I do not know. I have never been in most of them. I spent
the war in Washington.
78403-45-2
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Mr. THOMASON. Are you willing to say, Gene~al, the progress that
other nations are making in the discovery of this atomic energy, and
what the present status of that ·progress is?
.
·.
General GROVES. I think we can state this: That we do not know
what other nations are doing, but we have pretty good idea·s. Our
intelligence of Germany and Japan was perfect, insofar as to how far
they were along. We did not know whethe;r we were right. That is,
of course, always _a danger in military intelligence, but we were not
taking any chance that maybe we were wrong. It turned out, as we
expected, that they were not in our class in the solution of this problem, and they learned more by knowing that this bomb went off than
they had leJ1med since the w~rld was closed to communications with
them.
.
~.
Mr. THOMASON. But you do kriow that Germany and Japan were
both working on this thing?
General GROVES. 'They were interested in it. Germany was working on it. How·much Japan was working on it we.do not know, but
it was no~ a.nything of a serious effort. It was too big a job for Japo,n,
and they knew it.
.
l\rlr. ANDREWS. We are all quite interested in this great subject
which is now before t.he committee, General. Would you explain
your association during the last 3 or 4 years with the Office of Scientific
Research and Development?
Genernl GROVES. Do you mean Dr. Bush's office?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
General GROVES. We had the very closest relations with them,
Dr. Bush and Dr. Conant were members of the Military Policy Committee, and Dr. Conan.t assisted me personally with advice, and also
Dr. Tolman. Dr. Bush helped me all the time throughout our work.
I will say, as far as I am concerned, that there was the closest of relations. They did Pverything that could be done to make the thing go
in the way'of giving me the very best advice, which was, in some
cases, all-controlling.
Mr. ANDRlnws. ·with that reply, General, my question may be
reserved for ,Judge Patterson, Dr. Conant, and Dr. Bush.
W c have been very much interested in this committee in the postwar period in the operation of the Office of Scientific Research and
Development, and the establishment of a permanent National Agency
of Sciences .. My uncl crstanding is tha.t tliis bill has not yet really been
acted upon m the Senate. Assuming that that bill became law and
the National Acaclemv of Sciences were established and then a commission were set up, ,vlrnt woulcl be the relationship between the two
bodies, General?
General GrwvEs. I believe .Uw proposf'd cmnmissim1 would be a
body by itself workini~ on one problem. Tlmt is essential because it is
such a complex problem. Its relations with the other body would
be, I hope, similar to our own past, relations with other agencies, in
which there was the frocst cooperation by all concerned in this ·work.
If we developed t1 product in our process that was of value to thein,
we would give it to them. An example of that was a special lubricant which was developed. That infor!T'.aLion was passed. over to
them. I hope that there would be liaison there ,vhich would enablo
each to take advantage of the knowlecfo;e and advice o'f the others,
and that there would not be. any interference between them. There
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are c~rtain benefits to eac_h as for a.s th~y are concern~d ·i11 this . pr9j~~ti, ,
I believe enough to help m both d1rect1ons.
, . . · . · ·: ·:,: ·" '··.< ,//
.. Mr .. ANDREWS, I un~lerstand you .definitely Ja vo(. the _:p~rpin,:rieht ')
estabhshmon t of a Nat10i:i al AcadeI?J,Y of Scie.nce\,?, , . , ·,, ,;-.... ' ':,,f•J,. :\'· ~· ' '.:i .
. General GROVES. I thrnk_ that ~s stretclnng ,IllY. answer. a·h_ttle,. :
My answer really would be that with the establishment of this Com ..,
mission it should work with the other body if that were decided upon,
. Mr. ANDREWS. Do you favor that too?
.. _,.·.. ·· ; · . : · . , ·
General GROVES. I am not familiar enough with that. to testify on
that. · It cert11in.ly would not be objectionn,ble to this bill.. ;. . · ._.·..., . ·
Mr. ANDREWS. The relationship to be finally established as amatter
of fact is a matter of policy to be decided upon by this new board or
set-up?
.
. ·. . . . .
'1 •
General GnovEs. Yes, sir; and the head of the other agency,· and if
they worked along in that fashion it would be fine. .
. .
,
Mr. BROOKS. General, the term "nuclear fission" occurs thro11gh·out the bill. Woltld you explain just what that is?- ·
' .. .
'
General GROVES. That is quite a. job, I think, to explain it in simple
Ja.nguage, and I hesita.te to do it when I have all o'f these distinguished
scientists here behind me. It is really what is known as the splitting
of the atom, which occurs when a neutron hits the atom arid releases .
one or more neutrons, ;which then go on.
. .. : · ..
Mr. BnooKs. In other words, that is the heart of the whole bill,
isitnot?
.
.
.
·
·.- ...
General GROVES. Nuclear fissior and the modifying words that
follow really describe what is the heart of atomic energy, arid it is·
believed to be inclusive of everything that might be applicable to
atomic energy.
The CHAIRMAN. Do not go into the deta.ils of that.
.
...
Mr. BROOKS. No; I am not going to expose any figures here.
. .
The CHAIRMAN. I know you are not.
. · · · ....
Mr. BROOKS. I want to ask you this from the standpoint of national
. -defense. YOU lmoW the processes required .to develop this ;atomic
energy. Would you say in time of peace that another great nation
.could develop this process without our .knowing about it?. ,
General GROVES. Yes, sir; if they took time enough.
.·
.. ·.
.·
. Mr. BROOKS. They could.conceal it and handle it in sucli a way _that
it would be impossible for us to know about it?
General GROVES. Yes; sir.
,
·.
Mr. BROOKS. Is there anything in this bill that would help us to
gain information of that character in the event some qther nation·
decided to go in to tlrn t fi old?
.
. .
..
General GROVES. No; there is nothing Uiat would .enable us to
· enter into any intemational negotiations or anything of that kind.. •
Mr. BROOKS. Is there anything you have in mind that we. could
put into the bill that would assist in that respect?
·
. General GnovEs. No. Of course, an effort has been made to make
this a domestic bill without getting into international phases'.
. Mr. BnooKs. That is all.
, Mr. SHORT. General Groves, is it not factual ·to say that many
· minds and a great many countries for a long time have contrih11ted to.
the discovery of the atomic bomb?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
·

'

'1
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Mr. SuoRT. And that science, by its very 11.ature,, is international'
. and universal?
.
.
.
.
.· '
· General GROVES .. That is correct.. ·
· . · ·: . · ,, , :,,i .
]\fr;· SHORT. And no nation and no people have a monopoli on the
discovery of truth, and that while, perhaps, the secret is widely known,
· the _elements that ·control the atomic bomb, the mechanics for its
development and production, are more or less a secret principle?
·
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
·
.. ·
Mt·. SHORT. So that we can at least keep the methods of its manufacture, or the assembling of it and the mechanics and machine tools
· and the knowledge from the different laboratories, we can keep all
that data more or less a secret?
.
· . .
·
General GROVES. we cannot keep it secret for any great number of
years because other nations will find out how it is done. · There will
be other applications, and engineering is progressing, particularly
scientific engineering, so it is merely a question of time. ·
·
It could be well compared to a football team which develops· the
T-formation. When the originators no longer have a monopoly on it,
and if the opposition has the best team, why, they can beat the
originator.
.
·
··
· ·
Mr. SHORT. Of course, .Germany was pretty far advanced in the
development and had gotten a long way toward the development of
this bomb in Norway. If it had not been for the Nori.v:eg~an underground and the British I11telligence, Hitler might .have beaten us to
the draw?.
.
General GnovEs. No, sir; I think that is an exaggerated statem'erit
because he could not have beaten us. He just aid not have the indus- ·
trial capacity and··the capacity to get teamwork that we had here.
There was a greali deal of friction within Germany. It was subrosa
friction, not on the surface, but he did not have the capacity to do it
because he had.not organized it well and it could not have succeeded.
Mr. SHORT. Of course, the destruction of the plant in Norway by
the Norwegian underground certainlv disrupted it.
.
General GROVES. There was undoubtedly something .to that, but
it was not a controlling factor. Even if that had not been destroyed,he would n9t have·gotten there first. It was undoubtedly annoying
to them, but it was not a controlling factor.
.
l\1r. SHORT. They are not as far 'advanced as some newspaper and
magazine articles would lead us to br-lieve.
General GROVES. That is a correct statement.
Mr. SHOR'!'. I am glad to have you make that statement,
General GROVES. In other words, we were way ahead from the
time we really got into this business, an<l then we kept going at a real
speed, while they were going relativ~ly at_ a snail's pace;. . . , ·
:tvlr. SPARKMAN. As I understand 1t, this proposed legislation 1s for
the purpose of controlling within our own Nation for the present,.
the bomb, and the President's message related primarily to that, but
also touched on international control. That is not referred to in this
legislation, and it is not thought that in this legislation we should
touch on the international aspect of it at all.
·
General GROVES. No, sir; we would like very much to avoid that
in its entirety, for it has no bearing on it.
'
Mr. ARENDS. General, I am very happy that this matter is up for
early consideration, because you may or may not remember I intro-
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duced a bil~ on this g~n~raJ subject on September 24, 1945,. and I:am.
'tery much mterested m .1 t, us well as people all over the Nation. . · .
Thr. bill I introduced, H. R. 4152; provides for the establishment of
a commission of national defense to study the revision of our national
defense necessitated by atomic and other weapons, an4 becau~e of the
question raised by the gentlenia,n from Texas, Mr. Thomason,· I
would like to read this particular bill for the b~nefit of some' of the
members of the committee 'who have not had an opportunity to look
it over. It touches on this very point. The bill reads as follows:
Be ii enacted by the Senate and House of Representmi11es of the· United ·states of
America in Congress assembled, That. there is hereby established a commission to
be known as the Commission to Study t,he Technological Revision of Our National
Defense Necessitated by Atomic and Other Weapons.
,;
SEc: 2. 'Die Commission shall be civilian in character, composed of fifteen
membei:s to bfJ appointed by the President of the United States and shall include
representat,ives of scientific artd industrial r~search and other leading ci,:izens who
are conversant with i;lie problems of the nations defense. The scope of .the
Commission shall be limited to the studv of technological data pertaining to
national defense.
"
·
·
SEC. 3. It is the intent of Congress that the President shall reguira technical
advisers from the military services and other branches of the Govemment to
serve in an advisory capacity. The military services and other branches. of·the
Government shall give the Commission full access to the facts relating to technological revolution in warfare, so far a8 it shall not endanger na.tional security. /
SEc. 4. The Commission shall make interim quarterly reports to Congress for·
its information in the formulation of an adequate nat.ional defense program. The
Commission shall be terminated not earlier than January 1, 1948.
SEc. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in.
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of . $500,000, or so much
thernof as may be neqessary, to carry out the proyisions of this act,

]\fr. ARENDS. In other words, in this bill we leave any decision or
final determination in the hands of Congress, whereas the bill under
consideration leaves everything in the hands of the Commission, or
one man, to do as he sees fit.
,
Mr. CLASON. I ,vonder if the General can give us any idea of the
value of the property which would be turned over to this Commission
as a result of this legislation, if it is passed.
·
General GROVES. I could give you the value of about what it cost us.
Mr. CLASON. I believe you said that was over $2,000,000,000,
General GROVES. The project to date has cost in the neighborhood
of $2,000,000,000 and more, an'.d that is really the value of wha.t we
are turning over, and if we con.sider it aff a going concern and the cost
of the development as properly chargeable to wha'0 we have developed.
· If you are thinking of the pJ1ysic11,l property we are not turning over
that much property, because a great deal of this expense was in operational cost, research, and development; but if you refer to the physical .
property only, I cannot give you t,hat figure as a firm' figure, but it
would be on the order of probably a billion and a half first cost. If.
you apply some of these new theories on prevalent investment, I do
not know just how much that would be worth. But if you put it
on a reproductio11 cost, it would be about a billion and a half. But
that ·is purely a guess; I would like you to understand that.
Mr. CLASON. As I read the bill, it rather indicates that all of the
items that will go into the bomb can be secured within the confines
of the United States; is that a fact?
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General GROVES. As for 11S the Commission is concerned, .it has to
do only with operations in the United States, but the Commission is
subject to ,the President as to wh11t goes 011 elsewhere., .
, ;,
. .
Mr. CLASON. It seems to me it is broad enough so that if a scientist
from Ru!lsia, let us say, or anyone else, is developing an. atomic bomb,
bused on some other ore than uranium, the Commission would J:iave ·
the right to seize, within the United States, all of the lands that carry
that ore, even though it proved to be coal or some other mineral or ore;
is not that true?
.
G cneral G ROVI!JS. Y cs; that would be true with the wording of the
bill, but I think that is getting into a field that we certainly do not
foresee, and I do not believe anyone else does. It is'·possible that in
the dim future that woul<l occur.
Mr. CLASON. ·would you expect that any scientific explorations
that might be made in other countries at this time would be along
the same line of employing the same ores that we would?
General GROVES. I am certain of that.
,
Mr. CLASON. As I read the statement .of Dr. Langmuir yesterday
before the Senate committee, it appears that in his mind that within
from 5 to 10 years Russia will have the process and the information
in regard to the atomic bomb, and that there will be probably 10
,years in which we might, perhaps, keep ahead of Russia.
What would you think about that statement?
.
General GROVES. I read what he said in the Washington Post this
morning, and to me he seemed to be talking about how fast Russia
would go and how slow we would go.
Mr. CLASON. How long would it take Russia, if it goes after the
development of this bomb, to develop it?
.
·
General GnovEs. I think that depends·. It can vary, and it
varies according to how much of an all-out effort they make, _and
how much they are willing to sacrifice in the way of security. It
varies most of all with how much is done in secret. You cari ·take
your choice, but it will take time and a. lot of moi1ey before they can
catch up with us, but they can do it. In U1at I speak only for myself
and not for any of my officers or any people that we have consulted ·
with. · That is a personal opinion which is primarily on the industrial
basis rathBr than the scientific. I believe that for another country
to do this work, if it had the power of the greatest countries left in
the world, but had no particular ideas, that it would take them. from
5 to 20 -years, and the difference in time would depend entirely on
how "all-out" they made their efforts and how much they threw
security to the winds. .
If they do make the same equipment we lrnve made, that could only
be made in the United States, D,ncl possibly in Switzerland, and when
· they place foreign orders they are disclosing their hand. It would all
depend on how far they disclosed their hand.
.
In other words, if people are going to starve in their countries to do
this project, or if they want to do it in somc forest where nobody goes,
it varies from 5 to 20 years. Just where that is I do not know. ,
· Mr. SHORT. Because of the tremendous, enormous cost, it is not
likely that atomic energy will be used in the immediate future for
commercial purposes, is it?
General GROVES. I think that is correct, if y01i define the immediate
future as being within the next 10 years. But you must give due
consideration to the fact that there will be development in atomic
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.energy, with possible side developments that might lerid toward
commercial use as n, result of governmental research. . ·
·· "
Mr. SHORT. Butil such time and some other country develops this ' '
atomic bomb, so far as any one nation now is concerned; .no, other.
country could wage war successfully against the United States; is·that
true?
·
·.
.
·
General GROVES. I think they would have to think of what would'
happen to them.
·
.
·..
Mr. SHORT. And so long as the United States can retain: sol.e knowledge and 'possession of the atomic bomb, it is in a position of -being
able to wage war successfully against any other nation..
·
.
General GROVES. Yes; with two quaiificatidns. First that nobody
finds out a mt311ns for stopping us from delivering on the target. That
is the reason thnt makes it vel'y important not to·place our sole reliance
upon this weapon and say that with it we cannot be defeated .. It is
a very strong weapon, but it is not a substitute for our Army and
Navy, and it would be a terrible mistake to consider it so. It is very
strong but it is not overrwhelming because somebody -m:iy stop it.
Also, we must not forget that this is a secret that cannot be held;
it is just a question of time. The worst Lhing that could be done
would be to rely only on this weapon and say that with it we ·cannot
. be defeated. It is not a substitute for an army and navy. It is a
very strong weapon, but someone may discover something to stop it.
J\fr. CLASON. Up to the present time, we do not know of any Nation
that has found any defense for it?
.
General GROVES. No; I do not know of any; but I do not know
much about the rest of the world.
.
Mr. CLASON. If that be true, I would like to know whether or not,:
in the development of this bomb the Government has used any foreign
personnel who are not American citizens?
'
Geneml GROVES. Y cs; they have been used.
Mr. CLAsqN. If they return to their home countries, are they not.
in position to aid in the. swifter development of the atomic bomb in
the foreign countries from which they come?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
,Mr. CLASON. Some of them arc very capable scientists?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
·
Mr. CLASON. But as I read this bill, this bill does not prevent the
Commission from employing foreigners hereafter.
Generul GROVES. No, I do not believe it docs.
'
Mr. CLASON. Is it the purpose of the Commission to retain in its
employ the scientists from other nations who are now employed there?
General GROVES. No; of course, I do not know what the Commission will decide to do, but I would not imagine that they would
~~~~~

'

rl

· Mr. CLASON. Why is the bill drawn so they con do that, to permi~
nationals from all other countries to- be employed by and with their
salaries paid by the United States Government?
As to secrecy, in connection with this bill-General GROVES. I believe the only reason I can give for that is
the fact that we were so determined to avoid any of the international
problems involved that we did not set it up in this bill. So far as our
employment of foreigners, I cannot· tell you the exact figures, but
they nre extremely limited. They were necessary if we were to
accomplish the purpose. I cannot even recall now just who they are.
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·Mr. CLASON. ·In employing the~e persons; as I read the bill on p~ge,
18, they p.o not have to comply with any civil-service law or any other.
statute,.:and apparently. they can put foreigners in positions, where
they may get a considerable amount of, if not full, knowledge of what
is going on in tp.e Commission.
..
. .·
Is not that a rather q.angerous proposition, in view of the fact that
so far as your criminal processes are concerned, you can even send
a man·to jail for violating simple regulations?
It se.ems to me, from the criminal standpoint, you are making it a
·serious proposition all the way through ll,nd opening that up pretty
wide ..·
General Gnonis. I do not believe the Commission would, in fact,
employ :my foreign citizens normally. If I were in a position of
responsibility with the Commission I certainly would not employ any
foreign citizens unless the rewards to be gained for the project were
sufficient compensation: for the risk to security.
I would like to say that the only thing that would preserve security
would be to lock everybody up, and when they decided to leave to
shoot them and be done with it. That is the only way you could
have perfect security.
Mr. CLASON. How much do vou expect this Commission would
need in the way of funds?
"
General GROVES. That is extremely difficult to answer, because it
depends a great deal upon what the Commission decides upon. We
do not know about certain essentin,l things. We do not know what
the situation will be abroad; we do not know hmv many bombs we
should have in storage, and we do not know what future developments
may bring forth.
·
Mr. CLASON. The bill also provides for the setting up of a corporation, as the Commission sees fit, for various things. ,vhat is the need
of a corporation? Why cannot the United States Government go
ahead \vithout the formation of a corporation?
Genernl GROVES. It is sometimes quite essential for security
reasons to have a corporation established, and there are certain other
places where it is desimble. In this project to date, there has. been
no widespread use of any specially set-up corporation. There have
been some things clone entirely for security reasons to enable us to
do the job in a better way. As soon as it is known the United States
Government is doing something, everybody knows we arc doing it.
Mr. CLASON. Wb.y should not this Commission save money? In
its transactions it will be involved probably in many millions of
dollars, but without being subject to the Genern1Accounting Office to
the same extent that most agencies of the Government are.·
General GROVES. In order-to insure that our procedure 011 accounts
was correct the Comptroller General has arranged ,vith us to have
field auditors practically associated with us throughout, ih passing
on the bills promptly, so in case of doubt the bills could be straightened
out promptly. As you know, accounts that run for 2 or 3 years are
very hard to adjust. We have had many unusual projects in connection with these properties, and while those provisions are difficult
to write, we have done so to the satisfaction of the Comptroller
General. However, there are possibilities where there would be
· disputes, and I think -the committee will appreciate the fact that in
{)arrying on this extremely complex program, it has to be free of that
possibility.
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· lVIr. 0LAS6N. I have i·ead the bill, 11n<l while !appreciate the purposes for whieh it was drawn, how can any large ·corporation proceed .·
with. tho development of research on the use of atomic principles,
'bnsed upon the same ores used in the· bomb under this bill?
·
General GROVES. They will proceed under a license given by' the
Commission. That is provided for in section 13, I think, on page 21
o£ the bill.
·
Also, in secLion 13 it provides thatit shall be unlawful for any person without the consent of the Adri1inistrator and
upon su~h conditions as he, wi~h the approval of the Commissio'n, may. prescribe

to do certain things that mn,y be done with such consent.
· · · ,
Mr. CLASON. It also provides, on page 22, subsection (cl), line 20it shall be· unlawful for any person to conduct research involving the· Telease of
atomic energy in amounts deemed and to be prescribed by the Commission as
constituting a national hazard or being of military or industrial value-

And so forth.
General Gnov1~s. Yes, sir,
.
Mr. CLASON. Do you not think that is going to be a pretty severe
restriction combined with section II, so you cannot. bring anything.
into the United States in quantities enough to accomplish anything
under this bill? . There is nothing you cn,n bring in here in large
quantities.
·
.
General GnovEs. It has set up the most rigid limitn,tions, and it
is put in the hands of this authority for the 1·eason that has been set
forth, that this is a' situation so complex and so complicated that it
makes it impossible to write laws in advance as to how each particular
operation slrnll be conducted. It also is something that cn,nnot wait.
If Q. mistake is made in this instance it may easily be a fatal mistake.
If a mistake is made in this field it may be irreparable.
This whole thing is so complicated and of such magnitude that no
mistake ca:n be allowed; it is like a, man on skis going down hill who
cannot stop, and it would mean that it could get out of control.
Irreparable damage might result to the United States if a mistake
were made now in connection with the control of atomic energy.
We are flirting with national suicide if this thing gets out of control.
If one mistake is made we may face national disaster.
Mr. CLASON. You think it would not be financially wise for a big
corporation to conduct n,ny of this research work, like the fellow who
provides an engine or a motor vehicle, or for any other purpose, in
view of the fact that without tlrnt he could go no further.
·
General GROVES. It would be unwise from that standpoint, and
also it would be unwise because there is not enough fundamental
knowledge at this time, and they would not do it because they would
not see any retmns.
.
Corporations interested in doing research work with no returns are
interested in doing more b11sic research, with financial support from
the Government, in which case a patent of tl111t charqcter would go
to the Govermnent.
Mr. CLASON. lf I get the picture, the public is not likely to get
much benefit out of this develop1nent, if any, in the near future. .
General GROVES. I think th11t is correct; from the power standpoint. From the medical standpoint, perhaps there will be some
benefits.
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Mr. CLASON. Why is it that you are interested in allowing colleges·
and universities to carry on in a small way in connection with research
and do not want big corporations to do it?
, .
·
General GRonis. I think we also have control ov:er the,, colleges
in the same way as the corporations.
.
Mr. CLASON: But you _did furnish them with funds and train the
men to do everything to help them out, It means a big thing, a big
research program? Is not that true?
..
· General GROVES. Many of the basic discoveries are made in the
college laboratories, and by people proceeding on shoestrings, and it
would be most unwise to say to them and have them feel that nobody
in the United States can do that unless he has a license.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Docs not that follow, that these private. workers
do work in harmony with industry, oftentimes, and t;hat it is not
unusual,?
·
Mt. CLASON. It is not unusual, in many cases, but_ from the standpoint of financial investment it is certainly out of t,his picture under
this bill.
.
General GnovEs. No, sir; because at the present time there are big
corporations int.crested in conducting research along these lines in
cooperation with the United States. I think that would be one of the
first things taken up by the new commission, that is the handling of
that type of commitments in which the corporation would be doing
this work for the United States without profit. Their profit is in the
training of certain people for this particular field. ·
Mr. CLASON. Are they under the pay of the United States Government or the corporation?
.
General GROVES. In the normal instance, the corporation would
naturally do research, and the United States would reimburse them
for their expenses.
Mr. CLASON. As I get the picture, the United States Government
would control cveryt,hing from start to finish, and no private corpo_ration or individual can go ahead under that method.
.
General GROVES_. That is correct; he has to have a license from the
Commission.
'
.
Mr. CLASON. The word "license" means that the Commission can
still increase these. wages, and the word "license'' on po,ge 28 of the
bill includes "license, lease, loan, sell, furnish, make availaole, dispose,
grant, any right or interest"? ·
.
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
·
·
.
Mr. SHORT. It i.s imperative that you keep it tight and rigid. _and
·and make the control of this thing as absolute as possible?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SHORT. And that is the reason the Commission is granted
practically unlimited power, as it should be?
General GROVES. Yes.
Mr. CLASON. After this bill is passed, Congress is out of the picture.
I just·want the facts for the record. I think we all agree that something has got to be done. But as I see the picture, after this legislation
is pttssed, if it is passed in the form of this bill, Congress will have
nothing further to do with any control over it excepting to pay the bill,
as has been suggested, out of appropriations from the Appropriations
Committee, and to teceive expurgated reports, the President receiving
the full report and t\he Congress getting something less. Is that right?
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General GnovEs. I think there is one thing that yoti hav~ left
out, and that is that the Congress at any time .can change,.the .act;· : ·.
Mr .. CLASON. Yes; but that has not been very easy. to do in the
past. Other than that, if the bill is passed, as long as it stays on the
statute books Congress'is out of the picture except as regards appro'.'
priations? ·
·
. General GROVES. Yes.
.
, . .. ,
Mr~ DunHAM. Under this bill would a college be prevented: from
doing experimental work without securing a license. from the Com~
mission?.
General GnovEs .. ·They would have to have a license'.
A VornE. No.
·
General GnovEs. It depends on the quantity and on the type of
experiment~l ,vork it is. Subsection (d) on page 22 is the one that
really applies to that. It provides as follows [reading]:
·
It shall be unlawful for any person to conduct research or experimel).tation .
involving the release of atomic energy in amounts deemed and. to be prescribed
by the Commission as constitu~ing a national hazard or being of military or
industrial value, * * *
,

You cannot have a thing of industrial value without its being of
military value also.
·
·
Mr. DunHAM. I am interested in research work by t;he colleg~s in ,
this country.
·
General GnovEs. I believe that the effect of the bill. will be to
greatly increase the power of the colleges to do research, and will not
diminish them in ahv instance.
Mr. MARTIN. Geiieral, with reference, to the power to acquire
· property, it seems to be a rather broad power to acquire almost any
property that the Commission deems essential or important in the
development of this project for atomic development. After it gets
the property, the Commission has the power to license the use of it
to private firms or individuals; is that correct?
General GnovEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. MARTIN. I wonder if there is any limitation n:erided on the·
power to acquire property and how for afield they can go in getting
and then taking over property and licensing it just because i.t has a
possible bearing on tl1is field of development. I foresee some possible
abuse of that power. I ho.ve seen mentioned. in the papers recently
the possibility of its extending out to the point of power institutions
similar to 'l'VA. We have one in the Middle West in which some
of us are interested-Llie Missouri Valley Authority-and I wonder
just how far the Commission can go in building up such an empire as
that in the name of atomic energy development.
·
General GnovEs. I believe that is measured by the statement on
page 15, line 14which, in the judgment of the Commission, are peculiarly related to the transmutation of atomic species, the production of nuclear fission, or the release of atomic
energy.

Mr. MARTIN. The Missouri Valley Authority could be very peculiarly related to it, could it not?
General GROVES. I do not think so.
The CHAIIlMAN. There is no Missouri Valley Authority yet. ·
Mr. MARTIN. I am not talking about things that are; I am talking
about things that might be; and that is what we are called on to
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consider. There was not any Tennessee Valley Authority when the
bill was first enacted. .
.
There is no limitation, as.J see it, in this bill as to how, far. the
Commission can go if~:in' its judgment, the development migh.t have
a sufficient bearing on 'the development of atomic evergy.
.
.General GROVES. I think that is correct. In other words, you are
turning over to the_Commission this subject,' and you are turning it,
all over with the understanding that it is too complex to be handled
by detailed a:dvancc legislation.
.
Mr. Mu,Trn. My interest in asking thaf question was just to call .
the att~ntioffof the committee at this time to the fact that this might
be used as a cloak for future expansion of Government control of
industry, and we want to go into this with our eyes onen.
I will drop that matter at this point, and wa will discuss it later
in committee.
Another point, is the matter of control of the individual. You
answered Nir .. Clason with reference to men who are not American
citizens, but I think the question in mind was men who are American
citizens. We know, in watching the activities of some inaustrialists
in America, that they do expand into foreign countries, and we know
of some firms of engineers who go into foreign countries to do developmental work there. As I understand it, you believe that the penalty
section, section 19, and the security section, section 17, would be
adequate for the checking of American citizens who have been employed by the Commission, leaving this country and · selling their
professiq_nal services to foreign countries where they might use the
infonnation gained in their experience here?
·.
General GROVES. I believe it docs not provid c, and I do not believe
it should, that an American who works en this is from then on re- ·
stricted to the Unit:ld States. He can go abroad; he can engage in
business abroad. The purpose 'is to prohibit him from disclosing
any information which is gained as the result of his employment with
the Commission. It is awfully hard to cut out knowledge from a
man's brain.
Mr. MARTIN. That is the reason I'a:m asking the question. You
made the remark a while ago wheh you were justifying· the fields of
secrecy, that in the industrial field it is well-nigh impossible t.o keep
a man who has beei1 closely associated with this dcvrlopment from
using his knowledge.
General GROVES. That is correct. And it is the sama in the scientific fidd. If, as the result of his experimental work, he sees a machine or an instument used to make a certain measurrment,· and he is
faced in his own laboratory later, 2 or 3 years later, with that same
problem in front of him, he is going to use that knowledge, and you
cannot strike it out of his brain.
Mr. MARTIN. The only place where he goes counter to this bill is
in the security section and the penalty section, in the general statement with reference to using it with intent to jeopardize the interests
of the United States. That is on page 27 of the bill, line 11.
General Groves. It starts earlier that that, I believe.
_
Mr. MARTIN. That is the key, though, that determines whetlieror
not he is violating the provisions of the bill.
·
General GROVES. Sectipns (a), (b), and (c) of paragraph 19 are all
pertinent. They define different degrees of violation of security.
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Mr. MARTIN.· 'l'he intent to lmrm the·bnited States is the principal
test.
.
,
· .
· General GnovEs. That is. only section (c). As to the other sec- ·.
tions, you do not have to show such intent.
"·'
' :•' '.' ' ' '
Mr. MARTIN. To. the extent that the penalty and security provisions are in here, we are dealing definitely with the '.matter of .interna(;ioniil effect of fmther research''and develofnnent? .
·;;.' ., .. ··
General GROVES. I think that is .corred. If there ·were no international effect, there would not be the same 1ieecl for security.
· Mr. l\,LrnTIN. There is one general question I would like to ask
you. You have- been discussing here at some length the inatter qf
other 1rntions keeping up with us. I would like to ask you wheth(lr,
in your opinion, we will be marking time during the 10 years that it
takes them to catch up to the point where we .now stand? ·
General GnovEs. I do not believe we will, if we proceed wisely.
:Mr. SrrERIDAN. Is it permissible under this bill for the Commission
or th(j Administrator to take property even before a hearing is held
under petition?
General GROVES. l think that is correct.
Mr. SHERIDAN. It is so provided, is it not, on page 16, line 12?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SHEHIDAN. Is not that violative of the very principles of our
Constitution?
,.
General GROVES. I cannot answer that. ·I am not a lawyer. I
think that is really a legal queS'tion.
General RoYALL. 'There is plenty of custom for that.
Mr. SHERIDAN. As a matter of fact, once the Administrator or .the
Commission is established, there is no further provision except by
limitat10n of authority?
The CHAIRMAN .. That is a law question that we have got to settle;'
and this gentlemen is not a lawyer. vVe have statutes authorizing
the seizure of property now, upon the payment of 50 percent of the
value.
Mr. SPARKMAN. It is in line with the Second War Powers Act.'
Mr. SrrERIDAN. But the status of this Commission will be a peace-.
time status.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Mr. ELSTON. General, I do not think anybody can quarrel with you
about ·the objectives of ·this legislation. I want to talk to you about
some of the provisions of this bill. In the first place, did you have any
thing to do with the drafting of this bill?
.
General GnovEs. I sat with the interim committee, as the Secretary
said, throughout its prepumtion of the bill, which wus to lay down the
principles. The drafting of the bill was under the charge of General
Royall. I um in favor of the provisions of the bill. I have gone over
it ·very carefully during that time~ It incorpoi·ates everything I
would want to see in it 1111d it has nothing that I would not want.
Mr. ELSTON. In the first pluce, you set up 11 commission that has
more power than has ever been given to any other commission in the
history of this Nation, and yet you do not prffV'ide that the,members of
the Commission be e-ven confirmed by the Senate.
General GnovEs. Yes, sir; that is in here.
,
·.
·
l\fr. ELSTON. I arn looking at the summary, and the summary does
not mention it.
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General GROVES. I am sorry, sir.

24 [reading]:

It is on page 2, liii~s 23 and

which ·sh&H. be ~omposecl of nine members, who shall be appointed by the P;resident;.
by and with the advice 11,nd consent of ·the Senate. .
·
· ·.

Mr. ELsTpN. I am gfo,d to Imo; that it is in there. General
authority is given to the Commission, hClwever, to have plenary
supervision and control, within the United States, of all matters connected with atomic energy. It gives the Commission complete and
absolute and llnqualifi.ed control over atomic energy. Is that correct?·
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
.
Mr. ELSTON; And that, of course, includes everything. It would
preclude !J,:UY compuny from proceeding with any research work at all
with a view to developing atomic energy for industrial us.es, without ·a
licen,se U:Qm this Commission?
·
Generdl GROVES.. That is generally correct. In other w<;>rds, the
Commissio.IJ. lrns the control there.
.·
Mr. EL&'.t'ON. Of com;s.e in time atomic energy may take the place of
aill other ~y'pes of ~nergy, such as elt,ct1icity, energy developed from
coal, nituro.l. gas, o.'nd everything els('l. That is conceivab.le? .
General Gnov~s. Many yel.!J's ln the future.
· ·
· Mr. ir,sToN. W~l, it is conceivD,ble; 1!,nd yet it is all in the hands of
this one Qom.mtssion·. Tha,t is cotrEICt, is it, ;not?
Genera;) GROVES·. Yes, sir. .
Mr. EJ:,S:L'ON. I notiqe that the bill gives the Commission the right
~ mQ.ke ~ptrn.cts without. regard to provisions oflfl;w?
..
G(;)nero,l GEovma Y:es, sir.
·
·
.
Mr. ELSTON. J)O: you eonceive of any rea,;;on why t}iey should make
contrae:ts witJiout regard to existing· law?
.·. . •
Genornl GwvEs.· Yes, sir; a great many. For example, hi normal
tirues cori.tracts must be given to the lowest bidder. This is not a
case of selricting the krwest bidder, Th~s is just as if you w.ere securing
a surgeo.n to do an op().l'ation. You are not interested in taking· bids
on that. Th0rt is becauM of the type of work. Things must be
decided on reputation and what you think of the ability of the person.
Mr. ELSTON. Do you not think it would be better in case$ of that
kind to lrn;ve the Congress specifically indicate in what respects
e)!:isting 1uw should ,be changed, ra,th()r than to give the Commission
carte bla%he a.uthority just to go ahead and ignore tbe law in regard
to any contract at all?
· .
General GROVES. I do not believe so, because I do not believe that
it is possible at this time-and I speak from my experience in the last
3 years-to determine just what problems this Commission is going
to be faced with. It is faced with problems that have got to be
decided promptly. If they are not, it is going to cost the Govern.:.
ment tremendous sums of money. l feel that, with the national
security so vitally concerned, mistakes, as I said before, may not be
retrievable, and those mistakes may be of tremendous cost.
Mr. ELSTON. Congress is always in session.
· ·
General GuovEs. That does not mean that we can necessarily have
prompt action.
Mr. ELSTON. Just give us one illustration of where you would
have to act.without waiting for Congress to pass a law.
General GRov:ms. You mean 1 as to what might happen?
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Mr. EtsToN. Yes. Just give us oiie case where you might have to
act so.fast that Congress could not consider it.
"·
General GROVES. The Commission might have.to, in the prpcure- .
ment of raw materials, proceed without any delay. If you are hunt'"
ing fo~ raw materials and someone else is only a step ahead of you or
followmg where you are, you haye got to move and you have got .to
move fast and you cannot wait, judging from the decisions that liave
had to be made in the last 3 years; pr::u::Lically instantaneous decisions.
I mean decisions involving large sums and involving very important
policies that had to be inade in a few houl's' time, whereas in normal
times and under normal procedure we would get together and sit and
argue for maybe weeks. That has not been possible, and I do not
believe it will be possible in the future.
wir. ELSTON; Congress can give you the power to make contracts
for the· purchase of materials without giving you absolute power to
do anything you want to by contract and completely disregard the
existing provisions of law.
You also ask in this bill that Congress give you the power to adopt
regulations which shall be published in the Fedeml Register, and. then
for violotion of wlrntever regubt,ions the Commissioi1 may decide to
make, people may go to jail for as much as 30 years.
Mr. SHERIDAN. Also they are not even subject to the General
Accounting Office for audit.
,
Mr. ELS'l'ON. I understand. But you .are given by this bill 'power
to make regulaLions which are hidden away somewhere in the Federal
?],egister; and it is i~1possible for anybody to_k~ow ~ver:ything that.is
ni tho Ii ederal Register, and yet for the. willful v10lat10n of one of
those regulations it is possible to impose a pe1+alty of $300,000 and
30 years in the penitentiary.
.
· ·
Gencro.l GROVES. I believe that the courts would consider carefully
any excessive penalties; but I would like to point out that our practice·.
in the past, and I believe it would be the Commission's practice, has
been to require anyone who 'is employed by us or by any of our con-_.
tractors to sign certain agreements of secrecy. He is put definitely
· on notice and he knows what he is doing if he violates it.. I think
that will be the main purpose of these regulations.
'
.
Mr. ELSTON. Congress can pass a law making it an offense to reveal
secrets. You do not have to do it by regulation.
.
General GROVES. If we could anticipate ·all the things that might
come up on this. The reason that we cannot is that this whole subject is approximately 2 years old, as far as getting into the complexities
of today are concerned. You cannot sit and discuss the thing or
explain it to people who have not had the background. You cannot
explain it just because they have the education or training to understand it, because the whole thing is so staggering in. its. impiications
that you have got to have the background that comes with time.
l\fr. ELSTON. I grant you all that; but I do not think that justifies
giving legislative power to the Commission, power to make laws and
hide them away in 1,he Federal Register and send somebody to. the
penitentiary for 30 years for their violation. .
,
··
The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman yield to the gentlewoman from
Connecticut who has go take a plane directly?
Mr. ELSTON. Surely.
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Mrs. LucE. General, I welcome this opportunity to ask :vou a ques. tion with reference to the past l1istory .of the atomic bomb. r think
your 1;1,nswer to it will be conclusive.
, ... - : ,
. When, in your opinion, was the atomic bomb as a weapon first ready
for target release; on what date?
.
. _'
Gen.oral GROVES. You mean, when it could have been released?
1\frs. LucE. When could that bomb have been released, in your
opinion; on what date?
·
.
General GROVES. I think that bomb could first have been released
on the day that it was released.
Mrs. LucE. When was the actual bomb itself ready to be released?
General GROVE!:. I cannot rempmber the exact date, but I believe
it was about 3 days before it was released. It was ready to be assembled. It was not necessarily ready to go. We waited until the
last minute to make certain final assemblies. But, as to the real intent
of your question, it was req,dy 2 or 3 days before.
.
Mr. Jo.HN!:ON. You mean, before it was released?
Generll,l GnovEs.· I can recall now that it was ready on the 1st of
August.
Mrs. LucE. I bring this up because there was an astounding re- .
mark ma.d~you may have seen it-in the newspaper columns.
· Genm;al GROVES. I have seen a lot of astounding remarlrn. I think
I know the one you moan.
,
Mrs. Lu.c:i'). That remark said that the bomb has been ready for
release and the War Department had been so notified on January, 15,
1945, and it was not released until 6 months later for political reasons
.or reasons of state.
'
General GROVES. It is very easy to answer that with a d'efinite
"No..''
i
·
Mrs. LucE·. I know it 'does not make good sense, but as I get many
inquiries about it I wanted to ask you that question.
General GnovEs. The answer is "No," unqualifiedly.
Mr. E,r,s'l'ON. Relating to the question that the gentleman from
Pennsylvania asked about, and that is the power to requisition, I
grant that in the past power has been given to requisition property,
but it was purely a wartime act. There is no government that I
know of that has the power in peacetime to requisition property without giving the owner his do.y in court. . Under this bill this Commission could reg uisition any. property, real or personal, anywhere in the
United States, that it saw fit to take, without going into court first.
There would be compensation afterward, but it could just take the
property and decide afterward what it would pay for it. That power
is in this hill?
General GnovEs. Yes.
Mr. ELSTON. The Commission may take over an entire industry if
it wants to, and nothing could he said about it?
General GROVES. Th~1·e certainly could be plenty said about it. ·
Mr. ELSTON. But nothing could be done about it?
General GnovEs. That is correct.
Mr. ELSTON. Do you think that is necessary?
General Gnon:s. I think it is. I think it is one of the many provisions that are in this bill that are necessary,' because we do not know
what the future of this thing holds for us, ari.d we may have to move
very quickly. It has happened in the past, int.he course of our developments. where certain things suddenly became of importance. to us
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.and, it was of the utmost necessity that they be obtained p~·ornptly
. and ,vitliout any fooling m·ound of any kind; an.cl those· items were
not items which were necessarily due to Lhe speed ,v'ith which we had
to work.
·
·
·
' ··
.
. · ·
Mr. ELSTON. In the development of atomic energy·sb'fttt·h1i:tre you
requisitioned any property?
. .
General GuovEs. You mean, taken possession before a court order?
Mr. ELSTON. Yes.
.
·
General GuovEs. I cannot state definitely. I cannot rncall any
offhand.
.·
·
.
J\llr. ELsroN. Then, if you have not had :to do it ~o far, what,inakes
you think you will have to have all this power to do it in the future?
General GnOVES. I think the answer to that is that we just do not
know what the future holds for us in this problem; but we do know
that it ·mores fast and that a mistake in this can be national suicide,
as I explained before. I feel that if the Commission is selected as we
hope it will be, the Commission will not take advantage of those
powers.
·
.
.
Mr. ELS'l.'ON. Well, it is a dangerous Lhing ·to just give them the
power and hope that they will not take advantage of it.
.
'
The CHAIRMAN. ls that all, Mr. Elston?
Mr. ELSTON. No; I have another question.
The CnAIRMAN. Go ahead. I want to be able to excuse this witness
finally, very soon. ·
Mr. ELSTON. I want to call your attention now to another section
which au.thorizes {;he Administrator to license the Commission's
property, including its funds, for research and experimentation,
development, exploitation, and use of processes I or methods for the
release of at.omic energy, and any use of such property where it is
deemed advisable for the purposes of this act to retain control or
supervision in the Commission over the property, its utilization,. or
disposition; and incidental and related p1irposes. Thei1 you provide
that no license for purposes (1), (2), 01· (3) shall be given by the
Administrator to a foreign government or any person who is hot.
under and within tho jurisdiction of the United States, without the
approval of tlw President.
.
.
You have asked for all these vast powers for the control of atomic
energy, apcl yet you make it possible in the bill to give them all.away
to some foreig·n !l;overmnent by the act of one mah, namely, the
Presidmt of the United States.
General GROVES. Also tho act of nine other people who have to·
recommend that, if they do.
~Ir. ELSTON. I am assuminµ; that the Commission recommends
that. Then you ,dve the President alone power to give it all away,·
and in that you ii1cludo the atomic bomb and everything else. Do
you think that is a wise provisiou'?
.
General GnovEs. All I can say is that that is getting into the international fieJd, and that is really out of my sphere·.
·
Mr. ELSTON. Well, it is in this bill.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if I can get an agreement from iny'.
colleagues itnd . the otlwr members of the committee that Judge
Patterson and Gonrral Royall arc both good lawyers a.nd that we can
discuss the legal aspects of the bill with them.
·
. .
··
Mr. ELSTON. All right. Maybe I do not have any rnore to ask this.
witness.
78403-45-3
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The CnAmMAN. I do not want to be disagreeable about it.
}.fr. ELs·roN. No, you are not. I do want answers to my questions,
and I would rather get them from the ones most capable of answering
them.
'
The CHAIRMAN. The witness is a mechanic and not a lawyer.
Mr. ELSTON. The Secretary, I know, is a very able lawyer. ·
I am tlu·ough with this witness for the time being.
The CHA!RMAN. Mr. Sikes?
·Mr. SIKES. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Harness?
Mr. HARNESS. l have a couple of questions.
. ..
General, would you care to tell us what research has been made iuid
what progress has been made in developing a defense to this bomb?
· General GROVES. I do not think that should be disclosed even to
this committee. All I can say is that I think' you know that we
naturally would be interested in it and that we are not sleeping on it.
Mr. HARNESS, Would that be one of the functions of this Commission, to continue to study and develop a defense?
. Gener.al G1wvEs. Everything pertaining to it. I would certainly
feel that the Commission was decidedly negligent if it did not think
of the defense as well as the offense.
.
.
Mr. HARNESS. There is nothing in the bill that directs them to do
that, is there?
, . ·.
General GROVES. No, sir, but I feel that·it is within their power.
I.also believe that the major defense for this will be the same type of
defense as against anything else. There are two types, pa.ssive and
acti v'e, and the best one is always the active.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any questions, Mr. Pinero? ..
Mr. PINERO. No questions, Mr. Clrn.irman. I only want to''St'/i:te,
that I think the United States should lead the world in the de_velopment of this atomic energy. I would rather stand on the past record
of these scientists who have developed this weapon.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. JOHNSON. In your opinion, General, does the Administrator
have the same power as the·Commission? .
.
General GROVES. No, sir. He has some of the powers of the Com-.
mission, but there are certain ones that are reserved to the Commission.
lvir. JOHNSON. I see you use the words "Commission or Adminis.,
ti:ator." ·
General GROVES. In some instances; but the power of the Administrator is set forth in one portion of the bill.
..
Mr. JOHNSON. As I get your testimony, this has so many implications and is so dangerous that you cannot let it out at large; and that
is why you want this type of procedure, where you can maintain
secrecy and conduct experimentation?
·
General GROVES. And where we can make decisions quickly.
Mr. JOHNSON. If the control should get away from us you said it
would result in national suicide. What do you mean by that?
General GnovEs. For example, if this weapon had been developed
by Germany it would certainly have been national suicide for us. The
same thing might apply later .. W c do not know what the weapon
may develop into. Until the international situation has changed, we
certainly would be remiss if we did not provide for our national
strength in this particular weapon.
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.Mr. JOHNSON. You mean Urnt just our- conduct might result .in
some otlie1· nation destroying us?
.
.
General GnovEs. Y cs, sir.
.
.
..
Mr. JOHNSON. It does not h11ve any implications, of .clanger in
itself?
·
General GnoV'Es. No, sir. We cannot destroy o·urselves 'witl\ it;:..:that is, Lhat we know of.
Mr. JOHNSON. ~his question ha:' ~een nsked several times/. I know;
but I want to see 1f I c11n get ut 1t m another w11y. Last :;unday l
read l\fr. Byrnes' report, and you perhaps read· it too. He· gave the
in;i.pression .that these i1i.tern°'tional conferences were largely at· a
place where Uicy might bargain and trade. Under 'this hill would it
be possible for the President to go to a conference in the next few·
months, and if he felt that he could ge.t something that was worth
while, for instance, some kiud of an assurance that he thought would
maintain peace perpetually or for 11 long time, he could .trade off this
secret?
General GuovEs. As I said before, I cannot go into the international
phases. I can only speak from the national side of it.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. But you sat in when they drew this bill, and you
said that it contains everything you want and also that it does no.t
contain anything you do. not want. That is part of the problem
thnt we have to puss -on in passing on this bill. He can give away
the secret?
Genernl GnovEs. He can.
Mr. JoHNSON. Tlirough his representatives, and he can make, up
his mind to give it 11,vay for what we got back?
General GnovEs. That is correct.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. Another thing: As I read the appoii;iting power proa:
vided for, the members of the Commission must be confirmed by the
Senate, but afterward even the President cannot remove them?
General GnovEs. Yes, sir. There is 11 provision for that-inability
to act, neglect of duty, malfeasance in office, conflict of interest, or
because the continuance of the member in office would be inimical to
our national interest.
Mr. JOHNSON. In other words, you think the President has the arbitrary power, if he thinks their continuance in office is bad for the public interest, to remove them?
·
'
General GnovEs. I believe so. Of course, I am not a lawyer, ·as
the chairman emphasized.
Mr. JOHNSON. Out in the University of California they conducted·
experiments on the breaking up of atoms. Would thay type of activity by them in the future require a license?
·
General GnovEs. Yes, sir. They are required to have 11 license.
l\fr. JOHNSON. So that any extended experimentation by universi-·
ties would require permission from the Commission? Is that a fact?,
General GnovEs. vYhen you speak of the University of California,
they had 11 tremendous project there. There was a large number of.
people, and they fall into the classification of what would be of mili-··
tary value..
.·
Mr. JOHNSON. There are other colleges or universities carryil;lg .on
a similar program tochiy; arc there not?
General GnovEs. There are others that are carrying it on.
Mr. JOHNSON. And they would have to have licenses?'
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General GROVES. Yes, sir.
Mr. JoHNSON. Why do you think. they would have to have .a
license?
.
.
Gerierlil GROVES. If we arc to maintain security we'have to require
that.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. Docs it not boil down to this, that whatever the
activity may be, if this Commission or the Administrator thinks that
what they ~re doing might jeopardize the national security, they must
procure a license? ,
.
.
·
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON, You mentioned the fact that we have to do this
right now or in the next few days or weeks. From what vou have
said regarding the progress in other countries ,it may be years until
they .catch up with us. Why is it so imperative that we have to do
this this week or mont,h?
·
General GnovEs. It is imperative because the project now is in
the uncertain stage. It has been under very close control and responsibility. The people on the project want to know what the
future is going to be so that they can decide whether they wish to
remain with it. Also, from the security standpoint, we cannot get
back information that is once disclosed. Any information we disclose now is disclosed forever. But the main thing is, as I stated in
the introduction, that we have had very broad powers and we want
to give up those powers. We would like to have a commission
appointed. We would like to get the thing settled and made a going
concern that is going to be a concern in the future, and not have
people wondering what is going to happen. The people want to
know where they can get assurance of what is going to happen.
They want ,to know whether this thing is going to go on and who is
going to run it and how it is going to be operated. We have laboratories that are being operated by universities because it was the only
way we could handle it in time of war. Those universities do not
want to continue operating. They have to be Government laboratories; and the people that we want to work in those laboratories
want to know what the situation is going to be. At the pr<>sent time
I cannot give tham any assurance as to position or salary beyond just
the immediata future.
Mr. JoHNSON. Is it possible to divide this up and segregate those
parts of it that might be useful for other purposes? For instance, the
laboratory at the University of California was conducting experiments
along medical lines.
·
·
·
. General GROVES. It was; but it also cannot be sepa.rated from this.
I think that is covered in the first line on page 23 [reading]:
In administering this provision, the Commission and the Administrator shall·
interfere to the least possible extent with small-scale experimentation in research
laboratories of nonprofit institutions.

Mr. JOHNSON. All that resolves itself into the determination of
one man, who is Administrator?
General GROVES. He has got the Commission there.
Mr. HARNESS. Will the gentleman yield there a moment?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. HARNESS. Geneml, you say that licenses are necessary for·
colleges and other people who want to delve into the realm of this
science. Do you mean to say that that is to preserve the secrets· that
•·"ly.'
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, our scientists have already discovered, or is it to protect the people
. of the country against some disaster that might occur as the result of
· further development?
. ...
General GROVES. It is to preserve tho past secrets,: :anl:l) theifuture
secrets; and certainly if it were poorly handled it could. endanger
others.
.
·
.
Mr. JorrNSON. As I see your purpose, it is to get complete domina:.
tion of this thing in the hands of the Commission and under the
Federal Government?
·
General GROVES. Yes,-sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. And that is for perpetuity, too?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. That is all.
Mr. MARTIN. General, are the penalties in section 19 broad enough
to be applicable to those heretofore employed in this project?
·.
General GROVES. Yes; they are believed to be. They are designed
.for tha,t purpose.
· ·
Mr. MARTIN. That is all.
.
The CHAIRMAN. ·The committee is going to be in recess until 2
o'clock. I am sure you wa,nt to hear these famous scientists, Dr.
Bush and Dr. Conant. Pleo,se be here promptly at 2 o'cl0<;k.
·
(Thereupon, at 12:10 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. m.·of the
same day.)
:
AFTERNOON SESSION
The·hearing was resumed at 2 p. m., upon the expiration of the
recess, Hon. Andrew J. May, chairman, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order. Gentlemen, Secretary Patterson will be available most any time
we want to use him. We have some other gentlemen here from out
of town who are busy men, and I have decided to call them next and
let the Judge wait 11 little while a.nd be av11ilable if we need him. Our
first witness this 11fternoon is Dr. V11nnavar Bush, Director of the
Office of Scientific Rese11rch and Development. Doctor, will you come
11roimd, please, sir, anq. give us your st11tcmcnt?
STATEMENT OF DR. VANNEVAR BUSH, DIRECTOR; OFFICE OF
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Dr. BusH. Mr. Chairnmn and gentlemen, the releases made by the
President and the Secretary of War on the subject of atomic energy
have been so complete that I do not need to elaborate upon the history
of this project or its importance for the future.
Very briefly, the work was carried on initially under the auspices
of the Office of-Scientific Research an.cl Development, of which I am
Director, for a considerable period, after which it was transferred to
the War Dep11rtment 11,nd carried on under the J\1a,nlrntt11n district.
I continuPd to be associ11ted with the matter, first 11s Chairman of the
Milit11ry Policy Committee, set up under orders from the Presiden;t,
which passed on the policies governing the work of the Manhattan
district a,nd before which General Groves pla,ccd 'his plans 11nd progrllm
before reporting on them to the Chief of Stu.ff. I also served as a .
member of the Interim Committee under the ch11irmanship of the
Secretary of War, which advised the Secretary 1111d the President in
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regard to various nspccts of this subject, such as releases to _the ptiblic
n.nd the preparation of legislo,tion.
,
The release of atomic energy holds enormous possibilities for the
futur~, both for good and for evil. It appeared, fortunately, in time
to brmg an abrupt end to the ,Tapanese war and thus to save a very
la.rgc number of lives which otherwise might have been Jost in further
struggle. It was a very expensive undertaking, because of its nagnitude and difficulty, but its cost has already been saved many times·
over, and its importance for the future renders the question of cost a
matter that can now be approached with equanimity. During the
war full attention was paid to the development of an atomic bomb.
Tlris was done under enormous pressure, for there was a race on with
Germany, and for a long time wo did not know just where, we were
in that rocc, the outcome of which might be determining in regard to
the cn'tire future history of the world. That race was fortunately
won by a wide margin. However, there wns no time insnch circumstances to consider possible future industrial applications of atomic
energy. Now that peace has returned we need to think deeply of
these things.
The application of the science of atomic energy is in its infancy.
No man _can tell what may emerge from this vast new field during the
next genemtion. At the time that Faradny performed his notable experiments on electricity no one could have envisaged the great power
systems and communication systems of the present day.· No one can
tell what lies ahead in this present field, but we can be sure tho,t the
opening up of this area gives new possibilities for the htiman mind and
that the ultimate results may indeed be very great.
On the other hand, there are no immediate great commercial applications just around the corner. It is evident that there can ultimately be applications to the production of power within the reasonably near fut,ure, but the matter has not as yet been studied sufficiently to indicate just how economical these may be in comparison
with other sources of power. Study by many minds and a great deal
of experimentation will be required before the possibilities of industrial
application even become clear. The sit.nation.in which we are placed
at the present time, therefore, is one of great potential importance, but
one in which practical results will certainly not come immediately.
Nevertheless it is essential that legislation be encated at once or
with reasolmble promptness for the Federal control of all phases of
atomic energy. This is on art which it is very dangerous indeed to
practice. Merely for the safety of the people it is essential that it be
carried on only under such strict regulation as will insure that proper
safeguards are always taken. This can be done effectively only if the
Federal Government establishes new means for the purpose.
It is also essential that the fut,urc of atomic energy in this country
be controlcd in a maimer having due regard to the problem of national
security. 1Vo all hope t,hat men.ns will ultimn.tdy be found for
preserving the peace of the world, but it is equally clear that at the
prcsrmt tirnc this country must pay close attrntion to its own military
strength from every angle, and the angle of atomic energy is cNtainly
an important ono. The subject of ntomic energy, therefore, has both
militarv and civilian aspects and I believe that it is wise to provide
for its· control by a civilian commission as is provided in the bill
before you.
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I lmv(i boen questioned by my associates in regard to many phases
of this bill, but particularly concerning the phases bearing on research
nnd on the proper preservation of security over aspects.of the subject
requiring secrecy. I believe that the bill as drawn providbs'for both
of these matters in an appropriate fashion.
.
In regard to rese11rch on 11tomic energy,. I believe that the bill is
particularly wise. It provides for the full contl'ol by the commission
of all research wherever carried out if 'it is of such magnitude that the
pnblic safety or the public security might be endangered. On .the
other hand, it provides for regulation by the commission which will
@able universities and scienWic institutions gcncn.tlly in this country
to proceed with experimentation without interference by the commission whenever Lhe amount of energy which they release in the
experimentation is so small that licensing and.control are not necessary
to provide Iot· the public sofety. The bill also emphasizes strongly
that one object is to increase the knowledge of atomic fission in this
country, and it also c~nphasizes tlmt the commission should encourage
oxperimen tation for this purpose in universities to the maximum
extent consistent with the controls that, it' is necessary it should
exercise. I believe this is a wise manner in which to 'handle this
particular matter.
Last June, pursuant to a request made of me by President Roosevelt,
I submitted to President Truman a report entitled "Science-The
Endless Frontier." This embodied a plan for the promotion of
scientific rese11rch in this country by the formation of a National
Research Foundation. I have 11,lso recommended that the Re'Search
Board for National Security, concerning which this House passed the
May bill, be continued until the final form of Federal organization for
research is determined by legislation. Bills incorporating the primary
recommendations of my report have been introduced· in the Senate
by Senator Magnuson and in the House by Representative Mills;
Hearings on these hills and also on a bill by Senator Kilgore having
somewhat parallel obje~t,ives are now being carried on by a joint committee in the Seno.te from the Military Affairs Committee and the
Committee on Commerce. I have been ask~d whether there is any
conflict between this proposal for a No,tional Research Founda~ion
and the present bill to establish a Commission for the Control of
Atomic Energy. I believe that there is no such conflict. In fact, I
believe that the proposals are supplementary, and that both steps are
necessary. The commission here proposed is primarily ·a regulatory
and controlling body. While it is enabled to do research to the extent
that it deems necessary, it is instructed in the bill to further as far as
possible the research done hy other governmental agencies and by
private organizations. If a National Research Foundation is formed
it will undoubtedly wish to support research in physics and in chemistry on matters related to atomic fission. In so doing, and as far as
the regulations require, it will obtain the approva,l of the Atomic.
Energy Commission. I believe, however, that the National Research
Foundation as provided for in the bill introduced by Representative
Mills furnishes a body which will be able to further scientific research
in this and other fields to great advantage, and I believe that the
Commission will agree with this point of view and will support the
foundation strongly in its endeavors.
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Another point which has been raised is the question of secutity '6f
information .. This'is a matter which it is very difficult to judge. It
is certainly true that some parts of our information in regard to atomic
fission must at the present time be kept secret, and that every-possible
step should be taken to insure that this secrecy is not broken. On the
other hand, we all know that research and scientific advance generally
prosper best in an atmosphere of freedom and complete interchange
among scientists. It is necessary to provide in a wise manner for both
these aspects of the subject. I believe that the bill accomplishes this.
It places in the hands of the Commission the duty of determining the
rules which shall apply. It places under their control for security purposes quite comple"tcly the results attained by their own efforts, or by
their contractors, or by those that they may license to operate in the
atomic~energy field. On the other band, it makes it quite clear that
science will still be free in universities and research institutions to
carry on experimentation of such nattfre that the Commission does
not feel that the national safety or the national security require licensing. Judgment as to how far the clamp on information, internally in
this country, should continue has to be exercised at some point, and·
I believe that the bill wisely provides for this judgment to be exercised
by a· Commission, guided by the language which is incorporated in the
bill.
This bill has to do entirely with the control of atomic energy within
this country. There are two parts to the problem of atomic energy:
(1) Internal controls and (2) international relations. The bill deals
entirely with the former. We are not concerned at this hearing, there..:
fore, with the international aspects of the subject, which the President
has indicated in his message to Congress he proposes to treat as 11
separate matter. However, I believe that the bill is properly formulated to exercise the internal controls in such ma.nner that they will
be appropriate whatever foreign policy is fomlly pursued on this
entire subject after due consideration.
. I find the bill adequate for its purpose, ·and it seems to me wise in
its general provisions. I hence recommend that it be reported favorably and enacted.
The CHAIRMAN. Are. there any questions?
Mr. THOMASpN. I suppose, Doctor, that oil would be a very necessary commodity in the manufacture of the atomic bomb, would it not,
or in connection with atomic energy?
Dr. BusH. I think it would hP used, but, I clo not think that it
could be considered a ma.teriitl which was essential or especially concerned with a.tomic fission.
Mr. THOMASON. You would oJrnost have to have it, though, would'
you not, in order to carry out the manufacturing end of it?
. Dr. BusH. Yes, sir. I think you would also have to have it to
carry out the manufacture of narcotics, but I' do not think it would be
a material tlrnt would be considered subject, t,o the regulations of this
· Commission.
.
·
l\fr. THOMASON. The same would be t.rue, as suggested by my
colleague, as to electricity?
Dr. Busn. Yes.
]\fr. THOMASON. The first sentence of section 3 reads us follows
(reading):
The Commission shall have plenary supervision and control, so far as the jurisdiction of the United States extends, over all sources of atomic energy and over

'
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of at.cimic species,. the

·11!1 mat,ters connected with research on the trans1i:mtation
JJrotluct.ion of nuclear li8sion, autl the release of atomic energy.

Would oil be included in that?
Dr. Busn. No, sir; not in my opinion.
Mr. THOIIIASON. That is all.
Mr. Dum1AM. Dr. Bush, I understood from your statement that of
course there ,vould be a continuation of research in colleges throughout the country, and it would be on an internal basis and not on an
international scale. Suppose they carry on this experimentation in
colleges and a college were requested by one of our good neighbors to
enter 10 or 15 students for the study of atomic energy: how are we
going to do that under this bill?
Dr. Busn. I would have no fear, sir, that the universities in this
count.ry would not keep secret any subject that they should keep
secret 'in the national interest, whether or not they had foreign visitors
or foreign students, I depend on this experimice for that answer.
Dming this war we carried on throughout this country in a very large
number of universities and colleges projects of great secrecy in regard
to the development of weapons. I have yet to hem· of one instance
where there was any serious leak of information from such a laboratory. I believe that the record of the universities in that regard has
been very fine indeed, and I believe that, given proper guidance as to
·what should be maintained secret and what should be disclosed, you ·
-can depend upon the universiLics and colleges of this .country to do a
very good job inde!:)d in hewing to the line in thn.t regard.
Mr. DURHAM. Certainly we would have a different student body
in peacetime from what we had in wartimes, but w·e might have
visitors from other parts of the world, depending on how far you were
getting with this experimentation in colleges.
· Dr. BFsH. I hope we will go very far indeed with experimentation
in colleges. In fact, that is one reu.son why I urge that prompt
action on this bill, consistent with proper deliberation, is very essential. Many of the universities and colleges of this country are anxious .
to proceed at the present time with research on this subject. They
do not know whether they will be allowed to proceed or, if so, in what
circumstances, or whether they can gairi access to materials for that
purpose. We hence have a pause at the present time which will continue until this Commission is formed to give the answers; but I
think that in the interest of progress in the science of atomic energy
the pause should he as short as we can make it.
Mr. DumIAM. Certainly we do not want to stymie it, because some
other scientist might bring out a way of developing and manufacturing
which would he cheaper than what you are doing at the present time.
That is a possibility, is it not?
.
Dr. Busn. That certainly is. At the present time if some scientist
working in this conn.try should find out, on his own initin.tive and
working along the usual lines, some information that was very crucial,
very important, there is no law that in any way controls his maintaining that secret, in the public interest; and I believe that it is
essential that we should have such a ln.w fl.S soon as we can.
Mr. Dumu11,r. You do not think that this proposed legislation
would have any effoct ,vhn.t.ever to stymie it?
. Dr. BusH. This bill has been drawn very carefully in the attempt
to secure a proper balance between the. controls essential to provide
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for the safety of the people, and the freedom of inquiry which we
know is the best for progress in science. This bill enables the colleges
and the universities and research institutions to proceed with a mini-.
mum of control and a minimum of interference, consistent with safety.
Mr. SnEmDAN. You just stated that the universities would proceed
without interference from the Commission, is that true?
.
Dr. BusH. Yes, sir. The bill instructs the Commission to interfere
with the research work of the universities as little as is consistent with
the maintenance of proper security.
Mr. SHERIDAN. But you propose to repose in the universities a
certain degree of latitude in this realm of secrecy in the progress of
science, is Lhat true?
·
Dr. BusH. I believe the Commission has the entire power to determine what is the region, the area, which shall be maintained secret,
but after it is. thus defined, the colleges are quite free to operate
outside that area.
'
·
Mr. SHERIDAN. This bill would give them that authority, would
it not?
Dr. Busu. It would give the Commission that authority, that is
righ~.
.
Mr. SHERIDAN. They only have to give what information they feel
is necessary to the Congress, under this bill, is that true?
Dr. Busn. I do :riot understand you, sir.
Mr. SHERIDAN. This bill provides that the only report made by the
Conunission is to the President, and the only other information will
be given-Dr. BusH. I do not remember the exact language.
Mr. SHERIDAN. You have stated that universities have conducted
research during the war. There has been no violation of secrecy,
has there?
Dr. BusH. They have followed the rules very well indeed.
Mr. SHERIDAN. For which they are to be complimented.
Dr. BusH. Yes.
Mr. SHERIDAN. But still you do not want to repose such confidence
in the Congress of the United States?
Dr. BusH. I think you are drawing ri, parallel that is not quite
exact, because what I said was this, t.hat I believed that the Commission would leave the universities fr0e to instruct and tell the entire
world in· regard to the results of their experiml'ntation whenever, iv
the Commission's opinion, they would not in that way jeopardize
the national security. On the other hand, tho question of how much
information of a st>crct nature the Commission divulges seems to me
to be an entirely different question.
Mr. SHERIDAN. But you ask that this bill be passed favorably upon
by this committee, and it provides that so far as the Congress of the
United States is concerned, only such information as in the opinion
of tho Commission should be given, will be given to that body.
Dr. BusH. I suppose that is still true today in regard to the War
Department in its rolations to Congress, and I judge that the Commission, in handling, for e.,rnmple information that they might have
about the embodiment of atomic-energy products in new weapons,
would have the same relation to the Congress as the vVar Department
would on the same subj0ct. In other words, it would not put such
information into public reports. It woulrl confer with the appro-
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priate committees of Congress with regard to information, in execu- ·
tive session, and the matter would be handled in an entirely parallel
fashion.
Mr. SHERIDAN: But tlint is a supposition without foundation. · The
W nr Department hns no such nuthority as disclosed by this bill.
This goes for beyond nny authority ever delegated by the Congress.
. Dr. BusH .. Y cs, sir; I think it does, so far as my experience is
concerned.
·
..
,
Mr. SHERIDAN. Even the powers we gave under the Second War
Powers Act to the President during the war could not exceed the
authority given by this bill in peacetime.
·
·
· ·
Dr. BusH. On the other hand, Mr. Sherklan, this country has never
faced a situittion like this before, or such a necessity for rigid controls,
· 'l'hnt has never been so insistent as it is here. I certainly, as a citizen
living in this country after the war, want to see rigid Federal control
of what is done ir1 this area. I certainly do not wish to thinl( that
some group of experimenters might set up a laboratory half a mile
from. my house and family and experiment on .atomic energy carelessly, poison the neighborhood, or possibly blow it up. We have
never before had a thing of this sort to control. Whether it needs
exactly these powers, whether some go too far and some not far enough,
I would not attempt to say. But, in general, I say we are faced with
a very difficult thing to control. It m.ust be- controlled for the public
safety, and I would crmite a very strong commission to 'do it.
Mr. SHERIDAN. You are aware of the fact that there were never
such powers in this country as it is proposed to give to this Commission?
Dr. Busu. But if Congress can set up such a Commission, it can
also terminate it. If it can give these powers, it can also take them
away.
Mr. MARTIN. Is this bill broad enough to cover related fields of
development in this line? Suppose your further experiments develop
some related product that might not be technically classified within
the definition of atomic energy 11s described in this bill: Is this bill so
drawn as to reach out and include those, or would they call for new
legislation?
.
.
Dr. BusH. That would call for new legislation. This bill, so far as
its definitions arc concerned, is very carefully limited to the fission of
the nucleus and the release of energy by atomic fission, and nothing
else. Perhaps new ways of doing it may be discovered in the future.
Mr. MARTIN. Will this bill cover all those methods?
Dr. BusH. If it is 11 method of releasing large quantities 0£ energy
by nuclr.ar fission, by a new method not now understood, yes; it would
cover it.
.
·
Mr. ·MAR'rIN. If they got over into some family of cousins of this
project, you would need nmv definitions?
.
Dr. BusH. Yes; but I am well assured in my own mind that· that
will not occur for some time to come.
tfr. MAn'rIN. lwas interested in Mr. Thomason1s questions about
oil; and as I read section 7 on the power to acquire property, you have
a very broad grant of power there; and the last clause of section (a)
relates to contracts, agreements, leases, and rights which, in the judgment of the Commission, are peculiarly related to the transmutation
of atomic spccicfl, the production of nuclear fission, or the release of
atomic energy.
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I believe that is the limitation placed on the grant of po,vcr for t'aldrig
over property?
'· ·
.
.
Dr. Busu. That is right.
' ·
·
Mr. MARTIN. That leads me to ask this question, iii 'vi'ew of my
question this morning. Is the production of electric energy so classified that the bill would nuLhorize it to be taken?
. Dr. Busn. I cannot see how it could possibly be, under the language
that you have just cited.
.
.
.
Mr. MARTIN. I am intere.sted as to voilr idea of how far. this
limitation clause limits the authority tliat t.he Commission would
have to take over.
·
Dr. ;I3usn. ~upposc · I tak~ your own · example, electric -power .
.That 1s certamly not peculiarly related to the transmutat10n of
atomic species. It is related to many other things in addition.
Certaii1ly, therefore, the Commission has hy this language no authority
over electric power plants generally.
Mr. l'vfARTJN. That is what I had in mind.
Dr. Busu. I think that is clear.
Mr. STEWART. Dr. Bush, do you not think that the average ·congressm:m is as trustworthy with regard to keeping secrets as our
foreign professors who participated in these experiments?
Dr. Busn. My experience with both has been rather pleasant.
During the war I think our preservation of secrecy was extraordinary.
Mr. SHORT. More miraculous than the bomb itself?
Dr. Busn. I think it was extraordinary. There were no leaks in
'spite of the fact that very many people had to know a good deal about
it, including foreign scientists who worked with us and including
Members of Congress.
Mr. JOHNSON. Dr. Bush, how long have they been experimenting
'with atomic energy in this country?
Dr. Busn. It cfepends, Mr. Johnson, on how you define it. If you
d.efine it broadly, it is 50 years. If you define it narrowly, then only
smce 1939,
.Mr. JOHNSON. They broke up the atom before the war; did they
not?
Dr. Busn. Yes; but there was a certain thing that happened that
has to be remembered. The atom had been broken before that, but
not with the release of substantial amounts of energy. It was only in
1939 that we got the key which showed how, by the breaking of the
atom in the chain reaction, large amounts of energy could be released.
And it is for that reason that all of this came to a head 11;bout that
time.
Mr. JonNSON. When was your group organized that you were the
secretary of during the wm?
Dr. Busn. Shortly after those important discoveriesin 1939 President Roosevelt set up a committee t,o study the question of whether the
Federal Government should become active in this field or not. That
was under the chairmanship of Dr. Briggs of the Bureau of Standards.
In June of 1940 the National Defense Research Committeewas formed,
and that committee was transferred to its jurisdiction. Experimentation was continuous from the time that Dr. Briggs' ,committee was
formed, on a very small scale at first, on an enlarged scale when the
National Defense Research Committee was formed, and on an increased scale until 3 years ago when the m11t.!;cr w11s entirely turned
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over to the War Department, except that the Office of Scientific Research nnd Developnient continued to do some auxiliary development
in nid of the w·ar Department's main effort.
. , ·. . ..
·. .· .
. :Mr. J01;1NsoN. ·when you say "research,'' do you;fueanjtist.on:-this
atomic problem, or research generally?
'
·
· ·'
Dr. BuSII. No; I am talking about this pi·oblem. ·
. ; .
Mr. JOHNSON. At that time they conceived the idea that th,ey c<:nild
harness this energy, put it into a capsule and.use it as a bomb? .' ... , ·,
Dr. Busn. That really occurred in May of 1939. At that time in-,
formation was brought to this country· of experiments which showed
that the atomic nucleus could be split with the release.of large amounts.1
of energy. --Before that time no physicists knew ~ow.to make a bomb.
After that time any competent physicist in the field of atomistics
knew, theoretically at least, how to go to work to make a bomb. · ·
Mr. JouNsoN. vVhcn was the Manhattan project set up?
.
Dr. Busn. Three years ago, approximately.
·
Mr. JouNsoN. In 1942?
Dr. 13usu. 1'"es, sir.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. At that time you_ had thoroughly in mind that. you·
were trying to harness that energy to use it in the war?
.· , .
Dr. 13usrr. At that time we had gone a long distance down that•·
path. We. had gone so far that the matter had conie. to the point
whei:e ft1U-sca1e construction was needed, and it was at that point
that the matter was turned over to the.War Department.
Mr. JOHNSON. Was the nucleus of your idea really developed by
civilians outside of, the Government service?
Dr. Busn. The basic ideas behind this were developed all over the
world and over a considerable period of years. The work from 1940
to 1942 was in the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
which is a civilian agency, and the work was carried on in. various
universities. After the project was turned over to the·'Manhattan:
district the same civilian scientists continued their work under the
auspices of the Manhattan district, and, of course, their w:ork was :
combined with that of engineers and industrialists, and so on.
~fr. Jm-INSON. You mentioned a moment ·ago that there came -to
this country this idea. Where did it come from?
.
Dr. Busn. It happened that crucial experiments on this were··
performed in Europe. In the science of at,omistics there are a number
of important milestones, most of which have been developed ori the
Qther side of the water. This country lrns contributed-something, but·
I think in that field most of our physicists would testify that prior to .
this war \ve leane4 heayily on Europe for our basic scientific research
and development m tlus field-In France, Germany, England. ·. ·..
l\fr. JOHNSON. Is the ore mixed with other metals, or is it found ·
free~?
The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if that is not going a little bit too much ·.
in t,o detail?
l\ir .. JOHNSON. This is a very important bill, Mr. Chairman. It is .
just a preliminary question to something else.
Dr. Busn. I do not think there is· anything secret about .that,·
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. JOHNSON. Any question that I ask you, if you. think it i"s
improper to answer it, just frankly tell me so.
Dr. Busn. Shall Igo ahead?

"> · ' ·
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Tho CHAIRMAN. Yes. Use your own judgment.
Dr. BusH. It is found as ore, as many other metals are.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is it found with coal, silver, or iron?
Dr. Busm It is found principally in pitchblende, which has been.
for many years the principal source of radium and is mined for that
purpose. Uranium and thorium have been known for many years.
Mr. JmrnsoN. I ask that question to find out if it exists in the
strata of .the mountains out in, my country, where we have all kinds
of ores.
Dr. BusH. I think there is probably some in your country, but I
suspect it is there in somewhat diluted form.
·
Mr. JoIINSON. I just wanted.to see how for the Government might
go in taking over things. What do you think of the future prospects
of this? Does it have more of a future in its utility for civilian use or
for military use?
Dr. Busn. The immediate use is a military use. As I said in my
opening statement, there will be, in my opinion, ~1ltimately very
important results in this matter of a commercial nature. But I put
that a generation ahead, with some possibilities of some results in 10
years. The great, and the most important, application is the military
application. The first application was to a bomb which ended the
war. You will note that this bill is drawn with that strongly in mind.
In the preamble, for example, one of the objects is to secure the
national defense. There is a provision here thatThe primary objectives of all action taken under or pursuant to this act shall be
the promotion of the national defense, * * *.

Some of the members of the Commission may, under the hill, be
officers in the armed services. I have no doubt that the Commission
will and should pay a great deal of attention indeed to the military
aspects of this subject in the years ahead of us.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is it your view, then, that it is so dangerous to our
security and our national life a.t the present time that we cannot afford
to let it get out of control; that some power, either military or otherwise, must control it ahsolutely?
Dr. BusH. I think it should he controlled absolutely .. I would
rather see narcotics sold without limit and without control.
Mr. JmrnsoN. Is it your view that you should trust to a university
to experiment with something that may get out of control m1d may
injure people?
Dr. Busn. I fear that if there were no control of experimentation,
some well-meaning but careless or ignorunt people might perform
experimentations that might be very clangorous indeed to the national
safety.
Mr. JouNSON. Do you mean that the experimentation itsclf·will be
dangerous, or that it will get into the hands of some hostile persons?
Dr. BusH. 'l'he experimentation itself can be very dangerous indeed,
if n substantioJ amount of atomic energy is released.
Mr. JOHNSON. During the development of this problem was there
any loss of life?
Dr. BusH. I believe t,herc was no mfi.n lost by any accident inherent
in the nature 01 the work. There were some men lost on construction,
but they were construction accidents. I do not remember any instance of any man being killed by reason of tho fact that he was

'
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wo~·king on at;omic e»ergy as contrasted with working on something
else.
.
... .
..
.
Mr. JOHNSON. One other question. - ·when you were up hero talkµ1g
about the N atio1,1al Academy of Sciences, in connection with tho biff
that we had hero, did you have some of these things in mind thch? ·
Dr. Busu. I have not had anything more prominently in my mind
in 5 years.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. Will the other bill be strong enough and broad enough
to handle this?
··
Dr. BusH. We have, sir, at least four bills on that subject at the
1
present time.
· .
.
Mr .. JOHNSON. I am talking about the one we had before our
committee.
·
· .
Dr. BusH. You had before your committee the May bill. It was
sot up -to perpetuate tho Research Board for National Security.
That Board is in existence. It is at the present time being asked by
the Secretaries of "\Y n. r and Navy to make a very comprehensive study
of the problem of research on military weapons; and I believe that. it
can perform no greater service than to make that study at the. present
time. · However, we have all underst.ood that that organization was
set up as a temporary. organiz.ation to fill a gap; and that ultiriuitely
we should have, by some form of legislation, 11 permanent agency for
research in this country; not as a continuation of the Office of Scientific
Research and Development but to perform in peacetime those nec«:Jssary functions in, research in which tho Federal Governp1ent should
directly participate;' There arc several bills for that purpose. · I
recently made a report on the subject. My particular recommendations have been embodied in bills introduced by Senator Magnuson
and Representative Mills. I hope those bills will be ena9tcd, because
I think we need that typo of organization in this country. But I do
not believe that there is any conflict between the foundation we would
have then estn.blished arid this Commission, for the reasons. that I
have stated.
· ·
.
.
To go into that for just a moment, this Commission is primarily a
controlling and regufo.tory body, which will be created to handle
these plants, to do the development that is .needed in those plants,
to control, license, and so forth. It is enabled. to do such research as
in. it.s opinion it sl19uld carry on. But I bel\eve that if a Federal
research agency is set up for tho explicit; purpose pf furthering scientific
research in this country, the Commissiqn will be very glad to lean
upon tha~ organizatio:q. to cany on those parts .of the. research that
are. fundamental. .
·
·
.
· Mr. SuonT. But the chief functions of the. Commission are administrative rath~r than' experimental?
.
·
Dr. Busu. Yes, sir. In my opinion, the chief objects of the Commission are. to regulate and to contrql.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. While this bill is for internttl security, you realize
that you could have a situation whc1;e the Prcsidcn~ could give away
the secrets if he wanted to?
·
·
\
·
Dr. Busl!. You have that siLuation now, so far as I know. I do
not see that. this bill will affect that one way or anqther. This bill
says specifically that the Commission shall <;lo nothing of tha~ sort.
'l'h11;t is lim~ting on the Commission. It says nothing'. else about _the
sub3~ct.
·
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l\fr. ELs'l'ON. Doctor, it seems to me that our greatest concern",is
not so much the developing of atomic energy in this country. as the
developing of it in other countries .. This bill does. not regulate that
at all. Why do you feel, for example, that American industry ~annot
be t,rusted with the development of atomic energy as the colleges and
universities? ·
, ·
Dr. Busu. I did not say so, sir.
.
.Mr. ELSTON. You said.you had all faith and confidence that the
colleges would go ahead and develop this, under proper licenses, and
that you had no fear that the personnel of the colleges, either the
student body or professors, would reveal any secrets or do anything
that would be detrimental to this country? Why cannot the same
thing be done in private industry?
·
Dr. Busu. It can. You arc the first one that asked me about that.
Now that you have brought it up, I would say also that American
industry has a very fine record in this war in having kept its secrets
well. It has certainly demonstrated during the war that it can be
trusted with secrets.
Mr. ELSTON. Do I understand that the greatest fear is th.at if this is
developed without all this grant of power people might be ip.jured by
dangerous experiments? Or just what is your fear?
· '
Dr. Busu. Well, there is plenty to fear. One fear that I have is
that someone, thinking that he had o, new idea on this subject, might
start experiments in an attic with the idea that he would develop a
new commercial process, and the result might be that he developed
so much radioactive energy from this fission process that he would
sterilize, perhaps, all of the passers-by. That is entirely possible.
I think that sort of thing needs to be regulated by the Federal Government.
Mr. ELSTON. We now have bodies which regulate communications
and everything of that kind, but we do not have to resort to any
extreme grant of power as we do in this bill in order to have ,the kind
of control you just mentioned.
Dr. Busn. Communications, Mr. Elston, have their danger; but
it is danger of a different order and nature from the dangers involved
here.
.
.
Mr. ELSTON. Persons may experiment with electricity and with
other things that accomplish the result you speak of?
Dr. Busu. In experimenting with electricity they might posgi:bly
electrocute themselves. I can conceive that they might kill one. or
two people, but I see no possibility that anyone experimenting with
electricity could blow up a section of the town or poison a whole
neighborhood, and I do see those possibilities here.
Mr. ELSTON. You say it is impossible to regulate it except with
these extreme and unprecedented grants of power?
·
Dr. Busu. I say that I believe that in the regulation of a thing
that is as important and dangerous 11s this, we need to be sure that
the commission charged with the job of regulating has ample powers
with which to do the job; and if we :ire going to err on either side I
would err on the side of giving them too much power rather than too.
little.
Mr. ELS'l'ON. You realize, .of course, that this bill completely
nationalizes the use of atomic energy?
Dr. Busn. Yes, sir. That is the intention.
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:Mr. ELSTON. For commercial pu~·poses as well as. for purposes of
national security? : .
. · , .· - ,
. _, .
.· .. · .
Dr. BusH. It places all commercial operations un(ler Go·vernment
licepse in t,his field; yes, sir.
..
,,, · · ·' ·.· ·
Mr. ELSTON .. Completely and absolutely?
Dr. Busli. Unde1; Government license; yes, sir. .
.
Mr. ELSTON. Was there ever a time when it was necessary to place
any other type of energy under the same rigid controls? ·
.
Dr. BusH. Well,· I do not think anyone can manufacture military,
explosives in this country without controls; but a military explosive
is a vei1y gentle thing compared with-this explosi:ve,
Mr. ELSTON. The question is whether you have to completely
nationalize its control in order to have proper control. .
Dr. BusH. I think you have to.
_
Mr. Er.sTON. Take oil, for example. You could not conduct the
war without oil; yet we never attempted to completely nationalize
the control of oil, and we got along all right, did we not?
.·
Dr. BusH. Yes; but you have long controlled narcotics by Federal
cont~ol which is yery rigid; and there are other things that affect the
pubhc safety which the Federal Government controls.
,
·. ·
Mr. Ei..sToN. We do not control narcotics by any different method,
than you would control any other crime; that is, by enacting a statute
which makes the use of narcotics an offense.
Dr. BusH. Without a license. That is right.
.
Mr. ELSTON .. You did not have to complet,ely nationalize anything
in order to accomplish that.
·.
·
Dr. BusH. I think the conditions arc fairly parallel. Under 'this
bill an industry can develop, when the time comes, atomic energy for
commercial purposes .. ·1t can do that in a commercial manner, pi:ovided it is licensed to do so and, under the license, inspected in order
t.o be sure that it is not endangering the public safety.
.
Mr. ELSTON. Under this bill could you grant to· one company,
say, General Motors, a license to experiment in the development of
atomic energy, but deny a license to Chrysler?·
Dr. BtrsH. 'fhat is right; you could.
Mr. ELSTON. Do you think any board should hav~ that power?
Dr. BusH. Well, I think the board is bound to have that power.
Someone is bound to choose which companies can be relied upon to
do this well, wqich companies that wish to do it. · I wquld depend
upon having a Commission of such standing that they would use. no
discrimination that would be unfair; but they certainly must be enabled to use such discrimination as is necessary to promote public
safety.
.
Mr. ELSTON. Suppose a company that claimed it was being dis.criminated against wanted to appeal from 11 decision of the Commis•. sion; is there any appeal under this bill?
. Dr. BusH. I do not sec any specific provision for it.
Mr. ELSTON. You think that is a good idea?
Dr. BusH. I sec no harm in it.
Mr. ELSTON. There is no opportunity for appeal ·to the court on
the ground that the Commission has exceeded its authority or abused
its discretion?
.
_
Dr. BusH. There is always a right of resort to a court if there is
an abuse of authority or acts. not contemplated by law. In this case
78403-45-4
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there is no need for special provision for this reason: What injury .is
being done to a company if it is not allowed to appear in this field?
This entire field was d,eveloped with Government money and at
Government expense. As it stands at the present time it was wholly
put in its present situation by reason of experimentation carrie<J. O'n
with Government funds to the extent of u very large amo111it of money
indeed. I£ some company is now denied the right to appeur, if some
group wishes to utilize this knowledge but is denied the right to do i,ic.,,
nothing is being tuken from it.
Mr. ELSTON. Yes, something is being tuken from them, and that.
is th(:lir opportunity to develop an energy which would be of incalculuble value to industry und to the Nation. That is 11 lot taken from
them.
During the war private industry experimented with ull types of
weupon~, wiLh all types of explosives,· o.nd there wo.s no control, was
there?
Dr. DusII. 'l'].ie\·e wo.s very rigid control, of course.
Mr. ELSTON. SQ far as development was concerned?
Dr. Busn. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELSTON. vV,lrnt controls were placed on them?
, Dr. Busn. The controls exercised by my office were as complete as
this: Any contract which we entered into was entirely under the supervision of the scientific officer named by me for that purpose. The contractor performed his work at all times subject to the full knowledge
and approval of that officer, and there was always provision in the
contract for termination on 30-days notice of any contract. ,
Mr. ELSTON. 'fhat is an entirely different thing. That is where
there is a contractual relo.tionship between the Government and the
party where the Government was paying the bill.
· Dr. Busn. That is the way all research on weapons was conducted
during the war, which I thought was your question.
.
Mr. ELSTON. Any company that was not under contract had a
right to conduct any experiments it saw fit?
.
Dr. Busn. I do not know of any companies that were working on
the development of weapons during this war except under Government auspices.
Mr. ELSTON. That was because we needed them all; but this would
deny them that right.
Dr. Busn. Except under license, which I judge the Commission
would exercise with due discretion and duo fairness.
Mr. ELSTON. You do not know that it would be due discretion or
that it would be fair.
Dr. Busn. There is no guaranty of fairness, sir, except to get a
commission of the highest possible caliber.
Mr. ELSTON. We provide for appeals to our courts of appeal, not
because of unfairness but because they might be wrong.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us not argue with the witness. Ask him questions.
Mr. ELSTON. He is getting along all right. We will not have any
trouble. It is very interesting to get his viewpoint about these things.
Now, Doctor, :Mr. ,Johnson asked you about control over the sources
of atomic energy. Those sources arc very, "."ast, are they not?.
Dr. Busu. You mean the oxtent of ores and materials?
Mr. ELSTON. The sources of atomic energy.
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·Dr. BusH. Tho ultimate source is th~ material.
Mr. ELSTON. Those materials are what?
.,
.
Dr. BusH, There are only two named here, uranium and thoriuin.
h--Ir; ELSTON. Hut it extends to ores? . . . ,.- .. ,,,,,,. ,.
Dr. Busll'. The ores of those materials.·
··
Mr. ELSTON. Does it extend, for example, to coal?
Dr. BusH. No, sir.
Mr. ELSTON. As to any other ores or anythir.g else that it did
,extend to, this Commission would have control over it, would it not?
Dr. BusH. Yes, sir.
.
. · · · .· ·
Mr. ELSTON. Complete control?
Dr. BusH. Yes.
.
. _
.
Mr. ELSTON. Although those same ores might be used for countless
, other purposes?
_
·
Dr. Bus~. No, sir. I know of no other use for uranium -ore,
. except this, for which we see any commercial. importance· o'r signifi.cance.
.
Mr .. ELSTON. Are they not experimenting to see whether or. not
this atomic energy may be gathered from other things?
Dr. BusH. Oh, yes.
_
.
Mr. ELSTON. So it might be found in coal or in oil or other things?
Dr. BusH. I think it is exceedingly improbable, sir.
Mr. ELSTON. But if you do not experiment, you are not going to
find out, are you? ·
.
.
Dr. BusH. That is right.
_ .
1'.fr. Ei:..sToN. If it did develop in something else, this Commission
would technically have control over those materials?
. · ··
Dr. BusH. Yes, sir; if you found other materials that'were a source··
of power by the process of atomic fission, this Commission would have
control. In my opinion, it is exceedingly improbable th!tt other materials than uranium and thorium will be found to have those
properties.
_
Mr. ELSTON. Do you know of any reason why the War Department and the Navy Department cannot proceed to conduct experi- ments just the same as they did during the war in the development
of the atomic bomb? Why is it necessary to take it away from those·
services and put it into the hands of a civilian body?
Dr. BusH. The War Department itself has recommended transfer ·
to a civilian body. I think that is a very wise move on its part, and
I think that really it is fortunate in having had a Secretary of War,
and having him replaced by another Secretary of War; both of whom
took such a broad-minded view as they did toward this subject. The
War Department itself wishes this t.mnsferred to a civilian commis- ·
sion, because it believes, and I agree, that that is-the proper way to
control it in peacetimes. l thoroughly n.gree that it should be a
civilian commission. I hope n.nd trust that that Commission will
not neglect the military aspects of this subject. I am sure_ they
will not.
·
Mr. ELSTON. The War Departn;ient is subservient to this Commission. As a matter of fact, this Commission could refuse the War
Department and the Navy Department the right to go·ahead with
experiments in the development of this, could it not?
·
Dr. BusH. 1 believe it could, as far as this particular type of weapon
is concerned.

:
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General ROYALL. Except in time of war, or with the approval of
the. President.
,Mr. ELSTON. You do not wait until the war starts to develop your
weapons .. ·-You develop them in time of pence.
.· ,:.
Dr.- Busn. I should have no fenr, sir, that this Commi$sion would
prevent the "VVar D :ipartment from experimenting.
·
'
.Mr. ELs'rON. But the War Department and the Navy Department
would have to get permission from this Commission in order to proceed
to develop any weapons, growing out of litomic power and energy?
Dr. Busn. That is right;.
Mr. ELsroN. Do you th~nk that js a wise provision?
·
Dr. Busn. I do not think it is 'necessary to put in the bill that the
Commission must extend that permission. I cannot conceive that
the Commission would deny permission to the War Department or the
Navy Department to continue research on important litomic weapons.
Mr. ELS'l'ON. The War Department has to come to the Commission
to get the permission?
Dr. Busn. I think that is very wise, in order that the Commission
may have in its hands the entire information, the entire knowledge of
what is going on, in order that it may properly correlate experimentation in military fields with experimentation aimed at ultimate commercial ends.
Mr. Er.sTON. Do you subscribe to every part of this bill?
Dr. Busn. Yes, sir.
·
Mr. Er.sToN. Even this part that gives the President the right to
give away n.tomic b@mb secrets?
Dr. Busn. I do not find that in the bill. sir.
Mr. ELSTON. Let me find it here. It says he may give it to other
nations.
Dr. Busn. I, did not find that in the bill.
Mr. ELSTON. It is here.
Dr. Busn. I find in the bill a statement that the Commission shall.
not divulge this information. I find nothing in the bill that says anything about the President.
·
Mr. Er,s•roN. 'There is a provision in the bill, but I cannot find it at
the moment. But, if' it is in here, do you think that is a good provision?
Dr. Busn. I would call that a hypothetical. question.
Mr. ELSTON. It is h~re all right.
·
Mr. ARENDS. The President could divulge it now if he wanted to.
Mr. Er.sTON. This is the provision: "The Administrator is authorized"-! am reading from the summary, now.
Dr. Busu. vVhere arc you; on what page of the bill, please?
Mr. ELSTON. It is page 19. It is section 11:
(a) The Administrator is authorized to license·any or all of the property available to the Commission, without regard to the provisions of the Surplus Property
Act of 1944 or of any other statute, to ·any person or Government agency for
(1) research and experimentation in nuclear fission or the transmutation of
atomic species; (2) the development, exploitation, and use of processes or methods
for the release of atomic energy; (3) any use of such property where it is deemed
advisable for the purpose of this Act to retain control or supervision in the Commission over the property, its utilization, or disposition; or (4) any other purpose
incidental or related to the purposes of this Act. No such license for purposes
(1), (2), or (3) shall be given by the Administrator to a foreign government or
any person who is not under and within the jurisdiction of the United State~,
without the approval of the President, of the United States.

(
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Dr. BusH. Yes, sir; and I say that that is limiting upon the Coin~
mission, and in no way creates powers of the President of the United
. .States.
.
.
.
·
· .·
.
Mr. ELSTON. But if. the President of the United'·States and this
Commission decide they want· to give the secrets of the atomic bomb
·fo any foreign country, it may be done.
.
Dr. Busm That is right, and the President can do it now wlthout
the Commission.
· ,
Mr. iLsTON. Do you not think it would be better if it were with the
permission of Congress?
Dr. BusH. I do not think that subject is before us, sir.
Mr. ELSTON. You said you approved of every paragraph of the
. bill.
.
'
.·
.
Dr. BusH. The bill hits to do with internal control, sir, not with
foreign relations. ·
.
.
· : ·
Mr. ELSTON. This part deals with foreign relations, the part I just
road. The question is whether you do not think that it is a wise
provision that that be vested in Congress.
Dr. BusH. I think it would be very unwise, sir, to deal in this bill
with all of these difficult questions of foreign relations. The President has said that he is going to send a separate message .on th/l,t
:subject. That is a vei'y important matter indeed, which will require
.11 great deal of discussion and thought in this country.
I believe that
this bill ought, to be concerned with internal controls, that we ought
to get it into operation for the internal controls, for which we need it
very, very much indeed, and then we should approach the wholE'i
problem of foreign relations deliberately and properly, but I. think ·it
would be a great mistake to confuse this. bill with that subject and
thus to hold it up for a long time.
.
· •. . .
. Mr. ELSTON. Aside from making appropriations and pa.ssing this
bill, Congress has nothing to do with the whole matter of atomic
energy, has it?
·
. ·.. ..
.
Dr. BusH. No; but that is a very large exception, sir, as I know
-verv well.
Mr. ELSTON. All right, that is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Holifield, have you 11ny questions? .
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I would like to-ask Dr. Bush 11. question.
.
.
This question of national control has been discussed, Dr. Bush. In
your opinion, if national con.trol were vested in the Federal. Government, would it not tend to prevent a monopoly of the use of it by.any
private patentee of any particular process? In other words, if research
were done by any individual industrial company, that research \VOuld
be made known to this Federal body, and any corporation in the
United States that could come with clean hands before that Commission would have a right to use that knowledge where, if the secrets
of the atomic power and energy were developed by an individual corporation without governmental control, they could so control it
through the patent laws that it would automatically become a monop. oly and therefore work a discrimination on any other corporations ·
that ,vanted to use it.
·
.
.
..
Dr. Busn. You will notice that this bill provides very definitely
that the Commission <;:an take over any patent in this field. · I. think .
that that is a wise provision. It would be very unfortunate, I think,
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WC had a race among industrial organizations in this country Oil 11-,
patent bfiSis for control of a process of this magnitude and importance:.
:Mr. Hor,IFIELD. · Ingree with you perfectly, and it seems to me that
so for as widespread commercial use is concerned of any of the benefits:
of this energy, it is more liable to accrue under a Government licensing·
system than under a private patent system, because through private'
patents monopoly is created, and discrimination against wide diffusiorn
is also created.
Dr. BusH. 0£ course, I am a great belie~er in the patent system,.·
and I think it has been of enormous benefit to this country in times,
past, but I do not believe that it ought to operate in this field. ·
Mr. HOLIFIELD. In dealing with this we are not dealing with oil or·
coal or something that does not have within itself an inherent danger:
to civilization.
Dr. Busn. No; and again, we are not depending here upon the initia'tive of industrial concerns to break new ground and open up new
areas to anywhere near the extent that we are ordinarily in a new field,.
because Government has already broken the way.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. And is it not true that under Government super-vision and financing we will get further in research and development of
this thing, because Government, after all, is the only one that is.
financially able to go into this field and do it, and, therefore, thatwill
be the quickest way to bring the benefits of this to the domestic·
scene?
Dr. BusH. I think so, although let me repeat again that I think the·
time is still quite far distant when there will be any substantial influ-,
ence of the use of a·tomic energy upon your daily life or mine. I think
the potential importance is great, but the time before that comes into
effect is long.
Mr. HoLIFIELD. I want to refer to one of the first clauses here in the·
bill, in which it says "insure the national safety." Can you conceive·
of us securing the national safety without cooperation between this.
Commission and the vYar and Navy Departinents?
Dr. BusH. No; I cannot.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. The question was brought up that you had a rigii:t
to withhold this,. but if you followed out the purpose of this bill, to
insure the national safety, you would automatically cooperate with the·
Army and Navy and other defense agencies.
Dr. Busu. The language runs all the way through the bill that indicates that it was expected that this Commission will further the military development of this weapon.
l\fr. HoLIFIELD. Wen.re dealing with a subjrct that is so big, and of'
such pioneer impact, that the ordinn.ry ln.ws relating to commerce,
patents, and so forth, must be conceived in their relative insignificance·
with the subject under discussion.
Dr. Busn. We are entering a new world. We are entering a new
world thn.t is very diff(•rent from the one from which we·enierged.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions, l\fr. Price?
Mr. PmcE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. ·nr. Bush, I wn.nt to mn.ke a. stn.tement here for .
the record, to the effect that this committee on two occasions passed
legislation completely nntionalizing one industry and tnking it over.
Tlrnt is the helium indnst.ry; and in addition to that, it passed an act
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before· we even got into war presci-ihing a license system for scrap·
iron and steel shipments to foreign countries, neither of which was:
anything in comparison with this..
·
i
Thank you very much, Dr. Bush.
·
,: . ,... , . .
..
Now, gentlemen, we are favored with the presence of Dr. James B.
Conant, the president of Harvard University. Dr. Conant, we will·
be very happy to have you discuss this subject with us, and.appreciate
having you here.
·
·
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES BRYANT CONANT, PRESIDENT OF
HARV ARD UNIVERSITY

Dr. CONANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.
· ·..
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I shall try arid mak&
my remarks as brief as possible. , .
·
.
·
Together with Dr. Bush and as his deputy, I was associated with
the early days of the development of the atomic bomb, when this
work was done as pal't of the Office of Scientific Research and Develop-ment. Later I had the privilege of assisting General Groyes in connection with. certain phases of that vast undertaking, which. he so,
successfully brought to a dramatic conclusion. I was also a member .
of the interim committee which. prepared in the first instance the·
legislation which is before you.
I should like to associate myself with Dr. Bush in the statement
which he has made to yciu. The need for this legislation, as has.
already been said, is obvious. The hill has been drawn with great
care; taking into account the point of view of the type of people who
will he affected by it: scientists, engineers, business executives,
administrative heads of universities, and nonprofit scientific institutions. I think all that I could add to the discussion in these 'fewremarks of mine is to try and emphasize two points brought out by
Dr. Bush; first, the need for the extraordinary powers which are to
be given to this Commission, and they are very extraordinary and
unusual, as has been brought out in the questions from this committee;
and second, the need for prompt action.
·
Speaking to the first subject first, I should like to call the attention
of the committee to the first section of this hill, because it seems to me
that has not been emphasized enough, perhaps, in the discussion,
Findings and Declaration of Policy, section 1. The second sentence
says-:The proper development and utilization of such energy will advance the national
welfare, secure the national defense, insure the national safety, and promote world
peace, to an extent and by means which cannot now be mea~ured. The misuse of
snch energy, by design or through ignorance, may inflict incalculable disaster upon
the Nation, destroy the general welfare, imperil the national safety, and endanger
world peace. In the highest national interest, and to protect. the national existence, it is essential that all further development arid exploitation of this newly
tapped source of energy· be centrally directed an.d controlled for the benefit of the·
entire Nation.

It is very difficult, gentlemen, to one who has been so closely
associated with this project so long, to try to convey to you my
feeling as to the importance of those few sentences which I have_read.
As Dr. Bush has. said, we are entering into a new world. Nothinglike this has happened in the course of science or invention, _unless it.
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·be the invention of fire itself in prehistoric times. This is an extraordinary bill, drawn for extraordinary circumstances. It is. not just
another commission..
.·
Perhaps you could realize the potential dangers to the Nationthc potential good, also-for civilization that may be involved in this
tremendous energy, only if you had been, as I was, at the test of the
bomb at the Alamogordo Air Base on that morning in July, and seen·
the effect, that tremendous illumination that burst all over the sky,
which so surprised even those who had been anticiptaing the explosion
and knew all about it in advance.
We are dealing here with something that is so new, so extraordinary
and so powerful, gentlemen, that I, for one, feel that we are justified
in setting up 11 commission with equally extraordinary powers. .
Second, as to the need for prompt action, I hope this bill will be
passed by both the House and Senate and made law a.s soon as
possible, for I know from personal observation witl1 the scientists
with w·hom I have been associated in connection with my assisting
·General Groves, the present state of unrest and uneasiness which
exists throughout the project, and which is losing us time and monumental effort. It is costing the country, from the point of view of
getting ahead in further development of this weapon, and from the
point of view of cutting down the time, whether 10 years or how long,
the time when this energy can be used for peaceful purposes. There
is also the possible loss of security. Present regulations under which
the Man.hat tan district proj oct is ope.rating are based on war powers.
and do not give SO ffi11Ch secu.ritr 011 informati?n 11~ ~ t~1ink WC should
have, and I feel sure that. this bill would provide it if it were p11ssed.
There is more of 11 ch11nce of ·the secrct's le11king 11w11y to some other
·coun.try than if this lcgisl11tion were now law.
And then there is the possibility-I do not know how great-that
as long as the situation is in its present fluid and uncertain state, with
the knowledge that this can be done, and published, of course, as a
result of the two bombs, someone can initiate private research along
these lines and step into a situation through patents or control of a
certain know-how without the Government's knowing it, and perhaps
jeopardize security, perhaps secure 11n unfair a.dvantage.
Finally, there is the whole situation in regard to the basic research,
the scientific knowledge in our universities. As Dr. Bush pointed out,
.this whole bomb was possible because of certain fundamental discoveries in basic physics which were made by men all over the world,
in the laboratories of physics a.nd chemistry, and it is that basic
knowledge which must be extended in this country if we are going to
progress in the use of atomic energy for peacetime purposes.
At present every university labomtory which is concerned with
this subject, and they would all like to be, is in a position of stalemate.
They cannot move; they do not know what the Govcmment.policy
is going to be. They are not sure that the Government is going to
allow any experimentation. I can illustrntc it by a personal story,
if I may.
One of the brilliant young men in this project who would like to
deYote his life to this subject, and who might make great advances if
permitted to continue, said the other day that he was not at all sure
he was going. into university work. He thought he would go intp
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i:iitl.ustty in another field, because he said the Government. ha.s not.
declared that it is going to do this work and, he said; ''.What is_the use
in my working on a subject if the Government will not let.you do. any- ·
thing about it?" That reflects the point'of villw of.,a certainnfrmber
. of people.
· . . _.· · .
·. • ·
. So I sum up, gentlemen, by saying that I feel that the extraordinary
powers granted to the Commission are justified by the'extraordinary
nature of the .situation; and urge you to take as prompt action as
you can.
·
.
That is my .statement, Mr. ·Chairman.
Tlie CHAIRMAN. Thank :,z-ou very much, Dr. Conant.
· . . .·
I would like to say .for myself, and speaking I think for this committee, that they are awfully proud of our country, with its scientists .
that have been ·able to accomplish.so much in advance of our enemy.
I can remember when I was a small boy, the first weapon I ever
bought ;was a bowie knife. That was a two-bladed knife with· a
horn handle, and it was made in Germany. Ever since that day I
have been led to believe that the greatest scientists of the world were
in Germany, and they were ahead of all the rest of the world. I
think now we have outclassed them through the leadership of yourself,
Dr. Bush, and the War Department.
Dr. CoNANT. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
· -·
·
Mr. CLASON. What type of commission organization will you have·
in the event that this becomes law?
·
Dr. CONANT. I really could not tell you. Do you mean the detail~of how the Commission would operate?
Mr. CLASON. No; how large an organization would be necessary
to carry out the purposes of this bill?
.
Dr. CoNANT. You really could not answer that until you learned.
how the Commission is going to decide a number of- fundamental
problems. It would have to take evidence from the scientists on the
job. You will understand that my connection is such that_! have
been in touch with the scientists who know this sort of thing. If I
were sitting on the Commission, for example, I should want first of
all to find. out what the various scientists in charge of the different
compartments of the work to be done said should be done next, see
· what their budget was, the size of the plant, what is their next prob-··
lem. I do not have the evidence on which to base. an answer; I
doubt if there is evidence available.
Mr. CLASON. How many persons have been employed in the development of this atomic bomb?
·
Dr. CoNANT. I am afraid I do not know that. General Groves
would know it. I do not. It is a very large number. It has been
publishe.d. There is a break-clown into scientists, technical men,
assistai1ts, operators, and so on. It is many thousands, I suppose. _·
Mr. CLASON. Wotild you assume that the properties which are now
used in connection with the development of the atomic bomb would
remain in Commission in the development of the atomic bomb .
further, and other uses for atomic energy?
·
· .· - ·
Dr. CoNANT. That I think you would have to tell by weighing the·
efficiency of the different plants and methods. It has already been
stated in a public release that there are several ways. One would.
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have to make a study of that, and I could not answer your questi'on
in advance of making such a study.·
. . .
Mr. CLASON., As I understand it, the important elements are two,
1
both ores; is that right?
.
·•
·
Dr. CONANT. Those two ores are very ,important at the present
,status of the work. That is correct.
]\fr. CLASON. As I get the power of condemnation on page 15,
they can condemn minerals, metals, ores, and other substances, and
materials, real property, and everything. · They could take over the
entire field of petroleum., on. the theory that this oil is necessary to run
the machinery to run the plants that run -the atomic energy.
Dr. CoNAN'l'. Not if I read the bill correctly. It is line 10 on page
15, is it not, that determines the powers of the Commission in that
regard? 'I'hey can do the things you mention which, in the judgment
of the Commission, are peculiarly related to the transmutation of
atomic species, the production of nuclear fission, or the release of
atomic energy.
.
Mr. CLASON. In other words, the Commission is the sole judge. ·
There is no court that can pass upon it whatsoever; there is nothing
that you can say that you can take to a higher tribunal. They can
decide in their best judgment that they ought to take over helium or
something else. They probably would not start wi~h oil, because
that· would be obviously a very large and important segment of our
domestic economy. But they might very well commence with going
into other fields, on the theory that there might be atomic energy
involved, and thcre would be no check on this Commi~sion at all.
Dr. CoNAN'l'. I wish you would ask a lawyer that question. I am
told by those who studied this that there would be a check, that you
could come into comt if you felt the Commission were trying to take
over something that was not peculiarly concerned with the transmutation of atomic energy, and you would have a hearing, and thereafter it would be for the court to determine whether the judgment
of the Commission had been reasonably-carried out.
The words "peculiarly related to the transmutation of atomic
·species", if interpreted correctly, would enormously limit the field
and would rule coal and oil and all those tt1ings out completely.
Mr. CLASON. You do not think there ,vould be any possibility of
oil or coal being included?
Dr. CoNAN'.r. None. I think there is a very important, and I
believe sufficiently binding limitation, but of course on the law I
bow to the opinion of lawyers.
Mr. CLASON. In this bill, will you tell me what the relationship
would be between the Government and institutions like colleges? ·
I do not mean research laboratories of private individuals, but, on the
other hand, those of colleges. Do I underst.and that they would expect
to receive some money to interest students and sort of develop the
scientific branch of that particular university?
Dr. CoNAN'.r. No; I do not sec anything about students in the bill
at all. I should suppose that the Commission here, under the
authority, which I cannot turn to for the moment, would have to
license those universities. That wn,s brought out this morning, I
think, in the testimony of General Groves. Those universities where
there is experimentation on transmutation of atomic species, the
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production of nuc_lear fission, or the release of atomic.energy wou1d be
rncludecl. That rs n. general phmse that covers this whole field, ·so
far as anybody can see.
· ..
.
.· ,. .•. ,.,_;"·, . . ., ·
· It is page 22, subsection (d),· to which I should,,likc.. toJ:all your
attention:
.·
·
.
•.
It shall be unlawful for any person to conduct research or experimentation.
· involving the release of atomic energy in amounts d(!emed and to be pl'es'cribed
by t.he Commission as constituting a national hazard or being of military or
'industrial value, withqut the consent * . * . *
.

· And so on. So if an experiment were going on in physics which
,obviously did not involve a national lrnzard, was not of military or
industrial value, or did not release any large amount ofatomic energy,
the Commission would prPsumably not pay any attention to the
physics department. It would do so only if they wel'e doing it on a
large scale.
·
·
It has been sugge!'ted to me that you were refeITing · to another
,section. I am soITy. •
Mr. CLASON. I had in mind page 17.
Dr. CoNANT. Mav I turn to that?
.
,· .
I think the advantage of having that in, just as with the provision
I read, is to allay any thought on the part of the people in either
universities or industrial concerns that this Commission was not
going to try to do all that it could to encourage research under license,
so that people would go ahead and make these discoveries in the
best way possible.
·
.
Mr. CLASON. I was wondering, there. · It says, "to· utilize, en':"
courage, and ai<l .colleges * * *," and it occurred to. me that
that kind of language represented a little gift or grant from the
Federal Government, but I understand from your testimony that·
you would expect the colleges to pay their own way on this research,
experimentation, and teaching of the student body.
..
·
Dr. CONANT. On the last part. I.would like to separate them, if
I may. On the teaching of .the student body; certainly; and on ordinary research. But if they were going in in a large way, into research
that involved a lot of people and a lot of equipment, I think they
might·very well need Federal aid, which might flow this way or, as
Dr. Bush has pointed out, through the other bills he spoke of, and
which are now before Congress. I think if this thing were to be done
in a big way in some universities it might need some Federal money.
Mr. CLASON. Then would you not think it would be only fair that
all scientific schools and all colleges that are equipped to teach physics
ought to receive a license or a permit to caITy on the studies?
.
Dr. CoNANT. Oh, I assume they would. It never occurred to me ·
that they would not.
Mr. CLASON. There would be no limitation there?
Dr. CONANT. No; except for control; and any well-established place
should carry on sucl• studies. They would have to check in, however,.
to show that they were. not going to run something that would blow .
up the college town or poison the inhabitants.
.·
· .·
Mr. CLASON. I get the impression you take an awfully little piece·
of atomic energy and h~ve a pretty big explosion. Do I understand.
you can work with it in such small quantities that if it goes off a whole
fot does not go off with it?
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Dr. CONAN'!\ Yes. For me as a chemist it is as unbelievable' as·,
for anybody. else, ·. because this is the work of physicists.· They can
actually .corp.e. pretty close to handling individual atoms. Some of
their· ti·atls'ri1titations which took ·pla~e and showed the possibility ,
of getting atomic energy from a transformation of one kind of atom
to another were actually clone wit,h only a few atoms, and the results.
were recorded by instruments and photographic plates, so that if you
construed any act governing t1,tomic energy very closely, you could
say that even those experiments involved the release of atomic energy
and, of course, they were perfectly harmless and they· were done foryears. The results 1vere recorded by instruments and on photographic
plates. It is only when you come into the realm of the material
which the chemist deals with that you begin to get into hazards, and
it is with that intent in mind that all this material was put in here;
· Mr. CLASON. It is possible to have enough of the elements in the
possession of the Government to turn them over to these colleges.
so that there wil~ be enough to go around?
Dr. CoNANT. Oh, yes; I think so. That, of course, is one of the
things that the Commission would do. It would allocate materials,.
and that is one of the reasons the universities and indust1·ial concerns
are anxious to get some legislation established, and some authority,.
so that the green lirht can be given, licenses can be issued, and we·
can get ahead with this development.
Mr. CLASON. Then I understood from what you stated that you
felt t,hat 10 years might ,pass before any peaceful or useful purpose·
could be developed from atomic energy.
Dr. CONANT. Those 10 years were first mentioned by General
Groves and spoken of by Dr. Bush. I do not know. It certainly
is not going to happen tomorrow. I should be surprised if within .
10 years there bas not been some industrial use of this whole .subject
of atomic energy, but it will be a gradual thing. I think the impression
that we do not want to leave is that within a couple of years everybody
is going to be running automobiles with it, or anything like that.
It is going to be a slow, ·gradual development, and no one can foresee
the future, least of all in science and in technology.
,
Mr. CLASON. Will you tell us whether or not out of. atomic energy
at the present time any useful peaceful development has come?
Dr. CoNANT. Certainly there has been none.
Mr. CLASON. The only known use for it at the present time is as a
military weapon in a bomb?
.
Dr. CoNANT. That is the only use of it that has been made. There
might be a byproduct, but in that case it would be a byproduct in
the sense that the radioactive materials-and I am not revealing any
military secrets-have probably valuable uses for medical purposes,.
and to that extent you could say tha.t the immediate fature might
hold some promise there, but that is not, strictly speaking, the use of
atomic energy, but some m.atr1·iuls made incidental to the release of'
atomic energy.
Mr. CLASON. Do I understand that from the expenditure of two
and a quarter billion dollars up to the present time the only direct,
tangible result has been the bombs which have been used in connection with the war, and there have been byproducts which have a
value in medicine?
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,' Dr. CONANT. r, should say they wotrl(i be 11egligibh1 compar~d with'
the value which accrued to the nation hy the dropping of the two
.bombs and.the ending ofthe war. . .
, · ;::·., 1, ·.. : , ; ··• •·· .
Mr. CLASON. You would say at the present t,1mQ :thQ G:qv.~r,nment
has developed nothing which it could turn over to industry to be
used in any way for peacetime economy?
., · ·
Dr. CONANT .. As it now stands. They have the potentialities .and
beginnings of a great deal. ·
. .. . .· · · . . · .
Mr. CLASON. They have the potentialities, but nothing has been
· developed far enough to be actually put into use?
. · · ·. . ·
Dr. CoNAN'l'. That would be my belief.
.
: · , .
.
Mr. CLASON. Do I understand that you feel that this can be used
ultimately or developed ultimately as a substitute for the types of
,engines which are used today, in case we run out of oil or ·coal or
· something? ·
· .
·
. · .
..·
'
·
Dr. CoNANT. No; I would not want to predict as far ahead as that.
I should think there would be some special supplementary uses for
it as a source of energy, in special circumstances which I cannot foresee
· now. That is the way it would start. After all, all energies come in
that ,vay-special uses. Electrical energy. first was used for very
special things, where it would be better than steam. It will be a slow .
process.
.
Mr. CLASON. So far as you know, the Commission, if one is appointed, is not by virtue of this. bill immediately taking possession of
some valuable knowledge that is not generally known throughout the ,
country, with the exception of its relation. to war?
·
.
Dr. CONANT. That is correct, if you interpret the word tlvaluable"
. as being immediately valuable and rule out the value which is inherent
in basic knowledge, from which something can be developed. .
, Mr. CLASON. Do you feel that the Government has now, with the
expenditure of one and a half billion dollars in existing properties,
expended all the money that is going to be necessary to continue its
experiments and its work?
.
..
,
Dr. CoNANT. Oh, no. Appropriations will be needed, of course, to
implement this act.
Mr.· CLASON. Can you give us any idea of how much of an appropriation you will expect the Commission to ask for in the. first year
after the passage of this act?
Dr. CoNANT. I am afraid I cannot, for the reasons I gave. I am
just not in a position to make those estiniates.
·
Mr. CLASON. It would be a very large suin of money, would it not?
Dr. CONANT. I am not sure of that. After all, the word "large".
_has been changed around during the war as applied to sums of money'; ·
Mr. CLASON. If you expended two and a quarter billion dollars m
3 years, as I understand it-·
. ·
Dr. CONANT. That was for construction, of course, a large amount
·. of it, as the general explained this morning.
·
Mr. CLASON. Would you expect any more construction to beneces'sary?
Dr. CoNANT. Not on that scale.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank ymr very much.
Mr. MARTIN. Dr. Conant, I am interested in your comments about
the young men who have been associated in this work, the Manhattan·
project. Has your force been demobilized pretty much by now?.
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Dr. CONAN'!'. No. I have to speak here pi'etty much second-hand.
You understand that these remarks would. have to be ad.dressed to
General Groves, who has been in charge of it, of course. My unfor:rn.ation is from what I have heard from him, but i_t is my, und!Jrstanding
that it' has not been demobilized. Far from it.
· ·
Mr. MAR'.l'IN. 'l'his will enable the Commission to hold it intact and
to build on from here?
Dr. CoNAN'l'. That is correct.
Mr. MARTIN. That is one of the urgent feattires of it?
Dr. CONANT. That is one of the arguments I am presenting for
prompt act;ion.
·
·
Mr. MA1t'l'IN. I have had some letters from young men ,vorking on
this project, personal friends, who are wondering about the future of
it and wlrnt they have to look forward to. They are naturally in a
state ohvondcring what is ahead, for their own future occupation in
this direction. That raised the other question I had in mind, and that
is more nearly in.your field, that of the universities and. getting back
to the rehabilitation of our research work in the universities of the
country .
. I gather from your testimony that you are particuln.rly interested
in seeing the Commission follow a rather liberal course in encouraging
study in this field.
Dr. CONANT. Research in this field by all research institutes and
the research staffs of industry as well.
Mr. MAR'l'IN. The granting of these licenses to the educational
institutions is more that of regulation in the interest of the national
safety than it is to curtail or cut down the work in the experimental
field bv the universities?
Dr. ·coNANT. Quite.
Mr. MAR'l'IN. With regard to this paragraph that Mr. Clason
mentioned here, about aid to the universities, it is not your idea that
this bill will be the vehicle for granting financial aid to the schools
for that woi·k, is it?
Dr. CoNANT. I think it would be permissive, if I may use the word,
as I read it. The Commission might decide they wanted to or ·not.
They might do it directly or they might do it through the mechanism
Dr. Bush spoke of ·when he was n.clrlressing you earlier.
Mr. MARTIN. The prnsent situation, due to the war, is that of great
need for encourn.gement of young men to go back into wqrk of this
kind. This undoubtedly would come in, .or through individual work·
of the students through the GI bill, indirectly. Your idea is that the.
encouragement was more that of making the projects available, or in
reach of the educational institutions, rather than individual help to
the students.
Dr. CONANT. Yes. I had not thought of individual help to the
students, or anything in regard to teaching, hut if a research project
were going on under a license, it might need Federn.l support.
Mr. THOMASON. What is the present supply of uranium, and where
are the principal deposits?
. Dr. CoNANT. I am sorry I do not have that information.
Mr. HARNESS. I would like to ask one question. It has not been
made clear by any of the witnesses-maybe it is not proper for you
to say-but could you give us a few more details on the effect of the
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release of this energy, from you~ experiments in New Mexico and
what you have learned from the two bombs that. were dropped on .
Japaii?
.
. . .. . : :
··
Dr. CONANT. Well, if I understand your question: .~orl'~ctlyi, you·
are speaking of my statement that need of this legislation is very
great because of the national hri.zard.
·
Mr. HARNESS. That is right.
.: .
Dr. CoNANT. Therefore, let me disting'.iish between two kinds of
hazard. One is the hazard incident to an explosion of the ·type
which is brought about on purpose when you have an atomic bomb.
I do 1not have to,speak to that; the pictures have. It is an enormous
explosion.
.
The other is the hazard which would be incident to an experiment :
that went wrong in industry or in a university laboratory, because, ·
·as it says here, of "ignorance or design." In that case the explosion
would be of a different order of magnitude so far as its demolition on
buildings and so on is concerned, an entirely different order of magnitude, but the health hazard would come from the materials produced,
the rays and the radioactive materials which might be disseminated
through the atmosphere. Dr. Bush spoke of the fact that a passer-bv
might be affected.
.
·
Mr. HARNESS. What would it do besides kill or desti·oy?
.
Dr. CONANT. That is all. It kills you. I do not know what
more you want. I call thn.t a major hazard to health.
Mr. JoHNSON. Do you think this development is more revolutionary
than the discovery of gunpowder?
.
Dr. CoNAN'.r. I do. I would think so, because if you rolled together
the discovery of gunpowder right up through dynamite and TNT
into a couple of years, you would have had the same dramatic effect.
You see, the developmont of the use of chemical energy wa.s distributed over many centuries. If mah had discovered gunpowder
and woke up 2 or 3 years later and had all modern explosives, you
would have a comparable sit'uation. Tho.t is what ho.s happened
here-in a short time the enormous use of this energy ·in large
amounts.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. '\Ve certainly appreciate
your statement.
.
Secretary Pa'iterson, will you come around, please, sir, for further
examination? l\fr. Thoma.son, have you any questions?
Mr. THOMASON. No questions.
Mr. CLASON. What I would like to know, if it is possible to secure
it, Mr. Secretary, is how much money would be nf.lcessary in the way
of appropriations during the first year n.f.ter this bill is passed,
TESTIMONY OF .THE HONORABLE ROBERT P. PATTERSON,
SECRETARY OF WAR
Secretary P A'.rTERSON. I have no idea, Mr. Clason. I can say this,
., that over the 3 years we haYe spent $2,000,000,000. The bulk of that
has been on construction, bi.1ilding and equipping two enormous plants
and then a plant of somewhat smaller size in N cw Mexico. In fact,
this high rate of employment that we have had on the project has been
mostly on construction work. I think the high point was around
125,000 persons. It is way below that now.
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Some question was asked here a few moments ago about themu.tnber of employees there. I am not certain of my figures, but the last
ones I heard were about 60,000 now. Some of those a.re still on con-·
structio1i;-1h1tT:recently went, down there to the east Tennessee plant,
called Oak Ridge. We call it Lhe Clinton Engineer WorkS":'· 'l went
down Lhere 10 days ago. There was still some building going on there·
of an industrial chamcter, but l should say that 90 percent of the
bi:1il<ling was done. That was what the great expenditure of funds
was for.
·
Mr. CLASON. From your knowledge of the whole project, ·Would.
you say that it would be in the interest of the Government to maintain
in opera.Lion tile various plants which the Government has been operating in connection with the development of the atomic bomb? ,
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. I can only answer that this way, and with
no particularly expert knowledge, that all of the scientists and ·engineers connected with the project are sure that some short cuts can be
found, ttnd that they will no!; have to pursue the same route, exactly,
again, and that a great amount of economy and savings could be introduced if the thing were to be repeated with the experience of what
thev have done behind them.
1\1r. CLASON. Do you feel that t.hc Commission would have an employment. list of perhaps 50,000 persons as they went ahead in the
future?
Secretary PAT'l'ERSON. I just cannot say. My best estimate would
be that it would be below that, but I would not know.
·
Of course, one of the great activities of the Commission, I am
certain, will be to farm out portions of the research and development
and practical application. There was some question addressed here
a moment ago as to the part universities and colleges would play . . I
think, as Dr. Conant pointed QUt, that there are two sorts of activities.
One would be the contracting by the Commission with certain universities for the carrying on in behalf of the Commission of developments in atomic energy, and then the other would be a license or
permission, and the furnishing of materials, for others to go along and
experiment and research on their own initiative.
Mr. CLASON. I think most Americans have the impression that it
is only at these Government plants that there is the proper equipment
and proper apparatus for continuing experiments with this peculiar
atomic energy.
Secretary PA'.rTERSON. A vast amount of work in this was done at
certain colleges under direct supervision of the Manhattan Engineer
District. The University of Chicago was one of them; Columbia,
Princeton, California Tech, and California. A great deal of work
was done there.
.
Mr. CLASON . .I got the impression from reading the magazine
articles that you still had to bring whatever they developed in these
universities' laboratories into the central plant in order to get anywhere.
Secretary PATTERSON. That is t.rue. The industrial development
was in eastern Tennessee and in the State of Washington. That is
true. The work in science was done at the universities, but· that had
to be translated into industrial use, and that was done at these large
plants that I mentioned.
·
·
·
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Mr. CLASON. Would it require the purchase· of mu~h teal estate,
do you believe, referring to this part on the right of condemnation all
over the country. · Do you have any idea that there is going to be
any great amount of condemnation?
·
·;
Secretary PATTERSON. No, sir; I would say not. If tliere are discoveries of the ores that are necessary, there would have to be some
action on that line in order to control the substance that produces
atomic energy, but so far as need of condemniJ;J.g real estate, taking
it by eminent domain for industnal purposes, I would think that there.
was not much need of that. These plants.that we have now involve
very .large tracts of land in 1'ennessee and Washington and New
Mexico.
:Mr. CLASON. It would be just a question of some uranilim ore, or
something other than uranium, being discovered, and then, tp protect
yourself, you have to buy it.
·
Secrefary PATTERSON. I think so.
Mr. CLASON. Then I would like to know why, in this bill, it is felt
that the expenditures of this Commission should not go through the
General Accounting Office. We have had so many fights over that
in Congress in recent years that it seems to me. that-Secretary PATTERSON. They go through the Accounting Office, all
right. The only particular provision is that there shall not be dis- ·
allowance of credit or withholding of funds. That comes back, :Mr. ·
. Clason, to several other provisions of the bill that take this Commission out of the category of, oh, commissions like the National Battle
Monuments Commission, and things like that, due to a feeling on the
part of the intei'im committee responsible for the drafting of i"!;, a:o.d
the Secretary of vVar, an.cl I believe of everyone connected with the
project, that it is a matter of urgency, a matter of high national policy
01~ s~fety and future welfare, that some leewa}" be given this Comm1ss10n.
Mr. CLASON. Do you thinl-: yourself it is necessary to the extent
that is involved in a provision of this type?
Secretary PAT'I'ERSON. Y cs; I do; and I have no fears of any real
abuse, no fear at all that they would try to take over the coal mines or
the oil industry or :my of those things. I do not think they would
have any legal basis for it, and I am sure their common sense would
tell them they should not do it.
The CHAIRMAN. John Lewis would not let them take over the coal
mines.
Mr. KILDAY. Judge, I am interested in these eminent-domain provisiops of the bill, because they are so broad and far-reaching. The
only control placed on any of them is in the discretion of the Commission. Of course, we are dealing with a matter that is secret in all of its
processes, so that we are creating by legislation a power of eminent
domain controlled only by the Commission which we here create.
Secretary PATTERSON. The United States Government today,
through the Post Office Department, can take over real estate for a.
post office in any location.
Mr. KILDAY. But it cannot take over all the real estate.
Secretary PATTERSON. They can take over and move in before the
value is settled.
78403-45-5
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·Mr.KILDAY. This suys it can takfJ ull ores and mincmls th11ti11 Lhc
opinion of the Commission arc nocosso.ry. On the oLlrnr one you hn,vo
the question of public purpose, uml that sort of thing. I do think Ll1n,t
in execq.tive session we ought to be able to got something.;flrom some
of ybi.U" legal' stall' to see if something might be done ab6ut that. ··
Secretary PATTERSON. They must be peculiarly connected.
Mr. lCILDA Y. In the opinion of the Commission. .
.
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes. I think Dr. Cornmt pointed out that
right now it is only thorium and uranium that are directly concerned.
Mr. KILDAY. And this Commission we create will, in the final
analysis, be in complete control of it. Now, is it proper legislative
policy for us to create a commission here to the extent that it becomes
all powerful and supersedes the courts?
The CnAmMAN. Let me ask this question, directed both to the
witness and Mr. Kilday. Any condemnation under the power of
eminent' domain must be in accord with statute. This Commission
could not go out and do it. They lrnve recourse to the courts and
there would be a judicial determination.
l\fr. KILDAY. Here the public purpose passes out.
The CHAIRMAN. They have to find it for a public necessity before
they can condemn it.
·
.
Mr. KILDAY. I think it is something we do have to consider.
Secretary PAT'l'ERSON. Some mention was made of the power of
requisitioning this morning, and I said I did not recall in the Manhattan Engineer District a single case of requisition. In the Wur
Department we had very few cuses of ucLuul requisition of personal
property for war muterials. Nevertheless tho presence of that
Requisition Act on the books had a wonderful e!Iect when you had
some fellow that was holding out for an outrageously high price. I
mean by that that you were able to acquire the proper,ty at a fair
price, where you would have hud un uwful gouging if you had not had
that act on the books.
Mr. KILDAY. Yve have a new department here. We u.re goihg into
the preservation of ores and minerals, and ulso the resti'iction of them
from other people. ·we huve an entirely new phase here.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there unytbing further, J\!fr. Durham?
Mr. DuRHAllL '\Vhut is the ratio between the civiliun personnel and
militury personnel? W1111t divisio'n wu.s there?
Secretary PATTERSON. It, wus initially developed, of course, by
scientists u.nd taken over by Dr. Bush's Office of Scientific Research
and Development, and when they were convinced that the theories
of the scientists could be put to practical application in tho production
of atomic energy for u bomb or for u weapon of war, they recommended
that it be turned over to the ,~rar Department, and at thut point it
wus tu med over to the V\T ur Dr.pn,rtmen t, I believe in 1912, and it has
since been in charge of the 'War Deparl.ment. But, of course, we have
had a very large number of civilin.ns working on the project-far more
civilians than officers.
Mr. DumIAM. As to why I ask the question, I huve quite a number
of young doctors with doctors' degrees who have been farmed out
there as privates, ond they ure still there. Of course, naturally, at
this time they are wanting to gnt out, and want to get some action
somewhere, or someLhing from this scientific brnnch to remunerate
them so they can make a living.
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Secretary PATTERSON. I will be glad to have bl~eir 11.ames turne~
over to General Grove~. He may be able to use thbm.
;,.
·Mr:·MARTIN. Judge Patterson, with regard· to the matter of appr~
priations 'here, I am not clear in my niind whether or riot this bill, iI
enacted into law, provides that the appropriations under it would be
charged up to the War Department.
.
· Secretary PAT'rERSON. I hope not. One of the troubles we _have
now in getting appropriations is the large ari:10unt we have to take in
for the Manhattan Engineer District, and if this bill passes, the appro-.
priations for this project will go to the Atomic Energy Commission
and disappear from our budget.
·
· Mr. MARTIN. I am a little worried about that, too.
.
The other point is that this b_ill is following a patterh that is .rather
new in our experience. That is, it has no ceiling to it. When I first
got on this committee, our general practice was to put some sort of a
limitation·on the over-all appropriations authorized. w·e had quite a
battle on that early in the war because, being a war measure, we started
taking the lid off. Immediately this committee lost all further control in the matter. In fact, it was then left entirely to the Appropriations Committee from there on, and this bill has that carry-over aspect
on our wartime experience.
.
.
I just wonder if this is going to be a general practice of leaving the
lid off wherever possible on authorizations.
.
·
. , .
Secretary PATTERSON. Our money does not come down to this com,
mittce. It would be all right with me if it did, but it does not.
Mr. 1\.1:AnTIN. The other question I had in mind was with regard to.
the penalties.. I wanted to ask you about those penalties.
.
In your opinion, are they broad enough to cover all people, whether
or not they have had any direct connection with the project or hot?.
Secretary PATTERSON. I believe so.
.
Mr. MARTIN. I wanted to be sure that they do have broad enough
coverage in there to reach all individuals, whether they were over
within the jurisdiction of the Commission directly or not.
·
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. I believe they arc broad enough.
l\:lr. MARTIN. That is all I have.
Mr. SHERIDAN. In your opening statement this morning you stated
that many now attached to the Manhattan District project had left
because of t.l1e vagueness of their future. How many are in that
category?
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. I <lo not know.
Mr. SHERIDAN. Have you any appraisal?
Seeretary PATTERSON. No, sir. Tl,at,. was reported to me by
General Groves.
l'vfr.· SHERIDAN. Docs General Groves have the figure?
Secretary PATTERSON. He will give it to you.
Mr. SHERIDAN. You also stated that mueh of the future experi-·
mentation will have to be farmed out to universities.
Secretary PATTERSON. I think it would be wise for the Commission
to do it.
Mr. SHERIDAN. You said that is what it ,vas proposed to do.
Secretary PATTERSON. They are directed by this bill to make µse
of exist.ing inst,itut-ions, and so on, insofar ns fensible, and I am sure.
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that under that direction they .(voul<l in fact contract out a great
deal of work that they wanted to see pursued.
Mr. SHERIDAN. "\Vould that not result in a most natural mathematical calculation that the project ns it is now constituted' would',be
reduced?.
Secretary PATTERSON. That is quite possible.
Mr. SHERIDAN. So that those who leave now to private enterprise
or go back to colleges would still be available?
.
Secretary P A'rumsoN. They are scattered all over. I think what
General Groves is worried about is his organization, his team, with
members, as he says, leaving, not pursuing the work as part of the
team.
_
Mr. SHERIDAN. You do not lrnve any knowledge of who have
already left?
Secretary P A'f'rEnsoN. No; I do not.
Mr. SHERIDAN. I am just trying to reconcile some of the statements
that have been made here.
Have you any idea of approximately what, the future appropriation
mny be with respect to this? Has there been any discussion as to the
approximate amount?
·
Secretary PAT'l'EUSON. I have no idea as to whu,t the appropriation
would be. I have only pointed out that the bulk of the moneys that
we have hiid appropriated to the vVar Department for this project
went to construction, rn.ther than to operation.
,
1\fr. SHERIDAN. Approximately $2,000,000,000 have already been
expended; is that not true?
,
Secretary PA1TEusoN. $2,000,000,000 is right.
:Mr. SHERIDAN. How much remains that would be transferred over
to the Commission? I see this bill provides for such transfer.
Secretary PA·r1F.RSON. I can find that out for you readily enough in
the appropriation we have for thr fiscal year ending June 30, 1946.
There would be an item there under Corps of Engineers alloted for
this.
Mr. SHERIDAN. ·what is that item? Do you know?
Secretary PATTERSON. No. I will have to find that out.
Mr. SHERIDAN. Docs anybody here of your staff know?
Secretary PATTERSON. No. I can supply that. Of course, some
of that has been spent already.
Mr. SHERIDAN. I figme that if we deduct that we will know how
much remains that v.-ill hn available for transfer.
Secretary PATTERSON. I can find that out for you.
Mr. ELSTON. ,Tudge Patterson, I notire in this bill no provision is
made for the War ancl Navy Departments to be represented on the
Commission.
Secretary PA1"1'ERSON, Not directly; no. There is no requirement
that they be represented.
.
Mr. ELS1'0N. Do you not think it would be a good idea that it be
made mandatory that they be represented on the Commission?
Secretary PAT'l'ERSON. It was thought that if qualifications as to
who could serve on the Commission were made it would ramify out
and then there would be so many from industry, so many from labor,
so many from the War Department, so many from the Navy Department, and ·so on, and that there would he no real play left there.
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You will notice, Mr. Elston, that provision is made for the event of.
officers of the armed services serving on the Commission, because· it
provides as to what shall happen as to their still being eligible for pay,
arid there.is inention made in several places in the bill Qf the military
features df it·. The very first section, containing the fiiidings and
declaration of policy, shows, in the final sentence of it, that the primary
objectives of all action taken pursuant to this act shall be _the promotion of the national defense, protection 01 the safety of the inhabitants of the United States, the safeguarding of world peace, and the
furtherance of the acquisition of knowledge concerning atomic energy,
and then the Commission is charged, over here, with safeguarding the
national defense, and so is the Administrator, so that the phases of
this work that relate to any military weapons are not lost sight of in
this bill at all.
.
Mr. ELSTON. I appreciate that, but still that does not require the
appointment of the Army or Navy personnel on this Commission.
Secretary PAT'l'ERSON. That is true.
·
·
Mr. ELSTON. Are you entirely in accord with the setting up of a
Commission which might not have representatives of the War Department on it, to which Commission the War Department would have to
go for authority to experiment in the development of weapons?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes; I would abide by the wisdom and prudence of the Commission in that respect, particularly with these directions right in the law from Congress that they niust promote the.
national defense.
Mr. ELSTON. That is a mere statement of policy, but there is·nothing
mandatory about it. You agree with me, do you not, that this bill, if
passed, leaves out the War Department and the Navy Department
entirely? They can only go ahea,d an<l develop weapons which are·
created through atomic power so far as this Commission gives them
the authority to do it.
·
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. There is an exception made here for time of
witr and natiorml emci-gency, over here somewhere.
· 1v1r. ELSTON. That may be, but most of your weapons are developed
in peacetime and not in time of war.
Sr.creta,ry PATTERSON. That is true .
. Mr. ELSTON. You do not wait until a war is on before you develop
them.
Spcretary PA'rTEHSON. I am ent.ircly in agreement, withdou there,
but I would have full confidence that the Commission wow carry out
the directives of Congress with regard to furthering national defense.
It is not only in this preamble, section 1, to which I called attention
a moment ago, but it is over iri the pm\fisions having to do with the
powers of the Commission and also with the authority of the Administrator. I think it is section 10 on the Administrator, which mentions the exploitation and use thereof for military, industrial, scientific; or medical purposes, so that I am sme the military aspects of .
this measure have not been lost sight of. I quite agree with you that
they arc very important for the War Department and the Nayy
Department.
.
Mr. ELSTON. I am wondering if it would not be better for the bill
to be drafted along the lines of our recent bill giving the Scientific
Research Board and the Academy of Sciences power to receive appro-
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priations from Congress to go ahead and inake experiments and indulge in research work, but at, the same time we took nothing from
the Army 11Ild the Navy. They can go ahead and continue to have
done the· ve_ry fine work that they have been carrying -on,Jor ,.many
years. The other work is ·simply a supplement to it.
·
,. .
Would it not be better if- this were set up as a supplement to the
power and authority of the War and Navy Departments now existing
to go ahead and contimie research into the use of the atomic bomb or
other atomic weapons in Urn national security?
··
Secretary PATTERSON. I would not have them do it independently
of the Commission. I have no fear that the armed forces will not
have the chance to assist in the development of weapons that, ilse atomic
e.nergy under this bill and under the jurisdiction of the Commission.
Mr. ELSTON. But you are suITendering a lot of authority.·
Secretn,iy PATTERSON. We are surrendering the whole project thus
far, be.cause it ha.s been the ·war Department's for the last 3 years .
. Mr. ELSTON. Judge, did you participate in the drafting of this
legislation?
.
· .
·
Secretary PATTERSON. No, sir.
Mr. ELSTON. There is one provision that you perhaps heard. me
refer to before, and that is the provision that makes it possible for the
Commission and the President to reveal the secrets of the atomic
bomb to other nations .
. Secretary PA1"rERSON. I rernll the provision. Of course, the Presi- ·
dent has that power right today. The provision here is that the
Commission shall not do it unless the President says so.
Mr. ELSTON. That means that if the President says so e.nd six of
the Commission concur, it cnn be delivered to some other country.
Congress is left out of it. entir<'ly. Congress declares war and does a
lot of other things in connection with the war, but it is deprived of
the power and authority of passing on this very important question
of whether or not this should be turned over J;o some other nation.
It seems to me that that is more important than anything else, that
these secrets do not get into the lrnnds of other nations, yet that is
not taken care of in this bill.
Secretary PATTERSON. I think that on all of these things on foreign
relations we must beiu in mind that the President indicated in his
message that he would haYe more to say on the internntional aspects
of this. This bill relates almost entirely to domestic control. I can
conceive of conditions. wltPrc it would be to our rd.vantage to reveal
certain m11tters, and tlw PrPsidcnt has alregdy said that he would not
reve11l the atomic born b itself at 1111, but I can conceive of conditions
where it might be to our advantage to revl'al certu.in matters.
I think t,here Wfl,s some discussion Pnrlier about the employment of a
foreignr.r by the Commission. I can conceive of cases where it would
be to our own vital i11terest to employ a foreigner. I have no doubt
that the Commission and the Administrator, too, would weigh the
pros and. cons of tha~ very carrfully, but we arc i_ndebted, heavily
indebted, now, to formgners for what, we haYe done m the way of the
production of the atomic bomb already. I would not wont to see a
square prohibition in this v,ct !l.gainst the employment of an:y: P?rson of
foreign citizenship. I think we can safely trust the Comm1ss10n, t'li:e
people who administer the act, to employ them under proper cond1-
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tions, where they have a real contributi~n to make·that'·p~rhaps our
own citizens would not have. This knowledge is not confined. to
citizens of -t,he United States by any means. ·
· •. ,· ·.. · · · ·,:
Mr. ELSTON. I am not referring so much to the employment of
someone from another country, but this bill would make it possible,
if six members of the Commission concurred and the President was
·agreeable, that the whole secret could be turned over to a foreign
country.
Secretary PATTERSON. Mr. Marbury points out that it·only says
"licensed property." .
· .
Mr. ELSTON. Jf you give them a license you give them the secret.
I do not think it makes much difference whether you give it to them
one way or another, so long as they get it.
·
Mr. SHERIDAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. }l;LSTON. Just a minute at1d I will be glad to yield.
The bill does make it possible to grant a license to a foreign country
if the President approves of it. Now, in a matter of as great importance as this, do you nc:it think it would be better that Congress approve
of that, rather than the President?
·
Secretary PAT'l'ERSON. No; I do not. I think the provision as it
stands is a wise provision. I think the power that the President has
under our syst,em in all kinds of ways, power involving the safety and
welfare of tho Nation, of his own det,ermination, is proper.
· Mr. ELS'l'ON. You are familiar, of course·, with the law that this
Congi:ess passed during the war sn.ying that the President could not
give ships belonging to the Navy to any foreign country. Congress
did put some prohibit,ion again.st tho President in that respect. This
is certainly of much greater importance than giving away some ships
t,hat belonged to the Navy.
Mr. KILDAY. Will the gentlemon yield before he leaves that point?
Secretary PATTERSON. I do not think there is any real risk.
Mr, ELSTON. It mi~:ht be brtter froni tho standpoint of the
President. The President meets with representatives of foreigri
g:overnments, and particularly right now they are asking for certain
things, and some of thrm are grnnt<1cl and some of them are not. But
they are rather insistent on certain things, and if we can believe some
of the things that we have heard, I think it has even appeared in the
press t,hat some of those countries would like to have the atomic
bomb secret. The President can sny iu those conferences, "I do not
have tho authority; that is up to the Congress." It ,voulcl certainly
relieve him of a treniendous amount of responsibility, and I think it
would malw the American people fp.el a. Uttlc bit more secure.
Mr. KILDAY. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ELSTON. Y cs.
.
Mr. KILDAY. This bill is supposed to take care of its control within
the United States, .and we are told there is going to be a request for
other legislation with reference to foreign control. We set up here
legislation with but one prohibition, that they shall not grant it to
any other nation. It conserves it for the United States, and if it is
to be used in international affairs, that is to be controlled by- other
legislation.
Mr. ELSTON. Wbat I do not understand is, what is the objection
to lettin.g Congress approve of it, rather than letting the President
have the sole authority?
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Secretary PATTERSON. I suppose it is an Executive nrntter of management. As Mr. Kilday has said, the restriction on lice~ses is that
they shall not be given abroad unless the President approves. .. It
would seem to me that you might have licenses on colla.teral lines
not relating to the atomic bomb itself directly at all, that the President would approve of. Dr. Conant pointed out that there are byproducts and that there a.re other phases of the general subject that
would be under the control of the Commission; and it is possible-I
do not know; it is possible-that it might be advantageous for the
President to direct or consent to a certain license given to a certain
foreign government for limited purposes. I do not think there is
any peril in it.
Mr. ELSTON. While it is true that. the unimportant things are there,
the serious things are there too. They can give the whole bomb
away, the whole secret of it, under the provisions· of this bill.
Mr. SHERIDAN. In line with your line of questioning, Mr. Elston,
if you refer to page 1, Judge Patterson, I do not think you can reconcile your answer with line 9. The very purpose of the passage of
the bill is to promote and safeguard world peace. Why could not
the Commission, under the interpretation of the preamble, give it to
a foreign government?
Secretary PATTERSON. They cannot do it under the specific
language here in section 11, except by the consent of the President.
Mr. Si-nmrnAN. How would you interpret section 1, which you
referred to in your opening statement, line 9, to promote world peace?
Secretary PATTERSON. So for as it would relate to any license given
to a foreigner to promote world peace, it would be governed by the
specific provisions of section 11, and the approval of the President
required. There is no doubt of that.
Mr. ELSTON. I just yielded for a question, i\fr. Chairman. .
Judge Patterson, I notice in this hill that the Commission is given
the authority to pass regulations, an<l those regulations have the
fot·ce of law. Of course we know as. a proposition of law that if
Congress gives them the authority to pass the regulations, they do
have the force of law.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. I never heard of a commission that did not
'have the power to pass regulations.
·
I\fr. ELSTON. But Congress has not necessarily given them .the
power to pass regulations that have attnched to them a penalty by
fine or imprisonment such as w0 have here.
Secretarv PATTERSON. It is verv common.
Mr. Eui·TON. lt has beon done; but it do0s not neceSS[l,rily follow
that the prnctice should be continued forever. The way this bill is
writ.ten, the Commission can pass any !tmount of rngulations they
want; so long as they put them in the Federal Rrgister it is sufficient
notice to the world.
Let, me ca.ll your attention particularly to pa.go 20, section 19 (b),
to the eiiect that any violation of the regulations promulgated by the
Commission pmsua.nt to section 17 of this act, shall, regardless of
intent, be punislrnble by a fine of not more than $500, or by imprisonment of not more than :30 cla.ys, or both; or, if willful or through gross
negligence, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than $100,000 or
imprisonmont for a term not exceeding 10 years, or both.
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Now, would not failure to read the regulations in' the Federal
Register be construed to be gross negligence?
·
·
. Secretary- PA·rTERSQN. Any regulatipns under section 17--·
Dr. BusH. Those are the security regulations.
.
·
··
·
The CHAIRMAN. The first one applies to the licensing o~ somebody
like the Standard Oil Co·.
·
·
·
· •
Secretary PATTERSON. I do not see anything unreasonable in that.
If it is. unintentional, it is a small fine or a short penalty by confinement, and if it is willful or grossly negligent, by a much heavier
penalty. There are cert,ainly matiy, many precedents in the statutes
passed by Congress within thertast 20 years of power to pass regulations given to an executive body and making the violation of them
penal.
Mr. ELSTON. And I do not know of a worse practice than that.
Secreti1ry PAT'l'ERSON. It is done every day.
Mr. ELS'l.'ON. If you confine it to the last dozen years or.so, they
have piled regulations upon regulations until even a lawyer cannot today tell his client when he is violating the law, because they are hidden
away somewhere in the Federal Register.
.
Secretary PA'l.''l.'ERSON. I would not differ with you on some things
that are of no very great moment, where some rather obscure commission may have the right to pass regulations and make the violation of
them criminal; but I submit that on a matter of such high urgency as
this, the power_ given to the Commission is a necessary one, and I
think the making of the violation of a regulation "penal is quite proper.
Mr. SHERIDAN. Even wit.bout intent?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELSTON. I should say we should not deprive the Commission
of the right to make regulations, not for a moment. They have to do
that. But would it not be far better, when you come to the penal
provisions of the act, for the Congress to indicate in plain and unmistakable terms just what shall constitute a violation of the law?
Secretary PATTERSON. I do not think you can, except by reference.
to the regulations that may be passed.
Mr. ELSTON. We have been able to do it, with respect to every other
crime on the statute books.
Secretary PATTERSON. This differentiates between an unwitting
violation and a knowing violation by the severity of what a man may
be subjected to. I think that is entirely reasonable.
·
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mt·. JOHNSON. I want to get your view on this, Judge. It provides
for the appointment of nine Commission(}rs by the President, and the
concmrence by the Sonat,e. As I undorsto.ncl it, that means that once
a man is appointed for at least, 6 or 9 years he can retain that office
so long as his term lo.sts.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. Subject to that removal power; yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. Genera)ly speaking, ho cnn hold office to the end of
the term. Would it not be wiser in a thing like this to give the President power to remove him? Suppose he became sick.
The CHAIRMAN. He has it in the bill.
lVfr. JOHNSON. He must commit a crime or be guilty of misfeasance.
· Secretary PATTERSON. Inability to act includes the case when he is
ill. I think t.hat is enough.
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Mr. JOHNSON. Do you ·th.ink t,hn.t is bron.d enough?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir. I think that will require activity
on the port of all nip.e men, activity in the affairs of the Commission.
Mr. JOHNSON. Suppose a man travels abroad for a. year. You
could rernove him, or he could, for that reason?
Secretary PATTERSON. He could.
Mr. JonNSON. I would like to give the President the power to
remove him.
The CHAIRMAN. The President of the United States removed Dr.
Morgan on -his own will.
.
Mr. JonNsoN. Yes, and he removed Humphries; and we had to
pay his ho.ck salary for 6 or 7 years.
.
.
The CmunMAN. Thank you, ,Judge. Thank you very much. Do
you have any other witnesses?
Secretary PATTERSON. No, we have no others, Mr. Chairman. We
will produce any witnesses this committee would like. ·.
The CHAIRMAN. The purpose of this committee is to consider
this promptly in the full significance of its importance and of the
urgency of it, and with that in view the committee will meet in
executive session tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock to start reading the
bill for amendment, for consideration and final disposition.
The committee will go into execut,ive session. ·
(Whereupon, at 4:20 p. m., the committee went into executive
session.)
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HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON 1\,IJLITARY AFFAIRS,
Washington, D.
Tho committee met at 10 a. m., Hon. Andrew J. May (chairinan)
presidipg.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order.
,
We have met this morning for further hearings and consideration ot
H. R. 4280, a bill to provide for development and control of atomic
energy. These hearings have been continued for the purpose of per'.'
mitting a group of interested people, known as scientists, to present
their views on the questions involved in this proposed legislation. We
have five witnesses, and they have been selected at the request of the
committee so as to give the viewpoints of four different groups of those
interested in the subject.
I would like to add to my statement that there has been some crit. icism of t,he action of the committee in closing the hearings when they
were closed, and that has been carried in the press and editorially
commented upon. There was apparently an effort to make it appear
that this committee was trying to rush things and unnecessarily doing
so. I can say that up to this moment nobody has requested of me, as
chairman of this committee, a hearing on behalf of the scientists except
what came to me through the War Department by General Royall,
who, while he did not, request it, simply did not object, but rather
encouraged further hearings on the matter. It is the purpose of the
committee now to give patient consideration and hearing to those
representing scientific work in the United States.
We have as our first witness Dr. Leo Szilard. Will you come
around, please, Doctor? Let me say to you what I have already
stated,· that we are considering the bill H. R. 4280 which has for its
purpose the development and control of atomic energy.
Please give us your name and your experience and tell us about
your qualifications to appear here as fl, witness, and then you m11,y
make any statement that you wish to make with respect to this proposed legislation.

o: ·

STATEMENT OF DR. LEO SZILARD, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Dr. SzILARD. My name is Leo Szilard. I WA.S born in Hungary
and am a naturalized citizen of this couutrv. I was naturalized in
1943. I worked for a time, from 1925 to 1931, on the teaching staff
of the University of Berlin. I11 1931, when the German Reichstag
began to pass· legislation giving the German Government sweeping
powers, I came as an immigrant to this country.
·
71
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In.slibsequertL yeai·s I worked at the University of Oxford, England,
and m March 1939 I began to work on the development of atomic
energy at Cohmibia. University. I have been working in that field
ever sincei From Columbia I was later transferred to the 'UniversitY,:
of Ch_ica.go. I am ut the present time working in this field .at the
University of Chicago.
The CHAIRMAN. You have read this bill, I take it;?
· Dr. SzILARD. I have read the bill and, with your permission, I
would like to ml1ke a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. You may proceed.
· Dr. SzILARD. I am exceedingly grateful to this committee for the
opportunity to make a statement. I am not qualified to discuss the
meriLs of the bill. It is written in legal langun,ge, and many others
11,re mom qmi,lifiecl to discuss the bill than I am.
I have to apologize for the very hastily prepared statement which
I nm going to submit. Wlrnn I came down to W ashing;ton I understood that the committee had closed its hearings. Day before yesterdny, late in the afternoon, I was not.ified that I wns to appear as a
witness. Subsequently l dictated my statement to a stenographer
,vhile she was operating a switchboard. In these circumstances,
I hope to have your imlnlgcnce if the stutrment is not as clear as it
might otherwise haYe been.
In the lust .few days I have discussed the Jolmson bill with some of
my colleagues who happened to be in Wnshington. This bill proposes
to set up machinery prnsmnably for the purpose of fulfilling certain
functions which arc not very clearly defined in the bill. My colleagu~s and I found it quite easy to reiich an agreement on the following
quest10n:
What arc the problems whieh face us in connection wit.h atomic
energy, arnl what arn the functions for which we have to sct·up some
Government-controlled machinrrv by legislative action?
W c found that, n.ftPr we lrncl rc'uclwd
agre!'mPnt, on this question
of the functions for which we need machine.ry, we were in a position
to discuss intelligently what kind of machinery we need in order to
fulfill these functions.
There may he, of coursP, diffenmces of opinion as to what kind of.
machinery may be best to perform any given sort of function, but at
least if- we all lmve the same function in mind we can avoid confusion
in our discussion. It docs not seem possible, to me, to have an
intelligent discussion about t.lw rnachint•ry which is needed if some of
those who take part in tho discussion believe that the function of this
machinery is to construct and opcrafo atomic power plants in order
to supply electricity in remote regions of tho United States, while
some others who pu.rticipate in the discussion bdievc that the main
function of the macl1iucry is to provide us with atomic bombs so that
we cim hlast, tho hell out of Russia before Russia blasts the hell
out of us.
I would, therefore, with your permission, like to outline the
fundions which, in my opinion, the machinery which you may set
up by legislative action will have to perform.
One of t,he functions of such machinery will undoubtedly be the
manufacture of two substances: Uranium 235 and plutonium. These
two substances are at, present manufactured in factories operated by
large companies. These factories were constructed at the expense of
the Govrrnmcnt at an expenditure of $2,000,000,000.
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W'llU.t are these two substat1ces: Uranium 235 and plutonium?,
Uranium 235 ·is a heo.vy metal. It is a substance which is contained.
in natural uranium. It is contained in natural uranium in a very
small quantity. Natural uranium contains less than 1. percent of
this "light" uranium. vVhen we say it is manufactured we are not
·quite correct. It is not so much manufactured as it is separated at
great cost from the bulk of natural umnium.
How much of this substance can we hope to produce? If I am not
mistaken, the United States imported in pca.cetime a few hundred
tons of uranium. If all the light uranium should be extracted from,
say, 400 tons, about the amount which was imported in one of the
yca:rs preceding the war, we could have extracted from these· 400 tons
of uranium less than one-third of a ton of light uranium. We would
have obtained this amount if we had extracted all. the light uranium
which was contained in 400 tons of natural uranium. If we used the
methods which are applied in our factories at present a much smaller
quantity could have been obtained only because these methods are
not very efficient. But however efficient we may make our met.bods
we can never extract more light uranium from natural uranium than
there is in it., and this is a small quantity. From this you see that
the future developmei1t along this line for purposes of power production
will be necessarily limited by the scarcity of light uranium in natural
uranium.
.
The other substauce which we arc manufacturing at present is called
plutonium. This is also a heavy metal. It is derived not from the
light component of uranium, but from the heavy component of uran.:.
ium; and !)9 percent of natural uranium consists of this heavy component,. You can sec, therefore, that we might ultimately obtain;
roughly, a hundred times as much plutonium from uranium as we can
obtain of light uranium.
.
.
VVhat are those two substances good for? They can be used for
either of two purposes, and they can be used for either of the two pur-:
poses in the near future. They can be used either for producing atomic
power to supply electricity in remote regions of the United States
which have no coal or oil C'asily available, or they cn,n be used for
manufacturing bombs.
We do not have to decide at this stage of the discussion for which
of these two purposes we want to use the plutonium which we are
manufacturing in our factories and which we shall manufocttir,:i in
other factories to be built in the future. But let me not mention this.
subject without expressing my hope, which is at this time, I bclievd;
t.he hope of all physicists, that a situation will be created with respect
to our relations with other nations, that will perniit us to use plu- .
tonium for the production of electric power rather than for the manu..: ·
facture of bombs.
·,
·
Herc WC have, then, the first function which the machinery which
you propose to create by legislative action has to fulfill~and if I may ·
have the use of the blackboard; I would like to make a diagram.
·
The first function of the machinery which is to be set up by legisla.:
tivo action would be to -take care of a large manufacturing program· ··
operating factories which have cost $2,000,000,000. I will put on.the
blackboard a possible scheme ·as to how this could be done. Many:
other schemes could be proposed, but I would like to concentrate on
one scheme.
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; This function could be performed by a Govermnent~owned corporation, the managing director of which would be directly appointed by
.the President. Advisory to the director would be two members
'appointed by the President, serving full time, at a high salary of, say,
$25,000. This [indicating] would be one piece of machinery that,,in
my opinoin, might be needed and useful.
. We must ask by what methods shall we manufacture plutonium and
light uranium after this war. Is it necessary to dev~lop new niethods?
New methods would be not only less costlybut could produce a far
greater quantity of plutonium per pound of uranium than our old
methods. They would be both less costly and more efficient from the
point of view of utilizing the available uraniun1. Moreover, ·we could
produce really large quantities of plutonium which would become a
factor in our national economy if used for the purpose of power production.
The answer to this question is, I believe, as follows: Some of the
methods which we have developed and which are used at present
might carry over into the postwar period, but not all of them. But
even those methods which can carry over will represent only the first
stage of this development. Behind this first stage we see already
the outlines of the second stage represented by methods which are
very different from our present-day methods. In order to find these
methods we will have to e.ngage in research and development, Therefore we will need another piece of machinery that can take care of
research and development and tlrnt can carry the development into
the pilot-plant stage. I do not believe that research and development
should be separated. I do not believe that researcl1, development, and
the building of piiot pla.nts should be separated.
You see, therefore, the need for anothm· Government-ow..ned
corporation. This corporat,ion [indicating on blackboard] will take
care of research and development. It will have a director and two
board members, the same way as the corporation in charge of manufacture as outlined earlier. I shall talk more about this phase because I am better qualified to talk about it than I am qualified to talk
about the other machi1Jeri0s. One or two of these board members
should be scientists, bccnusc scicntist,s would have something to say
about, the function which this piece of machinery will have to perform.
In addition to these two pieces of machinery t.liere may be another
piece of machinery needed; and let me express the hope that it will
not.be needed. Howcv1~r, for the time being we have to envisage the
possibility that it may be needed.
This would be u.n organization that could perform essentially the
same functions which were performed by thP projpct located in New
Mexico. These functions include research, development, and manu-'facture; and since we might nerd a machinery for this function I shall,
with your permission, put on the blackboard a !,hird diagram representing .a Government-owned corporation which will conduct· our
bomb n\anufacturc, development, and research. I believe there
should be a director, and two board members, all to be appointed by
the President, and one of them ought to be IL sciPntist, becauseresearch plays such a large part in future development.
··
Let me make it clear that these thlec pieces of machinery would
not be capable of formulating policy. Therefore there is a need for
a commission capable of formulating policy. I do not know how
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many members it ought to have, but let US se~ }1ow many, me~b~rs:
we need. I would say that these .two board members . [indicating]
should take turns on this_ commission [indicating]i. They are men
with no executive responsibility, and have therefore time to study .the
functioning of their own corporation and· to form an opinibn of their
own,. Each one of the three corporations [indicating] would supply .
only one. of !ts °?oard members to the commission. These two corporat10ns [md1catmg] would supply· one board member each, and the ·
same holds here [indicating]; so that you would have three board
members serving on the commission who would have no executive
respc;>hsibility but who would be men who are informed both about
the technical problems and also about the qualifications of the managing directors of the respective corporations for the jobs for which they
were appointed.
·
.
.·
For reasons which I shall state later it seems essential that this.
commission [indicating], which is responsible for policy, should be tied
closely to the Governme.nt. Therefore I am inclined .to believe that
we should have the Secretary of State or his representative, the
Secretary of War or his representative, the Secretary of the Interior
or his representative, and the Secretary of Commerce or his representative as members of the commission. In this way we may hope
· that the policy of the commission and the policy of the Government
will be the same. If you wish you may add to this commission a
number of public members, a representative of labor, of industry, and
so on. How many you will need to add I do not know.
·
This is the pictme which I visi.ialize as representing the machinery
which could perform the functions that need to be performed.
I shall not make any further comments on manufacture or on
bomb development, but I would like tci make some comments on the
guiding of research and development.
·
I would like to explain why I believe that the Government must
be in a position to do its own research and development rather than
to rely on what research and development might be derived from
universities or private industry. The reason for this is not my
adherence to a particular social philosophy, but a reason which arises
out of the nature of our special problem. In deciding along what
line development should go we will haye to make a choice. The
choice is between these two alternatives: We might either go after
the utilization of atomic power in the near future, and in that case
we would make plutonium and use it for operating power plants in
order to produce electric power. We could build such power plants
in the very near future; and if we moved along this line we would··
have rather soon profit.able applications,of atomic power .. However,
while we would have atomic power soon, atomic power would not
amount to much in the life of our Nation.
If we want atomic power to be an important factor in our national
economy, we have to forget about these. short-range objectives and
we would have to guide the development along an entirely different
line, develop different kind of manufacturing processes, refrain from
using up in the next few years plutonium in power plants and aim to
have 10 or 15 years from now atomic power available on a really
large scale.
.
Why we cannot have both I do not feel quite free to explain, because I could explain it only if I told you facts which .I cannot tell
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you in open session; but I would very much appreciate an opportunity.
to talk about this subject, if it seems important to you, in executive
. session, where I would be free to explain that it is not my personal
preference for Government-guided · research and development, .·but
the necessity of choosing between a long-mnge and · short•range
objective that makes me say thnt the Government will have to look
after this task.
·
. .
Mr. HOLIFIELD. May I ask the gentleman to please repeat his
statement? I do not beUeve I caught the full import of it.
Dr. SzILARD. We have 11 choice between two different lines of
development. vVe c11nnot h11ve them both.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Do you me11n military 11ncl domestic?
Dr. Szn,ARD. No. I mean short range and long range. Use of·
atomic power could be attained in 3, 4, or 5 years. If we go along
this line we will have atomic _power soon, but we will not have it on
a l11rge scale. If we want to have atomic power on a large scale •we ,
have to·renounce its use in the next few years and we have to guide
the development into channels which will give us atomic power on a
ren.Ily large scale, some 10 years from now. If we utilized too soon
plutonium in power plants we would not go along the line along which
I think we ought to go.
Mr. HoLIFIELD. Yotn· point is to retain it for seed rather than to
use it?
Dr. SZILARD. This len.ds us into questions which I said I did not
feel free to discuss in open session. If I have the opportunity to
explain it in executive session I think I could say enough to convince
you that it is not my preference for Government-conducted development, but rather a necessity arising out of the technical situation:
which makes me say tlrn.t we ought to lrnve Government-owned corporations authorized to rarry the research and development which is
needed.
Mr. HoLIFrnLD. You believe, then, in full Government control of
it as a matter of necessity, not 11s a matter of your own personal
choice?
Dr. SzrLARn. '\Vhen you spmtk of Government control, let me say
that as I understand the word, the Government should control an
organization which can conduct development on a large scale along
lines which the Government deems to be in the national interest,
forgetting immediate gain 11nd profit. I certainly do not believe that
there should be a Government agency which is in control in the sense
that it can prohibit other Govermnent departments or universities or
·private industry from engaging in research and development.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Yon mean control toward the acceleration of the
development rntlwr than toward restricting iL?
Dr. SzrLAIW. I mr11n that the Government sho11ld have the power
to carry out the needed development itself, hut not the power to
prev<;mt other peopfo from cnrrying out development work.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. But do you not believe that, any private laboratory
or university should make known to the Government any discoveries
which it might make during that period?
·
Dr. SZILARD. I believe the Government ought to be kept fully
informed by anyone who is working in this field. But Government
control can be carried too far. According to the Johnson bill, the
National Bureau of Standards could not, conduct experiments without
special permission.
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The CHAIRMAN.· SupposJ w~ let the witness finish his,state~ent; ,
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I am aftaid I will forget some of these things.
The CHAIRMAN. You can put them down on a pad; . , · • . .
Mr. HOLIFIELD. All right, Mr. Chairman.
· ·. ,, , " •
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed, Doctor.
··"' · . .
Dr. Szn,ARD. As I said, what I am going to say now will apply
only to the research and development aspect of our problem and not
to the task of manufacture. As a scientist I am more concerned, and
also more qualified to speak, about research and development 'than
manufacture.
I b,elieve that if we want to have a successful development we will
have to incorporate into the organization· of our Government'-owned
corporation in charge of research and development some features
which are nominally operative in private industry. I believe that we
will have to provide for some overlapping of work and a certain amount
of competition within such a Government-owned corporation. I
would like to indicate this also by a diagram.
Th\s Government-owned corporation in charge of research and development could set up five or six branches, and it would be logical
to locate them at the sites of great universities and institutes of technology. A bmnch might be located near Boston in the proximity of
M. I. T. and Harvard; another somewhere near Columbia and Princeton; another branch perhaps near Austin, Tex.; a fourth branch might
be in Los Angeles, where they have two universities, California
Technology and tho University of Califomia, in Las Angeles, Calif.
What I am driving at is the following: If we want to avoid the mistake of putting all our eggs in one basket, it would be a fatal mistake. ·
to have a budget set for these branches by a central organization and·. · ·
have each work exclusively on the task assigned toit. Naturally the
corporation will have to determine what budget each branch should
have. I would like to see, however, this principle adopted (even
though it might not be wise to write it into tho law) that any of these
branches should be free to use up to 40 percent of their budget, not
for the. task assigned to them, but for overlapping and competing
with the work of the other branches. The men working at ·one site ·
[indicating] may come to the conclusion that another branch located ..
at a.neither site is going the wrong way about the task which has been ·
assigned to it by the central organization. In that case they ought
to be free to use up to 40 percent of their budget to enter into competition wit,h this other br::mch. I venture to predict that very often
it ,vould not be the branch selected by the C(•ntral organization, but
some other competing branch, which would deliver the goods. I am
basing this remark on experience during',this war in work which the
Government conducted at various universities. Very. often· the
met.hods solncte<l by the central authority proved to be unworkable,
a1id the method selected by some local group proved t,o be. workable.
Mr. JOHNSON. You want 40 percent of the budget used for experimentation?
Dr. SZILARD. No. I would say it this way. The central organiza- ·
tion assigns a task to a local branch and gives it a budget. I would
say that it should be free to use 40 percent to go after some objective
other ~han the objective assigned to it. For instance, an objective
which was officially assigned to another branch.
1
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I hlLve not quite finished my statement, but it will not be long now.
The CnAm~rAN. Continue. .
, • · . ·: .
. , ·.... '·.
Dr. Szn,AnD. I would now like to mlLke an lLttempt to visualize how
these functions would be performed if the Johnson. bill were pass~'d.·
This, of course, is lL guess, because we <lo notknow who the nten wouM
be who would serve on this nii10-man Commission. I 11,m going to
assume that those few men who sponsored and hlLve spoken in favor
of the bill will be the men who will serve on the Commission. If that
were so, I think it is slLfo to assume that by and large the work of .the ·
Commission would be conducted pretty much in the manner in which
the work on atomic energy .was conducted under the OSRD, the.
NDRC, and the Man!mttan District. In other words, I base my fore:.
cast on the experience which we had with those agencies in the past.
Mr. THOMASON. You mean, the military would run it?
·
Dr. SzILARD. No. The NDRO is not military; the OSRD is not
military; and the lVfonhattan District is not entirely military. The
Manhattan District had the advice of civilians acting as part-time
advisers. It was not a purely military organization.
.
Mr. ,JonNSON. Do you believe that t,he present lay-out would be
contrary to your ideas?
Dr. Szn,AnD. No. What I meant to say was this. Assumin.g that·
the Johnson bill is passed and the men on the Commission are of the
same type as the men who sponsor the Johnson bill-'-which is an arbitrary assumption, but I must assume somethin~-then I am asking
how would its functions be performed. I know how we operated during the war, and I can visualize how much of that would be carried
over into peacetimes.
Mr. JOHNSON. In other words, you do not think it would be performed as well as it is under your lay-out'?
Dr. SzILARD. I do not say it would be badly performed, but you
can judge whether you aro satisfied with the type of performance
which I visuuforn or whether you wiil want a diiforent type of performance.
If you will permit me, I will not talk about manufacture, because
.I know liLtle about manufacture, but; I w.ill t,alk about research and
devolopment.
·
I believe there will be a tr.ndency to cnrry out research and development, rot in a Government-owned corporation which could try to
enlist the most capable young men from our universit,ies and iu.dllce
them to work for the Governnwnt but rather by placing contracts.
Con tracts would he plael'd 'ivith universities and with industrial companies which have resaarch Jaboratorirs. If that were do·10 I bolieve
the uriversities would. foll short of their tnsk, because they· would
fall short on the development side, and I lwlieve that the industrial
research lahorntoriPs would foll short on the research side. The
industrin,l labomtories would not be able to attn,iu the services of
those spirited younger men who in the pnst, have always· prefrrred
university or Government work to work in private industry. ·
Since it, is rn.uch simplrr to keep contact with a few big companies
than to work with many small companies; I believe that the large
companies which incidentally have also betkr facilitirs for development and research in their laboratories, would he given those development contracts. I .believe that these companies would accept those
contracts. I belicvo they would be offered cost-plus~fi.xed-foe contracts to develop wlrnt neods to be developed; and the Government
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would tell the compa~ies what to develop. , I believ.e',that. ,tlie conipanies will not refuse such contracts: I believe they will a~cept them
but they ,will accept them primarily for the•following, reason:. Tho
larger companies have 11 desire to watch .this dovolopmen.'t. They
want to be· able to determine at what moment the development .
reaches 11 stage where it becomes profitable for the company to enter
this field and start research nnd development at its own expense;
.
On the other hand, while these companies will accept the cost
contracts they have nothing much to gain directly by the contracts.
No patent rights will accrue to. them; and in the circumstances lam ·
quite sure that they will not .put their best men to work on these
contracts. They -will save. their best ·men. to work on rt1search and
development within the framework of tho normal business of the
company, which is profitable. They will take the Government
cont,racts because they have·nothing to lose by taking them.
.
In saying this I am projecting into the future what is already
going on at the present time. ·
. · .
.·
.
I have talked now for 11 long time so I will skip what I wanted to·
say about, manufacturing contracts and come to the point which
worries me most at the moment.
I believe the most disturbing feature of the Johnson bill is the independence of the Commission from the Government and the fact that
the Administrator is not appointed by the President. I believe that
the greatest danger' is that the operation of this Commission might·
adversely affect our foreign relations. If I have an opportunity to do
so I shall be very happy to outline the different lines of our foreign
policy which are conceivable. There are two or three different lines
of approach in our relations with other nations which we might conceivably take; but we do not know at the moment in which of these
possible lines of foreign policy we shall actually attempt to carry out
in the future. The time may come when the Government of the
United States, with the approval of Congress, may wish to establish
collaboration with certain other countries and may wish to establish
collaboration particularly in the field of research and development.
Under the Johnson bill, if that time comes, this would presumably be
carried out in this manner: The President would issue a directive to the
Atomic Energy .Control Commission and the Administrator. would
have to carry out the directive of the President.
·
What can happen under those circumstances is well known to those
who have been associated with the Chicago project. We had such a
case in the past. We h11d a directive which was presumably a Presidential directive, which was communicated to us, and instructed us to
collaborate with a certain atomic energy project set up jointly by
the British and the Canadians on Canadian territory. At the same.
time we received this directive, or shortly afterward, rules and regulations were issued by the Manhattan District which rendered this
collaboration ineffective.
I am not saying that it is a good thing or a bad thing to collabora.te
with Canada. I am not voicing an opinion on this question. But I
do believe that it is not a sound policy to have directives and regulations in conflict with one another; and that I believe would inevitably
µappen, or let me say it might conceivably happen, with disastrous.
result,s to our foreign relations, under the Johnson bill.
.
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Let me repeat: I believe that our relations. with other nations may

be endangered if the organization which controls atomic ·energy in
the United States is in·n. poi\ition to issue rules and regulations,which.
render Presidenti11l directives ineffective.
· ..
There are two more points about which I wish to speak, and I think
I can speak of them shortly bec11use I believe that others will take
this matter up. I believe Dr. Anderson is going to testify today and
may speak about them.·
·
. With reference to secrets, let me say that cle11rly the biggest secret
was given away with the use of the atomic bomb, because knowing
that such a bomb can be made is half of the secret. I believe that
the other half of the remaining secret was given away when the War
Department released· the Smyth report., because that report clearly
indicat,cs the road along which any other nations will have to travel.
If they do travel along that road they will step by step rediscover
what we hnve discovered, and step by step they will obtain the same
results we have obtained.
That does not mean that we have no secrets left. We have scientific
secrets left, and we have what you muy call the know~how left.
Almost n.11 of the scientific secrets which we have left-and some are
inportant secrets, I believe-relate to the development which may
take place in the future. They have pmcticu.lly no bearing whatso-'evcr on the kind of bombs we hove used against ,Japan. This is one
kind of secret. The other kind of secret is the know-how. The knowhow is not a simple secret that you cnn writ,e down on a 'piece of paper.
It is something that. is exceedingly difficult to transmit. I think the
only way you can trasnmit know-how is to send a couple of engineers
over to some other country. By taking blueprints along, explaining
them n,nd having consultations, they may be oble to transmit the
"know-how," but I am not sure even then whether it coul<:l be done
easily.
In the past we lrn<l n, very importnut. secret, n11mely, the secret
that the bomb existed. That secret wns kept. It was not kept because employees of the Government were afraid of the Espionage Act.
It was kept because we n,ll undel'stood it was import11nt to keep· it.
I do not believe that seci·c>ts cnn be kept by any other method than
by free cooperation of those who are in possession of tlJ.c secret.
If a hill is pn.ssed which conUtins ,the type of security h1les whereby
the Commission could <kci<le that what infol'mation should he transmit,tccl lwtween scientists who may work in this fit,ld at different sites
in the United SLatE's. It will lrnve two kinds of effects as to Lhe
rules which the Commission will issue, if they resemble the rules which
we ha:l during the war-well, there are two things I have to say
about Lhem. One is Lhat it is impossible to keep t.l1em, :1ml, the
other that we do not want to keep them.
1fr. HOLIFIELD. I would like to have the gentleman elaborate on
lhat·a little hit.
The C11AmMAN. We will g-iv<\ him a chnnce, of course. Go ahead.
Dr. Szrr,ARD. The rules about which I speak r<'gulatcd how much
information we could give to each other. Certain men were allowed
to know certain Lhings; certair1 groups were allowed to know certain
things. They were not, il.Jlowccl to know other things.
·
I do not know whether yon ever trie/l to learn bn.sic English. In
talking basic English you must rnmPmlwr which words you have to
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forget . . You can learn basic.English, but I do n~t- b~lie;eyou can
learn basic English if every month a new list of words is issued to you
containing new words ,vhich · you may use and possibly ·old ones
which you used before and which y6u'mlist not use.any,longer; · This·
kind of rules could not be obeyed if you wanted to obey them. But we
did not want to obey the_m, because ~e had to choose between obeying
these rules and sabotagmg or slowmg down our work; and. we used·
common sense in place of obeying rules.
·
Hardly a week passed that somebody did not come to my office at
Chicago from somewhere wanting to convey a· piece of information
to which I was not entitled. They usually said that they did not ask
me to conceal the fact that I came into possession of this information, all they asked was that I conceal from the Ai'my the fa.ct that
they were the persons who had given it to me. These men went to
such trouble not in order to please me, but because they thought I
needed the information for my work.
I can assure you that if you pass the Johnson bill and if it is possible
to keep spirited men in this organization, they will go on violating
these rules. What will be their position? I do not believe that they
will be sentenced to 10 years in jail because they told each other a·
piece of "secret" information. I think, however, that they would
be in no position to speak up and say for instance that the Administrator or the Commission is no good. I think they would not dare
to do that, because if they did so, someone might remember that on
such and such a date this man violated the rules by passing on to a
coworker nn exceedingly import,nnt secret, so importa.nt that no one
could be told what the secret was. He could then, under the Johnson
bill, he dismissed or sentenced to 10 yea.rs in ja.il. He might be dis.:.
missed not only from employment by the· Commission but from a.ny
other Government agency.
. .
.
'
So, this pa.rt of the security regulations means that no one in the
United States might be able to criticize the Commission. Those who
have not been in the organization do not know what to criticize, and
even if they knew, their opinion would carry no weight. Those
inside the organization would not, crit,icize and risk being put in jail.
We do not have such stringent regulations now, yet our men are
intimated. With the passa.ge of the Johnson bill many of the
younger men would not want to lose their civil rights and. would
leave this field of work. They will not go on st,rike; they will not
declare that they will not, work, but they will prefer to accept other
employment. 'l'hose who remain will conform. They will do their
job; and if they come to the conviction that their assigned work is
not really the right one, that to do something else would be .more
important, if they come to the conclusion that t,he nine men on the
Commission do not live up to their responsibility, that each one of
the nine thinks thnt the other eight are doing the job, if they come
to the conclusion that the Commission is no good, they will keep that :
knowledge to themselves.
·
,
'
I am not qualified to speak about for the younger men. I think
that the backbone of this project will be the men below 45, a. class
in which I do not belong. I t.l1ink it will be the youi1ger man who
will count; and I do not want to speak for them. Mr. H. L. Anderson,
is here to testify and. he can tell you of his own personal reactions'.
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So I will close wit,h one request. This morning l received a: telel
gram from the Oak Ridge ·ilnd the Chicago atomic scientists and who
wish to make a statement, and they havn asked me to submit' th:eir
statement to you. If the chairman would permit m~, I:1shall not
interrupt this testimony by reading their telegram, but instead will
ask Mr. Anderson, who will testify, I believe, after me, to read tbo
telegram at the end of his testin10ny so that we do not interrupt tho
present dis~rnssion. I propose to-hand the telegram to Mr."Anderson
and he will road it later, if that is agreeable to the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. He is going to testify latnr?
Dr. SzrLAii.D. Yes.
·
I have finished my statement.
The CnArn.JHAN. Doctor, as I understand your position, it is that
if this committee decides that a commission ought to be set up to
control.and regulate tho production of atomic power, it ought to be
composed of representatives of other agencies of the government
which you have named?
.
Dr. SzrLARD. No; I cannot say that. I am not in position to make
really any proposal. I had not thought about it long enough. But
I would prefer the type of commission I have mentioned to what
you have now in the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. You have suggested already that in the set~up that
you put on the blackboard there ought to be personnel from other
agencies, Cabinet officers, for instance.
Dr. SzrLAUD. I would prefer this solution to the one which you
have now. But I do not want to imply that I believe that by taking
this bill and amending it piece by piece, replacing one paragraph by
another paragraph, and by juggling with amendments, it is possible
to produce a bill that will have the approval of !,he majority of the·
scientists.
The CHAIRMAN. You do favor, if it is controlled and regulated,
that it be done by an agency of the Government rather than private
industry?
Dr. SZILARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Mr. THOMASON. If I understand you conectly, then, you favor
giving the secret of atomic energy to foreign countries?
Dr. Sz1LAUD. No, sir. I think that discussing whether we should
give away the secret or not is putting the cart before the horse. I
should be only too glad to elaborate on this if I can make another
statement today or some other day. The question is, What shall be
our relations with other nations? After we have decided that, the
question will be, vVhat kind of arrangements do we want with other
nations? If we know we can get those arrangements, then as .a part
of the arrangements we will give as much of the remaining secrets as is
adequate.
.
.Mr. THOMASON. Did I correctly undersl,ancl you t,o say that you
do not believe it is much of a secreG anyway?
·
.
·
,Dr. SzrLAUD. Even if it is not much of a secret, it is still something.
There is no such thing 11.s the secret of the atomic bomb. I have
read the Smyth report and I know a lit,tlc bit more than was put
into the report. Hardly anyone knows all the details.
.
lVIr. THOMASON. VVhat was your connection with the project?·
Dr. SzILAUD. My work was, since lVforch 1939, to develop methods
of producing plutonium, one of the two supstances which I mentioned.
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.• Mr. THOMASON. Forwhom do you speak in ·your ·iesthnony? .. / ,,· ..
· Dr. SzILAim:. I .am. testifying for myself only.- . But,,.the!Chicago.\
gr:oup aI,J.d the Oak Ridge group have both sent ·a statement which·
.W;ill be read by· Mr .. Anderson:. . · ·. · . · · · · .;. .,.t .i -i :Jd· ;;< :
. . Mr. THOMASON. What 'is your connection with the University .of •·
Chicago?
. · .
· ·
. . .· . · · . ·. . ·. :... :;., . ,
. Dr. SzILARD: I a:in employed at the University of Chicago urider
contract·with the Government.
:
· . ·
. . •, i . · ·.
Mr. THOMASON. ,In what capacity?
.
·. . . ·. <:'t'·: ;.
Dr. SzILARD. I can tell you my salary, but I cannot tell yowmy··
rank. My salary is $11,500.
l ., ,
Mr. THOMASON. By whom is that paid?
· · · .. · .. · ·::...... •·>
Dr. SzILARD. By the University of Chicago, but. it. ,is reiinbutsed ·
by the Government.
. :.
·. ·. . . .. ·
Mr. THOMASON. Then you are paid by the United States Gbvern:i ·· ·
ment'?
·
'
.
. . . . ·.
Dr. SZILARD. No; I am paid by the University of Chicago.· · ;,
M1;. THOMASON. But you say that they are reimbursed by the'
Government.
·
Dr. SZILARD. As far as I am concerned it is the private business of ..
the university where they get their money from. . . . . . .
. .. .
.
· .Mr. THOMASON. What is your educational . background in ·that··
field?.
,
.
.. . .
.
Dr. SzILARD. I have been working in the field of nuclear physics
since 1934, first in London.and then at Oxford. I started to work on
· atomic engergy in l\forch 1939 at Columbia University: In October ·.
1939 Mr. _E. P. Wigner and I approached Professor-Einstein to get his·
help to convey to President Roosevelt -the· need· fol' Government
activity in this field. Dr. Alexander Sachs,,in New York, with whom
Mr. Wigner and I consulted., took l\fr. Einstein's letter to President
Roosevelt, and President Roosevelt appointed, at: t,he request. of
Professor Einstein the director of the National Bureau of Standards,
a representative of the Ariny, and a representative of the Navy to
serve as a committee to look after the interests· of the United States
Government. The committee was later enlarged and finally_ attached .
to the NDRO.
·
·
·
..\: .· ·
. Mr. THOMASON. In any foreign countries were ·you employed· in
this field?
.
. Dr. SzILARD. Only in England.
. .
Mr. THOMASON. You were born in Hungary?
.
. · · ·.
Dr. SzILARD. Yes. I left, Hungary in 1920. I studied in Germany.
I was on the teaching staff of the Uni~ersity of Berlin from 1925 to

e,' .

1933.

..

Mr. THOMASON. What were you studying at the. university- .
physics?
·
Dr. SZILARD. Theoretical physics, primarily.
.
Mr. THOMASON. How long have you lived in this country? · .· . ·
.
Dr. SziLARD. I first came as on immigrant in December 1931, but
returned to Europe and lived in England from 1933 on. I have not
left the United States since January 1938.
.
· · ,
.
· Mr. THOMASON. How long have you been a naturalized citizen of
this country?
· ·
Dr. SzrLARD. Since 1943.
. .
.
Mr. THOMASON. I believe you have some patents of your own in.
the atomic field, have you not?
·
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Dr. SzILAHD. I made certain inventions in the field of atomic
energy which I communicated to the Govemment. I did not apply
for patents until after t;he Government took over this work and then,.
the Government applied for patents in my name and these basic·
patent applications arc the property of the. United State· Government.
Mr. TnoMASON. Your inventions have been patented by the United
States Government?
Dr. Sz1LARD. Yes, the Government applied for patents.
Mr. THOMASON. Did you give those to the Government?
Dr. Sz1LARD. Yes; The Government offered me the sum of
$25,000, which I refused to take. What I was willing to take was
$330 of back salary for the months in which I worked at Columbia
University and in which I did not receive a salary, and my actual
expenses. This amounted to the sum of about $15,000, or $10,000
less than what the Government wanted to pay.
Mr. THOMASON. Did you refuse to give the United St_ates Government copies of your inventions?
· Dr. SzrLARD. No.
Mr. THOMASON. Did you refuse to give the United ·states Govemment copies of your patents?
·
Dr. SzrLARD. No; certainly not.
Mr. THOMASON. Do they luwe them now?
Dr. SzrLARD. They own.them.
Mr. THOMASON. What about, your applications and your blueprints in connection with the pn.tents?
Dr. SzrLARD. The United States Government has everything that
I have invented in this field.
Mr. THOMASON. You surrendered them upon condition that you
retain copies, did yo1i not?
· Dr. SzrLARD. Oh, yes. . I have always asked to be permitted to
retain copies of my own applications.
.
Mr. THOMASON. vVhat personal rights did you retain when you
surrendered your inventions and patents to the Government and
retained copies?
Dr. SzrLARD. No rights.
·
·
Mr. THOMASON. Did you not reserve some personal rights to do
with those patents and inventions as you wanted to do with them?
Dr. SzrLARD. No. The only right I reserved is to retain a copy as
my own property to be kept in safe deposit with the university.
Mr. THOMASON. What, did you do with them?
Dr. SzrLARD. I do not have them.
Mr. THOMASON. What did you do with the copies?
Dr. SzrLARD. I do not. have tlwm.
Mr. THOMASON. W'Jrnt became of them?
Dr. Szn,AnD. They did not give them to me.
Mr. TrroMASON. You did have copies of the documents you gave
the Government,?
Dr. SzrLAHD. No. The Government. drew up those patent applications, I only signed them; and the Government filed them in the
Patent Office. So they belong to the Govemmeiit. I just asked
them to let me have a spare copy so I could refresh my memory as to
what I had done.
Mr. THOMASON. ,,v1iat did you do with that spare copy?
Dr. Szn,ARD. I don't have it.. I just asked for it.
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Mr. THOMASON. You know wp.at it is and you can reproduce it if
you wish?
.
.
.
.
Dr. SzILARD. I could not very well reproduce a hundred page
do'cument. ·. · ·. ·
· · .
·
. ·..
.·
. Mr. Tiii:>MA'SON. Are you personally the author of those documents?
Dr. SzrLARD. Yes. Either the sole author, or a joint author.
Mr. THOMASON .. There is nothing to prevent you, under your agree-· .
ment :with the Government, from reproducing them?
.
Dr. SzrLARD. No, but I cannot reproduce them from memory. ·
Mr. THOMASON. Can you.in any other way?
. ,
Dr. SzrLARD. No.
·
·
Mr. THOMASON. What would you expect to do with them if you.
had them?
·
Dr. SziLARD. I would like to keep a copy of my own inveµtion; ·.··
I think every inventor likes to keep a copy of his own invention, just ·
as every author likes to keep one copy of the book he wrote.
.
Mr. THOMASON. What is the nature of this patent or invention of
which you claim to be the author and which you later turned over to
our Government?
Dr. SzILARD: I am sorry .. May I hear your question again? ..
Mr. THOMASON. What is the nature of the inventions of whicb. you
are the author and producer and wb.ich you later turned over to the
Government?
Dr. Szu,ARD. It is a system compose<l of uranium and graphite and
is a method for producing plutonium, one of the substances manufactured in our present factories of which I spoke.
.
Mr. THOMASON. In its final analysis it goes to the final manufacture
and production of the atomic bomb?
.
·
Dr. SzrLARD. If you wish.
· ·
.·
Mr. ARENDS. Do you think th.ere is any defense against the atomic
bomb?
·
·
.
Dr. SzrLARD. There is no military defense. I think our vulnerability will be much less if we relocate 30 million to 60 million of our
population. It may be necessary to do that unless the international
picture improves.
.
There is one more thing that can be done. Certain key factories
and vital installations can be placed underground. That would be
quite an effective defense. A defense in the ordinary sense I do not
· believe exists:
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, let me suggest to you that you make direct
answers without any moi·e explanation than you can avoid. . ·
Dr. Sz1LARD. I did not quite understand you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I just want you to be as brief in your answers as
possible.
.
.
Dr. Sz1LARp. I shall be as brief as I can without being inaccurate:
Mr. BROOKS. As I understand your testimony, you feel that the
penalties in the bill will not help to retain the secrets in any way?
Dr. SzrLARD. Who will betray the secrets? If you take .a man
who wants to betray those secrets-I do not know for what purpose
he would do so-if he wanted to do it he would do it in the same
manner as spies do.
· Mr. BROOKS. So you feel that penalties would do no good. Would
they have the effect, in actual operation, of driving away young men,
especially, who did not want to be in an industry subject to penalties?
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· Dr. SzrLARD. Let me put it this way. It will do very little good
and it may do very much lull'm. I would not. say that it would do
.no good.
·
Mr. CLASON. Jt.js yom opinion· that this commission ,vhich is ·s~t
up in the bill is too rigid; in other words, it will keep the: wh6le subjtlct .
of atomic energy within such close bounds tho t there ·is not· going to·
be a possibility for development for domestic and industrial use \vhich
might otherwise result?
..
Dr. SZILARD. Yes. I believe that the bill will give the comtnis'sion
powers which they do not need. We can figure out what powers
they need and give them the powers that they do need.
Mr. CLASON. If persons have been working on the Manhattan
project for the Government at considerable salaries, and if,tbey were
not furtlier employed by this commission and the Administrator, all
of ·the time which they have spent, all of the research and all of the
development which they may be capable of, might be lost to the
Nation. Is that so?
. Dr. SZILARD. Not quite. They left tlieir records behind. , Whitt·
they have done would not be lost. The men would be lost; yes.
Mr. CLASON. If they were not given a license or the privilege of
working on research and development they would have to. seek other
patb.s in which to earn a living?
Dr. Szn,ARD. Yes. Their past experience would be lost.
Mr. CLASON. And you would expect that any commission which
carries on this work in the future would be smaller in number of
employees and scientists than the number that were employed during
the war?
Dr. SZILARD. Vastly smaller; yes.
Mr. CLASON. And therefore the effect of it, under the terms of the
bill as it is now drawn, would be to proven t a great body of scientists,
physicists, chemists, electrical engineers, and others, who might not
be employed by the commission in tlrn future, from conducting their
research along atomic energy lines unless they happen to get a license
from the commission?
.
Dr. SZILARD. Let me· correct myself in this respect. I believe that
the number of scientists employed will be smaller than during the war.
I do not believe we will lose as much in number as in quality. If you
have a hundred physicists in a group and you take the 10 best ones
away, the other 90 will be of no use at all. It is loss of quality rather
than quantity that I believe will take place.
Mr. CLASON. After listening to you it occurs to me that there is
perhaps n lot of information in regard to 1,his reseai'ch in connection
with atomic energy which has not been hrought out to the knowledge
of the public. I notice in an editorial today in the Washington Post
a statement that there appo,rent,ly have been conferences o,nd consult;ations with persons who might know, and it might not be a bad
idea for the Government to proceed with its research and develop:.
mcnt, as at the present time, under the direction of the War.Department and give considcru,ble study as to. the type of commission .or
corporation which the Government might wish to set up to actually
cont.rol the development of atomic energy. What would you say as
to allowing the War Department to continue for a time under such
legislation as may be necessnry to protect the interests of the Govern-·
ment, and llt the same time give Congress and the public an oppor-
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turiity to find om .what the entire subject ma.tteljjs, 'in, order thiit a
pro'()er ·commission or ·corporation might .be set up?... ·: · ·
. .
. Dr. Szn,ARD. I would be wholeheartedly in favor of it. ·. I believe
the_ W iir, :Pep1utme!1t ·should· be. p~1c.91,1ra~ed .t.o_. spe!ld.a perhi.tps .even
more money th11.n 1t. spends at prose.flt.· I thmk. 1t. sh'ould be. -encoul'llged · to carry on until Congress has studied this matter. I am
wholP-hen.rtedly in favor of this proposal in the editoriaL . · . ·
,
Mr. CLASON. We h"ave heen advised that $600,0.00,000 was ·being.
me.dfl 11.vitilable for this Commission, or, in the absence.of the CommisBiou, the War Depn.rtment, to use in the further s1,udy n.rid developmen,t, and research a.long atomic energy lines.'' · Would ·you say· that
t.Jmt is R, sufficient sum to cn.rry on until •!t1lr 1 of u_ext year? . .- . Dr. Szn,ARD. I do not know whether 1t 1s sufficient, but I bebeve .
the W 11.r Department should be given any reasonable si.1m which .in
the judgment of the administration would be necessary to carry on;
and they should be encouraged to carry on. . ·
.·
. : .·
Mr. CLASON. It seems to me that $600,000,000 is at least a good
st,art toward anything that Uiey might need.
. . . · ·.
With reference to this Smyth report to which you have referred; I
gather the idea from your statement that if a person has possession of
the Smyth report and that person is one who is a trained physicist arid
is in position to secure additional information fr.om other trained scientists in other fields, he would be in positioIJ. to work out the atomic.
bo'mb within a reasonable length of time?
··
., . · ·
Mr. SzILARD. He would not have all the information by reading the.
Smyth report, but he would have all the information .which he needs·
to know how to go about to find that information which ·he still lacks:
Therefore, I think that lack of knowledge is not a limiting factor, at
least not one which would slow down seriously the development. It
is more a question of the know-how a mass of technical details which
it might take 6 months or a year to work out. But this perhaps will'
give you the answer: The Smyth report brings the reader up to date
to the knowledge which we in the United States possessed in the late
fall of 1942. Whether it will take other countries longer thari us to
develop a bomb will depend on two things: Do they have raw ma;.
terials available, and can they find the technically trained personnel
which is needed to operate factories?
.
.
Let me make my position clear in this. The statement has been
made that to const,ruct these factories requires high precision work.
It has been snid t,l1at the whok gigantic structure is like a Swiss watch
and only the United States, or possibly Switzerland, cari do it. It
may be true that many of tho constructions, and perhaps all of th()
constructions, require, according to their'J)rcsent design, high precision
work. I am familiar at least with one of the most important branches,
however; and the reason that high precision work is needed in this
bmnch only is because of the particular design which was adopted.
The design had to be perfected in a hurry. It was not a good design.
It wn.s · a bad design because it required high precision wo1k You
know the story of the man who writes a 1.0-pa.ge letter and then apologizes for th<' long letter, saying he did not have time to write a short
one.
The CnArnMAN. We have four other witnesses appearing on·behalf
of some scientific organizations, and we cannot give all of the time to
this gentleman. He has had an hour and 15 minutes now. Make
your answers direct, please.
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Mr. CLASON. I gathered from your statement that in a period of
time, from 2}6 years up, it may be possible for another country, given
capable s0ientists 11nd research people, plus the necessary' elements;
to develop the atom bomb just as the United Stutes did during that
time?
·
·
·
. Dr_. SzILARD. I would say that it is more likely than not that another
country will have it in 6 years. In 2}6 years it is possible; it might
not be probable.
_
·
Mr. CLASON. The question was suggested by some of your replies
which rather indicated to me that you felt that atomic energy can be
lised in Peacetime for industrial purposes and for other than military
uses?
Dr. SZILARD. Yes. It will take 5 to 10 years before it can reach a
large scope. We could do it right away, but it would not be important.
l\{r. CLASON. In 10 years we will get some real benefit from this
inyestment, for industrial and domestic purposes?
Dr. SzILAIW. Depending on how good the machinery is that you are
going to set up by legislation. If the development work is well guided,
10 years from now atmnic power could be a very important factor in
oin· national economy.
1\fr. CLASON. Then would you say that the kind of commission set .
up by this bill would be one that would restrict the development for ·
industrial and domestic purposes more than is 11ecessary?
Dr. SZILARD. I cannot sa:v that. It depends, of course, on who
those men on the Commission are. If you can find men who duri<1g
tbe dav do hard work in their own business and durinf! the night can.
study the reports on atomic energy development, if such· men exist
who do not need any sleep, tben the Commission may function well,
inasmuch ns its members would be well informed.
1vfr. CLASON. Do you expect General Motors, United Stntes Steel,
or other great corporations to go nhead with development and research
leading up to production and manufacture so long as they had licenses from some Government commission which might shut them
out at any moment?
·
Dr. Szrr,ARD. I am afra.icl I cannot speak for a.ny of those companies.
Mr. l\1AHTIN. I would like to ask a. question as to your opinion of
this particular bill. I gather thnt you favor some sort of interim
control but that you are opposed to this bill a.s a permanent measure.
Dr. SZILARD. I would very mueh favor some simple bill which would
provide for an interim contrql solution to give Congress enough time
to study o.dequately all o.spects of the problem.
Mr. MARTIN. Could not this bill be used in that way?
.
Dr. SZILARD. I doubt it, more time will be needed before a good
bill can be adopted nnd the delay may be too long.
Mr. MARTIN. w·ould you rather see speed in the matter of developing permanent legislation?
·
Dr. SZILARD. No, but the choice may be between either speed in
developing permanent legislntion or an interim- bill maintaining the
status quo until the final bill comes through.
Mr. MARTIN. I have one question on the ntomic bomb. Can an
atomic bomb be stored indefinit,ely without losing its power or usability?
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. Dr. SZILARD, The answer to this question is not ft simple one, and

I 'Yould prefor to. give you ~~e c01Tect ap.swer iJJ;_executiye session .
. It .1s not exactly a secret but 1t had better not be d1scussbd m an open
session, I believe.
. ·
·
..
Mr. ELSTON .. To what extent could atomic energy be used by
private industry?
Dr. SzILARD. At once, or.later?
Mr. ELSTON. When it is developed.
·
Dr. Sz1LARD, I would suppose that the first application would be
supplying electric power in remote regions where coal prices are high,
or in mining regions where transportation· of coal is difficult. That
may be first typo of use.
.
.
· .
Another use, of course, is the use of the byproducts. During the
manufacture of plutonium we produce a large number of radioactive
elements which can be used by industry. Industry could use them
for research aimed at improving its manufacturing processes, provided
they are available.
··
Mr. ELSTON. Can it be used to run locomotives and steamships
and automobiles?
·
Dr. SzILARD, When you produce atomic power you also produce
radiations. You have to protect the driver and the passenger against
those radiations. That might mean than an automobile would have
to carry 50 tons of. shielding material, and that would be rather on
the heavy side. For ships this might be possible, but I doubt if it
would be very important. Application of atomic power for locomotives' I also would doubt. .
So I believe that stationary power plant~ would be the first application. Very large airplanes might be a possibility. · But applications for transportation are farther away than for the production of
electric power.
·
...
Mr. SHERIDAN. Does anyone present have the entire knowledge of
what you refer to as the know-how in connection with the production
of atomic bombs?
Dr. SzILARD. Put it this way-Mr. SHERIDAN. Put it my way.
The CHAIRMAN. Answer the question directly; please.
Dr. SzILAlm. May I be permitted to give a correct answer rather
than a short one. This is my answer. .There are persons who have
access to all information. But if such a person is unintelligent it does
no good to him. If such a person is intelligent he will not try to
accumulate all the available information. He will pick out what is of
interest to him. So I believe that among those who have access to
that information very few, if any, wilf know everything about the
different manufacturing processes, and so on, simply because a
scientist is not curious uhout everything; he does not want to know
what he is not interested in.
Mr. S1rnRIDAN. Suppose that one person or a number of persons
should be. struck down; would that, destroy the know-how procedure
that we have?
Dr. SzILARD. No. I believe if some of those persons who believe
they know everything wei·e struck down it would promote ra.ther than ·
retard the development of atomic power.
Mr. PHILBIN. Do you know of any defense against it?
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Dr. SZILARD: I would discount any statements errianating from
either, the newspapers or the N avalAffairs,Committee of the Ho~'le;:iii
this respect.· But' defense is possible by relocating our popufation
concentrated in our large cities, and by putting undergroimd some key
industries, some vital installations, .we might very mater.ially improve
the security of :this country. · I believe the time might come when we
·may have to do it.
·
.
Mr. PHILBIN. There is no scientific device or invention presently.
being considered that might be able to explode this bomb or offer
protection against it?
Dr. Sz1LA,RD. I cannot. say that nci one would invent some such
thing. B.ut if anyone invents a device for detonating the boiub at
3 miles distance I would undertake to perfect in about 1 month a
defense ago.inst 'the defense, so that it would become inoperative.
Mr. JoHNSON. Who is Mr. Wigner?
·
Dr. SZILARD. He is from Hungary. He has been in this country
considerably longer than I have. He is a professor of physics in
Princeton University.
Mr. JoHNSON. Is he a nu.turalized citizen now?
Dr. Szn,ARD. Yes, sir.
· ·
l\fr. JoHNSON. Wbo is Mr. Teller?
Dr. SzILARD. · He is also from Hungary:: He was a profesE1or m
George Washi:dgton Universit,y.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is he naturalized?
Dr. Szn,ARI,l. Yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is Mr. Weisskopf naturalized?
Dr. SZILARD. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. Where is Mr. Fermi from?
Dr. SZILARD. He is from Italy.
Mr. JOHNSON. The Kaiser Iristitute did a lot of inquiry into this
thing before we got into the war; did they not?
Dr. Sz1LARD. I think it, was in May 1940. They were going strong.
in May 1940.
:Mr. ,JOHNSON. Did any of those men have any pa.tents similar to
yours, or do they have?
Dr. SZILARD. l\1r. Fermi is a coinventor on some of the patent
applications with me. Hr has also other invPntions. I know fl,
number of iiwmtions that he made during the war for which the
Government has a.pplied for patents in his name. '
Mr. ,ToHNSON. They were. all t,nrned over (,o the Government of the
United States?
Dr. SzILi\,RD. Yes; but I do not know whether he owns any paten ts
or retained any rights in put,ents he may have taken out before lrn
canw to America..
Mr. JoHNSON. What about these others? Do vou know whether·
or not they ha':e any patents on any processes? •
Dr. SZILARD. As far as Mr. Teller and Mr. ·vveisskopf are concerned
I doubt that. they have applied for any patents except patents bused
on inventions made during t,he war, which belong to the Government.:
l\1r. JoHNSON. Is there a group of scientists who were not connected
with this project th~t were also studying atomic energy?
Dr. SzrLATID. In t,his country?
·
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Dr. Sz'n,ARD. I do not believe they could have studied it very 1Jffeetively, but they may have patents. Paper is cheap.
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Mr. JOHNSON. Is it your opinion that th.e present <fo-yeldpment of
.this is so dangerous that the Govern:µient should retai:Q complete contro~ of it and dictate who niay do. the experimentation and -handling
of ~tomic energy?
_,, .o,Jjr· ,,.
, :nr; SZILARD. I do not 1.>elieve that there is any serious danger representing a health hazard. If that were.the main danger I would sug. gest that the Commission be headed by the Surgeon General. I do
not believe danger of this sort deserves serious consideration. _
Mr. JOHNSON. You are about 50 years old; are you not?
Dr. SZILARD. I am 47.
Mr. JOHNSON. You made the comment here that you thought that
the development of this would be taken up by younger men. In other
words, you think that it.is only in its infancy; is that correct? _
Dr. SZILARD. I think it is only in its infancy.
Mr. JoHNSON. And that full development will probably come. after
your working days are over?
Dr: SZILARD. In 5 or 10 years.
.
·
· --.
Mr. JoHNSON.· The electricity which you say you can generate by
atomic energy would be generated in remote places like_ the Rocky
M~~s?.
·
Dr. SZILARD. It would be more interesting to generate itin remote
places; because where coal is available there is no need for ·such· a
power plant. If you have a hydroelectric plant you must have very
long transmission lines. If atomic energy is used you could produce
electricity close to the consumer.
Mr. JOHNSON. In small quantities?
Dr. SZILARD. No; not very small. Say a hundred thousand kilowatts. That is comparatively small.
Mr. JOHNSON. You could take a town 9f 75,00.0 and. build a little
plant and develop enough electricity in that little plant to serve that
city?
·
.Dr. SZILARD. I think so.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is that what you consider the big future domestic
use of it?
·
Dr. SZILARD. Yes; provided we refrain in the next 10 years from
using up the plutonium which we may produce.
·
·
Mr. JOHNSON. Did any of these men work in ·the Kaiser Institute
before you came over here?
Dr. SZILARD. No one worked there at that time. I had some connection with it before 1933. It wns before I worked in the field of
nuclear physics.
·
_
._
· Mr. 1-loLIFIELD. Doctor, I am very µrnch interested in this commission and have been ever since the iHca was brought out. Your
reason for having four Cabinet members on this Commission is so
that the unity of the development shall be in the h9:n4s of the Government rather than a separate Governm.ent comm1ss10n. or a commission appointed by the President which would be absolutely divorced, you might say, from the general Cabinet knowledge?
Dr. SZILARD. Both knowledge and intentions; yes. •
_ Mr .. HoLIFIELD. You think it is important, therefore, that the
Secretary of State be on that Conimissio!l, because of the international
implications of the research and development and manufacture·
adaptation?
Dr. SZILARD. Yes.
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Mr. HoLI.F"IELD.· And you think tho.t the Secreto.ry of Commerce ·
should be on. it to protect the business interests of America in the
future development for commercio.l o.pplication?
.
.
Dr. SzrLARD. Yes.
·.
. . .· .': :\;,;. , .
1
Mr. HoLil!'lELD. You feel that the general staff should be on from·
the point of view of military adaptation?
.
. · .·
..
Dr. SZILARD. Yes.
.
.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. And the Depa.rtment of the' Interior because of
the sources of uranium and. plutonium?
Dr. SZILARD. Because our natural resources have to be conserved.
My answer is "Yes."
.
Mr. HoLXFIELD .. And your idea is that as to the other three members, one should be brought from those boards and serve for a limited
time and the other members retained on that board?
Dr. SZILARD. Yes. One board member from each of the three
corporations.
.
Mr. SZILARD. They would have leisure to study all questions-and
then have an opportunity to .bring to the Board their knowledge.
They will have time to acquaint themselves with the details of the
technical problems.
.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. In other words, you feel thµ,t that would bring to
the Board current knowledge, actual, current knowledge of these
three different phases that you have pictured on the Board.
Mr. SZILARD. That is correct.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. And the men would at all times have access to
the technical knowledge from men who were actually in the work,
and doing the job?
Mr. SZILARD. That is correct.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. May I ask you-if you will pardon me, I nm not
thoroughly familiar with these scientific matters of this kind as I
would like to be-and I hope you will pardon the facetiousness of the
question I am about to ask you, if you would lrnve the extra men on
this Board tha,t you have indicated, whether or not they will be
appointed from the State of Missouri?
Mr. SZILARD. Every one of them might be appointed from the
Sta,te of Missouri for all we know.
Mr. ·HOLIFIELD. On the secrecy question here, you have macle the
statement that pmctically lrnlf of this secret wo.s revealed in this
explosion itself.
Mr. SZILARD. That is true; it was.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. And practically all of the balance in the Smyth
report?
Mr. SZILARD. No; I said that half of what remained is.contained in
the Smyth report.
J\ir. HoLIFIELD. Would you have issued as complete a textbook,
as the Smyth textbook, had you been charged with that duty?
Mr. SZILARD. No. I would not; and I warned a:;ainst its publication.
Mr. HoLIFrnLD. I belirve that you say that a man who is aware
of the things that arc in the Smyth report, he could take those general
statements tha.t are set forth, and with t.hc knowledge of the explosion,
and with tho facts in the Smyt,h report, ho would have a pretty full
knowledge of what you ,verc 11bout, and how you went about it.
Mr. SZILARD. He would h11ve a pretty fair knowledge of how to go.
about the production of 1111 atomic bomb.
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Mt. HOLIFIELD: fo other Words, this explosion, and then the text-·
book would r;ivc them sufficient ·information as to how to ·make an
atomic bomb? ·
Mr: SZILARD. 'Pretty much so. I would say pretty much so:Mr. HOLIFIELD. I want to nciw ask you in regard to a statement
you made ,vhich it seems to me is. very important, You said·.,thitt
duri:1.g tl_ie development of this b?m_b cert.ain Presidential directive_§, _·
or directives that you had. been g1ven.durmg the course of:the MS:n- ·
hattao project, or these other projects that were given you, and also
adm.in.istrative reg1Jlations were also given you scientists who were
well acquainted with these directives?
· .
Mr: SZILARD. That is correct.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. And you made a statement it was impossible to
.obey the administrative regulations that were given to you? ·
Mr. SzILARD, No. I did not mean to say that it is impossible to
obey them, with reference to our collaboration with Canada: Those
regulations were such that we could obey them. They merely prevented communicating or collaboration with the British-Canadian
atomic energy project in Canada. .
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Regardless of where they were given you in the
procedure in the work, it prohibited you-in other words, you were
. supposed to be· prohibited from consulting .with any other depart-.·
ment?
·
·
:
Mr. SzILARD. That is right. Th°'t was the idea.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. As to the knowledge that that other department
had.
.
Mr. SZILARD. That is correct. With reference to various groups
working for the United States Government.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Were those regulations impossible to obey from
a scientific standpoint, because you had to 'have access to this ·other
lmowledge?
_
Mr. SZILARD. Y cs. w·c had to have that information in order to
make good progress.
Ml'. HOLIFIELD. In order to get a complete knowledge of the project
you were w,orking on?
Mr. SzILARD. In order to be able to work with intelligence and get
somewhere.
·
· ·
·
1\ifr. HOLIFIELD. They were based upon the idea that this was a
wartime projPct, and it was necessitry for the scientific information
not to be given from one department to another department?
Mr. SzrLARD. There was some idea like that behind it, that communication should not be a.llowed on :t number of topics. - ., ·
Mr. HoLIFI:HJLD. But you frcl, rega.rdkss of the penalties imposed
in this bill, that if they went on with research and development, with
any such regulations which would put restrictions on scientific research, which might be placed on these departments, it would not
prevent them from passing this information to and fro?
.
Mr. Szu,ARD. I think they would go ahead and disobey, and take
the risk of the pmialty; they could not get very fal' otherwise.
·
1\fr. HoLIFHJLD. You think they would just go ahead and. disobey
them, and take the risk of incurring such penalty?
·
Mr. SZILARD. I am confident of that; yes.
.
·
Mr. HoLIFIJ!]LD. Going to the point of a person who from a criminal.
standpoint was one who ·would want to disclose this information, any•
78403-45--7
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penalty that we might write into this bill would not have any bearing .
with that man, if it were a man, or a group, or. otherwise, from. a
foreign government, which woulc;l prevent him from giving out the
information which he might obtain by virtue of the risk of the
revelation of this secret?
··
. ·
·
·
Mr. SZILARD. That is quite so. I do not believe it would stop him.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. In other words, we could not.write a penalty that
would prohibit 1;1,nybody from disclosing this secret?
Mr. SZILARD. If they really wanted to do it I do not believe you
could.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Then in your opinion it is impossible for the United
States to keep the eventual know-how and secret from getting out from
where it may now be known, to another nation?
· Mr.· SZILARD. Another nation can reproduce these, by carrying out
research ,vork of their own so .that if nothing leaks out from here at all,
and if the United States were to sink into the ocean, still the other
nations would succeed rather soon, just by reading the Smyth report,
they would be able to go into this field and follow the road step by step
to a successful conclusion. This is inescapable.
·
Mr. HOLIFIELD. How many copies of this Smyth report are there?
Mr. SZILARD. I have heard about 50,000 were sold, but I believe
that one sold would be enough.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I bought one at a book store in Washington for
$1.25 and then I found that I could have gotten it down at the document room for 35 cents after I had done that.
·
Mr. SZILARD. It. received wide distribution.
. .
Mr. THOMASON. How long have you been in the employ of the
United States Government, Dr. Szilard?
Mr. SzILARD. Since November 1940, I have been ,vorking in the
employment of Columbia University which had a Government
contract.
'.
Mr. TnoMASON. Have you signed applications over to the Unit,ed
States Government for all of the applications for patents that, you
have developed?
lVIr. SZILARD. This question is not a very cle1tr one. I have assigned all of my relevant inventions to the Government. The Government has prepared ft number of patent applications which I have
signed and which were filed by the Government. But there are other
applications prepared by the Government which I could not obtain
a copy to study, and I am not fully informed as to their propriety,
and those as of which I did not have full information, I did not sign.
Mr. THOMASON. Do you have eight inventions in connection with;
the atomic bomb?
Mr. SZILARD. Do I have eight of them? That might be right. I
have no record of them.
Mr. THOMASON. That you refused to sign applications for patents?
Mr. SzrLARD. No, I have not done that.
Mr. THOMASON. Of course, the Government cannot get those
patents unless you sign those applications.
·
Mr. SZILARD. I think my position in regard to those applications
is quite clear, that l simply wanted the proper information in regard ·
to them.
Mr. THOMASON. The Government cannot get them until you have
signed the applications?
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Mr. Szt,LARn;.Jam not a. patent lawyer ... I fitrd Hr di:ffi6~lt'.tJ:,:f~rin ·
11n opinion as .to the propriety of some of these' patent applications:. ,
· Mr. THOMASON. How many of them ;have .you r.<3fused to sign an_,
application forr
' . .
. ..
. ...
' .'
;\
. ·.:
Mr. S,ztLARD, I have not· courited the number•. · of outstanding
applications, but this is the situation: the position I take is .. that I.
shall sigri any application as soon as I am confident that. the_ oath
attached to the application is proper; you see, I have to take ari oath;
Mr. THOMASON. What is your objection to taking that oath after
you have been in the employ of our Government in the development
of the atomic bomb, and you have the know.:.how,. as you call it, at
least the secrets, and you have proved and perfected to your sittis-.
faction eight inventions, and then you declined to sign an application
for each of these patents so that these pateµts could be issued; anf
because of the oath that,everybody has to take, everybody that is.
trying to get a patent, that is·what they have to.do. I am not trying
to be critical of you, I want you to understand that. I am not
· criticizing you. I want to get the facts. I am simply trying to find
out what th~ facts are in this particular situation. ·. ·
.
Mr. SZILARD. I have no objection to taking·an oath, but I must know
that the oath is proper. After all, you cannot ask me to take an
improper oath.
.
· .
·.
Mr. THOMASON. Will you tell us just what' the situation is in that
rf)gard? Ho,v do you feel about that? What is the reason?
.
Mr, SzILARD. In some cases I do not know whether the oath is
proper, that I would have to take. I have to take-an oath that.a
specific application is my·sole invention, or that it is a joint invention.
I have ask~d that a patent attorney. be cleare<_i so that I may have
proper advice on the matter. I thmk .that is only a reasonable
request that I be permitted to talk to a patent attorney with whom T ·
could consult on these technical questions. I have been told recently
that a 'patent attorney would be cleared, but I have not been notified
yet in writing. Earlier, a year ago, I was told that the War Department would not clear any patent attorney, that there is no one that
they are willing to clear for this purpose; Even though you say that
I have been in the ~mploy of the Government for many -years I am
not prepared to take a false oath. I do not feel that I should be
called upon to take _a false oath.
.
·
Mr. THOMASON; Nevertheless, you have refused and continue to
refuse to sign'these applications?
.
· ·
·
·
Mr. Sz1LARD. No. I have not refused to sign any application when
I reached the conclusion that it would b~ proper for me to sign it.
Mr. THOMASON. While you were in the employ of the Gove.rnment,
· and in full knowledge of the secret of the so-called atomic, bomb, and
you perfected to your satisfaction certain inventions in which, the
Government was interested, deeply interested as a matter of· fact;
you had presented to you an application for this patent and you refused ,
to sign it.
.
.
.
. .
. M~. SZILARD .. I .have told you several times, no, I did not refuse to._·
sign it.
·
.
.
.
.
. . .
Mr. THOMASON, You declined to sign that because you, did' not li~e'
the form of the oath that is prescribed by law.
.
. •
Mr. SZILARD. No; it is not the form of the oath, it is the substance
of the oath which4linvolved.
·
·
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,. '..'Mr. THOMASON, What, is it about that oath that you. did not:like .·
and would not subscribe to, which every other citize1i in this country
who desires to obtain a patent has to subscribe to?
· .
.
Mr. SzILARD. The fact that in the oath I have to delcare that I am
the sole inventor or 11 joint inventor, on this question: I need legal
advice on this question if it arises. I want the advice of a patent
attorney on that, and I think it.is only fair that I should have it. I
am nyt a .patent attorney and I am not prepared to decide questions
of tlns sort, alone.
·
· :Mr. TnoMAso·N'. You do not need rhuch advice, and did not need
m~1ch advice when you came to discover the great secret that has won
this wa~:. and yet you are not willing to tum it. over to the United
States Government.
·
Mr. Szn,ARD. W1iy do you ·13ay that? These inventions are the
property of the Government. And--Mr. 1'HOMASON (interposing). I would like to ask you this-- .
. The CHAIRMAN (interposing). Let the witness finish his answer.
:Mr. SzrLARD. I did not refuse to turn them over. I cannot accept
your statemerit .
. The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Elston.
.
.. Mr. ELSTON. Did not you, when you accepted employment in the·
Government., agree to turn over to the United States Government
. upon request, any paten ts which you had developed while you were
in the Government, which were in t.lrn interest of the Government?
Mr: SzILARD. Yes, and I have no desire to repudiate that whatsoever.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir. You have consume.cl
1 hour and 40 minutes, and we are very glad to have you testify, and
I think we have been very much informed by your testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Dr. Harold C. Anderson of
the University of Chicago.
·
STATEMENT OF HAROLD ANDERSON, PH. D., OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF CHICAGO, SANTA FE, N. MEX.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Anderson, will you come forward and take a
seat, and just tell us your name, and make a stat.eme:rit a~out this
matter.
Mr. ANDERSON. I should be very glad to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you have read this bill, and we would be
glad to have your statement in respect of this bill. You can either
stand up or sit dowri as you please.
Mr. ANDERSON. I am very happy to he here, Mr. Chairman and
members of the committee.
·
The CnATRMAN. May I ask you, before you start in with your
statement, that you state your qualifications, and then proceed to
your statement.
.
.
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not have it embodied in my statement and
I will be glad to give it.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Just give U\3 your background, your education,
your experience in connect;ion with scient_ific research and develop-·
ment.
,
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes; Mr. Chairman. I wo.s bo:r.n in New York
City in 1914. I was educated in the public schools of New York Cit~r.
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I received my A. B. degree
Cohi~bia lJniversity in ·i°0.35; · I
received my B. S. degree in electrical engineering from Coh.1inbia
University in 1936 .. I received my Ph. D. degree "from the sanie
university in 1940. I began work. on the atomic bomb in 1939; as a
research assistant to ·Professor Fermi of Columbia University,. and
I continued to work there uritil the work was transferred to the
University of Chicago, to the· Metallurgical University. I stayed
there until September 1943-November of 1944, I am sorry, and then
I went to work at the Los· Alamos Laboratory on the Manhattan
district project in New Mexico during the past year, and .at the
present time.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doct,or .. Will you now proceed with
your statement?
Mr. ANDERSON. I am grateful for this opportunity to present this
testimoi;ty before this committee. .
.
As a young scientist who has played an active part in the develop·
ment of the atomic bomb, from the :very beginning to the present.
time, and who would be cager to continue to explore the full poten-'
tialities of this development., I would like to present testimony on
certain aspects of the 1\foy bill which are of deep concern to any
scientific worker.
This bill grants broad powers to a Commission in the administration
of the security regulations which it may choose to set up. In accord·
ance with the provisions of this bill violations of the security regula·
tions set up by the Comin.ission governing the dissemination of
information relating to researeh on the transmutation of atomic ·
species are punishable if such informaticm has at any time, before or
after the passage of this act, come into· the knowledge or possession
of any person (1) by reason of his official duties, or (2) pursuant to a
contract with or license from, or in the cot1rse of employment, by the
Commission, the Administration, any other Governmr.nt agency,
their agents, contractors or licensPes, or (3) in connection with ecrtam
activities specifically mentioned.
'l'hat · these·· provisions can reach any scientist becomes clearer.·
when we considel' that an astronomer, mu.king iuquirirn, into the nature
of the stal's, requires access to inforriiation on atomic tmnsformat.ions
because the, energy product.ion in t.he stars is believed to be derived ..
from just, such atomic transformations. I1ideed, he might argue, and
wit,h good reason, that to liclD progress in his field he should be provided wit,h full and detailed information on the atomic explosion in
New Mexico since this was th<' first man-made star.
·
The medical researcher who ,vill . find application of radioactive
tracers in his study of disen.se will lil~ewise seek information and
material and will be able to <lo so only by subjecting himself to the
rules and punishments provided for in this act.
. .
Since there will be, no doubt., as a result of the large expenditures .
of the public funds contempl,at.ed in this net, development of devices
and techniqties which will bo npplicable in other fields, workers· in
these other fields will seek enlightenment and become subject to tho
security provisions of this act.
,
The penalties for securitv violation wl1ich are provided in section
19 of the act deserve the closest scrutiny. lt is provided that "any
regulation promµlgated by the Commission can, in acldit,ion to other
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·. penalties, be ground for dismissal from employment by the Commission or the Administrator, or for dismissal at the direction·of the Administrator froln employment by. 9ther Goverlllllent agenciesi. or
agents, holders of contracts, or licenses of the Commission, the Ad..:
ministrator, or other Government agencies, without regard to criminal
prosecution or conviction thereunder." Thereby,.the due process of
law is set aside and any person accused of violation of the rules may
have his work and livelihood placed n1 jeopardy at the direction.of· the
Administrator, without recourse to the usual means of protection
under the law. Thus, the act admits that any person who receives ·
the great benefits placed at the disposal of the Administrator and who . ·
for any reason, as by criticism or in some other exercise of his civil
liberties, incurs the displeaimre of the Administrator, may have these
benefits cut off and be subject to loss of work and livelihood. .
.·
Under the cloak of secrecy and in the 1111me of secmity the Adminis~
trator can conceal the inefliciencies · and the faulty judgments of his
rule. Persons on tho outside will have no infonnation which might
be a basis for complaint; those who would have access to the information will be afraid to speak.
.
These are harclly the circumstances under which it could be possible
to lure the young college student to take up the discipline of science.
They cannot be expec~ed to be viewed with en.thusiasm by any scientist who by reason of his past service in development of atomic energy
becomes subject to rules of the Commission, and in some cases without
knowing what they are.
.
If we are to advance the national welfare, secure the national
defense, insure the national safety, and promote world peace, we
. need to stimulate the progress of our understanding and pursue the
development and utilization of atomic energy. The greatest progress
in understanding comes from research coupled with the fullest and
most free discussion n.nd dissemination of its results and the related
ideas. Frequently, tho best ideas are inspired by inquiry into fields
having only tenuous connection. Thus, the studies in the field of
atomic transmutations gave the clue to tho source of energy in the
sun; and conversely, many of the studios of the astrophysicists and
astronomers proved nsaful in the clov2loprncnt of the atomic bomb.
No one can predict how much h:1rm can be c:1used the progress of
science through the limitation of access to information and no one can
be ,vise enough to know what knowledge can be limited without
hindrnnce in the advance to the final objective.
.
The very existence of provisions for security in an act of law imposes on the Administrator a responsibility to make nilcs.and make a
show of enforcing them if only to ckmonstratc that he is being
active o.nd vigilant in his job. Even if he felt it was w:ise to have no
security limitations at all in certain broad and fundamental lines it
would be a bold step indeed to make this decision because of the
criticism he might receive from some quarters. Thus,· I believe that
General Groves, tho Director of the JVln.nhattan District Project,
was hold to have made public so many of the secrets of our work in
releasing tho Smyth Report.
·
I dJ not mean to infer tlrnt in the national n1terest o. secret is never a
good thing to have. But we have laws govornmg espionage activities
and we have ways of keeping secrets other than by legislative ac,tion.
In 1939, when the implications of the discovery of nuclear fission were
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· · nrst considered{ the group of scie;tists at dolturibi~ University, whi> ·
:Started active work toward the development of the ·atomic bomb,
enforced secrets on themselves.. Through the initial efforts· of Dr.
.Szilard, an arrangement was concluded with the American Institute of
·. Physics to withhold publication· of all papers dealing with the perti:n~nt subject in the field of atomic transformations.' My· own doctor's dissertation which bore on .this subject was the fust·paper withheld from publicatio11 and still re'sides in a locked file under the
.stamp Secret.
.
·
,
. .
.
At the Leis Alamos Laboratory, where the atomic bomb was built,
.secr~cy was guarded by the scientists themselves, a security body w~
set up and the scientific workers, for their own discipline; accepted a
fine or punishment for each offense. · Thus, a file safe which was discovered unlocked at night was punished by a fine equal to one-half
-day's p~y or by the requirement to check out for ,JO successive nights
at the security office. The close secrecy which was ·and still is being
maintained at the Los Alamos Laboratory is a tribute to the intelligence of the security offices in the consideration of the scientific needs
and the wholesome collaboration they gained thereby. . ..
.
In the interest of international undei'standing which lies at the
basis, of any arrangement to insure a world peace, it is essential to
· avoid a dictated security. In the eyes of a' foreign government; the
enactment of legislation which shields possible military activities of a
government behind a cloak of secrecy, is in itself an act of aggression.
It is fraught with just the dangers of mutual suspicion which we must
endeavor from the beginning to wipe out, and it will prevent the free
intercourse and mutual appreciation which we have to have if we.are
to deal with other countries on a friendly plane.
.. ·
I appeal to the Congress to take care not to place in jeopardy the
civil liberties of their constituents, to bmirare les.t in their zeal to control they stifle the very object of their control, and to leave open the
road to intemat,ional understanding 11nd world peace.
. .
· Mr. Chairman, may I re11d this telegram before or after questions?
I have this telegram which was sent to Dr. Szilard, and I would like
to read it.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You may read this telegram now.
Mr. ANDERSON (reading):
We, the members of the Atomic Scientists of Chicago and the Association ~f.
Oak Ridge Scientists at Clinton Laboratories, have carefully c_onsidered the ·pro· visions of the bill now pending in. Congress known as the atomic energy act of
194ij. We are strongly opposed to passage of the bill.
.·:
It delegates to a commission and an administrator, not responsive ·to ·the. electorate, the authority and duty of determining,11i1d formulating, in addition· en-·
forcing all national policy in "regard to atomic energy. Neither the commission .
nor the administrator are rcsponHible in the aRking or enforcement .of policy to
the President or any other authority. Further, they are virtually immune from
·outside criticism or review because their secilrity regulations may prevent the disclosure. of the actions or policies subject to criticism.
Some of the specific features which make the proposed bill objectionable are.
pointed out below:
.
.
1. Complete and arbitrary authority and power over all aspects of at9mic ·
energy, whose rele11,se has ushered in a· new era of our civilization, is placed by tl\.e
bill in the hands of nine commissioners who, once appointed, are practically
.speaking immune from removal.
·
2. Under the broad powers contained in the bill, the proposed commission and
the administrator selected by it may restrict all scientific and industrial research
in this revolutionary field to Government agencies, may place no · restrictions .
·whatever on such research, or may take any intermediate policy.
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3. In the new fields, whose importa'nce to our economic life ~annot yet be fore~
seen, the proposed Commission and the Administrator may completely ban private
enterprise, or may completely turn over development exploitation, and patents to
private intcrest,s.
, ., .
4. The proposed Commission may allow full ,and complete revelation of all
present, and future knowledge in the field of atomic energy, or rriay promulgate
security regulations so stringent as to prevent discussion and interchange of information, the lifeblood of scientific progress, even between coworkers in .the same
laboratory, public or privute. The scope of such regulations is not limited to
those necessary for military security.
.
5. Under the proposed' bill, the Commission has the absolute power to make
grants to any person on such terni.s or conditions as the Commission or Administrator deems appropriate to its purpose.
6. The directives contained-in the bill admonishing the Commission and the Administrat,or to use their broad and undefined powers for the promotion of general
welfare and the advancement of science arc unimplemented. No method is provided for their enforcement.
7. According to the bill, the Administrator and Deputy Administrator, who are
responsible for the administra1,,ion -of both militi:try and nonmilit,ary aspects of
at,omic energy, may be commissioned officers of the-armed forces on active duty.
8. We believe that there is a great clanger under the proposed bill of retarding
t,Iw research and development of 9,t,omic energy. As citizens and as scientists·
who have worked to bring to fruition the promise of at.omic·energy, we ·believe
tlrnt controls should and must be exercised by an administrative agency of om··
Government,. The controls muist be exercised for the military security and
general welfare of our people, subject to international agreement for the preser. vation of world peace. We believe, however, that the limits and objectives ofthese controls must be defined by the people throl1gh their elected Congress.
This may be accomplished only by a law drafted after the fullest discussion in
Congress and out, of the meaning and possibilities of atomic energy and atomic
bombs. It requires full present.Rt.ion of the views of the armed forces, scient;ists,
indus1ry, commerce, later, agriculture, and others whose lives and interests will
be affected.
,
· We propose tha1, t.he pr0sent bill .be ab::indoned and that fteps ·be taken to
prepare a new bill based on extended hearings and inve9tigation. It should
embody enforceable objectives and limitations on the controls to be exercised.
If the demands for cont.illuity of the work and military security reonire immediate
aet.ion, we propose that. Congress pass interim legislation enabling work anrl
security to be carried on for fi months in the prPscnt wartime manner.
Association of Oak Ridge Scientists of Cliiigon Laboratories: P. · 8.
Henshaw, Ch~irman; W. E. Cdrn, E. G. Bohlm3,nn, S., G.
Enrrlish, H. Fl. Brown, R. P. Metcalf, .T. G. Stangby, L. B. ·Borst,
J. H. Rush, TC Z. Morg-11n, M. D. Peterson, R. N. Lyon; Atomic
8cicntists of Chicago: J. A. Simpson. Chairman; D. L. Hill, E.
K Tiabinowit.eh. A. M. 13nws, J ..J. Niekson.

Mr. CLASON. A~ I uriderstmi:d it, you agree to the conditions con~
tained in the telegram?
· ·
Mr. ANDERSON. I did not say that I did, sir.
Mr. CLASON. I wonder whether you did or not.
Mr. ANDERSON. In the large, but not in specific details; no.
Mr. CLASON. In othe'r words, you feel that it is necessary for the
Government to have some mannei· of restriction n,nd development of
atomic energy?
Mr. ANDERSON. I would not like the Government . to re.strict
research in any field.
Mr. CLASON. Woulc,l. you say it would be better to carry on in
accordance with the present program with· the War Department
rather than set up a new Commission?
Mr. ANDERSON .. I would prefer to see a good bill passed which would
permit work on a scale which would att.ract scientific workers -of all
competencies in the field.
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. ·. l\fr. CLAso~. Did you ~nv:isage the Gov:ernm:ent developing this
atomic energy.·not only for.military purposes but for domestic and
industrial purpose.s? ·
.
·
· . , '.,·
Mr. ANDERSON. I would envisag~ activities in all of these lines by
the Government.
.
·
Mr. CLASON. In other words, you feel tha·t the Government ought
to have a commission so set up that the purposes for which th~ com-.·
mission would seek out atomic ·en0rgy 'will co:V:er not only military
proposals but also any industrial purposes or other purposes which.
might be of an advantage directly to the people?
Mr. ANDERSON. I think that is quite correct.
Mr. CLASON. If you set up an organization of that kind, would you
expect it to be exclusively a research department of the private cor·porations and· agencies? . .
'
Mr. ANDERSON. Absolutely not.· I would not expect that.
Mr. 0LASON. Do you feel that this bill, by virtue of the inethod in
which it issues licenses .ar:d controls atomic energy for all purposes
having to do with atomic energy is so restricted that it will prevent
private individuals and corporations from going ahead with develop- .
mentus it would otherwise?
.
Mr. ANDERSON. I suppose the bill will be restrictive of certain de-.
velopment; that is my belief.
·
·
·
Mr. CLASON. Whereas the membership of the Commission-let us
talk about that for a moment, the membership of the Commission;
do you believe there should be several Cabinet members on it in .
order to have the people by their designated representatives always
fully informed, whether they leave it to nine persons apparently unrestricted or not?
Mr: ANDERSON. Yes. I believe that is essential. I do not believe
many people realize the far-reaching scope of this thing.
Mr. HARNESS. Would the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. CLASON. I will yield. ·
· · .
.
·
.
Mr. HARNESS. Would you object to an advisory committee composed of elected officials 'from the House and representatives of the
United States Sen.ate to advise with the Commission?
Mr. AND.ERSON. I would not object to any type of advisory comII1jssion. I believe, however, that there should be a close collaboration between the administration in the sense that it does deal with
these international relations and the work of the Commission which
would have to do ,vith atomic energy.
,
Mr. 1CLASON. You would be perfectly willing that Members of the
Sen.ate and Members of the House should sit on the Commission, then,
so that the people, through their duly elected representatives, would
be directly represented thereon?
Mr: AJrnERSON. I that, insofar as it may be a small enough committee, hut I would not want it to be an unwieldly committee in
.numbers.
.
.
.
Mr. CLASON. How large a commission do you think it should be •
before it would be unwieldly?
· Mr. ANDERSON. I am not prepared to say, but it seems to me that
a Commission of nine is ln.rge enough.
·
l\fr. CLASON. You suggested that if General Grove-first, do you
understand that he let loose the Smyth rPport?
·
. Mr. ANDERSON. Tl~e frontispiece of the report says he did.
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.Mr. CLASON. Would you, if this bill which has been' proposed.
were put into effect; feel .that if a person let loose such. information
that he would be violating the terms of the law and subject to these
penalties which you have mentioned; feel that this wot1ld cover such
asituation?
.. ·
.
,.,.·.·, ..... ·.
· Mr. ANDERsoµ. That is a legal matter, and I am not·prepared to
pass judgment on that.
·.
.
·· .
. The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Johnson, do you 'have any questions?
. ·
Mr. JoHNso~. I have a few. Dr. Anderson, I no.ticed when you
read that telegram you pondered over the first part of it for a little.
while. If it is a personal matter we do not want it in there, but,if it is
something that we ought to hear, I think that we should have it.
.
Mr. ANDERSON. J'llo; the first paragraph is not a personal matter.
It is addressed to Dr. Szilard. The first paragraph of .the telegram ·
reads as follows:
. I understand that you agree to present orally the group stat~rilent ~n the·.
May-Johnson bill. Please feel free to add your signature if you desire and have·.,
Nixon sign if he will do so. The statement reads as follows.
·
..
.

That is the part that I did not read. I am very glad to read it. · . .·
Mr. JoHNSON. You mentioned the matter of the dismissal of these·
scientific men by the Administrator. You do not believe that scientists should be under civil-service regulations?
.
. . · '.
Mr. ANDERSON. I certainly do not.·
·
· ··. ·
. ,.
Mr. JOHNSON. Do you not think someone has to h~ve the pqwer of
enforcing discipline and perhaps even firing or attending t.o ·the re-.
moval, having the power of removal of some of these .scientists if. th~
occasion should demand?
: . · , · '.
Mr. ANDERSON. I think it is correct; sometimes it appears that a:
scientist; is not in a very good job for him where he can .do his best. .
Mr. JOHNSON. In that connection, will you tell me this: Whether·
there was any friction in the operation of the plant that you worked in?
Mr. ANDERSON. There is always some friction and gripes. With-·
out that, I do not think you would get very .much done,.
·. ·
Mr. JOHNSON. Was there anything that seriously affected .the
progress of the work?.
·
Mr. ANDERSON. No, I really do not think there was. I do not
think so.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is it your idea that at the present time we, should
have au interim bill and then have full hearings before we write per~·
manent legislation?
Mr. ANDERSON. I think that it is of the utmost importance to
arrive at a permanent bill at the earliest possible opportunity, not onlr
to initiate and stimulate great progress in this work, and keep it
going, but to prevent evaporation of the present personnel. On the
other hand, I do not think that we should sacrifice in a poorly considered bill the possibility that this might never lead to fruition. . . .
Mr. ,JoHNSON. It was stated here in th!:l hearings that this bill was
only a stopgap and there might be some permanent legislat,ion affecting our relations with other countries, and the bill was designed primarily for immediat-e security until we could formulate ,a better bill in
view of circumstances as we would then come to know them.
1\1r. ANDERSON. I think that this bill is worse than our present
condition under the War Department.
Mr. JoHNSON. Why do you say that, Dr. Anderson?
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'• Mr. ANDERSON. I say that becau~c I would pref~r to ~ce that·:\Ve .
· work during_this time; and that it he continued during this intedm ·:·
· und~r the War DeJ>artme~t set-up until <;Jon~ress ho.s. ~ad tirrie',t«> '.
consider carefully all the circumstances which 1t would Wlsh. to legis-, ·
late and pass a good final bill.
. ·
. · . . · ,,_. •·
. Mr. JOHNSON. If the War Department continued the·project,:would
· · that assure all the scientists .that are now engaged-in the· work·con..:.
tinuing in this mission?
·
. . . • ·.._.. ·. , · ·
., Mr. ANDERSON. 'I .am not sure that I can say that they wou1c(but .
I.rather thirik that the feeling of the scientists is that they are anxious .
to get back to their academic pursuits and unless-in fact one of the ·
features that Dr. Szilard's plan does have is that it would provide ·
that we would have Government laboratories in the vicinity ,of the·
universities, and this would permit close collaboration iri _the scientific
world of these professors who are in the universitjes and the govern.:..
mental work as well..
·,
.
· · · · _ ;,:, ·.:. ·
Mr. JOHNSON. Your idea is then that we should try to Jo'rk 'out
some plan that would capture the ability of these scientists and ell.able
them to continue with their academic pursuits as well?
.. · . : :. ·
Mr. ANDERSON. I believe that is the better over-all plan, I ·think ·
we have; to ~ave a plan which will keep the interests a?d t~e eff?i'ts
ofthe sc10nt1sts, who would now normally go back to umvers1ty.work,
in this great field.
·
,
· , ·
Mr. JOHNSON. Do you have _any objection to the provision in the
bill that provides for the licensing of the right to pursue this line i:;f'
work to universities and things like that?
·
··
Mr. ANDERSON. No, I think that should be done.
Mr. HARNESS. I would like .to know what he means by 'that,
The CHAIRMAN. Let the reporter read the answer.
.. · ·
(The reporter; read "No, I think thitt should be done.") · ·
'The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed. ·
,.
_' · ,; ..
Mr. HARNESS. y OU think the Commission should be set. tip with .
full power end authority to control any scientific developments'in
this field, with the power to license anyone or everybody anywhere
that was doing. any work on it? In other words, they would. hav~
complete control of it?
· °' ·· · · · ,: .. ·
Mr. ANDERSON. Y cs, I think that the interests of Congress would
be to provide legislation which will stimulate the work toward that
end. There are dangers which I tried to point out irt my statement, ,
and I think that Congress should ask itself to take cognizance of those
dangers in formulating the legislation.
·
Mr .. HARNEss. Do you mean this, that the Commission should.have
full and extraordinary power that this bill would give theni, to either
give to an individual or to a scientific group permission or to say to
them that you cannot touch this field unless we license you?
. :
Mr. ANDERSON. No; I would disagl'ee with that point of view .. I
would prefer that the Commission be given no more powers than it is
deemed necessary to .carry out this kind of work in the best interests
of the Nation.
The CHAIRMAN. That is precisely what we are trying to do.·
Mr. JOHNSON. That is what the purpose of this bill is. That is all
I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Martin, do you have any questions?
Mr. MARTIN. I have a few questions, Mr. Chairman.
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. Dr. Anderson, I would.like to have your ideas over agl.',in about
'pennlties. Did I understand you to say'that you would leave the
matter of. penalties in the field of security regulations to the Federal
laws which are presently on the statute books?
··
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes. That is precisely what I would· do.
The CHAIHM,\.N: The espionage laws of the country?··
.
Mr. ANDERSON. Something like that.
. .·
·
Mr. MARTIN. And not carry any penalties for violations of acts of
that nature in this bill, or which would apply to people doing things
like that?
· Mr. ANDERSON. That is 1uy belief. I do not believe they should
be in here.
·
. :Mr. M,rnnN. Just nnother question about this matter of the Com.mission's power to disclrnrge these scientists. As I get it from your
testimony, you objected t,o that power being placed in the Commission;
am I right about thut?
·
:Mr. ANDERSON. I objected to t.he power insofar as it voided due
process of law. I do. not object to the power if there is some redress
possible and it is handled in a regular and .ordinary Iiumne:r. ·
Mr. MARTIN. You mentioned another ..point about the matter of
our procedure. You suggested that Congress make an intensive
further study of this field to learn; I suppose, more of the features of
the atomic bomb and the control of the work in that field. ·Do you
have in mind in that point that we could in such a proceeding find
out the nature of the atomic bomb as ·to whether it could qe possible
to successfully store it for long periods of time, and matters of that
type, so we will know the general need for security provisions looking
ahead, or do you have any ideas of that kind, or, on the other hand,
do you have in mind something else?.
Mr. ANDERSON. No. I believe there are certain pertinent points,
and I believe one of those points which must be considered, and which
most strongly indicates the importance of the point which Dr. Szilard
commented upon, namely, that there is the question of conserving
natural national resources. W c cannot overlook the proposition of
conserving the natural national resources in this country, particularly, of course in the field of uranium.
·
. The CHAIRMAN. Just one moment. Off the record.
(There was a discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. On the record. The committee will have to
recess at this time been.use we have to go on the floor. It is now 12:15,
so we will recess until 2 p. m. Dr. Anderson, can you be back at
that time?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes. I can retum at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. The committee will now stand in ·
recess until 2 o'clock tl;is aftel'noon.
(Whereupon, at 12: 1.5 p. m., the committee recessed to reconvene
at 2 p. m.)
AFTER RECESS

The committee reassembled at 2 p. m., pursuant to recess.
Tlw CHATR~!AN. Th" eommit,t.<;>e. will come to order. Dr. Anderson,
,vi!1 Jr~t! c~~~ r..!'cu~d?
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D~rAr<l~~:i?·:·!·._:believc ·!o.ti.
J OHNs'oN. Not' now: ~I b elieve r·havc nskecl nfr the que~tiori§:
. I had in -m1nd,
.. .
· ..
/ · . ·. . · . · , . .: · ·
'
' ·. >The CHAIRMAN; I want to ask' the ,witness fl few .q~estions, •.. ,/, :.· .' '
. '-: ,'Dr. Anderson; ·in, reference to thirregulations that.are prop6sed'.tc{.
be authorized by this legislation, of. course, none of· us know what
they wiU be until they are written.· :But 1et us nssume;that .~fter.the:
Board is set 1ip and licenses nre issued· to some tini\rei'sitjr, the Uni.:.::'
versity of Chicago; for ihstance, or to some private industry, iiuthorizing .them to .carry on ·experimentation and research, and· it. latei'.
d~velops tha~ ,in issuing the license we issued it to somebod;Y ~hat::wits.
disloyal to tlus country, and turned out to be n,n enemy of this country;•.
do you not think the regulations ought to be broad enough to allow''
· the Board to remove that license fee?
·
· Mt. ANi>ERSON. If you confine the llse to the cancellation of the.
license,. it might be, 1 might considm; ,myself to be in· li.grccme:nt with
that.
,
.:·
..
·
. · . .
· · · ', .
·
The OttAlRJ\,iAN. Let us assume tha.t the Board makes 'a mistake ail.cl'
grants a license to the wrong party or t,he wrong indust.ry, r.:nd'thdy itro '
not carrying on research woi·k as the Governme11t focls that it ought ·
to be, or as I said they turned out to be German saboteurs; do you not'
think they· ought to be allowed to eliminate them? Iii· other words,
to remove those licenses?
·
,
..... , · .. ·., ·
'.Mr. ,ANDERSON. It seems to me tlrnt. t,here m;e laws 'which goyeril
disloyal acts. and acts of sabotage. I do not understand why that
could not be applied in this ·case as .well iis in others.· . . . . . ·.:
.• - Tho CHAIRMAN.' What is the difference in a law by·statutc and a
regulq,tion which has the effect of Jn,w be.ing applied?
. . . ·.
Mr. ANDERSON. Jn my testimony I tried to point out thitt if the
regulations were made which covered n. proper field, then that· is
necessary, and there m·ay be some reason for that, there :might·bc s.ome· •
reason attendant upon those regulat.ions; ·n,nd I would feel that.they,
were in.the proper field of ope.rn,tion. It. is my concern that the,regula-.
tions might make certain misuse which would be the concern of the
scientists which do the work in this field. I do not feel that the•
scientists in this field should ·bci discriminated agains·t. in that w:ay; ·.' ·
· The CHAIRMAN. Dr.' Anderson, 'you have not gotten aromid to my
question yet. Supposing a wrong mn,n gets the license, do you hot
think that the Board should retain the pow'or under the regulation to
revoke· it? . ., ,,·.
.. ·
.
. ·
. - ·. . : .·,
Mr. ANDERSON. And if the man were considered to
it wrong mart'
by reason of his disloyalty or sabotngc activities, then I _think that the ..
F. B: I. ought to be called in.
· ·
· · · ·. ·· · .. ·
·
The CHAIRMAN. ,That. is an evasion of my CJllcstion, young mah, '
that I have asked you time and time again. It is a. rather simple
question and I. cannot see why you cannot grasp .it and give ine a
proper answer to it. I will ask you again, if a man was givcna license,
as a licensee, and he turned out to be the wrong man, do you not:
think that we ought to retain: the power 111i<ler the regi1Iation to revoke
that license?
·
··
0

be
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Mr. ANDERSON .. No; I certainly do not think you should retain anj'.
such power. · No, mdeed.
·
.·
·
.
.
· The CHAIRMAN .. You do not think it should.
Mr. ANDERSON. Emphatically no; I think that there are other:
means of taking care of that.
The CHAIRMAN~ Well, at least we.have your ideas on the subject
at last. Mr. Johnson, do you have any questions?
·
Mr. JOHNSON. A few. Dr. Anderson, here is a thing upon which
there has been some testimony. Is uranium and the byproducts of
that so dn,ngerous now that we should control it and say just exactly
who ouglit to handle it?
. .
.
Mr. ANDE.H.SON. I do not think there are any more dangers than
some of the other materials which we adri1it in the hands of workers
in tho field, and specifically I would say the matter of explosives which
are in the field of research and industry.
Mr. JOHNSON. One witness made the point that the products and
the method of making was one in which you had to malrn this which
was so dangerous and in such 11 pioneer stage today that people might
unwittingly be handling them hp.properly, and they could kill off a
whole town; what can you say about that?
Mr. ANDERSON. Woll, that possibility certainly exists;'it is very
possible. It is important that this be used properly and that those
who use this material use them with due caution -and exercise of care.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is that why you believe a license provision in this
law will be proper or improper?
Mr. ANDERSON. I think that a license provision in this law would
be a proper provision.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. That is the question I wanted to ask.
The CHAJH.MAN. I would like to ask _one other question: Do you
believe that tlie control of this force ought, to be left in the Government somewhere, or do you think that private industry could take it
over and the Government let it go?
.
Mr. ANDERSON. I believe it ought to be left in the Government
somewhere.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. Thank you very much.
I have two letters here, one is a letter and one is a telegram, which
I will read:
OcTOBEn 12, 1945.
Hon. ANDnEw J. MAY,
Chairman, l\ililitary Affairs Committee,
House of Representatives, TVashington, D. C.
.
DEAn CoNGllESSll!AN: I am enclosing copy of a telegram concerning the bill
on atomic energy under consideration by your committee, which I have just
received from Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, Dr. Enrico Fermi, and Dr. Ernest 0.
Lawrence. These eminent scientists are members .of the scientific panel which
was formed by the interim committee t.o advise it on many matters relating to
atomic energy including, specifically, legislation for postwar domestic control
over this field.' As you know, the interim commit.tee, which was appointed by
the Secretary of War with the approval of the President, was responsible for the
preparation of the bill now before your committee.
These men have long been associated with the research on, .and development
of the atomic bomb. Dr. Oppenheimer was in charge of the work in New Mexico
o~ the perfection of the bomb itRe!f. -Dr. Fermi. who received the Nobel prize
for phvRics in 1938 for his work on the neutron and other nuclear phenomena, has
worked closely with Dr. Oppenheimer throughout tho project. Dr. Lawrence,
winner of the Nobel prize for physics in 1939 for his development of the cyclotron,
was the leading figure in the development of the electro-magnetic process for the
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separation of uranium 235. Because of the·iniportance of.their 'work'oxi. the bomb· ·
project, it occurred_ to me· that you and your cominittee Would surely, interested
in having the views of the~e three·sciontists.
· · · · · ··' _"; . ·:,. ·, . ·.,.: ... .. I am also sending a copy of this telegram to Senator.·Johnstin; actini(chairman- .
?f: the Sellate ·. Military Affairs .Committee, who introduced,.the ,1cq~paiiion', b~ll _':.
m the Senate . . . · .
·
·
· - 1 .". '>' · ·Sincerely yours,
·
· · -- ' ·

lie.

P. P~T'iiE~SO~(

ROBERT

, ·.SANTA FE,
SECRETARY OF.WAR, :,

'

.

Secretary "o/ War,<-·. ·

N. Mli::X., October 11,· 191,5, ·
'

,Chairman, Interim Committee on Atomic Energy,
:··
·
Washing/on, D. C.
We would most strongly urge the prompt passage of the legislation now before .
Congress for the creation of an.atomic energy. commission. We know from our
close association with the actual work in this field that delay will·cost us .heavily:··.
in efficiency,- in accomplishment, and in spirit. We believe that with ·wisdom
operations can. be· carried on within the framework of the proposed legislation
safely, effectively, and in the best interests of this Nation. We believe that the
broad powers granted the Commission by the legislation are justified by the
importance and the perils of the subject. We think it necessary for the American
- -· people to understand in full the implications of the new technical situation, but
we believe that the proP.osed -legislation will _m9 ke it possible for their desires and
decisions to be responsibly and fully implemented. We assure you that in our .
opinion the legislation as presented represents the fruits of well-informed and
experienced consideration.
'
J. R.· OPPENHEIMER,,,.
ENRIOO· FERMi,-:··; ·.:,·::
LAWRENCE. : .

E:. 0.
· At this time we will call Dr. Arthur H. Compton.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR H. COMPTON

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Compton, we are glad to have you here as a
witness. Of course, you know what we are discussing her.e today.
We would appreciate you giving us your views on this matter in such
a way as you look at it, and give us before that some testimony as to
your experience and qualifications and then go- into the matter that
we have at hand. I wonder if you wiil be good enough to do that ·
for us?
'
Mr. CoMPTON. My name is Arthur H. Compton: Thank you; Mr.
Chairman. I a:in an American, born in Ohio, 1892, educated in this
country and abroad. So far as the atomic project is concerned, my
first. important contact with that was as Chairman of the National
Academy of Sciences Committee on the Use of Uranium in War,
which had the responsibility for recommending to the Government the
program which has been carried through leading to the construction of
the atomic bomb. I was assigned first to the 0. S. R. D.; later carried
on under the Manhattan District the task of developing the method
of producing plutonium. At the present time I happen to. be on
the scientific panel that advises the Secretary of War. .I suppose the
most important statement I have to make, and I am making my state- ·
ment quite informally, is that the need for some kind of control is
clear and obvious, and that control, I believe, may well be placed in
the hands of a commission such as is set up by the May-Johnson bill. ·
It. is, however, at the same time unfortunate that in writing up a :
bill that is designed for the development and control of atomic power ....
it becomes necessary to emphasize particularly the restrictive clauses; ' ·

.I
'.I•I
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Having realized as we do, the matter of insuring the safety of the
Nation and the welfare of the Nation, it does beco'.me iJ:nportant.
The safety of the Nation is only very partially secured by any kind
of restrictive legislation. The ,thing that is really important with
regard to insuring the safety of the Nation in connection with atomic
power)s that we.should develop our own strength. Ancl that develop"'. ..
ment of our strength means the encouragement of research and· of
industry. One cannot get, very far in the matter of safety of our
Nation in the modern world by any kind of restriction .. If one recalls
that the other nations which may compete with us. in the modern.
world will at the same· time get ready and go ahead strongly that
statement becomes rather clear. In order, in a competitive world,
tlrnt we may hold our pla.ce the situation is as it has always· been
that the strong nation is the one that is going to come out on top
and smvive, in that strength we must rely and that strength is not
constructive in this case, which is born of over-all development and
vigor in the industry in the field very much like the situation that
we have known in the present war where our strength depended in .
large measure on our manuff!,cturing ability in connection with gas
engines. We had a great industry in that direction, and when war~
time came on we were able to put it to wa.rtime use. In a somewhat
similar way. when the next show-down comes it is going to be the
nation that has the strengtb in that field.
.
Now the difficulty I see with regard to the present legislation in
that regard is that whereas this is called a bill for the development
and control of atomic power, almost a.II of the bill is concern.ea with
the implementing of controls and almost nothing is connected with
regard to the implementing of the development of a.tomic power.. I
think one has to take into account the fact that some years down the
line, maybe 10, certainly with 20 ye3:rs, we can cons1der the atomic
energy industry in the field of shall we suy ut billion dollar a year
industry. If we think of it now from the point of view of our military
defense it is afreudy in that category. But I am thinking now of the
peacetime industry ai1d the indications it seems to me are clear,, and I
believe that that estimate would be supported by the industrial
leaders who have taken the present situation into account.
With that in mind it would be reasonable for our-Nation to invest a
considerable amount of its effort in the research and development
leading to making such an industry effective. Now, of the sums indicated by one of the members of the committee this morning, that
talked of in connection with the support of this work during the next
year, which the greater part of that, of course, is in connection with
our production for military purposes, only a small fraction in connection with research and development, I would assume that it would be a
reasonable estimate to put something like $50,000,000 or $100,000,000
at least annually for the next 10 to 15 yea.rs into a program of developing peacetime industry leading toward a vigorous national situation
with which we can have a background for competition with any other
nation in the possible struggle Lhat ma,y come in the future.
As I :now see the situation of the presen:t bill, this bill is aimed.
toward cont,rol. The con1,rol is I think important that it should be
there. One has to recognize the dangers of control, and the dangers
a.re primarily the dangers of preventing those individuals and those
industries from engaging in this work that should, for the national
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,~elfa.re, be engog~d in it. I do not mean by th.at tlrnt the re~e-ai'ch'
man .who could be doing valuable tasks in the study of probleril.s,
relating to the problem of atomic energy, will go out'of.that field
i:ato ,o:,1e relatively useless field .. The actual situation is that, the
tiemo,:o.ds of ·foe couritl'y fol' resemch· are so many and are so important
.that there is 011ly a delicate balo;nce, and if a man finds tha·i; work in
the pres~nt field is under restrictions which make it difficult for him
to do his work effectively, he will m.ore or less get out of that field
into another field which he feels ca:o. be developed with g1:eater profit
to the na·tional welfare, and it doe1;, not take very much to· make that ,
shift: "\Yhen. one faces the res·i;riC'bions which are necessary, it is
important that they be limited to wha·i; is necessary and not go
beyond. I might say in that regard that l th.in.k that it· is a very
valuable feature of this bill it puts control of work in the hands of a
commission for which this matter becomes the major· interest, and
does not leave it in the hands of, shoU we say, a congressional commission or congressional committee that has perhaps changes in its
personnel frequen:tly and can sJfond only a small fraction of its time
on problems of this kind. I like that part of the bill that provides
and puts it in: the hands of a commiscion. I think that the com-·
· mission should be encouraged to spend as much time as possible in
this type of work.
·
If it is at all possible, and it is not at all impossible-I think this
has to be con'sidcred-that there are many arguments for making
research in the field of nuclettr res1~arch that are open-that is a
traditional direction in which work of this kind has been leading and
tending to go for a long time. No restriction may apply that cannot
justify itself. Any restrictions from complete openness would be
considered by countrirs outside of our own as a threat. They would
wonder: Is this being done for purely military purposes? Thus a
country that plans this freedom of restriction would make it possible
for our scientists to do the work that they can do most effectively,
and will keep us ahead in this matter.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Chairman, may I be prrmitted to. ask a
question at this point, or should I wait until he hos finished his
statement?
n.fr. CoMP'I'ON. It will not interfere with 111.y trnin of thought at all.
The CHAIR1\IAN. You may proceed, l\fr. Holifield. ' ·
Mr. HoLIFPJLD. I oin very much 'intcrrsted in your statement,
Doctor. In making freedom of resrarch possible, you would at all
timrs allow the Government to know about, that research and the
nature of it and tho finclin~s of it?
,
Mr. COMPTON. Absolutclv I would do that.
,· ·Mr. HoLIFI'EI,D. In_othei:words, it would be all right to write into
the measure that type of protection that any rrsearch should be done .
not under the control of directives of the Govrrnrnent, but with full.
knowledge of the Government pertaining as to the lines of, research
and as to such findings as are made.
·
Mr. COMPTON. That would be strictly in accord with what a
research man would envision and would want.
·
Mr. Hm,IFrELD. That would be freedom to go ahrad in it scientific
way, but it would make available to the. Govemment those findings?
Mr. COMPTON. I believe it would.
. ·
The CHAIRMAN.' Would you yield for a quesr,ion?
78403--45-8
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l\.fr. HoLIJi'IELD. Y cs, Mr. Chairman.
.
_
_
. The CHAIRMAN. According to that, Dr. Compton, if somebody came·
in and reported that, t,hnro is n rattl_osnake in the back ynrd, and does .
not do anything about it, it would not do any good?
·
·
Mr, COMPTON I do not got tho·import of your question, Mr. Chairmau, or the implication.
_
·
The CHAIRMAN. The implication is that we hear of the dangers in
the rattlesnake, and the dangers that you scientists see, ·and if we
get nothing from them as to what. they wnnt to do to cure it, that
would mean that must not do anything: about it except tell you, just
tell you. that it is there, and what I think they should do that it is
there 11,11.d tell you what we should do in order to kill it or take care
of the situation.
·
·
·
Mr. CoMP'rON. I see your point, Mr. Clrnirman. · That is the reason
why I lilrn to have this matter in the hands of a commission. I was
trying to indicate some of the reasons which may lead to the desire
to have a complete freedom. I do not thin.k that that is the kind .of
matter that ought to be written into a bill. I do not want written
into the bill that complete freedom of research should be there, because I do not believe that that is the kind of thing that can be put
in or determined, or can be properly dra;ted an.cl determined by legislation put up ·and set up in a bill, but I do think that is the kind of
thinr; that should be considered carefully on its merits by a commission which the Conr,ress ar.d the President feel is qualified to pass on
such matters. If in the :r.ation.al i.n.tcrest such 11 comIY'ission feels that
freedom of resenrch is desirable, then it should be within the limits of
the lw:islation for them to make that research free, and to determine
jus+, ho•v it sho11ld be done.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. In my opinion, Dr. Compton, such a purpose could
be written into legislation, and so for as carrying it out in detail that
is another matter. I would like to ask you this, by the very nature
of the military need to experiment with this uranium and plutonium
would it not be essentially desirable and possible for research to be
accomplished in privatP without the Government knowing about it,
particularly if they controlled the sources which the Government does
of uranium deposits? "\Vould it be possible for security in research
and development in an effective way to be done ,without great laboratory equipment and without the need of the Government supervising individual equipment in that way and individual research in
that way?
Mr. COMPTON. I do not believe that it could be carried on to a
dangerous extent without making it necessnry to obtain such materials or information that it would come to the attention of those
associated with the Commission, a commission of this type that is set
up here.
.
.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I understand it, or at least as I do understand it
all the information in connection with uranium deposits is known. As
I understand it all the Nation's sources of uranium arc pretty much
under the ·control of the Government at the present time, of the
United States, and they cannot go out and get this material unless
the Government knows something about it. If this project is written
into this bill and pecomcs a law, saying that as additinoal uranium
deposits or deposits of materials from which uranium and plutonium
can be obtained in reasonnble quantities, are brought to the attention
of the Government; it will not of necessity mean that the Government
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will have to take over thousands or hundreds of thousands of ~cres
of mineral land,. but simply a prohibition against the production of ·
the raw m:anium. ores. and the use of it without the. Government ·
knowledge; would-that not effectively and in a proper wav, eont.rol it?
Mr. COMPTON. I believe it would be possible to write a statement '
in the bill, and that statement has already been made in almost ade7
quate terms, which would make it possible to control such experiments
in terms of the amount of material used. We have ·one qualification,
but here I am afraid one is getting into details that one should hardly
bother with at this time-I will, however, mention it-,--namely, .that
one should not attempt to prevent small scale experiments by private
individuals and of a private individual type, because those are the
ones that may lead to very·important new results. But I believe that·
that in intention at least is already being covered by the bill.
.
Mr. H_oLIFIELD. All such experiments should be known to the
Commission.
Mr. COMPTON. It would be very difficult to have every experiment.
k;nown because. any student in' any chemistry laboratory can do elementary experiments with small amounts of uranium.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Could they obtain that uranium if the Commission
controlled the sources of that uranium? Could thev obtain that without the Government having knowledge of the taking of such a small
amount, even if it were conducted on a small scale operation? · ·
Mr. COMPTON. Yes; on a small scale they could do so because it is
possible to obtain small amounts of uranium out of ordinary granite,
· and therefore, they could obtain their material in that way.
·
Mr. HOLIFIELD. But not in dangerous amounts?
Mr. COMPTON. I would say not in dangerous' amounts.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Those are all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman..
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Martin, do you have some question. you want
to ask the witness?
Mr. MARTIN. I wanted to ask the witness his views as to the nature·
of this Commission control.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Has he not already stated that?
Mr. MARTIN. I know he has stated some of it, but I wanted to ask
about the matter of penalties. Would you place in the Commission
any power to impose such penalties as provided in this bill? .
.
Mr. COMPTON. Personally I consider it unimportant whether the
penalty is there or not.
Mr. MARTIN. You would not object to penalties if they were put ·
into legislation?
·
·
Mr. COMPTON. I think the penalties ar_e much too drastic, but I.do .
not believe that the penalties of the drastic type would ever ·be·
imposed.
.
Mr. MARTIN. How would you give the Commission a complete .
<Jontrol in the matter of the hiring and firing of employees on. this.
project? Or would you do that?
.
Mr. COMPTON. There is a point there that I would agree with you
and certainly with one of the witnesses this mo.r:ning, that it becomes a
very critical situation if a man can be released not only from his own
job, but prevented from reemployment by any other similar employer
on the basis of evidence which does not need to be brought out into the
public forum, and that particular provision of this bill I think is
indefensible.
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Mr. MAR'l'IN. Dr. Compton, now, in the qualificati01is of the personnel of the Commission, would you want to have the Commission
made up of men who are scientists and qualified in that field of' work,
or wonld you advocate having the men supervisors, and the .Commission supervisory in its functioning, and not necessarily qualified to be
in this field of science?
·· ·.
Mr. COMPTON. As one who was in this field a.nd no longer am-I
ha.ve ceased to be in the field of active scientific work in the last few
months-I think I can speak for the scientists more freely than they
can for themselves. I think in that regarcl, I might say, that it
would be unwise for obvious reasons. to have a commission at all
exclusively of men of scientific background, but it would likewise
seem to me to be highly unwise to have a commission on which there
wa.s no representation of men who understood the interests, the psy- ,
chology, .the motivations of the men who are working in the scientific
field, which means that there should be men with scientific background at least, and background of actual research, some men of that
type on this commission.
Mr. MARTIN. Then it would be unwise or possibly impossible to
write into such a bill as this any specific designation as to the make-up
of this board or commission'! How would you get, it into the law,
the principle that you have just now expressed?
Mr. COMPTON. I might s::w that ttmong Lhe scirntific men who 11.re
doing work on this project, one of the active concerns is lest the
importance of having some scientific representation be overlooked,
and that the only desire to have or ra.ther a main part of the desire
to lrnve some scientific connection and composition is traceable to the
fact that this point, together with the point that Dr. Szilard brought
up for the need· of representation in various parts of Government is
something that should be taken into account. I might say that my
position would be that one would have to rely upon the President
and his advisers in the set-up of sue.Ji a commission, and choose wisely,
and an indication might be made, however, in the bill that due recognition should be taken of the need to have representation of various
t,ypes.
:Mr. MAR'l'IN. Then from your point of view you would not feel it
necessary to pvt into this bill any definite d-irective or restriction of
the personnel of the Commission, leaving that designation to the
President?
Mr. CoMPTON. I would ·prefer, I believe, not to have specific
instructions as to how it is to be composed.
..
Mr. HoLIFIELD. Will my colleague yield on that particula.r point?
Mr. MARTIN. I will yield.
:Mr. HOLIFIELD. I want to understand this part,icular part. You
mean, after making your plea for scientific men on this Commission,
and after Dr. Szilard that men of Cabinet o-fficer rank and other
representatives of the heads of departments of the Government be
on it, do you mean to say that you think it would be unwise to specify
that at lea.st three men of actual science he on this Commission? If
I wanted to, and I am asking you if you-well, I am not asking you
to approve of this thing, but if we wanted to put down after Secretary
of State, the Chief of the Goncral Staff, the Secretary of Commerce,
Secretary of the Interior, and others, and then leave maybe two more
appointments, say for one Mrmbrr of the Senate and one Member o.f
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the House, do you·mean to say that such a balance to the Commission .
,could not be written into the. bill? Certainly, to allow the President
to· use his freedom on these three men of science who would be designated by the bill, and six others,. one to be chosen by the Senate, one
from the House, do you not think it would be wiser to write into the
bill some type of balance in tho Commission rather than a blank check
with no one specified? I would like to have your ideas on th.at. I
think that is one of the most important things that we have in this bill.
The CHA.IRMAN. Mr. Holifield, will you let him answer your
question?
.
Mr. HoLIFIELD. I will. I just wanted _to state it fully.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. I think if you will let him answer your question,
he will do so.
·
· .
Mr. COMPTON. It would seem to ine wise to indicate in the bill
that du~ representation from these various fields should be taken into
account in the appointment. I can readily see that changed condi-.
tions might want to make the number of representatives changed
from time to time. At the moment, for example, this is a very live
research field. Thirty years down the line the research may be so
far along that it is no longer an important research field. It may be
more important in industry. It might at that time be more important
to have emphasis in a different direction, but at least I would like
to see an indication in the bill that representatives of the various
· parts of the Government, of research, and perhaps of industry should
· be included as the Commission is named, but whether the exact
· numbers should be included or precisely which representatives are
to be included would seem to me to be a matter of secondary importance.
·
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Thank you. I just wanted to get your views.
. Mr. MARTIN. I do not· know, lVIr. Compton, that I am qualified
-to go ·into these things as deeply as I would like, but I am not sure
that I am clear as to the estimate of what the difference of weight
between industry and research and military use would be, those three
fields, I do not know what members of the official Government agen. cies -are qualified, or as far as that is concerned, possibly to sit on
· suehna commi"19ion. We ·are -trying--to- write a bill .now that may be
faced with very different conditions of weights and balances in the
very near future. That is why I wanted to find out how you felt
•about attempting to write into this bill some such restriction;
Mr. COMPTON. I would lilrn to have in the hill an indication that ·
it is important that some representatives from all of these groups,
and that one of the groups should be a 1;ese11rch group.
.
Mr. MARTIN. Is not one of yom principal reasons .to see that the
research end is not suppressed?
Mr. COMPTON. That is' correct, that seems to me at t.he moment
to be one of the things which ·will rletermine whether the United States
remains in a strong poistion or falls to a weak position.
Mr. MARTIN. My reaction to the testimony of the scientists so
far before lJ.S here was that as a group you are more concerned with
seeing that you an' not suppressed or retarded or discoumged in your
research and development work than anything else.
·
Mr. COMPTON. I think that is probably an accurate statement.
1
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Mr. MARTIN. That is your principal concern at the moment,' Dr.
Compton?
Mr. COMPTON. Yes; I would put it more positively-that 'my
principal concern is that tlie bill's intention---:-that it be made clear
that the intention of t,he bill is to permit the development of industry
in the field of atomic energy rather than to make the emphasis, as it
now is, in the direction of controlling those who do the work in this
field. That change in emphasis seems to me to be, if it is possible to
do it, a very important matter.
·
.
Mr. MARTIN. Those are all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Eli?ton, do you have any questions? .
·
Mr. ELs'rON. Just a few. Dr. Compton, I take it that the penalty
part of the bill that you particularly object to is the clause which
makes it possible for the Commission to make its own regulations and
then act as judge, jury, and executioner in the enforcement of them?
!vir. Cm,IPTON. That is precisely it, Congressman.
Mr. ELSTON. I certainly agree with you in that connection.· We
have too many agencies down here today that are passing rules and·
regulations, and they are hidden in the Federn.l Register, and then
they send people to jail for violating them, and nobody ever heard
-about them.
The CHAIRMAN. You arc speaking about the OPA?
Mr. ELSTON. About the OPA particularly, and about a number,of
the others in general. Dr. Compton, you do not object to the severe
penalty for giving away secrets of the atomic. bomb to a foreign
country?
·
.,
Mr. COMPTON. Really, I do not, because if it is on the basis of
intentionally giving it away, no; that, however, is perhaps already
covered by the laws in regard to espionage.
Mr. FENTON. That would be treason, would it not?
. .
Mr. ELSTON. It would not exactly be treason because treason is
defined by the Constitution to consist of only in levying war against
them, or adhering to their enemies, giving aid and comfort to them.
That is somewhat synonymous with sedition. Since this might· biigiving aid to another country in times of peace, certainly the penalty
should be equal to the penalty for treason. You do not object to a
very severe penalty if it happened knowingly and willfully that someone should give away any secret in connection with atomic power or
atomic energy to any foreign country?
.
.
Mr. Co~PTON. Beyond the. limits that are set by this Commission
that is correct. When you say that, I think one must considerwell, in that case they 11re no longer secrets, I suppose.
Mr. ELSTON. In any event, if there is 11ny penalty, Congress has
the right to write it clearly and definitely as to the acts that should be
punished?
·
Dr. COMPTON. I really do not see any difficulty with having a severe
penalty for willfully and knowingly and, shall we say, with malice
toward our own country, giving away secrets which have clearly been
described. as those which should i10t, in the Nation's interest, be given
away. I might point out in that connection, however, on this, which
was reenforced by a statement made this morning-the fact that the
Nation's safety is not safeguarded by retaining these secrets. The
Nation's safety is snfoguarded primarily by building up our own
strength, and it is really only a very minor part of our safety that is
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concerned with giving nwny any of this information. I would support
completely .the statement, I believe, which was made by Mr. Szilard
.this morning, to the effect that the actual information as to how to
make the bomb, even though given would not greatly affect the time
at which the rival nation would be able to have bombs ready to drop •
upon us. But the thing which will greatly affect our comparative.· .
situ';l,tio~ is the !'legree .of encouragement and 11:umb~r of activi~ies ?f ··
a scrnntific and mdustr111l way, that we set up m this country m this
field. If we firid that by making severe penalties, imposing close
secrecy conditions on our men we are retarding the development of the
wor].r ·in otir'own country, then is the time that we must face the fact
that w:e have gone· too far. It may have already done us severe
damage. So that I-while I do not think that those penalties are ·
out of place, I would like to have us get away from the notion, because
I would consider it an aspect very close to treason, and I feel it has
very little to do with the national safety; national safety has more to
do with what we do to encourage· or discourage the development of
work in· this country along this line.
Mr. ELSTON. You feel that this bill, as drawn, will discourage
rather than encourage the development of atomic energy in this
country?
·. .
·.
Mr. COMPTON. I think that is one of the difficulties. I do believe·
we should so tone down this bill. I believe it is a good bill and that it
can. be modified in such a way as to get rid of this difficulty; at least, .
I hope so. I think that is the difficulty, but I do not think it is .at
all insurmountable.
·
Mr. ELSTON. In any event you do not see any reason to set tip ari
independent agency that gives more power, gives more power to it
than any agency that has ever been given in the history of 'this Nation,
do you, Mr. Compton?
·
·
Mr. COMPTON. Instead of answering that directly, may I say that
if that agency is necessary t<? supply the safeguards required, it should
be set up. At the present time I am doubtful whether the extremely
broad powers can be justified. They seem to me to have little to do
with the question as to :whether the field of research and industrial ·
development of atomic power is encouraged, and again it is the en.;.
couragement of the field · of activity which seems to me to· be .the
primary concern of this Cominission.
..
Mr. ELSTON. If you gave this Commission the authority that is
requested in this bill you would make it possible for the Commission .
to completely nationalize atomic power if they wanted to, on the
other hand they could use it entirely fQr industrial purposes, could .
they not?.
Mr. COMPTON. They would appear to have tremendous powers.
under this bill. Just where they would take them I would not know. ·
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whethet· that was the question or
not, I think it was a statement more or less.
Mr. ELSTON. I said if you gave this Commission all the authority
that is requested in this bill you would make it possible for the Commission to completely nationalize atomic power both for military and
for industrial purposes, would you noL?
. Mr. COMPTON. And to tlutt I would sa.y "yes." I merely affirm·
your statement. There wa.s one aspect with regard to the placing of
the Commission in a situation with regard to the national policy.
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We lrnve hero 11, Commission which in its present form has very broad
powers. I believe perlrnps the powers have to be broad, though
perhaps not. as broad as they are now. But there is one aspect of
that-this continues longer than the President continues, because _the
person on the Commission continues for 9 years. That. means it is
not impossible for the national· policy to be carried on by such. a
Commission beyond a change of national ideas with regard to internationn.l policy. With the very br.oad ·powers now written into this
bill for thif:l Commission to control atomic energy, it might be carried
on under those conditions in a manner which is not in accord with
the rest of the Administration's policy. That is a hazard that -needs
to be considered.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have anything further, Mr. Elsto_n?
1\fr. ELSTON. That is all I have at the minute. ·
l\.fr. HARNESS. I have this question too to ask the Doctor. Doetor,
it is not clear to me just what we arc trying to do here, we are setting
up this Commission and giving all of this power in authority there for
. research and development of this atomic energy. Is it for the purpose
of safeguarding any future development, or present development
against some other nation acquiring it, or is it for our own safety in
protecting us in tho United States?
Mr. COMPTON. I believe--really, I am not the person to have you
ask that question because I knew nothing about this bill until after
it had come to your attention. But my impression is, I will say this,
that it is important that some bill on atomic energy and work in
atomic energy be brought into effect for our own internal, national
welfare. It is dangerous to play with. We cannot leave it without
restrictions.
Mr. HARNESS. Dr. Compton, is it dangerous to experiment with
high explosives; that is most dangerous, is it not?
Mr. COMPTON. That is quite dangerous from the standpoint of the
explosives; yes.
·
1\fr. l-IAnNEl')S. There is no restriction on that?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; there is. There are restrictions concern~
ing the development of high explosives and the handling of them, and
there have been for many years.
·
Mr. HARNESS. Scientists and laboratories can do all the experimenting they want to in connection with high explosives.'
·
. Mr. CoMPTON. I would put it somewhat more closely in comparison with people playing with narcotics, that it is something that is
very dangerous if allowed to got out, of hand. I do think that the
kind of contrpl that we. have in the case of narcotics might be a rather
good e,ample of what should be followed here.
Mr. HARNESS. Do I gather from that, then, that this development,
and that this discovery is something that is dangerous and that it
might destroy over a period of years our own people who play with
it, and those who come around it?
Mr. COMPTON. The best answer t.lrnt I can give to that is that in the
several years tJwt I have already passed during which we have been
actually working with these large atomic bomb plants, some of them
working at a very high level of density in all of our work there has not
been one serious accident.
Mr. HARNESS. Dr. Compton, I did not clearly understand then
why you say you have to have this control for our own welfare-be
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specific, tell us something about what it will do to aii iridi~id~al ·
which makes. it important for us to have that sort of thing, · .· .\. ·
Mr: COMPTON. It 'is very possible to kill people with radiation
burns, and I would say that that is the chief hazard.
· :, · .. · .··•
Mr. H.ARNEss. Any more dangerous. than the X-ray and electric
.energy?
· .
.
.
.
· . : :.
Mr. COMPTON. By degree only, being perhaps th<;msands·of :times··
more intense than one has from X-rays. Both have the type of
restrictions required, but in different degree. By that, however,: the ·.
type of restrictions needed are comparable with this that we now have ..
in t~e Pure Food and Drugs Act. I think the restrictions that are. in
the Pure Food and Drugs Act are somewhat similar to the ones that
might be required here. I see no reason, for internal reasons, why ..
the restrictions should be of a more severe type than those which would
come into such a case. The only reason for this severe type of penal~
ties or restrictions would perhaps be those with regard to letting information of a critical type get into foreign nations' hands. That would ·
be the type of information that might be useful in connection with the
construction of weapons.
.
...... ·
· :·
Mr. HARNESS. There is no law that could prevent that anyway, ,is
there?
··
·
·
·
·
. ·
·
The CHAIRMAN. As to that, .there certainly is.
Mr. HARNESS. I mean, yon cannot write a law that will prevent.
an individual from making a discovery. It might be right there in
his .hrn.in, he might discover it right out of thin air, like you have
discovered some of these other things. Thrre is no law that will
prevent them from discovering it.
Dr. COMPTON. No. It is possible., of course, if one wants to.
restrict the publication of the information.
·
· ·
.
Mr. HARNESS. vVe might restrict in a measure his <l.issemination of
the discovery.
·
·
.
Dr .. CoMP'l'ON. I would prefer personally in that regard to· lt'ave
the activities in connection with publications in the hands of a scientific group that knows the importance of these discoveries, but that
. is a qnestion that can be determined by the. Commission.
·
Mr. 1-IAitNEss. Of course, you can gather, Dr. Compton,· th.at I a.ni
confused about these things. I h10w so very little. about these
scientific matters, an<l it is difficult, to get a picture of what we ought
to do.
Dr. COMPTON. May I sny ago.in that I favor the idea of a Commission substantially now in the form presented in this bill which could,
after the result of careful consideration as you are now giving it,
dot.ermine what restrictions we should buve for the Nation's welfare,
and from that point of view, I feel it, is good .. It depends upon the
personnel of the Commission to a grent clcgrec in a.ny event.
l\.fr. HARNESS. This would be n. blank chrck of authorit.y to tho
Commission to determine what; is goorl. fot· t.J10 welfare of the Nat.ion?
Mr. COMPTON. That would be a. blank check. vVhatever restric.tions Congress wants to mnke of the extent to which they ,va.nt to go
is something that should be writ.ten into the bill. I have not been
· able to think of any such restrictions that I would want to place on
them at this time.
·
·
Mr. HARNESS. Dr. Compton, I do not think I understood an
answer to a que!'ltion a few minutes ago just wha.t you had in mind,
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in

but something to the effect that
private industry or in private
laboratories they could continue their research and study in this field,
but it could not do any harm; is that correct?
.
Mr. COMPTON. I said that the amount of material they have would
mean that the work they did in all probability would not do any harm.
~fr. HARNESS. I just wanted to get that clear, In your opinion,
in private industry or in private laboratories they could continue their
research and study in that field but they could do no harm.
Mr. COMPTON. I believe that is correct.
.
The QHAIRMAN. Just a moment, gentlemen. We have a roll 'call
now. We will recess now, and we will return and reassemble at 3:30
p.m .
.(Whereupon, there was a short recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. 1\fr. Brooks, do you have any questions?
Mr. BROOKS. I have only one.or two questions, Mr. Qhairman.
Doctor, there has been a good deal of comment in the press ·and on
the radio and elsewhere about the matter of whether or not the
Nation should retain the secret of the atomic bomb. In the armed
services in the past has it not been a matter of policy to retain our
secrets, whether military or naval secrets, and not give them to other
powers?
·
Dr. COMPTON. Yes.
Mr. BROOKS. Is there anything different in the atomic bomb.in
that respect that would cause one to come to the conclusion that we
should not follow the normal policy?
·
Dr. COMPTON. With regard to the bomb itself, that is, the construction of the bomb and its effectiveness and all matters pertaining to it,
I should say that it stands in precisely th~ same situation as other
types of weapons. Atomic energy, however, has peace.time applications. The research which leads to the development of atomic
energy and likewise to the improvement of atomic bombs has many
other applications, and in that regard this differs from most of the
other t:vpes of weapons with which we are familiar.
Mr. Bnooxs. There is nothing in the potential peacetime usage of
the atomic energy which would cause one to reach any other conclusion than to follow the normal policy of the Nation in maintaining
its military secrets. Is not that correct?
Dr. COMPTON. With regard to those which are strictly military
secrets, I would say, "yes."
Mr. BROOKS. Even gunpowder, if used for civilian purposes, and
almost any weapon can have a civilian usage?
Dr. COMPTON. It has already been brought out that the so-called
secrets leading to the development of the bomb, so far as they are
concerned, were purely scient1fic information. They are so widely
known that there is little of a secret to be released. The secrets that
we have remaining are primarily concerned with technical know-how
ii1 connection with the production of the materials of which the bomb
is composed and the construction of the bomb itself. Those remain
secrets. So far as tho growth of the field of knowledge and industry
in connection .with atomic energy is concerned, there is no reason why
those should be made open, so far as I can see. But there is an important reason, so far as the national strength in the development of
knowledge and industrial applications are concerned, in having exchange of ideas on purely scientific grounds.
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Mi'. PHILBIN. Are, you aware, Doctor/ that 'there, 'are• Scientific
1iev~lopments ,to; the· extent that there· 1s possibility of defending
agamst the atomic bomb as .a military weapon?
, · .
.· Dr. COMPTON.· If you refer to a means of stopping the bomb itself,
I a~ not !£Ware of any. I w~uld say that it is a possibility tha,t .should
be mvest1gated. . But there 1s no ;reason that I Jmow of why 1t would
be easier to stop an atomic bomb than it would be a shell or a rocket
·Oi" any other kind of explosive-carryiJJg material.
Mr.: PHILBiN. Science ha~ not y~t worked out any way by.wb.ich·
,any kmd of bomb could be mtercepted?
.
Dr. CoMPTON. That is correct.
·
..Mi>. PHILBIN. As to the quality of the homb itself, is it dangerous
to have around? Is there any danger per se .in having a bomb located
close to habitation?
·
.
·
.
.
Dr. COMPTON. No. In making an atomic bomb e:xplode it is
necessary to do it intentionally. There is no reasonable possibility of .
its going off without careful preparation.
.
·
· Mr. PHILBIN. So for as you know,. there is nothing irr e'xistence now
that can make it possible for us to be defended against it if used as a
niilitl!J'y weapon?
·
·
Dr. Co!lfPTON. I know of no such possibility, and I do not see any on
the horizon.
.
Mr. PHIL HIN. That is all. ·
Mr. HoLIFIELD. Doctor, in your testimony I seem to seo where you
want to draw a clear line between the domestic use of this bomb and
research and development for the purpose of domestic use and its
military application. In order that I may understand your views, I .
want to ask you a few questions.
' '
Let us assume that tho production of this atomic energy is.handled
solely by the Government or Government liceiisces. Is it possible
for them to give out a certain amount of this energy for domestic
application?
·
Dr.CoMP'roN. Yes;itis.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Let us take'General Motors as an example. It is
not necessary for that company to have an atomic energy production
plant in order to place that energy in .some kind of domestic appli,cation?
.
Dr. COMPTON. It depends upon the particular type of .application
which is desired. For some purposes it is not necessary for such an·
industry to have a.n atomic pmvcr plant. Perhaps it would be a great
advanta.ge for them to have it. But it is worth pointing out that it
would not be at all necessary, in case they had an atomic power producing plant, for them at the same time to have the m~terials that
would be necessary to compose the atomic bomb.
.
l\fr. HOLIFIELD. In other words, there are two different fields.
The atomic bomb is one field whcih i~ st1,ictly military, you might say.
and the other is the domestic application of atomic 13nergy in tho
future for domestic purposes?
.
Dr. COMPTON. It is possible to separate those fairly sharply. It
is true tho.t some methods of producing atomic power might be transformed without too much difficulty into means of producing pluto~
niurn, which would be a possible source of an atomic bomb.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. You have no objection whatsoever to the Army
using in a military way and keeping secret in a military way any
1
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application in the. way of constnicting bombs or othei· weapons?"
You have no objection to 1;liat? ·
Dr. COMPTON. On r,hc com.mry, I think they should. ·
.
Mr. HoLIFIELD. But you want to divorce their complete control of
scientific development iu order that they may not have control over
it because of the fact that you think it may minimize the domestic
application. Do you think it would be wise to do that?
.
Dr. COMPTON. My belief is that the more freely we arc able to discuss the scientific aspects of atomic energy the better will our Nation
be defended; and that is primarily because of the increased knowledge·
that. we will gain in our Nation because of the development of our
atomic industry.
·
Mr. HOLIFIELD. It will he used in both phases?
Dr. COMPTON. It can be used in both phases; that is correct.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I want to go back to the Commission for one
question. Do you think that this Commission should be composed
of part-time men or full-time men? Do you think, in other words,
that the Commission can render ·a service commensurate with the·
importance of this affair and be composed only of part-time men?
Dr. COMPTON. I question whether as a scientist it is appropriitte for
me to give a positive answer on tlia.t. I would nevertheless give you
my judgment for. what it is worth, and that is that I would think it
doubtful public policy to put a majority of full-time men on this
Corrimission. The reason for that is that this Commission should
consist to a large extent of men with broad interests. If a majority
of the Commission consists of full-time paid employees, tlw.y will be·
passing really on matters in which they themselves have a dire~t
interest. For that reason it would seem to me wise to have not, many,.
not a substantial part oft.lie Commission as full-time employees. ,,
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Thank you. I want to ask you one other quest10n.
We had quite a discussion this morning in regard to patents. What
is your attitude toward scientists retaining for their own private welfare or private financial interests patents on a thing that is fraught
wit,h such terrible world-wide conspqucnccs? Do you feel that a.ny
scientist should be allowed to retain patent l'ighis or royalty rights on,
a thing as big as this?
· ·
Dr. COMPTON. ·with rega.rcl to control of patents I would say t.Jiat
the control must he in national hands.
Mr. HoLIIcIELD. Lot us say that .Scientist A invents a method of
procedure for the bet.ter product.ion of this. Do you think that the
Government of the United States should have to pay him a royalt.y
for that knowledge'?
..
·
Dr. COMPTON. It depends upon ho:w Lhat knowledge has been obtained. I would say that n. person who makes an invention is entitled to foir compensation for the work that he lrns done in making
t,hat invention.
1fr. HOLIFIELD. J think tlrnt is so in thC' orclfrn.ry coure(' of commerce; I thoroughly agree with you. But I am wondering if in this
field, which has been develo1wd mostly t,hroug:h Government, money
and wbich is fraught with so much world-with· conscqucncrs, those
same priva to personal right.s obtain.
Dr. COMPTON. So for as ('mploynwnt, is conct>nwd, if thr man has
already been compensated for .his work in terms of salary or by some
other method, tlwn presumably the right tq further compensation
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no longer exists, becnuse he presuma.bly was employed. so t:liat, he
would make this invention. But if he has ma.de the invention
privately, I sec no objection from tho point of view of justice to
appropriate compensation being paid him by the Government if jt
takes over control of his invention.
·
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Ca.n you ext.end that into the militarv field? If
this man invented some method of procedure which woulcl'be adopted
by tho military, do you exppct the Government of the United States
to pay him a. royalty if it used that procedure in the construction of a
superbomb, beyond that which we are now able to make?
.
.
Dr. Co~LP'l'ON. I see no reason that the fact that it becomes of
national interest lessens the Nation's obligation to pay the individual
an appropriate amount for his servicrs.
The CHAmMAN. I doubt· if that is pert,inent to this issue.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I think it is very pertinent.
· The CHAIRMAN. V>Te arc not going to take pn.tents away from
anybody, unless they are military patents.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. That is what l a.m asking about.
The CnAmMAN. The witnrss has stated his position. '\Vhat more
do vou want?
Dr. COMPTON. I should emphasize this, however, that I do think
that, the Government should have a full right to ta.ke patents over.
and control them and to take them, if necessary, from the individual
who has them, so that if this becomes a matter of national concern,
if in the judgm('nt of the Government it is of national concern, it
has the power to take over the full rights to the pat,ents.
Ivfr. PHILBIN. What proposals do you have regarding international
control ·of atomic energy?
Dr. Cor.rrToN. I would say that there arl' two sta;;cs of that. In
tlw first place, thr only type of intrrnationn.l control thn.t would
seem to me to be succ3ssi'ul would be to put in the hands of an interna~ional Oil;a.r..ization powc;.r to invPstifate what is i:;oi11.g on in all
t.lw countri('s that bPlon.g to thP Unit(•d Nation.s Orgmiizn.tion, and
likewise thP powc•r t,o rnforcr any action by having ability to wage
wnr with n.t01:11.ic wenpops, I see no possibility mysdf of. insuring
that nations thnt have atorr.ic wc•np01:s available, "·ill r.ot use tlH'm
if it com.us to a dc•spC'l·ate ,nu. So thnt, ns for in.tPmatior.a.l control,
it SC'eir.s to me t,hn.t, i!'. tlw first place !.lie· powPr of in.vestigation by
the United N n.tio.r·.s, nu!, in the sPeou[ p[ac.(', tho support c,;' any
action by t,he ability of the• in.tcrnn.tio!·.:d ori,::in:.iza.tion to wa~l' war,
is iF,>.vi1,:1hly called for by t;lw pn•sr-nt sit,trntion.
·
:'I.Ir. PmLmr,; ..\Vodd that. i11volve, in yot:.r opiHion, 1ieccssul'ily,.
th<' disclosme of ,•xisti,.•.g k:•_my]c,d~;t' in 't,llC\ hauls of our own Gov('l'r.nrnnt aul our O\','l! SC'iP.t·.tist,s to soH'.(' i1 .k1natio11a.I orpw.ization?
Dr. CoM1'S01'. EnP.1,u:i.lly, yes. :\ly own position on 1;hat would
be, however, that tmtil <'O.ll.trol cnn. lH' S<'curely set up it is essc11tial
for our Nation to look aHPr its own dei'<'llSPS alld maintain its own
strp11.gth so \VO can rc,ply effcctivc:>ly to uny attnck that mir:ht bL1 made
upon us.
Mr. Dum-1Ai\I. Doctor, how long do you think it will take to
develop this utmr;ic e1.,.Prgy?
Dr. Co.MPTOX. Ii' you m.nan, to Uw sla,g:r ·whore one ca.n secure
aton:ic power as distinct from an atomic bomb-because there are
t.wo different stages there-a rough guess would be 5 · years before
1
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tlrn.t stage would be reached. For .an atomic bomb it would' havetaken twice that long if it had not been the emergency of a wartime
development. That is iny rough guess.
'
·
~ Mr. HARNESS. Doctor, after the war is officially over we wiU: have,·
no such control as is contemplated in this bill over business, radar,·
radio, high exrlosives, and other dangerous things. If you felt today
that every other nation in the world, :my of our potential enemies~
knew as much about producing atomic bombs as we know today,
would you still say we should have such a commission with· all thepowers that are granted in this proposed legislation?
Dr. COMPTON. I do not think that it is really necessary that this,
Commission have the broad powers that are given to it in order ,that
the Nation's welfare should be secure under the conditions that you·
describe. The important point, as I said before, is that the Com-·
mission. have the power to encourage the development of this field;
and that power would be doubly important in case we were competing
in an open field with other nations.
·
.
Mr. HARNESS. Don't you think that the ordinary scientist would
want to pursue his studies in this field because of the remote possibility of its being used commercially, unless he was subsidized in some·
way by the Government that wanted the research made for military
· purposes and for national defense?
.
Dr. CoMP'l'ON. No. I apparently have not made myself clear: I
do feel that if the field were free-it is from the scientific point of
view-it is a matter of underst:1nding what the world-is' like; and likewise, .from the industrial point of view, quite in its own right, apart
from the military aspect, it is a very interesting field and would, if left
to itself, develop rapidly. I helieve it can be developed more rapidly
if subsidized and encouraged by the Government-considembly more·
rapidly.
Mr. HARNESS. That is the primary reason why you think there·
should be some further control'?
Dr. COMPTON. That is correct. Associated with that development.
there should be control.
Mr. PmLmN. To what extent do you think the Government should
subsidize the development of atomic energy not only for scientific.
but for security reasons? How much money annually do you think
the Government should provide for it?
Dr. COMPTON. Earlier this u.fternoon I gave the estimate that.
within 10 or 15 years I believed it would bo industrially a billiondollars-a~year business, something of that order of magnitude.
• The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Voorhis, would you like to· ask the witness.
any questions?
Mr. Yoon.ms. No, sir.
Mr. P.mLBIN. I think you may have misconstrued my question ..
The point, of my question was to ascertain how much money you
think Congress ought to authorize annually for research and development of atomic energy for scientific, industrial, and military purposes.
Dr. COMPTON. My reason for giving that figure was that if the·
United States wore opernting an industry they would presumably
put into tho development, roughly, the amount that would be eventually that annual turn-over, which would mean that .they. would
roughly put into that development a billion dollars if they anticipated
a billion-dollar industry afterward. On that basis, for purely peace-·
time development, one would expect tho United States to put in. ·
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something of the order of $50,000,000 or $100,000,000 a year,.for the
next 10 or 15 y_e:i,rs. That; is independent of the military re9uire- .
ments. The military reqmrements arc already on the basis ·of;
roughly, $1,000,000,000 a year; and something of the order of $20,000,000 to $50,000,000 annually after that would be likewise appropriated for research and development. That would meari a research'
and· a.evelopment budget of the prder of $50,000,000. a year. ·.That·
is only a part of the $600;000,000 that was m,mtioned this morning
. as the present rate of expenditure, most of which goes into production
:for military purposes.
. Mr. PHIL1]1N; That is all.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Compton, I do not want to detain you v~ry
long,·but I would like to ask you just a few questions. One or two are
· general in nature. The first is this:
·
Do you agree that the President of the United States, regardless of
the party he belongs to, is the person who ought to select and name
the Commission.
·
Dr. CoMP'l'ON. Yes.
· The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree also that, generally speaking, men in
public office are honest and have patriotic purpose in the Government?
Most men in the Government ar.e honest, are they not?
Dr. COMPTON. We elect them because we believe that is true.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words. what we lilrn to do is to assume that
everybody is honest until the contrary appears. They mean to do
their duty in public office generally and do what they think is about
right.
.
·
·
Do you have any doubt about a commission being appointed by the
President that would not be composed of honorable men?
.
Dr. COMPTON. The answer is that I have no reasonable doubt in
that regard.
The CHAIRMAN. The very first section of this bill declares the policy
of th~ Government with respect to atomic energy and the generl).l
welfare, and closes it with this statement in lines 14 to 19, on page 2
[reading]:
·
·
. The primary objectives of all action-

.And I call your attention to the word" all"' all action taken under or pursuant to this Act shall he the promotion of the
, national defense, the protec1.ion of the safety of the inhabitants of the United
States, the safeguarding of world peace, and the furtherance of the aequisition of
knowledge concerning atomic energy.

.~

Do you think that men who have the welfare of their country at
stake, and who are under oath and acting us public officials, would
not give reasonable encouragement to the acquisition of knowledge
concerning atomic energy, when the Congress has declared that they
shall do it, and makes it mandatory? ·
Dr. COMPTON. I believe that they would do their best.
The CHAIRMAN. The only question remaining would be competency-?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN. If you turn to page 5 of tho bill you will find on the
question of the administration of the act these words in line 19
[reading]:
In the conduct of its activities the Commission shall adopt the poliey of minimum interference with private research and of employing other Government
agencies, educational and resep,rch institutions, and private enterprise to the
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mn.xi111tllli ext.en(, consi8tenl, with t,hc accompli~lunent of the objectives. of this
Act.
.
.
. . .

Do you see fl:ny danger to private industry in that provision, from
au act administered by reasonably honest men and .reasonably
intelligent men?
..
·
·
.: .
·
Dr. COMPTON. I would say that my .difficulty with that statement is
that it is a negative rather than a positive statement. It says, "shall ·
adopt the policy of minimum interference with private, research,"
and so forth. It does not say that it shall adopt a policy of encouragement.
The CHArnMAN. 1Ne are assuming in the first section that what
they are· trying to do is to encourage research. It says that there.
Turning to page 17, where the question of the authority of the
Administrator is provided for, it first provides for. experimentation in
the field of nuclear fission, the transmutation of atomic species, and
then it lias this proviso [reading]:
Provided, however, That ii, shall be the policy of the Commission and of the Administrator, in accord with the objectives of this Act, to utilize, encourage, and aid
colleges, universities, scientific laboratories, hospitals, and other governmental,
nonprofit., or private institutions equipped and staffed to conduct research and
experimentation in this field.
·
·

There is the imperative "shall" again.
Dr. COMPTON. I think that is a very good statement. I like that
sentence.
The CHAIRMAN. And you think that universities ought to be utilized in the development of scientific research in the future?
Dr. CoMPTON. Yes; I think they should.
The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned the fact in yorn· testimony that
·you were connected in some way with the National Academy of
Sciences?
Dr. CoMP'l'ON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. VVhat was your connection with that organization?
Dr. COMPTON. The official position was Chairman of the National
Academy's Committee on the Use of Uranium in ·war. It was a committee appointed by the president of the National Academy. at the
request of the Office of Scientific Research and Development. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that U10 facilities of that organization ought to be utilized also? .
Dr. COMPTON. It would be vl'ry wise, I hc1ieve, to bring, them -in in
any way they could be nsecl.
The CHArnMAN. On pnge 21 of the bill UJC topic of control of activi~.
ties is mentioned, nncl then you find on the top of page 23, line 1, this
statement [reading]:
·
In administering thiB provision, the Cornmisgion and the Administrator shall
interfere t.o the lea.Bt possible extent, wit.h small-scale experimentation in research
laboratories of nonprofit inBt,itut.ious.

You d.o not have any ohjection t.o that, provision, do you?
Dr. COMPTON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. As ft matter of fact, this hill, from your reading
of it, indicates Yery strongly that the drafters of the bill were trying
to provide a ,vny in which this Commission could work along with
private industry a.nd private institutions?
Dr. COMPTON. I think tlrnt is correct.
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. The Ci~AIR~AN; .Aµd)f the Oo1nmis~ioi1 is se.t up ,yith;prop'ei;:ptir~
sonnel, capable' and upright, there ought. n9t to be any great; danger;
of ai:iybody suffering from it, ougb,t there?
. . .·
· · •: ·
·
. D1·. CgMPTgi-.. With the. J?rov:iso. ~hat capable only me~ns capable:
and qualified .1n, the field :which _1s bemg opero,ted'.
. ·.
· ; ., .. , ..:;,
.· The QHA,IR\\li"N,. _In. other wol'<;ls, what you are sugges.t~g 1s wha.t
I am tlnnkmg, that there should not be any Congressmen on it? ··. ;
. Dr. COMPTON. That was·nofmy i1itention.
.
- · '. ;..
Tht CHAIRMAN. We.might get p9litics fo it if we had a Senatot.cin
one side and a Representative on the other side. ·
··
: ·.
Dr .. COMPTON. As a matter· -of fact, 1 have sat on more. than one
~oard with. Members of Congress, to which they have contributed .
very effectively.
.
.
.
· .· . . . ·
· The CHAIRMAN. You have given us what I regard as a completely .
impartial and highly intelligent statement. ·
:
. · · · .·
Mr. JOHNSON; I do not know whether this has been brought out ornot, but, as I understand it, uranium is found in ledges in the mou;n"'.
tains fust like other kinds of ore. Is 1t found in. the same strata• or
. near the same strata as gold and silver and iron, for instance?- ' . .. .
Dr. COMPTON. I am not well informed, Mr, Johnson, with regard··
to the occurrence of uranium, but it is widespread _in i~s occurrenc.e ..
Mr. JOHNSON. Is uranium itself, without applying to it some in- .
dustrial process, dangerous?
·
· ··
Dr.,CoMPTON. No; it is not.
·
..
·. · · . . . ·
Mr. JOHNSON. In other words, before there is any danger you have
to put it through a process, capture it and confine it and then provide
a way to explode it?
·
Dr. COMPTON. Yes; that is correc.t.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. The impression I got from the hearings was .that
_any activity that has to do with uranium is dangerous. Is that a
fallacy?
.
.
Dr. CoMPTON. it is a fallacy. The only reason that one might
consider it dangerous is because information migl.Jt come- out of it
that might lead to something else, or something of that kind. But.
it is perfectly possible with safety to do experiments on a small scale ·.
with uranium.
.
. . :
l\fr. JoHNSON. There are a great many commercial uses to which
this element is put, which could be done in laboratories w,ithout any··
danger to anyone?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes.·
.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. 'fhe only danger tha.t has been exposed so far is the
fact that you can put it together in a form where it is highly explosive.
Is that correct?
'
. Dr. COMP'l'ON. Even tlrnt is exaggerated; Uranium, until it has.
gone. through the process of sepa.ration t9 uranium 235, c_an at most:
produce atomic power and not ·atomic explosions.·
.
· ..
:rvrr. JOHNSON. Then what do you think about the sweeping pro-;
. visions of this bill which would allow the Governnient to take every
possible source of urani\Jm including anyotlwr metals mixed up with it?
Dr. COMPTON. It is justified, perhaps, on the basis that one does
no_t want any possibility of an individual entrepreneur proceeding on,:
such large sc11.Ie developments of uranium as would make possible
tbe accumulation of dangerous amounts of material.
·
·
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· Mr. JoHNSON. Is there any commercial us~ to whiclt"this elerilent
has been put now or before now?. ·
.
· . ..
.
Dr. CoMPTON. There is 11 -0ertain ceramic use. That is the chief
use. It is used in making glass, .in glo.zing porcelain, and matters of
·that kind. That is the chief use to which it .hits .been· applied. · The·.
production of radium likewise is one. Uranium ore ,the source of
radium.
.
·
l\tlr. JOHNSON. IIo,v long has that been going on?
· · '· ·-::·
· Dr. COMPTON.I Since about 1900.
. Mr; JOHNSON. Is there any way in which any indust1-ialist
mining concern or commercial outfit would ever get uraniµm: and
make it into a dangerous form without its becoming perfectly obvious
to everybody around them?
Dr. COMPTON. The metbods now employed are ones that would
make it_ obvious. I would not want to say that methods cannot be
developed, however, that would be otlierwise. It would be more
time consuming. I am thinking about what might be done in another
nation rather than here; but even here a lurge industry might, if it
wanted to carry on processes in certain buildings to which WOikmen
would not have access in general, that might be dangerous.
Mr. JonNSON. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN .. Thank you, sir.
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STATEMENT OF DR. J, R. OPPENHEIMER

The CHAIRMAN. Will you tell us something about your qualifications, your experience, and your connection with the subject embraced
in this bill?
.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I have practically no qualifications, Mr. Chairman. I am a physicist who taught in California, in ~erkeley and in·
Pasadena, before the war. In 1941 I became interested in the possibility of making atomic weapons, ~nd s}.nce the inception of th~ laboratory at Los Alamos I have been its drrector. So I know a httle bi-t
about the making of bombs.
.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed with your statement, Doctor.
Dr. 0PPENHEI11rnn. I have very little to add to the testimony which
Dr. Compton has given and which has come out in the questions which
the members of the committee have asked. But I think I may owe
o.n explanation to the committee of the telegram which I sent the
Secretary of War in conjunction with Dr. L11wrence and Mr. Fermi in
which we urged the prompt passage of this legislation.
.
In the first pl11ce, there 11re two reasons why we would like to see
legislation passed soon. One I might illustrate in the following way:
There are m11ny things that ought to be done with atomic energy
in a military and industrial and scientific way which are not being
done now. One of them is a very small exornple. There are some . ·
people in southern C11lifornio. who would like to use the radiations
from a small power unit to study biological problems to try to understand certain clise11ses and to try to find u cure for those diseases. They
are not able to operate, not only because they have not, the material
with which to work, but because 1111 of the information involved in:
the building of this particular unit is tied up under absolute secrecy
at Los Alamos.
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It is not, in my opinion, reasonable to ask the War Department to··
make fundnmental decisions.of policy on how such informntion should.
be handled. I do not think that the W nr Doplirtnfont is at present ·
making such decisions, and information which might save Hves ·and
suffering is not being obtained becn,use there is no authority to run·
the project. This is only one smn,ll example/but it is a.true one.:·> ...
The second .reason is this: My own belief-and I think in this I
speak for all scientists, or almost all scientists-is that the gr.eatest
possible future safety ·Of this N atiot1 against atomic weapons will rest
in int~rnational control of atomic weapons. · This is almost a negative
statement. I believe that tho people who have the responsibility for
negotiation would prefer to do so with a satisfactory national organ:iza.
tion. I have been assured of this, and I think it is true.
.
. In addition to. that, I would say a word or two about the bill. · I did
not have anything to do with the drafting of the bill, and I am not·
competent to judge of its adequacy.
·
It is certainly a bill which does not establish policy; it estn;blishes a
framework within which tho policy agreed on by the Congress, by
tho American people, and expressed by tho President, may be exe•
cuted.
I share the confidence that Lhe chairman has expressed in the ability
of this Nation, in n, matter of such gren,t importance, to find nine
I'easonably intellige11t and conscientious men to carry out whatever
policy the country decides is right. I share his confidence that an
ad;ministrator can be found who will carry out these policies in practice. No one that I have talked to would claim that the May bill
makes it impossible to operate properly the many complicated· and
potentially dangerous elements in this project. The most that people
claim is that it is not ,vritten into the bill just how these policies are
to be formulated and how they are to be carried out.
,
In that connection I have one thing to add. The bill was drafted
with the detailed supervision of Dr. Bush and Dr. Con.ant, with the
knowledge and the agreenient of the former Secretary of War, Mr.
Stimson. I think that no one in the country carried a greater weight
of responsibility for this project than Mr. Stimson. I think no men
in positions of responsibility, who were scientists, took more responsi•
bility or were more courageous or better informed in the general sense
than Dr. Bush and Dr. Conant. I think if they liked the philosophy
of this bill and urged this bill it is a very strong argument. I know
that many scientists do not agl'ee with me on this, but I am nevertbe·
ess convinced myself.
·
I would go one step further. It would in some ways be desirable
to have a bill in which the powers of the Commission were much more
carefully defined than they are in the May bill. I think that has not
been done, for a good reason. It bas not been done, because the
subject is not only very important; it is very new. I think if we had
tried to write a bill' on atomic energy in 1941 everyone would have
· agreed that you could not do it, that the subject was not yet old
enough. It is my conviction that the subject is still not old enough
to write a bill under which operations can continue with the rapidly
changing technical situation. Even if we forgot the matters of policy
connected with industrial exploitation, the matters of policy eon:.
nected with international relations, the dangers of war and the possi.
bilities of further war, we would still have the fact that even the
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science in which this is working fa chn.nging from dn.y to day; 'and(
hope it will change very much in the nmd 10 years, because it i& in
these changes that our ren.l progress lies. And many, n.t least Pr.
Bush n.nd Dr. Conant, were very much impress'ed by the' rapidity:.
with which they had seen ideas change, by the rapidity with which'
they had sMn new possibilities brought in. 'l'hey would have found
it unwise to write specific directives, such as cori.t.i"ol of this material
and no control of that; let this experiment be done, but not tl:iis one;
let this industry be uncontrolled and that industry be cont.rolled-because they did not. know, and I am sure I don't. know, how to set these
limits. I think, therefore; it is fair to say that the May bill has ,been
written largely from the point of view that we musthave confidence
in the Commission; we must have confidence in the Government of
this country. ,ive are not in position to write detailed directives that
will .be binding for any reasonable period in the future.. With the
understanding that as the issues become clear it is appropriate to
reconsider the legislation, that it is appropriate not to rega:rcl it as a
scheme for all eternity, but as a measure which for the moment is the
best tlui.t we could do. In that sense I think it should be supported.
I want to say one thing purely as a representative of scientists.
· Scientists are not used to being controlled; they are not used to
regimentation, and there a.re good reasons why they should be averse
to it, because it is in the nature of science that the individual is to be
given a certain amount of freedom to invent, to think, and to carry
on the best he knows how. Most of the scientists with whom I have
talked would like the assurances .which are now in the bill, somewhat
reinforced, about the intention of the Congress to direct the Commission not to interfere with scientific work except when t.here is a national
hazard involved. This could not be said very much more strongly,
but I think there a.re a few words that might be said, that the Commission should in no way interfere with or control research except
insofar as the national safety and the national security are involved .
. I believe that the War Department would be glad to support such
amendments, and I believe it would do a, great deal of good in reassuring the academic scientists of the country if such amendments were
written in. There may be others. I do not want to go into details.
Mr. JOHNSON. Do you. think the present bill is too sweeping and.·
covering more than the necessity for secmity?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I a,m sure it is too sweeping, but I do not know
how to ma,ke it less sweeping and sti11 make it good. I am sure that
if you say to the Commission, "Don't control anything," you will
not have control. That has already been said.
Mr. JonNSON. Do you think we could wisely leave it to the Commission to determine?
Dr. 0PPENHELMER. It seems to me that is the intention of the bill,
and I agree·with it.
.
. · . · .·
Mr. HoLIFIELD. Would you be perfectly satisfied if a high Army
officer should be. appointed as the Administmtor and a high Navy
officer as Deputy Administrator? Do you think tha,t such an appointment would he conducive to full and free scientific research in
all the fields of atomic energy?
.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I cannot think of an administrator in whom 1
would have more confidence than General Marshall.
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Mr. I-IoLIFIELD. Would you b-3 perfectly willing to put the Adminis-·
trator and the Assistant Administrator in the hands· of the military
completely?
'
''
'
'
' ' '·,
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I think it"might be unwise, qut I.think it is a
mittter not what uniform a man wears but what kind of a man he is.
Mr. HoLIFIELD. That is very ti·ue; but don't iou feel that if re. search and development were. to be completely in the control ·of the
military, it might. be done along military lines rather than along
civilian lines?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. It might. It would certainly oe so~:Mr. HOLIFIELD. Naturally, would it not?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. No. I was going to say that if .the administta~
tors were chosen as representatives of the sei·vices to carry out work
of consequence to the services, then it might be so.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I a.m highly in favor of that. I think they should
have control of all military applicationsj but I would hesitate to turn
over n,ll control of development and research and channel it iilto the
hands of the military. They might not look upon civilian development with as complimentary a. glance as others might.
Dr. O_PPENHEIMER. That may be. You see, this legislation is legislation to get control of the project out of the w·ar Department, hot
to put it into the War Department.
Mr. HoLII'IELD. I am not so sure of that.
.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. 'l'hat is what my friends of the War Department, for whom I have labored, tell me.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. The War Depo.rtment discovered the weapon.
Why can they not keep the secret?
Have you completed your statement?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I n.m completely through, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. JOHNSON. Dr. Oppenheimer, this work ha.s been done by a
great many noted scientists?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Y cs, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. I think you ought to put into the record, if/ou
know, who the men are who received the Nobel prize, who worke oh
this project.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Oppenheimer is one of them.
.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. No; I am not, but there are- many of my
friends who are. There is the great, Danish scientist,· Bore. He
contributed enormously. Sir James Chadwick, an English scientist;
Dr. Compton, Dr. Lawrence, Dr. Anderson of the Oalifoi·nia Institute
of Technology. I am forgPtting many important names. There
are many.
Mi'. JOHNSON. That is all.
. The CHAIRMAN. If there is nothing further, we t:hank you very
much, Doctor.
Is Dr. Harold 0. Urey present?
Dr. Szn,Aim. He is in Senator Taylor's office. He left word to
call him if he was wanted.
The 0HAin:MAN. · He may put a written statement into. the record.
Is thrre anyone else who wants t,o be heard?
·
Mr. Voonms. I would like to sa.y 11 word, Mr. Chairman.
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STATEMENT. O.F HON. JERRY. VQ.ORHIS, A .REPRESENTATIVE I:N'
TIIE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED S'l'ATES FROivITHE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA
.
'
'

.

Mr. Voomns. Mr. Chairman, I recognize the temerity of an iridic.'
vidual like myself asking to be heard after so many distinguished
people have been heard. Everybody will understand that I am in:no,
sense a scientist, but I am ail American citizen and I am a human
being and I am deeply concerned about this whole qiatter. 'I have
read everything that I could get my hands on and have talked to all
the people that would let me talk to them, including some of the
scientists. I feel that the essential thing to be remembered by the
American Congress in connection with ·this matter is ·'that. the· tremendous advance in the field of natural science may readily become the
most terrible curse that has ever been known unless advancement in
the field of self-control on the part of human beings can in some
measure catcl1 up.
I would like to make one oi: two comments about the bill wt1ich is
before the committee. The bill, as I understand it, is limited to the
domestic problem. To my mind it is unfortunate that the bill does
not carry a section on policy for the United States with regard to the
international aspects of the problem. If it did carry such ·a section
the suggestion that Dr. Compton made would be, to my mind, the one
that ought to be carried. Indeed, what he said is almost exactly what•
is incorporated in a bill which I introduced.
·
To my mind, the principle that should govern our policy domestically is very brief-that the basic rights to atomic power should
belong to the American Nation. By that I do not mean the right to
development or use, but I mean the basic right to ownership of all
patents in that field and the ownership of the original source of the
power itself.
· ·
In saying that I believe that so far as the future is concerned I am
advocating a policy which will offer the greatest hope for what people
know as private enterprise of any policy that could be pursued,
because, if I understand anything about this, the possibility · of
monopolistic control of it by a few great corporations might lead ·to
a complete deterioration of our whole economy; and I see no way for
that to be avoided except by national control.
·
I would like to say, Mr .. Chairman, that in my judgment the board
is all-important in this bill, but I do not think that board should be
composed of part-time people. I think it should be composed of
faithful, full-time employees of the United States Government, and
I think they ought to be paid not less than $50,000 a year apiece. I
think it would be proper for the bill to prescribe that a certain number
of those places be held by scientists. I think it is evident that some
of the places should be held by people from the armed forces. I ·
think it is of equal importance that the balance of the positions by
filled by outstanding people who would, roughly, cover all phases of·
Am~rican life and population, because this is the· American people's
problem.
·
I shall not speak further about that, Mr. Chairman, but I would
like to see the strongest possible emphasis given to a section already ·
in the bill, that is found on page 20, where it says that the function .
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,of the Commission and th.e .Administrator· is .to. adopt the ,policy:,0£ "'.,
widespread/ distrilmtion, so' far as possible, of sbcli{li~c;mses·.: atl&\
conserits orr equally equitltble terms to all qualified person!:f,; ~tc;>,
I might ;cn:11 i~ an antim01fo1~oly sec.tion. 1 ; \· .': ].\? '. \, ..; (i :/:·:('( /:t\
. I· would like to say very. franldy that, I q,m aiivezy .react10nary;·,,,:,
individual, Mr, Chairman. Some of the members may not be\ie.ve"",
.that, but I am: Wen~ it possible to move tlw),iands of time back and),:
to take out of the wofld some of the inventions and 'discoveries that ''·
have been made, I would do it. · Tha.t. is not possible .. We have got· .,
to face the future as comageously as we know how', ; We !),ave got to'.,'
live with this new force in the world. There are two principles :w:h,foh;' ·
in my judg1nerit, have got to govern: One, the most widespreadidis-,, .,'
semination of its .benefits to the people, and, two, the prevelitibn' oft'!, " ·
war in which atomic weapons will be used. . ·
,·
···:: · ·.,. ·::· >.::
. Mr·. Chairman, upon that latter point, if I believed for)i,single ·.:·
momerit that it were possible for the United States to retain in its sole . :
possession any effective secrets about the production of atomic weap- ·
ons and then to say to the rest of the world that we would rievetutilize. ·: ·.
those things in war unless some other nation broke the peace,· I would ,
be.for doing that .. I wish such a simple solution were possible.·. It is/
not. At the same time. the overwhelming preponderance ·of evidence:,,
from people who know, is to the effect tlmt no effective secret even ' :,
no.w exists excepting that connected with the know-how of production, · ·
and that this will unquestionably be developed by other nations.
within a very few years.
·
·
.
. . . .· ' .·. :
Under those circumstances it. seems to me that the most short~ .
sighted policy that could be followed would be for the Congress,. ..
either by enactment of a bill or by failure to make clear its purpose, to.· .
set in motion an unlimited armament race in the field of atomic' .
weapons which ultimately must lead to an atomic war, because the,
kind of armament competition which this would constitute would be
the kind which could only be successful by a surprise attack inade by
some nation possessing these weapons..
. ·,
I do not want us to give away our knowledge. I am not for that.. ·
I do believe we must use it with all the statesmanship at our command·: ;
as the one instrument that might enable us to effect a genuine peace-·
keeping mechanism in the short time that remains to us while our
Nation is still predominant. It seems to me that it is our mov:e; and
that we might save humanity. I believe that cari only'be done if.
World War III is somehow prevented. I want the country· to go
ahead with developments. I am in favor of our keeping ahead, but·
I want to make it clear to the world that we are trying to do that for
the sake of the peacetime benefits; and that so far as Amedca's..use
of this weapon is concerned, development is being carried on .pending
the time when i~ will be possible for us to get from all natioi;i.s an ·
agreement that if' this knowledge is pooled among the nations ·they
will every one agree to opening their laboratories, their colleges, their '
munition plants ·of every sort. to an inspection by an international
. group in which, of course, our own people would be included.: Under ,
those circumstances all nations would know what was happening in ..
other nations.
.
.
·
· . , :·'
I cannot see that it would make any particular difference with·re.gard to the know-how, but I think it would be the only way to create .
.:,
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'ah ihternatiorial situatio1:i. in whicli agreements amo11g·the h~ticiiis'for
the COllti~ol of this tol.Tible force could ,actually be. enforc~d lttid Jctept;
In my judgment, it is eithel" going to be a tj_me in wliicli we .Will
succe!:Jd in the greatest crisis for s·tatesmanshi'p in all the world; or else
We may lear:n at some futufo date what it was that Christ meant when
he said "The meek shall inherit the earth."
:
.·
: I can fotesee a tiine, unless that statesmanship is fottlfooniing,
:when the great nations of the world might destroy one another.
.
· My testimony in defense of this position is not just my own, But
the testimony of the very scientists who developed the atomic lio:i::nb ..
Ninety-six pprcent of them have joined in issuing the statements
which follow and which I hope will be read not only by every member
of the Military Affairs Committee but by every·Member of Congress
and every American citizen.
·
·
(The _statements referred to arc as follows:)
·
A 8TATEMEN'l' BY SciENTiSTS OF A~ ATOMIC BOMl3. PJi'OJECT

1. We, as scientists who knowingly conti'ibuted to the developme~t of ato~ic .
· power and the:atoinic bomb, feel keenly the responsibilities we accepted in helping
to create this force, first used as a weapon of destruction. These responsibilities
are now shared by every person of every nation. Therefore, we· feel .that it is
essential that every individual be made aware of the entirely new conditions this
force imposes on the nations of the world and their relations with one llnother,
We cannot and do not presume to speak as iiiternational statesmen dr pqliticians;
however, as scientists who produced the weapon, we possess special knowledge of
great pertinence in formulating our country's policy with respect to this epochal
development.
:
2. No individual, grotip, or nation can keep new scientific discoveries set)ret as
long as human minds can function anywhere. In this particular case, the fundamental principles of atomic energy and its release were widely lrnown- before the
development of this project. The only re·maining "secrets" are technica.l and
engineering details of processes, plants, and devices. The fact, as announced in
the Smyth report, that several different processes.have been successfully employed
on these projects, the fact, that other independent attempts can be made with the
knowledge that the goal is achievable, and the fact that many countries possess
the scienLists and resources which are necessary, make it a practical certainty
that our efforts can and will be duplicated in other count,ries withih a few years.
' . 3. We submit that anything less than a siugle world policy with rega,rd to
atomic power and weapons can result only in catastrophe. The only way ih
which atomic bombs can bring security is by using them first. The tremendous
industrial capacity of this Nation, of such tremendous importance in winning the
war, will not be a factor in any possible future conflict involving atomic weapons,
for no nation will dare to initiate war unt,i! it feels snre that it can accomplish
complete and immediate annihilation of its enemies. Thus, no nation· can find
security in the preparation of stocks of atomic bombs.
4. We feel that participation by every iiation in some plan for a -single world
control of atomic energy is an inescapable conclusion. This most certainly means
a loss, in some respects, of national sovereignty. We do not propose to postulate
any specific international mechanism for accomplishing such an end, but it appears
to tis that international control is the only way in which the mistlse of atomic
energy can be prevented.
Every war of modern times has seen the development and demorist'ration of · ·
some new offensive weapon; it seems obvious that some form of atomic-energy
weapon is the ultimate and mankind has reached the point where it can no longer .
afford war. The world is too small, the power too veat.
That the advent of the age of atomic energy signifies a revolutionary change in
the nature of our civilizat.ion has been recognized, to a greater or lesser extent, by
all men, but the crisis which we face will uot be successfully overcome uh)ess ·
misconceptlons :-,re laid bare 11nd the problem exactly defined. Either the leaders
of mankind resolve the difficulties arising from the necessary integratiort of
nirnlear energy with the present international and national social structure; or the
world will be faced with catastrophe.
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As a preclude to intelligent ihought, a mytl! ,vhicli. has a.lreitdy take1~ eon~iderable hold in the public mind mnst be dispelled. \Ye do not 1have· and never have
had monopoly on tho scient.ilic ability, fundamental principles, ·or technological
resources necessary for the largo-scale-i·cleaso of nuclear energy. The importantrole bf foreign sciC!itists in projc'ct, and prcprojcct nuclear physics, t,he ptiblica-·
tion13 on uranimµ1 fission iii foreign joumals. i,ho oliicial Smyth repork itself; ·all
.provide incontroveriible evidence of the truth of t,his Hf;aiement. The dangerous
.delusion that the security of onr Nation can be at.t.ai11ccl or even aided by secrecy
is one that must be' dissipated, for it will inevitably lead us into a line of action
which will court t.hc very disaster we seek to avoid.
·
Let us now suppose that, ignoring this foci,, we embark on a course of narrow
nationalism and irrational secrecy; what are the inevitable consequences?· An
atomic-armaments race proceeding with ever-greater acceleration; a deepening of
-mutqal suspicion, distress, and fear; the growth of the psychological necessity
for striking first in order to feel any assurance of safety; and ultimately .war on a.
scale so horrible as to defy description. It is clear. that the outcome of this ·policy
will not be national security but world-wide chaos,
.
The only reasonable alt.ernn.tive is for us to lead all nations toward collective
securit.y., A Yvorld Securit.y Council must be. made the only custodian of nu.clear
power in the world .. The prestige of the United States at this time will make it
jJossible for ·us to insist on the adopt.ion of all necessary safety measures; in a few
yeitrs this bargaining power will have vanished, for many nations will have atomic
bombs. ,An international technica,l panel responsible directly to the World
Security Council should be set·up. Its'first duty be the investigation of all sources
of critical materials; immediate and complete control of such sources by. the
Council should then be established. Provision should be made for further thol'. ough geological surveys and the exteusion of coutrol to new areas; no nation,
whether or not it is a member of the United Nations, may be permitted to interfere with this program. Second, all nations must agree to complete and intimate
periodic inspections of all scientific, technical, industrial, and military establishment,s by the panel, which is to ll\ake public all findings. The inspect.ions must
be universal to be effective; international inspectors must be backed by the full
might of the Council. Third, all relevant scientific and technological advances,
regardless of publicaiion elsewhere, must be reported directly and immediatel;Y
to the technical panel of·ilie Council which is to be charged with responsibility
of universal dissemination of all such information; all scientists should and will .be
honor bound to the implementation of such regulations. It is only after·the
adoption of such a policy as this that we of the United States can feel a reasonable
assurance that the nuclear bomb will not. be used for our own dEstruction.
There remains the danger of failure no matter how· carefully the plans· are
drawn. But consider the alternatives: Either national security through. collective security, or atomic war. Can there be any serious doubt that we must mak'e
·a success of international control of nuclear power? Any feeling of choice in the
matter is purely illusory. Our country today stands in a position of prestige and
·power never attained by any other nation. If we do not use this advantage in a
manner worthy of our long tradition of freedom and democracy, if we do not.take
the first step in demonstrating our good faith and our hope for the future, our
civilization is doomed. We must recognize at· last that it is only through mlltuai
understanding and trust that mankind can hope to banish forever the fear of war.

a

TuE CONTROL OF THE AT,011uc

_Bmrn

(A statement by scientists of a major atomic bomb research laboratory)
Man has entered the age of atomic energy. The explosion at Hiroshima cin
August 6 slammed shut a coor on the past. We cannot go back; we dare not
stand still. We must face facts as thev are. What are these facts?
·
l. There is no secret to be lcept.-It has been known for 40 years. that this form
of energy exists. The principles required for its release have been the common
property of scientists throughout the world for ·the last 5 years. Each one of the
advanced civilized nations possesses scient(sts capable of working out the d()tails
required for the accomplishment. Each one of the advanced civilized nations
has access to sonic of the resot\rces required for production of an atomic bomb.
All atomic bombs will not prove equally efficient but they will all be extremely
.effective compared to any weapons of the ·past. A nation docs not have to ma)l:e
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the best bomb in ott·dei· tci be in a very favorable position for aggression.' , The
l'.etention of yo.ur technical secrets consequently offers ,.10 protectio'n tp t~is'
Nation or to an,v nation against atomic -bomb 'attack.
.
.
i'
t ,': ·
2 ... There is- a possibilitu of world disast,er-.-;-One bomb destroyed·:a,small:cit)'.;'.
and 1t was made' obsolete by the next bomb. · · Dombs of the: future wHl probably
make obsolete those· of the present. A few hundred bombs, dro)Jped 1throUghout
the world will destroy all urban civilization and all modern means of production.
Atomic energy can force our unwilling regress_ion to the status of. primordial man. _
In the hands of the fearful or the s.t!upid our knowledge may mean our downfall
and our end.
·
·
3. World security can be attained.-All solutions to the problem of preventing
world disaster depend upon one condiUon: No more than one group in the world
may be permitted to possess atomic bombs. How may this be achieved? ·
We have atomic bombs now. We can try to conquer the world and thus eliminate competition. If we choose this course we must do so immediately and be
prepared to police the world.
,.
.
·
.
Atomic bomb manufacture by any group can be prevent,ed by destroying all ·
vestiges of modern science and technology, including scientists, libraries, laboratories, and industries. This must be world-wide to be effective. It means the
end of modern civilization, but we will be sure of existence.
It is clear that we must acknowledge the fact that atomic energy is the world's
problem. We must acknowledge that military protection is impossible.· We must·
acknowledge that., .since there is no real secret, what knowledge we have has to
be shared by all for the good of mankind. We must acknowledge that the problem
to be solved has to be- solved jointly by all. We must acknowledge that new
forces require new solutions unprejudiced by old notions .
. Therefore, we must urge among the nations a cooperative unified cont_rol of
forces which wo.uld otherwise destroy us.

That is oll I hove to say, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very fine statement, :Mr. Voorhis,
and we me very happy to have you here.
If there is no other witness present, the committee will adjourn
until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. The hearing is closed.
(Whereupon, at 4:45 p. m., the hearing was closed, and the committee adjourned until tomorrow, Friday, October 19, 1945, at 10
a. m.)
·
(The following was submitted for the record:)
STATEMENT BY HAROLD C. UREY, TO THE MILITARY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO II. R. 4280, ON THE CoN'rROL OF ATOMIC
ENERGY

)

My criticisms of the May bill relate to the method by which the Commission
and its Administrator are appointed; the terms of the Commissioners and its
organization; to the powers granted to the Commission; to the security provisions
. of the bill. Also I believe the bill is drawn completely from a wrong point of view,
and I wish to discuss this. My remarks will take up these points and attempt to
make suggestions for improvement of the bill.
The members of the Commission arc appointed by the President, with the
advice and consent of the Senate, to serve for 9-year terms. They are expected
to be part-time men. The Commissioners appoint an Administrator and Deputy
Administrator, who will be full-time men. They arc removable by the Commission. Because of the complexities of the problems of atomic energy,· I believe
the part-time Commission will have little knowledge of the whole field and the
Administrator and Deputy Administrator will become, by various means, but
largely because of their superior knowledge, the direct.ors of the Connnlssion
instead of the reverse. Because of the extensive powers of the Commission, this
places a very powerful individual-the Administrator-in a position not accessible to removal by elected representatives of the United States Government.
This I believe to be fundamentally a bad arrangement.
I should like to make two suggestions in regard to this point. . The first is that
the Administrator be appointed by the President, with the advice and consent -of
the Senate, and that the Commission be advisory. The objection to this suggestion is that the Administrator may become a political appointment changing with

)
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each administration. This could be guurded' ugainst by making his term,·,of
office 9 years with the.provision that he could be;removed by the President.for,
proper causes. The slicond suggesUoi:t is thut the'Commission be smaller and. be·
composed of full-time men appointed by the President and removable by ~im:,
Any udministrative officers would then be.under theii· control. If the approprie,a.
tions for the work of this Commission ure sizable, severul full-time meni ofJtop.
. quality must be expected to help with the administration. Further, ·I wotild imggest that salaries for these men be placed.higher thun $15,000 arid $12,000, for
!_do not believe that we can attract the quality of men required for these jobs at
these relatively small salurics.
There is a question in regard to the necessity for the broad i;cope of the Commission's· powers. lvfony phases of these powers lie outside \the experience of
scientists, but it seems to me that the Commission needs to have control over
huzarcls, control over all fissionable materials from the mine to ultimute destination, uncl control over security provisions. I do not believe that it is necessary
for the Commission to own all mines and patents, nor do they need to have such
·broad powers for the condcnination of private property. It would seem to me
that a. nonexclusive license of all pa.tents would be sufficient for the protection of
the Government.· Provisions that all patents owned by other persons must be
licensed for experimental work and-that all patents must be licensed for industrial
or military work a.t reasonable royalties would be sufiicient to protect the activities of the Government. · It is difficult for me to sec how we ca.n attract'industrial
orga.nizal;ions into the development and exploitation of atoinic power with the
present provisions in the bill. If 1 were in clmrge of a.large industrial o"rganization, I would do my best to avoid any contact with the Commission for fear that
such contact might result in the condemnation of valuable property of the company. No rewards are held out to industry -to compensate them for this disadvantage.
The security provisions of tho bill are alm9st fantastic. In particular, section
19 (a.) makes possible very drastic punishment for violation of security provisions
with no relief or, at most, indirect relief .through the courts. · These provisions
will have 11 tendency to drive scientific men from the field. Life under. _the
Espiona.ge Act of the United States in time of wur is very disagreeable, and it
seems to me improbable that l;lcicntific men would readily live the rest of their
lives under these conditions. Particularly, it is difficult for professors in universities who have the responsibility of instruct.ion for young men, for these
provisions would almost stop all discussion of scientific fact,s in modern physics
at the year 1940. We recognize that with the international situation as it is,
some security provisions are necessary; The object.ive should be _a minimum
a.mount of secrecv with a nonessential leak of information to outside sources. I
believe that the lines should be drawn far to the side of free discussion. In any
case, someone must draw the line, and the question is, who should do this? I
believe the fears of scientific men in regs.rd to the security provisions would be
greatly alleviated if a security council were set up with a majority of the council
being scientific men. Only scientists understand how severely scientific work is
hampered by security rules. I am sure tlrnt the genernl public, and ..pa.rticularly,
the armed forces, have little concept of' this point. While scientific men appreciate these points, they also understnnd very well the problem of placing information on the hands of potential enemies. Witness the fact that the whole' atomic
energy problem was bi·ought to the attention of the United Sates Government
by scientific men on their own volition. I believe that we ·can trust them to
protect tho interests of the United States in the future as they have in the past.
In general, there are three serious objections t.hat I have to the bill as a whole
founded upon its method of approach to the problem.
· 1. This bill presumes an armament race and is notice to the world that we are
·starting such a.n armament race in atomic bombs. This will lead to disaster.·
The bill, if enacted into law, wil1 hamper all attempts to secure international
control of atomic bombs.
2. The bill offers no incentives for work on atomic energy. It seems to be the
opinion of the drafters of this bill that both scientists generally, a.nd industry,
are very anxious to work on atomic energy. This, I believe, is definitely not true.
Certain limited phases of a.tornic energy are of interest to a limited number of
scientists, but most of the work that Il,IUSt be done to secure atomic energy for
power or military purposes is drudgery in a scientific sense. It has no more
interest for the man .working on it than ahnost any technical job of the lowest
grade. In order to secure maximum work, we must appeal to the emotio'ns which
prompt people to put effort into their work. This country has grown great upon
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the methods of privat~ enterprise. The patent laws .. hav·e greatly stimulated
American industry. The bill practically ,vipes ·out 8Jll private enterprise and
patcnts:sb far as the field of atomic energy is concerned.' Maybe it,js unne·cessary
to have these motives, but I do not see how to replace them completely in the
i neX't few, years.
Hence, the whole approach to the bill fr.om this angle, in my
• ·opinion, is wrong.
·
, .
.
··
. .· , · ·
3. This bill, I understand, is essentially a War Department bill. Specific.
arrangements are; made permitting·. the Administrator and the members of th!l
Commission to lie from the armed forces. Members of the armed forces will ·
mahtain this is wrong, but you will find, on analysis, that most.of their d(;)velop-,
ment and researcJ1 work is carried on by other organizations which they hire to
do it for them. 1'o leave the co'.1trol of atomic energy either for military purposes
or industrial purposes under the co'1trol of the Army or Navy, or both, will be
fatal to rapid development in this field.
.
. ·. •·
. .
On the opposite side, the approach to the bill should be that it is primarily
· ,vhat it purports to be, namely, an atomic:energy bill for power purposes and not
primarily what it actually is-an atomic bomb bill. I would feel happier· if it
were sponsored by the Department of Commerce, which would place, a propf)r
light on this development work. Such an app1!oach would avoid.misunderstanding on the part. of foreign countries in regard to the motives of the peorile of the
United States in developir,g at.oinic energy, as well as keep .onr ·own thinking
·on the subject straight. \Ve should recognize that we have a new frontier of
great magoitude to develop, ar1d we should consider carefully how we can get a.
maximtim of energy from scientists, engineers and industry interested. in a maximum effort in this problem. When the railroads were t.!1rown across the country
the United Stat.es Government made grantR of land to them to encourage them
in these unclerta.kings. Had they. not done so the railroads would not have been
thrown across the United States as soon as they were, and the whole country
would have blclen slowed down. The Government should_be thinking of ways
·of granting subsidies to industry in order to secure its help and cooperation on .
this problem. In the airplane industry mail contracts supplied such incentives
for its developmertt.
.
.
In view of these criticisms I flnd it difficult to believe that any ameudme11ts
to the bill could possibly meet my·object.ions. The whole bill should be rewritten
by other men who have an entirely different point of view about the whole
program.
STATEMENT BY ,THE ASSOCIATION m' OAK RIDGE SCIENTISTS AT CLINTON' LABORATORIES 'To BE PRJ,SEN'I'ED ·ro 1'IIE HOUSE OF REPRESF.N'I'ATIVES MILITARY
AFFAIRS CoMiUTTEE CONSIDERING H. R. 4280, A·ro~nc ENERGY ACT OF 1945

The Association of Oak Ridge Scientists at Clinton Laboratories comprises
more than 90 percent of the technical and scientific personnel at Clinton Laboratories and has a membership of more than 170 persons. The association has
arisen spontaneously as a medium for the expression of the. convictions of its
rriembers concerning the use to which the United States should put the atomic
bomb and atomic energy. The members of t,he association have had ample
.opportunity to consider the course the United States must follow to prevent
this great technological a.chievement from becoming a cmse to humanity. The
association stands as a tribute to the unanimity of opinion held by the scientists
at Clinton Laboratories.
Members of the association had made known their desire to testify. before the
House of Representatives Committee on Military Affairs at the brief public
hearings of October 18. Since .this opportunity was denied its members, the
association wishes to express its views for incorporation into the record of the ·
Military Affairs Committee on H. R. 4280, known as the Atomic Energy Act of
1945.
As scientists who have aided in the developm(;)nt of the atomic bomb, we feel
strongly the need for legislation which will enable the United States to maintain
its position as a leader among nations.. The scientific achievement we have
accomplished places upon us a responsibility unknown to scientists in the world's
history. Our knowledge has been restricted due to the necessity for military
secutity to such a degree, t.hat we now find ourselves perhaps no more than a
thousand strong, unique among the citizens of the United States in our understanding of the force which we have created. We, alone, have had opportunity
to consider the effects of atomic energy and the atomic bomb for a period of
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years. ·It is our· du1;y, therefore, as scientists and as eiitizens: to emerge:,.from ·
the fields of our specialties and to take part in the efforts ·of our Nation .to effect.
an enduring peace.
·
· ·
··
. · · · ·,::
'
. The world is at a cross road, and the United States may well detenninii 'which
path the world will take. We cit,izens must determine in .our own minds what
course our Government shall follow, for it is the people of the United ,States ,and·.
of the world who will suffer. A false step made by our Government may precipi-·
tate upon the world that worst of all nightmares, an atomic war. SuchJLWl!,r ·
would bring ruin to all nations, victors and vanquished, for reprisal and retaliation
would be t,he only courses open to the nation attacked. The bombs we have i1sed
are primitive compared to those which may be developed. Tl'ie devastation ot
Hiroshima and Nagasaki will be repeated many times over.
.
The benefits which may accrue to mankind may dwarf those of the steam
engine. We scientists have had rio opportunity to develop the bountiful .side
of our·discovery. Products and .materials unknown, :tnay h1 our time become commonplace. Industry will find many. applications for these materials. Medical·
uses as important as the X-ray are well on the way. The generation of power by
an engine requiring Httle fuel is perhaps only a few years away. A new era is
dawning. The world is awaiting our efforts to turn our engine of 'Yar into an
engine of peace. These peacetime accomplishments, if well directed, may well
be used to found new industri()S and to combat. postwar depression,
·
We may take the road of strict nationalism by whi\]h we preserve what we know,·
and race other nations for supremacy in military production and development,.
This, we feel, is the direction in which the May bill points. We may, on the o.ther
hand, attempt to make international arrangements concerning the contro!'and ..
use of the weapon, which will permit us to explore and develop the peacetime uses, ·
of atomic energy.
· .
· · ·.
The choice is grave and the time is short, yet the time is not as short. as to··
require us to take action without adequate study and consideration. It appears
to us that the rapidity with which the May bill is being acted upon in Congress is
such as to. permit no adequate formulation of public opinion. The urgeliey is not
such as to require our abrogation of the democratic process. We feel, therefor!l,
tha~ interim legislation should be passed, permitting the projects to· continue ·on
their W9,rtime basis for 6 months. This would permit the people sufficient time to
consider the. choice and select the road they wish to follow. Since the people will
reap the harvest, the people must sow the grain.
. .
Our objections to the l\iiay bill are many. As scientists, .we are unable. to·
judge the legal aspects of the bill. We believe, however, tha_t·several provisions··
obstruct the peacetime development and use of atomic energy.
The scope of the bill covers "all acUvities connected with research on the transs
mutat,ion of atmriic species, the production of nuclear fission, and the release of
atomic energy." This will mean that a very large fraction of modern physics,
chemist,ry, biology, and medicine will fall within the jurisdiction of .the act and;
therefore, if not actually controlled by the Commission, can only exist through
its sufferance. When coupled with t.110 ret,roactiye security regulations, this .will
act as a powerfnl deterrant to young men who might enter the field, or to industry·
interested in developing appli'cations not connected with the development of
atomic· energy in appreciable amounts. The transmutation of atomic species
other than those associated with fission or the release of at01nic energy in appreciable quantit,ies, should not fall within· the scope of this bill.
The structure of the administration proposed by the bill appears to us unsatisfactory. Commissioners are immune to removal except after specified violations.·
The Commission consists of part-time men selected from civil life, Government,
or the armed forces. The importance to t,he Nation and to the world of their
t.ask would appear to be ample justification for appointing the best men on a
full-time basis. The relation of the Commission to the rest of the Government
is not' clear. It must act "in accordance with the basic principles established by
the President ip the promotion of international peace, the development of foreign
policy, anrl the safeguarding of the national defense." No mechanism is de- .
scribed to implement these admonitions.
.
The Administrat,or and . Deputy Administrator are twice rnmoved from the
will of the people. They are protected by the Commission which may Sf't up
such regulations as to prevent criticism. They may be members of the armed
forces, interested only in military developments ..
· The broad powers of the Commission and Administrators will permit them. to
shape the nature of reseo,rch, development, production, and use in this new field
along highly restricted lines if they so choose. Their only limitation consists of
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an admonition to· "inte~fere to the least possible extent ·with s~all~s~al~:e~peri~·· ~
meni;ation in research laboratories of nonprofit institutions." The ,work,:inay ·be, , ·
restricted to Government agencies or may be unrestricted. There is rio assurance.
that the policy may not change from time :to time.
. ·. · : .-., ,,,,:·, . ·
, Security under this bill could be so' administered as to stifle progress iri the niili;..
tary development as well as the peacetime uses of atomic energy. .,Research in .
the physical sciences has never thrived where strict controls were imposed.· The ,
history of American science_ during the past few years is a case in point. . During .
this period, American scientists have expended enormous effort in the technical' ·
development of the atomic bomb. The statement has frequently been made that
there is no secret. The fundamental discoveries were made before the war when
science still had an internation structure. The very fact that our achievement is ·
due to the exploitation of our prewar stock of fundamental information makes us
aware of the scarcity of the fundamental discoveries made during the war .. The
national emergency forced us to choose between rapid development of a military
w.eapon and free scientific pioneering. This choice was made· kn0wingly at the
expense of free inquiry. To keep its preeminent place in science, our nation must
permit many of its scientists to return to fundamental research.- To maintain
national .security, if· a nationalistic approae,h to world peace is chosen, we must
keep some of our leading scientists at the job of developing atomic energy. Conditions must be such that research; both pure and applied, can progress at a rapid

~If properly administered, the

r
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May bill could insure such rapid progress. It
would require on the part of the Commission and the Administrators great restraint in the use of their broad powers. If these powers were to l;)e applied in an
adverse manner, as permitted under the provisions of the bill, twentieth century
science would cease to exist. · The scope of the bill is so broad and the limitations
upon the Commission and Administrators are so few, that they can direct American science and technology in any direction they may choose. Whether this
direction chosen is for the good of the Nation and civilization will depend largely
upon the wisdom and integrity of one mah. The Commission; consisting of part-.
time men,· must lean heavily upon the advice and judgment of their. Administrator. Once the decision is made, little can be done to alter·the courRe of the
Nation, for censorship and security regulations can be used in such a manner as
to prevent criticism.
. "\Ve believe that rapid progress in science, and strict security regulations involving particularly the compartmentation of information, are mutually exclusive.
As the bill is constructed, the Commission may establish whatever security regula- .
tions it sees fit. These regulations need not stop at the limits bf military necessity.
Any regulations not required for military security will serve only to impede the
progress of the work. Security regulations should be made known to the scientists involved, for to inform a man of a regulation only at the time he is accused
of violating it is not living up to our American tradition.
.
We strongly urge that the May bill be withdrawn and new interim legislation
be introduced to provide for continuing operation of the Manhattan District
projects on their present basis. In the meantime, investigation and study of all
aspects of the atomic energy development should be undertaken for the purpose
of drafting permanent legislation which sha!l not violate the American tradition. .
of government by the people.
.
· ·
Submitted to and approved by the Association of Oak Ridge Scien·tists · at.
Clinton Laboratories in its meeting of October 24, 1945.
. .
P. S. HENSHAW,
Chairman, Executive Committee.

I
STATEMENT OF W. S. AMENT, FoRll!ERLY ENSIGN, USNR, Now oN· INACTIVE
DUTY; AT PRESENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY,·
"\V ASHINGTON, D. C.
'
'
. ..
The United States should propose to Russia some such arrangement .as. the
following: "You people know that we have a terrible weapon in our atomic
bomb, and we have to suppose, since there are many events in your country.
that we- do not see or hear of, that you have developed enormously destructive-.
weapons which are unknown to us.· Our people have become suspicious of the
secrecy which veils your military developme1~t-as suspicious, perhaps, as -you
are of our secret production of the atomic bomb. We therefore propose, in order
to wipe out the suspicions that· are growing between us and to prove_ our _claim
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that we are~ peace-l?ving·Nati~n 1 that· Russian. scientists apP"6inte~.by,yotir;
Government will be given the ·pnv!leges for· all trme of freely mspecting -every·,· .. ,
military installation, factory, and laboratory in this country, and of freely report-.·~ing their findings back to your Government,, providing our appointed ,scientists··
enjoy exactly the same privileges in Russia." ,
·
·. : '. ·r "
,.. ,
· Our·nuclear physicists say that· any country can develop an atomic bomb even . ·
more destructive than ours by the expenditure of sµfficient money and engineering'.
ability, Therefore we certainly have much to gain arid nothing to lose by mali:irig .
such a proposal as the foregoing one. For if the·Russians do not accept ·the pro-f...
posed agreement, our suspicions will be strengthened and we shall pour.. billions ·
into atomic bomb a11d other military research~but this we are now doing anyhow, .
because our anxiety· is already too strong for us to do otherwise... If the Russians
accept in bad faith, We shall at least have gaged their strength ·and the fii:st in.;,
~tance of official bad faith will ·serve as a loud alarm telling us to mobilize, And.
certainly no one will object if the Russians accept in good faith:
.
STERLING AMENT;· .
WASHINGTON, D. C., October i5, t~i,.5.
Re· atomic b.omb.
MILITARY AFFAIRS COMIIIITTEE,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. 0.
GENTLEMEN: To the great problem of eliminatio-µ of wars and the consequent
possible world destruction by the atom bomb, I am submitting herewith what I
believe to be the only practical solution.. This is contained in the basic psychological means as provided. in paragraphs 5 and 6 . of the attaqhed, It is my '
opinion that no peoples of any nation will· ever vote in the majority for war.
With my terms in effect it will be the man who fights, pays, arid dies in a. war that
will decide the issue by direct mandate. His answer anywhere, at i:i,hy time, will
be in the majority against war. I believe that no mechanical means ·can be
found to counter this terrific atomic force, whereas my suggested conclusions can
forever harness all danger. I am not in favor of any such idea·as a one-world
nation, or that we surrender our national sovereignty to accomplish the objective.
With my plan in effect we are still left art independent nation. I further believe
that any measures short of my suggestions, by the United Nations, will fail in its
objective. You may feel that my views will be hard t.o put in effect. Granted;
but so was the Constitution. G,entlemen, here is the one and only answer and,
in the name of God, do not pass it up. Thank you for your_ consideration.
,
.
FRANK E. VANDERHOOF.
VANDERHOOF 13-PoINT PEACE PLAN To ELIMINATE FuTURE_WARS AFTER VrcTo~i·
(This plan presented to Congress, by Hon. Wirt Courtney, from Tennessee, as it .. ·
· appears in the Congressional Record of July 1, 1943, House of Representatives).
(1) An organization or·association to be formed among the United Nations, and
those others which will have been freed from the bondage of Germany, Japan,
and Italy.
.
.
.
(2) These nations, l_arge and small, shall be permitted to set up their owri form
of governments, without influenc~ or demand.
.
· ·
(3) These nations shall set up a new code of international law.
. .
(4) Present enemy nat.ions shall not be baned from membership in.such organi•'
zation or association.
.
·
.
J
•
. (5) Each nation in association, to be acceptable to membership must adopt or
write a coni;;titutional amendment, waiving all right by ·power of 1their government to declare war, unless attacked by forcible arms. The association to decide
what constitutes forcible attack.
.
(6) All power to so declare war must rest with the people of each respective, ·
nation, by popular vote.
.
·
. ·
(7) The armament of each of these nations shall not be in excess to that which.
will be necessary to maintain internal order. Size of each respective army to be
determined by the association or union.
·
,
(8) An international chamber of commerce to be organized with equal· repre- ·
sentation among these United Nations, to create markets and guide iri the fair
distribution of raw materials and manufactured goods. The main object of such

/,
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chamber is to eliminate ·competition among nations as much ·as possible .. :.. Ts.riffs
of each member nation to be regulated by the association.c
. . · · ;
· :- .,
·· (9) The principal of freedom of religion must be a point of adoption. amciiig
these nations. This to be the const.itutional right of all the· pec:>ples of .these
respective nati_ons.
·.
. .. .
. · .,.:· :.
(10)· The principal of freedom of trade, of the seas, and in the .air must be
adopted.
,
(11) Any nations not joining this association or union, by adoption of agreement as set forth in paragraphs 5, 6, and 9 shall be cut off from international
trade, postal exchange, and diplomatic relations with all nations of this association. Citizens-of the outlawed nation will not be permitted tq enter the boundary
of any of the associated nations.
.
. ..
(12) Each natio1i of these United Nations, both large and small, shall have
only eqµal representation in this association. Territorial claims and boundary·
disputes to be settled by the association.
·(13) A sizable international police force or army to be maintained in readiness
to occupy any aggressing nonmember-nation. Also to see that the laws of this·
association are justly maintained.
FRANK

E.

VANDERHOOF.,

STATEMENT ON ATOMIC POWER AUTHORIZED BY E~ECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
METHODIST FEDERATION FOR SOCIAL SERVICE

The most destructive weapon in the history of warfare has been used by the
United States. Tens of thousands of men, women, and children have l:ieei1 killed
In one bombing.• Great cit,ies have been destroyed. The second bomb used was
reported to be far deadlier than the first. Effective counterweapons have not
been developed, and perhaps never will be. The quest.ion of war or peace is now
a question of life or death for entire peoples-for mankind.
·
Temporary American monopoly over this weapon cannot guarantee the security
of America or of the peace of the world. Peacemakers cannot emphasi_ze too
strongly that the atomic bomb is no substitute for international cooperation in
general, or friendship with the Soviet ·union in particular. In fact, the bomb
makes that cooperation and friendship more imperative than ever. The bomb's.
use and discovery makes even more pressing the preservation and securing of the
peace. But no one nation safely can be trusted with that task. This means that
no one nation shotild claim or maintain an exclusive monopoly over that weapon.
, Supposedly, the United States has today such a monopoly. But the scientists
assure us that such monopoly is short.Jived at. best. The New York Heralds
Tribune editorializes "that Britain, Russia, Frauce, probably Canada, and some
others could now produce atomic bombs in a reasonably short tilne if -driven
to the attempt." We are further told that, in order to win the race with the
Germans to make the bomb, (our processes were tried, three of which worked.
Some other nation or nations might develop .one of these processes or another one
even more effective. The basic principles involved are already open knowledge.
And as the Herald-Tribune again points out,, it is futile to hope "that the genie
can ever now be thrust back into the bottle."
How could the United Sta.t.eR possibly gain by clinging to her cert.ainly temporary monopoly? This could only serve to strengthen and spread hostilities, suspicions, fears, and hatreds between nations. It might well open the door to a
mad competitive struggle in the development of atomic warfare. This would·
start mankind on the road to destruction and doom by splitting one world, in
which peace alone is safe, into a divided world of two or more hostile blocs, a
grim prospect indeed.
Fortunately, there exists an alternative. The alternative is that, under proper
safeguards, the atomic bomb and its manufacturing processes be transferr~d to ·
and controlled by the United Natious Organization and its Security Council.
The President and the Government of the United States should make known a ·
will to effect such a transfer and to effect it speedily. This would serve to clear
the international at.mosphere of .ominously growing suspicions and fear. It,
would make clear to the world that our Nation has abandoned forever the fatal
pattern of chauvinistic nationalism and isolationism. It would prove ·the sin-·,·
cerity of our professed aim to look, not to our isolated armed might alone, but
to the new international organization, for the maintenance of world security.
Thus can the atomic bomb be used to strengthen, not shatter, the precious fabric
of international cooperat.ion as begun through the developihg United Nations
Organization.
·
·
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Now, not tomorrow, is the time to act-'now, before·the competitive armaments·
race has begun in full fury, now that the :United Nations Organization and its
Security Council have been set up in response to the overwhelming demand of the
peoples that the catastrophe of recurrin~ war be ended through sincere interna•
tional cooperation and solid world orgamzation.
. ·
·.
'
*
*
·*
*
*
•
*
Meanwhile, we should give consideration to the constructive possibilities· of
atomic power. Possibly the doors are opening to a new atomic age. President
Truman has described the splitting of the atom as "the harnessing of the basic
power of the universe." Monopolistic control over ·such power for the ends of
private profit is as .basically sacrilegious as would be similar monopoly for similar
purposes over.the air and stars. This vast new power must not get into the hands
of vested monopoly interests or cartels to be used for private profit. It must,
rather, be used and controlled of, by, and for the people as a whole. . Such con•
structive democratiC'·use of atomic power demands public or social ownership and
control. It is in the hands of the awakened people to insist that such be our ·own
Nation's 1folicy.
.
X
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1945

.

.

.

. ,;,._ UNITED STATES SENATF,,

.

,SPECIAL Co~111-t1T'l'EE ON ATOl\fIC ENERGY,

Washington, D. O.
The special committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a. m., in room
312., Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman) pres1dmg.
.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Russell, Johnson, Con~
nally, Byrd, Tydings, Vandenberg, Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper,
and Hart
·
·
Also present: Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser, and James R.
Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CHAIIlMAN. 'rhe committee will come to order.
· The Special Committee on Atomic Energy of the United States
Senate is be~inning this morning its public hearings on the entire
question of t11e atomic bomb and atomic energy. Senate Resolution
179,.by which the committee was created, stated that it shall be the
duty of the committee "to make a full, complete and continuing study
and iµvestigation with respect to problems relating to the development, use, and control of atomic energy."
( S. Res. 179 is as £oJlows:) :
Re..~oT.red; That a special committee on atomic enet·gy to be cc-mposed of eleven
Members of the Senate appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate, of
whom one shall be designated as chairman by the President p1·0 tempore, is ·
authorizP.d and directed to make a full, complete, and eontinning study und investigation with respect to problems relating to the devP.lopment, use, and control
of atomic energy. All bills ancl' res•ilutions introduced in the Senate, and all
bills nnd resolutions from the Honse of Repres1mtatives proposing legislation
relating to the dP.velopment, use, and .control of atomic energy shall he referred
to the special committee. The speeinl rommittee is authorized to report to
the Senate nt the earliest practicable elate by bill or otherwise with recommen<laticins upon an:v mattP.rR cnverecl by this resolution. 1.rhe existence of this committee shall terminate at the end of the Seventy-ninth Congress.
· For the purposes of this resolution tlw committee, or any duly nuthorlzed
subcommitee thereof, is authorized to hol<l such hearings, to sit and act at such
times and places dnrin~ the sessions, rece:-:ses, and adjonmecl periods of the
Senate i'l the Seventy-ninth Congrrss, to employ such ex1wrts, and such elerleal,
steno,:tl'RJ)hic. anrl other assistants, to rr{]nlre by snbpena or othN·wlse the
nttendnnce of such witnesses :rnd thP. proclnction of such corr,ispomlence, books,
papr,rs, an<l documents, to ndminislC"l' such onths, to· tnke 1:mr.h test.imony, and
to ma!w such exprnclitnrPs, as it. deems mhisahle. 'l'he <'Ost of stm10J.(raphir servl!'es to report SIH'h hearings shnll not. bl' In exeess of 2:i rPnt,: pPr hundred words.
The expenses of the committeP, whi"11 i<hnll nofl•xceed $2:,,000, shnll he pnid from
the contingent fnnd of the S!'nat.e upon vouchers approved by the clmll'llmn.

The CnAmi\lAN. These heai·ings arc;i going to be full, complete, and
extensive. ,vl' wnnt nll the pertinent fact!:; submitted to the committee so that our decisions may ue based upon all the evidence> which
we can secure.
1
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The release of atomic energy is certain to affect every phase of our
life. Like the discovery of steam and of electricity, this may well
hold the promise of tremendous benefits to mankind. It is essential
that we exercise the best judgment of which ·we are capable in order
to insure that atomic energy becomes a blessing to mankind and not
a scourge.
All of us, I am sure, are anxious that the atomic bomb may never
be used again in warfare. All of us want atomic energy used for
peaceful purposes, to make life better and fuller.
\Ve are collscious of the fact that no time is to be lost in dealillg
with this problem and I confidently hope that our hearillgs and
deliberations will proceed expeditiously. However, we members of
the committee feel impelled to bring out the relevant facts in the
democratic manner. \Vhen those facts have been developed, then,
and not until then, we will turn to specific legislation. ·we must
have· the basic data of scientific, industrial, economic, and social
significance relating to the development of atomic energy, so that
in weighing any propo,;ed bill for its control and in making recommendations we will be in the position to contribute to the safety and
welfare of our own country and the peace of the world.
.
The first witness before the committee, 1 believe, is Dr. Alexander
Sach!'l, an early figure in this matter.
Dr. Sachs, will yon identify yonrselH
•

I

STATEMENT OF DR. ALEXANDER SACHS

Dr. SAcns. I am by profession, gentlemen, a practical economistj
economic adviser, and consultant. I was ,preYiously economist and
vice president of the Lehman Corp., of whi.ch I am still a director and
a special economic adviser in my new capacity. Thronghout the
clecarle prior to the war I was associated with them.
I have also been interested in problems of national welfare and
related problems, and from the very beginning of the gn•at depression
I had taken a much greater concern over its nature nnd development
than other people were doing, and came to be known or nicknamed
as the "Economic Jeremiah."
In the comsc of that, I had gone to Europe, and from the great
crisis of 1V31 my advice was sought by leading figures.
I was particularly a special adviser in an informal capacity to
Lord Heading and Lord Lothian, who were concerned with the impact
of the world depression on England.
I came back from that trip with a sense of foreboding as to the
evolution of that great depression and a sens.e that its nature, as the
collaps<' of the postwar reconstrnction, was bound to affect us and
was bound to undermine the political onler of the world. I had so
distinctly felt that that it became communicated in 1932 to Mr.
Roosevelt, and so I began an association in which I continued through
the years as an informal adviser without any special label. I tried
to live np to a concept that he had formulated in connection with
his reorganization message of January 1937 about certain assistants,
that these should be men in whom the President has personal confidence and whose character and attitude are such that they would not
attempt to exercise power on their own account. They should be .
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possessed of high confidence, physical vitality, and a passion for
anonymity. I tried to live up to the last one, a passion 0£ anonymity,
and I have not myself participated in any self-reverentialnesfl, feeling that my job was to be a person who was on tap and not tci be
one who was in the news or in any way trying to influence the course
0£ events beyond that 0£ trying to point out their implications and
their consequences.
.
It was from the very beginning 0£ 1933 that I sensed that the .economic crisis was going to have political consequences. I had in 1932
written what I had. passed on to the President-elect. The statesmen
of 'the world continued to be overtaken by a sort 0£ high-tension
paralysis, like the trivial oscillations 0£ the.trench war battle fronts
up to America's entrance in the great war, only to. find that the imperious and menacing march of events swept aside the half-willed
and half-thought schemes, and even attacked improvised defenses
that were resorted to too late, as in the case of Germany to save
Germany £or democracy.
·
·
The outstanding feature of this great depression is that the economic concept developed, since the Reformation and the great society
developed since the fall of the Roman Empire have come to be
threatened not by the destructive impact of external or natural forces,
but by a disintegration from within because of an incipient failure
of will and political wisdom.
Thus imbued in 1933, in connection with the National Recovery
Act where I had been called in in my. capacity as an economist, I ha~
suggested that the best use £or public-works money was to apply 1t
to the reconditioning of the Navy and to the improvement 0£ national
defense.
Gen. Hugh Johnson. who was at the time an assistant in an economic capacity to Mr. '.Baruch, and who had gotten to know me from
echoes heard of what he thought were always correct forecasts, had
called me in; and I had urged upon him the inclusion of these
provisions.
·
Senator AusTIN. )Vhat vear was thaU .
Dr. 8,\CH8. That was Hi'33, in the legislation of April ·and May.
Hugh Johnson was a little bit too hnmorous about it in thinking
that I had put anything over, but the fact was that it was a :very
patent argument with the President that the advent .0£ Hitler to
power boded ill for all democracies, and that it was necessary that
we take time by the forelock.
.
Hugh Johnson in the Blue Eagle, pages 197-198, credits me with
having suggested that this provision about the availability of funds
£or naval construction be written into the NRA.bill.
I have always been of the view that the real warmongering is <lone
by the pacifish; combined with a defeatism, and that one who is concerned about the protection of national interests without aggresRive .
aids is the real practical pursuer 0£ peace.
..
Later on-and I had been in the habit of reporting to the President
regarding the progress of international developments-in 1936 he
called me in to help in working out a solution on the problem 0£ pubs
lie utilities and power. I had proposed the idea of a power pool, and
even then we discussed that in the event of danger we would want·to
have a mechanism for the coordination 0£ private and public power.
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The distinguished figures representing the public were Mr. Owen D.
Young and Mr. Lamont, and I had been another one that _was selected
alongside those representing the public-utility interests and the governmental authorities concerned with power.
. .
. · · , .
After Munich I had begun to send the President a series of memoranda, and it was at the turn of the year, in January 1939, that I had
sent in a very long study on the international situation.· In the preface to it, in the foreword, I described that mem01;andum and its
predecessors. I had been discussing these things with him in 1936,
and also in 1937 pri01: to the "quarantine" speech.
., . · . . ·
My role was, if you will, to be a reasonator fol' ideas that he had and.
also as a humble subinitter of ideas. In this preface I wrote: ·. ··..·
The orientation toward the crisis that has been developed in prior :reports
and needs to be borne in mind continually is that we are already in what Thomas
Hobbes,· who liyed through the Rrif ish civil war 300 years ugo, justly called "war
time-tract" and "war-weathe1·": "For war consisteth not in battle only but in a
tract of time wherein the will to contend by battle is sufficiently known • * •.
Il'or as the nature of foul weather lleth not in a shower of rain but In an Inclination thereto of many days together; so the nature of war consisfeth not In actual
fighting but in the known disposition thereto during all ti.le time there is no
assurance to the contrary."

The thesis then was that the agg~essor powers, the Nazis and the
Fascists and their other allies-since Japan had ulready started
this in 1931-were passing from the state of "white" war _and limited
war to totalitarian war.
r:'' ·
On March 10, 1939, when I was asked by St. ,John's College to deliver a talk on the world situation, I prepared certain notes, a copy of
which I sent the President. Those were "Notes on Imminent vVorld
,var in Prospective Accrued Errors and Cultural Crisis of the Interwar Decades." That was a memorandum dated March 10, 1939, and
t.he opening sentence was:
This interwar generation has been living on the etlge of a smoldering volcano;
nnd the predmninant attitn<les among both what is calied "Right" nncl what is
called "Left" haYe been variants uf escapism, ver.v much like peasants situated
on the edge of a volcano ·who go on cultivating the slopes in the hope that the
eruptions will not tuke place in their lifetime.

Then I reviewed the errors of the interwar period, and said:
The present 11eriod is too late for that reversal of error which prevents the
consequences of error. 'l'he real "l\iuuich" took place in 1936, in connection
with the Rhineland. Then was the last 011purtunit.v miS8Ctl for vreventing that
cumulative German aggression that was bou11<l to cnlminale in a new and more
terrible war by Gcrmnny. nut what can and must be done fo1· our ~nlvation
and safety is self-clarification rmd self-reorientation tuw:inls the onrushing
dangers.

Then in the concluding seutence-and you must pardon the lengthI thought it was my business to t.ry to think these out, not try .to be
popular, I said:
There is still tii:ne for western civilization, aml especially for the exceptionally and fortunately situlltetl Uniktl States, to uKe the time uraf'ts that can still be
made on the Dauk of Ili~f:o,·.r fn1· the l)l"l'flUn!d11L"ss that li:1s aud. will become
more aml more urgent nm! inevil.ahle for all members of western civilization as n

result of the past errors committed aurl in the cunrse of the prospective unfolding uggressions of Nazi Germany.
·

- That was in March, and the address wits <lclivered in April before
St. John's College on war immineuce and the cunmlative crisis of the
interwar period. _
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It was in the following month, on April 15, 1939. that there was
published in the Physical Review a note by Dr. Leo· Szilard entitled
"Instantaneous Emission of Fast Neutrons 'in the Interaction of Slow
Neutrons with Uranium."
. In keeping with the custom in scientific research, the date of its original sending was included, dated March Hl, 1939; so it coincide::i with
the time when Hitler seized Prague and by seizing Prague became the
controller of the crossways o:f. the continent.
The background of that was that at the turn of the year 193'i certain experiments had been concluded in Germany, and they were made
available and made known. Dr. Niels Bohr of Denmark 'came to this
country and spoke to his colleagues. Scientists are an international
community. I think the word "international" is not as precise as it
ought to be; it really is "transnational," across the boundaries of nations. They £unction in terms of common ideas because, after all,
our heritage of common moral ideas and intellectual ideas dates for
our world from the Reformation or the Renaissance, and it is a crystallization of the very Christian ideas and the pursuit of .science irrespective of national boundaries, but as a human activity. These
scientists depend upon the free flow of knowledge, the free flow of
ideas. They had learned that there were completed in Germany experiments by Drs. Halm and Strnssmturn regarding the fission of
uranium.
What was clone in this country represented a distinct advance because of the work of Dr. Szilard and the independent confirmatory
work of another scientist, Dr. Fermi, a Nobel Prize man in physics
of Italian descent who, under the conditions of fascism, found it
inadvisable to return to Italy. The Nazi contamination had advanced
so far th11t it became difficult for those -who did not conform to the
tribalistic notions of their sect.
The confirmatory work of Dr. Szilard and Dr. Fermi amounted
to the suggestion that a chain reaction could be established in the
process ·of atomic fission, and that chain reaction had implications
for the type of energy for the kind of power that would be telescoped
and concentrated in the process of disintegration.
Because I had been imbued with those ideas upon the nature of
the worl<l crisis, l was concerned with what was happening to the
victims of nazism and fascism, and I tried in my own small way
to be helpful during the period when the scientists had to leave.
I gave you at first Rome highlights of the "hook of genesis" of my
concern, a1,d that is, if you will, the "book of exodus," the exodus
of scientists who came to this country as a haven.
Prior to that, Dr. Szilard had worked in England at Oxford and
Cambridge, at Oxford with F. A. Lindemann, who afterward ·became Loi·d Cherwell and played toward Mr. Chmchill a 1;ole
analogous to the one, in respect to this project, that I played toward
. Mr. Roosevelt.
In this phase of the exodus, the scientists were concerned not only
with the progression of a technical problem, but with its political
and moral implications.
.
There was another great physicis~, who w:is a. friend of Dr. Szilard
and part of that group, Professor Wigner, of Prmceton. There were o.
great many o:f them in Princeton, which became one of the great
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centers. There was Professor Wigner,· Professor of Theoretical
Physics, and then there was Professor Einstein1 whose theoretical
work antedated the First ·world vVar, whose practical confirmation in
the astronomical tests interestingly enough came just in the closing ·
phase of World Wal" I, as Prof. A. S. Eddington, of Cambridge, shows
in his book on "Space, Time and Gravitat10n"-he was the head of
that expedition.
·
Einstein, ,vigner and Szilard discussed the problem; and I want
to impress upon you gentlemen that, if I may refer to the Gospel of
St. John-I happen to regard these testaments as equally significant
in relation to basic ideas-"in the beginning was the Word." In the
beginning was a moral idea 'and a political concern on the part ·of the
physical scientists and this social scientist whom they brought in.
They brought me in because they had heard that I was in a position.
to talk to the President and talk to him in terms of bron,d and fundamental concepts; and the ideas was, how can this be brought to the
attention of the President i
·
The Germans were organized to carry on experimentation without
limit. The Nazis were not at all concerned about money expenditures.
Ironically, despite all the beblinkered concern on the part of experts
in my own field, economics, as to the terrible problem of reparations,
the fact was Germany was spending on armament in any and every
year, once it got going, more than was involved in the total amount of
its remittances on reparations. Money was no object. They had these
institutions. Mrrny of the scientists were themselves refuo-ees £rom
work that they had been doing at these same institutions, lhe Kaiser
Wilhelm Institutes of Physics and Chemistry.
The idea was that if they should be able to discover a concentrated
power that could be used as an explosive, then t.he real safety·of the
United States and the rest of civilization ·would be gravely imperiled,
because bear in mind that the essence of this period of foul weather
internationally, to use Thomas Hobbes' expression of this wartime
weather, was that the Nazis were rushing and not permitting the time
for the organization of defense.
Therefore, these scientists, these physical scientists and myself, who
was brought into the picture in the summer of 1939-and I had been
introduced to Dr. Szilard by Mr. Stober, who was an economist; but
I had known in a general way what was taking place because I had
long been interested in theoretical physics and had followed publications in a general way-then felt that it was important to bring
these matters to the attention of the President. Vi7e felt that it was
essential that an opinion should be written by the one man whom
the world recognized as the preeminent scientist of our day, and not
only the preeminent scientist but, as the Senator this morning remarked, one of the greatest humanitarians, because he had left nazism
before expulsion orders were given to him He had anticipated the
trend of events. He did have politica 1 foresight, and did see what it •
implied.
Dr. Einstein wrote a Jetter regarding this, elated August 2, 1939. I
had also asked Dr. Szilard to write a memorandum describing the
significance of the current and evolving scientific research, and that
was a memorandum of August 151 1939.
Then I sought for an opportumty to see the President. I had been
in touch with him, but I felt at the time that the mere delivery of
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memoranda was insufficient. Our social system ·is such that any
public figure-you gentlemen in your work as statesmen, and the ad-:
ministrators in Goverm'nent-are punch-drunk with printer's ink.
You have to. read so much that I -felt there was no poiilt to transmit
material which would be passed on to someone else. This was a
matter that the Commander in Chief and the head 0£ the Nation must
know. I could only do it if I could see him for a long stretch and
read the material so it came in by way 0£ the ear, and not as a so£t
mascara on the eye.
.
Then, 0£ course, with the outbreak o-f the war it was not possible
for ·the President. He had the problem 0£ the existing neutrality
legislation, as you recall, and only when that was solved did I accept
an appointment, because it meant that then I could see him at.leisure
and read the i:paterial. I brought over the material t.o him, and met
with him on October 11, 1939. I wrote the letter in anticipation 0£
my seeing him so that I would be able to read it, and the opening
sentence was :
With the approaching fulfillment of your plans in connection with revision of .
the Neutrality Act, I trnst that ;you may now be able lo accord me thc opportunity to present u communication from Di·. Albcrt Einstein to you, and other
relevai1t material bearing on C!Xperimental work by physicists with far-reaching
slguific::mce for national defense.
Briefly, the experimentation thnt has been going on for half a dozen years
on atomic disintegration Jrns culminated this year (a) in the discove1·y !Jy Dr.
Leo Szilard and Profeusor Fermi that the element urunium could be split by
neutrons and (b) in the opening up of the probability of chain reactions-that is
that in this nuclear process uranium itself may e·mit neutrons. This new development in ph~·sics holds put the following prospects:
1. The crention of a new coursc of energy which might be utilized for purposes
of power production·

naturally featuring first peacetime p·roduction.
2. The liberation from such clinin reaction of new radio-active elements, so
that tons rather than grams of radium could be made availa!Jle in the medical
field.
3. The construction, as an eventual probability, of bombs of hitherto unenvisaged potency and scope. As Dr. Einstein observes, in the letter which I will
leave with you, "a· single bomb of this type carried by boat and exploded in n
port might well destroy the whole port, together with some of the surrounding
territory."
In connection, then, with the practical importance of this work-for power,
healing, and national defense purposes-it needs to !Je borne in mind that our
supplies of uranium are limited and poor in quallty as compared with the large
sources of excellent uranium in the Belgian Congo and, next in line, Canada .and
former Czechoslovakia.
·

I also informed.him that we had learned that in the wake 0£ successfol experiments by Drs. Hahn and Strassmann, one 0£ whom afterward also joined the exodus, that the Germans, upon capturing
Czechoslovakia, the seizing of Prague, had embargoed the export or
uranium £rom Czechoslovakia.
I also mentioned the people who had peen at work on this and who
had been consulted :
Mindful of the implications of all this for democracy and civilization In tbe.
historic struggle against the totalitarianism that has exploited the inventions
of the free human spirit, Dr. Szilard, In consultation with Prof. E. P. Wigner,
head of the physics department at Princeton, and Prof. E. Teller of George
Washington University, sought to aid this work in the United States through
the formation of an association for scientific collaboration, to intensify the
cooperation of physicists in the democratic countries-such as Professor Jollot
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ln Paris, Professor Lindemann of Oxford, and Dr. Dirac of Cambridge-and to
withhold publication of the progress In the work on chain reactions.

T~e CIIAIR:t\(AN. Doctor, what was the date of the embargo on
uramum?
Dr. SAcIIs. Right in April, right after the seizure of Prague on
March 15, 1939.
Be~r in mind that this world comm.unity was already functioning
a.nd ·mcluded Professor Johot, married to a daughter of Madam
Curie; Professor Lindemann of Oxford, who afterward became Lord
Cherwell and played this corresponding role toward Winston
Churchill
A_s the international crisis developed this summer, these refugee scholars and
the rest of us In consultation with them unanimously agreed that it ·was their
duty as well· as desire, to apprise you at the earliest opportunity of their work
and to enlist your cooperation. * • *
In the light of the· foregoing, I desire to be able to convey In person, in
behalf of these refugee scholars, a sense of their eagerness to serve the Nation
that has afforded them hospitality, and to present Dr. Einstein's letter, together
with a memorandum which Dr. Szilard prepared after some discussion with.,
me and copies of some of the articles that have appeared in scientific journals.
In addition, I would request in their behalf a conference with you In order
to lay down the lines of policy with respect to the Belgian source of supply and
to arrange for a continuous liaison with the administration and the Army and
Navy Departments, as well as to solve the immediate problems .of necessary
materials and funds.

There is one more document that is pertinent. One of the things
that I brought together and submitted to the President, in addition to
the scientific material, was, of course, this review of mine of the whole
world situation on the imminence of war and the nature of this war,
which is really a 30-year war, from 1914 on, for a world dominated b:y:
Germany with aggravations, of which there was one brief interlude, a
brief armistice.
From 1931 on there was a resumption of war first in Japan in the
seizure of Manchuria, and then came the succession of wars, the
Italian war against Abyssinia, the interventionism by the Axis powers
in Spain, the war against Austria, and finally the seizure of Czechoslovakia.
In 19313 there were lectures delivered on the history 0£ science,
reviewing the progress in sciences for the preceding, a pproxilnately
40 ye,ars. The book was publishetl by Cambridge University Press
after Munich. It was published in 1938. Due to the work that I
had done in England and my relationship to figures who 'con:,ulted
me-in addition to Lord Reading and Lord Lothian, there was Sir
Josiah Stamp, a great economist, who Imel gotten in touch with meI used to get these publications, as my interests included scientific
work
This book published in 1938 contained two lectures on the history
of recent developments in physics, and the development of the theory
of atomic structure by Lord Rutherford, whose work initiated the
technical side, of the physical research begun about the turn of the
century.
.
.
·
Some of the greatest work of Lord Rutherford was done right nearby when he was professor of physics at McGill University, and it was
for this work tha.t he got the Nobel prize.
There \vere these two lectures prepared by Lord Rutherford, ·
which after his· death, were revised by an assistant of his, and then
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there was a separate lecture, in addition, on Forty. Years of :Atomic
Theory, by F. W. Aston of Cambridge,, who died only a few years ago.
You may have seen the notice.
. .
F. W. Aston, reviewing the work that had been clone in 1936 and
describing what was being done in England and elsewhere, ended
up his lecture as follows, ai1d I showed it to the President with i
view to high-lighting the :fact that, like all things, there is an ambivalence in it, there are two poles of good and evil. The, concluding·
paragraph is as follows:
•
There are those about us who say that such research should. be stopped by
law, 'alleging that nmn's destructive powers are already large enough. So, no
doubt, the more eluerly ancl ape-like of our _prehistoric ancestors objected to
the innovation of cooked food and pointed out the grave dangers attending the
use of the newly discovered agency, fire. Personally, I think there is no doubt
that subatomic energy Is available all around us, and that one day man, will
release and control its almost infinite power. We cannot prevent him from
doing so and can only hope that he wlll not use it exclusively in blowing 1ip
his 1;1ext-door neighbor.

The President :remarked, "Alex, what you are after is to see that
the Nazis don't blow us up .."
.
I said, "Precisely," and he then called in ·General Watson, lovable
"Pa" Watson, another one of that· period who has gone from us,
and he said, "This requires action."
.
General Watson then went out with me, and the informal group
was established.
Senator V ANDENnEno. ,vhat was the date 0£ this i
Dr. SAcns.. October 11, 1939, sir.
He selected, with the approval of the President, one man representing the Army concerned with science, and one representing the
Navy; Colonel Adamson for· the Army and Commander-since Admiral-Hoover for the Navy.
Holding that as an expert I 011ght not to be injecting political
views, I have throughout my work remained an associate regardless
of party and other affiliations. As I have the honor to know exPresident Hoover, I was very pleased to find a namesake o:f his
concerned with these scientific problems, as President Hoover during
his incumbency as Secretary of Commerce did a great deal for the
advancement of science and scientific research.
As the central figure, the President named a Government individual who was concerned with problems of science, the Director of
the Bureau of Standards, Dr. Lyman Briggs, who rendered very
great work during the critical period. ,
·
I got in touch w~th Dr. Briggs that very night, before having to
go again to the White House to have some words with the Preside.l).t
to report progress, because the potentialities of this were very much
in the mind of the President, anc~ he had communicated, "Don't let
Alex go without seeing me again."
I saw him later that night, and the idea was to hold a meeting.
A meeting was scheduled after this October 11 conference at the
White House; a meeting was scheduled for October 21.
I reported to Professor "Wigner, who throughout this period occupied a pivotal role because he is highly esteemed and was perceptive on what you. might call the political problems. I reported to
him in a letter of 0::tober 17 and I sought throughout the interval to
broaden the group of scientists wh,o were to attend that conference
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Senator VANDENDERG. How about the Einstein letter you referred
~1
Dr. SAcns. The Einstein letter of August 2, from which I quoted.
in p!!,rt in my own letter, was left with the President, along with my
letter.
·
·
·
The CHAIIUIIAN. Have you a copy of it 1
.
.
Dr. SAons. That is part of a record which I will leave with you
gentlemen,· which was· a report I prepared immediately after the
announcement about the use of the atomi~ bomb in August, which
I prepared for the White House, the Department of CommerceMr. Wallace as the successQr in charge of the Department that had
smch an important role-the Bureau of Standards, and the War
Department.
The CJ¥-IR.l\1:AN. Does that contain your letted
Dr. SACHS. It contains all lhe documents, sir. It contains Einstein's letter, and it contains other memoranda.
I had throughout this period sought to be a historian, because the
President said to me, "Pa ,vatson is going to be too busy to be a
historian; you had better do that."
I made contempora~eous reviews, and would submit them as galvanizers of action. .
.
I have a copy of Einstein's letter, a duplicate, whtch has his signature, and l will leave that copy with you.
·
Senator VANDENBERG. Could you state in a sentence or two the import of Einstein's letter~
·
Dr. SACHS. Yes, s'ir. [Reading:]
Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilard, which has been communicated
·to me in manuscript,. leads rue to expect that the element uranium m.ay be turned
into a new and tmportant source of energy in the immediate future. Certain aspects of the situation which has arisen seem to call for watchfulness and, if necessary, quick acti.on on. the part of the administration. I believe therefore that
'It is my duty to bring to your attention the following facts and recommemlntion.

He then describes the new phenomenon, and describes tlrnt the sources
of supply are outside the United States; that the United States has only
very poor ores of uranium in moderate quantities, and that. there is some
good ore in Canada and the former Czechoslovakia. As to that, he
reports:
I understand that Germany has actually i;;topped the sale of uranium from
the Czechoslovakian mines which she has taken over. That she should have
taken such early action might perhaps be understood on the ground that the
son of the German Under Secretary of State, von Weizsaecker, is attached to the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin, where some of the American work on
uranium is now being repeated.

In other words, there was political interest being taken in the
work. So Dr. Einstein said th;tt one of the ways in which the administration could be helpful was to entrust this task to a person·
• • " who has your confidence and who could perhaps serve In an unofficial
capacity. His task might comprise the following:
(a) To approach Government departments, keep them informed of the further
development, and put forward recommendations for Government action, giving
particular attention to the problem of securing a supply of uranium ore for the
United States;
(b) To speed up the experimental work, which Is at present being carried
on within the limits of the budgets of university laboratories, by providing funds,
If. such
;funds be required, through
bJs contacts with private persons who are
.
'
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willing to make contributions for this cause, and perha,ps also by obtaining the
cooperation of industrial laboratories which have the necessary equipment.

· These scientists, as you see, gentlemen, were no doctrinaires, but indicated only .a practical 'perceptiveness-using whatever means were
available so that the Government and the Nation had a supply and
had funds for going ahead with this thing .
· ·
The next meeting that was held was on October 21 in Washingi;Qn
under the chairmanship of Dr. Briggs of the Bureau of Standards,
!l,nd there was a survey made of the whole situation. Many scientists
were there, scientists who were not as much concerned as ,these refugee
scientists, because, as I tried to explain, gentlemen, they just were not
only interested in advancin~ science; they were interested in the imperiled position of the Umted States and civilization. They were
imbued with a concern in the Quaker sense of the ,vord, devoted interest and responsibility.
Many other scientists said: "This is very remote; we have got .to
wait and see; there are other l.ines of progress rather than the chain
reaction that may be more attactive," and the discussion wandered
all over the attractive side issues
The job on the part of one who occupied this intermediary and
catalytic role in behalf of the President, was to ask these gentlemen
of science and Government officinJs, including the Army and Navy, to
indulge-and I remember using a phrase by the Irish poet Yeats,
echoing Coleridge-in a "willing snspension of disbelief."
.
The issue was too important to wait, and the important thing was
to be helpful because if there was something to it there wns clanger
of our being blown up. V1e had to take time by the forelock, and we
had to be ahead.
.
One great advantage that we had was that these refugees, these
scientists, themselves responded to that very spirit of freedom that
brought the Pilgrim fathers over here, a freedom of speech in religion,
if you wilt free science and free thought, and were saturated by the
idea that ti1at motive which the regimented scientist. would not have
would itself lead them to make advances much faster.
In the wake of that conference, a subcommittee was a],)pointed,
not.withstanding these expressions of doubt. The subcommittee was
presided over by Dr. Brig~s, and on behalf of Keith F. Adamson,
lieutenant colonel, United States Army, and Gilbert C. Hoover, commander, United States Navy, a report- was written to the President
on November 1, 1939, on the stationery of the National Bureau of
Standards of the Department of Comnierce, which reviewed the situation technically and culminated with this observation:
3. The energy released by the splitting of a muss of uranium atoms would develop a great amount of heat. If the chain reaction could be controlled so as to
proceed gradually, it mrght conceivably be used as a continuous source of power
in submarines-

I would not have wanted to limit it to this form, but a continuous
roource of power was the fundamental idea.
.
thus avoiding the use of large storage batteries for underwater power.
4. If the reaction turned out to be explosive in character it would provide a
possible source of bqmbs with a destructlveness vastly greater than anything
now known.
·
The military and naval appllcatlons suggested in paragraphs 3 and 4--
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in this case he was expressing the not-quite-suspended disbelief-of the
representatives o:f the services. Voicing their greater skepticism, Dr.·
· Briggs said that the military and naval applications_:_ _
must at present be regarded only as possibilities because it has· not yet been
demonstrated that a chain reaction In -a_ mass of uranium is possible. Nevertheless1

and in this respect those representatives were willing to go aheadin view of the fundamental importance of these uranium reactions and their potential military value, we believe that adequate support for a thorough Investigation of the subject should be provided.

There had been a previous adverse report that I had known about,
which was given by a technical adviser o:f one o:f the services in the
summer, and it "'.ai'l ~ecause of that adverse report-they didn't ~ee
any reason for bemg mterested, although they wanted to be kept m
formed-that I was brought in to go directlv to the Commander in
Chief.
•
So they concluded :
0

We believe that this investigation is worthy of direct financial support by the
Government.

But, alas, we had no money.
The Lea bill now before Congress,. if enacted, would provide for carrying out
important investigations of this kind in cooperation with the universities.
We recommend the enlargement of the committee to provide for the support
and coordination o'f these investigations in different universities. We suggest
the following be invited:
President Karl Compton, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Alexander Sachs, 1 William Street, New York-

that was my address at Lehman Bro5., who were very :\{ind to let me
\levote time, and did not ask me to tell them what it was about. Mr.
Robert Lehman is particularly to be thanked for this, and a man who
afterward'became an adviser of the War Production Board, and later
Deputy Chairman, Mr. Arthur Bunker, who was then executive vice
president of the Lehman Corp.
The people who were ask_ed to be added were Prof..Karl Compton, myself, Prof. Albert Einstein-I am re~ding this in ordeq I
belong very much at the foot of any such hst-Prof. Albert Emstein, of the Institute for Advanced Study, and Denn George B.
Pegrarri, Columbia University.
As a sequel to the major ~ncling and recommendation, the committee proposed that iuitia_l support take the form of:
.·
(a) Supplying for i1nmediate and experimental work four metric
tons i;if pure-grade graphite, and
( b) H later justified, supplying 50 tons of uranium oxide.
Later on there were all kinds of difficulties about getting the supply, to which I referred, and in the following year there was another
refugee,. an industrial engineer by the name of Pregel, who made
available very valuable supplies to Columbia University· for the experiments of Dr. Szilard and Professor Fermi, for which he was
thanked by Dean Pegram.
.
.
·.
·. .
. The first phase was to coordmate the group o:f physical scientists
for the pqrpose of presenting the idea to the President. The second
phase was the securing of action by the Government, and that _was
climaxed by a report, which was a go-ahead signal, that Dr. Bnggs
mote on November 1, 1939.
·
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, I£ you bear in niind how narrow has been the time, how correct was
the concept of the memorandum from which I read of mine of March
10, 1939, that the job was "time borrowing, the issuance of drafts on the
Bank of History,'' if the work had not been thought through before the
advent of the war, if the President had not taken action iri:u:ilediately
after, if the report of the Bureau of Standards and its technical head
had not come forth on November 1-the bomb came toward the end
of the war; it abbreviated the war, but it canie in 1945-you will
·realize that the time borrowing was very essential, and the organization and the finding of proper medium was the great task of the year
· 1939 and the year 1940. ·
.
·
.
,
·while I was an adviser of the President, also, on problems of strategy, I ,vas also a special consultant to General Donovan, of the Office
of Strategic Services, and had written ,the first report on. the work that
was being done outside on problems of totalitarian economics and war
economics, as well as strategy, before the organization of the Office of
Coordinator of Information, which afterward became the Office of
Strategic Services.
Through these connections I was able to keep in touch, and I was
kept in touch on the basis of great confidence, with the White Honse
1Jn what was going on, so I knew what was happening, even to the vc>rv
last. . I discussed the problem of the form of the use of the bomb with
the President early in November 1944, when I submitted a memorans
dum on the final phase of the European war. That memorandum
contained a forecast that the war would end in April or May, and
that there would be no lasting stand, that the whole German system
would collapse.
·
·
Though I have kept in touch, my o1ficial role as the representative
of the President continued up to the time when, as you will see, I
submitted to him the idea that it must be given over to an organiztition
in charge o:( all scientific devefopment, and suggested Dr. Bush, of
· whose keen interest and ready aid I had learned in the course of
the difficult months of 1940.
Many of the pivotal fig·ures are not now alive; the President is dead;
General Watson, .who rendered very great service, is dead. I remember that to military and naval \nen who said, "Well, this is still·so
remote; what is this thing; let's wait and see," "Pa" Watson would
answer, "But the Boss wants it, boys." That was the one theme
song of "Pa" atson.
·
He is dead, and the secretary who µsed to call me up and pass on
my messages is di:iad. ·
·,
·
.
These documents which fortunately were written, represent the only
available record qf the flock of events, apart from scraps; and the
scraps that are available in the files are insufficient to give a correct
picture. One gets a picture by reading some of the things that
have been pubhshecl, but there was a linear progression. '
Like all things, it was full of set-backs, difficulties, and perceptiveness and willingness, doubts, and hesitations, and it required contiirnous prodding. Such work as I was able to do, I was able, to
perform because ever·yone knew I was not concerned ·about anything
but the progres~ of the work,_Ta:nd had made myself .anonymou~. .
I£ I may agam quote the .New Testament, there 1s a·verse m·lst
Peter, "Be ready always to give answer to anyone.thiit asketh of you
1

•
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the reasnn o:f the hope that is within you," and yet with m~ekness and
fear I felt th.;tt I had to go on with this work, that I had this vision
and it must go 011; and so I. sacrificed my time and concentrated oil
tb,a,t. Litter on, as a .roattiir of fact, when the war broke out I resigned
from my administrative post and became a private.economic adviser
so as to be able to devote myself to war work to a very large extent,
In the summer of 1941 I had given to the Navy a plan that was
worked OUf with t4e aid Qf a great engineer, radiosonic buoys for the
~stablishment of the Atlantic ·security lane for the lend-lease shipments. This was/ afterward adopted by the Navy through the technical work by Prqfessor Huntsacker of M. I. T.
. ·
·
I. 'Yant to convey this impression, that in the beginning t)lere was a
poht1cal .concept I and a moral concern, and that it was necessary to
provide proper vehicles for action a,1d also to get acceleration of
action.
·
·
The third sta~e was the coordination phase of the university researches with limited governmental aid and pressure-these were
words that I used at that time-as I was saying, limited governmental
aid and .pressure by Einstein and the writer for a I).ew framework
and m1 acceler.ated tempo for the project.
While a nuµiber of the university repre~ntatives were encourageµ
by the governme:qtal interest, the fundamental tenor and_ the tempo
of the work remained, on the whole, continuous .with the past-that
is, they were regarded as mere laboratory researches.
The time of th,is phase was approximately coincidental with what
was called at that time the "phony" war. This was the time of the
war which .embraced the period between the fall of Poland and the
Nazi invasion of the Lowlands.
. :YQU can well believe that the President during this period was
· pressed by, and preoccupied with, numerous internal and international prol;>lems.
··
.
.
.
O~r liais<?n officer for the project, General ,yatson, or.ally conyey.ed
to the President the general tenor of Dr. Br1ggs' report. While he
had done that, he thought; when he transmitted it to the writer on
February 8, 1940, that a more pointed conclusion was necessary.. He
added that he had asked for a special recommendation from Dr.
BrJ.ggs. .
~vt,ean.wh.Ue, .S.pme progress was n:iad~ in the c~>0rdinatio:r:i of t~e
umversity rese.arches by the coordmatmg committee mentioned m
the concluding point of Dr. Briggs' report. The appointment of
Dean Pegram served to focalize activities in Columbifl, on this project,
and frequent cqnfere:r;ices were held thereby with the speaker and Doctorf'I PJgram, Fermi, and Szilard. 'This group used to meet often
at the Columbia University Faculty Club.
. I:i:i. mid-l'Tovember, this group projected an octet of experimental
projects in the hope that the subsidiary questions could be cleared
within a peripd of 6 months.
Based on notes that were made at the time, I find that the nature
and scope of these subsidiary problems and the recommended personnel, all of them from nearby educational institutions, were as followrl will not rea~ that, bu~ it inc.luded the leading figures in this
c;ou11itry, people working on, these problems.
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· . However, I will say that th~ most important of the men who were
brought in was Prof. Harold C. Urey, who won the Nobel Prize for
his work on heavy water, and who later on became very important.
At the same .tiI~e, the Columb~a v.roject bec.ame the recipien~ of
governmental aid m the form of limited funds mtended for the pur~
chase of materials, as is bome out by the reply that Dr. Briggs made
on February 20, 19'10, to General Watson's note of February 8 1940.
On the other hand, Dr. Einstein and myself were dissatisfied. with
the scope and the pace of the work and its progress. The writer conferred with Dr. Einstein at Princeton in Febri1ary. I went out to
see him there and there developed an inquiry as to the importa11ce of
· the work that was being carried on at the time in Paris, work that had
been described in a contemporaneous issue of Science.
We felt that it was very important that this free trade in ideas...::_
to use Justice Holmes' words, one of his expressions given in one of
his great and disceming decis~ons-that this exchange of ideas should
be carried on beeause these things that were being 'reported sened as·
links and as stimuli to future work.
I had asked him, Dr. Einstein, about the work of the French, and he
reporteq about that 1 and he said that he thought that the wol'k at .
Columbm was more important.
·
As I say, I e.voked from him the statement that the work lieino- done
at Columbia was more important. He further said, that conditions
should be created for its extension and acceleration.
Accordingly, the writer sent, on February 15, 1940, to Genernl ,vatson a plea £or larger aid and an intimation that preseiltly Dr. Einstein
would give a favorable evaluation of the work which had been completed at Columbia;
·
(The letter referred to is as follows :)
·
Geu.

FEIIRUARY

l;j,

1940.

l\l. W' ,HSON,
1::,'corctury to the President,
The White House, Washington, D. C.
EDWIN

DEAR GENF:RAL WATSON: Tha;1k yon very much :for your letter of the 8th
and the uceompnuying report of Dr. Briggs to the President, both of. which
will be treate1l as confidential. Had the recommendations from the second
part of point 5 through points 6 and 8 been placerl ahead of the more technical
points 1-4, the practical meaning of the Jetter would have been clearer and
more forceful-numelr, that in the opinion of Dr. Briggs and his colleagues
it was distinctly worth while to go ahead. Due to too academic a presentation, I feel that that practical point was lost.
As the last issue of Science contained a quotation from Science Letters bearing
on work in Paris, and as, since our meeting, t,here has been even more searching
and significant work in this country, I shall take the occasion to submit within
the next month nn·up-to-date appraisal of the situation which, according to Dr.
Einstein in a recent conversation, holds forth even greater promise than we had
thought.
With kind regards and appreciation,
Yours sincerely,
ALEXANDER SACHS,

Dr. SACHS. Ensuin~ conferences 'which I had wit.h Dr. Eins~ein
prompted the suggest10n that he prepare another review of the situation for submission to the President. I had felt that Dr. Einstein's
authorit;Y' was such ·that, combined with his insight and concern, it
could affect the tempo of the work which then, to use a musical term,
too slow, troppo lento.
·
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His review, which w~s dated March 7, was written as a letter to
me. I will read the opening and closing paragraphs 0£ this letter
dated March 7, 1940. It was addressed to me at my office at the
Lehman Corp. .
In view of our common concern in the bearings of certain experimental work
in problems connected with national defense, I wish to draw yom· attention
to the development which has taken place since the conference that was arranged through your good offices in October last year between scientists engaged
· in this work and goveri1mental· representatives.

He also reported that he had learned of the further work that was
going on in Germany since the outbreak of the war, the work on
uranium.
He pointed out that this work was being intensified in Germany.
I shall quote a portioi1 here:
I have now learned the research there Is being carried out In great secrecy
and that it has been extended to another of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes,
the Institute of Physics.
·

However, when it comes to secrets-even under the totalitarian
system, secrets come out. Under our freer system, things also come
out. ';{'hey come ou~ even while we are taking terrific measur~s, and
very rightly, they still come out. I refer specifically to the Mmernls
.Yearbook 0£ 1943.
On page 828, that book contains something which was very significant.-- In a very technical statement about uranium, it spoke about
uranium production in 1943-·
.
Senator TYDINGS. Was that our book, or was it a German bookW
Dr. SACHS. It was our book, the Minerals Yearbook £or 1943, on
page 828.
.
At the, very time that newspapers and editors were not even to
breathe the word "atom," the Minerals Yearbook of 1943, page 828,
said, with reference to uranium:
·
Uranium production in 1943 was greatly stimulated by a Government program·
having materials priority over all other mineral procurements, but most of
--· the.._ff!!!J_s were burieq in War Department secrecy.

Then~-it goes oh____:._firnay:
Most of the 1943 uranium supply was used by physics laboratories for research
on uranium isotopes as a source of energy.

These techp.ical books went everywhere, they were available, by
the ordinary routine, to the technicians, who would not have to read
between the lines.
Our secrets leaked out. However, the same thing applied in the
hP,rmetically sealed German systEm. It is inherent in the situation.
The. only way in which sec.re~s do not get. out is if. no one knows
anythmg about them. Once 1t 1s known, 1t 1s out. The only reason
they got no secrets £rom me was that no one knew that I had anything to do with it. The newspapers, which are always eager m
trying to get stories, got nothing from me because they did not know
I had anything to do with it, so they did not seek me out and they did
not get the kind of denial that would mean an affirmation.
As I said, Dr. Einstein wrote me on March 7, 1940. He said that
in view of our common concern in the matter, he wanted to make
a report on the developments, what the developments were, since the
outbreak of the war. He stated that research on uranium had intensified in Germany.
·
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Since the outbreak of the war, interest In uranium has intensified in Germany.
I have now learned that research there Is being carried out in great· secrecy
and that it has been extended to another of the Kaiser Wilhelm .institutes, the
Institute of Physics. The latter has been taken over by the Government and .
a group of physicists, under the leadership of C. F. von Welzsaecker, who Is
now working there on uranium In collaboration with the Institute of Chemistry. The former director wo.s sent away on a leave of absence apparently
for the duration of the waT.
Should you think it advisable to relay this Information to the President, please
consider yourself free to do so. Will you be kind ·enough to let me know if you
are taking any action in this direction?

I shall skip the next paragraph. Thei1 he wrote:
I have discussed with Professo1· ·wigner of Princeton University and Dr. Szilard the situation in the light of the lufornmtlon that is nvailable. Dr. Szilard
_wlll let you ~ve a memorandum Informing you of the 1n·ogress mnrle since Oc·
tober last year so that YQU will be able to take such action us you think in the
circumstances rulvisable. Yon will see tllat the line he has pursued is different
and apparently more promising than the line pursued by l\I. Jollot In France
about whose work you may have seen reports In the papers.

And I h;ave, throughout, followed t-he policy not only 0£ having an
expert on tap but of going to other people's experts to see ·what they
were doing. When it came to scientific work, I was going to leave
that to the scientist.<;, I did not presume to net as a scientist. These
memoranda written by Dr. Einstein\ Dr. Szilard and the others, I
did not presume, when I forwarded t11em, to act as a synthesizer for
them.
·
I passed on Dr. Einstein's review of the situation to the President
on March 15, 1040, asking for an opportunity to confer with him on
the latest phases of the experimental ~ork. That letter I have ·~ere.
(The letter referred to was entered m the record of the committee
and appears below:)
MARCH

The PRESIDENT,
The White House, Washington, D.

15, 1940.

a.

DEAB Mn. PRESIDENT: As a sequel to the C'Ommunlcation which I had the honor
to submit to you on October 12, Prof. Albert Einstein sent me another regarding the latest developments touching on the significance of research on
ura.nlum for problems of national defense. In that Jetter he suggests that I
.convey to you the information that has rpached me that since the outbreak of
the war, research at the Berlin Institute of Physics, which has been taken over
by the Government, was placed under the leadership of C. F. von Welzsaecker, son
of the German Secretary of State.
In the realization that these further views of Dr. Einstein have a.definite bearIng on the favorable report submitted to yon by Dr. Briggs as chairman of the
committee which conferred with exverimental scientists concerned and myself,·
I am enclosing his communlcntion for your kind perusal. l\lay I also ask whether
and when tt would be convenient for you to confer on certain practical Issues
brought to a focus by the very progress of the experimental work, as Indicated
In tbe concluding paragraph of Dr. Einstein's letter?
In view of your original designation of General Watson in this matter, I am
transmitting It through his good offices.
Yours sincerely,
ALEXANDER. SACHS.

Dr. SACHS. The reply of General Watson on March 27, 1940, was to
the effect that the governmental committee was awaiting "a report of
the investigations being conducted at Columbia University" and hence
"the matter should rest in abeyance."
I did not feel that I could rest.
·
Senator TYDINGS. In abeyance 1
·
Dr. SACHS, Yes. Ho,wever, the sense of foreboding about Nazi
aggression that had been voiced before the outbreak of the war-as
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I disclosed previously-impelled the writer to relate the expectations .
of new invasions in the wake of spring to the instant project.
· ·
At the beginning of April, opportunity was afforded the speaker in
the course of a visit to the 1Vhite House to unfold views on the probable course of German aggression as encompassing in this war-as.
distinguished from the last war_;;_the elimination of neutrals so as to
secure complete control of the coast from Norway to France.
,
It had this bearing on the uranium project: It was suggested to require diplomatic arrangement for the shipment of uranium supplies
in Belgium to the United' States, instead of shipment on the eve of
invasion to France, to avoid their probable capture by the Germans
in their military onrush through France.
.
Taking the project as a whole, it was urged that instead of delimited aid in the form of specific material purchases or reimbursements for expenditures by universities, a fund be made available
from governmental sources or by persuading foundations to allocate
a fund in order that -research could be planned on an adequate scale
and on a long-term basis.
·
You see, I had also another thought in mind in making that provision or assertion that the late spring months were not too early for
the planning of the enlargement of the research personnel.
·
This "·as because around April and May the scientists were being
booked up for the next year's work in the universities, and if
did
not take them then, we' were not going to have them later on. So,
our job was this, to divert academic talent from teaching to research,
public research. Otherwise, the right kind of people, the people
we wanted, would have completed their negotiations·with faculties for
the next academic year.
The tenor of these considerations and recommendations was embodied in an aicle-memoire which was prepared in ,vashington and
left at the vVhite Honse. That was another memorandum that was
left with the President to review the situation.
The foui th phase was the phase which I have called in this report,
written immediately after the events, in the role which the President
assigned to me, among other things, as one of the originatorswhat I mean was that I had had assigned to me, among other things,
the job of acting as the contemporaneous historian-"effprts by .the
originators of the project to gain the adherence of the governmental
and advisory group to organizational changes needed to attJ.1.ne the
research to the urgencies of unfolding 1Vorld ,var events."·
The representations made to the President at the turn of the month,
by me at the turn of the month, that is, in March and early April, as
just summarized, led him within a few days to revert to and act upon
the preceding correspondence that had been pitched in the same key ..
Accordingly, on April 5, 1940, he ackno,Yledged what had been
conveyed to him by Dr. Einstein and proposed that a new conference
be held in 1Vashington between Dr. Einstein and the speaker on the,
one hand, and Dr. Briggs and the special representatives of the Army
and Navy on the other hand.
The closing paragraph of that letter implied that the President
wanted the research contimH'd. That i~, the prehninary questions
about which a few in the coorcliniiting group still retained tints of
doubt were in his mind disposed of.

we
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To General Watson was delegated the making of arrangements for
the conference, but he, the President, wanted to be advised directly ·
of the results of that conference.
.
.
Under even date, General Watson asked the speaker for a list ·of
scientists to be invited, inclusive of suggestions by Dr. Einstein. The
inquiries made by the writer of Dr. Einstein and other members of
the coordinating group led to the submission by the speaker to General
Watson of the requested list.
·
Throughout my work I was in touch with Dr. Szilard and Dr.
Wigner of Princeton .and Dean Pegram of Columbia and, later on,
also Urey.
·
· .
·
Following the receipt on April 13 of the two letters from the White
House of April 5, Dr ..Einstein was written to on April 15. The letter
opened up with a statement regarding the transmission to the President of Dr. Einstein's communication of March 7 to me.
It noted a contemporaneous impression that the efforts subsequent
to the President's return from the Canal Zone trip-he had been on
vacation-had contribnted to the decision by the President-I had
gotten in touch with him in the course of that trip and he had given
me certain p1:iorities so that this anonymous representative could go
through and convey messages.
The- message to the President so conveyed had contributed to the
decision by the President "to adopt the procedure suggested" in the
speaker's original communication.
Cognizant of the resistances in the group to the proposed enlargement of the organizational framework, the speaker urged Dr. Eii1stein
to participate in person in· the forthcoming conference. However,
after a conference which the speaker h11d with Dr. I<Jinstein at Princeton, it bec11me clear that indisposition on account of a cold and also
the great shyness and humility of that rea1ly saintly scientist would
make him, Dr. Einstein, recoil from participating in large groups and
would prevent his attendance.
So, he delegated me to report for him, too.
As a substitute, I had asked him to enable me to 1·ccord the consensus
of views in the form of a writtm communication to Dr. Briggs.
That communication, daied April 2G, 1940, to Dr. Briggs, which
Dr. Einstein signed, referred to the discussions he had had with
Dr. Wigner and myself on the progrei;s of the "·ork of Dr. Fermi
and ·Dr. Szilard.
The purpose of the lefter was to impart a new impetus and to suggest an appropriate adjustment of the organization side of the research·
to the interlinked necessities of the emergent phase of the research
and of the international situations.
·
I should like to quote from his letter, that letter.
I am convinced as to the wisdom--

The CnATUM:AN. 1Vhose, letter was that?
Dr. SAcns. This is Dr. Einstein's letter which I brought with me
to Dr. Briggs.
I am convinced as to the wisdom and urgency of creating the conditions under
which that and related work can be cnrried out with greater speed and on a
larger scale than hitherto.
·
I was interested in a suggestion made by Dr. Sachs that the special advisory
committee supply names of persons to serve as a board of trustees for a nonprofit organlzution which, with the approvul of the governmental c;ornmittee,
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coulcl secure from governmental or privnte sources, or both, the necessary funds
for car1·ylng out the work.
.
Given such a framework and tlie necessary funds, it (the large-scale experi·
ments ancl explorntlon of practical applications) could be carried. out much
faster than through a loose cooperation of university laboratories and Government departments.

Yon must bear in mind that this was before the fall of Frar1ce ·and
the Government executives had no money.
·
We were trying to take this thing out of where it was. This was
the viewpoint of those who had shown an exercise of faith, of those
who hoped for assistance, those scientists, as distingni!"hed from other
scientists who were more interested in "·hat I called, in the memorand1im to the President, a "bit-by-bit procedure."
Since they realized the import and pressure of intemntional
events, they wanted the thing lifted out of the somewhat monastic
type of research that goes on in universities, a slow process, on a very
limited scale. They wanted, we wanted, a greater scale and a much
faster tempo.
.
·
·
O~·iginally, the April meeting was scheduled by Dr. Briggs. for
April 22, and so far as nongovernmental people were concerned was
to be limited to Dr. Einstein, Dean Pegram of Columbia, and myself.
Tlrnn, by telegram of April 20, the meeting was postponed to the
27th. In the interim I begged to enlarge the group and I requested
that an invitation be sent to scientists and executives in universities
involved in the current uranium research.
·
That request was granted, as appears from my· letter of May 11,
1940, to the President.
(The letter referred to was entered in the record of the committee
and appears below:)
·
The PnESrnENT,
'l'he White House, Washington, D.

MAY

11, 1940.

a.

DEAR l\Iu. PRESIDENT: In furtherance of your kin cl lettC'r to me of April 5,
the conference suggested by you was arranged and held under Dr. Briggs' chairmanship on April 27 between the governmental ancl nongoYernmental groups
concerned with the bearing of uranium experiments on national defense. With
the conclusion of the first experiment, which was contluctecl at Columbia University by Drs. Szilard ancl Fermi, with governmental aicl, the whole project
Is now entering upon n new stage. Assuming that the goyernmental committee
will now, upon your i'nqniry, report in favor of further and larger g_ovei·nmental
action, may I, in accordance with your own gracious expression of a desire to
be advised of developments, suhmit the following consi!lerntions and suggestions:
1. \Vith the invasion of Belgium b~· the very power which has organized the
residue of its scientists for uranium work, the danger-alluded to in my original
letter to you of October 11, l93D-that America may be cut off from uranium
supplies of the Belgian Congo has increased. In addition, the successful completion of the above-mentioned preliminary experiment rendei's it practicable and
advisable that the action to be talcen shall be adeqnute and comprehensive.
2. Such action inherently involves not only larger financial support to be
accorded by the Government but also the formation of an organizntionnl framework under which the work can proceed with tile flexihility required for a·
going enterprise. Interestingly enougl1, the latter practical aspect has been
emphasized by Dr. Einstein in conversations with myself and was communicated
by him in a letter to Dr. Briggs, of which I am enclosing· a copy for your kind
perusal and attention. In this communication you might find of inter1'st the
enclosed copies of two communications which I haYe received from Dr. Szilard,
the first of which contains a synoptic statement of the implication of the work
for national defense that was made orally at the above-mentioned conference
of Apr!l 27, ancl the second nn outline of the next tasks to be undertaken.
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S. The resultant requirement for forming an. organization for directing the
work outsicle of govemmental institutions and for assuring that work by scientists
in the universities ls carried out with due .secrecy has to be. dovetalled with
the designation of persons to serve as trust!les of a nonprofit organization
that is to supervise the allocation of funds and to coordinate the various branches
of the work. ·
4. These interllnked needs s~ggest to me that it would be desirable to bring
one of your legal aides Into the circle of discussion, along with General Watson,.
who is now serving so efficiently as a liaison for the representatives of the
service departments and the Bureau of Standards.
·
In view of the urgency of a decision on these points, I should g1·eatly appreciate conferring with you in the course of next week, at your convenience..
Yours sincerely,
ALEXANDER SACHS.

Dr. S,rnHs. That, then, is the background against which the conference was held, a background which was lit up by portentous international events. The second week of the month opened with t.he
German invasion of Norway and Denmark on April 9; the third week
witnessed counteroperations by the British, the landings in Norway
on April 16 and April 18 .
. Since the concern for national defense and the survival of civilization motivated my mediation· of the project bet:ween the scattered
scientists and the President, it is understandable in the flux of
erupting international forces that I should seek to transpose the
laboratory questions to the larger theater of international policy and
military operations.
Two cqntemporaneous crystallizations of that preoccupation are
available. The first is a memorandum-letter prepared at my request
by Dr. Szilard under date of April 22. The. second is a self-addressed
memorandum dated April 20, 1940, and bearingthe title "Import of
War Developments for and A~plication to National Defense of
Uranium Atomic Disintegration. '
.
Skipping the technical memorandum, I want to mention the-The CnAIRllIAN. Doctor, I am sorrv, but we have to recess at 12
o'clock. So, if you will, we would like to have you bear that in mind,
Dr. SACHS. All right, .sir; I will pick an appropriate place.
The memorandum-letter by Dr. Szilard aimed to describe the next
phase of the research and its dual alternatives and their respective
applications to national defense.
.
The first case deals with chain reactions in which the neutrons are
slowed down so only a small fraction of uranium can be utilized.
In the second case, the neutrons are not slowed down and 1;10 the
bulk of the ordinary uranium can be utilized. It is the latter case
which has the greatest significance for national defense and particularly for the production o:f atomic bombs. The former significarice
would apJ?ear to lie in power production and would also present the
complicat10n that personnel handling s.uch built and powered atomic
engines would be exposed to the radiations.
The second alternative also presented a dual utility for concentrated
power and concentrated explosives.
· As to the second use, the concluding paragraph of that memorandum
constitutes a most ilJuminating formulation:
A chain reaction of the second type would make it poRsible to bl'!ng about
explosions of extraordinary intensity. If, for purposes of aggression, a bomb
based on such a chain react.ion were set off at sea near the coast, tidal waYes
brought about by the explosions might lead to the destrucUon of coastal cities.
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The coincident memorandum of the writer was concerned with highlighting the bearin~ of the war developments on the organizational
aspects of the uranmm research; and evoking applications for naval
warfare with a view to throwing into sharper relief the urgencies
of providing more central direction and greater adequacy of scope
and speed in the prosecution of the project. ·
I had previously been called in to discuss what would :follow, what
would be the results, if control of the Mediterranean was achieved by
the aggressor.
.
.
In that connection there was an idea, a coincident idea advanced
by a person who had been in the Army and who was concerned about
this problem, a great friend of mine, Colonel Donovan.
Colonel Donovan and myself had independently perceived this fact,
which was that the Mediterranean would be siO"nificant north-south
as distinguished from east-west. "\<Ve saw that tl1e democracies would
be pushed out from the continent, that the next war wonld push France
out as a power.
This conclusion. did not require great :foresight, neither did it require the memory with which I had been blessed.
The French military people engaged in the last peace conference
had seen that.
Furthermore, in a book to which Clemenceau wrote the introduction-Clemenceau was a layman who had his own views about military
strategy~you will remember he was the man who even wrote, "War
is too serious a thing to leave it solely fo the milita1:y."
Clemenceau had seen that this situation was fraught with difficulty
and he expressed himself on it as a layman, with complete respect to
the performance of the military-the layman having the advantage
that he can synthesize the military considerations with the political
considerations.
Clemenceau insisted, at the Peace Conference, "If yon do not give
the French the protection of the Rhineland, then the democracies will
have no bnse of operations, no base of support."
You will remember the phrase "point cl' appui," which menns, you·
might say, jumping-off place-we agreed we would not even have a
support on the continent. Therefore, the significance of the Mediterranean was going to be north-south and not east-west.
Following those discussions, I bl'Oachecl the problem of the supply
of uranium for the United States.
I pointed out that the biggest supply of uranium was in the hands
of the Belgians. I pointed out that even if they sent it. to France
it would not come to us, that ·we had to open diplomatic negotiations.
Incidentally, that industrialist I mentioned, Pregel, who at that time
was in France and was a French citizen, had asked his own government to make n,rrnngernentR with the Bf1lgians aml he had asked it
in 1930.
That prescience on the part of these refugees, gentlemen, is not any
spe'eial quality in time but rather it w·as because they were united
by a political sensitivity with their specific e.xpertness as scientists and
technologists.
Now; the memorandum which I submitted to the President opened
with a description of the meetings and the work that was being done
by other scientists; by the scientists in England, men like Dirac and
Dr. Charwick and Lindemann, and so on. That work would be avail-
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-able for collaboration with research in America. . In other words,
there was suggested at that time the idea of Anglo-American collaboration,
.
·
.
In u lecture in 1936 it was foreseen that there· would be developed
u new source of energy; we were aware; profoundly and humanly
aware, of the dualism, the good and evil in it.
The memorandum then dealt with the tendency to reservations and
understatement of the results of research and their implications, the
effect of which on governmental representatives was to cause them to
rec_?il from the very snp:g-estions that were being pressed by Dr. Einstem and me for provi<lmg a lnr~~er and mo~·c resonrcefnl organizational framework for adequate and faster prosecution of the task. .
In the effort to overcome the tempo dampening and scale dampening
that that very attitude entails, and that is the attitude o:f conservative
hesitation, proper enough in an ordimiry task but not for this kind of
thing, which called for what I have described as "the willing suspension of disbelief"-the speaker submitted the following observations and considerations which in a later presentation to the President.
appeared to be contributive toward a resolution of the organizational
difficulties.
I pointed ont in effect that the action was forthcoming-I did not
presume to give these as rnv results but as my observations from
reading all these memonuH.la: As was my habit', I did not look at it
as a scientist.
The present writer, ns n nonvhysicist-

t.his is a quotation from my memorandnmwoulll not of course Yentnre nn opinion nlong~ide those e,;,,.1. But as an Cl·o-·
nomic historian anrl as a practicnl economist Yl1rscd in th<' eonduct of technological research, he has venture1l to convey to the scientists mentioned and to
the govermneutnl authorities his hypothesis that the clifficnlties which loom so
large now might well nrise from the ch,1racteristic physicnl limitations of the
pre-pilot plant operations that arc carried on in the typical university lab- ·
oratories. If the project is fr;;.nght with promise and importance for national ·
defeu~c. then it seems to him worth while to apvroximate ,·ery soon the conditions of iudustrial-pilot-plant operations. This might cntnil the building of·
equipment, machinery, and even the construction of adequately scaled and adequately protected physical plant.
Once we relate the uranium research to national defense, it should be regeared
in type and tempo to the most advanced technological research that has been
carried out by the American chemical nml electrical c~nuplrnies.

I need hardly insel't parenthetically that it ,,as this scale of operation which was carried out with such distinction later on by General
Groves. Returning to the memorandum:
What has taken place In Poland, Denmark, and Norway, and will doubtless
go on through other EuropPan countries that will be invaded, is that the pacificminded countries have not brought their national defense up to the quantity and
quality required for technological warfare. When the import of the European
war Is assimilated by the American people and national defense ls undertaken
as a national enterprise, then we may be confident that we will match in war
the progressiveness of our civiian technology and come to surpass It, which means
surpassing the German mllltary technology,

In the conviction then ·that ''ail adequate organizational framework
is itself the precondition for the ascertainment and effectuation of
the value of nuclear research for national defense," the speaker pro,ceeded to sharpen the possible applications of that research for naval
,operation--.
.
Senator RussELL. What was the date of that~
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Dr. R.\CHS. April 20, l!:J.10, before the invnsion of France.
As I sny, I proceeded to point out the possible applications £or
naval opcmtions, on the assnmpt.ion that the war would in time become
global on the part of the Axis, inclusive of Japan, against the democraeies, inclusiYe of the United States.
·
.
In thnt event, the applications in the <lnal form of telescoped power
drive nnd magnified explosions should aid the United States to overcome ·'the disalh·antage under which we labor due to the enormous
distances between continental -United States and our possessions, arid
bet.ween our possessions and the Japanese homeland."
·
This was not ,var-mongering; this was adjustment to the import of
events as I saw them, as I followed this phenomenal development of
mass effort.
If I may quote again from the Bible, from Jeremiah: "Take the
wine cup of this fury at my hand and-drink it."
I could see that we would all be engulfed; that on the Continent,
only Great Britain would be left; and that we would be the only continental insular power left in the universe and that then we would have
to take action.
.
I saw that we must not let Germany go ahead with research on the
kind of weapon they were working on, a weapon whose essence is
the elimination of time for the defense, the elimination of that borrowed time we all.needed so badly in this war.
Inasmuch as tHe attempt to relate the applications to strategic and
logistic configurations presupposed naval data, Dr. Briggs' good offices
with Admiral Bowen and Commander Hoover brought answers to
questions submitted in a letter. This letter I do not have.
Now, the sequel to this was a new stage in this progress. You must
bear in mind that this is not the the linear progress that people have
written about. You will remember that story in Alice in Wonderland, about the queen: You start with the encl, you start with the sentence, and then you work back.
.
·
_
So it is when it comes to writing history. People might say, "We
have got the bomb and we used it; therefore, it must have been present
throughout."
There was no such straight line. It was a very zigzag line, and
every bit of time and every urgency that was applied turned out to be
indispensable. Every infinitesimal effort, even, became infinitely important in the course of the eventuation of what gave us the timely use
of a weapon that did serve to shorten the war.
It did shorten the wnr, although it must be recognized that, strategically and otherwise, Japan had been completely beaten by naval
and other action. They had been beaten by the ·Navy, by the air
power. We must not, in our concern with these things, tend to eliminate the problem of the whole organization of our nnt.ional defense.
We needed those bases protected by the Navy to use for the bom~ing
and that was the result of war operations by other war technologists.
However, it presents a new factor, a most vital factor-but I will
not go into those questions. I will return to the history.
The conference of April 27, i940, on orgnnizational framework, the
inadequacy we had then, resulted in new submissions to the President
for a resolution of the difficulties.
The conference that was held on April 27 at the Bureau of Standards
under Dr. Briggs' able and conciliatory chairmanship did serve to
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dispel doubts that had been entertained by some mei.nbers. It also
marked further progress in evoking a willingness to entertain consideration of lnrge-scale expenditures that might run up to six figures.
That was fantastic alongside the cost heretofore, the thousands that
were being spent a:rid the money that "'.as being :furni~hed by those w~o
were on the margm, who were spendmg out of their own pockets m
connection with this work in corresponding amounts.
It had begun to run into six figures. Yet the majority, accustomed.
to the small scale of physical laborato.ries at the universities and the
corresp::mdingly reduced scales of the budgets of governmental scientific laboratories, did not. appear ready to design a large scale and
comprehensive program, and instead insisted on "bit-by-bit" procedures with ranked preferences and time deferments.
By the beginning of May the uranium research at Columbia, which
was the pathfindin()' research, had reached the point where expansion
was deemed advisable and desirable by the whole quartet of scientists
concerned-that is, the direct experimenters, Drs. Fermi and Szilard
and Dean George Pegram and Prof. Harold Urey.
·
After a number of conferences of the speaker with the Columbia
group, a sort of minute was drafted as of May 10 embodying the
consensus as to the successive stages. In,this case, I myself did the
secretarial work. I did not hesitate to be a glorified office boy. ··
The first point in this minute was:
The first large-scale experiment would have as its aim to demonstrate beyond
any doubt whatever that a nuclear chain reaction could be maintained in a
system composed of carbon and uranium. This would require about 100 tons
of graphite and some 10 to 20 tons of uranium metal. It would also be necessary to design a rather elaborate mechanism to stabilize the chain reaction and
to safeguard against overheating as well as the possibility of an explosion.

The second point was :
The next stage is to carry out a general survey of all nuclear constants In
order to confirm the values previously obtained· nnd to narrow down the limits
of experimental error beyond observed values of the constants. This would ·
strengthen the assurance of the group in the ultimate success of the experiment.
Then as preparatory gromlll for that experiment would come the advancing of
structural details and the carrying out of techonological tests on snmp1es of
materials which have to be used in large quantities in the ultimate experiment.
This In turn would require getting bids for the manufacturing of the material
in needed quality and quantity.

As to quality, the nroblem of refinement was thro11.!!hout it verv
grave one; it was the 1ndustrial know-how which had to be acquired,
as well as the fundamental scientific research.
·
In financial terms, the first stage would require expenditures of
$30,000 to $50,000; the second stage wonld require from $250,000 to
upwards of $500,000.
It was the spea:ker's view that in the interest of time, speed, and even
of ecoriomy, the second could be prepared for while the first was going
on, providfog that adequate funds were made available to begin with.
The proposal which had been submitted for a nonprofit organizatioii
directed by a mixed board of trustees seemed particularly suited to
methodical and economical direction of the work.
The lack of resolution of the organizational difficulties led the
speaker to submit an analysis of the situation and resultant recommendations in a communication to'the President dated May 11, 1940,
together with a note of transmittal to General Watson of even date.
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The point of departure was-I am coming to the end of this sectiont
that may serve as a terminal point.
. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, Doctor.
Dr. SAcus. The point of departure was that, according to the
advices given to the speaker by Dean Pegram, the graphite experiment,
which had been partly financed by the Government, was a success.
As the comiirnnication was coincident with the German march through
Belgium, the invasion having begun on May 10, the situation adumbrated in the initial presentation of OctQber 11, 1939, had come to pass.
I mean, the situat10n I hud presented when I stated that we should
acquire uranium supplies from Belgium had come to pass,
A problem of access of uranium supplies that would be needed on
a larger and larger scale had been thrust forward.
Tlus, in turn threw into sharper relief the need for a change of
the organizational framework "under which the work would proceed
with the flexibility required for a going enterprise."
·
+'he President was therefore requested to designate a legal aide
to facilitate the establishment of a nonprofit body which would
secure the resources for carrying on the work under conditi01is where
the tenure of the research posts would be secure and their equipment
and material be amply provided for. I have in mind here that large
gronp of scientists that would have to be brought in at that period
when they were looking for other university posts.
Al<;mg with that there should be provision for the·necessary secrecy
:1;; distrngui::;hccl from the normal eagemess and competitiveness in
early publication of indicated results.
You must see that we had a job there. Even ii1 get ting the scientists,
you had to take that into account, the fact that we were preveutiug
them from having what is the biggest asset to the scientist-the knowledge that the results of his research will get published to all when he
does an important job. He would not have that satisfaction-and
yon have to give them an adjustment in salaries.
·
.
This was no time to d.e,lay; if we delayed, then we would be losing
the scicut.ists.
Also, at that time-this "·as before the i11vusion of Erance...:...you
would have to see to it that, so far as our publications go, the scientific
magazines, such as Science, and the Physical Review, aml 1·clated
publications, that this work, in view of the p(itcntial value and the
potential claugcr, was not made known to the potential enemy.
Is this a good stopping point, Mr. Chairn~an i I could go .on.
,vimt do you say, sid
.
'l'he CHAIIU\L\N. Doctor, the Senate meets at 12 o'clock.
Dr. SAcus. All right, let me go on, then; this is it very short part.
The CuA11tJ1IAN. All ·right.
Mr. :.,AcHs. This is part 6 of this contemporaneous history, assembled at the eml, in August. This is on the basis of ·what had been
done· wit.Ji these reviews that were made, it is contemporaneous with
what I have developed.
The heading is:
Resolution of the difficulties nn<l resetting of the uranium research project
Into the uew organization estnblishecl by the President 011 June 15, 1040 for the
dir11ctio11 of all scientific ·develo11ments related to national defense.

The CnAIHMAN. ·what was the date that the small-sea.le st.age ended
and that you were to go forward on tite large sea le~
.
·
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Dr. SAons. Between May and June it was decided that we needed
to ~o forward on the lar$er ~cale. The appointment 0£ a new organization, the Office 0£ Scientific. Research and Development, came, I
tl1ink on June 15, having been preceded by suggest.ions 0£ such a.
scheme as I transmitted to Peneral Watson.
Senator AusTIN, This was 1940?
Dr. SACHS. This was in 1940.
In keeping with the practice of :full confidence and cooperativeness
with the Presidential representatives from the Government services
to direct the joint committee on the uranium project, the letter to the
President 0£ May 11 was given a counterpart m the communication to
Dr. Briggs 0£ May 13, 1940. That is, I did not do anything with
the President without sending a copy 0£ it or speaking about it to Dr.
Briggs,_as the administrator-scientist, and to General Watson, as aide
to the 1~resident.
My letter to Dr. Briggs drew attention to Dean Pegram's favorable
report on th~ graphite experiment and inferred that the governmental committee would report favorably to the President on the
project. That would be reported directly to the President and I was
convinced enough and could discern that it would be certain to be
recommended.
Recognizing that university research is inherently characterized
by a "traditional discursive attitude and leisurely tempo," the contemporaneous facts of the invasion of Belgium .threw into sharper
relief the requirements 0£ national defense. Applied to this project,
those requirements were for a resourcefulness of operation ·and an
acceleration of pace and also a secrecy that could not be had in the
university projects, generally carried on with limited means and in
an atmosphere of mutual interchange.
.
And I want to say here that the scientists, Dr. Szilard, Dr. Wigner,
and Dr. Einstein, were a11 of the snme view, that there had to be secrecy
against leaks to the enemy.
In furtherance of the foregoing, another letter was written to General 1Vat.son on May 15, the second and revised version 0£ which is
inclnded here.
I.The letter referred to was entered in the committee's record and
appears below:]
( Revised version)
MAY 15, 1940.
DEAn GENERAL WATSON: Confirming the intimation that I hnd the honor to
convey in my letter to the Presillcnt and in my covering note to you, I have just
received a letter from Dl'all Pegrmn, of the department of physics of Columbia
University, stnting that. the initial Pxperinwnt "lins now heen concluded with
sntisfactory result," and that "the absorption cross-section of carbon was found
to be encoura~ingly small * * * 0111,\' about one-third of. tbe upper llruit
previously reported in the literature." The cletalled meaning of that J111s been
set forth In the letters of Dr. Szilard of May 10 and of April 22, which I forwarded
to the President; a copy of the lnttci· was also sent to you. Please advise ·me
before any conference on this is arranged.
·
.
In connection with all i11d1•pemh!nt 11111t.tcr having to do with economic and
fiscal policies for effectuating national reconstruction and defense, I should.
npprer.iut:e your exprc~ssing to the l're~idPnt. my reaclinesR· to submit certain
social-minded economic ideas that had interested him in 1036 nnd 1034, as to
incentive devices for evoking large-scale plant investment for national defense
and the training and reconditioning of the rC'quisite skilled labor. To the original
proposals dmfted In 1032, there was aclded in early 1933-when submitted for
the National Recovery Act-a provision nutborizing public works' expenditures
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for national defense, in view of the altered international situation. The ideas
and proposals in connection with the original FHA plan submitted in 1933 were
later expanded in the second FHA plan that, at the President's behest, was
worked out for Governor JJJccles' advisors. In keeping with the pattern of these
earlier plans, the role of Government can be adjusted to specific requirements.
For the instant purpose, U1e organizational instrumentality proposed is the
establishment of a Scientific Council of National Defense, composed of executives,
engineers, and economists, acting in behalf of the Government, who should be
invested with administrative powers for the testing and execution of technical
projects of utility for national defense.
Yours sincerely,
ALEXANDER SACHS.

Gen.

1JJDWIN l\f. WATSON,
8ecretan1 to the President,

The White HoMe, lVctshi11gton, D.

a.

Dr. 8.1.Clis. There was a telegram in between that letter and the
revised version of it.
The letter starts out with a reference to a letter from Dean Pegram, of Columbia University, which I do not have. The substance of
that letter from Dean Pegram as given to General Watson was as
~ollows: "The initial experiment has now been concluded· with satisfactory result; the absorption cross-section of carbon was found to be
encom'agingly small, only about one-third of the upper limit previously reported in the literature."
The mam communication of the speaker contains the first adumbration of a plan similar to that later developed by the President for
the direction of the sci1mtific work related to national defense. The
new suggestion was made in the setting of proposals which the speaker .
was evolving for submission to the President with respect to amortization and other incentive-tax devices for national defense plant construction.
It was my belief that industry had to be regulated and integrated
for national defense and I had been asked to submit some suggestions
and I made many suggestions in my professional capacity as an
economist with 'reference to these problems, besides my interest in
this uranium research.
For instance, in connection with the economic asl?ects of national
defense, I make allusion here to the suggestion contributed by me under the National Recovery Act in 1933, for the inclusion in that A.ct.
of a provision authorizing public expenditures for national defense
and rn,1.val construction.
In respect to the specific problem of an organizational framework
that would carry forward uranium research on a bigger scale and at
a faster tempo, the new recommendation of the speaker was as follows, against the background that the GoYermnent was then thinking
of going to the Congress wit.11 a request for bigger appropriations.
For the instant purpose, the organizational iustrumentulity proposed is the
establishment of a Scientific Council of National DcfC'nse, composed of executives, engineers, and economists, ncting in hchulf of the GoYernment, who should
be invested with administrative powers for the testing and execution of technical projects of utility for nn tionul defense.

In aclmowleclgin~ that letter, General Watson on May 16 added an
observat.ion regardmg the broader suggestion for a· mixed executive
and administrative group for scientific phases of national defense.
The CHAIRMAN. "\Vas that group formed~
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Dr. SACHS. That group was formed on June 15; there was an intervening commu~1ication and I had received an authorization after an
0. K. and an encouraging word from the President to represent the
Government·in negotiations with the Belgian company representatives
here for the acquisition of uranium.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, there has just been a quorum call from the
Sl3nate and I think we will have to stop at this point:
Dr. SACHS. May I read the last stage and that will complete the
whole.story?.
The culmination of .the foregoing phases of the uranium project
came on the day following the German Army's entry into Paris. On
June 15 the President established a new committee for the correlation of the scientific efforts of the country concerned with the problems of nationn.l defense and placed that committee under the chairmanship of Dr. Vannevar Bush, president of the Carnegie Institution
of Washington, whose name I have mentioned in the course of my
discussion here. This committee included representatives of the Army
and Navy and distinguished scientists and, initially, was to be attached to the Council of National Defense, in keeping with the suggestions I had made.
·
.Accordingly, the President advised Dr. Briggs on June 15 that "since
the problem on which you are engaged is part of this larger picture,"
Dr. Bush was requested by him to take over the uranium project and
to reconstitute· the.committee.
·
Now, I make n'1y summary. Tims was found a larger framework in
accordance with the tenor of the speaker's recommendations. Dr.
Bush's committee after our entl'y into the war became the Office of
Scientific Research and Development. Associated with him and Dr.
James B. Conant, of Harvard, was the General Policy Committee,
whichincluded the then Vice President, Henry A. 'Wallace; Secretary
of War Stimson; Gen. George C. Marshall; a11dArmy and Navy repre·sentatives. The other group of the Army came in 1942.
The uranium project as initially presented by Dr. Einstein and the
speaker in October 1930, having by the Spring of the next year been
reported on favorably by the testing and coordinating committee that
the President had nppointed nnder Dr. Briggs' chairmanship, wns
thus launched on a permanent and progressive career in the wake of our
decision a~ter the foll of France to embark on expandincr defense.
From then on it becam~ invested with the importance, tl10 resources,
and the secrecy available to the Government of the United States in
defense and later in war for the translation of an idea into a reality
and into an instrument of nat.ional policy in war and peace.
The Cu,un11rAN. Thnnk you very much, Doctor.
The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clol'k tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 12: 05 p. nt., the conmi\tteu alljournerl until 10 a. m.,
Wednesday, Novemlwr 28, 1945.)
·
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1945
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPJ'1CIAL CoMJIHTIEE oN AT011nc ENERGY,

Washington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a. m., in room
312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman)
presiding.
·
·
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Russell) Johnson, Connally, Byrd, Tydings, Vandenberg, Austin, Millikm, and Hickenlooper.
Also present: Edward U. Condon) scientific adviser, and James R.
Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CHAIRMAN. vVe have with us today Major General Groves, who
took such a prominent and leading part in this project.
We are pleased to have you with us, General. ·wm you go right
ahead.
·

STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. L. R. GROVES, UNITED STATES ARMY
General Gnovirn. I have a short opening statement which I would
like to read to the committee.
·
·
It is essential, in the highest national interest, that further develop-.
ment in the field of atomic energy be pursued under controls which
will preclude the utilization of atomic energy in a way which would
imperil the national safety or endanger world peace: Future activity
in this field is so important to the national welfare, and potentially to
the enrichment of our living, that control should be exercised by e.
special commission independent of any existing Government agency
with the sole duty of supervising and controlling the development of
atomic energy. The commission should have complete authority over
all activities in the field, subject only to the ttpproval of Congress and
the President. The commission should be composed of persons of recognized ability whose actions would be unquestionably in the publi interest. Broad discretionary powers and adequate funds are essential
to its success.
.
The War Department will always have a vital interest in the use .
of atomic energy for military purposes. In the field of practical ad- ·
ministration and operation, the Army can furnish invaluable assistance. Civilian and military personnel who have acquired knowledge
and expei'ience on the .project should continue to serYe to the_ extent
that their services are useful. The commission should be in complete
control of policy and should exercise general direction and supervision
of all activities.
31
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Because of the current uncertainty, we are daily losing key people
whose services should be retained. Until that uncertainty is resolved
by the establishment of a national policy, we are not in a position to
offer acceptable commitments to these key people. Prolonged delay
will result in appreciable loss of the present efficiency of the vast combination of plants, scientific talent, and engineering skill.
We must recognize the clear distinction between domestic control
and international control. The two can and. should logically be separated. Domestic control is necessary no matter what international
.policy may be eventually worked out £or the United States and the
worlc1. It is necessary fo.protect America's tremendous investment in
atomic research and development and to insure that this development
will go steadily foi·ward.
I would like to discuss for a few minutes what happened when these
bombs were dropped over Japan. I don't know how much repetition
there is in'this, but I do not believe there is very much.
The atomic bomb mission which went overseas, headed· by Major
General Farrell, made no attempt at Nagasaki and Hiroshima to
secure or estimate exact casualties. This was not possible because
the mission did not survey the cities until over a month after the
dropping of the bombs.
The best over-all estimates-and these come from the Japanese as
they were given to General Farrell-of the dead and missin(J' at Hiroshima are somewhere between 70,000 and 120,000; injured, between
75,000 and 200,000.
At Nagasaki, the dead and missing ,vere between 40,000 mid 45,000,
and the injured about 40,000.
.
· .
The figures at Nagasaki are much better than they are at Hiroshima
because the authorities were able to act after Nagasaki because it hit
one section of the city, the industriai section, and did not destroy all
of the city and military governments. At Hiroshima there we.re a .
number of military targets, including army divisional headquarters,
an army ordnance depot, an army transport base, an army clothin(J'
depot, all the public utilities, an oil storage depot, various textile an~
rayon plants, and Japanese Army headquarter:;, the commander of
which was charged with the clefern,e of that section of Japan against
American attack.
·
Practically everything :it Hiroshima for a radius of about a mile
and a quarter from the point of del:onation was burned as well as
blasted. Up to a radius of 2 miles from the point of detonation
everything was blasted, with some damage from burning. Between
a radius of 2 and 3 miles, everything was about half destroyed. Beyond a radius of 3 miles, damage was fairly slight, with roof damage
up to 5 miles. Glass was broken up to a radius of 12 miles.
There were about 20 masonry and steel structures left standing in
the central portion of the city. However, the interiors of all buildings
were gutted and all windows were out_. Few 1?riclges were destoyecl;
most were left intact except for handrails and,s1dewalks.
In the pier area-Hiroshima was a great military port-indh·ichrnl
warehouses were collapsed. Intervening hills protected some nearby
areas from the blnst. Automobiles had roofs cayecl in, shelters were
caved, and street cars were derailed and burned. About 4 miles
away a fire was started in a forest on the mountainsides.
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There were approximately 20,000 army personnel in Hiroshima at
the time of the bombing, of which 80 percent were casualties. The
Army headquarters, which I spoke about, had 9,000 men in the· head-·
quarters; of those, 7,000 were casualties.
.
·
At Nagasaki the blow was struck in a largely industrial area, which .
left a large part of the residential area more or less standing. The
effects of the explosion in the industrial area were probably more
spectacular and startling than Hiroshima; for example,. the complete
destruction of the huge steel works by blast and fire, and the destruction of the torpedo works by blast alone. Within a radius of 2,000
feet from the poi:'nt of detonation, heavy industrial buildings, gas
storage tanks, and many reinforced concrete structures were destroyed.
The steel frames in all buildings in all cases were pushed away
from the point of detonation. For a radius of 8,000 feet, Japanese
workers' homes were completely demolished. Up to a radius of 2
miles, workers' homes had collapsed; roofs and walls were smashed,
but were left. partly standing except in isolated cases where exceptional
shieldillg was g·iven by local topography. Up to a radius of 3 miles·
there was some. roof damage to tiles of heavy type.. Glass and plaster
damage was evident up to much greater distances.
Up to 2,000 feet, 9-inch concrete walls were destroyed. Up to a
radius of 4,000 feet, brick smokestacks with 8-inch walls were displaced, cracked, and overturned.
The northern ordnance plant, at a distance of 4,000 feet from the
point of detonation, had corrugated iron stripped from walls and
roofs, window sash pushed out ai1d frumework overturned and destroyed. These were of light-steel-frame construction.
Fire damage was heavy throughout the area. The length of the
burning area was 3. miles, with a 6,000-foot width in the northern
part of the city.
The Japanese listed no destruction to shipping in the harbor, which
was a considerable distance away, except minor damage to superstructures, which included broken glass. There were about 100 ships
~nd_ small boats in the harbor, of which about a third were 100 tons
m size.
Senator Aus·rrn. May I ask a question at this time, Mr. Chairman 1
The CnAmMAN. Of course, Senator.
.·
Senntor AusTJN. Have you any record of the examination of these
two areas made since the time that yon arc now testifying about that
would indicate whether there is a residue there of radioactivity in
those areas?
General GnovEs. Yes, sir; and there is none. Thut is a very positive
"none."
_I would like to read a statement from an eyewitness, which goes into
that phase of it.
.
The CHAIRMAN. General, "·as that because of the way that the
bomb was exploded?
Ge11eml Gnovm;. Yes. The bomb was exploded 11t considerable
height., aml for that reason there were no after-effects from radiation.
There ,Yere f'orne radiation e.ifods at the time of the explosion; they
were i11stantaueous. No 011e suffered who was not exposed at that
moment, aml the <:a1-malt ies, a:; far ac; we <"an clcter1nine, re:-11lting from
that were relatively small.
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The CHAmMAN. If it is a permissible question; at Alamogordo,
where you exploded from the top of a steel colmnn, there was some
radioactivit_y, was there noti
.
General GROVES, At Alamogordo we exploded it at a height of 100
. feet on top of a tower, and there was residual radioactivity on the
ground right below the point of explosion. That ,was of such a nature
that you could walk through it, you could spend hours in there, but
I would not have wanted to sit down and make my home in that area.
The CnAlRl\IAN, vVould you want to own some of those cows,
General, that they sav changed their color i
General GnoVE8. They change<l their color, but an examination of
the animals shows they were not injured in any way other than having
temporary gray hairs. They were streaked with gray.
This account was written afour request-by a JesuitFather, who was
on a mission to Japan. He had· formerly been in.Tokyo, and his school
was moved from Tokyo to Hiroshima.
. As you know, the, Jesuit ·Fathers, for a number of years-and I
should say centuries-have. been some of our most accurate reporters
of world events. He prepared this at our req,uest.. I imagine he would
have prepared it anyway and sent it back to the headquarters of the
society.
·
·
He is a German named Father Siemes. This is his eyewit:riess
account:
Thousands of wounded who died later could doubtless have been rescued bad
they received proper treatment and care, but rescue work in a catastrophe of this
magnitude had not been envisaged. Since the whole city had been knocked
out at a blow, everything preparetl for emergency work was lost, and no preparation had been made for rescue work in the outlying districts:
·
1\Iany of the wounded also tlied because they had been weakened hy undernourishment, and consequently lacked the strength to recover. Those who had
their normal strength and who received good care slowly healed the burns which
had been occasioned by the bomb.
It was also noised about that the ruins of the city emitted deadly rays and that
many workers who went there to aid in the clearing died, and that the central
district would be uninhabitable for some time to come. I have mr doubts as to
whether such talk is true, and myself and others who worked in the ruined
areas for some hours shortly after the explosion suffered no such Ill effects.

He nnd a number of his fellow priests went from this outlying novitiate where they were living down into the center of the city to
rescue their Father Superior who had been injmed. I think they were
in the ruins for about 12 hours, and from that time on they devoted
most of their attention in assisting in the al1eviation of the,suffering,
and certainly were exposed to anything anyone would be exposed to.
Senator RussELL. That waS" immediately after the explosion?
General GnoVEs. Within a few hours they got the word. It took
about 12 hours going in and out of the city.
·
Ther.e has been something said of relief workers who were injured
in the relief work. Those relief workers were in the city before the
bomb went off, and they were just like any other inhabitants.. They
were in there because the Japanese had deci<led to evacuate all unnecessary population from Hiroshima. I think they felt that the city had
been spared from bombing np to then. They did not know·why, but
they expected it to be bombed. They did not know it was being reserved, as it were, for this.
Senator l\hLLIKIN. May I ask, General, was Hiroshima on the list
of cities to be bombed that were scattered over Japan?
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Genernl GnoVES. No. sir· it was not on that list. That list was put.
out by General LeMay, and did not include Hiroshima, I don't recall
whether it included n,ny other cities tlmt we were interested in or not.
This -is aga,in from Father Siemes' account, and is his concluding
paragraph.
·
.
· .
Senator AUS'rIN; May I ask a question before you pass :forward~
General GnoVEs. Yes, sir.
·
Senator AusTIN. There was one phrase in your testimony that causes
this question, and that was "as soon u.s he heard about it," or words to
that effect. . Is it true that this priest did not know of the explosion
until someone told him i
··
·
General GuoVEs. Oh, no, sir. He was, as I recall, about 4 to 5 miles
:from the explosion-or maybe 3-well into the suburbs. He was
standini. in :front of the window when this bomb went off, apparently
just loolci.ng out arid seeing what a beautiful day it was. It was good
weather, and there had been an air-raid alert, because o:f these three
planes that had come over, but the Japanese had decided the three
planes were photographic planes, and had appn,rently recalled the
alert.
He was standin~ there looking out the window when the bomb went
off and he saw this terrific light effect, and wns scratched around his
:face and hands, I suppose by flying pieces. of glass.
He did not realize at the time-for he thought it went off right over
his head, and to him it was just a single bomb-he did not realize what
had happened to the city until the refugees started streaming by. He
did not know even then, and couldn't imagine that his Father Superior
who was so :far removed from him could possibly have been injured.
This is the final conclusion by Father Siemes:
We have discussed among ourselves the effect~ of the use of the bomb. Some
consider it in the same category as poison gas and were against its use on the
civilian population. Others were of the view that in total war as carried on in
Japan there was no difference between civilians and soldiers, and that the bomb
itself was an effective force tending to 1mcl the bloodshed, warning Japan to
surrender, and thousands to avoid futal destruction.
It seems logical to me that he who supports total war in principle cannot complain of a war against civilians. The Clrux of the matter is whether total war in
Its present form is Justifiable even when it serves a just purpose. Does it not
have material and spiritual evil as its consequences which far exceed whatever
good might result? When will our moralists glve us a clear answer to this
question'/

Senator RussELL. Before we get away from the question Senator
Austin asked, do you intend to touch any further on the radioactivity 'l
General GROVES, I would be glad to right now.
Senator RussELL. I supJ?ose the vYar Department has conducted
an independent investigat10n other than that statement submitted
by the priest 1
General GROVES. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator RussELL. 'l'he first reports coming out of Japan were naturally highly colored and stated, as you have just related, that there
were thousands of people who sickened and· died several days after
the explosion, and went so far as to say it killed all the fish in the
rivers and created havoc generally.
· What did the commission find i
General GnoVES. I would like to explain first what the mission
consisted 0£.
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I have forgotten now whether it was a:fter the Nagasaki bomb or
a:fter the Hiroshima bomb that I 1·ealized that th~s war was not going to last very much longer. I had always thought such would be the
case once we dropped one. So I assembled in this country a special
group to go over to investigate what had happened in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Some of the group came from tlie Marianas where General Farrell was, and the whole group went over under his personal
guidance. We sent essential medical 1scientists ·of the highest repute
in the United States, headed primarily by Col. Stafford Warren, who
is, in normal times, 0110 of the leading authorities, a professor at the
University of Rochester.
.
We had the :full support of General MacArthur's headquarters
over there and assistance in going into these cities once we were
landed in Japan.
They made .very careful studies. They talked to the Japanese
doctors and the military, all of whom had order and who faithfully
carried out those orders to cooperate in giving us all possible information.
·
We are still studying those facts and figures, and I think I can
make some positive statements. First, there was no radioactivity
damage done to any human being excepting at the time that the
bomb actually went off, and that is an instantaneous damage.
The CHAIRMAN, General, you don't make any point of congratulation on that result, the. fact that that didn't happen, do you i 1£ there
was radioactivity, there wouldn't be anything morally wrong with
ilirli
.
' General GROVES. No; we hoped to avoid that, and we did avoid
that; but I think that is something that if it was a choice between
radioactivity on a few Japanese or even a number of thousands of
Japanese or a case of saving 10 times as many American lives, I
would go the American way on that question without any hesitation.
The CHAIRMAN. It seemed to me that the vVar Depai'tment had
made a great deal of the fact and sought to emphasize it time after
time, that there was no harm from radioactivity.
Of course, if you are simply telling the fact, that is one thing, but
its very reiteration seemed to me to indicate that there was some
feeling on the part of the )'\Tar Department that there was something
morally wrong if it had. I just wanted to get your view on that. .
General GROVES. There would be no feeling, as I say, on my part,
on anything that would have shortened this war by a single day,
Senator RussELL. My question was not intended to indicate that I
thought there was anything morally wrong if the radioactivity had
been very disastrous; but thousands o:£ people all over this country
nre living ju tremendous fear of this atomic energy and its use. I
thought it would be well to develop just how far the effect of the radioactivity would go.
General GROVES. I would like to go into. that, i:£ it is agreeable to
vou gentlemen, now.
As I say, our facts disclosed that nothing happened o:£ that character excepting at the time the bomb went off, and. that the number
o:£ casualties from that were relatively small. Nobody knows what
the casualties were or how they were made up; but all the investiga- '
tions by men who were in there to investigate ·and get the facts, not
w
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to come out with an answer, indicated very clearly that that was the
case.
Now, at the time the bomb went off, a person who was within a certain range could be affected by radioactivity; but jn the normal case,
he would already have been killed by the effects of the explosion or by
the tremendous heat, and that is the real thing to think of. If he was
right on top of the bomb, he could be killed in a dozen ways,. all
of them equally fatal; and as he removes himself from that exact pomt,
certain of these possibilities are removed.
It really would take an accident for a man the average person,
within the range of the bomb to be killed by radioactive effects.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question, please~
The CHAIRMAN. Yes Senator.
Senator MIILIKIN. General, is there any medical antidote to excessive radiation?
General GnovES. I am not a doctor, but I will answer it anyway.
The radioactive casualty can be of several classes. _ He can have
enough so that he will be killed instantly. He can have a smaller
amount which will cause him to die rather soon, and as I understand
it from the doctors, without undue suffering. In fact, they say it is
a very pleasant way to die. Then, we get down below that to the man
who 1s injured slightly, and hf may take some time to be healed,_but
he can be healed.
·
Senator Mn,LIKIN. Does that come about through treatment or
through time?
•
·
General GnovEs. Through time. Radioactive · effects are like
X-rays. They depend upon the intensity and the time. Anyone who
is working with such materials, who accidently becomes overexposed,
just takes a vacation away from the material and in due course of
time he is perfectly all right again.
_
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me ask you, would the effect be different
had the bomb exploded in the ground~
General GnovEs. If the bomb had exploded on or near the ground,
· that is, within a hundred feet or so, the effect would have been the
same as at New Mexico, I believe; there you would have had lasting
effects for a considerable period of months. You would have had a
considerable number of radioactive casualties, and I think that you
would have had an area which should have been banned froJll traffic.· .
The first mission given to our organization that went over there"
was to determine that the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were 100
percent safe for American troops, and to know absolutely that that
was a fact so that the men themselves would know that everything
was all right.
_
,
Senator MILLIKIN. General, can yon tell me the largest size regular
bomb that was used in the Pacific area at the time of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki?
General GROVES. No ·.I really do not know Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. Can you give us a reference point, some sort of
bomb that was in use, and tell us how many of those bombs it would
have taken to produce the same result in those cities?
.
General GROVES. I am sorry, I cannot tell you exactly. I believe
that at that time they were using against Japan a bomb which must
have had about 1,000 pounds of explosives in it; against Okinawa,
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possibly up Jo 10,000 or 15,000 pounds of explosives. I may be in
errqr on th~se figures, but~ can tell you that taking the h~aviest type
of bomb they had that a rall of a thousand planes would not have been
as effectiv(; as this one bomb in actual damage done to the citiesno comparison.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. One t~o1~sand bombs of the type they were using
. would not have produced a smular effect 1
General GROVES; That is correct. At Tokyo, which had been bombed
repeatedly, and I don't know how many times or how many bombs were
dropped there, there were a great many burned-out sections, but it
also had a great many usable sections. The castmlties at Tokyo I
understand are greater than they were at Hiroshima or probably as
great as in both of these bombings, but the effect was not the same.
Senator Mn,LIIUN. Are the cities comparable, so that you could
draw a com~arison 1
'
General GROVES. In physical damage, I would say that it would
take maybe as many as 2,000 planes to eqmtl the effpct of 1 of the
bombs; but in the effect on the people, there is a much greater effect.
I think the Japanese officer who was assigned to aid General Farrell at
Hiroshima presented that thought in the best possible way. He stated
that when it cames to the fire bombing of Tokyo and the high-explosive
bombing, there was something you could do about it-that the bomb
fell and you took your chances; a small number of people were killed
with each bomb, and yo'1 could get out and save some of your property.
In general, it was something that you could stand up against. But he
said when it came to the Hirosf1ima bomb it was unendurable, and
I think that is the real statement; that it is an unendurable bomb to
anyone, and particularly to someone who did not know it was coming ..
How much the surprise element had to do with our success I don't
know, but I am a great believer in military surprisei as is everyone;
and this was the greatest surprise since the Trojan horse, and it ended
a war just as suddenly.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask you, what was the percentage of loss
on our plane flights in that area 1
.
General GROVES. I do not know, Senator. Due. to the cooperation
of various servicei:i, such as the Navy Special Rescue Service, and the·
supreme care that was exercised·, I think that our loss rates were getting
better all the time. After all, these planes were flying a tremendous
· distance, and just in the normal time of flight they were b,mnd to have
accidents. How many men were lost there, I do not know.
Senator MILLIKIN. Passing the question of time in shortening the
war, I was trying to. determine the lives that we saved just in point of
the air missions that would be required to produce the same amount of
damage.
General GROVES. In that, I don't know that you could g~t a real figure, but I think we could get that from the War Department :for the
record if you would like to have it. I think that the real saving in life
came in regard ·to the attack on the beaches. The Japanese, from all
that we can find out, had no intention of quitting this war even if we
had bombed by normal means and df;lstroyed every city in Japan.
The people on the beaches of Kyushu, in the caves there, were perfectly
prepared 'and expected to stand there and die-men, women, and·
children~and take as many Americans with them as they could.
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Senator Mn,LIIUN, Your point is that the pyschological effect·
created by this bomb served to pull them out of the war, whe'reas. the
same amount of damage, the same number of casualties produced in··
other ways might not have pulled them out of the wad
· · · '
General GROVES. That is absolutely correct.
· .. · . · : · ' ·
Olficers I have talked to, who have toured Japan under .the conditions as they are now, state that this bomb created a fear throughout
all of Japan that was just indescribable, and that that was the first real
propaganda that they could understand; niaybe they had gotfon a lot
of leaflets1 but this was something they could understand, and it went
all over tlle Japanese press, and they knew that it was the end. Of
course, it was a tremendous point for the Japanese Government and
the ruling classes to lean on as a face saver to get out of the war.
·
Senator Mn,LIIUN. Thank you very much.
The CnAIRMAN. You and i have talked about Churchill's estimate
of wlmt he thinks was saved this country and England.
Do you agree with his estimate, and will you state it for the record i
General GuoVEs. As I recall, it was 1,000;000 Americans and 250,000
British. I don't know what the basis of his estimate is. I think
probably that it is a little high.
.
All that I can say definitely is that probably, if you figure on the
number of divisioi1s that had been announced as making that )anding, and think of the.number that were on Okinawa and that this ·
was the homeland, you can estimate quite properly that the casualties .
that would have been sufi'ered--:-and I am speaking of the serious casualties, not the ones that. are just for a clay or two and not the ones
who are disabled for life due to illness of various kinds-could well
have numbered into the hundreds of thousands; possibly up to
Clrnrchill's figures, and certainly enot1gh so that everyone who had a
boy over in that theater, or expected to have one, w~s dreading the
day of that landing on Japan. I don't think that that dread was
unjustified at all.
Certainly, the military authorities in their plans and in their estimate of the situation never felt that the landing on Japan would be a
push-over in any sense of the word. They felt that they were going
to fight to the last cave.
.
Senator VANDENBERG. What was the Hiroshima date, Gen.eral 1
General GROVES. August 5.
Senator VANDENBERG. And what was the date of the test in New
Mexico~
General GROVES. July 16. . ·.
.
Senator VANDENBERG. So that as soon as this bomb had been developed to your satisfaction as a success, there was no delay in its
use in the war itself~
'
General GROVES. There was no defay. I would be glad to tell you
of the delays that we had from the time that we could have done jt.
The whole l;>omb ·depended on when we could get the material. The
mission that I gave to the scientific laboratory at Los Alamos, N. Mex.,
under Dr. Oppenheimer, was that I wanted a test of that bomb as
soon after we got suflicient material to them for the test and it
could he processed and put into the bomb. My recollection is that
they wPre 3 clays late. In other words, they had a few things that
they had not solved ahead of time. That mission had been given
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to them over 2 years be£ore. I felt it· was a master per£ormance
on their part.
.. .
..
.
Part of the bomb £or Japan was seint over there, ns you know on
the !ndianapoUs, and part 0£ it followed by air. The bo1nb was ready
to be dropped, or could have been ready to be dropped on. the 31st 0£
July. It had to be assembled overseas in part. We had to wait £or
weather, so that it was really £rom the 16th 0£ July µntil the 31st,
and in that time we had to assemble enough material and ship it., · .
Our production 0£ material was going up on a very sharp curve,
and we had enough for the first time. The delay in the use of this
bomb was 5 days, and that was due to went.heir.
.
Seim.tor VANDJ']NBERG. Up to July 16, you had not been prepared
to proceed ?
_
General GnovEs. Oh, no, sir. 1-Ve did not have enough. We
couldn't. In other. words, we could have fired our first bomb on July
16, and the second on July 31 in the-Marianas. If we had had a
second test in this country, which we would not have had under any
circumstances, that could have saved the time of travel £rom _the
United Stat.is over there o:f about a week. So that the ·second test
could have been on July 24. .
.
·
Senator VANDENBERG. So that completely dissipates the stories_ that
were general in this coui1try, that there was a long and s_ubstantial
delay in the use o:f the bomb for intern_ational political reasoris?
. General (lnoVEs. Those stories are completely without basis in. £act.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. General, comrng out o:f the Los Alamos
test were the stories o:f the effect of the flash and the light on the
eyes o:f the observers at great distances,
Did the priest who wrote this report make any statement as to
any effect on his eyes at that comparatively close distance?
General GnovEs. He did mention that eye effect and talked about
a girl who was much closer than he was, and how she was blinded
temporarily from the flash just as you are if you happen to look at
a welder on a street-car track as you drive down the rqad. You are
temporarily blinded, but your eyes soon recover, and you are, all right.
,ve have had no results that I know o:f that indicated any real eye
effect. There would possibly be some, but if they were minor, ·just
a few, I would not know it. There were certainly not any great number or I would have known it.
Senator Hrn1rnNLOOPER. It seems to me I recall :from reading some
o:f the stories that have, appeared in articles and in the newspape1·s
that the· observers at Los Alamos were unable to view the first flash
even through darkened glasses.
.
·
General Gnov.1<,s. That is correct. I think the best example 0£ that
were the observers who, I believe, were 27 miles away. Those were
the observers who had worked with it and were not necessary to the
test, and they had. a vantage point out there. They were provided
with the equivalent of welders helmets with the glass that is in them,
and they could view the explosion through those.
·
.
The ones who were looking directly at it at the time of the explosion, which were approximately 90 percent, were just sort o:f temporarily blinded just as you are when a flashlight bulb goes off, just
that same :feeling, and the result was that they could follow right
along and see what happened. Some 0£ the men in their excitement,
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· having had 3 years to get ready for it, at the last minute forgot those
welders' helmets and stumbled out o:f the cars where they were sitting,
and did not have the helmets in :front of their eyes. They were distinctly blinded for maybe 2 or 3 seconds, and in that time they lost
the vie,v o:f what they had been waiting over 3 years to see.
Senator H1mmNLOOPER, How far away were they 'I
..
General GROVES. About 27 miles, as. I recall. It may have been
· 20, but I think 27.
I was at 10 miles and looked at it as soon as I could turn around
after it went o:O'. I looked at it through dark O"lasses. That was
probably a fraction of a second, or maybe a little bit more. At that
time I could look at it, and it was perfectly all right through a piece
of smoked glass.
Senator RussELL. 'What equipment did you give the crew of the
plane that carried the bomb?
·
·
General GROVES. They had special glasses of the polaroid variety
that they could twist to change from almost full light down to no
light at all, and they were supposed to be screwed down to the complete no-light basis.
· ·
Senator HicirnNLOOPER. It seems curious that this priest could be
4 or 5 miles away from the center of this explosion without anticipating it and suffer no particular ill effects from his eyes.
General GROVES. I think the answer to that is that when we saw
the thing go off in New ~exico, although we had figu~ed out and told
ourselves that we were gomg to have. this tremendous h$ht and should
watch our eyes and all of that, we did not really believe it; it was
so far -beyond the human experience, seeing this tremendous light
in the sky, that it just gave you a strength of light.many times that
of daylight, so we over-emphasized that effect and thought it ·was
more dangerous than it was. In the same·way, it was so overpowerin_F' that I was not particularly interested in the blast or the noise
ettects of this explosion., In other words, most of us lost the keenness of observation that we should have had for such a thing be·
cause we were so dumbfounded by this light effect, although we had
expected it and said, "That is what is going to happen."
Senator MILLIKIN, Can yon tell us of the heat reactions, if any,
felt by the observers in New Mexico?
·
.
General GROVES. The only heat reaction that I recall was. just a
sort of warm g!()w. Some people claimed they felt it on the backs of
their necks. We were all lying on the ground faced away from the
explosion, and they claimed they felt some; but I did not £eel any. ·
Of course, for a considerable distance around all the vegetation was
seared off. There wasn't any left.
· .
Senator MILLimN. What is the heat generated at the moment of
explosion? .
· .
General GROVES. I would prefer not to answer that in open hearings. sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me ask you one more question.
In your opinion, had Japan lost the war strategically at the time of
the bomb?
.
.
General GROVES. I think Japan lost the war-and of course I am
not speaking for the ·war Department here-at the Battle of Midway,
but they didn't lmow it and would not admit it, and their people d1d
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not know it. It took something to knock them out of the war. They
were still fighting, and they had no expectation of quitting even if
they had lost the war.
The CHArn111AN. General, it occurs to me that some foreign agent
might spread this radioactive material around a city, and you would
not know it was being spread because you could not see it; and it
might kill a whole. population.
· .
. · ·
General GROVES. You.would know it, because everybody who used
X-ray film would know it was all fogged, and you wot!ld have almost
immediate warning because they n.re using X-my film constantly.
Every person with a camera would find it out as soon ·as he tried to
develop a picture. The photographic film would tell you immediately.
The CHAIRMAN, Suppose some enemy were to drop an atomic bomb
or atomic rocket on you. vVould there be any danger of radioactivity~
General GROVES. If they dropped one on a ,city and exploded it
close to the ground, there would be radioactivity there that would have
an effect.
The CHAIRMAN. Do thoi:,e rockets that the Germans used over London explode near the ground?
General GnovEs. I don't lmow just where, but some exploded, I believe, on landing. I don't know where most of those exploded, but I
believe the world knows today that the way to get maximum explosive •
effects is to get up in the air, depending on the size of the explosion.
For that reason, 1f they want explosive effect, t4ey will certamly set
it off up in the air. .
.
. •.
If we had set that bomb at Hiroshima off when it hit the ground, the
damage would not have been nearly so weat. It was designed to be
set off so as to give us the maximum posswle explosive force. .
·
The CHAIRMAN. I think those rockets that went over London exploded on contact. If they were loaded with atomic material and it
spread out, there would Jiave been considerable danger thel\ from
radioactivity?
General GROVES. There would have been considerable danger, but
the total damage done to London would have been much less than i£
the rockets had been exploded in the air; so the real fear would have;
been in the case of a fuse that did not work and did not go off when
it should have up in the air, but then would have been a ~uch less
favorable result from the explosion. I say "less favorable" from
the standpoint of the enemy dropping it.
The CHAIRMAN. General, relating the bomb to approximately the
same size that was sent over Hiroshima, suppose one dropped upon
Washington. Could you estimate the amount of damage and relatP
it to Washington 1
.
General GnovES. Related to Washington, if that bomb had been
dropped, say, in the center of the I'entagon, there wouldn't be any
Pentagon left.
The CnAmMAN. That is a big result.
General GROVES. That would have :far-reaching consequences.
If it were dropped in what would probably be the goal of any
enemy dropping it in Washington, so that it hit on the Federal
triangle and destroyed the offices of the Government, it would have
destroyed an area maybe 2 miles in diameter so there wouldn't be
much left there.
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Of these big Federal buildings that are well built, many would have
:their walls standing. All of the limestone and marble on the £acing
would have been blown off. There is not much question of that, but
the concrete and steel structure might still be standing.
All interior partitions would be gone; all the windows and window
frames would be gone, and in general you would have a number of
buildings standing just as you see them in the picture of Hiroshima,
everythmg flat in between, and maybe 2 feet deep in rubble of all
varieties, with these walls standing there but absolutely unusable.
The -normal house that most Washingtonians live in would be completely destroyed in that area. It wouldn't be findable.
The area of real damage, where there wouldn't be much left, would
have extended from the Capitol to the National Cathedral at Massachusetts and "\Visc;:onsin, or something of that general order.
It would have gone over across the river into the Pentagon area,
and have blown out, all the windows and window frames of the Pentagon, and probably blown out most of the interior partitions. It
would not have destroyed the Pentagon, but it would probably have
done a tremendous amount of damage.
. ·
Senator V,\NDENBERG. It wouldn't have wiped out our deficits,
would it~
General GROVES. I think it would have taken the Treasury out,
excepting the lower vaults; but, in general, there just wouldn't be
anything left.
You would have found all of your headquarters in municipal government would be gone. At Hiroshima, as a rule there were about
400 firemen in the town, or 450, and about 25 were left fit for duty
immediately after the explosion. That is typical of what happens to
all your municipal affai,rs.
·
·
In the United States, it would have taken probably about 30
minutes to start organizing relief, and every man that could walk
would be helping someone else. The Japanese did not handle it that
way, and that built up their casualty lists.
The better disciplmed our people are-that is, the £act that they
know such a thing might come now automatically gives them a defense against it-and anything that is in the nature of an organized
body gives still· more power to resist and to lighten the losses that
occur m such a catastrophe.
Senator VANDENBERG. General, if you had to start from zero today
with nothing except your experience and knowledge, how long would
it take you to produce a bomb~
.
.
General GROVES. You mean with the same full authority I have had
in the past?
Senator VANDENBERG. Yes.
Senator CoNNALLY. Do you mean with the installations 1
Senator VANDENBERG. No; I mean all installations are out; he has
got to start at zero.
.
General GROVES. But knowing what we do today?
Senator VANDENBERG. That is right.
General Gno~s. I would say if we had complete authority and
freedom from mterference by suggestions from lots of people, we
could do it in probably 2 years' time as compared to the almost 3 that
it took us.
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If we had that interference I think it might take anywhere from 5 to
10 years, because it is so easy to say, "We hnve got a better process;
you should build the better process and get more efficiency, or you can
do it :faster," or something else, and by the time you get through
E.ettling those matters, the time hns gone.
.
Senator V ANDENBERO. Would you be willing to state what our total
investment in atomic energy is UP. to this time?
General GnovEs. I woultl be willing to state, but un:fortunntely I do
not know the figure. I should say, offhand, the figure of $2,000,ooo,ooo
that was given in August was very close. I tlnnk by this time 1t is
probably about, I should say, a little over $2,000,000,0001 maybe $2,100,000,000, something of that order. I would be very glact to supply that
figure.
,
Senator V ANDENnEno. "\Vould you state the total employment in the
United States on this enterprise?
General GnoVEs. The maximum direct employment either by us or
our contractors who were working directly for us was 120,000 peak.
There were, in addition to that, all the suppliers of goods who were
furnishing on a unit-cost basis. These are not included in that; it
might make up a total of 200,000 people, maybe 225,000.
With respect to the operational forces, operating otir establishment,
the peak of those was somewhere in the oi·der of about 55,000--between
50,000 and 55,000.
Senator VANDENBERG. Now, in dealing with the problem we have to
consider, among other things, that '\-ye have some Federal cities on
our hands, have we not?
General GnoVEs. Yes, sir.
Senator VANDENBEHG. ·wm you state for the record what they are
and, very briefly, what has been done there?
General GROVES. At Oak Ridge, Tenn., we have a· town, or a city
I think would be a.better way to put it, which had a maximum population of 78,000. We have discontinued certain work down there, trying
to economize where we can, remembering that money is now controlling where time was before. So that I should say that it would compare
in size with the normal city, residential city of, maybe,.approximately
50,000. That is 100 percent a Government city.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is the city you built right up from the
ground?
·
General GnoVEs. Yes; right up from the ground in every way, including every facility considered to make up a city-alllusements,
stores, and everything else.
Senator VANDENBERG. And the Federal Government owns the whole
thing?
General GROVES. The whole thing is owned by the Federal Government; yes.
Senator VANDENBERG. What else?
General GnoVEB. Hanford, Wash., at Hanford Engineering Works,
at what was the site 0£ Richland, Wash., a small town.
There we have a city which is designed to house, I believe, about
5,000 workers and their families. Just what the total population is,
I cannot say. I imagine it would be abont 15,000 to 18,000. The
houses there are different from the ones which you saw in Tennessee.
They are probably of better construction but they were also ci,eaper
to build because of the locality.
.
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Senator VANDENBEno. Now, is that a Federal city~
General GnovEs. That is a Federal city, the same way, ·on Government property, everything owned by the Government.
At Los Alamos, N. Mex., the town there is more like the normal
military reservation. It lrns housing for married people and it has
.quarters for bachelors and the unmarried. It has a large military
population, mostly enlisted men ,vho were young scientists who came
into the Army and whom we picked out by reason of their records and
brought into the work. They ,rnre people without whom we could
not have done this job. vVe had a total of about 3,500 of these men out
there at Los Alamos.
·
Our problem there is rn,uch more serious than at the other two places.
e can house the people we need at the other points but we cannot
house them at Los Alamos,, the people we should have there right
today.
They were brou~ht iii there dui·ing the war but they will not come in
time of peace wit110ut some provision for their families and we are
faced now with.what we are going to do with that establ~shment.
Due to the uncertainty we are losing the people; we are faced with
a very desperate situation.
That lalioratory was designed to develop the bomb, all the theory
connected with the bomb, the designing and the engineering of it,
and to take the pieces that were made e.Isewhere, as well as some that
were made right there, and assemble them into the final bomb_; to do
some of the final processing of the material as it came from these two
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Generally, that laboratory was to develop all the technical details
that went into our operations overseas. They furnished the men
who were our technical detachment overseas, wluch was a combination,
like everything else in this project, of the American :people, made
up of Army officers, enlisted men, Navy officers, and c1vihans, both
scientific and highly skilled mechanics of a type that is far beyond
what you would normally refer to as a skilled mechanic.
.
Senator VANDENBERG. Now, is it your contention, General, that
in the adequate continuity of developing atomic energy, it is going to
be necessary to maintain all these enormous installations~
General GnoVEs. It is going to be necessary from the standpoint
of-but before I answer that, I would like to add that, .in addition to
those things that you have generally been made aware of, we have
certain laboratories that are Government-owned. We have one in
Tennessee, which you went into that afternoon. That is a very important laboratory. We have, one near Chicago, in the outlying districts
of Chicago.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the Argonne 1
General GnoVEs. The Argonne; that, also, is a Government laboratory, although it has been operated for us by the University of
Chicago.
Then, we have these various laboratories in universities where, while
they are university laboratories, we have been supporting them. We
will have to continue to support them if we- are goin<Y to stay in
the lead in this field, because the universities cannot affor'a to support
them, in the first place. In the second place,, the universities :will
96002 0 - 49 - 4
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Iiot wish to work 011. certain problems we are vitally interested' in,
because they are not of particularly s<;:ientific interest as a whole.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that not the reason, General, "that you have lost
, $ome of your personnel ~
. General GnoVEs. Oh, yes.
.
.
.
.
. .
The CHAIRMAN. Some of these scientists who have done a wartime
job of making an explosive will want to get back to something that
·the:r consider a litle more constructive, will they not 1
· General GnoVEs. They wish to get back to the type of life which
they chose as young men. They chose to be academic scientists been use they 1ike the life. 1Vhen a man chooses his profession considering all the financial rewards and considering how hard he is
going to have to work, and considering the. surroundings, and ·he
chooses :~n ~cademic _profession, he would lik~, in tl~e 1_11ain1 to get
back t? 1t. They still feel that the academic profess10n is more
attractive.
The CnAIR::lrAN. General, going back-Senator VANDENBEUG. Excuse me. Can we have an answer to the
question, General 1
·
General GnovEs. Did I dodge it? I am sorry.
Senator VANDENBEUG. No; you wanted a little more prefix to it.
You remember what my question. is 1
General Gno"'ES. Yes. I would like to amplify a little the situation
I am faced with at Los Alamos.
There we are trying to establish this scientific laboratory which will
be of a·highly secret order. It will have there the heart of the weapon
and everything else, as it has in the past.
In order to have scientists of the caliber we are getting-we. are·
getting good men there despite all the handicaps that we have in getting men-we are not getting some of them, we are losing some we
would like to keep, but we ai·e getting good men and we hope that we
will have an operating laboratory.
To get those men, we are having to encourage them to come and we
are encouraging them in two ways. ,
The first way is that, in addition to working directly on this weapon
for us, they are going to be giveii the equipment and they are going to
be given the time to engage in certain fundamental research that they
would be doing if they ,,•ere back in their home universities. That is
part, as far as+ am concerned, of their salary. ,ve are merely giving
them that much time to do the work thnt will enable them to keep on
doing our job with the fullest of interest.
These men have very active minds, they border on the genius type
and unless we.do that, we just cannot keep these men, "·e cannot keep
them doing it willingly and with pleasure a,ncl, I think, with efficiency.
In other words, we cannot keep them working toward one goal all
the time without. ever taking their noses off that particular grindstone.
They should have that opportunity of doing their own work, and we
are going to furnish that.
.
1Ve are also going to furnish them with housing that will enable
them to have their families there and to have the proper housing for
the supporting cast, which is enom10u~. .
.
These scientists will need t.he teclnucrans; they mil need the teeh11icians to do the wiring for them, so that they can dernte their time to
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what they arn being paid for, which is scientific endeavor and not the
rigging up of their own experimental equipment. This is the custom in most university laboratories. Yon see these very high-grade
.men having to spend time worrying about wiring up things that they
could buy if the budget permitted them to buy.
. .
. No~, w!iat we have to keep operating, in my opinion, at the present
time 1s tlus :
,ve have to keep operating everything from the standpoint of having a sufficient supply of bombs on hand until somebody makes up his
mind as to what is to be the future of this work.
If we shut do.wn a plant, there is no telling what the cost of that
shutdown will be. It is possible it can be restored in 6 months' time,
that the cost there would be five million or ten million dollars.
How long it will take us to get the personnel back even in time of
war is a qui;1stion. vVe, of course, have our lists of everybody who
worked or is working for us and, naturally, we would send out and
call them and get them back.
.
But we do iiot know about the equipment.
e have never shut down
a plant like this. \Ve are shutting down certain sections in our plant
in Tennessee and we are shutting down the sections that we feel aid
the least and the shutting down of which would enable the greatest
saving in money.
In other words, if we can save 35 percent of our money, maybe we
will only lose 10 percent in production.
.
However, when it comes to sl.mttii:ig down the remaining .works at
Tennessee or the Hanford Engmeermg ·Works, we are makmg a decision that cannot be easily corrected-in fact, a decision which may
not be possible of correction. I do not know whether certain of these
buildings and equipment could be shut down without having to replace certain parts. I know that we would have to replace ·certain
parts; just how many, nobody l~nows and nobody will know until we
shut down and try to start. agam.
·
It is not like some other weapons, like a gun which we can cosmoline
and put away and say that we can always clean it up in 30 days and
we would have that gun in shape. We cannot do that.
.
We cannot shut dmn1 the Los Alamos laboratory and ever assemble
a laboratory like it again, except in time of war. We cannot etop our
work at the Clinton laboratories and start up again because we would
have lost the personnel-there is not much in equipment there.
With regard to the work at the Argonne, we would lose the momentum we now have and it would cost a tremendous lot of money if
we had to get that momentum back. '
Senator VANDENBERG. How are you operating1 Are you still operating under war appropriations1
General GnoVEs. We are still operating under war appropriations
and those appropriations, of course, run out next July 1.
Senator V ANDENBEHG. Have you made a buclge.t estimate for the
next fiscal .year 1
General GnoVEs. No, sir; I have not. because I had hoped that that
would be done by some other agency.
.
,:ve are preparing now, in view of the fact that legislation has not
bPcn pa,;sed, we are starting in now to get together a general idea of
whnt it will cost..
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I cannot possibly give you any figures today, because we are still
trying to decide what is going to be done on the major decisions, the ·
onei; that will afl'ect us for 5 and 10 years. \Ve cannot do that until
we have somebody who will 1nake up his mind about it. . · ·
Senator VANDENBERG. So, i£ I understand you, speaking generally,
you would anticipate not only the desirability but the basic necessity of
substantially maintainin~ your present establishment in peacetime1
General GnovEs. Yes, sir; as it now stands. That is, with the reduction we have already inade in Tennessee and with a distinct saving
in personnel as time goes 011, because we are getting savings.. Natur- ·
. ally, we are wlltching and seeing where we could do· with less personnel. As we learn more .about the process we are able to do that
and as the time £actor becomes 0£ less importance, we.11,re .also able
to do a great deal more.
For instance, we no longer have to rush materials through; we can
take our time about it and it does not. cost us anything to have ma,
terial in process, whereas before it was costing us days of war.
Now it merely means we can get it any time; but the pre&sure 0£
time is gone.
Senator VANDENBERG. Speaking generally, is this going to be a bilJion dollars a year, half a billion, or do you have some figure in mind 1
General GROVES. I would hate to speak because vou might remember
the figures [laughter] but I should say that it will be less than a half
billion.
Senator H101rnNLOOPER. I was just wondering, General, with regard
to this matter 0£ safety. How long would it be safe for a fellow to
walk around with a radioactive clime in his pocket?
General GROVES. I don't know, Senator.
Senator HICKLENLOOPER, Do you think it would be safe i
General GROVES, I wouldn't carry it. [Laughter.] ·
Senator MILLIKIN. General, am I correct in interpreting your remarks to the effect that you favor the maintenance of the essential
parts of your set-up until Congress decides upon its policy~ ·
General GROVES. Yes sir.
·
Senator M1LLIIC1N. You are not advocating a permanent mainte~
nance?
.
·
General GROVES. No, sir; I am not advocating its permanent maintenance; the permanent maintenance 0£ the essentials of our present
organization.
I am advocating it until such time as Congress passes some legislation. I am advocating it beyond that point to the time when the
body that is given the responsibility over this thing has a chance to
really understand what problems it is going to be faced with.
Senator VANDENBERG. Regardless 0£ what kind of action Congress
takes, is it rour view that it is necessary to maintain it 1 I£ I understand you, If we are to maintain our momentum in the field of atomic
energy, regardless of what Congress does, you say it is going to be
necessary substantially to maintain an institution approximately of
the present magnitude~
General GnovEs. No; I think that it is possible that that can be
cut considerably in magnitude, within a period 0£, say, 2 years.
In other words, our first problem is to get adequate supplies on hand
and then we will be in a position where we can say that now we can
start cutting down on that establishment.
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Senator"AusTIN. May I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly, Senator.
Senator AusTIN. In your view, does it make any difference, with
rnspect to this minimum amount o:f :facilities, whether the ultimate
· control o:f this production is in the hands,.you might say, o:f an institute that is operating- as a private enterprise, with its own horde of
trustees that are self-perpetuating and thus released ·from Gov~rriment; or whether it is to be continued to be operated by Government
through some agency set up for that purpose and always under the
control o:f the Government?
Whichever role we should decide to take, whether public ownership
or private ownership, there is a minimum below which we cannot
afford to drop, in your view. Is that right?
·
Geiieral GnovEs. That is correct; but I cannot imagine the Government £ailing to continue to have a controlling voice in this problem
because.it involves the whole existence o:f the Government and 0£ the
people that make up that Government.
Senator CONNALLY. General, at that point, I assume that your
theory is that it is no more necessary to keep an Army and Navy
. than it is to keep other essential war or aggressive agencies and
weapons in a distant part o:f our national rhl'ense. ,vould you not
say that it is just like maintaining-spending hundr~ds 0£ millions
0£ dollars-maintaining the Army and the Navy?
·
I assume that your idea is that so long as this thing has all its
potentialities it is pretty well demonstrated to be in the interest
0£ the Government to maintain these plants and control this instrnmentality until some new policy is adopted; is that right?
General Gnorns. I think that this is an integral part o£·onr national defense.
·
Senator CONNALLY. That is right.
·
General GnovEs. And it is not only an integral part but it is absolntely essential to our avoiding national suicide.
To me it is not a substitute for the Army and NaYy, but it is
.certainly part 0£ the integrated force-I hope a ,,ell-balanced forceof whatever is needed to protect the interests 0£ the United States.
Senator CONNALLY. I wonld like to ask you this question. Furthermore, would it not be wholly impracticable to turn this over to
any private corporation? Do you not think that the Govern.ment
itself ought to keep the "·hole of it?
General GROVES. I :feel that this is so important that it must be
retained under complete governmental control and that private industry should have no rights whatsoever with respect to this, excepting those rights that can be given without interfering with the
welfare 0£ the United States.
Senator CONNALLY. Thank svou.
Senator TYDINGS, Have yoti any estimation offhand as to the number 0£ employees that you think would be required to operate permanently the establishment that you describe, beginning 2 years from
today?
General GROVES. I should say offhand that it would get down below
1

35,000.

Senator TYDINGS. For all these plants?
General GnovEs. For everything.
Senator TYDINGS. How many do you have now, roughly 1
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General GROYEf:.. Roughly. we have now, I belie,·e, abr,ut 45p00. ·
. 8enator TYDINGS. So all you see in the picture is the possible re~
duction of about 10,000 employees when you reach the 2-year level ·
which you have described?
·
·
. . •· ·
General GnoYES. Yes; but I also see a great reduction hi the subsidiary employees who are furnishing materials of one kind or another, so that the impact on the country will be less.
Senator TYDINGS. Are they Government employees or private~
General GROVES. You inean on furnishing t.J10se, materials?
Senator TYDINGS. Yes.
General GROVES. Private. ·
Senator TYDINGS. So that the govemmentn.l picture as of today is
45,000; and you see it 2 years ahead from now as being about 35,000?
General GRO\''ES. The governmental pict\ll'e is a lot more than that
at the present time. I was speaking of operating only. vVe are still
trY.ing to finish certain things which are almost finished so that we
will have a well-planned process.
.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vhat I um trying to get nt is: vVhat is the over-all
governmental picture-governmental employees as of today and what
you think it will be iri 2 years?
·
,
General· GROVES. I should say the over-all governmental employee
situation is that we will cut it almost in half within 2 years. It is
. about 70,000.
Senator TYDINGS. And you think that 2 years from now, if the
plan you have in mind is carried out, it will be 35,000?
·
General GROVES, I think under 35,000. As I said to Senator Vandenberg, I hate to submit my successors to something that will be
worrisome in the future.
Senator VANDENBERG.
ell 1 is this figure you are making a figure
that would include the operation of the Federal cities?
General GnovEs. Yes, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG ..And it includes the 11f.'cessnry employees for .
that purpose ?
·
·
General GRovEs. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDTNGS. May I nsk yon one other question? The expense·
of operating that plant today, the over-all govemmental expense of
operation today on the 70,000-employee basis, plus the cost of acquiring
materials, and so forth, the operating of all the plants you now haveJ
how will that figure compare with your figure for 2 years from now?
Will it be the same cost, will it be half, one-third, or two-thirds, in your
_opinion, of what it is today?
General GROY'.ES. I think it will go down to probably half or twothirds.
Senator TYDINGS. You mean it will go down two-thirds?
General GRm'ES, No, sir; it wi 11 he, at the end of that time. between
50 and 60 percent of what it is today.
Senator VANDENBERG, That is. without inflation? [Laughter.]
General GROVES, Of course, if you are ~oing to raise all the civilian
salaries we had better make it an· mil1tary, so that the pny rates
won't go up. f.Lnup;hter.]
Senn tor V ANDENBEUG, General. I wonlcl like to ask you one more
question-if I may, Mr. 9hairm:{n?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sn·.

,v
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Senator V ANIJT<:Nm;no. Ai-suming an intcrnation'al decisici'n to mitfow
the use of atomic r.nPrg-y for miiltary purposes, in your opi1iion could
the world be succt·ssfully ~oliced in 1·ei-pect. to that objective1
..
General GnovEs. I <lon t know. It. all depends on what the attitude
of governments is. I don't think it could be policed as of today'
unless the United States is ready, on the drop of a hat, to start- an
offensive, aggressive war against somebody who has .tnkei1 the first
step toward preventing-the inspection that will be necessary.
'.'
I don't think-you am really getting me out of my field-but personally speaking; as an individual-I don't believe that the people .of
the United States would ever be willing to enter on an aggressive war
to destroy another· nation because some agent of the Ur.ited States
Government said that he was not allowed fo go and look at a certain
city because they s:till, for example, that the 1;oads were bad or they
hac1 an epillemic of smallpox in that area.
.
Now, t.hn.t is what. we nre faced ,vith. vVc have got to have inspectors who ran [!O everywhere, ,vho can. go into every man's housenot quite into eve1·y man's house but, i11 gerH'ral, nose into e,·oryone's
business throughout the world.
·
Now, we can do a lot and be rrnsonably certain that things are
· going on as they should he by other means, maybe, by watching certain trade movements and the like. But it is impossible, unless you
h:we complete and free access to every nation iii the world, a willing
access of the type that we give any foreign national in traveling in ·
this country in general. It will he necessary also to have that nccess
include every one of our indnstria 1 plants. It will be necessary for
them to poke into all the rooms where we are developing a new piece
of commercial equipment nnd it will be necessary to have the shrewdest and sharpest people to do that job.
It is awfully harcl to think of anyone who is of that caliber who
could ever forget his national loyalty. I certainly would not' be
willing to recommend any man that I thought was capable to be one
of these international inspectors who would forget for one minute
that he was a United Sta1es citizen with all the loyalty that means.
N.ow, of course. I have been educated and brought up on the United
States' first principle.
The CnAmUAN. ,Just a minute, General. That implies that the in~
spector you would recommend, if he found in the making of a joint
inspection in this country that, we will say, in the laboratories of one
of onr big corporations that. there were some secret works going
on-is it your thought that you would reprimand that man if he repod.ed to an international inspection service what w11s going on in
that lnboratorv?
General Gnov1cs. You· mean-no; I would not reprimand him. I
just sny that. if I were that inspector I woultl always be thinking about
the Unite<1 Sfates, as well as the intcmational organization.
.
The C11 /\JIUl:AK. You would ali-o think about the obligations that
the United States undertook, to open up to aninspection service, under
a solemll agl'eement .that they would? You would reprimand this.
Unit.eel States inspector who was a member of an inspection panel of,
we will say, six members who joiued in n. rPport, we will say, to the
United Nations Organization that there was some. secret atomie-energy
work going on, we will say, in Princeton, N. J.?
.
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General GROVES. No; but I would hope not to have anything to do
with it, Senator, myself, personally.
·
If there were secret work goin~ on in the laboratory 0£ one 0£ our.
big commercial organizations mid that secret work involved, say, a
new design of an automobile that was being kept secret £or trade purposes, I would hate to be a party to encouragmg some foreign com-·
mercial spy in getting information about that. It is so hard to rrraw
the line as to what is atomic energy and what is flomething elst'.
The CnAIIUIIAN. We are talking about ntomic energy, :weapons
0£ war, and not automobiles.
·
G~neral GRorns. But, to me, ~t means this: As I say, any inspection
service has got to he free to go mto every crook and nook and cmnny
of the United. States, to be certain that any work being done is not
work on atomic energy.
.
·
That me~ns that we are all p:oing to have them; if they decide that
I am worlnng on atomic energy and they say that I must have some
notes at home, it means that tliey can come up and search my house.
That is the degree to which you have got to go if YOU are going to
depend on that service. That "is so because when the scientists developed this thing, the theories on which this was clone, practicallv all
of them, were based on theoretical blackboard work and you ,vould
have to be able to inspect those blackboards.
I think you have got, maybe, to change the world from feeling loyalty
to nations. We harl a civil "·ar in this countrv and it was based on
loyalties, and you do not drive those loyalties· out 0£ a man's head
on~rnight. You e:innot just i:my that everybody in this country now
is ,goi1ig to owe. allegiance to some internatiornil organization.·
· Now, we nmy do it. "\-Ve may come to it. It may be the solution.
But, at the same time, we have to have the feeling-we may be misguided in that feeling-but we have io feel that the other nations 0£
the world will come into this with just the same desires as we have.
Senator VANI>ENllEllG. Now, assuming that we do try to discriminate be.tween t.he development of atomic energy for war purposes. as
distinguished from peaceful purposes and suppose we allow a general
world-wide deYelopmcnt of atomic energy for pe.ace purposes, is it
possible to den'.lop atomic energy for peaee purposes and stick to that
with complete fidelity-Gene1·al GROVES. No, sir.
Senator VANDENmmo. And yet be. just as ready, the (lay after
tomorrmv, to tnrn it into n war weapon?
General GnovEs. We can. The real secret of this development. does
not lie in the work that was done at Los Alamos, which was the development 0£ the bomb itself; it was in the preparation 0£ the material,
that was the hard job.
· Now, I :im not taking away anything from Los Alamos: They did
a magnificent job but it is something that if we had to do over again-:supposing I was an outsider and was in som:e other country and I was
told to duplicate that job. My real worry would not be the work at
Los Alamos, but the work that led to the development and to the
successful operation 0£ the separation plants.
There was involved not only the development. We had to learn
how to operate and that took us a long, long time.
.
We were on the brink 0£ failure; in £act, we were over the edge on
the failure side many times and for long periods 0£ time.
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It is that that is the real thing which I wo1.1ld like to see kept. Now,
in other words, that means that you cannot separate the peace and
the wai·. They are just so closely interlinked that you just cannot
separate them.
·
While you may say that ,ve can use it for peace a1id if we start out
for war we will do somethil\g, I say that you have got to be prepared
to go into an aggressive war at the drop of a hat, at somebody's say
so, and .without even waiting to assemble Congress in special session
because it would take too long. We would have to change from peace
to war pretty fast ~nd get t<? making eno~gh bombs before they could
put our bomb-makmg capacity out of busmess.
·
Senator HrmrnNLOOPER. In other words, there is no difference between the material and its use for peace and industry and public
health and fields of that kind and its use as a weapon? The same
material is used for both purposes?
General GnovEs. It is the same. It is in a different form, as you
know. I think I have shown yon all those varions steps in these
processes, where they take the material and change it from one salt
to another and do that all the time and that does not take very long
with modern chemistry.
. ·
Those things can be studied and they are being studied atid these
processes can be discerned, they can be learned from very small ·
amounts of the material. It can be done by sneaking out some of
the material and !·hey can develop all of our p rocesses and be all ready
to go when the time came.
Senator TYDINGS. Right along that same line, suppose that the leading nations started on the production of atomic energy for peacetime
purposes and that they had plants which produced .it and it was
beginning to be utilized to rnn ships or automobiles or electrical pfants
or whatever it might be.
They would then have plants that were making the elements that
go into a bomb. I imagine that it would not be n very difticnlt procedure, after assembling all the elements, to build the apparatus that
would make the bombs. As I understand it, the problem is to get the
elements.
General GROVES. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS·. So, if we do have an atomic-energy-operated
world, all the inspections will be pretty much dissipated-the value,
rather-because once the development of atomic energy is assured to
different 11ations and the means for producing it is set up, it is a very
short step from there, both i11 time and in mechanics and intellect
a11d everything else that enters into it to change that into making a
bomb with it?
General GnoYE&. That is corred. If that came to pass and I had
anything to say· about the i11spections, I would wa'nt an ilispector of
my own in every plant that this material was being used in for the
pr0<lnction of energy and I ,rnnld also·want somebody in there watching that man to make certnin that he was still mv man.
Senator TYDINGf'l. Yon would still want a11otl1er. man watching
him?
Senator VANDENBERG. In Yiew of all these complications, have you
thought this thing through as to a recommendation?
General GnoVEs. You mean, as to what to do?
Senator VANDENBERG. Yes.
0
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General GnmiEs. I fool that the step proposed by the President
as announced in the· agreement or announcement signed by ·himself
and Mr. Attlee and Mi:. King was the correct step to take. · ·
.
.
In other words, w:e have now .got a weapon which can destroy an
enemy very suddenly and punish him to the point where it would be
a long, hard pull if he is going to wiri out. I don't believe, necessarily,
that We will have a push-button war in which somebody will press a
line of buttons and then the war will be over. But I do think that
whoever is hit by what comes from that line of buttons is going to
be at a terrific disadvantage. He is going to have the equivalent of
5 or 10 Bull Runs on the first day of the war.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vith three Pearl Harbors thrown in.
Genera.I GROVES. l 1v:1s not mentioning Pearl Harboi·s.
Senator; V ANDENBF..im. That is ai·o1111cl the corner down there [indicating corridor]. [Laughter.]
·
General GROVES. That is what is going to happen. I think that
the discipline of the people is going to tell whet.her they quit like
various nations quit in this war or whether t.hcy are going to-go on
fighting no matter how dark that day looks to them.
The .CHAJRllIAN; In that event, maybe there will not be enough
people left to compose a coroirnr's j nry if we had. that kind of devastation.
General GROVES. I think the thing we ar~ faced with is that this
can be a terrific blow in the early stages of a war. It is a terrible
temptation to anyone who wishes to start a war, as Japan did with
us. It could give them a tremendous advantage in the ,my of a
sudden surprise attack which would come without all the dipl<imatic
· palavering that went on in this case.
·
.
. For example, using Japan as an instance, they woulcl have come
in 1935, or something like that time, when supposedly everything
was lovely between us, but they "·ould Iia·vc made up their minds
· that· we were an obstacle to a Greater Asia and therefore they were
going to pnt us out. of business.
.
.
Senator TYDINGS. General, coming back to this question of i:i1Spection, I take it from your remarks that inspection might be feasible
and beneficial in the early development of this energy and before
atomic energy gets into what might be called civilian use.
I take it that after that point. wns reached and atomic energy was
being used on a wide scale, let us assume, it seems to me that the
value of the inspect.ion. decre:ises correspondingly as civilian use of
the atomic energy increases, because it wonkl be so widespread, so
much of it here, there, nrnl every plnre. Is that correct?
.
General GROVES. I would say that perhaps the value would not
decrensA but the possibility of (toing it W<rnld become just hopeless .
.Senator TYDINGS. Yes. ·
Senntor BYRD. General, the answer yon gave to Senator Tydings'
guestion was that yon. said it was hopeless. I presume yon have
been doing considerable thinking on the feasibility of inspection?
General GROVES. Yes, sir; I have.
Senator BYun. Have you cnlled upon the officers for a report on
that subject~
General GrrovEs. Not for a report, but I have discussed it individually with a great many of them.
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'l'he CHAIRMAN, It is my information that a great many of them,
officers a,nd generals, will discuss that phase and we hope that we
will have the best of their thinking on that proposition within a
short time. I just woi1dered as to how deeply the War Department
had considered· the subject.
··
General GROVES. We have discussed the subject. On all such matters we have discussed them very closely with a number of scientists.
As you know, we have a great many hundreds and even thousands of
them anrl we do not discuss everythinP,; with all of them. After
all, we still have work to do and so have tney.
However, we try to get a cross section of their views and opinions
as to how just such a thing can be operated. We also try to get their
opinions on a great many other things---.,.when we get into something
that involves science as a whole we try to get the views of their
representatives.
Tlrnre is one thiug I would like to take this opportunity to correct
and that is this: I do not feel that there is any real difference between
the War Department and the scientists.
.
I say that because the ,var Department does not want to put the
scientists in a strait-jacket, they want. every pn:;sible advance in the
country scientifically, as well as in all other fields of knowledge.·
The scientists. on the other hand, do not wish to disclose things
that should not be disclosed to foreign governments.
I think that that is really their standpoint on that. I had hoped
today to be able to read to you an extract from a letter written by
one scientist to another of which he sent us a copy.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Before you go into thn.t, Ge1wn:l, T would like to
go back to your estimate of 2 years that you made ii, answer to Senator Vandenberg's question.
Assuming that we wore starting from scratch with whaf we now
know about it toclav and suppose that we wanted to get into production, I want to ask you th is.
Have you taken into account the following factors:
First, on the assumption that the safoty of opernt.ing personnel is
to be clisregarrled, w01Jld that period of time be considerably shortimed? It would, woulcl it not?
General Gnov1;s. I think, if snfety of operating: personnel is to be
disregarded, it may be.
·
·
I would nlso like to add that when I said 2 years I assumed that
we knew ,vhat had happened but that we di(l not have the experimental work done and that we hnd to repeat that. In other words,
that we threw away our notebooks, as it were. If we did not do
that, that t.ime, maybe, woulcl be shortened.
ell, it would still
remain almost 2 years, but it would be a lot easier.
The CnAIRU.\N. I would like to go into that because that seems to
me to be a very pertinent subject for fnrther inquiry.
I think one of the things you have to determine is the possibility
of other nations getting going on this project.
That leads me into another subject. I wnnt to inquire into, namely,
if certain countries were to announce, tomorrow, that they had It,
I wonder if it would change your views any.
Now, you have the assumption that if safety of penionnel were disregarded entirely it would cut down the period somewhat 1·

,v
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General GROVES. It would cut it down in this country, if we. coulu
do that.
The CHAIRJIL\N. In other words, i:f we built those b'nildings with-.
out any regard for safety :factors or i£ we just took an empty factory
building, any empty foctory building, or put up a great bi~ shed .•.
or a great big tent just to cover you from the weather and without ·
any regard to the cities you built around this project -which took,
0£ course, a good deal o:f time, you could then really 1:iring it down
to the basic £actor 0£ building some complicated machine.ry, could
you not?
·
.
·
General GROVES. No; because you would have a cleanliness nffafr.
Now, if you take the work that you saw at T1mnessee, the two big
plants, there were no unusual safety factors built into those plants.
They were built that way because th.,ey had to be in order to start
operating.
The CHAIRMAN'. But we developed four processes in 3 years, dicl
we not?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
The CuAmUAN. Now, assuming that we took the best process and
proceeded from scratch on that-that is, when I say "scratch," I mean
with the knowledge 0£ how to go about it--without regard to safety
and using flimsy buildings without building any city and using one
process that will work1 that has been found to work before, does that
change your 2-year estimate?
General GRovEs. Y cs; if we built one, the 2 years would probably
become 3 years because you ·could not ac.complish what we did if you
built one process. It might become 4 years.
The CIIAIR11I.\N. But today you know the best process, do you not 1
General GROYES. Yes, I know.
The CHAIRMAN. Knowing the best process and concentrnt.ing on
' that, would it shorten the time?
Gen1;1ral GROVES. No, sir; it would increase the time.
The C1IAIR::II.\N. In other words, you have got to use all four
processes?
General Gnov1<:~. Not all fo1u·, but it would increase the time because
0£ the whole over-all picture. I am taking it from the time we started
until we have a bomb that would work. I would rather not explain
the details 0£ that in an open hearing,
Senator Hw1rnNLOOPER. General, if we disregarded the safety factor
0£ the personnel, would not the morale of the personnel have something
to do with the efficiency 1
.
General GnovEs. I do not. think~knowing what I do know of American citizens-I do not think that we could operate this thin~, even
with the most highly disciplined troops, without regnrd to safety.
Senator BYRD. You have had no operating accidents?
General GROVES. We had no operating accidents throughout this
project that were directly attributable to the unusual nature 0£ the
material that was a fatal accident.. ·we had one after the bomb was
exploded. 1-Ve then had one which we should not have had: there was
no reason for having it.
.
·
It was like all accidents, industrial or home accidents. If you do
not turn on the light "·hen you go down to the cellar, yon are going t.o.
start having accidents; that is something that's too bad, but. that is
· the way most industrial accidents happen.
·
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Senator I-IrcKENLOOP.En. But even in the case-General; let us assume, in order that we may have an extreme assumption-let us assume
that we had slave labor or impressed labor of one sort or another..
·would not the morale factor of the impressed labor, knowing that
their safety was not being taken into consideration, reduce their
efficiency almost to the point of zero i
·· ·
General GnoVEs. I would say that the best example of that is to
read what the American prisoners did in that machine shop in the
Japanese prison camp. ·There the J aps found out that impressed
labor ceases to be of value when it is for anything but plain physical
labor, like shoveling dirt. Where you get into highly complicated
technical processes, where one man can turn a valve and turn it back
again and nobody can tell that he did it unless he has a terrific amount
of equipment such as we have :for registration, it is just too bad.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. And you cannot stand for sabotage in this
business.
General GnovEs. That is right. Sabotage is a very serious problem.
"\Ve have had some cases where a man made a mistake and that mistake was extremely costly. I think it would be very difficult to operate
without the highest morale on the part of the workers and without
the highest degree of intelligence and capacity.
Senator TYDINGS. Going back to the question of inspection again
because, after all, sooner or later we have got to determine what to
do to protect ourselves and the world, I take it that you are looking
ahead 15 or 20 years, to what we might say would be the normal
evolution of atomic energy.
·with that viewpoint, according to your statement as I understand
it, you consider that as of doubtful final value; and that your opinion
is that some approach to it, similar to President Truman's statement,
is the best thing we have been able to conceive for the future protection of our own country and of the world~
General Gnov1~s. I think so. That will lead to inspection of a certain type. That approach, in my opinion, leads. toward the opening
of international frontiers and a free interchange of people and essential
ideas.
·
"\Vith that free interchange I think thut it is impossible for a dictator
to exist, except in a very small place, like a city. For example, you
may have a city dictator but he cannot become a national dictator
with a capacity of waging war and drawing the whole wodd into it.
To me the important thing is the opening up of all nations to freedom of travel and that, you might say, would b_e an inspection service, but you would not say that if we had inspection we would _be s!lfe.
You wonlcl be expanding that. You would have not only scientists,
but you would have engineers, you _would have i~ationals vf all types
traveling back and forth and spreadrng the doctrme of how the rest of
the world lives.
I think that would do more toward obviating wars than anything
else becau,;e then a man would say, "Why should I starve ov~r here
when I can go to another country and be treated decently?
The
better men wCl'nld tend to migrate and the thought of war would be less
and kss in tlrnir minds.
SenatoL· TYDINGS. So that the real hope cannot he pinned too
strongly on inspection alone?
G<'!lei·al Gnon:s. No, sir.
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Senator TYDINO. Inspection simply implements a plan for the coittrol of atomic energy ?
·
.
General GnovEs. I believe depending on inspection alone would be
like depending on having most of these bombs alone and saying, "Here,
we have got 10 times as many bombs as anyone else has, so we are
· absolutely safe." vVe are not absolutely safe. It may have a very
strong influencing effect.·
I think, in the same way, an inspection service would be a great
influence and, as far as wc are concerned in our own country:, would
be quite effective, but I do feel that we cannot depend on 1t unless .
we are willinµ: to have every house subject to inspect.ion without
warning or without warrant. ·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator Mn,LIKIN. General, assuming that there is inspection and
assuming that it is :reciprocal and assuming that to make it efficient
involves a large number of inspectors who would be privileged to go
through all our industrial processes and laboratories and that the same
privilege would exist in all other countries, what would be the effect
on the private enterprise economy of the world?
General GROVES. I don't think there would be anything private anymore because if, for instance, you have got a new type of automobile
brake, you would have to explain it to every other nation. .
You might say that that possibility might not be included; but as
soon as they can pry around and they start finding out things it will
be so.
I think the history of the General Motors proving ground, for
exitmple, showed tlrnt.. They had, they fouml ont, lo bar the public to
keep their competitors from finding out what they were doing.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. As soon as somebody iocks a door to an ·inspector, that places the building immediately under suspicion.?
General GnovEs. Yes. If I were running- that inspection service, I
would want to know what was going on in that buildmg.
.·
Senator Hrn1rnNL001'ER. ·whether it was work on industrial power
or n,tomic power, the inspection would have to be held to find out?
General Gnovi,s. Oh, yes. It may be something that somebody is
making; for instance a better microphone. I would say: "I wonder
how it fits into t.his bomb. I want to use it. Maybe they are making
a special type of fusing for that bomb."
·
Senator Hrc1rnNL001•1m. May I itsk another question?
The CnAlRMAN. · Yes.
Senator HrcKENLOOPlm. General Groves, I would like to ask you,
is there any encouragement at this time-·
Senator VANDENBERG. I don't think so.
Senator HICKENLOOPER [continuing]. For the development of a
reasonably adequate defense against the atomic bomb within the
reasonably near future~
General GROVES. I know of none. I think the only defense is to
stop the carrying vehicle before it can launch the bomb.
The C11ArnMAN. How about its being plitnted by sabotage around
our cities?
General GnovEf\, As to its being planted by sabotage2 I tl~ink th~t
that means that you have to know enough about what 1s gomg oil 1f
you ,vant to !\:we complete protection.
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There again you have got to have a corps of insp·ectors that will go
· into every room, you might say, of everybody's house and see if they
have got the ingredients :for th~ bomb.
·
.
Senator HrcKENLOOI'En. My point is this : There is no encouraging
answer when it comes to defense now to detect a bomb in the airand explode it, for instance, or destroy it before it i·eaches its target ·
once it is launched i
General GROVES. No way. I see no hope of that and none in the
future. You must figure, in this instance, that you have got to stop
them 100 percent. It is not sufficient to stop half of them. You have·
got to stop them all and no one, I think, has yet been ever able to
devise a perfect defense line.
.
.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. You can deted it with radar, the approach
of it if it is coming, just as a metal object; but there is no way of
detonating them or reaching them?
General GROVES. You could detonate them with high-powered artillery, but some of them would get through. As you know, the attack
by the German buzz bombs-a great many of those were shot down but
some of them got through; not enough of them to do enough damage
when they got through, so they could stand that. But these bombs,
you have to stop them.
·
Senator VANDENmmo. I would say your answer is., "There is no
encouragement-period.''
General GROVES. There is no encouragement-period.
The CnAIRllIAN. Assuming that 40 of these were planted around
40 of our centers of population and were detonated in some mechanical
way, of what value would 10,000 of these bombs be to us, distributed
around the country ready to launch at an aggressor?
General GROVES. I would say the value would be that although we
had suffered a loss through the damage of 40 such bombs-The CnAIR11IAN. "Which might mean 40,000,000 people?
General GnovEs. Which might mean 40,000,000 people; but the rest
of the people would still win the war.
The CHAIRMAN, How would they know where to launch the 10,000
we had?
General GROVES.· It is a little hard for me to conceive of someone
just exploding such bombs without at least letting us know who it was.
The CnAIRl\IAN. ·well, let us assume that country A t'akes over
country B, a small country. This small country, for all you can find
out~ these 40 bombs come from this small country. On that suspicion,
are you going to launch the 10,000 bombs at country A?
General GROVES. If I were running the Government I certainly
would not hesitate very Jong on that, because you are faced then with
the need of an instant decis10n which would mean the life or death of
the United States and you could not sit down and have a jury trial
to determine whether tlrnt country did it or not.
The CHAIRMAN. But they might be innocent.
General GnovE :. Well, if they arc innocent-Senator RussET,T,. They are out of luck.
The OnAIR:.'<fAN. In other words, it is too bad for us or too bad £or
them, the innocent country?
.
General G,wvrn,. Yes, sir. But it is just like anything else. If you
are driving an automobile across the street and a child runs across
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the street and you ii1stinctively turn the wheel and ru11 into another
car and kill somebody in that car, it is too bad for that person in the
other car.
,,
The C1IAm:.\IAN. I don't think any system of m·orality I k1'1ow of ·
would "·ork.
· ·· ·
General Gnon,s.- In other words, I feel that it is very difiicult ,vhen
you take a hypothetical question, to !mow just what all the background
is going to be. That is what would determine it, the background. I
cannot imagine not knmving· who was responsible. I perso11ally feel
that if that was done the nation responsible would tell us.
The CHAIRMAN, If we had an inspection force, the feasibility of
such an event as I have described would be, you might say, considerably
lessenetl, would it not 1
·
General Guorns. Considerably lessened; yes, sir.
The C11.nH11L\N, From that point of view inspection wouklbe zero
plus, some factor, anyway 1
General GrnJVES. Yes, sir. That is what I said to Senator T.ydings.
I hope I made it clear that I do not oppose inspection because I feel
that the steps the President is taking will lead eventually to some type
of insprction. Bnt I "·otild say' that yon ca1mot make inspecti01.1 100
percent perfect.
The C11Arn~ux. Don't you think that it "·ould be easier for us to
act before other nations got it 1
Ul'i1erul Gmw1ss. I um very mnch in favor of rapid action on this
and that has been thl' policy of the "\Var Department straight through,
that eyerything should be douc to get this thing settled :wd oh the
way as soon as pos::;ible.
The CHAIRMAN. Rapid intemational action as well as domestid
General Gnovi,:s. Oh, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN, One more question, General, and then we have got
to adjourn.
This stuff we are making now, as yoi1 know, has a peacetime use
fot· experilllenlatiou, making it serve a use for good mstead of for
destruction?
Gmwra.l U1:on:,.;. Yes; we hope it has. 1Ve think it has. '\iVe do not
know yet, bnt we think that we ,vill find the way through that problem.
. There is 110 cpiesti on in my min<l 1hat it is go1ng to come.
·
The CttAJHMAX. So, to consider onr production day by day as simply
for bomL-m:1ki11g pmvo,es is to throw it a little out of focus, is it noU
General G110YES. Ycs, sir; alt hoHgh we do not know yet. In th<>. end,
I think that the_ atomic bomb will be considered as a byproduct of the
atomic age.
The C11.\11:::\I.\X. Thank you, General Groves.
"\Ye will iuljoum Hntil 10 o'dock tomorrow morning.
.
("\Vlwre11p011, at 12: 05 p. m .. tfo, comm ittre ucljourned until 19 a. m ..
Tlntrsda)', NO\·embpr 20, Hl45.)
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1945

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL CollillIITTEE ON AToMrc ENERGY,
W asliington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,
in .room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon ( chairman) presiding.
·
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Russell, Johnson, Connally, Byrd, Tydings,. Vandenberg, Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper,
and Hart.
Also present: Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser; and James R.
Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CnAIR111AN, General, I believe you had finished your formal
statement.
General GnoVEs. Yes, sir.
The 0HAIR1\'1AN; Are there any questions which you want to ask,
Senator Htirt?
·
Senator HART. NO; l was not here during all of his testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course; you had to attend a meeting of the
finance subcommittee.
Senator Hickenlooper?
Senator H1cKENLOOPER, I would like to ask the general a question
or two, if he cares to give an opinion on th.is matter. . If this is a
matter that you feel you prefer not to answer, it will be perfectly all
right. If you can, I would like to have it answered.
Assuming our present state of advancement in the atomic science,
assuming that we kept on within reasonable degrees of scientific progress vigorously advanced, what in yonr opinion would be our opportunity of keeping reasonably ahead .of any other nation for a period
of time?
In other words, could other nations catch up to us in spite of all
the time and scientific effort that we might put into this thin.a:, based
on our accomplishment?
STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. L. R. GROVES-Resumed

General GROVES. Other nations can catch up to us on fundamental
science within a reasonably short period. They can catch up with us
eventually on our present state of technological advance, engineei'ing,
and operation, assuming that we remain stationary.
.
The CnAIRMAN. Pardon me; I did not getthat last answer.
General GnoVEs. I will be glad to repeat it. On the basic fundamental scientific knowledge, other nations can catch 11p with us with61
96002 0 - 49 - 5
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in a com~arativ~ly short period,· say. 2 years, and that assumes tlu~t
c.ther nations will make. a really ser10us effort. They cannot do it
by just sitting there with a· handful of men and spending a few
dollars. They have to spend a lot of money nnd put their best people
on it. There has to be a lot of people, and they have to be supported.
They cannot tal.:e the time to build their own apparatus. They will
have to have it made by mechanics instead of professors.
Ou the development of that basic information into the information
that is necessary to produce a bomb, including the separation of the
material, the m.aking of plutonium, and the development of the bomb,
they can catchup to where we are at the pi·esent time within a period of
years.
·
· I testified before the House committee, 'in response to a direct question on that point., that one nation could catch np and produce a bomb,
if they did it incomplete secrecy, probably within from 15 to 20 yearsmore likely the latter. If they did it without secrecy and with a great
deal of helf> from the United States and from England and Switzerland-and I say Switzerland because she is a manufacturer of precision
m~chinery-it could be done in 5 to 7 years, probably seven.
Now, thnt would be .catching up with us to where we stand today.
Senatov HICRENLOOI'ER. As:;uming that we go forward· from'where
we are today on advanced research and intensive research into this
fission field OJltl the whole field of atomic energy, is it reasonable to
assume that we erruld keep several steps ahead for a long period of
time, ahead of the accomplishment of any other natio1i, if we devoted time to lit¥
General GROVES. I believe that we can keep ahead of any other nation in the world for all time to come, iJrovidccl that the rules are the
same for the two nations.
Senator Hic~mitLOOl7ER. That does 11ot meun, of course, that they
cannot build a bomb that would blow up? ·
Genernl Gnovts. 'Inat is right., and it also means this: When I say
that tlw rules arc the saiue, if we have secrecy and they have secrecy,
we will he ahead. If we have free and open distribution of every bit of
knowledge we have, and they have secrecy, they eventually are going
ahead bec:luse they will finally find out something that we don't know
and we won't find it out.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I have one other question, if you would care
to comment.
Do you consider the development of the atomic bomb or the atomic
fission in tl1is cquntry, eventually resulting in the mn.king of the bomb,
to be entirely a question of scientific cttk.ulat.iou plus mechanical development, or are there some other Plcnwnts i.hat went into that besides those scientific and mechanical things'?
General GnovEs. There were the scientific developments and there
were the decisions as to which route to take to get those developments.
Those decisions are probably not. so important now as they were at that
time, because people know that we were snccessful.
·
Then there is the other factor, and that is the operation. These
plants do not operate themselves. It took many months before we
could make one of our processc>s work in operation. You could take
one element of it and it would work. That was the electromagnetic
plant, but it did 110t work satisfaetoril~, as a complet€ process until the
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best management and the l~est advisers we could get ori,the pi:oblem'had
worked and worked at that problem :for many months. . ·
·· ".
Senator Hrc1mNLOOPEn. Is it a fact that· it requires an unusually: ·
high degree of fidelity in personnel as well as scientific and mechanical :_
development?
.
. __ ·
General GROVES. It requires all the qualities that any employer w~nts in his personnel up to the uti:iost. It requires skill, inge?uity,.
faithfulness, and carefulness -that 1s hard to equal elsewhere 1h the world.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Thank you. _The CHAIRMAN. General, you say that they can catch up on fuhd'a..: ,'
mental science involved within a comparatively short period. I be:..
lieve you said that period was 2 years. It has been my understanding
that the fundamental science has been encompassed in the Smyth
Report.1
_
·
_ ·
General GROVES. No; I don't believe that.is correct; sir. The Smyth
R-eport gives the fundamental science· that was known or could be easily deduced. It did not give all the fundamental science.
There is always the question of what is fundamental. Here yoLi
have something that stretches over a tremendous field, and the question is : What is fundamental?
·
It is just like the framework or the bone structure of the body~
What is the fundamental framework?
The CHAIRMAN. But the Smyth Report received world-,vide distribution, did it not?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
·
.
The CnAIRMAN. That would be my conceptio11 of fundamental
principle.
_
General GROVES. If that is your conception of fundamental, if that
is the definition you apply to fundamental, then it is already known
and was lmown back in 1939.
:
•
:
The CnAIRMAN. In other words, the problem now is to take the
theoretical principles which are known and put them into application'(
General GnoVEs. Yes.
_ _
The CHAIRMAN. T.hat is, we have the "know-how" of doing that.
Now, do you think it would take 2 years for them to get to· the point where they would start to develop the "know-how"?
General GROVES. I believe it would take them 2 years to get to the
point where it would be feasible to get· into the actual development
of plants, start that phase of it, and to me that is the fundamental
~w~~

-

-

The CHAIRMAN; You have two other estimates. You say that if we gave help it would take them 5 to 7 years. ·what do you mean by
giving help, which would reduce it from the estimate of 15 to 20
years'l
General GROVES. T mean this: We would give them various engineering developments, how to make certain things, ho,v C('rtain
machinery was made, the exact design and exact specifieations, thu
metallurgical processes, as well as the analyses-everything that a
man.has to know in order to do the job.

of

1 A General Account
the Development of Methoils of Using Atomic Energy for l\filltar:.v
Purposes TTn<ler the Auspices of the UnHecl Stntes novernment. 1940-4fi. hy H. D, Sm,•ttr,
chairman of the Department of Physics of Princeton University nnd consultant to Manhattan
District, U. S. Corps of Engineers: published by tlle U.S. Government Printing Office, Augus·t
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, it seems to me i£ we gave that, they would.be
able to go ahead and do it in a very much shorter time. · · · · • ...
·General GnoVEs. No;. the only way they could do that would be to
have us send over American labor to do the job for them.
·: · . ,
The OnAIRll!AN. This 15 to 20 years, 5 to 7 years, and 2 years-'·}ust
1,0 that we will have the record straight-are estimates by you1
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
·
· .
·
The CHAIRMAN. That estimate would seem to me to encompass a
pretty detailed knowledge about the industrial manufacturing, engineering, and scientific fields in the various nations to which you applied
the estimate. What I ani getting at, General, is that it is a guess,
isn't it?
General GROVES. Yes, sir, it is a guess.
The CHAIRMAN. A pure guess?
General GROVES. It is my guess, based on my knowledge of what it
took us, and I certainly had the opportunity to have a better basis for
the guess as to what it took us than any other individual.
With respect to other nations, some of them we know something
about; others have had a wall around them and it has not been possible to know what is necessary in order to make the guess.. But we
do know, we have looked into the problem, we have consulted and I
have personally discussed the problem in its various phases with everyone with whom I could come in contact who had any basis of
knowledge.
·
.
.
The CnAmMAN. I }}ave some more questions on th.at, because I _think
this is a very important point;
·
As to the countries on which you have not had such full information, the guess would be worth a good deal less than it would in others,
would it not i
General GROVES. I think that follows naturally. ·
. ·. ·
The CJiAIRMAN. Of course, you know that the scientists who worked
on this have a different estimate of the factors involved? .
.
General GROVES. I know that some of them do, and I know that
some do not. I believe that the answer to that really falls within how
closely they were acquainted with the industrial problems with which
we were faced in this country as opposed to how much of their time
was devoted to the purely scientific phases.
I would also like to r.oint out that when you say my guess may be
in error-which I admit fully, naturally-it may be in error in the
other direction. It may be that instead of this being 20 years it should
be 40 to 50. A good many people who know and have been in some
of these countries tell me they don't think they could ever builp. it, because they could never get, under their present system, men with
courage enough to go in and make the mistakes that are necessary to
produce such a thing as this.
The CnAIRl\lAN. I presume yol). would agree that no country of any
size is holding back on this problem, and, for purposes of prestige and
purposes ofeqnalization, ifyou please, they are not SJ?aring any efforts ·
from here on. You don't think they will go about this lackadaisically,,
do you1
·
General GROVES. I have no information which would lead me to ·
believe that they are pursuing it with the vigor that the United States
pursued it, or anything approaching that vigor. They· are still ap·
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proaching it :from the standpoint, you might say, of the attitude that
was taken ill'Germany from 1939 until the end of the war. It has not
reached, as far as I know, the point where anyone has started really
to do anything. They are still talking and still working in theii:'
laboratories; they are still collecting scientists; they are not putting
behind those scientists, or over them, or in front of them, the management and the engineering: and the drive that are going to accompbsh
anything in a hurry. Tliey are going to build up their stocks of fundamental knowledge, their basic science, and the things that build onto
that science, so that later they will save some time; but they are not
yet, as far as I know, making the determined effort that is necessary
in this work to make it a success in .a short time.
The CHA1Rl1IAN. lfaven't I read something in the papers about
England sta:i;ting a plant 1
Gel1eral GnovEs. You have read a good deal of discussion, and it
depends on which paper you read; but as far as I can tell and as far
as I know, and I think my information is accurate, England has not
yet made any step comparable to what we did.
The CHAIRMAN, You stated that we could keep several steps ahead,
and I think we ought to make it clear for the record.
As Senator Hickenlooper said, they don't have to go ahead of where
we are now to make it somewhat uncomfortable.
General GnoVEs. I am glad you brought that UJ?, because I meant
to comment on that, and that is that iii this affair it certainly will
not. do us any good to be a few steps ahead if they are right up behind
us and they have enough; so it is not sufficient just to say, "Well, we
can always be ahead of them."
The CuAIRlliAN. When you say, "Keep a few steps ahead," I presume you mean a bigger explosive and a bigger detonation 1
· General GnoVEs. Yes, one that may be cheaper and may be in greater
quantity, particularly cheaper in production.
The CnAIRMAN. Of course, cost has never beer\. a factor in the making of warfare. Isn't that true?
·
. General GnoYES. I think costs someti1;1,es have ;i ~ood deal to do w!th
· it. Our country has so much econonuc power, tney have to decide
what we will do with that power. In our case, during this last war,
despite all of the economic power of the United States there had to
be a military decision made by the President on the advice of his :military advisers that. the effort that would go into this project should
be devoted to that rat.her than to something else. No country is rich
enough to embark on such a project as this without realizing that it
affects its economic structure.
The CuArn:111:AN. Of course that theory does not hold water. There
was Hitler. I remember that Mr. Miller, who was the fin!J,ncial
attache at the Embassy, made a speech in this country before the w11r
that there wouldn't be any war because Hitler could not afford it.
The Kaiser was supposecl not to have bee11 able to afford it, either.
I don't follow your theory that cost or money has anything to do
with the making of war.
General GuovEs. Money rloes not as such, bnt the economic power
does; and when I speak of that., I speak of the factories, the raw materials, and the labor:
The CHAIRMAN. 1Vherever they are found in ab'nndance, plus a
determination to proceed, you have a situation on your hnnds in which
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there are unknown :factors, o:f course, but nevertheless you .can.-come
· .· .
General GnoVEs. I have no doubt but that they will go through
i:f they decide that they want to, and then it is just a questi<;in o:f how
soon they can. I also understand t_hat most o:f these nations state
that they are unable even to subsist without money :from the United
States, so it is a little difficult :for me to see how they can embark on
something o:f this scale so blithely.
.
I think they have to consider how they are going to handle this,
how much they are going to reduce the rations o:f their people, and ·
possibly how much money they are going to have to borrow :from the
United States to build these plants with which to attack us.
t,enator HrcKENLOOPER. Have you finished, Mr. Chairman?
The CH.\IRMAN. For the present, yes.
Senator Hrn1rnNLOOPEn. l\fay I ask the General a question i
.
Let's assume that some other nation or other nations, no particular
nation, could build pilot models and experimental models in which
they could produce small quantities o:f this fissionable material.
·
Does it necessarily. :follow that because they can produce these small
models in :fairly sizable laboratories, for instance, that they can thereafter easily go on and build quantity production models with any
great speed?
.· .
.
General GROVES. Not unless they are a lot smarter than we were.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. In other words, there is a difference between
the experimental models that produce very small quantities and the
quantity production plants that produce this material in sufficient
quantities to be usable as an explosive?
General GROVES. There is a great difference, and I think you sa,v at
Clinton the preliminary pilot model for the Hanford Engineering
Works.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Ycs.
General GROVES. Now, the difficulties in the problems that we were
faced with there in the Hanford Engineering ·works are just not
comparable. They merely sort o:f gave us a little guide as to what
might be done.
·
l:,emitor HrcKENLOOPER. In other words, when you built the pilot.
model you certainly did not know how to advance to production i
General GnoYES. It was like having a headline to a. newspaper
story that was going to run three columns and you had the headline
onl;y.
8enator HICKENLOOPER. Reverting to the question of our keeping
ahead of other nations, I assume that if they reached. a point of production of this material that we have reached today they would be
producing bombs that could blow our cities to pieces.
If we went forward from today, on the basis of knowledge that
we have, it is reasonable to assume that the main advanta.ge we might
get from the ~cientific d~velopment w_ould be, perhaps, an ~xploration
of the field of new and different materials that would be fiss10nable and
possibly, although it may be remote, the discovery of some more ade·quate defense against the atomic bomb. Is there experimentation and
development along those lines?
.
General GROVES. I think that at the present time we have merely
scratched the sllrface o:f knowledge, and we are in the same position

to the conclusion they are going through as far as they can.
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~s some .oth~r sciences were a :few hundred years f.tgo. For example,·
m the hfet.ime of all of us we have seen the tremendous advances
in the equipment ft?r medic~l services. If you go to a doctor's office
now, he ha~ everythrn&' that 1s necessary to make a good guess, at least,
as t~ what 1s wrong w1th_y_o~, whereas formerly, a hundred years ago,
he did not have those fac1hties.
·
"\<Ve are now in the same position in this field that medicine and
medical treatments were in several hundred years ago. We don't
know, but maybe we have gone a lot beyond that point. Maybe we
have learned everything, but ive have no reason to suspect so, because the more we work the more we learn things. We have not
reached any slowing down on learning.
.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. It is interesting to note that we have not
develo,Ped any defense, figuratively speaking, against the slingshot
except to go farther away or put up a wall; but they can still throw
the missile over it.
·
General GROVES. )Ve mm always, of course, if the world should
ever get into such a horrible position, disperse. It would be a terrible
thing economically to have to ~ive in an a!m~d camp. What we h<?pe 1
at least I perso_nally hope, will com ewrthrn a reasonable length ot
time is a freedom which such wars; but I don't believe that freedom
will come by ignoring the tremendous impact of this as a military
weapon.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator MILLmrN .. General, roughly how many separate items go
into the making of one of these plants? Is it in the order of thousands?
·
General GnovEs. Well, many, many thousands. I think the best
answer to that, tha.t really gives you what you want, is that at the
Hanford Engineerin!J' ·works, the Dupont Co. had over 10,000 subcontractors, each of tl1em supplying a different material and not raw
materials or basic materials. They were supplying subassemblies, you
might say, as if they were in the automobile bµsiness.
Senator 1'frLLIKIN. Each one of those items involves a technique
that is the result of long experience and oftentimes of exclusive "know
how." Is that not true.
General GROVES. I would say not each item, but a great many 0£
them. In fact, of the 10,000 probably 50 percent at least required
special "know how." Some of them required "know how" which
with all of the power and knowledge of American industry,. took us·
more than 18 months to learn.
Sena,tor MILLIIUN. In ·many cases you took advanced technology
that made them advance still further.
General GRoVF..s. Advance much further, and far beyond what they
thought was practicable. I thiuk a good answer to that, in clearing
up that point, was a statement made to me by a gentleman I met some
months ago who manufactured a certain type of material which is in
common usr, but in the normal plant you use, say, 100 pounds of it a
year, which would seem a large consumption. This gentleman told
me he received an order from the Hanford plant which instead of
being 100 pounds per 1'ear might be said to be 10,000 pounds per year..
He replied and said, 'You don't need this; you are throwing away,
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Govei'hment'mon"ey ~t:'Wliyictoi1du-·rteed"it: ,,· ffh'd the''answer: .cnme'.l&liclii:~~i
"8_upply that,ma:teriaV'i','';i·,. :. ,. . i. '·: · · · : ' .; ,:, •1 ·,,:n,\:1:,;:,i/(,:..i: if:tr;:
. <without,:the l0,000 ptnihlls:'it:would: not have 1wotlr&d\t1jt,~ij$i1
cannot~ in this ·complicated q:ff nir ,' ttsa certain materials :Wht1ii'\)'01i /heed .;
a' higher\grade; \Tli(\yjust.will not work.
./ ' ,',>'}t:•1t!i/\•t't}/'f/;\
Senator :M:1i,tut1N •. Would .it be coi·rect to say' .tliat;.thotrsand~: df .•
thl.\.M: it~hiS1·r~pi:~se!{t .a reflection of technologiclil::s~p~·Ef tliat:, li~v~
· been built. up llY,tlns country for many, mnii;y years,11n, many ·case~. ::
£or' mat~y generations back;· not only as to the. partfoula'r firm,' that
is m'nkihg ,the item' but 'the workmen and the craft 'traditions .that
have beell'·passed on i
, . :.
·
· .
. ·,,,.,: ,s, 1 • i>)·.:
. General GrtovEs.. I think the answer there would be ·not only: thtiti.~ ·
sands; but probably tens of thousands of items.
. · ~- · . ; . , .
,·'•Senator\Mm.iiu:.IN, Lending now to the end point •towa1•cl which , ·.
l'nth drivfrig, anyoi1e that wants to do the same thing has either ·got ·
to dnpli'cate that same technology in that same way, or posE!ibly in an
expedited way as milch as it can be expedited, or borrow it or assemble it £r9m, around .the world. Is that correct?
· · ·, ,
Genei;al GROVES. That is correct.
.
.
· Senator MniiiKiN; Either way 0£ doing it would be a difficult way, ..·
o'f 'dbing it, would it noU
· ·
.
· . '
· '· '
General· GROVES. Yes, sir; unless they had world support' for· do- ..
ing it.
·
.
.
·
•, :;, ·.,
Senator M1LLIKIN. And it would require a long, long tlfue 1·
.
· General.GROVES. I believe so; yes.
·
_.... •
·.,.,
Sepator Mn',L!m1:7. ~Vith a rather technical and hi~hlr skilled ov~rnll direction which 1n itself, you suggest, may be lackmg 1 · · ' · ' : ·· ·
· General G:ao'vEs.- There is nothing that is harder to get than c01npetent managen~ent, I think, as everyone who has trted to operate'·
knows, and i1ot onlv top management, but down below m what would
normally be termed the subsidiary positions.
. ·
. · Senator :M:1i.LIKIN. Ha country that figured on making this bomb
_·commenced to reach out and pull in scientists that specialized in atomic
ener~, and.if they started buying specialized machinery here, there,
and m other places over the world, we would find out about that in the
normal course of events, would. we not 1
General GROVES. We would. That. comes back to the point I stated,
that i£ they went out and told the whole world, it would be 5 to 7 years;
but if ~hey tried ~o do it all the;'llselves, _it w?uld ~robablY. b~ 20.. . : .. ·
I thmk the.re is another pomt there which will clan£y 1t. I have .
discussed just how a nation would proceed on such a thing. I believe .
the first thing they would do would be to start educating their work'men and their management so that they could operate such an affair.
Now, you cannot pass on the ability and the skill of management, or
0£ scientists, or of any other highly skilled workmen, in, say, 5. years,
:and then liquidate the men-because you never know what problem is
.going to come up. You cannot pump a man dry unless it is some-·
thing that is simple, like a formula.
.
I believe that cert11:in formulas, for example the one' :for bitters,
ha've been kept in the family as a trade secret, and no one has achieved
the knowledge 0£ that secret.. That could probably be told in half
an hour; but you cannot tell the secrets and the knowledge that are
:necessary to ope-rate a thing like this in half an hour or in half a cen-
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tury. You have got to build up your men and build them up so that
ther have the capacity to do the job.
'
.Senator TYDINGS. General, assi.uning that in any one of the b1g nations the :funds were available, the material was available under reason~
ably conceivable conditions, and with a degree of good fortune in discovery, we will say, how long would it take any of the leading nations
in your judgment to reach the point that we have reached in this country with reference to the atomic bomb 1 ·
·
General GnovEs. Depending upon which country you take; because
there is a wide variation between them--.
Senator TYDINGS. I didn't want to take one particularly, for obvious reasons,_, but say :iny of the three or four leading countries ..
General GnoVEs. It would depend on what knowledge they had and
what their industry was. In a country in which people were interested 1in it, if they did it in complete secrecy, it is my opinion it would
take from 15 to 20 years; if they did it with the help and assistance of
ourselves, England, and Switzerland, they could ·do it some 5 to 7.
Senator TYDINGS. Your guess would be, as between those two propositions that it looks as if you have a margin of safety in some cases
of, say, 12 to 15 years?
·
. •
General GnoVEs: Yes; I think that in any case we have a period of
at least 5 to 7 years in which the problems of the world can be settled
to such an extent that we won't immediately start dropping these
bombs on each other.
· ·
' T_he CHAIRMAN. Senator Tydings, before you came in, the gener~l
testified that was a guess.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I undetstand.
·
General GROVES. There is a· more complete discussion, Senator, in
the record.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to pursue that just
a ste].) further.
Aside from Switzerland, Sweden, Belgium, France, what other nations could help a nation 1
General GROVES. England.
Senator MILLIKIN. Englanrl, I assume, is with us.
General GROVES. Those are the principal nations, and I believe that
you can almost limit it to the United States, England, and Switz;erland,
with possibly Sweden. It is the machine industry that is necessary.
Certain things could be done in Switzerland or in the United States
that cannot be clone easily elsewhere.
Senator MILLIKIN. France used to make a lot of small items of
various kinds.
General GnovEs. Yes; and Switzerland has also been a center of
high-grade machine tools of special design. You find a great many
of them in this country, particularly in any plant that has been in
operation for a number of years and has accumulated a number of
special Swiss machines.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think of any other countries? I think
'we ought to have that pretty clear on the record.
General GnovEs. I don't 'know what was taken out of Belgium and
France by the Germans. Those two countries could supply certain
assistance, no doubt, and I believe they would if they were paid for
the assistance.
Senator MILLIKIN, Did you say France and Germany?
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· General GROVES. France and Belginm. Germany, of course, could
supply technicians, management, en~ineers, and scientists,
Senator HrmrnNLOOPEil. Doesn't Czechoslovakia have a highly developed machine industry1 ·
·
. ..
General GROVES, It has certahl things.
·
· ...
Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask a question.
General, it is not your fault, because you have been prodded into it
by members. I think it umvise to take up each one of these coun~rie.s and pa~·ticul~rize and estimate how l~ng it would take. It might
md1,cate an mtenbon to have a contest w1th them, or cause some unfavorable reaction. .
.
·I submit that to the chairman as worthy of consideration, at least.
The CHAIRMAN. It might be better, I think, Senator, if we generalize.
General, we have no compact with any country mentioned whereby
the country. has agreed not to proceed either to do it themselves or
help anybody else, have we 1
General GnovF.s. I think anything of that kind I would prefer to
discuss in closed session, sir.
·
. Senator HART. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman 1
The CnAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator HART. Following that same subject of your estimate, you
did not mention supplies of raw materials as being in the picture. Is
there anything that is not already in the record that you would like to
say on that point~
General Gnm'Es. Not in an open hearing, sir; and I would like to
make it clear, Mr. Clrnirmai1, particularly in view of the presence of
newspaper people behind me, that the fa.ct that I would prefor not to
discuss certain things in open session does not mean there is anything
there, because either affirmation or denial is something that I would
prefer to avoid. The fact that I have said I prefer not to answer does
not really mean I know the answer. That is important. for the benefit
of the press, sir.
The CnAIRl!IAN. "\Ve have gotten to this point, General. I think it
is safe to say that we have 110 such agreement with Switzerland, for
instance, not to engage in it or experiment. I think it is well for
people to know that.
Senator l\frLLIKIN. I would like to say, for the benefit of Senator
Connally, that I opened this subject of nations that might be in a
position to contribute material for the making of the bomb without
reference to any particular nation, without having as an end purpose
an alinement against any nation, and it seemed to me it was very important that we know in our consideration of this proqlem just who
is in a position to give effective help in the construction of an atomic
bomb.
There was no reflection on any country; there wa_s no insinuation or
implication on my part that it might be used by or against any country.
Senator CpNNALLY. My attent10n was attracted to the fact that you
mentioned a whole lot of countries and left out some. I submit that
it doesn't require a hand pointing to a sign that this is the so and so
country, because by elimination anyone could determine what country
you are talking about, and that is what I am objecting to.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Senator, I am objecting to the proposition of
smothering simple1 open facts of what nations are in a position to contribute to the makmg of an atomic bomb.
Senator CONNALLY. V\Te don't expect them to contribute to us to
make an atomic bomb. '\Ve are going to have to make them ourselves.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think it is agreed that if anyone else makes
them, we will lend the money to make them.
Senator HART. I would like to observe for Senator Connally's bene- .
fit that the questions were altogether founded on the state of mdustry
in these various countries.
Senator CONNALLY.. The state of industry iri manufacturing automobiles or bombs 1 "\Ve are talking about bombs.
Senator HART. No; the general industry.
.·
Senator CoNNALLY. Bombs are what we are supposed to be investigating.
·
Senator HrcRENLOOPER. I have a great deal of faith in General
Groves' discretion, which I think he has proved, and I don't think
General. Groves would answer anything he thinks is detrimental to the
public interest. Therefore, I felt perfectly free to ask him such questions as he would care to answer, and he has answered them.
Secondly, I believe that the answei;s elicited about these various
countries are probably as well known to every other country in the
world as they are to nny of onr people, anci I could see nothing
dangerous or inimical to our interests in either the questions asked
General Groves or his answers given.
The CHAIRMAN. General, this weapon is 11ot just a new weapon of
war, is it~
General GROVES. I don't follow the question, Senator; I nm sorry.
Tho CuAIRllfAN. ·well, there has been some statement made that
this is just a new ·weapon of war .. I know yon don't agree with that.
General GROVES. Oh, I think the term usually used is tlrnt this is
"just. another weapon."
The CnAIRMAN. l\fy mistake.
General GROVES. Ai1yone who says that, with all dne respect to whoever he may be, is just ignorant of the power of this weapon; m1d I
think the more people think about it the more they realize the importance of this and that it is not just another weapon. I think they realize that it ended the war with Japan, and sooner than it would have
been ended otherwise, and that if we had been able to drop it sooner it
would have ended the war just as proinptly.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it can be a decisive weapon of war.
General GROVES. I don't know that any w~.apon is decisive, excepting the will of the country to continue to fight, when that is broken.
But as a weapon, it is very important.
The CHAIRMAN. In view of that statement, do you not think that.
your former statement that you can see no desire npon the part of other
nations to go ahead with this is perhaps open to some question 1
General GROVES. I didn't say that I didn't see any desire, I believe.
At leitst, that was not my intention.
·
I said, or wanted to say, that I did not know of any nation that was
now really going after it hard, but that they were still proceeding
along the lines of laboratory research on a limited scale and had not
done what we had done, which was to attack this problem with real

\
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vigor as if they really meant to get somewhere. They are still wandering_around, discussing and arguing as to what is the best me.thod.
·.·
. They have given w~ild estimates, such as an estimate that appeared_
recently from a very distinguished gentleman of one foreign country,
to the effect that any nation could have this bomb witbin. 6 months.
Well, I just say that that is an absolute impossibility. It is that kind
of discussion that is going on.
.
. .
The CHAIRMAN. That was Professor Oliphant of England.
General GROVES. That was the press report that came over.
· The CHAIRMAN, Well, he wrote an article of recent date in Xature,
which is a British scientific magazine.
Re is the fellow who discovered the basic tube that made, fadar
possible, is he not?
General GROVES. I don't know much about his career at that time. Re is a distinguished physicist and a man of tremendous scientific
ability.
·
The CHAIRMAN. He did; he discovered the basic principle of the
radar tube. It was his statement that you referred to.
General, I understand we killed about 500,000 people in areas in
Germany, and of course pretty well wrecked her desire to fight, with
the air attack.
.
·
Reverting to your testimony of yesterday that if we ki-lled 40,000,000 people here you thought the war could still, go on, do you think
we woµld be able to wage effective war ,vith 4.0 of our .cities foid ·waste
and 40,000,000 people killed?
·
·
· .. .
General GROVES. I think "·e would wage war for. quite a while oil
that basis if we still had the will to win, and I think anyone who
travels over the United States and knows the ,strength of American
industry and the ability of Americans feels that we would continue
to fight for a long time.
I think the war years of 1861 to 1865 show that the American people
do not st;op fighting, no matter how hard t~iey are presse.d or what
the concht10ns or the odds nre. I don't tlnnk the Americans lutve
changed much since that time.
The CnArngfAN. 0:f course the 40 cities would contain the bulk of
our industrial industry. "\Vouldn't that have some effect on the.
ability of the Nation to ,,age war?
General GnovEs. It wonld haYc a tremendous effect. and I did not
want to qay yesterday that it would not make conditions very hard
for us; but I did ,vish to make the point that we could still go on
fighting and that we wouldn't necessarily quit. [ don't know just
particularly when "·e would know what we were faced with. If our
people have courage we are not going to stop just because of somebody destroying a great deal of our potentialities. "\Ve would always
be faced with the problem, "Is it worth while to go on?"; but England
was faced ·with tha:t problem and they decided to go on. · It was the
courage nncl determination of a few people in England that carried
that balance over. ::\faylJe if they had all been willing to quit they
could have quit very easily.
.
.
The CnAIRl\IAN. General, do you wnnt. to give us some cost figures
for the record on these various projects? ·
.
General GROVES. I can give you o-eneral cost figures, I think. I
do not remember those figures exactfy, because they are rather large.
If you w~nt to give me a little time to hunt, I will try to hunt fast ..
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The CrrAIUMAN. Perhaps you can furnish those for the record. We
would like to have those inserted in the record.
·
General GnovEs. All right, sir.
(The following statement was subsequently submitted by General
Groves and made part cif the record :)
l\IANHATTAN ENGINEEII DISTRICT GENERAL Qv~;II-ALL COSTS

1. Diffusion plant

(a) '.rhe cost of research and construction o.f the diffusion plant was approximately $5·J5,000,000, of which about $45,000,000 was spent on research by various
plants and universities. The one major university working on research was
Columbiq, and the amount expended there was approximately $11,500,000.
( b) '.rhe monthly bare costs of operating this plant under the Initial conditions ·
have been approximately $U,000,00U. These costs should increase appreciably as
the plant continues in operation. (These costs do not include the cost of Govermueu t-supplied materials or the indirect costs of housing and transporting
employees.)
2. Electromagnetic plant

(a) The cost, of researc:h and COJ:\Struction of the electromagnetic plant was
approximately $350,000,000, of which about $33,000,000 was spent on research
with various plants ancl universities. Tile one major university working on
research was Califoh1ia, and the amount expended there was about $14,000,000.
(b) 'l'he monthly bare costs of operating the entire plant have been approximately $12,000,000. These costs should decrease appreciably in the future.
('l'hese. costs do not include the cost of materials supplied by the Government
or the indirect costs of housing and transporting employees.)
3. Mctal111rgicar., Argonne and OUnton Laborato1'ie8, .and other institutions
(a) The total expenditures on the activities at the l\Ietallurgical and the Argonne Laborn.tories through June 30, 1945, were about $17,000,000, of which
about $530,000 was spent on construction at Argonne. (These costs do not inl'lude the costs of materials furnished by the Government.)
( b) The total expenditures on the activities at the Clinton Laboratories
tllrough .June 30, 1945, were about $25,000,000, of which approximately $12,000,000 was spent on construction.
(These costs do not Include the cost of
materials supplied 'by the GoYernment or the indirect costs of housing and
transporting employees.)
( c) 'l'he total expenditures on related and closely coordinated activities at
·other Institutions to June 30, 1945, were approximately $4,000,000:
(d) The cost of production of metallic uranium at Iciwa State College (where
production of uranium ingots continued until the spring of 1945) amounted to
about $2,000,000, not including the cost of raw materials furnished by the Government.

4. Hanford engineer works
(a) The total cost 'of th~ Hanford engineer works, including housing facilities,
is ap11roxirnately $350,000,000.
(b) The present operating costs are about $3,500,000 per month. (These costs
do not include the costs of certain materials fumished by the Government.)
5. Lo.~ Alamos laboratory

The total expenditures on tlle activiies cente,:ing on Lns Alamos laboratory
!Jaye amounter! to about $G0,000,000, of which abont $26,000,000 was spent on constrnction. Military pay is not included in these figures.
6. Housing
1

(a) Oak Ridge: Expenditures on housing fMilities, including necessary roads,
utilities. S('hools, and ~hops, at Oak Ridge total approximately $110,000,000..
(b) Hanford: The total construction cost of all housing facilities at Hanford
was approximately $48,000,000.
( c) Ln~ Alamos: The total cost of housing of nil types at L!1S Alamos was
app'roxima tel~· $4,500,000.
7. lndustria.1. accid<'nts
(a) The cost to the project of industrial accidents to wnl'kers and their subse-·
quent care was about $4,441,000 up to August 31, 1045. This cost included com-
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pensation benefits, medical payments. by Insurance companiE>.s, and that portion
of plant me,Ilcnl operating expense assignable to industrial accidents; it is broken
down as follows:
··
11) Total cost In connection with construction:
·
·
fa) Compensation beheflts,, $1,577,000.
(b) Medical payments, $757,000.
~{2) Total cost in connection with operation:
(a) Compensation ben<'fits, $038,000.
(b) l\fedical payments, $1,169,000.
('b) The total accident experience of the Manhattan Enginee1· District is 62
percent lower than comparable experience of private industry. The National
Safety Council's "Awa1·d of honor for distinguished service to safety" was presenteu to the Manhattan Engineer District on December 9, 1945, in recognition
of the rPcord macle "in achieving and maintaining low accident rates at the Manhattan District facilities throughout the country unde1· the urgent demands
:for speE>d In the unique processes attending the development of the atomic bomb."

The CnAIRl\IAN, General, what are the prospects for the develop.ment of bombs of considerably greater destructive power than those
produced so far i
·
·
General GROVES. T think I can answer that one. It is a little hard
to answer in open hearings, but I think it is. of sufficient importance
so that it should be in the open.
·
.
The CHAIRl\IAN. I asked the question, General, on the basis of the
preliminary conference we had- in which you said you thought you
could answer that question. ·
General GROVES. I think-and I am speaking now primarily on
the basis of the normal course of development, and not on any basis
that there is something we know and have not disclosed or anything
like that-we have built and fired three bombs. "\Ve have done this
in a hurry. Our mission was to g_et a bomb that would go off with
power. vVhen we first started, var10us people talked about enormous
. sizes. In order to get the thing <lone, I stated that our goal was to
have a bomb that would be the equivalent of at least a thousand
tons. That was not,the goal; that was the bare minimum.
Senator JonNSON. Wt1s that a thousand tons of TNT?
General GROVES. The equivalent; yes, sir. As announced by the
President, the bombs were of the order o:E 20,000 tons of TNT.
Initially we all thought we could get something in the order of
10,000 tons of TNT, and I believe that I stated that the various scientists, as they started to work on this and started to wonder about how
sure they were of their figures, kept putting in factors· of safety, so
when we came out at the encl some o-f them·even thought it would be
below a thousand tons; but it actually had about 20,000, or in that
-order.
Senator TYDINGS. 20,000 tons equivalent?
General GROVES. Yes, sir; they are always equivalent.
Now, as to the prospects of developing bombs of considerably
greater destructive power, I think they are promising; but I would
also like to point out that when you go beyond this size of bomb you
start to wonder where you are going to get a· target that will require
the full effect of this bomb. At Hiroshima we had such a target.
In other words, it landed and there was space enough so that all of
its destructive energy could be used. At Nagasaki we did not have that
opportunity. "\Ve had a long, narrow target, and the bomb was bigger
111:111 it. had to he. Thel'e waR a lot of wastml enel'g.Y that went off to
the sicles. If you l'emember how that riYer looked, the witlth of the
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target varied. I think there were some points where there was ac•
tually no development at all.
.
·
Senator BYRD. Were fhe two bombs o:f the same powed ·
General GnoYEs; They were o:f the same order; yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. You would say the same amount equivalent of TNT.
General GnoYEs. Yes, sir. No one knows what the exact amount is.
We made an attempt to determine it, but you couldn't prove it. We
have not discussed, Sena,tor, the bombs in detail, and I would prefer
not to discuss them in open hearings.·
Senator CoNNALLY. General, does the power of the bomb increase
in proportion to the size or amount o:f material in the· bomb 1 ·
General GuovEs. I don't mind answering that one here.
.
Senator CoNNALLY. Leave it to secret session if you like.
General GnovEs. I would like to leave most of it m secret session, but
there is one thing that I think should be made known, and that is
what happens in an explosion anyway.
What really happens is that you develop an explosive force, and
then that blows apnrt.
Now, the question is i:f you put too much material in there it doesn't
all explode because it is blown apart before it has an opportunity to
explode, and there is a definite limitation on just saying, "Well, you
made one bomb of this size; let's put two of them together and have
twice as much material and we will have twice as biO' a bomb."
Se.nator CoNNALLY. If you have any hesibition, don't answer any
of these questions; but there was an old theory of chemistry or physics
of which I have a very hazy recollection, that you don't ~et any
more power out of something than you put in it. Is there rn these
atoms a latent power that is just there that needs touching off~ I
am speaking industriaJly now, more than about this theory of ruining everything with bombs; automobiles, and everything. Do you
get any more force out of the bomb than you have to put in it through
all these manufacturing processes and expenditures of fuel and energy
and so on? If that is a secret. don't'te11 it.
General GnoVEs. I don't l~now the exact answer because I have
never figured out how much energy "·e put into it; but I think it can
best be expressed by this illustration: If you dig coal you get a
certain amount of heat out of that coal. Whether you used up more
or less energy in digging t.hat coal, wlrnt you would get out of it
would remain the same. In other v,ords, there is something in here
which if we start to explain would be getting us into some of Einstein's theories and a few other things which I would find trouble
in explaining, and I am sure you would not be able to understand
my explanation. Essentially there is something that is alrettcly there
which we take advantage of. ,ve don't compress this energy and put
it all in one package as it were; it is there.
Senator CONNALLY. vVell, it is the old idea of the indeetructibility
of matter, on which I was baRing my question.
.
General GnovRs. This migl1t be based on the theory of the equivalence of mass and energy.
·
.
Senator CONNALLY. That explains the whole thing to me. General.
Senator RussELL. General, the papern te11 ns that some of the scientii=-ts are of the opinion that if a large number of these were e:;;ploded
over the world that it would reach out into the elements in the, atmos-
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phere, and any other elements, and start splitting atoms there which
would set the entire world on fire,. and instead of being a world :we
would just be 11 new star nnd all life on the planet would be extmgnished almost automatically.
.
Do you have any theory on that to giYe us?
General GROVES. My only theory is that I don't worry about it,
because if it hap\)ens it will be all over and we won't hnve that to worry
about. We wont have to explain that one, but the theory is not concerned with getting a number of these bombs but with getting one that
is big enough to do that. No one knows what that size is. It is
all highly theoretical.
.
The CHAIRllIAN. That is where this thing was 3 years ago 1
General GRoVEs: That is correct, but 3 years ago there was an
agreement amoni; t!1e b~tter nucl~ar physicists that these tJrnories
were correct. I uon-t believe tlrnre 1s that agreement now. · It IS more
or less the kind of thing that they will discuss as a possibility when
they are just sitting around talking; theoretically they may be able to
prove that such a thing is possible, but the best advice I have, and I
certainly don't hold any personal views or knowledge on the subject,
but the best advisers tell me that they are not. 11 bit worried, and I, personally, am not worried. I feel it will be beyond my lifetime, and
then I will let the next generation worry as to "·hether they are going
to blow themselves up or not.
.
I think there are many other things that a crazy man who had power
behind him, and who got enough crazy people, with him who all wanted
to commit suicide, could do to destroy life on this earth as well as by
this means.
Senator RussELL. There is one other question. Yesterday you implied that you had some doubt as to the practicability of a thorough
world-wide inspection or checking on the production methods or use
of atomic energy. Is that due to the difficulty in ·exploring all the
places where this energy might be developed, or just on your opinion
that the people would object so strenuously to the measures that
·would be necessary that it would be impossible?
General GROVES. I believe it is both. In other ,rnrds, if the people
object too strenuously they can stop thorough inspection. This country has never been able, to have thorough inspection on certain things.
Senator TYDINGS. Prohibition is a good illustration of that.
General GROVES. So are the moonshiners in certain sections ·of the
country where you might say the people were not so solidly against
the Government as they were with prohibition, but you have that
problem and also it takes such an awful lot of people.
I didn't say yesterday that inspection wasn't something that should
not be done. I pointed out the difficulties of it because I did not like
the idea of anyone feeling that it was something that with a wave of
the hand you could accomplish and have effective inspection.
I do not believe that it is safe to say that inspection gives us a 100
percent guarantee. It is just like all inspection of all kinds. It is
the reason that an airplane on reconnaissance can tell you if they see
something, but they can't tell you something isn't there if they don't
see it. That is true of everyone who is out looking for things.
Even in the days when cavalry was of real importance in this world
of ours, we ha<l to have infantry go behind the calvary to make certain.
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the cavalry hall 1101 1nissl'11 soml' of the military information that we
wanted to haw. You han got to look at e,verv foot.
In this case you have got to look much clrn,er than is generally
Rpok<'n of. You ju!:t ea11110( go to the big industrial plants and say,
"1Vhat is going on here," and then walk ont.
Senator RFsSELI,. Yon have Rlwwn us nn·ious little gadgets where
if you would lwlcl some piece of some radioactive element you would
have Cl'L'(ni1,1 reactions. You don't think it is possible to have any
machine or development expose the place where any work of thi~
nature might be done?
General Gnon:s. No, I don't think that is pos;;ihle at this time. You
eonkl get. certain things, there is no questrnn; but other things you
con Icl not get..
The CHA1R11IAN. Those certain things would be necessary in order
to make n,n atomic explosive, would they not.'?
·
Grnernl G1mYES. No; I don't believe so, Senator. I believe that it
eonlrl be fixrcl up. In oth<'r words, you could put shielding on certain
thingR.
Sen al or Russm,L. You don't think you could fly over in an airplane with one of these machines and tell?
General GnovEs. No, ·sir. Just how much you can do with that
no one knows .. After all, we were faced with the practical problem
a few years ago in trying to find out what was going on in Germany,
and ,rn had many theories presented as to how we could find that
all out.; some of the theories were good, but yon could not do it.. After
nll. you have {!ot to have the men who are going to make the inspection
l"ome back. Certain things can be done by a general, broad inspection;
but I believe also that there is one thing you could do to defeat broad inspection if you intended to. Certainly if you are going to conceal
or t.ry to get away with something, the first thing you would' do
would be to start fighting on the inspection method that was used·.
. Rem~mb<'r that all nations would probably find out what type -of
mspectwn methods were used, and then they would go out to beat
those methods.
· Senator RussELL. We have heretofore, I believe, used only uranium
in developing this energy. Has any extensive research been made
\Yith other elements to determine whether or not it would be practicable to use them?
·
General GnovEs. I think the answer to that is that our goal was
to get a bomb, and we went after that goal and have done a con-.
siderable a.mount of research in trying to build up knowledge. We
built this bomb with inadequate knowledge, particularly inadequate
scientific knowledge. Every time we conld guess at the answer_., we
guesserl at it without knowing why that was the answer, anct we
have consistently tried to fill in those gaps in knowledge.
·we arc working on that today with the purpose of trying to lrnnw
all that we can about fission.
There is a great deal of talk in various places about how ultimately
yon can split other atoms, and ones of more common material. · They
have talked about how fine it would be if you could split hydrogen
aml oxygen, and then nobody would have a monopoly on the air.
'\Ve don't know how to do that yet, and I don't think anybody even
has a real glimmer o·f nn idea, It may come in fifty or a hundred
96002 0 - 49 - 6
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years.· I don't see it comirig within a few years; if it does come, then
that will be something. to be £aced by the people who are then
responsible. ·
..
But we are not neglecting the advancement of science. We al'e
doin~ everything we caii to encourage it and to encourage it in our
own laboratories and at our own expense.
The CHAIRMAN, General, is this material uranium radioactive in
the ground? ·
·
General GnoVEs. Yes, it is to some extent.
The CHAIRMAN. Airplane surveys with a suitable detecting apparatus would register the presence of uranium on contact in low
(light?
General GROVES. Tha:t would all depend cin the shielding of the
uranium on the ground. You see, when it is down in a mine or down
several hundred feet, it is shielded bv the earth in between. But it
would also depend on the equipment. •
No one that I know of has yet been able to locate uranium deposits
by flying over them in low airpla1ie flights.
,
·
If you put a piece of uranium in a room, you could probably find
it if you could get up close enough. It is the same thing with some
of ·your detecting equipment which is such that, when you hold a
luminous dial in front of it, it registers, and the man who designed
the equipment says, "That is a fine piece of equipment; look what it
registers." Then I held my hand in front of it and it registered the
~ame way. That is the size of it.
If you get apparatus that is too delicate then you find it goes out of
order. It. is one thing to have delicate apparatus in a laboratory where
it can be very carefully protected from shock, and it is another to
mount it in an airplane and send it through the air and really know
what you are gettmg. You could get suspicions, but you would get
a great many false suspicions.
·
I think eventually something may be possible on that, and certainly
if I had any responsibility for inspection, it would be one of the
methods of attack that I wonlcl take to try to get that knowledge. I
think that eventually something can be ,vorked out.
·
The CHAIRMAN. General, I have just one more question. If, perchance, hy intense work it were possible to develop this process for
central heating within the next 2 years, assuming that hypothesis, it
would be impossible to use it until the intern:iticmal control pt·oblems
were settled, would it not?
·
·
General GuovEs. You mean to use it in the United States?
The CnAm~IAN. Yes.
·
General GnovEs. No; I don't know of any reason.
The CHAIRJl[AN. You would ha Ye to put guards arcnmd it 1
General GnoVES. Yes, and I don't care whether it is under international control or not. I think yon would want guards around it,
for you have got too mi1ch money in there alone not to have guards,
and real guards, too.
The CHAIHJl[AN. Thank you, General.
Senator CONNALLY. l\Ir. Clrnirman, I just want to say this: I think
the general has made a very fine and splc11dicl exposition of this matter
and I want to congratulate him on the gn•at wod{ he has done in
connection with the whole program m1<1 its development.
General Gnon:s. Thank you, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. I might say that the general has done a splendid
management job in the last 3 years ancl has accredited himself. most
favorably.
Senator JOHNSON. Defore the. witi1ess leaves, Mr. Chairman, I
desire to say this: I concur in what the Senator from Texas has said.
But going back to the guest.ion of detection, this committee saw the
finest instruments that sc1e11ce can devise within 12 feet of tremendous
radioactivity, and the·instruments were in no way affected. A dime
wus borrowed from the Senator from Iowa und inserted in that
machine, and when it became ·radioactive and was placed near that
machine, it went completely crazy.
Senator TYDINGS. The machine or the dime?
Senator JOHNSON. The machine. That indicates to me, at least,
that it is going to be pretty hard to detect radio-activity with any
kind o:f device, because there you had a perfect example o:f the difficulties o:f it. Just a concrete wall shut it off.
General GROVES. I think I said earlier, particularly if I knew what
the rules of inspection were, that I could hide the material so that the.
inspectors would not find it; I think that any nation would have
enough representation on that body of inspectors so that they would
know.
·
Senator JOHNSON. That is particularly true with respect to the
material when it is reduced to a chemical compound, where there is
very little or no •radioactivity present?
General GuovEs. I think in various portions of the process it would
require less shielding, but the shielding is not an impossible task; I
would rather undertake the shielding than I would undertake the
separation, or, particularly, undertake the detection.
Senator JouNSON. That is all, Ml'. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, General.
General GuovEs. Thank you, sir.
The CnAm11rAN. Professor Urey.
STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLD C. UREY, PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Dr. UuEY. My name is Harold C. Urey. I am professor of chemistry
at the University of Chicago. Dming the war I was at Columbia
University in the city of New York :i.nd was cliTector of the SAM
Laboratory. SAJ\1: ,vas code for "Speci'!ll alloyed malerinls," which in
turn was code for the labornl·ory doing the research on the diffusion
process for the separation oft.he uranimi1 isotopes and for the production of heavy wate-r and other matci'ials. I did not wol'k directly on the
product.ion of !.h~ atomic bomb Luton matrrials userl in its production.
Altogether I have workrd al1011t 5 years Oil this problrrn.
The C11Am111AN. I notice, Doctor, that you would not state it, but,
for the record. I believe you are a Nobel prize winner.
Dr. U1mY. That is right.
The CHAm;1r,\N. And t ]mt award wns made upon the basis o:f your
successful experinwnts on heavy water?
·
Dr. Umw. That is right.
·
The CnAIRll[AN. In l!)a2?
Dr. UrmY. Yes; in the fall of 1();11, rrportrd in 1!):32.
The CHAHnrAN. Thank you.
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Dr. UnEY. The Smyth report gives a history 0£ the whole Manhattan.
project from the very beginning in 1030 to August 0£ this year. This
report is very well written an<l does not need expansion. It states
what was done nnd by whom and when it was done. Henc(l in this
testimony I shall not refer specifically to the various methods used or
not used in the production 0£ the separated isotopes 0£ uranium or .for
the production of heavy water or their uses. Since all production
figures, costs of production; comparison 0£ relative adv:autages 0£ various methods, etc .. are classified as secret, it is impossible to say more
about these processes than is already published in that report..
Suffice it to say that the diffusion method was very successful for
the separation of Uranimn-235 and that the exchange method was very
effective in concentrating heavy water but that all methods for producing this latter substance were not si1fficient to produce this material in lar~e enough quantities for ·1arge-scale use. Exact fi~ures
on production and costs would better be secured from the Carbide &
Carbon Chemicals Corp. and other opemting companies rather thau
the director of research in any case.
If the committee will secure clearance for classified information I
would be glad to appear before the committee again in order to discuss
technical facts which it wishes to have and which I am compet~nt to·
give. Today I wish to discuss the over-all situation relative to atomic
energy and the ato:rr.ic bomb as I see it.
One: Facts in regard to atomic energy and tJ1e atomic bomb.
Atomic energy is stored within the nuclei of atoms tmd has been so
stored since the beginning of the earth, solar system; or universe, perhaps. It should be referred to as nuclear energy, but popular usage
has probably fixed the term atomic energy in om vocnlmlary. The
amount of energy liberated in the fission of uranium or plutonium is
pound for pound about 3,000,000 times as great as in the case of coal
burned in air. An improvement in a fuel or explosive by so much as
20 percent would normally be a remarkable one. The factor of 3,000000 is so great that the significance is not comprehended immediately.
We have some conception of what 1,000 miles is but no c01weption of
1,000,000,000 miles. Even a large source of power after decades of
development amounts to about 100,000 times the power of a horse.
It will .be some time yet before the people of the United States really
appreciate that on December 2, 1942, a radically new source of energv
for peacetime purposes was first discovered and that on July 16, 1045,
a radically new explosive first appeared. This latter event changes
the entire military position of the United States, as well as those
of all other countries and in fact makes the defense 0£ this country
more difficult.
Senator V ANDENBERO. ,vhat is the significance of the date Decembei·
2, 1942~
Dr. Um:Y. That wns the first time that a spontaneo.us pile producing
heat steadily without explosive characteristics was produced at the
University of Chicago.
The atomic bomb which fell on Hiroshima destroyed what was reported to be 4 squarr. miles of the city. The area of total destruction
in the case of Na~asnki was reported as 10 S<]Unre miles. If the third
bomb of this type to be exploded was a definite improvement on the
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first and second bombs we may confidently expect considerable improvements in- the future.
The CHAlll!IIAN. Improvements, Doctod
·
Dr. UnEY. It depends on how you look at it. H 10,000 bombs were
made and each were properly placed and if each should destroy -10
square miles, these bombs would completely destroy about the entire.
area of the States of Indiana and Illinois. This weapon transcends
all other weapons in destructive capacity.
·
Scientific men have ·repeatedly stated that there is no defense against
the atomic bomb and that there cannot be any decisive defense. Such
statements come from men who haYe studied offensive and defensive
military devices throughout the war. However, such studies are not
necessary and probably are not as convincing as observations on other
weapons for which defenses are known. A defense is lmown for
machine guns, for example, armor plate; nevertheless machine guns
accounted for m:uw casualties in this war. Defenses are known
against submarines; nevertheless they sank large tonnages of ships
in both the Atlantir. and Pacific Oceans. Defenses against airplanes
are known, but they destroyed the cities of Europe. And thus we
cauld tabulate many weapons both great and small. Similarly, we
may expect countermeasures to the. delivery of ato111ic bombs and
countermeasures to the countermeasures, but in spite of this the atomic
bombs will do damage in future wars commensurate with their destructive capacity.
·
In another way we cannot even expect as good defenses against
atomic bombs as aga.inst other weapons. Forts, trenches, tank traps,
armor plate, armored ships, and planes are able to absorb some punishment from the weapons used against them in warfare as it was before
.July 16. It is not to be expected that such defensive measures against
atomic bombs can be taken except at expense so great that they could
not be applied to all the vital points or to all the population of a
country.
It is necessary to accept the fact that there is no decisive defense
against the atomic bomb.
The atomic bomb cou lcl be smuggled into a country and used to .
mine our cities unless we practiced the greatest vigilance, so great in
:fact that our liberties would be seriously curtailed.
The hornb could p!'ob:tbly be delivered by plane, rocket, pilotless
plane, or other means. It could surely be delivel'ed in ways that would
not disclose the military power from which it came. It would be
delivered from points tit considerable distance from the target.
Atomic energy for peacetime purposes is possible but it is not
developed to so great an ext·ent as the atomic bomb. For peactime
uses we do not wish to secure the three million-fold effect that was attempted and secured in the bomb. Though small amounts of :fuel will
be reqnired, industrial power uses 'will still require apparatus o:f the
size and complexity of steam generation plants and the cost of securing
prrn'.er from atomic fuels will probabiy not be less than that for power
:l'rorn ronl for some time. Power for special purposes such as for naval
w.ssels, where competit-ive costs are not so important, will undoubtedly
be the first pract.ical application of nt.omic power. Many other uses
as tools for research, and many techniques nnd devices of nse throughout industry will be possible and will surely become available if ade-
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quate effort is put into this side of the problem. However, I believe·
that the whole peacetime use of atomic power does not have comparable importance to ·us as a nation nor to the world as a whole as dqes the
problem of avoiding tho use of atomic bombs.. I believe ,v.e could well
forego the large industrial power developments· of atomic energy if
this would aid, as it may, the control of the atomic bomb.
'l'wo: The course of a probable armament race and, the subsequent
war.
I wish to present the _probable :future course and development of
atomic bombs 1 assumii:ig that no P!·o~1ibition of the manufactur~ of such
bombs on an mternational scale 1s mtrocluccd and also assummg that
a war does not break out during the course of the development.
In t.he first stage of this development we shall have bombs but no one
else will have them. This is the present situation.
e feel safe and
secure, but the people of other countries c.lo not. vVe know that we
have no intention of attacking other countries, but they probably cannot be expected to take us at our own evaluation. If the situation
were reversed we would be very much alarmed and with good reasons.
O~hers undoubtedly .are alarmed now and believe they are alarmed
with good reaso11, too.
·
·
In the second stage we shall have a fair-sized stock pile of bombs and
other countries will begin to get a few bombs, Ours will be the best
tniless the scientists and engineers of· other countries discover ·and
develop some better ideas that we may have overlookcrl.. In this stage
we may have sufficient. bombs t.o chistroy the cities of any probable
enemy and they will not be able to retaliate. I cannot help but wonder
whet.her we shall be as harmless at that time. Smely other countries
will hardly think so.
.
In the third stage both we and other, countries will have sufficient
bombs to destroy ·each other's cities-and by and by all will have about
equally_ effective bombs.
As this sit.nation develops tr,nsiom; will increase slowly at first and
finally beyond anything we have ever seen, or experienced. In a few
years we will begin mo,,ing our families for from big cities and industrial plants if ,ni can afford to rlo so. Finally, every ripple on the
international scene will make ns ,rnndPr whether the atomic bombs
may not arrive before morning. Testifying before a Senate .committee is an m111smtl rxperience for me but it will be much more
exciting "·hen this building beconws an import.ant and probably target
for atomic bombs in that future war. Of conrse a scientific laboratory
would be an important target, a.lso. But probably the most important
targets will be those that reslllt in the killing of the greatest number
of people.
The CnArnUAN. Yon aren't infeITing that if they landed one here
we are the most important people~
.
.
Dr. UHEY. ·well, the scientific and rrovernmenta1 leadership of a
country is very important irnlee<l, an<l perhaps my estimate is not
quite right. This, I think, will be one of the important targets in
a future war.
'\Ve might start such a war, or another country might attack us; Ineither case the country attaeked wonlcl probably have concealed the
launching sites for its atomic bombs anu he11ce would be able .to .
retaliate and destroy the enemy's cities. So with all cities destroyed

,v
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on both sides we start a war with ordinary weapons and finish it in .
that way. Of course an enormous supply o:f material would have to
be accumulated before the war, for with industry crippled it could not
support the war while it was being fought. Unless great care were
taken we would have lost our governmental, industrial, and scientific
leaders. B11t I could go on with this for a long time and that would
be unnecessary since none of ns know just wh:it course such a war would
take. However, any course that·it took would be disastrous for victor
.• and vanquished.
But we have the atomic bomb and hence hoJd a trump card. How
should we play the hand~ Wlrnre can we interrupt this fatal chain
of events most effectively for our own selfish advantage and perhaps
to the advantage of every other country~ The obvious answer is at
the end of the first stage when we have lots of bombs and others do
not, if we can jrnlge exactJy when that will be. We can blow the
enemy's cities off the earth and take possession of the earth, occupy it
with our armies, and begin the job of running the world according to.
our own ideas. This is a large order and one that I should like to
avoid. In :fact, I would stumble into it only by mistake or be forced
into it only by overwhelming necessity.
l\fy choice of time to do something about this threatening series 9£
events is now or pn~ferably 3 months ago, if it were only still possible.
Atomic bombs mnst not be made by any country and they must not be
storecl any place in the world if we are to have any feeling of security
in this or any other country on this all-too-small planet. We are
making bombs and storing them an1l a~e _thus a threat to other countries
and are guilty of bC'ginning the atomic armament race. If continued·
it will lead to dire disaster.
Three: The proLlem of control.
. ,
Cun we control the atomic bomb by agreement between sovermgn
states 1 Japan arm.ed herself and fortified islands of the Pacific in
violution of her promises. Germany did similar things. The whole
com~e of the League of Nations, which was a series of agreements
between sovereign states, showed how ineffective such methods of control are. I woulcl'not trust the word of any foreign power i:f it stated
that it would not make atomic bombs and I most emphatically would
not expect any for.eign power to trust this country. I believe that
we would live up to our agreement, hut I would not expect that
others would believe it. An.cl as time moves on, circumstances and
people change and a time will come when abrogation of treaties will
occur or treaties will be ignored or even used to deceive other peoples.
I do not believe that this type of control is feasible for political and
·historical reasons.
.
·
Could we turn the bo1nbs over to the United Nations Organizn,tion
for safokeeping or use in emergencies~ 1 would suppose tl1at other
countries might insist on some atomic bomb plants and their extensive
accessory plants being located in other countries than the U. S. A.
Also they would probably suggest that bombs be stored in other
countries than ours. Also. the big powers would insist on equal numbers of bombs in each of,their countries or on some 5-5-3 formuln..
Or perhaps bombs could he stored in central Africa. In this case
we would all become afraid of central Africa. ·I-believe that there
would be no satisfactory place to store bombs.
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.A.lso.borubs would not be useful in an eniergency. I cannot see how ·
bombs could have been able to have solved the Spanish, Ethiopian,
Manchurian, Czechoslovakian, and other troubles with which this
war was begun. Further. we now have a supply of bombs. How
could they be used in the' Inclon~sian difficulty or the Chinese .civ:il
wad These bombs could have been used to destroy Madrid or Rome
or Tokyo, but no one would have giYen stich orders when the difficulty
started. Only when the lines are drayYll and the witr ready to start
could the atomic bombs be used and then an atomic-bomb war would
come. Perhaps not s6 suddei1ly as otherwise but it would come
nevertheless.
·
· ..
I believe tlrnt we ;;houk1 attempt to establish a control over atomic
energf under the United Nations Organization which would be so
effective that no person or group of persons in any nation could
manufacture atomic bombs without detection ancl without being
brought to trial and punishment. This means a sacrifice of some of
the national sovereignty of this and other countries. I would rather
submit to this, with police ofllcers armed with sidearms able to arrest
me for violating a law not to make atomic bombs, than to be threatened
along with an entire city with destruction. bl atomic bombs from
United Nations Organization planes for a sinular violation. Also, I
believe either of these would be better than. an atomic bomb war. Of
course the control must cover all countries of the world.
I believe that it would be technically feasible to determine whether
a country as large as the United States were making atomic bombs,
providing that inspectors could ask.any questions and receive answers
to them, could visit any scientist or engineer and see his work, inspect ·
any plant or'facility that they desired. It would be necessary to watch
the moyements of scientists and engineers, mines, ores, special materials and types of apparatus, and the appearance of any 11e,v· developments. The existence of the Manhattan project and its general
purpose were probably known by thousands of scientists in this·cou.n~
try, and the extent of the operations and state of advancement would
have been known had they been allowed to receive answers toquestions. An inspector might have asked where any of dozens of prom~
inent scientists were; and if he were told and then visited any of
these, he would soon have learne<l what was being done and the approximate state of the work. Of course, any refusal of the privilege
to visit or inspect personnel or facilities would be a suspicious act and
also lead to disclosure.. Covering up activities on such a broad scale
would be very difficult.
·
In eonsilkriug the prnblcin of contl'Ol there are two assmnptions
that might be rn·acle: First, thnt there ,rnulcJ be no peacetime largescale power plants; :wcl second, that pear·ctmie power plants wci11ld
be pe1·niilte<l on a large scale. ·
Senator VANDENnETIG. You mean power plants with atomic encrgyi
Dr. U1rnY. That is righL In onlPl' to sccnrn power for indusf,rial
purposes from atomic energy, it is neccssnry to have very large scale
plants. If these large-scale plants were all in existrnce, as they might
be some 10, 20, or 25 years in the fot11re, they wn11lcl contain considerable amounts of fissionable material that conl<l bn nsed for bombs.
It would then only be nccessnry to winvlraw the material from these
plants nnd mnnufoetmc this material into·bombs.
. ·
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This would be comparatively easy and would be mi1ch more easily
concealed than if such plants did not exist. ·
If we have no l:age peacetime plants of this kind, and i:f it were
necessary then to do n, deYelopment job on somewhat the scale of the
Manhattan project, I think the whole development· would become
quite obvious to any inspectors in the country; and I say that because
the developm.ent of the Manhattan project was quite obvious to all
our scientific friends not working on the project during the past
few years.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, cJo you know of any invention in history,
or any improvement in scie11ce, that was ever suppressed in peacetime
use?
Dr. UnEY. No; all weapons have been developed by other countries
in time. The only case in which such things are not done is in the case
of very backward comitries. I don't think we need to worry very
mtich about China and India getting atomic bomb plimts; not for
some years, anyway. But in the case of industrialized countries, I
think that it is not possible for us to say how long it will be before
they conld produce them.
Great progress can be mn.de in a relnfrvely short time in a country
that has an extensive system of technical education.
Senat,or Jm-1NsON. Reducing your "relatively short time" to years,
how many years, Dr. Urey?
Dr. UnEY. My guess is that it will take 5 or 10 years £or other industrial courltries to secure atomic bomb plants. It depends somewhat
upo11 which country, and it depends upon the effort that is put forward.
When the bomb exploaed, the most important fact was known.
From that point on, any foreign country could move with confidence,
and this is a great advantage; whereas we had to feel our way along
on this problem, set up many rrlternative 1m1thocls for doing this work,
follow mitny lines of research, many of which were discarded. The
foreign country at the present time would be able to set up its pro~
duct.ion sites, its bomb-product ion labonitory, and e~tablish with confidence such laboratories as we had at Columbia, Chicago, California,
and Los Alamos; ancl this would he a very great adva,ntage.
Of course, my opinion as to how long it would be is a guess on my
pa111, but I think that we should 110t think of a longer time thnn about
5 yenrs. It nmy be longer, bnt I think it wo1ild be brst to be pessirn istic, or optimistic, depending on which way yon regard the low
sicle at the time.
8<>na1 or CONNALLY. Let me ask yon one. (J_Uestion.
Yo11 were talking awhile ago nbont the situation ·where we would
not have any peacetime industrial use for the bomb at all and had
none of those factor,:.
If we didn't, wouldn't it recp1ire. for the mam.1foctu're of bombs, such
a large plant a11d equipment thnt it would be easily detected by these
i11spectors if there wE're sonwbody trying to bootleg t~e bomb?
Dr. U1mY. I <lon't know whether yon went to Oak Ridge or not.
Senator CONNALLY. No; I didn't.
Dr. U1mY. The plants t.hnt nre located at Oak Ri<lge, particularly
the diffusion plant, are t.hc largest chemical plants I ever looked at. It
wo11ld be clifticult to bnilcl that plant in piecrs; it must. be built as one
unit. In order to buihl s11eh a plant we neecl railroads, many roads,
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a large accumulation of ·people, and above all, we need concentrations
of scientific men and engineers. Probably the scarcest commodity
that is involved in producing these big plants is the scientific .and
engineering tnlent, and so the whole clcvelopme,nt becomes a ·very
big thing which would be quite diflicu]t. to conceal.
·
Senator CoNNALLY. That is what I was getting at; that of course if we had the industrial development it would be a simpler process for
them to abstract materials and go off somewhere and make ·the bomb.
But if we did not have the industrial development, you could not hide a
plant that was making the bombs, could you, from an intelligent inspectod
Dr. UnEY. I don't believe so.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, would I be diverting you if I asked some ,
questions. OJ?. w_hat you previously brcn:ight out, or would you prefer
that I wmt until the end'/
Dr. UnEY. It makes no difference to me.
Senator TYDINGS. Assuming that other countries. had learned to
make the atomic bomb, using the Jules Verne imagination, would this
circumstance be possible: Let us assume that any enemy country with
atomic energy in its possession desired to stage a Pearl Harbor raid
agai11 in 15 years. Let us assume that they came to .the city of Washington and hii-ecl three garages in three different places in the city
and operated trncking lines, say, to Leesburg, Va., B:iltimore, Md.,
and Richmond, Va., and operated these trucking lines for 6 months;
ancl that on Pearl Hnrbor day o-£ the futme these trucks were driven ·
back from their runs and in each of them was an atomic bomb that
had been gotten in surreptitiously from a ship on the coast, or what
not., and these trucks were put in three different O':tr:tges in the city
of ·washingt.on, and with time cleviccs were exploded simultaneously
during t.he night and killed the PrPsident, the Vice President, and
Members of the Congress, the Cabinet, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
similar other persons.
That is a very farfotchecl illustration, but that is not without the
realm of possibility, is it?
Dr. U1mY. I should say it would be quite possible.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Just as Pearl Harbor ast-0unded our imagination
when it happened, it could be done; thel'C our fleet was caught flatfooted, so to speak. That would be the, logical Pearl Harbor of the
future under existing conditions, wouhln't it?
Dr. Um,:Y. I should think so. I wonl<l say that exactly what you
outlined would be wasteful. It would not be necessary to have atomic
bombs in each one of these trucks. Three or four would be quite
sufficient.
Moreover they could probably be bronght in in pieces, piece, by piece,
and assembled at strategic points, and then as you say, set off with an
alarm clock.
Senator TYDINGS. Then we would haYe no President, Vice Presi.dent, or anybody in charge temporarily under our constitutional form
of government, and if, simnltanconsly with that, other attacks were
made at other places, from carriers at sea, or whatnot, we would have a
demoralizalion far beyond any comprehension of which we are now
capable.
·
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Dr. Unu. The peoplo of all the other cities of the United States
would be very anxious to get out of thom immediately, because they
woulcl be afraid that those cilios were also mined in the same way.
Senator TYDINGS. The four which I have just expressed for my own .
country would be the fear of any other country if international tension .
were developed to a point where war was possible~
·
·
·
Dr. Un:mY. I would suppose so.
Renator TYDINGS. Thank you, Doctor.
Dr. Un:mY. There are difficulties in connection with the possibility of
inspection. Industrial executives would not like the idea of having
inspectors come into their plants and find out all about what they were
doing; but what alternative is there 1
I believe that when the alternative of the possible destruction 0£
the industrial plants of our large country is brou~ht hame to the,qe
people, that they also will realize that the loss of a few industrial
~~~re~a~illp~to~~~~~~~~~

and for their own industrial enterprises.
.
The atomic bomb only hii:rh lights the fundamental difficulty caused
by modern wars. Other high-caliber weapons by themselves would
also bring disaster to all countries. In addition other weapons such
as bacteriological warfare, destruction of crops by chemical or bac~
teriological methods as well as others may easily prove as destructive in
the :future as atomic bombs are now. Any international control should
include all "5eapons and other means 0£ waging wars.
Four:· Our present situation. At present we have no method o:f
international contrql and nci international organization sufficiently
strong to enforce control of atomic energy. vVe do not know whetlrnr
we are moving toward an atomic armament race or toward such international control. In the first place, let us assunie that it will not
be possible to secure an international agreement, at this time, in regard
to the manufacture of atomic bombs. In this case, we must make
atomic bombs, we must make them larger, we must make them efficient,
we must develop what defensive measures we can. We can and we
must devise means for delivery of such bombs to possible future
enemies.· If this is to be the case, peacetime applications are relatively
unimportant and need not be considered.
In the secon:d phee, if we do not make bombs, that is, i.£ there is
international control, then the peacetime developments· become important. There are many things which can be done that would be
of great value to the citizens of this country. There is the possibility
of power, which is not of paramount iDJ.portance because of our store
of other fuels. In addition to that, there are many possible peacetime applicat.ions"tlf the details of the work that has been done in
connectioP with the development of the atomic bomb. In case adequate international control is secured, it will be unnecessary to keep
anything secret from any of the rest of the world. I£ there is an
adequate international control preventing the manufacture of atomic
bombs by any country we should publish everything we do in the
field 0£ atomic energy, since only in this way could the control be
made efi'ective. vVe should have the maximum liberty for universities
and private industrial companies to work on this problem.
In the third place, we must consider the interim period, which in
any case.must obtain before we can go from the present situation in
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which we are making atomic bombs on a modest scale either t6
in which we make an all-out effort to make more and bigger bombs
or to one in which no bombs are made by us or anyone.else. . This is
a very difficult situation, foi· the manufacture 0£ atomic, bori1bs ·
cause .suspicion on the part of other nations and may prevent international control while failure to make bombs might lead to a weaken-.
ing 0£ our military position if such control proves impossible.
I should like to add a brief in'sert at this point, if I may.·
Much of the thinking and discussion on atomic energy is confused
and often contradictory. Because of this situation, no legisln,tion with
regard to the domestic situation can clarify our muddled thinking and
arguments. Only a rapid solution of the international problem will
be effective.
·
·· ·
The vVtua Department does not know just what line of cievelop1hent ..
to take at present, and any conimission would be in the same situation.
Moreover, it seems doubtful if both the military and peacetime work
can be carried on at maximum speed. ,ve can hardly afford to keep ·
as large a group of scientists and engineers on this problem as we have
during the war because of the urgent necessity of catching up with
other lines of development.
· ·
I refer particularly to the need of training new men in sciences
which has been so largely neglected during the war.
·
Five: Secrecy. In our present situation it is not possible to decWe
with confidence what degree of secrecy 9hould be imposed on research,
development, and mairnfacturing facilities. The -fondamentals in
regard to atomic energy are generally known, as are the general £acts
in regard to the direction ,ve took in developing the bombs: Our
present secrets are no~ ?f de~isive value ~n an atomic ar1:1ament r.ace,
but they are not negligible either. I estimate that the t1mereqmred
by other countries to secure atomic bombs might be decreased by about
25 percent if we published every detail of our scientific data and manufacturing procedures; Another competing country would be saved
very considerable effort and cost by such publication. ,ve timst
remember that secrecy hampers our own scient.ific effort very greatly.
It seems most likely to me that complete publication of our present
results and any secured in the future would be of more value to us
in an armament race than it would be to any potential enemy.
..
Again the situation on secrecy calls for maximum efforts to cln,dfy
the intei'_national situntion in i·egard to control of. atomic. weapons
and otherheavy arms. Obviously we should not attempt the control .of
atomic bombs only, for if this were done a war would star·t with the.
use of· ordinary weapons and be cont.inned with them until the
atomic-bomb plants "·ere in operation and the war•finished with these_
weapons.
. ·. · ·
The secrecy conditions within the Manhat.t.an project are, as neai·l? as
· I.can leari1, quite exceptionnl as compared with those in other scientific
projects engaged in the work of the wnr just enclecl. · There has existed
and now exists almost a mania for secrecy not only with regard to the
late enemies of the United Stntes but also with. respect to our own
allies, our own citizens, our own rlected re1n·csentatives, othrr branches
0£ our armed forces, and the scientific nncl rngi1wering men engn!!ecl
in the work. Those of us entangled in this net did not know whether
this was necessary and mostly still do not know the detailed facts
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in regard to the desirability of this constant interference. with the
transfer of information. 1\'Iy own belief is that it was, and is, largely
unnecessary and that it did, and will, im,pede the progress of the work
on atomic energy. This subject is one which may frighten us but it
should not lead us to apply methods which all experience shows will
stifle development, drive the best men from the field, a,nd shift all
rights to knowledge to those w:ith least experience in the application
of that·knowledge.
I may say that I do not wish to place the blame for this situation on
any particular group. It has existed from the very beginning of the
work on atomic energy for over 5 years. I believe that it developed
gradually, and to some extent universally, because of the very exceptional character of atomic energy and the atomic bomb.
··
·
Before the war we were all more nearly sane in regard to this question of maintaining secrecy in regard to scientific developments than
we are now. The military have been accustomed from the beginning
of history to keepi11g operational decisions secret. This is entirely
feasible. Such things as the exact date of D-day, the point of attack
on the coast of Normandy, the number of troops and ships to be employed are matters which can be kept secret and w:hich obviously should
be kept secret. Moreover, no advantage is to be secured by not keeping
them secret. Moreover, these secrets can be told easily in a few words
so that any reasonably intelligent spy can transmit the information.
The problem of mamtaining secrets of this kind has led to definite
methods of preventing any probable loss to the enemy. Thus compartmentalization of mformation has arisen. Individuals reporting
to a higher echelon are not allowed to discuss their work with each
other except when permission is granted by higher authority. Moreoveu, each individual is given only the information which in the
opinion of the higher authority is needed for his own work. All o:f
this type of organization is that needed for espionage work.
In World War I, and in World War II particularly, science has
demonstrated its great effectiveness in developing weapons of war,
methods of defense and operatio11al methods and the military have
come to appreciate these contributio11S to the art of war. But no one
has had so great a field day as the "security officer." '\Vhat vast numbers of "secrets' he has had. )Yhat great stacks, in fact tons, of
secret documents. How he has risen to the occasion in compartmentalizing all these scientific espionage agents and controlling the movements of personnel and documents. And he has not
realized that his methods are not applicable, that his efforts obst,ruct
the work beyond anything that he cnn comprehend, and that all his
efforts are bound to be futile in the end because scientific £acts are
the same and can be learned bv the careful student of nature on both
sides of a.nv international boundary.
.
Perhaps· the committee would appreciate some examples of what
,,e mean by "compartmentalized systems" of controlling information.
The laboratory of Columbia University had the problem of sepa~
rating the uranium isotopes. That in Chicago worked on the so-called
piles. In connection with the work on piles, and especially the work
at Los Alamos in New Mexico, the exact conditions which would lead
to the explosion of our materials were studied and finally well
understood.
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The separation of the uranium isotopes did not require any such
knowledge as that, and hence.all flow of information from the metallurgical laboratory at Chicago and between the University of Chicago
and the laboratories at Columbia University was interrupted and
prevented. But at the same time, if material accumulates in our
diffusion plants in sufficient quantities and in the right places, either
an atomic explosion might occur or radioactivity of great intensity
might be p1;oduccd, both of which would be destructive of the plant
and of the personnel involved. Of course, if any accident of this kind
occurred we wot1ld lose our operating personnel which· would make
it vei·y difficult to continue the work.
Throughout this time, great efforts were made, particularly by the
Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. which operated the plant, to
secure for their own men the necessary data which would enable them
to determine whether the plant that \vas being built might be explosive
or not. Up to the last contact I had ,vith this problem, no such
permission was given. Competent men, Dr. Teller and Dr. Smith,
were assigneclfrom Los Ala.mos and Chicago, respectively, to the construction company, and they were expected to decide as to whether the
plant would explode or not. They are very competent men.
1Ve managed to get the plant built, and there was no difficulty of
this kind, but throughout the whole period the op~mting company
found themselves building a plnnt which might have been explosive;
and had no way of securing information that would enable them to
decide that question.
.
·
·
A similar situation, I am told, occurred in the case of the. electromagnetic plant in which a solution of Uranium-235 made up in water
would have been explosive, but the people operating the plant had
no information. which told them that S'UCh would be the case. By
a rather rare accident. and by a break-dow'n of compartmentalization,
this difficulty was discovered in time.
·
I could go on with many other illustrations of this kind. I.might
say one that I think was a little anrnsing occurred at the begim.1ing of
1943, when I learned that the du. Pont Co. was told not to mform
me in regard to their m,ethod for the production of heavy water. I
knew this because of my contact with my very good friends at the
du Pont Co., and I also learned it by the backyard-grapevine route
by which information leaks around compartmentalization barriers.
The lack of necessity for that has always appealed to me as quite
remarkable, for the method they used was merely boiling water
t.I1rongh apparat,us that is standanl apparatus· used in the chemical
industry. It was not a problem in which I was personally greatly
interested, but I was greatly annoyed by the fact that that information
was interrupted.
Recently there have been questions about. the cost of heavy water
whieh are not known to people who would plan and think of using
it. It is quite a vital item of information to the research man on
a job as to whether a material lie proposes to use is expe.nsive or not.
Also the amount of Uranimn-2315 which might be ,available for their
plans were matters which they were not allmred to,have.
. These are a few samplPR. I could carry on examples of this kind;
they could he brought q1p by the hundreds.
Sc•nutor l-L\R'r. May I int errnpt you there i
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I think you said something which you would not wish to have
misunderstood.
You were talking o:f: the risks that were involved in certain plants;
risks to personnel, I take it, because of what you term these extrav·agant methods of secrecy. Of course, there were risks all through, and
no accidents did happen, which shows that very excellent provision
was made to g:uarcl against them, and free insurance was carried, so
after all yo'll cton't "·1sh to be understood as saying that none of the
personnel involved should have been facing such risks as those which
are rather mipor as compared with the risks which the men in uniform
are taking, do you~
.
·
Dr. UREY. No; in a war we all expect we will take risks, and these
problems were surmounted; but had accidents of this kind occurred,
it would have seriously interrnpted the work. How would we keep
the personnel on the project? All the men would have walked out of
the plant if they had realized there was such a great risk. .At least ·
it looks that way to me, and it wa,: the opinion of the operating company that that "'as a serious difficulty they fnce(l. It wasn't" a matter
that in a ,,ar you need to worry too much about a few human lives.
Many are being lost, but it was important that the work should continue
to go on.
Senator HART. Yes; but, Doctor, <lid you mean to say that· that
co·ndit.ion is what you consider an extravagant method of secrecy?
Dr. UnEY. It is one illustration of what I think are the extravagant
methods of secrecy.
Of course, the important part of this side discussion is not what
was done in the past. I am perfectly willin11: to let the Pearl Harbor
investigation take care of such matters, but if this constant frustration
of scientific and technical men by artificial barriers to the flow of information is coritinuecl in the futur<>, it will be a very discouraging
feature to many scientific people. They will prefer to work in fields
where no such interference with the information which they need
occurs; and that is the important thing for us-nothing of the past,
just, what is the bearing upon the problem of future development.
·while operational secret.s can be told in a few ordinary words,
scientific facts can only be tol(l in many pages of highly technical
discussion. ,vithin a large scientific project the distribution of information is a very cliflicnlt prolilern. The reading of the German
documents on atomic ener.gy must lie done by men who understand the
subjeet matter. Scientific details are difficult to transmit to others,
even to other scientists. Fo1· this r<>ason compartmenta.lization of
scientific information is unneccssarv and only obstructs the necessary
dissemination of .information among men who need it. Of course,
if scientific information wern freely published during a war it would
be of value to the enemy, si1ice this gives us an opportunity to study
the scientific details.
·
Certain types of information in our problems partake of the character of operational secrets, that is, the fact. that a problem is being
investigated, probable dates of completion· of phases of the work,
amounts of product.ion, sizes of weapons, general processes being used,
nature of critical materials used, and so forth. Some of these were
made public in the Smyth report.
I think we ·were entirely justified in making those public in the
Smyth report, for most of the information was of the type that would
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have leaked very quickly in any case, and perhaps already had leaked
before the Smyth report came out. Unfortunately, most of these,
cannot be compartmentalized without, at the same time, treating scien• .
tific datti in the same way. Also certain information of this kind bears
on public policy and during peacetime should be available to the
public. Thus the rate of production of bonibs and the number stored
sh.ould be known to the people in the same way that the size of our
Army and Navy is known to them, and in both cases is then necessarily lmown by the governments and peoples of other countries.
.
Before the war the distribution of scientific information was not
restricted in any way unless it related to the detailed construction of
weapons or defenses against weapons. 1Ve should go back to this same
situation in the postwar period, since the advantages to be grtined from
a fTee science so greatly outweigh the.immediate advantages of a few
temporary secrets that no other course would be sensible.
·
· Specifically, secrecy regulations under the assumption of no inter·
national control should bo limited to the mechanical details of the
bomb and·certain details of construction of pfants. It should not cover
any scientific facts whether or not they are necessary for the construe.
tion of the bomb and plants. Only in this way can work on the
improveni.ent of the atomic bomb and on imlustrial uses be done
effectively.
Moreover, as a matter of public policy, our capacity to produce
atomic bombs and the number stockpiled should be known by the people of the United States. To keep sui::h matters secret would be comparable to having a secret navy or army. Making these matters publio
will inform all other countries of our strength in this respect, but
unless we intend to abandon an important aspect of our present system
of government, these facts should be known.
·
.
Senator HICKENLOOPER, Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt~
.
The CHAIRMAN, Yes, Senator.
·
.
Senator HwmmLOOPER. Doctor, I do not mean to take issue with
you on this argument about the :,umber of atomic bombs except to raise
this question: I cannot quite follow the desirability of announcing to.
every other country the exact number of our store of atomic bombs,
assuming that we elect to keep n store of them. It would seem to me
to be a whole lot like the moving-picture versions of the detective who
counts the number of shots in the crook's revolver, and when he shoots
six times O"Oes in and gets him.
.
.·
·
When t~1e other nations, assuming we want to use .this :for war purposes, know we have a t.housand of these bombs, or 500 of thei:n, ~r
the exact number, they might be able to perform the best defense poss1~
ble aga~nst our use of them by merely dispersing their population
and their industry until we shot all of onr 500 bombs, and then know
that we, at least ilt thnt moment, did not have any more.
.
That argument would a11peal to me as being against the announcement of a particular numbei: of bombs, as differentiated from states
ments concerning the size and number of our ships, for insta1~ce, or
our military forces-inforrirntion readily obtainable by any goo,d spy.
Dr. UnEY. ·well, atomic bombs are a weapon of such a large magnitude that they represent something of the order of magnitude of capital
ships in their importance.
. .
, I would also, along with my idea in regard to people of the United
States knowing what number of bombs we have, believe they should
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!mow how many ships we have in our Navy or how many soldiers
m our Army.
. . .
I am only saying the atomic bomb is a major weapon, not a tninor
one at all. It is equivalent to an entire air force, or an entire navy
or an entire army, and the people of the United States should know
whether they are building up an army, a navy, an air force, or a
stock of bombs.
Senator HrmrnNLOOPER. ~Vell, I agree that the widest information ·
should be given on these thin~s, but I believe that perhaps we announce
ve.,ry glibly the number of ships we have and the size of our Army
because we know anybody can find it out anyway.
.
In the case of the atomic bomb, which is a major weapon and perhaps
for the time, anyway, a controlling weapon, there might be a little different element of human nature in there that would dictate whether
we should conceal the fact if we elect to go on with the atomic bomb
as a war weapon.
· . I hope we can arrive at a solution where we do not have to. I:f we
elect to use it as a war protection, I conceive that it could be concealed
just as we conceal the number of battleships and carriers we have, and,
if we could do it successfully and hide them so no foreign agent could
find them, I have no doubt but that we would be concealing the exact
· number of bombs.
Dr. UnEY. My own idea would be the matter of whether we considered ourselves at war, or in an armament race where we expected
to get into war, or considered ourselves at peace. But if we are at
peace, my argument applies. If we are essentially at war I would
agree with you.
Senator 1-IICKENLOOI'ER. Thank you, Doctor.
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt?
I understand your position, Dr< Urey, as being opposed to aUmilitary secrets, not only the atomic bombs, but every other kind of military
secret.
Dr. UnEY. Well, that is a rather broad statement.
. '
Senator JonNSON. \'Yell, that is what I understood from your prepared statement.
Dr. UnEY. No; I say that; if we are going to engage in an atomicbomb armament race, the things that should be kept secret are the
details of the bomb, as we do in the case of all other weapons.
We do not tell the details of our bombs, or the details of our planes,
or the details of our ships and things of that sort.
nut also we do not suppress the scientific data upon which all of
these things are constructed, and the same distinction is the only one
that I ask in the case of the atomic bomb.
Senator TYDINGS. Bnt what you say, Doctor, with a great deal of
e)l1phasis, as I got your testimony, is that we ought to try to establish
a line between what might be classified as purely scientific research
and development as differentiated from its application to weapons.
Dr. UREY. That is righl.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, to take a far-fetched example,
if Einstein's theory is discovered, or if the philosophy or formula
for the splitting of the atom is discovered, that should be passed along1
Dr. UnEY. That is right.
96002 0 - 49 - 7
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Senator TYD1Nas; But you are not at.tempting to siiy that. all ·of.the
application of that theory to the actual mechanics of producing the
weapon should be publicized?
· ·
Dr. UREY. That is right.
·
·
.
·
.
The CnAm11rAN. Then your point is, as I get it, that it would not
be possible to develop-to use the Senator's illustration-an Einstein
theory in the compartmentalization treatment of scientific matter W
Dr. UirnY. A genius such as Einstein would probably bring forth
his theory of relativity without a great deal of discussion with many
scientific colleagues; but most scientific work is not· done that way,
I may say that the develoimient of the theory of relativity was not
done entirely that way, either. 'A professor of the University of
Chicago tells me of the seminars they had in Berlin at the time
Einstein was working on his theory of relativity, and I have no doubt
but that Einstein found those discussions exceedingly stimulating at
that time.
But somebody of that kind may from time to time bring out a
startling piece of work without a o-reat deal of stimulation from his
colleagues, but that is very rare. Nearly all scientific work proceeds
by one nian making a discovery, moving the subject forward by a small
amount, publishing his data, presentrng it at a scientific meeting,
everybody discussing tl1is thing, imd someone in the group goes home
with an idea of his own that might be slightly different from that of
the man who presented the work. Then he starts to work and he presents some paper, and somebody else picks up another idea. This constant interplay of many minds working on the problem is what makes
the whole field of science go forward. If we must have secrecy on this
problem within the United States in the next coming years, all compartmentalization lines should be destroyed so that we get as much
.discussion among the scientific people within the project as possible,
so that a maximum number of good id~as can be brought forward.
That is my objection to the compart!llentalization. If we must have
secrecy, then the whole project should be in one nnit in order to bring
as many minds into one group as possible.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you protest this compartmentalization while
it was going on?
.
Dr. UREY. I think, as I said, that the scientists somewhat helped it
along. I .believe that it started about in lV-10, which was my first
contact with it, and it was certainly in full swing at that time.
I believe the scientists dropped into it themselves because they did
not realize how dam.aging it ,vas, nor to what proportions it could
grow, and only after swimming in this molasses for years have they
come to realize that this sort of thing stifles their efforts and fruswates
them more than they ever imagined when the thing started.
.
Senator HART. Doctor, I think I nndei·stand yon better now.· You
are arguing against the continuation of the met.hods of emplpying
secrecy which we carried on through the war?
· .
Dr. UnEY. That is right.
Senator ~{ART. You are· not p:i,rticularly finding fault with the 'fact
that they did carry them on durmp; the war?
·.
Dr. Um,;Y, The whole jnb on the development of the atomic bomb
wn.s done, I think, very well. I could go through and find fa.ult here,
there, and ~ome place else, but if you were to turn the whole thing
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back to the beginning and try it again I don't know whether we would
have done any better or not. I doubt it.
.
I am not coinplaining primarily concerning the things that were
done in the past, and I am distinctly not blaming any particular person or any particular group. I think it is a thing into which we all
dropped for a rather natural reason because of our appreciation that
we had in our hands a very important development.
I am only saying ut this time, "Let's not do it in the :future; let1s get
out of our tank of molasses and make some progress in a much more
· effective way than we have done in tho past."
Senator TYDINGS. But you even limit that statement to the qualification, as I get it, that the theoretical or scientific development, or the
art itself should receive freer consideration; but as to the weapon itself
and the technique that goes into it, you are not complaining of the
secrecy imposed on that 1
In other words, you want science free to explore without disclosing
what it has done in the way of this weapon 1
Dr. UREY. That is right.
TNT, trinitrotoluene, is a substance which we can investigate in
chemical laboratories and find its properties all we wish to. But
just as soon as it is being made into bombs, then wo do not publish our
results, and the same tlung should be done in this field.
Senator TYDINGS. It is inherent in your testimony that the degree
to which we transmit scientific knowledge should be international; that
is, there should be reciprocity.
If we find that scientists are working in other countries under the
restriction of their gov·ernments to transmit nothing to our science.
I imagine you would approach the freedom of the interchange of
ideas with more hesitancy than if there was a freedom everywhere.
Dr. UREY. I would say this: If we must have a competition on this
subject with foreign countries, then we ought to have as large a
degree of freedom in the United States as possible in order to .get the
maximum benefits. But of course there is no reason, if we are going·
to compete seriously with another country, why we should give them
information and they not give to us.
Senator TYDINGS. You are requesting an interchange of international knowledge within the limits that could be exchanged without
impairing our national safety?
Dr. UREY. That is right.
·
Senator JonNsoN. Dr. Urey, I think I understand your positionmuch better nrw. The paragraph that threw me off was your.second
paragraph under "Secrecy," wherein you state [reading from a copy
of Dr. Urey's prepared statement]:

* • • the situation * * * calls for maximum efforts to clarify the
international situation in regard to control of atomic weapons and other heavy
arms. Obviously we should not attempt the control of atomic bombs only, for
if this were done, a war would start with the use of ordinary weapons and be.
continued with ·them until the atomic bomb plants were in 'operntion and the war
finished witb these weapons.
That paragraph led me to the conclusion that you did not want
secrecy with respect to any of the weapons of war.
·
Dr. UnRY. I would say this: If we can secure an international
control which we believe is adequate and can trust, it will necessarily
lead to control on other weapons than the atomic bomb. Inspection
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would imm~diately disclose the developments on other weapons as :well.
as the atomic bomb. . .
·
·
·
, · .
If that were the case, if we could secure such control, then we should
publish every single thing we do. I£ we cannot ~et that control, .
then we must have a certain amount of secrecy within the frame:
work of our own group, and I am only pleading- that in this second case
the compartmentalization rule be broken down so that all people
working on the various phases of this project can know about it. . .
Senator JoHNSON. I agree completely with that statement. How•
ever, until we get the international control in the satisfactory position·
such as you describe, I think you are making too much of a distinction
between peacetime and wartime. I think we are continuously at war
and must consider ourselves to be continuously at "·ar until we have
stabilized peace, the international peace to which you· referred.
The argument which you made about everything being satisfactory
in wartime, and not satisfactory in peacetime. refers to the kind of
peace that we have been ei1joying, which is nothing more than a
temporary armistice, a1i unstable peace.
·
Dr. UREY. That is exactly the reason why I plead so repeatedly £or
mpid movement on the international scale so that we can make a decision as to what we ought to do. I don't believe we can make any decision as to what we should do at the present time.
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. You are not advocating that we carry out anything you say tomorrow?
·
Dr; UREY. No.
Senator TYDINGS. You are simply projecting itas a possible premise
upon which we might proceed when the circumstances permit it~
Dr. UREY. One of our difficulties is that none of us knows whether
we should try to produce atomic bombs in grent numbers at the present
time, or whether we should not develop them at all and pay attention
to peace.
·
·
.
· What you do in one case will be quite different from what you do in
. the other. Until that situation is clarified, you cannot make up your
mind what you ought to do. ·
·
In the first case, if we don't have to make bombs, we· can publish
everything we do. In the second case, where we must make bombs, we
still must get as much freedom to the groups working 011 this in the
United States as possible to get a maximum effort in the field.
Senator TYDINGS. Have yon thought of this angle-and evidently
from your testimony you have: All countries manufacture, perhaps in
pe~cetimes, disease germs which can _spread epidemics in hostile po:pulat1011s. I assume that many countries on the face of the earth durmg ·
the war kept laboratories where these germs were made and could be
dropped if any other country started that.
It was not done, for the very obvious reason that there was the fear
that the other :fellow might have a worse bunch of germs or a better
bunch than you had yourself.
·
Have you given thought to the fact that if we have a store of these
atomic bombs, it might stop the other man from using the atomic bombs
that he has, because retaliation would come sooner or later, and even
though he got the initial advantage by a surprise attack, if we had
some bombs all over the country and the transportation facilities
available so that atomic bombs would eventually be dropped on .him,
too, that the horror of the whole thing might restrain him i
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Dr. UnEY. I have· thought about that a good deal. I don't think I
would .trust it. Take the case 0£ poison gas. We undoubtedly .did
not use poison gas £or humanitarian reasons. Perhaps the Germans
did not use it for £ear 0£ retaliation; but back 0£ the failure to use
poison gas was probably a judgment t.hat incendiary bombs were I'nore
.effective than poison gas, and hence the effort went into the production
0£ incendiary bombs mther than the production 0£ gas in Germany.
Having proceeded along this line, they had not gotten ready to
defend their populntion against poison gas, and hence did not wish to
start it Inter.
· I think it is very likely that the analogy, £or example, to poison gas
is not good. In the case 0£ bacterial warfare, I don't know. Turnmg
bacteria loose in the world is dangerous, because i£ you produce a very
large diseased spot in some part 0£ the world, the diseases have a natural
way 0£ spreading to places where you don't want them. Atomic bombs,
the ones we drop, will not spread back on us.
Senatov TYDINGS. No, but the other country has the germs to bi'ing
back on you, in the form 0£ another atomic bomb.
Dr. u'nEY. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS, I think, i£ we had a large stock of these bombs
and some possible enemy had a large stock 0£ these bombs, there would
be a hesitancy on their part to start a war with us because 0£ the inevitable retaliation that would come.
I am wondering whether you have pursued that very far, and what
your opinion on it would be.
,
Dr. UnEY. My opinion is that it would not be a sort 0£ protection
which I· would like to trust.
Senator TYDINGS. Ha Ye we got anything better for the time beingi
Dr. UREY. The only thing that appears to me to be worth -while
as a means 0£ trying to avoid the destructive effect 0£ atomic bombs
is to try to induce the other governments 0£ the world to agree to an
outlawmg 0£ the bomb and to backing it up with an inspection
to find out whether the outlawing is obeyed, and also with some means
0£ bringing violators of la\, to justice.
.
I believe that means we must not manufacture bori1bs, because that
enables us to introduce an inspection system. If we are manufacturing bombs at various places, I don't know how we would introdtice an
inspection service.
Senator TYDINGS. You made that clE>ar in the first part 0£ your remarks. I believe you looked ahead for 20 or 25 years to the period when
probably five or six nations would have an ample store of these bombs.
The CHAIRMAN. He didn't say 20 or 25.
·
Senator TYDINGS. I am just assuming that.
The C1-1Am:l\IAN. He said 5.
Senator TYDINGS. Well, Iefs assume 20, 15, or 10, and they all have
a large stock of these bombs.
Now, if that situation should come to pass, there ,vould be no hope
in the world that a. war would be fought without atomic bombs.
Your assumption js that we ought to try the other thing and see i£ we
can work it before we £ace that altematlve, if it is lmmnnly possible.
That is the general line 0£ your reasoning, isn't it?
Dr. UREY. That is right.
.
·
Senator TYDINGS. The other may not work. The alternative may
not work, it may £ail, but you think it. is better to explore it and try it
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than it is to rely on the day 20 years from now when there
be no
restraint and every nation will have these bombs available?.
..·
Dr. UREY. Yes. Toward the end of this statement I have pointed
out the difficulty of keeping scientific men on the job of making atomic
bombs.
··
Scientific men don't wish to work on destructive weapons; they
would rather work on.constructive things. If they have a choice-and
we still have a choice in this country to work on what we wish as individuals-they will drift into fields of work in which they will see
constructive results of their scientific work. As a result, I don't know
how you are going to maintain research oi1 atomic bombs, except in one
way. You will have to see that the international situation develops
i.n such a way that each individual scientist is convinced himself that
that is the only thing that can be clone to defend the United States, in
which cnse he will O'O to work on atomic bombs. I don't believe any
· >artificial method will get an active development of atomic bombs except.that feeling of necessity in the heart of every man that has to work
on them. .
.
Senator ·TYDINGS. Would you say, from your contact with fellow
workers in. the scientific fields-and imagme that contact is on a
rather wide scale-that it is the universal opinion of the men who have
built this frankenstein creation, so to speak-and I say that with a
smile, not with criticism-that the hope of the world lie!'f in finding
some means of dealing effectively with the atomic bomb so that its
,probable use will be prevented, and that any other thing that is allowed to drift means the ultimate destruction of the whole earth, let
us say 50 years from now when it has gone through its whole evolution 1 Is that your thought?
.
Dr. UREY. That is right. I do not see this line of argument. The
atomic bomb is exceedingly destructive. A picture in a morning
paper shows what area of ·washington would be destroyed by one
atomic bomb. It is very destructive.
Second, there is no .defense for it, and therefore we must make
large number of bombs:
·
The last step, somehow or other, does not follow log'ically in my
mind from the first two .. I do not believe it is a solution to. the problem
posed by the first two statements, and I would like to see us propose
something that is at least a partial or a possible answer to the first two
1,tatements.
·
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, the ultimate conclusion of the
first two statements is so horrible that you are not willing to accept
that as a final answer without working with all your might and main
to find, even though you fail, an alternative?
.
Dr. UREY. \Vell, making a lot of bombs is no defense to us; it is
only the retaliation that you mentioned, Senator Tydings, that is the
only defense involved in it. It still will not prevent our cities from
being desti;oyed and people from being killed.
Senator TYDINGS. Scientists share your view, don't they 1
Dr. UREY. I think they do.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Those I have talked to do, and I wonder if your
experience was the same. .
The CHAIR11IAN:. 'Doctor, I don't want to delay you unduly, but I
wish to ask you the question I asked General Groves yesterday. · You
were probably in the room.

a
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If country A was to take over country B, a small country, by fifthcolumn methods, and the attack was to come from country B although
promoted by country A and although we had no proof of that £act,
the only retaliation we could have would be on the basis of suspicion,
would 1t not, that maybe coij.ntry A did have something to do with it?
Dr. UREY. Yes, sir.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Now, it is possible that country A might be suspicious, but maybe, on the other hand, it would not have anything to do
with it because a small industrial country might get these bombs
to do the job.
.
Dr. UREY. I don't know what we would do in such a situation. It
· is a very difficult thing to answer. To attack the first country because
you suspected them of having something to do with country'B would
be immoral, to say the least. I suppose that our country in that case
would have to make some sort of a decision, and maybe just attack
country A. I don't know.
·
The CHAIRMAN. '\Ve might be wrong1
Dr. UREY. Aud we might be wrong.
Senator TYDINGS. You heard General Groves testify, Dr. Urey, that
in a war in the future, let's assume 25 or 30 years from now, between
major powers we might have 40 large industrial cities partially or
totally destroyed, and probably 40,000,000 people killed and that we
would still fight on.
Do you care to comment on that statement, to enlarge on it?
Dr. UREY. Well, I mentioned in my direct testimony here that I
feel in such a case we would have to to have very large stores af material before the war started in order to be able to continue it.
Mostly we have fought our wars recently by'letting someone else
hold the enemy for a year or so while we built plants to make materials
with which to fight a war, and then as the war progressed we kept up
an enormous production to fight that war.
I don't see how we could possibly follow that pattern in such a future
war.
Senator TYDINGS. That is gone.
Dr. UREY. That is gone. '\Ve would either have to have a large store,
or else hope the other fellow was in exactly the same position so that
we could fight it out on equal terms by much more limited methods of
warfare than have obtained in this war.
Senator TYDINGS. But if the atomic bomb is in production among
three, four, or five of the leading powers and there is a surprise attack
.on a big scale, the modern conception of Pearl Harbor 25 years from
now, and our population is in the stage it would be in with the killing
going on, wh_at is your conception of what would take place after
that surprise attack had pretty well been carried out with moderate
success, let us say?
·
Dr. UREY. I would like to make a further assumption, namely, that
our atomic bomb launching sites were not destroyed. We would destroy the other fellow's cities next. I think after that that the war
would languish. I think we would all be so busy taking care of our
own homeless and wounded people, probably without leadership, for
our leaders would probably go with the first Pearl Harbor attack,
that we wouldn't pay very much attention to the war for quite a long
time, and neither would our enemy. That, I think, wo1_1ld be the
probable outcome.
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Senator TYDINGS. We would hunt the open spaces, wouldn't we 1 :
Dr. UREY. \Ve would hunt the open spaces and try to get enough to
eat to tnke care of ourselves, and it would be pretty much of a stale•
mate from that time on. ·
The CHAIRJ\IAN. If we had 100,000 bombs and if you adO})t Senator
Tyding's example that he gave about the trucks that would come into
Washington, for instance, it is possible that we would not know, who
planted those and so we would not know at whom to launch the
hundred thousand. What would we do-throw them widespread~
Dr. UREY. It would be an anonymous war, and I think it would be
the greatest mystery of a long time as to "Who done it 1"
Senator HART. I, like Senator Johnson, am afraid I misunderstood
you.
·
In the first paragraph of your discussion on secrecy, you said that
you thought we had more to gain than we had to lose by publishing
everything that we know right now.
·
·
Dr. UREY. Yes, sir.
·
Senator HART. To me that sounds considembly like our· noble experiment of the early 1920's, when we tried to get the world to disarm
by example. It didn't work.
Would you wish to enlarge upon that, Doctor~
·
Dr. UREY. I told Senator Johnson that if we must get into a definite armament race I think we will have to have secrecy around
the borders of the United States, as it were, and so that statement is
somewhnt inconsistent with what I have said there.
·
But in reply to your analogyl I would say this: There is -a very
great damage to scientific effort imposed by these secrecy conditions.
You see, it isn't a clean-cut decision. We wish to get a maximum
amount of effort and development on our side, and to minimize the
effects of leaks to the enemy, and some place between the two postulates
of publishing everything -we do and keeping everything carefully
compartmentalized and secret, there probably is ari optimum position,
and I think the optimum position lies far toward the side of making
public ·our scientific facts, but probably not so much of our scientific·
or industrial "know how." That is, where ,J would place the maximum
is probably close to the side of maximum publication.
Senator TYDINGS. Are you doing anything with the powers that
be to achieve such a policy of a little more freedom in scientific research, and making headway?
Dr. UREY. I have been asked by General Groves to serve on a committee looking toward the declassification of scientific documents that
have accumulated on this project during the war. My argument before that committee sounds very much like the one that I am present.ing to this committee.
·
.
Senator TYDINGS. I imagine, then, there is an agency set up working on this problem to see how far, within the limit of what is conceded to be the Nation's interest, scientific freedom can be granted
without jeopardizing our security.
·.
Dr. UnEY. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. So that problem is being worked on j
Dr. UREY, That is right.
The CHAJRMAN, When was that committee set up~
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Dr. UREY. Oh, I should judge about a month a_go. There was a
meeting of the committee on ·Monday preceding October 16, which
was a Friday.
· ·
The CH.AIRMAN. About 30 days ago1
Dr. UnEY. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. It wasn't set up before the War Department pre. pared their legislation on this subject j
Dr. UREY. No.
·
The

CHAIRMAN.

Go ahead, Doctor.

Dr. lb.JEX,__ Six: Specific provisions for prospective domestic legislat10n.
I might say that that is a field in which I have a few suggestions
t.o make, but I am sure the gentlemen on this committee are far more
skilled in matters of this kind than I am.
The commission, in whatever form it is set up, should be responsive
to the President and the Congress. This is especially important in the
case of the control over atomic energy, which is moving very rapidly
and involves so many points of foreign and domestic policy. Two
t.~x-\ri~kti~irJ¥t:~ii11c~Wrt§f~r.;11~!i~~t~%rr~ed a

ointed b

~

_f{tf!~~:R%1Jf~~~f!~c~~!e~£;~£!~~:$J~!~~!~fi~!~

powers, and some check on his activities is desirable. This might be
supplied by the use of the courts, though they are likely to find themselves uninformed on such a complex technical problem and hence unwilling and unable to review acts of the director which may be regarded as arbitrary by persons with whom he deals. In order to
avoid this difficulty it may be possible to establish an advisory and
appeal board.
-~~~J2~:&t9.r.g£:ni~iligJ.1,},WJ1lR-~~.«~JP-C!§§1!:~l?.Jg)J>..cme, ,A_falk.
time ?O~mL~~(f:iLQ~..i.:~~Y,, ..thI~.9-.9I:-fi:Y.~~:P:ten,~w.-lt.~th!~,s.e.Q:i;~t~.ies,.oJ,.W.ax,
~ avy, S~e'~.omm edx:.b9.£J~!!}.1d..!nJ£rJ2,1;_~,;e.'"!,2~fli~.i_oa!~~.!P..J,~1.1.~f.•.: .•.1J1.-.~J!!Ud.;
~!:l!Q ers s1IOU1-~~}t§.~}!l,D,tl.§!ii.9I~l}gWg_fil:,S-!lJJ.: ,SJH).ll1!-ld:1.e.app_Qill1.9

~-P...r_e.Ew.n.t~..:w.itlLJhe~ady_i_c».,,Jl.lld..,,consent....o:Lthe~.,S.~111J.!&, ..~!l!Oq

_!j.moYlJ,b!e b~tj~&J~~~id!~-~.!jl'~t.•~~Y~9i11~t.,.9.@.<;,~r~--~·,, TJ.1e,co1JUI?-.i('Js1qn _coJJ.lil,1,U:.§,.11,_~R2H\L1ts....l\9:!r!~:r!~s.t.~~tq;i:,,.1nt.h.•Jhe,_appro;v:aLof..,,~he
15:..9§!~1).,k.,F.~~g.~...fil!.Qlll~~S!'2l!ll.JJ,"'E,!.l!1Q1J.,..L!!-.UL!zlheJ:.Joyalt1~~:,
This adniiri1sfrafor should be a ·civilian . for tw<>_)j.~[QJl§.: One,..,he

snou11t"Q:We:;rl1ggW1!::Ji"':tJi·2-ur:otlreI"'ant.11m-,iFrtli·afi:t1ie)':o'rrfiriissi[if;~and,
~rr~i~~hri5ri;:?tlM~B&J:1t.~~iRJi!ln2Jj1ig)11en All<fo1~ganiz~£ion~
p ·~· ---~-·'-~--,..,.~-:r.-·.:--~-..,,.I.:.-,.,,..,~~ ....
-'Ei'Elfm:. tl'ie'"ffirector·,-iii the· first case, or the administrator, in the
'!'l

second slwlilatJeinen-6"f"oroaa.~(ixpericiice;w"1tJ:n:lleahiii·tyT6.lianule
veTyr~rge pro bfom s, sucli ·astlio~cwli/th"''Y)Jt:2t.SMI:,)ICtlie ·:ca_s~ .of
afomiceneir-a--·=cofitfot'"""lf'if'iEtfeiisiolefcr'cl.c>"so the salar-"'''."lioula'oe

ni··-1ierfoIT""··ficriftrra"Et'a-m';ui'\i'tcm11"entfon''.',v'i£h~f'"etu"·tt1'ii"''?;;r£ioii-s.

'"""~lieo,/po~rt''cWtl~'cfi'i'le<ltor'"or'~60~1rn'1s~1on~sh~uidbe "'a<l~~uate··for
this problem, but any blanket grant of powers should be avoided.
Amendments to laws are always possible; and if the original powers
granted are not sufficient the Congress can extend the first grant of
power. Since this development- has been carried through with Government funds, it is only reasonable to attempt to avoid monopoly by
private persons. At the same time, the control should not be so strict
that development is stifled by lack of incentives.
.
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The di~e_c.t01:..9r_s.mnmission...musiJrn.Y~.t.hl}.Jg.llinYJ~g_ :gowers: · · ·
~]:.~. ri.~ht t_?~!!?,.~~~~.\HlQ"9Y,,.J.').!2.W~~~1,,~1t,
OfltitltI.~!:1.!tl'JY.Q't!n:!JJ)llQUYJ;.,,!i).1J,1}1:g:}'.'~~s-bemg . done.
·· .·
.
..-"'Two. The power -to make rules and regulations covering hazards
incident to such scientific, development, and industrial work and the
power to inspect establishments to determine whether such rules and
regulations are followed.
Three. The power to keep inventories on all fissionable elements
and their separated isotopes. Ownership of U-235, Pu-239, and other
elements of sfrnilar fissionable properties should reside in the
Government.
·
·
.
Four. The right to use all patents and other information for work
on atomic energy. The patents should be made available on a compulsory license basis.
'
'
Five. Certain legal and business powers dealing with organization
of corporations, makin~ cont.mets, etc.
.
·
Six. The right and, m fact, duty of licensing fissionable and other
special materials on an equitable basis to private persons for use in
research.
·
·
Seven. The right and duty of encouraging research, development,
and manufacture of atomic energy and equipment for peaceful
purposes.
In addition to these, other powe1's may be necessary. I believe that
the Navy and Army should be permitted.to carry on experimental a_nd
· developmental work on phases of atomic energy havmg to do with
national defense. The commission should also be permitted to conduct
such studies.
I believe that the commission should not operate its own research
and development laboratories but should secure the. development of
atomic energy through private laboratories or by letting contracts
for such research and development with ·private persons. This suggestion runs counter to opinions of other people, and .some explanation
is necessary.
. .
·
I may say that I am not sure I am right about this; that is just my
opinion.
.
·
.
The commission, if it had its own laboratories, would be making .
grants to private laboratories and its own laboratories. It would im- .
mediately get a proprietory interest in its own laboratories a11d almost ·
certainly would favor these laboratories rehtive to private laboratories. I believe that.there would be an almost unconscious tendency
to divert the work on the more promising lires to its own laboratories.
Such things have occurred in the past in the minds of a number of
people, and the effect is to make people in the private institutions very
wary of any contact with the commission and its favorite "pct" laboratories. I noted with satisfaction that both the Magnuson and Kilgore.
bills on a National Science Foundation specifically required that the
Foundation should not establish its own laboratories.
The Commission or director should have the power to classify infor- ·
mation in accordance with the requirements of the Espionage Act.
Severe penalties should be provided for viohttion of regulations relative to safety hazards, diversion of fissionable materials, or failure to
keep the commission informed relative to research or other work on
atomic energy.
·
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I believe that there should be no specific penalties for violation 0£
matters covered by the Espiorn1ge Act but that, the penalties of that act
should apply to the ,vork on atomic energy as it applies to other activi-"

ti~

.

In order to secure maximum effort on atomic energy, every effort
should be made to make conditions for individuals and institutions
such that they will be attracted to this work, and this means that these
conditions shall be as favorable foi· work in this field as they are in other·
fields of research and development. Specifically, pena.lties which can
be appfa,<l in arbitrary and unusual ways should be avoided. I am a
believer in free enterprise nnd do not believe that this system should be
completely abrogated in this new field of energy utilization.
Finally, I wish to add on brief remark on conditions necessary for·
tlrn development of atomic weapons. Scientific men are not particularly at.t racted to work on destructive weapons b1.1t would rather devote
theil" tah•nts to constructive cleYelopment. The enthusiastic work during the war on weapons of all kinds by scientific men was done because
all of us realized that this country was in great danger and not because·
the work was particularly interesting. As we enter a peaceti;me situation, it will be difficult and probably impossible to keep the more capable irncl brilliant men working on weapons of war. I believe that this
would only be possible if these men are convinced that such work on
weapom, is absolutely necessary for the defense of this country. Again,
I urge that all possible efforts be made to secure international control
of atomic and other weaporn,. If these rfforts are made n,nd fail, our·
scientific men will rally again to the support of this country. Otherwise, I beliern that the overwhelming majority will be attracted to
other fa Ids of effort.
Seuator HART. Doctor, would you add the management and governmental operation of those big plants to the powers you have laid down.
for the commission?
Dr. lTm~Y. Yes; I think t hev shall have to operate those plants.
Senator ,TnnxsoN. Doctor,"in the proposals that. you mitke for the
specific provisions of prospective domestic legislation which you name,
are they based on conditions without an international agreement or
with a11 international agreement?
Dr. Umff. I should suv that it clorsn't make so much difference. I
am ass1.m1ing that the coB1mission or the director will do what is needed
in view of the dcvclopme11ts in regard to this field.
If in the one case it is !lecessury to develop atomic ,veapons, I should
think t.lrnt a director, an administrator, or a commission would take·
their orders from the President of the United States and direct their
efforts in that direction; and that would be (lone.
If, on the other hand, peacetime applications are necessary, they
would direct their efforts in that direction as well.
Se.nator JoHNt<ON. Then you are not in co11Jlict. with the President'smessnge to Congl'ess making the domestic controls entirely independent
of the intPrnational controls i
Dr. UHEY. I am not, sir.
Senator Jo11NsnN. That was his procedure.
Senator Russm.1,. You of course read the joint statement of the President, Mr. Atlee, and l\fr. King as to international control?
Dr. UREY. Yes.
·
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Senn.toi· RussELL, Do you care to comment on that as to whether
you think that is the best approach to the problem W
Dr. UREY, I think that is the way we should move on that problem.
I was very glad to see that statement. I was only sorry it was not
issued 3 months before. What is needed is as quick a follow-up with
effective establishment of such a commission as p9ssible. Immediate
steps should be taken. · I don't know whether those are being taken
or not.
..
.
· Senator RuSBELL. You n.re convinced then, Doctor, thn.t a system
,of internationa.l inspection can be. thoroughly effective in preventing
· the use of atomic energy as a weapon?
.
, .'
Dr. UnEY. As General Groves hn.s told you, I think it might break
down and might not be perfect. I think that that is a danger. we will
face no matt~r whnt we try to do. No matter what scheme we try
to work, out, there will always be the possibility that there will be
imperfections in it.
I believe that the international inspection, providing the countries
of the world agree that it shall be done, should be feasible. I cannot
. imagine that the inspection would work if the countries of the world
liave it imposed upon them in some way or other from without against
their consent.
I am assuming we would secure agreement from the major industrial countries of the world; and if that agreement were given, then
I think it would not be difficu1t to tell whether the large-scale development we have in this country were going on.
·
.
Senator RussELL, If it developed that any one of the nations refused
to assent to that propos·a1, and refused to have anything to do with
international agreements on this s11bjcct, do you think we should continue to manufacture these bombs?
.
Dr. UnEY, Yes; I don't see anything else we can do. I think we
ought to indicate to the other countries of the world our great willingness and great desire to· discontiiiue our manufacturing, our willingness to dismantle our preseilt store of bombs, and to disperse them
into 0~11:y peacetime uses, a~d that we ought to in_dicate to the world
our w1llmgness to do that if _any adequate machmery can be set up
for control.
·
.
Senator JoHNSON. Dr. Urey, on page 5, along the line of the question
which you have just answered, the last paragraph in part II of your
statement, you say:
·
My choice of time to do something about this thrcntening series of events is
now or preferably 3 months ago, if it were only still possible.

What is the particular significance of "3 months ago"1 That takes
us back to the 28th of August, if your paper is dated today.
·
Dr. UREY. I wish very much that the Pre,,iclent, Mi:. At.lee, and
Mr. King's statement had been made in Augnst instead of now. I
believe our international situations are being-po\soned day after day
because we are accumulating a supply of bombs. At that time we
had no supply.
.
'
Senator ,JoHNSON. Prior to August 5 or after August 5 l
Dr. Ur:EY. I think after August 5.
Senator BYnn. Would you destroy, Doctor, the bombs we have made i
Dr. UREY. I would indicate a willingness to the people of the world
to dismantle those bombs.
.·
Senator BYRD. ·what clo you mean by "dismantle" them~
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Dr. UREY, There is an explosive charge which is fissionable material, and there is an auxiliary mechanism to set it off. I would take
it all apart. I would take the material, and dissolve it and put it in
the form of ordinary chemical substances, and tell everybody exactly
where it was under thoso conditions.
Senator BYRD. We would have to destroy them so far as they could
be used?
Dr. UREY, I would not destroy the fissionable material; it is valuable for other purposes.
Senator BYRD, Then that would be available to be. put together 'l'
Dr. UREY. Oh, yes, after a time.
Senator BYRD. Actually we would have bombs which the other
nations wou]d not havA.
·
Dr. UREY, We would have material from which we could make
bombs in perhaps six months.
.
Senator BYRD. And you propose to keep the other nations from having that same material ?
·
I am trying to find out whether you would put this country on an
equality with other nations.
Dr. UREY, The point is that if we do not intend to make the bombs,
if the conditions were imposed that we were not to make or have large
industrial plants and have only a limited amount of fissionable material in the country, I would judge that what fissionable material
we have at the present time comes within those limits.
Senator BYRD. In other words, other nations should get the same
amount of that material?
Dr. UnEY. Surely, if we can get an international control we must
expect that other nations will go forward to the same extent we
think we ought to.
·
Senator BYRD. You have to start the use of this atomic energy to
get that material. They would have to start the preliminary processes?
Dr. UREY. Oh, yes.
Senator BYRD. And then you would want them to stop at that particular point and not go further?
Dr. UREY. Yes.
Senator BYRD. lt seems to me that is quite a weakness in your
argument.
Dr. UREY. Let me point out this: I£ we ran these piles at rather
limited power, we would produce all the radioactive materials that
we could use for medicine, for industrial research and things of that
sort. That would be a very valuable peacetime effort, but still would
not accumulate for anyone a large stock of atomic bombs.
Senator BYRD. W,e are faced with this partical situation: Be:fore
action can be taken, we will have made a good many bombs. They
will be in existence.
Dr. Um.:r. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Now, if we are to be on an equality with other nations, we have got to destroy those bombs or put them in some other
kind of condition, and then permit the other nations to do what we
have done.
Dr. UREY. Yes. There is no possibility of securing an agreement
with any other country unless we are willing to establish a level and
expect them to reach it also.
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Senator BYRD. In these preliminary stages where you set this ·~aterial back for some other conditions than what it 1s now, then·the
other nations can go that far and no further. That would be hard
to police and inspect, it seems to me.
·.
Dr. UREY. Perhaps you went to Oak Ridge; did you i , · ,
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Dr. UREY. You visited the pile down there 1
Senator BYRD. Yes.
.
.
Dr. UREY. 'l'hat pile is a very nice-sized pile for experimental work
in the t>roduction of radioactive materi:ils; ~nd so forth, an4 it is not a
very big plant, as you have seen. I thmk 1t would be feasible.. ·
This wpu)d be my opinion, and certainly it would be subject to
review by others than myself, that if we had piles of something of
that order of magnitude in other countries, it would not be a ser1ous
threat to the peace of the wnrld and would come within a level of
activity which could be controlled by inspection.
Senator BYRD. But I am speaking of the actual bombs that will be
made before this agreement you mentioned could be effectuated. They
will be in existence, and something has got to be done with them.
They have got to be destroyed or put in some other form, or something,
and whatever we do in that respect we have got to permit other
nations to do.
Dr. UREY. There is no level to get down to, except that we admit
to other peoples the same rights we ask for ourselves. .
Senator BYRD. You would not destroy the borr1.bs i ·
Dr. UREY. I would not destroy the material, but dismnntle the
bombs.
·
Senator BYRD. Then we should permit other nations to go as far
as we go in this preliminary stage in making the bombs. You have
just said we could make them in 6months if we had that preliminary.
Dr. UREY. That i::; a guess on my part. I did not work on thatpart
of the problem.
.
Senator BYRD. What I mean is that we still have got that element
of danger in existence, haven't we, under your plan, because of the
fact that we have got the bombs or will have more bombs when this
thing is finally settled.
·
Dr. UREY. If your argument is correct, Senator Byrd, and ,ve can
only control the atomic bomb by pouring fissionable materials down
the :Mississippi River and letter it gohI think it is worth while to destroy it completely rather than run t e risk of atomic bombs, if that
is the only way it can be done.
·
Senator BYRD. !have not made any argument; I have taken no
position. I am trying to find out what your plan is with respect to
these bombs that. are ii1 existence, and I thi11k that is a very important
question. They must be destroyed, or sometlrng must be clone with
them. We must permit other nations to have exactly the same opportunity that we have had toward the manufacture of• the bombs.
. Dr. UREY. That is right, the same attitude, and if necessary we will
have to destroy the materials of our bombs as well.
Senator Bum. I think that is a very vital question in this whole
matter, as to what you ifrc going to <lo with what you have already
got in existence.
Dr. UnEY, And the. more we have got, the worse the problem is.
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Senator JoHNSON. Dr .. Urey, the members o:£ this committee and,
insofar as I know, no one else unless it be General Groves and some
of the peo1)le at the top, know exactly the amount of the compound
that we have that is ready to O'O into the development of bombs.
.
It seems to me your paper cfisplays a lack o:£ faith that others might
have in us.
,
.
Now, how are you going to convi~ce the ·world,_ for instance, t1:tat
we don't have a sizable amount of tlus compound stored away which
can never be detected, never be discovered, that we are holding back
from the world 1 You do not seem to think that the other nations
will have very much faith in the United States' good intentions.
Now, how are they going to have any faith in the amount _of this
compound that we h1tve on hand, and I am not talking about the piles;
I am talking about the compound that is ready to go into the manufacture of bombs 1
Dr. UREY. In regard to the question o:£ good faith between nations,
I feel about it like I do when I mttke a contract with my brother. I
love him, and all of that, but I put it all down on paper just the
same.
I may feel that a country is intending to deal with us honorably, but
at the same time I propose to make laws and regulations so that there
will be no question about enforcement. That is just one remark on
one side of it.
As to how much we have, a scientific or engineering man from any
foreign country, if he visited the plants in the United States, could
determine their capacity from the figures that we have on them, and
I think it would be very, very difficult to deceive him in regard to
how much we have made.
If we wish to convince him how much we have, the records on the
plants will be adequate to do so.
Senator TYDINGS. This may be oversimplification, but as I have
listened to your testimony very carefully here this morning, I take it
that as a scientist who has been with this from the time it was .born
up unt.il the time it was a grown man, so to speak, and who has looked
ahead to see its possibilities, your testimony is predicated on the fact
that we have at last invented a weapon which, if used with its ultimate evolution of further development, might conceivably destroy
civilization?
Dr. UuEY, Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. And might conceivably wipe out a thousand
years of progress?
Dr. Um·.Y. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. And faced with that altcmntive and the knowledge that soonel' Ol' later other nations will rjrobably be in a position
to do what we today can do, it is your considered opinion that international agreement is necessary for the control of this element, that
everything that we can do to implement the success of that agreement
by inspection or any ot.her thing that. may be conceived of is necessary,
that that process may fail, that it may be a fond hope that will never
be realized, b11t. it is the only alternative to the complete destruction
of all that we have worked to achieve.
Am I correct in that summary?
Dr. U1mY. That is a very good summary.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions of Dr. Urey?
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Doctor, on behalf of the committee, I want to thank you most sin-·
cerely for the careful and studied statement that you have made, .
and I am going to take advantage of calling you back again for further
testimony at the propertime.
.
· .
Dr. UREY, I will be very glad to appear.
·
The CHADWAN. We will meet again at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning. .
.
·
. ·
.
· (Whereupon1 at 1 : 05 p. m., the committee recessed until 10 a. m.,
Friday, Noveml:>er 30, 1945.)
·
.· .
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FRlDAY, NOVEMBER 30; 1945
.
UNITER STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL Col\11\IITTEE oN ATOl\IIC ENERGY,

Washington, D. 0.
The special committe.e met, pursuant to adjournment at 10 a. m., in
room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon ( chairman) presiding.
.
·
Prsent: Senators McMahan (chairman), Russell, J·ohn15on, Connally; Byrd, Tydings, Vandenberg, Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper,
and Hart.
.
Also present: Edward U. Condon, scientific adyiser; and James R
Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Langmuir is our first witness this morning.
Will you gi-ye your name to the reporter and the official position that
you occupy m mdut-Jtry?
STATEMENT OF DR. IRVING LANGMUIR, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF

THE RESEARCH LABORATORY, GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Dr. LANGMUIR. My name is Irving Langmuir. I am associate director of the Research Laboratory of the General Electric Co:, and
have been in that laboratory since 1909, engaged mostly in fundamental
scientific research in physics and chemistry, but also have had considerable experience in industrial research.
·
·
Senator VANDENBERG. I think the re.cord ought to show that in spite
of the doctor's modesty he is also a Nobel prize winner in chemistry.
Dr. LANGMUIR. Yes, sir, in 1932.
The discovery of the accessibility of atomic energy opens a new era
in human affairs. I£ used for peaceful purposes, it J2romises to be of
untold and unpredictable benefit to mankind. But, 1£ it should again
be used in warfare, it threatens to annihilate a large fraction of the
hmrnrn race and to give to an aggressor nation a complete domination
over all populations which are permitted to survive.
International control of atomic energy and, particularly, of all
possible manufacture and usc of atomic weapons is thus of the utmost
ul'gency. Since, such proaress toward an effective world gov~rnment
can only taken place gradually through successive steps which build
up world confidence, it is imperntive that we devise adequate but
sound legislation for the control of the knowledge and of the processes which we now possess in the field of atomic energy.
I propose to analyze the proper objectives of such legislation and
of the forms that it must take, if it is to be effective.
.
109
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Peacetime applications of atomic energy: Much of the discussion o'f
the human.value of atomic energy has been based on the thought that
· such energy may dispface conl and oil as sources of industrial power.
This, I think, is a relatively trivial matter. Even if coal or oil cost.
nothing as fuels, this would not have a very great effect on our civiliza-.
tion: we would not use our automobiles much more and our electric
power bills would not be cut as much as they already have been within
the, last 15 years by the improvements that have occurred in power
production.
·
·
The greatest benefits that will accrue to mankind from our new
knowledge of nuclear reactions will mote probably come through its
indirect effects in speeding lip J?rogress in science. We may now
expect a series of great discoveries in biology, in chemistry, and in
physics. . Through such better understanding we, may have better
means of preventing and of curing diseases, such as cancer. We may
similarly develop new or better and cheaper chemical materials and
alloys. It is probable that most such benefits can be had by relatively
smn.11 scale production of the new radioactive products that are byproducts of the manufacture of plutonium.
.
Large-scale atomic power production will probably first be important for ship propulsion, but even this will be of vital importance only
for naval ships or submarines if these still prove to be of value in an
atomic age.
Our present ability to obtain vast stores of energy from the nuclei
of atoms forever eliminates any danger from the exhaustion of coal
and oil reserves, but this is something that, in any.case, would not be
important for a century or so.
·
The threat of atomic bombs: We now have atomic bombs and no
other nation has them. As long as this condition exists we are in a
secure position.
England and Russia, however1 have alreadr announced plans to
produce the substances that will give them atoniic power. Such materials could also be used to construct atomic bombs.
France, Switzerland, ii,nd Sweden are other nations whicli · might
successfully undertake programs aiming at the production of atomic
power or atomic bombs.
.
·
It has already been brought out by all scientists who have worked
in this field and have spoken about it that there is no "secret of the
atomic bomb" which can Le permanently kept. The Smyth report
and the fact that successful boinb1; can be made by several processes
enable any nation attempting to buil<l bombs to concentrate on one
process and to start wcirk simultaneot!sly on sepnmte phases of the
prob~n.
·
.
The laws of nature await discovery by anyone properly qtrnlificd ·
and equipped. Thus, ttll the basic scientific knowledge needed for the
constructio11 of nt.omic bombs can surely be obtnined by any of several
nations. The <liflicult technica 1 pt·ocesses that are im·olved in the ·
manufacture have been, so to speak, "right up onr alley," but we must
remember that the Russians long ago held the worhl\; reco1·d for long
range airplane flights and that, during the war they devised and btiilt
in quantity tanks as good as the best made in Germany.
They arc now engaged in the construction of a large experimentul
plant, of the order of $100,000,000 to operat·e a blast fumace with
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oxygen instead of with air. They have plans for using 9xygen for
all their blast furnaces at a possible cost of $2,000,000,0QO. Such
~ndertakings proye an ability to carry out large complicatea projects
· like that needed m the development of atomic energy.
·
We must consider also that the Russians have continued the training of scientists during the ,v:ir to a far greater extent than we have.
Furthermore, they have available, in any atomic energy/rogram,,the
knowledge and technical skill of German scientists an technicians.
Russia certainly has ample resources in uranium.
If Russia decided that the incentives were great enough, she could
mobilize her resources on such a program, just as she did between 1934
and .1939 in her preparations for war with Germany, and getting her
people to forego a higher standard of living, devote 10 percent or
more of her total production capacity to a 5 year atomic energy plan.
Before the war. the United States devoted about 0.04 percent of its
national income to research and this increased to perhaps 0.5 percent
during wartime. That is excluding the atomic bomb project.
National prestige at home and abroad may well induce nations
to undertake atomic energy programs. A still greater incentive, however, can be furnished by the feelini of insecurity which results from
our possession of atomic bombs and from any failures we have made
or may make in the future in establishing the "atmosphere of reciprocal
confidence in which political agreements and cooperation will flourish."
The insecurity which Russia may £eel as to our possible use qf atomic
bombs may well be based on a misunderstanding of the American
people and of our Government. But we also have much misinformation regarding Russia. What can we expect when, according to a
recent letter from Moscow by Edgar S1ww, there are only 260 Americans in all of Russia and only 2,000 Russians in the United States 1
How many Americans read or speak Russian 1 The Russians have
recentll taken a great step in fostering understanding by starting to
teach English to all Russian children.
·
We can better understand Russian doubts about our policy of holding atomic bombs as a "sacred trust" by asking ourselves: What W\>Uld
American public opinion now be if we had had no atomic energy development but, near the end of the war, atomic bombs had been dropped
on Berlin by the Russians without warningi Would our insecurity
have been entirely relieved if the Russia~ Government, a few months
later, had announced that it held an increasing stock pile o'f atomic
bombs as a sacred trust 1
.
It is thus reasonable to believe that the insecurity, which Russia may
feel for the future, acts at the present time as a very powerful incentive to build her own atomic bombs.
I£, in this way, an atomic armament race develops, I believe the
Uussians will produce their first atomic bombs in about 3 years.
Thereafter, however, there is a definite possibility that the Russians
mi"ht accumulate atomic bombs at a far faster rate than we do. The
following factors give them certain advantages in such a race:
·
1. They have a larger population and it can be regimented, a.rid is
willing and has been trained to sacrifice living standards for an extensive defense program..
.
2. They have a remarkable system of incentives which is rapidly
increasing the efficiency of their industrial production.
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3. They have no unemployment.
4.. They have no strikes.
.
5. They have.a deel? appreciation of pure and applied science. and
have placed a high pr1or1ty. on it.
·
. ·
.6. They have alreaqy planned a far more extensive program in
smence than any contemplated by us.
·
. · .
These conclusions are based in part on my own observa.tions of scien- ·
tific work in Russia made when I attended the two hundred twentieth
anniversary of the founding of the Academy of Sciences of the
U. S. S. R. in Moscow and Leningrad last June.
.
. Ever since 1933 the Russians ·have lived in a state· of insectlrity;
During the war, as their armies became victorious, they looked forward confidently to an end of their insecurity. In June I found that
all the scientists with whom I came in contact expected a long era of
peace in which the devastated. industries and territories could be .repaired and then their standar.d of living could be raised to a level as
high or even higher than that in America.
The atomic bombs in August must have shattered such hopes and
b'rou~ht back a state of insecurity like that of the years 1933 to 1939.
I believe the impairment of the relations between our two nations since
that time is a reaction to their disappointment regarding future
security.
The security which we now possess through the possession of atomic
bombs will thus be short lived. It will probably end completely
within 5 or 10 years if an atomic armament race continues.
·
I believe all of the United Nat.ions now desire future security above .
almost anything else. During this period of 5 or 10 years it is of vital
importance that steady progress be made to develop means for the
effective world control of atomic energy. Any steps that reduce insecurity will tend to remove incentives for an all-out· atomic armament
· race and will thus extend the time avttilable for the working out of the
completely effective control mechanism. It is thus essential that such
steps be started as soon as possible and that they be followed as rapidly
as possible by other steps that. will develop world confidence.
.
The November 15 declarat10n by President 'l'runian and Prime
Ministers Attlee and Mackenzie King is a most constructive program
aiming at this world control of atomic energy .. I hope that the Governments of the United States, Britain, and Canada make immediate con- .
tacts with the Russian Government to secure, if possible, their tenta- ·
tive agreement instead of relying solely on the more cumbersome
machinery of the United Nations Organization.
I believe that this declaration will receive the wholehearted support
of all Americans. The council of the National Academy of Sciences
on Noveniber 15 approved unanimously the declaration of that da.te.
Although I believe that this program will ultimately succ.eed, we
cannot now foresee how long t.he step by Htep progress toward effective
world control of atomic energy will take. In the meantime it is
essential that we have adequate b11t wise national control. The proper
objectives of legislation designed to this end may be considered under
the following headings:
·
1. The legislation should conform to and support the pro~..rram aiming at world control as outlined by the November 15 declaration.
·
2. Security regulations which attempt to mnintain secrecy in any
fields of fundamental sciei1ee must not be contained in this legishition.
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Any such secrecy as ~e had during the war under military control
would stop nearly all progress in those sciences. We may hope that
other nations will reciprocate in an exchange of scientific mformation .
but whether or not they do, it is to our advantage to see that fundamental scientific knowledge is published as soon as possible.
At the June meeting of the Russian Academy of Sciences many
Russians, as well as scientists of other nations, expressed the view
that fundamental science had always been international in character
and that everyone had profited by the cooperation and good will
among sc~entists. All expressed hope that such cooperation would
always exist.
Even during wartime the secrecy regulations in matters of fundamental science were not lived up to. Most of the scientists working
on the atomic bomb project frequently had to violate the regulations to
exchange information with one another in order that the work cotHd
get ahead effectively. In peacetime such regulations would be completely unworkable·for any attempts to enforce them rigorously would
drive all able scientists out of the field.
As an example of the ineffectiveness of military security regulations
even during the wartime, I should like to tell of an experience of my
own.
I had had only a trivial connection with the atomic bomb in some
consultations I had at two of the laboratories during 1942 or 1943.
I had been invited to Russia in ]\fay 1945, had accepted through the
Soviet Embassy, had received my passport. and was told that the
American delegation would be taJrnn to Russia on a C-54 plane with
transportation arranged by the State Departnient and by the President. The day before "·e were sr::heduled to leave two Army officers,
who did 11ot know on what grounds the request was based, asked me
to decline to go to Russia. This would have meant that I would have
.had to i1:vent excu~es on my own responsibility. Since there appeared
to be direct conflict between the War Department and the State
Department, I refused to withdraw my acceptance at the request. of
qie \Var Department and demanded that the matter be taken up with
the State Department canceling my passport if necessary. I wholly
disapproved of the manner in which this matter was handled. ·when
others interceded and the \Var Department was made to realize how
little I knew of the atomic energy project, I was finally allowed to go.
Other Americans, however, who had been invited, were not permitted
to go after having.accepted.
This, of course, the Russi.an Embassy knew. They knew also that
no physicisttl were among those who accepted the invitations.
When I reached Russia I was told by the English group that eight
British physicists, who had accepted the Russian invitation, had had
their passports canP-eled after they had reached the airport ready to
fly to Moscow. All of the sc1entists and the whole of the British delegation were much incensed at these btctics. They believed that the
passports were canceled because these men had worked on the Tuballoy
project, which is the equivalent of· onr Manhattan project. I also
heard the opinion expressed that this action must have been taken at
the request of the American Government because no one outside of
the American Army could be so stupid.
.
The English new;,papers gave great publicity to the cancellation
:Of the passports and called Prime Minister Churchill to account
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before the House of Commons. This was all known in· Russia, -btit ·
it was never published in American newspapers.
- - ·
· I believe that these attempts to maintain secrecy resulted in giving
to the Russians the very information which the Army most wished
to keep from them. Any sensible Russian scientist knowing of these
facts would have believed that we were developing an atomic bomband were keeping it secret from the Russians.
~- Everyone agrees, I believe, tl~at security· re~ulatim:s are needed
at present to cover the manufacturmg processes for makmg the materials used in the atomic bombs and, particularlyhthe details used in
the construction of the bombs. These, however2 s ould not go beyond
those which are common in the manufacture ot war weapons.
4. Fundamental research iii nuclear physics should be· stimulated
!)-Ild SU].Jported in ~niversit~es, in Gove1·mnent laboratories,- and in
mdustnal laboratories. Tlus may perJrnps best be done through the
machinery that will probably be set up through the science legislation, such as that proposed in the Kilgore-Magnuson bill.
5. Research, engineering, and development of better methods of
manufacture of rnaterials capable of releasing atomic energy should
be planned on a large scale. .
.
6. The peacetime utilization of atomic energy requires that the Government should furnish to research workers in this, as well as in other
countries, materials ·such as radioactive substances and sources of
neutrons o~ m?de~·~te intensity. _This. will greatly increase the rate of
progi·ess of scientific knowledge m this field. The results of all work
done with these materials should be published.
7. As I pointed out previously the development of atomic power
is of secondary hnportance. Exploratory, large-scale experiments
should, however, be made to find what the possibilities are. It will ·
probably be many years before profitable large-scale developments
can be made from these experiments.
.
Tha~ ends the prepared part of my statement, but I would like to
add a few more paragraphs.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
,·
Dr. LANGMum. Much tear has been expressed about the possibility
of control of atomic power by monopolies. I think this will not be
a possibility for many years. At present and for. a long time to
come, it is not an attractive field for industry. The possibilities
should be explored, but obviously all rights should be retained by the
Government.
Later, it might be necessary to help industry get started on applica 7
tions of atomic power, if and when such developments become desirable, which I think will only occur after we have some form of international security.
·
_
I would like to add an eighth section.
The organization of the board to control atomic energy and the
form of its administration is something that I do not feel qualified to pass judgment on. These are mntters that our Senators and Representatives must decide.
· .
I do feel, however, that the organization should be one which encourages cooperation on the part of scientists and places upon them
a full share of the responsibility for planning and carrying throu&'h
scientific programs. In particular, the scientists should participate m
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the establishment of all security relations, fo"r they are more likely
than. o~hers to understand the harmful effects of unduly severe
restr1ct10ns.
I spoke in one section about coordinating the work of the atomic
energy board with that.of the N ationp,l Science Foundation, which may
be set up under the Kilgore or the Magnuson bills when they become
la~
·
There are two ways in which that can happen. First of all, it is
very important that work in fundamental nuclear physics should be
continued. The National Science Foundation will naturally have an
organization that will be able to plan such work through universities
and other laboratories, and it seems unwise to duplicate any such work
through two organiz:1tions. Therefore, it seems to me that this organization of an atomic energy control board should operate through any
science foundation for fundamental research work on nuclear physics.
Dr. Urey yesterday thought that it would be undesirable for the
atomic energy board to operate laboratories. I think that is perfectly
true, for laboratories such as those can be operated by the National
Science Foundation.
However, I think we must recognize that any manufacturer of
materials for atomic power or bombs will continually need research
work of a semiskilled kind 1 which should be done in intimate contact
with the production facilitrns. In other words, any organization that
manufactures these materials should have connected with it a laboratory which studies processes and even develops new methods or the
possibilities of new methods, and so it would be very essential for this
board to operate laboratories in connection with those industries.
The other point where coordination is needed between these two
boards is in regard to the training of scientists. Any extensive atomicenergy program means that we must have students coming along who
are enthusiastic to work along the fields of nuclear physics.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Doctor, you would agree that the move taken, as
reported in the press this morning, about deferring young men who
have peculiar scientific ability, was a good one, would you not 1
Dr. LANGMUIR. It is excellent and very important for these reasons,
it seems to me: It is a very important part of the atomic energy program to coordinate the work with that of the National Science
Foundation.
I have attended one of the hearings of the Kilgore-Magnuson committee and have been very favorably impressed by the way they have
gone about these hearings, having 4 weeks of hearings, bringing in
the best scientific opinion with :free discnssion.
Scientists have been almost unanimously agreed on the importance
of the Government supporting and stimulating research on a very
large scale nndcr present conditions.. There have been minor differences of opinion among them, but largely on the matters of administration which are things that automatically come down to Congress to decide and the President. I believe tlmt whether or not the
particular form o:f the board is a matter of discussion, it, seems to me
that that is a matter of relatively minor importance.
Most of the scientists I think would favor the control of tbe
foundation residing in the board largely of scientists who chose their
chairman, but if that proves to be politically unfeasible or unwork~
able, if it couldn't pass Congress, for example 1 or would be vetoed by
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the President, it seems to me in no case must such legislation be
prevented.
.
. .
.
The most important thing is that we have adequate support. The
~articular :form that proves to be workable is a mat~er in which I
think the scientists are only moderately qualified to express opinions.
Bpeaking of the educational program for training men in nuclear
physics, it seems to me there again we see how vitally important it is
not to have secrecy in fundamental science. Think of a professor
trying to get students interested in starting research work on nuclear
physics when the professor J?el'ha'ps has been connected with the
project and knows a lot of thmgs which he cannot tell the students
because of security regulations. The students would know that immediately, and tlie professor would have to explain that that is a
thing which he could not talk about; yet perhaps that is the thing
that the sti1dent wants to work on, and it would absolutely stymie
the whole educational program if the professor were not allowed to
t_alk freely abount fundamental science as well as other fields. Otherwise, students would be diverted from that field and would likely- work
in a field where they could discuss things freely and receive scientific
stimulus.
.
This smashing of the cyclotrons is another feature that goes along ·
with secrecy. I think it is a grea~ mistake. In the future, 1t seems to
me that will be compared with the burning of the books in, Germany
or with legislation that occurred years ago forbidding the teaching of
the theory of evolution in one of our Southern States. That is totally
unnecessary. The cyclotron is not a device by wlnch you can make
atomic bombs; you·can simply gain knowledge. Interference with the
gaining of fundamental knowledge is always an unwise procedure.
I attended the hearing yesterday and heard Dr. Urey's testimony,
and there are a few points there that I would like to touch upon and
amplify to some extent.
·
.
In general, I agree completeJy with everything Dr. Urey said. He
mentioned that in an atomic armament race there would be three ·
stages. I would like to consider that there might be a fourth stage, and
I would like to tell you what that is.
.
The three stages he spoke about are these:
.·
1. We alone have atomic bombs. 1Ve are then secure at that time.
2. Other nations also have :1tomic bombs, but they haven't enough to
destroY. all om: cities; but we have enough_ to ~lestroy aU of theirs. We
are still relatively secure, and nobody 1s likely to start an attack
under those conditions.
3. Two or more nations have enough bombs to destroy all cities,
perlJaps 10,000 bouJbs of the kind that we have now. That will probably c91ne in an armament race. Retaliation, however, would be expected and that would be a cletm:ring factor, but perhaps not decisive.
As w:as mentioned yesterday, and I think discussed by General
Groves, 40,000,000 people might be wiped out in the United States by
an attack of that kind, and it would not help us much to destroy
40,000,000 people in the Nation of attnck.
The CnAml\IAN. Do you believe, Doctor, that any nation which
suffered that kind of catastrqphe could proceed with a wad
Dr. LAN011mrn. No; I think it would be crippled for ~erhaps hundreds of years, and with far less than 40,000,000 people. '!he 40,000,000
people that would be killed would be those that are in cities where.
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industries are located. The whole of the Government would be wiped
out, all our railroad terminals would be wiped out, and we. would
have to go back to living, as in the case of colonies, on the· farm to survive as best we could. We might fight atomic bombs with pitchforks,
but it is not a good means.
When we have lost 40,000,000 people it may be that the other nation
still has again as many atomic bombs; so, if we start to construct
plants to build such bombs, they would be destroyed one by one. It
would be complete annihilation of the whose existence of the country
as such.
There is. however. a fourth stage which would atomatically come
sooner or later in any unlimited armament race. We can confidently
assume that there are going to be discoveries made in this field. They
may he made 4 or 5 years hence. They may be made 10 or 15 years
hence, hut it is almost certain that we will have.atomic bombs a thousand time as powerful as those that now exist by means that are now
undiscovered.
It could he done by a cheaper means of production. Instead of producing 10,000 bombs, it is conceivable that by cheaper means of construction you could have 300,000 bombs.
That would he enough to treat every square mile in the United
States the way Hiroshima was. There would then be no retaliation.
There wouldn't he 60 percent of the people left; there might be 2 percent of the people left, and under those conditions you can see what
happens in the world.
Having wiped out one nation, the aggressor nation would then feel
it necessary to control all others. There would be only one nation
that could exist, and it has to operate the world possibly as a slave
factor, or if they are troublesome wipe them out altogether.
It is a perfectly horrible state of affairs to look forward to, and yet
it is the thing that will inevitably come sooner or later.
We cannot predict what discoveries are going to bring. We cannot
predict whether we will be the one who gets to the fourth state first.
It may be even a small country that succeeds in doing that by discovering bombs a thousand times more powerful, and perhaps cheaper.
If they discover that first, and if they become aggressors,-and they
are almost sure to become aggressors, becanse the state of uncertainty
of the world at that time would simply be intolerable-you would be
almost forced to take action under those conditions before the next
fellow gets to that stage where he could destroy the entire nation in
one blow.
Dr. Urey gave a very excellent discussion of the effective methods
of world control and said, and I agree with him, that inspection will
be one of the things that will be necessary, mutual inspection, inspection which is desired by all nations and not forced upon oome nation
but really desired for their own securitv.
.
One of the things that will be important in the preliminaries of the
discussion is exchange of scientists on an informal basis first, and later
a closer and closer cooperation.
When I was in Russia in June, I found that the Russian scientists
spoke far more freely than we were allowed to speak. We were told
we could not say certain things, but the Russians frequently told us
the very things we were not allowed to tell them. There seemed to be

.\
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no restrictions on this field of pure science. We didn't get i~to industrial applications, £or that was not in the field of the Academy of
~m~.

.·

.

.

· Wheri,You·go to Russia and you find that ~Capitza, Fersman, Frenkel;
and Joile-all of those men who are workmg on problems that have
nothing to do with atomic energy_:._when Joffe tells me and shows me
the cyclotron started in 1938, work on which was "discontinued during
the war and is now just starting again, and tells me the cyclotron
be finished in December of this year-and he is the most prominent
physicist that has had 3:nything to do with nuclea_r physics-when you
see that, you are convmced they are not carrymg through a Manhattan project. ·
·
·
.
Later, if we had international control and if onr scientists could
visit one another, it would be. obvious that if any large scale atomic
project were under way, scientists woulcl disappear and it would· be ·
impossible to reach them. That would be one of the first indications ·
and one of the most powerful things in international inspection and
control. Luter, it would have to be followed up by visits to factories.
As Dr. U1:ey pointed out, if you were going to. have factories that
make these fissionable materials-uranium 235 and plutonium, on a
large scale for power production purposes, and those plants could be
converted withm a short time, possibly within a time so short it could
hardly be detected, if those could be converted in a short time to the
production of atomic bombs, the difficulties of inspection are tremendously increased.
If there are no such large factories; it would be relatively easy to
find that a factory is being built for large scale production, for that
could be seen by simple observation from the air. With the disappearance of certain physicists and the cohstniction of certain mills for the
making of all kinds of materiaJs, it would be relatively easy to find~
Others will feel the same need for sec1irity that we do in .that field, .
and if we reach a point where through agreement with other nations
it seems we might have international control, it may· well be that
others will agree that control would not be satisfactory if we have
large plants for making plutonium for peace time purposes or alle~edly
peace time purposes, like atomic power, while they have practically
none. That would not mean security for the other nations. ·
Under those conditions, as Dr. Urey pointed out, it would be far
better £or us to forego completely any production of atomic power.
But I want to go a step further; I say we ought to be willing and even
consider that possibility now that when the time comes that it looks
as though international coperation or inspection would be possible,
and if at that time it appears that the destruction 0£- our plants,
the renunciation 0£ any power applications, the destruction of .the ·
bombs that we have and even all reserves of the fissionable material ·
that could be used for peace time purposes was advisable, it may_ be
highly desirable to destroy all 0£ that in order to put ourselves equally·
on a basis with other nations.
.
,
e, of course, would not do that until we were satisfied that the
control mechanism is adequate.
· ·
Senator MII.LININ. I did not understand, Doctor, to what you referred when you said we should destroy something.
Dr. LANGMUIR. In order to be o:p. a par with any of the other
nations that might want to agree with_ us, we cannot be on a par if

_will

,v
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we. say 5 or 10 years hence, have a. stock pile of bombs t.hat we have ·
accumulated during 10 years. It would not be sufficient to take the.
plutonium out of those bombs and say, ""\Ve are going to use it for
power puriioses," because. within six months we could put it back

.
It seems the only way we could be on a par with another nation
that had not been manufacturing these materials on the same large
scale that we have, in order to accomplish that result, would be to
offer to destroy the whole thing, drop it all in the sea, destroy our
pl:1-nts, destroy our bombs, and destroy all· reserves of materials. in
spite of the fact that they probably will cost us $5,000,000,000. Five
billion dollars is not an unreasonable price to pay for any adequate
form of world security, and we must all look to having world security
because the alternatives are simply appalling.
Senator HrcirnNLOOPER. As I understand it, you are discussing that
phase of it solely from the standpoint of a military weapon, a military
threat. In othe1: words, you wouk~ not carry it further and say that
our cou~try havmg more nuton;iobiles than any other country m the
world, we should destroy our automobiles down to the number existing in another-country 1
· Dr. LANGMUIR. I am talking merely about the. atomic bomb at
present. The point is that you cannot have ato1mc power, or that
you cannot keep plutonium which you have stored up and made
during 10 years. You cannot put that anywhere in the world where
it will not destroy the security of every nation. You could not agree
to put it in Africa. You could not hold it in Canada. You could
not do anything with it except completely destroy it.
· The CHAIRMAN. You would not want the S<icurity Council to hold
iH
Dr. LANGMUIR. I wouldn't, because it is no good for police action. ·
I don't say we should do this now. I say, if it should turn out that
security o'r satisfactory world security should depend upon the de·
struction of that, then, for heaven's sake; let's destroy it. It would
be a cheap price to pay.
However, if it progresses ahead fast enough, it may be we can
come to some agreement which we cannot now foresee, but in five or
ten years we may easily come to some agreement where it is decided
to retain it only if we have safeguards that will prevent it being
turned into atomic bornbs.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Wouldn't we run afoul of the very human
tendency in the history of progress that no material advancement has
ever been discarded by the human race~
Dr. LANGMUIR. This is quite a unique thing. It is a million times
more dangerous than anything we have had before. That is the
dominating factor.
.
Senator -V,\NDENnERG. Suppose you could not get a satisfactory
ttgreement. Then, what would you do 1
Dr. LANGMUIR. Then I certainly would not give up the atomic
bombs. I think under that condition you would have a 50-50 chance
of being the one that wins the next war, maybe. But that is not
satisfactory; there is no security in that. This whole insecurity problem is intolerable and will remain so, and sooner or later the nations .
will all agree that that has got to stop.
~~~m~
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For that reason, we must make sacrifices, and it would not .be too
much to have us sacriqce in order to give security to other nations, to.
put ourselves on a par with them. In fact, I cnnont conceive of an
agreement with any other nation by which we would not start off
as equals.
·
;
·
. Senator AusTIN. ~r. Chairman.
.
.
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Sepator Austin.
·
·
Senator AusTIN. Taking your testimony as a whole, in connection
with,this process you,are c1,:veloping now, isn't it the logical conclusion
that we should go l:inck lo, the posit.ion we were in before this dis-covery?
·
Dr. LANGMUin. I don't think we can do it now. I was saying that
all· of these thin.gs should be done only when we hnve reached and
obtained and perfectefa mechanism which would g-ive security, international cooperation, Jind development of the UNO to a point far be-.
yond where it is now;t Only when we can get in return for this action
security to ourselves shpuld that be done.
At present, if we should destroy our atomic bombs or our .reserves
or stop making it, ,re {yould be looked upon as suckers by some of the
other people in th$. world who have no inteption of dt>ing any such
thing. We would 'be the laughing stock of them and ·they would goahead and tnke adyantage of that position. We have to have security,
or the promise of;sccurity, but the possibility of security n'iay depend
on that very thing, on our willingness to go back to equality with other·
nations that have none or have very little.
If it comes to that, then we should be prepared. We do not have to
decide these thil).gs now, but I wa.nt to see this legislation designed in
such a way that ~·e preserve the freedom of action. Congress has got.
to decide these things now. All it can do is pave the way now
going in the right direction,. but we should have the vision ahead of us,
and in that vision we should preserve our freedom of action. We
don't, if we stop making bombs; and I don't think any nation now
would expect us to stop making bombs, because they would not do it1
if conditions were reversed. But we ougl).t to stop making bombs it.
und when world organization progresses to a pomt where everyone
wants security so much that they are willing to make real sacrifices.
Senator JOHNSON. Dr. Langmuir, how do you compose your two.
different viewpoints? On the one hand, you say that this country
should appropriate $5,000,000,000 for i:;cientific research; on the other·
hand, you say. that this country should destroy $5,000,000,000 worth
of the products of science.
·
The scientists, according to your testimony, have made the world
extremely insecure. Science has made, according to your statement
just now, aggression inevitable and yet, at the ,mme time, you say that:
we ought to keep on pourin~ money into science.
Dr. LANGMUIR. Science 1s not a thing ~hat we make; scientists don't
create science in thttt way.
Senator ,J01-1NSON. But you crente atomic bombs, and now you want
to go and throw them in the middle of the ocean because they have ·
made the world insecure.
·
Dr. LANGMUII\. In order to get. security-in other words, we buy
something by that. It is a price. You cannot get security for your-,
self without giving to other nations.
·
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"\Ve have no security now for the future, because we are in stages
one or two. vVe are now secure, but we can foresee the case that this
security is only temporary, that the time will come when not only we
but no nation is secure, and we must do something about that. We
must. start now to do something about it, because otherwise disaster
lies ahead, probably a worse disaster for us than anyone else.
.
Senator JOHNSON. It looks to me as though you scientists have made
the world extremely insecure, and now you are coming to the politician, and asking us to go about and make the world secure again by
80me sort of a political agreement.
At the same time, yon are asking that the scientists who made the
world insecure be given further appropriations to discover still
another and more terrible destructive element than atomic energy.
Dr. LANG11rum. But scientists did not go out to discover atomic
energy. You have absolutely no knowledge of what science may do .
. Science may more likely at any time develop a cure for cancer through
the use of atomic energy. · That. is importai1t, for it will save more
lives in a couple of years than we lost during the whole World War.
Science is not destructive as a whole. Our standard of living, our
whole existence of America, has been developed through science. The
reason we won the war was the basis of our civilization, which has
been developed through science.
Senator ,ToHNSON. Then, the atomic bomb was merely an accident?
Dr. LAN011rnm. An accident.
Senator JOHNSON. Purely an accident?
Dr. LANGMUIR. It was absolutely unforeseen.
The CHAIRllIAN. Yes, but the scientists were put to work on it by
the Government to do the job, and as good citizens they did the job.
Isn't that your contention?
Dr. LANG11rnrn. Yes. "\Ve cannot have a holiday in science because
we don't like certain aspects of science, b')cause science only discovers
the facts of nature. The facts of nature are there to be discovered by
anybody. England is not going to have a holiday in science, i:f we do;
Russia isn't; France isn't; and if we stop progress and stagnate, we
will deserve to be exterminated in 50 years. '\Ve would just be cluttering up the world uselessly.
Senator JOHNSON. Of course, I believe that with all my heart, and
I am a coauthor with Senator Kilgore of the Kilgore bill. I believe
our security lies in the laboratory and in scientific development; that
is my religion, but I am unable to understand your two viewpoint-Q,,
Dr. L,\NG11n:m. I think it is one viewpoint.
Senator ,JoHNSt>N. It is my fault, Doctor. I apologize, but I am
trying to get straightened out.
Dr. LANG11rurn. I thi11k we have a situation where we are going
to have future insecurity unless we <lo something beginning now.
Senator CoNX.\l,LY. Right. on that point, we ate all interested in
devising somP interna.tional plan, if we haven't already secured one,
to preserve peace and guarantee security. A little while a~o you
went on to say what you would do until such time as we got tnat ar- .
rangement. Doesn't that always involve an uncertainty? We have
to assume we have got it, but maybe we haven't; there is no perfect
agency, and that would be a risk.
Dr. LANGMUIR. We haven't now, but I have a .;trong feeling that
this situation is going to get more and more critical, and if we do
not find some solution--
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Se1rntor.,CoNNALLY. The point I mnke is that you think you have
got one, and maybe you haven't. That is a risk we have got to take. ,
Dr. LANGllIUIR. But it is not as big as the risk we are now. taking
if we do not do anything.
.
·
.
·
Senator· CoNNALl,Y. You have got to be practical. You are going,
to base it on an international agreement, and on the belief that all
members will honestly and in good faith carry out their obligations.
;Dr. LANGllIUm. I don't want to depend on an agreement at all .. I
r want to depend on a working .mechanism, such as inspection.
Senator CoNNALLY, I don't care whether you call it agreement.or
mechanism, but the mechanism has got to be based on some agreement,
of course.
··Dr.LANGMUIR. On mutual desire for security.
. ·
Senator CONNALLY. )Ve won't have anyone coming around inspecting us until we agree to it. .
. Dr. LANGMUIR. That is right.
.
Senator CoNNALLY. I say that there is ~u elel?ent tl).ere which we
have. got to take a drnnce on. Some nation might agree and then
not live up to it. That is true, isn't iH
Dr. LANGMUIR. Then, our Congress and our people have got to
decide whether the security is worth the risk we take, and we cannot
decide that .now, beca'l1se we do not know what those provisions will
, be 10 or 20 years hence.
·
.
. Senator CONNALLY. It is easy to say that we will make an agreement and settle everything, but we have got a practical problem.·
Dr. LANGMUIR. The alternative is a war of a.tomic energy, which is
worse than anything else you can think of.
Senator CONNALLY. Unless we have more atomic bombs than anybody else.
Dr. LANGMUIR. That would not help much.
.
Senator CONNALLY. I am not advocating that, but I am looking·to
· the future nnd the problems we have got to face. The're are a whole
lot of people that say, "Yes, we will just solve that by writing it out,
and that settles it."
·
·
· If you are implementing these things, like we are trying to do now
before the Senate, taking a week to do something that should ta:ke
a day, you will fincl out. You can't do it in a laboratory .. ·
··
•The· On AIRMAN. Doctor, I think it is rather important that you
comment, if yO'l.1 will, on Senator Connally's statement that having
mote bombs than anybody else gives any security.
Senator CONNALLY. I withdraw that if it· is going to disturb the
chairman.
·
The Cu.UICIL\N. It doesn't disturb me, but l t~1iiik. it ought to be
answered .for the record. ·
.
.
.
Dr. LANGMUIR. As I snid, in st.age 3, two or more nations will have
enough bombs to wipe out. all of the cities ·of the other, and you can
be sure they will have them so placed tha.t when we do wipe out the
cities of the· other nation we will not. destroy the site from which
bombs arc launched. Therefore., there will be retaliation which will
result in destruction of practically all of om· ritic>i::.
If we had twice as many bombs, then ,ve could go into t.he open
spaces outside the city.
\
Senator CONNALLY; Just a minute. I predicated that on your ques~
tion that we would try to arrive at some arrangement and some mech-
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anism .to prevent it. You then volunteered the alternative would be
an atomic war in which we would be destroyed. I merely vohinteered ·
the statemeut, "unless we had more bombs than the other fellow."
It was prcdicalcd on the fact that when and if the war occurred! am not advocating the war.
Dr. LANGllIUIR. No, but, you see, having more bombs is of little
importance. If some other nation had e1i.ough to destroy all our cities
in ~:me blow and we have twice as many, it doesn't do us any good.
Senator CoNNALLY. Of course not. If we have another Pearl Harbor, it won't do Pearl Harbor any good to be destroyed before we act.
Dr. LANG111urn. But we can have no security unless we have something like 100 times the number owned by another country, and then
we get to the fourth stage.
Senator VANDENBERG. But you would agree with Senator Connally
tlrnt an agreement per se is not so certain?
Dr. LANGMUIR. No.
·
Senator VANDENBERG. '\Ve have got to have a mechanism which justifies reliance. on the agreement.
Dr. LANGllIUIR. The Senators know that far better than I do. I
agree with them.
.
Senator VANDENBERG. Is it your opinion that it is possible to implement inspection and control to a conclusive degree?
Dr. LANGMUIR. I think so, if the mutual desire for security is large
enough.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is a pretty big "if".
Dr. LANG111um. No, I think. it will automatically come when sev1;;ral nations have atomic bombs, and because of that insecurity will
arise; and !think the demand for security will be such as to make a·
real desire for inspection. Other nations will almost want to insist on
inspection of our country, and will have to have inspection of their
own. Then, we have to find effective ways of doing it. .
One of the most constructive suggestions that I have heard in this
inspection business is Dr. Urey's suggestions that we have no plants
for peacetime applications of atomic energy or atomic power pending
that time when we have really come tQ the agreement that we know
from methods we cannot yet conceive of that there really is world
security. '\Ve have no security. w·e don't fear any danger of New
Jersey attacking New York by atomic bomb. The time may come
where all over the world you have such a state of world affairs that
you no longer lrnve any insecurity. If thnt exists, that is the time
to develop atomic power.
Senator VANDENRERG. I would like to project your prospectus just
one step further, to see what your answer would be.
Suppose we have this agreement. Suppose \Ye have the mechanism
and we are all pretty well satisfied wilh it, nnd f'.uppose the inspection
discloses thnt country A is violating the agreement. What are we
justified in doing, and what would we do?
Dr. LANGMUIR. '\Ve do what we decide to do at that time, probably
go to war if we hnve much sense, which is what we would do if we
didn't have the agreement.
Senator Mu,LIIUN. Did I nndrrntand, Doctor, that you couple with
inspection a universal intent, having no exceptions, that there shall
be no violation of the peace'/
·
Dr. LANG11rnrn. I cfol not get llrn first piirt of your question.
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Senator MILLIKIN. I understood you to say, in reply to a question
by Senator Vandenberg, tluit you rely on inspection plus a universal
intent to preserve peace.
Dr. LANGMUIR. And desire. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. Would you say that that would involve a £undame11tal change in the human nature of the rulers of the world and
of the peoples of the world i
Dr. LANGMUIR. I dori't think there is any change in human nature.
I think the thing would be done for pmely selfish interests among
the peoples of the world. If it comes about, it will be the most constructive thing that has ever happened from lhe atomic bomb, .far
more important than atomic energy. It will have brought a state
of world peace.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Of course, I agree, Doctor, if it comes about. I
am now trying to prove whether it has a chance of coming about
through the selfishness, the greed, and the ambiti01is of unscrupulous
rulers, and sometimes, of aggressive peoples.
Dr. LANGMUIR. I <;lon't think there is any certainty that ,it will come
about. I think it is a very well based hope that it will come about
and never could have come· about except through the atomic bo111b. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. But if it does not come about completely, then
we are right where we are now. Is that not co1Tect?
·
· Dr. LANGMUIR. Yes; if the thing is not effective, we nre as bad off
as if we had not started.
· .
·
Senator MILLIIUN. In the meantime, we have disposed of our bombs 1
Dr. LANGMUIR. No, we will not dispose of our bombs until we have a
different attitude. We cannot now decide that we are ever going to
dispose of our bombs.
Senator MILLIKIN. Until we are thoroughly satisfied that there are
no unscrupulous rulers in the world and there are no people who desire
war?
Dr. Langmuir. I don't know what we hnve to decide. We simply
have to be satisfied 5, 10, or 20 years hence that that is our best bet.
Senator MILLIKIN.· Doctor, I suggest we will ha Ye to base ourselves
more solidly than that, because we are just talking theories in that event.
Dr. LANGMUin,. ~ o, it will not be done until we believe that things
have been accomplished.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is my point. I suggest that we may have to
wait eternally for that point, and in the meantime this threat you
speak of is in our hands.
Dr. LANGllIUIR. I don't think it is eternally. I think the thing will
come to a crisis within 10 or 20 years,. and it has to be decided by then
or else we will have a war.
Senator CONNALLY. According to your view, the industrial use of
atomic energy-according to the dangers you point out-is a secondary
matter, isn't it?
Dr. LANGMUIR. Almost trivial.
Senator CONNALLY. If we didn't ever use a11 ounce of it for industrial
purposes, it would be worth abandoning it 1
Dr. LANGllIUIR. For large-scale power purposes. I did mention that
small-scale production, which offers no hazard, might revolutionize
science and medicine and bring us some extremely important developments.
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Senator CONNALLY. On the other hand, i£ you did permit the use for
general industrial purposes, you would manifoldly increase the difficulties of inspection and holding the military aspects of it in proper control, wouldn't you?
J)r. LANOl\IUIR. Yes. I think it is very hazardous. I think we
ought to consider that ultimate security or any world control will involve unforseeable uses, but we don't have to answer those questions.
Senator CONNALLY. But we can think about them; that is what we
are trying to find out, is to get the basis of all these things. .
The CnAllL\fAN. Doctor, if I understan<l you correctly, you believe
that control is scientifically feasible?
Dr. LANGMUIR. Yes.
The CmumuAN. Now, then, the second question arises: Is it politically feasible?
I gather that you are confident that it is, based on the fact that all
people in the world want security above all else, and therefore they
will be willing to forego some rights that they might otherwise have
in order to attain that security.
Do you think that that desire;and in fact the compulsion of the situation could b_e brought home to the peoples of tlie world by demonstrations of the power of this monster?
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. I think it would be very helpful at a later stage,
no doubt, after people have begun to more or less forget about Hiroshima, when I think it would be well to have through the United Organization a test or demonstration under proper conditions so that people
can see just what this thing means.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe plans are gning forward in the Navy Department to make a test on naval vesseh,. Do you think it would be
desirable if representatives of other peoples could see the results of that
situation?
.
Dr. LANGl\IUIR. Yes, I think full world publicity should be givento it.
SENATOR HART. Doctor, I gather that you do not advocate again
making the attempt at disarmament by example, similar to what we
did in the early 1920's?
Dr. LANGMUIR. No; I do not.
Senator HART. Doctor, referring to your testimony about secrecy
during the war and the incident when your passao-e to Russia was
somewhat interrupted and you felt somewhat resentful about it at the
timeDr. LANGMUIR. The way that it was done.
·
Senator HART. Were you worried, at that time, lest Germany solve
the atomic fission problem and create a weapon sooner than we did?
Dr. LANG111urn. No.
Senator HART. Yon were not at all worried?
Dr. LANOMUffi. ·wen, not seriously. It was a possibility, b11t improbable, I tl:i'ought.
Senator HART. Now-, certain numbers of people of course, as you
know 1 were very decidedly wotried about it; and some of them were
carrymg the responsibility for seeing to it that. Germany did not get
any aid from ns in that.
.
·
As you look back upon it now, can you blame their state of mind
for taking overprecautions, or what looked to be overprecautions now,
but which had a different aspect at that time 1
96002 0 - 49 - 9
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Dr. LoNGi\IUIR. I don't. blame tlie infont of anyone who rarried
throu~h these security regulations. I think it was aJl. done with the
very oest intent, but I think -the details of it .went far afield .in the
methods that they used in many cases.
· ·
. I think this is one of them. In the first place, the implication was
that I would be drugged or tortured in Russia, which I don't think is
a reasonable one for anyone to make. I was willing to risk my life. A
lot of people had warned me that 16 Poles had been invited to Russia
and did not come back; and that we were 16 Americans and might
have better luck. I did not take that seriouslv.
· .·
.
S'eni1tor VANDENBERG, That is because yoi.1 were an American and
not a Pole.
.
.
. .
Dr. LANGllii::rn. As a matter. of fart, the 1G Poles never were invited
to Russia, you know.
Senator HAm'. Did· you hold those same opinions then ·that you
have been expressing this morning as to the ridiculousness of various
of the security measures'?
Dr. LANmrum. Yes.
Senator I:1Air.r. You thongi1t atthe time they really were ridiculous'!
Dr. LANGJ11um. Yes.
.
·
8.ENA'l'OR HART, Another thing, Doctor: You said in your statement
that the fondamental scientific information should all be disclosed
now. Is it yonr th~ught that in Dr. Smyth's book that has not been
done on a very considerable scale'?
Dr. LANGllIUIH. Oh, the Smyth report only contains a small fraction
of the fundamental scientific knowledgP, and it was stated at the end
of the Smyth report that there ,rnuld be other reports of a similar
nature giving further progress; and the President's declaration says
practical1y the same thing, that from time to time there will be other
releases of scientific information. I hope that is implemented.
Senator HAHT. Have not some of your colleagues in the scientific
fi<'ll1 stated that 85 percent of the knowledge was disclosed in that
report?
Dr. LANG1rnm. I don't know what th<>y said: but I would not agree
to that. The qnalitati ve information was given; the more detailed
information was not given, and yet that information can be obtained
by anyone. Tlwy are faets of nat11rc. As was brought out by Dr.
Urey, the clay and place of D-day is something you can keep secret,
bnt you rannct lrnep sPcrt>t the energy r<'1<'ased by the fission of plutonium, because ai1ybody can try that. It takes time to set up the
apparatus, but the answer is in nature itself, and not in our hands.
It. is absurd tii try to keep fuml:11neJ1tal knowledge away from the
humnn race. It cannot be done.
. .
Senator HAHT. You are talking now ahont the future, l)octor.. I
was trying to get the record sl raight as to what did happen and the
statement. that tl5 percent of 1hc disclos11re has alrendy been done.
Dr. L.rnra1urn. I think thnt. is largely a matter of definition as to
whnt aspect of knowledge you are referring to.
Senator I-Lmr. In speaking of Russin yon gaYe two estimates. You
::::1·icl Russia might. catch up with us ,Yithin a period of 3 years, and
then I thi11!{ you gavt; a somewhat largn· rstirnnte at another point.
In making either of those estimates, did you take into account the
de,·a,;tation that has already gone on in Hnssia and the amount of
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work they have to do to restore before they can get ahead with
anything?
Dr. LANGllfUIR. Yes. Remember, the 3 years I gave· was the·
time in which Russia could get her first atomic bomb. That would
not be very importn11L It. woul<l take longer than that before she
eou]d reaeh one of these other stages. It would be more nearly 10
years, "·here we might. have a serious uncertainty or hazard in the
development of the atomic race.
Senator H.\I:T. One last ()Ucstion, Doctor, in the political field.
Yon stated that yon did not. wish to wait for the United Nations
Organizntion to solve this question of world security, that you preferred that it be done by Britain, the United States, and Russia.
YVould you care to elaborate on that?
Dr. LANG11rum. I did not mean to imply that the thing should in
any way not be clone through the United Nations Organization. I
think it must be, but I think we should explore the poRsibilities of
having a receptive approaeh to the thing by hnssia by informal <lisenssions which I presume are taking place. I hope so, at least, because
1 think that to propose the thing in a formal way and to go through the
regular procedures-that is. if the motion could be brought before
the Unitetl Nations jointly by the United States mid by Russia, it
would probably be helpful. The way for tha.t might be paved by some
informal tliscussions, but 1. don't. put a great dt>al of stress on that.
SP11ator HAHT. Thank you, Doctor.
SE:'11:ttor H1e1ornu1or1·:u: Ihving SPC!l (he proof. Doctor. that fission
is possil>k 011 s11bc1ta11t ial scale,;, and having hel·n· ntlmitted to this at
lt•ast Jirst dawning of this gn•at field of energy, is there nny reasonable
possibility that science the world over co1ild be prevented in any way
from da.bbling· in this thing further a11d going on?
In other words, science is inevitably bound to go forward with
forthcr experimentation in this field~
.
.
Di·. I.u\N"<:i\IUIH. It is like the Catholic.Church trying to stop progress
in science. It. jnst can't be clone, because the knowlerlge already is
there to be fouml. It is in nat urc, and to prevent us discovering the
foets of pah1re is it hopeless job.
Sl·nntor I-I1c1u·:.'IL<H11•1-:11. "\ncl science \,·ill go on rxploring this field
dt·spitl' what politicians or anyq11e else att\'111pts to do?
Dr. L.\N<::11rum. If yon rcgi111ent tlwm here so tlwy can not do it, ti1ey
will go P.]sewhere.
Se1111tor I-I1c1u:NLoori-:n. Therl'fort•, in the light of that probability
and aln1ost certainty. I take it that it· is yo11r \·iew that. agreenwnts
and commitments and arrangements, whatever they may be, arc about
tlw only hope of solution of this tl1inµ: to prl'vcnt dPstruction?
Dr. L.\N<;:1u1m. And all ,re have to have is a step-by-step progression toward something. ,ve cannot ask now for an effective method
of worlcl control, for that ,rnnkl make it impossible to attain, because
yon know yn1t" cannot g;et it. That is utopia.
.
.Senatot· H1c1rnNW<U'ER. I get back tlwn to bringing np a line of
suggt>stion you made a mornent ago. I think probably it was a
rp111<Jte suggrstion that we might destroy or suppress this. I take
it you t·hink that prolmbly woulcl not he a very practical thing.
Dr. LAxmrnm. I think that it is rather likely that. in the progres!;,
toward world control it will become a. desirable step.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. That is to suppress the bomb 1
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Dr. L\NG11rurn. H you are going to suppress the bomb, you must
suppress all the materials to make the bomb, and even destroy them ..
Senator HICKENLOOPER. You think that might be a likely step in the
future?
.
·
.. · . .
Dr. L.\NG11rurn. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPEn. In the face of the fact that the thirst of
science for knowledge in new fields will continue?
·
Dr. LAN011rum. That has nothing to do with the thirst for knowledge. The thirst for knowledge in science comes in insignificant
amounts of this material. We would not destroy all of this material,
only that in pound lots.
.
·
. : ·· ·
Senator HrcKENLOOPEn. Experimentation in fission would go on in
spite of everything).. wo~ldn't 1t?
Dr. LANGMUIR•. \..iertamly.
·. .
·
Senator Hw1rnNLOOPER. And if they can explore new fields in 1i1inute
amounts, that is the way this bomb was started;
Dr. LANG11rum. That takes a long time, and. by that time we hope
we will have such ag·reement or such desire for agreement that everi
those things will be an international cooperative effort.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. It may be an arduous job to get from the
laboratory to full production, but it still is an incidental thing in connection with this whole field of exploration-that is, the mechanical
a_nd engineeri~1g end of e;ett~ng ~ron~ the labor3:tory in n~i~nt~ quantities to the ultimate proc1uct1on lme m substnntrnl quantities 1s only a
mechanical detail?
.
Dr. LANGllIUIR. A mechanical detail, btit it is the major part of the
whole problem.
Senator I-lrcKENLOOPEn. But it is arduous?
·
Dr. LAXG:.\rnm. It takes a tremendous amount of time. It is .the
thing that took the most time in the·Manhattan project. ·
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. As the laboratories iiicrease their knowled()'e and produce different types of materials, and things of that kind,
is1~t it reasonable to assume that the methods of producing it in quantity will become easier?
Dr. LANmrum. I don't think so.
The CHAIIC\tAN. Doctor, now that the science exists, even assuming
that we adopt your proposal to do away with it in any quantitv, but of
course leave certain minute quantities for experimental purp·oses-·Dr. LANG:\rnm. Oh, leave enou!1:h for one atomic. bomb, if vou like.
The CHAIIDL\N. You still have't.o luive, because of the exist~nce of
the knowledge of science, an international inspection force to see that
it does not go past the stage Senator Hickenlooper has outlined; is
that true?
Dr. LAN<Brnm. Of cours(', the whole problem, all of these details
that we are discussing, really emphasize that we have ~ot to learn to
live with our neighbors in this world. We have to, and 1t is a question·
of relations bebveen human beings. That is the real problem and the
problem that has got to be solved. .
.
Senator HrcKENLOOl'EH. I understand that. is your premise.
Dr. LAXG)rnm. The mechanism by which things are to be facilitated
is what we have to discuss at present. I think the magnitude of the
problem is sn"11 that it is either existence or learn to get along with
other nations.
~
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Senator ,ToHNSON. How are you going to get along with a Hitier,
a Mussolini, or a Tojo1
Dr. LANG11rum.
e cannot, but who takes the place of Hitler now 'i
Senator JonNSON. I don't know.
Dr. LANGllIUIR. I don't either.
Senator JoHNSO);'". But I hope he is the end of that string. .
Dr. LANGJ11m1i. As far as I can see, I think every nation-I don't
mean the people of Germany want everlasting peace, for we cannot
trust them; we cannot trust the people of Japan, and that will have to
be lrn,ncUed in a separate way-but I believe all the United Nations
desire security more than anything else, and that was riot the state of
affairs before this last war.
Senator AusTIN. Doctor, it really narrows down to a very simple,
or perhaps oversimple proposition. Your ultimate remedy for destruction i1woh~es corresponding action by all countries, doesn't it 1
Dr. LANGllIUrn. Yes.
Senator AusnN. Therefore, we are really on a spiritual basis with
the thing. It is a question of self-discipline by nations, is it not 'i .
Dr. LAKG111um. That is right. I just cannot sec how we can ever get
world cooperation except on a basis of substantial equality. You
cannot go to a nation and say, "'Ve hold bombs in a sacred trust, and
we want it to stay permanently that way; you have got to trust us,
but we don't trust yon;"
·
That is not worid cooperation.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, would you advocate that a solution for
this pl'oblem would be attempted by the three great powers, or through
the United Nations, or do you think it would be well to consider a
world conference to deal only with atomic energy at this time~
Dr. L.\KGl\rum. I am a scientist, and I um not a statesman. I don't
think scientists should be asked to be statesmen. However, they are
Ameri'can citizens arnl they can all be able to express their opinions.
Senator TYIHXGS. None of ns are statesmen; we only work to try
to be.
·
Dr-. LANGJ\rurn. I persona.lly would like to see the development of
the United Nations. It will have to go way beyond what it is now.
When I suggestetl an informal conference before the United Nations
I dicl it, more as a ,vay to paving action to present the thing to the
Un itPcl Nations, not only from England and America, but also Russia,
beC'ause those are the 01ies that are mostly involved in this problem,
obviously. -Those arc the Big Four, the United States, England, Canada, and Russia; so let Us he frank about it and let us therefore present
this thing to the U11ited Nations if possible us the desire of all those
nations.
If it can be clone that ,rny, it will go fast. If it cannot be done that
way, then let us handle it thrnugh the Unite<l Nat.ions.
Senator TYDINGS. Maybe you missed my question. I mean to ask
whether you thought through the Big Four, as you delineate them, or
through the UnitPrl Nntion:c;. thPre wns the brst chance of finding the
solution to this problem rather than by some conference called particularly to deal with it on an internntion;ll sea le.
Dr. LAKG111um. I would say through the Unitrcl Nations.
Senator Bnm. Doctor, you stntPd in the paper you read that Russia
hacl ample supplies of uranium. Has that been discovered r

,v
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Dr. LANOl\fUIR. I don't know much about it, but I have.had several
conferences with people who presumably know a great deal abouUt.
It is brought out very clearly that uranium is a widely spread material. It is known that some of the biggest deposits in the world are in
Czechoslovakia, and I presume Russia could get those.·
· Senator BYuD. Do you know of your own knowledge that there have
been supplies discovered in Russia?
·
,
Dr. LANOl\IUIR. Ne; I don't know. It is nn element that is widely
distributed in small amounts.
.
Senator Brun. I was not here when you made this statement :·"Russia
ce1·tainly has ample resources in uranium."
Dr. LANGllIUIU. Yes; but she doPsn't nerd much, yon know.
Senator Brun. Is there any other source of atomic energy except
umnium?
.
.
.
·
Dr. L.,NGJ\IUIR. Not that we know of at present, but in the future
tlwre may be.
Srnato1· Bnm. I ha Ye often thought that the inspection· and· the ·
policing of it could be done more by the materials, by inspecting the
materials that are used, than perhaps by the factories. 'What is your
opinion about that?
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. My idea is that the control or inspection would come
first by contacts between scientists, and that through mutual desire
you would then implement that by inspection of factories and possibly the elimin.ation of large plants, and probably simultaneously
with the inspection of all product.ion of uranium. It wol.lld be very
rffeetive and relatively simple.
·
.
I think there would be politically less difficulty in that than there
would in a great many other things.
.
After thnt has been done, as I go on and say in my paper-that is a
thing on which public opinion can really take grasp-if you have once
set up ·tlrn runchinery for· that, it seems to me almost inevitable and
automatic that yonextend it to :tll weapons of war.
Senator Bnm. \Vhere arn the known deposits of uranium now?
Dr. LA:N"<l:\fPIR. I don't know inuch nbout it.
Senator R-Yno. Then you are not certain they have been discovered
in Russia 1
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. Not personally, no; but I have heard through various people, from some people who I believe know, that there are known
deposits in Russia.
·
·
Senator Bnm. I wns told on good authority that no deposits have
been discovQred in Russia, but of course there have been in Czechoslovakia .
. Dr. LANGJ\IUIR, Yes; but when you think what a lar~e :fraction of
the surface of the earth is covered by Russia, and how little we lmow
about it and how much the Russians know about it, it is reasonable to
assume that there are such deposits.
.
Uranium costs $2 or $3 a pound, and nobody was interested in
amounts of uranium at that price; but, for the purposes of atomic
energy, you could afford to pay a thousand times that much, and that
entirely changes the situation. Instead of paying $1 or $2 to work
up the ore, you could now spend a thousand times that. You could
takes ore& that have a thousand times less uranium, and still get away
with it.
1
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No one knows I1ow widespread these ores are which have a small
amount of uranium in them which might become workable.
The CnAIR-:\rAN. You just made an interesting statement. I take
it that you believe that if we get an agreement to eliminate this most
horrible weapon that it necessarily follows, if the nations agree to
give it up, that they would be ·willing to give up other forms of armaments1
Dr. LANGl\IUIR. I think so. I think the whole machinery could be
carried through, and it would be desirable. After all, if you have no
atomic bombs -and no weapons, you still have poison gases and you
may have perhaps biological warfare and what not that might be
almost as bad. You will want a good solution for the thing. The
same kind of mechanism, the same desire, the same motivation would
lie behind the complete renunciation of war.
The 01-IAIR:\t:AN. In other words, yon regard this as a catalytic agent
that would bring to people of the world the determination to disarm~
Dr. LANGllIUIR. I don't think personally we need to worry about
those things. ,ve must not make thern issues at present, because we
now know that the most important thing is the atomic bomb. If that
were f\Olvcd, we then would come back to these other problems which
would be almost as bad. The <liiferenc'e is that atomic bombs could
destroy a nation in 24 hon-rs, and the ot.hel's might do it in a. year or so.
What we have done in this war, doing nothing in the ,rny of prepan~tion until the war came ancl then building up our defenses, is out
with the atomic bomb. ·
The Cu ,\IILIIAN. "\>Ve ,fol'esaw quick ch•atli; hut ·you follows think
slow death might still be more attract i vr..
· Dr. LANGl\fUIR. I think most people f Pcl that slow death can possibly be averted; buL if quick de11th com~s, then you need not worry.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctol', as to yonr idea of disarmament, if we
have civil wars such as happened in Chinn, or 1mrest snch as has_hi1pened in India for a long while, you would lulYe dich1tors springing
up pretty much if yon had no armaments.
On the other hnnr1, we all mt>et 011rselves coming back sometimes,
don't we~
Dr. LANGllcum. "\Ve have a police force that carries guns or clubs,
and I suppose you will always need something like that.
St>nat·or 'fyornns. It seems to me that in big countries like India,
China, R11Rsia, the Unikel Stnies, or pnl'ts of the British Empire, that
if you had no armies at all you wonlcl simply give hostage to new
dictators who might decide not to i,;tny in the United Nations, and it
might be hard to track them clown.
Dr. L\N<;11rurn. I hope the United Nations will have an organization that. can handle t.he policing of the world; bnt it does not need
atomic weapons for that pmpose. You can i1ot. nse an atomic bomb
on India: yon cHJrnot URe it on Java, for instance., or the civil war in
China. That cannot he Rl'(tlefl bv atomic bombR. It isn't a suitable
wrapon at. all, any morn than it- C(inld be used ngainst a city in Louisiana which <le.cides to do something- illegal.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Suppose Rome man, thoug-h, wants to call a mob
to his colorR :111d start mnrking on the capital; what would you do
about it under the Uniterl Nalions? What is your conception of it
even without the atomic bomb1
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·. Dr. LANGMUIR. Well; haven't we a police forceW
·
.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Suppose some leader arises in one o:f these couniries and surrounds himself with a lot o:f reckless spirits arid starts to
J~arch on the capital. That would be civil war. .·Would we have a ·
right to interfere in the internal affairs o:f another country j
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. I think that has got to evolve. The United Nations,
I think, is going to evolve faster than anybody had any idea of. ·
Senator 'fYDINGS. I hope you are right.
.
·
·
Dr. LANGMUIR, What form it will take, or the possibility that it may
not tak~ a desired form, cannot now be considered as a reason for not
making progress. We cannot predict the future.
Senator CONNALLY. Doctor, as I get your testimony, you think that
ultimately the abolition of the bomb would result in probable ,disarming in other respects; but I don't understand you to mean that
before we do anything about the bomb we have got to agree on all
these other weapons.
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. I say the opposite.
.
Senator CONNALLY. H we could deal with the bomb and make a success of that, then you think that would give cause for spreading it
still :further 1
..
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. The machinery set up for handling the atomic-bomb
security could be such, if it worked over a period o:f years, that there
would be an inevitable desire to have that apply to all other forms _of
war.
..
Senator CONNALLY. I am trying to get the point that you would
not do all that with one stroke, because if you dia you could not do
anv of it.
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. I think even the first thing is a matter that no final
decision can be reached on in the next 10 years. It may take 10 years
to :!Ct to that stage by constant effort.
The other thing may take another 5 or 10 years, but to put those in
as prerequisites will kill the whole program.
Senator CONNALLY. Now, you wc>nt on to say that 'there will be
de\'elopment of science, with which I thoroughly agree. You don't
know a.nd nobody else knows but what. !"<·icnce in the yc>ars to come
may discov<>r otlwr materials ont of whieh this atomic c>nergy can be
developed.
Dr. LANc:11-rurn. I !"aid I think it is probable.
·
Senator CoNNALLY. ,Jm,t the fnet. that von found mic nwthod and one
group of clcnwnts docs not. slrnt tlw cloc)l' on fnti.1re developments 1
Dr. LANflllrnrn. Of ('Olll'SC', the field has b<>r.n pretty well explored
and we have made reall.Y great. progress; but, nevertheless, I believe it
is probable that other fm;ms of atomic energy will. become available
before the next war.
·
·
Senator CONNALLY. Thank yo11.
SPnator ,JOHNSON. Dr. Langmuir, how long were you in Russia~
Dr. LANGMmn. EightPen days. The whole trip was 30 days :from
New York back to New York.
Senator JonNsox. Di1l yon sc>c anyone thc>rr, or di(l yon have confor1'nces wit.h anvmw. or did von rnrPt anyone outside of 1:,cicntists
in Ri1ssia ~
·
,
·
·
Dr. LANOMUIR. Practically not..
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Senator J onNsON. Is it fair to base a conclusion on Russia and
Russia's political intentions by these few scientists that you met 1
Dr. LAN011rum. No; certainly· not. In 18 days you cannot get a.very
deep view of a country. Nevertheless, the things I did find were in so
many cases so different from what I have been led to· expect that it is
rather interesting, I think.
·
·what I meant _to say is t.hat the Russian scientists are people you
can cooperate with; that I know, and that is a step. That is why I
like to see in the President's declaration a statement that they are
planning to exchange scientists with other nations. That would be a
useful step.
Senator JOHNSON. All scientists, ,vhether Russian, German, or
~m~ricanl from whatever source they may come. are internationalists
m vi:ewpomt; are they not 1
·
Dr. LANGl\IUIR. A great many of the Germans were not.
Senator ,JOHNSON. The very nature of their sr:ience causes them to be.
Dr. LANG:IIGU:. A great many Germans were originally, but under
Hi tier ceased to be. · Senator ,JoHNSON. -0£ course they were regimented under Hitler.
Do you have any knmYlcdge of the secrecy imposed by the Russian
Army 1 I have been told on pretty good authority that the Russian
Anny <lill not permit any observers, even of their allies, to come within
many miles of their battlefront to see their ,,eapons or to see their
military techniques at all.
Dr. L.\Nmrnm. ,\ml they did not come £t11vwhere near our Manhattan project, so there was no coopernJ.ion in fundamental technique.
Senator ,JouNSON. And yon said, "because no one outside of the
American Army could be so stupid.".
Dr. LANGMUIR. These were British people saying that, not Russians.
I am repcmtinp; something the British said.
Scnaiof· J OHNl-'ON. Aml gi vcn it considerable emphasis?
Dr. LANouum. Yes. They had had contact with the American
Army; they had been hcrn and tlwy knew.
.
Senator ,ToIINSON. Do you ngre1) "·ith that statement, that co1iclns10n
of the British~
Dr. LANG:uum. I think there is a l'ertain amount of justification
for it.
Sena.tor JOHNSON. You don't think the Russian Army gives the
American Army any competition along that line?
Dr. L.\NG.uum. I don'(, know anything about the Rnssian Army,
but I a1-~ree that the Russian Army clid not disclose anything about
their weapons.
Senator JouNsoN. That is your criticism of the Americnn Al'lny,
liecanse they were too secret?
Dr. LANG!lmm. No, not at :111, but the way they did it. The ,my
they did this was the thing that was so sf11picl, not the fact th.at these
lllCll were not a llowe<l to ro111e, b11t the whole way t.lie thmg was
carried on was such as to disclose the very thing they want·ed to keep
se,~ret. It was a bl11nclering proress, but it is the kind of hlnmlcring
process that takes pl are wlw11 military people try to control secrecy in
fiel<ls in which they are not adequately ·trained. They have done a
wonderful job as to keeping secret D-day, but when they eome to try
to control scientists, they don't know how to do it and they make. a
mistake in thinking they can.
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Senator .TOHNSON. Does anyone else know how to do it?
Dr. LANGMUIR. J·hope not. .
·
·· . ·
The CnAIRlllAN. Doctor, you know Mr. Kettering of General Motors 1
Dr. LANGMUIR. Yes.
·
·
The CnAmMAN. Did you see his observation that, "If you lock the
doors of a laboratory, you lock out more than you lock in"~
. ··
Dr. LANGMUIR. I didn't see it, but it is good. . ·
..
.
The CHAiRMAN. Looking to the international science and the :freedom of exchange, we owe a good deal to tlre. development in some very
important fields to scientists.in England, Germany, and other countries
of the world, do we not 1
Dr. LANGMUIR. Yes.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know where DDT originated~
Dr. LANG:3IUIR. I think it first was discovered by a German scientist
a long time ago, and then its insecticidal properties were discovered by
someone in Switzerland.
·
·
.
The CHAIRMAN. How about uranium fission?
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. That. was done, I think, by Fermi-no, it was done
in Germany.
.
·
.
- The CHAIRMAN. How about synthetic rubber :from alcohol?
Dr. LANGMUIR. I don't remember, but the Russians certainly have
done a greiit work in synthetic rubber.
The CHAIRMAN. Penicillin i
Dr. LANGMUIR. England.
The CHAIRMAN. And jet propulsion 1
Dr. LANGMUIR. Also England.
The CHAllUIIAN. · Radad
Dr. LANGMUIR. England, and it was at least going on independently
in the United St.ates, but the English were t.he first ones to reduce it
to practice and use it on a large scale.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Did you he:ir General Groves'testimony?
Dr. LANGMUJR. I only heard yesterday's questioning and replies to
the questions asked.
.
The CHAIRMAN. He testified that in his opinion there wasn't. any
nation that would, unaided, arrive at the production of atomic weapons within 20 years. I tiLke it you don't agree with that.
Dr. LANG11IUIR. I don't agree at all with it.
The CHAlllMAN. Doctor, have you any recommendations to make
as to ways in which the research on cancer with radioactive materials,
and other diseases, cnuid be immediately stimulated?
Dr. LANGMUIR. Al_)parently the difficulty in cancer is that we don't
understand it. \Ve don't know what cancer is.· We know that growth
processes go in wrong directions, hut we don't understand those growth
processes.
.
By the use of radioactive substances, radioactive carbon, for example, and other radioactive elements that are now 11vailuble rehitively .
. chenply as byproducts of the production of plutonium, we get an
understanding of chemical processes. The method is just being
worked out, but it.is sure to he amazingly successful in stmlying tho
complicated processc·s that take place in biofogy.
I believe that in a few years whc11 a large muhber of physicists have
these tools available ttll(l get to use them in routine work in the study-,
ing of fundamental problems, the fate of progress will be speeded UJ>
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manyfolcl over wlwl it otherwise would have been. Although we.
might ultimately have reached a solution of the cancer J_>roblem ih a
certain number of years, now I think the chances are it will be reached
in perhaps a third or a quarter of that time.
; · , ..
The CnAIRl\IAN. Common decency would require us, pending any
arrangement for international control, to make some kind of interim
arrangement to get small amounts of this matetial into the hands o:f
men who can proceed experiment with it for the alleviation o:f theee
cliseases?
Dr. LANGMUIR. I should like to see these materials given out, since
we are the only ones that can produce them in reasonable quantity, not
· only to American scientists, biologists, chemists, and physicists, but
also to those all over the world.
The CHAIRMAN, Doctor, you mentioned a project for cheap oxygen
for blast furnaces being developed in Russia. Have we a comparable
program in this country?
Dr. LANGMUm: No, but I think the Russians have shown great
vision in undertaking a program of that magnitude, an<l .apparently
with great success.
The CHAIRllIAN. How did you find out about that?
Dr. LANGMUIR. It was told me voluntarily by Mr. Kapitza m
Moscow.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he outline the program?
Dr; LANGl\IUIR. He told me a great deal about it.
Hhc CHAilll\IAN. Did he discuss the scientific details with yon?
D1·. LANGMUIR. A great many of them. I talked to him iiltogether
2 or 3 homs on the thing, and he gave me practically all the information he could have given me in that time. He answered all my ques. tions very frankly.
Since then, when I came back, we have been trying to get in touch
with them to get more information on five or six things I saw in Russi:t
away. ahead of the rest of the world, and we have been trying, throu~h
the State Department, to get in touch with the Russimis to get additional information and have had no success whatever.
Seirntor 'l'YIHNGS. How do you rate the Russian scientists as a body
in comparison with the scientists ,of France, Sweden, Engl!md, and
the United States? Are they about ns good, generally· mferior, a
lit th: better, or what-taking them as a whole'?
Dr. LANGMUH. ·well, it is hard to put any tldinition on that thing.
Senator TYDINGS. The reason I asked you the question is t.hat I have
a hunch, without. any kno\\'lcdge of it, for I have no Gallup pt>ll at
my disposal, that the Anwric:tll gcner·ally thinks of tl1e Russion
scientist as being much inferior to the lending seientists of other countries. Is that tnll\ or is it false?
.
Dr. L.~N<Drnrn. TlH're are some C'Xeellent Russian scientists doing
very fine woi·k, bnt the nnmber of scientiiits doing sneh Pxcellent work
as compn.red to those in Amei·iea or Engln!Hl-United States and
England an• l'('l't:iini,· i<':tclin!.( tlw world.
Scllatol' TYD!Nus. You \Y01ild Jlot say tlw,\' are top-flil,.'.ht f-('i(•11tist.s1
Di·. L.,xc;~n:rn. I don't k11ow just "'llflt you 111ca11 by tlint.
Sc1rntor 'fym;,.;us. Yon 111e:u1 solll(\ of the better 0110s· in the '"orld?
Dr. LANG:\tmn. A fow of them arc right up among the be;.;t in t.he
\\odd; but on the whole the Russian scientists ha Ye snfft.recl from hck
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of good equipment, I should say, largely. Their laboratories; outside
of Kapitza's laboratory, and some others who are building new la6omtories, are equipped with the kind of equipment that would have been
used in the United States 20 years ago.
·
· ·
Senator TYDINGS. Could· Russia make those instruments, or would
they have to buy them abroad?
Dr. LANGMUIR. Russia makes their own.
Senato1; TYDINGS. 'i'hey have the precisioi1 tools, and so on ?
Dr. LAN011rnrn. Yes. In this oxygen development, for instaiice,
that is really precision work, they have turbines and a lot of equipment
there which represent a very high degl'ee of mechanical perfection. ·
Senator TYDINGS. Let me ask y·ou tliis question, \Yhich you have
already covered, but pointedly: In yom opinion, given rr free hand·
under what yon eonceiYe to be the conditions and circumstances, how
long will it be before it will be possible for Russia to turn out atomic
bombs?
Dr. L:\NGJ\IUIR. \Ven; I think I gave that.
Senator TYDINGS. Five years?
.
Dr. LANG Hum. I put 3 years as about a. minimum. That is, I put
;:i years down, if Russia rC'ally sm-iously devotes her attention to it and
starts on a big-sen.le production.
Senator TYDINGS. And they say publicly they rrre going to do that.
Dr. LANo~cum. I haven't heard that statement.
Senatpr Tn>rNns. Molotov made the sh\tcmc11t that Russia ,votilcl
have the atomic bomb and more before long.
Dr. L.\N<Dtum. I think he snid, "and other !hings."
Senato!" TnnNGS. That i~ right.
Dr. LAN<urnrn. But he didn't say how big the project is.
Let me tell you about the prnject they already hn.Ye.
The Acatk111y of SC'iences h:i.s six or seY<'n institutes, and those are
just fol' the rathf'r pm:e scientific work, the basic science that underlies
other things. \Ve did not go to the intlHst:rial laboratories, of which
tlwrc am a large munb!\I'.
Tlwy have U: 1ww building for the Academy 'of Sciences, which has
ju,:t fairly recently lwen eompletecl, and they !-!howecl us pictures which
looked to be abo11t 10 times the siz<1 of that building which they are
planning.
The whole emphasis that they place on it, the awards they give,
the ince11tive systr•m in pay ancl H> 011, :tll r,]10w t.hat they place
almost the highest prim·ity on science.·
I
In these meetings, t.lwy said thnt the· whole future development
of Russia <leJwnds upon applicntion of SC'if'nce. They believe t.hat the
8Cient.ist should recein, the hig:hcst possible facilities for his work,
and thr.y give the scicnti,.;ts the g1·paf Pst. fr<•<>rlom.
Senafor TYDINCS. ,vimt co1111tril'S <lo yon envisage in the world
thrrt eYentnally wciuld be capable of snpporting a program £or the
mmmfad11re of atomic bo111hs? The Unitc1l States, Canada,.. or
Britain, 01.· Il11ssia1
Dr. LANGUUJit. Of course, the United States alrea,cly has the equipnwnt rrnd we know how to rlo it.. ,vc con ltl extend that as far as we
want. England, T think, has said she is planning to build them.
C:rnada alrerrdy has some plants for nm king some parts.
Senator TYDINGS. Rm:sia would be fourth eventually?
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Dr. LANa11rnrn. Russia will be fourth at first. Russia, however,
would far outrun Engbncl in the long run.
Senator TYDINGS. I am looking ahead 10 years or 15 years. What
countries?
Dr. LANa11rum. In 10 years, to my mind, it is very uncertain whether
the United States or Russia will lead.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I am not asking who will lead, but what nations
will be capable of producing atomic bombs if they make up their minds
to produce thein ·within 15 years?
Dr. L.\NG111um. Oh, many of them.
Senator TYDINGS. ·wen,, name some of them.
Dr. L.\Nmrum. France, Sweden;
Senator JonNsoN. Spain?
·
·
Dr. L.\NG11IU1R. I don't know aboul Spain.
Senator TYDINGS. Czechoslovakia?
Dr. LANG11rurn. Undoubtedly.
Senator BYnD. "Switzerland?
Dr. L.\NG11rnrn. Switzerland would probably- do it on a small scale.
She would not have the necessary financial resources.
Senator TYDINGS. Germany, of course.
Dr. L,\Nr.Mum. Of conrsc.
Se~iator TYDINGS. Japan, when the military controls are withllrawn'?
D1·. LAxmrcrn. No, .Tapa11, eYen if all controls are withdrawn, I
think is going t.u be pretty weak.
Senato!' Tn>INGS. But there would be some 8 to 10 of the leading
1.atiom; within 15 years?
Dr. LANGMUIR. I would say in 10 or 15 years there is a possibility of
German influence in Argentina, which might be very serious.
- Senator TYDINGS. Suppose that eventually happens, and there are
8 or 10 nations tha.t have these bombs, an<l nothing has been donefor the sake of illustration-to curb them or control them. In the
next war, what happens?
Dr. LANmrum. I don't like v.retlicting the future.
_
Senator TYDINGS. I would hke to have it. I think-we ought to have
v01·1r views on this.
,
• Dr. LANGMUIR. I think it is up to the United Nations to evolve the
mechanism.
Senator TYDINGS. Some nation might violate its agreement.
Dr. LANGi\IUIR. As Dr. Urey sai<l yesterday, the bombs may drop
on "\Vashington which will <lestroy tbe whole city, and simultaneously
on Chicago, N cw York, and maybe some others, and everybody savs,
""\Vho done it?" Nobolly knows, itm1 never can find out.
•
The CnAIRllIAN. There is no possibility of retaliation, because you
d<,ll't know ,vho,to go after.
·
Dr. LAN<Drnm. Yon <lon't know who to attack.
Sellalor TYDINGS. That is what I am trying to bring out. If 8
<,1· 10 11at.iolls have these uombs allll there is a formal cleclaration of
,·,ai·, not delivered in !he Pearl Harbor style, what happens in the·
eourse of tbat war with the atpmic bulllb in the possession of 6 or
f,. of the ,varring nations 011 !he earth? ,v1rnt is your opinion?
Dr. L.\Nlli\Iurn. "\Yell, (lit~ warfarp would co11tinne one way and
hllo!hcr until one nation came out 011 l.op. If it ennnot o-et alono- with
o:her people, it extl'rlllinales ll1em and then goes aliead~vith a 1Tnifiecl
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population of all one race or one group doing whatever is necessary
to see that nobody else ever builds. an atomic bomb.
.
· ·
8enator TYDINGS. Which would bring us right back to where we are
today to start over again with the remnants of civilization;
.
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. It isn't a pretty picture to look at, and there is no
nation in the ·world today that ever desires to be a victor in a warfare
of that kind.
·
Senator JonNsoN. Doctor, do yoti kn°'v of any other nation on this·
earth, including Russi:i, which would have published the Smyth
Report?
Dr. LANGMUIR. England probably would have.
Senator JOHNSON. Any others?
Dr. LANGMUIR. England almost did, you know.- ·They have a report almost as good as the Smyth Report, which is a wonderful report. It is shorter and different from the Smyth Report, but it is
excellent in the way of presentation of the basic facts, nnd a little
more popular than the Smyth Heport.
Renato!' ,ToIINSoN. It followed though: it did not lead?
Dr. LANGMUIR. Simultaneously, I think, it was issued.
Senator TYDINGS. Doct<)r, in your opinion, in a country that contains one-sixth or one-seventh of the world's earth surface, how.much
actual acreage would be necessary for the construction of a complete
plant for the manufacture of atomic ener,gy?
Dr. L.,NGMUIR. ·well, I wo~lcl rather leave that question. I never
visited these plants, and some of the Senators here hnve.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Assuming, for the sake of argument, th:lt it would
take 200 acres, or let us sity a. square mile, or let us even say 10 square
miles. Many parts of the earth are very thinly populated and yery
seldom visited. Wouldn't it be possible, even after the international
agreement with the best intentions of well-meaning people to work.out
cont.rol, for some nntion to decide to builc1 such a plant in secrecy and
to produce the bombs under present conditions of government?
·
Dr. LANGMUIR. That is a scientific question which, wit-h proper clnta,
could be answered. I think a ,gre:tt many scientists have gone ihto
that kind of question and think it would he possible to expect llnder
those conditions. Of conrse, in Sib<'ria yon have enormom; wastes.
In fair weather we can see 100 miles either way, which is 200 miles
wide. · .A dozen or two dor.en planes ar.ross Siberia with photographic
equipment could show up eV<'IT hnilding in the thing. It wonld take
only a reasonable number of flights to get a map of the whole of Siberia,
which could be done everv ye:tr.
·
Sen:1tor '1.'ynrxos. The l:<.'USOn I ask you these qi.rnstions is that if
all the nations in t.he world had frpe p1·esR arnl free speech, and you
could go in and ont, our problem would hen, simple one. Bnt all°the
nations don't have that, nnd unlesR all the ·nations do have that, can
any sort of inspection ever be efficient~
· Dr. L.\NOllfmR. I would like to SC'e, in the United Kat.ions, some
discussion to get those points on which the nations can agree, and·
then take the points of disagreement and try to analyr.e to what
·extent they hamper progress toward world government, and bring
these matters up. Nothing can be done about it for 2 or 3 years, but
one of the things that impresses me in Russia is the rate at which
things are changing, and in every case I think changes for the better.
Senator TYDINGS. I think that is true.
·
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Dr. LANGllIUrn. Now, what may that mean in 5 yearsi
I don't know, but I am hopeful. I am hopeful that Russia will have.
a free press and will allow interchange of knowledge, because it will
become her need to do so.
Senator TrurNGS. Uritil we do get that sort of climate in which to
live, we cannot accomplish the inspection, and the whole thing would
then be hopeless, wouldn't it 1 .
Dr. LANGJ\IUIH. Absolutely, but I think that we have something
like 10 years in which we can accomplish these thii;i.gs, so Jet us not be
discouraged by the fact that we cannot do them in two, or three, or five.
The Crr:\llll\IAN. Doctor, the statement has been made that in the
building of an atomic bomb, it is necessary for us to keep our lead over
other na~ions which may develop the bomb.
vVhat 1s meant by and what would be the purpose of this so-called
lead 1 In other words, we would be better off, if other nations had
bombs as good as the ones ,ve dropped in Hiroshima, if we had developed bombs 10 or 50 times better.
Dr. LANGJ\WIR. You see, in dropping bombs, you first v,vant to pick
out the most important target. The enemy would attack Washington
first, Pittsburgh, and several industrial cmi.ters, and the destruction by
those bombs would be terrifically high. Then they would have to
attack smaller cities of less importance, a.nd then they would attack
the more unimportant towns, and finally they would be able to attack
all the cities a,nd all smaller towns; and still they have only covered
perhaps one-thirtieth of the United States.
If they had still more bombs, they could drop them in open farmland; but what good is that 1 Not much nnless you ·have 30 times as.
many so that yon can cover all the farmlands a,nd wipe _out all the
people, or probably 100 times as many. In other words, d you take
the total number you need to completely wipe out a country, l percent
of that is very effective. The next l percent, 10 percent, and so on,
are almost useless. It does very little good to be able to produce enough
to wipe out the cities, and then produce ten times that much, which
is trivial in importance.
Being able to outproduce some other nation i.s of no importance if
we can produce enough to desti·oy their cities. Beyond that, we do not
need them unless we go to a di:ffe.rent order of magnitude.
The CHAIRMAN. Does our set-up in the United States make us
peculiarly vulnerable to atomic bomb attack?
Dr. LANGMUIR. vVe are _particularly vulnerable. Our cities are
cadlv distributed. 1Ve have great concentrations of cities.
We have certain areas in the East where industries are very much
gathered together, and other nations-at least, a country like Russia,
of course, is rrlready far better dispersed and much less vulnerable
to attack.
.
The CnArn11IAN. Doctor, do you believe that the Government should
have an absolute monopoly on "the production of fissionable materials 1
Dr. LANGJ\rum. Yes.
The CnAm11uN. And the proce.ssing of them 1
Dr. LANal\rnmE. Yes.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Do you feel it is too important and too dangerous
to have it in private hands?
.
.
Dr. L,\NGJ\IUIR. Except it may be desu-able. to get cooperati.on
through private hands, but the title rrnd ownerslup should reside with
the Government.
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The CHAIRMAN. Yesterday, Senator Byrd asked as to what we ought·
to do with the bombs we have if an international agreement for control
is reached. )Vould you care to comment on that?
.
. .
Dr. LANGMUIR. I think I already have. I would go so far as to not .
only destroy the bomb, but destroy, if need be, all the materials from .
which the bombs are made.
Senator BYRD. What about the factories?
Dr. LANGMmR. Destroy the factories, too, if need be. ·
.
If that is a critical J?Oint, let's yield on that point. That would put
u~ in an equitable position with other nations we .are trying to agree
with, and how else can we do that except by puttmg ourselves on an
equal basis 1
·
·
.
Senator BYRD. You are talking about reaching these agreements 10
years from now. Ever.y nation will have bomb~ 10 years from now.
Dr. LANGl\ImR: I thmk. the number that will have them 10 years
from now-Senator BYRD. I mean the nations which we have reason to fear
would have them. Maybe the small nations would not, but certainly
there will be five or six of the large n::itio:r;is that will have bombs.
Dr. LANGMUIR. The more nations there are, I think the easier it is .
to get an agreement. I think the United Nations is likely t6. be fat·
more effective.
· ',:c- · ·:. ;,r':,.:-:
Senator Brno. What assurance has anybody got with a bomb that
you can practically put in your pocket that all of them .would be
destroyed·/
.
.
Dr. LANGIIIUIR. You cannot put them in your pocket.
·
Senator JoHNSON. Yon could put them in a suitcase.
Senator BYRD. )Vhat assurance have we got 'I
..
Dr. LANG11IUIR. I don't see any possibility of that. If a gangster in
his attic or cellar can go out and make bombs and destroy anybody,
I think the ,rnrld is about out.
Se1iator Bnm. ·we hn<l gangsters at the beginning of the war and
will as long as the "·orld lasts.
Dr. LANG:NIUIR. These have got to be very big.gangsters.
Senator B:nm.. Human natm·e doesn't chnnp:e. You will have totalitarian dictators as long as you have a world. We have had them
before. we have got them now, and will O'O on having them.
.
Dr. LANmrurn. I don't know what lmman nature is, and in the
second place, I don't know that it won't C'hange.
.
Senator Brn:1. It lrns not. changerl for the better in my lifetime. I.
thiuk human nature in the last war was at the lowest level ever known.
If there has been any improvement in it, I have not been able to
judge it.
Dr. LANG11IUIR. Let's hope for something better.
. ..
Senator BYnn. We cannot base our future on hopes alone.
Dr. L.\NGl\lUIR. The alternative of not doing something is absolute
destruction. The risk in whatever vou do is better than total destruction. · Don't think there is a risk in .undertaking these things; it is the
~nly possible salvation. That is the thing we have to make clear. The
worst thing that could possibly happen is to do nothing, so, therefore,
let us do something and let us make it good.
Senator BYRD. I believe in doing whatever we can do, but when it
comes to destroying the factories and all the materials to niake the . ·.
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bombs, I think we ought to know exaet.ly where we stand before we
do it.
.
.
Dr. LANG11rurn. Ho,Y can yon cooperate with anybody except as an
equaH It is all right to hold bombs in sacred trust. I agree fully, but
if, 10 years from now, we come to an agreement and Sa}"We are hold~
ing our bombs as a sacred trust, bnt we don't trust you, there can never
be world agreement.
Senator BYRD. I can see tt great deal of merit in your position, if
"·hnt you mention could be done immediately; in other words, if what
bombs ,ye have on hand now-and I understand we haYe some-were
destroyed before other countries had started to make bombs. But von
intend to take action 10 yen rs fro1~1 now. Am I correct about tli'at '/
Dr. LAN011mm. I think other nations will have them long before
10 years. I don't want to ,rnit at all. I want to go ahead .as fast as
anybody goes ahead.
Senator ~Yim.- But you say repeatedly that you would not destroy
the bombs m this country unless you were satisfied the other conntry
would be in agreemellt with ns. That cannot be done overnight.
Dr. LANGMUIR. No.
.
Senator BYRD, lt has got to be done over a period of years, and in
that time these other nations arc going to have bombs.
Dr. LANG11rurn.
e are not going to destroy our bombs unless thev
destroy theirs.
·
, "
Senator BY1m. ,vhat assurance or guarantee can you get that they
will destroy theirs? The bomb i,; not large one, we will have to agre·e
Oil that.
Dr. LANG)IUm. \Ve will have to guarantee a time to destroy the
bombs.
Senator BYnn. ,vould you take their word?
Dr. LANG:\Iurn. No, certainly not; and they ,\·ould not take our$.
Senator BY]{D. Here is a bomb that you can put in a satchel and
carry around.
Dr. LANGll[Urn. But the bombs can only be produced in plants employing hundreds of thousand of people, enormous plants. They have
books and equipment which must all be inspected. Their records must
all be gone over, like anything else in international affairs, and all
cards must be put on the tn ble before you could prove that you were
really destroying all your bombs, and we would have to have similar
assurances from other nations.
·
I cannot decide those things; I cannot even discuss them. It is a
matter for the United Nations to work out, and it cannot be done
next year.
Senator ,ToHNSClN. I have one further observation to make, and that
is that you scientists have g9tten a long way ahead of human conduct,
and until human conduct catches np with you, we are in a precarious
condition unless yon scientists slow up a little and let us catch up.
Dr. LANGl\Ium. Scientists are not going to slow up; they are going
faster.
Senator JonNSON. Then. we will have to speed up.
Dr. LAxG:1Curn. You will have to speed up.
Senator ,ToHNSON. I am in favor of it.
Senator H1c1rnxwoPER. l\fr. Chairman, I might sbggest to Senator
Byrd that we had one expC'rience along the line he was. discussing.
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We sank 11 lot of battleships and other things, and the other nations
didn't.
. ·
·
. ·
Dr. L ..\NGllIUIR. I don't recommend that.
· ·
The CHAiitl\IAN: Doctor, don't vou think it would be more politicaliv
feasible to accomplish internatioirnl agreement as to the setting of ai1
inspection if this progra.m was undertaken before other nations had
atomic bombs~
·
Dr. LAN0:1n;m. ()h, yes. It must all be started, the sooner the better.
The President's declaration of November 15 is excellent.
·
The CHAIRll[AN. You will agree ·that if under the United N11tions
organization a commission coufd be set up and come back on the 1st of
October of next year, we will sa.y. with an agreed-on :program that all
nations are going mto for the setting up of an inspect1011 force, that is
something you would like to see happei1, isn't it~
Dr. LAxo11rnm. Yes, but I do not believe the first time it is proposed
that it is going to work. I think if nations could agree on inspection,
fine. Then, it will have to be implemented; we will have to have teeth
in it; we will have to have safeguards and all kinds of things which
ni'ay take a few years to work out. · If the intent could be expressed,
and that may be done within a year, that would clarify the atn)osplt(•re
tremendously.
.
· .
The C1urnMAX. I think it is dangerous, in view of your n:ssertion
that they conld be produced by many countries within a period of
ii to 10 years, to give any impression to the Ameriean people that this
is something /hat can be sort of ta~.rnn e~sy in sepi~rate steps; _but
rat.he·r the desire should be to accomplish tlus Just as qn 1ckly as possible
in a working program.
Dr. LANGJ\[UJR. Yes, but not to the extPnt of making an ultimatum
that it has to be done next year or else.
The CHAIRMAN. I realize that.
Dr. LANGMUIR. That must not be done and we must not be disturbed
or di,;couraged if it takes a little lo11ge1· than we hope, because we must
allow rpnsonable time in whid1 these things cai1 be done.
The thin~ that impresses itself on me iR this: If you let things slide,
as we did for 3 or 4 months aftf>r Aug"ll!,t, conditions get worse and
worse and worse. They rnpitl!y dinrge aml get into a more dangerous slate of security.
If, on the other hand, yon take constructive steps, get ~eiieral
pointtl of agreement, when they fir,;t agree to inspect, that won t mean
that inspection goes into effect. right then and there. It mei~ns they'
be~in to pave the w11y for mechanisms, and it may be ·2 or 3 years
bctore the thing· coml's to a point where there is inspection.
..
The C1r.\m:II.\N. Winston Clrnrchill gave as his estimate thnt unless
we. so to siieak-I don't suppose he would nse this expression-buttoneJ it up within 3 years, that the prospects for any kind of world
security and peace would go.
Do you remember reading that statement 1
.
Dr. LAN<ururn. Something like that; yes. I think I would agree
that what is done in the next 3 years is perhaps the most important
of all; but if at the end of 3 years we have not got our world securi\y, .
that would not worry me much. If we have made progress toward it,
and if we have an increasing desire to see the thing through on the
part of sevPral nations., then I !<UY we have made great progress and.
there is gre,tt hope.
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'.rhe C11.\IRJ1L\N. Do you think. if an in:vitation 1\vere issued hv this
G6:Vemment to s~ientists from other· countries, tJ1at they would be
umversally permitted nnd allowed to come here?
Dr. LAN011IUIRE. I think so; yes, within :t rensonable time.
The Cn.\IRi\L\N. One further nmtter. Doc~or. General .Groves
stated yesterday that many of the good mei1 were len;ving these. projects
because of uncertainties. ,vhich I believe is the wav he [llirnsed it.
Do you concede that that is the reason why these fe lows are leaving
these projects, these scientists, or do 'you believe thnt the fact is that
they don't ,nnt to work on bombs?
Dr. L.\ xn;\rnm. ,vell, I don't think I am pnrticularly qualified, for
I don't know a great many of these men, lrnt th<lse I hnve talked to
have expressed the opinion thnt the thing they like least of all are
th(} security regnlatiorni and also they don't like to work 011 bombs.
'!'hey nre really sci en tis ts, and would rathei· work on nuclear physics.
That is the thing th:it seems to them their life work. They have
become engineers, and they d,on't like it; they would rather be
scientists.
The CuArnllIAN. I might state, Doctor, for your information and
for the record, that we have called for a r~port from the National
Academy of Sciences. ,ve have asked Dr. Jewett for a comprehensive report nbont the known t,OtJrces of urnn ium and thorium. Vi' e
will lrnYe tlrnt in a short time ..
I want to tlmnk you very much indeed, Doctor; yon hnYe been very
lwlpfnl, and I waht to thnnk yotr for coming down to talk to us.
The committee will meet on Monday at 10 o'clock.
('\Thereupon, nt 12: 15 p. m., the committee recessed until 10 a. 111.,
Monday, December 3, 1945.)-
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1945
UNITED STATES SENATE,
'
SPECIAL CmrMITrEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

.

Washington, D. 0.

. The speciai c~~mnittee met,. p~rsuant to adjo?,rnment; at 10 a. 1?·,
m room 3121 Senate Office Bmldmg, Senator Brien Mc~lahon ( chair- .
man) presiding...
.
· Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Russell, Johnson, Con- .
nally, Byrd, Tydings, Vandenberg, Austin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
Also present: Edward U. Condon; scientific adviser; and James R.
Newman, special assistnnt to the special committee.
The CIL\IRl\[AN. The committee vi·ill be in session.
Dr. Bnsh, will you proceed 1
STATEMENT OF DR. VANNEVAR BUSH, PRESIDENT, CARNEGIE
INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON, AND DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Bcsu. I have a brid stntement, Mr. Chai.rman·.
First, to identify myself, I am presi<lent of the Camegie Institution
of 'Washington and direr.tor of the Office of Scil'lltific Research and
Development.
I ha Ye had official connection with the deyelopmcnt of ntomic energy ·
since June 1().JO. At that time, the National Defense Research Committee was established by President Roosevelt under my chairmanship,
and the Advisory Committee on Uranium, headed by Dr. Lyman J;
Briggs, which had been fonctioninµ: 1;ince the fall of Hl30, was reconstituted as a s•ubdiYi~ion thereof. It wa1; reorganized a.t this time, its
work was somewhat expanded, and it proceeded with investigation of ·
the possibilities of fi,:sion. In June 1!)41, I became director of the
newly formed Office of Scientific Research nn<l Development, of which
NDHC bccanie one n\.ajor part. Under this arrangement, work on
the urnnium project was expanded, and OYer-all responsibility foi· it
continued to be a part of my a!=osignrncnt.
·
It became apparent clnrii1g that time that there was a strong possibility that a bomb would be dcYclopcd during the war. The recommendations I made at flmt time f01~ an all-out effort were basecl on
the recominenclations of two committees, two strong scientific and
technical committees set up by the National Academy of Sciences at
my request, which reported mrnnimously and which gave strong
recommendations.
By the summer of Hl-12, the point of large construction had been
reached, and the project was thereupon tumed over to the Manhattan
145
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Engineer District, Army Service Forces. On certain auxiliary reseach, and in other ways in aid of the "'ar Department's program,
OSRD remai1ied active. My own connection with the development
work took the further form of chairmanship of the Military Policy
Commit.tee, with Dr. ,James n. Conant us my alternate. This committee was dissolved this fall. As a member of the Interim Committee also, I have had a continuing share in responsibility :for the
program.
Development of systems for the control and utilization of atomic
energy is the most important task ever faced by the governments of
the world.
The CHAIR11IAN, Doctor, do you mind being interrupted 1
Dr. Busu. Not a bit.
The C1-1AIR1\IAN. This Military Policy Committee was dissolved this
fall. Why was it~
Dr. Busn. It had completed its work, Mr. Chairma,n. I will enlarge
upon that somewhat.
In the summer of 1941, when an extensive program was recommended, the President instructed me to report to an over-all policy
committee which consisted of the Vice President, Mr. Wallace, and the
8ecretary of War, General Marshall, Dr. Conant, and myself. I took
up with that group all matters of major policy from there on. When
the program was turned over to the Army, to the Manhattan Engineer
District, there was formed n.t the instance of that committee a Military
Policy Committee, of which I was chairman, with Dr. Conant as my
alternate, and on that committee were General Styer, then Chief of
Staff of the Army Service Forces, and Admiral Purnell for the Navy.
General GrO\·es was made executive officer and had complete management of the program. He reported to the Chief of Staff, but he was
instructed to review all of the major programs and policies with the
Military Policy Committee in regard to the construct10n of plants and
the like, so tha1 his reports and recommendations received the endorsement of that committee before they went to the Chief of Staff.
That committee had entirely a wartime function and assignment to
develop a bomb for use; having completed its assignment, it was dissolved at the time that the parent committee was dissolved, the major
policy committee, at the end of the war.
For the continued progress of civilization, it is imperati,1e that people be safeguarded agai11st sudden destruction by atomic bombs. It is
highly to be desired, for the betterment of living for mankind everywhere, that the great resources of useful power offered by further
development of atomic science become generally available.
No more intricate and exacting problem was ever posed to governments than this one. It is inherently coniplex because the science of
the atom is complex. The fact that the deadly military pote11tialities
of the atomic bomb and the beneficent industrfal applications of atomic
power are almost inextricably intermixed complicntes it further. The
urge to preYent wars is n'l'.)' strong in nll rnin,1:-;, for ,n· have just
emero-ed from a terrible war. The desire to enjoy the better life prom·
isecl by applications of atomic power is strong also. Because the
means of producing this peaceful power can readily be converted into
an atomic bomb for destruction, the mechanism for world peace and
the mechanism for world control of atomic energy are profoundly
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interrelated. Preventing war is a long task, which must be done.bit· ·
by bit, step by step; so also is the development of peaceful atomic ·
power.· The two must be related in our thinking,. and what we do ·
toward achieveltlent of the one must be weighed in the balance of its·
effect on the other.
· ·
. · . .
'
.
In a nationalistic world, all peoples will seek to attniri an equitl · .
footing with respect to anything so po,wrful as atomic energy. · If
the mechanism of world peace is available ·and is strong enough, peo..ples may be expected to relinquish something of their traditional
nn.t.ionnhsm to attain that equal footing through international
organization.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute. You say, "In a nationalistic world,
all peoples will seek tq attain an equal footing with respect to anything
so powerful aR atomic energy," whiC'h menns that all powers who are
competent to do so nre striving for it now; isn't that. r~ht? · · .
Dr. Busn: They eithe1: are now, or they "·ill be in a nationalistic
world, certamly.
.
The CHAIRMAN. If they relinquish nationalism to an intematiorial
organization, they ";ouldn't try to stop getting atomic energy, would
they?
·
·
Dr. Busn. I think not, but my point is that if there is a strong
enough international organization, instead of doing it independently,
they may be expected to relinquish some of the nationalistic view1;>oint
in favor of attaining an equal footing through an international
·organization.
·
If no·depe.ndable mechanism is available, a secret arms race in the
surreptitious development of atomic bombs may be foreseen. Any
well thought out plan for orderly progress towar.d the banishment of
war will start here,' with the preYention of such secret. preparations.
The end of open preparations may t.hen follow; to be followed in turn
by the end to war itself. The start of the joumey toward this great
goal is in such a seemingly simple thing as. the establishment of the
complete flow of information-particul:irly of basic scientific information-across national boundaries.
The three governments which shared knowledge and skill to enable
scientists to achieve the <;:lrnin reaction and industry to create the materials for the bombs that ended the war have fittmgly made the first
move toward the establishment of mechanisms for the control of
atomic energy and for the development of peace for which that control
is an essential requirement. The declaration which grew .out of the
recent conference of President Trumnn, Prime Minister Attlee, and
Prime Minister Kino- is a very important document. It would have
been impol'tant simply as a declaration for a peaceful world. It is of
the very greatest importance because it. chose the right path to that
goal, blocked out the journey into practical, sensible stages, and clearly
mapped the crucial first marches. The declaration is notable, moreover, because it entrusts to the United Nations Organization this momentous international responsibility. It. is of the utmost inipoi'talice
that the member states, especially the great powers, upon whose
cooperative effort success depends, do a11 within their capacity to
assure that success. The way to intemational cbllaboration and control has been opened. But 'it will be a long way. As we progress
along it, t:he separate national states must set their own houses in
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order, establish their ow11 internal systems of control, and thus bring
into being agencies which can support the international agency.
Eagerness to assure world peace is laudable enough. The great
hazard is the kind of over-eagerness which cannot endure the long
patient work which will. be needed, and which therefore argues for
quick answere, such as ';out.lawing'' the atomic bomb. Premature outlawry could well be disastrous, for it is impossible to outlaw when
there is no efl'ecti vely supported law. The first task is to create this.
A good start has been made. The best possible support which our
Govemment can bring to that good start is the expeditious passage of
sound legislation for domestic regulation and development of atomic
energy. During the lengthy period necessary for creation of an international system, it will be possible for this GoYenunent 11ot ·only to
enact the needed legislation but also to operate, test, and· if necessary
revise the clom~stic control system which that legislation establishes.
By the experience of so doing, we may well secure experimental evidence that will be helpful in the performance of the intemational task.
Moreover, the passage of suitable domestic control legislation is
urgently needed for purely domestic reasons. The present state of
world affairs demands a strong United States. This is no time to let
delay dissipate our strength, to let doubt and indecision hamper the
great program of atomic science on which we are well embarked. People are getting tired of hearing about the atom, and when people get
tired,.they tend to turn a:way from issues. This is an issue which cannot in conscience be so ignol'ed. Between the First and Second World
,vars, the United States experimented with disarmnment in an unorganized world-to sad result. The sort of thinking which that hivolved should long ago have been discredited. If we are to do our
fair share in the exacting, patient work of international regulation, we
must vigorously get at the domestic task now. Though the problem
itself is great and new, it is susceptible of solution by the same means
which have brought govemments into beinp:, gradually rendered them
more efficient as agencies f:or the general betterment of man's lot, and
reached a. high point in the United Nations Charter. Those means are
hardheaded analysis and honest good will. The first, used to the full
in determining our inter1rnl control system, will clear the way for the
second in intemational affairs.
From this point of ,-iew, then, let ns consider geneml 1frinciples
which legislation for internal control and development of atomic
energy should embody.
The vast physical plants, the stock piles of materials, the varied
applications of knowkdge which taken together constitute the Manhattan Engineer District: belong not to any men or group of men, nor
to any corporation or group of corporations. They are the property
of the people of the l)nited Stales through their Government, in which
are vested title to the physical properties and patent rights covering
the engineering processes. This is as it should be, for t.he power of
this development, for gooc1 01· for ill, is too gr(~at to be otherwise held.
Legislation for the further control and the further extension of this
development should fortify this condition. At the same time, it should
make proper provision for the active participation of private individ,
uals and private corporations in the further utilization of atomie
energy, under sonnd regulatory procmlures embodied in a sensible
licensing system.
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For the years imme1liately before 11s, the <leadly rather than the beneficial power o:f atomic en'ergy will continue to hold first place in
men's minds. Until suitable and effectual means for international
control of military applications o:f atomic energy have been established
and J?l'Oved, the atomic bomb will continue to be a menace. Rigorous
provisions :for security concerning military exploitation o:f atomic
energy, therefore, will continue to be essential. Our experience here
will be of double value in the intemational effort, :for it can become the
· basis for provisions to eliminate from the .war machinery o:f nations
not only atomic weapons but also other wenpons nearly as deadly, by
which we should be seriously imperiled in another war if atomic bombs
had never existed. To solve the problem of the bomb is important
in itself and of greater importance still as a contribution toward solving the entire international problem of wnr.
.
The manufactme of fo-sionn ble ma le rials is by long· odds the most
dangerous manufacturing process in which men have ewr engaged.
The process is accompanied by the production of radioactive byproducts as poisonous as the basic material it..,elf; should the process
used in producing power be ill-managed and get out of ha1Hl it. would
produce a great and deadly Yolume- of such poisons. Improper or
incautious manipulating of substantial amounts of fissionable materials by inadequately trained or ill'P.sponsible i1westigators is a danger
to the public safety .which Government muo-t avert. Legislntion for the
internal control of atomic energy would be short-sighlell, indeedi if it
did not make thorough provision in this·regard.
· ·
No better illustration of the complexity of the atomic energy problem can be had than the dilemma posed by this need for security
and public-safety provisions as against the need for scientific freedom
in the further study and investigation of atomic· science. Atomic
energy as we now know it and as w·e have employed it in the ma.king
of atomic bombs came about as a result of lol'1g and patient experimental investigation. If "·e are to press forward with the .further
development of atomic science for Pmployment iri peacrfnl power
installations, if we are to explore to the full the beneficial possibilities
in medical use of the radioactiYe byprocluets uf the fiss10n process,
if "·e are to go ahead with the search for pnre knowledge in the field
of which our present atomic kuowleclge is but a small part, we must
so arrange controls that the research worker ,Yill possel's the right
and the :freedom to carry on his studies.
· .
A nice line of distinction hence must be drawn in secmity nn<l safety
provisions, in ord<'r to make possible not only untramm~lecl in,,estigation but also the publication and sharing of result!' through
which alone can we be sure of the fully productive thought on which
scientific advances are based. Tlw best way of rletermining this line
is to define the critical situation that trenches on safety or security
and provirlc for regulation up to that point only.
The United States is on record i11 favor of open doors in laboratories thi'onghont the world nrnl lrns decfored its readiness to open
its own doors if others will do likewise. Onr leaislntion must be so
drnwn as· to give substance to t.his declaration. Stnd~· of safety and
security provisions mnst in addition take into consideration such
questions as whet.her we should go beyond the declaration and open
onr laboratories before we are sure that this is world policy, and
1
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whether we should specifically provide for the dissemination of our
findings regardless of reeiprocation.
-The CnAnnrAN. I notice that you do not come to any conclusion
, in that paragraph, whirh interests me very much and raises the ques"tion: Are you studying further the question of opening the laborntories~ Dr. Busn. As matters now stand, I think that question is not too
pertinent at the moment. It is clear it will be some time before our
internal legislation is enacted.
.
We know now that the United Nation's rnoYement for- some fonri
of commission is likely to start as early as ,J annary. Cert a inly what
we do in our domestic legislation depends upon the progress being
made internationally. I think it might be rnueh easier to approach
tlu1;t question specifically when the legislation is mo1·e nearly ready
to ISsue.
Extreme care in the formulation of the legislation, extreme judiciousness in the selection of men to administer the legislation once
drawn, are essential if we are to insure against freezing the science
at. its present stage, hamstringing furthe.i:- study, and repelling able
minds from this field.
Not at once, but slll·e.ly in a reasonable time, it ·will be practicable
for man to use the controlled energy of the atom for direct peaceful
purposes. Atomic energy as a sotti·ce of steam power and of electric
power will in due com·se-and not necessarily a long course-become
arnilable. If only because tlw best way to lnsme against the existr1H·e of atomic bombs is to sepnmte rmd rlistribute their components
in indi1strial installations, ,ye shonld seek to bring about the industrial use of atomic powe1· at the earliest moment. There are many
rPgions of the earth where a snpply of cheap powrr .would be the
grratest of boons. "\-Vise lrrdslatinn will thr1·efore rnconrage to the.
£nil this undertaking.
~
The foregoing fiye principles, it :oeems to me, nrnst be properly recognized in legislation for the domestic control nnd de,·elopment. of atomic
science. Such legislation shonld insure to tlH1 Amerirnn people their
control of plant nnd p1·ocess, should safeguard knowledge of the military applications of atomic: p11ergy, shonld proprrl:v guard the physical well-being of the peoplP against the many hazards to life and
health whirh the inn,stigntion and procl11ction of atomic 1:,nergy involve, f'houlcl provide fol' free anrl foll research and interchange of
know!f'dge in this new and prn111isi11g field, nnd should reckon with
the futmC' task of putting fissionable materials to useful work. The
five parts of the problem are of unparallell'cl diffirnlty; to meet them
successfully will drm:rncl lmprt~cl'dPntecl authority and responsibility
on the pnrt of thoc:e "·horn the, GoYemment ralls to l'any onl the proYisions of its laws in this respect.
.
I hope to see the Cong1·p~s ennct legi,;lntion which will pl'm·ide for
all five of these isstH'R a11rl which will bring into the public service to
effectuate it a group of men selected for their compe.tc,nce, disinterestrdness, and judgment. Under the leadership of two farseeing Chief
Executives and with the g:nidance of hvo farseeing Secretaries of War,
the Manhattan Engineer District under General Groves hns enabled
American science, engineering, management, and,Jabor to bring about
an achievement of profound significance in the history of the human
rn~

.
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It is imperative that as we move"ahead into a world rendered ~ore
promising and more diflicult by this achievement, and as others take
up the burdens that have been thus abl~arried during the emergency,
we .have l~aclership and wisdom of eqifol stature.
.
To this end, I hope that' through its atomic energy leaislation the
Congre~s will make the grant of authority fully as brond as the task
demands, and that it will so constitute the resulting a,gency that the
most qualified and public spirited of our citizens will he proud to
serve t,he1·eon. This is imperatiYe both to insure the effective internal
control of this vast new wealth and to give firm basis for the United
State's effectiYe international collahoration in dealing with a p1·oblem of \'ital C'oncrrn to every living humnn being.
The CH-\IRJ\IAN. Senator Tydings.
Senator Tnn:-:Gs. Dr. Bnsh. I take it from your testimony that the
hope of the world in the field of the ntomic bomb is by international
agreement.
.
·
First, your premise seems to indicate that they will promise not to
manufacture the atomic bomb. Is that correcH
Dr. Busn. I would put that rather late in the, stages.
Senator TYDINGS. I mean eventually, not tomorrow.
Dr. Busu. Eventually, most certainly.
Dr. TinrxGs. They "·ill agree, by treaty through the United Nations or through some international medium, never to mannfacture ·
the atomic bomb.
·
I think that it will be necessary, under the premise you lay down,
to have Yery rigid inspection all owr the world on j;he theory that
nations will not keep their word, and we cannot afford to take a
chance.
Dr. BusH. Quite right.
.
·.
Senator TYDINGS. That will entail a great change in the internal
policies of some of the governments of the world, a('Cl'f:s in and out,
more freedom of speech, more freedoni of the press and the right to
publish what you want, and so forth and so on. Do you agree to that1
Dr. Busn. Yes, sir. '\:· ··
Senato!' TYDINGS. It )vill also rntail some sort of transportation
system because many areas of the earth are not settled, and therefore
we will have to have international airplanes that will have the right
to fly over witl~ont interrnption, and to snrvey, just as we would
plot topographical)~ tl~e area of any other country.
Dr. BusH. Yes, sn·. ·
·
Senator TYDINGS, I tnke it that that international force would have
the right to go into any plant "·here suspicion seems to indicate that
atomic energy or atomic bombs might be in the course of manufacture.
Dr. Busn. I think ultimately that would certainly he the case.
Senator TYDINGS. And without all those things-and they are not
all, but some of them are preliminary things-there is nq hope of an
international agreement worthy of the name that would be effective.
Now, therefore, our tnsk seems to be not only to· get this international
agreement which might come quickly, but to get the implementation
of that international agreement so that it would be worth something.
Dr. BusH. Quite right.
Senator TYDINGS. So, in order to get that, we would have to ask
nations to alter their present ,governmental systems to the extent that
they would fit into the premise.
·
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J?r. BusH. Let's say their practice under the system, aml not necessarily the system.
.
·.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Their system of ingress and egress, and so on .
Dr. BusH. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. How do· you suppose we could best bring that
about i
Dr. BusH. I think we would bring that about, sir, to best adYantage
if we realize at the outset that it will take time, and if we have planty
of patience. I believe also that it will come about to best advantage
if we utilize the mechanism already set up .under the United Nations
Organization for that purpose; but in so doing we ought to use care
on one point particillarly. We should not overload the United Nations Organization with tasks that it cannot perform at the ontse.t.
Certainly e,;eryone wishes the United Nations Organizntion to be
a s~ccess, and in order to be a success it must particularly be successful m the first tasks that it undertakes; Hence, I urge that our recommendations to the United Nations Organization involve at first only
the pu,rts of this long program "·hich can be accomplished within a
reasonable time and with almost certain prospect of success iii their
fulfillment, and to step on from there to the point where .w·e arrive
at the situation you describe.
Senator TYDINGS. There must be a certain amount of candor in these
dis~ussions, and no idea of hostility toward any nation if '1e are to
aclueve progress.
Have you given thought to the matter that the delegates to the.
United Nations from any country will probably have to telephone
back to their own goveri1ments each time they commit their nation
to any intern;itional program? That applies in varying degree, according to the country nffected. Have you therefore giYen thought
to the question, if an international plan is to be set up, considering
all the difficuHic-s which need not be mention"ed of a chnnge in the
outlook of some governments toward inspection, and so on~ as to'
whether or not that task conld be best performed through the United
Nations Organization o·r by a meeting of the heads of the three or
four or five big po,vers of the world so as to prepare the groundwork
and make these long interchanges of communications between the
governments and the UNO workable?
·
Dr. BusH. I think we all know, Sen:ator, that any such large body
as will be the United Nations Organization·works to best adnntagc
with some of the principal participaiits having preliminary interehanges and preliminary discussions on every work that is contemplated.
Senator TYDINGS. You have answered my question. I take it you
think that the degree of success would be greatly heightened if, pre~
liminary to turning this over to the UNO to implement the basic
plan and the basic conditions, not all of them, not the mechanics in
detail, but the basic plan and the b~sic implementation be first agreed
to between the leading nations of the world .
. Dr. BusH. I think that would be excellent. I ,vould go so far,
Senator, as to say that the .objectives and the general plan should be
discussed, and then the first steps discussed in great detaiL because
no one, I think, can lay out the entire plan at the present time.
Senator TYDINGS. That was not my plan. First of alL .there must
be a meeting of the minds of the nations affected that they want to
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outlaw the atomic bomb, and then there must be a discussion of the
ways, and there are three or four principal things without which
you cannot make any progress .unless those three or four things receive some degree of settlement. .
.
Now, therefore, my question after this preliminary discussion is
this: Do you favor now a meeting of tLe?leading powers of the earth,
apart froin the UNO, through their chief representatives, whether
they be presidents or marshals or prime ministers or what not, to explore and prepare the preliminary ground before this is turned .over
to the UN01
·
.
Dr. BusH. We have already had one such set of discussions, and I
think E<nccessfully, and quite properly t~ia~ first discl?-s~ion oc?urr~d
between the three countnes that have prmc1pally participated m this
affair during the war. I think, as far as time allows, the more such
discussions there are the better.
Senator TYDINGS. Then, you would favor, I take it, now that the
three have agreed on their plan-that is, Canada, Great Britain and
the United States-and have presented it to the world, that before
the UNO deals with it that those three invite three or four more
of the leadinO' nations of the world to see if they accept the proposition
we offer, and under what conditions, and to see if a preliminary arrangement can be agreed to i
.
Dr. BusH. Apart from the exact mechanism, Senator, as to how it
is done, I certainly favor such discussions as are possible in the interval before the United Nat.ions meet, realizing there is not now very
much time.
Senator TYDINGS. When <lo you fnvor this meeting between the
leaders of the nations in the future for this purpose 1
Dr. Busu. I think, Senator, that I ·could not prescribe that. It
<lepends upon n great many things about which I know very little.·
Senator TYDINGS. Do you favor it as soon· as it can be held, or can
we put it ofn
'
Dr. Busrr. I don't think we could go into the details of specifying
how or when. I simply say that personally I am in favor of all
such discussions as can be arranged before we get into the large
meetings.
Senator TYDINGS. I think, too, from our answers, the obvious idea
involved is that to turn this over to the UNO without this preliminary
!'padework between the heads of the great nations is' to turn it over to
a society that will debate it to death, and that one will have to tnrn
it bnck to his or her government over and over again before any
action cnn resolve.
Dr. nusrr. "\Ve have no United Nations Organization at the present
time. An organization consists of people, and consists, also, of people
that have learned to work together. It will be some time before we
have an effective working United Nations Organization. ·
To tum over to the United Nations Organization the entire problem
at this time would, in my opinion, be absurd-Senator TYDINGS. Thank you for that specific answer.
· Dr. BusH. As absurd as to talk today about outlawing the bomb
before we have talked about the means by which outlawry of this
bomb and other weapons of mass destruction can be made in force.
If I mav add one other word, I think it is entirely proper to turn
to the Uni'ted Nations Organization the beginnings of the matter and
to hope that t.hey will take some initial steps fairly soon.
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Senator TYDINGS, I think I :follow you, but I would like to make it
a little more specific, and with no idea of being captious with it at all.
I take it you say now that, if we turn this whole problem over to
the United Nations Organization. for settlement, the prospect of success, which is so essential to this first undertaking; is not too bright;
and that therefore the great governments of the world should make
sure, through preliminary exploration and conference, that when it is
tumed over to the UNO there is that promise of success which we all
hope for.
Dr. Busu. I think that they ought to make plans so that the United
Nat.ions Organization will have something specific to work on: with the
definite assurance that the great powers are anxious to see the thing
move along that path and will cooperate.
Senator BYnn. ·what plans can we make? What should be done
prior to the meeting of the United Nations Organization to consider.
this matter? vVhat do you have in mind that can be done?
Dr. Bmm. I think one very great step was taken when the two Prime
Ministers and the President joined, studied the entire mntter, and
made a specific proposal and plan.
Senator TYDINGS. But there was nobody present at that conference
to accept it or reject it or to say, "That is all right. but how about doing
it this way, or how about lea Ying that. out and putting this in?"
.
Dr. Busu. That was one suggestion; there may be others. There
may be better ones, but tlwre ean be other conferences.
Senator TYDINGS. How can you get action if just three men give
out a statement when the recipients to whom that statement is directed
are not present? Do you see what I mean?
Dr. Busn. I don't quite follow you, Senator.
Senator TYDINGS. I mean to say this: Do you think that :you can
achieve the preliminary success in this undertaking without a further
conference of the leaders of the great nations of the world nncl particu~arly those that were not present when the three men gave out their
origmal statement?
Dr. Bus11. But note, Senator, that the declaration itself indicated
the desirability of further conferences among the great powers on
this same matter prior to the United Nations operations.
Senn tor TYDINGR. Do you advocate that they have that further conference now?
Dr. Brr~ll. I was entirely in agreement ,Yith that conference, with
that declaration throughout and that is one of the points in it.
Senator TYDINGS. I understand that, but we cannot let it hang right
up there> on the limb. ,vhere do we go from here?
Dr. I3usn. Senator. that is someone else's guess, and not mine.
Senator TxmNC:s. vVhat do yon mean? Dr. Busn. Well, that the President and the State Department proceed with the matter, as I judge they arc doing at the present time.
Senator TYnrnns. And try to bring others in this field to see if they
are in accord with th is offer that has been made?
Dr. Busrr. Either fornmllv or informally. I think there should be
further conversation, and I 'jm1ge such w-iii' occur, althongh I know
nothing about it.
Senator TYDINGS. Until that is done, the hope for handling this
successfully by the UNO is not too promising 1
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Dr. BusH. I think that the UNO will m1<lonb!l'dly have discussion
of this mat~er just as soon_ ns. it starts .. I iiotJe it wiil proceed ~cnva~d
the formntwn of a com1mss10n on this imbJecr. because I believe 1n
that commission, intPmationnlly, discussions in regard to details of
the plan cnn prom to best advantage.
· .
·
I think tlrnt that will io on from step !:(t strp, aml I hope that through
the next several years, when that is occurring. thnt there will be not
<•nly that procedure in the United Nations Oq,ranization, but also conti11i1ed confe.rences nmong the principal members. .
.
Senator TYDINGS. Dr. B11sh, yon nn<l the other men who have-preceded you have all indicate1l the same general npproach to it.
As a legislator that may haYe to take a stand on this sometime.
I believe the theory is pretty" clear, but I think where we are weak
is that nobody is presenting to us possible steps that should be taken.
They say eventually it should be decided by the UNO, but the UNO
may fall to pieces. It may be a great success. ·we may be a long
time in meeting. There may be obYious difiiculties, and they may
take up other matters.
·
·
. Now, in the meantime, isn't it important that what preliminary
work has been done be immediately followed up?
· ·
D1·. BusH. Yes; I think it is important that all of this be followed
up.
Senator TYDINGS. "Where will we follow it up?
Dr. BusH. Let me point ont that the declaration to which I refe1·1·c>d
llid.not talk in generalities. It made two very specific suggestioi1~ of·
immediate and rat.her simple steps that would go, in my opini011; a
considerable distance along the path that. yon outlined a moment ago;
and that path is exceedingly important as yon outlined it, because
I believe fully that even in the absence of intemntio11al agreements to
that effect, if there was frc>e interchnnge thmnghout this world, a
free flow of information that there is in this cour,try among the States
and which did not always exist, then we woulcl haYe removed threequarters or nine-tenths of the danger of great wars by that mechanism
alone. ·
Senator TYDINGS. Thnt goes_ bark to my qn~st ion that in some countries perhaps that free flow will not lw peruuttct!, and therefore how
can you achieve what you think is so desirable-and I agree· with. you
if it cnn be worked ou~withont haYing this nweting to prepare the
ground so that we can make progre;,s along these lines?
· Dr. BusH. It seems to me, Senn.tor, that the trend in this world is
nll in the direction of the free flow of information, the free flow of
· lmowledge that we haw,. talked ai.Jout.
·
·
· Now, it is 110(; true today that it. flows nnimpedetl everywhere, not
by any manner of means; but the trend is in that. tlirection, and I
believe if we encourage it sympathetic:illy. pa.tienUy. and in n realistic manner, that that can be brought about in tmw.
Senator TYDINGS. But how should we e11co11rage it1
Dr. BusH. I think the first step should be by the interrhnnge of
scientific information of a fundamental ancl basic character.
Senator TYDINGS. Can that be done until the other governments of
the world agree to meet us on that saii1e basis?
· .
Dr. BusH. I think the governments of the world "·ill be anxious to
meet us on that basi'.'".
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Senator TYDINGS. How can you achieve that without bringing the
heads of these govemments together?
.
.
·
Dr. Busn. I think that will be almost, but not quite, automatic.
Before the war we had full and free interchange in the scientific fields
to an extmordinarv extent. There may have been impediments here
and there, but there were certainly 110 more i1npeclimeuts internationally to the flow of fundamental scientific information than there
are internally in the flow of applied science in industry.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Hasn't that been changed somewhat recently1
Dr. BusH. During the war every nation, of course, placed restrictions; but the point is that we do not need to create a wholly new
situation. \Ve simply wish to return to the situation that occurred
previous to the war in reo-arcl to the flow of fundamental science and
to improve upon that.
e have had some indications in that regard
already, and in this very field.
.
'\Ve had the courage, and I think the wisdom, to publish the Smyth
report with a great deal of the fundamental information in it, which
was certainly a gesture, it was certainly im indication that we wished
to proceed down the path of free interchange of basic scientific information.
vVe have not yet gotten back to the point where scientists fhnY across
boundaries easily, lJecause of transportation difficulties; yet, a while
ngo, Russia invited a grnup of American scientists to visit them, nncl
that. was clone quite successfully.
I believe that by encoul'ngiug that pl'ocedure, by making it cleal'
that we as a country wish to encourage it, that we can bring thnt very
simple point about ,~,ithout very much difficulty.
Senator TYDINGS. Assuming that that simple point, "·hich is a good
point, is of such transcendental importance, and that this whole problem is like Damocles' sword hanging over all of civilization, it seems
to me that the natuml result that would flow from what you have said
is that there must be a meeting of the leaders of the gl'eat 11atio11s at
some place to arrive at an undersanding of the fundamentals that
must be present be:fore any of these things can take place.
Dr. BusH. '\Vhen it comes to the particular mechanism by which
governments and peoples get together, Senator, I think you ·are in a
better position to jucl.2:e what will ,rnrk effectively than I am.
Senator Trnnrns. The reaso!l I ask you this in such detail is that
I share your belief, as you imply, that this is a pretty big task to hand
over to the UNO as Oll(' of their first problems, and that if it fails,
civilization will be consumed with fear, and the one instrumentality
set up for the keepillg of the peace of the world will be given an
uwfullv fatal blow.
·
The1:efore it seems to me that :ts we are in this stage \Yhere we don't
want that to h:1ppe1°, antl \Ye are confrontet1 with that problem, that
it is a natural conclnsion that tl11~ heads of our great goYPrnmentsand 1 am a Democr:1.t. 11rnler,-ta11d me.
Dr. Busn. I thought you \Yere. Senator.
Senator TYDINGS. The beads of our great governments, i-ome fi\·e or
six of them in particular that T ,wm't name, have g:ot to get clown to the
table and see whether 01· not they can eliminate the fears that attend
the intPrdiange of infomrntion a11(1 the outhrn·ing of the bomb, and
all of that sort of thing, before you can proceed anywhere.
'
The United Nations cannot bind any gow.rnment internally.
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. Dr. BusH. We can remove the fear only as w.e make progress, and
1t will take us years to make progress to the pomt where the peoples
of the world can have the fear removed from their minds on the
atomic bomb.
.
But we can't get there in a moment by wishful thinking.. It is going
to take patience and hard work. Hence·/the things that I urge are, as
far as our influence extends, as far as the United Nations operates on
this matter, that we urge that they so step by step and deal only with
such steps as can be carried into eliect effectively, and do not try to
take the whole problem at 1nce and jump to a quick solution which
does not exist.
Senator TYDINGS. One of your first steps is that we must have thisinterchange of scientific information to eliminate fear and to free
genius, so to speak. How can you do that unless the leading nations
df the world agree on the fundamentals that must be present when
that solution is arrived at~
Dr. BusH. I think there will be no difficulty whatever in getting the
nations of the world to agree on the ultimate objective. The ultimate
objective is to abolish war. Short of that objective, there are other
objectives that are more easily attained, and those can be placed in
steps.
I would point out this: First, it will be possible when there is an
adequate system for obtaining full knowledge-and I don't call it an
inspection system; it is not necessarily in that explicit form-to remove
from the world at that time the fear of the use of atomic energy in
bombs, and also of other weapons capable of mass destruction, for
there are others that are just about as bad and might be worse.
Short of that, eYen, it may be possible by international 3:greement
and with full knowledge to remove the threat of sudden surprise attack.
If we could remove :from this world the fear of sudden attack by
_atomic bombs, or otherwise, we would have gone some distance. Now
there is a long path to proceed.
Senator TYDINGS._ But before you can eliminate one single "if" with
which your whole premise is studded, how can you remove one of them
until the leading representatives of these great nations, in many but
not in all cases the only men who can speak for their nations, eliminate the weeds and the undergrowth so that you can get a foundation in which you can plant this seed i
Dr. Busu. I have already.said that. I hope they will do just that.
Senator TYDINGS. And you wotil\l a<lvocate it in general terms'/
Dr. Busn. Yes.
Senator TYDIXGS. Then I thillk I have the answer to my question,
which I will s111nrnarize as follows: That t.his is too big a btsk for the
UNO to take. in its present form nncl u11tle1· present. ci1·c1m1stances with
a reasmiable l1ope of success.
Dr. Bi__;sn. ·without. all tlw hPlp that. can be giwn by prior
t·on feren ces.
Senator TYD[XGS. Aml tliat· 11at ion:,;, thrnugh Slll'h infon11ediaries
:1,.-; they may :wt up, either t.l1ro11gh din•d <l<'n l i1igs with gown1111e11tswhich is prefernule-or something similar, 111ust prep11re a vast field
of small but important details befol'li· any of these things that you
<lrsire or think are wholesome for ourselves in the world can follow.
Dr. Burn. That is right.
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May I go back to one point that you raised previously which comes
right in on that.
·
You spoke about an inspection system that would go into every
factory, that would go into great detail in every country.
Senator TYDINGS. Not necessarily go, but have the right to·go.
Dr. Busu. That is a very great difference. That is an ultimate situation. There are much simpler situations before that is necessary.
For example, for :m early step I think that the nations of the world
might readily agree that they would disclose to one another and make
available completely through the United Na.tions Organization foll
information in regards to the sources of ore of the principal fissionable
materials, that they ·would make known the movements of those ores,
the extent to which they are prepared and shipped.
Senator TYDINGS. All the rn:w matcrinlsi
Dr. Busn. All the raw materials. Now, we know what those are-.
We know just about ,Yherc they are in the ,vorld in general, and it
would not take a great insrwction systl>m to determine whether such
facts as were supplied by every nation ,rnre correct or not. In faet, it.
would take very little beyond t.he visit of a few geologists to the principal sites of the world, mining ellgineers, to know v.-Irnt the facts are
in regard to that.
·
Yet that very simple thing, if the nations of the world all khew
what every other nation ,ms doing in rrgnnl to the preparation of the
raw materials, would be a signincnnt step on tlie path that I have
outlined, and a step that could be taken ,Yith assllrance.
Senator TYDINGS. Obviously that would help, but let trn suppose tlu,t
in Canada-with no reflection on Cnnada, ,Yhich I pick out because
I am sure it would not happen in Can:ul:t-there were charted all the
places ,yhere urnnium exists thnt are known at present, and let us
suppose that some place up in the H mlsnn Bay conn try that is not verv
accessible to the outside ,,·orld tt new deposit of pitch-blend 01· m·anim;1
\Yas discovered; and let. us s11pp0Sl> that a g:r1mp of men who discovered
it clitl not communicate that·, for patriotic or other reasons, to the
Canadi:m Government or to· the ,rnr!d org:mization. ,v11at. would
you say to that 1
Dr. Buw. I think thPy won!tl han•. n H'l'Y tlifiicult time, indeed,
even if there were no international in~pection f'_ystern, becallse thev
would neecl to consult gcologistti and 111ining engineers. They ,rnnlZI
need to purdrnse rni11i11g equi prnent.
Senator TYDJNos. l don'!'. menu to manu faci nre it; I mean to let it
lie there. They woulcl just discover that it. wa~ there, and would not
do anything about. it, but would not report it .
Dr. Jh;sn. ,vell, 'iYhy WO'l'ry~
Senator TYDINGS. 1Vhy worry? ,vell, I would wnnt to know where
t.he ra\Y material is; it is essential that we know where all the raw
material is.
Dr. Buc:n. Bnt it i:, far m01·e importa1d to knrrn· ,Yhether the Taw
mnterinl is lit·.inµ: minrd and processed.
Senator TYlll xt:;;. Yon are ~1':11;! ing 0111 by saying. "I-f we knmY ,rlwl'c
the rn,Y material is." ,vlrnt I nm getti11g at is that thl'n we might ,rnrk
on the supposition that thern is '!'aw 111:llerial which \Ye do not know
about.
There wouldn't. be any bank rolibe.rs if eYel'ybotly would abide by the
la\\·s of t.he State.
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Dr. BusII. My policy is a small step, but I think a significant one
ancl relatively easily enforced, because I think a relatively simple
fystem of gathering 0£ information would disclose the salient and
principal £acts. There might be some that would escape, but I don't
think they would be significant. ,
.
·
·.
Senator TYDINGS. Having in mind Pearl I-fa1·bor, and other instances which I won't delineate, as one; who has some little responsibility I would be pretty reluctant to exchange information with the
world unless I knew that the preliminary steps had all been taken
first so as· to make certain that exchange dicl not impair our own
safety.
Dr. BvsH. Certainly; so would I.
Senator T:rnINGs. Thernfore I want to know before we exchange
that information, if that were deemecl wise on thorough thought,
whether or not the other nations ,Yere really going to permit this
exchange and have an open and al)oveboard transact.ion, or whether
we were going to be in somewhat the situation we arc in today.
Dr. Brnm. That is why, Senator, I ~rnulcl proceed hy stages, step
· by step, on a system, if you wish to call it so, o-f partin 1 payments, so
that the accomplishment of each step successfully will, in the eyes of
the world, prepare the way for tlw next one, so that confideuce in an
internatioual organization will be grndunlly developed ovcr the years,
am{ so that-incidentally, and n very important point-there wilJ be
d~velop<:>d within the Unitecl Nations 0l'ganization an inspection system under n commission which has great pri1le in its accomplishment
and great rsprit de corps. That is possiLIP, and when that o~cms we
may aradually ccme to have confidence in iti:; pro11011ncc•mt•11ts antl to
feel that it knows the facts on which it makes those prono1111cement:-.
WhPn that day arrives. we will liaYe come to the ·point· whrre ,ve
ca.n make enforceable national agreements for the purpose of remov- ·
ing from tlie scene the principal methods of mass ·clestruction, whntf!vPI' they may be, but not lwfore that; and I believe that our steps at the
pre:;e11t time should be planned to de~elop that situat iou gradually
and definitely, an<l we should have all the patience in the world in so
d~n~
.
Senator TYDINGS. I have just one more question. There is nothing
morn cli11ic11lt. to outlaw than the atomic bomb. is there'{
Dr. Bmm. Oh, I think it ~s equaJJy dillicult to outlaw any othe1· mass
weapon.
.
Senator 'J.'ynJ'xG:,:. ,Yhy shouldn't we ontlaw everything, while ""e
are ohtl:nying the atomic bomb-the batt.le:ship, the artillery, ancl the
whole Lusiness? '\Yhy stop at the atomic bomlJ?
· Dr. Busn. The idea, Sena.tor, is to stop "·ars. I am against wars of
t·,·c11·y kind c::tJTit'tl on by c,·pry mean:,.
SfJHltor 'J'YD1xc:s. I agrl'e with yon; l,ut·. why <lo m~ limit this to
the atnmic .\>omb'I \Vhy don't we go :it tlH~ whole thing at 011e tiiud
Di·. lk:-1( I mn1l<l not limit it to the :1(ou1ie bon1\J. 1 wonltl say,
'·Lt>t's 1·1•m<1ve from the world the fon1· of en•ry oth•. 't' 1',l':IJHH! of mass
1kst rneti<in ancl let's 1·pm0Yc from the wor!cl finally· a foa :· of war
itsPlf."
SP1rnto'l' '.l'YIHX<JR. How?.
Dr. B1;1-,n. Hy the path that you llllll I have cliscnssC'd, autl onr
:1 pPriod of niany years in which we will have to have pntil'nce aml
1,1·1·st•1·pr:rnct\ to ll'ork through the U11itl•tl Nations Organization· antl
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to support it; but if that doesn't work, to try again by other means
and to keep on trying until we succeed in producing an inter1'1ational
system under which we can remove wars.
··
The C11AIRJ1IAN. Dr. Bush, I am more impressed every day with
what Aristotle said, that politics was the art of the impossible; and
it is rarely repeated.
·
I am a little bit disturbed about these long periods of time that you
envisage in getting control of this problem.
Now, we have a weapon that, pi·oduced in any kind of quantity and
used aggressively, could wipe half the population off the earth by action of the other half. This, I presume, is known to the statesmen of
the world; I don't say it is known to all the peoples of the world.
Don't you feel any sense of urgency a'bout trying immediately to
accomplish an over-all control of this thing?
Doesn't. it worry you any that these steps are to be taken years apart?
Don't you feel that the accomplishment of the art by other nations will
make 1wrhaps more difficult t.he mechamcs of control? Is there not
something to be said' for the laying down of an ov.er-all control plan
that is fair and equitable so that the fear, of the peoples of the world
can be removed at the soonest possible moment, and that we won't
have to go along this long series of years with that fear overriding
everybody?
Dr. Busu. Senator, there is a difference bet.ween the sense of urgency
and the sense of panic. I have, indeed, a sense of urgency. The
problem should be attacked at once, as you gentlemen are attacking it.
It shoulod be analyzed, and we must proceed with expedition down the
path.
But that. is quite a different thing from the sense of panic that wants
a solution overnight. There is no solution overnight.
The danger, as I see it, is this: The American people are a great
peopfo, but they have one fault that I know full well. They like
· imnwdiate, over-all solutions, uncl on this particular matter we are,
all of ns, tired of hearing about. atomic bombs and a·tomic energy. I
may be more tired than you gentle.men are, because I have been thinking about it intensely for G years; but you gentlemen, everyone, are
tired of hearin,g about this thing.
e, all of us, wish we could sudclenly remove this threat and eould forget this element. ,ve can't.
Thr danger, as I see it, is that in that mood, quick-The C11.\f!CIL\N. I don't want to interrupt, but don't you feel, Docf or, that mankind is so constitutccl that it depends upon the intent
of the purpose with which you approach an objective as to whether or
not you are going to get that objectivei
Dr. Bmm. The point of view of mankind will depend upon whether
prog1·p,;s is being•mnde, not upon whether a solution is brought out
immPrliately.
The thing that. I nm afraid of is that in the urge to get too qniek
solutions, }\·e may do thinl!s that are not wise.
LPt me go back to one other point of your remarks, which I want to
en large upon.
Senator V,\XDE:s.mmn. You discriminate behvcnn hy,;trria flll(l prurh•nce?
Dr. Bus1r. Quite rig-ht, sit·.
The Crr.-\THMAN. I hope that the questions that I suggested <lid not
rle11o!e any state of hysteria. on my part, Doctod
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Dr. Busn. No; but I think you. felt as I do, that there is some
hysteria as this thing is thought about.
•
But I want to make two points : First, you spoke of a situation
where there are enough atomic bombs in the world to destro:y a large
part of civilization. That situation does not exist today. Now, of
course, I don't want an open ses·sion to go into the question of how
many b<;>mbs are available, or :my such thing; but every country, every
people m the world, knows that today we have not got such great·
quantities that that statement would be true in its generality. · .
The CHAIRMAN. We would have to make that knowledge in•ailable,
though, before we got any other country to agree to turn up the uranimn sources they have, wouldn't we?
·
·
Dr. Busu. We would; and under proper circumstances and proper·
controls I would be entirely in favor of making it known.
· Senator H1mrnNLOOPER. I get the impression from your statement,
Doctor, that there are two things i~volvcd here: One is the physical
and mechanical development of this monster we have created, that that
is our respon~ibility, that we have it along with England and Canada,
but that ,ve cannot hope to arrh·e at any point of mutual confidence in
the world until the moral guestions are settled.
.
Those moral questions mvolve the moral attitude of other nntions.
I would like to ask you this: Do you think there is any remote hope
of any security against the use of atomic energy as a weapon until those
~no1·al problems have been substnntinlly solved withm the nations
themselves?
.
Dr. Busu. )Vell, it is all according to what you mean by "moral,"
Senator.
·
Now, I come from New England. My forebears came from Cape
Cod. There are small towns on Cape Cod that live in peace, nnd yet
I wouldn't wnnt to say that they do so because they are highly moral
in the specific i:.ense. But they have an understanding; they have a
basis of interchn11ge. The word "mornl," I think, carries too much.
Senator H1c1rnN1.0ol'EH. I mean in the brondest sense. Perhlli.)S I
should amplify or explain thnt. a little.
There nre certain nntions in the world today that are very vitally
interestt!d in controlling atomic energy becnusc the peoples of those
nations haw a fair unclerstnnding of its potential or its nctnal power.
Tlwre are other nations .. Let's, just for the sake of our discussion
here, go lrnck to the conditions in Germany befo1·e this pre:'ient war
start(•tl, where the people were kept completely in ignorance of many
of the things that went on in the world and were fed a pl'Opaga11da
that only suited the needs of the lenders.
In that cnsl', if there should have been, or if there were. any moral
weight to be l'Xl'rcisl'd by the 1wople of GN·many, it. .dirl not have a
chance to be rxerted or exercisl'd becnuse of propaganda that di1·ected
their thinking. .
.
·
Now, until the peoples of the mol'e or less enlightene11 nations of
tlw world p1·etty 11niYi'rsally know "·hat they are facing in tlw possi- ·
bi lit y of H1is atomic pmwr, <lo you tliink WP have too 1111wh chance
of gPtting nn~· mornl snpport-I me:in tlw hom•st. Wl'Il-i11h-ntio11ed
support-of nll of tlirsc 'nations?
Dr; Hmm. Yes; I <lo. Eig·l1t years ago there wl'nd.wo eonntl'ie~ in
the world whose people liad been traine(l for over a generation
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to prepare for a war of aggression, Germany and ,Jnpan. .'The leaders
of those countries had their peoples so propagancbzed and so unde1·
eontrol tl1at they did not know the "·orlcl situation; and that ,Yas an
enormous threat to the world, and ont. of it came..a great war.
No such situation exists today, and those two nations are conquer.eel
and under control and should remain so. ,ve have no nations in·the
world today that do not wish a long, fruitful period of pence; and in
my opinion, every country is anxious to bring that about, not only the
peoples of every country but the rnlers of every country.
have
no situation as then existed.
·
\Ve will have misunderstandings; "·e will have fridion; we will
have clifliculties. But I nm perfectly sure, persollally, that tht>rc is 110
clanger of great wam bn,aking out until there has been time to "·ork
this thing cnt w.ith c:ue nnd deliberation, allll fully; and in thnt sense,
I am optimistic; I believe it can be done.
Senator I-1H.m.ENL01w1m. Is it not possible that, either nf.t.w 01· within
some reasonable time in the foture, the leadership of some nations
may persuade their people that it is desirnLle to have space, that they
may personally ch•sirc peace, and yrt is it no{. possible thatthey may
be willing to adopt a policy of wa1· in order to oLtain their mrn end::i 1
Isn't there a clanger that the leadership of some nations might desire
pl'ace bul still cling to the poEcy of war as national policy? .
Dr. Busn. '\Ve have got to be sure, of course, th:it there will be no
more Hitlers or Tojos, all right. I-ImrnYe1·, that is not a question
merely of a nile of a connt l'Y by a single pel'son.
e lmve got to be
sure that no nation, over a long pel'iod of years, Lecomes oriented in
the dil'cclion of coll(ptcst. That can come nbout. if we have the right
intematiennl rn1rlerstancling, so that the nation thnt became thus
oriented would immediately become a pnriah among nations of the
e:1rth.
·
CH co111·se, ~,·e have gone through that. ,vc have seen Hitler rise
to power in Germany and, step by ~tPp, many of them .rather obvious,
pt·r·p~tre for this war. ,v1i:1t he ,rn,, doing 1.rn,i eYident to eYery one,
tn all nations; yet the nation,;; either did not have the courage or
alJil ity or .-ision to stop the march of that machinery working toward
war.
B11t that is not the situation to(lay, the situntion I have mentioned.
T!iat :,;itunlion is absent nm,. Th,•11 the nations of the earth did not
join and make that nation. Gcl'ma11y. a pariah. If the.y had, we never
would have had a war; Gcrm:111y could not h:1ve started it.
Senator Hrc1rnNL001'EH. I like your statement very much, Doctor,
a1Id I thi11k you have giwn ns a. lot of foocl for thought.
However, I had a rathl'r strong foeling-I am not at all encouraged
to think that we will be nble to clo too mneh, in immediate or positive
agreements, until the peoples of thl' countriPs i11volved began to exert
their moral influence. I feel that perha.p;; WP. "·ill, whether we like
it or not, faec i;ub,,lnntial delay; and I do frel thnt it. might be in this
period of delay that we perhaps might have to exert our greatest
fortitude.
·
Dr. llusn. This is the periorl. l'ight now, wlH'll it must: be done
and when we mus£ not Jose time and \Ylwn we should proceed with all
possible diligence. 'NmY is the time.
Senator TYDINGS. May I ask t.he doc-tor a question'?
The CnAIRllfAN. Certainly, Senator.
Dr. Busn. I would be glad to have you do so.
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Senator TYDINGS. Do you think it is possible to accomplish in the
world a free exchange of scientific know ledge-in a world. that does
not permit the free exchange of religious knowledge?
. .
Dr. Busn. I haven't thought of that particular parallel, Senator.
If you are making a premise tlrnt the world does not permit the interchange of religious knowledge and that that will continue, I would
say_"yes"; I think that is true. .
. ·· · .
~owever, I disagree w~th yon when it comes to science, because;!
thmk that the flow of scientific knowledge can .be brought about m
the world largely as it was under the ·conditions which existed before·
this war.
·
· Senator TYDINGS. Well, why can't the flow of religious lmowledge,
likewise, be brought about?
·
Dr. Busu. ·wen, Senator, I am an engineer, primarily. · I would
not try to qualify as a mrtn schooled in religion and its international
aspects.
·
Senator TYDINGS. I agree with yonr premise that the spread of
scientific knowl()dge all over the world would be a very desirable
thing, if we could get it done, if it could be accomplished. I would
like to have thought move freely and remove the barriers to thinking.
But I do feel this, that if we cannot do it in one field, what hopes
may we have that we can do it in another field 1 If freedom of the
111.ind is interdicted, so to speak, by the Government in one of the
oldest and strongest traditions, why is it reasonable to believe that
the freedom of the mind will not be interdicted in this other field of
science?
Dr. Busn. Science, Senator, has always been more or less free; it
has always had a flavor of internationalism, you lmow.
Senator TYDINGS. So has religion.
Dr. Busn. It has alwtt_ys been:· the practice of the scientist to 1iublish his discoveries so that his colleagues ail over the world can read
them. And, ns the scientists become more nnd more specialized, they
will become more and more international.
There is a reason for that. Suppose we htke the field of mathematics. The man who is in the top rank of mnthematicians may
publish a paper. In this paper which he may pLiblish there may not
be more than 8 or 10 men in the whole world who can read tlmt and
understand it, who can go into such an intensely specialized thinking.
And those 8 or 10 will not be Jocatecl in his country, they will be nll
over the world.
Titos,.' mrn "·ill rea,l that publication, no mntter where they are
locate<l: nn<l by reacling- that. publication a11d nn1lerstanding his thinking, they will be his eolleaµ:ues. That is intemational.
Senator T1·nD;os. l\1tt, snppo>1e that 1nn11 i,; wit allo_well to send 0~1t
his thought'?
DI'. Brnrn. ,vell, I n111 c:irnply saying: that in this part:ic11la1· field
it is easier to bring about the international pul_l than otherwise.
Senator 'l\-·m~w-;. I think it is logical, ns yo1t say, that perhaps you
can achieve more success in other parallel fields than in religion.
Nevertheless, where there is a reticence on the part of the government concerned, where tl}ere is a feeling that the national safety
might be endangered, there is another situation. Suppose that the
government believed it imperative to suppress. that knowledge;
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whether or not it rightly believes so, they might hold that information back, having the preservation of the government in mind.
Dr. Busn. Right. nnd it is that hesitancy to allow free interchange
o:f knowledge that ":e shall Irnve to overcome. I think we can overconie
it. I think it wi 11 be comparatively easy, in the field of science.
Senator Jo11NS01<. I have heard what the other Senators on this
con1111ittPe have sn id about your presentation. I want to add that
I think it is very logical and comprehensive, and I enjoyed it very
murh. I wo'llld like to refer you to some of the conversations between
you and Senator Tydings before the. Senator got into the question of
theology, his first line of questions.
It seems to me that international factors are something like the
game of checkers. First it is your move, and then it is the other
fellow's move. Now, as I see it, Britain, Canada, nnd the United
States, the nations possessing the knowledge of the atomic bomb,.
have made the first·move.
. They met at a conference and laid down a very simple formula for
the interchange of atomic knowledge, and, especially, the controls
to be placed over the atomic bomb.
The other nations have not made so much progress yet in the atomic
bomb, but it is their moYe, isn't it? There is no way in which you
can compel anot.her nation to take an interest in the control of the
atomic bomb, if they don't have that information. W_e have the
atomic bomb. ,ve created it. We have laid down a broad basis for
its interchange.
Now, if they don't come along nnd say, "All right., I am interested,
although I do not altogether like your terms; I would like to see some
amendments to yonr terms, but I am interested," if tlwy don't make
such a move, yo~1 are almost. stymied, it seems to me, in going about
settling the question in which Senator Tydings is so interested, the
international control of atomic bombs and atomic energy.
I would like to go to nnotht·t· question t.Jrnt you rnised in your
prepared statement.
You refer to atomic energy as a source of steam power and of
electrical power. You say that we will, in due. course, and not
necessarily a long course into the future, have that available.
As I recall it., when Dr. Ln11gm11ir was here, he touched upon this
question.
He indic:ited thnt the peacetime and domestic potentialities of
atomic ellergy are trivinl, as comriarcd to its wartime possibilities, its
destrudive possibilities. I think he used the wonl "triYial.'' I think
he waB speaking in relntive terms.
If I remember his statrment correctly, he e111phasizrcl that you
cannot create steam or other power. with uranium; that yon cannot
use atomic energy for sneh purposes without that energ)' haying an
atomic bomb-Senator VA~DiiN"nE1tr.. l'otc>ntin liiv.
Senator JOHNSON. Yes; an atornic-bornb potrntiality.
That is,
every plant which you are nsin~ for making power would be, essentially, connected with the possill]e creation of atomic bombs.
I listened to a cliscu,:sion, not. wry long ago, where they were talking
about the industries of Germnny. They seemed to agr('e that we have
got to crush the indnstries in Germany that arc mnking sk('l bridges,
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that we haYe got to crnsh them, that we have got to destroy them,
because ai1 industry which can make steel bridges can make weapons
of war.
·
· ·
The feeling was that war and industry are so closely interrelated in
, this machine age, in this aclvaiiced age, ·that every· manufacturing
possibility, every inclustrinl possibility, is also a warmaking possibility.
Now, my question is this: Until the over-all internn.tional question
of the development lllld q1e control·of atomic power has been made, is it
safe to go ahead and be thinking of the domestic and industrial applications of uranium energy 1 .
.
.
.
Dr. Br;sn. ,vell, Senator, there seems to be nothing safe in this
world. Let me, however, expand on this point of yours a moment
before I answer.
·
I think that before this cmi1111ittec finishes these hearings it ought
to bring before it one or two engineers that can answer the questions
you want answered better than I can, in regard to the industria 1 possi.bilities in this field. I am an engineer, it is true, but I think I aJn a
bit rusty as an engineer.
·
I can suggest a number of people whose names come immediately to
mind who know the power-plant situation. I think you should have
those people to testify as to those matters.
AR I unclerRtand it, I think that the situation is this:
The power applications of atomic energy are not trivial 111 any
absolute sense. ,vater power-Senator JonN80N. I am talking about in a relative sense.
· Dr. BusH. W'ell, if you want me to go on to that point, I would
say that it is very difficult. to compare atomic energy in industry as
Ollposed to its <lest.rnctive power in war. They are not quite COlll'parahlc. I would not want to try to ~ive yon a relative fignre on that
aspect.
.
But, speaking aho11t the industrial power application of atomic
energy, I say that I think it is not triYial. "Tater power is eertainly
not triv.ial. It is an important sour(·e of pmYer, in spite of the fact
that we have coal and oil.
Now, as I see it, the distinction if', wilh respect to the utilization of
atomic energy, largely the.same l).S with respect to water power, about.
the same kind of distinction. In orclrr to develop power by atomic
eneqry, yon l~:n-e to ha\"c an ex1wnsivc pla11t. This is also trne with
a hydroelectrw plant.
You h:we to consider the total cost. that iR involved in the price of
the power. There is the cost of operation, including the eost of fnel
i;ml the eost of the plant, thr. nnwi·ti:r.ation aml the interest on it, and
the other eosts.
A hydrnelecric.' plant ha,: a hig-h co,:t, yet hydr<ll'lr!dric ener1-!Y competes with coal and oil aml hydroelrctrie c>nergy hns · been wry
important in t.Jw rconomic dewlopmcnl of eertain nation!'.
Now, in this field of atomic energy, looking aheacl, there are. certainly certain possibilities of 1le.wlopiug·powrr in large quantities fol'
steam and clectrieal 1n11·posPs without a11y fnp] roRts.
,vc do not kno"· what the cost of the plnnts will be, the· atomic
e11ergy plants, hut I cannot se<', myself, "·hy they should be VPr,V much
grrat.er than thr cost of the stPam plants.
Now, if that is the case., it ean make:! nry conRidPrable difference in
the economy of some of the other nal 1011s of t.he world. It may 110t
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make so niuch difference to us. vVe have oil, coal, hydroelecti-ic power.
"\Ve have our power sources pretty well developed. But it would. certainly make a much greater diiference in some of the undeveloped
parts of the world, particularly where they have got natural resources
and no power at the present time.
. ·
I believe, therefore, that ultimately and over a period of years we
will see power come in this fashion. I think it will produce not sudden
transformations but a gradual lowering of the cost of power, which
will make a difference in the industrialization of tho countrv which
utilizes atomic power.
I do not think that we will see it running the :family automobile; its
subdivision is not easy. I do not think that we will see it immediately
becanse there are problems concerned with safety.
Let me say another thing: I think it is fortunate that atomic energy
has an application for power purposes as well as an application for
explosive purposes. I nse the word "fortunate" because there will
be a great urge among the peoples of this earth to use such fissionable
materials for power purposes where they can confer tt benefit.on the
general national economy, rather than to leave them stored up simply
in the form where they can be used for atomic bombs.
I think that will be one of the factors which we will face as we work
toward a solution, as we work toward a general understanding, ,vhere
the use will be for power purposes and not otherwise.
Senator JOHNSON. But, Doctor, in your comparison of electric power with atomic power, it seems to be that you overlook the fact that
in the use of atomic power, uranium power, that that is just one step,
one very important step, to,vard the creation of atotnic bombs.
That is, it seems to me, thi\t there must be two steps. First, you
have to collect large amounts of uranium. That is the first and most
i1t1portant step. Then, the second important step is the process of creating explosives. It is a step in the creation of an atomic bomb.
· Now, yo.u do not have those two steps in hydroelectric :power or in
the creation of electric power, and I think that was the pomt that Dr.
Langmuir was referring to.
Dr. Ilusrr. Now, if you are raising the question, Senator, of whether
we should start making fissionable materials, at the present time, internationally-Senator JoHKSON. No.
Dr. Busrr. I would say we are not ready to llo that in any case, so
we might as well·forget that part of it. But fissionable mat:el'ials ttre
goi11g to be made.
The Cu.\IR11L\N. They are going to lJe made?
Dr. Busn. They are going to Lie made, of course.
Senator JoIIKSON. That is 11ot n1y point. My point is simply that,
until we have an intp1·nntional control set np over atomic bombs, is it
safe to go ahead with the use of uranium in the creation of powed
I have in mind the fact that we have been talking here about inspection. and espi01_1age a~1d n.11 those things, of discovering the amount
of uramum that 1s available and whether anyone else has atomic
bombs stored bad{ some place in their safety vaults. "\Ve have· all
those questions involved.
Now, is it safe to go ahead and use uranium in the creation of power
1111til these iutemationnl quest.ions are settled?
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Dr. Busu. My point, Senator, is this: Whether it is safe or not is .
beside the point. "\Ve do not have any means, effectively, to prevent
. it from being done, at the.present time, and we won't have for some
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'tis it snfer' you ask. It seems to me a quest10n we cannot answer
until the time when we have come to have effective enforcement of
intemational control.
.
'
Now, at this time, I make this point: Since fissionable materials can
be mied in power plants, where they wm confer a great industrial
benefit., there will be an inclination on the part of nations, generally,
to use that power, rather than to hold it in an inactive, nonproductive
form, simply as material for bombs.· ·
As I see it, if the nations of the world feel sufficiently secure in their
international relat.ionsh ips, they will do that very thing and use fissionable materials to generate power.
·
·
-~ow, you say ai1cl it has been said by others that it can be taken out
and made into bombs. Certaii1ly it can.
You can do it. But when you do tha.t, you shut the power plants
down. It can be faken out as bombs but it takes a considerable time
to do it. Certainly, if it is being used in the power plants, the danger
of its sudden, surprise use is remote.
Moreover, if it is in use in the power plants, it would be very difficult indeed to take it out of there and make it into bombs without its
being internationally known, becnuse ~,ou could hardly do it without
disrupting the entire power situation in the country where it is being
used for important industrial purposes.
. Hence, I say by all means let us bring the time up when this material
cnn be used for industrial purposes to such great a,lvantage. That is
the way it should be used, for the good of the world, and that is the
natural way that people will use it, for indust1-ial pmposes.
Senn tor AUSTIN. May I ask a quest.ion 1
·
The CHAIRMAN. Certainlv.
·
Senator Am,TIN. l:r\. your statement you speak of the five points
that you think the legislature ought to consider in determining the ·
policy or declaring the policy of the country with respect to this
matter.
Yon speak of, first, this vnst machine, the physical plnnt, the stock
pile of materials and the varied applicntions that lmve been made
or can be made of the scientific aspects of the matter, the special
knowledge.
You say that we should ·consolidate our position rather than retreat from that and that we should mnintain what we have gained
thus far.
The question arises in connect.ion with your last remark, concerning the cost, the money cost to the taxpayer of performing thnt first
function to be carried on. My question is, can that first function be
carried on and continued in our economy unless we do utilize these.
th.in gs in an industrial way~ .
\;
. cn·n we continue, in other words, to maintain a city of 75,000 people
on our pay roll, operating a huge plant such as we have nt Oak Ridge
and as we have at other places, though not so large; can we con- ·
tinue thn.t in our economy unless we do progress to the point where
the thing begins to pay for itself?
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Dr. Busn. Until we arrive at the time where we can disarm inter1rntionaJly, with assurance and with the ~uaranty and the knowledge
that it is going to be done by all peoples m the world, until we arrive
at that time :ind until. we arrive at the point where we have inte).'national; -enforceable understandings generally, this Nation has got
to retain its sti·ength.
There is no question about that. The cost of remainin~ strong is
going to be large. There is no question about that., eit11er. How
should that cost be distributed among the various elements?
That should be determined by the people who study that and have
gre;i,t, detailed knowledge pf it, who can say what size Army we need,
what size and natur~ Navy we need, and what amount of money we
need td produce atomic bombs, and so on.
I cannot tell you offirnnd what fraction of our effort ~hould be
thus distributed on the atomic-energy angle, but I do feel sure that
the plants we have at the present time should be kept oper:iting.
t:ienator Au·sTIN. Yon do feel sure, then, tlrnt we should keep organized this :very technical group of scientists, who are, at-the present
time, g/adually separating from the organization 1
Dr. Busn. Yes. That group is rather disintegrating at the present
time, naturally.
I feel that we should, at the earliest possible moment, complete n
proper and deliberate study of what the legislation should be. .
I think we should quickly decide whether it should be in t.he hands
of a coh1mission, the control over this matt-er, rathei· than in the Wnr
Department, as at the present time. The )Var Department itself has
suggested that transfer to a civilian commission and I think it is a
wise step.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel that some of the Rcientists have
left these projects because of "uncertainty," Whatever that may menn,
or because tlwy have been working on making bombs and they are
not particularlv interested in that 1
·
Dr. BusH. ·why, Senator, let me answer that rather generally, because that brings up an odd situation.
I was put in a position, during the war, by the action of President
Roosevelt, where I had a great deal of responsibility :for keeping the
scientists in the plants, enforcing the security regulations and the
like.
Now, no scientist likes to be regulated in any way whateve1;. However, it is nPcessary, we all know, in time of war, to have enforceable
security regulations, which do not fit well with a group of scientists.
The CHAIR1\IAN. Bnt "·hich they obey under the compulsion of war?
Dr. Busn. But which they obe,y under the patriotic impulse, their
patriotism in time of ,rnr, and "·hich they accepted very well indeed
in this country. I nm proml of them, :( am proud of "·hat they did,
these scientists connected with my organization.
I think we have a riµ:ht to be proud. In regard to security during
this war, they did a grand job, holding things secret that :ohonld be
held secret.
NeYertheless, no scientist likes to be subject to control. that is
inherent in a scientist and I wonlcl not expect him to like it and he
would not be a good scientist if he did.
Now, we ha,;e had a Yery long period of time during which the
scientists in this country have yoluntarily submitted to arbitrary con-
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trol. The question is not whether it was too riO'id at one point or
another or not rigid enough. · ';['hose are. details: T11ose controls had to.
be there and they were there; bttt they chd not hke them.
··
·. ,
·when the war was over, I fully expected that the scientists in this
country would begin to break loose of such controls and would make
a great deal of the point that they have been kept under rigid control.
I have been surprised thnt there has been as little said on that subject
ns there has been. I have been surprised that the sciei1tists not only
during war patriotically submitted themselves to an organization in
which they did not feel natural, but I was also surpris!)d that, at the
t'nd of the war, ·so little outcry has been made about it. The scientists
ha ,,e done very well indeed and I nm proud of them.
The CHAIRlllAN. But that is one of the reasons, this release from
patriotic compulsion, war compulsion. Don't ·you think that that is
the reason why a good many of them have left? ·
·.
.
Dr. BusH. Yes, for that reason, of course, with the war, being over.
Most scientific men, engineers, and so forth, felt a great inclination to
leave the development of weapons, and so forth, and get back to their
normal pursuits. That is only an inclination which is natural, not
only natural, but a "·ise one.
·
.
It is "·ise, becanse we need in H1is country plenty of scientists in
industry to aid -in reconversion. '\,Ve need; also, men in the colle~es
to train returning ve~erans. ~l!-e to. ou~ manpower J?Olicies durmg
the war, we have a decided deficit m scientists and techmcal manpower.
The effects of this deficit in this country we will feel for many yenrs.
There has been a natural inclination for scientists and technical
men to leaYe war work and get back into industry and universities
and that is ,yhere they should be. That disintegration, as you called
it, that has extende<l throughout the entire range of warTesearch and
development is going on in my own organization. We are down to,
about 5 percent of om· maximum operation.
e are carrying on a certain amount of work, primarily on medical
research. on new instmctions from the President, rather than· havi11g
an abrupt termination. However, practically all of oln· work on
weapons has been.stopped siuce the war has been over.
·
So, of course, the men want to go back and they are correct. They
should go back.
·
Now, ·iu this 1iarticulnr field, the:;;e scientific men have done a very
difficult job; it has been a hard ";ork and they are all tired out, they
want to get away from the war.
Senator RussRLL. The scientists and the soldiers are GI J oes under
the skin.
Dr. Bc.tstt. That is right, they haYe the same feeling about it. The
scientist, due to the nature of his training, had to serve in the laboratory
rather than in the field, but they both think the same way about it.
Seuator V ANnRXIIEBG. I imagiue you could not compete with industry, in the scieutific field, when it comes to pay?
1\11·. Bmm. In the Manhattan projrct, under contract with some of
the companies we had competition. I think there is no rrason why we
shonlcln't bl' able to compete in n reasonable way.
·
However, I do not think tlrnt that is quite the p(linL I do not think
tlrnt the mntter of salary usually enters into. it.
The CHAinllfAN. I have some more questions, hut I do not want to
111011opolize this hraring. Do any other Senn tors have questions?

,v
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. Senator HrnirnNLOOPER. I have just one. question here.
The CnAIRllIA~. Certainly, Senator.
·
.
Senator Hrn;rr~NLOOPER. And I just wanted to ask you this, Doctor.
Assume that a nation of the size and resources that we have will niake
promises not to use atomic power for bombs. Assume that sec1,etly, in
the. minds of its leaders it intends to go right ahead and pursue a policy
of making b()])l bis.
·
In your mi1lll is there, at this time, any effectiYe control against such
deceptio11?
.
·
Dr. Busn. At this time?
Senator Hrn1rnNLOOrF.n. Yes.
Dr. Bmm. At this time-Senator H1cKENLOOI'1m. At. this time or within the reasonably near
future. I mean, is there any effective Control except in the sense that
we might be preparell to use immediate force when we find out a bout it i
In other words, other than force, the use of force at the present time,
do you think that ,ve can clefend ourselves against a nation which
might be following what might be called a dishonorable attitucle, giving Iii) service toward peace and seemingly in confoi·mance but
secretly not?
Dr. Busu. '\Vell, thc,re is nothing improper about any nation arming
itself in order to maintain its security to a reasonable .extent. We are
doing so, other nations are doing so, and it is quite appropriate. I
feel that the way. in which they do it is up to the 1rnJion, thnt it is not
our affair at the pre~ent time and should not be until they han arriYed
at international cleavage. There is no violation of an agreement, because none exists.
Now, if you are looking t.owarcl the future where there may be s11ch
an agreement, I would say let us appro"ach this problem in such a way
, that when those agreements have been made they will be kept and not
avoided.
In order to do so, let us go forward, let us make those agreements
in snch steps that each step will be one which the nations can and will
wish to carry out.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. And that is the reason for your strong recommendation that we take this matter progressively by stages?
Dr. Busn. Yes, sir.
Senator Hrc1rnNLOOPJ~R. And not attempt to rush full-blo,Yn into it
in the very immediate future?
Dr. Busu. Yes, sir.
Senator HrcKENLOOPim. Thank you.
Senator RussELL. I have just one question. It is not really a ciuestion, I will ask it merely for the purpose of my own information.
My attitude toward scientists, to use an illustration, is pretty much
like the attitude of the boy living in the country going to the country
doctor. He thinks the doctor can do anything.
Dr. Busu. Some of the scientists do, too, Senator.
Senator Rusin.LL. I am glad to hear that.
Now, I would like to know what are the possibilities of generating
atomic energy from other elements, other than uranium.
Dr. Busu.
ell, T am not a nuclear physicist) of course, ·and I think
tha.t yon mii~ht get· better testimony on tJ,nt from some other men.
l\fv unde;standin!! on the matter is this, that the utilization of
atoniic energy at present can be found only among the elements at the
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extreme of the periodic table, primarily in the very heavy elements,
such as uranium and polonium. Hence, if other ebments are brought
in, I think that they will also be the.very rare, unusual elements that.
are beyond uranium in the periodic table.
.
Personally, from what I have learned and from what I know about
it, and I have associated with these nien for many years, I think it
is highly improbable that atomic energy will be procluced out of anv
such things as common materials.
·
·
•
Senator RussELL. Leacl, for example.
Dr. Busn. Lead, for example.
_Sen.ator 00NNALLY. "Vell 1 they_ will l_rnep on trying, will they not,
scientists will keep on experuueutmg, will they not 1
·
Dr. BusH. ·well, even scientists do the things that they think can
probably be done. .
Senator CONNALLY. That is true, blit they will be trying other
things, they will be working in other fields and among the other
elements. .Maybe they think that they "·ill fail, but they will keep
on trying.
·
.
Dr. Busn. I think the better answer will be that I am quite sure
that the efforts of scientists will be devoted to those elements that are
at the extreme of the p<>riodic table, because that is where progress
can be made and where they will feel that there is a probability of
success.
The CHAIR1\IAN. Dr. Bush, you stated in answer to Senator Johnson's question that fissionable nmterials are going to be made. You
mean by several countries or continued in this country 1
Dr. BusH. Russia, I believe, has already stated that they will. I
believe Molotov made the statement to the effect that they propose
. to develop atomic energy. From Great Britflin there have been statements in the Commons, I believe, to the effect that the Government is
developing a plan for making atomic .energy aYailable. I think, as
any other country becomes economically in the position wher.c ·it can
undertake such a project, it will.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Doctor, you spoke about our economic resources with reforen('e to power in this country and how well developed
they are as compared with some of the other areas of the world.
I take it that yon feel-if I misun<lerstood you, I wish yon would
correct me-that it would be an unfair requirement, or shall I say
an unlikely requirement, unlikely in the sense that they would not
11gree to it, to specify, in some kind of nn international agreement
which we might go iiito, that the pei1cetime use of atomic energy not
be permitted 1
Dr. BusH. No. Think what you ,rnuld be asking the world, Senator. In the first place)t is not the atomic bomb alone that threatens
the world. Let me make that clear.
.
I will make it clear this "·ay. Bv t.he use of incendiaries we wiped
out great areas of the Japanese ci"ties. The most effective of those
incendiaries was developed in n~y organization. I knew _what it could
do, I knew from the stucli'es wluch had been made what it could do to
the Japanese cities.
The decision to use them was made uv President Roosevelt, after due
consideration of what it meant. It "'as a difficult thing to answer:
"Vould we wreak devastation on J apnn's cities, realizing that in order
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to wipe out the industril's ,tithin those cities we were bound to kill
innocent people,?
.
.
We did, because only in that way could we shorten the wnr and save
lives. At the time that that decision was made, I had a serious problem in my mind as to whether that was justified, but fortunately I
did not have to make the decision myself.
I had the same question when the atomic bomb came along but. to
me it was not much of a quest.ion in my mind because I knew that it
would end the war and save manv lives.
The point I make is that it is· not the atomic bomb :llone that this
wol'ld needs to fear. If there had not been atomic bombs, the application of science and technology had renched such a point that another
great weapon-·
The CH.um,IAN. For_ instance, bacteriological war.
Di·. Busn. Yes. Science could produce devastation beyond thinking. ,ve must avoid war, not just control an atomic bomb.
Now, other methods of warfare, involving incendiaries, rockets, aircraft;.i_guided missiles, or what have you, came out. These weapons
involved the entire industrialization of the Nation.
Are you going to say that no nation shall have any industrial
capacity of building war materials? That, certainly, is impossible.
Int.he same way, we are not goi11g to say that no nation shall be industrially dependent on atomic energy.
\Ve are going to say, ratlwr, that all industries shall be for peaceable
pul'poses and we will make intemational agreements to be sure that
they do not get diverted to making war materials. I would say that
would apply to atomic energy plants, as well as to any other kind of
manufacturing plant or power.
The CnAIRMs\N. Isn't much of wl1at you hnve said bnsed upon the
feeliug thnt it is impossible to suppress nnything that is gootl for the
health, comfort., anJ wea Hh of nations, bec::mse it goes agamst the very
essence of humnn nature?
DI'. Besu. We don't want tu suppress this, gcutlemen, if we could.
The science of atomic energy is in its infancy. It is probably in the
stage where electricity was at !he hme of Faraday. Let. us ;o back
t<? an earlier time than th,1t. Let us go back to when gunpowcter first
appea1·e1l.
When gunpowder came our, tlwl'e was an attempt to outlaw it internationally: ,vlJPn 1:lie cro,-;sLow first nppean,d there "·as an edict of the
Pope against its use in war.
Gunpowtler, nevertheless, came in as an explosive. Certainly 'it
might liavt' bern 011tla,,:e1l as an explosiYe. If that hatl been the ease,
it would han• bePn ol' 1w goo<l 1o man. Its utilization as an explosive
material wns merely the entPring affair; it led to a vast chemical
development, 011t of ,vhich have come all sorts of chemical industries,
out of whil'h have corne a con!Ti lmtion to the rise of our standard of
living.
In the same way, eledricity came in. ,ve can use electricity fur
guiding n missile from a lau11ehi11p: platform to hit a target. But we
ean also use i1· anrl we doll"(' it fol' co111municatio11 and light; electricity
has created a ri8e in the sl antlanl of living of the world.
In the same way, atomic e1wrgy comes in, first ns an explosive. Any
1ww thing is lik1:ly to come in the simplest, easiest. way. Uncontrolled
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explosion is, on the whole, much easier than the controlled use for
development of power.
·
· But no m1m can say today where this new path may lead. If we
believe that the path of expansion of knowledge, expansion of man's
control over his environment, that long path-if we believe that that
path is on the whole, upward, then we must believe that this new
knowledge will also take its ultimate place where it will be useful for
man's purposes for good and to where we will learn to control it, for
the purposes of good.
The CHAIR1'1AN. Doctor, to reach the objection proposed by Senator
Johnson and also advanced by some of·our other witnesses, that peace-.
time use of atomic energy in power plants complicates the probfem
control, would it be pos.<;ible or feasible, do you think, to have an_y such
peacetime power plants, controlled under the United Nations Organization, to be internationally maintained with, perl!llps, a stock to
be owned on a basis of contributions, such as the UNRRA organization. .That is, each country putting in that portion which their ·
national income will justify for international control of these power
plants internationally inspected and internationally operated 1
Dr. Busu. It certamly would be possible, whether it would be desirable or not.
.
-I think, myself, upon that question that, in certai_!!_places,oWingto
certain considerations, such as territodes under trusteeship, that such
an arrangement could be used to bring atomic power to remote districts, that it might be advisable.
However, I have no idea that nations that do not have power plants
o,wned by the nations themselves would like it. I think it is necessary
to avoid that. I think that that is just one feature of the whole
international economy which needs a better understanding if we are
to eliminate war from the world.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, it lias been testified, or I believe there has
been published, information that ,ve are continuing to manufacture
bombs. Have you any comment on that policy~
·
Dr. Busu. I would make simply the comment that we are also continuing to maintain an Army, although it is rapidly becoming very
r,;mall. We are continuing to maintain a Navy. vVe are contmuing
to maintain the varied elements of our armed forces for our own
defense which we think necessary.
So long as we proceed down that path, to the point where we have
a reasonable strength, I do not think that any nation in the world
will think that we are building that strength for aggression.
I do not think, therefore, that it will interfere in any way with the
procedure of coming to international understanding with other nations
which are doing the same thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, this fissionable material that we are .mak. ing to fabricate into bombs could be used right 110w, some of it, for
pPacetime purposes-in medicine, for example?
Dr. Bm,I-I. No, not quite, Senator. Some of the byproducts would
be useful for medicine. Just as soon as the commission is set up, I
hope that it will make arrangements as rapidly as possible for getting
those byproducts disseminated for medical.experimentation and other
seientific experimentation, but that is a byproduct.
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Now, as far as the fissionable materi~1 itself that is useful for bombs,
it will also ultimately be useful for power purposes, but not immediately. "\<Ve need a period of time, a period for development.
Senator VANDENBUll-'.l, What do you think it is, a year, or 2 years,
orwhaU
Dr. Busu. The first step could be taken almost at once, and that is
the development of heat for industrial purposes. I could see its being
used right now for heating. For instance, it could be used for heating
the buildings in ,vashiugton. "\Ve could today, I believe, let a contract to a company to change the installation we now have over to
atomic energy, if we wanted to. That is a very simple step, the only
problems would be problems of safety, of taking care of the radioactive materials in such a manner as to be sure that there ,was no
danger of poisoning the population.
Senator BYRD. What about the comparable cost?
Dr. Busu. Within a few years-Senato1; BYRD. What about the comparable cost?
Dr. Busu. I think probably today, Senator, the comparative cost,
if we did it immediately, would probably be more than it would be
if we waited. I don't think we would want to plunge into that
tomorrow. While we could place such a contract, I think we would
not. But I do think that within, oh, 3 or 4 years, as industrial companies study and work on this matter, the application of atomic energy
for heating purposes will be made economically feasible in many parts
of this country.
Senator JonNsoN. The water would be radioactive?
Dr. Busu. No, not "·ith proper precautions. That is the point I
have brought in, that there has got to be ample precaution taken to
control the radioactive products.
I feel quite sure that can be done and done with reasonable cost.
Now, suppose we go beyond that, suppose we go to the use of atomic
energy for devel9ping power. That is somewhat further out. How
long it will take I.don't know. It depends on how hard we are going
to work on it. Until that time comes, of course, we have no use for
fissionable material except for storage. It does not deteriorate and
we can store it and, when the time comes when it can be used for generating power, it will be available for that purpose.
The CnAinl\fAN. Doctor, most men in the field have had some estimate a_s to how long Jt would take other natio1_1s to get into production
of fissionable matenals. I stippose that estnnate would have some
bearing upon our sense of urgency in arriving at a system of control.
Now, what, if you would care to give it, is your best estimate1 I
realize it would_ be an estimate. 'What time will it take for any other
nation to get into operation?
·
Dr. Busrr. Well, I would like to qualify my answer, in order to be
clear, bPC\lllSe conditions determine the answer to such an extent.
To take an example, Great Britain could, if it wisherl to throw its
industrial effort into it, if they went illto the thing on an all-out basis,
there is no do,ubt that they could build and put a plant into operation
in, say, 3 years.
On the other hand, I think it is highly questionable that Great
Britain would wish to do it on such an accelerated basis. They might
be able to do it in a year if they put wa.rtime efforts into it-priorities
and all sorts of measures taken in wartime.
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· I think, rather, that they would wish and choose to do it on a longer
time scale, and hence more economically.
...
The C11Am11IAN. Of course, Great Britain would have no :fear·'of
any stock pile of atomic bombs which we might have.
Dr. Bus11. I agree with you, I do not think they would have any
:fear, any more than they would be afraid o:f our Navy and Army.~
The CIIAIR11CAN. How about other nations?
Dr. Busu. Well, take a nation like Russia: I think she, if she
threw her full weight into it and if she imported freely those things
which she does not herself manufacture adequately at the present
time, then I think in 4 or 5 years she could have 11 plant in operation.
On the other hand, if she did it relying entirely on her own resources
and building those up as she proceeded, meaning by that that she
:would have to build plants to make the parts before she could use
those parts, I think it would take them somewhat longer, it might
take as long as 20 years, if she did the entire prpcess that way.
Now again, if she wishes to accelerate the process by making it very
important, all-important, in her economy and if she makes the sacrifices in her standards of living in order to accomplish it at a maximum
rate, it might shorten the time somewhat. I do not think she would
choose to do it that way because it would be uneconomic.
Senator TYDINGS. l\1ay I ask a question?
..
The CnAmllfAN. Yes.
Senator ';['YDINGS. Dr. Bush, have you any doubt-first, preliminary
to my question, let me say this: I don't believe that it has been shown
that this new government which has come into being in Russia has
ever been guilty of bluffing. · It has had the merit of saying it would
do something and .then doing it, and it has taken a very realistic
approach to things. It "·as realistic with respect to Hitler and the
German crisis.
You will remember that they did reduce the standard of living of
the Russian people so far as was possible to prepare for this war, over
a long period of yea.rs. It was their ow1i program.
Now, keeping that in mind, and in view of a statement of Mr.
Molotov that they would have atomic bombs "and more," is there
any room for doubt that the Russians are now proceeding with all
their might and main, so far as they' know how? Can there be any
doubt of that~
·
Dr. Busn. I think it would be very doubtful, sil'.
Senator TYDINGS. 1Vlrv 'I
Dr. Busn. At the time .when Russia had her 5-year plan and when
she made her· sacrifices which you mentioned. she was threatened by
Hitler and by the military development of Germany nnd she knew
that she would have war.
But now, itis different. I do not believe that they feel that way now.
Senator TYDINGS. But ho\v do you know that the Russians <lo not
still consider the1nselves threatened 1
Dr. Busn. I nm quile sure that the Russians rlo not feel that we are
a threat. ,ve do not have intet·ests which co11flict seriously. They
know that we arc ,not warlike; tl.iey know that for a fact
If I believed that Russia feels thrC'atened by the United Stntes, I
would despair of their realism. I think they are very realistic.
Senator TYDINGS. Do you think MolotO\" "·as ju,st si111ply making
conversation?
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Dr. Busn. All he said was that they were going to ha've atomic
energy.
.
Senator TYDINGS. He said they "·ould have the atomic bomb "and
more."
Dr. BusH. What are, do you think, "and more"?
Senator TYDINGS. The discovery of new weapons.
Dr. Busn. All he said, as I got it, was, ""\'Ve are going 'into the
development of this field." That is what Russia is going to do, and I
feel quite sure that they will do it well. He did not say that they
were going to develop it at the maximum possible speed. I would be
quite surprised if it was made a matter of such urgency, under the
present circumstances.
Senator TYDINGS. You don't think it will be made a matter of
urgency under the present circumstances W
Dr. Busn. I say there is no reason whatever why they should make
it such a matter of urgency, why they should sacrifice all of their
other interests.
They have a great interest in restoring their economy after this
war; they will be busy.
Senator TYDINGS. That is true. They also have an interest in
survival, as we have.
Dr. BusH. Let me say once more that there is a great difference
between Hitler. and the Germans and this country, and the Russians
know it.
Senatoi· TYDINGS. Well, if I we.re a Russian, I would want to proceed with all possible speed right now. I don't mean what I am
saying as criticism, but I do say th~t if they had a bomb I would
want my government to proceed.
I think they are just as human in their feeling toward their own
country. They love their country, and they want to protect it.
Furthermore, I think it would be contrary to all recent Russian
history if they did not try to keep abreast with all the others.
Dr. Busn. We have to think of it as a whole; I£ we limit it to
one factor alone, we might distort the whole picture.
For instance, there is the matter of delivery of the bomb, whether
it be by airplane, guided missile, rocket, or other means, we have
the problem of delivery of-·Senator TYDINGS. And the suitcase.
Dr. Busu. Yes, although when you mention t]:iat, that brings up
something I would like to comment upon.
You have the elements of war. Yon have the Army, the Navy,
submarines-the whole power of war. The atomic bomb is one element only, a very important element and the deciding element at the
end of this war, and in the futurC', when bombs are plentiful, if they
ever are, I think it will be controlling.
·
Today, however, in thinking of our national defense, we don't think
of atomic bombs alone, and ,w should not think of them alone. We
think of a great many elements.
·
So does Russia. I believe. that Russia, like ourselves, will maintain
such armed forces as she will determine will be needed for her national
security in a reasonable manner as t o Senator TYDINGS. And also maintain its plant~
Dr. BusH. Yes, as a part of that system, that is quite right.
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Senator TYDINGS; And, therefore, you think that they are approaching this in a rather leisurely way 'l . ·
· Dr. BusH. Not leisurely, but in the same way we are, with a determination of reasonableness.
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. I cannot imagine anything .more important in
the national defense, so far as Russia would be concerned, right now,
· than the production of atomic bombs in Russia. I say that in no spirit
of criticism. If I were running Russia, lmo"°ing that one nation
had this great weapon and that we did not have it, it seems to ~ne that
I would be get,ting on the job right away to get it. •r would get it so
that I could be in as strong a position as any other nation for the
business of war.
·
·
·
To show you what I mean,,I would not want to sit down in a iJoker
game where one fellow had a royal flush and I lutd tv.•o deuces, three
treys and a five spot-··
Senator BYRD. I would ask for a another deal. You would be
holding six cards.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to amend your hand, Senatod
Senator TYDINGS. Well, let it go.
·
Dr. BusH. My point is that I don't think they will sacrifice their
national economy.
•
Senator TYDINGS. You don't i
The CHAIRMAN, Dr. Bush, you spoke of atomic bombs as being
capable of control, that they could be controlled when they came into
existence and after they came into existence.
·
_Now, ·we had here last week some testimony, and I believe it was
Senator Tydin~s who brought up the example of 40 of these bornbs
being planted m 40 of <;>ur major cities and activated at the same
time, and there was discussion of the consequent tremendous loss of
lives, maybe 40,000,000 people.
Do you believe that the country could wage any war after snch
1111 event?
·
Dr. Busn. I don't believe the event would occur.
The CHAIIUIIAN. ,veu, I don't think so either.
I didn't think Pearl Harbor was going to occur, but it did .
. Dr. BusH. Yes, but we don't have to believe in miracles. I can
say this, that this situation is serious enough "·ithout ~oing back into
Jules Verne and Buck Rogers. I have been annoyed rn recent weeks
in reading some of the discussion about these possibilities. '\Ve have
realistic things enough to think about, without going into the realm
of ~antasy.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I am interested in the realistic, too. 'Whnt is
unrealistic about carrying in an ·atomic bomb in sections and planting
it in one city, if not in 40 cities 1
.
Dr. Busn. Well, thinking realistically about it, I would say that
at the present time there are no atomic bombs in the world except
the ones we have got, and. we eer~ainly don't intend to do it.
·
Now, what are you askmgi
.
Are you asking about now or 10 years from now 1 I will have to
know that. I wttnt to know the conditions, the conditions of international understanding, and approach the question from that standpoint.
I think the question is without meaning at the present time because
it is in regard to the future. We do' not know the nature of war as
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it might be then, and until we do know I don't have any answer to
the question, I can make no comment as to such a fantastic way of
using bombs, whether it would be feasible or not.
Senator AusTnf. But you have heard about that, about suitcases 1 .
Dr. BusH. I have heard about suitcases until I am tired of hearing
about them.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, you do know that there were .plenty of
plans for sabotage during tJie "·ar-of course, with such things as
dynamite, and so on, not atomic bombs. Most of the plans were
frustrated during the war because we captured the saboteurs when
they landed from a submarine.
e also know about Pearl Harbor; "·e also know abont Poland,
and we also know about many similar rases throughout history.
e have got to prepare n.ot only for this hour and this minntP anrl
the next 6 months, we have got to enlarge, in1agine, and comprehend
this thing not only as to what it is but as to what it will be 5, 10,
or 20 years from now. ,ve have got to lay a foundation.
Dr. Busn. That is quite right, Senator.
· ·
Senator TYDINGS. The only thing I am interested in is this: Is it
possible, in your opinion, in 5, 10, 15, or 20 years from now, ass.urning
that a foreign nation or a group of nations intended to make war, that
foreign agents, undetected, could come into this city with atomic
bombs and plant those bombs and explode them simultaneously 1 ·.
Dr. Busu. You mean simply frorri the stand point of not being
interfered with?
Senator TYDINGS. Yes.
Dr. Busn. Such as driving a truck across the barded
Senator TYDINGS. Yes.
Dr. Busn. The answer is "Yes," of course.
Senator TYDINGS. Also, for instance\ they could drive a submarine
up the river here and carry it in on a truck into 1Vashington?
Dr. Busu. I think that is a little complicated; it sounds that way
to me. Without going into details, however, the answer is "Yes, from
a technical standpoint."
Senator TYDINGS. The point is that it con ld be done?
Dr. Busn. Yes. But by the same token, it is teclmica"lly po,:sible to
drive 10,000 trucks across the border, each with 10-ton bombs, and do
in tlw snmc way. That is a technolog:iral thing only. It is :m entirely
different question, whether any nation would do such a thing-quite
different.
Senator TYmNas. ·well, as the world is constituted today, perhaps
it ·wouldn't be. I saw Germany rise again after the last war, and I
nm not certain that she. will not rise again afte1· this war, in spite
of its disasters, and I am not certain that, in another 20 years, there
will not be another Hit let· to bring the world into ,var again.
\Ve don't know what will happen. Maybe the stock market will be
as high as it was in the 1!)20's and people "'ill be more interested in
gambling than in national defense.
w·e have to look into the future, 10, 15. or 20 years ahead. I see no
reason in the w9rld to assume that we might not have another Hitler
and that he might not send his ngents over here to blow us up.
Dr. Busu. Senator, I would not want you not to look into the future,
and I would not urge you not to use your imagination.

,v
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My point is simply that we have plenty e~ough to think about that
is very definite and very realistic-enough so that we don't need to step
out into SOl?,e of these borde~·lines which seem to be, to me, more or
~ess fantastic.
.
.
' Let me say this: There lws been a great deaJ said about a 3,000-mile
high-3:ugle rocket.. In my opinion, such a thing is impossible today
and will be 1mposs1ble for many years.
·
.
Senator TYDINGS. But not ultimately impossible~
Dr. Busn. I say nothing is ultimately impossible, because I do not
know. But I can say with confidence that I would not know ho~ to
,lo it toda,y, and I do not think that any man in the world, today, would.
I am speaking about a 3,000-mile rocket.
Senator TYDINGS. ·what would you have said, 10 years ago, about
the 100-mile buzz-borhb 1
.
Dr. Busn. I would have said, 10 years ago, if anybody wanted me·
to design a 100-mile buzz-bomb, that I could readily get people to do it.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vhat do you think will be the limit, 10 year'? :from
today, as to range?
. Dr. Busn. Buzz-bomb~
Senator TYriINGS. Yes.
Dr. BusH. ~,ooo miles.
Senator TYDINGS. 2,000. Then,. what is there to stop you from
putting on that rocket or buzz-bomb with a 2,000-mile range an
atomic bomb?
Dr. Busn. A buzz-bomb flies in the air; an airplane flies in the air.
You can leave the crew out and you can control it by remote control.
The buzz bomb can fly just as far as an airplane and carry the same
load, and it is subject to all the antiaircraft interception that an
airplane is subject to.
Senator TYDINGS. But there is no reason why the atomic bomb could
not be pnt in that device?
Dr. Busn. No, there is no reason why you could not put an atomic
bomb in such a device. It could be delivered in an airplane, say, ov~r
Japan, without a crew, if somebody wanted to do that.
But the people "·ho have been writing these things that annoy me
haven't been talking about that. They have been talking about a
3,000-mile high-angle rocket, shot from one continent to another,
carrying an atomic bomb and so directed as to be a precise weapon ·
which. would land exact.ly on a certain target, such as a city.
I say, technically, I don't think anybody in the world knows how to
do such a thing, and I feel confident it will riot be done for a very
long period of time to come.
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. Of course, it would not take much brain power
to use an aircraft carrier or some modification of an aircraft carrier
and eq11ip it with rocket-firing guns and get within 100 miles of the
shore and use the atomic boml;i from there, from 100 miles?
Dr. Busn, That is whl).t I mean when I say that we have got enough
troubles, enopgh serious practical problems to deal with no,v, without
letting our imagination roam.
.
The CHAIRMAN, vVell, Dr. Bush, I read in this week's Collier's magazine an article by General Carl Spaatz of the Air Forces. I would
like to have you read that article.
.
.
Dr. BusH. That would not WQITY me m the slightest degree. I have
just been criticizing the report of General Arnold of the Army Air
Forces.
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The CHAIRMAN. I wish that you would, sometime later on, comment on that article.
.
Senator TYDINGS. What does it say, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. What it says, Senator, is that the Germans, the yettr
preceding the end of the war, were designing a rocket, and were pretty
well along on it, that could carry from that continent to this continent
and that would contain a warhead. They did not, of course, at that
time have in mind an atomic warhead. That is my understanding
of the article, at least.
·
·
Of course, I do not qualify General Spaatz as an engineer, but he has
written this article in Collier's.
·
Dr. BusH. I£ you were talking about 400 miles or 500 miles, I would
say by all means. That is what the Germans did with their V-2. I
would say yes, even with 2,500 miles.
. .
But 3,000 miles~ That is not just a little step beyond, it is a vastly
different thing, gentlemen. I think we can leave that out of our
thinking. I wish the American public would leave that out of their
thinking.
Senator TYDINGS. If you were Secretary of the Navy or Chief o:f
Staff, as Admiral King is, and had the responsibility £or keeping our
fleet up to par and ready for all emergencies, and you had Congress
in back of you, what would there be from hindering you from taking
one or more aircraft carriers and modifying them or adapting them
so that they could have an equipment of guns th11t would fire an
atomic bomb 200 or 150 or 100 miles~
Dr. Busu. I would like to say not a gun, a rocket.
Senator TYDINGS. Whatever it might be. You could then stand off
the coast out of sight and level the cities along the coast, could you
not~
Dr. Busu. · Provided the country you are trying to level doesn't do
anything about it.
·
Senator TYDIN.os. But they would not know about it. "\Ve did not
know about Pearl Harbor until too hlte.
Dr. BusH. If I were the Secretary of the Navy, I wouhl be sure to
see that the best possible group of people, both Congress, military men,
scientists, engineers, industrialists, study every angle of the armament
of the Navy to see what the relative emphasis ought to be on the developments of today.
,
More than that, I wish that that could be done effectively and rationally and not merely service by service, because we need n national
program of research and development on weapons and we have not got
1t at the present tiine.
However, whether your particnlar scheme would fit in that, Senator,
I do not want to say.
Senator TYDINGS. Pearl Harbor made a profound impression on
me, and so did the development of the atomic bomb. I don't want
to be caught napping twice at the same open switch.
Senator JonNsoN. Dr. Bush, you are just about the most reassuring
witness we have had. You are different from the other scientists
which the committee has had; they were all gloomy scientists, and they
have made these hearings virtually a chamber o~ horrors.
.
. Dr. Busu. On the oth~r l_rnnd1 please don't m1su_nderstand me. ·This
1s a tough problem and 1t 1s gomg to be a long time before we have a
solution to it, but I am not pessimistic.
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Gentlemen, I belieYe 'the advent of the atomic bomb means the end
of great wars, world wurs. I .hope that I am right. But it. is going
to take a loJ!g time and a lot of hard· work to. get to tha~ c~nsummation.
Senator JOHNSON. I possess the same kmd of optmusm that you
have, and I believe that this new creation will stop wars.
·
·
Dr. BusH; As General Eisenhower sa.id, it might blackmail the world
into peace.
·
.
. Senator JoHNso;". I hope you are right. But, using your illusfration of. a few mmutes ago, you said that when gunpowder came
out, and the crossbow, and other weapons 0£ war, they tried to outlaw
them. On the other hand, there was the statement made with each
of those weapons, as it came out, that it would be so bad that it would ·
stop war. Well, they clicl not.
·
Dr. BusH. There is a lot of difi'erenre, Senator. I think this is the
first time we have had a new element come into it of this type.
.
I cannot imagine two nations, each of which had atomic bombs in
quantities and in each of which the people knew all the facts and knew
the world situation and in each of which the goYermnent wns responsible to the people, I cannot imagine two such nations ever going to war.
· Senator TYDINGS. Your imagination outstrips mine. To me it seems
as·if you have laid clown a premise of two great nations that have all
the things that go into the making of a war.
. I think that we have even a loµger ro.ad before us to travel than yon
have indicated in the control df the atomic bomb. I hope it is not
so. I ~m really in sympathy with yolll' objective and my only renson
for· askmg questions is that I want to make sure that our use and ronsiderat.ion of this new weapon does not tie ns to a state of unpreparedness.
Dr. BtJsH. Right. Right. But let me repeat, as I said before, that
meanwhile this Nation has [.!:Otto be strong.
SENATOR TYDINGS. That is right.
Dr. BusH. We ought to be so strmw as not to threaten anyone eh:e's
secur~ty but so strong that there wifi be no question about our own
security.
.
Senator HART. I do not want to ask Dr. Bush a question. I want
simply to say something about him.
.
I learned of his wartime activities some time ago. Naturally, what
I learned primarily was his activities as a scientist. I followed them
somewhat and I was particularly struck all the time by the doctor's
balance and his innate and con!ini.10us common sense tliroughout this
difficult time, these difficult years which we and he lrnve been going
through.
This statement which he has produced this morning is very representative of those qualities in him. It is, as we might expect, a brief
statement. and I sincerely hope thdt it will be published in full all
over the country. I have not seen anything which would be so effective as this statement, in my judgmmt, much more effective than this
article in Collier's Weekly, the article which yon referred to, Mr.
Chairman.
.
·
The CHAIRllIAN. I hoJ)e you understand, Senator, that I do not
vouch for what General Spaatz said, but since 5,000,000 or 10,000 1000
pepple are going to read it, it probably would be well if we could have
some comment on it from Dr. Bush.
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Now, Dr. Bush, General Groves in his testimony before this·committee mentioned a figure of $500,000,000 a year for the operation of
these -plants. Have you given that matter any-thought at alH
Dr. BusH. No, sir; I haven't been into those estimates. . . ·
The CnAIRllIAN. If, to take it hypothetically, if such were.the· figure, what part, what proportionate part do you think we should devote to further peacetime uses and what part to military uses i
Dr.- Busn. It is very hard to separate them, Senator, of course.
In fact, you might say that every part of material produced would
be capable ultimately of being put to commercial purposes, peaceful
purposes, if the commercial development is successful, as I feel quite
sure it will be.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask tl question~
The CuAIRllIANS Go ahead, Senator.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. I just want to revert to a sta_tement you
made a moment ago, I believe to Senator Johnson, in which you said
yoµ could not imagine two nations where the people of the countries
knew, that you could not imagine those nations going to war with
each other.
With regard to your approach there, the point he was tryin<Y -to
raise a while ago, I think, that ultimately ,te would reach our final
production of- this bomb and there would be a time when we could
relax.
Do you feel that there might come a time when the people of the
country might realize the enormity of this thing and realize the potential destruction, and do you think that then, in turn, they will
police their officials, if you please, to keep the heads of the govern"
ments from nsi11g this power to the destruction of people i
Dr. Busn. Quite right.
The CnAm11rAN. Dr. Bush, do you believe that a -scientifically
feasible control system can be workecl out i
Dr. Busn. Scientifically, such a system could be worke.d out.• I
would go more than that. I think a practical system, a system practical and feasible, can be worked out in time, after we have gained a
knowledge sufficient for the purposes of control; yes, in time.
The CnAIRUAX. In time. ,vell, now, if the principal nations or
the United Natjons were to meet in session and agree to a scientific
system of control, would you not be in favor of putting it in immediately?
Dr. Busn. I don't think I know quite what you 111ca1i.
,' ,
The 0HA11DIAN. Let us assume that thev meet in the United Nations
01·ganization and thnt they set up a co1nmission; The commission
reports with n, recommendation for scientific inspection, inspection of
all the countries of the world.
Dr. Busn. For "·hat?
The CnAIRllIAN. To see whether or not there is fissionable mt1terial
made and, if so, by whnt process nnd whether 01· not any military use
was going to be mnde of that materinl. ,vonlcl you 11(lt be in favor
of putting it into working order immediately?
Dr. Busn. I think that wrrnld be going n1ther for for n first. step.·
The CII,\IRilfA:N', ,ven, if it could be accomplished, it would be highly
desirable, would it not?
Dr. Busn. Yes; but I imagine that there will have to be several
steps. The first one might well Le an agreement among the nations
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through the United Nations Organization to make known all the situation m regard to resources in war n1titerials and the extent to which
they are bemg moved, and so on.
·
The CnAIRl\IAN. To that extent you would be in favor of an agreemenH ·
.
Di·. Busu. To that step, certainly.
The Cu.\IRJIIAN. 9r to all steps to a scientifically frasible inspect ion system ?
.
.
'Dr. Busn. But an inspection system, Senator, has got to be £or a
purpose. There is no use talking about an inspecti01~ system in the
abstrnct. ,vhat is the inspection system supposed to do?
·
. I have given you one example and in that example, that case, the
inspection system would be to find out the facts in regard to the distribution of the resources and raw materials and their shipments. As
I say, I belieYe such a system could be set up and it would work effectively.
.
Now, if we could find another step, the next step-The CHAIRMAN. What would be the next step?
Dr. Busu. Specifically, it does not need an immediate setting np
under the United Nations Organization of an inspection system with
vague and general commitments. Rather, it means that we. set up
first an agreement among the nations to make certain facts known
and then-an inspection system to produce explicit effects-,vhich is a
very different thing.
·
.
·
.· The CnAIRJl[AN. ·wen, do you think a demonstration of the power
of this thing to statesmen of this world might hasten their agreemeiit
to a completely implemented inspection system?
D1;. B'w,11. No. There, has been sufficient llemomitration in ,Japan.
Senator I-hcK1rnwol'EH. In other words. the statesmen of the world·
know what this thing can do now.
,
·
· Dr. llnm. Of course, and so does everybody.
- Senato1· H1e1rnNLom'NU. We have got to the point. where we have
rubbed 'the lamp and the genie has con1e out and we c'a1111ot get him
hack into the lamp .
. Dr.· lksu. That is right.
The C1umJ1L\N. My point is, Doctor, whether or not. you agl'ce that
we should take a lot <if steps, fast, Doctor, which might be for the
betterment of the future, health and safety and security of the world.
Dr. Hirs, Right, lmt not too fast, Sl'nator.
e must adjust the
bmden to the means that can be employed and we should proceed with
sueh deliiJPl'iltion that we can be assured that the agency we set up is
successful from the outset and 'ivill continue io be successful and shall
not be oYerlmrdened.
·
Tim C11.\IRU.\N. nr. Bush, I want to thank you on behalf of th e
c0111mittee foryonr statenwnt. It may be that"we might ask you to
come back here later.
Di·. Bus11. I would be very glad to come hack 1rny time.
The C1r.\rnJ1L\N. Thank you.
·
There will be no session of the committee tomorrow. ·we will resmnc on Wednesday at 10 o'clock.
· The hearing for today is adjourned.
. .
('Vher.;upon, nt 12: 30.p. m., the committee adjourned until Wedm•sday, ])pcl'Jl1bcr 5, J!)-1-5, at. 10 a. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1945

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

Washington, D. O.

·· The ·special· committee metl pursuant· to adjournment, at 10 a m.,
in room 312, Senate Office Bmlding, Senator Brien McMahcm- (chairman) presiding. .
·
·
·
Present : Senators McMahon ( cha.irman), Russell, Johnson, Byrd,
Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper, .Hart.
·
·
Also present: Representative John R. Murdock; Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser; and James R. Newman, special assistant to the ·
special committee.
.
·
.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. We have with us this morning Dr. Oppenheimer, a
most distinguished nuclear physicist, who was in charge of the Los·
A~amos laboratory, which was one of the most important· parts of
lli~~aj~
'
'
. The doctor .has flown across the country to meet with us. I am
glad to see you, Doctor, and if you have a prep\J.red statement, go
ahead and make.it; and at the end of that we will ask you some
questions.
·

'

~

I

~

I

STATEMENT OF DR. J. R. OPPENHEIMER, PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS,
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

..

Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I think you may wish to know my qualifications.
T am a physicist and teacher of physics at the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena and at the University of California in

Bd~

·

•

·

During the war I was in charge o:f that part of the work which had to
do with the use of the special materials, Uranium-235 and plutonium,
for the actual design and making of atomic bombs.
·
· .
There are one or two important respects in which I am not a
qualified witness, and I think I should point these out to the committee. The operations in Tennessee and in the State o:f Washington
took very great advantage of American industriaJ organization, and,
once the basic principles and designs of the process were elaborated, .
enormous demands were made on some of the greatest corporations for
the actual construction and operation of these plants.
In the work which we did in New Mexico, we were neither able to
take advantage of industrial experience, nor did we in fact do so, and
therefore there is .a very important part of the job which I am not
competent to testify about, namely, the part that was played· by
185:

l
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American industry in creating these atomic weapons. I think it
essential to emphasize this, because I deplore the tendency of myself
and my colleagues to pretend that ·with our own hands we actually
did this job. "\Ve had something to do with it. If it had not been for
scientists, there would have been no atomic bomb; but if there had been
. only scientists, there also woµld be no atomic bomb.
·
I lrnve an extremely br:ief prepared statement. May I read it, sid
The CHAIRl\IAN. Certamly.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. This committee has been created to deal with
problems of more than ordinary gravity. · It is proper that those of
us who have had technical knowledge and responsibility in the work
on atomic energy should attempt, in every way we appropriately can,
to be helpful. Perhaps I can do that most effectively by answering
your questions. I should be reluctant to take your time with a long
statement of facts and arguments with"·hich you are well acquainted.
It may be that you will wish to ask me of things that cannot be adequately discussed at this hearing, because they are secret. I shall be
glad, insofar as I am competent, to go into these matters with you at
another time.
'I may interpolate here and say that it is my view that this committee should have any information which in its opinion is required
. :for the carrying out of its gmve responsibilities, and if I can help
get that information ,to you I should be glad to do so.
In the all-important problems that are not pri1harily technical it is
my conviction, as it is of the great majority of my colleagues, that we
must speak, if at all, not as scientists but as American citizens. For
in these questions the welfare of science is inseparable from the welfare of the American people, whom you represent.
·
L9t me explain this as I see it. Science has flourished becalise, in
the long term, its works were good for mankind. It has often happended in the past that the progress of science has turned up some
development that was hard for society to digest; at such times we have
learned not to repudiate science but to accept it and to use it to reshape
our ways of life. Last summer the progress-of science turned up something very indigestible: the atomic bomb. As a GUlmination and a
complement to a long series of technical advances in the arts of war, .
atomic weapons have made it necessary to examine with a new earnestness and a new courage the steps by which peace could be established,
maintained, and made permanent. Only insofar as this is successful
will Ecience itself survive and flourish. In the world of atomic war
it will not be true that the works of science are good for mankind. A
\rnrlcl fearful of cyclotrons is a world fearful of knowledge. It is not
a world in which science can survive. In this issue of peace our interest is the interest of America, the interest, ,I think, of all th~ people
of the world.
s~ientists have spoken very much of atomic energy. Undoubtedly
this will have been construed as expressing a desire on their part to
assume the responsibilities of statesmen. I do not believe this. I
believe that the solution of the problem created by the development
of the atomic bomb does not lie within the field of science--that this is a
political problem, a deep problem of human values, and a problem
of statesmanship. It is to this end that we have testified, that I
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·s110uld be glad to ad<l my testimony. Let me restate a few of the
points that you may wish to ask me about:
.
. .
· Thei·e follows a summary 0£ some 0£ the things which hnv'e been
1
testified to by scientists and others.
There are, and thei·e will be, no specific countermeasures to atomic
weapons.
. The prospects seem poor for any adequately effective military defu~
.
'
There can·be no long-term security, eithei· in the scientific novelty 01•
in .the vast technical complexity, 0£ the project. . .
_
,
· . There are no ingenious devices wµereby one nation could, detect or
'Control atomic armament in another nation committed to sovereignty
-and secrecy in this field.
·
·
.
Atomic weapons can now. be, and cduld increasingly be, cheap in~
struments of devastation-cheap compared to the costs 0£ war as we
have known them.
· Atomic weapons are now, and could increasingly be, effective instruments 0£ dev~station, so effective _that they are unlikely, in world at
war, to be rehqunced £or humane or £or tactical reasons.
Scientists may be helpful, in a world desiring fraternity, because
there is a sense of fraternity among them in all lands, but in a world
·0£ admittedly secret armament, tl1ey will not. even make good spies.
There are high hopes that atomic reactors can contribute to knowl-·
edge, to technology, and to the eventual eilriclunent of our civilization,
but these developments will not avert atomic warfare, nor prosper
un<ler the threat of atomic warfare.
·
,Ve have tried to say these tl1ings lest the one great hope, that there
be peace on earth, and fratei'nity among peoples, be subverted by lesser
oues, which cannot be realized in fact.
.
There is one thing that I should add, not as a technical witness, but
as a citizen. Today all nations, all peoples, have an overriding comimmity 0£ interest in the prevention of atomic warfare,. There would
thus seem to be good reason for attempting to establish in the international control of atomic armament those patterns of confidence, collaboration, and good faith which in a wider application must form
the basis 0£ peace. There would seem to be some practical reasori for
undertaking such control, not only ns a.necessary step, but as the decisive step, on this road, that we, as a nation, have determined to
follow. There may not be a com1)arahle opportunity again.
That is mv prepnred sbi.tement, Senator.
Senator HAnT. Doctor, in your first point you say there are "no
specific countermeasures to atomic weapons."
I assume you mean by that tlrnt there is no countermeasure which
would operate solely by reason of the fact that the explosive in the
misPile is one of atomic fissi.on?
,
Dr. 0PPF.Nrmnrnn.. Tlmt is precisely ,,hat I meant.. The problem 0£
countermeasures against an atomic bomb is technically the same
prohlPm as that of countermeasures against any other type of bomb.
It differs from it only .i11 that .the numbers of such missiles may b~
smaller, and their effect very much greater, and that the requirements
0£ interception ma:v correspondingly be very murh higher.
Senator H·\R'.r. Would you extend that opinion to the detection
0£ the missile in flight also 1
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Dr. OrPENI-rnurnu. I would, yes.· It seems to me-a'nd on this I
will not make quite as categorical a statement, because the future may .
have something in store--I can see no way by which a bomb can be
detected to be an atomic bomb, or detected because it is an atomic
bomb, which would not apply equally lvell to a block buster.
·
You can learn to recognize its color or its shape, but it will be that
kind of thin,g.
.
.
Senator HAn·r. A little further down you say "thete can be no longterm security."
·
·
Dr. OrrENJrnurnu. Right.
Senator HAUT. Do you wish to give an estimate as to how lo_ng it
would take any particular nation-Russia appears very much in the
press-starting today with what they now know, to be ready to deliver
atomic bombs i
Dr. 0Pl'ENlmlllmn. Such an estimate would be of no use to the committee. A sound estimate would have to be b:;i.scd on a knowledge
of the economy and on the social and military philosophy of the nation,
and at least I l~now nothing about this in the case of any other country.
I would say that I believe I know tt little bit about Britain, and if
· Britain went into it, I think they could be quite for along within 2
years. I do not know anything about the other lan<ls.
I think it is not [!, predetermined question. ·what this committee
decides, what the Government of this country does, will have more
bearing on it than anything else; because if. we make it clear that no
power can· be a first-class power that does not have atomic weapons,
we will invite the investment of an enormous effort in other lands.
Senator HART. Do you estimate that the state of industry in Britain
right now is such that by going full out they really could accomplish
that in 2 years?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I would think so. I would think it would be
unlikely that they would do that, because they have problems, like
building houses, which seem to me more urgent £or the welfare of the
British people, and which I think will be so judged in Britain.
Senator Ihm·. Another point, Doctor, a technical one in your field:
AsS'Urning that the whole world or any nation of the world is entirely
open to our inspection, are there ingenious devices, which you mention
· in your statement, which would be very useful in detecting the up- ;
growth of any industry which might eventnalb., :irodnce atomic bombs 1
Dr. 0PPEN°1rnnrnn. Yes, if everything were wide open, then I think
actually the problem would be solved. But i:f you wish to make doubly
sure tliat the problem is solved, there is equipment with which you
would get some idea of what the nature of the water coming out of a
plant was, what the natme of the product was, which would supplement the ordinary visual inspection that you might expect to use.
I would put it this way: If this committee wanted to go to Hanford
and to Oak Ridge and to Los Alamos, I think we could rig up some
gadgets whi~h would start ringing bt'lls at certain points in those
plants, and with which you could confirm what you already know;
namely, that they were working on atomic energy.
.
Senator HART. In a system of inspection which would extend ovoc
an industrial nation of considerable size, it would be necessary to have
a rather large force of men trained in that kind of science to operate
those devices, would it not?
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Dr. 0Pl'ENlrnI:ilrnrr. ·My view on that is that if you have to inspect
,every house ai.1d every plant as a regnlaT thing, that you have not solved
the problem.
·
.
. If the· inspect.ion is used us a complement to. the reports which that"
government will make, and to the facts which will be the common
gossip of scientists and common knowledge, if you use it as a spot
check to find out whether there is any two-timing by any group within
that nation, it is only if you do it that way that it seems to me to have
any practical elements.
·A thoroughgoing inspection of everything all oveT the world is such
a full-time joli that I am afraid ,ve would have very little time left to
do any of the useful work of life.
·
·
The CnAmllIAN. I don't know; we are talking about taking a million
or so boys and putting them in uniform for a year.
.
· Dr. OrI'ENHEDIER. I do not mean to argue, and should not-·The CHAIBMAN. That is purported to be a protection against war,
Dr.. 01'PEN1rn111rnu. I don't mean to argue that it is not worth putting
a lot of effort into inspection. On the contrary, I believe it is; but I
believe that that inspection must be based on a formal and open recognition on the part ·of the governments that they are not interested in
making atomic weapons, that they are not interested in doing any
of this work secretly. It will be easy to detect the secrecy, but what
will be hard to detect is what is the secret.
·
If you take our place at Los Alamos, a year ago I think there were
no physicists in this country that did not know what Y>'e were doihg
there. They did not talk about it, because it was contrary to the
national interest. Dnt this peculiar conglomeration of scientific talent
in a very remote place aroused that suspicion, and they made quite a
good guess as to what we were actually about.
.
·
Now, the fact that there is a secret laboratory there is recognized,
but I think you could ask any physicist now what is going 011 at Los
Alamos, and unless he is act"lrnlly there he "·onlcl not know. He would
not be able to tell you whether we are <)rare not making bombs. I speak
of "we" generically. since I am not tlwrc.
This is a good example of the fact that, once secrecy is adopted as
a national policy, the problem of finding out what is secret is very
tough. w·1ien it is not adopted, finding out that something is going
on 1s very easy.
Senator HAnT. In a country with vast space11 geographically, so
great as to make it difficult.- even to cm·er it, do you visualize the practicality of such inspection in that type of country?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I visualize it with some concern. It s11ems to
me thitt the way it probably would work is this: At the present time
the problem of inspection is rendered almost hopeless by the fact that
outside of the United States there j,nst isn't anything to inspect.
That is, thei·e is nothing going on, and it is a very abstract problem.
As work on atomic energy st.arts up in other places, I would think
that it would be desirable that thm,e be completely wide open, and
that conversations about what was going on and participation in
the work be a very public matter.
I think that when a new mining operation is started, it would be
reasonable to investigate the nature of thnt mining operation, the
probable output, and to keep books on it, to ask the operators to- keep
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books and to make au<lits of these books, and physical audits of the
situation from time to time.
' , ,,
I think that inspection should supplement the assumption that we
are dealing with honest people whose desire is to , prevent atomic
armament, and that we should be in a position to detect a change in
spirit, if that should ever arise.
·
·
It is very much like the laws against murder. Everyo~ie accepts
these because he does not expect to be the murderer. I tlunk everyone must accept, and I thii1k with skill everyone can be persuaded to
accept, the undesirability of atomic armament. ·
Then if a situation arises where in some place this decision is reversed, I think it will not be hard to find it out.
·
Senator MnLIKIN. Doctor, does it follow from what you say that
if there is a single nation that does not permit inspection, or does
not permit effective inspection, that inspection is useless~
Dr. OrrENHEI11rnn. I would be singularly unperturbed if Guatemala
failed to permit inspection.
Senator MILLIKIN. H Guatemala failed to permit inspection, that
might indicate that Guatemala was being used as a stooge by someone
that did permit inspection.
Dr. 01'PENIIEDIER. It might, but they would have· to import more
than uranium to make atomic bombs.
Senator MrLLIKIN. If any important nation refused full and free
inspection, then all inspection would be useless, would it. not?
Dr. OrPENHEnrnn. I think that if one important nation refused, it
would be a source of great concern a bout that nation. I think one
'Would still wish to know and be glad to know what was going on in
the rest of the world.
·
My view of it is this: One of the things which we J!OW realize is
that in the 1930's there was a growing and very visible threat of world
war in the policies of the Axis nations, and that we in America were
both inadequately informed and inadequately convinced by such information as was available that this threat was real.
I think there is no doubt that in the early thirties the military problem presented by the strength of the Axis was not a serious problem.
It got to be serious only after many years of armamcl"1t.
·what I think we need is an indication that a threat of war begins to
exist, and if you had a group of nations agreeing to atomic inspection
and cooperation, of which one or two suddenly started to make barriers
or started to two-time so that you were convinced that the infol'mation
you were getting was unsound, this I believe would be a danger signal
and would call for the declaration of an actual emergency.
Senator l\11LLIJUN. Let me put it to you this way, then: If one important nation refused the right of complete inspection, then the
other nations would not be warranted in demobilizing, so far as atomic
bombs are concerned?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I would think it would be a ver:y serious mistake
to allow any nation to fail to cooperate in this point, if we had the
power to prevent that.
Senator MILLIKIN. Your first proposition was that there are and will
be no specific countermeasures to atomic weapons.
ould there be
any way of detecting the presence of a planted bomb?
'

,v
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Dr. 0PPENHEr11rnu. It would be most difllcult, as I think Admirai
Purnell testified before another committee. The design 0£ such a
d1ing'is not frozen. The shape is not frozen. The active material
which makes it an atomic bomb is usually not near'the sudace,,and I
think that just by walking along past a ci·ate you would not be ,able to
tell that in that crate there was an atomic bomb. It wouldn't tick. ,
· Senator MILLIKIN. ·would there not be detection devices, the same
as the devices that you have in these plants, to indicate radioactivity1
Do you not have a detection instrwnent?
Dr. OrPENIDsIMEu. The nature of the radioactivity is such that it is
11ot very penetrating, and in many of the designs that I think reasonable the nctive material would be so thoroughly buried inside a mass
0£ other junk that the evidence coming out of that that there was radioactivity might be very slight.
Senntor M1LLIIUN. Could that kind of bomb in fact be covered with
an insulating mnterial?
·
Dr. Or1'ENIIE111rnu. w·ell it generally is covered. I am not supposed .
to reveal how bombs are designed, but I think I can say this much:
The active material in any designs we have been concerned with is like
a small diamond in an enormous wad of cotton wool. · There is an
awful iot of junk outside which is not active, not radioactive, and I
believe it would be unsafe to rely on it picking up any activity.
Senator Mu..umN. I am talking, of course, of the theory we hear
expressed frequently that mineR could be planted all over the world,
and nt the crucial moment touched off in one way or another. I am
trying to satisfy my own mind as to whether·we could set up minedetecting devices that would give us some measure of protection against
buried mines.
Dr. 0PPENmn11rnn. I understand that. I ,rnuld recommend that
vou ask this question of others. I don't want to give categorical
;mswers, but I would not know how fo do this.
.
·
Senator l\,lIJ,UKrN. I mean that we in normal wn,rfa.re, as it is now
cnrried on, have mine-<letectii1g devices which are mther effective if
used thoroughly. I wns wondering if nnythirig of that kind might be
available to use as n, defense against thnt particular type of use 0£
· atomic bombs 1
Dr. OrPENHEIMER.' If yon hired me to walk through the cellars 0£
Washington to sec whether there were atomic bombs, I think my most
important tool would be n screwdriver to open the cmtes and look.
I think that jnst walking by, swiuging a little gadget, would not give
me the infornrntion.
.
Sanat-Or l\fn.LIKIN. Generally, as science has progressed, at the
present time yon do not have rnueh confillcrice in that sort of a <le.fense.
Is thnt correct?
Dr. Or1•Jo1NIIELi\IER. That is true of me; I may be wrong in this, but
it is true of me.
Senator MILLIKIN. '\Vlmt hnve been the military defenses proposed
aside from !')hooting V-bombs out of the air?
Dr. 0PPENirnIMEn. The onlv defenses I have heard are focused either
on preventing anyone from n1aking them, or on intercepting them in
flight. I have not heard, and I believe thnt there are no advanced
plans :for the interception of the V-2 type rocket. The V-1 turned
out to be a soluble problem after n lot of anguish. The V-2 I think
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should be worked on. I don't know what the results will be. It is
extremely difiicult, and as you know it is made particularly difficult
by the fact that no defense in fact, whatever we may hope, is ever
properly alerted over the years. That is, you do not retain your
defense equipment and your personnel at an adequate pitch except
when there is a known emergency.
. Se11ator MrLLimN. l\fay I ask you whether this would be correctthat in your opinion the maintenance of rnili tary forces for the purpose
of sending them to destroy the possible launching sites of bombs, and
to destroy the installations that make them iiiter the use of them had
be()'un, would be for from a complete defense?
,
Dr. 0Pl'ENIIEBrnn. It looks that way to me. That is, of course, the
"·ay in which the V-bombing of England was stopped, but it cost the
lives of many men, and it took nmny, many months, and if those
V-bombs had had atomic war heads, it would not have saved England.
Sanator MII,LIKIN. I am not suggesting by my questi~n that that
should not be attempted if we were the victim of an aggression of that
weapon.
.
Dr. 0PPENHEIJ1IER. The time scale is wrong. You just do not have
the chance.
Senator MILLIKIN. ,vhen yon speak about effective military defense;
I assume you are speaking in the passive sense ..· Military defense
often consists of aggression, of movmg first, and I assume that you
preclude moving first-that you exclude moving fast-from that
proposition?
Dr. 01'PENnm11rnu. The history of the American people shows that
we do not do that, and I am very proud that this is the case; but I
think it is one of the facts of life ,vhich must be taken into account in
planning our future.
.
Senator HAnT. That is what is meant by "preventive war," in which
Arnei"ica has never participated?
Dr. 0PPEN1rnrnrnn. ,V'ell, we have after considerable persuasion.
SJnator HAnT. Doctor, may I ask you one thing along another line?
All of our talking and thinking thus far has been based on uranium
or some other very heavy material as a fissionable material.
Do you vi,malize science progressing to the point that much more
plentiful and more widely distributed materials may become fissionable and not constitute a danger 1 .
Dr. 0PPEN1mumn. No; with the excrpt.1011 of the very heavy elements, it will take some very new idea and some new discovery to
extract energy from them. My frank opinion is that for all but the
very light and the heavy elements, the project will not be successful;
that is, I do not think that iron will ever be a source of energy. I say
that with the full confidence that I may rend in tomorrow morning's
paper that somebody has found a w:aY to do something, but I myself
will look many times at that note before I believe.
,
The phenomenon of fission is a very specific phenomenon. It is an
accident which this committee has every reason to regret--that ura-'
nium and thorium exists in the world at all and that these things can
be realized.
As you know,. the energ}' we always ~lSC comes from the sun, and
solar energy, according to a theory of Dr. Bethe-whom I believe yoq
are to hear later-derives not from a fission process but a series of
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reactions upon very light nuclei, primarily involving the conversion
of hydrogen to helium in quite tricky way, which he might describe
to yon.
.
·
. · In the sun and in other stars, the enormous mass of the star and
the e~ect of gravity p~ay an a~solutely ~ecisive part in making this
react10n occur and I will explam that. 1hc react10n generates energy
and maintain~ the material at a high temperature. The reason it
doesn't expand and cool off and stop the reactions is that it is held·
· together by gravitational attraction.
·
It is conceiv-able that devefopinent of this kind might be carried
out terrestrially, but I am sure I don't know how, and I do not think
it is an iminediate prospect nor It very likely one. So my answer-'a rather long answer-is, to the best of my knowledge, "No."
Senator l\iILLm:rn. l\1ay I ask you this, Doctor: Roughly speaking, does it come down to this-t11;at unless we can reach a state ·of
complete and honest world cooperation, at least among the powers that
are <;apable of making or causing to be. made a born~, that we should
contmue to have our £ears on the subJect and contmue to keep ou~
bombs dry.
.
.
.
.
Dr. OrPENHEillIER. I would like to turn 1t around and say 1t comes
down to this: that we have got to find a way in which to have a state
of honest cooperat_ion. I am afraid of the word."complete," because
I am sure thnt even this count.ry will impose some obstacles to such ·a
complete cooperation, and that it is natural we will; but fundamentally
honest cooperation.
Senator lVhLLIKIN. Unless we have as close an approximation to
that type of cooperation as is possible among erring humans, until
we do have that type of cooperation among the important nations
and the nations that are capable of maki1w boinbs 01· having them
ma.de, we have got to have our bombs "dryJi' ·wouldn't you say that
is correct?
DI'. 0-Pl'ENHEIMER. ·well, I don't know what we will do with them.
Let us take a concrete example, nnd suppose we have the very
greatest difficulties in negotiations with Power A and that Power A
wishes to circumscribe any proposal they can think ·of, or we can
think of, in such a way that we have the most profound doubt that
we really will know what. is going on. Then, it seems to me, the problem is to question whether we caimot get around this situation.
Let us try to find a minimum basis of agreement, because the building of it ~tock pile of bombs, when we don't intend to use them, when
we certamly would not use theri1 unless 1Ye we1·e attacked, woul1I be
done with a half-hearted feeling-namely, the feeling that it neither
deserves the full support that we would give· such a program in an
emel'gency, nor an abandonment of it-and would be one of those half
measures which would give us an absolutely illusory security. An
atomic bomb which you do not. use is of no use to you.
Senator MILLIKIN. To p~1t 1t another w'.1-y, you would not advocate
that we destroy our stock pile of bombs pr10r to that state of cooperation which you have described?
Dr. 0PI'ENirnnmR. I think that I would put it this way: This is
. certainly a problem which goes far beyond what I know about but
my feeling is that our objective is to get started on the contr~l of
atomic energy. If we get started, the negotiators who represent this
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country must certainly be prepared to make very big concessions about ·
the inspection of our facilities, about thff declaration of our stock pile
and. i(necessary, about the destructio11 of our stock vile.
·,
I believe that such problems will 11rise. They should not, in my
opinion, be discussed by us alone. They are part of the job of achieving a collective security.
·
Senator l\.fn,LIJUN. I would agree completely with you that we have
got to get stai'ted, but let us put our minus now solely on the question
the inspection of our facilities, about the declaration of our stock pile,
of bombs. Let me have your observation on that.
.
· ..
Dr. 0PfENHEIMim. I would say that as soon as we lmve a reasonable
degree of conviction that it is not the intention-not t.he avowed
intention-of any nation to murmfacture atomic weapons, and as soon
as we are convinced that it is the avowed intention of nations to make
available to us the evidence that they are not in fact arming atomically,
then we should no longer arm atomicrrlly ourselves.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Don't you think we would have to go :further
than a reasonable degree of conviction? I think you could take out
the "reasonable" angle in connection with the other things that you
have snid. Should we not lrnve complete conviction?
Dr. OrPENHEnrnn. I would like to think that, but I doubt whether
it is reasonable to ask it;
· The point thnt I would make is this: The safety which the cooperation of various nations in preventing war can give this country, and the
advantages that t.hey can give it in our not having to maintain a military establishment of overwhelming proportions, and the confidence
with which we can go ahead with the work of peace are things worth
aiming for. The possession of 300 bombs in some vaults around the
country is something that I, myself, don't see any good in.
Senator MILLIKIN. You believe that we can take some risk, then, in
connection with destroyin~ our stock pile. That is rrll I am talking
about-destroying our stoclc pile.
Dr. Or1'ENT1Enrnn. I believe that we can take great risks if the purpose is the achievement of pence.
.
Senator M1LLI1UN. If there is n doubt or a reasonable doubt that
we might not achig~e peace by destroying our stock pile, I take it tliat
of course you wouftl not favor destroying our stock pile?
Dr. OrrENIIEillmn. I think that this committee should not assume
that the stock 1:>ile, as at -present consti luted, is one which would be of ·
any assistance to us in fighting a major war. .
,
1::,enator iirLLIKIN. I wish, as for as you can, or feel that you sheuld,
you would elaborate on that a little.
·
Dr. OrPENimr11rnn. This would haYc to be GJonc under more private
circumstances. I ,vould be very glad to.
8enator l-IAnT. Doctor, I think perhaps you may be misunderstood
at one point on account of brevity. You sn,icl that atomic weapons c11,n
be cheap instruments of clevastn,tion and then explained it briefly. I
think it would be better for purposes of Urn record if you expn,11ded
that.
.
Dr. 0PPENIIEUrnn. ~Vcll, I have seen a figure-I don't know whether
it is a reliable figure, but it is snrely ri.ot a crazy one-that it has cost us
in this war $10 a pound to deliver explosive on the enemy. I am
unable to give an accurate cost figure on atomic weapons-partly
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because- [ clori't know und partly because if I did know it I would be
prevented by that knowledge from saying it-but .I think that I can
say that, even taking account of the in-some-ways diminished effective. ,uess of concentrated bombing; it is so1newhere between 10 and, 100
times cheaper to deliver atomic weapons, which is simply in terms of
the area destroyed-it is 10 or 100 times cheaper. I don't know if it is
10 times or 30 times, an<l this will depend on policy, but it is an enormous factor. It is not a t.riviul change.
·
Senator HART. Cheaper, for instance, than TNT?
·
Dr. Or1'ENHEI111bn. That is right; and I am using a figure which
may well be criticized, but which is, I believe, the figure used by Army
Ordnance for over-all cost of delivering a pound. You can see what
thnt means if you take a ronncl figure of 10,000 tons as a possible
effective equivale1\t for an atomic bomb. That is 20,000,000 pounds,
which is $200,000,000; Now, without revealing any secrets, I can say
tha't an atomic bomb, and the equipment for delivering it, is not going
to cost that by an enormous factor.
Senator l!Aw.r. But those large TNT bombs, which are the usual
comparative figure-though the destruction in any one point, any one
small area; is by no means as great, it is sufficient and is spread over
a wider area, is it not?
·
. .
Dr. 0PPENIIEI11IER, I used a somewhat conservative fiO'ure of the
10,000 tons rather than the actual equivalent in part to ta'ke this into
ncconnt. The actnal atomic bomb releases more energy than this.
Senator HART. But it is true that the comparison, as is usua~ly made,
is a little faulty because of ·the respective areas involved?
Dr. 0l'PENHEI11IER. What I would say is this-and I will be somew hn.t 8harper about it, if you wish: For the equivalent tonnage, the
factor of cost will be more than 100. For equivalent area, it will be
somewhere between. 10 and 100, ttnd that is to try to take account of
this effect which you mentioned.
Of course, if you want to knock out three houses somewhere, you
will not use an atomic bomb. ·
Senator BYRD: Doctor, when yolt spoke of destroying the -stock pile
of bombs, would that mean, too, destroying the organization and the
factories that made the bomb?
Dr. 0Pl'ENIIEI11nm. In the first pince, I did not 8peak of destroying
it; I was asked about it.
Senator 13YRD. I understood you to say that _if you had faith in
other nations you wonld then favor the destruct10rt of the bombs we
accumulate during this period befo1:e we can ascertain what other
nations are going to do.
Dr. 0l'I'IINUEillrnR. I would say this country should clo, for the problem of atomic armament, what we expect other nations to do. If we .
expect them, and are convinced that they wish not to arm atomically,
then I think that we Hhould not arm ntomically; and if we wrrnt to keep
the plant some place, I think we should have that plant completely
open ·and should nllow the represenb1tivcs of the powers with whom
we are dealing• to know as much about what we are doing as we would
want to know about their plants.
I do not think that when we get to that point-I don't know th3:t we
will but hope that we will,.;__we will treat atomic weapons as an entirely
separate problem, because the problem with which we are :faced is
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· not to have wa~s. It is not to make them pleasanter wars, like this
last one; and I think that other weapons will come in for the same·
kind of discussion us the atomic weapons. '1' o are a long way from
that today.
Senator Bnm. Under what situation which you visualize may occur·
would you keep this present organization for the peacetime cJqvelopment of :ltomic energy?
Dr. OrPENIIEillrnR. Some parts of it I think shonlcl not only be kept
bu.t expanded. My own feeling it tllat the possibility of maintaining- even an effective bomb factory, such as we are supposed to have
at Los Alamos, depends on operating there so that there are some·
peaceful uses of the work, because it is very hard for a group of men
to be making bombs which they think (a) will never be used and
( b) sho.uld never be used. It is very hard for them to do this as their
only lifework. Therefore; I have recommended and continue to·
recommend that as long as that place must be kept in operation, it
consider problems of a nonmilitary character as well.
Sanator BYRD. Isn't there a very thin line in the manufacture of
this atomic energy for peacetime purposes and for the making of
bombs?
·
.
Dr. 0PPENHEillf.Im. The line is thick with some types of plants and
thin with others, and it is perhaps one fortunate thing that for tlrn
type of installation which has the greatest use as a, research tool and
the greatest promise of power development, the line is a little bit
thicker. That means it is somethillg of an effort to convert from one
to the other; it is not a matter of many years.
Senator BYRD. The nrnterial that would be useful for peacetimC\
purposes being available, how Jong would it then take to use that a,nd
convert it into a bomb?
Dr. Qpp]m]IECl·n:n. If one were completely set up for it-nnd this.
Nation now is, on a smnl} scale-it' would take a matter of 2 or 3
months to start tlrn va1·ions things going that neecl to be done and to,
start production; maybe 4 months if one hnd frouble.
If it were a nation or a group of people that had never had any
experience \Yith the job an(l had to fincl out how to do it and had to
build the installations, I would th ink 15 or 18 months might be a more
reasonable guess.
S::mator 13nm. Then, if yon permit tlrn me of this material for
peacetime purposes, yon nre j m,t 2 or :1 months behind?
Dr. OrPENmmmrn. For a gronp nJ people who know how.
8:maJor Bnm. ,vn arn assumillg that. sooner or later all the scientists of the worlcl will know the formula anrl process we have here.
You concur with the other scirn t.is{s who have testified, do you not?'
Dr. 0PP1m11Eu.um. I think they would find out quite a lot about
it; yes.
Senator BYnn. Let u·s assume they know as much as we do about
25 years from now, ancl that then the world organi,mtion permits the
manufacture of these materials for pPacetime purposes. Then, it
will only take 3 months to convert that material into bombs for warpurposes.
Dr. 0PPENHEI1l[ER. I think if yon did not have the establishment,.
if you had to build the place to make this conversion, it would take
that much longer; but it is still not a very long time.
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Senator Bnm. If we have such a world a(ieement, the other nat10ns of the world will then permi~ us, even if we have destroyed the
bombs we actually made-are they going to permit us to keep this
tremendous. plant and organization without having themselves an
equivalent plant and organization~
·
· . ., .
Dr. OrrENHEil\IER. I hope that the problem will not appear in
this light.
'
.
.
Senator BYRD. 'Why won't they :tppear in that light? Every nation
. is going to say this: "All right, we won't make bombs if America
destroys her bombs; and America, then, will also have to destroy
the machinery she has established for making the bombs, becausethat gives her a year or 2 or 3 years advantage over us."
.1Vhat would be your answer to that situation.? Shall we just destroy
· · the organization completely?
I think Dr. Urey, as I recall it, advocated that if such an agreement. be reached, we not only destroy the bombs but destroy the machinery and the organization we have set up .to make atoinic energy_
Dr. OrrENmm1rnn. No.
·
Senator Hnm. Except in very small quantities.
Dl'. 0PPENUEI1IIER. I don't li::now. You see, I don't think you can
. stop things like this. If aton~ic energy is good fol' anything, I think ·
the answer is probably that not only this country but other countries
will be using it for anything it is good for. .
·
Senator Ih~nn. Isn't. tlrn.t a great weakness, though, in the suggestion
which has been made that this can be controlled by agreement among
nations and bv inspect.ion~
·
Dr. OrPENnm11nm. It is a very great difficulty. It is the reason why
everyone is so worried n borllt. it.
Senator BY,m. To me it is pretty nearly an insurmountable weakness.
The CuAIIUL\N, Do you mind an interrnption on that point?
Have you considered the possibility of a United Nations Organization ownership of such pmver plants as might be developed?
Dr. OrPENJrnnmn. I think it would be a -very good thing. I think
that, for instance, if in China, where I understand we are pre.pared
to help with the generation of: power in tl'1e Yangtze V11lley, it were
possible and economically sound to establish atomic power, it would
be a very good thing to clo that thrnugh the United Nations Commission.
Let 1110 nnswer you1· question in tlH:' foilowi11g w:1y: 1Ve have great
factories in Detroit wliose purpose is to make automobiles. Everybody knows that within a rdativcly brief time they can be converted
into making tanks. No one argues that for that reason we should
. stop making automobiles.
Senator BYRD. I don't. think that. is corn parable at all to the situation
we hnve in hnnrl, becn11Se 110body "-ants to sfop nrnkiug nntomobiles,
ancl the one reason WC\ want fo st.op making this is becnt1se of the terrific destructiveness of its nse in a smltlen attack.
Dr. OrI'l!JNHJsDnm. Tlrnt iH ri11-ht; bui' ns I say, I don't know what
the policy of the United States Govm;11men't is going; to be in the conquered nations, but certainly we are going to allow them some industry
in spite of the fact that we know that. any industry can he converted
70870~46~pt.2~2
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in wartime to Wal' rnaking. '\Ve are goi1Jg to tlo this, taking such
other safeguards :is we can to be &ure that. they are not going to make
war.
I think that no nation now iu t.hc worl1l m; it actun1ly i!=!, no major
nation, hns :rny inte1·e.:t. in maki11g war.
Senator lh-nn. Tl1nt is tr111,. 1t. is j11sl. lilw a man that has been on
a drunk a.nd doesn't wa1~t to .get 1hunk, 11mylm, the following day.
'\VP don't !mow that. that Is go111g to happen ~fi ypa1·s from now.
Dr. 0PPENI-IEIJ\rnn. But that is what the next ·25 years must be used
for. It must be used to establish such machinery and such human
r~lations between the different nations that this temptation to go on
the next binge will be resisted and can be controlled.
Senator Bx1m. I have been trying to clear my mintl as to this socalled control, to be exercised by the international agreements, of the
atomic bomb.
It seems to me that if you have any control that is effective you
have simply got to banish the atomic bomb or atomic energy, which
I frankly don't think can be done. You ca1mot do it half way because
if you nse the same materials £or peacetime purposes, the same materials will b.e used at the beginning for wartime purposes.
·
Dr. OrPENHEIJ\rnR. Right.
Senator BYim. You have got a time there which you have got down
to 3 months. That is, a nation that has the facilities that America
now has above every nation in the world, unless we dismantle those
facilities, even if we destroy om present stock pile, can make atomic
bombs in 3 months.
Dr. OrrENIIEIJ\rnn. You can start making tJ1em. It is a thing that
takes time to accumulate.
I would put it this way: If I saw in the abandonment of atomic
power as a commercial source of power any real insurance that the
world would remain at peace, it would be a very cheap price. You
could mine a lot of coal for $200,000,000.
Senator BYnD. But you are asking something that has never oc- .
curred in the history of the world.
·
Dr. OrPENHEIJ\rnR·. But I don't think it will occur.
Senator BxRD. It isn't likely that the entire experience of the world
for 2,000 years or more is going to be changed.
Dr. 0Pl'J~NimIJ\rnn. I agree with you.
Senator BYRD. Sooner or later there may be some great dictator of
some nation in the world that would take it ·into his head to conquer
the world. That has happened time and again in the history of the
world. You cannot depe_nd. npo1~ Cl_u·i~tiani~ing and humanizin~ all
the rest of the world w1thm tlus limited tune we have to malrn a
decision as to what to do with the atomic bomb.
Dr. 0PPENTIEIMEJl. I think I would put it this way: At the present
time the problem does not appear as a problem o~ p_reventing tl_ie ~1se
of atomic power for an energy source, because this 1s not an exist.mg
development and no one knows whether it would or would not be
an economical one.
I believe we would have to face that problem later.
I hope when we come to it the situation will have been altered by
a history of collaboration.
·
Senator BYRD. You speak of the inspection. Suppose that government A had an agreement they would not make any atomic bombs.
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.Suppose we discovered govemment A was breaking that agreeinent..
What would you do? . vVould you {1se bombs we had here to destroy
the other nation by bombs, .or what ,vill you <lo 11bout it 1
Dr. 01•prniiE111rnn. I don't know "'.hat; the word "sanctions" means,
but I helieve there is such a word arid that it means any measures which
.al'e necessary in order to cause that power to desist.
~enator Bnm. How w~rnl<l you di> it 1 Suppose within 3 months this
nat10n, _which was using atomfo enei·gy for peacetime purposes, having
the eqmpment and the plant, had nianufactured a bomb and we discovered they were making that bofub.
· Dr .. 0rPENIIEI1IIEn. One bomb will not do any harm. I would say
that is a case for whatever sancti011s were required.
Senator BYRD. \Vhat do you mean? If we had no bombs on hand,
what could we do? We couldn't invade tlmt country perhaps in 3
months or 6 months or lon~er.
Dr. Orr1rntmnrnR. I tlunk i:f there is such a thing as the United
Nations, certainly before atomic bombs were stock-piled to the number
of 500, or something like that, they could do an awful lot.
·
Senator BYRD, But I understood you to say you wanted to destroy
the stock pile.
Dr. OrPENHEil\IER. I say, before they were stock-piled. It seems to
me that the decision to.go into this thing ma,y start having some effect
within a period of 3 to 6 months. 'There may be some military weapons
made in that time, but it will ta,ke ti long time to be a real menace, to be
a decisive thing, and it seems to me that i't is a case where one just must
not n,llow this critical period of armament to occur.
Senator BYRD. If you could explain to me, I would be very much
interested to know how you are going to prevent that. If some nation ·
desires to break secretly and surreptitiously the agreement that is
made, what are you going to do about it? ·
We know, and everybody lmows, thn,t we talk about a league of 51
nations. We lmow that the military power rests in three great nations.
The others just are not important.
· In a warfare which mn,y come as suddenly as the n,tomic warfare,
what are you going to do? Are you· going to use the bombs to bomb
that nation out of existence, if we have any on hand, b~cause they have
broken the agreement and used the materials which they were allowed
to use for the making of pen,cetime energy by converting that into a
bomb? What would you do about it?
·
Dr. 0Pl'ENilEillrnu. If this situation. arose, and it is clear from what
I h:we said that I don't think it needs to n,rise, I would use military
measures of n.U kinds n,gainst the oifending country.
Senator BYRO. Then you would want tt stock pile of bombs? That
is the only effective militarv measure you could use.
Dr. 0PPENHEI1lfER, I thii1k there you make the thing a little bit too
abstract.
·
Let us put it this way: The United States-mid this is a, reasonable assumption-starts two-timing on its engagements n,nd starts
m'anufacturing atomic bombs contrary to convention. All right, we
start in and we drag off some of the scientists who were down there,
and some of the machinists, and we get some new people in and start
to get th~s ru~ty machinery working1 and it ~s fot~nd out by peoJ?le
who are m tlns country tlrnt somethmg odd 1s gomg on and an mvestigation reveals that something odd is going on.
0

0
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)VelJ, I don't thi11k it .is true that this country would have to bebombed atomically, for it would be gauged up on Ly the whole rest of
the world. '\Ve would not have rrny atomic Lombs.
·
If your argument is that nny security council, or any United Nations Organization should have available some atomic· weapons for·
1'eprisal, I will not argue with thn.t. I don't know the answer; that
may be a possible answer:
Senator BYno. It comes clown to this, does it not, that if other·
nations get hokl of atomic bombs and these bombs arc supposedly
under the coritrol of an internatioi1al organization working through
inteniational cooperation, we have got to assume that every nation, not:
ft single nation, is going to abide by the agreement?
I mean, that.
not a single nation is going to take advantage of another one?
Dr. 0FPENHEIJ\IER. That is right.
Senator BYRD. The physical means whereby you ca1i prevent that.
taking advantage seems to be inspection and so forth. That would ·
seem to me to be rather negligible in its efficacy; I do not think that it
is ,going to amount to much.
.
Take, for example, in regard to this matter of inspection: There·
are great nations in this world with vast areas. It will be;very difficult
to find out, unless you can trace the source of the matenal, that uranium, from which atomic bombs or atomic energy can .be manu-factured-clo you think that would be practical?
Dr. Qpp1mmmrnn. It is, I believe, a fairly practical thing to do.
· You must keep in mind that there are several ingredients going into
the production of atomic weapons-at least, there has been in the past.
One ingredient is raw material; one is a whole lot of industrial
effort; one is a bunch of technical nrnn who nr~ not, instantly,.
abundant. ·
My own feeling is that one of the best leads is to keep some account
of what.these men are doing, to have some idea of what physicists and·
engineers are doing. If you see them vanishing into thi1i air, then·
you can have reason for becoming worried.
·,
Senator BYRD. This one question has bothered me a great deal. If
you permit the use of uranium or any other materials to make atomic
energy, allow tlmt material to be put into peacetime uses, the material·
now in existence, it seems to me to be a most serious harrier if you
try to keep that material from a military us.e.
Dr. OrPENHEIMER. I agree with you entirely, Senator. It bothers
us too. That is the reason why we think that, at a time when no other
place in the world exists today where atoh1ic energy is being used-although you are speaking of peacetime purposes-we have got tostart worrying now about these problems,
Senator HrmrnNLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question.
The CnArnl\IAN. Ye.s, Senator.
.
Senator H1c1u:NLOOPER. Doctor, does the history of scientific development in the world, at any time, show that the scientists have
ever discarded something that opens new ground for scientific invef'tigation?
·
In other words, can you, by legislation or even by intent of government, stop scientists from investigating or exploring new fields, especially when they ha.ve had success in a field, as is the case, the proven
case, with atomic energy?
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Dr: OrPRN1mhrnn. ,vcll; c11m·mous 1liscouragmncrH.s can ho· proposed n,nd scientific nclvam·cs cn.11 cerla.i11ly 1,e oppmmd.
· ·
.
It was not enRy, in tlw <lnys of tlw Jtpna.iss:mc11, fo1· 11 nrn.n to i11ve1,t,!.
_gate the laws of nni11re, because lrn wns lilwly t.o get l1i111s<1lf into _c•xtreme personal tronblc.
·
· .- ·
Senn.tor l1ICKl~NLOOJ>1m. B11t, sci,,nt.itic 1hw1\lop11H\lll: did go on •.
Dl'. 01'P1•;Nn'"111rn11. Yes; bu[. ollicia I disapprnva I is a LI I ing which
,can discourage it eno1·mously. T.he1·c a1·c co1111t.ri1is in which scienco
.at one time flourished rmcl in which the lack of l'ecogn it.ion and 11pproval has cn,used it to languish. ·
··
. . I don't believe that it is going to happen in a pcrmnnen} wi1.y, but
I do feel that if the opinion of the American people and of the people
·of the world is that science is an enormity, that it is synonymous with
,devastation, then I do feel' that the scientis~s are going to find that
they are not going to get support and encouragement and that the next
_generation of scientists is going to be taught by teachers who have
doubts and those scientists are not going to come to it with a deep
_passion for finding out, which has been one of the qualities char.acter.istic of scientists in the past.
·
' Senator HrcKENLOOPER. ,veu, is it possible or reasonable to think
that continued investigation may enable scientists to produce this
fissionable material at a far less cost nnd with a far less or smaller
physical development than that with which we have produced it?
In other words, we have built great plants to do it.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Yes.
Senator HwmrnworEn. vVe found it necessary to build great plants
to produce this stuff and we had to concentrate scientists in great
numbers, spend lots of money and effort.
Is it not possible that, with future experimentation, the size of those
plants can be reduced and the amount of effort?
Dr. OrrENHEr11rnn. I think, in the light 'of hindsight, all of us would
say that some of the p~ants which we built, although they worked fine,
need not have been bmlt. In other words, you don't have to put three
bridges or four bridges across a river; one is enough.
Senator HICKENLoor1m. That is right.
·
. Dt. OrPENJrnillrnR. vVe only clid that so that this program would be
rnsured. Even today we could do it-I won't say at how much less
cost-but at a fairly snrnll fraction.
.
. Nmv,.new developments may occur. They have been occurring, and
these developments have been watched very carefully by us. vVe feel
that there will be developments in the production of these fissionable
materials, that the methods will be improved, but we do not think that
it will be possible to install a process, say, in a bathtub. ,v e do not
think that you could use a bathtub in a, say, gamge, or some place
like thnt.
Senator HrcKENLOOI'ER. V{ ell, let us get a little bigger place than
a bathtub. ,vith regard to this question of the size of the plant, we
have an installation that required, say, 70,000 or 80,000 people in one
.area.
· '·
·
Dr. OrrENHEIMER. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. And we have :mother installation that
:requires thousands of people and a tremendous physical plant. The
only point I am trying to develop or trying to get information· on,
_your opinion, is this.
·
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Js it reasonable to assume th~t if exf>erimenta.tion were purs~ed.
vigorously, we could very nmtenally reduce the size of the physical
plnnt in order to produce that mnforial and also reduce the number
of personnel ·Very materially?.
.
. . · .· ..
· D~·· 0PPirnHEIMEU. vVell, let us take, say, 01,1e of _the pla.nts we ha':'e;
for mstance, the one at Hanford. It certamly is possible to build
that today, with less than was put into it and one could change theplans somewhat and make :i smaller physical installatio1i.
However, I do think that nu enormous production is not fea-sible,
To me it is not. I would not know how to do it and I ca,n only say
this, that science always turns up odd things and what they might do
in this matter I don't know, but I do not think what yon have in mind:
is very likely.
·
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I realize that. I am merely wondering if,.
with vigorous research in the future-it is my opinion, completely
unschooled, but it is my opinion that it is reasonable to assume that
. we may develop less arduous meti10ds of making this.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Right.
· Senator HrmrnNLOOPEU. And, therefore, that if science continues.
to investigate a field that they lmow is successful now and in a field
of such magnitude, a. field which offers such tremendous scientific·
possibilities, do you not think that those developments may increase
ability to produce these materia1s, a.nd also increase the difficulty of
detection?
Dr. OrPENIIEil\IER. Absolutely.
Senator Hrc1rnNLOOPER. In your prepared statement, in the last
paragraph, you say: "Today all nations, all peoples have an overriding community of interest in the prevention of atomic warfare."
It occurs to me that that statement would certainly be trne, as far
as it concerns people who have any reasonable k1~owledge of atomic
warfare. But I would not assume that it would be true among peoples
who have not been privileged to know wlrnt ntomic warfare is. I have·
the :feeling that it will be only the moral pressure of the people themselves that will give us. any hope of control over this thing, and not
the opinion or desires of governmental heads, because they a.re subject
to immediate emotions.
.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I quite agree with yon, sir.
Senator Hrc1rnNLOOPEU. If they have a full realization of the powers
of this thing and the potentialities of it can be given to all people:
the people of all countries, including the powerful countries, it seems
to me we might have a better basis upon which to build, perhaps, than
in concealment and lack of information.
.
Dr. OrrENHEIMER. I agree with you entirely. It would seem to me·
tha.t one of the things that might be useful in this connection is to·
repeat the sort of demonstration which was made in New Mexico last
summer.
That demonstration was performed there really to check up. We·
were by no means certain that the thing would work as we hoped it
would; tha.t was the purpose of it. However, I do think that the·
explosion of the atomic b:Jmbs was partly for the purpose, anyway,
of keeping them in the minds of the people of the world, and'enablmg·
them to find out what it was really like.
.
I think that is a very sound thing; and I support you.
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Senator HICKENLOOPEn. These explosions in New Mexico-the people were told that a Iininitions plant blew up.
. .
, . :> ·
; Dr. OrrENirnnmn. Y cs; but that did not mean that· the people· of
this country believed that.
.
,
, ,,, '. · ·,
· Senator I:hcn:ENL001•1m. The gmwral proposition I had in mindwas that people had knowledge of this power which had been turned
loose down there.
I am not criticizing that niethocl of publicity, saying that it was a
munitions explosion. At that time it wus essential to keep this matter
quiet..
,
· I do say, however, that if people of the United States had no other
· publicity than that a munitions plant blew up, rumors might arise,
but the facts would not have been believed by the people.
·
vVe would have no appreciation of the power of this thing and its
· potential dangers.
·
·
.Therefore, I think one of the first things in attempting. to arrive ·
at a,ny control of this is the matter of educating and· informing the
.· masses of the people of these other countries.
,
. ·
Dr.· OrrENHEill!ER. I agree with that. My own impression, and I
am not qualified to guarantee this, is that the thing is a fairly spectacular thing, and it has taken great hold of the imagination of the
people, even where tliere has been no systematic effort to publicize it.
·The. CHAIRMAN. "Fairly spectacular." I think that is a masterpi_ece of understatement.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER: The point that I wanted to try to develop
here was I think the snggestion of demonstrations is a good suggestion; it gives a lot of food for thought.
·
But what good will demonstration be in some area or in soine
country or some nation where only certain public officials will see it
and then retire into a great silence, and the public knows nothing
about it?
.
·
Dr. OrrENHEIMETJ. This was not what I had 1n mind. I was not
proposing to convircce the Senate of the United States, but to demonstr.ate it before a somewhat wider audience.
. . ·.
·
· Sanator HrmrnNLOOPER, I am still talking about publicity, on a
larger scale to a v,irler andience. Arc you in favor of that? .
Dr. OrPENHEIMEn. Absolutely; I do think that the manner in
which. my colleag 1es have handled this-I would not want it indicated that the mrr,mer in which the publicity angle of it was handled
was due to any Ja•:k of zeal.
.
·
··
Senator Hrcidl'lNLOor1m. ,vell, I am certainly not criticizing you for
lack of zeal. J;ithink their zeal has been proved.
Let me ask you this: Suppose we take an atomic bomb over the
ocean and use it to bomb ships. Through publicity and education
we could show what the effects would be. Of course, the American
people, in my opinion, would not need any further demonstration ..
· Dr. 0PPFJNHET1\rnn. Of ronrRf\, .
·
The CnAIRlltAN. Senator, I am not so sure that that is true. Ihiive
talked with some people lately. Yesterday I talked with a gentleman
who comes in contact with many people in Connecticut. The day ·
before yesterday he spent ·some time listening to some testimony here·
and.he went back to my office and saw me and he said that people do
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not understand what is involved in.this thing. I might say that he,h;
very level-headed observer, by the way. .
_
Senator Hic1rnNL001'1m. I think that is true. I think that probably
members of this committee and people who have sat in these hearings
know about it.
·
· Hawever, I think that we could go on for literally months and none
of us, except the scientists and the engineers who had been present
and actually physically examined these things, could folly appreciate
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But I do believe tlmt the American people are really convinced, the
,overwhelming bulk of the people, that this is the most ominous and
powerful thing ever relea.sed and so many m~re times more powedul
than. other tlung~ when 1t comes to destruction, tha~ they are fully
convmced somethmg has to be done to attempt to put 1t under control.
I only hope that the rest of the peoples of- the world could be informed, at least as much as we have been informed at this point, so
that their realization could bring pressure to bear.
,
Dr. OrrENHEIMER. I agree. However, isn't one reason why the
people in this country know something about it is that perhaps there_
is a certain national pride arising from the £act that it was _developed in this cmmtry. That works against us everywhere else, but we
know we have developed it.
•
I t_hin~ that only in the measure in which the people of other nations
feel 1t will be necessary to have power to control the troubles that are
in the world-I feel tlrnt first they must be aware really of what those
troubles are.
Senator Hrms:ENLOOPER. Yes.
Dr. 0PPENirnnrnn. And the very fact that there are discussions
going on about this problem, how it may be met, will enable people to
face the fact that it is a tough problem.
·
_ Senator Hrc1urnLOor1m. We have quite a free press and quite a free
· radio in this country; these mediums are free to give the information
· to the people. If we didn't have them, I doubt whether 1 person out
of 10,000 could have any proper conception of this.
The CHArnll'fAN. Senator ,Johnson.
Senator JoHNSON. Dr. Oppenheimer, you inferred in your testimony that there was such a thing as compelling cooperation. Is
that not a rather strange conception of cooperation-compulsory
cooperation 1
Dr. OrrENIIEIMER. If I so implied, I erred. I did not mean to so
imply.
I think that the facts of the world compel us to cooperate.
What I think I said-what I meant to say-was that if there were
violations of agreements which would endanger the peace of the world,
then it seems to me that one had no other choice but to treat it as a
state of war.
Senator J011NSON. My understanding \vas that your position is that
we should compel nations to cooperate. I gathered, by inference, that
you wanted to declare sanctions if the atomic bomb were used, and
that you really believe we would be justified in declaring war on a
nation that did not cooperate but did go ahead and presumab~y constrnr.t atomic bombs. That is what I understood from your testimony.
Dr. Or~ENHEillrnR. I thought I said that the necessity hns arisen
for an overriding commui1ity of interest in preventing the atomic war.
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Senator JOHNSON. Oh,' yes, that is what you said, but I got your'
position as being that now is the time to bring about cooperation of
all nations, the time when. we have the atomic bomb and no one else
has it. . . · ·.. · · .
· ·
·
. ·
. . · ..··
; Certainly, other i1ations wi~l be veri foolish; it wol!ld seem to µie, ·
If they would not agree at this moment to say, "All right, let us ban
the atomic bomb."
.
.
.
.
.
·
Whether they would live up to that agreement or' not is another
thing; I recognize that. I recall that after the Disarmament Confer~nce W(l destroyed our ba·ttleships and the other nations destroyed
their blueprints. The same thing might very well occur, again. ·
. It would be very easy to get assurances now, provided we made all
·the disclosures. That would be simple, because ,ve are the only ones
who have any disclosures to make. They will say, "All right, we
'agree," but tomorrow they might change their mirids.
.
If they change their minds, is it your position.that we are justified
in immediately declaring war on t~em l Your testimony would seem
to indicate that to me.
,
Dr. OrPENHEIMER. It is an abstract question and it is certainly a
question to which a scientist. can give no especially informed answer.
But I think that when Japan started her aggressions in 1031, or
wheri the Germans declared their intention to rearm and started
to rearm in the early years of the thirties, if the other countries o:f
the world had said to them that it had to stop,. we would have had
very much less of a war and very much less misery than in fact·
we had .
.Now, if a situation like that aris()S in the future-I hope not, I
hope we have learned in the last fifteen Jettrs that it is better not to
let those things get under way-.
.
8enator JOHNSON. Yes, but my understanding of yoi1r position is
that if a nation denied inspection and if we suspected any nation o:f
accumulating atomic bombs, that we would be justified in doing
something about it. Would you deem that.a cause of wad
· Dr. 0PPENHEIMim. I think it probably would be.
8enator JouxsoN. A cause of war?
Dr.'0PPENHEI1\oIER. I think it probably would be.
Let me ~tate more clearly what Iha.vein mind.
.
Let us assume that, ~a.king advanta~~ of the 1~res£:nt si~uatioo..,
agreements are entered mto m good faith and mamtamed m gooct ·
faith for, let us say, 15 years .. ·
.
. Let us further a!3sume that we find out-I don't mean, particularly,
this Nation, but whatever agency exists, perhaps a commission of
United Nations, as recommended-find out that there is an attempt
· to get around the agreements by a country, to get around them
for the purpose of making atomic weapons.
.
. ·
Atomic weapons are only useful in war. If that were going
in·
the world, under the circumstances I have stated, it would mean that
somebody is planning a war.
.
I think and I believe that it would be desirable that the rest of the
world recogni~e it ttnd try to keep that war from being fought as
this last one has been fought.
·
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, Doctor~ into the agreement you
would write a new definition of aggression, based upon the power of
the atomic bomb1
· ·
·
·
.·

on
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Dr: OrPJiJNHEI11nm. It scmns to nw-T do11'L know 1.1111.t tltrtt' coridi. ·.
tion will come n.bont or wh1\th1\t'· it will. exist in I.he fo( lll'<i--hut it
seems to me that that wns t.110 intention <lis1ilrnmd i11 the Thr<\ll Powe1·
Declaration of Principle,;, t,o set 11\i a cornmission which will, in time,
·say-what is safe to have going- 011 in Lim world and wlrn.t is not sn.fe.
I believe that if t.ltings which are recog11i:-11\1l as not safe do go on,
that it is in the· intention of the aclmi 11 istratio11 Llrnt this commission
point this out and raise the problem of what steps must be taken. I
don't know what those steps will be.
Senator BYRD. Pardon me for interrupting. I believe what you
are talking about now would memi a session of the United Nations
-Organization. As yoi.1 know, if any one of the United Nations wants
to, it can vrto any questions relating to matters diqcussed there.
We tried to change that; we couldri't get it amended to make unanimous consent unnecessary.
Dr. OrPENIIEnrnn. Certainly. ·wiser people than I have pointed
cut that this veto provision may not be too practical.
Senator BYRD. °'Yell, it is in there and it cannot be gotten out ex-cept PY unanimous vote of the Big Five.
Dr. 0PrENIIEI1IIER. Nevertheless. it is-·Senator J01-rnsoN. Pardon me for interrupting. I would like to
go on.
.
If I hacl the planning of that, if ,I were a world conqueror and
had any plans for taking o'ver the world, the first thing I would
do "'ould be to build a great power plant, plutonium power plant,
and then I would secretly develop atomic energy for atomic bombs
from that power plant.
I am quite surprised in your statement here thi.s morning advocating
the building of a um11ium power plant in China.
It seems to me that that is the most reckless proposal I have ever
heard made by anyone, scientist or politician or anyone else, because
all of us know that there is only a thin line, as the Senator £rem Virginia stated,' between the development of atomic power, through
uranium, and the clevelopme1tt of atomic bombs.
Dr. 0PPEN11m11nm. First I would like to sa.y that I did not ad.vocate
that we do it touay. I advocated it very conditionally. I mean, only
inasfar as it would be really useful, a power plant in China.
.
I don't think we can stop this kind of thing. I don't think we can
stop the advance of technology, and I hope by the time: t.h~~;e ~dyancements. are made and by the time power plants are bmlt m Churn, or
wherever else, wherever it. might be, that we will have a machinery
for assuring ourselves that they will not he converted into instruments
of war.
Senator JOHNSON. Yes, but right in your statement you say that
there is no defense against atomic bombs, absolutely no defense.
I agree that it is going ta be hard to stop industrial development,
-and I doubt very much that it can be done.
Dr. 0PPENII.EIMER. It can't be.
Senator JoHNSON. Or that it should be; I will even go that far.
But, since it is hard to stop it, then I think that our scientists, instead
of entering into the political arena and deciding what should be done
on this question, as a political gesture, should be devoting their energies
to finding out what we should do scientifically. If there is no defense,
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:t1iey ~honld be developing one, some counteraction against it; that i~
Jhe1nob.
-.
.
·
. · I think they ought ·t.o keep on tryii1g, or, at least, 11ot nclvise the
political agencies of this Government ·to scatter plants aU·over the
world, especially in a country as unstable as China is at present.
Dr. OrPENiiF.11\IER. I would like to take· that up. I said that I
~hought t~mt there would be' good rensons for putting in a power plant
m "the Yangtze Valley; that we were thinking of the development of
a power project in that valley. I said that that might be a good place,
where the economics involved _in the use of atomic power for energy
would be sound.
I made it very clear that I was not trying to advise political agencies
on political matters. I was very clear that my position on that is
this: My purpose in coming here was to make available such technical
information as I have.
Senator ,TOitNSON. I appreciate that, but you did advocate-or, at
least, I understood yol'! to advocate-that we build a ui'anitim power
plant in China instead of a hydroelectric power plant, which has been
'.proposed.
Dr. 0rPENHEI1\IER. I said it might be a better type of plant. ·
Senator JouNsoN. Well, it might be a better type of, plant, but I
· .have this other question that I wimt to get some information from
you about.
You had considerable experience of course, with the bomb and its
·explosive effectiveness in New :.Mexico.
,v'h!1t is your opinion of the effectiveness of an atomic bomb exploding _in a building in a city, for instance; not in the air, but perhaps in a basement or maybe in the top story of a building. ·
Dr. 0PPENI-IF.!11IER. As far a~ the blast goes, the effectiveness increnses
as the height of the detonation is increased, up to a certain point. The
·building wouldn't make any difference.
Sennt.or JoHNRON. The building would not make. any difference.
You mean that i:f it were in~ide a building it would be no more
destructive, say, in the city of ·washington, if it were exploded in
a bnsement downtown~
. Dr. 0PPF}NHF.I111ER. If it were well underground; but a basement
usually is not. It is only 10 feet or so. But if it were well underground, t.hen we would begin to get new effectE-earth shocks, and so
on. But if it were oh the surface or 10 feet under, the 10 feet under
is just about the same a.s being on the surface and you could not note
the difference.
The radioactivity would be, if it were.well underground, very much
decreased; the blast effects would be very much decreased.
Senator JOHNSON. ,vhat about the expansion, the radioactive expansion covering the city?
Dr. 0PPENHEI11i:ER. I think it would be a very bad mess.
Senator JOHNSON. 'What about using it as a depth bomb? What
·are your ideas on that, in the sea 1
·
.
Dr. 0PPENHEI11fER. In the sea? I can't tell you q1iantitatively,
1lecause that is one of the things that is secret, but it certainly is
·effective.
Senator JoHNSON. As·effective, you think, as discharged in the aid
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. More so.
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Senator J OIINSON. !\fore so.
Senator TYDINGS.· Mr. Clmirm:1.n, may I ask-·
.·
The CnAmllIAN. · I have been trying to get at him myself, but I wilt
yield to you. ·GorightahelLcl: ·
, .
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, how large a plant would be.the mini1numsized plant, in area, that would he necessary to produce atomic energy?'
Dr. 0PPENl1EI111Eil. ·well, I think the main structure-- .
.
Senator TYDINGS. I will qualify tlmt. Looking ahead 10 years,.
from what you can conceive of the development of atomic energy
in the future, what is, in your opinion, the smallest plant of which
you can conceive that can efficiently manufacture it?
·
Dr. 0PPENHEI1IIER. Of course, you are using the word "efficiently."
Senator TYDINGS. Reasonably efficient.
.
'
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Are you talking about large power production?
Senator TYDINGS. My question is directed to this point: Assuming·
that there is a system of inspection-·
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. I ,vant to know, if one nation attempted to cheat
inspection, how small a plant could he erected to avoid detection and·
· produce bombs?
· Dr. 0PPENimnmn. Oh. I think that the main building, the main
reactor. if it were 100 feet square, you would get an awful lot out of it.
The building itself would not have to he large; hut there would be a
lot of auxiliary works.
In other words, atomic bombs could be manufactured in a building·
or a series of building·s of not more than 100 feet, of which the largest
building was perhaps 100 feet.
.
Senator TYDINGS. 100 feet long and 100 feet wide. And how high?
Dr. OrPENTrnnrnn. 80 feet high.
Senator TYDINGS. 80 feet high. That would be pretty hard to
detect, would it not?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Yes.
Senator TYmNGS. Now then, the next question is: Could plants
be so diversified in the manufacture of atomic bombs that each of
them wonld he smaller than the ones you have just described, if that
was the desire of the country erecting the plants?
Dr. Oi·PENHEnrnR. I think there will he a fow buildings-I mean,
if they are going into the thing in a pmctical way and want to make a
sizable nmnber of bombs, I think tlmt there will be quite a, few buildings not smaller in linear dimensions than 100 feet.
Senator TYDINGS. Now, if they were using a bnilcling, if they had a
manufacturing process housed in a building which would be limited to·
not more than 100 feet long to not more thnn 100 feet wide and 80 feet
high, how many bombs do you think it would be possible to make a
month?
Dr. 0PPENHEI11IER. Per building?
Senator TYDINGS. Per building or per combination of buildings.
scattered in different cities.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER, Well, let me put it in the form of per buildi!).g.
I don't think that you could make the material for probably more
than about five bombs in one such building, maybe as low as one.
Senator TYDINGS. The reason I am asking these questions, Doctor,.
is that every witness who has appeared before -tlns committee has,
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stressed·. the fact thp.t detection is nebessary and that that is the
, . only and final hope we have of control .. •·
. ·. . ·
. .·
· That being so, I am interested _in knowing whether a nation that
· desires to frustrate inspection might con'ceivably arrange their atomio
machinery and plants so as to avoid detection. Therefore, I have
asked you, could· plants be so diversified so as not to attract attention 1
-Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I think it is possible. I certainly do not wish to
argue that inspection is easy.
·
·
··
Senator TYDINGS. Well, the reason I asked you is that one of the
preceding witnesses on the stand here, i;h talking about the large .and
undeveloped areas said it would _be necessary, to inspect, to fly back and
forth in a plane. He was quite an eminent man and he said that he
· thought you could detect such a plarit.
·
· As a layman I do not believe that that is true. I think that covers a·
lot of ground, because I think ingenuity would be used. The plants
would be either underground or they would be diversified, and would
carry the di versification to such an extent as to a void detection, that
kind of detection, from a plane.
.
Do you agree with that thought or not?
.· .
Dr. OrPE.NHEIMER, I agree that it would ~e yery, very, very tough.
I should thmk that before the process of bmldmg the.plants 1s begun
would probably be the time when inspection should come·in. Inspec.tion would reveal the most about it then.·
·
.
··
Senator Troi:NGS, But suppose they built a plant 50 miles from any
other place in the country?
·
Dr. OPPENHEIMER, ,ven, it would need power, it would need water,
it would need a lot of stuff.
.
Let me put it this way: With what we know today, I think atom. ically to arm a country would involve a general effort and commotion,
and if you tride to add, in additio·n, the fact that you wanted the
installations to be invisible, the effort would be very much greater.
I think you will notke the siz~ of the strain, even if yot1 did not notice
the building itself.
·
Senator TYDINGS, I admit that there is a good possibility of
detection. ·
But suppose the Presdent o:f·the United.States said to you: "We
are not permitted to use atomic bombs. However, I have reason to
believe, although we haven't been able to detect it, that nation X,
nation Y, and nation Z are working on these bombs." .
•
Dr. 0PPENIIEIMER. Yes.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Then the President says, "I want you to conceive
of a plant where w~ can manufacture atomic bombs, utilizing diversified operations already in existence in such fashion that nobody
making any part of the bomb will realize that the whole thing is to
be assembled for that purpose."
·
What prqspect o:f success could you offer to the President i:f such a
proposition were put to you and supposi11g you were given a free I1and?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER: I would say, "Better ask General Groves to do
it." [Laughter]. .
.
.
. Senator TYDINGS. Do you think General Groves would have a fair
chance o:f success 1
Dr. OPPENHEIMER, No.
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Sen:ator TYDINGS. Now, suppose that same proposition were put up,
to you in one of three, four, or five countries, other than the United.
States of which you might conceive under existing circumstances, what.
prospect of success would there be then for this undertaking 1
Dr. 0PPENHEIMEn. ,vhen I was running Los Alamos, I had som~-·
times great difficulties, but I always consoled myself with the thought
that any other ,country would not'lmve do1ie it so well, that it would
have been worse.·
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. I know, but I don't think that answers my·
question.
·
.
. Dr. OPPENHEIMER. No~ I believe that the more highly indusl;t'ial-·
ized the country is, and the more different are the things going on,.
and the more complex its organization is, the better chance you would
have of doing something, of accomplishing atomic bomb manufacture,
and I think that all of these things with reference to complexity, high'.
industrialization, apply to this country, at the present time, more·
appropriately than to any other country.
,
Senator TYDINGS. Then, too, General Groves testified that the value·
of inspection would not be 100 percent, that it would not be naught;
that it would be naught plus.
From what you have told me of the difficulties of concealing this
operation, I would assume that inspection, in your mind, would be·
much more successful than was the conception of General Groves ..
Am I wrong~
Dr.·OrPENHEil.lrnR. I think there is a little difference of philosophy..
If you are dealing with part of the world, a nation or a group of
nations which says, "It is none of your business what we are doing,"
and if the country or group of countries is full of secret arms plants
and you cannot get into it, if they will not let you go into the country·
but say, ""\Ve will let you follow our work on uranium," and do not.
let you see what is going on-when you come to a country like that
you are going to have a terrible time finding out what the plants may·
or may not be working on.
But if the obstacles are not presented to you iu this form and you
have people already in the country in the normal way and the goveri;i. 0
ment has said, "'\Ve are not making or going to make any secret in
this field," and does not make a habit of secrecy, then 1 think you hav.ea chance.
Senator TYDINGS. Don't let us take such an optimistic view. Let us.
take the world as it is, not the world as it ought to be.
In the case of the world as it is, do you believe it would be possible,
assuming that the plant would not have to be more thnn 100 feet wide
and 100 feet long and 80 feet high, do you assume that it would be
possible, considering the wide areas that many nations have control·
over, like Britain as an empire, or like Russia which has one-fifth of
the world's land area, or France as an empire, do you believe.it would
be possible, in any of these countries to make atomic bombs that would·
have 50-50 chance of avoiding detection t
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I don't think it would be possible to get started
allfl make atomic bombs and have a 50~50 cha.nee of avoiding detection.
Sena tor TYDINGS, ·why~
·
Dr. OrPENHEil\IER. Because I think that the effort necessary to do tothe job would Rhow up. It would show up.
1

a
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Senator TYDINGS. To whom~
· Dr. OPPENHEIMER; To anyone who lived in those countries.
Senator TYDINGS .. Well, suppose they couldn't get out.
, .
Dr. 0PPENHEl1\IER. · In that case, it might show up, it might .be detected, but the detection would not be valuable; that is, if you don't
have freedom of travel, I think the problem is impossible.
.
. , ··
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, inspection is not worthy of. the.
name unless it is unimpeded and free?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Absolutely.
Senator TYDINGS. And if the country refused to cooperate with
inspectors?
.
. .·
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Absolutely.
Senator l\fILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator MILLIKIN. I was very much interested in a part of tlie.
discussion between you, Dr. Oppenheimer, and Se1intor Byrd a while·
ago. ·
.
. ·
.
Let us assume that, instead of the United Nations, that the five or six
principal powers of the world should sit down and make an agreement
that they will not use atomic energy fonyarfare. . ·
.
Let us suppose that this agreement is filled up with all s.orts of pious
declarations on the subject. Let us suppose that, as time goes on, it is.
di.scovered that one of these nations has violated the agreement and has
a store of atomic bombs.
I gathered from what you said in answer to one of Senator Byrd's..
questions, that we then wouJd have to take protective measures, and
that we would have to move in on that country.
.
.
'\V'oulcl that carry the thought in your mi.µd that we could move in
effectively 1
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. '\V'ell, I don't think that I should be asked, on
the one hand, not to .discuss political questions, and, on the other hand,
approached to answer them.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I want to say this to you: If the political .
scientists had kept up with the other scientists, there might be some
question of complaint or cause for complaint about receiving advice
on the subject of political questions.
·
·
However, as far as I am concerned personally, the political scientists
have made such a mess that I think we would do well to hear such
advice. After all, you people .have been thinking about this thing for
4 or 5 years, ai1d I, for one, am very glad to hear your advice.
Senator M1u,nnN. vVhnt. I ,vanted to. find out, :Mr. Chairman,. was
whether the witness' answe,r carried the implication that, without
bombs, one nation could move in and protect itself against a nation
with bombs. I think that is a very significant and important question.
Dr. 0PPENI-rnillrnn. I will tell you what I thought I said. It is my·
conviction that the easiest time, and, in £net, the only time when one
might hope to discover that there were violations of the convention
w_ould be the time when it is sta!ted, when you are pulling in your techmeal peop~e\_when you are havmg the equipment manufactured, when
ycu are bmlctmg the plants.
,
·
During that time, the nation that is doing this is not going to have
any atomic bombs.
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Senator·M1LLrn:IN, For my purpose, let us assume that that is ab~olutely correct. Let us take the next step.
. ,.
·
Let us envision that situation I poi·trayed, where one of the principal
p9wers, also having other military reso.urces, confronted tis suddenly
with the fact that she had a store of atori:nc bombs.
·
·
Could the other. four or five principal nations protect themselves
against that situation?
· , ·
· ·
.
Dr.· OPPENHEIMER, They could not protect themselves adequately
against the atomic bomb, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank y'ou.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, we have spent, and rightly so, I think, a
considerable time examining the difiiculties of control, international control, the difficulties of having any peacetime development
of atomic energy even if we do have control.
Have you thought about the alternative of unlimited atoniic armament races between six or seven countries of the world and the possible
outcome of that, considering history, if you are to look at history?
. Dr. OrrENIIEIMER. Yes, of course. That is a problem which I can
easily answer.
I believe that if there is atomic armament there will be atomic war.
I believe if there is atomic war that the damage which has been pictured to you by many witnesses before me will, in fact, occur.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us assume that all nations-all nations making
atomic bombs-have, in a period of time to be denoted as "X," an equal
number of bombs. General Groves' estimation of "X" is 20 years,
which he admits is a guess; in Dr: Langmuir's mind it could be 3
years or in the case of Russia possibly 5; 'Winston Churchill's estimate,
given, I presume, after talking to English scientists, is 3 years. Now,
assuming they all have an equal number of bombs-.
The military thinking on it, as I get it, as evidenced by General
Groves, is that if vou have a great big stock and everybody has a
great big stock, no· one will use atomic bombs because of the fear of
retaliation, and that is that upon which we lrn,ve got to rely for our
defense. ·
Do you wish to comment on that mentnl state of mind of the
130,000,000 or 140,000,000 people of this country, as well as the
2,000,000,000 or so 0£ this world, living in an ittmosphere where there
is the possibility of destruction to come anywhere from the fattr corners
of the globe~
.
Dr. 01•rENIIEnrnn. You have been so eloquent that I don't need to
comment.
The CI-IAIRMAN. Thank you.
.
Dr. 0PPENHEil\IER. I think that that "·ould not be the whole tlung.
Although the fear of retaliation is a very serious one, the advantages
of attack are enormous, the advantages of initiative are enormous.
I believe, when the thing goes far enough and the stock ,piles get
bigger and bigger, that, at least, the advantages, the seeming advantages of the initiative will outweigh any possible disadvantages of
having other powers gang up on them.
. ..
·.
The 0IIAIRMAN. I-fave you thought about the poss1b1hty of a nat10n
getting this advantage without even sufl'ering retali:~.tion because the
attacked nation would not know where the bombs came from~
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Dr. OrrEN'rrE111rnn. It is possible. That is not one of the things that
keep me awake nights, as the first point you mentioned is. 'The idea
Qf three or' fo1;1r .or fiye arsenals., each containing 5,000 .atomic bombs, .
. that 1s somethmg to he awake mghts about.
·
·
.
The fact that the weapons might have traveled so many times
around the world to their target that you couldn't identify their origin
is, I think, a minor worry. I think, as a matter of fact, that technical
equipment could be set up so that you. would know where they came
fr<'m, if you were there to read the meters. [Laughter.]
·
The CHAIRllIAN. '\Vell, assuming that you wouldn't be there to read
the meters and assuming furthermore that the attack might come from
a small country, a nation which might be taken over by fifth ~olumn
methods, what then?
·
·
. ·• ..·
..
Dr. 0rPENHEI1IIER. There is certainly danger, there is m,qi,i.estionably danger. That is why it seems to me worth while tq '.face the
terrible problems of inspection and the terrible problems of the situation, because the alternative seems a lot worse. ·
·· .
The CnA:nMAN. Doctor, you made a statement about the effect 0£
the bomb as a depth bomb. I assume that you are able to compute
pretty accurately, particularly after these three tests-two of them,
of course, were not tests, but use-as to the physical effect.
·.
Assume that there was a fleet of ships in a harbor and that an
atomic bomb was dropped iJ.1 the center; or, perhaps, to put it more
realistically, assume that a fleet has been discovered at sea, operating
as. say, Admiral Halsey's fleet "·ould be operating.
Dr. OrrENHE,MER. Yes. ,
The CHAIRMAN. Assume .that a bomb such as you know is now
-capable of bein.q; manufactured, be dropped upon such a fleet. ·what
would be the effect of it~
Dr. 01.'PENHEIMER. Am I allowed to answer that in open session?
'I think I am not.
Senator TYD:NGS. I think you ought to answer that.
The CnAIRM:AN. I think that is answerable, Doctor.
·Senator TYDINGS. In general terms.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. I am afrai9 about that. There is a specific Presidential prohibition on saying·imything about the military or naval
uses of atomic weapons and saying anything in public.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I think there is a good point there that should be
brought out.
.
· ·
The CuArn11IAN. Frnnkly, Doctor, it never occurred to me that that
-could be regarded as a secret.
Dr. 0PPENmmrnn. ·well, if it docs not have to be answered quantita•
tively, if it can be answered generally-you see, it is obvious, I could
·say, "It would do great damage." I am willing to say, I am willing to
.go on the record as saying that it will do great damage. [Laughter.)
But I would like to point out one thing. It is sometimes askecl
whether a single weapon can destroy this or that by the use of such
·a weapon.
·
I would say that that depends upon the details and a lot of things.
For example, in the example you cite, it would depend upon how tho
fleet was disposed of, where the bomb was set off, and so on. That
would determine how much of the fleet would be destroyed.
79879~6~pt.2~3
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· As I see it, the cost of an atomic ,veapon is going to be so small, com. pared to the cost of a capitalship,,that the problem of the usefulness
of capital ships, which is a very serious one in any case-that is, even
if you .only hit one ship-there you have a big target, you have an
expensive target.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I have one more question.
The C:uAIRllIAN. All right, Senator.
·
Senator TYDINGS. I would like to have you give me a comprehensive
answer to this if you feel that you can and circumstances will permit
yon.
·
. Can there be a reasonable separation of the manufacture of atomic
energy for peace, as differentiated from its manufacture for war I
Dr. 0l'PENHEI11nm. The manufacture of atomic energy for peace,
in any plants tlrnt I have heard discussed, ,rnuld make material
latently which could be used for war.
Senator TYDINGS. May I interrupt I Up to that point, the line
bebveen the manufacture of atomic energy for peace and using the
materials so manufactured for war is a very thin and difficult line
~~wl
·
Dr. OPr1mm,rnrnR. I would put it this way.
If you did this, if you made atomic energy and sold it in kilowatts
and so on and definitely made no provision for military inspection
of the products which you were making at the same time and did
this on a large scale, you would have perhaps solved, let us say,
more than 60 percent and less than !JO percent of the problem of
making atomic weapons.
Senator TYmNas. So, by the manufacture of atomic energy for
purely peaceful purposes, we have by so doing considerably lightened
the mannfactnre of atomic energy for war purposes from b2tween
60 percent and !JO percent, somewhere around there, o:f its potential 1
Dr. OrPF.NITEU\rnR. That is right, and it is a very serious problem
ahd if we do it we would want to have the most rigorous inspection
of such a plant.
Senator TYDINGS. Do you believe it is humanly possible to manufacture atomic energy for peacetime purposes in a country·that desires
to use it for wartime purposes eventually without having to reach,
preliminarily, the !JO percent potential to whieh you have alluded I
·
Dr. Ot'PRNHlffllrnR. I don't know.
Senator TYDINGS. I mean if they have the will to do it, you understand.
Dr. OrPRNmu:11rnR. I think-my guess would be that, let us say,
if a plant is erected in-if you don't like China, let us say France-Senator TYDINGS. Or in the United States.
.
Dr. 0PPE:NTIRI11rnn. Or in the United States. If there is such a
pmYer plant and we have any inspectors in this plant, I would say
that the part of the job which nPe<ls to be done, circumventing these
inspectors-and I think that would be very hard to do-is about onethird or one-fourth of the total.
I could also say that you canmake power plants, make plants
the crention of atomic power for peaceful uses which do not make
materials for military uses; but you can only do this if you have
other plants which are making the ingredients of atomic bombs.

for
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Scn;tor TYnrNos. So, y,ou think, with respect to inspection and'.
this question of other coitnfries being permitted the making of atorriic:
pmver for peacetime purposes, that then we would be, approximately;
at that point; within 25 percent of the ultimate goal of starting from
scratch an.cl nrnnufoctnring atomic power for the atomic bomb 'I
Dr. OrI'ENUEIMER. That is my understanding.
Senator TYDINGS. I think that is a fair statement.
Dr. OrrENIIEHIER. And I would go further and say that this
problem, obviously, is a tough one.
·
· The heads of three states, who have very good advice on it, were:
not only worried ab:rnt it but, in their oflicial statement said they
were worried ab:mt it; namely, they felt that the time was not yet
here when it was possible to cultivate the application of atomic energy
to peaceful purposes on an international scale. · By implication, they
said that they thought the time would be here. ·
Senator· TYDINGS. Assuming that 10 years from now atomic energy
in many c_ountries has been licensed by the government for peacetime
manufacture and uses and that our country was one ·of them.
,vhat do you think would be the necessary time to construct the·
remaining 25 percent of the process, for war purposes, of producing;
atomic· bombs?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. It depends on the scale. If we wanted to have;,
I will say, 1,000 bombs, 2 years would be a lot of work and the whole·
country wonld feel it.
.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, it would take 2 years 1
. Dr. 0Pl'ENHiffi\IER. Yes, to accumulate 1,000 bombs.
Senator TYDINGS. If it were decided. to make military bombs from
our peacetime atomic energy, how long would it take us to complete.

200?

.

.

·

·

Dr. OrPENHEillnm. Maybe a little over a year.
Senator TYDINGS. How long would it take us to make 50 '1
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. Maybe a year.
.
Senator TYDINGS. S'o that we are faced with the prospect--.
Dr. 0PI'ENHEil1IEH. I think a year is too long; maybe !) months.
Senator TYDINGS. _So, the:n, we are faced with the prospect, if conn--·
tries were pem1itted to manufacture atomic energy for peacetime pur- ·
poses and 10 years after, if they got the all-out and oriented themselves
into production, you· say that. within D months they can make 25 or
50 or GO bombs thereafter for military purposes, utilizing that peace-'
time machinery? .
,
·
.
Dr. 0PPEN11EIMEH. Not without, I would say, its being known; but
it could do it.
.
.
Senator TYDINGR. As I say, if they were given a free hand.
Dr. 0PPENIIEn.rnu. Yes.
The CHAillllIAN. Doctor, of ·c01use any peacetime use of atomic.·
energy presupposes widespread distribution of the power generated,
by the fissionable materials.
Let UR say we have a central heating plant in Chicago that is- so·
devised that it could furnish heat to every house and apartment;
house in Chicago cheaper thn11 it could be done in any other way.
Now, if it is decided that that fissionable material ,Yas going to be:
nsecl for bombs, somebody wonld get his heat cut oil' in. Chicago,;
would he not i
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Dr. 0Pl'ENIIm:mm. It wonldn't have to work that way.
The CnAm11uN. It wouldn't have to work that way1 _
Dr. OrPENUEnrnH. No. You woul1l need new stocks of uranium,
but the normal way you would do the job, you would not have to cut
ofl' the power. I think nor.
But, that is one of the few problems that I don't see as a serious one.
The CnAIRllIAN. I see.
Dr. 0PI'ENHEI1\IEu. It is clear, of course, if you have a lot of power
plants and you suddenly change their use, their use for power generation may be impeded, but it would not h:i.ve to be if you had an
adequate stipply of materials.
The CnAIHJ\IAN. Senator Johnson.
Senator J011NsoN. ·would the water used for heating purposes be
radioactively dangerous 1
Dr. OrPENI-lEillrnn. The plant could be designed so that that would
not be the case.
Senator JonNSON. It coulcl be so designed 1
_ Dr. 0rPENHEI1IIER. Yes. I ought to say quite clearly that although
the generation of power at high temperatures looks to me like a solvable problem, it might be a matter of a couple of years or more than
that before a working solution could be arrived at, even if it were
decided to be the right thing to do.
Senator JonNSON. ·would the steam coming from such a plant be
rad:oactive~
.
Dr. 0PPENHEil\IER. It shouldn't be. It should be done by means
of heat exchanges, so that there is no direct contact between the hot
fluid going to heat the homes and the radioactive materials.
The CnA1irl\IAN. Doctor, assuming that you believe that inspection
was scientifically feasible-and not injecting into it the political
feasibility of control-you have, it seems to me, this result: That nations willing to forc,go the control of a weapon of warfare such as
the atomic bomb would also be willing-if this is a logical situation
and it seems to me it, might be-would they also be willing to forego
Qther weapons of warfare 1
Dr. 0PPENHEiilfER. That is my hope. You see, I think that the
whole situation is completely turned around.
Here is a development which makes it clear that the clangers of
warfare are enormously greater than in the past-and they have
been terribly great in the past-and l think our thinking and that
of every one else has got to be in the direction and will be in the direction not only in this country but everywhere, that no one will be interested in making war.
I think that those steps which you have got to take that may involve
the giving up for the time being of a certain technological development in order to control atomic weapons-I think that these are the
steps that tie the people of the world together in their determination
not to ha.ve a major war.
That is my view, but it is a political view and I am quite willing
to admit that it might not be well info1111ed.
The CHAIR11IAN. It seems to me that if I can induce my neighbor
to put away a pistol with which he could blow my brains out, I should
also be able to prevail upon him to put away a stick with which he can
rap my knuckles or shin.
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Dr. OrrENHEil\tEn. It would be completely logical. I don't think
that it will happen in the real world that the major weapon is abandoned and that people will still plan wars.
·.
,·
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. May I ask u question 1
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.·
Sanator HrcICENLooPEn. Doctor, am I correct in assuming that you
believe, assuming freedom of inspection, whether. we get the help
of other governments or not, that our inspectors have freedom to go
into·a country if thev want to and examine-with that freedom of inspection assumed, ck> vou believe that we can detect the beginning of
the manufacture of fissionable material. Is that correct 1
·
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. ,vith the freedom of inspection and with effort.
Senator HicKENLoOPEn. vVell, that is part of my assumption. I
am assuming all of the effo1;ts that are necessary for the ir..spection
and I am also assuming the freedom to do it.
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. That is right.
.·
.
Senator Hrc1rnNLOOPER. Now, if we have that freedom of inspection,
including definite agreements, we could, in your opinion, be reasonably
sure that we could detect the beginnings of the manufactur~ of these
materials; is that right? And, that later, if we did detect it being
manufactured in violation of an agreement, that it would be up. to us
to determine what to do about iH
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. That is right.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. That would be another problem, what to
do about it, political or otherwise.
.
Now, let us assume that, with that. freedom of inspection we,
by license or treaty or agreement, or any other means, permit countries
to make this material for power and for scientific experiments and
for public health and all the rest of the things, the beneficial use of
it, with their agreement not to make the material for a bomb or to
attempt to tnake it, at whrrt point, assuming the situation that tlwre
were factories making this material and putting it into heating
plants, for example, and using it for that purpose-from that point
on, at what point or how soon do you think free inspection could
detect that they were changing that production or using a part of
that production for the manufacture of fissionable materials 1
In other words, do you think it woukl be when they begin to do it
or when they had part. of the bombs made or in the midst of the
process, or when'?
Dr. OrPENirnillfER. l think that yon would detect it as soon as any
material was diverted if you had a good inspection system. My view
is that you may or you may not go into every house in the country,
but if they really have got a plant that is making these different
things you would have a pretty active group of inspectors and I
think they could detect that right away.
Senator HICKENLOOPEn. In other words, it would be :J?Ossible to detect any substantial diversion of the original material m the process
of mantJ.facture for peacetime purposes?
Dr. OPPENHEIMER. That is right.
Senator HrcKENLOOPEn. From the beneficial, peaceful use to the
manufacture of weapons, this other 25 percent of the process that
you are talking about 1
Dr. OPPENHEIMER, That is right.
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Senator Hwn:ENLOOrEn. And that would depend entirely upon
adequate and efficient inspection?
Dr. 01'PENHEIJ1IE1t. Yes, sir.
Senator H1cmmLOOI'En. I presume that there would be some disagreement as to what is adequate and efficient inspection, but assmnin" 1.hat it is, it can be done?
.
Dr. OrrENIIF.ThIJm. I sav if vou are dealing with open plants, the
problem of inspection is not so "tough. If tliei;e is a power plant some
place and we are allowed-we, or the United Nations, or what have
:you-are allowed to maintq,in inspectors there, this problem does not
look hopeless.
·
·
The problem starts looking hopeless i:f you have a country where
_you do not know what is going on, a country where there are limita;tions of freedom and movement.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. ,Just one more question.
May I ask your opinion on this?
·
You have been in the scientific end of this and you have been in it,
of course, as deeply as anyone and you have had a tremendous responsibility, both as a scientist and as a citizen. At this moment I would
like to have your opinion although I realize that at this moment you
:may not be able to give it.
\Vould you care to answer this, as to whether or not you believe we
·should point our efforts towards a suppression of atomic eneqry and
the scic,ntific development or should we point at efforts towards the
,continuance of atomic investigation and center on the attempted con:trol by inspection and other allied means.
Dr. OrPENHEIJ\fER. That is the easiest question I have been asked
i.his morning.
.
I believe we must contirnie with the work and attempt to solve the
problems created in the political sphere.
Senator JonNEON. 'That is the same question I was trying to get at
a while ago. The Senator :from Iowa has couched it in much more
conrteo11s terms. He is less blunt a bout it.
·what I was trying to say was this: That the scientists have created
an instrument, a terrible instrument. Now, they are coming to the
politicians to control it. They say that is the only way it can be
controlled, that the only answer is political control. They say we
must have a political solution and that there is no scientific solution
whatsoever.
As I understand your testimony, that is your position.·
Dr. 0Pl'ENHml\nm. At the moment, as you surely . know, every
imaginable effort is engaged in the problem
intercepting airplanes,
rockets, guided missiles, and I know what is going on. I am sure
that progress will be made along these lines. I think the people'
working on it are doing tlie _best they can do. It may be that such
progress will bo made that thls problem may be solved.
Senator JcnNSON. My question was wJ11,~her the scientists have
given up in their efforts to find a countermeasure or whether they
are relying entirely upon the politicans to find the answer to the
problem which they hn•·e crr<itecl through their energies .
. Dr. OrPENHErnnm. That is really beating your wife. The idea of
a specific countermeasure has never had-I myself wrote a memorandum on it, some 5 years ago, which gave a completely impracticable

of
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f:olution. It· cohld work against. some other weapons, that scheme I
had, bnt I would say that it would not work against this weapon.
Senator JOHNSON. But don't you think the scientists ought to continue along the line o:f discovering physical means o:f combating atomic
bombs, rat.he!' than to come in and say that it is just one o:f those things
that cannot he done and we mnst have a political solution~
Dr. OrPENHEnmn. I honestly believe it can't be .9.one. I realize, in
saying that it n1ust have a political answer, we are passing the buck.
Senator JOHNSON. No, it is not a question p:f passing the buck ..
Dr. 0PPENHEI11rnn. I am very much afraid that the buck really is
passed; but it is one o:f those things where we will, 10 or 15 years :from
now, have reasonable interception methods, but the military people
working with them will report back that 'they are not satisfactory.
·
Senator JoHNSON. It is not a matter o:f passini:?: the buck. It is a
matter of being very :frank ·with us, because we are trying to·find the
answer, :rnd if the only answer is political you are rendering a great
contribution to the world in positively stating that.
Dr. OrrENHJu11rnn. That is my conviction. . I think you should as4:
<1ther people who ma·y be better informed on some parts of it than I am.
I say not only do we not have now but I don't believe we ever will have
anything that will prevent the atomic bomb from working unless you
hit the carrier a.nd physically demolish it. It is the same problem that
you have with any other bomb.
I might be wrong; but I know o:f nothing that I could say more
confidently than this, that I believe it is a political problem and I
believe it .is about the toughest one that has been handed to any:
group to struggle with.
.
·
.
Senator 1-Lun. Doctor, we have prnfited greatly by your observations in the international field conceming Dr. Smyth's report. As I
understand it, after that, they issned the Truman, Attlee, and King
statement.
Dr. 0PPENHEnrnn. Right.
Senator HAnT. As a citizen with a splendid background, what do
you think should be the next step?
· ·
Dr. OnENHEnrnn. ,veil, I would ans,ver it this way, that certainly
the step proposed .in the Truman-Attlee-King me1i10randum is sound.
H there were, on ·the part of those competent, real doubts as to the
wilJingness o:f any important group of nations or a nation to participate in .the steps that are there proposed, I think this problem should
be at.tacked by direct convC'rsutions "·ith such groups o:f nations, or such
nation.
I:f there are no snch doubts, then I think the steps proposed in the
memorandum are right and, particularly, the emphasis on the :fact
that this problem is going to be solver1 inch by inch, that they should
start with a very modest program and would have to take advantage
of the war weariness and the absence of atomic bombs to get into a
frame of mind in which the major problems might be properly
.presented.
.·
.
Senator HAnT. Specifically, whose move is it next?
Dr. 0PPENIIEI1111m. It is always the move of the Unit!)d States, because the United States is committed to peace.
The CHAIIlMAN. Doctor, there are 2,000,000,000 people on the :face
of the earth. If they were to be given a chance to vote on the control
o:f this thing, what do you think the results would be?
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Dr. OrrENIIEurnn. I have no doubt thnt they would say, "Let us
have no wars."
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, Senator I-fart has brought up the decl.ara•
tion made by Presi.dent Truman and Mr. Atlee and Mr. King. In
the eighth paragraph of that declaration there is a statement that .we
should proceed by steps and stages.
·
I noticed that the first stage suggested was the exchange of information on scientific data. Does this mean, according to your interpretation, the exchange of information on nuclear energy?
Dr. 0rPENHEI1IIER. I think it mentions the exchange of a good deal
of the basic scientific findings of our laboratories and our experience,
calculational experience, which are not specific to the making of atomic
energy or atomic bombs.
·
I am sure that those who wrote the statement are better qualified in
saying what itmeans than I am. I think it is purposely vague because
it is not clear just to what extent this will proceed.
I thiilk it is the intention of the Government of the United States
to release non~ritical technical iliformation which has been gathered
in the work on this.
The CuAIRllIAN. The purpose ,being, I presume, that that information will have a peacetime value:?
Dr. OrrENHEnrnn. That it ,yill develop science and industry and
technology.
.
The CnAIRl\IAN. That is, peacetime use.
Dr. Orr1rnHEI11i"KR. But not necessarily atomic energy. A lot was
discovered that will be useful in other endeavors.
.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Have you any cQmment to make as to proceeding
by stages which, I take it, contemplates a period of considerable length
of time for the solving of this problem?
Dr. OrrENirnr:mm. ,vell, certainly, no one would n,rgue that it was
not desirable to solve the whole problem at once; but I believe that
the men who issued this statement must lmve been n,ware of the impossibility of so· doing n,ncl the clangers involved in the setting up of
full interchange ancl full constrnction progrn,ms of atomic reactors all
over the world. I think they must be aware of those clangers. I
know of nothing which causes me to doubt the soundness of their
views. I think it might be dangerous if the steps were too smn,11.
The CnAIRl\rAN. Doctor, I think there are some more questions
that some members of the cominittee would like to address to you which
you can only answer in executive session.
vVe are going to meet again this afternoon at 2: 30, but we have
some other witnesses, and I will try to arrange that with you later.
Thn,nk you very much, Doctor.
vVe will recess now until 2: 30.
(Whereupon, at 12: 25 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 30 p. m., o:f
the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The Cu~HRl\IAN. Dr. Bethe, I believe you have a prepared statement.
Will you proceed to give it to us, please?
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STATEMENT OF DR. HANS A. BETHE, PROFESSOR OF THEORETICAL
· PHYSICS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Dr. BE1·irn. I am normally a professor of theoretical physics at
Cornell University. During this war, during the last 3 years, I have
been ,rnrking on the atomic bomb project at the Los Alamos Laboratory, the director of which you heard this morning. I was the leader
of the theoretical physics division in that laboratory.
I have been asked to testify on the problem of obtaining energy from
atomic nuclei other than uranium and plutonium.
.
·
The CHAIRMA:rf. Doctor, for purposes of the record, where were you
born?
'
Dr. BETHE. Strasbourg, Alsace-Loi'raine.
The CnArn11IAN. ·when did you come to this country?
Dr. Bi,THE. 1935.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you worked in this science in Germany?
Dr. BETHE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. ·when did you begin working on it here?
Dr: BETHE. You mean on nuclear physics?
The CnAmMAN. Yes.
Dr. BETHE. All the time I have been here.
'l'he CHAIRMAN. ,Vill you go ahead, Doctod
Dr. 131<:nrn. This is a v~ry difficult subject to discuss because practically all of it is still in the realm of speculation. ·
.
lt is ner.essary to make a clear distinction between the theoretical
possibility of releasing atomic energy, and the practical feasibility of
doing so; Theoretically, on the basis of the energy stored in the atomic
nucleus according to Einstein's theory, energy·could be obtained from
most atomic nuclei. Far instance, the splitting of any of the heavy
nuclei into two or more parts, such as takes place in the fission process,
will release large amonnts of energy if the splitting can be accom- ·
plished. Likewise, the·combination of two or more light nuclei, such as
hydrogen into one, will also release considerable energy-in this case
the energy release is connected with a building up of nuclei, not with
a splitting. Only some medium-weight nuclei such as iron are exceptions-no energy can be obtained from them either by splitting or by
building up.
The problem then does not lie in finding great storns of energy in
atomic nuclei, but in finding a way to release it. It is common practice
in nuclear physics laboratories to procluce transformations of atomic
· nuclei, either splitting them or building them up. In many of th~se
transformations, energy is released. However, these transformations
can be induced in only relatively few atoms at one time. The bransformations are gPneraily produced by particles accelerated in a cyclotron or similar device; some of these particles hit atomic nuclei and
cause them to transform into other species-hut this is where the
p·rocess stops. There is no further transformation after the particles
accelerated in the cyclotron are_ on their course. No amount of. atomic
energy of any practical importance is released. It is the same.situation
as when you hold a burning match to a large piece of wood: some of the
wood will be charred bnt the wood does not catch fire; therefore you
do not get any appreciable heat out of the wood.
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How, then, can we ignite atomic nuclei? In other words, how can
we start a nuclear reaction which continues on its own power and
which releases energy from the atomic nucleus in practical amounts 1
There are only two known methods to obtain such a so-called nuclear
chain reaction: one of these is the nuclear fission on which the atomic
bomb is based. The other involves the nuclear reactions which we
believe take place in the interior of stars, and which involve light
nuclei.
']_'he chain reaction based on nuclear fission is well known. The
principal agent in this chain reaction is the neutron. The neutron,
having no electric charge, can approach an ·atomic nucleus without being repelled from it and can therefore enter the nucleus and cause
transformations in it without difficulty. The principal reason for the
working of the fission-chain reaction is that in the fission process neutrons aTe emitted which in turn can cause fission in other nuclei.
The process of atomic fission has so far been obserYed only with the
very heaviest atomic nuclei, :plutonium, uranium, thorium, and one
or two others of less practical nnporta.nce. There are good theoretical
reasons why the fission process should become less and less likely, the
lower the atomic weight. The most important practical question is
whether fission could occur in any element which is abundant on the
earth. The heaviest abundant element is lead and, somewhat less
abundant, bismuth. Dnt these elements are much lighter than
uranium, and it iR therefore. theoretically quite unlikely that they
could be made to undergo fis,;1011 to any useful extent. In fact, up to
the present no fission has been observed with either lead or bismuth.
From general principles, it is then most improbable that elements
still lighter than lead would show this phenomenon. This leaves us
with thorium and uranium as the most important raw materials and, of
course, with the elements which can be produced from these by nuclear
reactions, such as plutonium.
,
As we go to elements of smaller atomic weight we come into the
region where nuclei are even theoretically incapable of releasing
energy. If ,ve go to still lighter nuclei, we can get an energy release
by building nuclei up rather than by splitting them. It is such a
building up of light atomic nuclei which is believed to be the source
of the energy in the snn and in the stars.
More precisely, the sun'~ energy is believed to be due to reactions
between hydrogen nuclei on one side and carbon and nitrogen nuclei on
the other. Each atomic nucleus has a positive electric charge, therefore they repel each other. It is therefore <l iflic,nlt for two nuclei to
get into contact and umlergo a nnclear reaction. They can do this only
if they move at each other with very high velocity. Then the velocity
carries them together in spite of the repulsive forces.
The high velocity is providecl in the interior of stars by the very
high temperatures existing there. For instance, at the center of the
sim the temperature is about 20,000,000°. In our laboratories, the
high velocity is giv~n to the nuclei by accelerating devices such as the
cyclotron. The velocities involved are about the snme in both cnses;
actually they are somewhat higher in the cyclotron. But the main
difference is that in the stars all atoms have the high velocities, in: the
laboratory only a few do. Also in the laboratory, these few·atoms
lose their velocity quickly when they traverse matter.
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The matter, 0£ course, is at a low temperature, has not high energy,
and if you hit an atom which is at rest with an atom which is in motion, then the atom which is in motion will lose most of its velocity
and give some of it to the atom· at rest. That doesn't do the atom at
rest any good, but it does some harm to the power of the atom which
used to be in motion.
In the stnrs,·they keep their high velocities forever; therefore the
nuclear reaction can go on indefinitely and we have again a self-sus~
taining reaction : The energy released from the nuclei produces the
hi~h temperatures in the stars, and the high temperature in turn enables the nuclei to get together and to release their energy.
.
Yon will see that this mechanism of the sustained nuclear reactions
in stars is quite different from that in the atomic bomb. In the bomb,
neutrons are causing the reactions; they arc not repelled by the electric
charge of the atomic nuclei, because they are electrically neutral and
therefore the reaction can take place irrespective of the temperature
of the bomb and of the Yelocity of the neutron. In the stars, on the
other hand, the reaction takes place between two atomic nuclei which
repel each other; a sustained reaction is therefqre only possible at the
high temperatures in the stars.
There are some stars, the red giants, which have lower temperatures
in their interior than the sun, namely only about 1,000,000°. They are
supposed to derive their energy frorn a reaction between two nuclei
of heavy hydrogen.
It is not impossible tlrn,t some day in the future we shall be able to
release nuclear energy by reactions similar to those taking place in
the stars. The difficulty is to obtain a high enough temperature to
start such a reaction, an<l to obtain this temperature in a sufficiently
large volume.
·
This latter is a particularly great difficulty which has already been
mentioned by Dr. Oppenheimer this morping, that in the stars you
have an enormous region, an enormous mass which is at high temperature, and on earth it is very difficult to imitate these conditions.
In the stars, the tempcmture o:f the interior is kept up by the fact
that there is almost equally hot material around it which shields the
interior from losing too much of its heat, and the fact that there is so
much material around is made possible by the gravitational forces in
the star which keep the .star together and enable the star to have such
large amounts pf high temperature material.
.
Senator AuRTrN. Do you eonsi<ler the star as gaseo11s, entirely i ·
Dr. Bm·1m. Yes. It (;eetns almost impossible to imitate these conditions on earth. :Moreover, the reactions taking place in the sun are
exceedingly slow; it tli.kes several billions of years to consume the hydrogen neclei in the interior of the sun. There would be no practical
value in producing nuclear reactions at i;;uch a slow rate on earth, but
we should be interested only in reactions which would take place in a
· matter of at most a few years or, for bombs, even in a fraction of 1l:
second. In order to get the reactions accelerated to this extent,· it
would be necessary to have even higher temperatures than even in the
center of the sun.
At this point I should like to discuss the question of setting the
atmosphere or the ocean on fire by atomic bombs .. This question has
been very much talked about recently, and I think there was very
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much loose talk about it. In the atmosphere the only abundant elements are nit~ogen and oxygen, in the ocean oxygen and hydrogen.
Nuclear react10ns between these nuclei are very unlikely and require
enormously high tempemtnres, much higher than the reaction which
takes. place in the sun. It can be stated with complete assurance that
at.om1c bombs of th~ present type or of any type that is now in sight.
will not produce l11gh enough temperatures to cause nuclear chain
reactions in either the atmosphere or the ocean. Theoretical ,arguments which are probably reliable would even indirnte that no temperature, how~ver high, would permit the "ignition" of th~ atmosphere. Only If one had an enormous amount of water or an·, about
the size of the sun, and if one then raised this large amount all at
the same time to a temperature of many millions of degrees, could
there be a self-sustaining nuclear reaction in these substances.
The point is, of course, tlmt in that case tlrn temperature does not
~et lost by radiation, by heat excliange; ,vJth the surroundi,ngs; and
1f the temperature can get lost by radrnt1011, then the temperatures
required ai·e very much higher and the conditions for the nuclear
reaction are much more severe. It therefore seems extremely-unlikely
that there will be any possibility of igniting the atmosphere or the
sea by atomic bombs.
To sum up, the reactions between light nuclei are of possible interest for the future development of atomic power, alt.hough the difficulties are undoubtedly very great. To produce such reactions the
primary problem will be that of obtaining the extremely high temperatures necessary. In addition, of conrse, the nuclear reactions
themselves will have to be studied.
There is, however, another and much more profound reason for
studying the reactions between light nuclei. It i;; hoped that from such
reactions, physicists will be able to learn about the nature of the
mysterious forces which hold atomic nuclei together. The light nuclei
arc the only ones from which such information can be expected, because the heavier ones lrnve such a complicated stn;ctnre that it will
b3 nearly impossible to ana1yze any experimental information that
might be obtained.
The study of nuclear forces is a problem in pure research.. It is
not possible to predict whether any practical results will be obtained.
I can only say that, in the past, progress in pure research in physics
has led to practic:il applications sooner or later. It is in the nature
of pure research that it is impossible to say beforelrnnd where it will
lead.
It is my belief that everything should be done to encourage and
support pure research on light nuclei. The reasons are both the
attempt to understand nuclear forces and the possibilitity of imitating the nuclear reactions of tl1e stars. Like any kind of pure
research, the research in this field can only be done successfully if it
is free from restrictions on subjects to be investigated and on public:ition of the results. Because of the possible vractical applications, it may be desirable to require that all results obtained must
be communicated to the Atomic Energy Commission whether they
are otherwise published or not. Apart from this, the research in this
~eld will flourish most if it is unrestricted in any way, but encouraged
m every way.
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Research in fundamental fields has in the past benefited very greatly
from internn,tional collaboration between scientists. This willl no
doubt, continue to be the case . and such collaboration shoulct be
encouraged as much as possible. Arranging for the exchange .of
scientists and for international conferences are some of the best
methods for this purpose. The international collaboration of scie1itists
in the field of pure research in nuclear physics may also be one contributing factor to improve collaboration between .the nations in the
field of atomic energy which is so necessary for the survival of all
riations and which has been initiated by the joint statement .of President Truman, Prime Minister Atlee, and Prime Minister Mackenzie

.

K~~

I have mentioned in. this testimony two ways of releasing atomic
energy which are known at present. It is always possible that other
mechanisms may be found even though at present there is no indication of the possibility of such mechanisms. Only pure research without any definite aims can lead to the discovery of such alternative
methods.
·
I should like to add one point: There is somewha.t more to this story
which I think I could only mention in an executive session, and which
would make the picture more complete.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
Are there any questions?
Senator I-LI.R'r. Doctor, may I ask if this is correct? That the reason
that these extremely high temperatures in the middle of the sun are
effective is because the atom'? under those conditions are always moving
at such an extremely rapid rate?
Dr. BE·rnE. Yes; in fact, from the stand point of physics, the two
statements are identical.
Senator HART. One other question, Doctor. You were very encouraging to all of us in the assurance that there is no danger of burning
ourselves up by burning the atmosphere or the water, wl{ich you mention has been spread around.
·
.·
It has not been said in here, but a certain number of men of supposedly very good scientific training have given those statements.
Have you any id~. how they came to do that?·
Dr. BETirn. I am afraid I don't know. They w.ere not men who have
worked specifically on this probh@, and I can only explain it as
ig1iorance.
Senator H,mT. They are, however, men who have standings before
the country by virtrie of their educational attainments.
·
Dr. BETHE. That is true.
·
Senator HART. Possibly their attainment or production lies elsewhere.
. Dr. BETHE, That is quite true. It is a rather complicated problem,
and it took us the work o:f several years to find out about this subject
and about the other subjects mentioned in this report.
·.
I think I should say that before we made our first test o:f the atomic
bomb, we were sure on theoretical grounds that we would not set the
atmosphere on fire.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman.
ThA CnAmllIAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you wishell to render the atmosphere inflammable, what would yon rlo?
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Dr. B1<1TIIE. I don't think you could do very much. If you had
enormous amounts of energy available and could heat, let us say, all
the atmosphere coveriug the city·,of "\Vashington all at once-. Senator ~1ILLIKIN. I was thinking of in the laboratory, if you
wished to m'ake atmosphere rare or. inflammable, what would you do~·
Dr. BETHE. Y 011 cannot do anything. The only thing you can do
is char it. That is to disintegrate some of the nuclei. You cannot
get a self-susta,ining reaction in the atmosphere.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am not speaking of that. ·what does atmosphere consist of?
Dr. BETHE. Nitrogen and oxygen.
Senator MILLIKIN, If you withdrew one or the other, what would
happen?
.
·
Dr. BETHE. Nothing. If you added lrnavy hydrogen, then there
· would be a slightly better possibility; but still I think it would be very
unlikely that you would succeed.
.
Senator MII;LIKIN. I am not thinking in terms of nuclear physics
at all.
Dr. BETHE. You mean just chemistry?
Senator MILLllGN. I am thinking of how to make the atmosphere
inila1mhable. I have a vague idea that if you subtract one or the
other of the components of the atmosphere, it becomes highly inflam~
mable.
Dr. BBTIIE. If there an, other substances around. If you have a
piece ?f irm(, for in.stauc~, it ,yill. burn in pure oxygen b~1t it will not
burn- m ordmary air. 'I hat 1s, if you w1thdra w the mtrogen, then
certain chemical substances such as iron can become inflammable in
pure oxygen.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is what I was referring to.
Dr. BBTHE. But this, of course, is not nuclear.
Senatqr MILLIKIN. I understand. Would there be any way of
preparing the atmosphere to auy large extent by the method ~ou have
described, and then subjecting it to nuclear energy?
Dr. BETHE. Yes, but it would still be extremely unlikely that you
would succeed in setting it on fire. Also, it would cert.ainly be noticed.
The CnAIRllIAN. Dr. Bethe, if you had an air-tight chamber over
Washington, you would have to draw it out in order to make it inflammable, wouldn't you?
Dr. BBTHI~. Just about.
Senator MILLIKIN. W"lrnt started the stars off on this rampage?
Dr. BETHE. I don't know; I wasn't present.
Senator MII;LIKIN. That is one of those "egg or the chicken first"
things. Have you any theory on that?
Dr. BETirn. Some theories have been made; none of them are very
satisfactory, and all of them are rathe,r complicated.
Senator Mu,I,IIUN. There is no simple explanation?
Dr. BETHE. No simple explanation, as far as I know.
Senator .Mn,LIKIN. No exp la nation that withstands scientific measurement.
Senator JoHNSON. What is the temperature at the center of the
earth?
·
Dr. BETHE. Probably only about 10,000°, so it is very low.
Senator J onNSON.. Comparatively cold?
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Dr. Bgnrn. Yes; compared 1vith the center of the sun.
.
··
Senatoi· JoIINSON. Have the scientists succeeded in controlling the
splitting o:f anv atoms other than elements that naturally split themselves, like, ura'i1ium and plutonium?
·
Dr. BETHE. Yes, definitely. I think I should mention two differ~
ent types o:f splitting. Uranium and plutonium, naturally, that is,
i:f you leav~ them to themselves, split the:mselves by emitting so-called
alpha particles, which .are small particles taking away only 4 units
of 200 uni ts o:f atomic weight.
.
·
Distinct :from that is the splitting which takes place in the atomic
bomb, which is a splitting into two almost equal parts, and which is
induced by shooting a neutron at the nucleus of umnium or plutonium.
If you shoot a particle, either a neutron or a hydrogen nucleus, or some
other nuclear particle, at UllJ nucleus, you wiH very :frequently SUCceed in causing a nuclear transformation, that is causing the nucleus
to transform into a new element.
Now, this has befln done with practically all nuclei which exist;
that is, with practically all elements tluit exist. For most of these
elements, all you can <lo is shoot your projectiles in, and let us say 1
in 10,000 will make a lucky hit and will transform one o:f the nuclei.
But this will not start a reaction which then goes on by itself, and if
you want to get atomic power you cannot depend oh sending a few
projectiles in and getting a few lucky hits; you must get the whole
piece to ignite. That is, you must get :i nuclear reactioi1 which goes
on in the substance by itself.
Senator I-Irn1rnNLOOI'ER. Doctor, is it tbe theory o:f the physicists
and scientists that the earth at one time was a tremendous mass of heat
with this fission going on, and that our present earth crust is the residue o:f that or the remainder of the stabilization of those things?
.
Dr. BETHE'. We have no reason to believe that fissioi1 was a very
important source o:f energy in itny star or in the earth. It is not quit.e
certain in what state the earth was when it first separated from the
sun. I think the general belief is that it was hot-perhaps it came
:from some part o:f the sun, but that is not certain-and then cooled
down very ·rapidly, because it was a smaller mass and a small mass
loses energy or heat very rapidly to the uni verse which a large mass,
like the sun does not.
Senator H1c1u:NLOOI'ER. Perhaps I llid 11ot make my question quit.e
clear. Is it the theory that the solids that ,Ye kllow, the various elements that we see-wood, metal, and so on-represent the results of
nuclear transformation until it more or less wears out and stabilizes
into these various forms?
Dr. BEnrn. That is a fond belief o:f physicists. However, there is
no established theory which permits us to expfain that. We just don't
know .. 1Ve know that at present, in most stars, it is only the very
lightest nuclei which transform; so the stars must have been in an
entirely different condition if they had to produce such elenients as
iron, let us siiy.
.
·
Senator HICKENLOOI'ER. Now, is it the theory that the sun is a mass
o:f reacting atoms, or is the sun in theory composed partly o:f a solid,
as we know it?
Dr. BF.nm. No; it is supposed to be closest to a gas; but it is a gas
at very high density.
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Now, by that I mean the following:; In a solid, the atoms are carefully al'runged to certain patterns, and that is not the case in the sun.
In this sense it is a gas. On the other hand, _the material is very dense
at the center o:f the sun. It is 10 times <lenser than fron, wluch is a
fairly heiivy stufl: .
.. Senator H101rnNLOOPER. Getting back to the theory, whether it is
reasonable or not, that the earth. may have broken away from the.
:3un, the1~ apparently at the time the earth broke away from the sun
1t was tlns dense gaseous formation?
. Dr. llETUE. That would be correct.
. Senator HICKENLOOPER. Then what would be the generally accept~d
theory, under that theory, as to how the earth developed its solilMication, or produced the solids which ,ve now know, the various elements
we find here 1
. l)r. BETHE. Well, the elements would be the same from the start.
The elements in the gases are the same as the elements in the solid.
The sun, for inl:ltance, contains a very large amount of iron, but this
iron ~s in the gaseous state; and you can heat il'on in the laboratory
suiticiently hign so that it does become gaseous. Thel'e is no particular
diflictilty m tliat.
Senator HicmrnLOOPER. In other words, in cooling it solidifies?
. Dr. BETUE. When it cools, it solidifies, and that is_tlle theory.
· The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, l take it, to sum up your test1m,my, that
we do 1iot have to anticipttte that there ·will be use in ttie foresemtble
:future of any other basic materials than uranium and thorium tu 111aKe
atoinic energy ~
Dr. Bwnm. Certainly not by the fission process. I£ somebody finds
·,a way how to imitate the reactions in the stars-and tlmt may not
take a tremendously long time-then other materials wili come imo
play.
·
'!he CIIAIRll~AN. You mean creating this intense heat~
. Dr. 131,;nm. Creating this intense neat, and thereby igniting sub- .
stances, igniting nuclear reactions in light nuclei.
·
The CuAIRllIAN. The other day in the paper it was announced that
Kapitza, the Russian, had done certain work. :w111 you fit that, as
yo11 re11d it, into this projection of what might be possible 'I
Dr. l31cT1rn. I have heard of this, but uuwrtumuely from the news-,
paper reports it is impossible for me to form a clear picu1re of what
he has done.
lt is claimed that he has t1 iscovercd a. negative proton, which is a
particie which is similar lo the nucleus of hydrogen but has a negative
charge instead of a positive charge, and the dann would then l;Je that
such a particle will not be rnpelled by drn positive electric charges 011
nuclei, but will be attracted by them and th~refore it will be easy to
make such a particle combine with nuclei, with atomic nuclei, and
power might be libemted by such a combinatiqn.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. That would be the combination of combining rather than fission 1 . .
~
.
.
..
,Dr l31cTIIE. Yes; that 1s nght. ~ow, I cl•:m't know what 1s behmd
this story. It seems that the part1eles winch we normally find on
earth are all o:f the opposite nalure-namely, o:f positive particles;
so there seem to be two possibilities.
The most likely is that the::;e negative protons come into the atmosphere from other stars, from other galaxies, maybe, with the cos-
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mic radiation, and in very small quantities. In this case they will
obviously not be of practiGal importance for making atomic energy ..
. The other possibility would be that some mechanism could be found
by which such particles could be produced in the laboratory. If that
· is the case, it is likt•ly that you use up as much energy in producing
them as you afterwa'rd get out in making them combine with .other
nuclei; so again it is not likely that it will be a practical scheme. · ·
· The CHAinllIAN. 1 ou would say it was theoretically very interesting, but as far as you-can project it, yon would not look for any positive results from it~
.
"
Dr. BE.HE. That is cori'ect.
The CHAIHllIAN. In the way of making, we will say, t1.n explosive?
Dr. BETHE. -Yes.
Senator HICKENI.OorER. In that connection, does science 1 so far as
you know, know any method now by which either a posit1ve charge
· can be altered in n nucleus to a negntive charge-that is, that the
charge can be altered-or that a neutral body, such as a neutron, can
acquire either a positive or a negative ·charge?
.
·
Can we put any bnd of a charge by any known method of science
into a neutron?
Dr. BETHE., Not to my knowledge. There is one process which can
go on and which is fairly well known; namely, a neutron in the nucleus
can split into a proton, which has a positive charge, and an electron,
,vhich is a light particle which has a negative charge .. The total
charge in this process is always conserved, but you can have a neutritl
particle split up into a positive and a negative pa_rticle.
Senator H1c1rnNLOOPER. ·would it be possible ihat this so-called discovery of a negative proton is merely one of these that is split into
the positive and neg;i.tive?
Dr. BETHE. That is perfectly possible. It is quite possible and has
· in fact been theoretically predicted that. there might exist the possibility for the neutron to also split the other way; namely, into tt negative proton and a positive electron. The positive electron has been
~nown for quite a Jrmg time. No one has ever seen a neutron split
it1to a neO'ative proton and a positive electron-at least not in this.
country; but there is nothing in theory which makes that impossible ..
Senator Hr01ornr.00P1m. I presume that if a method \Yere discovered
to:alter these charges, that that would then open up an almost unheard
of field of experimentation and activity, would it not?
Dr. B~TIIE. That is certainly tr~ie. The question, however, is
whether 1t would be of any practical unportance. It would probably
be of this kind: That you can produce some negative protons in the
laboratory and they might li_ye for a short time, but you cn,n probably
not put them into a bottle. You cannot _fill a: bottle with hydrogen
par~icles with ne.gn,hve charge, because presumably they woi1ld in a.
sl;ort time transform back into a neutron all(l the negative electron 1
ai'ld therefore I don't think it would have much practical importance.
But as I said, it is very diflicult for me to say because I have not read
the scientific paper about Kapitza's discovery, but only the newspaper
accounts, which are always very uncertain about scientific facts.
The CrrArnllIAN. Doctor, we have done a good deal of talking here
back and forth about the scientific feasibility of an inspection system
world-wide in scope.
·
·
1
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Is it your belie£, and do I gather correctly from your testimony,
that if we were to be able to control uranium and thorium from its
sotirce to see that it did not go into bombs, that for the foreseeable
future we would be protected?
Dr. BETHE. That is probably true, if we could really control .and
inspect all the supplies 0£ uranium and thorium.
The CnAmllrAN. I had that as a predic:Lte to my question.
Dr. BETHE. But these are very abundant elements, especially thorium which is found in very many places, and also uranium is :found in
quite a :few places in lower-grade ores than are usually exploited.
If we could control all the supplies of uranium and thorium, then I
would say "Yes" to your question.
·
.
Senator HICKENLoorrm. Doctor, I assume that you have had soine
acquaintance with the extent 0£ scientific development and o:f scientific engineering in :foreign countries, in Europe, and areas of that
sort.
Considering the condition 0£ the other 11ations of.the world todaythat is, their physical devastation or whatever their condition may
be-do you believe that any other nation in the world today has the
extent of scientific personnel available, plus the scientific engineering,
plus the necessa.ry finances, and plus the necessary determination, to
start on their own basis, knowing that a bomb can be produced, and
produce it within any short number 9f years?
Dr. B1,THE. Yes; I believe so very definitely. It does not take an
enormous number o:f scientists. Many countries have quite a number of
good scientists; Russia has, and France has; and while no other
country has industrial facilities comparable with this country, the
production of plutonium or uranium-235 is not a very expensive
venture.
It cost us $2,000,000,000, but we used three different methods because
we wanted to be sure that one of these methods would be successful.
Now, other countries know that all three have been successful, so
they can start on one 0£ them and can choose the cheapest. Probabl}'
for half a billion dollars they can produce atomic bombs. Half a
billion dollars is a very small amount for a country like Russia or
France.
·
Senator J'onNSON. Doctor, do you think that the Smyth report gave
any information to European scientists that they did not already know?
How much information did it give~
Dr. BETHE. It is hard to tell, because we don't know how much the
Intelligence Service of these coni1tries knew. It gave more information than was known to us in the beginning of rnao.
The three processes 'which were used and are described in the Smyth
report are probably the processes which any nuclear physicist would
first investigate before anything else; and these three processes would
occur, I think, to all the nuclear physicists in European countries.
In that respect, it did not give away anything. It did say something
in stating that every one of these three processes was successful. However this would have been very easy to find out even with a minimum
of Intelligence Service, because it. could not have been concealed
that there were three separate industrial plants engaged iii. the manufacture of materials for this process; and if you know that there are
three separate plants looking very differently, so obviously using differ-
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· ~nt processes, then it would have been probably the first guess of any
scientist in Europe that these three processes are· the three that we
actually used.
. .
Senator J OIINSON. ·would you care to diseuss briefly your career as a
physicist irt this country as compared with your experiences in Europe,
as to your liberties and. your accomplishments, your assistance or
general appreci11tion by the Government through regimentation, or
anything of that kind i
Dr. BETIIE. I am very glad to do so.
I was very young when I left Germa1iy, and I left Germany immediately after Hitler came to power, so I did not have much experience
with the regimentation of science there.,, I knew enough in a couple of
months so that I knew that I did not want to stay.
I can say that in· this country working conditions have been
extremely good, and I have liken. working here much better than
I liked working in Germany, even before Hitler. I think that the
spirit of the scientific work here is very excellent, and the collaboration of the scientists in the war effort, which was completely voluntary, at least to start with, and which started sufliciently :far ahead
of the actual war to do sonie good, was something which would not
have been possible in Germany evel} before Hitler.
I think this democratic spirit of collal:ioration is something which
· I greatly admire, and which I think is an enormous strength of this
country.
All the same, I think things can be done in different ways. They
can be done by collaboration, or, if one knows the aims, if one has a
definite directive, I am sure that research can also be clone by directive
in a dictorial country. I ·would rather work in a democratic country
where I can determine myself what I want to work on, and I think
in the long run this is somewhat more successful.
Senator JOHNSON. Do you believe that any .other country on the
face of _the earth would have printed the Smyth report, other than
the United States~
· Dr. BETHE. I don't know. In the old spirit of scientific research,
it would certainly have 'been printed; in fact, more than that would
have been printed.
The Smyth report, as you probably know, contained no detailed
data. It does not contain any uumbers. This is very re.grettable
for scientists, because numbers is what science consists of.
. .
I think the most relevant information which came out was the fact
that the bomb itself was successful. The Smvth report added something to that.
•
I think that in some European comitries, perhaps in Russia, it would
not have been published. I think in Frauce it probably would have
been.
Senator AusTIN. There is a report in 1:lrocess now in Great Britain,
isn't there 1
·
Dr. BETHE. Yes; some report has come out actually from Great
Britain.
Senator Hw1rnNLOOPEn. But the point you just mentioned there is
one I was O'Oing to ask you about when Senator Johnson finished.
One of Llie greatest aids to other people ab011t this whole situation
is the fact that we proved the bomb coulcl be made 1
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· Dr. BETHE. That is -exactly so.
. .
.
.
Senator HrmrnNLOOPER, And that is beyond any question of experimentation or resrnrch now 1
·
Dr. BETHE. Qhite.
.
Senator HrnKENLoorER. We have proved the fact that fission is,
pmisib]e and the bomb can be made.
.
.·
Dr. BETHE. Ex:lCtly,
·
·
·
·
Senator Hrcn:ENLOOPER. And therefore it only remains for them to·
work toward the accomplishment of something somebody has already
done?
Di.. BETHE. Yes, and they would presumably, if the Smyth Report
had not come out; the fact t~mt the bomb could be made would have·
proved an enormous incentive to them, aiid they would have started
on it just the same, Smyth Report or not, and would probably have·
used one of the three methods.
Senator I-IrmrnNLOOPER. They were almost bound to know it was,
made by one of these three major methods?
Dr. BETHE. Yes.
S3nator HrnrrnNLOOPER. And by the three major methods, you mean
the methods of separating U-235?
.
Dr: BETHE. Separating uranium-235 by the electromagnetic method,
or by the diffusion method, and the thir~l is the manufacture of
plutonium.
Senator HIOKENLOOPER. Isn't there a thermal diffusion niethod?
Dr. BETHE. The thermn,l diffusion method could also be mentioned,.
and then it would be four.
Senator Hrnn:ENLOOl'ER. I didn't know whether you meant those·
three methods, and then the plutonium as a fourth, or included that
among the three you mentioned.
Senator :Mn:LIKIN, Doctor, wns the Smyth Report published
throtigh the pressure of the scientists or did it come out through the,
initiative of the Army exclusively?
Dr. I3ETI-m. I don't know. The scientists, I know, would have recommended it. The release, I think, was made by the Army after, I think,.
the President was consulted.
Senator :MrLLTIUN. If there was an error m this publication, i_t.
would be attributable to the Army, then?
Dr. BETirn. I should think so.
The CHAIR~IAN. Any further questions, gentlemen? [No response. l
Thank you very much, Doctor.
Do we have any other witness? Apparen~ly there is none.
· Senator At:rs'I:IN. ,vhy not have an executive session now?
The CrrAmMAN. I thmk that is a good idea. The committee will
now go into executive session .. Dr. Bethe, don't leave.
(Whereupon, at 3 :35 p. rn. the special committee retired into,
executive session.)
·
.
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL Co11111nTTEE oN ATOMIC ENERGY,

·

·
"Washington; b. 0 ..
The special .committee met, pursuant to adjcmrnment, at 10 a. m.,
in room 312, Senate Office· Building, Senator Bden McMahon ( chairman) presiding.
•
·
Present: S1euators McMahon (chairman), Russell, J ohns'on, Mi~likin,
Hickenlooper, and Hart.
.
.
Also present: Representative John R. Murdock; Edward U. Condon,
scientific adviser; and James R. Newman, special assistant to the
special committee.
.
The CHAIRMAN, +he hearing will come to order .. "\Ve will hear Dr.
Morrison.
·
STATEll'rENT OF DR. PHILIP MORRISON, PHYSICIST, LOS ALAMOS

LABORATORY
Dr. MonmsoN. I have a prepared statement. I believe it is appropriat,e to indicate my qualifications before I begin.
.
After the completion of my graduate work at the University of
California in Berkeley in 1940, I was for a short time instructor in
physics at San Francisco State Conege and late1; at the University of
Illinois. In December 1942 I began work at the metallurgical laboratory of the Univei·sity of Chicago. In October 1!)44 I came to. the.
Los Alamos laboratory. At Chicago, my work consisted cif theoretical,
experimental, and design "·ork in connection with the plutonium-producing chain reactors. At Los Alamos, it was concerned with the active
components of the bomb itself. Following the Trinity test in New
Mexico, l went to the Marianas to assist in the final assembly work on
the bomb. On September G, I came to Japan to join General Farrell's
party there. I returiiecl to Los A1amos in Octobe1;.
·
Senator MILLmIN. Mr. Ch:;tii'man, who is General Farrell~
Dr. MonmsoN. General Farrell wn,s General Groves' deputy; he was
sent overseas to head the military party.
Many Americans have visit.eel the cities, or the ruins, of Japan since
the ~ncl of war in the Pacific. The reporters and the photographers
have made clear for us all the appearance of the war-damaged towns,·
e~pecially of .the cities destroyed by the first atomic bombs, Hiroshima
apd Nagasaki. But there is mor~· to be learned from those scenes than·
the newspapers have yet been able to tell. It was my job to visit the
damaged cities of Japan, to speak with the people there, and to assist
in the carrying out of certain te~lmical studies. You have heard and
233
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ydu will hear more expert testimony on the kinds and extent of the
damage done by the atomic bomb. I am a nuclear physicist, not a
specialist on this or that kind of damage; I wish I knew even less about
damage than I do. It is my purpose to tell the committee as clearly
11s I can what the impressions of ai1 American physicist are when he
views the ruins and talks to the survivors of the bombing he al).d his
coworkers spent so much time·to make possible.
The atomic bomb is not merely a. new weapon: it is a revolution in
wai.·. · I saw the blackened ruins of Tokyo and Osaka, of Kobe and of
Nagoya, and I know th~.t a city cannot live under the fire raids of a
thohsand B-21:J's. The destruction, of a great city in itself is not the
ne,v feature of the atomic bomb. To make cleai.· whv the atomic bomb
is different one must talk first of the B-29.
..
We of the Los Alamos project who went overseas in July to prepare
the bombs for delivery over the target were stationed on the small
island of Tinian, near Saipan in the Marianas chain. Tinian is a
miracle. Here, 6,000 miles from San Francisco, the United States
armed forces have built the largest airport in the world. A great
coral ridge was half~leveled to fill tt rough plain, and to build· 6
runways, each an excellent 10-1:me highway, each almost 2 miles
long, Beside these runways slood in long rows the great silvery
airplanes. They were there not by the dozen but by the hundred.
From the air this island, smaller than Manhattan, looked like a
giant aircraft carrier, its deck.Joatled with bombers. · I have flown
Jnimy times in a B-29, and I doubt that there is a more complex
and ·wonderful machine of any kind. And here, far from the factories in Seattle or 'Wichita, were several hundred of these milliondollar_ craft. Here were collected 'tens of thousands of specialists,
trained in the operation and repair of the delicate mechanisms which
cram the body of the plane. In the harbor every day rode tankers, .
laden with thousands of tons of aviation gasoline. A net of pipe
lines supplied the airfields with fuel. The radio dial was busy with
signals of every kind. And all these gigantic preparations had a
grand and terrible outcome. At suriset some day the field would
he loud with the roar of the motors. Down the great runways would
roll the huge pla.nes, seeming to move slowly because of th~ir size,
but far outspeeding the occasional racing jeep. One after another
each runway would launch its planes. Once every 15 seconds another
B-2!) would become air-borne. For an hour an<l a half this would
eontinue with· precision and order. The sun would go bdow the
sea, and the last planes could still be seen in the disfance, with running
lights still on. Often a plane 1rnuld fail to make the takeoff, and
go skimming horribly into the sea, or into the beach to b\U'n like
a huge torch. vVe came often to sit on the top of the coral ridge
and Wl_l,tch the combat strike of the 313th wing in real awe. Most
of the planes would return the next !horning, standing in a long si~1.,gle
line, like beads on a chain, from just overhead to the horizon. r ou
could see 10 or 12 planes at a time, spaced a. couple of miles apart.
As fast as the near planc:i would -land, another would appear. at the
edge of the sky. There were always the same number of planes in
sight.. The empty field would fill up, and in an hour or two all the
planes would have come in.
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Next day the i·ecommissance photographs would come in. They
showed .·a Japanese city, with whole square miles 0£ it wrecked and
torn by flame. The fire bombs dropped on wood and paper houses
by the thousapds 0£ tons had clone thefr work. A thousand B-29's,
time and ag~in, burned many sq~rnre miles ~f a city in a single raid.
The atmmc bomb was sometlnng else. 'Ihere were no shiploads of
incendiaries. Instead 0£ all the ordnance men and their bomb dumpst
.. there were about 25 people from Los Alamos, a few Quonset huts
transformed into testing laboratories, and a barricaded building.
The strike took off .after midnight. The field was deserted. Only
two or three planes were warming up. A few lights burned around
a single hard-stand:
·
Senator MILLIKIN. ·what is a hard-stand?
Dr. MonmsoN. It is a path on the airfield on which the airplane sits
before taking off.
And·one plane roared dmvn the rum,;av, took off, and set course :for
the cities of the enemy. The reconnaissa11ce photos next told the same
story.. One plane, with one bomb, had destroyed many square miles
of a Citr, destToyed them even more thoroughly and with even less
chance for resistance or escape than the 1,000-plane strike.
I can imagine a thousand atomic bombs and an airport like Tinian's
to send them off. But not even the United States could prepare a
· thousand Tinians with ordinn.ry bombs. There a.re simply not enough
. people. Dest.ruction has cl~a~1ged qun.li~atively with this new energy.
1'Var can now destroy not c1t1es, but natrnns.
.
.
·
There is even more to be said. I remember vividly the lunch we
ha.cl at the prefectura.l_ building in Hiroshima. The J apartese officials came there to talk to us and to describe their experiences. I sat
at lunch next to.and spoke to the chief medical officer of the district.
He had been pinned in the wreckage of his house for several days
after the explosion. He lived a little more than a mile from the point
of impact, and was still wearing splints. His assistimt had been killed,
and his assistant's assistant. Of aoo registered physicians, more than
260 were m1able to aid the injured. Of 2,400 nurses, orderlies, and
trained first aid workers, more than 1,800 were made casmtltie.s in a
single instant. It was the saine ev~rywhere. .There were about 33
modern fire stations in Hiroshima. Twenty-six were useless after the
blast, and three-quarters of the firemen killcrl or missing. The military organization was destroyed; the cornnrnnding general and all his
staff were killed, with some 5,000 soldiers of the gn.rrison of 8,000. Not
one hospital in the city was left in condition t!> shelter patients from
the ruin. The power and the telephone se.rv1ce were both out over
the whole central region of the city. Debris filled the streets, and
hundreds, even thousands of fires burned unchecked among the injured and the dead. No one was able to fight them.
Senator MILLJIUN. '\Vhat was the population of Hiroshima?
Dr. MonnrnoN. About 300,000.
.
There is a word for this kind of aUack; it .is described as an attack.
of saturation. If you strike at a man or a city, your adversary protects himself. If you attack a man, he runs or strikes back at you;
if you attack a city,. it throw~ up flak, it must_ers its firemenJ it treats
the wounded. B1.1t 1f you strike all at. once with overwhelmmg forcet
your enemy cannot protect himself. He is stunned. The flak bat-
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teries _are all shooting as fast as they can; the. firemen are all busy
t~rowm&' water at tl~e flames. Then your strike may grow larger
without mcreased resistance. The defenses are said to be saturated.
'The atomic bomb is a weapon of saturation. It destroys so quickly
and so completely such a large area that defense is hopeless. Leader. ·ship and organization are gone. Key personnel are killed. ·with the
fire stations wrecked and firemen burned, how control a thousand
fires? ·with the doctors dead and the hospitaJs smashed, how treat a
quarter of a million injured?
·
There is one more novelty. A ,Japanese official stood in the rubble
and said to us: "All this from one bomb; it, is unendurable." ,ve
learned what he meant. The cities of all Japan had been put to flame
by the great flights of B-29's from the Marianas. But at least there
was warning, and a sense of temporary safety. If the people in Kobe
went through a night of inferno, yon, living in Nagoya, were going
to be all right that night. The thousand-boinber rai"ds were not concealed; they even formed a pattern of action which the war-wise J apanese could count on. Bnt every hour of every day above any Jt1,panese city there might be one American plane. And one bomber co1tld
now destroy a city. The alert would be sounded day and night. Even
if the raiders were over Fukuoka, you, in Sendai, a thousand miles
·north, must still fear rleath from a single plane. This is unendurable.
I should' like to interpolate a few remarks on the kind of damage
that the bomb does. I think I can describe to you very simply what
happenR and that will make clearer to you what we sa,v there. .
·when the .bomb is cletonatecl in the middle of a city. it is as though
a small piece of the sun has been instantly created. There is formed
what ~rn have called the ball of fire, which is a hot, glowing mass
something about onr-t.hird of a mile across, with a tempe.rature of
about a hundred million degrees Fahrenlwit in the center of it.
The effects from this small s11n are as you wo11ld expect. In the first
place, there is a sudden creation and expansion "·hich pushes away,
with terrible violence, the air that once occupied this region.
This air, shocked into motion, aR we say, moves just like a blast
wave from a great explosion of TNT. ·vve often measure the effectiveness of a bomb in tons of TNT equivalent.
This pushing air creates an enormous pressure, even a great distance
away. Behind (JI() wave of pressure, wl1ich travels rapidly through
the air, there come great winds, 500 to 1,000 miles per hom, winds
which damage and clPstroy all Htructures.
·
If you stand near tl1is piece of the sun-Senator MILLIKIN. Those are the winds rushing to fill the vacuum; is
that. right?
·
·
Dr. MoumsoN. They are winds which occur paTtly from that, sir,
a.nd also partly because the wave starts in the air. It runs too fastthe air cannot move fast enough to keep up with the wave, so it follows
somewhat like a breakwater wave, and this is the great wind.
Senator MILLTIUN. I see.
Dr. MomusoN. If you are near the sun, yon must expect to get
burned. The people near it are burned on the body; the people and
the structures underwent terrific radiant heat.
In New Mexico, where we were 10 miles away, on a cold desert, I
-felt as though the hot sun had been out for an hour when the explosion
,occurred. My face was warmed up.
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There, in Japan, the same effect happened. $ince they were closer
there, instantly all organic material was burned up. For some distance
it burned up the flesh. .
·
As I shall show later in my prepared statement, £or a considerable
distance it set fire to piece of wood, curtains, textiles, to anything
inflammable in the neighborhood.
There are two more effects. At the instant of the explosion there
is emitted from this small sun not only the great push through the
air, the violent blast, which is the violent explosion-there is not only
t.he concentrated heat which you would expect from being close to the
.sun, there was also a great amount of radiation, like the radiation used
by doctors, like the X-ray radiation used for the treatment of cancer.
This radiation is very penetrating. There is no protection,behind .a
foot of concrete, for example.
·
· ·
Senator MILLIKIN. How about.lead~
·
Dr. Monn1soN. ·It is possible to have protection. It depends on where ·
you are. You will have no protection unless the material is thick;
enough. If you have 20 feet of concrete or 5 feet of lead, you ·are
safe enough.if it is in front of you.
This radiation produces special physiological effects which I would
like to deRcrihe.
There is one inore effect which may or may not be effective in a
military sense, besides the instantaneous burst of these ray-like
emanations.
There is left on the ground an enormous amount of radioactivity,
corresponding, in the maximum case, to thousands of tons of radium.
If this is the case, if this is deposited on the ground, it will be difficult
to approach that area, that region, for a long time.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I have a question.
1Vould it disturb your sequence of thought. if I would go into the
lead matter now~
Dr. MoRmSQN. No, sir.'
Senator Mn,LIIUN. Are there any other readily available metals
that could be used to shield thin go:. that could be used as a defense
against the atomic bomb 1
.
Dr. :MORRISON. The only point is getting enough material. It doesn't
matter what it is if you have enough of it. It inay be concrete, dirt,.
\)r lead; whichever it is is not very important. Lead, of course, is very
heavy and to get a mass of material is convenient with lead.
Senator M1LLIIUN.· In other words, a thin sheet of lead may be equivalent to 2 or 3 feet of. some other material·~ .
Dr. MoRRIEON. I am tdraid not. An inch of lead is equivalent to 10,
inches of concrete. 'l'he factor of lead to concrete is about 1 to 10.
Gold would be twice rrs good.
Senator MILLIIUN. What qoes the person wear if he goes into one
of these infected areas 'I
·
Dr. MoRHISON. I don't lmow. I don't quite understand. '.fhere is
nothing you wear for protection. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. I saw a picture in a paper of a tank that moved
in there, in New Mexico, and it said that the tank was coated with
lead, or something of that kind.
.
·
Dr. MORRISON. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, when the men get out of that tank, what
do they wear?
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Dr. l\fonmsoN. They didn't get out. They would have been fried. i£ .
they. had gotten out at that time. They stayed in.
.
: Senator MILLIIUN. Do you see a field of considerable usefulness
where defensive measures are ·concerned, in lead or any other meta ls?
Dr. MonmsoN. Well, going- underground would be helpful. I think
that lead is especially valuable, lead is useful, if you have a small room
and you wont to keep it small. Otherwise, yon might as well make it
· with concrete.
e have a similar problem when it comes to sealing in
all plutonium reactors. As far as I know, except for instruments, there
lead is not employed. These other materials are cheaper. You see, it
is much cheaper to use 10 feet of concrete than its equivalent in lead ..
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you.
·
Dr. l\fonRIE:ON. As I was saying, there ·is left on the ground, under
· some circumstances, this large radioactivity.
In New Mexico, where the explosion was on the surface, this activity
was sizable. In both cities of ,Japan, this activity was negligible,
simply because of the tactical choice of the method of employing the
bomb.
.
It has been described in the press. In New Mexico, the bomb was
detonated close to the surface; in Japan, a considerable distance above
the ground.
.
In one case the radioactivity was concentrated on the ground; in the
· other case, in Japan, it was spread over a great area, and so there was
· not enough of it; it was negligible.
Senator Hrn1rnNLCOPER. May I ask !J, question 1
The CHAIRMAN. YeH.Rimntor.
Senator Hrc1rnNwoPER. How far awav did the heat generated from
the bomb kill individllals~ At say the iOO-foot level in New Mexico,
as compared to the 1,500- or 1,800-foot level over these Japanese cities, .
what woi.dd be the comparison 1
,
.
Dr. )fonmsoN. ·would you please wait.1 I think I have that question covered in my statement..
.
·
·
Senator Hw1rnNLOOPER. Yes. I don't want to disturb your train of
thought.
·
Dr. MonmsoN. Yes, sir. I answer .that qne8tion directly in the
statement.
I simply want to give a picture qf what the physical effects were
and then I have this prepared statement from observations in the
area of damage.
Senator Jmrn~oN. You left out one step. ·
Could you tell us something about the reaction 1 I suppose that the
air rushes back into the vacuum. That is, you describe the air as
being pushed out at the time o:£ the e~plosion.
Now, there must be the secondary reaction, of air rushing back in
and causing damage through that suction that would follow naturally.
Dr. MoFRISON. Mostly there is nothing left ~y that time to damage.
If you built one in between the two, it might suffer some damage ..
Senator JOHNSON. The buildings are all torn down but that suction
is, relatively; something that will U<lt amount to very much because
the damage is all done. Is that the theory?
·
Dr. MonmsoN. That is right.
, Senator JoHNSON. But is there not a tremendous suction 1

·· ·
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Dr. MonRISON. There is; but not too much effect where individual
buildings were concerned. We could sometimes see buildings where,
at· the edge, the air blast had struck from behind, .not in the front •
. That effect would depend upon the shape of the building and such
-:freak effects liiight happen..
·
· ·
Mostly, the impact, like a hammer, causes the damage, and following
this haminer blow is the mpid wind; after that, the suctio_n phase is.
not very important.
·
·
Senator Jo:um:oN. We have had described to us here cases involvii1g
concrete buildinas reinforced by steel. vVe have _been told that _the
interiors of the '.i.;uildings and the partitions had all been torn out.
It just occurred to me that that reaction, perhaps, did that.
Dr~ MoRRISON. That is quite likely. I was just going to say that in
the next sentence.
·
Senator M1LLmIN. Mr. Chairman, pursuing that same subject a
little further, I have seen many pictmes o:f damtige over in L:mdon
-during the botnbing, which showed that the buildings collapsed towards tlw location of the bomb. The explanation was that it w.as
caused by the suction l'ather than by the hammer etfect of the blast.
Does that prevail also as far as this.pttrticular bomb is concerned?
Dr. 'MORRISON. No, I don't believe it does. It is rather less important in this case than in small explosiqns.
s~nator MrLLIIUN. I was curious nbout that.
Dr. MoRmsoN. I think that the effect has been exaggerated even in
the smaller explosions. If I might put it this way, the bigger the explosion, the more negative the effect of the suction phase, the less important it is.
Senator M1LLIJnN. You get the first hammm· effect, which does the
. job, anrl the second effect has ·nothing to pull down.
Dr. MoRmsoN. Yes.
·
· The darnage done in the cities struck by the atomic b01rib is not easy
to realize. Houses and buildings for a mile in all directions are totally
destroyed. A good deal of comment has been att1;acted by' the ferroconcrete strnctures "·hose walls still stand. These are very. strong
buildings. But thBy too are useless. I have been i~1 these buildings.
The window casements are gone, the interior walls are down, the roofs
arc collapsed, the furniture battered, plumbing fixtures and heavy
machinery overturned. A great blast wind followed the shock and
ripped through the buildings; destroying their ii1teriors. Most of
them burned. Brick buildingi:;, uncl even steel-frame buildings with
brick walls, are extremely vulnerable.
Senator MILLIIUN. Did I understand you to suy a while ago that
this wind you have described reaches a velocity of 500 or 600 miles?
Dr. MonRISON. That is a very conservative 'figure. A 1,000-miles
wind is common.
.
Senator MrLtm.IN. ·what is a hurricane wind?
Dr. MonmsoN. · About 120 miles an hour.
Senator Mn,LIIUN. I wanted that just for a comparison.
Dr. MORRISON. At Nagasaki, the Roman Catholic church was an old
and heavy brick-walled building nearly a mile and a half away, and
it suffered total destruction.. It is likely that an American city would .
be as badly damaged as a Japanese city, though it would look less
wrecked from the air. In Japan the wreckage burned clean; in a
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western city, the rubble would still stand in piles in streets. But the
city would be just as ruined, and the people of the city as dead.
The action of the blast on steel-frame factory structures is known
from the wreckage of the Mitsuibishi Torpedo Works in Nagasaki.
Japanese homes are lightly built, but their factories arc about like
ours. And the torpedo works buildings collapsed in a twisted jumble
of steel onto the heads of the workmen and the still-turning machines.
F'or a good mile and a half all factory structttres were totally
destroyed.
.
.
For 3 or 4 miles from the point of impact there is heavy damage,
making lrnlf the buildings unusable; In Hiroshima the fires which
begari after the blast, some set by overturned stoves and chimneys,
some by the heat from the bomb itself, burned for .10 hours. The
flames stopped at the edge of the river. Many places were completely
destroyed by fire which had only been partly smashed by the blast.
It is not hard t.o understand that fire-fighting was impossible.
Senator Mn,LIInN. Mr. Chairman, I hate to interrupt so often..
Dr.,MomusoN. That is all right.
Senator M1LLIK1N. Yesterday we were questioning a witness as to
whether these same effects would occur in a heavily constructed area,
l5ke lower Manhattan, :for example.
I think I asked the question whether the great bulk of the heavy
construction, the buildings, would serve to insulate and confine the
effects of the blast.
ould yon mind giving us your impression on
lhat1
Dr. MonmsoN. As the blast wave moves over the :face of the city it
loses energy by the knocking over of structures, it carries debris
around; therefore, I think the more densely the city was built up, the
more lhe number of buildings that would be caught in a given area.
Therefore, the extent of the damage would be, or might be, somewhat
smaller because there were more buildings.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. But the effect, in a quantitative way, would be
the same1
Dr. Monn1soN. Yes, sir.
Senator ,JOHNSON. What is the direction of this blast~ Is it straight
down?
Dr. l\1onmsoN. It depends on where you are and where the bomb is
set for. I am not snre .that 1 can go i1i.to the details, but if it is close,
it is straight down; if it is some distance a,vay, ·it is horizontal.
Senator JonNSON. Of course, this straight-down blast might raise
havoc with the roofs, but it might not raise havoc with the walls of
t:he buildings.
·
Dr. MonmsoN. That is true. For example, in.Hiroshima, the walls
directly under the impact were intact while the roofo had been driven
straight down. The heat and the radiation had killed the people;
but the walls and even the telephone poles were still standiug up.
The effect, of course, depends very much on how far away it is.
At som·e distances, you have one effect and at some other distances
you have another.
.
· Senator M1LLIKIN, Is it true that, so far as the bomb is concernedt
passing what is below it, as far as the bomb itsel:£, does it throw out
energy in equal directions or does it have that energy thrown out
di:vectionally?
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Dr. MORRISON, H the bomb is released very far abov~the; ~'drth~\t '
would throw out the same energy in all directions. It is not, as a
matter of :fact, done this w.ay; but T would not like to, go into that
question,
. .
.
·
·
·
·.· • ·
Even more striking thari the damage to buildings is the great number of casualties, Very :few people wei·e in shelters, because there was
evidently no large bomber.raid. Virtually all the people in the streets
within almost a mile were instantly and seriously bu'rned by the great
heat of the bomb. These burns covered all the exposed flesh, sometimes eve~1 clothing caught fire and burned the wearer fatally. ·.·
I remember seeing one man, a patient, who har.l worn a railway'worker's uniform. This uniform, in Japan, is a dark serge with an insigne ·
to designate his grade. This man wore, as insigne, a kind of a crossshaped emblem over the left breast.
His .whole body was burned very badly and blackened, with the
exception of the region undei' this cross. That was because the white
clothing passed the heat sommvhat less than the dark clothing did.
The dark clothing. absorbed the heat and caughi fire and burned
him. Of course, the white clothing would ordinnrily not do this ..
There were reported to me some people who had even been wearing striped clothing upon whom they found the body had been bµrned
in stripes. · I did not see that.
· ·
People inside buildings were not burned by the flash, but were for
the most part killed or seriously injured by falling walls and beams.
Caught in the wreckage of their homes, many were burned to death
by the secondary fires; Those fires resulted from combustion i:naterml set ablaze after hundreds of stoves hacl been overturned; this was
in addition to the fires started by the bomb itself.
,
Of these people within a thousand yards of the blast, about one in
every house or two-perhaps 5 or 10 percent-escaped death from
blast or from burn. By chance these people were screened frolll the
heat of the bomb by some object too light or too strong to kill them
by falling upon them. Many literally crawled out of the wreck of
their homes relatively uninjured .. But they died anyway. They died
from a further effect, the effects of radiumlike rays emitted in great
number from the bomb at the instant of the explosion. This radiation
affects the blood-forming tissues in the bone marrow, and the whole
function of the blood is impaired. The blood does not coagulate,
but oozes in many spots through the unbroken skin, and internally
seeps into the cavities of the body.
·
The CHAIRJ\IAN. '\Vould there be a third-degree bum i
Dr. MoRRI80N. No; not from radiation; no burns at all. There ..
were some dramatic cases of people ,vho were protected from the
burns-The CHAIRMAN. You mean the skin would be absolutely normal
and yet the blood would be coming through 1
.
.
Dr. MoRmsoN. Yes. There might be a slight burn on the skin, but
it was not essential.
The white corpuscles which fight infection disappear. Infection
prospers and the patient dies usually 2 or 3 weeks after the exposure.
I am not a medical man, but like all nuclear physicists I have studied
this disease a little. It is a hazard of our profession. ·With the
· ato1riic bomb, it became epidemic,
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The fact!:' and figures of this and other related effects of the atomic
bomb are still under study, and remain for the time· being classified
information. I am not a medical expert in these matters, ai1d I have
tried to tell you only the things I have seen.
·
, .
It goes without saying that, like most · of the scientists of tpe
project, I am completely convinced that another war cannot be allowed.
A working and realistic domestic policy ought to be determined on the
premise that some measure of international control of atomic energy
will come tiud come immediately, based on functioning, material agree-.
ments among the great and the smaller powers. We have a chance to,
build a working peace on the novelty and the terror of the atomic'.
bomb.
But I should not be a physicist if I ,left you with the impression·
that only in war a revolution has been made by the large-scale release·
of atomic energy. Man will not live the same again for this advance ..
I do not think you will soon see atomic automobiles, though you may
soon see atomic rockets and atomic power plants. But the changes.
which will come are 1:ure, and great, and beyond prediction. When
science learned to control mechanical and thermal energy, we had
the early nineteenth century matu'ring of the industrial way of life.
,vhen science learned control over electrical energy, we had the manifold changes which electricity has brought to daily life and to the
structure of nations. "When the chemists understood the nature of'
chemical energy, there was opened the way to new materials, to freedom from the restrictions of mine and farm, to the changes which
chemistry is even today still bringing us. Now we have nuclear energy,
based on a more profound insight into and control over the fundamental nature of matter itself. We have seen war change onl:v 6.
years after .the key laboratory discovery in this realm. '\Ve physicists
are professionals in change and in novelty. That new tin1es will come
is our firmest conclusion.
·
Senator HtnT. Mr. C!rnirnmn.
The CHAJRJl[AN. Senator Hart.
Senator H.\RT. Doctor, when yon compared in your statement an
attack by 1,000 B-29's and one B-29, you said there was a great
qualitative change in the destruction. Then you followed with your·
observations on Hiroshima, .and about the only thing you said to
support that statement was about the damage clone by the gamnm
rays.
·
. We had been led to believe from other testimony that when the,
bomb explodes well off the earth, as was the case there, that the gamma
rays' damage is a very small proportion of the total damage.
Dr. MonmsoN. I think I detected two questions in your question.
·would you min<l if I separn.tecl them and tried to answer as I see
them, separately ?
Senator HAnT. Yes, sir .
. J.?r. l\IonmsoN. ,~lrn~ YC:U gradually. increase something ~y simply·
ptlmg on, by quant1tnt1ve unplementat10n, you come to a pomt where·
something new has occurred, and we have a qualitative change.
For instance, if you heat water, you heat it 1 ° at a time until it.
boils and there is still a quantitative change going on. But if you
keep on heating,, you get a qualitative change ;-it is no lorger water,.
you have somethmg new.
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The reason I say that the bomb has made a qualitative -ehange is
the manner in which the atomic bomb works. Take the destruction·
of cities, When you use ordinary bombs to destroy a city, you do it
with a great effort, all the resources of a nation. . .
·
,vith the atmoic bomb, it is done, more or less, with the left hand.
I mean, one bomb, oue city.
.
.
. .
.
The whole attitude has been changed. They are not talking about
the destruction of one city at a time n)1y mo~·e; .the new strategy will.
have to deal with weapons of destruction which will make one city
too small a.target.
.
In the future, it will not be the case of a raid against Berlin· or
against Hiroshima or Nagasaki on separate days, but it will be against
all of them on the same day.
·
·
Senator HAnT. It seems· to me still that you are terming as qualitative a change which I consider a quantitative change.
Dr. l\fo1m1soN. "\Vell, this is a. question of philosophy. What I am
. implyin~ is tha~, by th~ pi_li1:g on. quantit:i;tiv~ly you have produced a
. 11ew mocte of action wluch 1s rn nature qualitative.
.
As you know, you might say an army is a collection of, say, 1,000,000
men. But ii' you have a collection of 1,000,000 men into anarmy, you
have something different from just a collection of 1,000,000 men. In
the same way, when you have a collection of atomic bombs, you have
something different, theni which becomes a qualitative difference,
because there you lrnve a c iance to destroy whole nations.
Senator IfAjtT. ,ven, I will drop that, Doctor, although I still think
you mean qtmntitative rather than qualitative.
Do I understand you to say tlrnt tlie gamma factor in your explosion
is not a material part, that mostly it is blast and heat?
Dr. MmmrsoN. This is correct..
S3nator HA1tr. Is that correct?
Dr. MonmsoN. This is correct. The gamma radiation is a part 0£ it,
or could be; it all depends upon how the bomb is used, as I said. The
way the bomb would b:.i normally used, I do not think that the gamma ·
rays would be material.
Of course, I do not know· what the statistics are. In the case 0£
Japan, under the conditions that existed there, there .are simply no
records, no officials, men familiar with the town who could tell us·
exactly what happened:
It is known that in Hiroshin:rn, 40,000 people came into the town
the day before the bomb was dropped, to help evacuate it, because the
town was on the list, and they l'elt it would be attacked and they
wanted to evacuate it.
They had stnrted work at 7 o'clock in the morning, they were still.
moving shops and fumitnre and the contents of warehouses, arid so
forth, and they were killed by the bomb.
. .
However, no ·census taker, no statistician, is able to say how many
people were killed in tlrnt Pxplosion. It is my impression, gained as i
walked through the city and the hospitals and tnlked to the men, that
there was one man who escaped immediate death out oi' every one or
two houses that were destroyed. There was always someone who, by
chance, escaped the builcling falling on him and killing him, who, by
chance, escaped the burns, even from the direct heat or through the
fires that raged throughout tl1e district. There were people who
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walked awny more or less unharmed, by chance-and even these did
ri.ot escape death in the end.
·
·
Senator I1An·r. Doctor, in the latter part of your statement, when .
you ,vent into the political field, I believe you used the words that
something must immedintely be accomplished in our international
reln,tions so that atomic bombs would not be used.
·
What is your thinking around that word "immediately"? Is that
altogether a theoretical idea, or have you some practical ideas about
that?
Dr. l\fomusoN. I think, for example, that the implementation of
the Three-Power Declaration, if it comes in the near future and if it
is extended, will be an immediate step in the right direction.
I did not mean tllat the problem would be solved imni:ediately;
I mean that we should act at once. The reason I think that is this:
that one of the gre'lt advantages that ,ve have with regard to the
control of this cleci,sive weapon which does not adhere to nny other
weapon is that it is something new.
It is something which is not nJl over the world. There ar•J no great
industries connected with it, it is not filled with a tradition of continuity, it does not have a tradition of money or economics-'-those
interests do not enter into it. There is none of this.
I think that if we catch hold of this opportunity and soon begin control, you will find it to be a mnch easier situation to handle than if
we sit around 1 year, 3 years, 7 years, 10 years, making no progress.
Then, when it has come to a full-fledged realization, by that time there
will be greater difficulty. It will be widespread; there will be money
in it; there will be great industries; and the economv of great regions
may be dependent on it. It will be sizable, and it ,vill be great, arid
it will be diflicult to make such changes as should be made, because
then, at that time, people will say that it is not practical.
Senator HART. I tnke it that you did not think that there was an,
immediate and complete solution practical. Let me ask you one thing.
Your statement has been about the power, the destructive power of
the atomic bomb alone. In your thinking, do you place that in a
different category than, for instance, an entirely merciles~ bacteriological form of warfare?
Dr. MonmsoN. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator HAR'r. vVi1y?
Dr. MonmsoN. I am not a bacteriologist, and perhaps I am wrong, ·
but I have been in ashington on military affairs and on these matters
I have spoken to people that know-The CHAIRMAN. J defer to your greater knowledge, Senator, about
the propriety of an open session to a discussion of bacteriological warfa~
.
. ~en~tor HAnT.. I um merely asking a general question. If he is
gomg mto anythmg that he ought not to go into, I will withdraw the
question.
The CHAinMAN. You al'e ncqqainted with that?
Dr. l\fonmsoN, Yes, sir; I wjJl not discuss it.
The CHAIRllfAN. I just wanted to caution you.
Dr. MonmsoN. Yes, sir; thank you very much. J simply wanted
to say that the absence of successful bacteriological warfare is not a
statement that people do not think about it.

,v
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. Se1iator HART. ·well you do; and you do not put it in a different .
category, as a politicai matter looking forward to the pr9tection of .
the world?
·
. ' .
. . ·· ..
,. · Dr. MomnsoN. I do put it in a very different category, because it
does not exist.
·
·
Senator HrmrnNLOOI'ER. \Voukl you care to answer my question of a
litt.le while ago now, of a bonib set oil' 100 feet in the aid Will it burn
better than a bomb set off 1,500 feet in the air?
.
. ·
Dr. l\fonnrsoN. A little :further away, because, at a given distance,
you are a little closer to the bomb. In other words, if you are right
below the.bomb and it is 1,000 feet above, you are 1,000 feet away.
· · Senator Hrc1rnNL001•1m. I understand that, but I wondered if the
radiation woul.d be conducted along the air of whether it might be
dissipated in the air.
. .
.·
Dr. l\fonmsoN. I don't think so; it might be. The reflected heat from
'the ground might have a small initial effect, but not serious.
Senator HrmrnNLOOI'Im. It is all hot enough?
· .
Dr. l\fomnsoN. Yes, sir. In New Mexico, where it did touch the
ground, the ground is covered with glass for about 1,000 :feet.
Senator MrLLncrN. Mr. Chairman.
.
·
The CHAIRilIAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator M1LLntrn. \Vhat would be the effect if the bomb exploded in
the ground, in terms of radiation, blast, and heat? ,
.
Dr. MoumsoN. If it exploded at or near the surface of the ground
it would be very much the· same as high in the air, with the difference
that the people would be closer to it and the difference that the radioactive material would th~n probably b~ left on the ground ip. large
amounts; and, perhaps, with the other difference that the ground, perhaps, would be glazed and might be untenable for a very long time
to come.
·
If you :;Jso wanted to include· a situation where it was very far
below the earth, 50 or 100 or 500 feet below, then it is clear that the
situation would be very much changed here. I don't like to go into
detail, but I would say this. It would simply 1'iroduce not an air blast
but an earth blast, a ground shake. There is no doubt but that it would
have great military importance. I would rather not discuss it.
·
Senator Mrr.LIIUN. How would you prot:ect rescue workers and other
relief forces that neces,mrily would have to operate in an area where the
boh1b had exploded in the ground.?
Dr. l\fonnrsoN. I would keep them out.
.
· .
Senator .MrLLIJUN. \Vell, there are essential :functions, in any large
city especially, that have to keep going-rescue functions and utilities
and things of that kind-that, unless there was complete destruction,
unless there was a determination that this area be forever abandoned,
yo11 have got to keep going.
·
.
· I am curious as to how you would protect people that would have to
work in the area as best they could.
.
Dr. l\IoumsoN. I hope we don't have to :face these problems. I would
say simply that I imagine they should rpn in and out quickly, there
would be a fringe where they could do that. There "·ould be another
fringe where they might send volunteers to do dangerous things; using
tanks, and there would be a central region which they could just abandon.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Suppose they had to go in, what sort ·of protective material. would you clothe those people with?
.
·. · · . ·1, .
Dr. MonRISON. Oh, you would need 50 tons of lead.
; i ·· • · • ·:
Senator MILLIJCIN. Lead. I don't want you to think I: am fanatic
on the subject of lead.
Senator HART. Where is lead mined r
fL1111ght.Pr.l
Senator MILLIKIN. Coming from the '\Vest, we are interested in
those things.· I want to know about what might be used in a defensive
way. I quite agree with you that in most instances, for these stationary objects, for instance, it would be cheaper to get insulation from ·
other materials. Then, you could close in the work with thicknesses of
concrete or other materials, but if you have moving objects, people or
appliances, perhaps; I take it that you will agree with me that lead
and possibly other metals would make a good insulating material..
Dr. MORRISON. I do not want to give you the inipression-it is quite
wrong, but it is very easy to do it-that it depends on the material.
There is really no specific material. It depends on the weight of the
material you use.
If you could dress a man in a suit weighing 50 tons of lead or any
other material, I don't care what the material might b~, you could
do that.
··
Senator M1LLIIUN. You can't practically do that. You stated that
you could surround it or him with a wall of concrete.
Dr. MORRISON. Yes; or lead.
Senator MILLIKIN. And, of course, there arc many. places where
you could not surround even a stationary object that way. You could
not put a wall of concrete around it, due to its placement. From what
I have read it seems to me that you do lmve protection already for the
articles of clothing, like shoes and pcrsclllal equipment of people who
have to approach these radiation places, that they may be clothed
with protective rnat·erial.
.
.
Dr. MoRRISON. No; that is really a misapprehension, Senator, if I
may say so. It is not possible to gain any worth-while protection by
the amount of material that n. man can carry on his own body. It is
not possible; you just can't do it.
· Senator Hrn1rnNLOOPER. That woulc1 depend on the degree of contamination.
Dr. MoRRISON. But the point. is that a man cannot carry enough
protection, he cannot increase his weight that much. Also, the time
element enters into it; how soon it is after the explosion.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. It clcpends on whether you want to go into
that area in 20 minutes or 2 rln.ys.
Dr. l\fonmsoN. It, depends on whether you want to go into it in 20 ·
minutes or in 20 minutes and 10 seconds; and most people would rather
wait 10 seconds rather than carry the tons of lead they would need
for protection.
·
Scnatoi· MrLLIKIN. It comes from the degree of harmful radiation
that remains, does it not. It loses its strength as time passes, does
it noti
Dr. MORRISON. Yes; it does.
Senator MILLIKIN. Therefore, you have a decrease the;re in terms of
time of radiation and, perhaps, some sort of protective material which
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might be utte~·ly useless at the moment might Le useful a week, or two
or 10 days from the explqsfon. .
. ·
. · ·.·.
' i :
· Dr. l\fomnsoN. That is true; but it is not true that anything that a
man can carry around will give protection· worthy of being called
protection.
.
.
Senator. Mn.LIKIN. That depends entirely upon the problem of when
you have to go into the. area. Sometimes you, of necessity, have to go
into an area. You ure postulating that it would be better to stay out.
I suggest it might not be better to stay out. I suggest that it might
be essential to get in there. Neither you nor I can sit here now and
imagine the particular circumstance that will call for the decision, but
I do suggest that there might be a circumstance which will call for a
decision.
.
Dr. l\fomnsoN. This is quite true. I am simply saying that if he
must get in there, he will not get the protection with, say, 100 pounds,
of lend; he can with 10 tons. The additional amount, say about 100
pounds, that he can carry will not protect hiin suiliciently.
Senator l\hLLIKIN. That, again, follows that you can theoretically
coat a tank ,vith lead.
Dr. MonmsoN. Exactly.
·
·
Senator Mu.LIKIN. And so there are circumstances, and one of them
was denionstrated by coating the tank with lead. I am not mentionin()'
lead, except that I have heanl it mentioned in the press; but it could
be coated with some sort of a protective m:iterial?
Dr. MonmsoN. Yes, but the protective material which is worn on
tho body of a man is not adequate against radiation.
Tho only reason that existed for coating the shoes of these men who
walked in later and for their wearing special clothing was this: It was
simply clothing in the nature of overalls, so that they would not carry
away on their person any of the contaminating material. It was .ncit
to give protection.
,
,
You can get protection from walls. You must use walls, and
these walls will be much heavier than a1iything a man can carry.
He could not carry enough to get a worth-while increase in protection.
. Senator MILLIKIN. Then, you have .a double problem. You have
the problem of protecting the man himself against radiation, and
. yon also have the problem of keeping him from carrying out the
radiation; is that right?
Dr. j\founrsoN. That is right.
Senntor :Mn.LmlN. And in the latter instance, there is a definite
need for some sort of protective mat:erinl to cover that man.
Dr. 1"Iomt1s0N. That simply calls for clothing that he can wear
and then throw away.
Senator lHu.LUGN. Yes.
Dr. Momn8oN. That is all the proteetion you provide there.
. The CnAm]lAN. Doctor, tlw bomb was dropped over Hiroshima at
something of a height. · That height, I presume, was chosen to get
the greatest blast effect that could be gotten. You have testified that
many, many people there were killed by the gamma rays. Would that
result in a large deprn,it on the ground? ·
Dr. l\fonRrsoN; It dirl not. .
The CHAIRMAN. It did not?.
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Dr. 1VIonmsoN. It did not. There was no physiological injury to
any person in Hiroshima from material deposited on the ground. ·"\,Ve
did not find any indication o:f that;
·
The CnAIRMAN, In other words, the gamma rays went. through the
body and then were exhausted before they touched the ground; is that
the idea?
·
Dr. MonmsoN. '\Vell, the idea is this: the gamma radiation is a ray,
Once it is emitted, it is absorbed; that is the end of it. It is energy
which turns into heat or chemical energy, or·something of that sort.
Therefore, it will not last. It is emitted, and that is the end; it is
absorbed.
The thin~s that last are the atoms of new elements which have the
property of destroying themselves, giving out radiations, rays, in the
process.
.
Now, this is not true when the bomb is exploded onground. But
these bombs were exploded in the air and the radiation disappeared,
the gamma radiation moved through the area and was absorbed.
Senator HrCirnNLOO:i'ER. I lu~ve another question.
Doctor, I would like to have your opinion on this question: Do
you think it reasonably possible-we know that it would be theoretically possible-do you think that it is reasonably possible that science
will abandon the field of investigation into nuclear research'~
Do you think that there can be any law or any other :force in the
world that can prevent the investigations of science to the fullest
·possible extent in this new field?
· .
Dr. MomnsoN. I do not tliink that it is in the tradition of science
that this has ever been done. Therefore, to secure such a result is
evidently a problem of extreme difliculty.
Senator HrcKRNLOOPER. Science has never abandoned a field of
investigation once it has been opened up?
·
Dr. MonnrsoN. I think in recent years it is quite right; in the last
few hundred yeaTs, it bas never been clone.
· Senator MrLLI1UN. I mean in a field as succesf:lful as has been indicated here.
Dr. l\fomnsoN. I don't know about the future. I ho.pe it will not.
I hope in the future they will lwing forth new things, in peace as they
have done in war.
Senator M1L1~m.rN. vVon't scionce and education lwep srarching for
more and more light Oll this subject, anrl more and moTe knowledge?
Dr. MomusoN. I believe that will be the case.
Senator l\iru,nuN. fan't that almost i1tevit·able; I mean, isn't that
the human inevitabi)ity?
Dr. MonmsoN. I think on this question you probably have ~10re
experience than I.
Senator MILLIKIN. No, I am not a scientist.
· Dr. 1\fo1mmoN. No, btit you are a man who k11ows how people
act a~1d organize themselves illto states.
Se11ator l\{rLLIKIN. It seems nppnre11t to me that once tlrnre is an
area ,vhere scie11tists have discovt~i·ed something profitable and opened
up .a further field of iuvcstigatio11, ihat they will pursue that, the
investigation, into natural bws. It llPver has been aba11do11ed; that
is, no major field of investigation of that kind has 1wcr been abandoned
because of the ultimate purpose or the ultimate ·results.
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Dr. MORRISON. I 'believe that is tru~. I am not saying that you'
cannot destroy investigation, that it cannot be aband·oned, 'if you insist
upon it. I am S!J-ying simply that it has never been done. ·
- ·, - ·
Senator JOHNSON, Mr. Chairman.
1'he· CnAIR11IAN. ·Senator Johnson.
. Senator. J oHi,.-soN. I should like to ·say to the witness,· to '')~1r.i• ·_ ·
·Morrison, that he is the most eloquent witness that I have ever heaTd '
since I have bqen around Congress, I am sure tha_t his power 0£
description must be the envy of all reporters here present. · I know it ·
is the envy of all the Senators here. ·
. - ·
I deein this papeT that he.has submitted to us a classic in direct statement, and I shall preserve it and I shall use it.
.
·
· He has made an almost unanswerable argument against TNT, for
one thing, and I think he has made some arguments that no military man can escape-much as our military high command are trying
to escape, I don't see how they are going to escape the argument he is
mahln~
. ·
_ In listing the choices of death, he tells. us that the victims 0£ the bomb had a good many choices. They might be killed by falling brick,
or they might be bmned to death by the direct blast, or they m1ght:be
burned to death by secondary fires, and if they escaped all of _them,
the death ray would probably get them.
·
-- .
I want to ask him about the absence of oxy~en caused by this-tremendous blast and the wind that he has described, the vacuums, and.
all. Was it possible for persons to have suffocated for lack of oxygen,
and were sec01idary fires handicapped by a lack of oxygen- in the_
immediate region?
·
Dr. l\foRRISON, I do not believe so.
Sena for JOHNSON. There is plenty of oxygen left after the wind has
sucked them out?
Dr. MORRISON. You see, after the blast has passed you for 10 seconds,
then everything.is back. to normal again. Presumably, if yon are still .
_ in one piece under .all these other conditions, you can prestimably do
· . without oxygen for 10 seconds. Y oli cannot do without your head for
10 seconds; that is the trouble.
Senator ,ToHNSON. You cannot do without that at all; but the
interval of the absence of oxygen would be very small?
Dr. M01mIS0N. Very small.
Senator JOHNSON. Ten seconds?
.
.
Dr. l\fomnsoN. Much less, but I said 10 seconds is evidently not·
serious. I said that because I am sure of that figure. I know it is
much less by a factor of a hundred or more.
Senator joHNSON. So suffocation was not one of the choices?
Dr. l\foRRISON. Except by having things fall on you and bury you,·
which was not a very common cause.
·
The CHAIR11IAN. Doctor, have you read ·General Arnold's report?·
Dr. MORRISON. I have.
The CiIAm11rAN. Did yon by any chance read Genera,l Spaatz'
story?
_
·
Dr. MomnsoN. I read tlmt in the train coming to ·washington, sir; and was greatly impressed by it.
The CHAIR1\IAN. Do you think that that portrays what a future '
,var would be?
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Dr. MoRmsoN. I hope that it does not portray what, the future
circumstances of the world will be. I believe it portrays correctly,
perhaps with a natural conservatism on the part o:f a general, what
a future war would be if engaged in by the powers.
.
Senator JmrNSON. I have one more questlon, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR11IAN. Senator Johnson.
Senator JOHNSON. I was intrigued by this statement: "I do not
think you will soon see atomic automobiles, though you may see atomic
rockets and atornic power plants."
·
Now, the atomic rocket is the thing I wanted to ask you about. My
understanding is that up to the present time this atomic energy that
we have is either a tremendous explosion, or else it exists in a minute
sort of way. In other words, we either have a terrific explosioi1,
or the atoms split very casually, one at a time, and nothing happens.
· Is there any ,vay of controlling that explosion so that you can use
it for a continuous flight of a rocket?
.
Dr. MmmrsoN. I should like to answer that question, but not in the
most direct way you asked it.
I would not like to say you could control the explosion, because that
is contradictory. Before we could make a bomb, we had to learn to
produce a controlled nuclear reaction. It was not a controlled explosion. I don't know what a controlled explosion means, hut it was the
release of energy at a uniform rate under conditions where it could
be turned on aml off. In fact, the great plant at Hanford is exactly
this sort of thing.
Senator JmINSON. But you cannot use the great pile at Hanford
in a rocket bomb.
· Dr. MoRRISON. That is quite right, but you can make smaller piles.
Senator JOHNSON. Small enough to drive a rocket and still small
enough to be carried by a rocket?
Dr. MoRRISON. I believe so, but I don't think I can go into any more
detail.
Senator JmrnsoN. It looks to me as if it is the same question of
lead pants you were discussing with Senator Milliken a while ago;
that yonr pile would be so heavy that the rocket couldn't travel, that
. the energy it produced wonlcl he less than its weight.
Dr. :MomusoN. But who is riding on the rockets, Senator? I£ there
are no people nearby, no crew, you do not need a very heavy shield.
The CuAIRNIAN. Senator, isn't that perhaps getting into classified
information?
Senator J'mrNSON. I think that is as fantastic as Buck Rogers, and I
just wanted to challenge the witness on his statement here that we
may see atomic rockets. I think that is a statement that ought to be
challenged, and I challenge it.
. ·
Dr. MonmsoN. I certainly "·ill not engage in the manufacture of
atomic rockets, because I see no use for them except in war; but I think
it is a natural development of tHe thing we have been working oh,
and that such a thing could be produced.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the witness
what he has done in the htboratory to prepate atmosphere so that it
may become highly inflammable. ·
The CrrAIR11I,\N. Isn't that classified?
It looks as though the chairman is getting security conscious.
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Dr. l\founrs6N. These matters were discussed by Dr. Bethe yesterday,
I believe.
.
.· .....
The CHAIRllIAN, Doctor, you have thought a great deal about the
:future of our defense, I presume 1
. , .
,
Dr. MORRISON, Yes.
. ·
·
·. Th,e CHAIR11IAN. ,vhat relation has a 10,000,000-man army, every one
of them able to shoot the eye out of a squirrel at a thousand yards,
every one of them able to salute and come to attention and say, ·"Yes,
sir" and "No, sir"-what relation has that in: your mind to the ability.
or the power comp1~ssed in these bombs as a matter of def~nse 1
Dr. MoRRISON. Do you really want me to answer that question 1
·The C11Am11rAN. Yes; I don't know why it shouldn't be answered. It
is something that I have thought about a good deal.
Dr. MORRISON. Well, I can say these things.
The CHAIRMAN. Unless you think it is classified informati.on.
Dr. MoRRISON. No; I think it is controversial discussion on a subject
on which I have no special competence.
The CnAIUllIAN. I ask it of you on the theory that has be so often
quoted by Clemenceau, who said that war was too important to leave
to the generals, with which I am in thorough accord. ·
Now, on that basis, as one amateur talking to another, tell me what
the relation is as you have thought about it.
· Dr. MORRISON. I am st,ill working for the War Department.
[Laughter.]
·
·
. . .
The CrrAIRll:CAN. Let the responsibility be mine.
·
Dr. MORRISON. Let me say that if you have, as you will 'have in a
future war, 1,000 or 5,000 long-range rockets striking om· industrial
areas, each one loaded with enough atomic explosive to destroy any
city district, that is, the central part of ·washington, lower Manhattan,
or any small city of three or four hundred thousand, you will have
an enormous installation which will perhaps intercept half of these,
or seven-tenths of them, or something of that sort; but you will lose,
as I think has been said before, something like one-third of your
population in the first day of the war.
.
I do not know; I do not like to think about prosecuting a war under
these circumstances, and that is why I want to stop there.
. How the war would progress after that is a question I hope we will
never have to answer. It is clear to me that against such an attack
a conventional army is of no value; whether it is cif no value in the
further prosecution of the war is s01net.hing I do not know about.
The CrrAIRllrAN. I assume we have a navy in order to defend the.
country. I was questioning myself last night and asked, "What good
is a navy if you haven't got. a country to defend 1"
Dr. MmmISON. You are going to· always have a navy to defend,
Senator. [Laughter.]
·
·
. ·
The CrrAIRl\IAN. I think I will let that one lie right where it is.
Has anyone else any questions?
: ·
Senator Hr01rnNLOOP1~R. Not unless you want to explore that field
a little more. It is a rather interesting field.
,'
The CHAIRMAN. It is; I will let you go forward with it. That last
one stopped me, Senator, ·and in fact I think the whole argument was
made in the one sentence.
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Senator HrnKENLOOPER. I am sorry, Mr. ClU1,irman, but I was engrossed in a maze of figures here so I missed the doctor's argument
on this number of men, and so on.
·· ·
I realize that you are a physicist and not a professional soldier--·
Dr. MORRISON. Thank.Goel.
Benator I-IrmrnNLOOPER. But let us assume that the United States,
or any country, elected to use the atomic bomb, having a sufficient
stock of them for either offense or defense.
.
Roughly, if you have any opinion, about how many people do you
think we would need efficiently trained to use that weapon successfully, either in offense or ddense1
Dr. MonRISON. I am not quite sure how .you successfully use it 'in
defense.
Senator HrmrnNLOOPER. I realize that the fellow who hits first has
a tremendous advantage in this thing.
.
'
Let us suppose that we are going to use the bomb and want to use
it efficiently, that is, to kill the most people and do the most damage
~~®~~

•

Dr. MORRISON. vV ell, let me try to make a guess. I have not thought
about this question, and it is useful to think about only to show how
expensive the. whole proposition ,vill be, I hope.
These bombs will cost, as Dr. Oppenheimer said a couple of timesand I may quote him without any violation of security-in the order
of $1,000,000 apiece.
.
I think to launch them in some fancy anc1 complicated missile1 like
a super V-2, would probably not be practical unlesR the V-2 itself
cost only 10 times aR much as the bomb, as in the case of the airplane
in relation to its bomb load.
Let us say it cost $10,000,000 to launch rm atomic missle. Now;
if you have to do this in the number of thousands, and were spending around 10 or 20 billion dollars, you probably have an equal
sum for all the administrative and communication problems, so that
you will spend in the order o"f $50,000,000,000. You can transfer
that into the number of people who have to be employed in the
enterprise as well as I.
Senator HrmnrnLOOPEH. Could you give an opinion on this? Could
we successfully conduct an atomic war, just using some very rough
fignres now, with, say, a \vell-trained miiitary land force-let's leave
the N;wy out of it-of a million men as easily as we could with a
trained force of 10 million men on land 1
Dr. MoRHISON. I really do not know. I would prefer not to discuss
those questions.
.
·
Senator HrcKRNLOOPER. "\Yell, my point i.s as to whether or not 10,000,000 foot soldiers would contribute anything more to the launching
of an atomic attack than 1,000,000 foot soldiers, for instance, or
whether the 9,000,000 would be surplus?
Dr. MmunsoN. I think not one foot soldier ,yilJ contribute to the
launching of an attack, but there are other things to do. I do not
want to discuss what other things mu,y be done.
·
I think that you can see what our point of view is, namely, that to
launch an atomic attack you need people to press buttons and make
instruments. What else yon need is not my province to discuss.
,
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. In other words, I was trying to develop the
point whether you believe marchinQ'. arrnii>s "·otlld cont1;ibute very
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much to the effectiveness of the atomic bomb frorri our. standpoint,· or
whether it is purely or almost exclusively a scientific a:nd engineering
problei:n confining i~self t~ the const~·uction of the materials a11d_ the . ·
latmchmg of the slups-w1th the tramed personnel, of course. > • "· ·.
Dr. MonRISON. I think that the impact ·of war will be so g!'eat in·
the first day that I do not know :what will happen thereafter.
.
Senator RussELL. Mr. Chait'man, I regret I was a bit late. I won- .
. der if the doctor has. discussed the range of these rockets and these
missiles, and whether. he thinks there is any limitation on the distances·
that they can traverse with accuracy.
. · . ·, , ·
Dr. MmrnrsoN. I know nothing about rockets or missiles from my ·
own experience. If the Germans were able 'to make a rocket under
their conditions that will travel 300 miles and hit within a couple of
miles, if .they :were able to do that under circumstances in which they
could not develop weapons like we were able to developtsuch as the
atomic bomb, I do not doubt that 10 times this range and equal accuracy · is attainable'.
,
. ·
. .·
. I do not know of my own experience, but it seems to me common
sense that progress in this range will be made. There is certainly
no new physical fact involved, but detailed engineering study.
General 'Spaatz and General Arnold have spoken about these things
·and must have received information that ·these things are practical.
I myself see nothing against them.
,
The CnAIRl\IAN. Are there any ft~rther questions?
Thank you very much, Dr. Morrison.
Senator Mrr,LrinN. I would like to add my appreciation to that of
Senator Johnson of the very graphic and informative descriptions you
gave us of the conditions at Hiroshima.
The CHAIRl\IAN. Dr. Gouclsmit.
STATEMENT OF DR. S. A. GOUDSMIT, PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

The CHAml\IAN. Dr. Gondsmit, have you a prepared statement?
Dr. Gouosl\rIT. I have no prepared statement with me, but I may
have one later.
·
I wish to point out first of all that my connection with the atoniic
bomb is quite different from that of the previous witnesses. I have
not worked on the project at all, except in intelligence functions.
· I was connected ,rith the vVar Department mission which was sent
, overseas in order to find out what the German progress was along the
project of the atomic bomb, and that was what we have.clone, and that
is the information which I can give you.
· Also, because of that function, I may have a few suggestions which.
might be useful, even though they are one-sided suggestions,· as to
control and supervision.
In spite of certain preliminary newspaper reports, we can say that
the Germans did not have anything at all. They were way behind.
They just did not have the vision "'hich the Allied scientists had, I
believe ..
. I have put down a few points about the German progress.
· The German scientists had abamloned the hope of making a bonib
during this war, entirely. They used the idea of the bomb to sell it
to the Government and to the military ofiicials.
·
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Another J?Oint is that as a result they concentrated their efforts on:
the production of atomic energy, and all the work done was nothing
else but trying to build what is called over here a pile, a uranium: .
!11-achine. ~hat is ~11 they worked on, and they had no~ even succ~eded
m conaj;ructmg a pile. They had not a workmg uranium machme..
At the end of the war. they had clone just enough experimentation;
so that they were certain that it could be done, but they had not done it.
They had not produced a chain reaction. They had not a uranium
machine which they had hoped for.
:
The total effort expended by the Gennans on the project was rather
small, but it wns among the scientific projects the one of the highest
priority; still it wns very small compared to our effort.
.
Senator JoHNSON. In your investigation of the German effort, did
you have access to all of the efforts of Germany? Press reports have
rnferrecl, or at least I have understood from them, that certam German
efforts had been taken over by the Russians, and that such plants as.
they took over ·were not open to inspection.
·
.
Now, did you have access to all the plants in Germany, and when·
you speak of what the Germans did, are you speaking of everything:
that the Germans did in the Russian-occupied zone as well as in the
American-oc·cupied zone?
.Dr. GouosllnT. I speak with confidence of everything the Germans
did on the atomic bomb project. I nm certain that I have inspected
all the papers and have talked to all the key men on th~ project, and
have seen all the documents .and most of the laboratories have been
visited by me or by men who worked in connection with me.
Senator ,ToHNSON. In the Russian-occupied as well as in the American- and British-occupied zones? Have you visited any Russian-.
occupied l::tboratories?
Dr. Gounsl\IIT. I think that is classified information.
Senator JOHNSON. You cannot testify on that?
Dr. GouosllnT. I cannot testify in open session as to that.
.
The remarkable thing about the Germans is that all the time they
believed that they were ahead o:f our effort along those lines. Not until
the news broke that the atomic bomb had been dropped did they
realize that they were not ahead, but that they were behind. They
were absolutely convinced that their work was ahead of ours.
They had no knowledge of our project, none whatsoever; except a
few incorrect statements from their intelligence department, and
some rumors which they did not take seriously. There was, in 1943,
a rumor that in America. scientists were working on an atoia1ic bomb,
hut all details were lacking, and so it was not taken seriously. It was
merely used as a means to have the authorities give more help, more
men, more space for the laboratories. That was all they used it :for.
Senator RussELL. Yon state that their work was very narrow in
scope. Do you gather from this that it had not gotten. beyond the
laboratory stage?
Dr. GouosMrr. It had not gotten beyond the laboratory stage.
Senator MILLIKIN. They did not even have a pilot plant?
Dr. GouosllnT. They did not have even a pilot plant. The reason
for the lack of progress in Germany, as I see it, can be again put down
in a number of points.
·
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li'or instance, as I 1hentioi1ed before, the German
have lacked the vision. They did not believe in its sttccess :from,the
very be~inning.. They knew its irriport.ance, and _were con".'ince.d that:
the proJeet was nnportant; but they ·did not believe that 1t. could be
flone within a reasonable time, 50 to 100 years.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Goebbels w:1s talking all the time about a secret
weapon. Do you thii1k he had in mind, when he said that; the possibility of t.he development in German laboratories of this thing i
.
Dr. Gounsl\.IIT. He had knowledge of that, and some of the higher
officials in Germany, '\'vho were utterly incompetent, may have believed
· that an atomic bomb was possible within a short, time.·
.
Senato!' JOHNSON. Hit..ler made many statemeilts that he was go1ng
t.o bring the whole world down with him if he fell; in the li~ht of
the atomic bomb, it might seem tha.t he Imel that in mind. Do you
think he had that in mind, or was that pure bluff?
Dr. Gouns11Irr. It was pure bluff. They lutd it in mind, however.
For instance, near the end of the war, when the Germans had·made a
preliminary success, they had really discovered by their experimentation that it might be possible to make a, uranium machine.
Himmler's SS men went around and spread the rumor that very soon
the Germans were going to use a uranium bomb, scaring the scientists
who knew they were 50 or a hundred years away from such a goal.
Other reasons why the Germans did not make any real progress were
probably, as I mentioned before, that the key men in administrative
positions were utterly incompetent. For instance, Anny Ordnance
had as its chief ad l'iser on military matters a second-rate physicist
named Schumann, like the musician Schumann. In fact, his main
interest ·was the physics of piano strings. He .even rose to be the chief
adviser of all the Gernmn armed forces after· a while. That man was
the first one who started the project for the German Army.· He was
the first one who went to France and tried to get the French development out of the hands of the French, and tried to move the French
cyclotron, later deciding not to destroy it but to make it work, and sent
some Germans down to put it in order nnd mnke it work.
That man ha.cl a small project going on in one of the Army proving
grounds near Berlin, ancl the scientists he lrnrl working with him were
definitely inferior compared with the scientists which were ~vailable in
Germany for such a project; so there was one group workrng.
.
There was another group .working in the so-called Kaiser-Wilhelm
Institute for Physics, where a group of competent scientists by themselves had been working on this project trying to make a pile. Those
two groups were aJways..in competition with eiich other, instead of trying to cooperate ,vith each other.
.
There were other men who had heard that nuclear physics was important. They tried to convince.some other branch of the Government
to give them money. They preferred the Air Forces, because in Germanv the Air Forces had a lot of money. It was the only organization
which was able to support research 011 a large and lavish scale, so some
of them succeeded in talking the Air Forces into the fact that nuclear
physics is important, that the:y should be given money for high tension
apparatus, for laboratory eqmpment, and so on.
·
Again another man, a great technician .and a good businessman,
talked the Minister of Post and Telegraph into supporting him. He
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had discovered tlmt the Research Department of the Post and Telegraph Services in Germany had a lot of money which was not being
used, and that they had research facilities ; so he talked him into supporting a project along those lines. ·
·
.
It is clearly understandable that in such a way they could not go
very far. It was only later in the history, after the war went badly,
that the thing was better coordinated and that ·one man was put at
the head· of the whole organization, a. competent scientist; Hff tried
to bring some sense into the organization and diminish the competition
and make it into cooperation, but that was too late. That was around
Hl43. I don't know exactly which month it was, but it is in the record
somewhere.
·
Senator RUSSELL, Doctor Goudsmit, you of course are familiar ,vith
· the Smyth report 1
Dr. Gouos11nT. Yes, sir.
Senator RussELL. From your investigations in Germany, do you
think that they had knowledge of practically all or all of the facts
that are set forth in that report 1
Dr. Gouos11nT. No;·definitely not.
Senator RusSELL. You don't think they knew as much as was contained in the Smyth report 1
·
Dr. Gouos11nT. They did not know as much as was contained in
the Smyth report.
.
I must modify that statement a little bit. They might have known
it, but they did not give the proper importnnce to the various pieces
of knowledge they had. They could have known certain things, and
could.have thought of the use of plutonium, but it simply did not enter
their minds.·
One man mentioned it at one time in a short report of his, but it
was not taken seriously. I should say the knowledge was there, they
could have known it, but they did not grasp the right points in order
to further the development.
Senator RussELL. Other witnesses have indicated thnt scientists in
Germany, as well in other countries; liave for some time had knowledge
of the matters and statements in the Smyth report.
·
Dr. Gouos11nT. There is indeed, as I say, the possibility that the
facts were known; but knowing the facts is not sufficient, definitely
not. Knowing that one can make plutonium, w·hich is obvious to any
· scientist and was in 1939, would not be important; but the German
scientists did not go further than that and see in it a realizable possibility of ma.king an atomic bomb, which is something quite different.
Senator MILLIKIN. Diel you find any evidence, that the Germans had
coordinated their individual knowledge and thefr group knowledge
of the subject?
Dr. Gouos11IIT. Yes. They had free exchange of information in the
form of reports nmong the various groups which worked on it. There
was no compartmentalization.
Senator MrLLIKTN. Then did any gronp or any top coordinating
agency pull this altogether into some sort of tlefinitive statement?
Dr. GouDSJ\!I'l'. No.
Senator Mu,r,rnIN. That was not clone?
Dr. GouDSMIT. No; it was simply done in the form of secret publications.
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Senator lVIn,LIIUN. In other words, a number of grciups qf.scien~,
tists were, sort of going along, each one on its own route~
: · · . · : ; .,,, '.
Dr. GouDSl\IIT. Yesl-.sir.
. . .
'
.... ·. . .· ·.. . . . .· .'
Senator MILLIKIN. ·1'hey were not working tinder ovei~~iiJl direct~?ii i
Dr. GouDs11n·1·. Not until the very end, which was much too_ late, ·-we:s
there a little bit of coorcforntion, and 01'lly :t very little. ·. ' :·· ·
·
The CnAIU:ilJA:N. Doctor, yon tell us that work had not gotten along
very fat·. Now, we didn't kninv that until after the war, until 'you
could get in there and make an evaluation.
You .say that the. Germans clitln't know much about. our situation\
and had not learned it. Our i11formation about them was just as poor
as theirs about us?
Dr. GovnsMrr. Yes.
The CHAIRilIAN. I can recollect that General Marshall stated that
they were in a race with us. That must have been based upon the G-2
reports before the end of the war.
.
General Eisenhower said, I believe in April, as I recollect it, that
barring the bringing into effect of a new weapon, he folt that the war
would be o,·er in the spring.
·
I don't know whether you remember that declaration or not. The
faet. of the matter iH that our intelligence overestimated what they
were doing entirely, didn't they?
·
·
Dr. Gouos11nT. It. was known. This0 mission did i.10t wait until the
war was over. °\,Ye, haYe been oyer;,;eas for quite awhile, and followed
the armies.
The first concrete information which was turned over to the War
Department, and which definitely indicated that there was no German
effort. along those lines, complete proof, in fact, occurred in the late
winter of '44. around December of '44.
We were absolutely ceirtaiu that the Germans did not have anything
like an ntomic bomb.
·
The C11AmJirAN. So when General Marshall talked about a race, it
was the turt.Ie and the hare.
·
Senator JonNRON. Wern· the Gel'mnn scientists and the German
efforts handicav1wcl by Hit]pr'H policy of perserntion, which included
top-notch phys1c.ists and scientists as wE,l I as other persons?
Dr. Goun,r11nT. They "·em seriow,ly hanclicnppecl by the lack of
prestige "·hieh Hcience has in Germany. The scientists themselves had
got.ten tog~ther in an informal society, the Uranium Society, just
beforn the wn1·. Tlwy hacl taken it. serionslr, nml had even sent. over
hrn of the t< p scientists tot his country to find out what we were doing
just bE.forn the wnr started i1f.the sum111er of lOHD.
"'hen the wnr broke out. all GPrrnan scient.ists "·ere drafted. One
of the top scientists wns n corporal for a while, and stated that his
Army experience was likr. the usual monn(nineering, only ma.de difficult by the presence of sergeants. That was the only thing, but the
rest was just a mountaineering trip in the Alps. ·
·
But pret-ty soon the key scienti~ts were h1kPn out of the Army and
put back in the laboratories; but the bulk of the Gsrmnn scientists
r~mni1~~d in. the Army_ for several years, 2 to 3 years. Several were
]{] lled m ncti~n as soldiers.
·
· Only when the war went hacl. especially after the U-boat war went
hacl, ·where scientists released, from the armed forces and put bnck
1
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on war work, which on the whole was not very successful, -as I, said,
except for the Air Force.
. , ·
~enator MILLIKIN. Prior to the war, were the German scientists
regimented or were they free to pursue their own work in their own

wayW

,

lJr. Gouns11uT. Also then did they suffer from the lack of prestige,
al!-d i~ was pointed out ~uring the w~r by one of the key German
scient~sts how German science had declmed compared with science in
America. He went around the country lecturing for various officials
for the Air Forces, using statistics-some of the statistics he had
obtained from American journals-to point out that Germany was
raiJidly declining in the fundamental sciences.
Senator MILLIKIN. ,v1111t reasons did he attribute to that?
Dr. Gouns111r.r. He attributed it primarily to lnck of support for
science, to some extent to the loss of scientists because of persecution,
and to a greater extent to the replacement of those scientists by incompetent party members instead of good scientists.
·
· .Sen.at.or JonNSON. Did Hitler's policy of persecution reach into the
scientific groups?
.
·
Dr. Gouns11nT. Not directly, except insofar as several scientists had
to leave the country, of course long before the- war was started; but
the replacement of those men by incompetent scientists was the greatest
handicap.
Senator RussELL. Doctor G()udsmit, did your investigation indicate
whether the rocket bombs or buzz bombs were developed by the Ordnance Corps of the Germaii Army or by civilian scientists, or scientists
who were not inducted into the Army?
Dr. Gouns11rIT. The rockets were mainly developed by excellent
aeronautical engineers, who. worked primarily for Army Ordnance.
Senator MILLIKIN. I thought you made a very interesting statement
in recapitulating the reasons for the decline in Germg.n science when
you said, in effect, that one of the reasons was that they were putting
party hacks into positions of authority in science.
Is that not a clanger that we must avoid as far as we can avoid it
in any governmental ag·encies of that kind that we may set up in t.his
country?
Dr. Gouns11uT .. Definitely.
Senator MILLIKIN. I will put it this way, that dangee cannot be
entirely avoided in any kind of a governmental set-up having to do
with science. Would yon go nlong with me on that 1
Dr. GouvsMIT. Certainly. )Ve have, for instance, noticed ~hat on
this intelligence work, the reason it succeer1ed at all was I thmk due .
to the perfect cooperation between the Army organization and the
scientists on these teams. It was really an ideal example of how such
a thing can be set up.
·
The chief of the mission was Col. B. T. Pash, and he understood
completely his respon~ibilJties. He never. qu~stioned, for instance,
the 3nd<rment of the scientists ahont any sc1ent1fic matter. It was up
to the ;ientists to decide which village in G(!l'll\any was important;
it was up to the scientists to investigate the_paywrs to get all that .information; it was up to the scientists to decide who was tea_lly an n~portant scientist arid who was jnst a man who had gotten lus nai)rn .m
the newspapers.
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The milit~~y never failed to get us to the places we wanted to O'~ to;
to find the man we wm!ted to find, to get the papers we want~d to
r~ad. They nevei· quest10ned the judgment of the scientjsts on scieri.;; ·
tific matters, and that was ai1 ideal cooperation. I think it should be
made an example for cooperation not onlv in wartime, but· also in
peacetime.
.
.
•
.
·
. ·
I have been connected with other organizations where-civilians and
Army people have worked together, and I have been very fortunate
that in all cases there was such ideal cooperation.
·
·
I was previously. overseas for radar work, and there the mingling
of the civilians with the Air Forces officials on radar was also really
an ideal example of perfect cooperation. That should continue in
peacetime.
Senator JOHNSON. I would like to ask Doctor Goudsmit to put something in the record of his personal and professional background.
· I understand you are a native of Holland.
Dr. Gouns11Irr. Yes; I am.
Senator JoHNSON. And you are now a professor of ·physjcs at the
University of Michigan.
..
·
.
Dr. Gouns11nT. I have been there since 1927.
Senator JoHNSON. ·Are you a citizen of the Ui1ited States1
Dr. Gouns11uT. Yes, I am.
Senator JOHNSON. How long lmve you been in the United States1
Dr. Gouns11nT. Since 1!)27, and I have been· at the Uni.versity of
Michigan all that time, except that since the begfoning of 1941 I have·
been on leave for war work.
Senator JoHNSON. How much experieiice in your profession did
you have prior to coming to the United States?
.
Dr. Gouns11nT. I had done resea.rch work in_ Holland and Germany
and other countries of Europe, and ,vhen I came to the United States
I was appointed on the faculty of the University of :Michigan in HJ27.
Senator JOHNSON. How much experience had you had in Europe
prior to coming to the United States?
Dr. GouosllIIT. I don't know how to measure it. - I had already published several papers in physics.
.
Senator JoHNsoN. Had you taught in any university?
Dr. Gouos11nT. Only as an assistant at the University of Amsterdam, and I had a Rockefeller fellowship in Germany and Denmark.
I had mainly done research. work, and very little teaching.
·
Senator l\f1LLimN. ·what schools did you graduate :from?
Dr. GouosMIT. I got my Ph. D. from the University of Leiden in
Holland.
I would like to add a few words about the possibilities of control. . ·
The experience we had in Germany shows clearly that some type of
supervision or control is possible. I mentioned before that no knowledge of German development was available here._ I can add to that by
sayina that the security of the Germans was inadequate. Th~y used
letterheads and envelopes which clearly stated "Nuclear Physics" on
the outside. Nevertheless, we pad no knowledge of the work at all over
t.here. The allies did not know what was going on.
As soon as our mission got in touch with the first physicists, the
first physics laboratory, the first correspondence and ~ocµments on
physics which wer·e available on the Continent, we obtamecl the com-
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plete story. From that you see tlmt if there co11ld be fre~ inter~lmrige
of ideas·am:ong the scientists, if they could travel freely, if they were·
allowed to visit each other's laboratories~ if that were possible, then
as long as scientists are working ·or have to be usecl in work on .an·
atomic bomb or anything of that nature,. l dori't believe that it caU'be
kept secret. It would be known immecliately to their colleagues all
over the world without any doubt. ·
· ·
·
If; however, the art of making atomic bombs will progress so far that
they do not need scientists any more, and it can be done by slave labor
or pr.isoners, then of course control will be more difficult. But as long
as scientists are needed in the building, construction, or research work
on atomic bombs, it cannot be kept a secret froni oth~r scientists if they
have free access to each other's papers, can talk w1tl1 each other, ·can
travel and go to meetings toget~ier.
. .
·
Senator RusSELL. I would hke to ask one or two quest10ns, Mr.
Chairman.
·
Dr. Gouds~nit, from your imestigations in Germanr as to the progress which has been made in their research, would you care to venture
any opinion as to how Ion~ it would take any other countijr of the
world -to complete an atomrn bomb or to advance to the stake· where
we are today?
.
Dr. GounsMIT. I can say that the Germans, at the rate p,t_ which they
were going before they knew about the atomic bomb-·
_
Senator RussELL. Of course that made a difference.
.
Dr. Goun211nT. That made an enormous difference, and it ~rrnlrns my
estimate valueless. At that. time it would have taken them 31 hundred
years, they were going so slowly. Yon can see the progres$ ln the research reports.
·
Senator RussELL. But you stated ,they didn't have any faith,
Dr. Gouns11nT. Now they have.
Senator RussFLL. B_ut. it is an entirely different situatimi today.
The whole world knows the bomb can and has been created a:qd llSed.
Dr. Gouns11nT. Yes. Then my estimate must be the same nf:1 lthat of
other scientists, and 'it just depends on getting the men together, -getting
the industry developed and orga;1ized, and I do not see why it-should
take them any longer than it took us.
Senator RusSELL. We talked a great deal about rockets dudng the
course of these hearings. Did yon make any investigation into the
development of the rocket in Germany?
Dr. GouDSMI'I'. I did not make any investigation.
Senator RusE'ELL. You dealt entirely with atomic energy?
Dr. Gouos:1nT. No; we had some other responsibilities on that
mission.
Senator Russm.L. In other words, yon did not have any connection
- whatever with the investigation on rockets. 1Vlrnt member of your
group was dealing with the question of rockets?
Dr. Gourn,11uT. ViTe left that entirely to the technical tenirn, of the
Army and Navy. There were so many teams over there picking up
V-l's and V-2's tlmt we thought our small group could safely stay
away from it and leave it to technical teams.
.
Senator RussELL. I gather from that _that you would pr-efer not to
express any opinion _as to the relative progress which has been made
by the Germans and by this country in the development of the rqCket
as a weapon of war?
_.
-
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·. Dr. GouDSl\{IT. As far .as the large rockets are concerned, I do not
think that our development went very for because we were not interested in those. As far as the smaller rockets are concerned, I was told
by experts that we could not learn much from the German. develop-.
inents.
Senator RussELL. I happened to be in the Hagne this summer where·
the Germans launched a great many of these rockets against E'ngland,
and if they didn't have better luck with them with atomic war-heads
than with the bombs they used, it woi1lcl be bad, because about every.
other one flew back. They had absolutely no sure sense of direction.
About 'half of them landed in the surrounding countryside, and ,ha!£
over in England.
·
Unless pi·ogress is made in the rocket, it will be some time before
any one tries to nse rockets extensively with atomic war heads.
Senator JOHNSON. There is room for only one mistake with an
atomic bomb.
· The CnAml\IAN. Doctor, there has been some comment in the piess ·
about the fact that German scientists are finding employment in Russia.
1Vould you care to comment on that,?
·
Dr. Gounsl\n'l'. I think it is well known that certain German scientists are finding employment in Russia.
The CnAIRl\IAN. The obvious conclusion is that it will enhance
their available resources of scientific develoJ)ment.
· ··
·
· Dr. Gounsl\rrr. Yes. I think similar German . scientists in the
French zone are working for the.benefit of France, a11d in the British
zone certain factories and laboratories may have been put back to work
for British interests.
Senator JOHNSON. Is that true of America also?
Dr. GounsurT. When I left, it was not well coordinated; but let us
hope that it will be better coordinated by now.
The CirAIRi\IAN. 'Who is Dr. Otto Hahn?
Dr. GounsMrr. He is a German chemist who discovered fission,
which is the basic process.
The CuAIRllfAN. He has just been awarded the Nobel prize.
Dr. GounsJ11rr. Yes.
The CnAIRllfAN. 1Vhere is he?
Di·. GounsllnT. I rlon't know y,·here he is at the moment.
The CnAIRllIAN. You don't think he will be at the Astor Hotel on
Monday night when the Nobel P!·ize dinner is held?
Dr. Gouns11ITi:, ·No; I don't thmk so.
The CHAIRMAN. I am interested, for I am speaking there Monday
ci~L
.
,
. Are there any further questions?
Thank you very much indeed, Doctor. ·we appreci"ate your statement.
(The prepared statement submitted by Dr. Gondsmit reads as follows:)
FOHEWOUD

The opinions expresspd in the following are enti1·ely my own. These
opinions represent my subjective reaction to information obtained abroad.
'.l'he facts quoted in tile following account are deri,ed from· evidence collected in
the European theater of operations in my function as scientific· chief of the.
Alsos mission. This eviclence consists primarily of documents, such as captured
70879~46~pt.2~6
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German sectet research reports and administrative scientific correspondence.. In
addition, laboratories were ins11ected and several scientists interviewed.
State of atomic bomb research in Germany

'l'he progress made by German scientists towards the construction of an atomic
bomb was negligibly small. The state of affairs near the end of the war can .be
summarized as foliows :
.
·
1. German scientists had almndoned hope of making a bomb for this war.·
2. They concentrated their efforts on atomic energy production rather than on
an explosive.
3. They had no yet succeeded in constructing a '!pile" or self-supporting chain
l'eaction.
.
.
4. The total effort expended on. the atomic energy project was small, even
though it had the highest priority.
·
5. German scientists had no knowledge of our work.
. .· ·
6. They believed t}lat they were ahead of our developments. in atomic energy.
REASONS FOR FAILURE

A careful study of the documents may reveal the causes of the complete German failure in this fielrl. My opinion in this connection can be summarized in
the following statements:
.
.
1. German scientists laclrnd the vision which the Allied scientists possess.
2. The Nazi Party and the German military placed incompetent scientists in
key administrative positions.
3. Lack of coordination caused competition instead of cooperation among the
various groups.
4. German scientists put into this field scnrcely more effort than they would
have into a peacetime research project, because they felt certain of their superiority.
5. German pure science hacl no support from nor contact with the military.
6. Allied bombing interfered with German progress.
HISTORY OF GERMAN ATOM BOMB RESEARCH

Elarly in 1039, as wmi done everywhere else, several German' physicists called
to the attention of the military and of other authorities the possibility of making
a superexplosive as a result of the discovery of uranium fission. A group of
physicists met ancl formed the Uranium Society ( Uran Verein). This was
originally an informal gronp, exchanging information among each other, ·bul
keeping such Information from outsiders.
German nuclear physicists proceeclefl with their reseach independently. Arml
Ordnance had a scientific group under .a secontl-rate physicist, Schumann, which
started work on this problem., '.l'he best-qualified groups were the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institnte for Physics in Berlin, 11nclet· Hei~enherg, and the physics section
of the KW! for l\Iedical Research in Heiclelberg. under Bothe. Bothe, as well
as Heisenberg, made a survey trip through the United States of America in the
summer of 1939, just before the war started, obviously to find out what our plans
were for the uranium bomb.
.
·when the war broke 011t, scientists in Germany were immediately drafted into
the Army, but a short while later the l,ey men were deferred and returned to
their laboratories. However, the bulk of the lesser academic scientists remained·
in the field (where several were killed in action), until nbout two or three
years later when the rnllitary authorities finally agreed to release them for war
work.
·
At the beginning of the war, each academic research group had to find its ow11
sponsor. The German Air Forces had the best and most liberal set:-up for research, anrl some nuclem· physicists were fortunate enough to get snpport from ·
them. A private ·scientist, Baron von Arllenne. a clever technician and bus!~
nessman, got the Minister of Post nnd Telegraph, Olrnesorge, interested in his
research. Ohnesorge was near to Hitler and kept the Fuehrer Informed, about
the importance of the nroject. For awhile, Von Ardenne was considered by the
German authorities to be the e~pert on the uranium problem, much to the dismay of the really c,ompetent scientists.
The vm·lous groups worked in cornpetilion with each other. The sabotage
and bombing of the Norwegian heaYy water plnnt ba<l cut their supply so that
it was barely enough for one group to make important experiments. As a result,
disagreements arose concerning its use.
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The bulk of. German scientific research was under the llllnistry of Educliflon
(Minister Rust). It was governed by a Research Council under an incompetent
administrator and second-rate chemist named Rudolph Mentzel, a brigadier in
Himmler's SS.
·
Early in 1942 the members of the Uranium Society th.ought it necessary to call
the project to the attention of tlie. highest members of Government and military
organizations. · A special secret meellng wns called by i\Iinister Rust and
General Leeb, Chief of Army Ordnance, to whicb all top-·rnuking officials were
invited. However, most of them declined or sent minor representatives. The
program consisted of a number of talks a.nd a scientific luncheon prepared with'.
synthetic fnts. The introductory talk was by Professor Schumann about Nuclear
Physics as a Weapon. .Then followed popular technical lectures· by Hahn,
Heisenberg, Bothe, and a few others, and finally a lecture by Professo1; Esau,
Dii·ector of the Gcruum Jlureau of Stanc1arc1s, on the Expansion of Nuclear
Physics Research Through U1e Participation of Other Government and Industrial
Departments. It is doubtful whether this meeting hail any success.
A few months later, the Research Council was taken out of the Ministry of
.Education and, by "Hitler decree," placed under Goering. It was hoped that
this change would bring resenrcb on other subjects up to the same high level
ns that of the air forces, but matters did not turn out that way. The incompetent
Professor Mentzel renmined the active ·head of the Itesearch Council.
Professor Esau, of the Bureau of Standards, was put In charge of uranium
research. Luter, sometime in 1943, he was replaced by physicist Walther Gerlach,
of the University of Munich, a really first-class experimental scientist and ·organizer. At the same time, Army Ordnance seemed to have gotten tired of this
apparently hopeless research and turned the facilities and men over to the
Research Council. Upon Gerlach's shoulders fell the difficult task of reconciling
the two principal groups working on uranium-the Kaiser-,Vilhelm Institutes
and the former Ordnance Group.
In· the meantime, Allied bombing had forced the scientists to evacuate their
well-equipped laboratories in the cities and to seek shelter in rather primitive
quarters in various small villages spread all over Germany.
In studying the Research Reports, one is, first of all, impressed with the
slowness of the progress. At tile beginning of 1945, most of the research was
still In practic'ally the same state as it had been in 1943. Isotope separation
hnd been tried .on a very small scale only ·by means of a centrifuge. It had been
discovered that the Clur.ius method did not worlr. Research on several other
methods Imel been dragging on for a few years without much progress.
Some of the key scientists worked only part time on this important research
and the rest of the time clio routine teaching or administrntive work. The lack
of proper large-scale facilities necessary for this kind of work was, of course,
nnothe1· reason for the lnck of success. ·
·
At the slow pace at which they were progressing, it is obvious t_hat German
scientists dlcl not believe a bomb would be constructed within the course of the
war. They were confident that perhnps a uranium machine, or at least Its
basic principles, could l'e obtained within a reasonable .length of time. I.t Is
remarkable, however, how incomplete their knowledge was. They were, according· to their research reports, s<'arcely aware of some of the basic difficulties
which they were likely to encounter in their efforts. l\Iost surprising Is the fact
thnt not even their best scientists had given any thonght to the use of plutonium.
Attempts were made to have German chf'mical indnstry produce heavy water
because the Norwegian pla11t had bcf'n destroyed. However, not much progress
was made with this plan elther. Uranium metal was produced in qnantitles
sufficient for small-scale experiments, 'and the stock of heavy water seemed to be
just enough for that.
The effort was small, though It bad the highest priority among all scientific.
research pro.iects in Germany. Tile tot~l ,,~pPnditnro was 11bo11t 15,000,000 marks,
which is perhaps equivalent to some $10,000.000. The appropriation for 1944--45
was 31,4 million marks with 'a snhseouent Rupplement of 1,000.000.
·
It is estimated that UP11roximntely 100 scientists were actlve on this project.
They were divided into several rather small gronps working on different phases
of the problem and were spread all over Germany.
Security
Almost nothing was known about the German pro:lect before the invasion of
continental Enrope In spite of the fuct that the security was not of a vel'.Y) hig'h
standard. Letterheads and envelopes were .used which clearly indicated the
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prominence given fo nuclear physics, reading "The l\farshal of the G~rmari R~!ch,
President of the State Research Council, the Plenipotentiary for Nt1clear Physics,"
or "The Plenipotentiary· of the Ileichsmarshal for Nuclear Physics," which gave_
Gerlach the nickname of "Ilelchsmai·slrnl for Nuclear Physics." In dl'aft deferment requests, the reason was clearly stated as "W·orking on Energy Production
from Uranium." '!'here were some weak protests against this. lack of security
but to no nvail. However, this stationery was IJeYer used fo1: correspondence
with neutral conn tries. 'l'he locations to which the laboratories liad been evacuated were 1,ept very ;-ecret.
German scientists !mew practically ·nothing about Allied developments, aside
from what they picked up the summer of 1039. They receivell some utter}y
wrong and useless information from the German intelligence, Information largely
obtained from travelers or other unreli'able sources. '.!.'here was a rumor in 19,rn
that the German intelligence had information about atomic bomb-work being
performed ln the United States. 'l'his apparently was- not taken seriously, as
further details were lacking.

Results
Toward the encl of the war. the German experiments had indicated that it was
possible to obtain an increase in the number of neutrons, but no self-sustaining
neutron source had been constructed as yet. '.l.'he German scientists considered
this achievement of great importuuce. 'l'hey were convinced that they were far
ahead of the Allies. · '.l'hey believecl that this success might play an important
role in the settlement of the peace terms, for they un!lerstood correctly the
immense implictltions of the uranium-energy project. Even if the peace terms
might not be influe11ced by them, this achievement would at least insure for
German science a leading role in the world and save Germany in that way. These
thoughts were, indeecl, the driving force hehinr1 the German scientific efforts.
Gerlach wqs greaUy nxcite<l when he learnetl about the favorable result of the
preliminary experiment. He immediately informed Bormann, the head of the
Nm;i PartY, reas~uring him of German supremacy in this fic>lcl. Gerlach was quite
upset when, shortly afterwarcl, the S. S. spread rumors that the Germans were
soon going to use a uranium bomb. The scientists knew that they were still a
hundred years away from that goal.
Himmler's S. S. had begun to take an active interest in research and especially
in the uranium project. '.!.'his organization hacl threatened to eyac:uate l,ey scientists and their equipment to the Bavarian reclouht where they would be forced to
complete the work under p1·essure. 'l'o the relief of the fl'ighte11ec1 Uerma.n scientists, this plan failC>cl, 11roh,1hly because of the ra[Jidity o.E the German collapse.
Only one group was adnally kiclnaped by the S.S. am! Jet loose in Bavaria.
But, the German scientists believed in their superiority. '.!.'hey attempted to
hide their research reports n nd all informn t:ion about their work from Allied
investigators-of course, in vain.
Not until-they 1Parnec1 about the use of the atomic bomb by_ the Allies did they
realize how far bellind they were. '.!.'hey had lost not only the military war, but
also the war of science.
·
Control

In my opinion, a survey of the GPrman work 011 uranium energy leads to certain
recornnlC'n<latlons for event.nal control of urnllinm resenreh.
It has become evident thnt such s11pe1·vision can only be had with the help_ of
qualified scientist-s. 'rhc vresent military 111clho1Js of i11tellige11ce or of occupation
are totally imuleqnatl' for the control of scientific rPsearch. These merely lead
to such utte1·Jy useless ext-remes ns the destruction of the cyclotrons in Japan.
It is not only the destruction itself wflich is objectionable. So much has been
ruincid in this war that a few expensive seientitie instrm1wnts are insignificant by
comparison. 'J'he destruction of the cyclotrnn,; is had b1~cause it indicates thnt
those who are respo11sihle for this deP<l are totnlly nn!'amiliar with the real significance of these imstrnrnents in thP aro111ic-pnergy prnblern. Blowing up crclotrons
is almost equivalent to the nttempte<1 cntting clown of the Japanese cherry trees
here in ,vnshington ,1<hortly nfter Pearl Harbor.
It shows that sound and com11et.ent scientific advice is essential in clealing with
this matte1· and those r<>latell to it. In this war, tlwre hnve heen several examples
of ve1·y close and RUcC<'Ssful coo11ern tion in the fi<>ld between the militai·y and
scientists. ·r arn fortunate to know this from personal experience. Such coordination ancl supplementation shonlcl exist- uot merely in the laboratory but in all
phases of the atomic-energy problem.
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The '\Var Department mission, which,' among· other functions, collected the
1imterial mentioned before, .can be taken as au ideal example of such cooperation.
The chief of mission, Col. B. '.I.'. Pash, never failed to execute the· op~i:atlons, often
difficult ones, requested by the scientific chief and his staff of scientists. The.
military were in charge of and took full responsibility for security and fo.r. other
purely military matters. 'l'he scientists were responsible for judging matters
concerning enemy scientists, instruments, laboratories, and documents.
Finally, I wish to point out.the scientific cooperation which exists among scientists all over the world. .This coopefatiou overcomes the barriers of war· and
differences of political opinion. I feel certain that, if all countries grant complete
scientific freedom to their 1·esearch workers, no dangerous activity will, or can,
be kept secret as long as scientists are involved. By "scientific freedom" I mean
the scient!sts' free choice of research problems and freedom of publication. ·

The CnA1n11rAN. The hearing is adjourned.
·
('Vhereupon at 12 :05 p. m., the committee recessed until Monday,
December 10, at 10 a. m.)

. I
I
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1945

SPECIAL

UNITED STA'rl'JS SENAT£, .
ON A'.rOl\UC ENERGY,

CmmnrrrnE

TV asliington, D. 0.
The. special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at· 10 a. m.,
in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon ( chairman) presiding.
,
· · · .·
: .
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Russell, Johnson, Tydings, Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
.
·
.
Also present: Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser; and James
R. Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Dr. Szilard.
.
We have prepared a short biographical sketch on Dr. Szilard and
what he has done. He is one of the most mi1inent of the pioneers
in the science of uranium fission.
·
Doctor, would you proceed, please 1 ,
STATEMENT OF DR. LEO SZILARD, STAFF MEMBER, METALLUR.
GICAL LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Dr. SZILARD. I have a prepared statement in various sections. It
may be too long to read all of. it, and I will skip a number of paragraphs. I will skip some sections, but 1 will submit for the record
those sections which I skip.
·
With your permission, I should like to begin by quoting some facts
and figures and by presenting some simple considerations which may
serve as a starting point. ln this way it will be easier to draw a
picture of the role which peacetime application of atomic energy
might play in the next 10 or 15 years in our power economy.
vVe are at present producing in factories that were built during
the war two substances which are in .many respects rather similar.
One. of them is Uranium-235, or light uranium. This substance is
not so much manufactured as it is merely extracted, by means of a
rather laborious process, fron1 natural uranium. Light uranium
accounts for less than 1 percent of natural uranium and accordingly
its quantity is essentially limited by the quantity of natural uranium
which can be made available.
·
In one of the prewar years we imported, for instance, 400 tons of
uranium. If we worked every year such a quantity of uranium,
and if we managed to extract all the light uranium contained .in it,
we would obtain every year·3 tons of light uranium. vVe would do
pretty well, however, in extracting two-thirds of. this quantity and
obtaining 2 tons of light uranium every year.
267
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Irwe wanted to use up 2 tons of light uranium per year by allowing
it to disintegrate, or let us simply say by "burning" it, and. if we
used the heat which is generated for the production of steam and
steam for the production of electrical power, how much electrical
po,ver could we generate?
...
If we "burn" 2 tons of light. uranium per year, we can produce
electrical power at the rate of 1.25 million kilowatts, or about as
much as the average production rate of TVA in 1944. ·
If this amount represented the limit of electrical power which
atomic energy could be expected to provide· for us, I would not take
your time by discussing this question.
'
.
You obtain a very different picture, however, if you think of a
fissionable §Ubstance, like, for instance, plutonium, "·hich could be
manufactured in large quantities. Plutonium can be manufactured
from a component of natural uranium which accounts not for 1
percent, but for more than 99 percent, of natural uranium. H plutonium is allowed. to disintegrate, or let us again say if it is "burllled,"
heat is produced in just the same way as in the· case of light uranium.
Heat is, however, also produced in the manufacture of such a fissionable substance.
·
Senator Hw1rnNLOOPER. Let me ask you, Doctor, this question:
Heat is produced when you produce the plutonium, and in turn the
plutonium also produces ·heat?
·
Dr. Szn,Aim. Yes, when yon bnrn it. You see, yon first produce
plntohium, and when you do tlmt, ns a byproduct you produce heat, and
then you store it. If you Int.er decide to burn it, you again produce
heat.
.
·when you make 1 pound of plutonium, you produce as much or
more heat than when you "burn" 1 pound of plutonium. So you see
that heat is produced twice, once as a byproduct of the manufacture
of the fissionable substance mid once when you "burn" the fissionable
substance.
Senator HrcKENL001•1m. Excuse me for interrupting you ahead of
time, Doctor, as I see you answered my question later.
Dr. S'zILAHD. This does not hold, of course, for Uranium-235, whic_h
is not manufactured, but merely extracted.
· .
With your permission, I will assume that the quantity of the fis- .
sionable substances which can be ·produced might be expected to
increase from year to year in gcometricnl progression.
·
Senator HrmrnNI.oor1m. May I interrupt. yon right there?
You mentioned light uranium. In Urn production of light uranium,
you have to ffrst produce the heat. or the power that separates the
light uranium, so yon have to produce that in producing the light
uranium; and in the production of plutonium, it creates its own heat?
Dr. Sz1LARn. Exactly. In the manufacture of light uranium, you
use the electrical power available from existing power plants for
operating your factories.
·
Let me now explain what I mean by geometrical progression. For
instance, if you start with 1-ton production per year, say in 1946, yon
might produce 2 tons in 1D47, 4 tons in 1!)48, 8 tons- in 1949, and
16 tons in 1950. It might, however, be that the geometrical progression will be slower, and that the quantity .which you can produce
will double only every 3 years. This would mean that if you produce
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1 ton in 1946, you produce 2 tons in 1949, 4 tons in 1952, 8 tons in 1955,
and 16 tons in 1958. ·
.
· ·.
Just how fast the geometrical progression might proceed will depend
almost entirely on the inventive ingenuity of those who .will collaborate in onr research and development pr'ogram. The time in which
the production would double might be less than 1 year and might
be more than 3 years. The years from 1946 tci 1949 or from 1946 to
1958 ought to be considered as "the building-up period." During
such a period it might not be advisa.ble. to divert any substantial
quantities o:f the fissionable substances for the purpose of being
"burned" in order to produce electrical power. After such a "building-up period," however, there is no reason why we should not "burn"
up some 20 tons of fissionable material per year and produce electrical power at the rate of about 15,000,000 kilowatts.
Senator l-IICKENLOOPER, 1\foy I interrupt you again?
You said there is 110 reason to divert for a period- of time this
fissionable material to industrial uses, as I understand it. Now, why
did you say that?
Dr. SZILARD. I said it might not be advisable to divert, and I am
afraid that this leads me into a question which I would ratlwr answer
in executive session.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. All right.
Senator TYDINGS. How does that amount of power, 15,000,000 kilovrntts, compare with the total amount of power generated in 1944
by TV.A? Dr. SzrLARD. TVA generated I~ million kilowatts.
Senator TYDINGS. And you say 15,000,000 a year?
Dr. SZILARD. At the rate of 15,000,000 kilowatts.
Senator TYDINGS. A year?
Dr. Szrr,ARD. No; kilowatts relates to rate of production. You wonld
have to multiply this fignre by the number of hours in the day and the
number of days in the year.
·
Senator TYDINGR. As I understood your analysis of the comparison, the amount of kilowntts produced would be 10 times as great as
that now produced by TVA?
·
Dr. SzILAUD. Y cs; and I could express it in a different way. - This
amount that would be produced by bnming 20 tons per year is equal
to the totnJ electrical-power production produced by utilities in the
United States before the war. Now, nfter the war, the value is not 15,
but 25 million kilowatts. It has increased.
Senato_r M1LLJJUN. How many tons would you burn?
Dr. SzrLAHD. Twenty tonH. The 20 tons per year mentioned above
represent by no means an upper limit and we might produce very much
larger qmmtities if we can find customers for the electrical power produced.
Senator TYmNos. Let me interrupt you again. At some point in
your testimony are you going to bring out the relative costs of producing the 20 tons of fissionable material as compared with the relative
eost of producing the electric power as it is now produced for the whole
country?
Dr. Sz1unD. I am afrnicl that in order to make substantiated statements we will have to do it in executive session.
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,' Sei1ator TYDINGS. You do not have to give me your answer. You
can come along in executive session and answer it. ·
·. . . .
Dr. Szrr,Ann. Clearly I would not talk about it if I did not think it
possible that 10 years from now it will be much cheaper, that uranium
as a fuel will be much cheaper than coal; so in a ·sense that must be a·
possibility, otherwise I wouldn't talk about it.
Senator TYDINGS. In 10 years it is possible¥
Dr. Szu,ARD. Well, I mentioned 10 years because we iiave to accumulate these substances first.
Senator 'rYDINGS. I:f we could accumulate it more rapidly, the time
limit would be correspondingly, decreased.
Dr; SzILARD, The uranium deposits of which we know at present
will not represent a limiting factor for. a long time to come and the
quantity of uranium contained in as-yet-undisco,,ered,very low-grade
ores might be very large. . The rate of growth of the atomic energy
industry will be essentially controlled by two factors: the rate at which
the production of fissionable substances will increase and by the rate
at which we are willing to expand our electrical power installations.
During the "building up" period, or say in the next 10 years, it might
be desirable to throw away the heat which is generated as a byproduct.
By doing this we would reduce the amount of the necessary investment,
because the cost of a steam plant and the cost of the electrical distribution system could be saved. Moreover, the fastest ways of producing
fissionable material might not necessarily be those which permit the
utilization of heat for steam production.
Senator HrmrnNLoor1m. l\fr. Chairman.
The CuArRllIAN. Senator Hickenlooper.
Senator HrmrnNrnorftn. Your statement there that it might be well
to throw away this heat for a period of time is made, as I understand it,
because yon think that we might not be ready to use the electrical power
during that period, and therefore the construction of the plants necessary to use the power would be, at least for a period of time, a comparative waste of money?
.
Dr. SzU:.ARD. Yes ..If large stocks of plutonium are to be built up, we
should not be slowed clown by the large investments required· in the
utilization of the power. Also there may be engineering reasons why
production might be faster if we c1on't imiist on making steam.
Senator MILLIKIN. There is also a political situation involved there;
In the production of coal we employ vast numbers of people. We employ many people that make dynamite und make the tools of the business. Many of our railroads are heavily dependent upon transportation of coal, and so we cannot have an overnight revolution.
Dr. SzrLARD. Exactly. If the output of fissionable substances will increase in a geometrical progression as I have assumed it will, atomic
power will not he an import.ant. factor in onr power economy for perhaps 10 years. Then, rather suddenly-that is, within a few ye_ari,it might become a very iinportant factor affecting our economic and
monetary policy.
vVe might then make use _of the building of atomic power installa:tions for stabilizing our system of ecoiwmy. In times when a depression threatens, electrification.of our railways, based on atomic power
plants, may be pushed with the support of the Federal Government,
whereas in boom periods an expansion of atomic energy power projects
might be discouraged by tlrn H'P1-lP.1·nl '1over11ment.
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Senator l\f1LLIKIN.· Do you happen to have at hand the cost per
<>a pita of electrical energy in the United States at the present time~
Dr. SzILARD. No, I do not have. I know the total power production,
aJ1d yon could assume a price.
.
.
Senator MrLLDUN. That would be an interesting figure in order to
determine how much of ai1 efl'ectit would have on our whole economy.
, Dr. Sz1LARD. Th~s mi_gl:it give you perhaps an idea. Ab?ut 600,000
men a.re employed m mmmg coal. There-fore you see that 1£.we·could
produce a substitute for c.oal-and atomic energy is no full substitute,
because coal is used for dther purposes also-we could not save more
than the labor of GOO,OOQ miners and the cost of transportation.
Senator MILLIKIN. It has been testified that to use this energy for
· peacetime use takes us about three-quarters of the way along the road
to its use for wartime purposes. Therefore we have a balancing problem, it seems to me, heTe in the committee that goes far beyond whether
the production of atomic energy for peacetime purposes is desirable in
arid of it.self, considered simply in a vacirnm. vVe have to consider
that in relation to many other things, :ind therefore I should like to
know how much we· could save. through the pen,cetime use of this atomic
energy over our present methods of producing energy, for that obviously would be one of the balancing factors that we would have to keep ·
in mind.
,
Dr. SZILARD. My next paragraph mn,kes a comment on that question
to some extent.
Dr. Urey and Dr. Langmuir have pointed out to you that inspection,
,r1s it might be set up under some international aiTangement, might be
moTe difiicult if atomic power plants were built on the territory of
various sovereign nations. I believe it may be possible to overcome
such objections. There is ho,vever, a more serious objection which
will have to be scrutinized. · It relates to the situation that the United
States and other nations would face if, after a numb:>.r of years-during which inspection may have been successfully practiced-mie of the
majoT powers suddenly abrogated the arrangement under which the
inspect.ion system had been operating.
Considerations of this sort induce me to raise the question whether
we shouldn't contemplate the concentration of all manufacture of
fissionable materials during the next 10 or rn years on some internationalized territory. Since thern would presumably be no market in
such territory for the vast ah10nnts of electrical power that would be
generated, most of the heat that appears as a byproduct of the manufacture would have to be thrown away. I wish to point out, however,
that this might not be such a very great sacrifice, and perhaps it would
be no sacrifice at all, in the light of remarks made earlier in my st~tement.
In building such factories in an internationalized territory, we would
look toward the time when the fissionable substances accumulated in
the next 10 or 15 years could be made available. In 10 or 15 years,
if the intemational sitnation permits, they might safely be distributed
to be burned in electrical power plants located in the United States and
in other conn tries.
·
This termi1rntes the first section.
The CIIAIIll\IAN. Dr. Szilard has said that his statement is divided
into sections, and he informed me that he would like to have questions
on each section us he finished it rather than go through to the end.
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Senator Hart.
SenatorHART. Doctor, you have given us sonie figures which I assume have to do with the theoretical possibility of development of
power.
· How for have you yourself, or those with whom you have heei1
associated, thought through as to the practical means of using· this
power which you say is theoretically possible? .
Dr. SZILARD. Well, this is again a question which· I would much
prefer to answer in executive session, because I cannot substantiate
anything I say here.
·
.
.
There is this unfortunate situation, and I a.m glad to have an
opportunity to say it. ·we have ·two kinds of secrecy: Information
relating to technical details, engineering details-Senator HART. That is not my questim~~ I am asking you if you
have tho~1ght it through and are ready to present something which is
anywhere near as specific as the theoretical possibility you· have
given us?
·
·
Dr. SzILARD. I have thought it through much further than would
appear from my testimony given in open hearing. .
Senator TYDINGS. I would like to ask a question, either now or in
executive session, as you prefer.
Arc you in a position to give us your opinion, weighing the advantages of the peacetime use of atomic energy as against the disadvantages of the wartime use of atomic e11ergy, as to whether or not it
is desirable to fake the risk of using itfor'peacetime purposes, assuming
that you have-by using it in peacetime-gone 75 percent of the way
toward manufacturing the atomic bomb1
.
Dr. SZILARD. I feel about this exactly as Dr. Urey and Dr. Langmuh·
feel about it. If, by giving up peacetime applications, we can appre~iably facilitate the setting up of a peace system for the sake of security,
I would very gladly renounce the us(!, of that atomic power in the next
10 or 15 years.
·
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, I take it from your answer that,
assuming that the international situation as projected in the future
does not lend itself to the control of atomic energy for wartime uses
on what might be called a satisfactory basis, you would prefer that
the whole thing be prohibited if possible?
Dr. SZILARD. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. To the end that the liabilities might be greater
than the assets?
·
·
Dr. SZILARD. Yes.
Senator HrcKENLOOI'BH. As a ste11 in that directioi1, Doctor,· as a,
scientist an~l withwhat knowledge you have Qf the history and present
activities of international science, do you believe that science or even
countries will stop the examination and exploration into the atomic
energy field by any treaties or agreements?
·
In other worcls, will science stop investigating this great new field
that has opened up here, or will they continue in spite of anything
with that as a natural field of scientific investigation?
Dr. SzILARD. I believe that it would be very difficult and would
be undesirable to stop scientists from further acqnirin~ knowledge,
but the direction in which science goes may be influenced Dy the political situation. For instance, I do not believe that good scientists in
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1he United States would, under favorable conditions, work on that'
phase of the scientific problems which relate to the making of bigger
and more destructive bombs. That line would not be pursued because
it is not very interesting from a scientific point of view and will
be pursued only if it is necessary for political reasons.
'
Senator MILLIKIN. The bombs already made are big enough, aren't
they?
·
Mr. SzTLARD. They are big enough for my taste.
. .
. Senator I-I1c1rnNLOOPEU. The point I am trying to ask about is this:
Even granted that it might eventually be desirable to try to eliininate
all of this production of fissionable materials, do you think that in the
face of prohibition science will stop investigating it 1
.
Dr. SzrLAHD. No. I do not envisage control, which has been discussed, as control of knowledge. I envisage control as control of
manufacture. I do not believe that control of knowledge is desirable.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. You get down to this point: Your answer
to Senator Tydings, as I interpret it, indicates that you advocate the
control of the volume production or the abandonment of volume production; bnt in your answer to me yon sbtte that it. is your opinion
that science will go on investigating the scientific possibilities of this
thing; so the two answer~, as I understand it, would mean that about
all we could do woulcl be to try to abolish the physical production,
bnt the scientific investigation and enlargement of this field from
the standpoint of science would go on in spite of anything we can
do.
·
Dr. Sz1LARD. I think so.
Senator TYDINGS. I take it tlrnt your answer to my question comes
from the knowledge that no solution ,is likely to be 100 percent or
perfect, that no solution is likely to I come for our protection from
the use in war which will be watertight, which will be perfect, and
your quest is to find, of the many avenues we might explore, which
one seems to offer the most promise for· a continuance of civilization?
Senator TYDINGS. The.refore, I take it that your answer meant that
unless there was n,n international climate created which would make
the control of the bomb or the elimination of the bomb, whichever
it might be, reasonably feasible with a promise of sllfcty that, as nn
alternative, it would ue better if we conhl have nn agreement that
nobody would manufacture atomic energy even for peacetime purposes, because it wonld be so easy to slip over into the field of war
purposes. Am I correct in ·what I have said 1
Dr. SzrLARD. Yes; precisely .
. The CHAIRMAN. I take it that yonr· testimony in this first section,
together with a conple of other lines of testimony that yon indicated
you would rather give in executive session, is designed to inform the
committee what "~e wottld be giving 111) if we made such an arrangement?
. .
· Dr. SzrLino. Yes.
The Cu:AIBJ\IAN. In other words, before we ean determine whether
or not we are, as far as we are concerned, going to give np this use,
we ought to know ,vhat we are giving up in the way of peacetime·
use?
·
Dr. SzrLAim. Precisely.
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The CIIAIR!IIAN. "Which will also inform us better as to the chances
of other countries giving it up that might need power a great deal
more than we might need it?
,
Dr. SzILAUD. Yes.
'
·
, Senator HrcKENLoor1m. '\Ve learned t1bont 3 years ago definitely that
fission was possible, I believe. I think that it was somewhere in-that
neighborhood. In other words, as I recall it from the testimony iii
open hearing, it was only a step of approximately 2 years, or maybe
less, from the theoretical or experimental proof that fission was pos· ·
sible until we began to produce the matetial in volume, that is, in
amounts practical for war purposes.
·
I don't know the exact time, hut I think the testimony showed that
early in 194:0 we confirmed the fact that it was possible, and the bomb
was dropped in the summer of 11)45, so that sometime between that
time from experiment to production was a period of 2 or 3 years. at
the outside.
. Therefore, if experimentation goes on, it is reasonable to assume, is
it not, that we may discover ways of making this material much more
quickly and m1ich more efficiently; that i~, the bomb materiril 1 Therefore, if experimentation goes on in the world and we attempt to control the physical production of it, and some nation wanted to abrogate
its agreement and make the material in secret, it is entirely possihle
that in 10 or 15 years they could make that actual material, set up
the plants and make it in a far shorter time than we did from the time
we started in this war?
Dr. SzILAUD. Yes; particularly if atomic power installations are in
existence in that country at that time. Particulllrly, if there is an
existing atomic energy industry utilizing uranium, then the time from
abrogation to production of bombs will be even shorter.
Senator lIICKENLoorEu. Let's assume that we try to outlaw, or agree
among nations not to 1pake this fissionable material in· any quantity
at.all. If any nation wanted to abrogttte that agreement, it still would
only be a matter of a yea!' or two <luring which they could build rlants
and actually make it in violation of their agreement. vVouldn t that
be true?
.
.
Dr. SzILAUD. If any of the major po,vers would abrogate an itgreement, this would be true. I think a minor po,vcr would take longer.
Senator H10KENLOOPER. Therefore, as long as experimentation and
scieiitific delving into this field goes on, we nm the possible danger
that some country may abrogate and in a short time actually make the
fissionable material based up.on their scientific advancement and investigation. I say we run that chance.
Dr. SzILARD. If the country abrogated and made these materials, of
course we would know of it and make it· also; and then we would be
1n an arms race.
Senator H101rnNLoor1m. Now, then, if we permit the manufacture of
this fissionable material for power purposes in the future ancl' try to
limit it to t}lat, thei::e still is about a 2~-percent, I believe, greater step
' beyond the production of that until we make the bomb. I believe that
has been testified to here.
Dr. SzrLAUD. '\Vell, I would not call it 25 percent. I would simply
say that if such power plants exist, the time lag between ab1·ogation
and production of bombs is very much shorter.
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Senator HwirnNLOOPER. It is very much shorter, but it couldn't in.
any event be much more tluui hulf; let us say we halved it, let us say.
a ;year shorter.
·
Dr. SzrLARD. It. could be even shorter than that; it might be 6
months or 9 months.
,
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Anyway, what we are .dealing with be•
tween the end of scientific investigation and the production of material
would reasonably be 1 say, 2 or 3 years. In other words, we did it.
Dr. SzrLARD. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. The time between the production of fissionnble materinl for power purposes and the production of a bomb wo.uld
be a substantially shorter time tl1an that~
Dr. SzrLARD. Yes.
Senator Hrn1rnNLOOPER. Therefore, we are ·only dealing with a
matter of a couple of years at the outside.
Dr. SzILARD. I would not accept that analysis for reasons which are
contained in another section. I don't know whether you want me to
pursue it now.
Senator Hrn1rnNLOOPER. I am not trying to get you to pursue any
technical things of that kind. I am trying to get from your testimony
that what\ve are dealing with is only a matter of 2 or 3 years in any
event if any nation wants to abrogate, and a much shorter time if they
have the uranium alre~dy made.
Senator TYDINGS. He fiaid possibly 9 months.
Senator Hicn:ENLOOPER. If they don't have the material, don't use
it for power but still go into the experimental field, perhaps 2 or 3
years; somewhere along in there 1
Dr. SzILARD. Precisely.
Senator I-I1c1rnNLCOPER. The time from the scientific investigation on
the production of a bonib either way wonld be a maximum, let us
sny, of 2 or 3 years; considering advancements, at a minimum of say
6 to Dmonths.
Dr. Sz1LAnD. Iwonld agree.
The CnArnMAN. )Vhich means. iu or·c1('1' to get 2112 years of time
in which to try to settle any international difficulty that. might come
up, in oI"<ler to get that time you would be willing to forsweai.· any
peacetime application of it?
Dr. Szn,ARD. Yes. I think thel'e is a very great difference between
6 months and 21,"i! years, in ea:=:e of an actna I ab1;ogation. If such a
situation arose, the diffeI"ence between (j months and 2112 years is precisely this: If we have 21/:i years, we can relocate Rome of our industries; we can disperse some of om popnhition. You cannot do that
in 6 months' time, ancl that is a very great cliffere11ce.
. . The CnAmMAN. Doctor, this may get you into the next part of your
statement., and if so I will wait.
.
Assuming that an inspection system was provided and an agreement went with i~ that any violation of the inspection system was an
act of aggression and that when that act of aggression occurs the
nations of the world wonld have 1-o move to protect themselves against
the offender, would you not think then that 6 months or 9months, which
is the time it takes to corivert from a fissionable rp.aterial to a bom'b,
was sufficient?
Dr. SZILARD. That depends on how much stronger the nations of the
world together are than the offender.
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The CHAIRl\lAN. And also it would depend upon the nations of.the
world beini willing to act immedi~tely when;an act of aggression, as
defined uncter the treaty, was committed, does 1t not?
. .
.
Dr. SzILARD., Yes, but let us assume a v~ry unlikely case just.for the.
sake of argument. Let's assume the Umted States would be the. offender. I believe that the United States could be stronger than all of
the nations of the world together in such a case. I am not even sure
that Russi~ couldn't be stronger than the other nations of the world
together, assnining at the time of abrogation a high standard of atomic
power industry.• Therefore that solution which you outlinedjs not so
simply achieved.
·
The CuAmMAN. You see, Doctor, ram struggling for some way out
of the burying, for the first time in man's history, of something that
promises an increase in the wealth and productivity of mankind. Do
you see my difficulty?
.. ·
Dr. Sz'JLARD. lam aware of the difficulty.
.
Sepator HART. Doctor, to clear up one thing for the record, in your
answers to Senator Hickenlooper I think as the record now stands
·you· are understoocl as sayfog that some other nations, some nation other
than us, could, if they started now, have atomic bomb armamei1ts
within 2 or 3 years.
Other scientists in open hearings have given much greater figures.
Is that the way you wish your answer to stand?
,
Dr. Szrr,Ano. No, I haven't understood the Senator's question that
way.
.
·
.
Senator Hi:c1rnNLOOI'En. I tried to preface my question on the advancements of science in the next 10 years in these countries so that
they might get to the point where they could do it.
Dr. SzILAim. I understood him to ask what would hil the situation if
6 or 10 years from now a cowitry abrogated, assuming knowledge. of
this field is widespread, and started making ntomic bombs, how long it
would take them; and there I a.greed with an estimate of 2 to 3 years.
Senator HAm'. But you assume no particular difficulties in their acquiri~1g the industrial capacity to do the work which the scientists
laid m'tt?
Dr. SzILARD. No, I don't assume any such difficulty, and I am going
to talk about that in another'section.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, I hopB you will do that, because a g1~at.
many :inen, better informed in science and industry than I ever hope
to be, in my lrnmble judgment in the light of the achievement of some
countries during the recent war, have woefully underestimated their
potential capacity for the devel6pment of this instmment, and I don't
believe any of those gentlemeh who have testified are reasonably
familiar with some of the conditions that exist in some of the countries. Many of the1n have never been there. They have certainly
failed in my judgment to evaluate "·hat has occurred in the last 20
years in some of these countries, and I am left a little cold by the fact
that it is going to take as long as many of the people who have testified
in open hearings think it will t.ake to achieve a degree of efficiency
which is necessa,ry in the manufacture of this instrument.
·
Dr. Siih\llD. If I may be allowed to read section 4 [referring to
prepared statement] which relntes to this question, that will contain
my answer.
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The CHAIRl\IAN. Before you go into that,· Doctor, I would like to
ask you one more question:. You stated that one of the methods that
might be suggested would be to have this manufacture of fissionable
material in an international territory, in some desert pttrt of the
world, where no heat would l?e even useful.
. Assume that that was done, and then assume an abrogation of the
treaty under which it was set up. Can't you foresee the greatest
Storm of Gethaim that ever was in the nations trying to get at that
site first?
.
Dr. SZILARD. Yes, but that site might be exceedingly vulnerable to
bombing attacks from the air, and could be destroyed by any one
nation: by any of the major powers. It could be mined in advance and
blown up.
Every power that has a vet.o right could have the right to blow it
up at any moment afber giving half an hour's notice for everyone to
get out. I think it is entirely feasible to make the site so vulnerable
that any of the major powers who wanted to destroy the site could
destroy it.
· .
The CHAIRMAN. You say if they gave ha]f an hour's notice. The
very giving of the notice by country A, if country B were suspected,
wou 1d give country B time to marshal its forces and see that it wasn't
blown up and grab control of it.
.
Dr. SZILARD. If every factory is mined, and if every major p~wer
has a key to the button or number of buttons to blow up those mmes,
it woul.d be very difficult to save the factories.
Fmthermore, you might not provide in that site for any facilities
which are needed for the chemical work on uranium. You might have
two sites, one in which you manufactnre it and another to which you
transport it, chemically work it, and transport it back again, so that
the possession ·of that site alone would be of little value. ·
Y 011 see, in a sense plutonium protects itself against aggression by
becoming exceedingly radioactive. No one could just go there and
· get it. It takes elaborate equipment, antl that equipment need not
necessarily be on the same site.
·
I have 'not t.ho11ght through this propositl very carefully. I just
wanted to indicate that we ought to think somewhat along that line, and
see if that is not a possible solution in order to get a compromise between, say, Dr. Langmuir or Dr. Urey, who would be willing to give up
atomic power, and those who would not like to do anything now
which will deprive us from atomic power .10 years from now.
Senator TYDINGS. Let's assnrne that we do not give up atomic power,
or that we cannot give it up, either way; and let's assume that, 10 years
from now, after we have used every reasonable precaution, that the
atomic bomb will neither be made nor used, but we have under certain
international agreements tried to permit and control the nse of atomic
power for peacetime purposes; at the end of the 10-year period, some
nation abrogates its agreement and decides upon war.
In your opinion, would we have not been better off to hiwe tried to
eliminate the peacetime use of atomic power as against that future
contingency?
.
Dr. SzILAHD. Yes; we would have been better off. · ,
Senator I-lrnKENLOOPim. Mr. Chn.irman, may I ask the doctor this
question, which is political 1
79879~46~pt.2~-7
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Let us assume that we have agreements not to make the fissionable
material into bombs. Let's assume that has gone on for some years,
and let's assume that an association o:£ nations has a stock o:£ these
bombs, and this morning that association o:£ nations finds out that some
nation is abtually in the process o:£ making.this material for bombs.
Just as an individual now, .and not necessarily as a scientist, would
you say we\should send a cablegram to them and say, "You will either
let us in tliere to destroy this material that you have made by noon
today or by tomorrow morning, or we will drop :111 atomic bomb on
you," or what would be your proceedings there? How fast should
we act? How :fast should ,ve use the complete force o:£ the atomic
. bomb to stoj:> someone else from violating the agreement?
·
·
Dr. SZILARD. Under the assumption you made that we have a stock
pile o:£ such bombs in the hands o:£ the international agency, there
would be 110 sense in having the stock pile unless the intention was to
use it. In that case it should be used as :fast as necessary.
But I would not go so far as to say that I favor your assumption,
namely to have such a stock pile.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I wasn't asking-yon whether you favored it
or not. I was assuming that was the condition. Then what would be
. our step?
·
Dr. SzILAnn. I think that it shonld be used as fast as necessary because otherwise there wonld be just.· no point in having it. Certainly
there would be no better case for using it than a violation of such an
agreement.
·
Senator TYbrNGS. Doctor, in the event that all the world is disarmed
except the internatio11i11 police force, which is under the direction o:f.
the UNO, and in the event that army is equipped with such battleships and fielcl pieces nncl. airplanes and atomic bombs as evolution
decides is wise, and in the event that international police force is composed of component parts of the United States, B1·it·ain, France,
Russia, mid si> on, if you had the atomic bomb, wlrnt would stop that
segment of the international police force which comes from the country
to be attacked from trying to seize the atomic bombs first so that they
couldn't be used by the international police force 1
Dr. Szn,Ann. I do not know what would stop it. It depends very
much on how the whole thing i.s set up· and organi,md; without knowing, so to speak, the blueprint of the organization I couldn't answer
that question.
Senator TYDINGS. Eliminating the atomic bomb, o:£ course, they
could not seize enough airplanes or field gum, or anything else to make
it decisive .. The atomic bomb weapon would be the one weapon tlmt.
would be more decisive, let us say, than all of tlrn otlters put together·
if they were. in quantity.
·
If you do have this international police force, you have almost; got
to have nnotlier 011e to "·a.tch the international police forcn to keep
them from trying to steal U1ese few bombs that arn aclually in existence in the event of any international emergency, hitven't you?
Dr. Szrr.Ano. There fire diiliculties of this sort. I nm not sure that
you cannot overcome t.hcm, but I, too, am somr.wha!. cl isinclinerl to see
a weitpon, which is clearly a weapon primarily c1P~i1.n1cd fol' the destruct1011 of citie;;, used as a police weapon. It ic: not' 11 police "ieapon.
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Senator TYDINGS. I don't want to interject any political note in
this, and I have no idea of doing it, because every suggested solution·
ought to be weighed carefully.
I understand that Captain Stassen has advocated in general terms
that all atomic plants and bombs be more or less eliminated, except for
five that would be stationed at five different places on the face of the
earth, with supplies of bombs for use of an international force. Implied .in his"statement is, of course, the thought that all other nations.
would disarm so they would be inferior to the international force;
otherwise there would be no point in having it.
·
N°'v, if disarmament is to take plac~ all over the muth and the only
real strong force is to be the international police force, why is it ·
necessary for the international police force to have any bombs at all?W}1y can't they retain order with such battleships, cruisers, airplanes,
and demolition bombs, and so. on, as they. would have without the
atomic bomb?
Dr. Szn,Anu. ·wen, 1 believe the thought behind the Stassen plan is
this: In spite of inspection, perhaps a country might be able to secure
a small number of bombs. They wouldn't be .able to make many bombs
under inspection, but they might make 10 or perhaps 20.
If the international authority has also a small number, those 20
bombs which the aggressor has will not be of very grent use.
Senator TYDINGS. So you woul cl need a· supply of atomic bombs,
just in case some other nut.ion attempted to make them, so you would
be on equal or better term,; ,vith the 11ation who had violated the international agreement, so to speak'?
Dr. SZILARD. I bcliove that is the thought behind the plan. My feeling is that-none of these plans sound very good, but none of them' ought .
to be disearded until we find a better one.
Senator TYnrNGS. That is my attitude. I didn't say what I said in
any criticism, but simply to help my own thi1iki11g.
.
Senator M1LLTIUN. J\lr. Chairman, may I ask: Have we anyone on
the agenda to tell us of the possible medical contributions'/
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, we <lo.
e have Colonel arren, who is SUJ?posed to be the outstanding authority on radioactive materials in then·
relation to the field of medicine.
Senator Mu,LUUN. That:, of course, wonl<l fit in perfectly with what
I thought you were expressing ver,v well, as to \vhlit we are giving
up if we were to put a freeze on all of these operations, Mr. Chairman.
The CnArn:llIAN.· Exactly. That is to come later, Senator.
All right, Doctor.
Dr. SzrLARD. In answer to the question of how long it would take
other countries to make bombs, perhaps I can read a short section,
section 4 [referring to prepared statement].
·what are the essential factors which enter into the consideration 0£
this question?
As far as the production of plutonium is concerned, which is
described in the Smyth report, any competent mechanical or chemical
engineer who spends some time thinking about the problem can see
that no pi'ecision work is involved in the manufacture of plutonium.
The CnAm111AN. No mechanical precision work?
Dr. .SzILAHD. No mechanical precision ,vork is involved.

,v
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The design which ,ve actually used did require rather nar~ow tolerances and high-class workmanship. This we could afford because we
have this kind of worlnnunflhip in abundance..
Naturally, a country like Russin, :need not choose just this kind of
design; but might prefer a design which does not require high precision
work .. The sttitement has been made before this committee by another
witness that it requires high precision workmanship, such as can be provided only by a few countries, including Switzerland, to make atomic
bombs. As far as the production of plutonium is concerned such a
statement would have no basis in fact.
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. )Vhat do you mean by that? Do you mean that
the production of plutonium in itself is not a cliflieult problem, and
therefore the people who say that plutonium cairnot be manufactured
by this or that country are not guided by the facts in this case?
Dr. SzILARD. That is my view'. I am not making any statement
about the sepa1;ation of light uranium, but only about the making of
plutonium, and I mn not making any statement about the construction
of the bomb; but it was. indicated here in earlier testimony that it
was not the bomb but the production of the fi.~sionable material which
is difficult. I flatly contradict tha.t statement as for as plutonium is
concerned.
·
Senator TYDINGS. That is very important, that the raw material, as
I shall call it, the plutonium, can be manufactured by any competent
scientist and mechanical engineer working togd.her with others ~vithout any very great or what you might call insn1·motmtable clifliculty.
The CHAIR:(\{AN. Doctor, before you go on, the plutonium is mrule
at Hanford, I believe.
·
Dr. SZILARD. That is right.
· The CHAIRMAN. Under the grnphite piles as clescribedin the Smyth
report~
Dr. SZILARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And that process you say is not mechanically difficult~
·
Dr. SZILARD. That is right.
The CHAJRMAN. Now, that is quite a different thing from the separation of 238 and 235 that goes on in the diffusion process, the thermal
process, and the spectograph process at Oak Ridge 1
Dr. SzILARD. It is.
The CnArnllrAN. They are mechanically murh more cliffic11lt than
the pile p1;ocess at Hanford~
Dr; SzILAim. Some of them are, hut the others nrny or mny not lie.
I do not want to make any statement about any of them, because my
knowledge .is not sufficient to take the responsihilily for making ;,.
statement about them.
Senator TYDINGS. But you do leave your origi11al c:tnlp111ent s(a1Hl
as to plutonium~
Dr. Sz1LARD. Yes.
Senator Mu,Lnn:N. Arc you going to rlen•lop that theme now,
Doctorr
Dr. SzILARD. Yes, a little.
As far as the production of plutonium is co11,·Pl'IH'<l. r see 110 reason
why any country that is capable of i11llust ri:1 I dl•n•l11p111P11t :-hould
not be able to buihl plutoniml! factorie:-. It ic: ( rill', !lJ<>11gli, that a
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certain amount of uranium is required for such factories, and the
question therefore arises·whether or not Russia has available uranium
ores ..
This question has been discussed at a p1'evious hearing. The deposits in Czechoslovakia which might supply ore to Russia I would not
class as important deposits, nor do·I believe that any of the Russian de~
posits of which there is public knowledge in this country can be considered as important. However, it would be exceedingly foolhardy to
assume that in the vast territory which is accessible to Russia no adequate deposits of low grade ores.could be found if prospecting for such
ores is carried out in earnest.
How long would it take the Russians to produce plutonium in
substantial quantities?
.
~Vhen Germany attacked Russia I thouaht that Russian resistance
"·onkl collapse within 3 months. With suc~1 a past record as a prophet
with respect to Russia, I thirik I ought to disqualify myself from
answering this.question.
The CHAIRMAN. I might interrupt you to say that certain other
people ought to disqualify themselves on the same basis.
·
Dr. SzIL,rno: If any of your other witnesses have a better record in
this respect, let them disclose their record together with their forecast.
Senator TYDINGS. If you don't mind my interrupting you again,
because I do think it is important, I think J.)retty nearly everybody
is in the same class with your prophecy. \Vhen Germany attacked
Russia, most everyb::Jcly .that I had any contact with, all of the press
and aJl of the seers, thought that Russia would go clown in about 3
months, and that is one of the reasons why 1 think they ftre still underestimating 11, country which has demonstrated its tremendous ability
to coalesce ·with temicio!ls will, to keep on with whatever it wants to
do.
I am awfully gladyou brought that point out, because I do not think ·
we have been cnred of that disease yet in this country and all over
the world.
Dr. Sz1LARD. It is a natural tendency to overestimate our own
achievement, both as individuals and ftS a 1rntion, but it would be very
unfortunate, indeed, if by underestimating what others can do the
people of this country were lulled into ft false sense of security.
I may give you, perlmps, an example of the ease with which we
citn underestimate others.
In the production of plut01iimn there is another process involved
beyond mere manufacture. Plutonium has to be chemically separated
from the uranium in which it is produced. You might think that it
is very difficult, chemically to separate an element if you do not know
wen the chemistrv of that element., and plutonium is ft new element.
The Manhattan ctistrict was apparently of this opinion.
Illterpreting very 1rnrrowly the directive of the Presi~lent, the
Manhat!ftn distrir't gave us orders not to discuss with the joint Bi'itish
an<l Can:idian projed set 11p in Cmrn(la the chemical separation of plutonium. "re had ti good method, of which we ,rnre Yery proud, and
we were not supposed to explain this method to the Canadian pi·oject.
Tl~is annoyed om B~·itisli friends, becftuse it compelled them to
duphcate our work, wlnch they thought ·was an unnecessary waste of
their time.
-
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. The result, however, was, as I h11ve been told by two reliable scientist~, tl:at they _lmve worked out !1 method for. sepamti~1g plutonium
wluch 1s superior to the one wlnch we are usmg. It 1s both much
. simpler and more complete.
.
You see, there is an example of how easy it is to believe that what
we have clone and what seems so difficult to us is smnething that others
cannot do or cannot improve upon.
Senator Mn,LnnN. Mr. Chilirman, I m:i,y say that the witness' testimony so far lrns reversed :i, number of tentative conclusions that I had
reached; n.ncl I hope if there is any rebuttitl to what he said it will he
· · brought before us promptly, because it seems to me that he has struck
right at the heart of a number of our problems.
The CnArnl\IAN. Tlrnt is right.
Senator TYDINGS. There is no doubt about it.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Don't you think we ought to get somebody in
here and get an answer, if there is one~
··
.
The CnAIRiUAN. I suggest to the vVar Department representative
who is present that he get a transcript of this testimony as quickly
as he can and submit it to General Groves for such observations as
General Groves cares to make on it.
Dr. SzILARD. I do not know how much more time I shall take. I
have three more sections which I might reacl.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you had better go right ahead, Doctor.
· Dr. SzII,ARD. "\Vith your permission, I would like to make a few
remarks oh preparedness, what this word means if- we bke the word
seriously. Those who believe tlmt we have practically no chance of
arriving at an intemational solution are naturally led to think of a
solution either in terms of "preparedness"' or else in terms of a preventive war.
As far as "preparedness" is concerned, jnst what is it that we have
to be prepared fod If preparedness is necessary, it is necessn,ry because we cmisider Russia as n, potential enemy and for no other reason.
The C1umMAN. '\Ve are thinking of her as potential friends, and
not potential enemies.
Senator TYDINGS. You are just investigating, without throwing any
reflection on any country, different contingencies that might happen
in the future 1
Dr. Szn,AnD. If we want to he prcpal"cd, we lrnYe got to kno\v what
we want to be prepn.recl for. We want to be prepared for a potential
enemy, and in om· compuhLtions at least "·c shoulcl consider who that
potential enemy might be; otherwise, we don't know what the measures
are.
This does not imply on my part that Russia might n.ttack us. I am
. simply analyzing what "preparedness" on our part might mean. '\Vo
are afraid of Russia, not becanse she has atomic homhs; we are afrnid
of Russia becanse we have ritomic bombs.
It is a very peculiar situation.
·
If we assume that Russia will he building up a stock pile of atomic
bombs jnst as we are at present building up a stock pile of atomic
born hs, we assume an arms race. It. might~ prrlrn ps, be possible for
us to have at any time ten times as many bombs ns Russia and possibly also to have Jurger bombs than Russia, lmt in spite of this we
would lose ground steadily in snch an n,rms rnce on account of the
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fact that we Jrn,ve very large concentrations of population located ~.s
easy targets for attack by atomic bombs. Moreover, Russia could,
and I belieYe she would, if such :m arms race got seriously under way,
relocate within a few years the population of her large industrial
centers.
Let us, therefore, be quite clear as to what the term "preparedness"
means. It means a stock pile of atomic bombs. It also means a .large
navy ancl a strong army. These are important, because a war that
starts with attacks on om cities by means of atomic bombs will have
to be ended; assuming that we are going to win it, by invading the territory of tne enemy. But if atomic bombs must be expected to be
available in quantity in the hands of the enemy at the outbreak of
the war-and no country is going to attack us unless she has such a
stock pile of atomic bombs-getting prepared means also the relocation, in time of peace, of 30 to GO million people, together with the
industries which they serve and which serve them.
The C1-1Aml\IAN. Yon arc talking about digging holes now for people
to go down into holes~
Dr. Sz1LAH1). Not quite. I think I will be more specific about it, and
give you some figm:es of cost which we have studied.
The Cn,unl\IAN. I hope you will leave us above ground; that is all.
Dr. Szn,ARD. I leave the honses above gronncl, but I am afraid I will
have to put some factories and some railroads rniclerground.
I, for one, do not contemplate with equanimity the death of possibly
40,000,000 people in the United States at the outbreak of war. Senator
Tydings asked Dr. Bush to comment upon the possibility of such a
contingency and was told tliat th is sot111ded like a story by Buck Rogers
or Jules Verne. l\1aybP, this is a .Jnlcs Verne story, but by the same
token you might call the story of Hiroshima an H. G. 1Vells story, and,
as a matter of fa,et, vVells vrrote a slorv abouL atomic bombs and their
use in 1914.
•
There is one significant differences, however, between these two
stories. It took man's ingenuity and imagination to translate the
story of H. G. vVells into ren.lity, whereas it will take only man's
lack of imagination to make, this Jules Verne story come true. ·
However distasteful i£ may be to us to contemplate such a largescale relocation of population, we 11avr to face the fact that without
it there can be no policy of "preparechiess" which makes any sense
at all.
I qnotecl a figure of 30,000,000 to G0,000,000 because a.bout 30,000,000
people live in cities of over 250.000 and becansc G:1,000,000 people lived
in metropolitan areas before the war.
'
I£ we had enough time, say 1.0 years, to bring about this relocation,
it wonlcl be a very expensive proposition. but at least it would be a
feasible one. Dr. J. Marschak, of the Cowles Commission at the
University of Chicago, jointly with Dr. Klein, also of the Cowles
Commission, estimates that with a yearly expenditme of $20,000.,000,000 we could relocate G0,000,000 people in 10 years and make tlus
countl'y considcrablv lr-ss vulnerable.
·
Senator l\:ftLJ,JJCrN°: 'iVonld t.lmt be n figure for the actual relocRtion,
or would it also include the losses from the relocation~
Dr. Szn,ARD. ,v1iat kind of lOsses, sir?
Senator Mru,TKIN. 'iVell. if I have a factory in Senator McMahon's
State, it might cost me $100,000 to move that factory out into a less
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populated district. That is one feature of cost, but it also results in 'a
capital cost, and many other factors in moving. Is this a mere moving
figure, or does it include compensation for the other losses involved 1:·'
Dr. SzILARD. I would put it this way. If your old factories and ·
houses were all dynamited, except for the equipment and the ma- ·
chinery, then $20,000,000,000 per year spent for 10 years would briild
up n:ll these factories and houses again in the new location.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is a moving and reconstruction cost?
Dr. SzILARD. Moving and reconstruction. They say that .our
economy could stand this expenditure without any appreciable reduction in the standard of living duri11g the transition period, and they
also say that the volume of the construction industry would have to
be expanded only slightly above its peak volume in the year 1942, so
you will see that you cannot say it is just physically not possible.
Physically, it is possible. ·
It seems to me that those who think in terms of preparedness and
talk in Mrms of preiJaredness to the American people ought to talk
in terms of a peacetune expenditure for preparedness of more than
$20,000,000,000 per year. This amount nmy be not enough since we
may not have 10 years in which to prepa1:e.
. ·
Sem'ttor 1'YDINGS. Before you leave that subject, is the transmission
of a.n atomic bomb by an individual by hand feasible?
Dr. SzILARD. You inean moving an atomic bomb from one place to
another?
·
Senator TYDINGS. Carrying it from one place to another.
·
Dr. Sz1LARD. It would have to be dismounted if you wanted to take
it in a suitcase. The amount of fissionable material could be e,asily
transported in a suitcase.
Senator TYDINGS. How long would it take to dismantle it and reassemble it aga.in?
Dr. SZILARD. One could do it by making several trips.
Senator TYDINGS. Or six men in one trip?
· Dr. SzILARD. Using a truck they could do it.
Senator TYDINGS. You don't rule out the possibility of surreptitiously using the atomic bomb if people have the ingredients and the
"know how" to put it together?
Dr. SzILARD. Yes; if the organization of a nation is put behind it.
I do not believe bootleggers could do it.
,
Senator TYDINGS. You don't think that is Jules Verne at all?
Dr. SzILARD. No.
·
Senator TYDINGS. You think that is well within the realm of possibility?
·
Dr. SzILARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you made an observation about putting
certain railroads underground. I~1 view of yonr answer to Senator
Tydings, the possibilities o:f sabotage below ground would be even
more drastic than if the same railroad were on top of the, ground, it
seems to me.
Dr. SzILARD. Relocation would not help at all, as far as sabotage is
concerned.
The 0HAIRl\iAN. In fact, my point is it would be. easier to sabotageunderground installations than it would on top of the ground, because
you would have, we will say, 500 miles of railroad unaergrouncl, and
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if you brought down 100,000 tons of dirt along 10 miles of it, it would.
·be harder to repair than if you blew up the same mileage above ground
where you could possibly track around it.
· ·.
..· .'· . , .,.,
Dr. SzILARD. I wris not thinking of putting railroads generally un-.
derground; I was thinking primarily of putting certain city rai.lroads
underground.
. · ·. ·
I think the destruction of a city or the destruction of a railroad ·
would be equally easy if you assume sabotage.
·
.·
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, as I listen to your testimony as a layman
in the field of psychology, I am impressed with the fact that what those
concerned with this need more than anything else is, as you have termed
it, more imagination; that the avenues of possibility of this are so.
numerous and the development of it is so full of potentials that one
must more or less use his imagination to the nth degree in order to
comprehend what might be involved.
Is that an erroneous statement?
Dr. SzILARD. No; I think it is correct.
Senator TYDINGS .. The one thing we need to understand is the ultimate, possibility of this new instrument.
Dr. SzILARD. I think so.
Since time is getting short, perhaps I may read just a part of section 5.
Senator HrnKENLOOPEH'. I understand that your entirn statement will
be made a part 0£ the record?
Dr. SzILARD. Yes, I will hand in the entire statement.
Iri thinking about an international solution of our problem, we
may take encouragement from the fact that at least as far as the
United States is concerned, this question has not become a political
question in the oTdinary sense 0£ the word. It seems to me that the
essential difference is not between Democrats and Republicans, or
Progressives and Conservatives, but rather between two schools oi
thought.
According to one school of thought, two powerful countries, like, for
instance, Russia and the United States, could both have a large stock
pile of atomic bombs and have the means to deliver these bombs to
their distant targets and yet a durable peace could exist-on the basis of
fear of retaliation.
According to the other school of thought, such a situation would
inevitably lead to war and war would break out even if neither of the
two countries wanted it, more or less automatically as a result of the
·.arms race. I myself believe this to be true. Perhaps, if through some
freak accident both countries were exactly equally stroi1gly armed with
bombs and equally vulncraLle to bombs, peace could be maintained
since in that case the bombs which would fall on the cities of both nations at the outbreak 0£ the war would not materially shift the bahmce
of power of two such countries. Conditions of this sort, however,
can ha·rdly be expected actually to arise. In most cases which we can
envisage, the balance of power will he considerably shifted during the·
first days of the war either because one of the countries has a ·much
larger supply of bombs or more likely because one 0£ the two countries
is much more vulnerable to attack than the other.
·
In the conditions which actually exist, the greatest danger which
faces us is a war arising out of such a situation between the United;
States and Russia. 1Vhat can we do to aveit this clanger?
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· It seeins to me .that if the United States and Russia would set up
an arrangement in which there would be no stock piles of atomic
bombs in either country and no manufacture of atomic bombs .on the
territory of either country, such an ltTrangement cot'tld be extended
without much difficulty to all major powers, as a matter of fact to all
nations whose voluntary collaboration is necessary.
Let me be quite specific in the assumption which I am going to make.
I am assuming that there is no essential change in the present set-up
of the United Nations Orgauization, that the veto right of the gTeat
powers has not been abolished, but that Rtissia, the United States, and
other nations have concluded an iirrangement of the type outlined
above and that they have reserved the right to abrogate that arrange~
ment at any time.
Undei· these specific assum1Jtions, we may scrutinize the following
specific question: Could Russia and the United States within the framewoTk of such an arrangement create· conditions by means of which
they could convince each other, and other nations, that secret violations
in their territory would be detected and would become instantly known
to the world 1
I am giving an affirmative answer to that, and I am not going into
any detail at this time. I am saying ''Yes"; with some imagination,
· some experimentation, we could make reasonably sure that no secret·
violations would remain undetect.erl.
.
·
The CHAIR1\IAN. Doctor, that is a subject in which I personally am
deeply int.crested, namely, the scientific feasibility of control. Do you
have a full statement on that?
Dr. SzrLARD. I have a full statement which I would prefer to put
in for the record rather than read it here now.
.
The CHAII!llIAN. I just wanted to mn)rn sure we got that, because
that is a very vital part of our inquiry, it seems to me.
Dr. Szrr.Ano. May I read to you something appraising such an arrangern,ent, assuming that we could dGtcct secret violations?
What would. be the good of an arrangement which could be
abrogated?
.
Senator T1-.'TIINGS. Suppose you put in a provision that you could
not abrogate it except on 5 years' prior notice so to do?
Dr. Sz~LAIID. For certain reasons, I would prefer to give the large
countries who have the physical power to abrog::i,te also the legal right
to abrogate in order not to ha vc a discrepancy between ~egal abrogations and de facto abrogations. I believe it would be better not to
have this distinction. I think as long as we have no enforcement, we
should legally p~rmit abrogation.
·
But what is the use of an arrangement that can be abrogated?
:well, this is my view 011 it: Clearly, in the absence of machinery
for enforcement, an arrangement providing for adequate inspection
cannot ri.1le out the possibility of war, and, in case of war, sooner or
later atomic bombs can be expected to drop from the sky. Yet such
an arrangement, assuming that the inspection system functions satisfactorily as long as it lasts, in my opinion would be a long step for- .
ward because under such an arrangement war need break only if one
of the parties to the arrangement actually decided to risk a war by
abrogating the arrangement.
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· There are two qu~stions which have not been touched yet whi~h
will require further examination: ( 1) What incentives wouldi under
such an arrangement; Russia and the United States have for abrog3:t- .
ing the arrangement nfter it had been in operation for a number of·
years, by invoking th~ir legal right to abrog_at~ ':"hich we. have JJOStulated they have retarned ~ How could we dnnnnsh those mcent1ves,
if they existed~ If there is no enforcement, our aim should be
to remove incentives which would lead a large power to abrogation.
Another question which must be considered, and which I would pre-· .·
fer to discuss in executive session, is what would be the situation facing · ·
the United States if an abrogation occurred say 5 or 7 years from now,·
what restrictions should be imposed on atomic power and installations
in order to make the time lag between abrogation and the production
of bombs a long time lag?
At the time of abrogation, always assuming that inspection was reliable as long as it lasted, there will be, of course, no bombs available;
but the question is how long ,vould it take 'until bombs would be manufactured, and at what rate they would come out of the factories. The
answer to this question depends to a large extent on whether or not
electrical power installations based on atomic energy have in the meantime been erected on the territory of the United Stat.es, and on the territory of Russia. And if they have been erected, whether or not certain specific limitations have been imposed upon themwhich will make
their conversion more clifl1cult.
· This brings me to the last section which, with your permission, I
i-houlcl like to read.
·
Senator HART. If that is the end of a section, may I ask on") question,
Mr. Chairman 1
·
.
The CHAIR!IL\N. Certainly.
Senator HAn'i·. You rnent10necl when you began that there were two
schools of thought. I personally have not heard any expression from
the one school of thought which is contemplating both nations, ourselves or any other nation, not confining it .to Russia, in an armament
race where both sides possessed atomic bombs.
Have you heard any expression from that school of thought, Doctor~
Dr. Sz1LARD. Yes.· In the transeript of Dr. Bush's statement, which
I have not heard but which I read, Dr. Bush expressed the view that
fear of retaliation would prevent the outbreak of war if two countries
were equipped with atomic bombs.
Senator HART. And that is what you Yrnre particularly referring to
.in that1
Dr. SzIL,\IlD. The only testimony before thiR committee where this
school of thought found expression was Dr. Bush's testimony; but I
have heard that view expressed by other distingui(lhed men, such as
Professor Viner, of the University of Chicago, who thinks that two
large countries both having atomic bombs~ could remain at peace
because the foar of retaliation would prevent the ontbreak of a war.
This thought is prernlent, and niry di~t,iugu ishcrl men belonged to this
school of thought; but only Dr. Bush expressed that view before
this committee.
·
Senator TYDINGS. This accounts largely for the view that the nation
which takes the initiative and springs the smprise would have an advantage that is almost inestimable, assuming that their surprise attack
was successful.
.
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Dr: SzILARD. I am not sure that that advantage is not somewhat
overestimated. Clearly, they would have this advantage, that they
would not only destroy the cities but also kill the men in the cities.
But after such an attack, refaliation would come;. because we would
launch our atomic bombs not from the cities, but from sites which are.
very well protected, so the cities of the aggressor. would also be
destroyed.
·
Senator TYDINGS. I don't take issue with what you are saying, but
l am just expre8$ing the fact that if you hacl6 hours' advance to do your
bombing as against the enemy, as ag-ainst bombing the enemy, that
the side which has the initiative, wlnch does the bombing first when ·
tlwy are not looking for this attack to come would have a decided advantage over the retaliation, where they would know in advance that
the retaliatory attack was coming and would be presumably prepared
to interdict as many planes as possible, and other conveyances of the.
bomb.
·
Dr. SZILARD. That is certainly true as long as these large concentrittions of population exist. It will no longer be true if the relocation and
dispersal has occurred.
The CHAIRMAN. The aggressor nation would catch twenty or thirty
million people in the cities that were attacked, and they would have
their population pretty well dispersed and out of their centers. of
population.
·
.
·.
Dr. SzILAilD. Yes, that is right, and may I have permission to withdraw the answer which I gave to Senator Tydings. I think you are
right and I was wrong. I think the aggressor would still have a great
advantage even if dispersal were carried out.
Senator TYDINGS. And particularly if simultaneously with that
visible attack there had been a preliminary cnmpnign to smuggle, if
that is possible, other atomic bombs that would e.ven after that attack
continue to wreak de,,astation here, there, and--wherever it was appropriate throughout the country.
Dr. SzILARD. That would make it worse, but without it it would still
be very bad.
Senator TYDINGS. y OU are keeping in mind ahrnys that the supposition exists in this country, ancl I believe it is reasonably predicated
on fact, that because of a borderline of 3,000 miles to our ·north,
another borderline of large dimensions to our south, with the fact
that we are completely surrounded by water in all other respects, that
there always has been a great deal more illegal immigration into the
United States than perhaps into. all of the other countries of the
world combined?
'
Dr. SZILARD. Yes .
. Senator TYDINGS. And that therefore the avenues by which the
United States can be entered are 100 times more promising than would
be the case in almost any other country of which you can conceive,
and therefore the means of getting the materials into the country are
correspondingly improved?
·
Dr. SZILARD. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. If I may add an additional observation,· Senator: you might get across some border of a foreign country, but at
once your movements become regulated. Once a man gets into this
country, we don't have any of the precautionary devices which foreign
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·countries have to observe the movements of foreigners .and· their
O'Wn people.
·
·. ·
.
··
. .·
Senator TYDINGS. For example, as yoll' probably know_, and as I
know Senator Millikin has in mind,. 1f you go to Britam you are
immediately given a question, no matter if you are a United States
Senator : "\Vhy did you come to the country? ·where are you going
to stay? How long do )'OU propose to stay? Where will you go? And
so on. You are givei1 a little interview besides.
If you go to Franrn and want to go to a hotel, you fiH out a paper,
and so on; and that is sent to the chief of police every night. So it
is all over the other countries; but when you come over our border,
there is nobody here that knows whether they are Americans or
foreigners, or what they are. There is no check-up at all; so that we
ha.ve a country to which more people want to come than want to come
to any other country in the world, and with less precaution against
their coming than to any other country in the world.
The CnAIRllL\N. Go ahead, Doctor.
·
Dr. SzILAUD. [referring to printed statement]. This is Section VI,
Remarks on Secrecy.
In the past, secrecy fulfilled an exceedingly important function
and we might have lost the war if it hadn't been for the secrecy which
the scientists imposed upon themselves in the early stages of the war.
If the Germans had known in IV40 that a chain reaction can be
maintained in a mass composed of graphite and uranium and if they
had known a second fact, namely, that the plutonium produced in
such a chain reaction is likely to be a fissionable substance similar to
light uranium, they might very well have started an atomic bomb
project .in 1040; and, with their eyes on the b!tll, they might very well
have brought it to a succ.essful conclusion by the spring of 1!)44. They
might have won the war before we, had a chance to invade, Europe.
The first of these two pertinent facts which I mentioned was contained in a paper which I sent to the Physical Review in February
1940, with the request that its publication be withheld. The second
fact "·as emphasized in a paper which Prof. L.A. Turner, of Princeton U1iivrrsity, sent to the Physical Review a few months later, and
which he decided to withhold from publication.
Neither of these facts was known to the Germans at the time when
the war ended, tho11gh they are public knowledge at present through
the Smyth report.
Senator Mn,1,mrn. Do you agree with the conclusion of a witness
that "·as here the other clay that by the end of the war the Germans
had not any organized program for making an atomic bomb?
Dr. SzrLAUD. Yes. The ,Yitness who was here was Dr. Goudsmit;
aml no one is as competent as he is to state that, becanse he was in
charge of the gronp which went into Germany and collected all the
information on atomir. energy work.
Senator l\fn,LnuN. From which it follows that had onr intelligence
been better as· to_ what was going on ~n Gm:many, we might not have
evolved an atmmc bomb at least durmg this war. It was sponsored
a11d pushed on the theory that "'e were in a race ,vith Germany to
complete an atomic bomb.
Dr. Szn,Aim. I agree entirely with that conclusion.
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Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, if in 1939 we had been conducting a
hearing like we are conducting today, and men' like yourself had come
be:foro our committee and projected the possible development of the
bomb up to now with reasonable accuracy, I imagine they would have
been called a lot of crackpots and a lot of visionaries who were playing with theories. I certainly would have not had the receptivi_ty that
I have today, to say t,lie least.
'
So using that experience of the past, I take it that many people who
hear the possibilities of this bomb described for the future are just
about in the same position that we were all in in 1939 if we had had
hearings on it then. Is that a fair assvmption?
·
Dr. SzrLARD. Yes, they would be incredulous, but with less justification.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Some people have to get burned twice in order to
understand they have been burned once.
.
·
Dr. SZILARD. The point I am trying to bring out is that secrecy has
been maintained by the voluntary cooperation of the scientists in 1940
when it was most important that secrecy should be maintained, and
that if secreGy should again become important in the future, it can
again be maintained by the voluntary cooperation of the scie·ntists.
To my mind willing cooperation on the pai't of the scientists is- the
only- satisfactory ai1d really effective way of maintaining secrecy
both in the field of fundamental scientific information and basic engineering principles which are involved in the manufacture of fissionable substances.
· I would like to mttke' a few remarks on the compartmentalization of
information.
·
Compartmentalization of information to which the scientists were
and are st.ill subjected was nientioned in Dr ..Urey's testimony. It is
a special technique which is used in the services for keeping secret
military operations, and applied in its proper sphere it is an effective
method for keeping secrets. Both its meaning and its effectiveness
undergo a profound change when it is attempted to apply this special
technique .to research and development work.
As applied to scientific work, you may justify compartmentalization
of information by pointing out that if a scientist knows not only how
to extract light umnium from natural uranium, but also knows how
to manufacture plutonium and if such a scientist is a traitor, then he
can teach the enemy how to make both kinds of bombs instead of
teaching him only how to make one kind of bomb. Or even better, if
he knows only pa,rt of the story of how to make light uranium and
notl~ing about h?w to ma~rn pluton_ium, he c,a~l give the enemy informat10n, but that mforn;at1on alone 1s not sufficientto enable the enemy
to make any kind ofbombs.
Compartmentalization of information was practiced in the atomic
energy project from the very first clay on; that is, from November
1!)40 on, or before the Army was in the picture. The situation was
not .~iet~cr when we h1Hl to ~-teal witl~ the NDRO, which had "to play
ball-- w1th the Army alld ~avy, than later on, when we had to deal
with the Army dirr~ct. H_ anything, dea~ing. y.-~th the Army clirect
ap[?ears to ~e pr_eforable,. smce, the A~rny 1s t.tfnud o)lly of Congress,
wlule agencies like the :NDRO are afraid of both Congress and the
Army.
·
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I shall be glad to demonstrate, if required, that compartmentalization of information was the cause for our failure to realize that light.
nranium might be produced in quantities sufficient to make atomic
bombs. 1Ve should have known that inthe :fall of 1940. We might
have failed to realize this altoget.lier, just as the Germans failed to
realize it, if we hadn't had the good fortune that the British scientists
were not compartmenta.lizecl. ·They were able to put two and two
together and. communicated their conclusions to the United States
Government in the middle of 1941. Had we in the United States
reached these conclusions in the :fall o:f 1940, we most likely would have
had bombs ready before· the invasion of Europe.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, i:f I am not interrupting you, I would like.
to ask you a question right there.
.
Suppose Hitler had assumed that this thing might reasonably be
invented. Suppose that assumption had first come to him in 1939,
and that he had then assembled all the a,vailable scientists and engineers that he had and said: "I want yon to do everything possible to
develop an atomic bomb, or an instrument of death more deadly than
any you have with atomic energy.· "\Ve
put at your facility every
asset of this Government, every resource of this Government."
If that had happened in 1939, with the engineers, the scientists, and
the materials and the industrial plants then available in Germany,
would it have been possible under reasonably human conceptions for
Hitler to have had the bomb preceding our own having it?
Dr. Szn,ARD. I am quite convinced he would have had it about 18
months before we had it.
·
Senator TYDINGS. He would have had it 18 months before us?
Dr. SzILARD. '\Ve could have had it 18 months earlier, and with their
chemical industry they could have moved equally fast.
Senator TYDINGS. Why do you suppose that the scientists of Ger. many who were then loyal to the Hitler concept failed to impress this
fact on Hitler's mind, that it was a possibility and that its devastating effects might decide the war?
.
Dr. SzILAno. They slipped up on one point, on which we slipped
up also. They did not put two and two together. "\Ve did not put two
and two togethei' because the two two's ,vere in a different compartment; they were not together. That is, the men working on that
property of uranium from which they could deduce how much was
needed for the bomb had no itlea that you can extract light uranium
in appreciable quantities.
Senator TYDINGS. How do you account for that break-down of putting two and two together?
Dr. SzrLA1m. In Germany I cannot account for it. It is true that
they were split up in small groups, but they were not compartme.ntalizecl.
Sellator TYDlNGS. Do you think the very Nazi system itself might
have destroyed the free interchange of ideas?
·
· Dr. SzrLAm>. It might have been, but I have no ·really good explanation for it. I think it was largely a matter of chance.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Just luck?
Dr. SzILARD. It was luck. ~Vell, the only man who thought fairly
early that plutonium might be fissionable was a man who was an im. migrant in Germany. He wrote a number of memoranda, but nobody
paid any attention to it. He was an Austrian who spent a great deal
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of time in Russia, and finally landed in Germany: He was the only
man who proposed such a, plan, and we know from the record that he
proposed 1t.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Who wns that.1
Dr. SZILARD. Houtermans.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know his first name?
Dr. SZILARD. I do not know his first name.
The CrrAIRllIAN. Do you know where he is now 1 .
Dr. SzILAUD. In Germany.
Senator TYDINGS. ·What part of .Germany?
Dr. SZILARD. In the American section.
The CnAIRllIAN. Doctor, you remember one bombing raid that the
American Air Force conducted ,vhich killed 400 German scientists.
Do you think that had any bearing upon their lack of expedition?
Dr. SzILA1m. No; and I am not sure it did kill 400 German scientists.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I read at the time.
Dr. SZILARD. That is what I read too, but I do not believe it.
Senator TYDINGS. Furthermore, they were supposed to be working
on something else than the project we are now discussing.
The CHAIRMAN. You had something to do with getting some of the
scientists out of continental Europe, didn't you?
·
Dr. SzrLAUD. To England, yes.
·
The CH'.AIRMAN. When did you start?
. Dr. SzrLARD. In '33.
The CnAIRll:lAN. And you made quite a project of that of your own
in ii1ducing people to get out of there, didn't you?
·Dr. SZILARD. It did not take much inducement.
The CnAmMAN. But at any rate, whatever it took, you offered, didn't
you?
·
·
Dr. Sz1LAHD. I wouldn't say that my role was to induce them. I was
in Ei1gland at that time, and I tried to do my best to find temporary
positions for younger men in England who wanted to leave Germany.
Many of those later came to America.
The CnAmlll'AN. vVhy did you take it upon yourself to engage in
'this matter at that time?·
·
Dr. SzrLAHD. I had no tliong:bt of atomic bombs in 1!)33 in my head.
I did not think of the possibility of atomic bombs until 1934 or 1935,
and it was simply a matter of helping those who needed help and who
wanted t.o leave Germany. I meai1 men. who had been connected with
various German 1mivei·sities.
The CnAIRllIAN. It did pay dividends, though, your getting some
of these men out, didn't it~ ·
.
·
Dr. Szn,ARD. It did pay dividends; yes.
Senator TYDINGS. What would have happened if they had stayed
behind, in your opinion?
·
Dr. Szn,AUD. I do not know. It is difficult to know what would
have happened.
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. It might have conceivably, as a matter of deduction, changed the whole atomic bomb development in Germany from
what it was to what it might have been.
Dr. Szn,A1m. I might say that the three men in England who were
instrumental in reaching the conclusion that atomic bombs could be
made came out of Germany in 1033. At that time in England, in 1941,
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most English physicists were engaged in radar work and other.types.
of work, and these refugees who were not taken into that work, which
was considered of very great importance for·the war, had more leisure
than their English colleagues to think of such remote possibilities
as atomic bombs. .
'l'he CnAIRllfAN. ,vho were those three follows you got out?
Dr. SzrLAHD. Peierls, Frisch, and Simon. I did not get them out;
they got out on their own initiative.
· .
Senator MILLIKIN. ,v110 was left, Doctor, that envisaged the possihlli~I
.
Dr. SzILAnD. A great many excellent people were left; in Germany.
Heisenberg, for instance, is one of the greatest physicists.
Senator TrnrnGs. I think that ought to be left ofl: the record unless
we know where they are.
Dr. Szrunn. I can limit my statement to those who are in the
American sector, if you wish. ·
Looking back, we now know that full secrecy would have been
maintained if compartmentalization had not been imposed upon us
because we know that there was not a single scientist through whom
information of any kind reached the enemy. ·There were many compartments; but there was no traitor in any of them, and the. Germans
had no information whatsoever about us. .
Senator TYDINGS. But on the other hand, if instead of 3 or 4 or 5
men, to ·take an assumption, knowing about the whole process more or
less, had there been 300 or ,100 men who had learned about it, from
now on our secret would be less safe, wouldn't it, unless some of them
directly or inadvertently released that information to sources that
might find it valuable I ·
.
Dr. SzILAno. May I disagree in the following- sense, that.having
access to all the information does not mean you are in possession of
ull the information. Few scientists would waste their time tryi11g io
leam all of the information.
Senator TYDINGS. The more people who knmv about a thing, the
·more diflicult it is to keep a: secret.
Dr. SzILARD, That is true.
·
Senator TYDINGS. 'l'bat applies even to Senators, and it is no 'reflection. on scientists.
Dr. SzILAJU). At first., we all observed rules on compartmentalization because we did not rea lizc oursPlws how damaging it was. Later
on, the rules were purposedly violated, becrrnsc we would rather .violate
rules than slow down our work. 1\fon coming from tlifl'erent sites
would drop into my oflice and they wonlcl _tell me things which I was
not supposed to know, bnt which t.liey felt tlrnt. I ought to know. They
usually told me that they did not expect me to conceal the fact that I
was in possession of this information. All they asked me to do was
not reveal to the Army that they had given me the information.
·.
Some of you saw at Oakridge a certain installation and wei·e told by
a representative of the Army that it shortened the w:n· by 1 week.
That installation was based on a pilot plant which was built by the
Navy. The installation was erec.ted at the recommendation of Dr.
Oppenheimer after an intervie,v he hacl with Dr. Bush. But if you inYesti_gated how Dr. Oppenheimer got the idea of recommen'cling this to
Dr. Bush, you would fiud that at least two patriotic scientists delib79879-40-pt. 2--8
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erately--violated the rules and broke throu$h compartments.. Afterward, everything was covered up nicely. !Jr Oppenheimer's projects
offidally asked for the information which was already unofficially in
'their possession, and made an o!ficial study of what they already knew,
.and then finally Dr. Oppenhenner approached Dr. Bush and wrote
:to General Groves.
·
·
I am very sorry to say that I had nothing to do with this .chain of
events. As lt matter of fact, I should have done something about it,
because one of the men came to me six months earlier and complained
that nothing was done along that line and asked me i:f l knew what.
could be clone to get some action along that line.
·
Compartmentalization of information was very irritating to scientists and as a result of this many of them go much further in their
opposition to all secrecy than they otherwise might do. Clearly compartmentalization is only a special technique and in my opinion an
inadequate technique for maintaining secrecy. The question of secrecy
is in reality an entirely different issue and ought to be judged on its
merits in the light of the international situation to which we shall
have to adjust ourselves.
. ,
This concludes my statement.,
·
Senator I-Lmr. Doctor, who would you consider was the agency or
the mitn who carried th~ full responsibility for our inaintenance o:f
necessary secrecy 1
.
Dr. Szn,ARD. I would sav after ihe foll of '42 it was General Groves.
Up to that time, I would say it was either Dr. Conant or Dr. Bush.
Senator HAR'.l'. Had you been the responsible party yourself, do you
think that possjbly you would view it cliil'erently now 1
· Dr. Szn,AiiD. I would view it clifforently perhaps from the way I
view it. I would also undoubtedly view it differently from General
Groves or Dr. Bush. ,
Senator Jo1-INSON. vYas there· any delay in the creation of the atomic
bombs causecl by the imposition of the secrecy arrangement 1 ·
Dr.. SZILARD. ·very great dehty, primarily clue to this reason: Compartmentalization of information could be used without much delay
if you had had at the center an omniscient man who could foresee everything. But the way the clelny comes about ~s this: The most important
answers are answers to unrecognized qnest10ns.
Senator J onNSON. "'\Vhen v.ould the bomb have been dropped, or
when could a bomb have been dropped had the secrecy arrangements
not been imposed?
,
'
Dr. Sz1LAUD. About the spring o':r /,14 wonld be my b!lst guess, because the big delay arose from the fact that our work chcl not have a
clear goal until the end of '41, because we did not know that amounts of
fissionable material which we could produce were sufficient to make
bombs.
Senator J OIINSON. That is a delay of 18 months?
Dr. SzTLARD. That is a delay of 18 months, yes; and that is the 18
months that was the chief los; time.
'
Senator J OIINSON. One war was finished and the other was toward its
end?
Dr. SzILARD. That is so.
Senator HART. May I interject just one thing there?
·
I think it is in the record possibly from Dr. Bush, or it may be from
Dr. Smyth's book, that there was a center for the necessary interchange
1
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of secret information set up in the J\fanlmttan district which was
headed by one of the scientists, and I believe Dr. Tollman's name was
mentioned in that respect.
·
··
Dr. SzrLAUD. I do not believe it would have been very difficult to get
any specific information for which you asked, provided you knew that
kind of information existed.
·
Senator l!Airr. I think it was represented that that was the duty
of that center, to see that those who needed the information in their
own work were given such as was necessary.
.
. Dr. SzILARD. You see, it is a duty which no one can perform, because
how can you tell what ideas a-man would get if he had two different
kinds of information? The man doesn't ]mow he needs it.
Senator TYDINGS. Facing the contingency which the Army and .
the Navy always had to face, that if this were not compartmentalized,
as they call it, that the information might inadvertently or directly,
one of the two, leak to the enemy which it is assumed was likewise
working on atomic bombs, wouldn't you say that even though the precautions taken were now in the light of subsequent knowledge unnecessary that as of the time they were taken they were at least understandable and meant to serve rather than hinder the country's ultimate welfare?
·. Dr. Sz~ARD. I am not blaming the Army for using the routinemethods m the field· of development arid research which they used
· in military operations. That is what you would expect from the
Army.
But from January '42 on, we did not cease to protest against it, and
those in direct charge of our work knew it was damaging.
A. H. Compton was in charge of the work at the University of
Chicago. In 1!)42, before the Army was in the picture, we received
rules relating to compartmentalization. vVe had a meeting and all
scientists protested against it and said it would slow .down our work.
Senator TYDINGS. If I do not divert you and the chairman doesn't
object and the committee doesn1t feel I am taking you too far afield
in the time that might be left, would you care to picture, from your
imagination and your knowledge of the atomic bomb, what would
occur in a war in which the atomic bombs were used by the nations
arrayed on different sides 1
. Dr. Sz1LARD. ~Tell, I do not know thtit I can give you a good picture, because I nm trying to steer my imagination away from that
contingency rather than· to concentrat.e on it. Bnt I believe-and I ·
believe that I am quoting Dr. Oppenheimer, not. from his testimony
but from a stateme11t he made elsewhere-that 40,000,000 dead during the first few hours, or, if you wish, during the first few minutes
in the United States--.
Senator TYDINGS. Let us say the first few months.
· Dr. SzrLARD. There is no reason why bombs should come staggered
<"lnri:ng a period of a few months. It is equally easy and much more
profitable to deliver them within a very short period of time, so
40,000,000 dead, if the war comes without wtirning and if we don't
relocate our population, and if there is a large stock pile of atomic
bombs in enemy hands, would be a, thing which we would have to
count on.
Senator TYDINGS. That would likewise happen, according to the
industrial density of the enemy nation:
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Dr. SzIL\llD, It might not be determined so much by how many
bombs we luive or tlJey have, as it might be determined by how co11cent.rated their population is in cities. Our relative strength niight
be determined by our relative vulnerability if the ·war .came 10 years
from now.
·
Senator TYDINGS. I think it has been testified in open hearings that
the possibility' of nse of -the atomic bomb not only on land but on
water is within the field of operations.
·
Do-you agree with that viewpoint?
Dr. SzILARD. Certainly, the use under water mn,y be n, very important ns.e.
Senator TYDINGS. How about surface ·vessels?
Dr. l3zrLARD. ·well, still the bombs might be exploded under water
in order to 'sink surface vessels. I do not know much about it.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I will not question you on that.
.
Dr. Szn,ARD. I am certainly not an expert on this question.
Senator TYDINGS. Your testimony at the conclusion of this hearing:
boiled down, is simply this-as we already know, but I want it in
the record: H we have a future war fought with atomic bombs, it is
likely to be many, many times more devastating not only in the
amount of property destroyed but in the amount of both military
and civilian casualties of all kinds?
Dr. SzTLARD. 'Well, the war against Germany cau,;ed great devastation without atomic bombs; but I think there is a qualitative difference
as well as quantitative.
Senator MILLIIUN. The syllabus tluit, we have before us, Doctor,
that shows something of your record, states that you helped prepare
the Smyth report. Can you tell i.1s the reasons why the Smyth.report
was prepared and published?
. .
. Dr. Sz1LARD. I am afraid I did not help to prepare the· Smyth
report.
Se1mtor Mu,LnnN. It sn,ys that you assisted in the preparation of
the Smyth report.
.
Dr. Szu,ARD. All I dirl was read the proofs of certain chapters,
which I returned together with my recommendation that it should not
be made public, but that was too late. It was j w,t a proofreading, and ,
I had no prior knowledge of t.Iie Smyth report.
.
Senator l\'I1Lr,rmN. I should Jike to suggest to you, Doctor, that ill
the Ught. of hindsight, I believe the Army can make a very str(ing
case for its compartmentalizing theory for the simple reason that
Germany was astonished that. we. had developed an atomic bomli at
the end of the war, and so secrecy was preserved.
In the light of hindsight, I say that the .:Army can make a very
good case for having clone it the Wtty it did.do it.
Dr, Szn,Ann. ~ecrecy wa,; preserved not on account of thr. compartmentalization, hecam;c any man from any compartment could have told
the Germans wha.t we were doing.
Yon see,·compartmentalization ,vas not c:fl'ective in the sense tha.t it
prcvellterl the men from knowing what was going 011-t.hnt they found
out; but thev did not know the details. The Germans did not know
even that we"were working on an atomic bomb.
·
The CHAIRMAN. This thought occurs to me, Doctm\ tha.t if foreign
agents were to kidnap, if German agents were to kidnap a scientist
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who ha~ been compartmentalized, they could torture him and get only
t.l111t wln~h he knew. He would be just ~s available for kidnappii!g if
he knew it all, and he would be able to give up that much more. Have
you thought of that possibility 1
.
·
Dr. SzILAnD. Yes; but my point is that there is a natural limitation
to what a scientist knows. He knows what he is interested in, and
that is usually a very small fraction of the picture. The scientists
would not know everything just because they have access to all the
information. General Groves has access to all of the information,
but that doesn't mean he knows everything.
.
Senator Mn,LnnN. ~Youlcl you say that because of the reticence 0£
the scientist and t~rn security measures of the Army the enemy did not
learn about our atomic bomb 1
Dr. SZILARD. Our enemies did not l~1iow that Hanford existed and
made fissionable materials. Thev did not know that in the Tennes- ·
see Valley we luicl plants making fissionable materials, and they did
not kno~v that work on uranium was going on at the University of
Chicago. I believe that this is due to the inn,bility of the average military intelligence mn.n employed by Germany to grasp things which
have anything to do with science. They failed as to intelligence
about us just as we foiled about intelligence in Germany, and that
was not clue to our security measures or the security measures of the
Germans. It was simply due to the incompetence of military intelligence when it had to deal not with military operations but with science development and a type of industry of which they did not know
the existence.
·
Senator J onNsoN. Doctor, Senator Millikin suggests that the Germans were astounded in August of 1945 "·hen they heard about an
a.tomic bomb.
Don't you think they would have been even more astounded if they
had heard it early in the spring of 1944?
·
Dr. Sz1LARD. Some would be dead and not astounded, but the rest
would be 1tstounclecl; yes.
Senator J (HINSON. Mr. Chairman, is this witness going to. come
before us in executive session?
The CnAIHllL\N. He has i11dicatecl in his statement that he would like
to tell us some things in executive session that he has not been able
to mention in public session.
Senator ,TonNsox. I had two or three kindergarten questions that
I would like to ask him about plutonium, because I understand he is
especially expert in the manufacture of plutonium.
I don't think these kindergarten qnestions of mine border on secrecy
at all, or would require an executive session.
If I may ask him, and if they do border on wlrnt should be confined
to executive session, I hope that he won't answer them.
The first question is: As I understand it, the light uranium, the 235,
comprises seven-tenths of 1 percent of uranium._
Dr. SZILARD. That is correct.
Senator JonNSON. Now, when yoti put that uranium in a pile and
this light uranium starts a chain reaction, you create pluto)1ium, which
is, as I understand it, 239. ·when you create that plutomum, do you
create more than seven-tenths of 1 percent?
In other words, can you step up the production of fissionable material through the plutonium process?
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Dr. Sz1LARD: If you do it the way it is done at Hanford, you create'
very much less plutonium than you use up light uranium.
· · · ·. .
The CHAIIlMAN. I just want to make sure that the Doctor lmowiithe
limitations, Senator .. I agree with you; I cannot see ;inything in.it, but
I just want to make sure that he understands.
Dr. SZILARD. Yes.
·
Senator JoHNSON. H it is anything bordering on the execut1ve
session skip my question, please.
.
.
··
Dr. Sz1LARD. May I put it this way: As :far as U1e Hanford process
goes, we cannot make more plutonium than there is light uranium in
. the natural material, and we make very much less. But this answer
does 1iot do justice to your question, and anything else I wotUd prefer
not to say in open session.
.
.
Senator JOHNSON. Then, my second question is something like my
first question. .
.
.
In the use of plutonium or a pile process :for industrial purposes,
does that chain reaction continue for a long period of time? In other
words, you put uranium in, and when the light uranium is used up,
the U-235 is used up, you have to replace it with new plutonium. Is
that a reasonably short period of time, or does that heat reaction continue for a long period of time?
Dr. SZILARD. Could I answer your question this way: I would not
think of using for industriaP purposes anything that would even
remotely resemble that graphite-uranium pile which is described in
. the Smyth report f9r making plutonium. I think Urnt is quite useless
for any industrial purposes.
Senator JoIINSON. You think it is uselef.ls, but do you think that
there is a process that is useful for industrial purposes~
Dr. SZILARD. ,ven, what I think I would like to defer saying.
Senator ,fonNsox. All right; I won't press yoti; but those are two
things that have been bothering me.
.
. ·
Senator MrLLIKIN. l\fr. Chairman, I should like to suggest that I do
not know whether the industrial witnesses that we are going to have
before us are qualified to deal with this specific matter that I should
suggest, but I do believe that someone qualified to deal with it should
come before us. I would like to get into the question of dispersal, the
practicability of disversal.
·
The CHAIHllfAN. You mean the dispersal of the population?
Senator Mn,LnnN. And of inclnstry.
The CHAIRMAN. I presume, Senator, that the War Department
might have some views on that. I had planned to ask the Chief of
Staff, the Secretary of \'Var, the Secretary of Nayy ancl the Chief
o:f Na val Operations to come either in open or. closed session, at theil'
election, to talk to us about those matters.
Senator Mn,LmIN. I think it would be important that we know of
that, because the boil-down of considerable testimony is that that. is
our. best protection.
Senator JonNSON. I would like to ask a qnesti011 on that, bcc<tuse
this witness has testified in some detail on the matter of the relocation
o:f industry. It has occurred to me t.hat if you shol!ld move an industry from Connecticut to Colorado-which I wonld think wotild be a
very smart thing to do on general principles-you woulcl have to take
the workers along. They would have to live in a city, and you would
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have to build a new city ili C~lorado thut would compure to your dense
population in Connecticut.
·
.
I noticed that when they built Oak Ridge down in Tennessee. the
first thing they did was build u city, und I do not know of any industry
that is located out on the plains far from population.
The CnAlRl\IAN. Let us get away from the horrible hypothesis that
you propose, Senator.
·
·
.
Senator JonNSON. It is horrible, I suppose-horribly good.
The CJIAIRl\fAN. Let us take Pittsburgh. As I interpret what the
witness is 'Saying, you have, for instance, the United States Steel;
you also have Republic Steel, we will say, and Inland Steel. Let's put·
them at Gary, because that is where they :ire, antl you and I have seen
them many times.
.
The thought would be, instead of having three side by side along
the waterfront there, that there would only be one, and tlwn 50 miles
away, or on the lake, that would be another; or 100 miles away there
would be another. I think tlrn.t is what he means by dispersal. ·
Senator TYDINGS. I thirik it has got to mean that not only would
you disperse, but going with yom dispersal after it is accomplished
you would have to have a limitation on what other industries could
come to that city. .
·
Senator MILLIKIN. If you multiply the number of targets, it obviously nrnltiplics the difficulty of the enemy.
Senator TYDINGS. After you have located one industry, we will say, ·
in X, you would provide that no other industries could be located at X,
but that the next industry would have to be located at Y; and you
would have an over-all point that whe'n industry grew so large that
it reached 250,000 or 500,000 population, or so many acres of ground,
or ,vhatever the ingredients were, that from that point on nobody else
would be allowed to l~ve in that city or to open up any new industry.
It seems to me that would follow.
Dr. SzILAnn. It is not on]y the size of the city but the sha.pe of the
1
city that is important.
.
Senator JOHNSON. But the (1ifi1culty in locating indnstry is that it is
not done by the eenie-meenie-minie-moe arrangement. You place
industry for very definite reasons, most of them being the availability
of transportation, the availability.of workmen, and tbe cheapness and
· availability of energy.
Now, you just cannot go out and locate a plant where you want to.
You have got to take into consideration the things that cause industrial
centers to grow.
Then there is one other thing that keeps coming up in my mind,
and that is that we know that following the eruption of Vesuvius
and other volcanoes that destroyed human life, that the lava had.hardly
cooled until the people were back the1:e building houses on top of the
lava. Even though Senator Tydings says you have to burn them two
or three times before they know they are bni:ned, that is a trait in
human nature that you have to contend with.
S.enator Mu,LlKIN. I would like to suggest that China moved her
entire industry inland to Chungking as a measure of military protection, and the Russians moved their whole indi1sl:ry to the interior of
the country.
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Senator JoI-INSON, That is true, it transported what few machines·
the coolies could carry on their backs; but that is a vast difference
comparing the. Chinese industry with American industry.
· . ..
The CHAm:uAN. Doctor, I assume that i:f you had a voice in the elec~
tion you would view the dispersal of our cities with the consequent
cost and general transferring from one part. of the United States to
another of thirty or forty million people to be far less preferable than
some sensible international agreement, for the control of this thing, on
which we can rely 1
Dr. SZILARD;. It is certainly less sensible; yes; provided we can get
the arrangement. I am not a.dvocating dispersal, but it is a neces-.
sary step within the framework of a policy which is merely .based
on "preparedness." No preparedness makes any sense without it. ·
I£ we have to anticipate an attack of this sort, we have to disperse. · ·
Senator TYDINGS. If we get into a war of that type, just having a
big Navy, Army or Air Force, while they are essential, as compared
tq previous wars, without the ability to carry on and supply them by
the dispersal of plants all over the country, preparedness is only an
illusion i
Dr. SzILARD. Exactly.
The CHAm111AN, The committee will meet in executive session at
2:30.
(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p. m., the committee recessed.)
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UNITED STA'rEs SEN A'rE,
SPECIAL Co:u11II'l."l'EE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
lV ashington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment,. at 10 a. m.,
in room 312, Senate Oflice Building, Senator Brien McMahon ( chairman) presiding.
.
Present : Senators McMahon (chairman), ,Johnson, Tydings,
Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
· ·
Also present: Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser; and James R.
Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CHAIHJ\IAN. The committee will be in order.
·
Dr.. Simpson, it is my understanding that you, Dr. Williams, and
Dr. Weinberg have more or less collaborated on this presentation this
morning.
Dr. SnrPSON. vVe prepared our testimony separately but have
worked it together so that it presents complementary material, and
there might be some advantage in hearing all three together before
questioning us; but that is up to the committee to decide.
The CHAmMAN. In other words, what you prefer is that we hear
the three of you and then liiie you up and ask you all three questions;
is that the idea?
Dr. SIMPSON. Yes; that would be prefemble.
·
The CuAm11rAN. I think, unless the committee has some objection,
it would be practical.
Now, will you proceed, Doctor, and tell us who you are and why
you are here.
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN A. SIMPSON

Dr. S111rPSON. My name is J olm A. Simpson, an experimental physicist associated with the atomic-bomb project for almost 4 years. I am
working at the metallurgical laboratory plutonium project and am a
member of the Nuclear Studies Institute at the University of Chicago.
I am chairman of the executive committee of the Atomic Scientists of
Chicago, and a member of the Federation of Atomic Scientists.
Senator AusTIN. How old are you?
Dr. SnrPSON. Twenty-nine, sir.
The CuAmllrAN. How olrl "·ere you ,vhen you went to work on this
project?
.
.
Dr. SrlllPSON. About 25, between 25 and 2G.
The CnAIHllIAX. Thank you.
301
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Dr. S111rrs0N. The nature of lhe problems which lie before this committee is in many respects unique in our history. The issues are of
great complexity due to the intertwining of a difficult scientific and
engineering field -n·ith a political problem of the highest order.. It is
the obligation of all scientists and eugincers to oiTer their aid in the.
scientific and tcclmical aspects of these problems.
I have come here today to represent the common opnnon of the
overwhelming majority of scientists anq engineers who have had the
privilege of sharing in the development of the atomic bomb.
·
One of the unexpected by1i't'oducls resulLing from the development
of atomic energy is the changed attitude we scientists have toward the
social implications of our latest efforts.
.
Senator AusTIN. Do you mind stating when that crystallized so you
would be able to say, "I now speak the sentiment of the profession"?
Dr. SI1111•s0N. Yes, I would, sir. In the next two or three pages
[consnlting prepared statement] I have brought this out rather
carefully.
Senator AusnN. Go ahead.
Dr. Si111PSON. I should like to discuss briefly this attitude ancl the
evolution of our thinking about the bomb. These ideas are common
to almost 2,000 men, who have, as individuals, widely varying
sciei1tific and political backgrounds.
It is startling even to those of u~ who have shared in this thinking
to realize the existence of this unanimity of opiuion on both the facts
of the bomb and their inescapable social and political implications. ·
As scientists, we hinre. always preferred to sec the results of our
studies used foT constructive rather than destructive purposes. We
have been aware, as mai1y others have been, that man's control of the
forces of nature, if rationally exploited, could provide all nations with
ample livelihood. However, we have not heretofore felt it our responsibility to strive for this rational use of the fruits of our labor. This
responsibility we willingly left to the people and government of our
Nation.
There are two reasous for the marked change in our attitude. Never
before have ,Ye been so clearly and directly responsible for new forces
of destruction unleasl:ecl upon the world. The development of the
atomic .bomb ,vas the result of the initiative of certain prominent
scientists who succeeded in persuading the authorities that nuclear
physics contained undreamed-of military potentialities. Had they not
been successful in so persuading our Gowrmnent, 1.ve would still be
livipg in the quaint old woTld of blockbusters and rocket bombs.
Another reason for the change in our attitnde is that the advance
embodied in the atomic bomb goes far beyond the discoveries of gunpowder, dynamite, poison gas, or radar. Atomic energy goes far
beyond the realm of burning coal and falling waler and exploding
dynamite; it lies in the realm of the forces which power the sun.
These forces arc now in the hands of mrn and, tin less men can control
them, the end of our civilization may not be far distant.
Our ideas about the meaning of the atomic bomb to our Nation and
to the world did not develop overnight-they are the result of a considerable period of evolution. During the early days of the project
we spent little time thinking about the possible dfecis of the bomb we
were trying to make. ~Vlrnt little thought we dicl give to this problem
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involved discussions only with a few friends within the project. · In
the latter part of 11)4".l:, however, it became increasingly evident that
we had made great strides in our program and that there ,vas every
likelihood of reaching our goal. It was then that the scientists became
increasingly interested in considering the possible consequences of
success. 1Vhat would happen if the atomic bomb worked 1
Within but a few months, in early 1945, this increased interest expressed itself in the form of discussions among small groups within
the laboratory. These discussions were crystallized in short memos,
which became the basis for further discussions throughout the laboratory. As was only natural, some men were more actively interested
than others; Dr. Szilard, for instance, proposed ·some particularly
interesting possibilities ..
During the meeting of the United Nations at San Francisco, many
of us hoped that the necessity of controlling possible weapons bf an
importance comparable with that of the atomic bomb would be taken
into consideration in setting up the structure of the UNO. Despite the
fact that great strides had been made in bringin~ the nations together,
"'.e could not help but fear that these steps migiit still not prove sufficient to control the bomb. By May and June, more and more people
were becoming excited about. the problem, and larger discussion groups
were meeting in the laboratory, ahVays remaining well within the
security regulations.
·
.
·
·what were these discussions all about? They centered not only
upon the effect of the bomb upon the security of this Nation and the
,vorld, but also upon the possible ,,rnys in which the bomb might be
used initially to create the most favorable conditions for lasting peace.
In fact, it poll was taken in the laboratories to determine how the
scientists felt about the first use of the bomb; how it might be used
mostly wisely to encl this war and to prevent another one in the future.
As a result of these discussions, there clevelope< l among the many
men of all the laboratories a strong sense of responsibility-a responsibilitv which in many respects is unique in history, because, for the
first time in history, a new age lay in the hands of a relatively few
men unknown to the r·est of the world. The developments resulting
in the atomic bomb were in many respects strange and new. It was
eviclent that only with the greatest difficulty could our present society
assimilate the falcts and act npon the implications which ihis new age
brings forth. Could such a group of men thrust upon the world such
new developments, without assuming the obligation of informing our
people concerning the changes they must face if they are to survive 1
That obligation is being assumed by the overwhelming majority
of scientists. For, after the bombs were dropped on Hiroshi1rnt :ind
Nagasaki, and aJter the wave of wonderment and confusion which
fo1fowed, there arose a rising tide of thought among the men in the
laboratory which showed an astonishing unanimity of opinion. ]\fen
who were isolationist in spirit, men who were coilvinced that war had
a place in society, men of every shade of political thought, were all
brought together. And t~is union of thoughts and ideas resulted not
only from the all-compellmg facts, but also from the fear that a completely uninformed and unprepared people might not recognize the
problems which beset the whole world as well as our own cou!1try.
This· unanimity of opinion was remarkable in that documents mde·
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pendently prepared by at least three of the project sites showed precisely the same views mid recognized exactly the same set of facts.· · ·
Thus, a few weeks after the bomb was dropped there spontaneously
developed loose organizations at Los Alamos, Chicago, and Oak Ridge, .
formed by the research men who had been c01isidering the social impli~
cations of the bomb. These organizations were formed because the
need for them had become apparent to us. From the reaction of the
public to the news of the bomb and to the announcement that a new
age was close at hand, we saw that the people of this country had completely failed to understand what atomic energy would mean to them
in the very near future. ·we felt very strongly tlu1,t we would have
to start an effective educational program to correct this lack of understandin()", and we felt that some sort of organization would be necessary. So we appointed committees for writing factual articles, for
preparing speeches, for studying possible legislation, and £or considering peacetime applications. And as these developed, it was only
natural that the sites began to exchange information about their
activities. New York soon joined, and, in recent weeks, scientists and
engineers from the gaseous-diffusion project and the electromagnetic
project joined with the existing gronpfl.
· ·
All of us, at the various sites, felt, that it was essential to start a
program of giving to the people of this country the facts about the
atomic bomb, and the meaning of these facts as they affected the
future peace and security of the world. It was obvious, too, that this
program of education would have to be on a national level. ,vith
such a program in mind, the associations from the six sites met in
,vashington to help alleviate the present lack of general education 011
the atomic bomb. But ever-increasing numbers of scientists outside
the atomic-bomb projects have been organizing around this problem
all over the country-in Cambridge, in Pasadena, in Philadelphia,
and elsewhere. Thev are men of science in all fields of specialization,
and they have been getting together in making the educational program more effective and of greater aid to our Nation. They are
scientific men with special training, but they are also citizens. It is
in this dual capacity that they come together at this time to offer
their services to the Nation. As citizens it is our responsibility to see
that our people and our Government :ire fully aware of the social
implications of the atomic bomb.
But what are the facts that have convinced all of the scientists and
what do they imply for all men who are willing to reason from these
facts? They have all been brought. before you i:n previous testimony
by J. R. Opp.,nheimer, IL C. Urey, L. Szilard, H. A. Bethe, and P.
Morrison, all of whom are members of this new federation. Let U!"
review a few of these £acts:
,
1. Atomic weapons are effective weapons for ,Yarfore. Their effectiveness can be increased to the point where any nation can destro:v
any other nation with atomic bombs.
2. In the business of warfare, atomic weapons are cheap to nse
against an enemy.
.
3. The distribution of uranium nnd thorium over the enrth shows
no possibility of complete control of mw matPrial supplies by the
United Stat.es.
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4. There is no lasting security in attempts to keep the sole possession·.
either of the science from which the bomb was created, or the unique
technical developments of the project.
. .
5. Other nations can also make useful atomic bombs after a relatively short period of development.
6. tVe do not foresee in the future any countermeasures or military
defense against the ntomic bomb.
From these facts and from other facts as yet secret we derive the
following inescapable implications:
·
J. In a world of nations having atomic bombs, the advantage of
an undeclared war to an aggressor nation is enormous.
·
2. The weapon is so effective against concentrations of people and
industry that no fear of reprisals will be suffi0ient to prevent its use.
3. No nation under present conditions can maintain its pride and
place in the world until it too has atomic energy and has atomic
bombs.
4. Once a nation builds an atomic bomb stock pile forge enough to
demolish the major cities of potential enemies, no more military adva1itages result from larger stock piles. As time goes on, all nations
possessing bombs will tend to become military equals.
5. In any atomic armament race, the United St.ates in the long run
will find itself in a very unfavorable position, due to highly concentrated populntion and industry.
6. No nation can withstand a large-scale atomic-bomb attack. It
may lose a sizable pcrtion of its populat.ion in a fow hours of warfare.
7. In the immediate future, before other countries also have bombs,
the United States mnst always take the lead in reshaping international
a ff airs to obtain world security.
·
These facts and implications bring into sharp focus the alternatives
which face us today. '\Ve have only the two choices-either the
eventual destruction of a forge portion "of the populatiou, or the chance
for snrvival. To follow the latter course appears obvious. But, we
will succeed in this course only if we arc willing to feel our way, step
by step, aloug the path that seems to increase the. probability for
world security. We will foil if we refuse to '1Ct simply b~cause we
cannot know in ndvance exac:ly how much world security our action
will hrinu.
.
The United States has a fleeting opportunity to insist on the only
solution acceptable to a nation committed to peace .. It has in the past
month demonstrated to some extent its desire to talrn such a lead.
Irrespective of other international agreements, we feel that international ·or world coi1trol of atomic energy is essential to the mrrintenance
of peace. Such a system of effective cont'r:ols implemented by inspection should be considered immediately, because to introduce controls
into the world at the earliest possible moment gives us the greatest
possibility of successful operation. Once other nations promiscuously
build atomic ene1·gy pfants thronghont the world, the introduction of
an inspection system will be mo~·e difficult.
We realize clearly that the over-all feasibility of international control and inspection of atomic energy instalhttions is a political problem
of great difficulty. At the same time we recognize that a portion 0£
that problem involves the technical feasibility 0£ inspection and control throughout the world. The men of various specialities on the
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project and elsewlrn~·e in the country could olfor their special abilities
to the committee. It is, however, not only for the scientists associated
with the l\fanhattan District to consider the problems of inspection;
but men competent in discussing airbome 'missiles and· rockets,
control of strategic materials, and the economics of engineering
processes must also contribute their lmowlcclge.
' . · .:
The present procedure fo1; com1x1rtmcntalization and secrecy of
information makes it impossible for them to work together effectively
on this problem. A major portion of the information needed to app1;eciate the properties of an e[ective system of inspection and controls is
secret and cannot be assumed known to this committee.
It seems to us that there nre ut least three ways out of this impasse.
First, the Manhattan project, or our Government directly,-could authorize an expert committee to receive and digest the material from
selected scientific contributors. Second, this Senate committee could
hear all the testimony of the individual experts and attempt on their
own to integrate the information which they have obtained. Thirdi
this Senate committee may arrange to n,ppoint and direct a special
committee of scientists and engineers to receive, study and integrate
this material. Our men and the results of their thinking on the technical portions of the problem ni'e at the disposal of the committee. For
a few weeks we have planned to have experts in the plutonium project,
the gaseous-diffusion project, the electromagnetic project, the centrifuge project, the thermal-diffusion project, along with the bombmanufacture project, study the problems which they are peculiarly
capnble of analyzing. This is to be clone nt the earliest possible date
in separate clnssified reports. This program has been proposed in the
full realization that unknown to us a similar or more adequate program
may be in existence.
)Ve realize that this will not solve the problem of world control of
n,tomic energy. The integration of the scientific nnd political facts
and thus the most probable solution 9f the over all problem rests in
the hands of onr statesmen.
Senator AusnN. 1 have a foreign relations matter that is very
important, and I want to ask yon before I go whether this voluntary
coming together of the scientists which you have described here
spiritually, mentally nnd physically, as it were, has broken down in
fact the departmentalization of the lmowleclge?
Dr. SnrrsoN. No 1 sir; I do not think so. To some degree we are
ignorant of the details of each other's problems. It is natural, however,
that ns scientists we do know a lot of the fundamentals of each phase
of the project. and can more or less understand what problems we must
attack in these various fields.
However, the fields are separate and we have not made any attempt
to bren,k clown security.
Senator AusTIN. Then there are secrets in respect to this subject
which are not nvaibble to any one person except a person at the top
level of organization. Is that right?
Dr. SillrPsON. That is correct, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. You point out only two alternatives in your. very
thoughtful and very helpful testimony. · I think there might be three ..
First of all, we can lrnve an arms race with atomic bombs. That is
one alternative.
0
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Secondly, we can turn over the control of atomic energy and atomic
bomb making to some international organization with inspection and
1111 that tlrnt implies.
Thirdly, we could prohibit the manufacture of atomic energy
and have our inspection for that purpose.
Have you given any thought to the latter alternative?
.
Dr. Sr11rrsoN. I had assumed that my statement was made somewhat
more general, and that my second statement would include both of
your latter statements.
Senator TYDINGS. The reason I asked yon that is that a great many
of the men who have come before u.s picture the horror of this next war
fought with atomic energy, what it will do, destroy so many cities, and
so many people. vVe have also had men who have publicly testified
that a large percentage of the manufacture of the bomb will already
be in being if peacetime atomic-energy plants are licensed, that the
step from there on taken from the peacetime use to the construction
of the bomb will be, let us say, a relatively short one compared with the
whole project, and therefore if you release or if you license atomic
energy even under world control you are pretty near to the proposition
that any nation may make a bomb or may make several bombs, aren't
you?
Dr. Snrrs'oN. I think there are two points which I would like to
mention in regard to that. No. 1, I think, is a political one, and I
ca1mot testify as an expert on that.
Senator TYDINGS. None of us can.
Dr. S111IPSON. I believe we have all made the underlying assumption,
or have made the assumption implicit principally because we have never
really taken an interest in this political field before. The definition of
aggression on the part of a 11ation is the time of the immediate breakclown of controls. It is not 3 months, not ti months from the time that
they start to get awity from contr'ols, bnt the following day that
something has to be done.
Senator TYDINGS. Let me put it to you this way to give you an illustration that may not happen, but which will focus your attenLiou to
what I am driving at.
Let us suppose that international controls have been carefully
thought out and agreed to by all the nations of the earth. Let us
suppose that atomic plants for peacetime usages under that system
have been licensed .. Let tis suppose that these plants are at the moment
constructed in some six countries on the face of the earth. Let us
suppose that those plants have been in operation for 3 years.
.
Now the inspector goes to country B, and mind yon, all the plant
is not in one place; it is somewhat like our situation, with 5 or 6 different
operations. But he goes to country I3 and he finds that everything is
just as it should be.
·
Now, immediately upon the leaving of that inspector, some of this
atomic energy in the form appropriate is used to manufacture a bomb
in that country at once, or 10 bombs, or a hm,1dred bombs, and those
bombs can be constructed within 6 months after the last inspection took
place; the tirqe has gone by, and the inspectors are not quite as careful
as they might be.
Now, one of two things would happen. A nation that had the
bomb would evidently .be making it for some particular purpose, and
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that would likely be a surprise attack. Then we would have nothing
with which to counteract that. You couldn't send the UNO in there
to beat a nation that had atomic bombs in quantity, because it would
be rather difficult.
.
_ ._
The second thing is that if you found it out before those bombs were
so used, that would be an act of aggression which you would have no
counterstroke equal to the stroke held b3i the country that had breached
the contract with ,which to immediately interdict it. ·what is your
thought on that~
Dr. SnrrsoN. The point is that I am not convinced tlrn,t the inspection system should provide for inspection only once every 6 months,
or once every 3 months.
Senator TYDINGS. Let us assume it this way, that in spite of the
inspection, enough material has been sequestered and taken to manufacture 100 bombs.
Dr. SrMrSON. I believe the inspection system must be such that the·
possibility of this is reduced to a minimum.
Senator TYDINGS. I agree with you, but suppose it doesn't work out
that way?
Dr. S1J\rrs0N. Then you have the additional assumption that you
have developed a plant in which the men know how to qssemble the
bombs, they have had practice doing this thing and can carry out
the job in (i months. I believe that most of ns feel that it will be a
period of 3 to 6 months before you start making the bombs once you
pull the material out of the unit, but that it will take perhaps 6
months to a year in addition to develop enough atomic bombs to wipe
out a number of cities or all the cities of any given nation that may
be under attack.
Senator TYDINGS. But every one of the scientists who have appeared
before us, including yourself, and quite properly, conceive that if we
have an atomic war, the future of civiliztition, to say the least, is
seriously jeopardized, and yet we keep clinging to the idea of letting
these guns be passed around; the only thing we don't put in the gun
in the cartridge, and you can get the cartridge in not too long a period.
I would like to get your advice on whether you think it wouldn't
be wiser to outlaw the entire m:mnfactme of atomic energy, which
will give us the greatest chance of safety, plus inspection 1
Dr. SIMrsoN. This is certainly not trlle of very small atomic energy
installations, because you have a cli:O'erent problem. You cannot
prdduce enough material in a reasonable length of time.
In the large-scale job, I think t.!tc majority of us believe we must
do that, because this is the fundamental issue. But I think there
should be this consideration taken into account: That is, it is possible
· to design a unit for .atomic energy which is designed very unfavorably
for removing fissionable material in a short perioLl of time.
Let us consider the Hanford pile. I think what I can say about
it is the following, that the Hanford pile was designed to produce
material with a byproduct of energy, and it might, be concealed. to
the world under the guise of producing power with a byproduct of
plutonium. The Hanford pile was designed to rC'move that material
.as easily as possible. Yon cannot remove that material and carry it
around in a handkerchief. You have to have extensive and adequate
installations to handle very intense radioactive material. If the
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installation is inspected by a person competent to know, he will know
that this installation can remove so many pounds per unit in a certain
interval of time.
.
·
No,v, if by international agreernent we can agree that our power
unit will be designed within certain principles which will discourage-Senator TYDINGS. What you are doing in effect is saying that the
degree of opportunity for the mmmfacture of the bomb is lessened by
the program you outlined; but you will admit also that it permits a
degree toward the manufacture of the atomic bomb which is greater
than if you did not have the power plant at all;
Dr. Sr111rsoN. That is quite true.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, we are opposed to grand larceny
but not opposed to pettty larceny, to make a humorous observation.
Dr. SnrrsoN. That will clepe:ud upon our attempts to set up or study
a control system. I don't believe we know enough about this problem,
and that is in our proposition.
.
•.
..·.
Senator TYDINGS. I am not saying I favor this program, but it is
one of the things we have got to explore. ·
·
Take, for example, this phase of it. There are a few men at the
top of this project, or maybe several thousand in the world whose
mental development in many lines-and particularly the scientific
line~is like comparing a mountain to a molehill when you compare
them to the rest of us. Likewise, you have got to consider a country on
t.he basis of its average population. Many nations have large numbers
of illiterate people. Many nations have systems that we might call
unenlightened according to our standards.
Now, you have got to project your inspection in the face of all those
human equations, which are facts, jnst as the atomic bomb is a fact.
Visualizing that, do you think that it is possible for us to devise
an inspection which will permit the manufacture of say 60 or 75 percent
of the bombs for peacetime purposes 1
Dr. SnIPSON. You are asking me a question I do not know the
answer to.
Senator Tydings: I only want your opinion. You might change it
a month from now.
Dr. S111Irs0N. My personal opinion 1 I could not then talk for any
of the other men I am trying to represent today.
My personal opinion is this, that we do not know with certainty
whether we can succeed.
e know that we have a chance to succeed
and that is the only fact we do know. From a reasonably detailed
survey of the technical system o:f inspection, we think that we can have
an effective system provided cert:iin political conditions are met.
We therefore come hnck to your problem. ,vm those political points
he met by all nations 1
.
Senator TYDINGS. ·what is our greatest objective in this whole matted The preservation of civilization, isn't it i
·
Dr. Srllil'SON. That is correct.
Senator TYDINGS.· ,vithout that all benefits that flow from atomic
energy are secondary to the preservation of civilization; therefore, if
that is our greatest problem, what avenue of approach is best calculated
to achieve that goal: prohibition with inspection, partial manufacture
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with inspection,. or uncontrolled production 0£ atomic enet·gy? There .
are three avenues open to us.
·
At this present point, which one of the three do you think offers
the greatest hope :for the preservation of civilization, not only now,
but 20, 30, 40, 50, or 100 years from now, because if we license the use
of atomic energy :for peacetime purposes we are probably going to
have it in existence for years and years to come with all the refinements
and improvements that come with it. ,vhat is your opinion on my
question in the light of those facts? .
·
·
Dr. SIMPSON. I would say that as we carry out this experiment-which it certainly is-if we make it 11 calculated experiment, then in
the immediate future our best possibility of success may be to immediately stop atomic energy production on a very large scale, on a.
scale that interferes with this problem.
Senator TYDINGS. Other than :for scientific purposes?
Dr. SrnrrsoN. Yes; until the nations of the world do have an appreciation of this pro,blem as we do. I do not think they understand this
problem even as well as we do, as little as we know about it.
Senator TYDINGS. You have answered my question. In ot.her words,
the first approach is not to get out on tlun ice and get too far from
shore, but to stay near shore until the ice gets strong enough so that.
we can safely go further from the shore.
I therefore take it that you recommend to this committee that the
first step toward the preservation of civilization or the control of
atomic energy, whichever term you want to use, should be international
prohibition supplemented by mspection until su.ch time as a better
plan offers?
.
Dr. SrMPSON. 'With minor modifications; yes.
Senator TYDINGS. Of course, there would be exceptions for scientific
research, and so on, but not £or the manufacture.
Dr. Sill!PSON. This is my personal opinion and not necessarily that
of the men I represent.
Senator TYDINGS. In questioning most of the gentlemen who have
preceded you; in one form or another I think they all pretty nearly
arrive at the conclusions yon expressed; at least I got that impression.
Dr. SrnrsoN. I believe we differ only in the details, the minor details
in this issue.
Senator TYDINGS. But I can leave i:ny questioning with this thought~
that we ought not to venture into the field of the manufacture of atomic
energy nationally or internationally first. ,ve ought to prohibit it
and inspect, and then find ont after that is clone, for once it is strrrted
in many countries it will be more difficult to go back to the place we
are now thrrn it will after the plants are put in operation.
·
Dr. SIMPSON. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. You get used to a thing, and then the edge of
your fear is dnlled and the edge of your imagination is dulled.
Dr. SIJ\IPSON. Once we start producing atomic energy, I am afraid
the process is irreversible.
.
.
The other point, as a result of that, I believe is this: ·we should
act rrs fast as possible, consistent with the political situation, to institute
international controls.
Senntor TYDINGS. Is it your opinion that the poin(: of view you
have just expressed is the majority point of the men with whom you
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have been associated and have described in your paper? It is your
opinion-not that you are stating it as a fact 1
Dr. SnrrsoN. Yes, I believe it is the opinion of the group. No
matter what ,ve must do, we must at least give ourselves a chance for
obtaining world security.
The CHAinllIAN, Doctor, admitting of course that this ~s a new
force in the "·orld, not a difference in degree but a difference in kind
and admitting that you have to think of it in new terms, still admitting all the past history of civilization, no matter how desirable it
might have been at the time, do you know of any advance in the
history of science that was ever made that was cupable of producing
more energy, wealth, or more productivity, that has ever been
suppressed?
Dr; S1111rs0N. I think the answer to that is already implied in your
question; certainly not. One of the most fascinating things about
our recent achievement of reaching within the nucleus and attaining:
energy which is the energy which runs our stars is the fact that it is;
o~ly ~he beginning of our lmowledge. There is nothing comparable
Wlth It.
However, it should be pointed out that what we have learned in
the past was really the logical prelude to this study; and one of the
encouraging things is that the discovery of atomic energy logically
is an advancement in our ability to think and to do things. I think
we can all hope that as citizen~ and as thinkers in the field of politics
and relations among men that we begin to note a forward trend in
our thinking that way ahm.
It is not quite so clear to us that we are following a line of advancement in our relations with other men. I hope that it becomes more
clear in the next few vears.
The CHAIRIIIAN. Dort.or, I would not attempt to denominate what it
is in human beings which has insisted throughout history that full
advantage be taken of anything that will do the things that I have
mentioned, such as increase wealth. ""\Vhether you want to call it instinct or urge of the species, or what you may call it, you nevertheless have to contend with it, do you not?
Now, there. are over 2,000,000,000 people on the face of the earth.
There are 400,000,000 in China who carry on their backs loads that we
put in railroad cars or motortrucks. There are 400,000,000 people in
India who live at thr most primitive level of starvation.
Now, we are a rich country. vVe have power and energy in abundance. To hold to that proposition it seems to me that because we are
fortunately situaterl. and in order to attain the highest degree of security we are going to insist, if we can, on prohibiting its development.
I just suggest the (lifficulties of maintaining that point of view when
we measure it agninst a somewhat less perfect system of security that
would come from peacetime rna.nufacture. That is really the problem~
isn't it? Aud that 1s not altogether our problem to solve, is it?
Dr.· S1111rs0N. No; I agree, first, that the United States must take
the lead, but they must also bring in all nations to discuss this problem.
Also we have not implied from the discussion that Senator Tydings
and I had that we are going to stop development. At the present
timn I believe it is possible to carry out almost unlimited scientific
developments, and, secondly, to carry out certain engineering devel-
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. opments under int~rr11itional aut1iority n,t some one location where all
nations may come together to work on this problem. .
··
..
I clon't see that you arc excluding the possibility of future development. I think that all you arc doing is holding up your development
of engineering progmms until tl_ie various nations und~rstand this
problem and the control system gtu11s the respect of the nat10ns. After
all, all nations will not have the same respect for this control system, no
matter how good it is. You mu:,t sec it in action before you have confidence in it.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, you are familiar of course with the fact
that throughout hif;tory there has been a war about every 10 or 20
years. Indeed, that is a very liberal spacing.
. You are likewise familiar with the fact that the war is still going
on in many parts of the globe, even after the two or three big wars are
over.
You are likewise familiar with the fact that disarmament hasn't
taken place, and while we all hope that the world will some day have
nobody carryi.J.1p- a <run, it is a long, long way oif.
.
Now, knowing all those things, what reason is there to believe that
if atomic energy is licensed for peacetime purposes that when some
event happens 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, or 100 years from .now
that will bring on another war....:...J am not just thinking for 20 yearsalmost instantlv, I will say, after atomic energy becomes commonplace it will notbc used to destroy civilization?
vVe have to think of this problem not only for 10 or 20 years, but
40, 50, or 100, as far as our imagination is capable of thinking. What
is there in the picture that would lead one to believe that civilization
can exist if ~tomic energy is used 75 years from now in a world war?
Dr. S1Mrs0N. I don't. know the answer to that, but I think the only
thing I can say is this: Over a period of 100 or 200 years, I cannot see
the difference betwee.n licensing atomic energy and prohibiting the
development of atomic energy industry. I think they will both sniooth
out to the same classification.
Senator TYDINGS. I think you have missed my point, and maybe
that is my fault.
.
You and I, both, know' that there have been many movements to
end wars since the beginning of time. vVe have ha.d a11iances of the
churches to do it. We have had economic a1lia.nces, military alliances,
every kind of alliance.
Now, of course, we have neve,r lrnd n rral honest attempt to do it
such as we have now in embryo in the UNO; but if you start 011t to
license atomic energy before you create a climate where peace is almost
certain-not only in theory but in prnctice-has been proved to be
almost certain-if you start the manufacture, of atomic energy for
peac~time purposes before that time, where do you come out in the
event the machinery breaks down?
Dr. S!MrsoN. ,vell, if it is agreed that the mnchinery will brenk
down after a study of an inspection system-and this comes back to the
question we were discussing a short while ago-then we will have to
hold oif on our very large :scale or industrial applications with regard
to power until such time as we feel reasonably certain of success. I
think that was really implied in our discusisou.
·
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Senator TYDINGS. Most of the men who have preceded you---or· a
great many of them-have told me in private that they wish there had ·
been some way to prevent the discovery of atomic energy. They
would rather it had never been discovered when they think of. the· .
future iinplications ofit.
. It has already been discovered, and there is no use thinking about
that; but the tlung is: ·where do we go from here i
If I had the state, of mind that it is too bad it had ever been discovered because of its implications, my next thought would be to crush
it out and keep it crushed out.
Dr. SurrsoN. You cannot do that, but what I think you can ddjs
create a situation which gives you the best chance for introducing
controls.
Senator TYDINGS. But prohibition should come until that situation
is developed; otherwise, you are letting the horse out of the stable
before you have goth the bridle on him, and you cannot ride a horse
with no bridle,.
Dr. Su:rrsoN. It is still to be determined, I believe, at which stage
you have an industrial plant or an experimental unit. I think that
can be defined within fanly close limits.
·
Senator TYDINGS. My opinion at the moment is-and I am not committing myself to any final conclusion-but you have got more faith
in mankind than I have been able to mass up to the moment for letting
this deadly force out any time that I can see in the foreseeable future
without al:inost a certainty that when another war comes-and, God,
let's hope we can prevent it-that it will be used and used quickly.
Dr. Srl\IPSON. I like to think this way-that I have more faith in
succeeding in this whole problem if we attack it with the idea that
we do not know how far we will succeed, but since that is the only
course of action open to us, at each step we must decide what we know
about the problem and act accordingly. Tomorrow it may be different.
Senator TYDINGS. I did not mean to imply that we should not try,
but I think we ought to try with the knowledge that the task is not
as easy as many people think it is. I think it is darned near as difficult as discovering atomic energy, in the first place.
Dr. SIMPSON. I believe scientists think it is more difficult.
The CnAm:uAN. Doctor, I don't want to be accused of being hopelessly idealistic, but letting my mind run back over history, certainly
back to the Crusades, those wars were fought for the most part over
ideologies between, of course, the Moslems and the Christians.
Since that time wars have largely been based upon the desire of
"have-nots" to have.
Economic factors have been the basis of them.
Letting ourselves perhaps dream a little-and I guess we have to
dream some in this problem-if through the peacetime use of atomic
energy we could increase the living standards of the' "have-nots" of
the world, do you not believe, or have you thought of the possibility,
that that might reduce the occasion for war~
· Dr. Sr;t1-IPSON. I am a little skeptical of what atomic energy will do
for the world in the next generation or two generations. I am thinking now in terms. of all the population of the world. vV e have had
steam power, we have had electrical energy, we have had the energy
from electronic forces now for a century, and we have not been able to
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solve tlieir economic problem. )Ve haven't yet solved the problem of.
distribution or production of goods among all the peoples of the world.
Senator HrcrrnNLOOPEn. Right at that point, we have made; as compared to a hundred years ago, unbounded progress, haven't weunimagined progress?
·
. ·
. ·.
Let's go back 100 years before the use of electronics and all those
things which go with it affecting labor and work performance, an_d
the ease and convenience of things are unimaginably better than they
were at that time, aren't they?
Dr. SIMPSON. Yes; I would sn,y in the major countries, but I .am
thinking also of all of: those other nations that tire really just beginninO' to get their teeth into this industrialization problem.
~nator HrnKENLOOPEn. They still use wheelbarrows in most parts
of the wo1'ld.
Senator Mn,LIIUN. Those countries to which you now re:fer have no
preseiit capacity for war, atomic or otherwise; isn't that correcU
Dr. SIMPSON. My impression is that this ~s probably so. It is,
however, also true tlrnt with the introduction of relatively few me11 in
engineering and science they can be converted to atomic energy development without this intermediate step, by bringing in materials and
manpower.
· Senator MILLIKIN. Assuming a little further the thesis of the chairman of our committee, we have evolved from where the average man
controlled one or two horses to where he is driving several hundred
horses.
.
The CHAIBMAN. It isn't a fixed thesis.
$enator MILLIKIN.· He has now evolved to the point where he is
· driving several hundred horses, but that has not abated in any particular his war-making ability or his war-making desire. So, if we
took these 'regions that now have no development, that are barbaric
as far as modern economy is concerned, and lifted them to our own
level, it certainly does not follow that they will become peaceful
while the rest of us are war-loving.
Dr. SIMPSON. I think so. Human nature is the same all over the
world in many respects.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, I think you have put your dagger right
'into the heart of the question.
Dr. SnrPsoN. May I make one statement with regard to these undeveloped and relatively. backwar~l c<_nmtries where atomic plants
have, m many respect, urnque application. Many of them are backward because they don't have water power, don't have adequate
supplies of coal in the right places for getting a job done, and therefore large industrial atomic energy plants in the next decade or 30
years may very well vitalize these countries, or bring them up among
the nations of the world; and that is, of course, one factor to considel'.
Senator MILLmIN. I am not challenging that thesis. I am challenging the thesis that if that came about that automatically would .
make them more peaceful.
Senator HicirnNLOOPER. I would like to pursue just a little further
the question raised by Senator Tydings on the matter of prohibition.
Every new discovery in· science lrn,s been rudimentary at first a11d
with great rapidity has extended its limits.
·
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·with telephone t~ey talked between rooms at one time, and now ·
we talk around the world. . It is the same way with armaments and
with all our scientific beginnings.
·
·
!t is inconceiv3:ble to me tha~ science will stop experimenting in
~-.lu.s 1;ew ~eld wlnch they have Just ~crutched, regardless of whether
it 1s 111 tlns country or abroad; and 1t seems reasonable, at least. for
the sake of argument, that we can prohibit the commercial manu•.
facture of this stuff and still, in the advancement of science· and
experimentation, develop methods that are so infinitely much cheaper
anrl much more available and readily productive of this stuff in the
future purely through the experimentation of scie11ce; so that within
a very short time science, either here or abroad or some place in the
great universal field of science, may develop merely in the laboratory
methods of the manufacture of atomic energy in quantities-that is,
this material in quantities-so that it will be a very slight effort ·
irideed to- turn from that to the almost immediate manufacture of
bomb material ·for warfare.
I suppose only time will tell whether that will happen or not, but
the point I want to make is that if we have this prohibition I wonder
if we don't have a. very short time indeed in which to get our house
in order under this prohibition.
.
We may be able to prohibit for a short time the manufacture of this
material for war; but there comes a time, if we believe history-I
mean if history is going; to repeat itself-when the efficiency in this
field of investign,tion will be so great-when that time will come I
don't know; 10, 15, 25, or 50 years make little difference if we are
trying to save the world from destruction-that this very human
nature you are talking about may look forward to some bandit
nation or some outlaw group using this immediately convertible
material, based on the advances of science, for warlike purposes.
It appears to me at the moment at least tluit we have a very short
time to put our house in order and establish the beginning of these
understandings on a firm basis, because I have little faith that we
can dilly-dally along for a long period of time and more or less let
nature take its course.
Dr. Sll\IPSON. Yes; the time is short.
Senator HrcKENLOOPEH. I don't know. I am not saying that Senator Tydings has adopted this as his theory necessarily, but you have
been arguing the point to develop i,t, as I understand it. I have
little faith in the eventunl or long-r:inge success of prohibition.
;In my opinion, I think we can prohibit .for a while, but we have
got to eventually consider in our own minds the very potent possibility
that prohibition will not work for too long a time:
Senator TYDINGS. Give ns 1.0 more years probably as a universe.
Senator HicKENLOOPEn. ·we lrnve got to have a period in which we
can prohibit successfully until we can establish a progrnm and then
get it working.
·
·
Dr. SIMPSON. If we don't utilize the short time we ha.ve t.o make
the most effective system operate, and I believe we were talking about
the immediate period, then we contradict ourselves because we are
following on on~ hand one philosophy and also trying to follow on
the other hand another philosophy of thinking.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Having our cake and eating it too.
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Dr. SIMPSON. Yes. In one case we say we must do whatever is
possible at any given moment to increase the possibility of success;
Then, on the other hand, we say, "But let us take our time, because .
we don't know exactly what is coming." These two philosophies are
incompatible.
·
·
· •· · : ·
Senator Hrc1rnNL001'ER. Do you know of any scientific development
or discovery that has ever been made that anyone has ever thought
might have some potential war possibility as a matter of defendmg
oursehes that has not been thoroughly explored either by science or
engineers, or both 1
·
· ·
·.
In other words, haven't we taken scientific development and immediately turned to see how it can help us in war 1
Hasn't that been a natural development iii self-preservation 1
Dr. Sr11rrsoN. I don't think that has been tru.e of the scientists.
Senator HrcKENLOOPEn. I am talking of the whole field.
Dr. SrMPSON. Well, it is natural. I think that there are certain
fluctuations in the length of time between a discovery ::u;icl itsmilitary
use. Sometimes it has taken a long time to understand that a particular development has a military application. At other times military
application aided the scientists.
·
·
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. He might Ti.ave a knife with which to· cut
meat, but at the same time· he has thought it might be good to kill
somebody with and made use of it.
··
Dr. SIMPSON. I would like to make one statement regarding what
you said, namely, that science isn't going to stop, no matter what kind
of laws or controls you have, and say this: If people are thinking
about any system of international control 'and inspection which you
sit down and work m1t and say,. "Here it is, gentlemen; we have
thought about this problem for 4 years, and we think this is good._
enough to last 20 years," then I think we will fail. · I think that what
we must do is say, "Let's set up a system after careful study, set it
up and provide for methods for changing the control system so that
as new developments are found out all over the world this control
system will reshape itself so as to take into account the developments
of the future." "'Ve don't know what is con1ing next.
Senator TYDINGS. "'Ve are liable to rnise the point there that what
the control system is doing is unconstitutional.
Dr. SIMPSON. I do not quite understand that.
Sehator· TYDINGS. You see·, we are delegating .power to the control
council to take jurisdiction over a certain amount of our internal
affairs. I am not arguing agninst the wisdom of it, but we have got
a system that is so set up. That muy call for certain renovation of
our indusfrial machine.
Our Constitution provides that every man shall be secure in his
person, his papers, his house, and his effects. That is in there. Nobody is advocating that we take it out; there it is, and he can go into
court and say, "Tlus is my castle."
Therefore, when this supergovernment says, "Look here, we don't
c~re what your Constitution says, we are going to sencl 2,500 men over
into your country to go through everything," ,ve may say, "}low about
that 1" and so may other countries.
·
I am not arg1iing about the wisdom of it, but we humans don't
always build as wisely as we think. \Ve build for a generation or
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five generations, and we have done a pretty ~ood job when we ca_n go
that far along, because our Govei'nment 1s the oldest unchanged
government in the world today.
· That being so, we have got to approach all of this solution with a
thorough knowledge of the-limitations that are here, there, and everywhere. I don't mean that we should stop in trying to preserve civilization; but it isn't just like saying X plus Y equals Z. It is X plus 2
minus Y over 12 times 367 divided by 472 equals Z to the 20th power.
That is how complicated it is.
Dr. SIJ11Ps0N. You are raising the question now of giving up certain rights that we have always assumed we have. If 1t is necessary
to give them up, we say give them up, but there is one point I would
like to bring out with regard to the development of science. It should
be possible, without changing our ideas, at least among the scientists,
to pro vi de for free exchange of scientific information and the. right
of publication.
Senator TYDINGS. You scientists confuse me terrifically, and I don't
want to interrupt you. Yon come in here and say-and I understand why you come and I agree with you-that if atomic war comes
in the futtire, 40 cities will be destroyed, 40,000,000 people will be
killed, then there will be retaliation and so many cities will be des
stroyed, so many millions killed, and then the Army will come in and
fight this out with the old-style weapons.
That is the prospect, and yet you say, "·We lmow that, but we would
like to edge in on that situation as far as we can."
The very fact that you start to edge in on it makes the horror of
what you picture come that much nearer. If it. is as bad as you say
it is, then we ought to fight it out. If we have got pneumonia in the
community, and it is a contagious disease, we ought. to fight it out. I
cannot see this temporizing with it.
Dr. SrnrrsoN. No; I believe you perhaps misunderstand. I was
referring to only one little phase of that over~all problem. Anything
we have to do to make this thing function, or to help make it function,
we must do.
. ·.
Senator TYDINGS. Suppose your alternatives are this in theory, because none of these are 100 percent-but suppose your alternatives
are prohibition against the manufacture of atomic energy either for
peacetime or for wartime uses, coupled with an intemational agreement against its 111annfacture, coupled with thorough inspection to
prevent its manufacture, coupled with penalties for a breach of the .
agreement, and your other alternative is to license, in the world as
we know it and in the world as it has been, the manufacture of atomic
energy for peacetime purposes with the knowledge that when you do
that you are 75 percent on the way toward constructing bombs i
What, as a matter of common ·sense, just taking the two theories
without going into all the various implications that ought to be considered, is your choice in that situation?
·
Dr. SIMPSON. Our choice is obviously to take the former course, the
one where we keep prohibition up until we have a reasonable assurance that our control system is functioning.
Senator TYDINGS. But there is nothing in the world in the past
which has given us that vista so far.
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Dr. SrMPSON. I think there is one other possibility, though; nmnely,
that in: the neai· future it will be possible to license certain types of
power plants without getting 75 percent close to your atomic bomb.. ·
Senator TYDINGS. Well, si1ppose you get 25? With men like they
are, you know you .let men have shotguns to go hunt clucks antl rabbits
and one thing and another, and once in a while you see where a fellow
hns usetl a shotgun to kill somebody. If a shol-.gim is an individual
weapon, used from one .man to another, you can a:ITortl to take a
chance; but when you use the atomic bomb you lLre putting into the
hands of the murderei· something tlmt will kill 40,000,000 people with
one discharge of the gun, and I don't want that kind of murderer to
be at large.
.
·
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I think the chairman raised a question a
moment ago that goes right to the bottom of this thing. I don't think
we cai.1 discuss this folly right now, but we have devoted so much time
to talking about treaty prohibition of this potent weapon. It seems
to me I recall we have had agreements to scrap battleships and cut
down calibers of ~ns, and we agreed that we wouldn't invade the
other fellow's territory, and so on.
·
Now, as long we were not hungry in this country, as long as we
didn't feel that we were being abused in this country with some of
our rights being taken away, we cut down and went toward the road
of _peace in armament.
·
But other countries in the world, rightly or wrongly, began to be1ieve that they were abused either through food or through economics,
and the treaties we had made, the prohibitions solemnly entered into
and specifically put on paper, the promises that were made. were
immediately scrapped.
Senator TYDINGS. Your comparison is not the one I had. You see,
we didn't have prohibition; we only had the right to have a little of
what we wanted. ·when we kept a part of our battleships and kept a
part of our armies and a part of our military air forces, and all that,
we were always ready; the only tliil'erence is, instead of' having 100
ntomic bombs we allow each nation to have 10.
Senator HrnirnNLOOPER. My thought is this :,There is a problem beyond the question of agreement and treaties. There is the problem of
the underlying human en.uses as to why people fight. The average man
doesn't go out and shoot another fellow with a shotgun unless he has
a pretty emotional reason.
Senator Trurnos. Labor and capital are fighting a war right now
without bloodshed, and the only reason they are fighting is that someone wants to get something the other fello-w's got, whether it is a
hundretl million dollars, a house, a farm, or whatever it is. Therefore, I say that the world has absorbed so little of the Sermon on the
.Mount that if you allow 10 wolves to escape in Havre de Grace, Md.,
~nstead of a thousand, you have got a problem; and I don't want any
of them. Yon have got a problei:n, and the only way I see to handle
Ibis problem is to realize you have got a weapon. I am not binding
myself, I am thinking out loud. I may change my whole idea of this
und so may you tomorrow, but we have got to discuss these things in
order to get them o.ut of our system.
If you eliminate all the armies and all the navies and all the air
forces and all atomic bombs and all artillery, then you have got some
chance for peace.
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Senator HICKENLOorEn. But they are fighting with bamboo staves
in ,Java today.
Senator TYDINGS. They are fighting with something that will do
very little damage; but what we are fighting with is something that
cnnnot only do damage, but can destroy 1;900 years of darn hard
efforts.
.
.Senator HrcnENLOOPEn. There is no question of that, I merely based
that on the fact that the chairman mentioned that there are other
elements that would contribute to the success of treaties we hope to·
get-human elements.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I don't see at the moment·any hope of the world
eliminating war-and I don't mean in the next 5 minutes, because it
cannot be done-until all armaments of every kind and description,
except those limited to the United Nations, are all that are in existence
in the whole world. Anything else is temporizing with the situation.
The CuAmMAN. ·what is troubling me is that if we can prohibit the
controlling weapon of war, then I see no retison why we cannot prohibit
all weapons of war.
·
Senator TYDINGS. The thing is as logical. Why sit up here talking
about eliminating the atomic bomb and leave the buzz-bomb and the
bacterial germ and poison gas and the rocket and all the other things
we are working on~ You say, "Well, I am not opposed to destroying
20,000,000 people, but when you get down to 40,000,000 I draw the
line." That is virtually what we are saying.
.
The CnAIRllIAN, Senator, the elimination of other weapons of war
would of course reduce the potency of this weapon of war.
Senator TYDINGS. KnO\ving we are all thinking out loud, I want it
distinctly understood that these are not my ultimate opinions; I am
just groping, and I may change my whole approach to this on subsequent testimony, but I want to say this: Considering that the average
big world war lasts 2, 3, or 4 years-we have had two that lasted 4
years-and the atomic bomb is now known n.s a thing that can be produced, in the next war it is certain to be used in spite of all the prohibitions you can make, because no nation is going clown to defeat that
has got one big sock left in the right arm. Therefore, if we are going
to approach this rationally, we have got to consider almost total disarmament if we want peace. If we don't want it, then all well and
good.
The CnAIRllrAN. Senator, I have the feeling that we would like to
bar its peacetime use. My present feeling is like King Canute down
at the shore trying to push the waves back. You see, your thesis is
based upon the proposition, as I see it, that prohibition all over the
world is possible; but control is not. I cannot follow that.
Senator TYDINGS. If your objective is world peace-Good Lord, I
have heard that word uttered so often in the last 6 years, that I have
almost gotten to call my right arm the word "pence," it is so closely
woven to everybody's anatomy. If our objective is world peace, we
are not going to achieve it by the simple outlawing of the atomic bomb,
anymore than you are going to have an outlawing of everything else
. and supplement that with world-wide inspection. The logic of the
thing flows that way.
If you start a war without an atomic bomb in existence anywhere,
before that war is over it is sure to be used. No nation could afford
not to build a plant.in case the other nation did build it.
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Then, when some nation was threatened with extinction, or wanted
to save human life, we would go over and wipe out that nation or they'
would wipe us out.
·
.
.
· So, if we want to limit the use of the atomic bomb, it seems to me
world disarmament is the only way to do it.
The 0I-IAIRllIAN. You will remember it was you who called my attention to the fact that Litvinoff, in 1926 at the Disarmament Conference
when there was talk about limiting cruisers, stated: "I thought we
were here to disarm; and tlie way to disarm is to disarm."
·
Senator TYDINGS. It is quite true Mr.' Litvino:IT came before the
League o:£ Nations and said, "This is a disarmament convention; I
propose that the world disarm"; and that is exactly where we are today.
We are sitting here talking about disarmament without being willing
to disarm.
Se,nator MILLIKIN. The nation that has no arnuu:nent has always advoca/;ed disarmament, and that was the basis of Litvinofl''s plea; Russia
was not armed at that time,
Senator TYDINGS, That is right, and now Rnssia is.
.
Senator MILLIIUN. I don't he:.r Litvinofl' asking :£or disarmament.
The CHAIRMAN. I haven't he:.rcl o:£ Mr. Litvino:O' in some time.: I
wish he were present making the same kind o:£ speeches.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I am trying to think my way through this thing,
and I certainly haven't gotten to any place whe1'e I want to get off the
train yet. Here we are all talking about the horrible destruction o:£
this thing which must be controlled, and we have two alternatives.
One, it is bad, but we will play with it a little bit; the other is we are
adopting a course which will make sure that it will be used i:£ the
League of Nations or the UNO falls down.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. In other words, we are saying that a few
Httle healthy minor wars aren't bad, but we don't want a major one
with the bomb.
'
·
Senator MiLLmAN. "\Vould you say, Doctor, until we reach this stage
of perfect world cooperation that we should keep our own bombs and
our own manufacturing facilities?
·
Dr. SIMPSON. No; I don't think that is consistent with trying to
attain this world cooperation.
.
Senator MILLUUN. "\Vlrn.t would you say we should do with our own
stock of bombs as they are in existence or as they may develop if we
continue to make them 1
Dr. SrnrrsoN. Suppose I make my own personal proposal on that to
see how it would shape up. It has been stated that we have atomic
bombs, that the Urnnium-235 plants are in operation, and plutonium
project is still running.
Senator MrLLnuN. Assume that.
. Dr. SIMPSON. Yes. I:£ we agree that the best possibility o:£ getting in
the immediate future some cooperation among the major nations 9f the
world is by being certain that the atomic bombs are not assembled or
that there are no atomic bombs, then we can '.<lo one of two things: We
can shut down our plants and throw away our material, or we can take
that material and distribute it to other scientific laboratories of the
world. if oneshal:£ kilogram is distributed to each o:£ many o:£ the
principal l.aboratories o:£ the world, that material cannot be used for
destructive purposes.
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The CHAIRMAN. But it can be analyzed, Doctor, with great help to
the recipient, can it not?
·
.
Dr. SnrrsoN. I don't understand that. It will be material that is
known already. The men know what that is, and they willlmow anyway the number of its properties, even from ordinary cyclotron
research.
Senator MILLnnN. I would like to hear all your reasons, but I will
put a little plug in at the moment. I want you to explain at some
point why we should clo that.
.
Dr. S1J1rrsoN. All right. I will explain that later. That is one
possibility. Another possibility is to push ahead in our own research
by making available to the universities and to the Govemment laboratories in our country the material that would go into this bomb to
produce new types of power plants that use this enriched material.
That is another possibility tha.t would prevent the use of bombs at the
moment.
· This does not, however solve the problem.
·
Senator M1LLIIUN. As Senator Tydings points out, that takes you
three-fourths of the way along to an atomic bomb.
Dr. SrllfPSON. Not these power plants that are developed; they
would not be that type at all. It would be practically impossible to
take this material from them in a short time without definitely planning such a thing.
Another step, of course, is to merely discard your material, but how
do the other nations know you have done that? We cannot assume
that tlw.v trn,;t 11,;.
Now, what do you suppose that any of these proposals offer to the
other nations? .How are they going to determine our program £or
themselves? Are we going to mstitute the beginnings of an inspection
system and let the UNO try working it out in the United States? Are
we going to propose to bring these people in who could .calculate closely
what the plant produces from its design, the way the machines operate
and the number of days of operation?
·
S3mttor TYDINGS. There were a lot of stills during prohibition clays,
Doctor.
Dr. SIMPSON. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am oversimplifying, but I would like to get a
sharp focus on this simple thing: Assuming that we do not trust the
rest of the world, until tlutt moment of trust comes should we dispose
of our bomb stock pile and om plants for making bombs?
Dr. SlllrPSON. I cannot answer that question, because I don't see any
way of starting out on the assumption that we cannot trust the world
to hunt for a solution of .our problem. I just cannot see any solution
to this problem at the present time.
Senator JHTLLIIUN. Do you trust the world in its present posture?
Dr. SIMPSON. No; but I trust the world, at least if we make a determined effort, to look for some solution in the immediate months following. We do not necessarily have to give up our bombs tomorrow or
by February 15, or something like that. ·we have to start the ball
rolling, and if making things move faster means that we have to throw
away or unassemble our bombs, if we have them all assembled, I cannot see any other way out.
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Senator M1LLm1N'. Doctor, that puts the burdei1 on you o:f demonstr11ting that if today we ~isposed of our stock pile and destroyed 01_1r
plants that that would brmg about a state of trust and confidence· Ill
theworld.
·
. ! , ., . .
Now, inake a demonstrution of that, please.
·
Dr. S1111PSON .. I canndt, and I know of no man that can do that.
Senator M1LLmIN. That is 11 sheer matter of faith?
·
·
Dr. ·S!Ml'SON. It is a. l'natter of trying to develop the only course
open to us. 1 don't belieye that we have made an effort to do that.
Senator M1LLIICIN. Suppose we did. Suppose we destroyed our
stock piles, destroyed the plants that. make them, and invite the world
to come in and satisfy itself that we have done so.
·
Will you please explain to this committee what as(imrance we woulcl
have that it would reform the human nature of the world and its
war-making tendencies, and that we would have nothing further t<i.
fear as far as the atomic bomb is concerned?
·
Dr. Snu:rsoN. I cannot ofi'er such assurance.
·Senator MILLIKIN. It comes back to an act of faith, doesn't it?
Dr. S1111rsoN. It comes back to this: There is another possibility,
"\Ve certainly face the imminent developh1ent of a full-fledged armament race over the period of the next few years.
.
. ·
Senator 1\11u,n~1N. Let.'s take the next step. You haven't demonstrated, and you say you can't. I have suggested a way 011t as a sheet
act of faith, and I am not disparaging faith except that I would not
allow my own country to become insecure, or what I thought was insecure, on a sheer proclamation of faith.
Let's take a look over the world, without mentioning specific countries or specific controversies. If we today destroyed our bomb pile,
do you think that that woul~ cure the situation, let us say, in China?
Dr. S1111PSON. I think that no single step would cure any situation.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think it would cure the situation in
Burma?
Dr. S1111PSON. No.
.
Senator Mu,tmIN. Do you ~hink it would cure the situation in
the' Dutch islands? Do you think it would solve the question in
Iran at the present time? Do you think it would solve the questions in
the countries bordering on Russia? Do you think that if we did that
we would solve those questions?
.
Dr. SIMPSON. To date we lrn,ve not made enough of an effort to get
any evidence one way or the other whether we can obtain a solution
by making, as one of the many steps that we propose, the unassenibling
of any bombs we may have. .
.
Senator M1LLIIUN. Suppose we invited the representatives of the
world into this room and said, "Gentlemen, we are going to make
the sublime gesture of all history. ,ve are going to destroy our bombs.
We are ~oing to destroy our bomb plants.
e are doing this as an
act of faith, as a gesture to enlist your faith lo bring about a state of
true world cooperation, a true state of peace."
, ·
They would all get up and applaud. They would be delighted, of
course, because they haven't got bombs.
But would that act of faith change theni in their hearts? Would it
change the whole attitude of the world toward war and peace, which
I suggest is the worst it has been in our history. I respectfully sug-
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gest in that connection that the Jilroblems of this world are worse than
they were at the beginning of the last war, and worse than they were
before the beginning of World War I.
.
Do you think an act of that kind would change the fundamental
facts that are leading to these conflicts i
.
Dr. SIMPSON. You make a very interesting argument, but I cannot agree that any single step _or any few steps or gestuces will create
that condition.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me put it to you this way, Doctor: Suppose
you had complete power to do what you wanted to, that you could
assemble the nations, that you could make any kind of an agreement that you wanted to between the members of the nations of the
world. What would you do at this moment respecting the atomic
bomb? Assume you had a blank check that you could maneuver. this
thing the way you wanted to. ·what would you do?
Dr. SIMPSON. This is answering a question which is theoretical,
but I will make an attempt to point out two or three things on
my mind.
Senator MILLIKIN. This not entirely a theoretical question. We are
going to have a meeting over in Moscow in the very near future which
I read in the papers will touch this subject.
If you could do exactly what you wanted to do at that meeting,
,vhat "·onld you do?
Dr. SnurmN. First of all I think yon must have an educational program, at least an explanation of the problem involved. I do not think
all nations, or even the heads of the governments, thoroughly understand the problem of tbe bomb itself and some of the technical facts
behind it.
Senator MILLIKIN. You would educate?
Dr. SIMPSON. No. 1.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let's assume you kept the heads of state ther"ll
until you could educate them, and now they know as much about it
or more than we do here. ·where would you go from there~
Dr. SIMPSON_. The second detail is one of asking them how they
would solve tlus problem, what part they would play in this. They
realize af~er all, whether they say so or not, that they want to got.
mto atomic energy developments.
Senator MILLIKIN. ·wouldn't you say they would unanimously say,
"We want you to get rid of your Lombs."
Dr .. SnrPSON. I agree they would say that.
Senator MrLLIIUN. They would all say that, of course.
Dr. SI111PSON. Surely.
.
Senator :M:ILLIIUN. Now that is the next step. They have said,
"Now, Doctor, we want you to get rid of your bombs and destroy your
bomb plants."
'
·
·
Now. where do we f!O from there?
Dr. .SnrPSON. I think that we have to say that this is a possibility
that we are at least willing to consider, !;mt that this has been our first
meeting. I don't know of any other meetings they have had aside
from Britain and the United States .. This is the beginning. In a
period of 6 months we have an opportunity to reach s0111e unclei·stand- ·
ing of this problem. Certainly in 6 months man can reach some sort
-Of understanding of the problem.
.
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I do not think that in an interval of 3, G, or even 9' months that our
bomb production is shifting the opinion of other nations as quickly as
we think it is. I do think, however, we are in error in stating that we
are buildino- bigger and better bombs.
Senator ifu,LIKIN. Now we are.sitting around the table, and you
have made that suggestion. During that u months, what are we going
to do?
Dr. S1111rsoN. I don't.know. I would like to know what the results
of that initial conference '11:luld be before defining the next step.
Senator MILLIKIN. So we are right bttck to where we are here?
Dr. Sn1rsoN. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, I would like to ask you a question.
As we try to think this problem tl1rough, and certainly it is a most
dillicult one, it seems to me that the logic of all you have said, and par
ticularly since you have had your colloquy with Senator Millikin, is
that for the time being our principal task is to get the first essential
step, which is to get a treaty on the prohibition of the use of atomic
energy in any form, plus inspection. That is primary, and all the
other tl1ings i:nust come after that by international agreement rather
than to try to control it in its initial stages and find that it is beyond
our grasp because we have tried to control it by jumping to the ro.iddle
step in the stair instead of getting on the first .. Am I wrong?
Dr. SrllIPSON. No; I think it would be very interesting.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vhy did you say to Senator Millikin, then, in
answer to his question, which is the question we are all asking ourselves,
this: Gentlemen, we have atomic-bomb plants and we have atomic
boll].bs. vVe don't believe any other nations have them. If you will
give us a treaty giving us your solemn obligation that you won't manufacture these bombs and will not permit plants to be built, plus terms
of inspection which are satisfactory to us, we will consider that and
attempt, if we can implement it, and so on, to make it satisfactory and
prohibit it in our own country.
That is the logic of your testimony, isn't it?
·
Dr. SillIPSON. Yes. I would like to clarify one or two things you
said. · One is the treaty and ho,v long it may exist before the system
is iil opm·ation.
,
Senator TYD:I:NGS. But you lrnve got to have a beginning. Our
trouble now is in this muddled world. to get a beginning on tlus problem. Do you think that that be$'in'ning-and I don't mean in all its
refinements, but in the rough iclea to be refined later-is th~ right.
approach?
·
Dr. Snn•soN. Yes. If this came 0tit of the Moscmv meetings I think
we would be very happy. ·
Senator TYDINGS. My second question is, suppose tlrn:t agreement
was in th~ J?rocess of _being ~iscnssed. \Y ot1ld the pco_ple_ of America
support g1vrng up their atomic bomb plants mtd factories m the world
as it is today under such a proposal, and if they wouldn't obviously
Congress wouldn't.
.
Dr. SnrnsoN. I don't know the answer to that.
Senator TYDINGS. You see, this is the thing where science cannot bequite as exact as it might be in some other things.
Dr. SIJ\H'SON. 1 am not talking as a scientist now. For the last hour
you have been talking to me jnst as a citizen of this country, and not
an entirely well-informerl nno ;,, thi<i I',olrl
•
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Senator TYDINGS. But you do think prohibition is the first ste,p, or
don't you think it is the first step, supplemented by inspection?
Dr. SnrrsoN. 'Well, I believe it is. I almost hate to use the wordt
because many times it denotes something you plan to extend for almost
an unlimited length of time. It is the step to make now.
Senator TYDINGS. You have got to make a beginning. In other
words, suppose you were Secretary of State Byrnes and you were going
over to -this council and you had this problem. You had possession
of the plants and you had the bombs. ~Vhat approach can he make
to solve this problem~ He probably would like to know. I would
like to know if it were I that were going, and what I am thinking about
is what other approach can you make at that time~ Is there another
approach, and if so, what is it?
· Dr. S111n'SON. I don't know any other approach. I think that this
is a step forward as we look at it today, on December 12, 1945. Two
or three days later some nation may do or say something which will
modify our opinion on that matter.
Senator TYDINGS. What I meai1 is that all of you gentlemen quite
properly have said you are not going to leap up to the top of the stairs
and solve this problem in one leap. It is going to be made by successive steps.
Now, what is the first step~
Dr. SnursoN. This may be. Legally, treaties are the things by which
you agree to carry out this mechanism, which is very well if you can
get an agreement which means that intemational control will work.
That, in itself, is very important, because there are political issues involved there; in fact, they are almost all political. Then, you have
created a great first step, nnd these steps must come fast.
. Senator TYDINGS. It seems to me the logic of what you have said
here, and what everybody else has said, is this, boiled down: Here we
are faced with an atomic bomb armament race. Here we are facqd in
the next war with obliteration of our people and devastation of our
cities, the killing of millions of people because of atomi.c bombs and
atomic energy, and the world is in a terribly unsettled condition.
Something has got to be done about it.
The first step, it seems to me, is to stop everything, provided other
nations will stop everything and submit to inspection.
Now, is that your thought and is that, in your opinion, the thought
of the men who have thought about it, the other scientists1
Dr. SnrrsoN. I think the men will support that. That, at least, is
my thought at the moment.
°If that could come out of the Moscow agreement and be tentatively
proposed to the UNO, that would be a great step.
Senator TYDINGS. But here is what I am ultimately driving at. Your
paper is excellent, and I think it is one of the best we have had. We
have had some fine papers that have been read here, both in open and
in executive session.
The thing that we all agree on is that it is a big problem and the
implications are terrific; but so far as I know, except in the most general way, nobody has outlined what the first step ought to be, and obviously, and we· cannot go from the first to the second floor until we
build the first step.
70879~46~pt.2~-10
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Dr. SnrrsoN. I think.the hesitdncy on the part of the men y,ou hav~
been hearing in the past 2 weeks has been a justified one, that we don't
know enough about the political problem.
.·
.
· . .
Senator TYDINGS. None of us know; none of us can know. Y ciu
know as much, let us say, about Ilnrma or. India or China as most
of ns know. "\Ve all get our news from the press.
.
,. ..
,vhat I hope your organization, will do, n,nd I hope the chairman
will ask you to do, is afteT deep thought and discussion within the
limits of Army regulations and secrecy to give us what you consider to be the plan of approach of the scientists of America and
those who are associated with yoti, step 1, 2, 3, and 4; not that you
won't make mistakes in it, but it will be the best thought that you can
contribute to our efforts here.
.
. The general statement of what is going to happen if we don't do
something-we are all sold on that. "\Vhat I am taking home with me
every night is, "Well, how do we start this thing; how do we ·get rid
ofit1"
·
I ,vant·to get rid of the feeling of frustration. I want some door
open some place in the room where I can get out of here and get into
an atmosphere where I am making progress ..
If your organization in exchanging its many views, which I think
is very helpful because you are reaching a more mature thought,
were to arrive at some program with steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
and so on, as faT as your imagination and your reasoning goes, that
would be something concrete that we could then mull over and study
and we would begin to make progrnss.
The trouble is we are all learning what this thing is, but nobody is
telling us what to do about .it.
The CuAmllIAN. Doctor, Senator Tydings wants the door open,
and I share his desire to, open the door.
ould you say that we would be opening it at least a crack, just
as far as a crack in the, door, if we were to announce that we had
stopped making bombs· and had closed down that portion of the project which has to do with transferring of fissionable material into
bombs. bnt we were continuing to manufacture the fissionable material
with the hope that it would be devoted to peacetime purposes1 I do
not mean plants so much as I mean medical research.· Do you think
that would be a step forward 1
Dr. Sn1PsoN. My answer, of course, will be immediately attacked.
I think that is not what you call a step forward, but at least it is a trend
forward. I think that throughout the world, whether or not nations
trust us,they at least know that some of the things we say are true, that
the things we say, we do; and this certainly may be one of them.
If we say it and we clo .it, I cannot in history see any error in our
judgment. on that point.
·
.
Senator Mn,LII{IN. I am afraid, Doctor, there will be 110body to
writP that history.
.
Dr.. S1111rs0N. ·As I say, that statemen~ was open to attack, and I
knew 1t.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. That is the most gloomy prophecy of all, Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. As I interpret the doctor's •Teneral tenor, he rests
his thesis on far more faith than I would be wiliing to indulge in. I
do not mean to indulge in human prophecy, but I seek to· indulge in
the kind of light Senator Tydings is talking about.
·
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May I make a suggestion, Doctod
Dr. SrnIPSON. Yes, please..
Senator MrLLIRIN. The scientist, as l' see it, and as I get it from
the testiniony tha't we have had, is an idealist. He is in a true sense.and I am not using this in a disparaging sense-an internationalist.
He is, because he is accustomed to interchange and meeting l?eople
from all over the world. His specialty is science. He works m the
:field I have described, and therefore he docs not specialize irt human
nature and in the causes of war and therefore underweights that
·when he proposes a practical solution. He proposes a solution naturally out of his own environment, out of his own way of thinking;
it couldn't be otherwise. Therefore, perhaps a cominittee of tliis
kind might be said to be trying to fit a jigsaw puzzle. ·we have got
\I, piece from the scientists which is perhaps too big. 1Ve have got a
pie?e from the military, ,yhich is perhaps 'too big. vVe may have to
wlnttle those down, both of them, because we have got to make a
picture that will fit the frame of human nature, that will fit the posture of the world as it is; and if I were to take the liberty of making
.a suggestion to the scientists, I don't believe they have given enough
weight to the way this world is, to the way people are, to the enormous
revolutions that we would have to accomplish in the way people
·are-not as we would like to have them-in order to make a strictly
,scientific program work. I don't say that in a disparaging sense. Personally, I am delighted to get the testimony of witnesses like yourself. I myself say frankly that I have got t.o discount it somewhat,
just as I have to discount somewhat the testimony of the military,
because I don't think any of the special pleaders have taken into consideration enough things that must be taken into consideration.
But it certainly would be helpful to us, if, as suggested by Senator
'Tydings, someone came in here and gave us a practical program that
not only fits science but fits human nature, fits the problems of the
·world as they are.
.
The 0HAIR1IIAN. You have given some consideration, I presume, not
in any way in derogation of what Senator Millikin has said, to what
.an atomic armament race would be if it is allowed to go uncontrolled?
Dr. SIMPSON. We have tried. to interpret that in terms of what human nature is like and what it will do. I think there is just one point
to make, that at no time are we saying that what- we r,ropose is tt sure
way out. All we are trying to say is that maybe there 1s a chance here.
1Vith the other course, we don't sec any chance. vVe see the end re- ·
·sult. The other way we do not see the encl result. Our set of facts
may lead us to destruction, but at least the facts include also the
possibility of extended periods of peace. Therefore we say we are
experimentalists, not in the sense of social experimentalists but in
the sense that at any time in history we shall sit down and discuss
the problem dispassionately. vVe must weigh the human values, the
political issues, and the scientific facts involved, and then we may be
able to state, "Now, if we do this there may be a chance that this will
create a better condition." 1Ve must do this.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, I would like, with the permission of the
chairman and other members of the committee, to extend to you a re-quest that your organization, composed of scientists and engineers and
· others who have exchanged these views, a1id you, or whoever is ap-
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propriate, assuming you will transmit this request to them; will think ·
on this problem collectively in such fashion as they can and give to ...
the chafrma11 at the earliest possible date the best considered program
which your group can derive for steps 1, 2, and 3 at least in a very·.
difficult series of steps, the initial steps Ttnd any others that you might:
. think of that would follow from there particularly with reference to·
the question of prohibition, treaties and inspection at this juncture as
contrasted with either an armament race on the one hand, or partial
international agreement with licei1sing of peacetime atomic energy
on the other.
.
·.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. vVould you let me offer an amendment i
Senator TYDINGS. Gladly.
. ·.
Senator MrLLIKIN. I would like to have one more thing in that,
and that is a specific statement as to at which point we destroy· our.
bombs and level our bomb-making plants.
·
· Senator TYDINGS. That would be a very welcome suggestion, where
when we take these progressive steps the point comes that we ·can in
justice to ourselves and our world obligations take the hazard of leaving our country possibly defenseless and relying on treaty and inspec-.
tion.
If the chairman would permit that request or would make it himself,·
I would appreciate it, because in groping for a beginning of this thing
I find my greatest difficulty not what I want to achieve eventually, but
how to start to achieve what I want to achieve eventually.
The CHAIIll\IAN. I will be very happy to endorse that request as
chairman.
As I told you yesterday, Senator, and informed the committee, the
scientists are busy on a tremendous project, .and that is the inspection
system, which they undertook at my request and hope to have done
right after the first of the year.
I would like to call your attention to the fact that they have no.t
moved into this field extensively that you now suggest they move into
because-and if I am in error you can correct me, Doctor-there was
a feeling on the part of the scientists, a modest feeling that I donlt
think they should have had, although they have been criticized by
some Senators and Congressmen that I have heard personally for
daring to come in to suggest in the political field.
Senator TYDINGS. I think they ought to be welcomed.
The CnAIR11IAN. I agree with you, but you know and you have heard,
too, criticism of the scientists on the ground that they were men of
science and were not versed in political science, only in the natural
sciences. I thiuk they ha've been aware of that problem, and that they
did not want to get out of their field of natural science feari1ig that
they might destroy their influence with those who criticize them for
doing the other thing.
· ·
,
. I feel exactly as yoll' do, and I hope Dr. Simpson takes it up with
the group, that in the light of this discussion that sentimerit will disappear, and they will go forward on the program with foll assurance
that we will ,rnlcome the kind of paper that Senator Tydings and
Senator Millikin have suggested.
·. ·
I want at this point to pay a great tribute to Dr. Simpson and to
his associates in this Federation of Atomic Science, who have seen
the terrific implications of that which they have wrought: I don't
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believe that this country is awakened yet to the possibility and the
implications, but without them we would be much further back along
the road, and they are deserving of great credit.
.
· Senator. TYDINGS. I want to reecho what you have said in praise
of the gentlemen who are bdore us. I think that every one of them
has made a distinct contribution, .and I hope they won't mind a little
battering, because tbe objective is so worthwhile that any little
scratches or cuts we may get in trying to achieve the ultimate result
are minor compared with the benefits that may go to mankind.
I. am very hopeful that it won't take too long for the scientists
to congeal on at least what they can agree on as the first two or three
steps, because if we had sometlung more concrete than generalizations-1
I believe with your great knowledge and experience and background
in this thing and the vision and the thought you have put on it, we will
make a little more progress toward an ultimate solution than we otherwise might make.
·
· '
The CuAIRllfAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
This shows the difiiculties of trying to run on schedule. We had
hoped to hear three of these young men this morning. It is now
12 o'clock, and I do not think we had better start with another
witness.
If it is agreeable, we will meet at 2: 30 to hear the other two gentlemen in open session.
·
Tomorrow we are to hear from representatives of the Navy Department, more particularly Commodore Parsons who dropped the bomb
over Hiroshima.
·
1Ve will recess now until 2: 30.
(Whereupon at 12 noon the committee recessed until 2: 30 p. m. of
the same day.)
AFTERNOON S}JSSION
(The committee reconvened at 2 :30 p. m., pursuant to the noon
recess.)
The CnAIR11uN. The hearing will come to order.
1Vhich one of you gentlemen is coming .first? Are you, Dr.
Williams?
Dr. WILLIAMS, Yes, sir.
1'he CuAIRMAN, All right, proceed, Doctor.
STATEMENT OF DR. CLARKE WILLIAMS

Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a member of the Federation of Atomic
Scientists?
Dr. 'WILLIAMS, Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You go right ahead, Doctor.
Dr. "\V1LLIA11:rs. Very well. Shall I introduce myself?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I woulcl like to have the record tell who
you are.
Dr, WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
My name is Clarke 1Villiams. I am a physicist. I have been on the
facultv of the College of the City of New York since 1930. For the
past 4°years I have been engaged on the atomic bomb project-for the
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most part in New York City. I a.ma member o:I' the executive com~mittee of the Association of l\fonlrnttan Pi·oject Scientists; which is,
the New York branch of the Federation· of Atomic Scientists. This is.
my statement.
.. .
.
As Dr. Simpson has already pointed out, the atomic bomb scientists
and engineers hnNe shown a surprising unanimity of opinion in their·
belief in the need of. an international contfol of atomic energy.
It seems fairly clear to us that such control involves a rather com-plete inspection system carried on by some international agency. Be-·
cause of the ease with which an assembled bomb can be concealed, the·
only way to create a world-wide feeling of security against atomic·
bomb attacks is to insure that no bombs arc being constructed. Such.
insurance can be secured through an efficient inspection to detect vio-lations of the regulations of the international control agency.
In order to set up such an inspection, two phases of the problem must
be solved; one phase is political, the other teclmological. We realize·
that the over-all question of international inspection is primarily a political one. The two phases, however, are completely interrelated, and.
really require simultaneous solution.
. .
·
The political problem concerns itself with such questions as the setting up of an international control agreement; provision for the free·
access of inspectors to all critical points; and prqvision for enforce-·
ment of regulations. Problems such as these must be solved before·
any inspection force can operate effectivelv enough to produce a feeling of security throughout the world.
The other phase of the feasibility of inspection is the technological
one. An answer must be secured to this question : Is it feasible to
inspect operations of various sorts in all countries so that there is
very little possibility of clandestine production of fissionable material
or diversion of such material produced in legitimate plants?
I have discussed the problem of intemational inspection with a
large number of my associates in the New York laboratories and in the
gaseous-diffusion plant at Oak Ridge, Tenn. I have also had the
opportunity for such discussion with representative scientists from
the other groups within our federation. I have found it generally
true that 'within the limits of his own field, each scientist feels that
techniques for inspection can be worked out. However, the compartmentalization is so somplete that no one person is in a position to consider the :feasibility of inspection covering the whole range of inethods
for producing fissionable materials.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, at that point I would like to
interject a question. ·
.
It is this, that at least.one of our distinguished witnesses has said
that, regardless of the compartmentalization which was put into effect
on this problem, despite that compartmcntal.ization, they knew what
was going on. As I understand it, I gathered the impression that the
compartmentalization was only a subterfuge.
Dr. WILLIAMS. Well, as far as views on nontechnical subjects are
concerned, thei;e is an interchange of ideas. As far as the technical .
material which is classified as secret, there is practically no interchange of ideas.
I would say that my experience has been that all the people I have
worked with on this project have been quite punctilious in observing·
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the restrictions that have been imposed upon them by the Army. They
did this although they may not have approved all of those restrictions ..
They conformed. I think there has been no deliberate attempt to
evade the regulations.
,
.
Therefore, we arc not in a position to know the technical details.
which are necessary for a complete discussion of this problem. I
think I will present that aspect of it later on in my testim.ony.
Senafor l'l1ILLIJUN. It follows then that departmentalization is a.
good idea for wartime. It worked £or the duration of the war.
Dr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Five different methods of obtainin~Jlssionable materials were successfolly developed in this country. lJr. Simpson has indicated that:
it would be desirable that the testimony of the experts in these dif-.
ferent fields be integrated in some manner to be determined by your·
committee. Most of the information that would be needed in developing a feasible inspection system is now secret and compart-.
mentalized. Should a group of scientists and engineers be selected
to make a suitable integration, they should have access to all the·.
necessary material and have the opportunity for free discussion with
experts in all fields. I might interject that at the present time this is
not the case.
To illustrate my point, I would like to indicate the sort of questions.
that would be raised in considering the feasibility of inspection of
a gaseous diffusion plant for separating Uranium-235. I have chosen
this example, because I have been working on the development of
this method for the past 4 years. Some of the questions raised,.
however, will be applicable to the other methods as well.
The problem can be divided into two parts: First, to insure that
no material is illegally diverted from existing known plants; and sec-.
ond, to discover any attempts to build and operate a secret diffusion
plant. If a plant is operating, openly or secretly, one basic check
that may be suggested is to keep an inventory on all uranium from
the ore reserves, through the mining, refining and processing, to the,
final product and wastes. If this is feasible, it would be a very powerful method for preventing the misuse of products of the diffusion
plarits. Specialists in the fiel<ls of geology and mining, in metallurgy,
in uranium and fluorine chemistry, and in the gaseous diffusion proc-·
ess itself would all be needed to work out this problem.
The problem of developing methods for the discovery of a secret
plant involves a detailed knowledge of all the components that go into,
such a plant, such as pumps, instruments, special materials, etc. Some
of the components may be unique in their construction or in the materials from which they are made, and m:1y, therefore, be relatively easy
to identify. It might then be simple to determine whether they were
being diverted from legitimate uses to secret diiTnsion plants.
For example, there are several thousand centdfugal pumps in thegaseous diffusion plant. These pumps have certain charncteristic
features such that anyone with some familiarity with centrifugal
pumps could recognize them in any factory. There are only a few
manufacturers in this country that could build such pumps. To build
several' thousand secretly would be very difilcult, unless it were done·
on a very small scale. The delay attendant on small-scale production
would involve a long period of plant construction, again increasing:
the probability of detection.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to interject.
The CnAIRllIAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator MILLIKIN. Could you take a normal pump and modify it
to suit this purpose 1
·,
Dr. WILLIAMS. I don't believe so.
.
Another characteristic item in a diffusion plant is the barrier material. Here is a unique material which has to be made and :fabricated
on a large scale. Such m:11mfocture would be extremely difficult to
conceal.
. The amount o:f power needed to operate a diffusion plant is large.
Power experts can determine whether such quantities could be diverted .
'from existing electrical networks without the possibility of detection
by competent inspectors. As an alternative, the power could be produced directly from fuels available at the site. In this case, the power ·
·expert could determine whether equipment could be secretly manu:factnred and installed without the likelihood of detection.
Engineers who have been instrumental in laying out the present
plant could give details as to how extensive the preparation o:f a plant
·site must be. This would indicate to experts in photoreconnaissance
the difficulty of building such a plant secretly in such a way as to
escape detection by aerial or other systematic surveys of all remote
territories.
·
It is also pertinent to question whether a diffusion plant which was
already completed !.tnd hidden could be tletected. Improvements will
undoubtedly be inade in the design of the various components o:f these
·diffusion plants, which will certainly result in an increased plant efficiency. This would make it probable that any plants built in the
future could be more compact than the present one, and hence much
more diflicult to locate once. they have been secretly completed.
The CHAIIliHAN. Doctor, would you be good enough to give us your
·opinion on whether the diffusion method is the most efficient method.
Dr. 1VlLLlAl1IS. I am not competent to m1s,rer that question, because
o:f the fact that there was this compartmentalization that we have
talked about. I do not know anything about the efficiency of any
·other method.
In the fact that such plants would be more difficult to find once they
are built lies a powerful argument to hasten the setting up of an inspection system on n world-wide basis.
·
In addition to the inspection of all physical aspects of atomic-bomb
plants and their raw materials, there may be feasible methods o:f inspection involving t.he scientific aud techi1ical personnel necessu.ry to
develop, design, and operate such plants. Tli.e questions thu.t must
be answered to detennine·the feasibility of these methods involve the
:following points:
1. The possibility of making a complete check o:f all the scientific
and technical personnel in every country to insure that no irnportant
number are being <Jccretly trained and diverted for the development
and construction of large-scale atomic-bomb plants.
2. Any intended violation by a given counlry of the international•control agreement will, of necessity, be known to some of the scientific
.and technical personnel in that country. Because o:f their overwhelm
ing desire for mainfain.ing the security of the wo~·ld, _we feel that there
will always be a cert.am percentage of these scientJSts and technical
0
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men who will report violations to the international-control commission. On this account, internation:11 and nation:11 laws should encour-.
age and offer definite protection to those who report violations.
3. In order to prevent the secret disappearance of key scientific
and technical personnel and in order to detect discoveries and developments which may lead to new methods for the production of fissionable
material and atomic wenpons, it is desirnble ihat there be a rather
thoroughgoing interchange of scientists and technical men. In addition, as a :further safeguard, there should be coml,)lete freedom of
publication of all scientific uncl technical discovenes and developments.
Undoubtedly no svstem of inspection could be absolutely certain to
prevent secret prochiction or diversion of fissionable material for ille-.
gitimate uses. Hovrnver, under ·a good inspection system, the chance
of evading inspectors becomes small, small enough in fact that in all
probability the risk of being caught in a violation would act as .a.
sufficient deterrent to keep any nation from such an attempt. Furthermore, a good inspection system would create among all nations a
greater :feeling of confidence in the behavior of their neighbo1;s. Such
a feeling of security would in itself render the secret production of
atomic armaments much less likely.
,vhile the scientists and engineers seem to feel that an intemational
system is technicalJv :feasible, it is nevertheless quite clear that an
adequate studY. of tliis problem has yet to be made. Statements concerning feasibility have been based upon the limited information available to individuals. A complete picture involves the ideas and information of many experts, within and without the atom-bomb projects.
Until some means of coordinating this information is provided, the
integrated analysis of the feasibility problem cannot be made.
The CHAIBl\fAN. As I understand it, Dr. "Williams, you have requested that the next statement be heat·d, that you prefer that the othergentleman, Dr. Weinberg, read his statement before either of you is
called upon for questionmg.
Dr. ,VILLIAMS. I thi!!k that would be more satisfactory, because
some of the question,(that are raised by the following statement are
pertinent to what I have said here.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any objection 1
Senator AusnN. No, but I would like to ask one question. I ·do,
not know whether he can answer it or not.
You spoke of a provision for enforcement of regulations in yom·
formal statement. Did you have anything concrete in your mind?
Dr. WILLIAMS. No, sir; the only thing that we felt was this, that
if any regulations were set up they would not mean anything unless
there was some way of enforcing them.
At to the nature of the agency that would be set up, we have
not felt that we were competent to pass upon that. It would be·
in the nature of a judicial and policing fotce. ,ve do 11.ot feel that
we are competent to say how such a thing should be set up.
However, it does seem to us that in order to implement anything in
the nature ofinspections that there must be some way of enforcing
the regulations.
.
Senator Aus'l'IN. Evidently, you did not have in view any military
enforcement.
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Dr. ·wrr:uA11rs. No. It does not have to be military. In fact, some
of the violations in the future might very well be made by individuals
rather than by nations.
Senator AUSTIN. Yes. Have you discussed the question of _protection for informers~
Dr. Wn.LIAMS. Only slightly. It is also· evide11t to us that if a
particular group in a country attempts to divert materials to an illegal
use, there will also be a group of people in that country who will
not approve of it and who will want some way in which they can
make their knowledge known. There will have to be some sort of
mechanism set up to protect them.
Now, I do not know just how tlmt would have to be done, 'whether
it would have to be part of the UNO or just what the .mechanism
would be. We do feel that something of that nature would have to
be included in the international agreements.
Senator AUSTIN. Thank you, Doctor.
The CnAIRllIAN. Don't go away, Dr. a\Villiams. Dr. "\Veinherg.
STATEMENT OF DR. ALVIN lvl. WEINBERG
The CrrAlRMAN. Dr. "\Veinberg, you are originally from Chicago.
You have been working on the plutonium project in Chicago and
·Oak Ri.dge since 1042.
·
You are another representative of the Federation of Atomic Scientists 1
Dr. WEINBERG. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Doctor, proceed..
Dr. ,VEINBERG. The last time I spoke to your committee was when
_you all paid us a visit at Oak Ridge. I am afra i<l my remarks then
were a little lengthy, considering the fact that the hour was late. I
-didn't quite consider how late it was but it was later than I realized,
· since you were on faster time than we were and, unfortunately, my
remarks were lengthy. However, I wm confine myself this morning
to the written testimony.
·
·
I am Dr. Alvin M. ,veinberg. I am 30 years old. I am a theoretical
physicist originally from the University of Chicngo. I have been
with the plutonium project at Chicago and at Oak Ridge since Janu.ary 1942. Prior to that I worked in the field of biology. At present
T nm chief of the theoretical physics section of Clinton laboratories ·
in Oak Ridge.
.
The prcviotis speakers have dealt with the cliflicult political and
technical problems which atoni.ic power and its control have posed
for us. I will talk about what we can hope for from atomic power,
assuming that these problems have been solved.·
The CrrATRMAN. That is some assumption.
Senator MILLIKIN. He is taking the easy part.
Dr. WEINBEUG. Pandora's box at the moment is just shut tight and I
,am just tipping it up so that you can see what is inside.
Senator TYDINGS. If you tip it too much you could loose the whole
contents.
,
Dr. WEINBJmG. The atomic era began December 2, l!J42, when the
first nuclear chain reaction was established in Chicago. It came at a
time when one problem-the winning of the wa.r-was important to
the exclusion of all else. The relatively few scientists a:ml teclmolo-
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gists who had access to the details of atomic "know how" were thinking
.about bombs instead of power plants. And these men represented a
very small fraction of America's teclmicril penmnnel. Most scieiitists
were hardly awrire of the significance of Oak Ridge and Hanford.
The urgency of war problems has left little time for the few scientists
with sufficient knowledge of nuclear engineering to rp;fl~ct about the
future possibilities of nuclear energy. The extreme comparti'nentalization in the organization of the work has denied the latest facts
concernin~ uranium deposits from those scientists who need those facts
.to establish the economic feasibility of uranium power. And the ex.dusion of nonproject scientists from teclmical knowledge because of
wartime security has made really original ideas about future applica..tions-ideas which come from new blood-remarkably scarce.
.
1'Ve thus stand at the threshold of the new era with ideas for applications of the power source which are generally very much less revolutionary than the atomic bomb itself. Nevertheless, the field is so
,enormous that even the applications which we have already thought
.about-without trying, one might say-form a lengthy list.
In the very long run we can expect nuclear fission to compete on a
.strictly economic basis with ordinary power sources. But nuclear
power as contrasted to coal power is unique in perhaps five essential
.respects. It is in .the exploitation of these features of uniqueness
rather than in particular economic advantages that we can expect the
immediate future of nuclear power to lie. I list these distinguishing
characteristics and their implications for peacetime as follows:
One: The re!E,ase of nuclear power is accompanied by the production
-of enormously intense radiations.
At Hii:oshima many people were killed by the gamma and neutron
rays emitted by the atomic explosion. At Hanford, Oak Ridge, and
·Chicago, the chain re.acting piles are shielded by enormous concrete
or steel shields. But the same rays which cause such damage in
massive closes can, like the rays from tlte sun, have (';ierapeutic effectswhen given in moderate doses. Certain types of callcer yield to neutron
radiation of the sort that is emitted by our chain reacting piles. Such
piles can be built immediately for large-scale radiation therapy for
the simultaneons treatment of perhaps 100 pat.ients at each pile. In
this capacity piles would serve, on a very much enlarged scale, the
same function as large hospital X-ray therapy units.
A second application of high intensity radiation is to industrial
chemistry. Just as plants synthesize sugar under the influence of
sunlight, so many other chemical reactions-some of considerable importance industrially-can be made to proceed in the intense radiation
field of a chain reacting pile.
Two: The release of nuclear power is accomplished by the production of radioactive substances in enormous quantity.
For the first time mankind has at its disposal radioactive materials
in sizeable quantities.
Senator TYDINGS. May I ask you, there, whether that would mean
that we are pretty well independent of radium, then?
Dr. WEINBERG. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. So this would be a substitute for radium.
Dr. WEINBERG. It would be a substitute for radium. It would be
radium magnified by an enormously great factor.
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Senator TYDINGS.· So that the radium supply becomes of less: ilh~
portance from now on than it was 10 years ago.
. . . .·
Dr. WEINBERG. If I had stock in a radium factory, I probably
would sell it.
Senator TYDINGS. That was a good answer.
Dr. 1VEINHEilG. A chain reacting pile can render practically all of·
the elements radioactive. It is like a modern King Midas who turns ·
· common substances into radioactive ones instead of into gold, although
even gold can be made by irradiating mercury. The uses which we
can foresee for these radioactive atoms are medical, scientific, and
industrial. For example, the waste from the Hanford plant contains.
enmigh radioactive material to supersede radimn completely in its
uses as either a medical therapeutic agent or as a means of industrially
testing the soundness of metal castings.
·
·
· From the scientific viewpoint the importance of radioactive ·tra-cers-that is, atoms, particularly carbon, which have been rendered
radioactive by neutron bombardment-:ca;nnot be exaggerated. One·
of the most important problems of science is, "How do plants manufacture sugar out of carbon dioxide, water, and sunlight?" If man could:
duplicate this photosynthesis process, first in the laboratory and then
on an industrial scale, the bountifulness of the earth would be multiplied indefinitely. The world's fuel and food supply would be assured.
as long as the sun continues to emit light; The most powerful tool
at the chemists' disposal for understanding, and perhaps eventually·
duplicating photosynthesis, is radioactive carbon, a byproduct of nuclear power. If, as a result of our greatly increased production of
radioactive carbon the riddle of photosynthesis is solved, that, and not
power plants or atomic bombs, will stand as the greatest achievement
of nuclear power.
Besides radioactive carbon, other isotopes will be useful for general
chemical research, and possibly also for routine control of industrial
processes and routine diagnosis of certain diseases. There is every
reason to believe that the large-scale production of radioactive isotopes:
for chemical, biological arid industrial users will develop into a very
considerable industry, perhaps comparable to the present-day pharmaceutical industry.
Three: The release of nuclear power requires no oxygen. ·
The atomic fire at Hanford burns without oxygen. Here is an ideal
:fuel for use in a submarine; with it a ship can travel as fast under·
water as on the surface. The navy of the future, if there is any such,.,
will consist of submarines which will travel a thousand feet below
the ocean. The safest place on this tortured planet, should an atomic
war break out, will be deep below the surface of the ocean.
Senator TYDINGS. Below the bottom, won't it? [Laughter.]
Dr. WEINBERG. I would not know the exact figure, sir, but my
guess on that would be that if you were one mile below the surface
of the ocean, you would be safe in two ways: one, they would havethe problem of Qnding you; and two, after they found you, they would
have the problem of blowing you out of there.
Senator TYDINGS. I should think that finding you would be the bigger problem.
.
,·
.
Senator MILLIKIN; What is the pressure below the surface~
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Dr. 1VEINilRIW. "\>Voll, that would depend 011 how much below. the
surface. It is one atmosphere of pressure for every 32 feet of water.
I think the limit would be 30 atmospheres or 50 pounds per square
inch; it micrht be about 500 pounds per square inch.
Senator ~fILLIKIN. This new development might revolutionize subrnnrine warfare.1
Dr. 1VmNnERG. I don't-know, sir. You see, at present one of the
•reasons why a submarine-I have spoken about this to some Navy
people-at present the limitat.ions of the power plant limits the construction design of the sulnnarine.
·
If the power plant can be umltiplied indefinitely, as might be the
case with atoniic power, then the construction of the submarine could
be modified.
.
Senator MrLLIJ.UN. Do yol\ know the greatest depth that divers
have ever gone to under the Ser1 ·
Dr. Wmmmna. My recollectioi1 is that it was arnuud 300 feet; I may
be wrong. Of course, there are the ba tlwspheres.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am thinking of the bathosphere.
Dr. 1VEINRERG. With the bathosphere, I think it would be beyond
that, but I do not know.
Senator JouNSON. 1,rith regnrd to submarines, would not the resistance of the water to a forward movement be somewhat of a problem 1
Dr. 1VErNBERG.. No, I do not think that that counts. That is not
the function, particularly, of the depth below the ocean. As a matter
of fact, iu some respects the depth might result in an increase in the
speed of the subm:1:rinc; a greater speed than on the surface.
You see, on the surface we have what is known as the surface wave.
The ship, so to speak, has to slice its way through the water, it goes
forward by the breaking of the surface itself; it cuts its way through
the water.
Senator JOHNSON.
ell, in the air they are increasing their speed
by going into the stratosphere, where there is less resistance. I was
wondering whether the same principle would apply to water. I
should think that in the water the resistance would be greater the
farther down you go. However, that is not important. I do not
want to bother you with these matters. Proceed, DoctoT.
Senator Txnrnas. Apparently, that is one of those scientific facts we
are supposed to accept and not ask why.
Dr. 'VVmNmma. Four: Nuclear energy is extremely concentrated.
One round of fissionable material releases as much e1rnrgy as several
·million rounds of ordinary fuel. Nuclear power will, therefore, be
particularly advantageous ·wherever the bulkiness of ordinrnry fnels
is undesirable. Regions of the earth such as the Arctic, in which the
cost of fuel transportation makes large-scale power or heating development unfeasible could be supplied, ecouomic:tlly, with nuclear power.
Space t-ravel, which has until recently been deemed fantastic, must
now we considered more seriously. But progress will be made only
when the rocket experts are allowed to speak freely with the atomic
power experts.
Five: The release of nuclear power is accompanied by the production of more fissionable material.
At Hanford, U-235 is destroyed but plutonium, which is also fissionable, is produced. Thus a nuclear power plant is unique in that at the
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same time it burns up its :fuel, it produces new fuel: . The emphasis on
·nuclear power can therefore be shifted somewhat: Either one ·can
consider the fissionable material to be a byproduct of the power· or~
as at Hanford, one can view the power as a byproduct in the produc~
tion of fissionable and radioactive materials.
From this pqint of view the economics o:£ nuclear power is.rather
·more like the economics o:£ water powe,r than that of coal power. We
often build dams for flood control, irrigation, soil conservation, and
the like; the power which they produce is in these cases secondary. It
' · is not too important whether the power would compete with coal
power I the dams are built, anyway. Similarly, we shall build plutonium factories in which the power is a byproduct. These plants
will, like dams, have, a muitiplicity .of uses.
· •
They will pi-oduce J?lutonium for use in specialized power plants. ·
They will produce rad10active materials for technology and medicine.
They will yield facilities for scientific research. The cost o:£ the power
will not determine whether or not we build the plant, so long as the
production of the fissiomtble material is considered a desirable end in
itself. And I have no doubt that, eve,n without the atomic bomb,
plutonium will always be valuable as an atomic fuel in services
·such as ship propulsion.
·
·.
In order to produce plutonium in quantity, an enormous amount
of power must be dissipated. '\Ve can conceive of a vast complex of .
large nuclear installations whose many functions include both plutomum and power production. vVe can properly compare this com-·
plex to, say, the Tennessee Valley Authority; it would have a multiplicity of functions comparable to that of any of our large hydroelectric systems. This "atomic authority" would most naturally be located
in a region which is not endowed with water power and is not now
served by private or public power. It could serve as the basis for in°
dustrial development of the region in somewhat the same way that
TVA serves parts of tJ10 Southeast.
In these remarks I have outlined what to me appear reasonable,
lines of development for atomic power. There remams the question
· what can the Congress do to create conditions in which the development will flourish.
·
Right now there are two problems hampering the development of
atomic power. First, been.use of security, because· of general uncertainty, we are appallingly low in trained personnel. One distinguished physicist'--the m:1n who conceived and to a ·large extent designed the I-fonfofrl plant-:-has estimated that there are not more than
15 m~n i~1 the entire country who have at this moment a snfficiently
quantitative grasp of the process to direct adeqnately the development
of a new nuclear power plant. This does not mean that the field of
nuclear power is particnlnrly difficult.
Senn tor AusTrN. Yon mean 15 men in all the worlc1?
Dr. vVETNBERG. My point is that there are only at this time, I would
say-and I am corroborated by this distinguished physicist herethat there are only 15 men in the entire world, if you like, who are sufficiently fa,miliar with all the details in the present process to go right
out nnd start developing it.
·
·
That. however, does not mean that there n,re not-well, there are
probably in the order of several thousands of people who, in a year
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01' so, boning up, if you like, would be able to duplicate the· achievement.
.
Senator JonNSON, ""\iVhere are theyi
Dr. WmNBERG. ""Well, most of them are connected with the plutonium project and with the bomb project.
·
Senator JonNSON. Are any of them in any other conntryi
Dr, ""\VmNBERG. The 15 of which I spoke are in this country. In.
Canada, I would say that there are-well, some.
Senator J onNSON. Yon mean on this continent i
Dr. WEINBEUG. Yes; there are some.
Senator M1LLIION. ·well, would there be more or less than that
number of men, speaking of those who could build bombs. You are
speaking of the development of the power plants~
Dr. "\VEINBEnG. I would say there are about an equal number. Howe!er, I would say this, without desirin~ to belabor the matter particularly, I would guess-although I do not know-I would guess
that to develop a bomb and build a bomb is probably more complicated than to develop how to build power plants.
Any competent physicist can learn in a matter of a year or so all
that has been developed in the past 5 years. But, with security regulations as they are, there is no opportunity for outside individuals to
become acqua.mted with our technical "know how." And nuclear technology will develop normally only when any qualified person with an
original idea has access to the data which will enable him to develop
his idea.
The second problem is more serious. The previous speakers, the
whole previous testimony, has dealt with the profound international
implications of atomic energy. On the other hand, the international
aspects will determine our domestic atomic energy development. A
satisfactory control system will enable us to relax our security regulations and atomic power will develop normally. ""\Vithout a control
system, the development will be stifled by secrecy and by fear.
Evidently a nuclear power plant which by its very nature i~ also
an atomic bomb plant must be controlled very much more drastically
than a present-clay stenm plant. There are those who suggest that
a complete halt in the development of atomic power plants is the only
way to insure against the nse of atom bombs. If, by not building
power plants we could really avoid war, I would agree with such
proposals. But atomic power can cure as well as kill. It can fertilize
and enrich a region as well as devastate it.. It can widen man's horizons as well as force him back into the cave. Y\Te cannot, and we must
not keep atomic power in a Pandora's box-afraid to open it because
we fear what might happen if it is misused. Rather we must develop
atomic power, a11d we must develop the power to control it.
The CnATRllIAN. Now, Doctor, I will turn you over to Senator
Tydings. [Laughter.]
·
Senator 'l'YnINas. Do you think that ,ve ought to try to develop
atomic power for peacetime uses if we can do so without threatening
the future of civilization? Is that a fair statement?
Dr. WEINBERG. I agree completely.
Senator TYDINGS, Our first prolilem, however, is to ascertain
whether or not the first is possible, before we explore the second
alternative.
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Now knowing the world as you lmow and as you have known it
througl10ut your life, could you givens your opinion as to what should
be the 1, 2, or 3 steps which we should immediately take to make certain
that the international things can be so worked- out as to permit the
,domestic use of atomic power i
.
. · _. · .
Dr. 'WEINBERG, ·wen, Senator, it seems to
that there are various
fundamental assumptions which mankind must make at this point.
. Senator TYDINGS. Yes, but don't let's take those things, don't let us
talk about what ou~ht to be. Let us talk about what there is.
Dr. w·EINBERG. uood.
.
.
Senator TYDINGS. I agree with you. I would .like to see crime and
war and unbridled selfish avarice, if you want to compound adjectives
and nouns-I would like to see all those things eliminated; but let us
lodk at the ·world as you and I know it.
Dr. ,VEINBERG. It seems to me that since we must look into the
question of control if the alternatives which you stated this morning-·
Senator TYDINGS. At least, we agree that control must come before
atomic po,ver can be nmnufactured?
Dr. \VEINBERG. That I agree with 100 percent.
Senator TYDINGS. The1i, our problem is simplified. How, in the
present world do you suggest that we go about this control initiallynot ultimately, but right now?
Dr. '\VEINBERG. Right now? I would probably agree, although I
am not completely sure that·
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, we are in a way simply thinking out loud.
We appreciate that you might wish to revise your opinion after you
give 1t more thought. 1'Ve appreciate that.
Dr. ,VEINBERG. vVell, then, I would like to say that what I will say is
not a solution, probably, taking the present instant, with the world
in the sorry st.ate in which it is.
.
Probably, the best thing that we could do would be to announce that
we would establish a control and that, as a prelude to that control we
will stop all atomic development, assuming that all other nations do
likewise.
- · S011ator TYDINGS. That is it, assuming that all other countries do
likewise.
Dr. WEINBERG. That is right, that they do likewise.
•
Senator TYDINGS. And assuming that the o_ther nations will allow
us to inspect them and that they will have comparable rights £or their
-0wn conn tries?
·
·
Dr. 1'VE1NBERG. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. You are pretty definite about that.
Dr. vVmNnERG. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. y OU are pretty sure that that would be, at this
present stage of your thinking, you would say that that would be your
· -original suggestion?
Dr. WEINBERG. Yes.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Now, what would you do next~
Dr. vv1~INBERG. l woiild like to add one thing, though, in that connection: It does not seem to me that that is·a solution, however.
Senator TYDINGS. I am not saying that it is.

me
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· ·. Dr. ,VEINBEil<i. Auel if you
allow· me to say very definitely why
I do not think that it-is a solution, I will say this: That means that,
i1;istead of starting the war wilh atomic bombs, you will finish the war
with ut01nic bombs, and I am not sure whether finishing the,war with
atomic bombs would be better than starting the war with: atomic
bombs.
.
.·
··
· .. ·.
Senator TYDINGS. ·wen, if you finish it with atomic bombs, the man,
is more exhausted, and, therefore; he will succumb more quickly .than'
if you started when he was fresh.
.
.
.
Dr. ,VEINBEilG. That is t.rue, sir, but we do not know how bad the ·
atomic bomb of the futi.ll'e will be. I don't know. I tJ,m not an expert.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vithout going into too much detail, let us assume
that we had effected a treaty with the leading nations of the world and
had set up an inspecting force which, together with their pledged
word will, we hope, solve the thing temporarily.
Now, ,,, hat is our next step?
.
Dr. w·EINBERG. Well, I think we would have to see-Isn't the question really-Senator TYDINGS. I will define it further. Say that it works for 3
years, just to make our approach a little easier. Say it was working
splendidly. Now, what would you do next?
·
Dr. ,vmNBRRG. I would like to say that I think the next step would
be the following:
·
· ·
That, with the experience in the control, the drastic control which
you suggest, with the experience gained by that control-and it will
be a drastic control, we will still have to go.into the ~ountry and snoop
around, so to speak-with the experience we have obtained from that
dmstic control, I would like to hope that eventually it ,vorks so well
that we can gradually release or allow the development to flourish
more stronglv.
Senator TYDINGS. T9 put it in a summary, we would have this situation: ,ve have it where it has worked. I will say that we seem to be
getting along pretty well and coopei·ating.
Now, I suggest that yon assume that we release this energy not only
for medical and research purposes but for power plant operation as
well, .as our first step. Let us just assume that our first step, that we.
are taking that step.
That would mean that thenl would be construction of this particular
kind of a plant und,er these circumstance, with this sort of inspecti011.
Now, we have got the power plant, int.lie 3 years, or after, in operation. Now, what would you do next, assuming that we have these
power plants and they are working splendidly?
Dr. ,vmNnEna. In that case I would say that the problem is essentitilly solved, if you are having peacetime atomic plants working
properly, and we are assured that people are not making bombs on the
side.
Senator TYDINGS .. Vlell,· let us assume that they are not mali:ing
bombs. Suppose 6 years have gone by and that our first steps, to all
intents and purpoi:;es, are successful. 1Vhat do we do next?
Dr. ,VEINBERG. I would suggest that if our first two steps are so
successful, then we will have succeeded in eliminating war by that
time; it will be equivalent to eliminating war.
79870-46-pt. 2--11
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: Senator TYDINGS. In the mearitinfo, I think it ·would be only' f~ir to
say th~t ?t~ring th?s~ next GyeRrs, while th~se things are_ taking place,
. we are still mamtammg our N a".'y a1'!-~ our·A;1r Force and our Ar!ny and
thu.t most of ·the ou_ier countries, m ·varyrng degrees,· are domg· the
same thing.
·
Assume that there has been, during this period, no war in _the
· world and the peacetime inspection looks like it is working all fight . ·
• Now, what makes you think that you have eliminated wad · • '' ·: ·
· Dr .. WEINBEJ.tG. · Well, the peacetime inspection, as you would,have .
me assume, has be.en working all right.
··
· · ... · ·., . ,
Then, it wo,uld seem to me as if the very first act preceding the next .
war, assuming that we do have this control, the very first act of the
;next war would be the rejection of this control, which means _that the .
control would be no longer working-the control 'Would be lost. , ·.
· Senator TYDINGS. In other words, the inspection would break down
as soon as the nations went into a warlike attitude~
· Dr. 1VEINllEim. Exactly, sir; exactly. In tlrnt case, as I said, we
would start the war with atomic bombs, rather than ·finisp. 'the war
with atomic bombs.
Senator TYDINGS. You understand none were being made when the
war breaks out.
..
Dr. WEINBERG. Well, if you like, I can conceive of the following
' Bituation-.
·
. ·
Senator TYDINGS.
ell, let us assume that none were being made
when the· war breaks out.
·
Dr. WEINBERG. Good. Then, country A says, "We will throw your
inspectors out." Country B says, "Very well, we will throw your
inspectors out."
·
.
.
Senator TYDINGS. They will knock them all out. Perhaps that is
the first. thing they will do.
.
.Dr. ,VEINBERG. Probably they will shoot them. · Then, does it not
seem that the situation will be that immediately thereafter the race
will be on~
·
Senator TYDINGS. Well, Doctor, I am asking you this not to be contentiou~ in any way. It is that I am very much intereste_d in your
point of view. I, )ike yourself, am trying to travel this road and·
pick up the stones of reason in one hand or the other~ That is my hope.
1Vhat you are arguing for and what·the hope of the world is, is
complete outlawing of war.
· Dr. WEINBERG. ,var has been obsolete for a long time.
Now, we have really shown that it is obsolete.
.
Senator .TYDINGS. Now, do you t.hink that this prohibition of the
atomic bomb is onlv by degree more important than the elimination of
the battleship~
•· . ·
·
· Dr. 1VEINBERG, Absolutely not. It is not more impodant in degree.
The atomic bomb did not create wars.
· Senator TYDINGS. So, we are back to this point, that what we want
in the beginning, if we can g~t it-not today or Ci months from now,
but assuming that the world quiets down someday-according to you
is complete international disarmament 1
.
·
Dr. WEINBERG. Exactly.
.
.
. Senator TYDINGS. There is no hope of using atomic energy in peacetime for peaceful purposes, with tlte threat of war hanging over us,
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,unless you w:u1t to exterminate civilization;·· Th.at is what yo_tff'testi-: ·
mony seenis to logically conclude.
·
,
· ·
. . . ·,' t ·
Your testimony indicates that atomic bomb3 are something .that. will
come in if war comes. , ·
···
Dr. WEINBE1ui Exactly.
.
.
. ·.
Senator TYDINGS. And, therefore, the best thing to cl_o is to _eliminate , .
the means by which you can make war, of which the atomic bomb is· the
most important means.
·
·
Dr. ,VEINBERG. And eliminate the desire to make war.
' Senator TYDINGS; Then; your line of reasoiling is that there should
be world disarmament, plus international inspection to enforce inter~
national disarmament. You also s:iy that the atomic' bomb is going ·
to be used inevitably. Am I wrong?
·.
Dr. WEINBERG. I a~ree ~00 percept w~th what you say.
Senator TYDINGS. All nght, M:r. Ohamnan.
·
Thank you, Doctor.
·
·
·
The OnAIRllf.AN. Doctor, of course, we are only one of I-fqrget-how
many sovereignties in the world. How many are there?
· ·
Senator MrLLIKDT. About 50.
..
. The OuAmllIAN, So, ~my policy that we lay clown must, of necessity
be accepted by the other nations of the earth.
.· ·
.
You have laid down before us a very entrancing vista that openi:fup
to J?eacetime use of atomic energy. The thing that disturbs me is that
wlule we here who have this large development of :itomic power might
well forswear the vista and the possibilities, I am wondering as to the
wHlingness of the other peoples of the earth to go along with us on that
proposition, where they have not got the bomb and we have got it.
Dr. WEINBERG. If they really felt that the alternative to forswearing-let me come back to Senator Tyding's point, that ,vhether or
not you prohibit atomic energy simply detehnines whether the ,var is
going to be started with atomic bombs or finished with atomic bombs.
If the countries in the world were reaJly convinced, first, that 1.here
is the danger of extermination from atomic bombs-·
Senator ·TYDINGS. And you believe there is?
Dr-.}\TEINBEHG. I believe there is, sir.
Then, it woiilcl seem to me·that. if tHey fell- further that, by forswearing development of atomic energy, they could decrease this pos- ·
sibility-although, of comse, they cmmot because then the war ";ill
be finished with atomic bombs instead of started with atomic bombsthen, I think they 1"i,ill be ,villing to come to an agreement.
.
I think, iri the present pmctical situation, they would. certainly
he willing, because we have the bombs and they do not. '
··
Senator TYlJDWS. Could we just say this, that in anv ,var frt th('
future between the major powers that may take place ·any time.before 6 years, the overwhelming odds are that atomic bombs woulcl play
a part in it?
Dr. vVmNDERG. I would not like to come to that conclusion, but I
am afraid I will have to.
Senator TYDINGS. I think we can accept it.
Dr. ,~rEINBEnG. That is right.
Senator TYmNGS. The only way to stop atomic bombs is to ~fop
war.
Dr. ,vEINDERG. Exactly.
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Senator TYDINGS. So, then, on~· ntomic bomb is ii1cide~1tai'to 8. ·.
greater problem, which is that we have got to stop wars because .we
have developed instruments which have made war unprofitable·.
. ·..
Dr. ·WEINBERG. So miprofitable that everyboc}y realizes it..
· · ·
Senator TYDINGS ..I am not interrupting you, :Mr. Chairman.~.
The .CIIAIR1\IAN. 'Not at all.
• · ·
·; .
Senator TYDINGS. How would you go about stopping war~ · · ·
,
Dr. w·EINBERG. I would-here, of course, I am simply stating ah
~ci@.
.
.
. .
. Senator TYDINGS. That is all right. Nobody has the answer in,his
hip pocket. ·1Ve merely want your view on it.
·
. · ·
Dr. 1'VEINBEnG. Yes; there are two problems it seems to nie. One
is the immediate problem of what we can do i10w. ,Ve do not have .
too much time in which to decide.
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. Right.
Dr. °\'VEINBEim. If things do not im1>rove and if things do not improve in a hurry, we will have this ato111ic war before we ean turn
around.
.
·
·
·
,
First we have the problem of temporizing to give ourselves time
to get ti1e people of. the world educated to realizing the fact that war
has really become obsolete.
. .
Senator TYDINGS. How \vould you do that'? How would you reach
the millions of. people that we want to reaeh 1 Do you suggest that
we send around people who will make speeches-and will they be
permitted to do that 1 .
.
Dr. w·EINBERG, I wish I knew how you would really do it.
..
Senator TYDINGS. It boils down to the fact that we have got to do
it through the heads of the governments first 1
Dr. 1'VEINIIEHG. Exactly.
·
Senator TYDINGS. That is what you were trying to get at 1
Dr. "\-VinNnEnG. Exactly.
.
· Senator TYDINGS. And you hope that that education, that realiztttion, will .trickle down little by little and that you will secure the.
objective you have in mincH
.Dr. °\'VEINBERG. Exactly.
· Senator TYDINGS. And unless you have that cooperation of the heo:ds
·of the governments, to start with, it is going to be pretty hard to reach
the masses ?
Dr. ·WEINBERG, Exactly.
Senator TYDINGS. So, the first problem is :for everybody to agree
that there will be no more .war talk; and then go to work to implementing that.
·
Now, how would you implement that 1
Dr. °\'VEINIIERG,. As I say, the problem has an immediate aspect-Senator TYDINGS. But your ultimate objective is disarmament, is it
not?
·
Dr. ,VmNnERG. Yes.
· Senator _TYDINGS. Thei·~ is no use in saying, simp{y saying, that you
ar~ not gorng to ~var. It is rio more use than say~ng t.ha.t you are not
gomg to go huntrng and yet keep shotgun shells m your house·, hang
your s)10tgun · over the door, and have your hunting coat hung up
alongside your shotgun.
.
·
.
Dr. 1VEINBI!:RG. I tend to agree with you. I tend to agree with you.
It seems to me that the only immeclinte means of attacking the prob-
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lem, as far as I, a layman in t.he matLer, can see, is, for insta1ice, to,
work,t11rough the UNO organization.
.
·
.
.
But I do not see that the UNO. organization will be a permnnetit
solution, because I.have the vague impression that the gentlemen involved in that, at least some of thein-Senator TYDINGS. Let me interrupt you again, because I think that
maybe I. can short-circuit a little what you have in mind, if you have
it in mind.
·
··
This agreement between the heads of the governments first, the problem of the UNO would be the immediate one, if they tackle it in•
itially-you would have to get a treaty?
Dr. 1VEINBERG. I should think so.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, if the heads of the governments
made the treaty and called upon the UNO to implement the treaty,
,vnh such preliminary work that the governments themselves might
do, you would have more progress than if you turned it into a situat10n
\,here they would have to go through these things in their own ways.
Do you agree?
·
Dr. 1VEINBERG. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. 1Vhat is our immediate problem then?
Dr. '\VErNBERG, I would say our inunediate problem, to put it very,
specifically and bluntly,· is that we get together with the various
1i'ations that are really involved in the matter-our Nation, England, ·
Russia, probably Frui1ce, probably Ohiirn-·Senator TYDINGS. Some six or eight, let us say.
Dr. -WEINBERG. Yes.
·
Senator TYDINGS. At least.
Dr. ·wEINBlmG. Yes, at least.
Senator TYDINGS. And have them agree with us that, in order to
avoid war, there should be mutual disarmament?
Dr. vVEINimnG. And to make such agreements as regularly have been
made for many, many years.
The point I would like to make and which I think everybody has
to appreciate now, is that people will have to see that they really
mea:i;i the statements and agreements that they will make.
Senator TYDINGS. And we will have to make sure that they mean
what they say, in case they don't mean them.
Senator MILLIKIN. You mean, by attacking them if they did not
mean them?
Dr. T\TEINBEHG. That is a question which is somewhat difficult to
answer.
Senator MrLLmIN. Cold logic reaches that conclus.iori?
Dr. 1VEINBEnG. Not necessarily, for this reason. 1Ve hear people
say thitt an atomic war will necessarily ,vipe everyone out. I would
say that that statement is D5-percent accurate. There is a 5-percent
probability that that statement is not completely accurate.
So, rather than fostering, rather than precipHating a war, before
an overt act or something that approaches an overt act has been made
by another nation, I would prevent rather than precipitate a war,
rather than· precipitate an armaments race, even if it were a nuclear
armaments race. I 'wonld not wait for it.
Senator JonNSON. May I get a repetition of that last statement?
It is rather a startling statemen ~- Say it again, please.
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.. ..>;into:
])i 1V~:i;Ni3~no: vVell, the ciuestion, ifs I undei·stnnd it; l:~~61v~ it~~i:i:·· .·
At what stage of the break-dowi1 in international relationships
should we attack1 .·'

· . :. . . · · · . . · .

.

. · : ' ,., .;\\t>.;...: ·"

. .¥Y feeling is that the American peo\Jle historically would 'not like ·
to mterpret the stage wlnch would Justify attack to be an early-stage ·
but-rather a late stage. .
· . .'·
· .. · ·, ~::, -,:··: ·
.. I would not like to see us go out and drop 100 at01:nic bombs, let, us
say-I don't know when but in the near future-just because>ve ,vere ·
thinking th3ct ,such and such a country is at present clandestinely·
doing research on .atomic bombs.
.· _
. · . . .· · , :
.Senator MILLIKIN. Mi". Chairman, let us focbs that a little.more. :
Let us suppo,se that we .found out definitely that a .comitry · was
clandestinely building and was about ready to have atomic bombs:
·
.In cold logic-,pohtically, I am asking a very abstract questionbut in cold logic, would we be warra,i1ted in wiping that country right
~1
.
..
Dr. WEINBERG. It is a question of what stage we wot'tld wipe it off.
Senator. MILLIKIN. You would not wait, until they attack us 1 · · _
Dr. WEINBERG. Certainly not.
Senator MILLIKIN. So, you would be warranted, under those cir. ctimstances, in cold ,logic, of making the first attack~ ·
. ..
. Dr. ,VEINBERG. Pi·obably; but I am certainly not here to judge at
what stage. _ ._ ·
Senator MILLIKIN. No; bt1t we would, to put it simply; attack prior
to them attacking. We would not wait until we were attacked, .as
we were in the Pacific.
Dr. WEINBEUG. I should hope not.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, basic to this disarmament which you and
Senator Tydings have been discussing, would you say that there.must
first be a removal. of the causes of war 1
·
Dr. WEINnERG. Very certainly.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. "Tould you say that prior to the time that the
causes 0£ war had been removed, at least between the principal nations
of the world, that we would be safQ in destroying our stockpile and
destroying our plants?
·
Dr. )VEINBEno. It seems to me, at the present moment, that we are
in an exceedingly safe posit.ion. "Te have the largest Navy, probably
the strongest air force. vVe have the atomic bomb-but I don't think
that we have the will to use the atomic bomb.
Senator MILLIInN. I am not so sure that I disagree with you. I cer.:
tainly would not want to affirm the proposition, at least in our present
stage of affairs in the Uni.ted States that we shou1d coldly and ruthlessly make the first attack with a1i atomic bomb.
.·
It might b,e that there would be an advantage, it might be the logical
thing to do; but politically; I would m:,t wtmt to make the argument
that we should do it at this time.
I come back to what I said before. H }'OU are ~oing to get rid loi:
the atomic bomb, in our hands or in· someone else s ha'nds, don't you
have to get rid of the causes of war? Is that not the base upon which
yoi1 have to build?
·
·
Dr. WEINBERG. Exactly.
,
.. ·
Senator MILLIIUN. In other words, get rid, by treaty, of the festeriug,causes of wad
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Dr. WmNnEna'. Y:"es. As I E;ay, either tho bomb begi:p_s or endif t)i.e.
·war.
.
·
·
- · :·:··
. Senator M1LLIInN. So, th:it is the state of tho world today.' H we
have no ,hope,, within 4 or 5 years'of eliminating the causes of war, at
least among the principal powers, then what should we· do with .reference to our atomic bombs? ·
Dr. ,V.EIN.BEnd. At this moment?
Senator MILLIKIN. At this moment and over the next4 or !>.years;
Dr: WE1NnEno, So far as I know, the other )_)Owers do not have the
atomic bomb. So far as I know, there is no danger from attack ·by
the other powers. So far a~ I know, in atomic bomb technology, we are far ahead of other nat10ns. So far as I know, the number of
atomic bombs which we can make, probably, will be greater..:..:.:.although I don't really know-than the other nations can make in the
near future. · .
·
·Therefore, it seems to me that we do not, in fact, reduce our military
potential particularlyz because our military potential includes not
only ~he exist~nce anct the possession of. the atomic bomb; but also·
the will to use it..
. ·,
Senator MILLIIUN. But if you give it up, do you not lose your mqst
powerful weapon?
.
.
Dr. 1VEINmno. But the weapoi1s we have at present are sufficiently,
powerful-that is what I want to say.
. "
Senator MILLIKIN. Of course, what you mean is Umt you would like
to secure yom: objective, using your present weapons.
However, why should we sacrifice a weapon which has all the power
that the atomic bomb has, if we are contemplating that we might have
to use it?
, ·
The CI-IAIRMAN. I would like to interrupt. Senator Millikin asked
you about the elimination of the causeS"of war. Until they are eliminated, you would have to hold on to the stock pile of bombs that yo~lrnve. If you do that, is it your thought that that stock pile would be
one of the contributing causes or might be a contributing cause o:f
bringing about a war 1
.
Dr. ,VEINnEno. I think it is a cause in the same sense that any largescale armaments are, because it creates suspicion, it creates fear, it
creates distrust.
.- ·
I do not seethat we would lose, part-icularly, by giving up our stc,ck
pile at the present moment because, at the present moment, even wit};tout the atomic bomb, I do not think we would lose anything. ·
·
I think that is particularly true because we do not expect an attackat least, I don't expect an attack and I certainly hope that this country
is not going to war-at the present moment I do not·see that we would
particularly reduce our military position by giving up the atomic
bomb.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I will concede that. I assume that we do have
a very large military superiority over any other natioi1, over maybe
several nations, maybe over the rest of the world, in traditional,
conventional weapons.
. But I am asking you the naked question. If we anticipate the
possibility of a war-and it is more than a ·possibility-I mean if a
military man or a sane nation has reason to keep its powder dry,
why should we surrender our best weapon?
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Why should we sacrifice .it ii'maybe w~ are going into another
,,·ar? It would seen1 that it, ,vould be the more necessary to keep
it, to use it instead of tho truditionn.1 weapons o:f war, because with
it you can accomplish tho snme objectives n.s. you can with the con~
venti6nal weapons o:f war and you can do it with.a fraction· of the
men that would be required with the traditional means.
Let me go one step :further. We have heard the reason advanced
in justification for dropping the 11:tomic bomb over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki that it shortei1ed the war. .
.
. ·
· H that reason is a good reason for applying the use of the bomb,
:why is it not a good reason to consider now?
.
· Dr. 'WEINBERG. Might I answer your first question?
· ·
· If by sacrificing_ these weapons we increase the probability of not
having a war-ana,-by sacrificing these weapons I imply at the-same
time that there will be entered into an agreement whereby the other
nations sacrifice their weapons-I would say, by all means sacrifice
the weapons.
Senator MILLIKIN. All right; let us assume that we have sacrificed
them. Let us assume that we have given up the atomic bomb, the
$tock pile, that we have destroyed the plants.· Let us assume that
we have assured ourselves that the other nations do not have bombs
or plants.
.
·
Now, will that solve, will that remove the causes of war today?
Dr. W'EINBJ';RG. Obviously it .will not. Obviously it will not.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, then, you are right back to where you
started. You can not make an assurance, you can not make an agreement-I am arguing now, I am not affirming, this does not indicate
my view, I am just trying to draw out all the facts.
We will be where we ,vere at the beginning o:f the war. There
will be started the atomic race, and aU the agreements, all the proclamations yo~ have made, all the noble pieties that you i1tter will be
futile.
·
Dr. WEINBERG. Could I reiterate once more the staternent I have
made?
·
·
.. Tl.1e bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki have made the notion of war
modern civilization an obsolete one.
·. We have got to go on that basis.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest, when
he says that the bomb has made war obsolete, that that was said after
World War I.
·
·
I say that war is obsolete, theoretically. ·war should not oo
conducted under the causes of war, independent o:f the bomb.
I respectfully suggest,that it does not resolve anything, it does not
:resolve a single catise forwar. ..
·
·what I am putting to .you is, how far can we go along with ou1·
arrangements for di.sarmammit before we remove the causes of war
between the principal nations?
·
Dr. vVEINBERG. 'vVe can go at it, it seems to me, by taking the question once more of whether or not the destruction of the bombs would
help the situation.
-.
·
I.say that the destruction of the bombs "'Ollld help the situation in
the sense that it would tend to reduce one of the causes of war.
Now, what is the situation if we do not destroy the bombs?

in
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Senator MrLLrn:IN. I think that is a fair question.
Dr. vVEINI3ERG. Yes.
It seems to me that the 11:ituml co111·Ho of cvc11ls,' unless, 0£ course,
we are going out an~l conquc1: (.he W01°l,l today~whic!1 I as '.m Ameri- ..
can, would not part1r.·1rlai'ly him, nltho11~li thn t. conco1vably rn: a course
of events and that, vJ cou1·H11, implinH Ho111cthi11g very important-but
unless we· do not conquer the woJ"ld today, we w1.turally would come to
a situation in which everyLody haH uto111ic uombs. Then ·what do we ·
do, sid
Senator MILLIKEN. ·well, then, we just multiply our attempts to try
to find the solution.
.
Senator J'onNsoN. You say the atomic bomb has made war obsolete.
That is true and I agree with you.
.
·
However, just as s0011 as you don't have the atomic bomb, war conies
back into style again, it is no longer obsolete. So long as you have
the atomic bomb, then war is obsolete. · ·
·
MacArthur said once that the cause of war was un<lefend~d-,wealth.
I am not certain that he has not a strong point there.
If that is the case, we will always have to have armaments. I undera
stood you to say a moment ago that therenever would be another major
war wherein atomic bombs would not be used and I thoroughly agree
with that statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, we haYe got to move. I have got a couple
of questions that I ve>r:v much want to direct to you. I wish you would
remain here, we will be back soon.
·
Senator TYDINGS. l\Ir. Chairman, I just want to interject to ask if
there are any more witnesses today.
The CnAIRl\UN. No. Off the record.
( Discussion ofl' the record.)
The CnAIRMAN. We will be back as soon as we can.(\Vhereupon, a recess was taken, after which the committee
reconvened.)
Tlie CHAIRl\IAN. "\\Te will come to order. Dr. "\Yeinberg, will you
come forward?
Senator Johnson, I think you had the Inst question.
Senator JoHNSON. Yes.
Our anpaments for the postwar period are estimated to cost perhaps $8,000,000,000 a year. That is for our Navy and Army and
Marine Corps and all the rest of our armaments.
.
No,v, this atomic bomb has been described by several witnesses as
tl~e cheapest and, I suppose, they mean the most efl'ective weapon at
a low cost, lower than any other kind of nrmament.
.
Why should we abandon the most efl'ectiYe weapon, as long as there
are dan,gers of war, for obsolete and more expensive weap'l;)ns?
It is pretty hard to put a matter such as this one on a tlollar-andcents basis and I do not want to do that; but efficiency is 'something
more tl.ian a ~olJars-and-cents thing. "\Yhen you get up into the
expenchture of $8,000,000,000 and you stop to figure how much
$8,000,000,000 will do to promote the happiness and comfort and
everything else that all humanity needs in this world, it is not exactly a
dollars-and-cents problem.
vVhy should we abandon this very efficient weapon and go back to
other more expensive and less efllcient weapons?
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Dr. "\VEINBEUG. "Well, I think-I speak, of course, . .only _as ,l\11 ,indi~·
· vidual, and let me reiterate that I ai.n not 1111 exp~rt on these.things/
I am a physicist-----'. . . . · ..
Senator J OH'NSON. We enjoy your answers.· ' ., . · ;, · . , '. . • ·. : •
Dr. "WEINBERG. Well,~ .am glad you enjoy them, sir,:but.:there are·
at least 130,000 1000 people m,tlus country and I.. would say tq.at·per):iaps . ·
half of them 'would be better qualified .than .I to answer these.questions.
.
·
.. · ·· :'. .
· It seems to me that if, by abandoning this wo1'St of all weapoi1s-'-· ·
Senator JOHNSON. Or the best of all, whichever way you look at it.
Dr. WEINBERG. Or the best of all weapons, depending on your point
of view, you are really making a start, some progress, in elimin_ating
one of the causes of war, if by that you are reducing the probability of
another war, then I would say by all means do so.
·..
One of the causes of war, I believe, although, again, I am not an
expert, is armament, as well as a sentiment for war.
" ...
Now, let me explain ·when I say that we abandon the weapon,
that I speak of what the situation will be .whell' everyone has the
weapon. When I say we should abando11 the weapon, then that,· of
cours~, assumes·thnt'thici"others abandon it also.
.
Senato1; JOHNSON. But my trouble, the difliculty that I have in try~
ing to analyze this very grave question is how to go about differentiating between weapons. How are you going to choose one ·weapon over
another~ How are you going to say that weapon A is all right but that
weapon B is out?
Dr. WEINBERG. Well, we come back--:-1 am sorry, but we always
come back .to the ·same point-that another war is essentially· impossible, that, to my w'ay of thinking, it seems to me that eventually
we eliminate \var and eliminate all weapons.
· Unless we do, we have this. situation. If we don't go into the next
war with the atomic bomb, then the war will end with the atomic bomb;
if we do not eliminnt·e the atomic bomb, then the next war will start
with the atomic bomb. I don't see any way of gettin!J around that. ·
Senatar-Jm-rNSON. I follow you and I concur with you 1 exce1;>t that
I think that the atomic bomb is making war obsolete makmg it impossible for any sane person anywhere on the globe to ti1ink of war.
Senator TYDINGS. Includino- Hitler?
· .
Senator Jo1iNSON. Yes. Yes, including Hitler. I do not believe
that Hitler, degenerate in his thinking as he wa,s, would have dared
to start a war ~f he knew that the Uriited States had plenty of atomic
bombs.
Now, I have got fl:itler down in the lowest scaJe that it is possible
to put any creature nioving about in human form, but I think that
even Hitler would have been afraid to start a war if he knew thait
somebody else had the ~tomic bomb ready to drop on Berlin.
Dr. WEINBERG. Does that ilot, sir, come back to the point, on which I
really am not particularly qualified to speak and on which I don't
think even the atomic bomb experts are fully qualified either, .we
can only give out opinions-isn't it then a matter of whether or not
there is an extremely great advantage to the aggressor in an atomic·
wad
·
·
Senator JOHNSON. Oh, yes.
.
Dr. WEINBERG. If Hitler had-I agree 100 percent with you that
if Hitler knew, say, that the French had an atomic bomb and he .did
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n<it have ,an_ atomic b~inb, •obviously· it, seems t~··me tl11\t ·he·,,;oitlc(;
not have .attacked ,them.,'.. ·J '" · - ,
·. ..
.
' .. , •· Y'· >., ,.c,:,. · ·
·. But if I-Iit1e1; had atomic bombs. ~ufficient to wipe out:20;b.oq:,QOO\,
· .Frenchmen,-half the'. French·populat1011,. then: I: mn not so·, sure\,;'!. l.. "':· -.·•·.
' .. It.is a very gl'eat question, of how niuch of :an: advantage_:accrues,' '
tc>' the aggressor; ' .
·, ;
'
- . . . . ' ; '.' ' ' ,,. \ .:· '
· My ·feeling· is that the advantage which,,accrues to the aggressor'. is .•·
overwhelming-but; of course, I am not an expert.
· .. , . ···. ,r!.·.
Senator JoiINSON.· I think it is obvious .that the advantage is'.to·
· the aggressor. :·,. · : .·, ·
·
·: · . , · · · ,. · , · :· ,' .. :,-: ..-,., ...
Gomg back to Hitler-and, of course, this is idle, except,·that·we
have to picture, we have to figure that the next war may be in· the ·
hands of outlaws, and that is why Hitler is important here. If.Hitler.'.
was the lai,,t _international outla~v that the world is ever going ·to see,
then we can JUSt forget about Hitler. But, perhaps, he will not be the
last international outlaw and so we have to consid~r him as exhibit
A in this picture.
. ·
· .
.
·. . : .
· Do you think that Hitler would have started out on a war. if he
knew-that France and Britain and Russia'and America all had atomic
bombs~·
.... ,,. , , ·
Dr. WEINBERG. Well, you predicate, do you .not, the assumption .
that he also· had· atomic bombs 1 ·
·
·
,'
-. Senator JOHNSON. Yes; everybody-Germany, France, Britain;
everybody. .
·
· .
. ·
Dr. WEINBERG. You predicate that everyone had atomic bombs~
.. Senator JonNSON. Yes; that.all of them had atomic bombs..- .. _.
Dr. WEINBERG. 1Vell, if Hitler had enough atomic bombs, if ·he
thought that he had enough, I think he might.
.
.
Senator JonNSON. You are saying that if he had more atomic
bombs than all the rest of them put together and had the means or
transporting the atomic bombs over the other nations-of course,
I will not argue that with you because in that case he would have
!'tarted an atomic war.
I am not picturing that much of an advantage to Hitler. I ·ain
picturing this, I am trying to think of it this way:
· . . · · ..
Hitler is going to start a war. He knows that he can destroy certain
numbers of cities but he knows that also German cities will be
destroyed, that all the cities will be destroyed in Germany and all the
cities, perhaps, in F-rance, England, and Russia, that all cities will be
· destroyed.
,
·.
I just don't believe that even Hitler would start a war on that sort
of a premise.
·
That is why I am trying to think that the atomic bomb is the agent
of peace, .because it is such a frightful weapon that no one, other
. than a crank, a fanatic-Hitler was a fanatic, woulcl think of starting
a war. Howeyer, Hitler had the proper backing in Germany. He
was a.fanatic; no question about that. But he had to have the backing
of a lot· of people, sensible people, before he could engage i11 a war:
·All the Nazis were not fanatics; some of them were· pretty long~
headed men, although they were bad, as bad as men can get in their
conspiracy-but, at the same time, they were not fanatics. .
· ..· ,
Dr. WEINBERG. My feeling on that matter, and oh that particular .
matter I have thought a little bit, is the following:
·
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. , It seeins th~t ~to~~ic weapons difl'.~i: fi·om all other we~~~~s;·;f
sense .t~at atomic weapons show wlia_t I call the phenomenon, ,of. .
saturat1011. ,. : .- . . · .. , . · . · .
· .
. . · . · . . . , ,. : : ': ., .'. ·. . _. ·
. . . This point has beeri. hrought up:many times that it does not'mak~'"°·
, much· difference ,whether Hitler, if it were· a matter of Hitler saytnO'··· , ·
there would be a war, had five atomic bombs ·with the rest of the world,
having 100 or 200 atom~c bombs. H that were the .case, Hitler _would .
not sta_rt _a _war; I. am mclil~ed to a~ree with you completelY.·.. .. . .
But d 1t 1s_ a matte1: oflhtler havmg 3,000 or 5,000 .as agamst,the
rest of the world havmg 100,000 atomic bombs, then 1t would seem
to me that Hitler woul.d be :fairly certain that the advantage would
still accnie to the aggressor because there would be no particular ·
advantage in havin~ 100_,000 . atomic bombs, havi~1g 95,009 atomic
bombs more than Hitler 1f Hitler had 5,000 atomic bombs, because
with that he can completely wipe orit the rest of the globe. · · · .
Senator JonNSON. But he won't be able to do that if they .are ·
properly distributed. and if the nations used good. judgment in the
location ·of the -atomic bombs. You cannot picture the thing,. as a.·
· case where everybody is going to be dead. Yon cannot picture it as
a situation where everybody is going to wait for Hitler to come along,
wait for Hitler to drop an atomic bomb on them.
The aggressor does have a tremendous advantage. · There is no
question about that. But he does not have an absolutely overwhelming advantage, even in atomic war.
.·
Dr. WEINBERG. Well, I sity that it seems to me very difficult to ·
assess exactly what is the advantage that accrues to an aggressor. I
tliink there is the point there that the atomic weapon does show the
phenomenon of saturation. I think· there can be rio doubt about. it.
Where that saturation point is, whether it is 50,000 bombs or 5,000 .
or 100,000 bombs, I do not know. My guess is-well, I don't know.
It depends on so many other things and on what the bomb of the
future will be;
Senator JcmN'soN. I have just one more question. vVe will take the
other end of this dilemma, where no one has any bombs and where ·
.we are going to outlaw an<;l where we are going to prohibit the use
of atomic energy.
.
·.
I want to ask you a question that Senator Connally asked Dr. Langmuir, who was a witness before this committee: "According to your
view, the industrial use of atomic energy according to the dangers you
point ont is a secondary matter, isn't it 1"
· ·
And Dr. Langmuir replied: "It is almost trivial."
Now, is that your conception, tooi
Dr. WEINBEUG. I would say it is not my conception for a variety 0£
reasons. For one thing, let ·me go back to a point which· I raised in
this memorandum which I read to you.
As far as I know, there is no individual in this country who has complete access to the latest data on the uranium deposits in the United
States and the world, and who also has complete access to the data of
what can be done with uranium and plutonium by way of power
plants.
·
· So, in making an economic comparison between uranium power and
coal power, we are, immediately, at a. very distinct disadvantage.
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. ·. In the very sl;ort run, I think it is perfectly true thaf we c~n .gef·. ' .
along-well, we have got along very well without the uranium po,ver .·.
plants.
··. .
· ·
·.
.· · · · ·.
In the very long run-, we may very possibly be forced to .a uraniurn
economy, as opposed to a coal economy, simply because the coal may
run out.
.
· I do not tliink that one can say that the potentialities :£ro1n Jhe · ·
industrial point of vie,v are trivial. They certainly are not. · .. ·. ·
Senator J OIINSON.
ell, he said comparatively, relatively. trivial,
of course. He said that the clangers of war and the 1iegative side·
of it, the war side of it, was so much greater than the positive, the
constructive use, that it was trivial.
·
Dr. ,vETNllEilG. ·well, it seems to me-.
· Senator JOHNSON. That position was concurred in by Doctor'" hat is that name? ·
The CnAinllIAN. Dr. Szilard.
.
Senator TYDINGS. And also by Dr. Urey.
·
Senator ,ToHNSON. Yes· they'concurred in that.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, that we should remove the threat,
that all these other things are incidental.
Dr. ·wErNrmnG. ·well, with such a distinguished array of scientists
against me, I am afraid I should better pull in my horns.
_
Senator JOHNSON. No; that is why we like vou as a witness, .because
you are not pulling in your horns, you al'e coniing out into the open.
Dr. ,vErnnEnG. In that case, I am afraid I am getting out on a limb.
It seems to me that one can get along with uranium power. On the
other hand, as I have pointed out here, there seems to be a large number
of interesting and useful and desirable things that can eventually be
done with uranium power, and some in the very near future.
The point I would like to emphasize is whether or not you eliminate the uranium power plaJJts does not determine whether or not the
atomic bomb will be used in the next war.
If you have the plants and you make the bombs, the war starts with
the atomic bomb.
If you do not have the plants, then the war is finished by the atomic
liomh.
It seems to me that the question whether or not you have the plants
is not really and completely a relevant question.
Senator JmrnsoN. ·well, I thoroughly agree with your conclusion.
I am glad to find someone that I can agree with on that point.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CnAIRllIAN. Doctor, can you picture the state of mind of the
peoples of the world if everybody was armed to the teeth with atomic
bombs?
Dr. ·WEINBERG. ,vell, I can picture my own state of mind. Several
of us on the project have felt particularly badly about the develop-_

,v
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One of the theoretical physicists with whom I have talked and
with whom I have worked has said to me that the one thing that he.
considered the most difficult decision for him to make in connection
with the development of the bomb was the fact that he had a young son.
Now, probably to many of us in this room the question of the atomic
bomb will remain an academic question. · I hope so. For the children
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o:f the people.in this room, I uni not so sui:e that·it
.be an a-cade)liic · ·
. question; ... ' .
.. ' .
. . . .'
. ...
. _;. ' : .. .. ' .
. .The CHAllll\:CAN. Do you have any :feeling.that ail creative:~ork; \:
. all real productivity might cease on the :face of the earth i:£ the minds · ·
. o:£ the. millions and millions o:£ people in the world· were filled with·
·. the ove1;whelming :fear that they might•be blown up to kingdom com!!
before morning 1 ,
.· ·
. . . · · ··; .
.· Dr: WEINBERG .. I don't see how they will be abl.e to do anything but .
. be awfully scared. .·
· . . ..
·.
, · 1 "'·<" .· · , :. :
Senator TrnrNGs. Would it 1wt tempt them fo strike first ·so that '
the other fellow would not 1
,·
·
. Di·. WEINBERG. I guess they would, in :facf;, be tempted strongly to
strike first.
·
·
·
·.
··
•·. ·
The CIIAIR11:CAN. That would.be an intolerable state of mind for. the
men, women, and children o:£ the world, would itnot1·
·• · .· .··' · ·
Dr. WEINBERG, Speaking for myself, I would find it intolerable.
The CnAmMAN. I would find it intolerable i:£, sitting on the floor of
the Senate, I had to remember that there was a machine gun pointing
· at me and I did not know when it was going to go off. .
.
.
.
Dr. WEINBERG. Yes. As you brought out when you made the ·analogy about the world being armed to the teeth with atomic bombs,
I thfr1k we would find it intolerable.
·
As- I say, i:£ you have loaded machine guns in a locked room, we
will have a situation where we would not trust each other. It :would
make no difference whether one man had a machine gun· with 1,000
cartridges and another man had a gun with 100 cartridges.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, we are exploring a great many o:£ the
world's problems in these hearings and we have covered a good many
of them this afternoon.
.
· I take it that you say that, to remove the causes o:£ war, you will
have to put things in the minds first of people.
·
· Some o:£ those things that may be causes of war cannot .be removed.
For example, you can not have everybody agree in the matter of
religion. There is nothing you can do about that.
. .
·
I doubt if you could throw the United States open to all unlimited
immigration, because so many people would come that then we would
have a problem that would be a tremendous one.
'\Ve. have got the clash of nationalism, races, divisions between
creeds, economic and military arrayments, money and many Other factors thiit we can not remove.
I t.ake it that what you mean when you say that we must'reniove
the causes o:£ war is that wherever you have a glaring case that is
susceptible to evolution, that the nations must try to find ways and
· means to alleviate the. injustices that exist in that particular case.
For example, it would be pretty hard to tell the Dutch that they
should get out of Java. It would be pretty hard to tell the British
to get out of Indian Burma. It would be ·pretty hard to tell the French
to get out of French Inda China.
·
·· .
Furthermore, in line with all the other imponderables, there are· a··
multitude of things that will have to be rectified as much as it would·
be humanly possible to do it.
.
.
So, I am assuming when you say that the causes of war are to' ·be.
eliminated, that you are taking the most conservative view of .the
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irnmer~i1s causes bf ·wai', that yotca1;e thinking ~bt>ut the aggravatitm.s . ·
· to justice rather than all the causes that enter into the picture; , ·, · .·
. · Dr. W:t:1NnEnG. 1Vell, I agree: On .the other hand, it seems to·1n~;
totii:k~.' ·
.
·,
,.-·,~. ,,,.,... ,, ...
· ' S'eirnto'r TrutNGs. That would be a wors(l problem, not to interri:1pt;.
once you accept it, than settling the. atomic bomb itself,' d01~'t :yoti ·
think?
·
'Dr. WEINBERG." I think so.·
,
· Senator TYDINGS. Then, just wl1at do you mean when you' say.that
'we should try to eliminate the causes of war? .
' '' ' ' · · .
Dr. ,VEINBERG. Let me preface the :following remarks again 'with
the statement that I am not an expert." The person that should be
talking about these things, I am afraid, should be a professor of international law. I am simply a citizen who is interested in these matters.
It seems to me that there are many situations in the world today
in which there exist factors and forces which at one time were considered to be· equivalent to war but which at present are not equivalent ·
to wnr .
. To give you an example, various religions-and you have mentioned
religions-get along peacefully, whereas the same religions used to.
be continually fightmg.
·.
·
Now, I personally am inclined to believe that perhaps the most important reason for the eliminatiqn of the causes of war, in spite of the
fact that the causes are still there, is the fact that there is a higher
sovereignty which prevents both religions who used to go to war over
religion which the individuals in those various religions adhere to
and recognize.
·
So, it seems to me that when all is said and done, what we are saying when we say that we must eliminate war is that the o'nly system
which in the past has ever, in any sense, reduced the number of wars
has been a system in which the sovereignty has been extended.
Senator TYDINGS. ,ven, to put my question rather bluntly, the elimination of the causes o:f war really means the elimination of the
causes of war between the countries that are strong enough to make it.
fa that right?
·· Dr. ·WEINBERG. Yes, sir.
·
· Senator-TYDINGS. I mean what goes on between a great and strong
nation and some little nation is something that it is very difficult to get
excited about, to raise a war a,bont, even though there might be a great
injustice being done there.
.
Eliminating the causes o:f war really refers to our getting along with
the French, the British, the Russians, and those powers getting along
with us.
You find then that the causes of war are limited to 5, 6, or 8 nations,
in the final analysis. Is that correct?
Dr. ,vEINBERG. I think it is, sir.
.
.
Senato1' TYDINGS. And the great masses of the people of the world,
who may have to live under the greatest injustices, they really may
have nothing to say about it?
.
·
.
Dr. vVEINBEUG. Unfortunately that lS true.
Senator TYDINGS. So, don't you just get this, that you have only to
get the agreement between the strong people? 1Von't that determine
what will be done and what won't be done r
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Senator M1LLm:IN..1'roulcl you say, Doctor, that as long· as-,the · ·
causes of war do exist that, regardless of our weapons, there will be'
wars and that since we know of this powerful weapon for waging·w.ar,
·that· someone else will start duplicating it, they will take the steps
that we ourselves have taken, to provide themselves with the weapons1
Dr. _WEINBERG.· They will. provide themselves with the .weap1;ms .
before or after war has started.
·
. ·· .
.
Senator MILLrn:IN. Of course, a brutal nation would start. as. soon
as the thought crossed the mind of those that directed that· nation.·
Certainly other nations will come to it, they will start after. the war .
has commenced. Isn't that correct 1
·
Dr. 1V-EINilEl!G. I am afraid that is correct. If we do not suc'ceed
in eliminating war, then evidently war will be atomic war. We always
come back to that.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Supplementary to what Senator .Tohnsoil.• was
saying, I saw a very alarmihg thing in the New York Times today.·
There was a stor;v of t?-e sh~rwmg to these fellows wh? are being tried
at Nuremberg of movmg pictures of the days of. thell' glo~y. .
·
.. Of course,it was one of the thoughts of showmg that picture that
they would contrast their· present humble position with the position
they were occupying in the days when they had thefr mass flags and
banked bands and great crowds and all that.
The picture had just the contrary effect. They had a great time restraining themselves from getting up'ancl applauding. ·
In.other words, they had not learned a thing. They had not learned
yet that they had been defeated.
.
Now, when you have that sort of an upside-down philosophy on life,
so long as that is any place in the world, how ca11 you rest assured of
peace, no matter what idealistic plans you may have?
.
Dr. WEINBERG. Let n'ie simply come back to the remark which I
made to Senator Tydings.
In the Middle Ages there certainly were people who were outlaws
and who made a living. by war. There were various other groups
which had, they thought, to go to war with each other over problems
which they thought simply could not be resolved.
.
Yet, when the higher authority was established over them, a higher
authority with force, then, these unresolvable difficulties which ordinarily led to war still remained unresolvable, it is true, but they did .
not lead to war any longer.
Senator Mu.LIKIN. 0:f course, the Middle Ages were full of minor·
wars.. There is hardly a period in world history when we haven't had
wars m some degree.
The Roman Empire kept the world in its longest period of peacethrough force, the overwhelming force of arms.
The British N av:y kept the world at pence in modern times for the,
longest period of tune through overwhelming force, the force of the,
British Navy.
That has a direct significance to what we are talking about today.
In other words, i:f you are feeling belligerent, Doctor, I don't believe·
that you would go out and slap Joe Louis in the' fare. I think you·
would rather be looking for a midget for a punching bag.
.
I merely am bringing that up because we have the overwhelming;
force at the moment.
-
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Will that keep the world at peace or will it invite an armament race~
Dr. WEINBERG. I think I agree completely with you, that a ·sover-:
eignty wh~ch has force, a greater fo1:ce tl;1an any 0th.er sta.tes under.
·the sovermgnty havie-I agree.that, lustoncally; that 1s the only possible way to keep peace, it is the only way peace has been kept in the,.
world.
.
.
.
I do not think I agree that that implies that the United· States, say,
should go out and be that authority.
.
' . · · ..·
Senator MILLIKIN. I am not drawing that conclusion; It is·smilething to think about in this problem.
··
·
We have either got to keep that overwhelming force or we have ·got
to work out a transference which will be equally satisfactory.· lsi
that correct~
Dr WEINBERG. I don't think that we can keep that overwhelming
force, sir, for the reason that the other nations will hav~ that.force in
·a very short time.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is true, relatively. That has been true;
relatively, through all history.
It may not follow. ·when Spain tried to get the sea power away
from Great Britain, they did not get the sea power from Great
Britain. When the Dutch tried to take away the sea power of Great
Britain, they did not do it. Many nations have tried to take on the
same armament that gave Great Britain her superiority but. it did
not work.
·
·
Let me make this· suggestion. I believe that if a man wanted to·
make a cold"blooded argument-and I am not making it; I am merely
tossing it in for consideration-I think it can be demonstrated that
the possession by one nation of overwhelming force, in the liglit of
historJ.:~}s a greater conducive to peace than an;r other arrangement.
Dr. WEINBERG. Either one nation or, if you like, a super-nation.
Senator MILLIKIN. That brings us to some harsh realities.
. '·
I am afraid that we would not start-it has been sugg!,'lsted here
many times that we probably would never be ·an aggressor in that kind
of a situation.
But suppose it was determined today, as our national policy, that we·
were going to keep an overwhelming amount of atomic energy at our.
disposal for war-making purposes.
··.
·we would either have to keep that superiority or it would fizzle out
on us.
·
·
If we adhered steadily to that intent, then we would have to come
to the cold-blooded decision of annihilating anybody that challenged•
our overwhelming force. Is that correct 'f And, in this kind of. a
country, do you :not think it would be exceedingly doubtful that· we
would make that decision?
·
·
Dr. ·WEINBERG. I do not think that we could maintain overwhelming
superiority in atomic forces. I say that for the reason that, to my way
of thinking, atomic weapons follow the phenomenon of saturation, · ·
If we had, say, 10,000 or 50:000 or 100,000 bombs, that does not mean
that we have, say, five times or more force than a nation which has;·
perhaps, only 1,000 bombs.
.
.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I think we can use that as an example. That
might be true; but if they had 100, then the whole preponderance of
weight would be with us i
'
7987~6~pt.2----12
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. . ··Dr; WEINBERG. One"huhtlreci. i I agree; but there is ~-point ittiwhich
the thing saturates.
.· ·.
·
, · ·, ·
· • . . · ·. , · ,:;.: >
Senator. MiLLrn:rn:. I. agree. _Tha~. brings 1"!10 to ~he su~g~sti.otf-, I:
··made awhile a.go, that 1f we were gomg to _be 1Jrut111ly reahstic. nbout ·
. this thing; the nioment our superiority was challenged, we would]:iavs;
to move, or there would be no point in going on.
· ..· . ·.-in';.,..
. Dr. WEINBEUG. I£ ,ve th6ught that that was 11 feasible m·ethoclcifpto~::.
cedure, I agree .. ·
. · _·
· · · · 0··,)._,::.' ··,: ..\ ·..' •
· Senator MILLIKIN. If we said that we were going to lrnep the world
at peace by preserving sheer overwhelthing force in atomic efiergy,i-wei.
would then have to reach·.the· conclusion that i£ anybody-threatens to
become an atomic pnwer, we would have to annihilate him?. - ; · , ;., .. , ·
Dr. WmNBEUG. That is essentially' equivaleiit to ·conquering the•· ·
whole world.
·
· · · · · · ··
. · . ..
. 'Senatur &LIKIN. Yes, in the sense that Great.Britain conquer the
world by obtaining naval superiority in the. day wheri naval sup(v
riority had the greatest effect. .
··
Dr. WEINBERG. Except that this time .I am afraid-I tun afraid:
that we would actually have to go·out and kill those·people, ·I, ·as
an American, do not lilrn that.
· ·
.
·.
. Senator TYDINGS. vVe have the atomic bomb. Is it not true that we
retain the l!irgest irnvy, the largest and I hope the foost efficient air:·
force? Is it not true that we retain those weapons simply because we
~ant to be strong in anything for any conceivable emergency;-that we
want to be ready to knock the aggressor?
·
·
··
·
. Dr. vVEINBEUG. That is true, but:--- .
·
· Senator TYDINGS. vVell, then, if that is so, all we have done if we ·
aliminated the atomic bomb is to get down from 212°, which is the
boiling point, to about 160° or 150°' which is still pretty warm ...
Dr. WEINBERG, It would perhaps lower the lower temperature to
20° or 30°, because it seems to me that with ordinary weapons-well,
if we have a :p.avy, say, foi.1r times its large as everybody else, if-we have
an air force four times as large as anybody else, maybe we still would
not have really overwhelming superiority.
. · . · · · .
Senator TYDINGS. Let me see if I have summed up your view. _You
said that if we had another war it would either start or finish with·
atomic bombs. Yon say that will be so whether yon outlaiv or do not
outlaw the atomic bomb. Am I right on that? · .
·
·
Dr. WEINBERG. Yes.
· Senator TYDINGS. You likewise :feel that this problem is incidental,
considering the atomic bombs, to the proposition of eliminating war;
that that is the major, No. 1 problem.
Now, what reason, except in degree, assuming that my summations
of your thought are correct, what reason is there, except in degree,
according to the thought that you are voicing here, of eliminating the
atomic_ bomb, unless }'.'O~ go along and elimin;ite the next most potent
wea.pon, unless you ehmmate them ala
'
. Pr. WEINBEUG. I agree: It would be a matter of degree, but it
woulq. be a very large degree. .•
.
·
· Senator TYDINGS. Yes, this is the greatest danger to tackle first. · .
Dr. W:mINBEUG. By far the largest.
.· ·
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Senator TYDINGS. But your logic t.ells.you that you cannot stop with
the atomic bomb. ·
·
.
.· . .. .
,. Dr. w·EINBERG. We cannot.
.
.
.
·· Senator TYDINGS. w·e cannot stop with the atomic bomb,because the
other weapons, the buzz:cbombs and the incendiary bombs which have
ruined so many cities in the world werfa simply domg what one atomic
bomb would do with less effort?
· · ..
Dr. WEINBERG. Exactly.· They are both doing the same thing.
· Senator TYDINGS. So, therefore, in your plea today-I do not mean
the whole plea but the basis, the core of your plea-is-and I am willing
to help as inuch as anybody-your plea is to outlaw war because the
prospects o:f the consequences o:f the next war are too horrible to ·
contemplate.
As a precedent to that plea, I believe that your thought is that world
disarmament is what must be done. Am I wrong?
·
·.
Dr. WEINBERG. No; I agree.
·
·
·
.
. . The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I do not want to keep you any longer, but
there is one important sentence in your statement which I would like
to explore very briefly.
. ·
....
You say:
·
The second problem is more serious. Tlle previous speakers, the whole
previous testimony, has dealt witll the profound international impllcatibns of
atomic energy. On tlle other hand, the international aspects will determ_lne our
domestic atomic energy development.

Now, one o:f the purposes o:f the setting up o:f this committee, as I
understand it, is to explore the domestic as well as the international
i,tspects o:f this question.
·
·
The effort was made by tli-e War Department to enact legislation
on this subject o:f domestic consumption, as it were; that is, to take
· care of our domestic problems.
·
Now, what has been bothering me the last week or so is how you
can set up any program for domestic atomic energy development until
you know what the international situation is going to be.
Dr. WEINBERG. I do not think one can. I think the two are so
closely interrelated that a domestic solution without an internatio:qal
solution is impossible and au internationn,l solution
without a domestic
1
solution is impossible.
.
'
The CHAIRllfAN. Well, now, suppose we enacted a bill today over .
in the Senate to set up a commission to handle what might be ca1led
the domestic phases of the matter.
..
..
This commission, i:f I understand you correctly, would not lie able
to determine a policy of continuing to operate these plants, continuing
to make finished materials, in the absence o:f some international.clarification of the subject? . · .
.
.
. •·
·Dr. WEINBERG, Yes, sir. ·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree with that?
Dr. WEINBJ!:RG. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, there is one more thing. vVe are all think~
ing out loud. I would like to have you assume, as I know you woul~ w_ant me to assume, that everything that you are saying in response to
these qvestions, in 24 hours, after delibemtion, you might want ~o
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,modify what,you ai'~:saying now-we are merely speaking in an exploratory vein.
·
·
· · · ,. :. ·:. ·Let us stippose' that we accomplish this world situation you- are
advocating. Let us su1jpose, then, that the Indians in India want hidependence. ·without a11y ·armaments existii1g in the world, suppose
they start a march, 50,000 or 100,000 of them. We would have perhaps
another affair such. as they ha~ J5 or 100 years ago, where an attempt
was made to assassmate all Br1t1sh.
.
· · ·.
·. Now, let .us suppose that takes place not only there. The movement catches fire and it takes hold of the masses in many other of tlie
similarly situated countries. .
. ·
.
·
. · · · ·'
. In that case, would the international police force intervene to put .
down the rioting and keep the status quo, or would you attempt to
find-well, what would you do?.
.
· ." .
Dr. WEINBERG. If the intemational sovei:eignty is a reuJ sovereignty;
then I would hope, although, of course,we do have civil wMs-I would
hope that long before they had started to march, that they would have
gone through the international channels, the judiciary bodies, and so
on, that would then exist, so that thefr particular problems could
be settled peacefully.
·
Senator TYDINGS. But the point I make is that they are not settled
peacefully. ·would there not be a civil wad
.
.
They would not need weapons. I mean there would be no arma.men ts, they would not need weapons, they would only need their hands.
,·. ·what it would amount to, maybe, if we had disarmament, if it took
place, would.be that immediately these Ji.ations·would be turned loose;
Now, suppose that if they were turned loose, that there was a fight
for power in those nations ,vhich does become civil war. What side
w011ld the United N atio11s Organization take? Which one of the two
factions would they attempt to stamp otit if they begin to fight and
they use and improve the available weapons and if the thing spreads
around the globe?
.
· ·.
Dr. WEINBEUG. I am afraid I cannot answer· that.
Senator TYDINGS. That is a perfectly logical consequence, in. my
opinion, if you disarm the world. You will find that the tenants will
take over the house, they will occupy the house and tell the landlord
that he cannot come back any more. ·what will you do when the'
tenants begin to fight over who is to have the house? What a1:e you
going to do when there·is a good, big row goinrr on and it spreads to
other places similarly circumstanced'? I wonder what the United
Nations Organization will do. I imagine that maybe they will just let
. the riot subside upless it overlaps into some other country.
· ..
. Dr. WEINBERG. I am afraid that I really do not advocate complet~
anarchy in the sense that there will be no force at all.
Senator TYDINGS. No, there will always be the international force
I understand. When the other· nations are disarmed, there would
always be the Security Council with 200,000 or 300,000 men, or 600,000,
whatever is necessary, with airplanes or whatever is necessary, It.
may be atomic bombs, even. ·
·
· Now, if you start wiping out all the injustices in the world that you
and I might agree should be wiped out, there would be not oniy India
and Java, the Dutch East Indies, the American mandated islands and
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border troubles and Lithuania and Estonia and Latvia, and· all of
those places. Possibly even Palestine might come in there. ·
·
When. you have got all· those things breaking loose, and if. there is
no armarnent, no restraint, nothing, no police force, except a man with ·
a big hickory stick and a helmet and nothing more, probably not even
.a 'revolver, what happens to the United Nations Organization i · I
.mean, when we achieve our dream, where are we i
· .·
> ·
,
Dr. WEINBERG. vVould we be any worse o:IT than, say, the 48 States.
are.at present, with a supreme authority which essentially has ~he final
police power?
·
.
·
·
· ' · .
Senator TYDINGS. Well, do you think that the 48 States are compa.rable to the countries which I, without intending any criticism of the
existing situation, have designated?
·
·
Dr. WEINBERG. I am not an expert on .American history, but if I remember correctly, Vermont and New York were almost at war several
times l,:,e£ore the Thirteen Colonies got together.
· Senatoi.· TYDINGS. It is purely in the field of theory, but sometimes
it is well to know where you are going to arrive when you start to go
some place.
Dr. WEINBERG. 1Vell, to that I must again say that I must answer in
general terms. I want to say that it would be r11,ther presumptuous
of me, who, as I say, a physicist, to try to answer those questions.
Senator TYDINGS. Well, we are all just as green as you are, Doctor,
in this field of world peace. There is no man, no one man, who knows
the answer, and it is only by common counsel that we can learn.
There are so many injustices that I might think should be corrected
in the world. You, on the other hand, might not agree with me on
many of them. There would be cases where you would say that the
injustices were terrible and I would not agree with you.
·
Now, if we disarm completely, that situation will encompass nations.
I have no doubt, if you eliminated the force of Great Britain that civil
war would break out in India, maybe not imme11iately, but it would
break out; and it would be the same in some other countries.
You would find that there would usually he three meil who wanted
to be boss and the situation would only permit of one man being boss,
who will hold that job.
·
..
Senator Mn,r,nnN. Senator Tydings, I would like to suggest that if
the internationa1 force disintegrated, pretty soon we would have complete world chaos.
·
Senator JorrNSON. Doctor, I have just one.little question. I don't
think it will take you very long to reply to it. I note that you say in
your statement that the atomic era began December 2; 1942, when the
first nuclear chain reaction was established in Chicago.
Do you anticipate that that statement will ever be challenged as a
historical fact? Do you think it is going to stand up~
Dr. WEINBERG. It will be challenged as a historical fact if we have
another, atomic,.. war. In that case the atomic era will be supposed
to hav~ started July 16, when the first atomic bomb blew up.
It will not be challenged if we do not have an atomic war. We will
have other atomic power developments, naturally, and in that case
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D~cember-2,iwill be·.the date,when the· .first peacetime··atomic 'cham."·
reaction was established. ' ',
' ·. '
·,·:.' '' ', ':.
; The ·CrrAIR:MAN. ·Well, Doctor, you have had quite a workout'.- . '
Dr. WEINBERG. I have had, sir. ·
. · ·· .·
· · . · ·· · .
The.CrrAIRMAN. We thank you very much. '
.
.,~<. ,.(::"
· Senator TYDrnas: I wish we could all go home with this question!
solved so that we could get a night's rest in comfort, for· one ·night
at least .
.
.
.
·.. · . · . .
,The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
. :· · . ', ·.
We win ~eet a~ain .at 10 o'clock tomorrow morriing iri this r6om.:.
The comm1ttee 1s adJourned. ·. ·
.
· .· . ·
(Whereupon, at 5 p. m., an adjournment was taken until 10 a; m;t- ·
Thursday, December 13, 1945.)
·
·
· • .· ,· · ·
X
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ATOMIC. ENERGY
THURSDAY, DECEMBER .13, 1945

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL Co1UMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGYb

.

I

.

.

Washington,

. 0.

The special comliJ.ittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m;; in
room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon ( chairman) presiding.
·
·
J:>resent : Senators McMahon (chairman), J olmson, Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
..
Also present: Vice Adm. W. H. P. Blandy, Deputy Chief, Naval
. Op~rations f?r · Special Weapons; Rear Adm;, ~illiam . R. Purnell,
Assistant Chief of Naval Operat10ns for Materiel; and Rear AdIIL
Lewis L. Str'auss, special assistant to the Secretary of the Navy;
Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser; and James R. Newman, special
assistant to the special r ommittee.
·
The CHAffiMAN. The committee will be in order.
Gentlemen, we will let you handle your pre~entation in· your own
way.
.
Admiral STRAUSS. Mr. Chairman, we have two introductory paragraphs, with your permission.
.
The invitation to the Navy to appear before· your committee this
morning has not afforded sufficient time for the preparation of a formal
statement, but in the light of the fact that the Navy does not appear
b_efore yo~r com1:1ittee to urge any special positio~, a~vocate any particular pomt of view, nor sponsor any pendmg leg1slat10n, there would
not appear to be any purpose in a statement beyond such as may be
elicited in the course of response to your questions.
The Navy is represented here today by Vice Adm. W. H.P. Blandy,.
Rear Adm. WilJiam R. Purnell, Co:inmodore W. S. Parsons, Dr. Ross
Gunn, and myself.
·
Admiral Blandy, formerly Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, until
very recently in command of amphibious groups in the Pacific, is now
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, his special duties being in charge
of all interests in the Navy in atomic energy, guided missiles, a.nd
related matters.
Admiral· Purnell is Assistant Chief of Na val Operations. From·
the outset of the Manhattan project. he hns been the principal Navy
representatiYe cm the Military Policy Committee for the· atomic
proiects.
·
Commodore Parsons is Admiral Blandy's principal assistant. He
combines the background of the Regular officer with that of the
physicist. He has been associated with the development of the Man30~
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lrnttan enterprise since May 1943. He took the first atomic bomb to the.
Pacific and supervised its delivery all the way to the target. ·
.
Dr. Gunn is attached to the Navn,l Research Laboratory, where, at
his suggestion and under his direction, the separation of· the uranium
isotope, or more properly the enrichment of uranium, was first successfully performed on any appreciable scale and many months before
any other project had been inaugurated.
As for myself, I am special assistant to the Secretary of the Navy
and have been serving as the Navy n'l.ember of the Interim Advisory
Committee on Atomic Energy. .
)Ve had expected, if you had no specific plan as to how you wished
us to present the Navy aspect ofthis, to open with Dr. Gunn, to follow
him with Commodore Parsons, Admiral Purnell, and Admiral Blandy
summing up.
·
The CnAIRllIAN. Admiral, that will be quite satisfactory, I am sure.
I presume that the Navy is conducting rather intensive research
a.nd study into the integration of this weapon into future naval operatwns. I understand, of course, we could hardly expect any testimony
on that score today, although I do not want to restrict any testimony
that you might need along that line. We would be glad to have it.
I was of the opinion that perhaps that work might be proceeding
rather expeditiously and that .after· we return from the Christmas
holiday we would hear the Navy again, either in open or executive
session, as you gentlemen would determine, on your thouuhts bn the
integration of this matter into the Navy's program for the national
defense.
· I wish you would proceed along those lines, if you would.
Admiral STRAUSS. We certainly will welcome the opportunity to
appear again, Senator, whenever it is the pleasure of the committee,
and I think with respect to those specific points you mentioned, if
they should come up today, that Admiral Blandy and Admiral Purnell will be those witnesses who would be qualified to discuss them.
The CHAIRMAN. I might say further to you gentlemen that we have
been leaving with the witnesses, of necessity, the election, if they are
asked some question they feel should be answered in executive session,
to just say so, and we will afford that opportunity. No offense will be
taken if you say just that.
All right, Admiral.
Admiral STRAVSS. Dr. Gunn.
STATEMENT OF DR. ROSS GUNN, TECHNICAL ADVISER TO
THE NAVAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE NAVAL RESEARCH

LABORATORY
Dr. GvNN. Mr. Chairman, I think I would like.to open my remarks
by explaining to the committee the reasons lying behind the Navy's
interest. in this problem, in relation particularly to the work of the
Naval Reseerch Laboratory.
Admiral Blandy and Commodore Parsons will be more interested
in the bomb, but our original approach was in a little different direction, which we knew had a direct bearing on the bomb problem.
I think a good many of us h:ive been considerably alarmed in the
last few years at the rate at which our coal and oil reserves were disn,ppearing. )Ve emerged from the war, and even though the Navy
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had oil reserves of various kinds we have cut into those reserves in a '
very deplorable manner.
·
. . ·
I think thaL future generations will probably have something to say
about ~u_r waste. of the tremendous hydrocarbon reserves, oil and,·coal.
· The utility and usefulness of coal a,nd oil under present-day develop- ·
ments in organic chemistry cannot be measured in terms of what they
will do to run furnaces, boilers, and engines. The amount of oil and
coal available is distinctly a fixed quantity. We are not getting any
~ore. It takes millions of years to make it, and when it is gone, it
1s gone.
A good organic chemistry industry can make medicines, oils, lubricants, plastics-thousands of things 'that modern man and civilization
requires and must have.
Many of us have worried about that, as I said, and within the last
15 or 20 years we have realized that there .were other sources that
might be tapped. Some of us were not at all surprised when, early in
1939, the conversion of the uranium nucleus was obseryed and energy
from that transforination was made available.
As I see it, the main function of nuclear transformations is to take
on the. job of turning the world's wheels ancl driving its ships. In
spite of the awful manner in which it has been presented to the world;
I, for one, welcome it as giving a promise of a longer civilization than
we would have or'dinarily looked forward to; because at the rate we·
were going we certainly wouldn't have fuel to turn the wheels of industry in another 500 years. .
·
One of the jobs of my Mechanics and Electricity Division at the
Naval Research Laboratory is to explore the .fundamental aspects of
power production, utilization, storage, and conversion. vVe have spent
years studying special methods of power production and conversion
that were suitable for special naval applications. We have explored
the use of special fuels, new methods of power storage, new types of
engines that wiTI achieve a particular objective; for example, the
range and speed of a military ship is of the utmost military importance, and many an engagement at sea. has been broken off. under
otherwise very favorable circumstances because the fuel supply was
getting low .and the ship didn't have enough fuel. Many a man has
lost his life and ships have been lost while refueling at sea under
adversf'. weather conditions or in the presence of an enemy submarine.
Obviously, ii a fuel were available that was powerful enough to
provide power for a capital sl.1ip, for example, for a year or more,
such a fuel is obviously invaluable to the military services and will
increase the military usefulness of that ship to a major degree. , ·
We need more power; we need more speed. Our present capacity
to carry energy, if you please, is limited by the bunker size and what
fraction of the ship's displacement we can assign to fuel. The Navy's
installed horsepower of large units that are constantly in operation is
measured in tens of millions. It is the largest single user of such
power in the world, and for this reason the Navy has a profound
interest in all .aspects of power conversion.
·
We had been alert to the implications of nuclear power even before
the annmmcement of the uranium fission, and we actually had under
way in March 1!)3!) work at the Naval Research Laboratory looking
toward the utilization of nuclear power in ship propulsion.
·
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. I would emphasize again that the interest of the Naval Research
Laboratory, which I particularly represent, has been in the practical
utilizat~on of nuclear power rat.her ~han the bomb aspects.
·.. Admiral Strauss tlunks that 1t might be worth wlnle for me. to review what we have done at the Naval Research Laboratory on this
program, and~ think I can summarize it very quickly and tell you why
we want to use it.
.
Of course, the announcement that triggered off this recent change
in our thinking was the announcement by two Germans of the fission
of uranium and the further suggestion that this fission could be promoted by the fission of another particle, which had happened a·short
time before. In 0th.gr words, we promote what we call a chain reaction.
In January 1939 that announcement was made, but we were uncertain
as to what part of the uranium material was important. There are
two kinds of uranium in ordinary uranium, 2B5 and 238.
Senator HART. Was that January 1039?
.
Dr. GuNN. That was January 1!)39 when it was announced in this
country. Many of us had been on the alert for this; and I must say
that you should recognize that the scientist, since he has accepted the
so-called Rutherford atom, has known that enerey of this order of
magnitude was going to be available sometime if we just knew how .to
unlock it. The energy was there, but we didn't know how to make it
available.
On March 17, 1939, there was a discussion at the Navy Department,
with both Navy and Army officers present, and scientists of the Naval
Research Laboratory_, of which I was one. A meeting was held, at
which Professor Fermi and Professor Pegram, of Columbia University, were present. Fermi. was known to me as a highly competent
physicist, unexcitable, conservative, and while he did not definitely
state that uranium chain reaction would take place-and this is a critical matter-he was fairly sure it would from all the data .he had.
A few days afterward, in company with our Director, Hollis M.
Cooley, a captain in the Na.Yy at that time and, incidentally, son of
Dean Cooley at Michigan, I went to Admiral Dowen, who was Chief
of Engineering at the time, and asked for a minimum amount of
$2,000 to get the work going on this project.
Our analysis showed, and it has been borne out completely, that
there were three or £our main problems to solve, one of which was the
determination o:f which part of the uranium was the effective one,
We now know what that is.
The next problem was to separate out the e:ITective components, the
so-called isotope separation problem; and the other one was to produce suitable. chemicals thnt would 1wrmit this separation. One just
cannot throw uranium into a hopper aml separate it out. It is a big
technical problem to do it actua Uy.
·
We realized that if we could get enou'!'h of the active material together we could, if the theoretical people were right, take thermal
energy from the so-called pile an<l eonvel't it through the 1use of nn
engine into a propulsion system.
c reafo;ed that if we could get
very pul'e material it probably lrnd application to a bomb, but that was
not the laboratory's specific intrrest.
I have cited one case in which we are intereste(l in nuclear power;·
namely, the case in which we would lilrn to incl'ease the range and
speed of our surface ships. There is nnotltcr possibility which appeal-
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ed to us even at that time, and that is in a submarine.· 'rhe great
limitation ii1 a ·submarine, as we 1rnve determined as a result of our experiments at the laboratory, is the fact that one must take down in a
submarine not only the fuel but also one must take down the oxygen.
That is true even in a battery, for in a battery operation you take down
essentially oxygen in one pltite and metallic lead in the other. In general, that limits the range and submerged speed that orie can get,
because one must provide volume and weight for the fuel and volume
and weight for the oxygen with which to burn it.
Now, the utility of ~'tti:iinic power in submarines lies in the fact that
one takes into the submarine one material only, and out of that one
materinl it is possible to promote a nuclear reaction which will give
yot1 heat.
Moreover, the fact that the amount of energy per atom is so tremendous in a nuclenr reaction means that this thing is going to be
concentrnted. It is hard to think of any ship more concentrated than
a submarine; so, in a sense, the m;anium conversion has direct application to the submarine problem. · It is a possibility at least:
I don't think it is necessarily desirable to go into the details of this ·
matter except to point out that, if there is. any particular use :for
nuclear power, the submarine certainly suggests itself as a good place
to try it.
.
·
\Vith the foregoing background in miml, I would like to put on the
record that on June 1, 1D3!), after analyzing this problem and making
arrangements for cooperation ,vith Prof. Jesse Beams at the University of Virginia, a memorandum was sent to our director on the
possible uses o:f uranium power in the Navy.
. .
Later on, various letters .were sent out, but the important thing, I
think, is to point out that evei1 as early as February 19'10, in cooperation with Professor Beams at Virginia, we had secured modest
amounts of enriched uranium. By modest amounts I am thinking
in terms of a gram or so.
By July l!J40 we had actively set lip a program in cooperation
witli the Carnegie Institution of ,vashington, .the University. of Virginia, and Columbia University, a forward-looking program that
would ultimately lead to a pbwer-producing pile.
We financed the work with the help of the Bureau of Ordnance, the
Bureau of Ships, and the Army Ordnance at that time to an extent of
about $,10,000, and the work was coordinated entirely through the
Naval Research Laboratory.
.
As a result of that work two or three things emerged which bear
repeating.
·
The Carnegie Institution contract-the Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism, this was-was to support a new method of isotope separation which Dr. Philip H . .Abelson had examined and run some preliminary experiments on. It looked like a good wartime way of
doing it, and our support put t.hat method on its feet. We built a
pilot plant at the Naval Research Laboratory and drew off samples of
modest amounts for analysis. These showed that it was .a practical
method.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that the thermal diffusion method?
Dr. Gmm. That is the liquid thermal diffusion method.
The OnAJRllIAN. What date was that?
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Dr. GuNN. That contract was/in effect and we were working with
them in July 1040. The liquid thermal diffusion pilot plant at our
laboratory-and this work was finally transferred to our laboratory
along with Dr. Philip Abelson.....:_was set up and operating in December
1942, and operating on such a basis that the data that we obtained at
that time were later shown to be essentially correct. ,
It also happened that in December 1042 General Groves was invited
to our laboratory and saw our outfit.
·
,
We gave.to him the quantitative data that we had at that time, and
sug<Tested that it might have an important bearing on the national
pro~uction. However, the Army took no action on our method until
June 1944, which was 18 months later.
· ·
·
As a result o:f our work, and being sure that we had a method
which was tolerably good, we went ahead with the help o:f the Bureau
o:f Ships, and in June 1943 we re.commended that we build a plant
in Philadelphia, but construction was not started until November
1943 because we couldn't get the authority to do it. Tha.t plant was
finally put in operation and we wer'e taking samples off o:f 1t, in July
1944. We had some difficulty getting raw materials, but tha:t was
finally straightened out. I think the success or nonsuccess o:f that
plant should not be discus·sed here.
This review of our part in the production of uranium isotopes is
given, sir, to emphasize the fact that we are actively interested in
power and its utilization in the Navy, particularly the special problems that face the naval serv.ice. "\Ve think that by means of our
very early work we have shortened the time it took to produce the
critically required material. l:f we had not worked on the thing at
the sta:rt and early supported these university people we think perhaps
the national production might have been delayed.
The CHAIHl\IAN. Doctor, how much money has the Navy spent altogetheri
Dr. GuNN. The Naval Research Laboratory, including the experimental work at Philadelphia, expended $2,000,000. To that $2,000,000
should be added an amount which, as close as we can estimate, is about
$1,000,000 assigned to the Naval Boiler and Turbine Laboratory at
Philadelphia, direct from the Bureau of Ships.
.
The CHAlRl\IAN. That would be $3,000,000 altogethed
Dr. GUNN. That would be about $3,000,000 that the Navy itself
put into it. .
The CHAIRMAN. What contact did you have with the Army on
the problem between the first meeting that you had, which I ·believe
was in 1939 with Army Ordnance? What meetings did you have
with the Army or they with you in the interim period up until General
Groves was shown what you had done in December 1942?
Dr. GuNN. There was established a committee, the S-1 Committee
of the NDRC, which had an Army representative. At one time
General Styer was on it, and they had, I think, two other representatives from time to time. The chairman of this committee was Dr.
Briggs, who was then Director of the Bureau of Standards. The
Army was informed of the work carried on by the committee through
their representative.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you on the committee?
Dr. GuNN. I was on the committee for a time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you report to the committee as to what the
Navy was doing on it?
· ·
Dr. GUNN. The chairman of the cominittee was kept in touch with
everything that we did.
. ·
·
The CHAIRMAN. That is Dr. Briggs j
Dr. GUNN. That is Dr. Briggs.
The CHAIRMAN. 'When was that committee set up?
·
Dr. GuNN. [ am sorry, sir, I don't lmqw; but you will find that in
the Smyth report.
Senator HART. To connect up some of this early chronology, Doctor, the first witness !;Je:fore this committee gave ·a good deal of data
covering the chronology of those early years.
'
, I b,elievo you stated that your first move outside your laboratory
m order to get started was on March 20, 1939. Is that correct?
Dr. GuNN. That is. correct.
,
.
.
Senator HART, Doctor, have you any idea as to when the President·
was first acquainted with the possibility of atomic fission?
Dr. GUNN. I understand that there was a meeting with a· Mr.
Sachs-I judge that is the man you refer to-on October 11, 1939. ·
S~nator HART. Insofar as you know,' did the Navy Department ever
make these ideas known to the President prior to Dr. Sachs, whom you
mentioned?
Dr. GUNN. I would not know about it, sir, if they had. I was too
far down the line.
·
Senator HART. Do you recall receiving anything from Dr. Einstein
in August 1939 that antedated or postdated your original unde.rtaking
of this problem?
Dr. GuNN. As far as I know, our lab'or:itory never received any
communication from Professor Einstein. In part answer to your original question, the Director of the Naval Research Laboratory did
sen~ to the S~ci.'etary of the Navy ?n ~oveh1ber 13, 1930, a general
review 0£ our mterest and proposals mtli1s matter.
Senator HART. In case it ever was called to the President's attention
directly by the Navy Department, who would know?
Dr. GUNN. I think Admiral Bowe1J, who was Chief of the Bureau
of Ships at that time. The laboratory was operating under the Bureau
of Ships, and.he would be the man who would know.
Senator HART. You mentioned Dr. Sachs. In his testimony he
stated that during those early steps, I believe in 1939, .there had been
an adverse report by the technical adviser of one of the services in
the su1!1mer of 1939', and it was. becat!se of th~t that he, l\!r, Sachs,
went directly to the Commander m Chief, meanrng the President.
·
Do you think that technical adviser could have come from your
laboratory?
Dr. GuNN, I am sure that he wouldn't have come from our laboratory.
Senator HART. Did you hear Dr. Sachs' testimony?
Dr. GuNN. I read parts of it; yes, sir.
Senator HA~T. Do youlmow or have you any opinion as to why he
said that there was a previous adverse report~
Dr,..,,GuNN. I haven't the slightest idea why he would say it. I
suppose that was hjs experience.
,
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The CHAIRJ\IAN. Doctor, when you met with Fermi and Pegram on
March 17, 1939, did you put. them under contract, or was any' arrangement made with them for them to work on this problem i
Dr. GUNN. No, sir; not :lt that time.
·
The C11ArnMAN. You had great confidence in Fermi?
Dr. GuNN. We think very highly of Fermi. Ile was an experimenter in nuclear physics, and was an outstanding exponent at that
time.
·
The CHAIIll\IAN. Was any arrangement made that Fermi and Pegram be put under contract and the Columbia project be started 1
Dr. GuNN. That came later.
The CnAIRMAN. 'When 1
Dr. GUNN. We made arrangement to set up the Columbia contract
with our laboratory in July 1940.
. The GnAIRl\IAN. In February 1040 you had gotten one gram. Now,
where was that gram produced 1
.
Dr. GuNN. I misled you, sir, in my testimony there. That was one
gram of a 10 percent enriched sample, and that was produced at the
University of Virginia. That was not pure metal, which you apparently int~rpret my testimony to mean.
The CnAIRl\IAN. But in July of 1940 you had concluded a contract
with Columbia University?
·
Dr. GuNN. That is correct.
The CnArnl\rAN. '\Vas it the Navy that set up the Columbia project1
Dr. GuNN. The Naval Research Laboratory was the coordinating
agency for the Bureau of Ordnance, the Bureau of Ships, and the
Army Ordnance. The Army was in.on that allotment of funds at that
tim~
.
The CHAIRMAN. Diel you have any correspondence with Fermi and
Pegram between March 17, 1939, and February 1040?
· ·
Dr. GuNN. I am quite sure we did. I had considerable correspondence with Pegram, and I think it :fell in that interval.
The CnAIIll\IAN. I understand, Doctor-I am not certain of this,
and I do not make it· as an assertion of fact-that when Fermi and
Pegram went to see you people in the Navy on March 17, 1939; they
came away from that con:l'ercnce much discouraged, and that it was as
a result of that discouragement that they got in touch with Dr. Sachs,
who in turn got in touch with the President.
As I say, I don't vouch for that at aJl, but that is my recollection
either of testimony or conversations to which I have listened.
Dr. GuNN. I think that is a fair deduction from what happened.
You gentlemen must realize that this picture looks a great deal different today than it did look then. Here was a group of scientists who
had been looking for something like this, but we didn't quite believe
it. '\Ve didn't object in the least to the conversion of nuclear .energy.
It was conceded that energy was there all right, but the chain reaction
the idea of one molecule tripping off another, and that one tripping od
another, and the same thing going on in a chain, was distinctly something that placed us in the position of being "from Missouri." We
weren't sure of it.
.
I think everyone would be discouraged. I was discouraged. The
laboratory didn't go into this work with the idea that the result was ·
all going to fall out in a year or so. If we had known-,-and that is the
point~that there was actually going to be a sustained chain reaction,
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we would never have got a chance to look at it. There would have
been thousands of scientists working on it immediately.
..
The CnAmMAN.. "\Vell, it was after Roosevelt, in the spring of 1940,
had the meeting with Sachs that things began to happen.
·
Dr. GuNN. Well, unfortunately that is the way you get money to
do a job in the .Government service.
·
Senator HART. May I correct you, Mr. Chairman 1 I think that
that date was October 1039.
The. C1-1AIIU\IAN. October 19391 My recollecti(')n was confused. It
was after the fall of France tha,t additional effort was put in, and it
was after that that things began definitely to happen.
Pr. GuNN. That is right.
.
. Senator HART. Doctor, during those early days in the spring of
1939, did you or your associates or any one up in the Navy Department
pay very much attention to the possibility of fission as a weapon rather
than a source of power 1
Dr. GUNN. Not very much attention to it specifically. "\Ve realized
the two important solutions would fall out together, sir, and we knew
that if we could solve the power problem the bomb application wouldl
automatically come out with a very small amount of additional work.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, how big were the contracts that you first
made?
Dr. GuNN. Our first contract went to the Carnegie Institution. We
tried to give them some money, and they said, "No; we don't like to
take a contract; we will do it for you for nothing."
Finally we prevailed upon them to take a contract in the amount
of $2,500, which was simply to cover the costs of some work that Dr.
Abelson started there. That contract ·was dated November 3, 1940.
As I say, they did work for us without charge and as a public duty.
Columbia University, on July 18, 1940, enfored into a contract for
$29,700, and on the same date, July 18, 1940, we entered into a contract
with the University of Virginia for $13,000.
·
·
The work at Virginia was under the control of Dr. Jesse Beams.
The work at Columbia was under Professor Pegram, and that at the·
Carnegie Institution was under Dr. J olm A. Fleming.
.
The CHAIRMAN. After General Gro:ves took the thing ave!, how
close was liaison kept with the Navy on this thing?
Dr. GuNN. There was liaison, sir, but I think it was one way; down
at my lev~l it ,yas. Probably there was liaison farther up, but I did
not experience 1t.
The CuArn11rAN. You mean you didn't know what was going on in
the project?
Dr. GUNN. I had no idea what the Army was doing.
The CuAmMAN. You had no idea?
Dr. GUNN. Except by making a guess. Being a scientist, I could
make an intelligent guess.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any idea that there was a two billion
dollar Rroject under way?
.
.
·
Dr. GuNN. I don't know how much 1t was. I know 1t was a pretty
big project, because we couldn't get addit.ioi:J.al people after it got under
way.
The 0HAIR1\IAN. General Groves is in Army Engineers, isn't he t
Dr. GuNN. That is correct.
·
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you have liaison with the Engineers 1 Do~s the
Navy have liaison in this branch with the Engineers or with Ordnance 1
Dr. GUNN. That I cannot answer. I don't lmow of it.. It didn't
reach to our laboratory. I can only speak of _what happened at· our
laboratory, sir; I cannot speak £or the Navy as a whole on that matter.
The CHAIRMAN.. Are you the Chief Physicist for the Navy?
·
Dr. GuNN, .No; I am superintendent of two-divisions at the Naval·
Research Laboratory, the Mechanics and Electricity Division ,and the
Aircraft Electrical Research Division.
The CHAIRMAN. You ·were the fellow in the Navy that ought to
know about this, weren't you 1
..
Dr. GuNN, That is right.
The CuAIRMAN. You didn't know about it?
Dr. ·GuNN. I didn't know about it.
The. CHAIRMAN. Did you make any attempt to find out?
Dr. GuNN. Yes, sir.
The 0HAIR1\IAN. ·when you did, what were you told?
Dr. GuNN. I just didn't hear anything, sir; that.was all.
The CuAmMAN. How did you make the attempt--by letter or by
phone?
Dr. GuNN. Bv direct personal contact, and I tried to write letters.
The CHAIRMAN. You tried to write them?
Dr. GuNN, I wrote letters, sir; I am sorry.
The 0nAIR1IIAN. Did you get answers?
Dr. GuNN. No.
The CJiAIRllIAN. Aclmowledgments?
Dr.· GuNN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What was in the acknowledgments?
Dr. GuNN, That the matter under consideration would be taken up
· with higher authority.
·
·
The C1-1Am111AN, As far as you know, it never was?
Dr. GuNN. As for as I know, it never was. I think those are
questions that should be directed, sir, to the military members of
this naval representation.
The CHAIRMAN. ,ven, you have the Smyth report, though?
Dr. GuNN. Yes, sir.
·
.
The CnAIRllIAN, Maybe that is what they were waiting for.
Senator JonNsoN. I should like to ask if you are familiar with the
thermal diffusion set-up at Oak Ridge?
Dr. GuNN. No; I have never seen the gaseous diffusion plant, sir.
In the early days before it was reorganized I had a good, full acquaintance with what was being done, but along about the time war beganDecember 6, 1941-the S-1 Committee was reorganized and we were
disassociated from the project. I don't know what happened after
the war began.
·
Understand, sir, that our laboratory has really done only one
part of. this job. We set out to take on the whole thing, but we did
one job apparently too well, and we spent the rest of the war doing
that one job.
·
Senator JOHNSON. What do you mean by saying "apparently too
well"? I didn't know any job could be done too well.
Dr. GUNN. We have worked out a successful method for producing
the fissionable material, and the country urgently needed it. That is
what we did. We turned it out.
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Senator JOHNSON, That is some other materiaH ..
Dr. GuNN. No; this is the se'pa,rated isotope of uranium. ·
·
Sena.tor JOHNSON, And they kept you on that particular job; is that
what yoti mean~
.
·
Dr. GuNN. That is right.
Senator JoHNSON, Doing that particular job1
Dr. GUNN,· That is correct. .
.
Senator JoIINSON. Was that a fundamental part of the whole operation?
·
· Dr. GUNN. Yes, sir; that was a fundamental part of it. There
were three ways of doing it, three ways of separating isotopes, as
summarized by the Smyth report.
Senator JoHNSON. At least three .ways.
Dr. GuNN. At least three ways-I am sorry-the electromagnetic
method, the gaseous diffusion method, and the hquid thermal diffusion,
Our process was the liquid thermal diffusion process, and that is the
one we worked on.
The CHAIRMAN. When you say "liquid," do you say. that instead
of the steam plant 1
.
,
·
Dr. GuNN. Instead of the gaseous.
.
·
The 0IAIR1\£AN.. There is a thermal diffusion process-isn't that
what they call it?
·
Dr. GuNN. They are both thermal, both the liquid and the gaseous
are thermal diffus10n processes.
·
The CnA1nr.rn. What does the Smyth report say they used Y
Dr. UuNN. They used all tl1ree.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The thermal process?
Dr. GuNN. They used both our system, the liquid, and the gaseous
thermal diffusion, both of them.
·
· Senator HART. I think the Smyth report limits its descrir,tion of
the gas diffusion to "gas." They don't mention "diffusion ' in the
title.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what confused me.
Mr. CONDON. Perhaps I ought to say here that your question, Senator, refers particularly to the thermal diffusion plant at Oak Ridge,
I suppose, and that is the liquid thermal diffusion method that was
developed py the Navy, I believe.
Senator HART. I think, Mr. Cliairman, that in most of our description, and possibly in Dr. Smyth's report, the word "liquid" is left out
of the description.
·
The CnAIRMAN, That is what confused me.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to know now whether the J?.lant
at Oak Ridge is a liquid thermal-diffusion plant, or whether it isn t?
Dr. GUNN. Oak Ridge has three plants, sir; one of every kind.
Senator MILLIKIN, And is there a liquid thermal diffusion plant
there1
Dr. GUNN. There is.
·
The CHAIRMAN, Were you consulted about the construction of that
plant~
Dr. GuNN. Yes, sir. Dr. Abelson went down there and spent some
2 or 3 months, and 10 of our men spent some months down there to
help operate it and get it organized.
Admiral PURNELL, You designed it, didn't you~
Dr. GuNN. We designed it; yes, sir,
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The CHAIRMAN. When you were applying for information, was it
about other methods of separating the isotope? ·
·
Dr. GuNN. Well, sir, I was charged apparently with the research.
work that the Navy was doing at that time, or at least I thought I
was, and I was trying to look at the problem as a whole. Naturally
there were certain parts, and when you got one part going; you .
naturally turned to the next part to try to get that going. I wanted
to find out iI\general what we should be doing.
Naturally I was trying to see the picture as a whole, sir; and I was
interested in knowing what was going on so that in laying out my .
)rogram of work I would not duplicate what other people were doing.
Now, it was suggested that we go ahead and get this information
ourselves, but I was brought up to think you should not waste your
money, and I didn't want to duplicate effort. I wasn't aoing to be
a party to spending millions of dollars, or even one hundred thousand,
to duplicate some work I knew my fellow scientists were doing elsewhere. It didn't make sense to me, so I refused to expand our work
at that time because I was forced to work in the dark. ·
The CnArn111AN. Does that mean that you were compartmentalized 1
Dr. GuNN. Oh, I was compartmentalized all right.
The CnAIRllIAN. Was that for security reasons'/
Dr. GuNN. I think, sir, that should be addressed to Admiral Purnell.
·
The CnArnMAN. All right.
Senator MILLIKIN. I should like to invite your attention, Doctor~
to the fact-it appears to be a fact on the record-that the Germans
did not compartmentalize. They were all working on an over-all
basis, with the result that they never got anything done by the end
of the war.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that follows as a result, Senator?
Senator MILLmIN. I think you could argue that the method used
of compartmentalizing, while offensive to science, resulted in the objective.
Senator H.rnT. Might I say, Senator, that possibly instead of describing it as compartmentalized, that the scientists "·ere managed.
Senator MILLIKIN. I can understand why that would bs offensive,
and I can also understand why it might be a good thing i.f you were
seeking in a short time to produce a certain result.
Dr. GUNN. I don't believe scientists are as temperamental as some
people say they are. ·we all recognize that there is a valid reason .
.for security. There are two reasons for it, one to keep the enemy
frnm finding out what you know, and also to keep the enemy from
finding out what you don't know.
·
I think most scientists are willing to "play ball" on that basis when
it- ii:; necessary.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I understand, Doctor, that the chief efforts
of the Na val Research prior to the time that this set-up was an overall proposition, the Oak Ridge plant had been established, and so on,
were devoted entirely to the development of the liquid diffusion
method of producing this material, and that under your direction the
Navy did go on until this method was perfected.
Let me ask you if in that development of that process you suffered
my restrictions of accessibility to methods and to means directly af1 fecting that particular process?
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What I am trying to get at is whether you were restricted in information or in working in that particular process, or whether the
restrictions apJ?lied to the gas diffusion method and the electric method
· nnd the plutomum development.
. ...
.
.·
· Dr. GUNN, But, sir, I would point out to you that we were developing this information. No one else in the world had it, and obviously
· we had access to our own information.
·
·
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. I realize that. I am not discussing the
question of the advisability of restriction of that information. I am
tryintf to see if I can narrow it down to what was restricted and what
wasn t, on the theory that if they adopted a strict compartmentalization J,Jhilosophy as to this development program-whether we agree
with 1t or not-there might have been at least some plausible reason as·
to why it should be done for the over-all project.
.
I am wondering whether the restrictions you have referred to on information applied to any information that you needed or that you
wanted which applied directly to the liquid thermal diffusion process.
Were you restricted as to that?
Dr. GuNN. There was no outstanding limitation. We had. some
difficulty in getting things we wanted, but they were straightened out
ultimately. Of course, we had to do some fighting to get thein.
Senator HICKENLOOPER, · I would presume those difficulties would
increase in proportion as you got into other fields where you meet, as
Senator Vandenberg called it, an iron curtain.
Dr. GUNN. I never saw an iron curtain, but I think I understand
what that means.
Senator HIOKENLOOPER. He gave a very graphic description of the
iron curtain. That is a question I wanted to get clear in my mind.
Senator MILLIKIN, The iron curtain in your business, Doctor, is
when they tell you, "This will be referred to higher authorities."
I got the impression from something you said, Doctor, that on the
whole you view this development of atomic energy as beneficent to the
world rather than as harmful to the world.
Dr. GuNN, I am satisfied that is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. That, of course, depends on whether we can
harness the destructive features of it.
Dr. GuNN, That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. If we could harness the destructive features,
then we would have nothing but the beneficent features left, and that,
of course, opens .the whole· problem we have before the committee.
It has been repeated here several times that whel). you use atomic energy
for power purposes you are three-quarters. of the way along toward
using it for war purposes.
·
l think you have probably already answered the question that I intended asking you. If we cannot control that next, last step, then perhaps it would be better if we didn't take the first three steps. What
would you say as to that?
Dr. GUNN, I don't·know. That is a hard question, sir. I think I will
leave that to the statesmen to answer.
·
Senator l\f1LLIIUN. I won't press it further.
Senator HrmrnNLOOPER. I thi.nk the. doctor is a citizen, and so are
we all. I would value his opinion, if he cares to give it.
960000-49-2
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Senator MILLIKIN. It happens I have to leave in a moment,.and I
. want to ask two or three questions of the doctor..
· . · . _· .- ·
Let me ask you this, doctor: 'Who were the nuclear scientists working
with you at the time you conducted these early experiments 1 -. ·, .
Dr. GUNN. I was the only one that was qualified in the early days,
and I finally hired away from the Carnegie Institution, after we had a
contract with them, Dr. Philip H . .Abelson, who was the codiscoverer
.of element 93 and he has been with me throughout this operation. · '
Senator MILLIKIN, .A.re you familiar with the testimony of Dr.
Sachs~
Dr. GUNN. I have read parts of it, sir, but I would not say I was
familiar with it.
Senator MILLIKIN. As I understood his testimony, he portrayed a
picture of a neck-and-neck race between the seientists of various countries to make a weapon out of atomic energy and that he sold that
picture to the President specifically on the ground that Germany was
about to develop this kind of a weapon at most any moment .
.A.re you aware of the fact that we have had testimony that at the
end of the war Germany had not even commenced to build a plant?
Dr. GUNN. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. You spoke of this energy as a substitute for our
dwindling resources in oil and coal. ,vould you say that we have
suffered, considering the amount of coal we have, a serious depletioILof
coal?
Dr. GuNN. Not of coal, but distinctly of our oil reserves.
Senator MILLIKIN. But -we do have very well-known methods expanded and developed by the· Germans during this war of making oil
out of coal, so that if we did not have this substitute method, and even
if we ran out of oil, we could fall back on coal as a source of all the
fuel oil we could possibly use over the long foreseeable future. Is that
not correet?
·
Dr. GUNN. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would there be any control factors in a pile in a
submarine or a boat that might get out of control in the event of a hit
which would cause larger damage than. is now caused if you hit your
steam plant or something of that kind?
Dr. GUNN. I would prefer to answer that in executive session, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. ·what other nations, if you care to say, are working on this problem from the naval power standpoint?
Dr. GuNN. I have no direct information on that question.
. .
Senator MILLIKIN . .As far as you know, no other navy maintains a
research program with the specific object of developing power for
naval vessels?
Dr. GuNN. Right.
Senator MILLIIGN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, did Naval Intelligence furnish you, from
time to time, or at any time, with any information as to what was
going on in Germany with regard to this project?
· .
·
Dr. GuNN. No, sir; I never asked them for any information on the
subject I didn't think Naval Intelligence. was informed in this
matter.·
·
The CHAIRMAN. I gather from your testimony, Doctor, that at
least in this project there was no unification of the .Army's and Navy's
efforts in the matter~
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Dr. GuNN, I think there was somewhere, but it didn't drift down
to me. I didn't experience it.
· "·. •,
The CHAimiuN. And you were chief of the nuclear developmentDr. GUNN (interposing-) .. I was chi~£ of one par~ of the work•..
The CnAmllIAN (contmumg). Havmg to do with nuclear energy,
and nobody else in the Department except yourself was in charge of
that work?
Dr. GuNN. I am glad to say that, throughout this whole matter,
Commodore Parsons, who is here before you, was definitely associated with it, and l felt quite happy that the Navy had someone who
was fully informed and, if anythmg important came up, the Navy
had access to it, at least. Whether I had it is beside the point.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't get ·it from Commodore Parsons? ·
Dr. GUNN. I will let you ask him that question, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
·
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might get an answer
:from either Admiral Purnell or Commodore Parsons to my question
about whether or not the President was informed through the N avi
Department of these early developments. Do you know, Admiral
Purnell?
·
Admlral PURNELL. No, sir; l cannot answer that. I did not get
here until July 1942, sir.
Senator HART. Does Commodore Parsons know?
Commodore PARSONS. I first heard of the project in May 1943, so
it was far along before I got in on it.
.
· The CHAIRMAN, If you would like the answer to that question,
Senator, perhaps for the record tlrny can furnish that information.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Dr. Gunn, I would like to ask your opinion, partly in your capacity as a scientist, and partly in your capacity
as a citizen-who is, I think, genernlly a pretty smart fellow-because .
I would value your opinion as such.
First, as a scientist, do you know of any substantial or revolutionary scientific discovery with tremendous potentialities for the good of
humanity that has ever been discarded or has, in fact, ever been curtailed so far as scientific investigation is concerned?
. ·
The point of my question is: Are we going to .stop investigating
this atomic field from a scientific standpoint in spite of anything we
may do in the way of laws, agreements, or anything else? Is science
going to stop that1
Dr. GuNN. Well, I don't think you can stop progress. I think the .
answer to that is so obvious that it requires no discussion. We never
have stopped it and never will. For short periods of time there have
been impediments but averaged over a long period of time such discoveries have always proceeded.
Senator HrnKENLOOPEn. I think the answer is obvious, too, but we
have a record to file here, and I wanted to have your opinion on that.
Now, as a scientist, and also as a citizen who undoubtedly has given
some thought to general political aspects as life goes on, do you believe-considering human nature, considering the magnitude and the·
technicalities of this thing, or a combination of the political and
scientific fields-that it is reasonably feasible or possible to .continue
with scientific investigation to the limit of our ability as we learn mo,e,
to develop this atomic field of energy, and to devise some human way
to limit it to the development of energy for the public good and to stop,
1·
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conti·ol, or prohibit that last 25 percent, after you get the materialt
from going into bombs 1
·
··
.
Dr. GuNN. Well, sir, that is a tough question, and I want to answer
.that as a citizen.
..
.
Senator HICKENLOOPEn. We have got to answer that here.
Dr. GUNN. As a citizen, I am not too happy about the prop~sals ·
made by some o:£ my fellow scientists. I ,vould like to have one question answered before I go along with their recommendation on international agreements.
I:f there is any basis to i:,cientific endeavor, it means that i:£ we perform an experiment five times and get a certain answer, the basis of
our belie:£ is that i:£ we do it the sixth time we will get the same answer,
or the tenth time, unless the fundamental variables have changed.
When people talk about international agreements, I would like to
.ask them to give me a quantative figure of the probability o:£ an international ag1'eement lasting 25 years, 50 years, or 100 years. And if
that probability isn't finite and of appreciable size, then I say we should
not do the experiment over again. That is all I know about it, sir.
Senator HICKENLOOI'F.Jl. I don't think there is any difficulty in the
mind o:£ anybody ::i,s to what we should do with this thing. We should
prohibit its use as a weapon. It is easy for anybody to say that: I
don't mean to say that is exactly what you said, but that 1s the end
result here.
vVe should prohibit its use as a weapon because of the horror and the
vastness o:£ its destructive pmYer; but between having this awful thing
on our hands, and what we shou1d do with it, and how we should
accomplish that result o:£ prohibiting its use for the destruction o:£
huumnity, are some o:£ the questions that this committee is going to
be called upon to try to answer.
·
Manifestly, in my mind, science is going on to experiment. You
cannot stop it. You couldn't stop it in the electrical experimentation,
and electricity has been used to kill people. You couldn't stop it in
gunpowder, although it has peacetime uses and is beneficial; yet it has
gone into the field of destruction and killing, and countless other things.
Radio investigations, electronics, and all those things with their vast
peacetime good have been turned to some of the most terrible killers
that we have ,Yhen man feels he is in danger.
Now, this can go to a point where it "·ill produce energy. It will
produce materials that can be beneficial to medical research and public
· health. It "·ill ease life and probably give us a lot of comforts at
some time in the future, and yet there is always that last 2/5-percent
step there through which the material that will bring the benefits
can be taken in order to bring about the most destructive thing that
we yet know ..
I think i:£ we did have some kind of a snub we could put on that
thin~ to snub it right dmYn to the uses for benefits, of course that·
would be one answer. If we could stop it, or stop some dishonest natiori from violating its contracts, or doing things of that kind, to use or
divert some of this to the weapon stage, well and good. If we cannot,
then what1
·
Dr. GuNN. ·wen, sir, we are all looking for a snub to be applied
at the right time. The trouble is rascals fix it so there is grease on.
the, snub.
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In figuring the probability o:f international agreements lasting long
:periods o:f time, I would like to set over against that the probability of
' unilateral agreements lasting over long periods of time.
· ·
The Monroe Doctrine has lasted for a long time. It was not an
international agreement; it ,vas a one-man agreement. I think that
is the .only way.
Senator JOHNSON, 13acked up by force, Doctor.
Dr. GUNN, Yes; backecrup by force.
.
.
Senator JOHNSON. And it was only as good as the force back of it¥
Dr. GUNN. That is correct.
·
Senator l-IICKENLOOPER. I would like to go into the matter of inspection, and I am not trying to cross-examine you~
·
·
Dr. GUNN. I am glad to be cross-examined, but I don't know anything about it.
Senator I-I1c1rEXLOOPER. Neither do we .. You have nothing on me,
at least, in that respect.
Inspection h:is been discussed here, and manifestly that is a very
plausible field for discussion. It gives a very plausible answer oii
the surface: "Sm·e: go in and inspect all these people, and the minute
you find them diverting, dp something to them.'·
·
What ?-that is anybody's opinion, but that can be worked out.
I don't know whether you ha Ye gone into this suiliciently, or whether
your experience in this field has been sufficiently extensive in the
weapon end of the thing to say that, but if you "·oulcl care to give an
·opinion, do you believe that it will be feasible to establish such an
inspection system that can· detect and immediately make available
the information as to the diversion of this material in that last 25-percent step at a reasonably early period in its diversion before peoplo
•can start making bombs that will go off?
.
Dr. GuNN. I don't .think any scientist really knows the exact answer
to the question you have propounded. but I think it can be done.
vVe have powerful instruments-Geiger-Mueller eounters, we call
them-which detect quite a small amount of material, and if backed
up by adequate and competent and continuously observant personnel,
I think it could be controlled. The trouble is, of course, that someone
will perhaps grow careless.
I would put it this way: I think it is not impossible; I think it
would be a hard job.
·
Senator l-IICKENLOOPER, Have you thought a great deal about this
inspection?
.
Dr. GUNN. No, sir; I honestly don't know anything about-it.
Senator· l-IICICENLOOPER. Thank yo\1, Doctor.
Senator HART. May I ask any of the witnesses to answer this,
whichever one knows most.
The Navy Department has given out a statement dealing with
future experiments, using the bomb against a ship or !:ihips. I would
like to ask if, in planning this experiment, the Navy Department
intend~ to make full use of all the scientific knowledge and experience
available in this country?
Admiral Br.ANDY. No final plans have been approved, $enator, for
. those tests. We are in the act of planning them now. We have not·
come to that particular bridge yet, but we certainly will.
·
Senator HART, My question is: Do you intend to use all of the talent
which is available in making the detailed plans for this experiment i
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Admiral BLANDY; I wouldn't say that we intended to use all of the
talent available in the entire country. I think that might be .an
m1wieldly organization. But we do intend to consult the scientists
whom we consider qualified and responsible in that matter; yes, sir;
particularly to take care of the hazards involved.
Very thorough study will be made of the hazards in planning the
details of the test so as to minimize the danger not only to those of
us involved but to anyone else.
Senator HART. Will there be full cooperation with General Groves'
organization ?
·
Admiral BLANDY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, when do you prophesy that this test can
be held?
Admiral BLANDY, We have set no exact dn,te, but I think we can do
it sometime in the coming sum1her.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Has a joint board been set up?
Admiral BLANDY. There has been established a Military Advisory
Board to General Groves. There also has been established a committee for planning the test, but that committee lllls not completed
its work.
The CnAIRMAN. Has the personnel of that committee been announced?
Admiral BLANDY. The personnel of the committee has not been
announced; no, sir.
The CuAmllIAN. Do you intend to announce it?
Admiral BLANDY. It would not be in my province to announce that.
It is a committee under the Joint Chiefs of Stafl'.
The CnAmllIAN, I wish you would take it up with the Secretary.
and let the committee have a statement as to the personnel, what"
branch of the service they represent, which is going .to supervise the
test.
'
·
Admiral BLANDY. I will do that, sir; but, as I say, that cannot be
done yet because the exact organization has not been determined7 the
organization for executing the test and for appraising it. It 1s in
the process of being determined now, and I am sure the names of the
personnel involved will be published. as soon as that work is completed.
Senator JouNsoN. Is it planned to.make this test in the nature of a
depth bomb and also in the atmosphere above the sea?
Admiral BLANDY. Studies are being made of both of those phases,
but, as I say, the details of the test have not been completed. ·
Senator JonNSON. I want to ask the Doctor a. question. He made
reference to a submarine using uraniµm power. I presume that
the problem of eliminating the death rays or gamma rays has been
overcome for that purpose 1
Dr. GUNN. Sir, I think that ought to be discussed in executive session. It is a technical matter.
·
Senator JonNSON. A physicist testified yesterday and suggested
that it might be advantageous, especially iii wartime, for sea traffic
to be all done by submarmes, or to be largely done by submarines;
that is, large ships moving below the surface of the sea, escaping the
storms and the waves and other resistance.
Have you made a study of the propulsion of very large cargo ships 1
Dr. GuNN. Sir, I would rather delay that to an executive session.
I think we should observe, ho~vever, if the enemy doesn't know where
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you are! they ai·e not going to drop a bomb on you j and if you are in 8 .
submarme, they wotildn't1mow.
.
·· ·
Senator J OilNSON. Yes; I think that i's quite obvious, and that is on Et
of the reasons why the physicist suggested that that held great possibilities for the future protection of transportatinn.
'
Dr. GuNN: I won't disagree with him.
.
Senator JOHNSON. This same physicist testified yesterday that the
atomic era began on December 2, 1942.
.
·
You have testified to the chronological development of thia whole
matter. Do you agree that historians will say that December 2, 1942,
was the date the at01riic era began 1
·
•
Dr. GUNN. I would like to word that as the "beginning of the era
on the earth." Atomic processes have been taking place m the stars
for a great many millions of years.
.
. .
Senator JoHNSON. And have probably taken place on earth, too,
before man came here; but that is the historical date1
Dr. GUNN. I think that is correct.. That is the date at which the
first pile ,was started. It operated very weakly, but it showed that
the numerical calculations were substantially correct.
Senator JoHNSON. :And the chain reaction was in effect?
.
Dr. GuNN. The chain reaction did in :fact take place. If we had
!mown that one simple fact, irrespective of all technical developments-if we had known this one simple fact when uranium fission was
first announced, I think we could have gone ahead a great deal faster 1
and the scientists would have been willing to recommend. a gr"eater
expenditure of money more rapidly if we had been sure of that one .
thing. That was the crucial experiment.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, as I take it, you believe that the liquid
thermal diffusion method that the Navy developed and operated in
December 1942 on a laboratory scale, which General Groves saw .in
December 1942, had a material bearing upon the development of the
processi ·
Dr. GuNN. Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand your testimony, and I want to get
it straight, the Army, however, took no action until 18 months lated
Dr. GUNN, On our method, sir. They had other methods they were
actively pushing, but on our method theytook no action.
The CnAIIDIAN, On your method there was nothing done for 18
months?
Dr. GuNN. That is right. Our method had the serious objection
that it took a great deal of steam to operate it. We recognized that
it is not a method one would normally select in peacetime, when one
had plenty of time. It had the recommendation bf being exceptionally clean. ,ve felt, weighing all the factors, and having .the steam
boilers in the country, it offered a practical solution that looked better
to us than anything else.that we had seen.
· Naturally we .were prejudiced, and thought it was pretty good. I
think the other methods are good, and I am amazed at what they have
done with them. I think the l\faphattan project did an amazingly
good job in the time they had to work on it.
Senator MILLIKIN. Doctor, from the testimony of one of our previous witnesses the :hnpression was brought to my mind that if you
explode an atomic bomb at great depth you wouid produce a sort of
marine earthquake. I assume that the Navy has a vast store of in:for•
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mation and experience on the effect of underwater concussion. Am I
correct in that?
·
Dr. GuNN ..That is cori'ect in terms of ordinary explosives, sir; but
we have no data, obviously, on the atomic explosive.
·
Senator MILLIInN. If you know the. forces that are released at a
given moment at a given depth in the water, you can calculate w'ith
reasonable accuracy how far that will extend and what the effects
will be within an area?
Dr. GuNN. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. ·would it be appropriate in open hearing to ask
you whether you gentlemen have made calculations on the effect of the
atomic bomb if dropped at depth and if dropped at less than depth
in an assumed disposition o:f naval forces?
Dr. GuNN. Some rough and highly speculative calculations have
been made. I honestly don't recall the final results, but they lead to
results which we would infer from simply the land data, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you gentlemen now wish to proceed?
Admiral STRA uss. vVe would like to offer Commodore Pttrsons' testimony, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF COMMODORE W. S. PARSONS, ASSISTANT TO THE
DEPUTY CHIEF, NAVAL OPERATIONS FOR SPECIAL WEAPONS
Commodore PARSONS. I came into this project at a fairly late date
in its' career. It was, I think, the 5th of May in 1943.
.
I ,vas informed by Admiral Purnell that I was assigned to this
project and was instructed by Admiral King as to the security limitations, which were of course paramount at that time.
·
The Cn,un:uAN. Commodore, wouldn't it be a good thing if you were
to tell us about your previous experience that led the Navy to bring
you into this work?
Commodore PARSONS. All right; I will do that.
I was assigned to the duty of experimental officer at the Naval Proving Ground at Dahlgren, about 40 miles down the river, in August
1939, and was associated with some of the original NDRC ordnance
experiments which began in the fall of 1940.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, I would rather have these·
alphabets interpreted.
Commodore PARSONS. That is the National Defense Research Committee originally, which later transformed into the Office of Scientific
Research and Development, as far as the parent organization was
concerned.
That, of course, as the war proceeded, led into more and more scientific and accelerated ordnance development, especially experimental
ordnance, and in April 1942 I was called to Washington for additional
duty, which turned out to be about 5 days a week as Special Assistant to Dr. Bush in connection with the development of the radio proximity fuse. That was cleve1opment in which, you might say, the
electronic initiative was taken by the section under Dr. Tuve, and the
backing and enthusiasm for the production were taken by the Bureau
of Ordnance and the Navy Department; so it was a fair combination
to put an experimental officer from the Navy Proving Ground into
the middle of the scientific organization, so that he was wearing two
caps.
·
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That led to taking the :fuses into battle in J'anuary o:£ 1942. · I made
it a condition to get do:wn there, presumably with a one-way ticket;
but it turned.out to be a two-way ticket.
I came back, and this project descended on me in May of 1943, I
think partially as a result of saying good-bye to Dr. Bush.
I think the ordnance concept of the project was crystallized somewhat in April o:£ 1943. The physics laboratories at Los Alamos were
then under construction, and a committee went out there, comvosed
o:£ Dr; Tolman as chairman and quite .a :few scientists and engmeers
who had experience in ordnance developments. During the war they
advanced the idea that the ordnance work would have to be so closely
integrated with the physics work and the chemistry that a proving
and testing ground would have to be constructed in the immediate
vicinity o:£ the laboratory and presumahly under the direction of the
laboratory. That led to getting an ordnance engineer nominated
for the job o:£ Ordnance Division leader at Los Alamos.
The set-up at Los Alamos was not conducive.to the immediate construction of proving grounds for heavy ordnance work, being 50 miles
from the nearest railroad and· having ravines and mountains all
around; but it was possible, with the priority and urgency o:£ the
project, to get results•in spite o:£ that.
I would say throughout 1943 there was very little except theory
to go on. We finally :forced.our.selves to design oli.e or two types o:£
workable bombs, and then having hypothesized thern we built models
o:£ them and got started that way in actual work with B-29's in the
early spring o:£ 1944.
,
.
·
The concept of the laboratory turned out to be good, but about
<me-tenth of what we actually needed in terms of men and material<;.
It expanded, I think, from the original idea of 70 good physicists to
many times that number, and a lot of lesser talent besides. .
By the middle of 1944 we were getting active materials from Oak
Ridge and Hanford, and experiments in physics threw more light
on the design that was required. '\Ve made some very discouraging
discoveries in physics which controlled our ideas of design, but nevertheless there was always ahead a good chance .that the thing would
succeed in at least one way, making a bomb.
"\Ve organized the delivery group of aircraft in September 1944,
and from that time on we were training our delivery B-29 crews,
and at the same time experimenting in the perfection of the bomb. ·
itself.
By the spring of 1945 we had the active material coming in faster
and 'faster, and the experiment, fortunately, the or.dnance experiment,
also bore 'fruit; and it was possible by the early spring to ta_ke. the
first step to go to an advanced base and start the laboratory bmldmgs
and assembly buildings which were essential to the building of the
boinb in battle.
Parall~l with that, we prepared for the test in the desert, which
we hoped would be a test of a bonib which could be delivered in battle
and 'not some monstrosity which could only be set up over 2 cir 3 acres
of ground. 0:£ course, we assumed that the test we made in New
Mexico would succeed, and we had all of our groups en route to the
Marianas when the bomb went oil' in New Mexico. ft did succeed, and
we were ready to go in less than 21 days.
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, Doctor, from the time that you
entered the project there was the hardest kind of work to get it out
as quickly as you could, and there was no delay at all that you can
tell us about except the delays that were consequent to the difficulties
of the project?
.
Commodore PARSONS. That is right.
The CnAIRUAN. And the bomb was delivered as quickly as it possibl_;v could be delivered i
Commodore PARSONS. Yes. I think the material which went to
Hiroshima probably had not been 3 weeks out of Oak Ridge, out of
separation, or Hanford. It was going that fast.
.
Senator HART, Commodore, to carry you back a little, you used the
word "monstrosity" just now.
Do you mean that there had to be a great deal of adjustment of
ideas between the ordnance engineering personnel and the scientists
who had to de,,ise the means by which ·the bomb would be exploded 1
Commodore PARSON!>, No; I don't think there was much adjustment,
if you mean friction in the adjustment. It was an absolute confirmation of the need to have the engineering on the bomb done with the
physicists and by the physicists.
With the changes being made as they were in that development, the
basic engineering had to be done practically by the Nobel-prizewinning physicists who were developing the bomb. It turned out that
way. An ordinary engineer is about two stages removed from the
furthest advances in nuclear physics, obviously, and that was the
integration that we had to have.
Senator HART. It was decided that the bomb should be used :from
a plane. Did you take great part in dec~ding upon the dimen~ions, and
so on, of something that would be practicable of use?
Commodore PARSONS. Yes. "\Ve worked on the problem beginning
in December 1!)43, trying to settle on something which could be carried by an existing airplane. The B-29 was then a secret, and it had
a lot of weaknesses which were eliminated in the next year, I would
say; but we adopted the B-29 without serious modification as our
airplane. "\Ve realized that if we built something that could only be
carried in an airplane which had to be tailored to it, we would probably not make the war even if the bomb was developed. So we forced
ourselves to take an existing successful airplane as the carrying vehicle.
Senator MILLIKIN. Commodore, may I ask whether the advance base
was necessary to accommodate the airplane or the peculiar nature of
the bomb?
.
Commodore PAnsoNs. The advance bnse was not necessary to accommodate the airplane, because they already had in the Marianas
almost a thousand B-29's based there. It was the most tremendous
concentration of air power that I think has ever occurred, and we
just cashed in on that.
Senator MrLLnnN. But the bomb problem itself made it necessary
to get as close to the target as possible, without going into the bomb
problem? I mean, could you produce t.he same result from San Francisco, assuming you had the proper plane?
Commodore PAusoNs. Staging it across, you mean? Oh, yes.
Senator MrLLIKIN. Could you have assembled your bomb at San
Francisco and carried it from San Francisco to the target, assuming
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?;~! ~ind the. plane to. do it, as wel~ as you could from your advance
Uominodore ·PARSONS. Yes.
·
Senator Mn,LnnN. In other words, the proximity of the base to the
target is not an essential factor so far as the bomb is concerned?
Commodore PARSONS. "That is correct.
The CnAIRllIAN. ·what is the distance of that nonstop Hight from
Tokyo to Washington?
Commodore P,uisoNs. I think it was G,500 miles.
· ·
The CuAmMAN. How far would it have been from the Aleutians
down to Hiroshima mid Nagasaki and back again?
Commodore PAnsoNs. I don't kn/nv, sir.
.
The CnAUU\IAN. Does anybody know that, approximately?
Admiral PunNELL. I think it is approximately the same as from
the l\farianas.
The C11Am11IAN. You mea11 it is approximately the same distance
from the Aleutians down to Hiroshima as it is from the Marianas up
to Hiroshima?
Admiral PunNm,L. Yes. I would have to look it up, but it is in that
neighborhood.
The CHAIR11UN. So far as ,Ye can see, there would be no reason why
you couldn't take the bomb from the Aleutians down there and return
to base?
Admiral PURNELL. I would have to check that, but I think it is
dose.
.
Commodore P,rnsoNs. If the distances are comparable, that is a
correct.assumption.
The CuAmllIAN. Of course, Commodore, with the improvement in
airplanes that are projected, the possible distance for flight round trip
is going to be much greater; don't you think?
Commodore PAnsoNs. Yes, sir. .
.
Admiral SrnAuss. Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether I made it
clear in my introductory description of Cominodore Parsons that he
was the wea12oneer on the plane which delivered the initial bomb. He
was present m person.
.
. .
·
The CHAIR11IAN. 1Vell, I gather from that, Admiral, that you think
it might be advisable to go into the experience itself. ·
··
Admiral STRAUSS. No; I simply felt my introduction was deficient in
making that point clear.
·
, ·
·
· The CHAlllllIAN. Perhaps you should tell us about it, Commodore..
Commodore PARSONS. Well, I think I might say why that idea was
sold originally. It is, I think, n, sound philosophy in ordnance design
to have the petson who is responsible for the design, the reliability of
the design, and the workability of the design, at all times have in the
back of his mind that he is going to see it into the initial battle use.
It has, let us say, a sobering effect on the ordnance designer, and I had .
had that philosophy in mind in other weapons.
,
It is such a good philosophy that. I sold that idea to General Groves
early in the game, so I had my ticket written about the summer of
1943 for that Job.
.
·
.
The CHAffillIAN. You released the-bomb personally; did you not?
· Commodore PARSONS. No; I didn't pull the lever. I was there, and
the identification of the tar~et was confirmed with me.
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Senator MILLIKIN. You prepareJ the bomb, didn't you, Commodore,
for the job, without goinlT mto detaiH ·
.
Commodore PARSONS. "Vou mean in the airplane after the take-off i
· Senator M1LL1KiN. Yes. ·
Commodore PARSONS. I had an assistant who made the electrical
tests on the bomb in flight. I went into the bomb bay and performed
an assembly operation on it after the take-off, and then also supervised
the final preparations which took place just before we climbed to
delivery altitude.
·
We were about 20 minutes before the final climb which would put
us at delivery altitude over the Empire and decided to make it a final
bomb then and there, and of course we could have gone into reverse
if we had to go back, but we made it a bomb about 20 minutes before
we climbed to delivery altitude, and made final tests about 10 minutes
before we reaclied the targ~t.
Senator MILLIKIN. I had read that you did a lot of practice before
you tried it on that trip.
·
·
Commodore PARSONS. Yes; we had to do that to prove each component, and unfortunately we didn't have all the components at the
same time, so we had to make a large number of tests. It was so large
and so apparently adequate that my assembly crews said they could
hardly believe it was anything but one of the old practice bomhc;,
because it involved all of the nonexplosive components.
Senator MILLIKIN. Tell us some more about that.
Commodore PARSONS. I would say there is another advantage in
having the 01:dnance designer go along, and that is that when you cannot inform the crew of the nature of the design or anything except that
it.is an extremely powerful bomb, it is also steadying to the crew to
have the ordnance designer riding with them on the delivery flight.
Senator JmrnsoN. Did you see the bomb as it exploded? Were you
looking in that direction, or could you feel the irµpact?
Commodore PARSONS. We certainly felt the impact. We were about
11 miles away, I believe.
Senator JOHNSON. And you felt the impact?
Commodore PARSONS. Yes; we felt two shocks; one, the direct path,
and the other the first reflection from the ground.
To answer your question about whether I saw it go, I did not see the
one on Hiroshima actually function because we had just completed a
maneuver to· get a lot of distance between us and the bomb, and that
put our tail toward the bomb. The only one who could see it clearly
at that time was the tail gunner.
8enator JouNsoN. Was the light so bright it blinded him?
Commodore PARSONS. I know this : He had his polaroid goggles set
to maximqm extinction, and he was also looking down into his machine gun when the bomb actually went. He got quite a lot of flash,
anyway.
I got a, flash through the side window, which indicated that the sky
was sufficiently bright, even looking 90° from the bomb, to give you
a flash through full-extinction polaroid goggles. That was at 8: 15
in the morning, Japan time.
·
At 5: 30 in the morning, New Mexico time, I was looking at the first
atomic bomb from a B-29 rehearsing the Hiroshima job, and the flash
there was tremendous, of course, because it wasn't in competition with
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the sun. It lit up the whole sky, and it also went through these
goggles, not quite blinding but almost blinding through full-extinction
polaroid_ goggles.
.
- .
Senatoi· J OIINSON. How far away were you at that detonat10n i
Commodore PARSONS. I think we were about 28 miles, slant range.
Senator JonNsoN. Ditl you feel the impact?
Commodore PARSONS. Barely. It was a very soft impact which was
only felt by mysel:f, the pilot who :felt it on his controls, and the
bombardier. The rest of the crew did ilot notice it at 28 miles.
The CnArnllIAN. How much of a toss did you get over Hiroshima~
Commodore PAnSoNS. 'Well, the crew who had been over Germany a
lot and had been in heavy flak said it was just like a very close-about
20 to 25 feet-heavy antiaircraft shell bursting.
The CHAIRMAN. "\Vas it like hiUing an air pocket at alH
·
·
·. Commodore PAnsoNs. It is sharper _than that. With an air pocket
you usually have a slight warning. This thing came just like a blow.
I think Ashworth, who was over Nagasaki, said 1t was as if the
B-29 were being beaten by a telephone pole.
Senator MILLIKIN. Did the flash have any unusual color?
Commodore PARSONS. "\Ve couldn't tell the color, because we were
seeing it through these goggles. If you look 11t an electric arc through
those_goggles, it looks bright purple; and that is what this thing looked
like, bright purple, like a tremendous electric arc.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you had looked at normal flak through the
same goggles, would it have appeared the same?
.
. Commodore P,\RSONS. The burstin~ of an antiaircraft projectile?
No; I think it is much on the blue sicte. It is so hot it is like an arc
rather than the color of a detonati1w explosive.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you looked at a big TNT explosion on the
gro1:1nd through those same glasses, would there h:1Ve been .any difference in .the appearance of the flash?
•
'
.
, Commodore PARSONS. It is very different, really. TNT will give
a ball .of fire which is red, I think, at night; and this is white or blue.
Seµator MirnmIN. The colored movies gave the effect of a very "'eird
i;ort of light, at least weird because it is different, I suppose.
,
Aq.miral STRAUSS. Polaroid goggles depend on alined quinine
cry~~als. ' They transmit only one color at e;itinction.
· ,
Senator Mn,LIKIN. Let me ask you tbis, Commodore: Assuming that
we, :W~?t to develop atomic weapons, i1~ timJ, am I correct in the as~
sumpt1qn that they could pe delivered ip a rqutine way, the same as'a
norm1tl bomb, or wilJ tlTey alway~ 1·eqlj_ire $<?'rt of personal attention
!lnd ha11dl_ing in adqitioµ to,that which yo11 g}ve to a normal borpb you
ar~ dr9ppmg out o~ a plane, fot us say?
,
.. Qoinmo~l.ore PARS~N!l, Well, I thin)r they wiH alw:1ys .require attent10p by lughly qu_~hfied p~ople. un~1l nl)-clear physics 1s as corpmon
as <m:}inary explos1ye chemistry 1s now.
.
Senator MILLIKIN; You bel,ieve that in the evolution o:f the subject,
' . if we' evolute-if you would call it that-that you could deliver the
bomb with a rocket or a pilotless plane~
Co~modore PAnsoNs. I certainly do.
,
, Senator l-IICKENLOOPER. I know we had some discussion the other
day about the investigations in either Nagasaki or Hiroshima by a
scientist. who was over there investigating.
·•
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I don't believe his discussion as to the extent of this light was in
executive session, was it i Didn't he discuss that in open meeting here
about the question of this priest :who was 3 or 4 miles away¥ .
.
The, CHAIRMAN. That is my recollection.
·
Senator, Hrnn:ENLOOPEn. As I recall Dr. Morrison's testimony; he
said ~here was a priest about 4 miles away frorri the point of explosion
of this bomb that went off over Nagasaln-one of the two places, anyway-and he said that the priest was apparently looking right in that
direction, at that explosion, about 4 miles away on the ground, and
hei said they had no record or evidence of any effect on his eyes in
any way, shape, or form, no blindness nor temporary blindness, as I

~ill.

.

.

He didn't say that there was not any, but he did not have any statement to make on that. It was my impression that being that close
and looking right at it, at the tremendous blinding flash, from all we
have read and heard, it should have some perhaps permanent effect
on his eyes.
Commodore PARSONS. ViTell, I don't quite understand that priest's
experience. I should think his feeling would be that he was blinded
for half a day, or something like that.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. As I recall Dr. Morrison's testimony, there
was no· special emphasis laid on that, and I think he said there was a
bright light, but they didn't have any record of _any particular outstanding effect on this man's eyes. They got a direct report from a.
priest who had gone down there to help get some of the people out of
there.
Commt.>dore PARSONS. That does not qnite check with the experience of one man who did not have blinders on his eyes in the New
Mexic·o test. I don't know just how far he was away, but something
in the order of 6 miles, and of course it was 5 : 30 in the morning and
his eyes were dark-adapted, so he was in a position to be blinded much
more easily than someone in the middle of the day with the sun shining. That man didn't recover for a day and a half.
Senator Hrn1rnNLOOI'EH. In all fairness to the statement that was
made the other day, I think Dr. Morrison said they didn't have too
much special data on that, but as far as he knew, tl1ere was no unusual
effect, nothing that they ha<l recorded as any general effect on the
eyes.
The CHAIHMAN. I think that was General Groves, Senator, who had.
the letter from the Jesuit priest. He is the one who told us about
fu~

-

Senator HrmrnNLOOP1m. As I recall it, it was a scientist, and I believe. it was M:or!'ison who had actually gone over there to view these·
things.
Commodore PARSONS. Two of our people in the delivery airplane,
who were sitting up in the forward seats, the copilot and the born-hardier, did. not have their goggles on; they forgot to put them on.
Of course, ,ye were heading away from the thing, and they got the·
impression of a tremendous flash, but that is all. They were not
damaged. They were not looking directly at it.
·
Senator HICKENLOOI'En. It would be bad to have a blind copilot
on a trip like that.
The CnAm:M:AN. Because of business on the floor, we will have to,
recess. There are some other things that we will want to hear from
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you, Admiral Purnell and Adinirul Blandy, at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning, if that will Tie satisfactory. And, course; Admiral Strausst
.:we want to hear from you.:
.
Admiral SrnAuss. 1Vill you want Dr. Gunn back again i
The CnA1m1rAN. No; I believe not.
·
Admiral SrnAuss. Or Commodore Pursons1
.
Tl~e C11AIR11IAN. I think, Commod.ore, unl~ss yo~ have something·
particular you "'.ant .to tell us, that w~ll be qmte satisfactory. . ', . '.'
I take 1t we will not be very long with you gentlemen tomorrow.
Admiral PunNELL. Frankly, Mr. Chairman, most of the informa~
tion that I have has been _covered by General Groves and Dr. Bush;
that is .the work of the Military Policy Committee; and as far as
my part of the Navy effort goes, representing the Navy in the projectt
I can put it this way: It was probably the easiest job I ever had in
my life. I had a White House overriding priority plus Admiral King
back of me. I don't lniow o:f anything that could make work easier
for you than that.
·
,
I can answer Dr. Gum'l's statement on the information, but, in
fact, General Groves could do it much better.
..
I passed on the requests that he sent up, I think, through Admiral
Mills. They were taken up in th6 Military Policy Committee and
discussed, and also the reports that were made o:f the process at the
laboratory were passed on to the examining board which was set up
under the scientific end o:f the project. It is my recollection that Dr.
Briggs was the liaison man, and when any information was secured
in the project which was considered to be, o:f value to Dr. Gunn in
his research, it was supposed to have been passed. At what time, I
haven't any information. I could probably get it.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, it would probably be more appropriate for executive session, but I should like to hear from somebody in the Navy as to the Navy's role in the possible development of
atomic energy as a weapon, offensively :md defensively.
Admiral BLANDY. I think I should probably a,nswer that, Senatort
because those are my present duties.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think· that should be in executive
session?
Admiral BLANDY. I think so, but some o:f it I could answer in open
session.
· Senator l\frLLIKIN. 1Ve could make a start with that in the
morning.
.
The C':rrAinMAN. We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow mornin~.
(Whereupon, at 12 : 15 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. m. Friday, December 14, 1945.)
.
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u NITED STATES SENATE, .
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
W OJShington, D. 0.
The special c01nmittee met, pursuant to adjournment; at 10 a. m.,
_in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Russell, Connally, Byrd,
· Johnson, Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
Also present: Dr. Ross Gunn; teclmical adviser to the naval admin·istration of the Na val Research Laboratory; Commodore W. S. Par-·
sons, assistant to the Deputy Chief, Naval Operations for .Special
Weapons; Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser; and James R. Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CuAIIU\IAN, This morning we will hear from Admiral Blandy.
Will you go right ahead, Admiral.
STATEMENT OF VICE ADM. W. H. P. BLANDY, DEPUTY C.HIEF,
NAVAL OPERATIONS FOR SPECIAL WEAPONS
Admiral BLANDY. My connection with the subject of atomic energy
lies in the present and the future rather than ,dth past developments.
On the 13th of November of this year the Chief of Na val Operations,
with the approval of the Secretary of the Navy, established a Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations to coordinate within the Navy Departm_ent all matters relating to research, test and development of atomic
energy, guided missiles, and related devices, and to represent the Navy
Department in Army-Navy and other composite organizations dealing with the same matters.
I was ordered to duty in that capacity on the 22d of November.
It might be worthwhile to give a brief resume of my service, which
apparently prompted the Navy Department to order me to that duty.
I have been throughout my career both a combat-line of-licer and, since
immediately after the last war, a postgra<l uate in ordnance engineering. From February 1941 to December
1D43 I was Chief of the
1
Bureau of Ordnance of the Navy Dep artment, and from January 1944
until July 1045 I commanded a group of the amphibious forces under
Admiral Turner and participated in the campiiigns of Kwajalein,
Saipaii, Palau, Ulithi, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa. From July until
November 1945 I commanded the cruisers and destroyers of the Pacific
Fleet.
I have had my present duty such a short time that it has naturally
not been possible to formulate a complete policy for the approval of
391
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the Chief of Naval Operations and the Secretary of the Navy regard~""' :·
ing development of these special weapons, but consistent with such<>:
limitations as may be impqsed by Executive orc;ler, national law, and ··
international agreement, it is my intention to utilize atomic energy to
the fullest extent for naval purposes. That utilization will, of course,
include atomic power as well as atomic explosives.
The exact manner in which we will use them, of course, is not even
well known yet, and I would not be able to disclose in open session
even our particular present plans.
..· >
At the present time I think that practically any one's idea as to how
these things can be used for naval purposes will be more or less conjectul'al, even on the part of the officers most expert in the knowledge
of atomic energy.
·
The tests of the atomic bomb against naval vessels, which we hope
to conduct this coming year, will constitute a genernl guide toward
what we may expect when bombs of certain type utilizing atomic explosives are placed in certain positions with respect to ships.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it, Admiral, you are not going to wait for
the actual tests in order to formulate a plan of integration based upon
what the physicists tell you they think the tests will be.
Admiral BLANDY. A plan for integration for what?
The CHAIRMAN. Of the atomic bomb into the future Navy.
Admiral BLANDY. That is quite correct.
The CHAIRMAN. My point is that I don't think yon ought to wait
until next summer until yon actually run .a test before thinking about
how the thing is going to be integrated, but rather, based upon what
the physicists tell you now, integrate it as far as possible·and improve
it by the tes.ts. That is only my reaction, for I would assume you
would approach it that way.
Admiral BLANDY. I am glad you brought that point out, Mr. Chairman, because that is exactly what we intend to do. We intend to go
ahead and get confirmation of what we now predict will happen when
the tests are conducted.
,The CnAIRMAN. Have you gone pretty well along on those predictions, Admiral?
Admiral BLANDY. I haven't, personally, but the scientific personnel,
both civilians and officers, have done so.
I would like to say one thing, Mr. Chairman in extension o.£ my
reply to a question you asked yesterday. The Planning Committee,
which is planning those tests, is composed of officers from all interested
hrnnches of both services.
The CHAITIMAN. Including the Army Air Corps?
Admiral BLANDY. Army Air Forces, Gro'nnd Forces, Navy Surface
Forces, and Navy Aviators.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, do yon suppose that after we come back
in ~January, and in execntive session, it might be possible for yon to
have here the officets and civilians who have been computing for
you, shall we say, the life expectancy of surface ships in view of this
thing? Won Id yon have it in shape at that time~
Admiral BLANDY. I would like to have t.ime, Mr. Chairman, to take
t,hat under advisement.
The Cn.\TRllL\N. We will keep in tonch with you on that.
Admiral BLANDY. I would like to make this comment now, though,
in that eo11nPt'tio11. 110t di1w·t ly in l'Pply to yo111' q11(•stion. but h(•eanse
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there ~eems to be an i:11pression that the ~sefulness and th~ reason
fo! existence of a certain type of vessel or aircraft or weapon 1s determ1~ed by what can destroy it. That is a fallacy which· seems to be
qmte common. Actually what renders a ship obsolete is. not what
can destroy it, but what can replace its function. Now, so long as
t~at ship is needed to perform an essential function, it makes no great
d1ffez:ence ~hat. can destroy it. If a badly needed ship is destroyed,
we will replace 1t.
Take the aircraft carrier in the recent war £or instance. The aircraft carrier was a comparatively vufoerabie ship, especially with
all the gasoline and other inflammables abroad, and explosives in the
form of bombs and ammunition. Nevertheless, when our carriers
were sunk we replaced them with other caniers, because nothing else
could do the job. The same is true of aircraft. Just because they are
shot down, we do not stop building them.
Senator ,JonNSON. But if the destruction is so effective that a ship
cannot perform a useful function, then of course it becomes obsolete;
so you <lo have, to take into consideration the element of destruction.
If a navy can be destroyed before it can perform any useful function, th~n of course it becomes obsolete just as the bow and arrow did.
I do not mean to infer that I believe that that is the situation.
Admiral BLANDY. In such case, we would become an entirely continental Nation and have to defend ourselves from our own territory.
Senator JouNHON. ]3ut 1 don't think that is the situation.
Admiral BLANDY. I would like to point out, Senator, that there are,
of course, numerous ways in which ships can be destroyed, but the
question of probability comes in, too. The cheapest and easiest way
to destroy a ship is, of course, by a match, but in order to do it you
have to get the match into the powder magazine. That is fantastic,
but ships actually have been destroyed by time bombs placed in their
magazines when they were in a navy yard. The British had one
destroyed that way in the last war. She got out of drydock and up
to Scapa Flow, where she blew up; and the only explanation was a
time bomb plante<l by German agents.
Senator JonNSON. But of course that brings into play the element
0£ personal failure, and personal failure never will be entirely eliminated, but relatively so, and it has been.
The feeling about such a thiug as the atomic bomb is something
that no human being can do anytlung abont.
Admiral BLANDY. But the atomic bomb still has to be de.livered into
close proximity 0£ the ships.
Senator JonNSON. That is correct.
In connection with your reply, I wnnt to ask if there is any defense
against the atomic bomb?
Admiral BLANDY. There is no defense that I know of, Senator, at
the present time except destruction of its carrier.
Senator JonNSON. To intercept the carrier.
I also want to ask, Admiral, if you think there will ever be another
great war, a world war, in which atomic bombs will not be used'/
Admiral BLANDY. Any answer I v.ould give to that, Senator, would
be merely a guess.
Senator JOHNSON. Yes; I am certain of that; but you are an expert.
Admiral BLANDY. That would require not only a knowledge of
weapons, but probably a la!l'l'aler knowledge of human nature t.han I
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possess. . I would say that the chances are prett~ sp:ong that in the
unfortunate.event of another major war atomic '.\117~::1.pons would be
used. ·
·
.
Senator JOHNSON. They are so effective that it just seems out of the .
question to ~Q. that i_f wed~ get into ano_ther wa:r, c,ne side or t~e other;
and perhaps 'Both sides, will not be usmg them. I cannot picture a
world war in which they will not be used because of their vital effectiveness.
·
Senator HART. Admiral, in connection with Senator J olmson's original question to you, it is perfectly true that, over the vast reaches of
the ocean, goods and men are going to be transported in peace and in
war, and on the surface of the ocean.
· . ·
In your estimation that is correct, is it not?
Admiral BLANDY. Yes, sir.
Senator HAR'l'. And in the event of war, with that transportation
absolutely a necessary part, men ":ill be fighting from, and on, and in,
ships no matter what weapons are in existence to destroy them. Is
that the case 1
Admiral BLANDY. That is my belie£, Senator.
Senator HART.. Even if there were no surface warships at all, built
as such, men still would be fighting from ships by means of guns or
torpedoes or whatever can be thrown onto them when hostilities begin.
Is that right 1
Admiral BLANDY. I think that is highly probable; yes; so long as
the sea is used for transportation. It is conceivable that the time
might come when we no longer need to nse the surface of the sea; but
that time is certainly very far into the futnre.
·
I£ the sea were no longer needed as a highway n.nd everything traveJed by air, then you would no longer need fighting ships on the sea,
because control of the sea would be unnecessary.
But I believe that the potentiality of any nation to make war is dependent on three, and only three, factors: her manpower, her materials, and time. If two opposing nations were equal in those three
factors, the one will win which makes the most profitable utilization of
all three of those factors.
It may be worth while, in order to gain time, to do what would ordinarily be uneconomical in the utilization of manpower and materials.
That is, you may consume them at an extremely rapid rate, but if you
gain time in war-which is all important-it might be worth while.
It might be worth while, for instance, to transport armies completely
by air, when and if that can be done, and keep them suppli-ed by air
over large expanses of sea, even though it could be clone much inore
cheaply by surface ship so far as consumption of manpower and
materials is concerned. The determini11g factor in this case would be
time.
As I said be:fore, however, this is looking pretty far into the future,
and for a long time to come we are going to need to use the surface
of the sea. It is and always has been the Navy's primary mission to
gain that use for ourselves and to deny its use to the enemy; and that
is what we did in the last war. We had to use the sea to get materials
and troops to Germany and to the islands in the Pacific, and we had
to defeat the German submarine on the one hand, and all arms of
the Japanese Navy on the other to g:ain that use. \Ve also hnrl to
deny the use of the sea to Japan in order to keep her from bringing
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raw materials into Japan and sending out men and materials to the
bastions of her stolen empire.
·
·
The CHAmMAN. I am glad that, when you said the things we need
. are manpower, materials and time, you didn't say money.
··
Admiral BLANDY. Well, money is only a medim., I think. The
fundamentals are manpower, materials and time. Money is a means
. of utilizing those things.
.
· Senator JOHNSON. Before you leave that point, I ·would like t{J
express the hope that the Admiral includes science with the three
elements. I presume that is in the-manpower.
Admiral BLANDY. That is part of the manpower. That is the brain
power that lies in the manpower. There is also the will to win, but
I consider that, too, as part of the manpower.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, I am not in any sense a· military or naval ·
strategist. I know nothing about it, and I approach it from that
viewpoint, and when I try to think about it I realize my lack of background.
It does occur. to me, however, that when these tests are run, in order
to reassure the American people, it might be well to have a civilian
board of scientists review the tests before they are run, a board t_hat
might be appointed by the President. I just throw. that suggestion
out, because there is going to be a tendency, you know, for a lot of
people to say: "Well, the battleship boys want to keep their battleships. The aircraft boys want to keep their aircraft carriers."
· It strikes me it might be a good idea to have some review by this
board. What do you think about that 1.
•
Admiral BLANDY. Mr. Chairman, I heartily concur, and I shall convey your suggestion to the Planning Committee.
As I said yesterday, I am not doing all the planning for this thing;
it is a joint effort of the Anny and Navy. The Plannmg Committee's
work hasn't been completed or approved, but I happen to know that
they do contemplate a very similar thing, except I believe that the
board will be composed of civilian scientists and officers, because it is
possible that the civilian scientists alone might draw some incorrect
deductions from a military standpoint without the guidance and
assistance of some military and naval officers. But they certainly'
will be included for planning the tests, for conducting the tests, and
for appraising the results.
Senator JoHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to pose as an expert
or a crystal gazer, or anything of that kind. However, it does seem
to me that it is apparent that atomic i;lnergy has driven the ships off
the surface of the sea, but at the same time it has provided the means
whereby ships below the surface of the sea can operate effectively
by giving ihem the power. I don't see how a ship on the surface~an
resist the atomic bomb, but that doesn't mean that navies are obsolete
provided they will adopt a new technique. If they will go below the
surface, they will still be in the pidurc. If they don't, it will be just
too bad.
Admiral BLANDY. There are a lot of people who will agree with you,
Senator. I think I will wait for the tests.
Senator JonNsoN. Yes, I will wait for the tests, but t.hc physicists
and experts have convinced me that ships on the surface of the sea
are going to be ducks on the pond, and I want to see them go down
below where they cannot be seen and reached by the atomic bomb.
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Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, may I supplement Senator Johnson's
. ideas in this way:. I am thoroughly in agreement with him except I
think that he does not realize how big the pond is, how much room
there is to cover on· this pond, which throws back to the element o:f
probability which Admiral Blandy put in the- picture. ·
·
You naturally have to take a risk, but if what is to be obtained by
taking that risk is commensurate, then you take it and remain on the
surface of the sea.
Senator JOHNSON. Yes, I think that is a very strong point and,
if I were defending against a foreign power using atomic bombs,
I would much prefer them to waste the atomic bomb sinking one ship
than I would to have them drop it in the center of New York City,
just on the point p:f effectiveness.
·
0£ course from that point of view, a few <lucks on the pond nicely
scattered might serve a very useful purpose as a protection to our
cities.
Admiral BLANDY. Mr. Chairman, i£ I may I would like to say one
more thing about these tests. Insofar as I have anything to do with it,
my own attitude is entirely objective. I don't want to prove anything;
J don't want to disprove anything. I want to get the truth so we can
come out with the best possible result.
The CHAIBMAN. That is the spirit I want to promote-not to prove
anything, but to go at it as a scientist goes at 1t to analyze the thing
and find out objectively, under the best possible conditions, what are
the facts.
Admiral BLANDY. In other words, I want it to be a test and not a
contest..
The CHAIRMAN. That is very well said, I think, very well said.
I feel as Senator Johnson does. Senator, you are not a naviil expert
and neither am I, and we probably disa<Tree with Senator Hart. I
feel, too, that it is going to be pretty tough on the surface ships-but
we obviously cannot take any action on it until the tests prove or disprove that belief.
Senator JOHNSON. And then prove the other belief, too, the constructive belief of building ships that can withstand the atomic bomb, and
I believe it can be done.
The CHAIRMAN. You mcnn surface ships?
Senator JOHNSON. No; I mean go down under where the atomic
bomb cannot reach them or cannot discover them.
Senator HART. Then, you will get the submarines into the papers in
the next war.
Admiral PunNELL. I might acld that it may be the best .vehicle :for
de! ivering it when it takes a rocket"form.
'i'he CHAIRMAN. Are you through, Admiral~
Admiral BLANDY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral Strauss.
Aclmiral STRAUSS. You were in the midst of Admiral Purnell's
testimony when we adjourned yesterday, Senator.
The CHAIRJ\lAN. Admiral, the last thing I remember you said was
that you had a pretty easy job because you had a ·white House priority
am1 hacking by Admiral King.
Was it easy because of that, or was it easy because you didn't have
very much to do?
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STATEMENT OF. REAR ADM. WILLIAl\l R. PURNELL, ASSISTANT
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS FOR MATERIEL

Admiral PURNELL. It w~s easy because all I had to do was to ask
for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Ask for what?
Admiral PURNELL. For the Navy support to the projects, and I got
it, with no questions asked.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the Navy's representative upon the Interim Military Policy Committee?
·
Admiral PURNELL. That is right, the Military Policy Committee.
The CHAIRMAN, "\Vere you in pretty close touch with that development at Oak Ridge?
Admiral PURNELL. I have been to Oak Ridge, yes, and I knew what
they were doing.
· The CHAIRMAN. When did you first go down there?
Admiral PURNELL. January 1944, I think it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know before that what was being done
down there.
Admiral PURNELL. Yes, sir; I was detailed by Admiral King late
in August of '42, and I became a member of the Military Policy Committee when it was formed in September of '42. .
'The CHAIRMAN. Did Dr. Gunn's requests come to you?
Admiral PURNELL. They came through me, yes.
The CHAIRM"-N. And you transmitted the information you got to
Dr. Gunn?
Admiral PURNELL. I didn't get any.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't get any 1
Admiral PURNELL. No, sir, i.t didn't come back to me.
The CHAIRMAN. To whom did it come back?
Admiral PURNELL. There ·were two different boards of scientists
appointed at different times to study the reports from the laboratories,
and also, when specific requests were made, I delivered those to the
Military Policy Committee, and I think they were delivered to Dr.
Bush-either Dr. Bush or Dr. Conant.
The CHAIRMAN. What I am trying to find out, Admiral, is, after
you delivered your request to the Military Policy Board, what did
they do then?
Admiral PunNELL. They were then passed to these two boards that
were appointed, and as I remember it Dr. Briggs was the chairman
of one of these boards, and he was also designated as t:he liaison to
pass information to the laboratories.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, you were the top fellow in the Navy on
atomic ener(}'y 1
Admiral PunNELL. Yes, sir; I was the senior one.
The CI-IAIHJ\IAN. You were the senior member?
Admiral PurrNELL. Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you receive response to your requests for mformation that were transmitted by Dr. Gunn t.hr~u_gh yon? .
Admiral PURNELL. I received reports at the Military Policy Committee meetings that that was being handled and looked out for by
those boards that were appointed and by Dr. Briggs.
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but you asked for information; did you get it 1
Admiral PURNELL. The laboracory asked for it, and I delivered the
request, because I was the Navy representative on that committee.
The CHAIRMAN. But did you get it back1
.
Admiral PURNELL. Not through me, no, sir. I was told it was being
handled by the scientists through Dr. Briggs. ·
.
The CHAIRMAN. They were supposed to give it back through some
other channel to Dr. Gunn 1
Admiral PURNELL. Direct, yes, as far as I know.
The CHAIRMAN. But Dr. Gunn has testified he never got it.
Admiral PURNELL. Well, it was the understanding, I think, with
the Manhattan project that information that was considered by the
scientists to be of value to the research laboratory would be passed
to them. That was my understanding.
.
.
The CHAIR11IAN. So you never got any, so it was never of.any value.
Admiral PURNELL. I never got any, no, sir.
The CHAIRlllAN. Do you·know of anybody else who get anyi
Admiral PURNELL. No, except the assurance I got that it would be
handled; that is all.
The CHAIRllfAN. But it wasn't handled.
Admiral PURNELL. Well, I take Dr. Gunn's word for that, yes.
The CHAIRllIAN. You were in constant touch with Dr. Gunn j
Admiral PURNELL. No, sir.
The CHAIRllfAN. At least he kept asking you or furnishing you with
memoranda of things he would like to be provided.
Admiral PURNELL. They usually came through AdmiralVan Keuren.
Dr. GUNN. And Admiral Mills.
Admiral PURNELL. They were passed to me in letter or memoranduni form and I delivered them to the Military Policy Committee.
The CHAm111AN. I can see them going up, Admiral, but I cannot see
anything coming back.
Admiral PuRNELL. In the first place, I don't think they would let
that information get very far ont of the regular channel. The channel
that was established for the passing of that information was through
Dr. Brig-gs to the laboratory to Dr. Gunn.
The CHAIRllfAN. Then, in other words, Admiral, you were a oneway street. You took it up, but it didn't come back througl! you.
Admiral PURNELL. It didn't come back through me, no, sir.
The CHAIR11IAN. As far as you know, the only way it came back
was through Dr. Briggs to people that were interested 1
Admiral PURNELL. That was the established channel for the flow
of information.
The CHAIRMAN. Who were the people who were interested in the
Navy~
Admiral PURNELL. The Bureau of Ships, due to the fact that the
Research Laboratory was under the Bureau of Ships at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was in charge?
.
Admiral PURNELT,. Admiral Cochrane and Admiral Mills.
The CHAIRMAN. Where are they now?
Admiral PuRNELL. They are here, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We had better hear them.
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Admiral PunNELL, Frankly, I think they are in the same position
that I am, that they passed them to me and I/assed them to the
Policy Committee, and then they were studie by the scientists.
What happened after that, I don't know, sir..
.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, are. you saying that Admiral Mills
and Admiral Cochrane did not get anything back?
·
Admiral PURNELL. No, sir; I don't think that channel was established. It was J,ater on in the project.
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I was likewise having something o:f
a misconception of what the Policy Committee, of which Admiral
Purnell was a member, were doing as regards research. My understanding from what he says now 1s that it was really a higher level
concerned with the production and what was to be done from the
military standpoint; and it was rather natural that between scientists
the channel should be direct. Is that right, Admiral?
Admiral PuRNELL. That was the plan on which we worked; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I conf~s-and I may be stupid about it, Admiral- .
that I have not got the set-up at all clear in my mind, and I want tt
get it clearly set up.
Dr. Gunn was in charge of the laboratory. He was your chief man
in nuclear physics.
Admiral PURNELL. He was on the power end, Mr. Chairman. He
was not in the explosive end at all.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Who was on the explosive end?
Admiral PURNELL, No one in the Navy. That was entirely in the
Manhattan District project.
The CHAIRMAN. You had nothing to do with atomic energy for
explosive purposes?
Admiral PURNELL. Entirely, but not for power purposes. That is,
the Manhattan District devoted very little attention to a development
for power.
Senator MILLIIUN. Mr. Cha.irman, may I make a suggestion?
To avoid confusion both ways, let me suggest that the witness be
asked to describe the chain of authority upward for power and upward
for weapons, as far as the Navy is concerned, from the laboratory up.
Admiral PURNELL. There was really no organization for the development of power.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am speaking now only of the channel of communication from the laboratory up to wherever it went on the power
side and on the weapon side.
Admiral PunNELL. On the power side, it came up from the research
laboratory through Admiral Van Kenren to the Bureau of Ships.
Senator M1LLmIN. ,vho was the Admiral?
Admiral PURNELL. Admiral Van Kcuren was in charge of the research laboratory. Then Admiral :Mills was detailed to handle it in
the Bureau of Ships. He usually brought it persona1ly to me.
Senator Mn,LIKIN. Then it went to you?
Admiral PURNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator MrLLUCIN. Then where did it go?
Admiral PunNEt.L. I took it personally to the Military Policy Committee. It never went into what we call correspondence channels.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Now, i£ anything were to come back, what happened?
..
Admiral PURNELL. Then the Military Policy Committee, pl,'imarily
under the. direction o.£ Dr. Bush aided.by Dr. Conant, set up boards or
committees-I don't recall just what they were called at the timefirst, to study the process th~t was developed at the laboratory, and
next to go over. the reports 0£ their progress, and then in ordinary
conversation at the committee's meetings there would be discussions.
Senator MILLIKIN. You are talking about sciehtific meetings?
Admiral PURNELL. The Military Policy Committee meetings.
The CHAIBMAN. Of which you were a member1
Admiral PURNELL. Yes, sn·.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you mind if I get clear where that sat in
the hierarchy?
.
Admiral PuRNELL. I had better start down from t4e top, then. The
first committee established was the one under the Vice President. I
am not sure 0£ the composition 0£ that committee. It was Mr. Wallace1
the Secretary of War, General Marshall, Dr. Bush, and I think one
other member.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is what you referred to when you referred
to the military committee.
Admiral PuRNELL. No, sir; that was the Presidential committee.
Senator HART, I think that set-up is described in Dr. Smyth's book.
Admiral PuRNELL. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think we ought to have it here, because we
have got so much confusion as to what this channel of communication
is.
Admiral PURNELL. Now, under that committee, which passed on
very general topics, the Military Policy Committee was set up by the
President. Dr. Bush was the chairman, General Styer was the Army
member, :J: was the Navy member, and Dr. Conant was alternate to Dr.
Bush. General Groves was executive Qfficer 0£ that committee and
in direct charge of the project. The questions of policy, the decisions
of processes to be followed, and expenditures, what plants should •be
built, and the size of them and when they should be added to, a discussion of the reports made, and what we could expect. from each one of
the processes, and so forth, were the questions that were handled by
the Military Policy Committee.
Senator MILLIIUN. Starting then from the laboratory, that went up
through you to this Military Policy Committee?
.
Admiral PunNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator 1\ULLIKIN. Now, if anything were to come down-and I
understand nothing did come down--1t would come through those
same channels?
Admiral PURNELL. No, sir; those were not official correspondence
channels. That was merely a way of getting a request from the laboratory to the policy committee.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. If that policy committee had decided to send
something back, what possible channels might it have used?
Admiral PURNELJ,, The commtttees to study the reports and the
requests from the laboratory were set up by Dr. Bush, I think. I
would not say that for sure. Genera.I Groves may have set them up 1
and, I presume, on recommendation of Dr. Bush. I think Dr. Briggs
was chairman of both of those committees, except one report which was
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very technical and very scientific. I am not sure but what Dr. Tolman
was the chairman of that.
Now, Dr. Briggs was the contact between those committees and the.
Naval Research Laboratory. ·
.
· . ..
·
Senator MrLLIICIN, If the coinmittee wanted to send word back to
Dr. Briggs, it would have normally sent it through that contact?
Admiral PunNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. And so far as you know, no word came ba9k
th.rough that contact i
Admiral PURNELL. No, sir. The only assurance I got was the fact
that when information was available that was of value to the laboratory in their work it would be passed to them.
Se1111tor .MILLIKIN. Then, may it be fairly concluded that the policy
committee to which you referred presumed to determine what the
naval laboratory should or should not work on?
Admiral PURNELL. Well, the scientists did, and we approved it.
Senator Mrr,LIKIN. That is what I mean.
.
Senator Aus:rrn. Admiral, do you participate in it 1
Admiral PURNELL. In the pohcy committee, yes sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Should we trace out the weapon angle of this~
As I understand it, the Navy was not interested in the weapon angle;
or am I wrong in that?
Admiral PunNELL. We were decidedly interested in it.
Senator MILLIKIN. You did not work on it?
Admiral PURNELL. The work particularly that Commodore Parsons did was, I should say, as important as almost any part of the
bomb.
Senator M1LLIIUN. Is there any question before the committee, Mr.
Chairman, as to whether we should trace out the channels as far as
the weapon end is concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. I think not. r think it is pretty clear as to what the
situation was there. I was just trying to find out why Dr. Gunn, who
had requested information from time to time that would be helpful to
him, hadn't gotten it. Apparently the liaison back from Dr. Briggs
was never established.
Admiral PunNELL. I don't recall that n,ny specific. informn,tion was
ever requested. It was reports on what the laboratory was doing.
Then the scientists judged, knowing what we did, :from the Manhattan
District whether anything discovered there would help progress at the
Naval Research Laboratory.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever get anything back, Dr. Gunn?
Dr. GuNN. No official information.
The CHAIRMAN. No official information?
Dr. GuNN. That is correct.
The CtrAIR:M:AN. Did you ever talk to Dr. Briggs about the results~
Dr. GuNN. Many times, and I asked for information from time to
time, which apparently we wer~ not to receive, and he said, "Take that
up with your naval representative."
Senator CONNALLY. You say you didn't get any official information.
Did you get any unofficial r
D1:. GuNN. There was some small amount of information going
around which bore on the problem; that is correct.
Senator CoNNALLY. Well, it was from authoritatiYe sources, wasn't
it i
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Dr. GuNN. Not necessarily.
8enator CONNALLY. Well, it wasn't hall talk1
Dr. GUNN. No; that is correct.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have anything further, Admiral~
Admiral PURNELL. No, sir; I don't think of anything.
Commodore PARSONS. I might give an example of how the information went in the other direction from the Naval Research Laboratory.
We wanted to know. soip.ething about the separation of isotopes by
the method that they were developing, so Dr. Oppenheimer wrote. a .
letter to General Groves saying that this information would be of
value to us and requesting that it be obtained.
Geneml Groves turned that request over to Dr. Conant, who, I think,
through Admiral Purnell or Admiral Mills. requested the reports.
The reports oame almost immediately. That was the channel we used.
The CHAIRMAN. Who did the reports go to?
Commodore PARSONS. To Los Alamos. ·
Th"e CHAIRMAN. You are talking about furnishing them to Los
Alamos?
·
Commodore PARSONS. I nm saying I was at Los Alamos, you see.
We conceived the need for that report, and that is the way we got it.
Senator CONNALLY. vVhat report?
Commodore PARSONS. lt was a report on progress on the separation
of isotopes.
·
Senator CONNALLY. In the Naval Laboratory?
Commodore PARSONS. That is right.
Senator JonNSON. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask Admiral Purnell a
question or two in regard to the liquid thermal diffusion plant at Oak
Rid,re.
~u say you visited Oak Ridge seYeral times?
Admiral PURNELL. No, sir; I have only been there once si nee the
project got started.
Senator JOHNSON. But I understood yesterday from Dr. Gunn's
testimony that the Navy was particularly interested. in the liquid
thermal diffusion process.
·
Admiral PURNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator JOHNSON. Did you concur in the present status-not saying
what the present status is~of the liquid thermal diffusion experiment
at Oak Ridge? . Did you concur in that, or are you in accord with
what is done there now~
Admiral PURNELL. Yes, sir. If you remember Dr. Gunn's testimony yesterday there was a small pilot plant-you would call it that
wouldn't you, Doctor?
Dr. GuNN. That is correct..
Admiral PunNELL. There was a small pilot plant here at the Research Laboratory. Latl:lr that was expanded. In its relation to Oak
Ridge it was still a pilot plant. It was bnilt at Philadelphia at the
boiler laboratory on account of the availability o-f st.enm.
The design a.nd construction of the plant at Oak Ridge were made
directly from the pilot plant. at Philadelphia and designed by Dr.
Gnnn antl Dr. Abelson. I tlunk. Dr. Abelson trained the men to
operate the one at Oak ·Ridge, am1 on that line of the development
came directly into the Manhattan project.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it, Admiral, that the output from the Navy
was good, but the intake wasn't very much?
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Admiral PURNELL, Well, it probably wasn't on the power side, and
there was no need for it on the explosive side. We were primarily
interested in getting a bomb.
.
I am not a scientist and I cannot judge it,,but I saw no hope whatever of harnessing atomic power during this war, or even for the next
war; I don't know. Now, the power development was primarily what
the Research Laboratory was studying and working on.
When it became known that they could use the product :from the
liquid thermal diffusion to increase the output of the electromagnetic
process at Oak Ridge, that was when that development was drawn
into the Manhattan project.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I have only one further question. ·
Dr. Gunn, how many requests did you make in writing?
Dr. GuNN. I don't know how many were made in writing, sirperhaps three or four.
The CHAIRMAN, How many did you get back?
Dr. GuNN, I think any information that I wanted amounted to
zero.
Senator CoNNALLY, Is this a post-mortem over who did it between
the two services, the Army and the Navy?
!knew they were in a squabble about uniting or being divided, but
I didn't think it went to the point of what had happened already.
The l]lain thing was that you got the bomb, didn't you~
Adriliral PURNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. You couldn't have two outfits working on it at
the same time very successfully ~
·
Admiral PURNELL, Yes; and I think if there \vas a slip or if I
slipped in passing information-it was not my channel to pass it
down-I would attribute it to the fact that we were after a bomb,
and we knew that power could be developed in time after the bomb
was used.
Senator CONNALLY, Certainly power is secondary or "third-dary"
or "fourth-dary" to me. I don't think the power is of any great consequence at the moment, but I hope that the Army and Navy will show
a little more spirit of cooperation without fussing at everybody .after
it is all over and the bomb has been discovered.
I have always supported the Navy and am a big Navy man; but I
think they ought to be big too.
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to direct the question which I asked Admiral Purnell to Dr. Gunn.
Without saying anything about the present status of the liquid
thermal diffusion process at Oak Ridge, are you entirely satisfied
with the present status?
Dr. GuNN. Yes; I think that the operations down there have demonstrated that it is useful. The question that you ask is really twofold, one a technical one and one a practical one.
I think it is fair to say that the scientists are not satisfied with
any method of isotope separation. We think they are all rather
expensive, and in that sense we are unsatisfied.
But in terms of what we have, I think utilization at Oak Ridge was
entirely satisfactory.
·
Senator JonNSON. My question is more whether or not the liquid
thermal diffusion process had its day in court~
Dr. GuNN. Yes, sir.
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Senator JOHNSON.· And had its opportunity?
Dr. GuNN, Yes, sir.
Senator JonNSON. Thank you, Doctor.
The· CHAIRMAN, Admiral Strauss, have you anything to add?
Admiral Strauss. No, sir.
STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. LEWIS L. STRAUSS, DEPUTY OHAIR·
MAN OF THE ARMY-NAVY MUNITIONS BOARD AND SPECIAL
ASSISTANT 'l'O THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Admiral STRAUSS. Mr. Chairman, I think I am the least important
of the Navy ·witnesses. I should perhaps qualify myself for being here,
as Admiral Blandy has done. 1 am not expert in either the strategy
or 'the policy of the matter. My interest in the subject began as early
as 1938 when I set up a foundation and started work in a laboratory
at the California Institute of Techni>logy that had been turned over
to me by the Institute, on the production of isotopes by bombardment
of the familiar elements with high speetl particles from a surge generator of special design that I constructed together with some friends of
mine; and when the successful experin.1ent in atomic fission took place
in Germany a year later, we naturally turned to that as a more direct
method of producing the materials we sought, the purpose of wl;iich
was primarily to facilitate research and eventually therapy in the
field of cancer.
When I reported for duty in the Navy in 1941 I had the good fortune to be assigned to Admiral Blandy. whom I served as principal
staff assistant when he was Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance. I have
since been an adviser and assistant to the Secretary of the Navy in
these and related matters.
I relieved Under Secretary B~rd upon his resignation as the naval
member of the Interim Advisory Committee on Atomic Energy. My
function here has simply been to organize this testimony.
I doubt whether I have any information that is of value to your
committee; but such as it is, it is at your disposal. .
The CHAIRllfAN. The Medical Bureau of the Navy has been veu
progressive in times gone by. Have they done any experimental work,
as far as you know, in using this for medical treatment?
Admiral STRAUSS. I am unable to say, sir; but I think it would be an
interesting field to explore, and Vice Admiral McIntire, if called before this committee, would be qualified to testify.
The CnAIRMAN. Is there anything else; Admiral?
Admiral STRAUSS. I have nothing to add, sir.
Commodore PARSONS. Some question was raised about the possible
squabbles about cooperation between the Army and Navy.
I was naval officer from the middle of Naval Ordnance and sat in
the middle of the councils of the Manhattan District as associate director at Los Alamos, and I would say the cooperatioh was almost ideal.
That included the Air Forces, also, the iYianhattan District, the Navy,
and the Air Forces.
0
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I think Admiral Ptirnell will bear me out. The whole question was .
winning the war and getting the bomb into the war as :fast as possible.
The CHAIRMAN. I am glad to hear that.
Gentlemen, if there is nothing further to add, we will· thank you
very much, and will be seeing you again. ·
· . ·
The commit.tee will meet again on Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock
,to hear testimony from some industrialists and engineers wJ-.io have
·been in the process of getting prepared. .
(Whereupon, at,Ua. m., the committee recessed until 10 a. m., Wednesday, December 19, 1945.)
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UNITED S·rA'l'ES SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMMl'ITEE oN AToMrc ENERGY,
Washington, D. 0;
The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,
in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chair-·
man) presiding.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Tydings, Austin,
Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
.
·
Also present: Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser, and James R.
Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in session.
Mr. Creedon.
STATEMENT OF FRANK R. CREEDON, FORMERLY WITH STONE &
WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORP.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Creedon, you are from Stone & Webster, and
I believe you took considerable part in the Manhattan project.
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, from January 1, 1944, to January 27, 1945, I wi..s
the resident manager for Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. in
charge of the construction of what we called Y-12. My association
with Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. consisted of this special
assignment only. I have not been associated with Stone & Webster
since January 27, 1945.
The CHAIRMAN. Y-12 is the gas diffusion plant.
Mr. CREEDON. No, that is the n~gnet plant.
The CHAIRMAN. The electromagnetic?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, sir, I imagine the committee will have some
questions to ask you, but I would like to have you go ahead and tell
us about what you did, how difficult you thought it was while you did
it, and possibly you can give us some tStimate as to how long you
think it would take any other industrial nation-without being specific
about it-to accomplish the same thing.
Mr. CREEDON. Prior to my part in this job, I was the Deputy Rubber
Administrator under Mr. Jeffers in charge of the synthetic-rubber
construction program, and, prior to that, for the Army en~ineers, in
charge of the construction of all munitions. plants. Theretore I had
seen a great many of our very large construction efforts during the
war.
From the standpoint of complexity and magnitude this was at least
21h times the size of the largest war project. that I know of. As for
407
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complexity of installation, it was also the most complex and the most.
difficult to install .
.· Some of the problems and difficult design ·and installation phases
were, I think, that we had to design and install' a vacuum system that
was more nearly perfect than any vacuum system that I know of that
ever was installed on any construction .Project.
Senator Aus11N. May I ask a quest10n there for identification~
The CHAIRMAN. Surely Senator Austin.
Senator AusTIN. Was tl1is electromagnetic system one where great
care had to be exercised about cleanliness and absence of moisture~
Senator AmyrrN. Signs on the floor, "Do not spit here"?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
·
Senator AusTIN. All right; that just helps to bring the picture back
to memory.
.
Mr. CREEDON. Also the oil system was an extremely difficult problem because of the nature of the oil and the extent of the system. It
~as very difficult to get a tight system and to get satisfactory circulation.
Some of.the very difficult problems involved were the design of what
we call magnets, the design of bins or tanks, the desiirn of manifolds,
the design of diffusion pumps, the design of vacuum pumps, and it
was a matter of designin~ and installing something that we had never
had any previous expenence with-and I don't think anybody else
did, either.
.
T~e CHAIRMAN. Did you have charge of building any of the synthetic-rubber plants?
Mr. CREEDON, All of them, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. ,vould you give us a comparison of the difficulties
encountered in that? After all, that was somewhat new field, too,
although the ground, I believe, had been plowed somewhat in making
synthetic rubber.
·
Mr. CREEDON. Yes; I could say that the design and construction
of Y-12 was much more difficult than the design and construction of
any of our synthetic-rubber plants in that it was, as I say, embarking
on things that had never been done before from an engineering standpoint.
Senator HART. Mr. Creedon, ha'l'e your ('Xperiences led you into
touch with the state of in<lustries similar to yours in other foreign
countries, so that yon ha vc a fair acquaintance with their abilities'?
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
The C11AIRMAN. Mr. Creedon, is there anything else that you wouh.l
like to tell us about your experience there? How many men· were
under you at any one time?
Mr. C1mEDON, At the peak?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CnEEDON, Apprpximately 30,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Roughly, how would you divide those 30,000~
Mr. CREEDON. I would say 6 percent, or thereabouts, administrative,
probably another 4: or 5 percent strictly engineering, and the balance
would be supervisors,. superintendents, mechanics, and laborers.
Senator AusTIN. May I ask a question at that point~
Were the same men· used for operations who were employed for
construction of these delicate machines with fine pipes that had to be
welded with great accuracy and strength?

a
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Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
·
Senator AUSTIN. So that you had to have a construction gang on
there first to put them in?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
·
·.
Senator AusTIN. Now, as to maintenance, they had to be maintained
with great care all the time, didn't they?
·
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
·
Senator Aus:rIN. Did Stone & Webster handle that?
Mr. CREEDON, That was handled by the operator, Tennessee Eastman Corp.
.
.
Senator AusTIN. Your connection then with that electromagnetic
plant ended with the installation, did it I
Mr. CREEDON. Well, we completed the installation and turned an
operating plant over to the operator and stood by with mechanics £or
.a short period in order to help tide over and help them take up the
maintenance; yes.
Senator ArrsTIN, There must have been a period of education in
there·; that is, from the engineering to the operating transactions there
must have been a lia:i'son to understand that plant?
Mr. CREEDON, Indeed, for example, in operating the complicated oil
system, their people came in and worked beside our people while
we operated the various valves, and so forth and so on, until they
became familiar with the system.
Senator AusTIN. Now, from the laying of the foundation to the
putting on of the finishing touches to the plant, how long did it take~
Mr. CREEDON.· Approximately 21h years.
Senator Aus:rIN. And during the 21h years you had the service
of how many men on construction ?
Mr. CREEDON. ·well, our peak on construction was roughly 28,000.
Senator AusTIN. In this transaction, what factor did research and
special skill play? Was it an. indispensable thing in the construction of this plant to have men who had the special skills to try the
plant out in advance and make a picture of it?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, they had, of course, to study out and prepare
and present basic scientific data.
Senator AusnN. Did Stone & ,vebster handle all of that? Were
they the people who furnished the ideas that went into this plant?
Mr. CREEDON. No; they were furnished by the scientists.
Senator AusTIN. And Stone & ·webster did not have them on their
pay roll?
·
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
Senator AusTIN. Thank you.
The CmuRMAN. In other words·, the scientists were the architects,
and you were the contractors?
Mr. CREEDON. No, the scientists were not the architects. The scientists furnished the rough hasic scientific data, an<l then Stone & Webster had to take that basic scientific data and convert it into designs
and drawings~
The CHAIRMAN. Now, did you have[\ crew of mechanical engineers
to do that job i
'
· Mr. CREEDON. Oh, yes. All drawings for procurement or for construction were by others than the scientists.
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fhe CHAIRMAN. What did you do after you got those drawings
made? Did you go back to show them to tlie scientists and go over
them together before you actually proceeded to work?
Mr. CREEDON. In certain drawings the scientists collaborated, and
then the operator collaborated very extensively in practically all drawings.
_
The CHAIRMAN. You do a world-wide business, don't you-Stone
& Websted
·
Mr.. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the man in your organization who could
give us the best bird's-eye view of the state of engineering and mechanical accomplishments around the world, and the ability of the
other firms around the world to compete in the field with you 1
Mr. CREEDON. I would say Mr. J. R. Lotz, the chairman of the board.
Senator AusTIN, I have a question on this organization set-up.
Is there any one man in the organization of Stone & Webster who
handles all of these different foreign projects?
'.Mr. CREEDON. They all head up under Mr. Russell Branch, the
president of Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.
Senator AUSTIN, For instance, for China you have a person who
has charge of the Far East, do you not?
Mr. CREEDON. I do not know.
Senator AUSTIN. And for European service, Spain, for example, you
have somebody who attends to that particular activity of Stone &
Webster in Spain?
·
Mr. CREEDON. I do not know.
Senator AusTIN. You also have many different subsidiary companies that handle the different activities in the foreign fields?
Mr. CREEDON. I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN, I wonder if you would talk with Mr. Lotz and
Mr. Branch, Mr. Creedon, and tell them that we will be interested
in hearing from them after the Christmas recess.
I think, Senator Hart, that .is what you would like particularly,
and you, Senator Austin-a sort of over-all view.
If you will talk to them and tell them we will be in contact with
them, we would appreciate it. Ask them to come down; it won't take
them very long.
Senator AusTIN, Does Harry Arthur have anything to do with
these activities in foreign fields?
Mr. CREEDON. I do not know.
Senator MILLIKIN. After your consultation with scientists, then you
would lay this out in the form of drawings and specifications? That
would be your own function?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes. sir.
Senator MILLIKIN'. And then of course the job would be to translate
that into actual machinery?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes; that is correct, to place orders against those
designs.
Senator M1LLIIUN. In a normal large construction job, of course,
you try to conform to s_tan<lard materials as much as possible?
Mr. CnEEDON, Yes, Sll',
_
Senator MrLLrnIN. And that greatly facilitates the job if the standardizecl materials are available'/
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
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. Senator ~IK~N.. I ~hfnkyouhavemadeit rather clear, but! would
hke to empl;1as1ze 1t 1f 1t ISn't clear, _that the design of this particular
plant to which ;tou have been referrrng got almost completely outside
the field of standard design and standard materials. Is that correct f
Mr. CREEDON. That is correct, sir.
· .
Senator J.\iIII.,LIKIN. And when you get onside of that field I assuine
that you have special problems of metallurgy, for insta~ce in the
making of a valve. Is that correcH
·
Mr. CREEDON. Generally speaking we used standard valves.
Sen~tor MILLIKIN. I don't car~ to name any particular machine,
but aside from a few standard tl11ngs of that kind, the main features
of your plant were especially designed and required unstandard ma
t,erials; is that correct~
Mr. CREEDON. That is correct, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. And that in turn involved an enormous amount
of specialized know-how, didn't it~
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Ramifying, you might say, through almost all
of our industrial specialties in this country?
Mr. CREEDON. Y:es, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Is there any country in the world tbday that
has available to it that specialized know-how and the industry that
would be available to make these specialized products?
Mr. CREEDON. Answering your question this way, I don't think that,
this project could be built without several great industrial companies; ,
for example, to name three of them, General Electric Co., the Westinghouse Co., and Allis-Chalmers Co.
Senator MrLLIIUN. Is there any country in Europe that either has
in its own organization or has available to it in Europe in any one or
more countries of.Europe the know-how that we have heen describing,
and the specialized industry that could provide or set up a plant of
this kind without great long delay~
Mr. Cnm;;noN. So far as I know; no, sir. As to whether or not
anybody in a foreign country could do, for example, what it was
necessary for General Electric to do, or for Allis-Chalmers to do, I
think that the 1~epresentatives-whirh I ,believe :ire prescmt--from
those concerns could answer that better than I can. sir.
Senator Mn,LHUN. Let me get your opinion 'on this: SuJ?posing
that X country in Europe wanted to assemble a phnt of tlus kind.
Could it, by shopping around, do an assembly job, get something, let
ns say, in Y country and something else in Z country and something
else in A country?
ould it be feasible to shop around and finally
assemble a plant?
Mr. CmmnoN. You mean including shopping around in the United
States?
Senator Mn,LmIN. Let us exclude shopping in the United States
for the time being.
Mr. _CREEDON. I .don't belieye that a plant similar· to this could be
built in a foreign country without the aid of concerns in the United
States.
Senator Mn,r.TICIN. You have in mind Switzerland, France,
Belgium, Holland?
Mr. CmrnnoN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. And ''"hat is left of Germany?

,v
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Mr. CRE1moN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. S,veden?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Could Great Britain do the job?
Mr. CREEDON. Without the United States, no, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Could Great Britain do the job with the aid
of other European countries?
Mr. CREEDON. I don't believe so.
Senator MILLIKIN. Tliank you very much.
Senatbr AusTIN. How about Canada?
Mr. Cm~EDON. I don't believe so, not without the aid of our great
concerns in America.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I assume you would qualify your answer to ~his
-~xtent: That given limitless money and limitless time they probably
could build up the necessary techniques and the necessary industries
to do the job?
Mr. CREEDON. Oh, yes; certainly.
Senator MILLIKIN. Could you put a time factor, or is there a time
factor in your own mind as applicable to the various hypothetical
situations that I have portrayed to you? Supposing any continental
count.ry in Europe started out to reproduce this plant. Supposing it
had the money to reproduce it, and suppose it could shop around in
Europe, continental, and Great Britain ..
How long would it take to make a fair replica of what you have
created here?
Mr. CREEDON, I don't know eriough about the situation in foreign
countries to give an intelligent answer to that question.
Senator MILLIKIN. Then you judge it would take a long time?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMA:N'. Have you traveled extensively in Europe?
Mr. Cm:EJ)ON. No. sir.
The·CnAIRMAN. Have you ever been in Europe~
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever done any construction work outsid~
of the United States?
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.· You really haven't much of a basis for those answers, Mr. Creedon, have you?
Mr. CREEDON. I believe that is correct, sir.
Senatbr AUSTIN. Let me interpose at that point: I understood your
answers as such that you can apply them to the United States. It
would take a long time to begin at the beginning and reproduce one
of these plants right in the United States ·with all our facilities, would
it not?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
Senator AusTIN. Abot1t how long?
Mr. CREEDON .. You mean to reproduce one of these plants in
America?
Senator AusTIN. Yes, starting at scratch here. Suppose we had
wtped them out and they no lon~er exist, and we want to start over.
How long would Jt take 'to reproctucc a plant for this electromagnetic
process?
The CHAIRMAN. Knowing what he knows now?
Senator AUSTIN. Yes,·exactly, with your advantages now.
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Mr. CREEDON, An all-out effort on the part of America and American industry?
·
Senator AusTIN, Oh, no. I cannot imagine another war. We are
going to stop tp.at, so we probably wouldn't get an all-out effort.
But in peacE)time, suppose that we had been so wise or unwise as a
Congress that we decide we will just ·efface these things, we will wipe
them out. By and by we are provoked to start afresh in peacetime.
without all that propulsive power of war. How long would it take
us to erect an electromagnetic plan equally as efficient as the one that
you did?
.Mr. CREEDON. Oh, approximately 4 years.
Senator TYDINGS. May I ask a question, if you have finished, Senator?
Senator AusTIN, Yes; I have.
.
. 8enator 1'YbINGS, Assuming that in the next year or two some coun- ·
try would come to your concern and to other concerns associated with
you and make an attractive contracttrnl offer to do similar work as
the work which you have just described, how much would you lengthen
your estimate of the time necessary to comr,lete the plant, assuming
there was reasonable cooperation and avnilability of the materials
necessary to a foreign country?
·
Mr. CREEDON. And reasonable cooperation in getting, for example1
materials thnt were needed from America?
·
Senator TYDINGS. \Vell, my question envisages n situation where
you would have all the cooperation which a foreign government could
give you, a great power that was in a position to make attractive offers
to those who might want to supply the information, the technical and
scientific knowledge, and was in a position to buy that in the world
market so that there would be a reasonable flow of information that
you might want to get to do this?
·
Mr. CREEDON. I should think it might take-·Senator TYDINGS. A year or two more, would you say?
Mr. CREEDON. Probably 7 or 8 years total.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, to condense my own question, if
your concern was hired to do this work in a foreign country and there
was reasonable availability of material and science, you feel that you
could do the work in 6, 7, or 8 years?
Mr. CREEDON. Perhaps 8 years, yes.
Senator TYDINGS. Now, as1o'l1ming that there is unlimited money behind this project in a foreign country, what impediments do you see
to completing sue~. a plant if the !Qrcign nat~on in m_ind co~ld buy
the advice, the scientific and engmeermg skill that it reqmred to
construct. the plant 1
Mr. CREEDON. The difficulty would be in that event the procurement
of the necessary equipment, and so forth.
Senator TYDD.GS. Well, suppose, for example, that I was the foreigi1
agent having charge -of this, and I would come to your concern and
say,. "I would like t~ employ your fii_'ll1 to .do a pa~ticular job,. one. of
the Jobs or all of the ]Obs connected with this operation, and I will give
you cost plus 15 percent profit and would arrange the exchange so you
can take your profit back to your own country by deposits in your own
country from month to month."
Would you undertake -iU
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Mr. CREEDON. I couldn't answer that. It would have to be either the
chairman of the board ::ir the president of the company.·
Se:pator TYDINGS, Assuming that yoo were the chairman of the
hon.rd or the president of the company, would you undertake it 1
In other words, my question is simply this: What is to stop a :forei_gn
co1;1ntry from hiring your concern or any other concern at attractive
.prices to do the work?
Mr. CREEDON. I£ I were the chairman of the board or the president
of the company, I would not take it; no, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. You would not take it for patriotic reasons?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes. sir.
Senator TYDINGS. But assuming that the government didn't ask you,
that the government simply said; "You are not in a position to tlurn
over any information that you have, learned in connection with this
project, but you are at liberty to build in accor~lance with any blueprints or specifications that are furnished you in advance."
. Would you then take it?
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. Is there any conceivable circumstance where you
feel you would take it? .
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. S'11ppose there is an agreement for the control of
peacetime atomic energy, an international agreement, and our Government consents to the exchange of information for the manufacture of
peacetime atomic energy, and 1;,hat you were then offered this proposition to build a plant in accordance with that agreement. vVould you
then take it?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes. sir.
Senator TYDINGS. It has been testified here in public hearings that
a large percentage of the ,difficulties of manufacturing the atomic
bomb are eliminated by the 1manufacture of peacetime atomic energy.
Do you follow me?
'.
Mr. CREEDON. 'fhat is correct, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. Now, that being so, and if there was an interna. tional agreement for the control of peacetime atomic energy, would
you then take it-assuming there was an internativnal treaty which
permitted you to do it?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. There wouldn't be any reason why yon shouldn't,
as far as the Government had established the policy?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Jnst as a layman and as an engineer and as a
citizen, do ybu think it would be wise that knowing the devastating
potentialities of the atomic bomb we shonld make such a treaty for the
peacetime manufacture of atomic energy?
Mr. CREEDON. Well, if plants will be built to manufacture atomic
energy in peacetime, it wonld take very little to convert them, and I
'1.0nld be a little ,rnrried about !:hat.
Senator TYDINGS. I take it your answer means this: That if you
consent to the peacetime manufactnre of atomic energy on an international basis or treaty arrangement, that in effect you have consented
to the possible manufacture-60, 70, 75 percent, or some place in there,
let us assume-of the bomb itselH
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
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Senator TYDINGS, So that if you are opposed to the manufacture
of the bomb and you invade that field of peacetime atomic energy,
you really have given up three-quarters of your opposition to the
manufacture of the atomic bomb, have you not?
l\fr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. Do you know how long it might possibly take
from the time the manufacture of atomic energy for peacetime purposes was completed to taking trp the remaining processes necessary
to manufacture the atomic bomb?
. Mr. CREEDON. Approximately a year, or 15 months, or something
like that.
Senator TYDINGS. So that if the manufacture of peacetime atomic
energy is permitted, you are within a year or less of the manufacture
of the atomic bomb, should any nation desire to do so?
lHr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. So I would take it from all your answers that in
your opinion, if we have an agreement for the peacetime manufacture
of atomic energy, we come pretty close to the possibility of the manufacture of the atomic bomb?
,
Mr. CRmmoN. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. As a policy, have you given any thought as to
whether or- not we should try to stop the manufacture of peacetime
atomic energy, having in rpind the potential development of the atomicbomb from such a prelimmary step?
.
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
Senator TYDINns. You haven't given it any thought?
l\fr. C1mEDON. No, sir.
Senator TYDINGS.· That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ,TonNSON. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the witness one question following Senator Tydings' questions?
The CnAIRllt:AN. Yes, sir.
·
Senator JOHNSON. Under what restrictions and limitations are you
operating at present as to the engineering know-how, other than your
sense of patr10tism?
·
Mr. CREEDON. I don't know the answer to that question, but I could
find that out.
Senator Jm-rNsoN. You don't know whether you are free to reveal
or divulge any of "the know-how?
Mr. dnEEDON. I am practically certain that we are not to divulge
anything whatever.
Senator TYDINGS. Either at home or abroad?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
Senator JOHNSON. And that is a restriction placed on you, perhaps,
by General Groves?
·
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
Senator Mu.LnnN. I would like to ask whether that is by way of
verbal instructions or written instructions?
Mr. CREEDON. I am unable to answer that. I ·don't know.
I know this much: That Stone & Webster would not give any information of any kind to anybody without getting clea,rance.
Senator MILLIKIN. Of course, I know you would not, but I think
that Senator Johnson has opened up a very pertinent inquiry. Personally, I would appreciate it if you would-if it is agreeable with
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the chairman-write the chairman whether your instructions to that
effect do rest in writing or just verbal understandings.
Senator TYDINGS. And for how long a time they are to run.
Senator MILLIKiN. And it might not be a bad idea to send the instructions themselves.
·
·
Senator JoHNSO:l'f, Yes; we would like to know what all the conditions are.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Has your concern made any studies on the dis. persal of industry?
.
.
We have had a lot of testimony that we are so concentrated industria1ly in this country that we are subjected to extra-high hazards
so far as the use against us of the atomic bomb is concerned.
Mr. CREEDON. To my knowledge, Stone & Webster have not made
studies pertaining to dfopersal of industry.
Senator MILLIKIN. Is there an engineer or any concern that might
be able to give us expert testimony on that?
Mr. CREEDON. Offhand I can not think of any.
Senator MILLIKIN, It is a very speculative subjec;t, of course, and
I should not be surprised if it were a virgin field.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Senator, I wonder. if Mr. Creedon made
himself completely clear in answer to your question as to whether
or not Stone & Webster had made any surveys.
As I understood his answer, he said, "To my knowledge they have
not."
Now, did you mean that you have knowledge that they have not,
or that so far as you know they have not?
Mr. CREBDON. So far as I know.
·
Senator Mn.LIKIN. You were not indulging in a double negative.
The C11AIR1\L\N. Mr. Creedon, several of these integral }:)arts were
manufactured by Gener~l Electric, \V:estinghouse, and Allis-Chalmers?
Mr. CnEEDON. Yes, sir.
The CuAmMAN, And Chrysler Corp.?
Mr. CREEDON. Not on our project, 11ot Chrysler; but the first three
were on our project; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Chrysler did great work in another one of the
methods?
Mr. CREEDON. On the Carbide & Carbon project, I believe.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Of course these are great plants employing thousands and thousands of workers?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Some of the items that they manufactured are
large, and some oft.hem, I take it, are small in size?
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. C:ipablc-many of the important ones-of being
lifted up and taken away in a man's overcoat pocket; is. that true 1
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
The CuAm111AN. Do you know anything about the care that is taken
at these three plants to see that that does not happen~
Mr. Cm~EDON. No, sir; I have not been connrcted with the project
since January 27 of this year. I don't know just exactly what is done.
The CHAIRMAN. During the time of your connection with it, were
you acquainted with any precautions that were taken at these three
great plants with thousands and thousands of employees to prevent
the crmtingency that I spoke about happening~
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Mr. CREEDON, People walking out of the plants? Yes. To get out
of the project you had to go through a gate where there was a guard.
The CHAIRMAN, You are talking about the Manhattan project now j
Mr. CREEDON, Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about back at these plants where they
were manufactured.
·
Mr. CREEDON, I don't know the situation at Allis-Chalmers, General
Electric, or Westinghouse, sir. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Tha.t, to say the least, would be a source of "information," would it not i
Mr. CREEDON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. To any unfriendly person who was trying to get
that information,._~nd also trying to get a sample.
Mr. CREEDON. res, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. I have one more·question.
Mr. Creedon, without qualifyi~g yourself as an expert or world
traveler, you are in the engineering field and, of course, have a pretty
fair comprehension of the engineermg ability and technique and thoroughness of other countries, because sometimes you do compete; isn't
that co:crect?
Mr. CHEF.DON, Yes. sir.
Senator TYDINGS. Without naming them, and assuming the· money
was available, over a period of 8 years, what countries would you
conceive from an engineering standpoint of being capable of manufacturing atomic energy-assuming the money was available, that
they had the basic technique, and so on, and knowing the fact that
this can be produced. How many countries do you assume would be
capable of making atomic energy, if the money were available?
Mr. CREEDON. I don't believe I am qualified to answer t~at questi?n·
The CHAIRMAN. Anything else, Mr. Creedon, that you would like
to tell us?
Mr. CREEDON. No, sir.
The CnArnMAN. Thank you very much, sir, for coming down.
We are now to hear :from Mr. H. E. Thompson, vice president of
the Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp.
STATEMENT OF H. E. THOMPSON, VICE PRESIDENT, CARBIDE &
CARBON CHEMICALS CORP.
The 0JIAIR11:t:AN. Mr. Thompson, Senator Austin would like to put
in the record some :facts concerning your qualifications.
Senator AusTIN. In what capacity did yo11 serve through Carbide
& Carbon Chemicals Corp. in the erection of the plant or plants for
the rras diffusion project?
~- THOMPSON. My work in connection with the K-25 project concerned itself with. the engineering from the time we came into the
project and agreed to act as operators of the plant when it was completed. That date was in December of 1942.
Senator AusTIN. What had you been doing before this project was
undertaken that gave the Govei·nment access to you as especially qualified to enter upon this project? What had you been doing with
respect to the national defense?
Mr. TnollfPSON. I entered this project as a member of Carbide &
Carbon Chemicals Corp., but I believe that we were considered in
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connection with this project in part because of our contribution to
the syntheti.c~rubber program.
.
Senator AusTIN. What companies, other than the parent companyt
were involved in the construction of the gas diffusion plant or the
operatiop of it?
Mr. THOMPSON. The, gas-diffusion plant was engineered by a subsidiary of the M. W. Kellogg Co., known as the Kellex Corp., organized purposely for that job.
We were selected as the operators, but coming into the program.
early in its development, we were asked to join with Kellex and
work with them in the engineering to appr,ove the drawings as they
were ~ade, and assist in o!her ways, so that when we finally got the
plant 1t would be also our idea of what ·such a plant should be.
.
Our :eakelite Corp. also had quite a bit to do with one of the important phases of the gas diffusion process.
Senator TYDINGS. Let me ask you there if the Bakelite Corp. is ai
subsidiary of yours.
Mr. THOMPSON. The Bakelite Corp. is a subsidiary of Union Carbide & Carbon Corp.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Is that the one Dr. Baekeland was president oH
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes; Dr. Baekeland is now dead.
Senator TYDINGS. But his son carries on.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Senator AusTrN. What did the Bakelite Corp. have to do with this'?'
, Mr. THOMPSON. The Bakelite Corp. worked particularly on the
diffusion member that in many respects forms the basis of the diffusion process.
·
Senator AUSTIN. Did Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. enter into
this, project?
·
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes; through its 'o/Ork with Kellex in engineering
and designing the gas diffusion project and plant. Other subsidiaries
of Union Carbide & Carbon Corp. were involved in ·other phases of
the entire project, however.
Senator AusTIN. Now trying to visuaJize them all, I would like to
know with what authority you speak here as a witness. Were you
an !ldvisory engineer in all these activities?
.
.
Mr. THOMPSON. No, I was not. My engineering work was principally in connection with the K-25 project.
~enator AUSTIN. And that is the gas diffusion plant?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
·
Senator AuBTIN. Its business was.to separate 235 from 238, was it?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.
.
Senator AusTIN .. And that was a method that was pursued throughout the effort to produce the bomb, wasn't it?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator AusTIN. It was one of the four known methods of separating 235 from 2381
Mr. TnoMPSON. That is correct.
Senator AusTIN. Now, did you have anything to do with them~terial end of this transaction, !3UCh as with the United States Vanadium 1
Mr. THOMPSON. Oh, other units of the corporation had a great deal
t.o do with other parts of the program.
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The United States Vanadium Corp. was responsible for a very large
part of. the raw material. The Linde Air Products Co. developed
means and carried out processes for conditioning that raw material
,so that the desired final product could be obtained.
·
· Senator AusTIN, In this canopy of the parent company, did the
electrometallurgical activity also come?
.
Mr. THOMPSON. The Electro Metallurgical Co. made, I believe; a
large part of the uranium metal that was used in the-project, both
the Tennessee project and the west coast project.
Senator AusTIN, In addition to that, is it true that your parent
company had to do with the graphite production that was used in
this process ?
·
_
Mr, THOMPSON, It is true. The National Carbon Co. developed and
made huge quantities of the graphite that was used in the Hanford
plant and the electromagnetic plant.
·
·
, ·Senator AusTIN. Speakin~ only in a general way, what do you say
the contribution of Union Carbide & Carbon was to the production
of the bomb?
.
Mr. THOMPSON. My feeling is that without the joint effort of all of
those companies we would. not have had the atomic bomb.
Senator AUSTIN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you go ahead and describe to us further, i£
you wish, the work that'you did.
I might ask you this· first, Mr. Thompson: Have you engaged in
any foreign work at all personally?
Mr. THOMPSON, No, sir; except to the extent of working with some
c£ our Canadian subsidiaries.
The CHAIRMAN. Has Union Carbide & Carbon Corp. plants in foreign countries?.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes; some.
The CHAIRMAN, 'Where? ·
Mr. THOMPSON, Our Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. has a plant
in Canada.
The CHAIRMAN. Any in Europe?
Mr. THOMPSON, No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any in South America?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, sir. Some of the other companies have plants
abroad for the manufacture of batteries in many parts of the world,
for the manufacture of carbide and ferro-alloys in Norway, and for
the manufacture of some other products with which I am not acquainted; I think some carbon and graphite activities at certain points.
The C:iIAIRMAN. You mean subsidiaries of your parent company
have plants in Europe in which they manufacture certain articles1
Mr. THQMPSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Are they rather extensive operations?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, sir; they are not. The carbide plants and alloy
plants in Norway, I believe, are the largest.
The CnAm~rAN. Do you know how many men, approximately, they
employ or have employed?
Mr. THOMPSON. I do not.
The CnArnMAN. ,vere they taken over by the Germans during the
occupation?
Mr. THOMPSON. They were, sir; in occupied territories.
The CuAmMAN. ·who has them now?.
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Mr. THOMPSON. We have them, I tliink.
The CHAIRMAN, Now, that the Norway Government is back again 1
Mr. THOMPSON, Yes, sir.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you traveled extensively yourself around the
world?
Mr. THOMPSON. I have·never been abroad except to Canada.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been educated as an engineer. What
college did you graduate from?
Mr. THOMPSON. I graduated from the University of Illinois in engineering in 1914, and joined the Linde.Air Products Co. as a research
engineer at Buffalo in 1917.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I believe there have been some estimates given by
the contributing companies to the War Department as to the time that
they believe that this job could be done in other countries in the world.
Did you participate m that estimate to the War DepartmenU
Mr. THOMPSON, No; I did not.
The CnAIRllIAN, Did you know about it?
Mr. THOMPSON. I heard about it'afterward. Within the past week
someone asked me if I had answered that question. I had not been
asked.
·
'I;he CHAIRMAN. Mr. George Harrison, of New York was the chairman of the committee that gathered that information, was he not?
Mr. T!IO~IPSON. I believe so.
The CHAIRMAN. The chairman of the New York Life Insurance Co.
Mr. Tuol\IPSON. Yes. ·
. The CHAIRMAN. But you do know that your company furnished
such an estimate to that committee?
.
'
Mi·. THOMPSON. No; I really don't. The gentlen:ian l was speaking
to was with a different company; he had been asked.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, Mr. Thompson, General Groves
at our request contacted you personally?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.
,
The CHAIIlMAN. I might say for the record that G1meral Groves
suggested these witnessesi Mr. Creeclon and Mr. Thompson, and also
the other two witnesses w110 ,Yill be before us.
Have you h~d access to that information specifically that-was given
to that committee?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, sir.
General HART. Mr. Thompson, in connection with those subsidiaries
which do business in Europe in particular, is there any engineering or
development done by those plants, or do they get all of their know-how
from America?
Mr. THOMPSON. All of it comes from America.
Senator HAnT. They do no research and no engineering whatever
in those countries~
Mr. THOMPSON. That is correct.
Senator HART. Are any of those companies in any sort of affiliation
with industries ownr.d by the c01mtries in which they are located i
Mr.· THOMPSON. So far as I know, none of them is so connected.
Senator ~-IART. It is entirely a matter of competition, and they have
no connection whateved
Mt;_ THOMPSON. That is correct..
Senator JoHNSON. Did I understand you to say, Mr. Thompson,
that Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. was selected to handle this
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work because of their experience in the manufacture of synthetic
rubbed
.
Mr. TIIOl\IPSON, I said that I felt that perhaps our accomplishment
in the synthetic-rubber program had had something to do with considering us as the operators of the gas diffusion process~
Senator JOHNSON. Did you yourself have something to do with
the manufacture of synthetic rubber?
Mr: TnoMPSON. Yes. Our company's contribution to the syntheticrubber vrogram-was the production of butadiene from ethyl alcohol.
Our prmcipal operation was the plant at Institute, W. Va.
Senator JouNSON. The United States might be classified as a
"Johnny-come-lately," so far as·the manufacture of synthetic rubber
is conc.erned, might it not? .
. Hadn't other. nations such as Germany and Russia reached a high
state of perfection in the manufacture of synthetic rubbed
Mr. TnoMPSON. I think that is true. I believe that for various reasons they were in the syntlu~tic-rubber prooTam or business long before we were. We got into the synthetic-rubber program as a matter
of necessity.
Senator JOHNSON. If they were expert in the manufacture of synthetic rubber, they are well on their way toward an important step
in the diffusion process, the gas diffusion process?
Mr. Tuol\rrsoN. No; I rather question thitt. I don't believe there
is any connection between the two.
Senator J OIINSON. Mechanically or scientifically or otherwise 1
Mr. TnoMPSON. No, sir.
Senator ,TonNSON. That is, knowing how to manufacture synthetic
rubber would be of no assistance in the manufacture of the gas diffusion process?
Mr. TnoMPSON. No, Senator. I think that the real point there was
that Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. had set up a ·schedule for
bringing butadiene plants into production that seemed almost impossible of fulfillment; yet their experience in building processing plants
was extensive enough so that they carri~d their' program through
completely on schedule.
. My reference to the rubber program was not based on any process
similarity between producing butadicne from alcohol and the gas
diffusion process.
,
.
I believe that the experience we had·in putting over the btitadienefrom-alcohol program, which was one of the biggest the country had
ever seen in the process industr\es up to that time, qualified us to give
service in this gas diffusion process.
Senator JOHNSON. Not because of the similarity or know-how, because of your record for getting the job done?
Mr. TuoMPSON. Yes, sir.
The CuAIRMAN. You were up t.o your neck in this synthetic rubber
process?
Mr. THOMPSON. That.was the principal Govemment plant activity
of the Chemicals Co. until the work on thiR project cnme along.
The CHAIRMAN. Now,! have it in the back of my !wad tha.t t.he knowhow on that was developed in Russia. ·were thr.y not the first country
to develop synthetic rubber out of alcohol?
·
·
·
Mr. Tno~PSON. It is. interesting that some of the rarly patents on
the production of but achene from ethyl alcohol were Russian and that
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some of the first research work in that field had been done by Russian
scientists.
The CHAIRMAN, And they were in production on that before we
were, were they JlOU
.
Mr. THOMPSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN, That is a tremendously complicated piece of business in itself, is it not~
Mr. THoMrSbN. On the other hand, the production of butadiene
from ethyl alcohol is not a process which is particularly complicated.
'11he CHAIRMAN, You would think so if you looked at a picture of
on~ of those plants.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, the business of getting a high yield and of
producinO' high quality material, of course, is something different
.again. !believe the plants that we built were much more efficient than
any that had goIJ.e before.
· The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever seen a tire made in Russia out of
this process W
Mr. THOMPSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN, Have you ever seen a sample of the rubbei;?
Mr. THOMPSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you make use of those basic patents in any way
in the operation of your plants?
Mr. THOMPSON. Not in the work that we did. Our process for producing butadiene from ethyl alcohol was developed by our own research group. It involved new catalysts and new operating conditions
and gave considerably higher yields than the published processes before
that time.
The CHAIRMAN; But the Russians had rolled their vehicles on their
own rubber tires made out of the ethyl-alcohol process before we went
into production on them?
Mr. THOl\'l:PSON. That is correct; yes.
Senator HART, May I carry that on a little furthed
Do I understand, .Mr. Thompson, that although the Russians did
have the ba,sic patent and were perhaps the first in the field, that as
compared with our own accomplishment they still were in a rather
crude stage although they were producing rubber? Is that a corr-ect
statement?
Mr. TnoMPSON. I think I wou 1d modify it to a certain extent. You
may remember that the Unitecl Stat.es sent a group to Russilji to learn
about their synthetic-rubber operations and they sent a gr:bup here.
The exchange of information was not too extensive, but the Russian
plants were certainly operating and they were making goon butadiene;
and they used that as a raw· material to make gooc(synthetic rubber.
I may say that the work of onr company in that field concerned itself
with the raw materials, butaclieoo and styrene, rather than with the
process of making the copolymers or the finished rubber articles.
The CHAIRMAN. Considering the difficulties of making rubber
through this process, in prder for the Russians to lmve even engaged
in the production that they did they must have had some accumulation
of engmeering personne1 and scientific personnel to. put that together.
That would naturally follow; wou1d it not~
Senator JOHNSON. I woulrl like to ask to hear that qnestion again.
The CHAIRMAN. I say the knowledge that we have that they were
first in the field and they did make them, whether efficiently or not,

I
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presupposes that they had a group of engineering brains1 engineering
men with capability, gathered together in order to do that 3ob1
Senator JOHNSON. Yes; undoubtedly.
.
Senator AusTIN. Did the Linde Air Products Co. contribute to this
gas diffusion process at all?
.
· Mr. THOMPSON. They contributed a great deal to it, not only in the
matter of versonne!, bu~ in the matter of ~dditional work.on t~~ very
heart of the gas d1ffus1on process, the d1ffus10n membrance, 1f you
will.
Senator AusTIN. That is one of the key elements in the plant; is it
not?
Mr. THOMPSON. It is the basic one, without it, there would be no gas
diffusion process.
. ·
Senator AUSTIN. How are they related to the Carbide & Carbon
Chemicals Co.?
.
Mr. THOMPSON. All of these operating units that I have mentioned
are subsidiaries of Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., which is the parent
company.
Senator AusTIN. Did they have to do with the vacuum system?
Mr. THOMPSON. The Linde group did not have to work with that
particularly. The chemical group, the operators of K-25, were the
ones that worked on that problem.
Senator AUSTIN. Looking at it as an over-all picture, then, Union
·Carbide & Carbon dealt with both the research, the design, and the
.en o-ineering?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator AuwnN: On the gas-diffusion system?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator AusTIN. Did Chrysler Corp. produce anything for this gasdiffusion system?
·Mr. TuoMPSON. They did. They produced the diffusion units,
called "diffusers," of which there were a great many of great complexity, a job that required all of the skill and the art of American
line production such as is used in making automobiles, and Chrysler
did an excellent job.
Senator AusTIN. In the operation, after the plan had been erected,
what part did Carbon & Carbide Chemicals Corp. contribute ·to the
output of the plant?
1':fr. THOMPSON. Are you referring to the Tennessee plant for diffus10n?
.
Senator AusTIN. Yes; the Tnnnessee plant. I have that in memory,
as I visited it with this committee.
Mr. THOMPSON. The operation of the K-25 project at Tennessee
was entirely under Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. from the very
beginning to the very end.
Because of the arrangements that were made with respect to Kellogg and Carbide & Carbon working jointly from the very start, Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. was busily engaged at Knoxville long
before there was much of a plant there to operate. Our work started
when ground was broken, practically, and continued until the final
unit of the first.part of the project was in operation.
That contribution required Helecting from our various groups operating men of the right qualifications, not only to operate the plant
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but to see that it was in shape and ready for proper operation when
that time came.
·
Senator A,mmN. Who is the man who is in charge of that plant
down there all t4e time; who stays on the job i
Mr. THOMJ.>SO;N, The one in charge of that entire operation is Dr.
George T. Felbeck. 'l'he man in charge of the entire contribution of
our corporation to all phases o:f the atomic energy project is Mr. J. A.
Rafferty, vice president and a member of the executive committee o:f
the parent corporation,
Senator AusTIN, You are a vice president of that corporationi
Mr. TIIOiMPSON. In charge of engineering; yes, sir.
Senator AusTIN, Are you also vice president of Carbide Chemicals
Corp.i
Mr. TnoMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator AusTIN. If you hold any other position in this set-up, what
is it 1
Mr. THOMPSON, I am 1also a vice president of Bakelite Corp.
Senator Aus±rn. I want to say to you that the contribution that
your great company made to the production of this bomb was a very
great contribution;' in my opinion.
Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Senator Austin.
.
Senator HART, As an .engineer, Mr. Thompson,' d?es that Tennessee
plant, K-25, as far as its magnitude and complexity are concerned,
represent about as large a task as you ever undertook in. your professional capacityi
Mr. TnoMPSON. Yes, Senator; it is; and I would like to say a :few
words on that subject, because I believe that it is an outstanding
accomplishment in the whole field of engineering as .it applies to
major process industry plants.
There are many kinds of engineering that have been carried out
on gigantic scales successfully, and they vary greatly in the character
of the work and the character of what is produced. It· is one thing
to spend a lot of money building roads or traffic systems, and quite a
different kind of thing to build hydro-power plants and the things
that go with them. It is another kind of thing to build multiplepart plants like automobi,le plants.
The process industry phase of engineering, I believe, is something
in which we in the United States have perhaps had more experience
than in most places. The growth of our chemical industry has been
rapid in recent years. The growth of our refining indu~try has been
equally rapid, and the development of those industries has called for
a type of engineering which involves hundreds of thousands of individual parts, procured in thousand~ of different places, all of which
must be at the site at the right time and in the right order. They not
only have to be there, but they have to be properly warehoused and
stored so that when you want a cert'lin one of them you know where
to go to get it.
,
'\Ve hnve been carrying out rather good-sized engineering jobs in
Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. for sometime with quite a bit of
success, and as tjmc has gone on, we have, I think, improved our system. The best test.that we had of it wns in our contribution to the
raw mnterinls for the rubber program. It worked beautifully there.
But what did we have there? We had well worked out research back
of whnt we were about to do; we had built a pilot plant that had been
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making a ton a day of butadiene for several months; we had ·been able
to modify our design and engineering in the light of all the information
gained in .that war, so that the results we achieved in__putting those
plants into operation were more or less in the bag; We knew ·that,
provided that we could get the materials and parts.· I mention that
as background.
.
.I should like now to_speak of this gas diffusion process for separatirig
U-235 from U-238. Here was a case where research and development
engineering and design were all going ahead at the same time. It is
true that from a standpoint of scientific background that work had
been started, I guess, in 1940 or '41, but at the time. we were invited to
act as operators of K-25 at the end of December in '42 · while there
was a lot of good theory back of that project, there wasn 1t the type of.
research and development that big plants are built on quickly.
Nevertheless, there was put together there a group which function~d
and produced in a better way engineeringwise than any group I have
ever seen. The J,Jroject involved more inoney by far than any of the
. projects with which any of us had worked before.
You were called upon to design a diffusion plant before you knew
what the diffusers looked like. You were called upon to lay out a
plant that had thousands of pumps or blowers in it before you knew
that you could get pumps and blowers to work under the conditions
that were imposed because of the nature of the materials you were
dealing with.
·
.
We were called upon to go out ancl build whole plants, such as the
Allis-Chalmers plant to make these blowers, such as the HoudailleHersey plant to make barriers, such as the Chrysler plant to make
diffusers, after you had the material; and here was this complicated
thing proceeding on all fronts at the same time.
[ think it is quite remarkable, the record that was made, and it is
a record that goes to the credit of a vast number of contributing companies and to the Army: Their skill in getting material for this project was one of the most remarkable things in the war effort.
·,: ·
Actually, ground was broken for the power plant on June 1, 1943.
The first boiler was in operation in March 1944.
The ground was broken for the diffusion plant on September 1, 1943,
and the first process gas was put into that unit in February 1945.
In that time all the basic materials and pieces of equipment for'
that tremendous plant were being worked out. Not only £hat, but here
was a plant that was to operate at a reduced pressure, with the dangers
of leakage of air and moisture, and all those things. I might say that
chapter X of the Smyth report gives a very interesting account of the.
facts surrounding, the gas diffusion process.
,
So far as the scientific background and the early problems being
faced, that plant was brought.into operation requiring standards of
tightness that had neve.r !Jeen heard. of befo~·e, tightness in a syste~
that had _as much as 600 miles o'f weldmg on pipes.
Senator HART, Rather large pipes, too?
Mr. THOMPSON, Many of them 30-inch and 24-inch pipes.
Strangely enough, too, there w1:;re times in that program when ,ve
were at the deadline with rrspect to so111e p11rtic11lar important fundamental part, and that part. simply hadn't been produced, yet just'before
";e hit the deadline-and this Ot'l'lll'l'ed not once but several times-we
had not one solution but sometimes two or three.
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We had in all of I.hat many thiugs. We had good procurement on
the part of the Arm_y. We wore given priorities that I think ruined
plenty of other fields of activity but helped us, and we had a fine
engineerin~ organization. To do that sort of a job l'equired an engineering force of 2,000 men. Of that number, about one-half were
of the service type, clerical, stenographic, accounting, purchasing, and
guards; and of the remainder, there were about 600 in what we call
engineering and design, about 200 field engineers, and about 200
engineers in the laboratories where research work was going on.
Perhaps one of the most _important parts of the engineering organization concerned itself with procurement and expediting. The
business of getting the thing that you need at the point at which you
need it at the right time involved a whole force of men throughout the
country ready to go into different plants, actually check the records
of the vendors to see that they had ordered the things they needed
to make what they were making, and in the event they hadn't ordered
them, find out why, and sometimes carrying that to the second and
third position, and following that up periodically.
.
Sometimes it required moving carloads of material from one plant
to another to relieve log jams in machining operations, and so on, but
all of that was carried out. The completion date scheduled for the
last part of the diffusion plant, the K-25 portion of it-not including
the K-27 project, which was added and is now being built-was August 23, 1945. The plant was actually completed August 5, 1945.
·
This achievement was the result of a major group effort, and a long
list of names of those who contributed in a ma1or way could be given.
Limiting such a list to a bare minimum, one should mention Mr. P. C.
Keith, executive in charge and technical head for the Kellex Corp.,
Dr. George T. Felber.k, whom we had made top so far as Carbide &
Carbon Chemicals Corp., was concerned, Mr. Keith's assistant, Mr.
Albert L. Baker, and Dr. Felbeck's assistant, Mr. Hartsel Kensey.
They and those under them should be mentioned as putting over the
biggest engineering job that any of us had ever seen in the quickest
possible time.
Senator HART. Mr. Thompson, in speaking in these superlatives, and
so on, what would you say was the greater acconiplishment--under
size or under complexity r
Mr. THOMPSON. Complexity, I would say.
Senator HART. At the same time the dimensions of it are about as
large as anything with which you have ever been concerned?
Mr. THOMPSON. By far the largest.
Senator HART. You are vice president and engineer of a company
that engages in a very large busmess in this country?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Senator HAnT. Mr. Thompson, you have given us the figures of how
long it took. What is your idea of the ability of any other country
in the world being able to accomplish the result at all?
And if they were able to do it at all, about how long?
Suppose we assume that the know-how, insofar as that one vital
membrane of which you spoke, was at their disposal, that they lrnew
what it wtts. Is there any country in the world that could produce that
plant at all, and if so, what is your guess as to how long it would
take?
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Mr. THOMPSON. The answer to that question, as you suggest, gets
into the field of guessing. It is a matter of trying to put yourself in
the position of the engineers in the other country to see where they
would be in comparison to where wi:, were during the period of our
work.
·
To answer your question, I ·i:night say first that I am not acquainted
with the methods abroad and their set-ups, although obviously those
of us in my profession are aware of the accomplishment in other countries, and I am certainly not of the mind to underrate the ability of the
engineers or _the production groups in foreign countries.
· I think it is also clear that no-w that the atomic bomb is a known
reality the business of building up to it becomes somewhat simpier..
So first, to answer·in a generalized way, I am satisfied that foreign
countries would be able to produce the atomic bomb and would be
able to go through the. K-25 project. We are speaking now particularly of the K-25 gas diffusion project and yon assumed that they
had the diffusion matter solved.
·
Senator HART. That they knew what it was and would have to
develop their own process of manufacturing it.
.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, in answer to the first part of your question,
I am satisfied that these foreign countries could produce after some
time something that would be equivalent to our K-25 gas diffusion
process.
I am inclined to thiRk that starting even now, with all the funds
they might need and with plenty of incentive, if they felt perhaps
somebody- else was going to use measures against them-with all
those thmgs, it·would still take much longer than it took us to do
the job.
I would say, just guessing, that it would take them twice as long
as it fook us to do it.
Senator HART. That would mean 5 or 6 years?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes; and when we say how long would it take
to do that job, of course.that really needs definition, because we know
that from the standpornt of research and exchanges between the
scientists working in this field that something had been started in
1940; so that this August completion date in 1945 makes it a 5-year
project from the concept to the operating plant. But you were not
thinking o:f that.
·
Senator HAR1'. You would not be beginning back as £ar as 1940.
Mr. THOMPSON. That is right; but it would seem to me that from
the standpoint of taking scientific knowledge as it exists today and
going into the problem of building an organization, to put over such
a project with unlimited means back of you and plenty of incentive
to do it, it would take other countries twice as long as it took us.
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I have one or two questions to ask
the witness along other lines. Perhaps in the interest of continuity,
other members would like to question along this line.
Senator Mn,LIKIN. I would like to question along the line of Senator Hart's question.
Assuming that we give some foreign country-the best-equipped
foreign country to do the job, whatever it is--our blueprints, our
specifications, our formulas from beginning to end, how long would
it take, in your judgment, for that best-equipped country to do the
job?
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Mr. THOMPSON. Just to be sure that I have that question accur~telyJ we are go~ng to g~ve them the blueprints, we are going to
give them all the mformat1011 ~
·
Senator Ml.r.LIKIN. The· specifications, formlllas, and all of the
information. We will put it in their laps, and they· are to proceed.
Mr. THoMFSON. When we say we are going to give that to them,
we mean not only with respect to buildmg what is down there at
Oak Ridge, but also with respect to these plants £or building the
parts that go into it~
Senator MnLIKIN, We will tell them everything we know, except
that we won't help them in any way whatsoever to build the plant:
They must find whatever they need outside of. the United States.
Mr. THOMPSON. That includes the membrane and all of the
things-the complete information?
Senator MILLIKIN. It also excludes their use of our :personnel. We
keep our personnel. We keep everything that we have m this country,
but we turn over the blueprints, specifications, the formulas, and
everything we can tell them about the know-how.
.
How long would it take the best equipped country that there is,
outside of the United States, to do the job f
·
Mr. THOMPSON. To put it that way, Senator, I think if you went to
the best equipped country, one skilled in that type of construction, that
they would have a plant in two and one-half to three years. ·
Senrrtor MILLIKIN. Let me ask you what, in your judgment, is the
best equipped country, outside of this country, to do that kind of a
job-excluding, of course, Germany and Japan?
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, i really cannot answer that question. I just
don't know.
Senator MILLIInN. Is there any yardstick whereby men in your
business measure the rating of countries chemically and industrially 1
Mr. TnoMPSON. Oh, yes.
Senator MrLLIKI:t,. Give us a general ratin__g, then, of a half dozen
countries of the world that occupy the topranid
Mr. THOMPSON. vYell, I think ratings of that kind you would put
on the basis of the tonnage of their different products, and in a given
field.
Senator Mu..r.mrn. Does Great Britain have a general chemical field,
£or example~ Do they produce everything, generally speaking?
Mr. THOMPSON. Of course, they are not one of the strong chemicalproducing countries, but they have a chemical industry and it is growing; they have done some fairlv good work in hydrogenation of coal
and producing synthetic petroleum, and so on, but it is not particularly
a chemical-manufacturing nation.
Senator MILLIKIN. How about Belgium?
Mr. THOMPSON. I think that is perhaps too small.
Senator MILLIKIN. Holland?
Mr. THOMPSON. That again is over on other side.
Senator MILLIKIN. Sweden has some great specialities.
Mr. THOMPSON. We can open up there a little bit in certain types
of operation, yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Does Switzerland have any large general
chemical industry?
Mr. THOMPSON. I don't believe so. I think they are more in the
physical sciences.
·
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Senator MILLIKIN. How does France rate in that kind of comparison¥
. ·
·
Mr. THOMPSON. I don't thirik particularly ~rong.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Does Russia have a general chemical industry,
generally developed and ramifying rather widely?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, I would say hot. Russia finds its name in the·
chemical literature frequently in an import~nt way,· but so far as the
carrying-out of chemical manufacture is concerned, it of course is not
developed to a large extent so far. ·
. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. Is there anything to the south of us of any great
importance i
Mr. 'l'HoMPSON. I don't believe so.
Senator Mn.LIKIN. As of today we are by all odds many times over
· the inost important chemical nation of the world, are we not W
Mr. THOMPSON. That is right; excluding Germany.
Senator MILLIKIN. I intended that to apply all the way through.
It would take a great long time, would it not, for for any other
nation to catch up with us?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.
·
.Senator l\{n.LIKIN. Again excluding Germany?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you.
Senator Hrc;KENLOOPER. I would like to ask one question in connection with the subject Senator Hart raised.
Assuming our position in 1941-that is, whatever know-how and
plans we had at that time-but assuming that we were not at war and
assuming :further that we thought we might have to get into war sooner
or later, although it was not immediately imminent on that day or
that month-we were merely in a state of rather intensive preparati9n in peacetime__:_starting from that point in 1940 or 1941, how long
do you think, from an engineering standpoint, it would have faken
us in peacetime, even under some urge, to have perfected these plants
to the point that th_ey were perfected in 1945?
Mr. Tno111rsoN. Your question assumes peacetime, a reasonable urge,
but not the same urge that applied to this project.
Senator HrcKF.NLOOPim. Let us suppose we start 3 years from now,
or even today, with the idea that perha.ps we are going to have to
fight somebody very soon, that it is reasonable to believe that, or that
we were vitally interested in preparing an unbreakable defense for
our country.
Senator Millikin suggests a valuable addition to this question. Suppose we didn't have it, but we had the know-how we had in 1941 and
did know that somebody else had the bomb and had done the job,
but assuming peacetime conditions and not the full emergency of
the presence of war.
Do you thinK, for instance, that we could have built the plants in
the time that we did build them-or that ,,e could build the plants
in the time we did build them under our social, political, and economic
peacetime situation and the industrial demands of peacetime, and
so on?
Mr. THOMPSON. I think that under the conditions stated in your
question, it probably would have taken us about 50 percent longer to
have built those plants.
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First, the preference rating and priority that was put back of this
project was the like of which no one had ever seen before. There was
never a time in peacetime when you could get things that you wanted.
as promptly as you could get them for this project. That is the
first thing, and so I am assuming that in peacetime it would have been
quite a bit more difficult to get what we have put into this plant than
it was during wartime.
·
Senator Hrc1rnNLOOPER, In other words, Mr. Thompson, in peacetime-even admitting that you had the priorities and the authority
of the Government to go after them and get them-still probably
the peacetime demands on these vast hundreds of thousands of other
operations that were producing materials that you needed might have
slowed this thing down quite a little; whereas they would just cut
through all reel tape, all conditions of other business and other activities, in order to meet this intense emergency of war.
Mr. THOMPSON. That is correct, [l,lld I also think that even under
the conditions stipulated in your question, you wonld not have gotten'
the drive on the part of the personnel working on this thing that you
did get under wartime conditions. They were simply all out.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Tha.t is the human element, the natural
human element?
Mr. TnollfPSON. Yes.
The CnAIRllfAN. Do you think, Mr. Thompson, that the conditions
stated in Senator I-Iickenlooper's question, name,ly, that some other
country had the bomb, might be the compulsion that would exist to
~urry your estimate of time necessary or to shorten the estimate of
tm'le necessary?
Taking you as an American engaged in this proposition and inc
formed that other countries or irnoth-er country lrnd the bomb, have
you given any thought to the fact that that proposition might hurry
you in your efforts?
.
Mr. THOMPSON. There is no doubt that that fact alone producei.
tremendous incentive on the part of the other fellow.
The CHAIR111,1N. It. would produce that incentive in you, would it
not?
Mr. THOMPSON. Unquestionq,bly.
The CHAIR11IAN .. And the fact that it was peacetime or wartime or
in-between time would be disregarded by you, would it not, in your
efforts to get this thing into production?
.
M1·. THOMPSON. I think that is correct.
Senator JoIJNSON. Mr. Thompson, the rearnns we made such speed
were,, first, that we had a totalitarian war government; and second,
we had the patriotic urge.
Now, can't you picture some other country, a totalitarian country,
that would proceed with all the priorities which we had, and they
might substitute-if they didn't have the patriotic appeal that we
might-the emotion of foar; and don't you think they could speed up
and perh8.ps reach the stage of efficiency which we disphtyed, other
things being equal?
Mr. THOMPSON. I think that the qnest.ion of tlicir spe.ecling up to
their maximum within their capabilities and aptitudes nnquestionably
would be produced in other plnces under the conditions you mention.
I wonder, however, if there is .1ny othm.· country lhat has quite the
grouping of aptitudes pins experience in their fields that we have
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herE. I am thinking o:f the whole business o:f multiple production,
the same thing that niade the autoinobile and the output o:f war airplanes. No other outfit has that to the same de,gree that the United
States has developed it now.
.
. ..
That figured in a big way in making all sorts o:f underlying parts
the work of Chrysler and Allis-Chalmers in this field, the work of
General Electric and Westinghouse in the project that Mr. Creedon
spoke about, and the parts that went into our project-although special
plants were not built for them. I me,an to say that the business set-up
with experience back o:f it, able to translate over to making specia1·
things almost on a week's notice, is the type o:f thing that we have
that I think no one else has.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. We have one other thing, in pursuit of
Senator Johnson's question : The enemy was shooting at us; the bullets were flying. It wasn't a question o:f "we are pretty sure there
will be a war next week, next month, or next year." We were right
in the midst of the war; and the battle was on.
I think that may not .be a completely controlling element, but it is
a very substantial element in the ability to coordinate all o:f this knowhow and the willingness of all our resources to at least make this
thing a priority thing and devote its genius to that.
I think the presence of war is quite a thing in this or any other
effort.
·
·
Senator J OIINSON. Yes; of course, plus the element of totalitarian
approach. That is what we had.
Senator HrcICENLOOPER. You can get the totalitatian approach in
peacetime, you can get the orders issued in various. ways in peacetime,
but that last urge of the fellow over there on the other side of the
hill shooting at, you is something that comes only in wartime, right
.in the presence of war.
Senator HART. Mr. Thompson, are you disposed to alter your estimate of taking 5 or 6 years for any other country to achieve what we
achieved in K-25?
·
Mr. THOMPSON. I still feel that is a good estimate, Senator.
Seimtor HART. There is one possible difficulty you didn't touch in
that splendid statement about the accomplishment, which was in the
field of metallurgy. Were there any great difficulties in that field?
Mr. THOMPSON. There were, and again the fact that in this country
our metallurgy was well advanced and a Jiving thing that merely had
to be assigned to these special problems resulted in a great gain to
the project.
.
Senator HART. What about the availabilitv of the basic metals whfoh
came into the picture?
•
Mr. TnoMPSON. The basic metals, of course, were of two kinds:
(1) The material out of which the 235 was manufactured and (2)
the materials of construction used in the plant itself.
I belifwe there is quite ~ bit of security requirements and secrecy
thrown around the metal itself.
Senator HART. I didn't mean to bring in anything outside of construction.
Mr. THOMPSON. In the mntter of construction, our metallurgy was
most perfect, and it got into this project in several ways.
As to the materials of construction for the parts going into the difrusion plant itself, some were corrosive, which, if allowed to accumu-
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late at a certain point, would become fissionable, which were highly .
poisonous; the metallurgy there was difficult and was only solved becaus!l of the groups we had to draw upon.
Again, in the metallurgy of certain phases of elements of the plant,
the availability in this ~ountry of a trained and going metallurgical
group solved those particular problems.
Senator HART. And wlien we asked you about other countries '!1Ccom~lishi1;g tha~ and }'.OU gave an estimate, did y~m have in mind .the
possible difficulties iWh1ch they would encounter m the metallurgical
field 1 '
·
Mr: THOMPSON. I would say not specifically. I was trying to look
at it in a general way, considering where they would be trying to do
all of the things we did.
· ·
Senator HART. Mr. Thompson, you· operated this K-25 plant. Js.
there anything you would like to tell us about the magnitude of difficulties in maintenance?
Mr. THOMPSON. I might say that there were a great many unknowns
about the operation of the diffusion plant before it was put in operation. After all, it was impossible in the laboratory to test out rn an
effective way the effects that were to appear in.time. There wa~ no
way of accelerating. There was the question, for example, of the
diffusion members plugging up, and there was the question o:f their
not being strong enough.
Most of those questions ha,d to be answered by building the plant
and putting it to work. Knowing that the failure of some of thosethings would be fatal to the proJect, the ,design incorporated every
protection that seemed reasonable.
The operation of the plant might have been perfect from the standpoint of separation, but its life might have been too short. Fortunately, our experience· so far has indicated that those matters that
have to do with the life and the need of repla:cing and changing and
taking out, and so forth, were 'Yell solv.cd, or th~y were not going to
appear, because we have a plant that is operating much better and
will operate with much less maintenance than we suspected in the first
place.
Senator HART. Then, from a practical standpoint, it has been neither
troublesome nor expensive to keep up the maintenance?
.
Mr. THOMPSON. That is correct.
Senator 1-IART. In the field of operation, is any great number· of
highly skilled personnel required once it was going, and were there
any great difficulties in training them and getting them to carry along
the work?
Mr. THOMPSON. In answer to thri.t question, I wri.nt to say strongly,
"Yes." Without getting into details that prpbably shouldnlt be talked
about, I think the approved and published statem!c)nts thus far have
indicated that this operation is one in which you have thousands of
steps·set one on top of another.
The kind o:f a separation you are making, you see, is a very sharp
one. It is a delicate' sort of a thing. It is more or less like rnnnirig a
distilling column, a rectifying column, with thousands of plates in it
instea,d of 20 or 30; and if you disturb that complex umt, and not
extensively, but every once in a while, at some point or another you
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may never get it out of equilibrium. You might have a perfect plant
and get a plant that wouldn't separate 235 from 238.
Tliat comes down to control.. The control that was worked out for
this project was one of the big things that has been most successful. I
believe that one of the problems that some other group, attempting to
do what was done in K-25, would be brought face to face with would
be the difficult;t of operation and of mamtaining that complicated
s1stemin equilibrium so that you can get your end product out at the
nght purity.
Senator MILLIKIN, Would it be fair to say that it was sort of touch
and go as to whether, after this whole thing got into its rhythm and
got to operating-as to whether what you wanted would ·appear at the
other end? Of course, you expected it, or you wouldn't have buili
the plant.
Mr. THOMPSON. -Senator Millikin, I think the matter wiis this: Ii
was realized that running a complicated system of that kind had to
be based on good control, and the control e11d of it received a tremendous amount of attention.
Senator MILLIKIN. But if somewhere along the line, as you pointed
out, there had been some little failure, you would have gotten that
whole gigantic thing going and nothing would appear.
Mr. Tuo111rsoN, I want to correct that a little bit. I may have
made a statement that sounded that way.
Actually, we can cut out quite a portion of it withoLrt upsetting the
whole thing. · The point I wanted to make was this: If your operation was ragged eno'1gh so that you had. a disturbance at the lower
end one clay, ·the next afternoon one at the upper end and the next
afternoon one in the middle, and you had that accumulation of disturbances, it wouldn't be a matter of touch and go, it would be a matter
of eliminating, that series of disturbances before you. produced.
Senator M1LLIInN. It seems to me you produced a perfectly marvelous result, not having a pilot plant to work with.
Mr. THOMPSON. Those of us who worked with it felt that that,was
so. It was the only time, of course, that anybody had ever spent
sums of money like those without a full pilot plant back of you.
Senator HICKENLoorER. I want to say first, Mr. Thompson, that I .
think your statement that it is a rather delicate operation is a masterpiece of understatement. I think that prob.ably no one but you expert engineers and scientists cari hrtve any appreciation of the extreme
delicacy of this -operation.
But I did want to ask your opinion on t:nis, to see whether or not
this is a correct assumption: I assume, leaving Germany out of rthe
picture because it was a diversified chemical, engineering, and manu:facturin~ country, and at least for a substantial period of time it will
be completely out of the picture, isn't it safe to say that our country
all through this process, both before the war, afterward, and now,
has by far the greatest diversification of industrial know-how, including chemistry, science, engineering, and all of the factors, of any
country in the world; and that that is backed up by basic research
in these major fields that in the aggregate and for all practic[!-1 purposes in this thing was far in excess of any other country in the
world?
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Mr. THOMPSON. I am sure that is right.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. And it was that backlog- of basic research
over a long period of industrial development in this country that enabled you to lmow that if something were needed, even though it were
new in design and even though it were just being conceived, that there
was a segment of our industry that at least had gone far in research
into the general basic fields involved in the production of that article j
Mr. THOMPSON. I am sure that is right. ·
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. And you could call upon that in the most
tremendously diversified industrial plant in the world, which was this
oorm~I
'
·
.
Mr. THOMPSON. There is no question about it.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. If yon hadn't had that diversification, in
other words if there had been certain new pioneering fields where we
had no basic research on some of the fundamental problems, it would
have been a more difficult problem to do this job. You would have to
go out and build up that backlog of research, and things 0£ that sort
were in many sciences already available.
Mr. Tnol\t:PSON. I am sure that is correct.
Senator HroKRNLOOPER. Although the research might not have been
available to that particular problem, but to the type 0£ problem that
was available.
Senator HART. I think we might state for the record that to Mr.
Thompson "basic research" doesn't mean exactly what Senator
Hickenlooper may have had in mind.
Yon will recall in his testimony he was talking about engineering
research after the basic research is completed, and then the engineers
take over and make it work.
Senator·Hw1rnNLOOPEIL Yes; I appreciate that. I probably didn't
get my question dow11 to a specific outline as we11 as I could, and perhaps I can't ~xpress it as I tried to conceive it in my own mind .. I am
no engineer 11.nd no chemist; and I cannot go into those things
accurately.
The CHAIR~rAN. Mr. Thompson, you could put every scientist off the
Oak Riclge property ancl nnt let them come on there for the next 6
months and operate this p1ant, l'Onld you not I
You have a going plant operated, as it still is, by your company with
an engineering and production personnel. The job now is to maintain
it in production and operation. Tlrnt is an engineering job.
. .
]\fr. THOl\fl'SON. The ans"·cr to your question, as you put 1t, 1s
"Yes"-definitely.
.
I might clarify, however, by saying thnt. in the. operation 0£ a plant
of that"kind there are parts of th0 oprrating encl of it concerning the
laboratory phases in which we have Ph. D.'s trnined in chemistry,
and·so on·. Now, yon are not thinking ofrncn trained in chemistry as
scientists. Yon are thinking of the research background. That is
behind 'Us, so far as the K--2:3 goes. Those gentleman are no longer
neede.d.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right. In other words, you can make fissionable material with your organization today1
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Mr. TnoMPSON, That is correct.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER, The need of the top-fli~ht scientists today,
as I take it, is for advance research on other and different methods, or .
other fields, and so far as the present operation is concerned, their
job is done.
·
Mr . .THOMPSON. That is correct.
.
The CHAIRMAN, Are there any further questions1
. .
' .
I have one question that I would like to ask of you and Mr~ Creedon
in executive ses8ion, which will take just a few minutes.
·
The committee will meet tomorrow morning in open session at 10
o'clock.
·
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. m., the committee retired into executive
session; to reconvene in open session at 10 a. m., Wednesday, December
20, 1045.)
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u

NITED STATES SEN ATE
SPECIAL Col.\IMI'rTEE oN ATOMIC ENERGY,

W (l,8hington, D. 0. ·

The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m., in
room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon ( chairman) presiding.
Ptesent: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Austin, Millikin, Hic,kenlooper, and Hart.
Also present: Edward V. Condon, scientific adviser, and James R.
Newman, special assistant to the special committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winne.
STATEMENT OF H. A. WINNE, VICE PRESIDENT AND MANAGER
OF ENGINEERING IN THE APPARATUS DEPARTMENT, GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO.

Mr. Winne, you are the vice president and manager of engineering
in the General Electric Co.~
Mr. WINNE, Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winne, accordinQ: to the staff's information,
gui_ded a large portion of the development and manufacturing work
done by the General Electric Co. for the Manhattan District program.
He is the author of articles on electric furnaces and electrical pi:ecipitation and steel mills. He has been employed by General Electric
since 1910.
·
·.
Mr. Winne, will you proceed to tell us what you think of the difficulties of the work that you did for the Manhattan District project,
and something about it i
Mr. WINNE. I will be glad to endeavor to, Senator.
I suppose to clarify the situation it might help if I outlined briefly
first the manner in which "·e participated, ihat is, very generally, the
equipment which we furnished.
.
The CHAIRMAN. That is an orderly way to do it.
:Mr. WINNE. I presume whatever I say here is public, so no classified information should be revealed.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Mr. WINNE. Our connection with t11e projbd involved work for
two of the main processes as described in th~ Smyth report, that isi the
electromagnetic and the gaseous diffusion, so that my remarks wi 1 be
.confined primarily to those two methods.
437
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Of course, due to the way in which General Groves rightly kept the
different parts of the project compartmented, we did not have knowledge of all phases of even one of those two methods.
We supplied some standard equipment as well £or the Hanford
plant, but that was practically all of a standard. nature. The major
part of the equipment we furnished was that £or the electromagnetic
project which we termed the Stone & Webster job, because the over-all
construetion and so forth, was handled by Stone & Webster.
I would like to emphasize that all the way through this project was
given top priority in our organization. "\Ve put effort and people on
it way beyond what we normally would on a project of the same dollars of magnitude, because General Groves had impressed upon us so
thoroughly the importance of it.
.
For the electromagnetic project, we supplied among other things
some high-voltage rectifiers, or cubicles as we termed them, a lot of
transformers, switch -gear, motors, and so forth. As an example of
probably the most difficult part of our participation in that project,
I might cite the high-voltage cubicles.
Each one of those was the size of a small room, and there were a
great many of them. Each one involved around 7,500 different electrical components. I don't mean just screws, nuts, and bolts-that
would run into the hundreds of thousands, probably, but different
pieces of electrical equipment, such as ii1struments, tubes, transformers, motors, and so forth.
While, as I say, this was only a small part of the project, nevertheless it was necessary for us in our organization to use the facilities
of practically every one of our works-the Pittsfield works, Schenectady, Lynn, Bridgeport, Fort ·wayne, Philadelphia, Bloomfield, and
our vanous research and general engineering laboratories. We even
called on our subsidiaries, the General Electric X-ray Corp., which
furnished a lot of vacuum tubes, and the Edison General Electric Appliance Co., which furnished a lot of heaters, and so forth.
In addition to that there were some 2,000 items which were obtained
from outside contractors for each one of these numerous high-voltage
cubicles.
The point I wish to make there is that we had-and this is typical,
I think, of all American industry-the organization and the manufacturing facilities, and especially the backgroun"d of technical knowledge, which enabled us to really contribute to the job and to get it
through in the time it ,vas required.
As illustrative of the necessity for that technical background, we
found that when some of this Pquipment first went into service, we
immediately had our hands and laps full of trouble, as was to be
expected with anything as new and radical as this equipment was.
"Te called upon one of our l:i boratories which had had, over the past
15 or 20 years, a very unusual background of experience along the
line of this particular trouble, and there were about 25 engineers
and test men who worked for s"wcral months carrying on a series of
tests and investigations, as a result of which-just to show you the
magnitude of the thing-the report covering the tests involved some
500 pages of typewritten matter and over a thousand what we term
oscillograms, which are records made on very high speed recording
equipment, and throu~h which we found the sources of the trouble and
were able to correct tnem in the equipment which was supplied.
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Of course, one of the difficulties was that all the while this trouble
was occurring, in order to meet the shipping schedules, we had to keep.
the equipments rolling out of the back door even though we knew that
they would have to be changed afterward; but it was the only way
possible to do the job in the time required, and when we found the
trouble we had to go out in the field and correct it.
As another example; there was one particular phase of the equipment which we supplied which required very close control. Now,
the type of control of which I speak-commercially, we think of
an accurac y as within 1 percent as pretty good.,-we had to shoot
for and obtain an accuracy of one-fiftieth of that, that is, 50 times
as good, you might say. The only reason we were able to do that,
I think, is because we had prev10usly supplied from one of our
laboratories a number of equipments to another branch of the armed
services which were of an extremely sper,ial nature and were
developed only after a lot of mental and manual travail, you might
say, and we used elements from that particular specialized eqm_p·ment to save the day on this Manhattan project and on this particular phase of it.
Again, what I am trying to emphasize is the fact that to do the
job in the time that we did it-and I think when I say "we" I can
say that I am speaking for all of the industries which participated;
and certainly for General Electric-it was necessary that we have
available that background of technica.1 experience extending back
over many years of engineering, design, and development, and production, as well as the facilities and the manpower to do the job.
On the gaseous diffusion plant, we supplied a lot of equipment in
the way of turbines, a number of turbines, which were more or less
special, and, again, to indicate right there the necessity for an already functioning industry, one of the first of those l:uger turbines
was taken from another job which was partially completed. It was
taken from that other job, some changes were macle in it, and
adapted to this job. Others were alrnady in the schedule and coming along, which were diverted to this job.
Then, there were a number of transformers, switch gear, and so
forth, but our main engineering contribution and the most difficult
one was in connection with the instrumentation for the gaseous diffusion plant, and that we turned over almost entirely-as far as the
engineering development work was concerned-to what we term our
General Engineering Laboratory, which is an organization elating back
a good many years with a very specialized per~onnel and ~aci1ities.
They were called upon in a number of cases to mvent, and m others
to take ideas which were in the nebulous stage and bring them
through the development stages into actual production. The result
there was a large number of very special devices particularly adapted
to this job which we would not have been able to produce in the time
that we· did had we not had this already functioning organization
and facilities.
In addition, for the job ,rn supplied a considerable amount of consulting service from scientists in our research laboratory, from techuicians in our works laboratories, on such matters as welding and
metallurgy, ·brazing, and that sort of thing.
0
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. While I think very high tribute, of course, is due to the scientists who
initiated· the work from which this project· resulted, the actual consummation of.the pi:oject-the production of the material and of the
bombs-.-was in my opinion only made possible because we had American industry, American engineers, American equipment ready to
function. The scientists had built experimental equipment £or use in
.their laboratories, but to operate them they had, you might say,
hundreds-and I think that is literally true-of Ph. D.'s .and
i;;imilarly trained people. Industry had to take these ideas and put
them into commercial equipments, in quantities, which could be operated by girls with hi~h-school training or less, and with a minimum
of maintenance and with as nearly as possible continuous operatiol)..
A great deal of credit is due not only to the industrial manufactur~rs but also the organizations, such as Stone & Webster and Kellex,
;with whom we had principal contact, and there were many others, such
.as Tennessee Eastman, and so ~orth, for their work on the over-all
project. I think the highest o:f praise is due to General Groves and
his organization for the way in which they coordinated and pushed
this whole project forward. I have sat in meetings with the General .
in which the personnel ranged from the scientists to the hard-boiled
construction people, and he did a marvelous job o:f shoving the whole
thing :forwara and getting it done. .
.
Mistakes were made; we made mistakes. I think probably everybody connected with the project made mistakes. Because of the
necessity for speed, it was' done in a way that we normally would never
think of doing .an engineering and development job.
To take these high-voltage cubicles, for example, the ordinary way.
to proceed with that in our ordinary work would be to build one and
put it in operation and see how it ·worked, a'nd work the bugs out; and
then from that build up the commercial designs for the remaining
quantities, arid go ahead and build them. But in order to meet the
time schedule we had to start from the drawings on the paper and
turn them out the back door, and then make such changes as were
necessary later. While we can look back on it now and say we could
start over again anq. do the job·at less expense and perhaps in less time
if we had the same urge-we couldn't do it in anything like the time
we did without the urge of war, in my opinion; but looking at it
from the other end, from the start, I do not know how the over-all job
could be done any better than it was; I think it was a tribute to the
Army, to American industry and everyone concerned with that-and
I say tl1at with due modesty for our part in it.
Senator AusTIN. To what extent, were you dependent on the Army
for materials?
Mr. "\VINNE. We very often had to call on the Army personnel to
help us in expediting materi~l from suppliers or component parts
which we were getting from the outside. They were a great deal of
help to us in that way.
Senator AUSTIN. You mean manufactured articles made by other
concerns'?
Mr. WINNE. That is right.
Senator AusTIN. Were you dependent oa the Army for raw materials?
Mr. WINNE. Well, I cannot answer· that question definitely as to
whether we ever bad to call on them to help us get such things as steel
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and copper. I am not sure, but I rather think we did; but I cannot
say that with absolute certainty.
I kno'Y we called on them a great many times for component parts
from other manufacturers, and, of course, we had to call on them to
arm us with directives or AAA priorities where needed, and that sort
of thing, so we could help ourselves to get the material.
Senator AusTIN, In peacetime, that situation where you could depend on the Army would not probably exist, would it?
Mr. WINNI~. That is very true.
·
Senator HART. Mr. Winne, this background of industrial knowledge, know-how, and ability to produce is also a part of a good many
other firms in this country with which I i1ssume you have a certain
amount of acquaintance; is that true?
Mr. 1-VINNE. That is correct.
Senator HART. Going back, you, I understand, have'been with General Electric for 35 years; Going back to 1910, when you began, and
which covers the per10d of our very great industrial advance which has
put us out ahead of the world, what were the circumstances as you now
see it which so impelled us that we did set up in this country this
marvelous industrial establishment in the heavy industries? What
were the compelling and impelling circumstances?
Mr. WINNE. I would say offhand the profit motive of industry, the
natural desire of all industry to improve its products, to expand its
field, and thereby expand its business and carry on development work.
You perhaps know our slo&"an: "More goods at less cost for more
peo·ple," which is a slogan which we have tried to live up to right along.
I think that is perhaJ?S the greatest motive. It is probably trite to say,
but the free-enterprise system had a great deal to do with it, I feel.
I don't know whether that answers your question, sir.
Senator HART. Not altogether. Which particular field of industry
do you look back upon as having developed the fundamentals of mass
production, rapid production orvarious diflkult articles? Would it be
the electrical field, or some other?
Mr. WINNE. Well, I think in general we think of the automobile
industry as having more or less led the way in quantity mass production.
Senator HART. Have you been able to keep in touch with the state of
industry in other parts of the world, particularly in Europe, over the
last generation or so?
Mr. WINNE. Only in a very general way, speaking of my personal
lu1owledge.
.
Senator HART. Have you any idea as to how it happened that with
the possible exception of Germany the rest of the world fell behind our
ability in production, in our heavy-industry ability to produce~
Where did the rest of them fall behind us so badly?
Mr. ,vrnNE .. That js a very difficult question to answer, sir.
Senator JOHNSON, Did they fall b'ack or did we lead out?
Mr. WINNE. I don't think that any of them have fallen back. I
think practically all countries have gone ahead, but I think we have
gone ahead faster than the majority of the other countries.
Senator HART. Aside from the possible sociological aspect of the
free-enterprise profit system, and RO on, we must have had other advantages in order to have gone out ahead of the world so fast, don't
yoµ think?
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Mr. WINNE. Of course, we have had the advantage of raw materials
I think, to a considerable extent, at least ·over many countries. Of
course, there are other countries which are not yet so far developed as
we· which have also quite large resources of raw materials. But taking
the more highly developed countries, such as England, unquestionably,
. of course, our store of raw materials is much greater than theirs. That
undoubtely has had considerable to do with it.
·
Senator HART. Looking into the future, Mr. Winne, what country
in the world is most likely iri your opinion to be able to overtake us if
there is an urge to get into production of heavy industry?
Mr. WINNI~. Judging by what one reads, and so forth, I should
think the probable answer is Russia.
·
Senator HART. I believe your company has a good deal of repre1
sentation in Russia, or has had?
Mr. WINNE. We have had some representation in Russia. So far
as I know, we have no one there now.
Senator HART. Did you gather :from those representatives any
measure of Russia's ability to overtake us?
·
Mr. ,vrNNE. No, I have not, sir. I am not in a position to give any
valuable information on that ·point.
Senator HART. Thank you.
Senator HrmrnNLOOPER, Mr. ,vinnc, may I ask your opinion on
this: Suppose we started right now with the knowledge we had in
1941 or at the very" beginning of this enterprise, and we lmew that
some other-country had an atomic bomb actually completed, that they
could make it, had the know-how and the process, and we wanted to
start out to m"ake an atomic bomb.
As I say, beginning with the information we had in 1941, in peacetime and not in the presence of war, v,hat is your opinion as to the
length of time it wonld take industry to do the job under those
conditions?
I may go a slep further and say that the point of my question is:
Could we get t.he cooperation; could we get the intensive union of all
industry, engineering, and so on, together to finally produce the thing
in the time t1mt we did-in peacetime 1
Mr. WTNNI·J. Of course, you must realize that my answer to this
must be simply a matter of opinion, as obviously it cannot be based
on actual facts.
Of course, on this projef:t, the fonds available were practically unlimited to get the j9b done,
Senator Hrc1rnN1,oor1m. Let's assnmc that they are-now.
.
Mr. ·wrnNE. You are assuming also, then, that funds would be
made availnble1
Renator HrnKENLOOPER. That funds at·e avRilable and prioritiesor a.t least top orders for priorities-are just as strong as they wern
during the war.
Mr. ,vrNNE. As I said, it is difficult. to weigh "·hat. the effect on us
would be of the knowledge that another conntry had atomic bombs
ready to use if they wished to. It might µnt almost as much impetus
behind. ns as actual war itself, but my belief is that it would not. I
think it would probably take 011ce :rncl-a half to two times as long, or
something like that, 1111<for llormal J>l\acc>tinw 01wrntio11s to do this
jnh even with the fonds arnilahlc•.
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I just cannot conceive that in peacetime either the Government or
industry would go ahead on the basis as I say we had to here, because
of the urgent life or death nature of this job, almost, and be producing equipment while it was still in the very early developmental
stages. That is entirely contrary to all normal industrial production ..
Now, if you get enough urgency behind it, if we knew that atomic
bombs were going to start coming over in a short time, if we didn't
get something to combat them with, then you might possibly get speed
of the same order of magnitude as we got in this case. There are so
many intangibles.
·
Senator Hrcmrnr,Oor.'1m. I am merely speaking to you as an engineer
who has had a Jot of experience in the human end of production. That
is, you have to get human cooperation before yon can turn out these
things, and I am wondering whether a condition doesn't exist psychologically or otherwise in the presence of war, that is, in time of war,
that probably enables these jobs to get done which even under the
threat of war wouldn't be accomplished quite so fast 1
·
Mr. WINNE. I think that is very definitely true. I think it would
certainly take longer simply under the. threat of war than it took us in
actual war, and with the tlwught that possibly our opponents were only
a jump behind us, or maybe not even a jump.
.
Senator HrcrrnNLOOPER. In other words, when they are not actually
shooting at you, there is a human tendency to be a little more certain
about "·hat you are doing-not to pror.rastinnte, but to take a little
more time and proYe your theories.
.
. Mr. ,vrnNF.. I think that 'snme thing wonld apply to Congress in the
allocation of fnnds to a thin\r like this. Don't vou think so1
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. ,vell, I have read ti1e papers. I think it is
true that in any human organization there are times when the urge
and speed of aecomplislunent are a great deal more than at other times.
Mr. ,v1xxF.. I think, owr-all, unqnestion:ibly it would take longer
under any other eonditions than it did nncler tile wnr conditions, and
it might be in the oru,•r of onC'e and a half to b,ice as Ion~, or something like that.
Seim tor HrcKENLOOPER. Let me ask you this: Insofar as you have
any lmo\'dedge or opinion on this, is there any country today-considering, of course, the devastation of Grrman industry and its complete destruction-that can compare 1,ith our country in the whole
field of basic re,:earch, engimerin~!·, 01·c1·-all historical know-how in in<lustrirrl nml scientific J-ielrls of tliis kind?
Mr. ,vrNNE. I think not, Sellai:or, \vhen you particularly bring
in the mannfnctnring facilitirs and the ernrinerring and technical
backgronncl for producing tJip (!fJ.llipmcnt neCCS!,al'y to produce the
atomic bomb.
.
It is my persona 1 opinion that.then• is no count 1·y today which could
approach ns on thnt ..
Senrrtor H1cJCE"NLOOPER. I am rrfening to the over-all pictnre·now.
Some might be nble to make just as fine a pircc of incliviclnal equipment as we could make here. a11d 1t i~ 011fin,Jy possible that some country might·nrnke a finer piPce of inrlividnnl (1(111i1mwnt than we are prepared to make here, but I am spcnking nf the over-all picture, becanse as I understand it., this opcrntion is an oYcr-ail ramified operation
in which all factors must be cornpktcly coor,1inalcd and must cotn-·
pletely operate.
0
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Mr. WINNE, That is my opinion, Senator; yes.
As I say; we had to call not only on pradtically all 0£ our own
organization, but on many other organizations in the country to supply parts just £or the part which we supplied, and ours was only a
portion 0£ the total equipment used in the project.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. That leads me to just one more question.
When a problem came up that you knew had to be solved in a comparatively unknown field, isn't it true that there did happen to be a
segmen~ 0£ our engineering, or design, or industry, some place that
had had some basic knowled1>e in that whole field upon which: you
could rely to develop this special thing?
Mr. WINNE, Very defi.1nitely so, Senator, especially within our own
organizations. As I say, we called on our Pittsfield high-voltage
laboratory when we ran into trouble in one place. We called on the
General Engineering Laboratory. )Ve called on other organizations.
There was one particular part 0£ this control in which we needed a.
very special vacuum tube. "\Ve happened to know that another company had a tube which might fulfill that requirement, and we :found
that they _did; not all of the tubes they.,made did, but oy selecting a
comparatively small percent out of a great many they manufactured,
we got the tubes that we needed to accomplish the desired results.
Senator HrCKENLOOPER. In any event, if they had not had the
particular tube, they had had some experience in the broad field of
production that you wanted, and they very likely had the know-how to
go ahead and develop the thing you would want.
. Mr. "WINNE. That is right, and we called on our General Electric
X-ray Corporation for some.yery specia1 tubes. We used the existing
buildings, but we equipped and manned and J?Ut into operation a complete new factory £or building large quantities of quite lar,ge-sized
vacuum tubes that were required on this electromagnetic proJect.
Senator l-IICKENLOOPER. In other words, many other count~ies might
have a certain portion of this field developed very highly, and yet on
certain essential things they might find themselves at this point: "Well,
we have no part of our industry that has ever explored that field
verv much; we have to start out and develop the whole thing."
. Mr. WINNE, That .is entirely possible, and I think probable. I
could not say definitely.
Senator Hrc1rnNLOOPER. That would be a great factor in the final
completion of this project?
.
Mr. WINNE. That, and also the mere magnitude of industry necessary to turn out the equipment required to do the job.
Senator HART. May I ask one more question 1
Mr. Winne, comparing our industrial ability with others, and how
we happened to get so far ahead, is ,it your opinion that our superiority
has not been so much in the field of basic research as it has been in development research and ?Ur consequent superiority i~ worki~g out
designs £or apparatus which Jent themselves to production? Did our
superiority lay in that, or are we also superior in our basic research i
Mr. WINNE, \Vell, Senator, I doubt if we have been greatly superior,
at least in our basic research, to some other :countries, but I do feel
that we have been superior in our technical developments, our development of production methods and facilities for manufacturing
highly technical and complex equipments.
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As far as basic research is concerned, it is my feeling that we have
not been much, If any, ahead of soine other countries.
Senator HART. Is engineering research the proper term for the field
in which we have been so superiod
·
Mr. WINNE. Well, you can term it engineering research, or engineering and technological development'. There is a great deal of
difference in definition as to the terms "research," "engineering," and
so forth.
In our company we apply "research" primarily to fundamental
searching info the unknown, you might say; whereas our "engineering development" is taking the results of research and putting those
into practical use, and in developing the manufacturing facilities,
and so forth, is where we primarily have been superior.
Senator HART. In your opinion, what other countries were on 81
level with us in basic research i
·
·
Mr. WINNE. Again, I have to rely lar&"ely upon reading, and so·
forth, and not from my personal investigat10n of their facilities, their
work, and so forth, but Germany, in general, had done a very good
job of basic research. Englai:i.d has carried on some outstanding basic
research, and I think Russia has. Our Dr. L,angmuir was over there
short time ago and was quite impressed with some of the research
work they had been carrying on. I believe he outlined that to some
extent to this committee.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winne, have you traveled extensively abroad i
Mr. WINNE. No, I have not, Senator. I have not done any traveling abroaq., that is, off this continent.
..
The CuAIRMAN. If you wanted to know the state of advancement
of industries comparable to the one you represent., where would you
go to find out 1
·
Mr. W1NN_E. Do you mean geographically?
The CHAIRMAN. The various countries of the world. That information is probably better compiled in the Department of Commerce
than any place else, isn't it?
Mr. WINNE. Well, of course, in prewar~ime we had, as a part of
our general orgnnization, what we called the International General
Electric Co. which had representntives in most foreign countries and
knew in a general way at least of the technological development in
those countries. We cannot, of course, use those today, because we
don't have the men abroad to the same extent, but we would have
used that organization to find out what other countrie.!, were doing as
well as we could.
The CHAIRllfAN. Do you know about the facilities or the extent oi
the information in the Department of Commerce as to the development of industry in other countries of the world?
Mr. WINNE. I am not especially familiar with it, Senator, no.
The CHAIRMAN. It has occurred to me tlrnt they might be the best
coordinator of that information.
· Did you, as representing your compnny, make any estimate of the
time that other co-qntries might be expected to require to duplicate
this performance to the George Harrison committee that was set up
in the Wan Department to receive that information?
Mr. WINNE. No; I did not, Senator.
The Cm\IRl\fAN. Do you know who in your company did make that
estimate, or if anybody was called upon?

a
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' Mr. WINNE, I don't know that anyone has been called on, although '
they may have been. I don't know of any information of that nature
that has been given to that particular committee, Senator.
. .
Senator JonNSON, Following the line of questions which have been
submitted by the Senator from Connecticut, Admiral Hart; isn't it
true, Mr. Winne, that the atmosphere here has been wholesome for ·
the de-velopment of industry? Our educational program, the number
of college graduates, and the number of technical schools and ·graduates from those technical schools, our free enterprise system together
with the profit system, which is a reward for merit, and the attraction
that our freedoms-the freedom of speech and the press which have
permitted the friction of minds-have attracted scientists and technicians from all over the world to come to our country.
Haven't all of these things combined to make it possible for our
industry to step ahead of the rest of the world, and isn't it really the
combination of these things that has created the wholesome atmosphere for the advance of industry?
Mr. WINNE. I think I can wholeheartedly endorse that statement.
Of course, as far as the technical colleges and industry are conc~rned,
those two are interrelated. As industry has grown, its needs for the
technically educated men have grown, and that has helped to increase
the number of men in the colleges and the number of co1leges. The
two have more or less come up together.
Senator JonNSON, The pe9ple in this part of the world may have
what some folks call the creative mind or instinct, but don't you think
that instead of having any superiority or any advantage over other
peoples just as men were born naturally, that it had been because of
these conditions?
Mr. "'vVINNE. I think environment has a tremendous amount to do
with that. That is, there are creative and brilliant minds in a great ·
many other countries, as you all know. Of course, the brilliant people from other countries,· many of them, have come to this country.
I think the environment in this country-as you say, the free enterprise system, the profit motive, and so forth-has been primarily
responsible for our progress. That is a rather trite statement, I know,
but I think it is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winne, radar was developed in England, wireless in Italy, fission in Germany, jet planes in Germany, V-2's in
Germany, penicillin in Englancl, synthetic rubber out of alcohol in
Russia, and all of those things were pnt into production.
1 am pretty proud of this country, too, but I do not want to get so
proud as to believe that everything that has been done that is worthwhile in modern advanced technology and ~cience has originated
within the four corners of the United States, because it just isn't true.
Mr. "'vVINNE. I would not claim that at all, Senator. That is why I
said, in answer to the Senator's question, that there are brilliant minds
in other countries as well as in this country. "'\iVe have no monopoly
on brains.
The CnArni\rAN. They hav~ been able to translate their inventions
into mass prodnction, haven't they?
Mr. ·wrnNE. I think not to tbe same extent that we have here.
Senator JOHNSON, That is the very point.
.
The CHAIIEIIAN. But you don't need mass production of atomic
bombs, do you?
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Mr. WINNE. No; bu£ to ~roduce a plant which in turn can produce·
atomic bombs in a short time you need essentially mass production.
facilities.
·
The CHAIRMAN. We did it in four different methods.
Mr. WINNE. That is right.
.
';I.'he CHAllll\IAN, · You, of course, would assume that any other counc
tl'y, the four methods having been proved, possibly would select one0£-.those methods.
_Mr. WINNE. I think any other country starting today has theadvantage, Senator, that thev know to some extent what we have done.
They know we have been able to make these methods work. Th~y
possibly can analyze to determine which one, two, three, or all four
are best, and to that extent would have a better start than we had.
There has been enough .Published on the basic researches, and so
forth, to give other countries an.advantage over what we had at the
start of this project, it seems to me.
.
The CHAIRUAN. Keeping in mind that they would select one method,
that they know that method would work, that they have been capable
of doing these other things that I have mentioned, do you care to
give any estimate for the record of how long you think any other
country-being specific or not-could get into production on fissionable material?
Mr. ·WINNE. Of course, any such estimate is purely a guess.
The CnAIRllfAN. I appreciate that.
Mr. WINNE. And purely a personal one. I feel that to do what
we did in the time we did called for such diversified effort on the part
of so many of our different industrial organizations-not from personal visitations or anything but simply from veading, as I said-no
other country today can a1iproach us in industrial facilities available; and therefore I feel that even grantinrr that they would have
somewhat of an advantage in the start it would take any other country
considerably longer than it took us.
Now, whether that would be twice as long-and it might be on that
order of magnitude I might think-again I want to emphasizs that
there are very few facts on which I am basing this. It is just a guess
and a personal opinion. It might be 011ce and a half; it might be three
times as long-I don't know. I feel it would certainly be longer.
The CHAIRMAN. How ,long would you StLy it took us?·
Mr. WINNJ<:. Well, again, I can only cite our own experience.
We were given specifications on this cquipr."lent, and those·specifications-I would emphasize-in turn were the result of Jong experiments
in laboratories, and so forth. We were given specifications as to what
it was felt was needed from us in either December of '42 or January
of '43.
Now, again, tqat is only our part of the.job. 0/ course, those specifications were changed many times as. we went along, but that _was
really when we started to put the pencil to the paper to make designs
for the equipments which we furnished about January of '43.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Winne, thank you very much. I think your company made a
great contribution to this project, and it was very kind of you to come
down and talk to us today.
Mr. WINNE. 1-Vc are glad to be of any help that we cn.11.
The .CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brown.
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The CHAIRMAN, Mr. Brown, you have been connected with the Allis- ..
Chalmers Co. :for 35 years, I notice, and you had some considerable
experience with the Manhattan District project.
If the committee has no preliminary questions, I will ask you to go
right ahead and tell us about your company's connection with the
pre>iect and more particularly yours.
·
Mr. BnowN. The company had different orders and contracts with
the Manhattan District and its representatives and contractors in excess o:f some 60, ranging :from a very few dollars up to very large
amounts.
The equipment furnished included nearly all o:f our standard prod- '
ucts that went int.o the various projects. How much more equipment
went into the mining industry, and others that were involved, we
don't know.
Among these contracts there were two that I :feel are pertinent. to
the subject of your committee in particular. One o:f them was :for
,equipment h1tvmg to do with the electromagnetic process, as described in the Smyth report, and the other had to do with electrically
driven mechanical equipment for diffusion separation of gaseous products, both for equipment installed at the Clinton Engmeer Works,
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Of the electromagnetic process equipment, we were the fabricators,
the makers, the installers, .and the developers of the manufacturing
processes. We did not develop nor design the equipment. It was developed and designed, so far as we know, under the direction. o:f
Stone & Webster Corp. If I recall rightly, it was to them that we
reported on t.he work in our plants. The principal electromagnetic
. equipment was of the heaviest type made by heavy industry. Its
fabrication represented a difficult problem in our works, when we
bandled things up to the largest dimensions for machining, welding,
and all the various shop operations, involving difficulty even in 'shipping and installation.
.
The actual manufacturing processes required the development o:f
new methods. Some o:f them were beyond the scope of our experience,
particularly in certain tolerances for welded products o:f the dimensions o:f this equipment.
This equipment, after shipment and insta1lation with all the care
that had been exercised by the various companies engaged at Oak
Ridge, was contaminated by foreign matter, had to be taken out; returned to our plants, rebuilt with some additional fabricating development work bemg done, and returned.
The other particular contract which pertained to the processes of
fission was for rotating pumping equipment for gases, electrically
driven. On that work we were required to develop the apparatus,
the design, as well as to manufacture.hand we had to construct a plant
in which to build the equipment. T e difficulties I don't believe can
be exaggerated. They di'ew on all the resources of the company, all
of its personnel, all of its staff. I believe that for 8 months during
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1944 our president probably took the job home to bed with him and
woke up with it in tlie morning,·· .:
..
It involved the development Br parts with surfaces, the accuracy
and tolerance of which were.1Ilie6.sured in millionths of an inch, and
the pro~uction of t~em by shop/~eople ~n relativelY. lar~e qua~tities.
The basis o:f the des1gn was wo,rlftd out rn laboratories with which we
were not familiar. We were stiJ5plied initially with information, we
understood, from Columbia .ahd oth.e.r places, perhaps some in Chicago, which w~s delivered .to 1us, tmd we went on from there.
We have estimated at tunes,that there must have been a corps of
two or three hunµred people. in lapo;atories in different parts of the
country supplying informatiQn n}gitrding the results of £he development we wer(l carrying out, The job required the development o:f
new welding, brazing, and soldering processes. It required repeated
changes o:f material to get.some parts that drew on the metallurgical
knowledge of the country~ to obtain· metal parts that are accurate to
tolerances measured in millionths -of an inch and can be produced in a
short time and be stable in operation. Some phases of metallurgy
had to be learned as that job was carried forward.
There was a right-of-way for the company to obtain those services
and to obtain material. There was complete freedom to make changes
in material when it was necessary in order to get the job done.
The manufacture of this equipment required, in a large part of an
appreciably large machine shop, ·maintenance of surgical cleanliness
in connection with the work. The same problem of maintained cleanliness entered into the shipment of equipment; whether it could be
shipped by truck, whether it could be shipped by railroad, whether it
would have to be under temperature control. The erection and servicing of it at Oak Ridge required development there and the transfer
of the lmowledge from our shops and staff to groups there for maintaining and putting the equipment in service. This was a strain on
everyone connected with this part of the project.
I believe, Senator, I have summarized the general conditions that
pertained to these things. I ,rnnt to assure you that I have not overemphasized the difficulties that were experienced, the number of people
that had to be drawn in to solve them-the complete staff of our company; we don't know how much of the staffs of steel mills and laboratories throughout the country were thrown into the work.
Senator AusTIN. Mr. Brown, is it true that you were a troubleshooter for operation of this machinery that Allis-Chalmers Co. produced after it was installed in Manhattan District at Oak Ridge,
Tenn.?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir; during the manufacture, development, and the
initial efforts to put the plant into operation.
Senator AusTIN. In your work, are you at liberty to say what type·
-0f trouble you found down there with respect to machinery that had
to be corrected generally? I don't care for details.
Mr. BROWN. Practically all of the trouble was diffusing knowledge,
spreading knowledge out over people. There was failure to know
how to maintain tempera~ures, to prevent corrosion, to start and stop
things, to condition them properly before starting them up. We had
learned some of it in our plants. It had to be transferred there. The
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solution was undertaken by the sendi11g o:£ men who had been trained
in our place; the sending o:f laboratory men, the staff o:f the Kellex
Cor1t, and others to try quickly to extend this knowledge. ·
· ·
Senator AusTIN. Speaking of the metallurgical side o:f the problem,
did you find that you had to make material changes in the structure o:f
this machinery, particularly the pumping equipment for gases after
it had been installed at Oak Ridge 1
M~. BiiowN. Yes, sir; it was started UJ? with one material in ojle
particular part that I recall. That material was change9- even while
they were operating-taking them out o:f service _and changing them-·
more than once, and I think that the last o:f the units is being equipped
with the final material now.
Senator AusTIN. Did that process prolong the period required for
the production o:f the bomb 1
,
Mr. BROWN. Our knowledge was so limited, Senator, that I really
cannot say as to that. That is, we didn't know what material our machinery was to handle. That had an advantage-it didn't l(lt us diverge
from curing the troubles with which we were faced.
Senator AUSTIN, Thank you.
·
Senator HART. Mr. Brown, in which o:f those two plants, the electromagnetic or the gas diffusion plant, as you now look back upon the
history, did you have the greater difficulty in the production, looking
back over the completion of the designs and the eventual supply of the
apparatus i
Mr. BuowN. The greatest dilficulty was that for the diffusion process ..
Senator HART. Was that the pumps1
Mr. BuowN. Yes. sir.
Senator HART. ·Had anyo110 in this country ever made pumps that
were as difficult to make· and which were called upon for as hard a
task as were those pumps~
Mr. BROWN. The general type of pump, Senator, was o:f known
standards, but to snit it for: this purpose it became different from anything that had ever been built, so far as I know, in the world. Certam
parts and appurtenances were, developed and applied to it that weren't
in existence before, I believe.
·
Senator HART. The number of those pumps was great enough so
that the production was decidedly a mass-production problem; is
that correct~
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator HART. Mr. Brown, in your long s,ervice with AllisChalmers, have you acquired much knowledge of the state of heavy
industry in other countries~
l\Ir, BROWN. From time to time, I have, Senator, rising chiefly
around circumstances or conditions in connection with our powergenerating equipment, particularly.
Senator HAUT. Did 'your company, before the war, have representatives all over Europe, for instance?
Mr. BROWN. We had an ofTice, ns I recall, in Lon<lon-n sales office,
and also a sales office in Paris.
Senator HART. But that was :for selling only~·
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Mr. BROWN. We had some arrangeme1\ts lfor manufacturing our
products in some European countries-I believe.,J,i'rance and England.
Senator HART. Did -you, yourself, have much knowledge of what
was going on in those offices or plants in Europe?
Mr. BROWN. No; not those particular plants. My European
knowledge was based on visits to people regarding heavier types of
,apparatus.
.
'
·
Senator HART. I will ask you the same question I asked Mr. Winne.
To what circumstances do you ascribe the fact that the United
States went so far ahead of the rest of the world in the production of
heavy machinery, or all kinds of heavy industry?
Mr. BROWN. I can only answer for myself, Senator. I have an
opinion, but I can't say that it coincides with that of my associates or
my boss.
I think that this country has progressed industrially to the extent
that it has because we primarily manufacture for our own use and
under a system that· enables a person with imagination or desire to
meet a need or even create a need or change a desire into a necessity,
such as has been done here with the automobile, the electric appliances,
:and everything like that.
Senator HART. Does that tn.ean that it jg altogether in your· estimation a difference in markets, domestic markets?
Mr. BROWN. Again, may I repeat that I am expressing my own
opinions and not those of my company.
Manufacture for export, of which we do a large amqunt in our company, involves such capital lay-out, credit arrangement, organization,
:and foreign connections that it doesn't enable someone with limited
means, a goo<] idea, and energy to meet or create demands for goods.
Manufacture for a home market enables a country industrializing
itself, so I think, to create a need, by the reduction of prices, for its
own equipment.
Senator HICKENLoorBR. In r,t.her words, Mr. Brown, we produce
ample raw materials upon which to work, and we have an ample
market for the genius of a, free industry to operate, given the rewards
of his effort?
Mr. BnowN. Yes, sir.
The CnAIR111AN. Mr. Brown, is any of th(! research tlrnt you use in
your company done Rbroad ~
Mr. BROWN. Well, we have some license agrm~rnents :rncl some work
within my experience where we Jwve 11tilize-d resenrch that was done
abroad, engineering research particularly.
The CnAIRllf.AN. Out of what country did that :1 rise?
Mr. BROWN. England primarily; tliey originated. or developed the
ste1!-m turbine. We have had consultants in Germany advising us on
,deswns. ·
Tfi'.e CnAIRllrAN. Switzerland?
Mr. BnowN. Yes, we have had connections with Swit,zerland which
were quite close, in ·fact, at time13.
The CnAIRllf.AN. Did you dra:w anything of benefit out of those con111ections in the way of improving your product?
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Mr. B:aowN. Beyond questioh, I believe we did, Senator.
·
However,'in dealing with licenses-take Switzerland for example-foreign licensors frequently w.ant you under a license to do things
exactly the way they do it. I don't believe most American companies
do that when they have a license, and I know we do not. .
.
The real benefit is shaded by the modifications we apply to such
information and knowledge as we acquire from :foreign sources. . ·
The CHAIR.MAN. Are there any further questions i
Thank y<;m ·very much indeed, Mr. Brown.
The committee will now··go into executive session.
(~hereupon, at 11: 35 a. m., the committee retired into executive
session.)

.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1946

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COl\Il\lITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
W as!iington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,
in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon ( chairman) presilling.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), .Johnson, Byrd, Austin,
Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
'.
Also present: Senators. Petep G. Gerry, Francis J. Myers, and
Leverett. Saltonstall; Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Admiral Blandy is appearing for the Navy this morning, to tell
the committee about the proposed atomic bomb tests on some units
of the fleet.
Will you proceed, Admiral 1
STATEMENT OF VICE ADM. W. H. P. BLANDY, DEPUTY CHIEF OF
NAVAL OPERATIONS FOR SPECIAL WEAPONS

Admiral BLANDY. Mr. Chairman, this statement is to describe the
atomic bomb tests against naval vessels to be held this spring, in the
Pacific. One of the most important problems in connection with
these tests will be the maintenance of proper balance bet"·pen public
information and security. It is our hope to make available to science
and to the public all appropriate information derived from this
historic test.
By direction of the .Joint Chiefs of Staff and with the approval
of the President, the Army and NaYy and qualified civilian scientists
have been joined for this purpose to form a 1mit which is now known
as Joint Task Force One, of which I have !JC'cll namcll the commander.
I desire to emphasize the fact that. this is n joint effort in eTL'l'Y sense
of the word. :My staff includes l\faj. Gen. W. E. Kepner, United
States Army Air Forces, deputy for aviation; Rear Adm. 1V. S. Parsons, United States Navy, deputy for teehnical direction; Maj. Gen.
A. C. l\IcAnliffe, Ground Forces adYiscr; Dr. R. A. Sa,Yycr of the
l\fanhatbm clistriet, technica I director; Capt. J. A. Snackenberg,
United States Navy, chief of staff; Capt. R. Brodie, United Statt·s
Navy, assistant chief of staff for personnel; Brig. Gen. T ..J. Betts,
United States Army, assistant chirf of staff for intelligence; Cnpt.
4fi3
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C. H. Lyman, United States Navy, assistant chief of staff for operations; and Brig. Gen. D. H. Blakelock, United States Army, assistant
chief of staff for logistics.
·
·
All of these officers have had distinguished records during·· the ·
recent war and are thoroughly qualified to serve in these respective
capacities.
.
. .
.
The chart entitled "Joint Task Force One Staff Organization"
shows the general organization of the staff. I would like to call
attention here to the Evaluation Board, which will .be composed of
two civilians, two officers from the Army, one of whom will be from
the Army Air Forces, two officers from the Navy, one of whom will
be an aviator, and one member, officer or civilian, from the Manhattan
district. This board will be appointed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
the nominations being made by the Secretaries of War.and the Navy
for the purpose of appraising the results of the test. That is, it will
be the duty of my task force to collect all information, and the duty
of this Evaluation Board, which is not under me but is directly under
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to evaluate or appraise the results. .
I have a liaison with the commander of the Manhattan district,
Maj. Gen. Leslie Groves, who has technical direction of my deputy
task force commander for technical direction.
The rest of the chart I think is self-explanatory.
Admiral BLANDY. The mission of Joint Task Force One is primarily
to determine the effects of the atomic bomb upon naval vessels in
order to gain information of value to the national defense. The ultimate results of the tests so far as the Navy is concerned will be their
translation into terms of United States sea power.
Secondary purposes are to afford training for Army Air Forces
personnel in attack with the atomic bomb against ships and to determine the effect of the atomic bomb upon military installations and
equipment, both air and ground.
The Army Air Forces, in addition to making the actual air drop,
will participat1;1 actively in the operation, with regard to air transport,
collection of data, observation of results, and test of air force equipment. An Army Air Force general officer, Maj. Gen. W. E. Kepner,
has been designated as deputy task force commander for aviation.
The Army Ground Forces will be give1i opportunity to test equipment, both on board the target ships and ashore. A general officer
of the Army Ground. Forces, Maj. Gen. A. C. McAuliffe, has been
appointed special adviser to the task force commander for this purpose. The reason they will have equipment aboard the target ships
is that it win not be possible to place the ships very close into shore,
due to the shallow water in the location where the test will be held.
Therefore, we will place tanks, artillery, vehicles, and so forth, of
Army Ground Forces equipment on the decks of the ships to get them
closer to the bomb.
The total strength of personnel of the joint tusk force will reach
an aggregate of about 20,000, the naval C"nrn·s. of the operating and
target ships constituting the majority.
·
I would like to show now the organization of the task force itself.
There wiH be eight groups, task groups, under the task force commander. The first is the bomb and instrumentation· group, which
will include the bomb prcparatio11 unit and the instrumentation unit.
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That instrumentation unit will comprise several hundred .perSonnel
from the Manhattan district, the Bureaus of Ordnance and Ships ·of
the Navy Department, and various personnel from the Army Ground
Forces and Air Forces.
·
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The target vessel group-I will give the actual list of ships latercomprises a battleship aml cruiser unit, an aircraft carrier unit, a
destroyer unit, a submarine unit, a ·1anding craft unit, and a merchant type unit. They are not merchant ships hut are merchant
type ships. They will act11ally Le ships of the transport type in the
Navy. I used that term to avoid confusion with the actual transport
unit in the transport group.
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The next is the trnnsport g'roup, which comprises the transport unit;
which will take the crews off the target ships and house them until
they can go back on board such ships as survive; the press unit, and
observers unit.
·
·
·
Th~ next is the Army ground group, having charge of the assembly and placing of the Army ground equipment.
·
The Army air group comprises a tact.ical operations unit, photogrnphic unit, instrumentation and test unit, meteorological umt, and
air transport unit.
Next is the Navy air group, with a drone unit, a photographic unit,
and n seaplane umt. I will Pxplain later ·what the drone unit is.
The surface patl'ol group. includes a destroyer ,'3qttatlron, the cluties
of which ·will be.principally to patrol the area to keep ships out of
the area for then· own protection, and also keep them away from
contaminated water, water containing radioactive substances after
the test as that water drifts westward, arnl ln.st. a sorvice group, includi11g a repair and sitlvago nnit, a despatch b,mt unit, an<l a medical unit
which will ineludo two hospital ,,hips fur g:enc!'al pnrpm;es a11Cl also
auy nce<l arising from the test itself.
·
The schedule of target elates for this opP!':1.tion, whic·.h will I.Jc known
by the eode worrl "CH.OSSROADS"-ancl I wonlrl like to explain that
we have chosen t.lmt nrnrcly for brevity in dispatl'hcs an,l other communications, and we chose it with an l\_Ye to its possible signiiicancenow calls for the first k~L to be aceomplished early in May, over target ships at n.n altitndc of sevrral lrnnrlrcd frd.
·
The s!'concl test is tentatively st:hcduled for July 1, itml will be a
hurst at the surface of the water among target ships.
l might say here that that second bomb is placed on the ·surface
ratlwr thnn under the water, because the scientific personnel assure
ns that it will create more <larn:1ge 011 the snrface than it will at the
bottom, a11<l we arn seeking to obtain the 1uaxim11m effect of the bomb.
The reason for their l,elid is that they think that very high waves,
possibly 100 feet in height from trnugh to ~·rest, wil1 be created by ·
the explosion on the surface, whernas if it were placed under the
surfa1:c it would throw a great clral of spray into the air and would
not be rlecp enough to get proper tamping to get the full effect of
the bomb.
As they state it, placing the Lomb on the bottom ,rn11kl be ec1uivalent
to placing an ordinary nav:tl 111i11c co11tai11ing a few b1111dred pounds
of TNT in about 2 feet of water. In 0U1er wonls, t.liis bgoon which is
:m fathoms <lecp would be 011ly a shallow dish for the atomic bomb.
They also expect. in that surface shot to get bla~( effect and son1e under-.
water pressure and shock rlmnagc.
The site of the test. will be Bikini Atoll in the M:1rshall Islanils.
A complete description of this site and of the problems in preparing
for its use is now available. Bikini is approximately 1-,000 miles from
San Francisco, about 2,100 miles soutJ1west. of PParl Harbor, anrl also
about 2,000 miles from Tokyo, and about] .400 miles Pnst ·of Manila.
This chart [indicating] shows the location of Bikini in the Marshall .Islands group. It is about 300 miles northwest of Kwajalein,
which will be om· operating base for such operations that cannot be
performed at Bikini; For instance, it will be used as an Army nir
hase, because there is 110 landing field at Bikini. It is 200 miles enst
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of Eniwetok, ~hich will probably have to. be abandoned temporarily
for the test, because the general flow of both air and water 1s to. the
westward, and from the air shot the contaminated cloud can get over
Eniwetok in a matter of a few hours, being only 20o' miles away. . .
In the case of water travel, tlle current may carry the radioactive ·
substance in the water to Eniwetok in a matter of days or weeks. . :
This chart [indicating] shows Bikini Atoll. The maximum deJ?th
is about 30 fathoms. This green area [indicati11g]-and this is copied
from a Japanese chart-.shows water which.has been wire dragged.by
the J apa,nese to determine the exact location of coral heads which
project upward from the bottom in all of the.;e Pacific atolls. That
being insufficient in this area, I am requesting that the entire eastern
half of the lagoon be simila.rly surveyed, and we will probably have to
blast out the coral heads in 'certain spots so as to get the ships exactly
where we want them.
.
The list of ships which we plan to use for this test includes the battleshiJ?S A.1·kansas, New Ym·k, Nevada, and Pennsylvania,' the heavy
crmsers Pensacola and Salt Lake Oity; the aircraft carriers Sarator,a
and Independence, the latter being one or the cruiser type aircraft
carriers built on a light cruiser hull.
I won't name all of the destroyers, but there are 16 of them, 8 submarines, and the following captured enemy ships: The German heavy
cruiser Prinz Eugen, the Japanese battleship Nagato, and the Japanese light cruiser Salcawa.
The total number of target ships is 97, the remaining ships which
I hn,Ye not na!fled being: transports, landing ships_ of the tank type
(LS r's), land mg craft, infantry type (LCI's), land mg craft tank type
(:yCT's), and smaller landing bats-LCM's and LCVP's-which
means landing craft mechanized and landing craft for vehicles and
personnel.
Some of the latter small boats and larger landing craft will be
beached; some will be· afloat.
·
.
The total operating ships in the force, exclusive of the target ships,
will number about 50, so the entire force comprises about 150 ships.
The target ships will be anchored and placed in a manner calculated
to give effects varying from pro):>able destruction to negligible damage among the varions ships of each type so as to determine the
effect of the bomb on various ships at various distances. The target
ships will, of course, be unmanned.
Observers will include representatives from the United States armed
. services, Members of Congr<'ss, press, and United States civilian scientific groups.
The question of inviting reprcisen ta_tives of foreign nations and
foreign news services is under discussion by the Joint. Chiefs of Staff
and the Secretaries of State, ,var, and Navy.
The staff of the deputy task force commander for technical direc-.
tion, ~ear Adm. W. S. Parsons, who reports also to Maj. Gen. Leslie
R. Groves, United States Army, of the Manhattan district., will include officers and civilian scientists experienced with the atomic bomb.
In this regard, Dr. N. K Bradbury of th~ Los Alamos Laboratory
is primarily concerned with the bomb itself and Co1. Stafford VVarren
of the Manhattan district is organizing radiological measurements
and prescribing safety factors. So fnr as the tight. schedule permits,
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use will be made of all modern sciei1tific teclmiqnes and equipment to
observe, measure, and record the effects of the bomb. For example,
"drone" aircraft-they are unmanned, radio·controlled-will be used
to obtain close-up recordings of radioactivity; autormitic motion picture cameras will record the explosions visnally from ingenious heavily shielded shelters on the island ring which surrounds the lagoon.
Adequate measures will be taken to insure the safety of the personnel engaged in the test, the observers, the inhabitants of nearby
islands, and chance travelers by sea or air.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, h°'v many miles is it across the lagoon 1
Admiral BLANDY. The lagoon is 21 miles lon<r from east to west,
and a little more than half of that north to soutl1. Observing ships
will not be in that lagoon at the ti1pe of explosion. We will be well
outside at a safe distance from the atoll.
Repair and salvage facilities will be provided to effect repairs to
target ships after the first test, to make senworthv snch tnrgets as
are to be returned to the United Stntes after the second test, and to
destroy such ns would be hnzards to navigation.
I wish to emphasize that this undertaking is not a combined or international opefation, but rather a sC"ientific experiment by the United
Stntes GoYernment nJone.
Furthermore, it is a scientific test rrnd not a contest between the .
armed forces.
A test contemplated for a late1· period is a deep-water test in the
open sea. The technical difficulties in conducting such a test will not
permit its accomplishment in 1946.
(Admiral Blandy submitted to the committee the following letter,
which was made part of the record:)
Dt:P.IRT:!.rnNT

OF TIIr,; TNT~:RTOH.
l~ISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE,

Washington 25, D. 0., January 23, 1946.

Rear Adm. W. H.P.

BLANDY,

United States Navy,

Deputy Ohief of Naval Operations,
Special Weapons Branch, Washington '2.5, D.

a.

DEAR ADMIRAL BLANDY: In accordance with the suggestion of the Secretary
of the Interior, November 21, and the cordial invitation of the Secretary of the
Navy of December 14, 1945, for representatives of the Department of the Interior
to present info1·matiori and advice concerning the areas where tests of atomic
bomb against naval vessels may he conducted with minimum injury to fishery
resources, our representntive designate!! in my letter 01' December 21. 194':i,
has reported to me the tentative site for the experiment which the Navy Department has selected.
·
\Ve have considered tile possible danger8 to the fislterieR from the atomic
bomb experiment, and have reviewed all available information concerning the
importance of the fish supply in the urea during the period of the yem· in which
the experiment will be conducted. J um now reporting to you our conclusions
based on these considerations.
\Vllile there are many aspects of tl1e problem co11cer11ed with the damages
resulting from concussion, from wave action, arnl from the release of radioactive materials, on which little information is arnilnhl(\ nt the prese1\t time,
but which we understand will be fully im·estig11ted, special consideration was
given to the possible total rlam11i;!cs from all of tlwse effects on the whale and
tuna fisheries of the central Pacific.
'.rhe records indicate that the site of the experiment tc11t11tiwly selected lies
outside of the normal migration routes of whalf's in the Pacific OcPan, nncl
that whnllng interests, therefore, will not be affected hy tl1e explosion. Information regarding the tuna fishery Is much more meager. since tl1e exact spawning
areas of the tuna are not known. But Bnd1 information as is available from
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scientific literature nnd from recent explorations by fishery .experts indicates
that the proposed site of the experiment is not in a· critical area with respe<:t ,
to tuna propagation, nor does it lie in .important migration or nursery areas of
other valuable food fishes.
..
..
It is recognized that the explosion:'of the. bomb a't _or" benelith\t11e surface of
the ocean will undoubtedly kill all forms of life·in an area'which, with reference
to the specific locality, would be regarded as large, but in comparison ·with the
vast extent of the waters o·f· the central Pacific, would· be very small. Such local
losses must be regarded as trifling compared with the value of the strategic and
scientific information that will be secured.
··
· '
·
We are convinced, therefore, that not only has ·an. ai·ea for the experiment
been chosen where the fisheries resources are negligible, or are only of extremel;v
local importance, but that in view of the safeguards which will be employed
the fisheries of the Pacific Ocean at large, and particularly those of om Pacific
coast, wlll suffer no appreciable damage whatever from the undertaking.
Sincerely yours,
·
·
· ·
.
·
, . .
. IRA N. GABRIELSON, Director .

Senator. Jo:HNso~. I lu~ve t.wo· or. three ·CJ.uestions whirh, if.' they
i;.hould be m executive session, Just skip, ·Admiral. · , · . · · ·. · ··.·
Will any ship be equipped with the normal st1pply 'of explosives i
Admiral BLANP'l,. I c.an answer that question, Senator. Practicitllv
nll of the ships will he loaded with some ·ammunition, but hot the :full
s~pply. We wish_ ~o obtain .the effect .of the ~omb upon the mng_a'zmes and ammumt10n contamed therem, but if _we placed one ship
in the group entirely full of ammunition, and that ship were to wind- ·
ward of the others, the fire started by that ammunition and by.oil from
the ships would undoubtedly obliterate all vis1rnl evidence at the time
of the test, so I think we can get the necessn,ry information• ,vithout the
full amount.
·
.
.
· ,
In that connection I would like to invite nttentfon to.lhe fartthat
there being no. ~ews on board these sl~ip~, ha".ing th~: ships entirely
full of ammumtion would be equally artificial with havmg them empty
as reg~rds ammunition, be?ause many a ship. during the. war had ·
ma~az1~e fires start, but with. the crew on ?oard they wei'e able to .
extmgmsh those fires by floodmg the magaz1ne before the fire could .. ·
spread to all magazines.
.
. . . . : . . ..
Sei1Utor JoHNso'N. Yon say the vessels will riot be manned.\ Will
any form of lifo be used, such as goats or guinea pigs, or other
animals?
Admiral BLANDY. That question is nmv under debnte. Some of
the scientific personnel hope that they _can get all the information
required from instruments placed on board the ship which would
indicate what would happen tq the crews of the ships.
Senator JOHNSON. Such as temperatures and other data 1
Admiral BLANDY. Temperatures, radioactivity, and so forth. But,
as I say, that question is still under discussion.
Senator ,JoHNSON. This next question may be an executive question. Will the test be made with the plutonium bomb or with
uranium-2351
Admiral BLANDY. It will be the Nagasaki-type bomb.
Senator JOHNSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
.
The CnAmMAN. Admiral, do you know what the size of the naval
building program is for this spring~
·
Admiral BLANDY. I c1o not have that information currently, Sena.tor. I have had no direct connection with that.
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The CHAIRl\IAN. But the Navy is completing certain surface ships,
is it not 1
Admiral BLANDY. I believe that to be the case.
The CHAIRMAN. There are some members of the Naval Affairs Committee here at our invitation, and, of course, some of the members
of the committee are members of the Naval Affairs Committee. Senator Byrd, is there any extensive naval program?
Senator BYRD. In our opinion, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It hasn't been acted upon?
Senator Brno. No.
The CHAIRMAN. I£ no Senator has any other question, we will have
the session closed, as we will want to talk with you some more, Admiral,
in executive session.
The committee will now go into executive session.
(Thereupon, at 10: 30 a. m. the committee retired into executive
session.)
X

u. s.
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1946

UNITED STATES SENATE,'.'
SPECIAL Col\uII'ITEE ON ATOMIO ENERGY,

.

Washington, D. 0.

The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment at 10 a. ni.,
in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon :( chairman) presiding.
·
.
Present: Sena.tors McMahon (chairman), Byrd, Johnson, Austin,.
Millikin, and Hart.
.
. .
Also present: Dr. Edwa,rd U. Condon, scientific adviser to the committee; ,fames R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, sta,fl' director.
·
The CnAIR11IAN. The hen.ring will come to order.
We have invited Major de Seversky to appear today. All of the
members of the committee, I think, have read an article which he
wrote and which was published in a magazine of extremely wide cir?Ul~tion bearing upon the effects of the _a,~omic bo_mb. We have also
mv1ted here General Farrell, Dr. Pluhp Mornson, Col. Stafford
Warren, and Mr. Nitze, vice cha.irnmn of the United States Strategic
Bombing Survey, perhaps the most expert of the Government people
who have assessed the bomb damage.
· Now Major, I presume that you can go ahead.
STATEMENT OF MAJ. ALEXANDER P. DE SEVERSKY

Ma.jor DE SEVERSKY. I have not prepared any statement, because the
committee a,sked me to come, presumably to ask me some questions
with reference to my article in the Reader's Digest. The only thing
I have brought with me is a copy of the manuscript of the article
from which the condensation was made.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you.care to give us for the record a brief condensation in your own words of this article?
Major DE SEVERSKY. Yes; I certainly can relate to you the observations of my trip to Hiroshima and Nagasaki where the atomic explosions had taken place.
I went down there a.t the direction of the Secretary of '\Var as a
special consultant to the Secretary of '\V nr to stndy the effect of air
power in the Pacific tlwater of 01wrntio11s. It wasn't m1y detailed
»tudy.
.
The CHAIRMAN. '\¥hen did yon go?
Major DE SEVERSKY. I left on the 25th of September and I got back
on the 15th of November. I spent about 6 weeks in the Pacific
theater. I visited Guam, Tinian, Iwo Jima, Saipan. I flew about
463
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fi~ tim~s. over Japan, back a~rd torth, v.i~wing practically all of· the
maJor cities of Japan from the air. I visited a score of cities on the.
ground. I flew about five times over Hiroshima and about five times
over Nagasaki, because I was interested in certain aspects of the
picture. I spent 2 days in Hiroshima, and 2 days in Nagasaki. Of
course, that is not eiiough time to make a detailed study, but it was
enough time to get a general picture, in view of my backgromid and
:my previous experience. Just belfore that, I spent 5 months in
· Germany in the Eurorean theater of operation where I saw an awful
lot of demolition of al sorts, and of course I saw some demolition even
in the last war-World War I.
·
..
When the atomic bomb exploded I was in England. I was testing
· single-seater jet planes, because I was.ready to go to the Pacific in a
consultant capacity, particularly on that sc9re; The reports that I
read on the atomic explosions swept me off my feet, of course, as they
would anybody else. I was very niuch interested to go and see what
exactly happened out there. I am glad I went, because if I hadn't
gone there I think I might have a distorted idea.
·
The picture that I drew from the usual information that was available to us through the press and radio was that the whole city·was
dissolved and went into dissolution in about one-millionth of a second
and nothing was left but a crust of molten glass. But when I arrived
out there, after seeing a great many other Japanese cities, the general
appearance of Hiroshima-from the air at least-did not look any
different from other J al?anese cities that were burned out. Of course,
the remarkable part of it is that it was done by one bomb, but I think
the credit ought to be shared between the exceptional efficiency of the
bomb and the exceptional flimsiness of the Japanese target.
I think it was very cleverly used at that particular point, because__:,
using the military vernacular-it was the right force applied at the
right time in the right place. I don't think that the same devastation
and destruction would have occurred if the same bomb had been
dropped in the same manner over a modern steel and concrete city.
Well, I conveyed this impression primarily because I felt that there
was considerable misrepresentation and unwarranted hysteria going
on in connection with what had happened or what could immediately
happen. People began to feel as though the fission of hydrogen and
oxygen might happen tomorrow; that our planet was going to be
blown to pieces an<l therefore there was no use having any sort of
defense1 that we might just as weJl abolish all of our national-defense
institut10ns, because the next war would be fought by a push button
from some scientific laboratory: That was all talked about as though
it were about to happen tomorrow, and that is the reason why I felt
that I ought to convey my impi'essions as I stiw them to make people
realize that though the atomic bomb is a great development1 a great
achievement; it is not as fantastic as some or rather the ma3ority of
people imagined, and that we ought to keep our feet on the ground and
:approach the subject in a more sensible and cool way. This is the
reason why I was prompted to write an article in the Reader's Digest.
This is, roughly, my statement as to my trip, what I saw, and the
reason I wrote the article.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, do you care to highlight for us some of the
statements of fact that you made in the article 1
·
Major DE SEYERSKY. Is there any particular statement 1
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The CnAIRMAN. I will ask Senator Millikin;·
Senator MILLIKIN. I:f I might, Mr. Chairman, I would like to.1tska1
preliminary question.
. ·
· ·
· . · . ··. :,. -:\ · .
Major, you have had a lot of experience with demolition and with
demolition caused by bombs from airplanes. vVhen that bomb )anfls,
and explodes, what are the physical forces that cause the demolition 1:
I assume there is a blast.
'
Major DE SEVERSKY. Of course, there is a blast.
Senator MILLIKIN. Tell us about that in laymen's language;·
Major DE SEVERSKY. Which bomb-just any bombj
··
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, tJ1e B-29.
Major DE SEVERSKY. It depends on the bomb. I£ it is an incendiary,
bomb, it fires the substance; ifit is a demolition bomb, there is a blast
and heat. There is direct damage by the fragments, and of course'
the blast affects in a different manner different substances.
,
In the case 0£ an atomic bomb, in addition to the blast and heat,
there is also apparently some radioactivity, because the New Mexicq
experiment showed that there was.
· ·. · ·
Senator MILLIKIN. I am speaking now of the normal bomb intended
to achieve destruction by blast and fragmentation. I£ you have that.
kind of bomb, aside from the damage clone by fragmentation, you
have damage done by blast, and possibly, I assume, by vacuum, sue,,
tion and heat. Those things are measurable in terms of energy 1
Major DE SEvimsKY. They certainly are.
. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. Could you say :is a generality that you can
translate the whole thing into terms of energy and force 1
Major DE SEVERSKY. ·well, it depends upon what you try to show.
Yes; you can translate it into energy and force.
· ,
Senator MILLIKIN. And that is measurable, I assume, to men who
.are acquainted with the components of the bomb.
Major DE SEVERSKY. Unquestionably.
Senator MrLLIIUN. Now, if you use a conventional bomb £or demolition, you release a certain amount of energy, and the same thing hap~.
pens, does it not, if you release an atomic bomb~
Major DE S.E;VERSKY, That is right.
Senator MrLLIKIN. The atomic bomb, as you have mentioned, has
some special featnres 0£ its own.
Major DE SEYEHSKY. That is right.
Senator M1Lr..mrn. By way of a particular kind of radiation, and
not a particular kind of heat but, I assume, a very intensified heat over
the normal bomb which is a part of the energy that is released. Would
you go with me that £ad
Major DE SEVERSKY. Yes, certainly.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, in referring to this article in the Reader's
Digest, I assume we are referring to the article 0£ Febnmry 1946;
called Atomic Bomb Hysteria. That is the article to which you are
referring~
Major DE S1~VERSKY. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. I have been very much interested in your state-'
ment which appears on page 121 of the issue 0£ the Reader's Digest,
and I quote:
It was my considered opinion, I told correspondents in Tokyo, that the effects
-of the atom bombs-not of f1it1tre bombs, but of these two-
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The tw<;> ref~rred·to, I assume, were the one on Hiroshiriut and the on~ .
·
.
. .
·.
, · ·•· ·. . ·.
· Maj_or DE SEVERSKY. That is right. ·
· ·
·
•"Senator Mrrnru:N (continuing to read):

on' Nagasaki~

·itad'been widely exaggerated. If dropped on New York or Chicago, on~ of thcise
bombs would have done no more damage than a·1o~ton blockbuster; and the results
in Hiroshima lind Nagasaki could have been achieved by about 200 B-29's loaded
with incendiaries, except that fewer· Japanese would have been killed.

If'you dropped an atomic bomb of the type used at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki at the sarne level that you dropped the kind of normal bomb .
that ;you are speaking of, would the resul.ts be the same as you have
ment10ned here? .
··
Major DE SEVERSKY, No. The p'robahle results from the atomic
bomb would be greater.
·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Greater in proportion to the energy released i
. Majori DE SEVERsKY. Yes; 1_)rovided energy was released in. the
proper direction. You can release the energy in the wrong direction,
and you don't get ariy results.
Senator MnLIKIN. But I am assuming that we drop normal bomb
at X point at Y elevation and we drop an atomic bomb at the same
point and same elevation. The damage, roughly speaking, would
vary in proportion to the respective energies released; is that not
correct?
,
.
Major DE SEVERSKY. Roughly; yes.· But the result will not sometimes be even roughly the same.
.
· ·
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, would you be good enough to give .us your
calculations on which yo)l assume that a 10-ton blockbuster, if dropped
on New York or Chicago, would have done as much damage as at
Nagasaki? vVere you s1foakiug here of. the.Nagasaki or the Hiroshima
bomb?
Major DE SEVEns1,Y. I had spoken about both.
:
Senator Mu,LTKIN. Well, taking either one of them, would you mind
giving us your calculations on which you have come to that conclusion?
Major DE SEvEnSRY. I haven't made any calculations. It was my
personal observation, based on experience. For example, we can ·ask.
an architect what is the dimension of this room. He probably can
pretty well tell you within maybe 10 percent the length and width of
this room. But if you want to know exactly, he has to bring in the
instruments and measure it exactly to one millionth of an inch if you
wish. That wasn:t my purpose or my assi~nment. I am leaving
such detailed study to the United States Strategir. Bombin~ Survey,
who are more expert in this field than I can consider myself. They
worked in the field and undoubtedly will furnish us with the results,
that will leave no question as to the causes and effects.
My statement was based simply on my observations and my experience, just as I could say that this room perhaps is 25 or 30 feet wide,
within a certain approximation. My purpose was primarily to show
the American people that if an atomic bomb were dropped on New
York or Chicago, these cities would not be wiped out to the ground
completely and everybody in the cities be killed.
. The CHAIRMAN. That isn't what you said, however, Major.

a
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Major DE SEVEilSiff, When I said it, I had in view one illustratio~
I saw in one paper-whether American or English, I don't remember.
There was a circle drawn around New York that was similar in
diameter to the devasted area o:f Hiroshima and which took in Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, the boroughs o:f Greater New York. The
article said this area would be lying m complete ruin and devastation
and not a single person would live.
Sen~tor MILLIKIN. I am probing what you said, not what somebody
else said-Major DE SEVERSKY. I am leading to that.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me complete my statement, please ..
Major DE SEVERSKY. All right.
·
,
Senator MILLIKIN. You said that in your judgment a single bomb
of the type that you describe dropped on New York or Chicago would
loose the same amount.
Major DE SEVERSKY, In the same manner; yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, you state that that is a matter o:f judgment
and you illustrate that type o:f judgment by saying that a man can
. look at this room and approximate its 'dimensions. · But to do that,
at least to put it in terms o:f feet or some other unit o:f measurement,
he must know by feet or units o:f measurement.
Major DE SEVERSKY. That is right.
Senator M1LLIIUN. Now, therefore, I assume ,that you had made
calculations from which you would produce a statement of that kind,
and that is why I ask you for those calculations.
Major DE Smrr,msrtY. No; when the reporters asked me that question,
I certainly didn't pull out my slide i'ule and pencil and begin to calculate. I told them exactly my rough impression of the thing, and I
think it served the purpose perfectly, becansc i:f some newspaper asked
me i:f it were true that the Atomic Committee hearings were held in
· a room 10 miles wide and 50 miles long, I might say, "No; I don't·
think so." I might say, "It .is about GO feet wide and maybe 100 feet
long," which is roughly twice its size.
.
Now, I might have inade a mistake, but that certainly is nearer to
the truth than stating that the room was 50 miles long and 20 miles
wide; and it is the latter kind of exaggerati011 that I tried to correct.
Somebody said that the atomic bomb was 20,000 times more powerful
in its destructiveness tlum a single blockbuster. I don't agree with
that.
Senator MILLIKIN. Wasn't the statement made. that it is 20,000
times more than certain units of TNT? Hasn't that been the state~
ment ~
Major DE SEVERSKY. As I remember the statement, it was 20,000
times more powerful than one of our blockbusters.
Senator MILLIKIN. Major, again I would like to come back to the
:fact that I am not questioning someone who has said something except
Major de Seversky. I am just trying to check Major de Seversky as
to what he has said.
It is :fair to summarize vour statement here that one 10-ton blockbuster would do the same :1mount o:f damage in New York or Chicago
as a mere matter of judgment on your part, unsupported by calcula;tions?
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:. ,' ·: ', ·,. Maj o; DE S'EVERSKY, '. Yes,· sir j :fol' a rtia1i. o:f. my experiei1c~,, iriidbs~tv':'/
.. ,!hg:.o;f;.demo~ition .over long _periods. o:f time, I think it ,is :£3:ir:;;{B,U:!fj,
· ··If the· committee later on will want to have· any more acc:urat!,:IJSUh:/,
.stantfation pf; my state1:1ent, I ·am perf~ct~y willi:q.g; to ,fy~riis.h/:ih·!z
· ,.If my; calculations are gomg to show that 1t 1s equal not to one,or·,tw() ,
. :or/three. blockbusters,. I still :feel I was perfectly right in roakingjh~(
statement:
· ·
·
. . . · · · . , . . ' ·, · · i· ,,\;•.:.
'i, s~nator MILLIKIN. bo you -challenge; Major, the ~stiniates 0£ tli~ .
various scientists as to the proportion of this power in relatiort. to,
11.ormal TNT powed Do you challenge that i
,
·. Major DF.l SEVERSKY. Of course not.
.: ,
. Senator MILLIKIN. You think they are correct in that~
,, Major bE SEVERSKY. Why, certainly. ·
.
. .. · ..... : . ! Senator MILLIKIN. W.ould the application o:f that proportion ·.to
. an atomic .bomb dropped at the same place, at the same elevation; a'S
against a normal bomb of the type that you describe dropped at.the .
l,\ame place and same elevation bring you to the answer o:£.200 :&:-29's~,
· · Major DE S:i<JVERSKY. Well, that is an entirely different thing, , When
,!talked about fire effect, I said that Hiroshima could have been burned.
in ,the same fashion· as it was burned by a single atomic bomb bY: a·
raid of 200 B:-29's loaded with incendiaries.
·
.. . . .. . !
Senator MILLIKIN. Then yoil intended in that statement ,to. limit
·your comparison to the incendiary effects, but not the general demo,lition effects? . :
.
·
.
.·.. ,:,:· ., .
Major DE SEVERSKY. Well, I .think' if out of these 200 ~29's.50
,were.loaded with high explosives mid pin pointed on the .main section
of Hiroshima, which still stands intact, I think they could have done
·ev·en a better job.
. ·
· · , ·, ,.: , . _, .. ,
: Senator MILLIKIN. If you are speaking in terms of fire, ·don't;,(you
believ~ that· an atomic bomb, if the amount. of heat attributed to. it
.is correct, would do infinitely more damage in terms •of fire.if it were
.dropped on.New York or Chicago than a· single· 10-ton. blockbttstet1 ·
;Major f>E SEVERSKY, Well, it depends where it would have exploded.
It ·depends· on ·the altitude at which this bomb exploded;: .1Hit.i¢x:: ·
,ploded at .the,:same altitude. as it exploded over ,Hiroshi'ma;,,l,don't·;
.think the fire hazard directly from the bomb would be: very·(gr.eittz;,r:
i
I visited all the tall buildings in Hiroshima, and I found the paint·
():ti tho railings arid Wooden doors of those penthouses war(not, even
· scorched. I saw a great many fragile objects. I snw sirens painted
iwith·silver paint which wasn't scorched.· The ,appearance of the roofs ·
of those high buildings in Hiroshima and some in Nagasaki,· as far
as I could see-and I have pictures of them which you may be willing
!to see later on, colored photographs that I took of those details-.
· did not show to me any particularly high temperature. . . •. , ·c"... · . . •
n · Senator M1LLIKIN. Well, in terms of comparison of temperature, if'
..youreleased a 10-ton blockbuster at the same altitude that the Hiro. :shima and Nagas'a.l~i.b?mbs were released, what w:ould be the·«;lffec~·.
of these on large cities of the type you are speakmg of, New York-·.,
ahd :chicagci i
•
·
· , ._
. · · . · ·.
1· Major DE SEVERSKY. I don't think you interpret, my statement ex.actly right. What I tried to compare was the .. atomic bomb as it
exploded over Hiroshim~ with a. dir~ct hit of a ?l~ckbust~r. · ; ;·,,,,;: .
Senator MrLI..IKIN. To your mmd, 1s .that a fair comparison 1 -.
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Major DE SEVERSKY. Yes, it is. I ::nn not comptiring the, weapons·:
I am comparing the results. I was trying to transplant .. the, results.
of what had happened in Hiroshima if that bomb exploded .in: Chicago
or New York in the same manner; it would not produce any more·
damage, or approximately the same damage, as a 10-ton blockbuster
which scored a direct hit on a section of Chicago.
. . , ... ,. . · ;, . ,,
Senator Mn:.r,rn:rn. Yes, Major, but would there have been any
damage at all had you released a 10-ton blockbuster at the. same
altitude?
· . ..
Major DR SEvERSKY. There would be some blast effect; . .· , ·_ ..
Senator MILLIKIN. What was the altitude of release at. Hiroshima
and Nagasaki?
The CuAIRUAN. That is secret.
Senator MILLTIUN. It was a considerable altitude, was it not? , ..
Major DE SEVERSKY. It must have been. In New Mexico, where all
the tests were conducted as in a laboratory, the scientists and engineers
certainly had a very wonderful opportunity to measure all the forces,.
temperature, and everything else, so they could not be very much
mistaken as to what actually takes place when the bomb explodes.
The discrepancy between the two results is due to the fact that ·the
bomb in Japan exploded much higher than it exploded in New Mexico,
·and apparently as in any explosion the results are· dependent on the
distance at wluch the explosion takes place..
_
Senator MILLIKIN. Just for our information, let's put the thing on
a comparable basis, and I will guess soriie altitudes. Let us suppose
that you exploded an atomic bomb of the type we are talking about
at 3,000 feet in the air, and you exploded a l0°ton blockbuster at 3,000
feet in the air. ·what would be the respective effects?
.,
Major DE SEvERSKY. Well, the ato'mic bomb will be immeasurably
more powerful.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us bring it clown to the surface of the
earth. Let us suppose you explode a 10-ton blockbuster in the heavier
part of lower Manhattan, and at t.he same point you explode the type
of atomic weapon that we are talking about. "What would be the proportions of clestrnctive energy released by the two weapons?
Major Dl'f SEVERSKY. We1l, the energy would be released exactly as
it was calculated, but the effect on the ta.rget depends on the nature 0£.
the target. It is quite different whether you release this energy within
a flimsy half~dry-rotted Japanese village or release the same energy
within a steel and concrete city. The difference in one case in actual
damage would be perhaps 200 times more or 500 times more; it all
depends on how you are goino- to measure the results-in the number of dwellings or bnildings destroyed, in area, in people killed.
Senator MILLIKIN. You have gotten away from my point, Major.
I ·am not talking about two things that :ire not analogous. I am trying
to bring the two bombs to the same spot in lower Manhattan. Would
you chflllenge the ·statements that have been made as to destructive
energy released from the one type of bomb against the other?
MaJor DE SEVEnsKY. Of course not.
·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. So that this 200 B-29 statement. of yours relates,
on the 01_1e hand, to destruction of it city of the type of Hiroshima or
Nagasaki?
Major DE SEVERSKY. That is right.
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' 'Seriator Mnm:KIN; And you are making a co1nparisbli 6:f;thatrwith'
the heavy constructioit o:f a city of the_ type o:f New York or: Chi&i:gb/
Does that appear to you as a logical basis for tnaking comparisonst'' ·
Major DE SEVERSKY. Those are two e11tirely different statements.:
Senator MILLIKIN:' I don't want to pursue anything that. I, have .
made any mistake about mysel£. [Reading from Major de Seversky's
article in the Reader's Digest:]
.
.
· . · :\':. ·

,>

0
\

•

•

,

•

,

•

•

, ' ' ' '

,[·,:·.·t: j

I told correspondents in Tokyo, that the effects of .the atom bombs-4tot of
future bombs but of these two-had been wildly exaggerated. If dropped-on New
York or Chicago, one of those bombs would have done no more damage, than i
10-ton blockbuster-·
·
· ·

· Major DE SEVERSKY. That i~ one· statement.
Senator MILLIKIN. Then you go on to say:
and the results in Hiroshima and _Nagasaki could have been achieved by about
200 B-29's loaded with incendiaries--

Major DE SEVERSKY. No, that is not all-there is something eis~:
Senator MILLIKIN (continuing to read):
.
, . ',. ·
except that fewer Japanese would have·been killed.

,

_

Major DE S:JiJVERSKY. In other words, the atomic bomb; as :far as the
loss o:f life is concerned, is infinitely more destructive than the ordinary ·
bomb.
·
·
,'. ·. ·. · ·
Senator Mn,LIKIN. Now we have got two things we are tiilkirig
about. We are talking about the incendiary effect of the type of bomb .
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. That is one thing. We are talking about ·
the effect of two types of bombs dropped on Chicago or New York.
Major DE SEVERSKY. In other words, one is demolition action-that
is one statement; and then I compare it with Chica~o and New York. '
But the incendiary action, I compare with 200 B-29 s in Nagasaki and ·
Hiroshima. Those are. two different statements.
•
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us put our mi1ids solely on the heavy structures such as ·we fiiid in Chicago or lower :M:al'1hattan. What is the·
basis o:f your calculation, assuming that the atomic bomb and the 10- ·
ton blockbuster are dropped at the same place and from the same,.
elevation 1 What is the basis for your statement that one boinb would
produce as much damage, one blockbuster would produce as. inuch ·
damage as the atomic bomb~
·
Major DE SEVERSICY. I didn't say it produces more.
·
Senator MrLLIIUN. I quote:

If dropped on New ,York or Chicago, one of those bombs would have ciorie'.no
more damage than a 10,ton blockbuster.
. _.
Major DE SEVERSKY.. I just simply want to be accurate. I did11't say
more; I said "no more.. " It means about the same; it doesn't meari
more.
Senator MIILIIUN. ·w·eu, it says very clearlyIf dropped on New York or Chicago, one of those bombs--;:-

that is one atomic bomb 1
Major DE SEVERSKY. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN ( continuing to read) .
would have done no more damage than a 10,ton blockbuster.
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Major DE. SEVEHSKY, That is right. It. doesn't mean the 10-tcin,blocks.
~uster.prodnces any more, but '~no more" means about the same, doesn't·
1t ~ .
,
.
..
.
. ·, . , . , ', ', .
Senator M:cwru:N. Would you tell us the re.lative amount or.'dani- •
age that would happen i£ you dropped an atomic bomb on New York
or Chicago, or if you dropped a 10-ton blockbuster 1 .
.
. ";,,.
Major DE SEVERSKY. Do you want me to speculate 1 Iri the article
I was comparing the damage results 0£ the atomic bomb as it was
dropped, to the damage results of a. TNT blockbuster's direct hit. But
I am perfectly willing to speculate because I don't think I will be too
far off. It again depends upon what part of New York it will be
dropped-whether it will be dropped in the midst of steel and concrete
buildings, or not.
.
.
In view 0£ what I saw in Hiroshima and Nagasaki and particu-.
larly in Hiroshima where whole buildings were standing perfectly
upright and had very little structural damage, and provid~d both
bombs exploded down below, scoring direct hits, so to speak, I think
that the damage from the atomic bomb will be only slightly more
than that of a blockbuster. It probably will shatter glass and will
bring down some of the brick buildings within a greater distance
than the TNT bomb, but I think the blast in that case ·will be localized by other tall buildings, so the damage will be local and not as
widespread as it was in Hiroshima.
Certainly, if the atomic bomb drop~)ed in Hiroshima exploded in
the same manner over New York or Chicago, it would not wipe out
New York or Chicago. vVe would have to drop.a great many atomic
bombs 0£ the same kind in the same manner before we could wipe
out New York or Chicago. 'l'hat is my opinion.
Senator MILLIKIN. When you say "if dropped on New York or
Chicago, one 0£ those bombs· ,vould have done 110 more damage than
a 10-ton blockbuster," you were assuming that the blockbuster would
be exploded at the normal place where a blockbnster is exploded, and
you were assuming that for that purpose the atomic bomb would
be exploded up in the air as it was at Hiroshima ancl Nagasaki?
Major DE SEv1mSKY. Exactly, because we never explode TNT bombs
2,000 feet in the air.
Senator MrLLIIUN. Of course you don't.
Major DE SEVEHSKY. Naturally those were ordinary actions that I
assumed everybody would take for granted.
·
Senator MILLIIUN. Let me ask you agn.in whether you consider
a statement of this kind $oing out as a fair analogy when on the
one hand you drop a .blockbuster at the place it is normally dropped,
and on the other hand you are making a comparison with a. bomb
that is exploded very high up in the air over an entirely different.
kind of target?
Major DE SEVERSKY. It is not an analysis. That is the whole differe:ice. I have _been testifying here that my article was not written
to give any cleta1led analysis. It was to calm clown the hysteria that
was unwarranteclly spreading all over our land. I tried to counteract
that hvsteria and to answer the claims and information that did not
come from any official sources, but was spread all over our land by
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some pseudo-scientists who had not even been withi1i 5,000 miles'o:f -· .
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Tlie stuteinents I made '\'vere· intended .to ··
shmv by way of illustration that in my candid opinion if tliat bomb
exploded the way it did in Hiroshima .and Nagasaki over one of our .
big cities, it wouldn't have done very much more damage :thtiri the
damage caused by a. direct hit by one 0£ our TNT blockbusters; . -In
other words, it ,vould'not wipe out New York or Chicagt> in thif'isame
manner as it wiped out Hiroshima and N a.gasaki. That was the pur.- .
pose. It was not an analysis. It was my personal impression as I··
saw things, and· conclusions I drew from my observations. . . ·
·. Senator MILI.,IitIN. Let me take you to what perhaps will be an
analogous comparison between the effect on a heavy structure area of
a large city like Chicago or New York between the explosion of the
atomic bomb and the explosion of a 10-ton blockbuster. Let's come
back now to my suggestion that we put them both at the same place.
Now, how many blockbusters would you say would be required to
achieve the same effect as might be expected from the Hiroshima or
Nagasaki bomb 1
·
·
.
Major DE SEVERSKY. Well, it is very complicated and an-ambiguous
subject, beGause it depends on the kind of target, the disposition of the
target, and a grea.t many other conditions which really have to be
analyzed and investigated. I think you are going to get a much better
answer. if you ask some of your specialists, like so1ne of the United
States Strategic Bomb Survey people who I think are more capable
of giving you a better answer than I could give yon offhand. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. Then may I summarize the effect of your testimony, that you did not intend in your article to mak~ any comparison between a 10-ton blockbuster dropped in a heavy structure city of
the type we are talking of and an atomic bomb dropped at the same
point1
·
.
·
Major DE SEVERSKY, No, of course not.
·
·
· 1 ·
Senator HART. Major, your article begins with a statement in which
you say that you conveyed your professiona.l findings t.o the Secretary ·
of War. In view of your answers.to Senator Millikin, may I ask you
what you consider your profession to be in that regard?
Major DE SEVERSKY. I am an aeronautical engineer, and like any·
:aeronautical engineer, I have a certain amount of understanding of
,structures. I devoted all my life as a military man to the tactics and·
:,strategy of aerial warfare. I deal in the realm of aeronautics and
:perhaps armament.
,
.
As you perhaps know, I designed the first automatic bombsight, and
l1ave a basic patent on this device.
Senator HART. May I-interrupt you, Major. I do not mean to carry
you so far in that. Actually that bombsight was not adopted, was iH
. Major DE SEVERSKY. 'Well, it was adopted by the United States
Army. The order was placed.
Senator HART. But not built?
Major DE SEVERSKY, It was built.
Senator HART, But it did not go into production, did it 1
Major DE SEVERSKY. No.
·
Senator HART. Well, I did not wish to go so far afield as that, Major.
Later in your article you said you conveyed to the country that the
bomb over Nagasaki was only one-fourth as effective as the one which
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..
·~ .. -.,.. s::_:'T\t,.. ,.:-.· .· . . .. - .. ,-·. _)/:·' ,'.·;.'.
;~as >df61:iPecl 8veii'IIihishima. · Can Yoii · tell, the ·committ'ee',whaf iti
1

·.:waiftlhit ycit(b'iisecfthat'stn.tement on,?'.; . ' ·. :: ... ; ' .. . .:>-•: t,, '.:/ :/}-!. '{\
j:, Major, DE '8E'VERSKY; Siri1ply )Jy meii:suri:ngithe.actual\'ai'ea/or,'.de-:_\
:structioii.betwee11 ,the.two. ·
. · '.•
'. ·:
· · · /.'.i'\';\11;•;.I'.'. ,,;::
,.:.\\~ei,~:tof ·Fixi~\'Pi;tl yo11 )i\~ke those• olJ~~i;vati?hs :fr9~n ·.W~·:a:rr;.i~l~J<"

. ·, MaJOr..n:ESEVEI!SKY.. No; from the gl'ound, too. .
.•· '.(·.- ·:,. \: ,".~'.'"
. ·.. Seiw'.tor HART;. 'l'hen your statement is that instead or destruction' .
. about ·1fniiles cin.a side, as was the case tit Hiroshima, the•tlesfructibfr
at·Nagasaki'was'only 1 niile on a side1 : ·. ·.
.
·· · ·, ·.: '. '.
'. Major, DE SEVEnsitr. Those figures I used were oficial fignres ·rnr~•·
11ishecl to me by the Air Forces..
.
. ._ > .:. '
Senator HART. Furnished you by the Air• Fo1;ces 1 · · '' · · ·· •....
,. Major DE. SEVERSKY,. Yes, sir.
. .·
.
. . , , ..•.· .. \:}'
· Senator HART.· And 1t was on that alone that you sent tlns statement
out over the country that the bomb at N agasnki was only one-fourth "a.s
effective 1
·
·· · •' . ·· ·1
. Major DE SEVEHSKY. Yes.
··
· ·· ·
Senator HART. ·You said that measuring by the area or destruction
in Nagasaki, the area destroyed in Nngasaki was roughly on the basis'
or those figures, one-quarter or the area destroyed in Hiroshima~.
May I ask it you have examined the official reports on the subject'
and find yourself in concurrence and find they are in concurrence
with what you say1
· ·
..
Major DE SEVEIISKY. "iVhich reports, Senator?
..
· .. · ·
Senator HART. That comparison as between the area in Hiro'shimn.'
arid in N agasa~i. Do the official reports on the subject bear out yotir
statement?
· ·
·
··
. Major DE SEVERSKY. You didn't see any reports before niy · state~'
m011t? Were any reports made before my statement outside or those
furnished by the Strategic Air Forces?
Senator HART, ·wen, before or since, I don't know.
' ' ..•!
Major DE SEvERSKY. No, I haven't seen anything different ·as ,'.In
the size of the devastated area of those towns,
. .·.
Senator HAR'l'. Then what you obtained from the Army Air Fote~~-..
was not the official figure, you mean?
• ·· ·' : : ··!, . •
Maj or DE SEVERSKY. I don't understand.
: · 1u;: .
Senator HAnT. You menn to suy, Major, you based that. sfat~riienit,
on dnta which you obtained from the Army Air Foree officei·s·f' :; \_r:
Major DE SEVERSKY. It was published in all the pnpers; . :rt·:wlls
available.
.
.
' : ·, ..,. :..· '1. ';:;
The CHAIRMAN. Major, you said that you were ·somewhat surprised
at the fact that 15 concrete buildings-I think there were some 15~·
were still standing in the N agnsaki square mile of main damage. Now,
was there any damage done to those buildings?
. · .
Major DE 8EVEllSKY. Yes, there was soine damage. As a matter of'
fact, damage in Nagasaki to concrete buildings was perlmps somewhat.
greater, I think, than in Hiroshima.
· . ' .. · ·i .
The CHAIBMAN. General Groves lms testified before the coinmitfue.
that---,. ;
The effects of the exploslon in the iudustrial area were probably more . spec.'.'
tacular and startlii1g than Hiroshima.i for example, the complete destructfon of ..
the huge steel works by blast and fire, and the destruction of the torpedo works:.
by blast alone. Within a radius of 2,000 feet from the
. point of detonation;"
.
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. h,eayy' indust~ial buildings; gas. storage,, tanks, and many reiilfqrc~d;icoli.,c~.e~.
structures were destroyed. The steel fraines .in all buildings in, all caiieil' :w:~e.
pu!lhed away from the point of detonation.'
· · ' ·" · · .. ,

. Do you agree with tl1at statement 1
.
,
. 1 ·. {:, , . , , "
. .Major DE SEVERSKY. Well, I wouldn't say thn.t' all o:f thefu' weH~\
pushed away in the same direction from the point o:f the-explosion.· ..
Some of the1n, as I remember now, did not :follow the·same direction.
As far as the steel plant is concerned, I didn't see anything remarkable · .
in its appearance. A great many Japanese plants looked exactly like ·.
that after they wre bombed by high explosives and then consuined,;
by fire.
, ..
The CHAIRMEN. O:f c~urse, this was one bomb, Major, wasn't.i~;
one atomic bomb?
.·
• ·, · ·• ·
,,Major DE SEVERSKY. No; the steel plant was bombed by Ge11eral .
;eniiy's Air Force 6.days be:for~ the atomi~ bombing with eight direct··.
hits on that plant.
The CHAIBMAN; I see. [Reading :]
, For. ·a• radius of 8,000 feet, Japanese workers' homes were completely de~olish~. Up to a radius of 2 miles, workers' homes had collapsed; roofs and
walls :were SI!lUShed, but were left partly standing except in isolated cases where
ell:ceptfo:ilal shielding was given by local topography.•

:: Do you agree with that statement?
· Major De SEVERSKY. ·well, some pa1,ts of Nagasaki had wooden
houses I think much closer than 2 miles with no damage. That is
immediately south of the steel plant. I don't think that distance is·
2,m!les; I thi1~k it is about a mile. There are :"hole s.ections o! N a~asak1 only a mile from the center of the explosion wlnch remarned rntact; even those flimsy wooden houses were intact.
.
. The CHAIRl\I;\N. Is it your contention that the atomic bomb dropped,:
we will say, in the Wall Street area would do no more damage than
one blockbuster 1
, Major DE SEVERSKY. It depends on how it is going to be dropped.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't say that in your article, though, .did
you?
.
·
Major DE SEVERSKY. No; on the contrary, :J: think it is clear throughout the articie that I am comparing the damage that might have been
done by the atom bomb, as it exploded in Hiroshima, with a .direct hit
by a blockbuster. I have repeated it here time and time again, but:
I couldn't repeat it in. every paragraph of my article. If I did, it
would not be a good article. No one would. read it. .
: The CrrAmMAN. There is only one way to drop a blockbuster, and
that is the way it is bei~ dropped now?
. ..
· Major DE SEVERSKY. That is right.
· The CHAmMAN. Assume one blockbuster dropped in the _traditional .
way were dropped in the Wall Street district in New York. Is it·.
your contention now that it would do no more damage than an atomic
bomb dropped as one was at Hiroshima?
.
.
..
Major DE SEVERSKY. The material damage to steel and _concrete·
buildings would not be greater, but the loss of life might be greaterdue to gamma rays.
.
..
:. The 0HAmMAN. But the property d11mage would be no greater rn_
yqur opinion 1
·' 1

See state~ent of Maj, ~en. L. R. Groves, pt. 1 of the hearings on atomic e~ergy,' p.: B~.·-

• Ibid.
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· Major DB S1m,nsKY. ~~Tell, roughly not. HI am mistaken, it may
be that Urn atomic bomb would do more Llamage, but judging from the
condition of buildings in Hiroshima, I doubt it..
· .
The CuAIRIHAN. 'l'here would be no greater blast?
. ·. , ..
Major DE SEvEnsKY. I think I mentioned that the glass, for example, would be blown ont over a wide area, because if the blast in Hiroshima was able to knock out panels in the hospital nearly a mile away,
there is no reason why the glass in New York would not be blown out.
1 mile away, too. That phenomena would take place unless .the
propagation of the bJast is impeded by a series of tall buildings which
would probably localize the blast a little bit more. So,.):f m Hiroshima the glass was blown out 1 mile away, in New r ork, if the
explosion is shielded by tall buildings, the blast eiiects may be limited
to half a mile. .
·
The CnAIRMAN. Now, you stated in your article that if the temperature of an atomic bomb is. superhigh, then the heat must have been
dissipated in space.
I believe that was the statement. you made in the article.
Major DE S1wEHSKY. Not, exactly; no .. I think I said that apparently they exploded so high that the effect of this heat had been diminished, or something to that effect.
· ·
. The CnAIRilfAN. Do you know Maj. Gen. J. F. C. Fuller, the English
general who was supposed to be an expert on ordnance?
Major DE SEVERSKY.' vVell, I have heard of him.
The CuAIRll:CAN. Have you, by any chance, read his article, "The
Age 0£ Annihilation," in the Army Ordnance magazine for January
and Febrnary?
· Major DE SEVEHSKY. No; I did not.
The Cu,un11IAN. In it, he makes this statement:
We have also been told: "Theoretically, provided it can be manufactured. in
sufficient quantity, the atomic bomb bas multiplied the destructive power of the
American bombl'r fleets about 3,000 times."'

Do you agree with that?
·
Major DE SEVEUSKY. Providing it can be done?
The CHAIRllfAN, Providing you can manufacture enough atomic
bombs, the Air Force as it was constituted on VJ-clay could have done
3,000 times more damage equipped with atomic bombs than with
blockbusters.
Major DE S1~vEHSKY. Well, of course, I cannot answer precisely his
figures. There is no question that the atomic .bomb would enhance
the power of our Air Forces a great many times. "
The CnAIHllIAN. He goes on to say:
"Equipped with the new weapon, a fleet of 800 Snperfortresses such as recently
raicled Japan would have the blasting effect of 2,500,000 such airplanes carrying
TNT."

Eight hundred equipped with atomic bombs, such as dropped on
Nagasaki, could do as much damage as 2,500,000 airplanes loaded
with blockbusters.
:fy.[ajor DE SEVERSKY. H he caiculatecl that, probably his figures are
correct, provided his assumptions are correct.
n See the January-February 1040 Issue of the magazine entitled "Army Ordnance," the
oillclal journal of the Army Orclnnnce Association, n society of American indnstrlnllsts nnd.
engineers; published in Washington, D. C.
70870~46~pt. 5~-2
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. The Cu~\IRi\fa\N; That would . be rather inconsisten.t with_,. Y.6.url
statement that oi1e blockbuster would do more damage m New York
than 011e·atomic bomb.
·
· · · · :' .. · ·
Major .DE S1~VImsKY. I don't see any inconsistency; You· cannot
take those figures and divide ·and multiply them. You cannot use .
plain arithmetic. .There is a cumulative effect o:f a raid,· too;. which
ought to be taken into consideration. Very often two bombs, dropped ·
simultaneons.ly on the target, do damage equal to that o:f three or four
dropped separately, one by one. There are a great many. :factors
entering ihto 'this business o:f demolition.
·
The CIIAIRMAN. The blockbuster emits no lethal rays o:f any kind,
does iU
·
·
Major DE SEVERSKY, No it does not.
.
The CIIAIRMAN. Now, the atomic bomb does, doesn't it?
Major DE SEVERSKY. So I understand.
.
· The CIIAIRMAN. And many people were killed in Nagasaki and
Hirosp.ima by the rays?
·
MaJor DE SEVERSKY, Yes.
.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true, isn't it?
Major DE SEVERSKY. Apparently. I came evidently too late to' see
any victims. I couldn't find any but one, I think, but there is no
reason :for doubting that it does take place, because the experiment
New Mexico certainly proved beyond doubt that there is.
The CIIAIRMAN. Bt1t in the article you state that the radiation
burns were rare. I believe you pointed out that the radioactivity
after the blast was not':o.:f a dangerous sort, but in any event you stated
that the deaths caused by radiation were very rare; in this article.
Now, you have no foundation in fact for that statement, have you~
Mnj or DE SEv1msKY, Well, I would rather you read my unabriqged
statement to that effect.
The CIIAIR11IAN. Unfortunately 15,000,000 have read the condensatio~
·
·
·
Major DE S1~VERSKY, J will stand by what that article states.
The CnAIRi\IAN. But the testimony before this committee has been, .
as I recollect it, that thousands o:f people were killed by burns.
Major DE SEVERSKY. H they we,re, then apparently the witnesses
whom I interrogated did not furnish me with the right. information.
I personally visited th~ hospital, in Hiroshima. I talked to the
Japanese doctors, rind they coulc11i't give ni.e any information that
would indicate such :fact. Maybe I came too late, but I was looking
for the victims, and I couldn't find any.
But, as I say, radioactivity is something thnt is completely beyond
my srhere o:f spec}alizecl knowlec1_ge, and I have to abide by the experi 0
ment m New Mexico and the fiudrngs tlrnrc as to the actual phenomena
that takes place in an atomic explosion, which is good enough for me.
The CuATR11IAN. Now, Major, I think that you did emphasize· in
your article, and I think it is fortunate that you did, that you were
talking about present-type bombs and were not attempting to
project into the :future any improvements that might possibly be
made, i:f you want to call them improvemmts, over the atomic bomb,.
Major DE SEVERSKY. Of course, this thing is in the same stage that
aviation was at Kitty Hawk.
·
. "
The CuATRi\!AN. Do you believe that?
,

in
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Major m1 ·SMv1•mSKY; ·Absolutely.
. '.
. · ··
.
TlwCnAIRMl\N, It is you1· belief thaL the bomhs that we have now
are to future bombs as the Kitty Hawk plane was to the '700-milean-hour plane that we luwe today?
·
.
·
.. ,· : ·
Major DE SEVEilSKY. ,vell, yes. I wnulcl like even to use the words
of the group of scientists in Chicago who sort of challenged ·my states
ment. Tlrny sairl that Major de Seversky ought to remember that the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombs are firecrackers in .comparison
to the future bombs. That is exactly what I intended to show.
The 0IIAIRJUAN. Any further questions? .
Senator JonNSON. I have some questions.
·
· .
Major, first I want to say this: I am very much interested, and I
think this committee will be, iu a comparison between the Nagasaki
bomb .and the Hiroshima .bomb. I think that ·is a very important
point, especially in a study o:f the production of atomic energy.
Did I understand you to say that the Nagasaki bomb's effectiveness
was only one-fourth that of the Hiroshima bomb?
·
Major DE SEVEilSitY. Judgiiw by the area of destruction.
Senator JOHNSON. And the Nagasaki bomb's effectiveness was retarded by the physical conditions, was it not-the mountains?
Major DE SEvEnSitY. In two directions, yes. In another direction,
south, it wasn't particularly impeded.
Senator ,foHNSON. Do you think that the Nagasaki bomb was less
effective than the Hiroshima bomb?
.
.
Major DE SEVEHSKY. Judging by the area of destruction, my impression was yes.
Senator JorrNSON. I not.ice that writers have said that the N agasaki bomb made the Hiroshima bomb obsolete.
Major DE SEVERSKY. vVho said that?
Senator JonNSON. W"eU, several writers. I have seen it published
several times.
Major DE SErnH~KY. ,vimt does it mean?
Senator JonNSON. vVcll, it means a great.deal to this committee.
:Th{ajor DE SEYERSKY. "rhat does it mean, "mncle obsolete"'/
Senator ,JonNSON. W'ell, it seems that the 'N'agasaki bomb was so
snperior to the Hiroshi1'na bomb that tht• Hiroshima bomb was already
obsolete.
Major m~ 8:J.:v1msn:Y. I think thnt these writers who wrote were
interpreting tJ1e official informution that was snpplied to them without
realizing whnt they were saying. I am sure what Hwy were trying
to sny when they said "superior" is that the c1Psign and construction
of the bomb itself and the method of (•xplosion and detonation were
improved, ancl therefore the homh dropperl in Nngasaki was a great
deal superior to the one that was llropped at Hiroshima, and for these
reasons it made the Hiroshima bomb obsolete.
Senator ,JoirnSON. I think that the opposite is true. I think they
meant the effectiveness of the two bombs, and as I ·umlerstancl it,
from what little information we have been ab1e to get on the point
from witnesses, the Nagasaki is mueh more clifficnlt to detonate than
the Hiroshima bomb. The Hiroshima bomb is mnch rnsier to handle than the Nagasaki bomb, but the Nagasaki bomb is so rnuch more
effective when it is detonated. That is a very important point to this
committee. One reason I might give is that in the tests that are to
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be made, the naval tests, the Nagasaki type 0£ bomb is to be used; ·andthen there is a very important point which I don't care to go into
now in the production 0£ the two bombs, an extremely important point, .
and, 0£ course, i£ ·we were making atomic bombs,· we would want the .
most effective bomb.
\
.
. · ,
. · . ··
Major DE SEVERSKY. In that,case I would recommend that,yciu take
the opinion 0£ the scientists and engineers who make the bomb 1 because
they certainly have a better knowledge. 0£ which bomb is better. The
only thing I have stated about the difference between the two atomic
bombs can be read in my statement. Mind· you, I am not challenging '
any official statement: I am challenginfo- the staten~e1:ts 0£ unofficial
sources spread around. That is what am challengmg.
,, ·
Senator JoHNSON. I am not clmllei1ging you or anybody else.· ,It.
was said that the Nagasaki bomb was many times-I read somewhere
it was 100 times-more powerful than the Hiroshima. I read it in
the paper.
·
. ., . .
Major DE SEVERSKY. When I got there and got the figures 0£ the
square mileage that was destroyed, I found that the actual area of
destruction in Nagasaki was about one £ourth that 0£ Hiroshima, ·
and that approximately coincided with the figures supplied by the
Air Forces., I£ the figures I used, on which I based my conclusions,
are wrong, my conqlusions are obviously wrong.
··
·
,
Senator JOHNSON. Well, from what ydu say and from what you
saw of the effectiveness of the two bombs, comparing the effectiveness
0£ the two bombs, i£ you were undertaking a naval experiment, which
bomb would you use?
. ·
·· . .
Major DE SEVERSKY. I would use the one that is considered to be
the more efficient.
, . ,: .
Senator JoIINS~N. Well, judging the effectiveness only :from what
you saw there wluch one would you use?
.
. .· . . .
Major DE SEVERSKY. Well, i£. you are asking me the question, I
would like to give you my opinion.
Senator JorrNsoN. I would like to have your opinion on it because
it is an important point.
·
Major DE SEVERSKY. In the first place my belief is that neither the
Nagasaki nor the Hiroshima bombs will sink'. battleships i£ they explode in the same mann~r as they exploded when used at Hiroshima
and Naga~aki. Under those condi~ions I do not think that very much
damage will be done to a battleship.
.
Senator JOHNSON. From either one1
"
Major DE SEVERSKY. From either one. I mean, as £ar as material
damage is concerned; as far as radioactivity is concerned, speculation
on that point I leave to the ·experts.
No one can accuse me 0£ particular fondness for battleshir,s, but
I still think that the battleship, under those circumstances, will survive the atomic bomb.
·
Of course? i£ the bomb. scores a direct hit, it will probably destroy
the battleslnp, but so will also one of the ordinary bombs 0£ the
proper size. It ~lso will destroy. a battleship if there. is a direct hit.
As you know, qmte a few battleslups were sunk in that manner during
the last war.
;
. The only th~ng, in my opinion, that would be 0£ particular.irit~rest
1s the detonation 0£ the bomb under water. That, 0£ course, might
0
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produce all sorts of effects which are open to speculation. :.Bht1. ,1,1,s,.
for as'dropping the atomic·,bomb ,above the flee~well,· I waint 1·to ·
repeat that the ordinary bonib, properly designed for that purpose,
would produce more positive results, if it scored a direct hit; unle.ss
the radiation of the atom bomb will be much greater than it· was ~n
Nagasaki, or the gamma ray's ef!ect, which has been referreq. to m
the Hiroshima bombing, will destroy the crew.
As I say, a direct lut will destroy the battleship. Either one o·£
them will.
Senator JOHNSON. In the photographic views of N agasa.ki, certain
buildings were left standing, tall. buildings, which I understand were
supposed to be of steel and concrete construction. But we are told
that all of them; these buildings, would have to be torn down, that
they were so badly da,muged that they were not safe, while they
looked to be all· right from the photographs. vVe were told they
would all have to be demolished, destroyed. Is that your conclusion~
Major DE SEVERSKY. I cannot say that I think so. Of course, some
particular buildings may have been damaged, shaken up by the explosion much more than was visible. It is just like using a glass
which.is cracked: even if I do not see any chips in it, I would not take
a drink from that glass, I would take a new glass just as a precaution.
Senator JOHNSON. I am not talking about what we may want to
do, but what may have to be done with such buildings. If they were
,condemned,· they wouldn't be condemned simply on a whim, such
as if you were to take a highball out of another glass. They would
be condemned because of actual damage.
· Major DE Sr,,'VEHSKY. Yes. I think the building has to be inspected
,and if there is sufficient damage, demolish it.
As I remember, some of those buildings could be rebuilt, and others
would have to be taken dowu.
Senator JonNsON. You think some of them, however, could remain
standing safely~
.
Major DE SEvEnSKY. I think so; particularly in Hiroshima.
Senator JOHNSON. Particular in Hiroshima.
Major DE SEV'EHSKY. I climbed on top of a great many of them,
back and forth, investigating every floor. I wasn't worried that the
buildings would fall, when I climbed them.
Senator JoHNSON. Of course, some of them could he st.anding for
·several years; although they might not be safe, they could be left
,standing.
1Vhat was the effect on the roofs of these buildings~ We were
.told that there was a blast of wind of 700 miles created by the bomb.
The CHAIRMAN. 1,000 miles an hour.
Senator JOHNSON. Yes; 1,000 miles an hour . .And we were told
ihat that wind crushed the roofs of the buildings down into the
building. Did you notice that~
Major DE SEVERSKY. I can show you pictures of dozens of buildings
where the roofs were not pushed clown.
Senator JoHNSON. Where the roofs were intact~
Major DE SEVERSKY. Yes, some of them. A wind of about 700
miles an hour, or 1,000 miles an hour, a wind like that would do
terrific damage; therefore, if there we,rc such wind, it must have
been very spotty. I can show you in Hiroshima, for example, pie-
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turea o:f to~ers, poles, such as lamp poles, a11d -~il sorts 0£, £~agile ,
things, on the roofs o:f the buildings, that had not been plown;away. _
Such things certainly would have been torn away i£ a 700°mile-an;
hour wind was blowing.'·
' ''
'
'' ' ,.·, ',: l ' '
I do not· deny that investigations show that such a' wind,takes ·
place in an atomic explosion; however\ its effeot on the target depends on the manner and the conditiohs under which the expfosion
takes place.
-. .
..
: .
I don't believe it did take place. I brought with me Kodach1·ome
colored pictures o:f the points I mentioned. I certainly would- l.ike ·
to have an opportunity to show them to substantiate my statem'ent.
· In all :fai~·ness; instead or just s3:ying, "This is my observatio;n," :I
should be given a chance. to prove 1t with photographs. .I have been
more or less interrogated here, and i:f that is the case, I would like
to have the opportunity to show 1,ou what I mean. with pictures
instead of just from "observations.' I am SlU'e you gentlemen will
certainly agree with my point of view. Common sense will indicate
that I am not far off.
,
Senator JoiINSON. Well, Major, I certainly am not antagonistic,to
you. · I am not trying to badger you or heckle you, or anything 0£
the kind.
·
You were over there and you saw the effects of these bombs, and
I think you are a very important witness and a witness i.n whom I
have had a great deal of confidence throughout the years, and still
have.
So, what you are saying and the testimony that you are giving, is
taken very seriously by this member of the commitfoe; at least.·
Did you visit the New Mexico detonation?
. Maj or DE SEVERSKY. No, I did not.
SenatorJorrNsON. Youhavenotseenthat?
,
· Major DE SEVERSKY. I only read about that and when I read about
it, naturally; until I saw the results of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
bombings, I thought I had a pretty good idea of what took place. I
think millions of Americans had the same idea as I did, that everything
was completely wiped out, and the sand was fused and the area was
covered with a ·glasslike crust.
I was very much sui·prised, therefore, when I came there, to find that
. there were quite a few trees standing,· quite a :few buildings standing.
Some vegetation was still blooming and growing, though not much
of it.
I can show you some pictures of it in color, so there will be no doubt
about it.
Senator JOHNSON. Trees that were 1iot destroyed and still alive?
Major DE SEVERSKY. All .the leaves were gone from the trees but
not from some of-the low vines on the gi·ouncl..:....J have a picture of such·
a vine, one with six branches, ji.1st about 100 feet from the center of
the explosion, that looks very pretty.
,.
..
Senator JorrNSON. Diel :I: understand you to say~ Major, a moment
ago, that within a mile of the c!'nter of the explosion that flimsy J apanese houses were still standing?
Major DE SEVERSKY. Not withih a mile.
Senator J onNSON. ,vithin what radius~
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Maj or DE SEVEilSKY. I mean the destnictiort :was witliill' a- ':radiue'. 6£'
1 mile ... Beyond that, I found Japanese buildings that stood u~in ·
Nagasaki.
·
·
Senator JbHNsoN. Still standing~. ..
. ,.
:MajorDESEvERSKY. Yes.
·..
.
, •::
Senator JOHNSON. One mile :from the center?
·, · , ·
Major DE SEVERSKY. Roughly about 1 mile.. I have pipture~ 0£ them
which I would like to show you. ·
·
.·
. Senator J OIINSON. Was that true in both cases~
··
· · ··
·
.. Major DE SEVEilSKY. It was a 1-mile radius in Nagasaki .. I think
,that· is one thing that was different between the two; I think the
radius in Hiroshima was a little bit greater than 1 mile, as I remember. ·
Senator JOHNSON. Diel you talk to anyone that had that experience
there and was blinded by the light of tlie bomb~
.
··
Major DE SEVERSKY. No, but I talked to some people who were·not
blinded-you niean blinded foreved
·
·
,
Senator JOHNSON. Just for the moment.
Major DE SEVEnSKY. Yes. Well, this fellow [indicating photog- .
rapher] blinds nie all the time, but I am used'.· to that.
·
1
· However, seriously speaking, that is true. Yes, that was the thing
that about everybody who saw the flash agreed on.
·
I talked to the people in the Press Building, just three or four
.blocks :from the center of the explosion. "\:Vhen I came, there were
quite a few people in it. I went there with one.of our A-2 officers
and some members of the United States Strategic Bombing Survey.
I talked to the people in the building. . Among them were about three
or four Japanese who were in the building when the bomb exploded
and they were able to describe to me more or less what happened.·
·
They said that at first they saw a flrish, then terrific explosion. All
the windows were blown out. The fire started on the fourth floor,
where they stored negatives, inflammable negatives. They did not
discover the fire, of course, until quite a few minutes later .. By that ·
time all the surrounding wooden houses were already on fire.
They argued among themselves as to the cause of the fire. Some of
them were sure that the negatives caught fire at the moment of, the
explosion; and others said. no, they caught fire from the adjacent
trees or wooden houses. ·when the latter became inflamed, sparks
started to fly .illto the building through the broken windows.
·
. Senator Mrr,LIJUN. I would like to ask a couple of questions, Mr.
Chairman.
The CuAmMA:t-. Senator Millikin.
Senator Mru,I:rpN. Pursuing the line suggested by Senator Johnson,
assl}me that there were two Hiroshimas, each exactly the same as the
other. Suppose you dropped the normal Hiroshima bomb on one, and
then you dropped the Nagasaki bomb on the other Hiroshima. Which
would have clone the most damage?
.
Major DE SEVERSKY.. Well, I have no choice. The difference between
them, as far as the damage was concerned, would be so little that I
.think either one of them would be equally good.
.
. , · Senator MILLIKIN. You have no preference?
, Major DE SEVERSKY. They were perfect jobs at that time.
.
· Senator MILLIKIN. You have no lmowleclge of the respective potency
of the two bombs?
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Major DE SEVERSKY, No, ·
·; .,
.
. .. ,,, , , , ..
Senator MILLIKIN. On page 124:of the Reader's Digest to':whic'fi'l ·
refer,itsays: ·.
·
. ·.
., ;::' ,-!-:,;,.',.·
The more painstakingly I analyze my observa.tions, lnde~d, the ~6r~;~~~;i~ced
I am that the same bombs dropped .on New York or Chicago, Pittsburgh; or
Detroit·
·
·
·
·
. , , .. , · ... , ,

'

.

.

'

·;:,°,.'., , .. ..

'you are referring there to the Nagasaki and Hiroshima horri.bf"·

.

.

iJ'.~d
a

would ),lave exacted no more toll in life than one of our big blockbusters;
·the ,
property, damnge might have been limited to broken window glass over .wide·
area. True, the atom bombs apparently were released too high for niaxlmum
~fl'ect. Exploded closer to the ground, the result of intense heat might have b!len
iinpressive. But in tlmt case the blast might have been localized, sharply·.:reducing the area of destruction.
·
,
.. : , : , .

Do your observations which you have made to, the effect that ·you
were comparing an atomic bomb exploded in the air as against _a.,block~ ·
buster exploded on the ground, apply also to what I have·read1 ··' ·:: ,
Major DE SEVE1:'s1cY, Yes.
·
·
Senator MILLIKIN. A.ncl on page 125, you say:
· ·
It seems to me completely misleading· to say that the atomic bo~b ti.s~d on
.Japan was '20,000 times more powerful" than a TNT blockbuster .. From the
view of total energy generated, this may be correct. But we are not concerned
with the energy released into space. What concerns us is the portion ·which
achieves effective demolition. From that point of view, the 20,000 figure. is .
reduced immediately to 200 for a target like Hiroshima. For a target like New
York, the figure of 20,000 drops to one or less.

May I ask you again, did you have in mi;nd when you wrote the things
I have cited here, an atomic bomb exploded in the air, as against a·
blockbuster exploded on the ground~
·
Major DE SEVERSKY. ThJ same.
Senator MILLIKIN. That runs all through your testimony~
Major DE SEVERSKY. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. And when you say that you reduce the effectivenei;;s of the atom bomb dropped on a target like New York from a
figure of 20,000 to 1 or less, that rests on the assumption that you have
discussed; and it also rests on your judgment as distinguished from
-actual calculation?
·
· .
Major DE SEVERSKY. That is right.
Senator M'.ILLIIUN. Thank you.
Senator.AUSTIN.. I would like to ask a question.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin.
Senator AusTIN. Is it correct or not that ·the explosive effect of a
detonation of TNT or of atomic energy includes the eccentrici_ty of
swirls or waves of energy going in incalculahle directions so that you
may have one spot in the area uninjured by the wave and right beside
it a spot is destroyed by the wave 1 Is that characteristic of such an
-explosion~
·
Major DE SEVERSKY. As far as the atom bomb is concerned, I have
-observed the same thing.
Senator AusTIN. Yes.
.,
Major DE SEvERSKY. I have observed, for example, in Nagasaki, ·iti·stances where, say, for a mile everything is destroyed; in another mile
in the same direction there was no destruction. , Then, all of a sudden,
at the end of the 2 miles, we find some destruction again.
· .;
Also, in Hiroshima, I found isolated districts where there was· de- ·
struction by blasts beyond the radius of the general destruction.
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s~, al?parentl;v, t~iere; is a phenomenon o! rebound or a cert.ain,i1:eg-.
nlanty m the d1str1but1on of blast, the prnnary cause of which might·
be the terrain. It is for this particular type of phenomenon. ·
, .
As· I said, my observation was that it is true that there wM no
definite regularity in the propagation of the blast. I mean, that is the.
dequction that I made from my observations in those two cities. , , ·
Senator· AUSTIN. Historically, we have ma1iy examples of that·characteristic of explosives. I recall one of an explosion in a laboratory,
where one side of the laboratory was completely blown out and yet
people in the other side of the same room were wholly uninjured
and unaffected by the explosive wave.
Major DE SEVERSKY. That is why, Senator, I am so reluctant to tell
exactly what is going to happen when two bombs are exploded within,
say, "\Vall Street in New York, 01u;ontact. It is very difficult to predict
exactly what is going to take place.
.
·
It depends upon the conditions, the character of the target, and the
interrelationship between the components of the targets or the places.·
But, one thing 1 do know. It is not going to .do what people believe
through so many stories; that is, that for 2 miles in radius New· York
would be completely wiped out. That is what I tell people about those
two bombs, so that they will realJy calm down a bit.
Senator AUSTIN. It comes down to the general principle, does it not,
that where an explosion takes place in an area where there is destructible material, the extent of the explosion must be related to the power
of the explosive; isn't that about it?
Major DE SEvEnSICY. We ha veto have some basis to start with.
Senator M1LLIIGN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think everyone would agree that the area of
demolition that was achieved in either Nagasaki 01· Hiroshima would
not be duplicated in lower Manhattan with either one of the two
bombs. Bi1t would that destruction, in terms of units of destruction, be the same?
.
Major DE SEVEI!SIS:Y. No. Units of destruction. are not necessarily
in direct proportion to the energy released. In the latter area, the
units will be smaller. It all depends on the yardstick used to measure the destruction.
·
Senator M1LLmIN. Units of energy will be calcnlated on the theoretical proportions, will they not?
Major DEJ S1wEi1sn:y. They will be there, they cannot disappear.
Senator MILLIKIN. And the efl'ect will be lessened in the case of
either the blockbuster or the atomic bomb?
Major DE SEVERSKY. In other words, you have to consider the
limiting factors which are inherent in the target itself. In the latter
case, the target, with its tall steel and concrete buildings, will impede
the propagation of the blast and even the propagation of the gamma
rays; it will protect some of the people.
Senator MILLIKIN. But it is not a fair comparison to take an area
of destruction !tnd then erect a sort of strawman to make the argument
on the theory that someone claims that there may be the same destruction in the lower part of Manhattan?
· Major DE SEVERSKY. What is this?
. Senator MILLIIUN. In Hiroshima yon had a definite area of destruction, right?
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· Major DE SEVERsKY. That is ·right. · ·.·. .
.
· Senator M1u,1mN. No one would expect the saine area of destruc-·.
tion in Manhattan, would they 1
.
.
. · .. .
Major DE SEVERSKY. Oh, would they not 1 I can show you illustr.a- •
tions from all over the world, in Europe and American newspapers..
To show you the pict1lres is not just the silme a~ telling you; you'll
see what I mean if you let me show you these pictures, because, you
see, visual education and visual demonstration are more powerful
than _word.s.
. :
When people ~ee a red circle drawn around New York and -the
caption says that this is what will happen if an atom bomb is dropped,
that everything within that red circle will be destroyeu, such a picture will remain in their memories much longer than the oral descriptions of people who know.
·
,
One of the 'purposes of my article was to offset such incredible
claims for the bomli. I think wild exaggeration is only going to
hamper your work and becloud a clear understanding of what is
taking place.
.
.
AB I said, before I went to Hiroshima and Nagasaki myself, I was,
like other people, oversold. I was lucky I didn't write anything
about it.
. But I remember telling a friend that if an atom bomb were dropped on the Navy, it would blow the Navy out of the water, it would
evaporate the water around the fleet and leave ships suspended in
space; then the battleship would plump back into the water and
would be swallowed by the ocean.
That ~i:\ what I was:telling some of my friends that the Hiroshima
bomb would do to the Navy-under the impact of hysterical propaganda.
.
,
So, you can readily understand my feelings when I come to Hiro-'
shima and Nagasaki and I realized what a fool I would have been if I
had made those statements public-in writing. I was mad.
Senator M1LLIIUN. ,vould it not be equally misleading, Major, to
depreciate the explosive effects, the destructive force of the atomic
bomb if it landed in the same place as the blockbuster~ Would not
the enormous energies released produce somewhat the same amount
of damage, even though the area might be less than at Hiroshima or
Nagasaki~
·
··
Major DE SEVERSKY. No, I don't think this is a fair question, sir.
There.is nothing misleading in the things I have said. I do not say
that the bomb is almost a human being and can think; I do not say
that if it were dropped from this altitude there is going to be so much
energy, and if it were dropped somewhere else the released energy
would b~ different.. It re1enses the same energy, naturally, no matter
where it is dropped.
·
I still believe that. I am nearer to the truth by saying that if the
bomb were dropped over Chicago as it was over Nagasaki, the same
bomb, at the same altitude, it will do no more damage than one blockbuster.
Those people· who say that the entire city of Chicago w~nld be
blown up are way off the beam. From a tactical point of view, l
think I am certainly much nearer to the truth. You see, I am ~peaking in terms of tactical considerations. I am talking as an airn:ian.
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I{ I ·have ail air ·force an:d I have to do a job of destruction 0£
Hiroshima.,. I could do.. the same. job with 200 B-29's that the' atomfo ·.
bomb did'from one B-29.
·
.
·
.·
.
From a purely tactical point of view, therefore, that atom bomb .
was only 200 tinies more powerful, because, for all practical purposes,
the city would have been wiped out in both cases.
·
. To say that it was 20,000 times more powerful-because a lot of
people felt that in order to destroy Hiroshimtt we had to exert 20;000
times more effort-just isn't so.
·
· · · · ·.
Measured in the tactical effort of the Air Force, we .could· do the
same thing with 200 B-29's. '\Ve also must not forget another condition, a condition which I notice is overlooked when atomic dis·cussion begins to apply atomic energy to the future war possibilities.
It assumes that the enemy is going to take it sitting down.
·
· People go on the assumption that we are going to be on the delivering end and that the enemy is going to be solely on the receiving end.
Because we had controJ of the air over Japan, we were able fo send
one atomic ·bomb in one airplane. If we hadn't had control over
.Japan's air, we probably would have had to send 200 airplanes to
be able to deliver 1 aton1ic bomb. In the future, of course, that ratio
might be changed.
,
And again, I feel it my duty as a citizen who was there and who
saw the results of atomic bombings to tell people exactly what it
means in military effort. Because l am pa.rticularly interested in
our national defense, I try to measure the military effort exerted
under single atomic bomb conditions, with ordinary methods of bombing. But I would like to qualify that the loss of life would not have
been as large, if ordinary incendiaries had been used.
Senator 1\11LLIIUN. And as to these remarks that you just made,
your comparison is again assuming the explosion of the atomic bomb
in the air?
Major DE SEVEilSKY. That is the premise of my article. I only discussed those bombs as they were dropped and how they were dropped.
The CHAIRMAN.
en, what do you think ,rnuld happen to human
beings in the area of the atomic bomb explosion, as compared to
people in -the area of one 10-ton blockbuster? The loss o~ life, of
course, has been proven to be measurably greater.
,
Major DE SEVEilSKY. \Vell, the gamma mys will be a factor in the
latter case, but, as I said before, by the time I got therej I couldn't
~ollect any authoritative information on radioactivity.
The CHAIRMAN. But the people were dead, were they not; over
100,000 were killed at one stroke.
Major DE SEVEilSKY. But there won't be so many killed in the future,
because, you see, what will happen in the future is tha~ people won't
be taken by surprise. They will be prepared for the ordeal. Now, in
the case of Hiroshima; the whole city collapsed instantaneously;
there were no open streets left, since they were blocked by debris.
For example, if an incendiary bomb were to be dropped in this
room, we still could run out through the doors. But there were no
doors, no windows, in Hiroshima, everybody was pinned underneath
the rubble. The wood was scattered und spread a1l over the streets.
No one could go through them. Everybody lay exactly where they
were.

,v
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So, regardless 0£ the effectiveness 0£ the gamma rays, there was,: ii.·.
terrific loss 0£ li:fe>
. ·.·
. ,
· : . ., ·," '.:; +/ <' ·
The CHAIRMAN. All that would not have been done by one·.10-ton.
blockbusted . .
·.
·
·:.
.: .> .·.f··' :,,,.,
Major DE SEVERSKY, 0£ coui·se not. I think i't is clear in my,articla,/ · ·
there is no question about it.
.
· . : ; ' ..
The CHAIRMAN. General Groves has testified before this commit~
tee---,
Senator JOHNSON. First, before you go on to that.; Senator, may I:.
read one paragraph 0£ the major's stufonient; it is · short, on that
point? .
.
.
The CHAIRM,}.N. Surely.
.
· . · ..
Senator Jo1INsoN. In describing what happened at Hiroshima, the

~M~!

,

.

It was like a great flyswatter 2 miles broad, slapped down on a city of flimsy,
half-rotted wooden houses 'and rickety.b1ick builuings. It flattened them out
in one blow, burying perhaps 200,000 people in the debris. One must see it to
believe the flimsiness of such Japanese structures. Fo1'. the most part they are
built of two-by-four boards, termite eaten and dry-rotted through generations.
To. make things worse, they are top-heavy with thick tile roofs. Often they
tumble down without apparent reason.'
·

That figure of 200,000 people, that is the estimate 0£ the number
of people that were buried in the debris·in Hiroshima i
Major DE SEVERSKY. Some probably escaped. I mean, they were
knocked down but some were able to crawl out.
Senator ·JOHNSON. Fm;ther on, yon say that 60,000.were burned to
death.
.
:Major DE SEVERSICY. That was information that was given me. when
I was over there.
. . ·
Senator JouNSON. Further on, you say:
Thousands of them must have been killetl outright by fulling walls and roofs;
the rest were crippled and immobilized in a buming hell and some 60,000, it fs.
estimated, were burned to death.'

The CuAJRllIAN. Major, I just have one final question.
When we were talking to General Groves here about the possible·
future results of a bomb being dropped-let us leave New York and.
Chicago and come to ·w ashington-the question was directed to
G;eneral Groves :
·General, relating the bomb to approximately the same size that was sent over·
Hiroshima, suppose one dropped upon ,vashington. Could yon estimate the·
amount of damage and relate it to ,vashington? 0

General Groves answered:
Related to Washi.ngton, if that bomb hacl been clroppl'cl, ,;ny, in the center of'
the Pentagon, there wouldn't be any Pentagon left.

Dq you concur in thU:t opinion?
Major DE SEVERSICY. I do.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing to read):_
General GROVES. * * • If it were !lropped in what would probably be thegoal of any enemy dropping it in Washington, so that it hit on the Federal triangle
• See Major de Seversky's Supplementary Report on A tom le Ilombings of Hiroshima andl
Nagasaki, which follows his statement in this purt of the hearings,
"Ibid.
0 See pt.
of the hearings on atomic energy, p. 42.

+
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.nnd tlestroyed. the .. ofilces of the Government,. it would have destroyed ah area
In!,[Y,be 2 mi,l~s iu di;.imeter so there ~y.ould11:t be much left tl).ere.. - ,. : .. ;-, _ , , ,.
Of these big Federal buildings that are well built, many would have their walls
standing. All of t:he limestone and mur!Jle on the fncing would have .been blown
o:11'. There is not mtich question of tliat, but the concrete and steel structure
might still be standing.
·
, , ·· · :
All interior partitions would be gone; all the windows !ind window frames
would be gone, and in general you would have a number of buildings standing
just as you see them in the picture of Hiroshima, everytl1ing flat in bet'lfeen,
and maybe 2 feet deep in rnbble of nil varieties with these walls standing there
but absolutely unusable.

Do you concur in that statement 1
Major DE SEVERSKY. Not in its entirety, su-. I think it is very
pessimistic.
The CnAIItl\-U.N. "The normal house"-this_ is still quoting General
Groves- ·
that most Washingtonians live in would be completely .destroyed In that area.
It woulcln't be findable.

Major DE SEVERSKY. Yes; with regard to the wooden buildings,
probably they would suffer the same fate that they did in Hiroshima.
The CnAIRllIAN (continuing to read):
The area of real damage, where there wouldn't be much left, would have extended from the Capitol to the National Cathedral on Massachusetts .and Wisconsin, or something of that general order.
.
It would have gone over across t11e river into the Pentagon urea, ancl have
blown out au tlle windows and window frames of the Pentagon, and probably
blown out most of the interior partitions. It would not have destroyed the
Pentagon, but it would probably have done a tremendous amount of dam:tge.

You think that is too pessimistic a conclusion?
Major DE SEYERSKY. Naturally, the damage that would be done here
would be much o-reater than in New York or Chicago, because in
Washington you have big concrete buildings with little wooden houses
alongside, and those wooden houses would catch fire. Perhaps the
damage here would be much greuter than in Chicago or New York.
The CnAmll-IAN. Well, at least, as far as 1Vnshington is concerned,
you do not say that one blockbuster would be as effectiv.e as one atomic
bomb?
Major DE SEVF..HSKY. No; that is why mv comparison was with Chicago and New York.
•
·
.
The CHAIRMAN. \'Vell, we are kind of interested in Washington,
too.
·
Major DE SF}VERSKY. So nm I. As I said in my article, it all depends
on the character of thQ target itself. The target ·washington is certainly more susceptible to destruction by atomic bombs than a target
like New York or Chicago.
The CHAIRllIAN. How many blockbusters do you think it would take,
here in Washington, to do the same amomft of damage as one atomic
bomb?
Major m~ SEVERSKY. Well, it is very dillicult to say; but, with the
terrifically excellent precision of our Air Foree, I don't think it would
take very many to destroy the same number of buildings.
The CnArn11IAN. )Vhat do you mean by "very many"?
Major DE SEVERSKY. 1Vell, I imagine-I saw some destruction by
our raids, particularly by the B-2!J's, where the B-2!J's dropped 1,000ponn.d or 2,000-ponncl bombs, 2,000 G. P. bombs in average-200 of
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them probably would exceed the damage, the actua1'physical,dama"ge;.
in Washington, o:f one atomic bomb. .
. ·
:·: · ·'\···:i,t•. ':': ·. ·
Senator I-1AnT. Major, I understand your objectiv:e jn. producing
this article was to offset· considefable overstatement, in your- judgment, as to the power demonstrated by the two exiJlosions :over those
two Japanese cities.
.
. ··
Now, in your comparison of one 10-ton blockbuster with one atomic
bomb, were you really attempting to ofl'set those overstatem(lnts by
one of your
.
iown? Do you feel now that you were overstating, in that
..
comparison.
.
,
. . .. . .
Major DE SEVERSI(Y. No; 1I don't think so. I think, now, as l; stated
before-and as far as 1ny own conscience is concerned it is clear-I
think that if the same atomic'bomb were dropped over the. steel and.
concrete section of New York or Chicago, the same atomic bomb,. at
the same, altitude as in Hiroshima, the d~moliti01i would not have
been greater tha1i the destruction created by one 10-tpn blockbuster.
. You may find me wrong; maybe I went too far-I don't know; but
· it is the result of. my carefµl judgment, within certain limits of accuracy, of coµrse based upon my visual appraisal of what had taken
place in Japan.
.
··
But, I kriow one thii1g; it would not have destroyed Chicago
completely, the same way it did Hiroshima and Nagasaki ..
Senator HART. You do not dispute General Groves' statement to
the effect that t11e interiors of.the builclin~s which yvere lef~ standing
because o:f their strength would· have been entirely rumed, and
PO 011?

.

MajQr DE SEVERSKY. Some would, some would not. ·
Senator HAnT. And that was done over an area that could. not be
possibly done by one 10-ton blockbuster, could it?
· Maj or DE SEVERSKY. No ; o:f course no·t, because the .blast of the
atomic bomb is certainly more extensive than the blast of a
blockbuster.
Senator HART. I rather fear, Major, that you were combating
what you thought was one overstatement by one o:f your own.
Major DE SEVERsKY. If I only equalize it, I am very happy. I
think overexaggeration is a great danger to our country.
As I say, it 1s dangerous. The other day, a very well-known commentator gets up and says, ('It is all a lot of bunk to. talk about ;reorganization of our militai·y institutions; we must dispense 'COmpletely with all our present :forms o:f national de:fense; the atomic
bomb has replaced them; we do not need an army or a navy or an
air force:"
Senator HART. Particularly the Navy?
Major DE SEVERSKY. Well, he said it was even foolish to think of
the reorganization of these departments, the Army and the Navy
and the Air Force; he said th\l,t you must abolish them, because
the next war is going to be fought entirely by a push-button from
·a scientific laboratory.
· ·
.
I certainly :feel that it is very dangerous to our national security,
the propagation o:f such stories. Such thoughts, I think, are very
aangerous.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CnAIRl\IAN. Yes.
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' •Senator MILLIKIN. In y~tlr comparison, Major, you Yrnre comp·aring the case of the explosion in the air of an atomic bomb as against
a blockbuster exploding on the ground.
·
, .; . ,,
Assuming that an atomic bomb were exploded on the ground '.in
··lower Manhattan, how many blockbusters would you have to have
to do the same effect? It would require probably more. than one~
Major DE SEVERSKY. If the bomb hits on the ground, the atomic
· bomb, then the effect of the heat is going to be tremendous~
'. Senator M1LLIKIN. Yes .
.' ·Major DE SEvERSKY. And, of course, the radiation will be much
greater in the explosion of the atomic bomb. I have conceded. from
-the beginning that the atomic bomb is certainly a great step, forward
in the science of demolition.
· -·
I feel that while atomic energy may not yet perform useful work
such as running washing machines; flatirons, toasters, and jet airplanes, I still feel that we are dealing with a very efficient explosive
which enhances the power of our military forces.
Senator MILLIKIN. How many blockbusters would you guess would
be required to do the same effect as the atomic bomb in the instance I
lmve given you?
Maj or DE SEVERSKY. Why do you want my guess? If you are so
interested, we may furnish you later on with more substantial statements.
Senator MrLLllUN. Well, your guess, your judgment, was what you
based these other figures on.
.
Majo1; DE Sm'ERSKY, vVell, frankly, all right, if you want my guessit is going to stand as a guess.
Looking again at what happened at Hiroshima-and I still want
to show these pictures so that you can see the same thing as I didmy guess is-Senator M1LLIK1N (interposing). I want to see them.
Major DE SEVERSKY (continuing). If it were dropped right on the
ground, amongst. very high, tall buildings, I imagine that it probably-I have figured out that inasmuch as one 10-ton blockbuster
probably will destroy a block, each blockbuster one block apiece com' pletely, and it will also damage the surrounding buildings to a certain
extent, blow the windows out, and the partitions, and so on, the a·tomic
bomb probably will destroy not only the block it hit but probably the
next one in evel'y direction. So, in reality, it will probably require
10 blockbusters to cause the same demolition that will be done by 1
atom bomb, if both of them scored direct hits.
Senator Mrr,LIIUN. And at the same point.
Major DE SEYERSKY. And at the same point.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you, sir.
.
The CHAIBMAN. So that makes you 10 percent right, if you take
the figure of one given in the Reader's Digest.
Major nE SEVERSKY. No. Again, you are measuring different
things. You cannot measure yards with minutes. vVhen it comes
to the Reader's Digest, when it comes to the explosion of an atomic
bomb exploded above the ground, I am going to stick to what I said,
just the same.
·
· That is my impression; I made the statement, and I do not intend
deviate. ' •
'
'

'to
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•The.- CHAIRMAN, .Have you taken into account the damage that.
would·result·in tl1ffcase of skyscrapers?
·
. .
. ... . . . . .
Major DE SEv.milsn:Y. No fire.damage resulted tc:i the top, the'roofs,
of the Hiroshima skyscrapers.
· · , ·
, . :...,·...
The CHAII!MAN. So, you don't think there will be any fire damage
in New York? ·
·
. .
.· . . . . ·
Major DE SEVERSKY, Of course, in the case o:f very small buildingsas in Hiroshima, some of them not more than 10 stories high-'.:"'the
decrease in distance from the bomb exploded high in the air would be
about 100 feet, or roughly 5 percent; the heat effect is not· much .
greater.
.
·
· . ·
But, if you take on the Enipire State Building, which.is_ 1;200 feet·
high, then you have reduced that distance c011siderably. You cut
it in half. In that case, I would not be surprised but. that the top of
the EmpireState Building would sizzle a bit. Yet the Public Library
might remain fairly cool, though practically all its windows would
be blown out.
.
.
It all depends on the target. Scientific destruction isn't such it
simple thing. That is why our Air Force has such an elaborate institution for operational research.
.
We had such operational research in the Eighth Air Force .. Most
of those people in it were scientists; they tried to estimate actually
the amount of explosives required to destroy a given target. Imponderables came into the picture; they studied •the proble~ thoroughly
so that they could tell almost exactly what to use agamst a ,given
target, and how much of it was required. It was a big job.·
· ·
'l'he CrrAmMAN. Major, I want rto ask you a very simple question.
Major DE SEVERSKY, Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. vVould this fire damage that you would anticipate
:from an atomic bomb exploded in New York be not greater than the
one 10-ton bonib, the blockbuster?
Maj or DE SEVERSKY. I:f it drops 2;000, 3,000 :feet up?
The CHAIRMAN. I:f it drops 3,000 :feet up and the blockbusfur drops
on the ground, what would be the difference in the damage or the
danger from fire by the explosion i
Major DE SEVERSKY. Judging from the appearance of the Hiroshima _,
buildmgs, I do not think that widespread fire would be .the case.
The CrrAinl\IAN. Thank you.
·
Major DE SEVERSii:.Y. But, I do not know what might happen if it
·exploded 500 feet or 600 feet or 200 feet.
The CHAIRMAN. H it exploded at 500 :feet, you might expect greater
fires?
·
Major DE SivEnsKY. Naturally, because there is no question in my
mind, judging by the experiments in New Mexico, that considerable
heat was generated.
Therefore, it is quite obvious that the nearer to the buildings that
the bomb will explode, the greater will be the effect o:f the heat generated by the explosion, which heat there is no question occurs.
·..
The CHAIRMAN. Now,· you gentlemen-Major DE SEVERSKY. I would like to say something more.·
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me.
Major DE SEVERSKY. I would just like to make this concluding statement. As to the value of the atomic bomb. I am not depreciatmg the
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value o:f Urn atomic bomb. As a mater of :fact, I think it is a gre~t
thing, and I think it is a great thing that it was used.
..
.
I only want to make one thing clear. I worked since early· days,.
with our Air Force. I felt that there was a great apathy 111 recognizing the air pow~r as a new, decisive military :force. I thing it.is .
very gratifying to see that now, in the cnse of atomic energy, we, are
going in advance o:f the scientific phenomena. We are talking about
and planning the regulations for the use of atomic energy, wlien
nobody even lmows how to harness and use it commercially. Scientists writing in the newspapers· urn from 10 to 50 years apart as to the_
uctual time when such energy will be harnessed to do useful work.
But I still think it is wonderful that in this particubr case we were
on time, which means to be ahead of time. But I do feel that great
harm was done to the atomic cause by overexaggeration of what
actually took place in those two cities. I don't attribute that hysteria
to any oflicial information because there was no oflicial information, so
far as I saw, that would inspire such ·wild predictions.
The CuAIRll!AN. I have read to you, Mnjor, from General Groves'
testimony before this committee. Of course, it is in great disagreement with what you say.
·
·
Major DE SEVERSKY, ·wen, it is not in disagreement with me alone.
I might he wrong, but I vaguely remember that there was disagreement between General Groves and Dr. Bush. I think General Groves
said that the bomb could drntroy 40,000,000 men in an instant; andDr. Bush said that it would be 30 ye:irs before we could approximate
anything like that figure.
·
There is another source of confusion in the minds of the people,
because the scientists themselves cannot agree on what the bomb itself
can do rmd I think that they ought to get into line and give us one
story, because I think it is very confusing, not only to me, who am
not a specialist but have a smattering of knowledge, but even more so '
to the, people, when one scientist tells us that ·we are going to use
.atomic energy for practical purposes in 5 years, and another in 50
years. There is something wrong in Denmark.
If one of my engineers told me that he had designed such and such
sn airplane but he was not sure whether it would work in 1 year or 2
years or 30 years, I would fire him.
·
There is too much basis for speculation. I think the atomic boys
,ought to linf\ themselves up, so that people would have a true, uniform
picture, so that they would know where they stand as far as the use of
atomic energy is concerned.
In the particular case of its use over Japan, I thought it was a very
well-chosen weapon, and I would like to read you the concluding
statement which I made to the Secretary of vVar, which is going to be
made public, on the use of the atomic bomb.
Psychological effect of the atomic bomb: Even before the atomic explosion,
.Japan, with its industries destroyed, and all the major cities but K~·oto reduced to
ashes, was a thoroughly defeated and beaten nation. It was desperate to terminate hostilities-and it was searching for a face-saving device to protert the
prestige of the Government in order to avoid Internal collapse. The atomic bomb
provided a perfect excuse for surrender. '.!.'hey could now pretend that they
were not to blame for the defeat-an almost supernatural element had intervened to force their hand.
79879-46-pt.5~-3
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Empe~or Hirohito placed the responsibility for ·defeat on the Japanese people .
themselves. He pointed out that the scientific backwardness of Japan .made, ·
the struggle hopeless, and urged the Japanese people to endeavor to._ improve· ..
their scientific knowledge in the years of peace to come. · . · . . . ·
. • ··
But lt should also be remembered that the atom bomb provided a providential
face-saver for our military leadership. Having failed to understand the· strategic ·
actiun of air power, or to visualize its decisive function, we were committed to."
colossal invasion plans. The so-called Olympic and Coronet invasion operations
were ready, dates were set; immense resources deployed. Our leadership was
deeply committed to invasion, because it had so often and so vigorously insisted·
that there could be no victory without coming to grips with the Japanese armies_.
in the. traditional fashion. No doubt many of them were heartsick_ about the
necessity, but they felt that there were no alternatives. · Although u·was already
evident to all airmen and many in the other services that in Japan we were
winning a victory through air power, I am personally convinced that we would
have gone through with the invasion and paid the tragic and unnecessary cost·.
in life. The momentum of the old assumptions was too great to be arrested.
Came the atom bomb. Instantly it released everybody. from all past com-.
mitments. The nightmare qf an invasion about which there was so much·
doubt was canceled out. Now victory without the preliminary of invaslo"n and
mile-by-mile surface struggle--with seven million Japanese- still under armsbecame possible, without loss of prestige. It was a face-saving miracle which.
saved perhaps half a million American lives and several million Japanese lives.
Though the Hiroshima ancl Nagasaki episodes added only less than 3 percent"
to the material"devastation already visited on Japan, its psychological value was
berond calculation-for both the defeated and the victors.
Those who made the decision to use the atom bomb, therefore, should be
highly commended, because never in the history of human conflict was. there a.
better demonstration of applying the right force in the right place at the right
time.
··

This is, I feel, exactly what happened at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The atom bomb was used, the targets were chosen perfectly, because
there we were able to exact the maximum effect, both material and.
psychological.
·
·
· .. :
It is also important that in all our dealings with this explosive, as
long as we have explosives, we ought to continue to treat it as one <:>f
our greatest military advancements. I personally feel that· until.
at?m1c ener~y b.ecomes a utility-:-in o.ther .wor~s, some~hing like elec-.
tnc power, for light and p0\"i'er-1t prunanly ,v1ll constitute a weapon·,
or, rather, a major explosive weapon. I think we ought to continue·
to develop it in comparative secrecy, until such time as the world.
will decide to disarm.
·
,
I think, in this proposed commission, that the military shouW be
represented, at least until such time as the energy of nuclear· fission
becomes a utility and releases power which can be harnessed to do
useful work. So long as it is only an explosive, I think it .is. very
important for us to treat it as n military subject.
. .
The CnAm111AN. Thank you very much, Major. Can you get your
pictures ot1t?
·
· Major DE SEVERSI,Y. Right here?
The -C!nA'rRMAN. Yes.
Senator JOHNSON. Major de' Seversky, do you want to. place_ m
the record your full statement?
Major DE SEVEnsirY. Yes, please.
.
. Senator JoHNSoN. M~·. Clrn,frman, may we have Major de Sev~i·sky's.
full statement for the record?
·
·•·
The CHAIRMAN, Yes, I think it should be put in the rec~rcl.'r · ·
Major .DE SEVERSKY. All right, fine. It is a part of my· report t<>
the Secretary of War, also.
·
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(The prepared statement submitted by l\Iajor cle Seversky · is as·
follows:)
FEBRUARY 11, 1946..

'.l'he Honorable

ROBERT

P.

PA'.L'TEllSON,

Searetary of War, War Department, WaBhi,ngton, D. O.

l\fu. SECRr,:TARY: As special consultant to the Secretary of War, and in line
with your instructions, I left for the Pacific theaters of war on September :26,
1945, and returned to tlte United. States on November .16, 1045. My mission
was to observe and appraise .tile role of ail' power in the attainment of victory.
over Japan; to study the magnitude and character of aerial destruction; to study.
the air-power strategy, tactics, and equipment of the Japanese: I was interested,.
among other things, in appraising the nature and effects of aerial warfare, in,,
the Pacific in the light of my obserYntions during u similar mission in the European and Mediterranean theaters of operation.
In pursuance of these purposes, I traveled extensively through the entire;
area, and especially tlie main Japanese home islands. I discussed all pertinent
questions with key leaders in our own and allied coinmands; interrogated enemy
military and civilian leaders; and talked to people in all walks of life in the
defeated country. I made several flights in a B-20 and went through the B-20
tactical procedures in visual and instrument bom!Jing. Opportunties were
ample for observing our own us well as enemy equipment, air bases, installations,
supply and logistic stations.
In Japan proper, I made o!Jservations in Uie leading cities, including Tokyo,.
Yokohama, Yokosuka, Fuclrn, Karawa, Konosu, Kumagaya, Oshi, Fukaya, Sano,
Ishibashim Nikko, Nagoya, Kyoto, Toyanalrn, Kobe, Kure, Amura, Sasebo, as.
well as dozens of smaller towns and villages. I circled and observed scores of
other cities from the plane. I made a particularly intensive study-from the air
and on the ground-of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the two cities on whicl1 atom
!Jombs were dropped.
I visited Guam, Saipan, '.rinian, and Iwo Jima, and in all these places con-.
ferred with comnrnnding officei·s and toured our installations. I also stopped
at Shanghai, llfanila, and Corregidor, making flights of observation over Manila,.
Corregidor, Fort Drum, and Subic Bay. During a day's stop at Calcutta, I conferred with Rt. Hon. Richanl G. Casey, at that time Governor General of the
Bengal Province, and with Sir Alan Brooke, new Chief of Staff of the British
Army. Also, I visited all u. S. Army Air Forces installations and Air Transport
Command installations at Kurachi, Cairo, Tripoli, Casablanca, the Azores, and
Stevensville.
Among the American commanders with whom I conferred in line with my
mission were Gen. Douglas l\IacArtlmr, General of the Army; Gen. \Valter
Krueger, Maj. Gen. Ira P. Swift, and their respective staffs; Maj. Gen. F. C.
Si!Jert .in command at Kure; Maj. Gen. Harl'y Schmillt, USMC, at Sasebo; Maj.
Gen. LeRoy P. Hunt, USl\iC, at Nagaski; Gen. Barney Giles and his staff;
Lt. Gen. Nathan B. '.l'wining and his staff; un!l Lt. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer.
I had occasion to talk to l\fr. Franklin D'Olier, chairman of the United States
Strategic Bomb Survey, and his assistant, l\ir. Paul I:I. Nitze. They and their
staff gave me the fullest cooperation. I spent considerable time with Maj. Gen.
0. A. Anderson and his staff and with General Fellers, personal aide to General
MacArthur.
Among the J"apanese, I interviewed Emperor Hirohito ancl high-ranking members of his household; Rear Admiral Takata of the Imperial Japanese Navy;
Lieutenant General Kawabe, commanding nt Kokosoguan; Major General Miwa;
Lt. Gen. Saburo Endo, who was in cha1·ge of aircraft and engine production for
the entire Japanese Empire; Lieutenant General Samo, commandant of the
Osaka Arsenal; and many others. I interrogated key leaders of industry, among
them Mr. l\fatoro, former chairman of the board of: the Mitsubishi enterprises.
In addition, I talked to average Japanese of all classes. Especially in the atombombed cities, with a view to a more accurate understanding of what actuallytook place there, I questioned doctors, nurses, fire fighters, eyewitnesses.
On the basis of these varied observations and discussions, I am in a position·.
to transmit to you my personal jurlgrnents on a variety of aspects of the WU!!
in the Pacific theaters.
*
*
*
*
*
$
*
11. The two atom bombs.-! come now to my obsenations on the atom bomb'·
Ing of Hiroshima ancl Nagasaki. Because of the importance of this subject,
I have dealt with it more comprehensively in a supplementary report which I
DEAR

I,
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am attaching to this report. Here I shall merely summai-ize my observations: ·
After spending 2 days in each of tlJe atom-bombed cities,· examining the destruction areas a.nd questioning all .types of local observers, I gave an interview to
American correspondents in Tolcyo, l\ly Slittements at that time were. in S)lCh
striking contrast to the misconceptions about the character and· effects ()f the
atom bombing that they evoked u storm of .controversy. I um obliged, however;.
to report to you the facts us I saw them and the conclusions I drew fr.om these
facts.
·
. .
I did not "underrate" the atom bomb, nor raise doubts about'its significance
for the future of warfare. 1\iy interview dealt solely with the actual bombs
dropped on the two Jitpanese cities and the actual results obtained. The loss
of life and pl'operty wus as large and as tragic as reported. But the character
of the destruction did not even resemble the pbpular notions generally held on,
the subject.
. .•
The common· belief, based on erroneous lay reports and pseudoscieritifk
assumptions, is that scores of thousands of people died "instantaneously" in
a kiml oJ' vaporizing process; that solid matter evaporated instantly, in unprecedented superheats: that in huge areas "bald spots" were created by
total combustion of u.11 organic and inorganic matter. All of these assumptions .
are wholly unfounded.
.
r.rhe destruction was entirely incendiary in character, and the deaths were·
due almost entirely to lire and to falling structures. 'rhe atom'.bomb blast
collapsed the flimsy, half-rotted and top-heavy wooden houses, causing thousands.
of fires which innnelli:i.tely combined into one huge bonfire. The victims were
caught and pinned in the debris where most of them perished in the many hours
that the coufi<1gration raged.
Most important, concrete buildings, e,·en in the very heart of the bomb
explosions, remained erect, though most of thein were gutted by the spreading
fire. 1\iore than that, even ilugpoles, siren devices, und othe1· fragile objects on
· such buildings remained intact. There were 110 traces of unusual heat 'effects.
even on the tallest of the surviving buildings. Neither in. I-Iiroshima nor in
Nagasaki was there any such ''buld spot" as we were Jed to expect by the ,New
Mexico experiments. Everywhere,· including the immediate area of explosion,.
there were charred and lea1less trees, poles, half-burned and unburned chunks
of wood-the typical debris of a fire. ln short, there were no visible effects
different in nature from those caused by ordinary incendiary bombing and the.
physical picture presented by tl1e two cities was precisely the same as in
Japanese cities destroyed by ordinary bombs.
Another item which needs. noting is that the damage in Nagasaki was only
about one-fourth as large as in Hiroi:;hima, despite the fact that the bomb dropped
on Nagasaki was said to have been more powerful. It suggests that the relation
between muss nnd-destructive results is nut necessarily in direct proportion. · Of
course, it is quite possible that the heights at which the bombs were exploded had
much to do with the extent of the damage ull<l the absence of any of specifl.c
"atomic" effects.
·
·
As to the deaths from radioactivity-by the time I had arrived at Hiroshima
and Nagnsaki, .I could not find uny victims, nor could I get any first-hand information from doctors, nurses, or hospital attendants to whom I talked, Since
the New lliexico experiment proved· beyoncl any doubt the presence of radioactivity in atomic explosion, such cases s110ulu have taken place in the two Japa·
nese cities unless the bomb exp1o<led so lligh that its effect was gl'eatly reduced.
I made the statement in Tokyo, ancl feel justilied in repeating it here, that the
same bombs dropped in exactly the same way ou u steel-and-concrete city like
New York or Chicago would have doue no more damage than a 10-ton bloclcbuster. Hnd Hiroshima and N11gasald been moclern concrete antl steel cities,
there would have been no wholei,aJe collapse of houses, no bonfire and no such
tremendous loss of life.
Another statement, which I do not hesitate to reiterate, is that two hundred
Superforts loaded with incendiaries would have done as much damage to Hiroshima as the atom bomb, except that the loss of life would most likely have been
smaller.
·
, It seems to me of the greatest importance that thesn facts about the atom
bombing be made known to the American people. Enlightened democratic public·
opinion has been the prime factor iu guaranteeing our victory in this war. The
maintenance of such an opinion requires that our people be taken fully into
confidence on nll the facts.
'
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Because of the importance of lhe above subject, I felt warranted. in submitting
to you a more detailed and descrlptiveTeport in connectl()n with the use of atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
, ,,..
I made five sPparate observation flights over .each city, and spent-~ days in
ench city examining the ~ites and the character oJ' the damage. I observed the
1·uins and the rubble, visited structures which bad survived the.bombing, ,interrogated eyewitnesses, and took hundreds of pictures. This effort, moreover,
Wtls the climax of nearly 8 months of intensive study of destruction in all its
aspects. I had become thoroughly fom!liar with every variety of damage-from
high explosives, incPnrHaries, liquid fire, nrtillP.ry shells, dynamite, and comi;>ina-·
tions of several of these.
H~ving comnleted my inspection of the ntom-bombed cities, I. therefore ·felt
justified in giving my i~1pressions to American correspondents in Tokyo, who
tran,:n•ittP.d f'l>Pm. on tllP ·whole accnratPly, to t"he Americ:m people. It· was my
considered opinion, I told them, that the effects of the atom bombs-not of
future bombs but of th!c! two specific specimens unloosed on Japan-had been
wil<lly exaggPrnted and that the natbre of the destruction had been fantastically
distorted. The same bombs, I told them, if dropped in the same manner on a
modern city like New York or Chicago, would have done no more damnge than
a 10-ton blockbuster; anrl the results obt:iiued in Hiroshima and Nagasaki could
have h<>en accomplished hy nhont 200 B-29'8 loa<lPcl with incendiaries, though the
loss of life in that case would have been much smaller.
·
T rlicl not "nnderrnte" ntom homhs or disp11te their future potential. Certainly
I <lid not dismiss lightly the hellish horror of the two strirken cities. I merely
conveyed my profN;sionnl findings on the physical results of the two bombs-and
they happened to he in stn rt line: contrast to some of the hysterically imaginative
verRions sprearl throngh tl1e world.
My stntements at that time were in such striking contrast to tlie misconceptions
about the character anrl effects of the atom bomlling that they evoked a storm
of controversy. The dissenting faction pounced upon my finrllngs in outraged
anger. I was attacker] hy all sorts of people. Scientists who had not been within
5,000 miles of Hiroshima issued round robins 1lenouncing my vi<>WS. These
critics hehaved. indeed, as if tl1ey hnd n vested interest in the fanciful misrepresentation of the facts. Almost for the first time in my career, I found myself
in tlie poRition of a "conse,·vnth·e" undpr attaC'k by "extremists."
·
The violence of the onnosition, however. cannot alter the facts on view in i.he
two Japanese cities. Many of these facts which the most honest and bestintentioned obsP.rvers may be unnble to interpret correctly unless they have Lhe
necessary training anrl expf)rience. Tiecrrnse I believe that the truth is more
useful than pseudoscientific fairy tnles. I mnst repent that the events of' Hiroshima and Nagasalci have been seriously rnisrepo1·te<l and misunderstood, with
the result that confusion prevails on a subject wl1ich calls for accuracy, clarity,
and ealm appraisal.
I was in England test'ing TI1·il:ish jet plnnes when the atomic bombs were
dropped. Naturally, I wns as excited ns everyone else by the new development
ancl the Irnrizons opened up by ntomic pO\vcr. illy whole life lrncl predisposed me
to credit the miracles of science. From the f'eeming newspaper and radio accounts, I visualize<) the total clevnstation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in onemillionth of a secoml. With my miml's eye I saw the instanf'aneous clissolution
of the cities nncl their people, not a huilcling left standing in 1he stricken nreas,
sand ancl earth fuse1l to glnss, steel evavorntecl, tens of thousands of human.
beings "pulverized" in the twinkling of an eye. Because they were so often and
so unanimously re11eated, I credited the reports of heat of incnlculable intensity,
instant extinction of life ancl destruction of matter. I ngrcecl, as a matter of
course, with those who saicl that if such a bomb were rlroppecl over a battleship,
the heat- would melt the vessel or evaporate the SUL'l'otmding ocean, or both, in
n flash.
In short, I accepted the popular picture of a new kind of, total destruction,
different not only in extent but in quality from the destrnction by explosives and
fire I had seen elsewhere. One curious item cli<l stir my doubts. It was a.photograph of a devast~tecl Hiroshima in which a concrete huilcling stood upright in
the midst of the bombed area. It set me womle'ring how that structure had
evaded the phenomenal new forC'e. All the same, if I had not journeyed to Japan
and investigated for m~·self, I probably would still be laboring under the illusions
so common on the subject.
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. Afterwisiting the major war areas scattered through
P.aciflc,;I,.a];'riVed'Jri ·
Japan, I began the study to ,vhich you had assigned me, by making ail aerial·
· :tom;· of the. islands of Honshu aml Kyushu, which compass the ·main ·potllon of
'.industrial Japan. ·Taking oil: from· Tokyo, l flew· over.. Yokohama;'·'.. Yakuska, ·., ·
Nagoya,. Osaka, Kobe, Akashi, aud dozens of other cities and· towns subje_cted.
·to air: attack. Some of the towns are so close together that they,.seem··alrti.ost •
'contintJdus industrial areas.
',
. .. · ·
All 'these areas of annihilation llresented approximately the· snme,,-Vi!i!Ual
:pattern. The smaller towns were completely burned out. Viewed· froin·. aboye,
· the consumed sections looked pinkish-an effect produced by the piles of ·ashes
and rubble mixed.with rusted metal. That coloi·, in fact, is the priivailing one·
· in devastated Japan seen from overhead. Simil:ir pinkish carpets were spread
out in the larger cities, but among them stood big and small modern. billldings
and factory structures, unscathed bridges and other objects. Many of the·
'buildings, of course, were gutted by fire but this was not apparent from the,air.
·. The center of Yokohama, for instance, see1ned almost intact when viewed
from the vantage point of an airplane. Osaka, the Chicago of Japan, was a vast
expanse of pink crisscrossed with white lines, except in the more modern center
of town, .where the· concrete buildings had survived the ordeal. The· long
industrial belt stretching from Osaka to Kobe hacl been laid :waste by fire, but
the factories and other concrete structures with few exceptions were still standing. On the whole, It was a picture quite different from· what I had:·seen· in
German cities subjected to demolition bombardment; quite different, too, from
the picture 'presented by the Osalm arsenal-the most devastated high-explosive
target I have seen. The difference lay in the fact that Japanese destruction
was overwhelmingly incendiary, with comparatively little structural daniage to
noninflammable targets.
· Finally, we flew over Knre, where so many. Japanese battl.eships litter the
1>e.-ean floor-and then to Hiroshima. .
.
·
· I was keyed up for my first view of an atorn-bornbecl city. I was prepared for
'l'nclically different sights: the kind of sights suggested by the excited descriptions I Imel heard and read. But, to my surprise,. Hiroshima looked exactly
'like all the other burned-out cities I had observl.'cl in the 8 hours of aerial cruising.
Within an area defined by n ring. of black unrlestroyed houses, there Was the
familiar pink blot,about 2 miles·in diameter. ·what is more, it was dotted with
··buildings still standing erect, with charred trees, poles and other things. Only
1 of the city's 20 bridges wns down. The concrete heart of Hiroshima, its ·clusters
<Jf modern buildings in the downtown section, stood upright and seemingly un·damagerl-how strange, I thought, that in all the hundreds of Hiroshima pictures published after the bombing, I dill ilot happen to see a single "shot" of
this ·section.
I had viewed numerous targets destl"oyerl by every conceivable method ·and
had c~nfldently expC'cted to find something novel here. ,v1rnt I found was
simply anothei· and quite typical burned-out Japanese city. I know what the
··blast of a 5- or 6-ton bomb can llO to nearhy buildings. It was obvious to me
nt: once from the ·appearance of Hiroshima's concrete butlclings that the blast
-could not have been as p'owerful us we l!nd been led to expect. It was extensive
blast, as eviclent in the size of the area effected, rather than intensive. Closer·
inspection of tl1e buildings later would show, of course, terrific damage ·by fire,
just as in Tokyo or Osalrn.
.·
;I had heard about buildings ,instantly commmed by unprecerlentecl heat. Yet
here under my eyes were builr1ing8, structurally intnct, ancl ·what is more, topped
. by undamaged flngpole;,, lightning rocls, painted railings, penthouses with
wooden-framecl doors, air-rairl precaution sirens bright in their silYer paint,
and other fragile objects; clearly they had withstood the blast and somehow
escaped the plienoinenal heat. None of this jibed with mv preconceptions based
on· the generally accepted reports.
•
·
We lander!. For 2 dnys I examined Hiroshima. I drove to the T-br!dge
which was the aiming point for the atomic bomb. In its environs I looked for
the "bald spot" where everything presumably had been vaporized and "boiled into
dust" in the twinkling of an eye. It wasn't there or anywhere else in the city.
I looked for other traces of phenomena that could reasonably be tagged as
unusual, as "atomic" in character. I could not find them.
· What I did see was in s11bstance a replica of Yokohnma or Osaka, or. the
Tokyo suburbs-the familiar residue of an area of wood and'brick houses razed
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by uncontrollable fire. Everywhere I saw the trunks of charred and leafless
trees, burned and unburned chunks of wood, ·the rubbish, heaps left by unchecked
fire. Obviously it was a fire, here as in other JaJ)anese cities, intense enough
to bend and twist steel girders .and to melt glass until it ran like Java.
·· I examined with particular attention the concrete buildings nearest to the
center of explosion, some of them only a block from the heart of the atom blast.
They showed no structural damage-only the typical effects of fil"e. Even
cornices, canopies, and delicate exterior decorations were intact. ·window glass
was shattered, of course, but single-panel frames held firm; only window-frames
of two or more panels were be-nt antl buckled. The blast impact, therefore,
could not have been very intensive. Nor was there any trace of beat beyond
what was normally generated by inflamed Japanese cities without the benefit
'of atom bombs.
Then I questioned n great rn'nny people who were inside such buildings when
the bomb exploded. Their descriptions matched the scores of accounts I had
heard from people caught in concrete buildings in areas hit by blockbusters and
incendiaries. They Indicated no special effects that could be attributed to the
new kind of explosive.
Hiroshima's 10-story press bnilding is located abont 3 blocks from the center
of the explosion. It is badly gutted by tire but otherwise unhurt structur'ally. I
was told that the people caught in the building did not suffer any unusual effects.
They saw a flash. Fire broke out on the fourth floor, where illflnmmable negatives and films were stored, and thence sJjread to other floors. Some of the tenants asserter] that the fire started simult:meonsly witll the bomb flash; others
insisted that it was set off by sparks from the nearby cinema theater, which had
caved in and hurst into flame.
The Hiroshima hospital, about a mile from the heart of the explosion, had
most of its wintlow panels blown out. Because there were no wooden structures
in its immediate vicinity, howe,er, it escaped fire. In general, the effects here
were analogous to those proc1uced by the blast of n distant TNT bomb.
'l.'he morn I looked and questioned, the more convince[] I was that the world had
oht'nined a totally erroneous impression of what had taken place in Hiroshima.
'l.'he total death and destruction ,vere as large as reported. '.rhe horror was as
profound as reported. But the character of the damage was in no sense unique;
neither the blast nor the heat was as trernemlous as gene1·11lly assumed; and
most important:, there was clear proof that the same bomb aJ1J)lied in the same
manner on a different type of target would have had totally different results.
From Hiroshima I flew to Nagasaki. I repented the process of investig,ation
and cross-examination. It adrled little to what I had learned in the other city.
The pink blot was much smaller. It was also studded with concrete buildings,
gutted by fire, but standing upright. Fewer of these buildings were in evidence,
only because there were fewer modern structures in Nagasaki.
In contrast with Hiroshima, all of downtown Nagasaki, though chiefly wooden
in construction, survived practically unilamaged. Part of this unaffected · section, it was explained, had apparently pel'n shielded from the -explosion and
its consequences by the intervening hills. Ent another part, west of the river,
lies down the river in a straight and quite unimpeded line from the explosion
center. It is not protected by the hills. Yet it escaped serious damage, with only
a few of its houses caved in. 'l'he Nagasaki blast had virtually dissipated itself
by the time it reached this area. l<'ew houses collapsed and none caught fire.
Some of the mistaken reports about Nnga~nki dcriYe from the fact that all
destruction is credited to the atom bomb. It must be remembered, however,
that the city bad undergone an effective raid by General George Kenney's bombers on August 1, 6 dnys before the atom bomb was released. The famous
Mitsubishi plant in !'he benrt of Nagasaki had receiYed its share of the 20 highexplosiYe bombs dropped in th,,t raid, 8 of them scoring direct hits on machinery.
That plant, which I inspected in cletnil, presented the typical appearance of an
industrial objective which had suffered high-explosive attacks and fire.
On the basis of my observations, this is what I visualize as actually having
happened in Hiroshima and in essence it holds good for Nagasaki as well.
If there had been any primary fire, that is to say fire kindled by the beat of
the explosive itself, my personal observation could not justify such a conclusion. The bomb presmnably exploded too far above gi·ounrl for that. If the
temperature within the exvloding area is superhigh (mul the effe,cts in New
Mexico tend to indicate that) then it must have been dissipated in space. The
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presence of unscorched paint and fragile objects on · the tc,p of the concrete.'·
buildings would tend to encourage such an assumption; . What struck .Hlro- ··
shima was the extensive blast.
It. was like a great fly swatter 2 miles bt·oad, slapped down on a city of
flimsy, half-rotted wooden houses and riclcety brick.buildings. It flattened,them
out ii). one blow, burying perhaps 200,000 people in the debris. One must see
it to believe the flimsiness of such Japanese structures. For the most part
they are built of 2-by-4 boards, termite eaten and dry-rotted through genera- ·
tions. To make things worse, they. are top-heavy with thick tile roofs. Often
they tumble down without apparent reason. ·
The wooden slats of the collapsed houses were piled like so much kindling
wood in a fireplace. Fires flared simultaneously in thousands of places, from
short circuits, overturned stoves, kerosene lamps and broken gas, mains. The
whole area exploded into one fantastic bonfire, as normally happens after a
major incendiary attack. The concrete buildings naturally were also enveloped ·
in flames.
·
·
. L
··
In normal Incendiary fires, people have a chance of escape. Parts of the
houses burn before other parts; .the inmates run from room to room, then into
the streets, to open places, to the rivers. In Hiroshima the majority. had •.no
such chance. They were hopelessly pinned and trapped in the burni~g debris.
Thousands of them must have been killed outright by falling walls and roofs.;
the rest were crippled and .immobilized in a burning hell and some 60,000, it ls
estimated, were burned to death.
·
·
Those who managed to extricate themselves rushed for the bridges and the
rivers. There Is reason to deduce that the one collapsed bridge broke under
the weight of the frenzied mobs, although some maintain that it was brought
down by the bomb blast. On the other bridges, the crush of hysterical huinanity
pushed out all the railings, catapulting thousands to death by drowning. The
missing railings were not wrenched out by the bomb blast as nearly all reports
have had it.
.
·
.
On n vast and horrifying scale it was fire, pure.and simple, that took such
a high toll of life and property in Hiroshima, and in Nagasaki .as well. There
was no evaporation of human beings or stei!l or wood, no melting and boiling
of matter other than the usual kind .in great conflagrations. All these claims
are pure invention, the product of imaginations inflamed by atomic publicity.
The victims did not die instantaneously in a soi:t of atomic dissolution. They
died slowJ.v, horribly, in the long hours that the fire raged in the stricken cities.
Quite possibly the blast was strong enough to cause ·internal injuries to many
of those caught in the center: of explosion, particularly lung Injuries. But that,
too, is an effect quite familiar among victims of ordinary high-explosive bombing'.
As to death from gamma rays-by the time Thad arrived at Hiroshima and
Nagasalri, I could not find any victims, nor could I get any first-hand information from doctors, nurses or hospital attendants to whom I talked. Since the
New Mexico experiment proved beyond an~' doubt the presence of radioactivity
in atomic ·explosion, such cases should have taken place in the two Japanese
cities unless, again, the bomb exploded so high that its effect was greatly reduced; nor could ·1 find anyone .who ·had personal knowledge of any lingering
radioactivity phenomena.
.
Such are the facts as I found them-and they seem to me tragic enough
without imaginative pseudoscient.iflc trimmings. I might add that I nm not
alone in my impressions. Scientific observers on the spot to whom I talked in
general sharecl my point of view. Nothing official came from the War Department to justify the wild exaggeration. The blasts were powerful enough to
collapse miles of flimsy wood and brick houses, but too weak to damage the
concrete buildings even at the focal centers of the ex])lo~ions. It is :simply
untrue that 60,000 people in Hiroshima and 40,000 in Nagasald were snuffed out
in one-millionth of a second.. It simply is not true that matter was vaporized
in the intense heat-if steel had evaporated, certainly wood would have done
the same, and undamaged wood abounds everywhere in the rubble. In neither
of the bombed cities was there a bald spot-a spot denuded of all inflammables
such as was created in the New Mexico experiment-and both atom-bombed
areas have plenty of tree trunks, walls with growing vines, half-burned wood,:
to disprove the claims of superheat,
I come now to those of my statements at the 'l'okyo conference which have
drawn the most passionate retqrts: (1) That the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombsi
if dropped on a large American city, would have done little if any more damage
than a 10-ton blockbuster; and (2) that 200 B-29's loaded with incendiaries
0
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would have visited the same amount of damage on Hiroshima-or on Nagasakias the atom bombs.
·
·
In connection with the first statement, the essential fact is that all but one
of the concrete buildings in the center· of Hiroshima, where the bomb exploded,
show neither signs of structural damage nor traces of intense beat from above.
It Is an inescapable deduction, therefore,. that If all of Hiroshima had been a
city of steel and concrete like the average American or European city, the res1;1lts would have been comparatively light. In that event, only the buildings
directly hit-only those at the actual point of contact-would have suffered
seriously. There would have been no collapsed houses, no instantaneous bonfire, no such colossal loss of life.
The more painstakingly I analyze my observations, indeed, the more convinced I am that the same bombs dropped on New York or Chicago, !>ittsburgh
or Detroit, would. have exacted no more toll in life than one of our big blockbusters, and the property damage might only have been confined td shattered
window glass over a wide area. True, the atom bombs apparently were released
too high for maximum effects. Exploded closer to the ground, the results of
intense beat might have been evident and impressive. But in that case the
blast might have been localized, sharply reducing the area of destruction.
,
The same logic, incidentally, applies to a bomb of the Hiroshima or Nagasaki
type dropped over a battleship. Unless a direct hit (or perhaps a near miss~
were scored, the battleship would have sailed serenely on its course, I believe;
and the crew, if it did not remain on the open deck, would have survived as well.
A direct hit is another matter; but we know that when an 11-ton bomb hits a
battleship it rolls o·ver and sinks in 22 seconds, as the mighty 7'irpitz did when
struck by a British bomb.
I must add, of course, that whether or not battl<iships can be wiped out by
atomic bombs has not the slightest strategic importance. The battleship is obsolete not because it can be "atomized" but because it has Jost its military functions.
On my second statement, three scientists at the University of Chicago were
among those who took me severely to task. 'J'hey JJOintecl out, according to a
radio broadcast, "that if 200 Superforts with ordinary bombs could wipe out
Hiroshima as a single atomic bomb did, the same number of planes could wipe
out 200 cities with atomic bombs."
These experts meant well. 'J'heir elementary arithmetic was faultless. They
merely forgot to mention one detail-that the 200 cities should be as flimsy and
dry-rotted as Hiroshima. The crnx of the matter is the target. Potential destruction on one type of objective does not necessarily apply to another type.
On a steel-and-concrete city high explosives would have to be added to do the
job. One atomic bomh hurled at Hiroshima was equal to 200 Superforts; but in
New York or Chicago a different kind of atomic bomb exploding in different
fashion, would be needed before it could equal one Superfort loaded with high
explosives.
In the frantic journalism immeuiately after the Japaneses were atom-bombed,
a newspaper published a picture of Manhattan Island with an area roughly
2 miles in diameter in the !mart of the city blacked out. This was intended to
dramatize what the bomb dropped on Hiroshima would have done if dropped
on New York. Such a falsification of the facts is obviously too gigantic to
have been intentional. It merely attests the hysterical creclulity with which
absurcl' claims and senseless declucUons arc being swallowed.
It seems to me completely misleading to say that the atomic bomb used on
Japan was "20,000 times more powerful" than a TN'J' blockbuster. From the view
of total energy generated, this ma~' be correct. But we are not concel'ned with
the energy released into space. 'What concerns us is the portion which achieves
effective demolition. From that point of view, the 20,000 figure is reduced
immediately to 200--aml that only for 11 target suscrptible to the kinrl of
results obtained in Hiroshima. For a target like New York, the figure of 20,000
drops to one or lesS.
In any case, the comparison of the atom bomb with TNT is not helpful,
since the two are not commensurable at this stage of (levclopment. It is like
compnring a pneumatic drill and a fiaming torch-everything depends on whether
you're trying to burn a wooden fence or demolish a concrete wall. All we
can say with certainty is that the atomic bomb proved supremely effective in
destro~'ing a highly Himsy and inflammable city. It is one of those cases when
the right force was used against the right target at the right time to pro,luce
the maximum effect. Those who made the tactical decision to use it in these
cases should be highly complimented.
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The United States Strategic Bomb Survey, which did such a splendid job
in assessing the bomb damage in Europe, and which is now studying the ruins
of Japan, unquestionably will furnish us with an equally_ authoritative report
. in the latter case. It will leave little doubt as to the true causes and effects of
the atomic-bomb demolition.
The bomb dropped on Nagasaki was said to be a great, many tixiles more
powerful than the one dropped on Hiroshima. Yet the damage in Nagasaki
· was much smaller. Hiroshima is twice as big as Nagasaki and 60 percent of
it was destroye<;l, whereas only 30 percent of Nagasaki. was wiped out by a much
bigger and better bomb. In Hiroshima, 4.7 square miles were razed; in Naga,
saki, only 1.45 square miles. The improved atom bomb, in other words, was
only about one-fourth as effective!
Why? There are various theories, but no one known for certain. It under•
lines the fact that something besides additional mass will be needed to produce greater results on the target. The fact that a bomb contains 100 or 1,000
times as much uranium or plutonium is no guarantee that it will be more
destructive in rllrect proportion to the mass. Eventually, of course, the science
of demolition will solve the problem of obtaining maximum results from atom
missiles. Methods will surel)- be found for dissipating less of the released energy
in space and directing more of it to destruction. 'l.'he aforementioned Chicago·
1cientists reminded me in their statement that "the bombs dropped on Japa 1 W"'"P. the first atomic bombs ever made. They are fir.ecrackers compared to what
will be ueveloped in 10 or 20 years."
That is exactly the point I am trying to make: That we are as yet in the
primitive stage of the atomic weapon-a stage equiyalent, in some respects,
to that of aviation when the Wright brothers made their first successful flight
at Kitty Hawk. Imaginative scientists and .iournalists at that time could
have stirred up a panicky excitement by behaving' as if superplanes were
already a reality and all other forms of transportation had to be scrapped
at once.
·
Something of tl1is sort of behavior has served to stampede huma11ki11d into
a state of near hysteiia by the· first exhibit of atomic clestruction. Fantasy
is running wild. There are those who think we ought, willy-nilly, to dispense
with all other forms of national defense. They talk of a dozen professional
suicides who will take compact atomic bombs in suitcases, put on false
whisl<ers, deploy them::eh·es through an enemy country-or in our own country-and blow it to bits in a few seconds. Such hyperbole makes exciting Sundayfeature stories, but it is a dungerons basis for national thinking.
On the size of the bombs, incidentally, there had been much uninformed
speculation. How do so many expert.~ know that the atomic bomb weighed
only "a few ounces" or "a few pounds""/ After all, our biggest bomber, not
a pursuit plane, was chosen to carry it. How do they know that there were
no operational difficulties and other complications which affect the effective,
necs of the new explosive?
Some of the confusion that exists in relation to the actual results of the
atomic explosion over Hiroshima and Nagasaki _could be explained by the
fact that a great many people automatically trans11lantcd the results obtained
in New Mexico to those towns. 'l'hey tool;: f.or grnnted that the phenomenon
of New Mexico repented itself in .Japan in all details. l\lost of them apparently
did not realize the pnramount effoct of the al("itudn at which atomic explosion
takes place. As a matter of fact,. unless one has a b:·oa<l lmqwledge of rlemo!ition in all its .various forms, the first-haml observation obtained in :New
Mexico 1night prove· a hamlicnp to those who later on visited Hiroshima aml
Nagasaki. Impressed by the original exvlosion, Uwy took for grante,1 that
the entire destruction was cnused by the direct and primary action of the
bomb.
To the eye accustomed to the bomb damage, Hiroshima does not represent
anJI more remarkable a sight thnn hundreds of other bombed cities anywhere
on the face of the earth. The only remarlrnble thing about it is that one single
bomb clicl it, but I must repeat that the credit for the result must be equally
divided between the unusual efficiency of the bomb lll\Cl the unusual flimsiness of the ·town. The enormous loss of life should also be credited to the
element of surprise. 'l.'he population was not prepared for the ordeal and no
precautions of safety were taken. If a city of this size had been unexpectedly
attacked by poison gas, the loss of life might have been even greater, yet
the use of a simple gas mnsk might preclude any loss of life. Even thus,
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death from radioactivity in the future-may be pi·evented by appropriate de-.
fensiYe measures.
There seems to be almost a conspiracy of circumstances to whip up atomic
hysteria. Emperor Hirohito, his court, their press and their radio, had every
reason to propagate extreme vers.ions. It gave them the perfect face-saving
excuse for surrender. They could not pretend that they were not to blame for
the defeat-an almost supernatural element had intervened to force their hand.
Bnt it should be acknowledged that the atomic bomb provided a providential
face-saver for our military leadership as well. I-laving failed to understand the
strategic action of air power, or to visualize its decisive function, we were committed to colossal invasion plans. The so-called Olympic and Coronet invasion
operations were ready, dates were set, immense resources deployed. Our leadership was deeply committed to invasion, because it had so often and so vigorously
insisted that there could be no victory without coming to grips with the Japanese
armies in the traditional fashion. No doubt manv of them were heartsick about
the necessity,· but they felt that there were no alternatives. Although It was
already evident to all airmen and many in the other services that in ,Japan we
were winning a victory through air power, I am personally convinced that we
would have gone through with th~ invasion and paid t'he tragic and unnecessary
cost in life. The momentum of the old assumptions was too great to be arrested.
Came the atom bomb. Instantly it released everybocly from all past commitments. The nightmare of an invasion about which there was so much doubt
was canceled out. Now victory without the preliminary of invasion and mileby-mile surface. struggle-with 7,000,000 Japanese still under arms-became
possible without loss of prestige. It was a face-saving miracle which saved
perhaps half a million American lives ancl several million Japanese lives. Though
the Hi.roshima and Nagasaki episodes added only less than 3 percent to the
material devastation already visited on Japan, its psychological value was
beyond calculation-for both the defeated aml the victors.
Other circumstances cons11ired to sl,yrocket the dramatization of the atom
bomb. Somehow it fitted into nearly everybody's pr.opaganda purposes. To
isolationists it seemml final proof that we could let the rest of the "·orlcl stew
in its own juices·-with onr bead-start in atomic energy and our superior knowhow, we were safe against the rest of the world. 'I'he internationalists, on the
other hand, tried to intimidate us by reminding ns that we had no monopoly on
science. Everyone could manufacture the atomic bomb, they said, and if
dicln't play ball we would be destroyed.
And thus the exag:gerations nncl frantic forecasts flourished in our land.
Thus public opinion was feel on fantasy to the pitch of fever. The process is still
under wny. Even an attempt to report sanely what actually did occur in the
atom-bombed Japanese cities is resisted as a species of treason.
I am one of those who fought against inertia and apathy in the do,
main of air power. Consequently I am gratified that in relation to the emergence of atomic energy the pulJ!ic is alert, tlrnt we are planning well ahead.
But the:·<i is no cnll for th!' kintl of frenzy that paralrzes understanding. Our
only safety is in a calm confrontation of the trut!J.
I earnestly urge a <'Ooling-off period on atomic H!)ceulation. In my stucly of
tl1e war-and PRpecinlly of the reasons for our victory-I have been convinced
that our chief advantug-e la.r in the fact that, :rn n (lmnocracy, our peqple had
.tCC!!SS to the trulh. Tl1iss rn:Hle it possible for :111 cul ightened public 011i11ion to
act ns a decisive corrcctiYc c'm the blunr1et·s ancl prcjncliC'l'S o1' militu ry lenrlershi11. ,vhere the strategic ideas of a 'Clict.u tetl Cler man~· wnrri frozPn, om·s were
kept under constant rmlllic ~cru1 in:v aucl [Jl'ess11ni. Jt was that whicl1 kept
our leaders on tlicir toe!", made tbem res11onsil>ie to the people and gave our
war effort a flexihilit~· Umt gunrantcecl success.
It is in the interest of that crncial enlig-htPnecl public opinion thnt I have
consitlerecl it necPRsm·y to cut through fantasy ahout. t.11e hornhing- of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in an effort to get closer to the trul h. I am tl1e last one to
dPny that ntomic energy injects a vital a]l(l perhaps revolut.io11n1·y new factor
into military science and world relations. Dul. I clo not lwlir>Ye that tlie revolution has already taken place and that we should smTPndcr all our norma)
faculties to a kind of atomic frenzy. Whatever we oeeicle to clo, let ns do .it
calmly, logically and above all without doing violence to ascertainable facts.

we
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,: The, _0HAI!1MAN;, Major,. I umlerstand, that: your _,dembnstration
fuight t!!,ke as much as a11 hour:. Is that correct? . ·••· -: !"'.-'.:,-.ru? ·{,,·:'. Major DE SEvltns1r.Y." Well, Tcari limit.it to hal£ ari'hfrt.t'r.:\; '.' ':::\' / .\
_The CHAIRM:AN •. .µeilel'.al Fan;ell is anxious to,get,a;way; and'l sug~.
gest that we could do these picfores after lt1n:ch aricY·also'Mttr the
other gentlemen. I suggest tlrnt we project the pictttres "after lunch.
General Farrell is anxious to get away, and I understand that you
ar~ not ready anyway; you have no extension cord.·
· ·. ·
. We will proceed with General Farrell. ·
-: .

STATEMENT OF GEN.· THOMAS F ..FARRELL
The CHAIRMAN. General Farrell, I believe yoi.t were G~~eral Groves'
deputy in charge of the exploding of the two bombs.
General FARRELL, I was in charge of the operations in the Marianas; yes sir.
·
.
. ·.
.
The CHAIRMAN. You have read Major de Seversky's article and you
have heard his testimony today?
General F ABRELL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 1-Vould you please go ahead, General, and comment
011 it?
.
. .
. .
General FARRELL. Well, I will have to disagree definitely with some
· of the conclusions, most of which have been discussed by the com-.·
mittee. The principal conclusion in there is that one 10-ton blockbuster exploded in New York or Chicago would do as much damage
as an. atomic bomb· which was exploded as high in the air as the· one
which was expoded over Nagasaki and Hiroshima.
Secondly, there was the conclusion that B-29's loaded with· in-·
cendiaries would have done the same or as much damage in Hiroshima
as was done. by the atomic bomb. There were some minor statements
about how there was no. damage to lighting poles, flagpoles, ai'ld no
structural damage to the concrete buildings. Then, the statements
that the people in the hospital, the Red Cross hospital in Hiroshima,
were not seriously' affected.
·
·
.Let me see, there are one or two more: That in New York, property
damage through an atomic bomb would be limited to broken window ·
,glass scattered over a wide area ; that the damage in Nagasaki was .
-confined to one square mile; that in Hiroshima it was 4.1 square miles.
Those are the principal points that I disagree with. ·
._ ..
. Now, taking them in order: The atomic bomb does release the
energy equivalent of 20,000 tons of TNT. That has been measured
and computed by distinguished scientists. The 10-ton bomb has the
TNT equivalency of about 5 tons.
On its very face, the energy of one is not equivalent to the energy
of the other, under any circumstances. The energy released from a
10-ton blockbuster, if you dropped it at an intersection of downtown
New York, speaking very liberally it might be conceived to destroy
four blocks, and I doubt if that would be total destruction.. That
would be an area o:f 16 acres, or one-fortieth of a square mile.
In Hiroshima the absolute total destruction, the total area of absolute damage ran up to :4: square miles; and the area o~ substan~ial
damage, serious damage, was a couple of more square miles, totalmg
something like 7.
0
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~t Nagasaki the total damage to the buildings was about 2.4 m·the
bmlt-up area. The 2.4 was the area of very serious damage. The.
secondary, but still serious, damage was 1.2 more, or 3.6 in total. .· ·. .
· In _New York, we Imve only a small percentage o(hea1y sti:uc~rir~~, .
certamly not exceedmg 10 percent. The greater part of New Ybtk is ·
brick and stone buildings and an even greater area of wooden buildings.
The damage to New York .there would be somewhat lower than at
Hiroshima or Nagasaki. As compared to the 6 or 4 square miles,.
there, to be conr,ervative, the damage in New York would be 3 ·to 31/2
square miles. That would still be 120 or 140 times the damage created
from the explosion _of a blockbuster.
.
The damages resulting from this atomic bomb are, speaking generally, three-flame, blast, and radiation. In addition, there is another
one, I think that we must add, which is the psychological damage, fear.
This weapon is a saturation weapon, in that the damage is instantaneous and total and complete and there is no defense. People lose
what courage and ability they may have had to defend themselves and
cope with the situation. Therefore, that is a most potent factor.
To substantiate that: From eyewitnesses we hear stories of great
streams of people leaving Hiroshima and Nagasaki immediately after
the bombing; and that is one of the most potent effects from the use
of this bomb, this psychological impact.
I do not know that we could create the same damage with 200 planes.
Ma.jor <le Seversky compared the 1 plane ·with the 200 planes. We
were attached to the Three Hundred and Thirteenth ·wing at Tinian.
We saw the reports of the B-29 raids with incendiary planes. Since
then, we have gotten the factual information from the Twentieth Air
Force. The figures are as follows:
The total numberr of incendiary-carrying airplanes was 115,DM.
The total number actually dropping incendiaries was 14,462. The total
square miles destroyed was 172. It took 84 B-29's to destroy 1 square
mile by incenr1iary raid.
ApplyinO' tlmt factor to the Hiroshima situation, you would come
out with 378 planes for the very heavily damaged section. Taking
into consideration the secondary area of serious damitge, it. would be
352 more, or a total of about 730 B-2D's to do the same total damage
and the same secondary damage as that of one atomic bomb. It would
take 730 B-2D's to do what one atomic bomb did to Hiroshima.
Nagasaki was a bad target, from the point of view of the bomb.
It was snrroum1ecl and shielded by hills, the wid-th of the area was
only about a mile and a half, and more than half of the total effect
of the bomb was wasted against the hillsides.
Taking only the built-up area, the total destruction in Nagasaki was
2.4 square miles, which gives us, from the smne figuring, 202 airplanes;
if we take the secondary damage, we would have to add to tha:t 101 airplanes, or a total of 303.
_
So, combining those figures, we would have used 730 i)lanes at Hiro8hirna and 303 for the damage at Nagasaki. So, I would have to say
that 200, as stated by Major cle Seversky, was a very low average. A
more comparable figure might be 500 B-2D's.
Also, as we measure the actual damage against the potential damage,
we must keep in mind the fact that at Nagasaki a great portion of the
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effective power of that bornb was ,vasted, because Nagasaki
not
imitable target.
.
·
· .
·. ·
· The CHAIIlMAN. General Farrell, 11 men were carryin:g the atomic
bomb. How many men would there be in 500 Super-Fortresses carryjug incendiaries~
··· General FARRELL. Some 5,000, sir. There are 10 or 11 ·in a crew;·
5,000 is the answer.
. . The CHAIR1\£AN. Thank you.
·. General FARRELL. So, on those two points, I would have to disagree
with the conclusions of Major de Seversky. ·
... · . · ·.
· Now, then, con_iparing ~he ~estruction as between liiroshi_ma and
N a,gasak1, there 1s a d1stmct10n, because there was a considerable ·
, .difference in the character of the two cities.
·
Hiroshima was a weak Japanese city; it was built, the houses, mostly
of bamboo and tile and small 2-by-4 framing.
. ·
I must stty that situation was thoroughly well known to the War.
Department and fo the scientists working on the problem. '\Ve had a
distinguished target committee sitting for weeks deciding upon the
selection of targets. All that data were before them, they knew what
was to be expected. The target was selected .so as to utilize to the
maximum the power of tlmt bomb. And, gentlemen, the results came
out exactly as predicted and as expected in Hiroshima.
·.
In estimating the damage over a place like upper New York, .it
would be, somewhat, a problem differing only in degree. The damage
would be somewhat less. I would cut the area of primary damage
from 6 miles. In my judgment it would be 4 square miles, although
Jhat may be conservative. It would still be 150 or 160 times the
power of the one 10~ton blockbuster.
In places where there were high skyscrapers, they would cut that
clown lower, to maybe 2 square miles. That would still be 80 times
the blockbuster.
I do not want to exaggerate, but I want to get across the £act that
the public is coming to think that this bomb hasn't the power it
actually has. It does have that power.
.
On the other hand, I do protest against exaggerations, particularly
the lurid exaggerations, the statements that the atomic bomb is like
a volcano or an earthquake.
The atomic bomb is probably the greatest man-made demonstration
of power, but it does not compare with natnre. I think it is awful
enough and potent enough as it stai1ds, without exaggeration and
certamly without belittlement.
The atomic bomb certainly can be made bigger: Certainly, you
can make more. Certainly yon rou]cl deliver more. I do not think
.you would drop one bomb over New York.
. I don't want to say what eight bombs might do to New York, properly placed, or what three bombs could do to vVashington, or six in
Chicago. Those cities would not be functioning, if proper locations
for bombs were selected, with proper fuzing, taking into consideration
the character of the buildings below them.
In the atomic bomb we have a terribly powerful force and it must
be regulated.
There was a statement that the ground was not seared. Of course
it wasn't scared. Our intention was not to get total destruction but
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to get the maxinitim area of destruction. As I say, the predictions
were exactly.as indicated.
· ·
'!'he bonib, exploded high in the air, does release a tre1nendous
percentage of _its energy into the open. It is only the part of the
energy which strikes the ground that does the damage. · But you
could not do anything else unless there were some way o:f getting it
into the ground rapidly before it exploded.
But there is no question about its might. If two bombs will do to
cities what was done to Hiroshima and Nagasaki, put two cities out
of commission and stop a war, I think it is a fairly effective weaJ?Oll.
Those are my views with respect to the conclusions in the article.
w·e have very detailed statistical reports and photographs of the
thirty-odd reinforced concrete buildings in Hiroshima. Seven of
them did suffer serious structural damar~e.
At Nagasaki there was much more damage to reinforced concrete
structures. The buildings directly in the area were either totally
destroyed or destroyed except for a few walls.
There was a school building where one ·whole side was crushed in.
There was a church with 12- and 18-inch brick walls blown completely
to pieces. So it does, even at a great height, have a tremendous efl'ect
on masonry work.
Ancl remember, all you have to do to increase that destructiveness is
to bring it down a little bit. We should not belittle it, and we must
keep the public aware o:f the fact that this thing has tremendous power.
If two atomic bombs can do that, 200 could do more, and 2,000 could
do more. I am sure you gentlemen are aware of the seriousness of
this, al}d I think it is tenibly important to keep the public aware o:f
the senousness.
Senator JOHNSON. ·what about the naval experiment that is under
way~
General FARRI,LL. I think that has rather a great deal o:f value for
the Navy, Senator, because they will learn many things about the
designing of ships, about tactics and organization.
I think also it will have a tremendous effect upon the American public and the world, to teach them ag:iin that this bomb is something of
tremendous power. For that re.,ason alone, even if the Navy learned
nothing, I think the experiment will be worth the effort and cost .put
into it.
Senator J OIINSON. Do you concur in the judgment, the selection o:f
the Nagasaki bomb rather than the Hiroshima bomb for the naval
experiment?
General FARRELL. Yes, sir. That bomb is more efficiently designed,
and it is considerably improved.
Senator JonNsoN. vVlrnt about the effoctiveness, more than the design?
General FARRELL. I think our statistics show that the effectiveness
is greater or certainly equal to the other.
I think the impression that the Nagasaki bomb is capable of doing
less damage was brought nbout by the fact that more than half of the
area in Nagasaki where this bouib was explode-cl was surrounded and
shielded by wooded hillsides, where the bomb simply blasted the hillsides. The unit destruction was certainly equa 1 to the other.
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· I niay say; howevei·, tl~at the I-ifroshinm bo~b caused gre~te:f,fire
damage, the fires were· more widespre,ad, because it landed over an ..
area largely built up of ramshackle structures; whereas at N agitsaki .
there were more steel buildings and masonry, and the fire was not so ·
'· damaging. The blast effect was greater than in a similar region in
Hiroshima. The fire-damage was greater at Hiroshima also. because.
there were secondary fires caused from overturned stoves and short
circuits, which set fire to great areas.
. .
.
..
.
. Senator MILL!KIN. I~ it J?OSsible to compare the effects of an atomic
bomb exploded m the a1r with the effects of a blockbuster exploded:on
the ground?
.
··
.
.
General FARRELL. They certainly are not the same. However, I.
will be :fair about it. Those are the proper places to set those two
off for their respective jobs.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. For their particular purposes?
General FARRELL. The blockbuster bombs should be exploded on
the ground, and the atomic bombs in the air.
Of course, you could detonate the atomic bomb in the ground or at .
the ground. While it would be a guess, I think it would certainly
totally destroy at least -1 square mile, \vhich again is more than 40
times the power of the blockbuster.
· .
The area, compared to a 10-ton blockbuster, would be not less than
1 square mile which would be totally d~stroyed by the atomic bomb.
Senator MrLLIKTN. Thank you.
The CnAmMAN. Major de Seversky wants permission to ask the
General a couple of questions, if that is agreeable to the committee.
Major DE SEVERSKY. In the first place, I want the general to feel
that I do not criticize the fact that the homb was exploded 2,000 feet in
the air. On the contrary, I will repeat what I S[lid, that I thought it
was the right force to use, that it was used in the right place. iit the
right target.
In other words, I know it was ca.Jculatcd to be exploded at that
altitude in order to produce the maximum blast effect.
.
But, at the same time, the General-when making comparisons, he
said that in New York it would destroy-what was it?
General FAHnELL. About four city blocks.
Major DE SEVERSKY. And he said in Hiroshima it destroyed 4 square
miles.
Mr .. :J\fonmsoN. A 10-ton blockbuster wonld destroy four city blocks.
Ma,Jor DE SEVERSKY. 'rhese I consider not compar:i.ble. You cannot
compare one blockbuster destroying four blocks in New York and .an
a,tomic bomb destroying 4 square miles in Hiroshima, because the
targets themselves are so utterly diffcrellt. There js no use in comparing two d_ifferent forces, _used on entirely different targets.
Then, a further thing. There is the quest10il of preparedness. The
J ap::mese certainly were not prepared for the atom bomb, but it does
not mean that the world is going to be unprepared in the future. The
important fact is that the Japanese were not prepared. Any weapon
used with the element of surprise cau produce abnormally high results,
no matter what it is, even a penknife.
For example, if we take Hiroshima and drop on Hiroshima, without
any suspicion .on their part, poison gns, we would probably kill everyhody in Hiroshima. However, if they were prepared, if they expected
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· . it, by using a rather simple measure such as a gas mask, they may
reduce this loss to only a few p~ople.
..
· . . . .
Therefore, the fact that a terr1ffc result was gamed through surprise
· is not so remarkable. I think .it would be much more remarkable if
the people· were prepared and, in spite of it, terrific damage were
inflicted. Then I think you would have something to brag about.
··
But the Japanese were caught by surprise. It was in our favor; it
>was our advantage. Let us not consider surprise an inherent part of ·
the weapon. In. the future, the world will find means of defense. Of
necessity, there will be. provided some sort of shield against radioactivity. There will be bomb shelters for people, lined with the proper
insulation.
. So, while it is true that the terrific loss of life and damage was due
to the element of surprise, I want to point out that the element of
surprise is not going to be with you forever.
· Now, the General said something which in a way substantiates my
statement. He said if we had to bomb a concrete city, he would use
the bomb differently and a different £uze. That is exactly what I said
in my article. In order .to produce maximum damage in.New York,
"a different kind of atomic bomb exploding in a different fashion
would be nee~led." In other words, if it exploded away up in the
sky, it would not be the most efiicient way of using the bomb against
it city like Chicago or New York. Also, _yon would have to have·
quite a few more atomic bombs to destroy tlwm than yon did in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
As to the number of airplanes used to produce the same damage,
I disagree with General Farrell. I am· willing to stand · on my
. experiei1ce.
.
,
I think his number of 700 is exaggeration. I hn,vc studied bombing
a gren,t deal. I lmve studied not only the actual destniction on the
ground but I have also led bombing- forces in attack in ·world ,var I.
I am convinced that I could have knocked out these two cities so
that they would have been n.bsolutely no good for any useful pnrpose,
with all their industries blown out, ,vith the number of planes I have
stated·.
The CnATRMAN. Do you wish to mnke any comment, General?
General FARRELL. The only thing I ,vill say is that the figures I
gave arc based on the aetual records of all the incernliary bombs
dropped by the. B-20's in the Pacific area. The data arc from the
official record,; of the Twentieth Air Force, nrnl it. comes out to 84
aircraft actunlly ovel' the target; you must t1se 84 per square mile.
Mr. NrTzE. May I comment'?
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Mr. NrT:r,1~. I think part of the diffe.rence in the computations comes
from the fact that·a good part of the B.:...2\) raids against cities wcrn
concluctetl against areas partially burned out, so that actually it
decreased the effectiveness.
.
These cities where the atomic bombs were dropped were un°
damaged, virgin targets. Our calculations, I think, ,rnnld come closer
to 300 planes.
The same results could be accomplished with fire bmnbs, but the
point is that you still have to consider the mattrr of blast; you would
70879~46~pt. 5~~4
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not get the same blast ·effect or anywhere near• the same casualty.; .
. effect, i10r anywhere near the same psychological effect. · .. .. . ·..· · .
· So, there was only' a partial effect which could have been: achieved· .· •·
wi,th something in the order o:f 300 B-29's, dropping incendiaries; . · ' ·
.General FARRELL, I would like to give you a :few factual data as
t9 the physical damaO'e,
• .
· · ·
· , ·.
At Nagasaki, the ;indow damage was complete, at 12,0QO feet, or :
21/~ miles. The plaster damage was very heavy up to 9;000 :feet. The .·
roq.f damaO'e was heavy up to 2 miles; light up to 3 miles: Window
frames and doors, hea\iy up to 8,000; light qp to 12,000. N'ine-inch .
brick walls, heavy up to 5,000 :feet; some damage at 6,000..· That is;
these brick walls were cracked. ·
· · .· ·. · ·
· Heavy reinforced concrete buildings, 10-inch walls or 6-inch walls,
were destroyed up to 2,000 :feet. Churches built of brick, 18-inch.
brick, completely d·estroyed at 3,500 :feet.
.·
That gives a damage radii o:f total and secondary damage of dif:fererit types o:f structures-those were all from blast.
. ·
Major DE SEVERSKY. I:f the general states that the concrete buildings
were destroyed up to 10,000 :feet, I can also state that concrete buildings
were not destroyed as close as 200 :feet. ·
..
General FARRELL. There were exceptions; yes, sir. .There was de
struction up to 2,000 :feet, however.
Major DE SEVERSI{Y. Did you say that at Nagasaki the total destruction was 12,000 feet~
General F ABRELL. For glass.
Major DE SEvERSI{Y. Oh, windows.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator. JoHNSON. Does the general have something else to put ,in
the record 1
·
General FARRELL, No, sir.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, we can go ahead :for a short period of time.
If there is no objection from any member o:f the committee, we will
go ahead with the next witness.
Who would like to be next~
Off the record.
{piscussion off the record.)
0

STATEMENT OF COL. STAFFORD WARREN

Colonel :VVARREN. I :feel that Major de Seversky probably had a
]ittle difficulty in getting oriented. when he first went around in those
two cities. I say that because that was my first i1npression when I
first went in to.those two cities. It was very difficult to analyze what
had actually happened.
·
O:f course, our parties had landed at Yokohama, and had gone around
in Yokohama and Tokyo for several days. A comparison was rather .
difficult .. In the first place, there were no strmcling brick walls or ordinary chimneys in the two atm;nic-bombed cities. So you have, essentially, a wide area which is completely flat and covered by rubble.
Your impression is that maybe nothing much' happened but fire, and it
is tru~ that the majority o:f the wooden buildings did burn.
·
But the burning was under somewhat different circumstances tha1t
has been indicated. As a result of the atomic bomb explosion, the
majority of these buildings within half a mile were probably reduced
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to splinters, because we were able to find, in the large open spaces
of the stadium tract which was near to zero, pieces of four by fours,
six by sixes, and eight by eights, which·were from a foot to 2 feet long.
Those pieces apparently had been carried by the winds into that area
where they could not be-burned. Elsewhere, throughout the flattened
area wer,e large timbers, partly from the roofs of houses which had
been splinterea. So, when the fires did start, they consumed ,essen~
tia.lly whilt was kindling, and the fires consumed that at a very high·
rate.
·
· ·,
:We took a great deal of care to look for the demolition bombing
which had occurred in Nagasaki. 1Ve were only able to find three
direct hits on the Mitsubishi plant and in the midget-submarine area
in the southern parts of the bay area. Out· of 12 bomb hits and craters that we were able to locnte and recognize, there were also three
which made. direct hits on the medical school. These were 500-pound
demolition bombs, and they had caused extensive local destruction.
However, the loss of life nnd the volume of buildings and equipment
demolished were quite small, although these bombs, particularly the
three ·which had struck the medical school, had caused a great impression on the Japanese.
.
Each of two bombs that hit the medical school happened to land
inside of a surgery. Major Youngs and I had quite an argument for
a few days as to whether these were ether explosions or explosions
of some anesthetic, because the extent of the damage to the building
was out of proportion, at least in my n1ind; it was too minor in
extent, when surrounded by the rest of the destruction which was
present. They totally demolished the insides, for about 20 feet on a
side, and they bared the reenforcing of the concrete. If the city
had not been touched by anything else but these, they would have been
considered serious.
In the medical school, the remembered loss of life from these two
direct hits was very small, probnbly four or five people only. Of
course. these were small bombs, not 10-tonners, and I [tppreciate tlwt
fact. But, when you1 looked outside of the school building, or looked
inside elsewhere, the amount of over-all damage produced was ridiculomdy small in comparison to the rest.
.
.
One very great source of confusi~m was the fact that the Japanese
themselves had no information, no precise data. They did ·not know
what the population of either city was beforehand. They had very
little way of telling how many people had s11rvivecl or had returned
to the city.
I am embarrassed by the fact. that even though I led a medical
party which was supposed to get figures on the mortality, and so ori,
that we could not come back with any definitive figures that I ,vould
be able to say were more than a guess.
·
The only actual fact that we coul cl get at the end of the second month
of study, at the beginning of October, ,vas that at Nagasaki they had
recorded the burning and cremation of 4-0,000 bodies. It is my belief
that there must have been 20,000 or 30,000 more in the ruins, buried or
consumed by the fire.
The data in Hiroshima was likewise inadequate and I see no way of
putting a precise figure on the mortality or how a precise figure can
ever be put on the total casualties.
·
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A good deal has been ~aid about the radiation effect. · We s'p~nt'a
great deal o:f time trying to evaluate the number o:f people who were
killed by the gamma radiation or other radiation at the time of the
explosion or subsequently.
Our best $Uess is that i:f there had been no gamma radiation, the
total casualt).es would have been 5 to 7 percent less. In other words,
the gamma radiation and allied radiation effects did not add a great
deal to what would have happened if the same amount of energy had
been released by TNT.
.
·
.
A great many J?eople were injured by fire; that is, by flames :from
the burning buildings, in exactly the same way that they were injured
in the fire bombings, This is a burn in the ordinary sense.
. When we le:ft Nagasaki, the cases in the hospitals averaged 20 cases
o:£ fire burns to one of gamma-ray injury. There will continue to be
fi.r!)-burn cases in these hospitals probably for months yet, but I believe
most of the gamma-ray effects, or most of the cases affected by gamma
rays are no longer much in evidence, although the symptoms of such
inJury can still be detected by careful investigation in some ambulatory cases.
.
The mortality from the gamma-radiation injury had ceased pretty
well before the eighth week after the explosion, out the deaths from
fire burns, those slowly healing subacute and chronic cases were still
very numerous.
There was no crater. The amount of radioactive material found
was of great scientific interest, but of no biological significance; that
is, it was never there in amounts dangerous to any living thing.
· ·
As General Farrell has said, the. bnll of fire· did not come to the
ground and we have good evidence of that in the wooden structures,
the poles, particularly. The fires which did occur were, in the mnin,
of secondary origin. There are Jap:mese reports of fields of wheat
that were ripe catching fire about a half a, mile to three-fourths of n,
mile away on the hillside. There were certain individuals with black
clothing who had the clothing catch on fire. Clothing ,vith black
stripes and other dark figures on the cloth was scorched and the pattern was often seen from a superficial burn on the skin from the
infrared radiation. This healed promptly.
This effect was also well illustrated on the telephone poles, which
were scorched on the side toward the demolition and on other objects
which vrnre cornhustible or whose texture and appearance conld be
changed by an increase of temperature'.
e have a great deal of evidence to indicate that the concrete buildings were gutted by the blast waves and the bmning of the contents
of the buildings was caused, in a great number of cases, bv shOl't circuits and fires of other secondary origin.
"
.
However, in each case, the personnel in those buildings was subject
to injury and death by the secondary missiles, the main- one of which
was the steel window framing, which was torn out of its socket by the
blast force; these window frames W(!l'e thrown into the room, through
the room, knocking down the personnel and not infrequently knocking down also the partitions and going on into the halls' 01· even
throngh both hall walls.
,
The impression is g·ained that a great many of the concrete ot·
heavily built buildings were not damaged. Yon gaine(l that ilnpres-
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sion if yon looked at them from the street. Our party had two/engi. 'neers, whose duty it was to specifically inspect buildings and deters
· . mine what were construction failures that caused death. · As a result,
we have a good deal of rather·precise information in pictures. to indi~ ·
cate that relatively few of these buildings escaped major damage of
some sort from the blast.
.
The medical school .buildings in Nagaski were built to withstand
earth<J.uakes and were exceedingly heavy.· The window frames in the
majority of the ·buildings were steel frames which were poured with
the building. In most cases, .these· frames were ripped out.. The
wooden false ceiling, the wainscoting, the laboratory equipmenteverything in these rooms-the books in the library, and so on, looked
as if an earthquake or a hurricane of extremely high velocity had
disrupted the contents.
·
Not infrequently, bodies were still present two months after the
explosion, undemeath such debris. They were killed by the fall of
the false ceilings. These false ceilings were heavy and when they fell
on the individuals in the room they added to the mortality, in addition to that caused by the ·window frames.
·
It took us a long· time to get any information from .the Japanese,
and almost day to day the data which they gave to us changed. As
I remember, in these two cities-I am speaking particularly of Nagasaki where I remained the longer-the stones of the Japanese
chitngecl. They frequently told us, what they thought we wanted to
hear and we had great trouble in getting the true facts.
A grea,t many of them cannot remember where they were. We got
a great deal of information from the three rloctors in the medical
school who survived and who were able to help us in our survey of
cases. Five doctors survived altqgether, but the other two were unable
t~ participa,te; they .were badly injur.ed. The rest of the staff of 50
died; 200 of the mechcal students survived, but they were not of much
use to us, because a great many of them were still weak and unable to
carry out any duties. The rest of the GOO either died or could not be
accounted for. The number of nurses and patients who died is
unknown.
At the Red Cross Hospifatl in Hiroshima, the chief of staff was very
badly injured; he had fractures of his clavicle imd scapule, and a great
many cuts from glass. He was not sure of what happened to the rest
of his staff, but he told us that a great part of his staff had not survived, and probably 15 or 20 of the nurses were dead. He could not
say how many patients were deau.. In fact, he had no very clear
memory of that clay.
.
We tried to get information from the Japanese survivors as to
where they were at the time, so that we could set down precise figures
as to the survival rates and morbilities and injuries, and so on. It
was _almost impossible to get this information with any accuracy. We
not mfrequently found that the Japanese could not tell us where they
were at the time within 1,900 meters. It took often an hour of careful
questioning of a patient, even an intelligent one, like a doctor or a
nurse, to find out precisely what happened on that day.
· The three doctors in the Nagasaki medical school remembered nothing for 2 or 3 hours afterward and the two who could not help us
because they were badly injured remembered nothing until the next
day.
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Our conclusion was that we could tmst very little of the £actual
information that came to us throughinterpreters, from these Japanese, these patients.
.
·
·
When you realize that all the records and all the facilities and all
the orga.nizatioris of both towns were wiped out, literally, in one,.
instant, you can see that a survey party trying to get information
about individuals has very little hope or chance of success.
.
I could go on at great length, but I think I have said enough for·
your putpose. ·
The CHAIBMAN. Thank you.
·
Major DE SEVERSKY. I would like to say that in general I agree with.
the observations of the colonel here; I agree that there was a very
terrific fire; the rest remains for the experts to find out about.
.·
We must realize that buildings in Hiroshima and Nagasaki werein the midst of a fire of terrifically high degree of temperature.
Within the concrete, metal structures were expanding, breakin"' concrete walls and ceilings. There was a great deal of that sort ofdamage. I could not easily determine whet.her the damage was due to the
original blast or to the heat and expansion of the internal structures.
Generally, both looked alike.
Now, those chimneys-I am going to show you the pictures I have.
Among these pictures that I will show you, there are pictures of chimneys still standing. I hope you don't mind that.
Colonel 'WARREN. Not a bit.
.
Maj or DE S1wERSRY. Your statement about the wood puz)lles me.
I conceive that the wood might have been thrown or moved around by
the wind, but what puzzles me are the trees. There were tree trunks
in abundance at zero point. ·while I admit an atomic bomb can do a
lot, I do not think that an atomic bomb can move and transplant trees.
So far as the chaotic condition of the interior of. the buildings is
concerned, it must be realized that during the fire there was a great
1mnic among the ,Japanese. The ,J aps were upsetting things; there
was some looting going on, because there were no troops present.
In this conection, I remember an incident. "When I went through
the Vulkenrod faboratory in Germany, I thought the place was struck
by a hurricane, but it wasn't a hurricane. It was struck by our GI's
who went through and made sure the place wasn't going to be usable.
So, while I agreed with Colonel 1Varren about the interior destruction-well, so many things had taken place there that I imagine it is
very difficult, with any degree of accuracy, to discern the cause of
damages and really know exactly what happened in each particular
case.
Colonel WARREN. }fay I reply?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Colonel WARREN; The only chimneys, though; that were actually
standing were reinforced concrete chimneys which were built to
withstand earthquakes; and almost all of those had the reinforcing
rods snapped on the side toward the blast or where the blast had
exercised compression on the downward side. That would mean that
the chimneys would have to come down in the majority of cases.
I think it was quite easy, in some places where there was no fire,
to show that the damage to the concrete building was due to the blast
forces alone.
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Insofar as the trees are concerned, they also are streamlined, and the
infrared radiation which they received was not suflicient to kill them.
Also, there was not enough heat on the ground or radiation heat on
the ground to kill the seeds so that the plants sprung up right awtiy.
In fact, the Japanese planted) beans and corn, and, at our urging,
they raised vegetables such as sweetpotatoes, and. so on, because we
thought that there was no clanger from doing so and we wanted them
to feel-and we wanted our troops to feel-that the area was safe.·
We had measured it and it was safe.
Another thing around the area below zero, for a distance of 300 or
400 yards, the forces were almost straight clown, so that the telephone
poles and trees were relatively untouched. They were not moved from .
their position at all. Branches were stripped off, but not much more
damage than that.
On the other hand, when you go out a quarter of a mile or more,
the trees and poles were pushed clown-the majority, not all-so
that their base was toward the center of the blast. That was one
way by which it was easy to define ,vhere zero was.
However, as you pointed out before and as has been brought out,
each explosion has a lot of vagaries in it. I think it was a common
experience in London and elsewhere, where there were people killed
in one room and none in the next room in the same building. So, we
can explain a lot of things from that. I feel that we shouldn't
haggle too much over what escaped or what was damaged.
The facts are that a tremendous amount of clest1:uction occurred
in these cities; it did the job it was intended to do. The forces involved are tremendous, they are greater than anything we have had
to deal with before. I would hate to see any kind of a weapon like
this used.
. ·
I have been involved in the New Mexico test and investigation of
these two cities. I view the future use of them with a dim light .. I
would fervently hope that they are never used ngain as a bomb or
as a weapon in the fntnre. It is not a plaything, by any stretch of
the imngination, and it does a tremendous amount of damage.
I think that the radiation has been exaggerated, because the small
added percentage of the people kiped from that, in addition to the
expected effects of TNT bomb eqmvalent, was small. Also, the protection which 1Vould have to be built al,:!:ainst the blast would probably be adequate to protect against the radiation.
That is all, thank yon.
Senator ,JoHNSON. Colonel "'iVarren, clicl I understand you to say
that in Nagasaki the city had been previously bombed by conventional bombs of 500-pound size i
Colonel WARREN. Y cs, Senator. A raid was made, so we were
told, on the 1st of August, and a string of about 10 bombs was
dropped on the east side. As a result, three of them made direct hits
c,n the medical school, and something like 15 or 16 dropped on the
south side of the harbors-they were aimed at the midget-submarine
plant and the lower part of the Mitsubishi steel plant.
Senator JOHNSON. '\Vere the hits in the medical school accidental?
Colonel WARREN. I think that both were accidental, except that
they tried to get the midget-submarine plallt at the south end of the
harbor and they ran over too far to the north under the cloudy
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conditions which prevailed. Or a man may have dfopped his bombs
to get rid of his load on the way )lome. I do not know the details.
There were crat~rs, though.· .
. ·
,
Senator MIILIKIN. That is~ t)lere were three hits that you found L
Colonel W AnREN. There were three in the Mitsubishi steel plant
and submn.rine nrea which actually struck buildings or the fore,ground of buildi11gs. The re$t of them.hit the bank, they went into
part of the bay and missed the buildings otherwise. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Are thei:~any further questions1
.·
·
(No response.}
·
Thank you very much, Colonel.
We will convene again at 2 o'clock to finish this line of testimony
and also to hear a very important witness who will talk to us on the
definition of basic scientific information.
The hearing will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. m. of the same
day.)
· ·
AFTERNOON SESSION
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nitze, you are vice chairman of the United
States Strategic Bombing Survey made at Nagasaki and Hiroshimal
Mr. NrTzE. That is correct, sir.
The CnAmMAN. Have you some comments to make upmi the testimony of this morning 1
Mr. NITZE. Yes, we would like to make a few comments on that.
STATEMENT OF PAUL 1I. NITZE, VICE CHAIRMAN, UNITED STATES
STRATEGIC BOMBING SURVEY, ACCOMPANIED BY PROF. H. L.
BOWMAN, DIRECTOR, .PHYSICAL DAMAGE DIVISION, USSBS, AND
PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, DREXEL INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.; AND DR. LUTHER L. TERRY,
MEDICAL DIVISION, UNITED STATES STRATEGIC BOMBING SURVEY (U. S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE)

Mr. NITZE. I think first I would like to describe the United States
Strategic Bombing Survey. It wns set up in the fall of 1944 at the·
request of President Roosevelt to make an impartial survey of the
effects of the strategic air attack on Germany. The Army supplied
us with a large number of trained personnel, but the main direction
of the survey was civilian in order to assure impartia.lity.
,ve made an investigation in Germany not only of the physical
effects of the various weapons that were used, but also industry by
industry to see how the damage to a given factory related to the overall production of the industry and to Germany's war potential. We
made a survey city by city to see what the effect of urban area.attack
was, investigated what happened to the morale of Germany, what
happened from the medical standpoint, and a]so what happened from
the over-all economic and military poin~ of view. We tried to cover
the subject matter from the broadest possible point of view.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your background? Will you state it briefly
for the record?
Mr. NITZE. Prior to joining the survey I was in the Foreign Economic Administration handling the procurement of strategic mate-
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rials from abroad and the preclnsive buying operations against the
Axis, an economic background. Prior to the war I was a vice president of Dillon, Read & Co.
The group included specialists in all different fields. The groups,
at maximum strength, was as large as 1,400 in Europe.
·
After completing the European survey, we were requested to make
a similar survey in Japan, not only of the physical damage, but also
the entire relationship between the physical damage and these other
effects, the economic, military, and political effects.
.
Obviously the atomic bomb was a new element in Japan which
warranted a great· deal of attention, so we sent into' Hiroshima and
Nagasaki quite large groups. I think we had 114 people in each place
for periods of up to 2 months; not all of them that long, but very
extended periods of time, and those included structural engineers,
ordnance people, medical people, experts in the electrical field, the
railroad experts, and so on.
As Major de Seversky said, the problem of really defining what the
effects were is a job which cannot be done hastily. Our first impressions were sometimes totally different from our final impressions. It
is only after you have made a detailed examination stmcture by structure and have correlated all the data that you can come up with sufficiently bas.ic and accurate conclusions to evaluate and compare atomic
weapons with other weapons 1
I think we might go to some of the major points which have been
raised, taking first the question as to the blast effect which was caused
by the atomic bomb in relation to the blast effect which might have
been caused by a 10-ton blockbuster. "\iVe have computed the distances
from ground zero point at which structures of all various types were
destroyed. I think Professor Bowman could give some summary as
to the range at ·which blast effects occurred.
Professor Bowl\lAN. The fip:urcc1 for Hiroshima are as follows:
"\iVe found that one-story brick buildings were destroyed pretty generally up to about 7,700 feet.
Senator TYDINGS. A mile and a half?
Professor BOWMAN. That is right. Brick multistory buildings were
destroyed rather generally up to about 5,700 feet. Up to about·2,000
feet, reinforced concrete building~ would have about one-third of the
area rendered useless.
Senator :Mru,rn:rN. Up to about how many feet?
Professor BOWMAN. 2,000 foBt.
Senator TYDINGS. Is this Nagasaki or Hiroshim[t?
Professor BowllrAN. Hiroshima.
Senator TYDINGS. That is the first bomb?
Professor BowJ11AN. That is the ffrst bomb. I c1on't have in exactly
that same form the figures for Nagasaki, but as an example of reinforced concrete construction at Nagasaki. there were 21 reinforced
concrete buildings located between '1,000 a'ncl 2,00.0 feet from ground
zero. Of that 21, 4 were destroyed; 10 had what we have designated
as "structural damage," which means that some of the main members would have to be rebuilt; and the remaining 7, which accounts
for all 21, suffered what we called superficial damage-that is, they had
walls knocked out or minor damage of considerable extent, and by
minor damage I mean more than windows broken and partitions
knocked out.
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. !3enator M1LLIIUN. Can you distinguish for us the destruction or
mJury caused by blast and by fire?
·
:
Professor EowMAN, The damage .that I have given here is all blast
damage.
.
·
.
Senator Jo:uNsoN.. Was there very much apparent. difference in
the types of buildings of those that were completely destroyed and
those partially destroyed and those that were superficially destroyed?
Professor BowMAN. There are two factors that enter in. · One, of
co11rse, is distance. The other is that in deaJii1g with reinforced concrete buildings,. as an example, there is a wide difference in construction. Because of the Japanese laws regarding earthqti.ake construction,
and also because of laws which required a much heavier roof than we
use in many cases, some of those puildings were even stronger than
ours would have been. On the co,1t.rary, some of them were of poor
construction; the design may have been made all right, but the workmanship was poor. The concrete ,Yas poor in some of them, so that
.some of the differences that you get, the spread in distances, would
be accounted for by the difference in construction of the various
~~~

.

Senator TYDINGS. Do you have a ready reference for quick comparison as to the damage and the extent of the damage from point zero of
the biggest blockbuster beside the atomic bomb?
Professor BowTuIAN. I don't have those figures, sir; I would have to
guess.
Seftator TYDINGS. Could you get it?
Professor Bow11uN. There would be a big difference, but I would
have to guess.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Give me a guess now, and then correct it in the
record permanently after yon have tirne to verify your guess. How
many times greater is the damage of the atomic bomb used over Hiroshima as compared with the d~mage that would have been done in the
same spot by the biggest blockbuster?
Professor BowMAN. You are talking about Hiroshima?
Senator TYDINGS. Y es-5, 10, 15, 25-how many times greated
Professor BowllfAN. I would say the number is certainly not less
than 100, and probably 200 would be a better guess.
Senator TYDINGS. So your answer is somewhere between 100 and
200 times as much damage was done by one atomic bomb as would have
been clone by the greatest blockbuster that was ltsecl in ·worId vVar II.
Is that right?
Professor BowMAN. I think that is correct.
(Professor Bowman subseque11tly submitted the following; which
was made part of the recor9. : )
"'AR D1,PARTMENT,
Bo:.!ll!NO SURVEY,
PnYSJCAL DAMAGE D1nsroN,

UNin;o STATES STRATIWIC

Gravelly Point, Ya., February 27, 1946.

Hon.

BRIEN McMAHON,

Chainnffn, Special Coinrnittee on ,itomic Energy,
.Senate Office Building, Wr1shiugtc,i1' 2~, D. a.

DEAR SENATOR McMAHON: Inclo8ecl nre the statements on the relation between
a 10-ton "blockbuster" anu the atomic homh which Senator Tydings requested me
to submit for record when I appeared before your committee Oft Febrnary 15.
Sincerely yours,
H. L. BoW:llfAN,

Direptor, Physical Darnag(! Division.
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In appearing b~for~ the Senate;s Special' Committee on Atomic Ene·~gy on'
I<'eb1·m1ry Hi, 1945, I· was asked· by Senator .Tydings to guess the number of
10-ton "blockbusters",.which would cause destruction .equal to that
one atomic
bomb of the type t1sed i.n Japan, a·nd to later correct the guess :i'o1: the record.
My guess was that the. number would be not less than 100· and might be as
high as 200, assuming Jhot each type detonated at tlle optimum' altitude. On
further thought I see no r(;)ason for changing these figures. ·
Theoretical considei·ations suggest that a 10-ton bomb (i. e., one containing a
charge of perhaps 8 tons of TNT) would demolish multistory brick buildings with.
load-bearing walls located at distances of 400 feet from the point of detonation,
would do serious structural damage (i. .e., damage demolishing, or. at least requiring the rPplacement of, main snp11orting members) to multistory buildings
with frames of structural steel or reinforced concrete IocntEd at distances of 150
feet. Corresponding llistances for the atomic bomb are G,000 feet and 2,000 feet.
Tliert'fore, the relative areas of destruction are-

or

Multistory brick

(5"!~gll)'= UiG

2
_ooo)'=.178
150
It is seen that these figures lie ln the rnnge 100-200 mentioned above.
These theoretical figures for the atomic boml) may be compared with figures
obtajncd by actnal SU1Tey at Hiro;;hima (col'l'espouding distances at Nagasaki
wouhl be at least Hi percent greater). '.l'o multistory reinforced-concrete buildings at a distance of 2,000 feet from nir zero (i. e., the point in the air at which
the bomb cletonate11) the atomic IJomh ca11scd Rti'uctnral dnmage which rendered
about one-third of the floor svaee of th,) buildings unusable. Also, multistory
brick buildings weni tlrn,troyed nt distances (average) of 5,750 feet from AZ;
single-stor,r brick, nt dir:trrnces of 7,700 feet.
.II. L. ROWMAN,
Multistory steel or concrete

·(

JJ1,rcctor, l'husfoal. JJa.inar,e Divis-ion,
Unitell Btates Strategic Bombing S1trvey.

Mr. N1TzE. On that point, wouldn't it he also fair to say that, irrespective of the target used, that ratio ,vould not change greatly?
In other. wonls, both weapons used aga it1st flimsy construction or both
weapons used against heavy construdion, the ratio would still be relafrirelv co11stan t.
Se1rntor TYDINGS, I will ask my qurstion in another form, Does
your proportion hold trne as to lives as well as to buildings 'I Is it more
or less in the case of lives in that arra?
.
Professor Bowl\JAN. I don't think there would be a:ny wide difference.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, the life casunlty wonld run along
with the building casualties?
.
I>rofessor Bow,\fAN .. I think that is right.
Senator TYDINGS. ·would you give me your.best considered thought
on that when yon lrnve a Jittle time to reflect on it, a.nd state what
figure you actt1ally think on sober second thonght would be the one
you suggest?
Pi·ofrssor BowMAN. Yes.
Mr. N1TzE. I think, Senator, that Dr. Terry could testify as to the
relationship between casualties caused by incendiary bombs in other·
Japanese cities and the casualties in Hiroshima equated as to areas
of equal physical destruction.
·
Dr. TERRY. Could you testify on thiit?
.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Let me ask you whether it is your intention later
to give us similar figures on Nagasaki?
Professor BOWMAN. These figures apply generally.
Senator TYDINGS. Of course, t]wre was more area destroyed at
Hiroshima than at N agaski.
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Dr. TERRY. In attempting to compare, of cour.se 1 the:i:~,,ia,.~~;,ptany;
variables, but we trie~ to make the·equation as sin\.ple . as we,,~ti'tl~tl:??
. Insofar as h:uman hves were concerned, the number of deaths: and
injuries produced by an atomic bomb and produced by. inb!'lpcliO:r,y
bombing in Japan, the simplest manne1· in which we could make aii'
equation where there would be only one variable was to compare the
nu.mber of deaths, r~ther the percentage of deaths produced ~ri, Hiro.sh1ma and Nagasalu to the percentage of deaths produced m other
cities where a comparable percentage of the cities' area was destroyed
by incendiary bombing. In other words, one would have to suppose-.
in applying that, for instance, to Tokyo• a much larger citY:-that a.
sufficient number of atomic bombs would be dropped to produce the
same percentage of damage to the built-up area as was achieved in
Hi1;oshima and Nagasaki.
·
.
·
On that basis, and comparing mortality and morbidity figures we
found that the figure for injuries would be 15.2 times as great by
atomic bombing as by incendiary bombing.
· ..
Senator TYmNGS. "\Vlutt do you mean~ One incendiary bomb~
Dr. TERRY. I said incendiary bombing.
Mr. N1TzE. To produce comparable physical damage.
Senator TYDINGS. W onld it take 15 times the number? .
Dr. TERRY. No, this represerits the number of injuries produced by
the atomic bomb in comparison to incendiary bombing. If one produced the same amount of damage in two comparable cities, in one
by incendiary bombing, in. the other by atomic bombing, there would
be Hi times as many people injured in the second as in the first. There
would be 18 times as many people killed. The exact figures are 15.2
· andlS.6. ·
.
.
Senator TYDINQS. You mean the atomic bomb would injure 15
times as many?
.
.
Mr. NrrzR. If one destroyed three sqnare miles of Tokyo by incendiary bombs, and i:f one also destroyed three square miles by
atomic. bombing, the casualties in the first instance would be one-·
fifteenth of the casmtlties in the second instance.
Senator TYmNos. So that if a city were 3 miles square, for example,
and was completely devastated by either method, the amount of
casualties as a result of atomic bombing would be 15 times as great
as by incendiary bombing~·
·
Mr. NrrzE. Right, <in the basis of ,Japanese experience.
Senator TYDINGS. Now I unrlerstnucl you.
Major DE SEVERSKY. May I ask a question?
Tho CnAIRi\fAN. Yes, O"O ahead.
Major DE SEVERSI.:Y. Your comparison is one Japanese city as
against the other ,Japanese city, one Japanese city attacked by atomic
bombs against another Japanese city attacked by incendiaries. Are
you conv~!1cec1 that the same ratio will apply exactly to a steel rm<l
concrete city where there are 110 wooden structm·es?
.
Dr. TERRY. I was not talking about concrete cities. I was talking
about compara.tive mortality and morbidity figures :for Japanese
cities. For incendiary bombing, five of the largest cities in J apati.
were taken; for the atomic ·bombing, the two cities were taken.
Senator TYDINGS. Could you right there give us the number of
planes and the number of incendiary bombs that would be used in
the comparable area for your statistics for h1cenclin,ry bombing as
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against the one plane and th~ one ,bomb used in an atomic bombing; ·
and the length of time1 ·..
.
-··
·
. ·
· ·
.
Dr. ThnRY. I don't know.
. . ..
·
.
. Sena.tor TYDINGS. vVould it be possible for you to construct a· reason- ;
ab!y accurate table in ans'."er to that question? .
.
. ·
Dr. TERRY. Oh, yes; I thmk so.
.
.·
Senator TYDINGS. Will you do it and put it .in the record i
Dr. TERRY. Certainly.
.
· ·
.
. .
Senator TYDINGS. I would like to lmow the number of planes and.
the amount o:f time.
·
Dr. TmmY. ,vhat do you mean by time, sid
.
..
Senator TYDINGS. w·ell, whether you could take 100 planes m 2
days, or 50 planes in 4 days, or whatever it would take. · .
. ·
Dr. T1rnRY. I:f you will pardon my interruption, l don't believe the
time element would be of any importance, because actually we will
presume that one plane ·could fly there as quickly and drop its ·bombs
as quickly as a thousand planes.
·
Senator TYDING~. I:f 100 planes came over, they would -be a better
target than i:f one plane came over. One plane would be the: worst
target o:f all.
·
· ·
' y ori can shoot into a flock o:f ducks and hope to kill one without
aiming very well; but you cannot shoot one duck without having a
pretty good aim. That has been my experience with duck shooting,
anyway.
·
.
. ..
Major DE SEVERSKY. May I inject something here?
· ::'. · .
I :feel that it is quite to the contrary. 0:f course, i:f you are attacking a defenseless city, that is one question; but, if one plane approaches
a city that has adequate air defenses, it probably will never get there.
In that case, you would probably have to send quite a number of planes
to guarantee that one of them would actually deliver the atomic bomb
to the right place.
·
..
Senator TYDINGS. But with 200 planes you lose the element of surprise. With one plane, you keep the element o:f surprise.
·_
Major de SEvERSKY. Only for the first time or two times.
Senator TYDINGS. All you want is one time with an atomic.bomb .. -,·
Senator JOHNSON. One hunter and 200 ducks, or 200 hunters and
one duck-that is your comparison. I:f you have one duck among·
200 hunters, as in the case o:f one plane, he doesn't have much chance
of getting away.
Senator TYDINGS. I wonld like to know how man:y planes it would
take to effect the same amount of devastation with mcendiary bombs
as it would take with one atomic bomb, and we can figure out the time
element almost automatically.
·
Mr. NITZE. There was some testimony this morning with respect
to the number of planes which would have been necessnry to produce
comparable damage at Hiroshima. · I think General Fan;ell testified
that it would be somewhere in the order of 400 to 750 plnnes, and
our testimony was that taking into account the fact that in other
cities there was some repeat raiding where you went. over some alreadyburned-out area, while these were virgin cities from the standpoint of
fire, about 300 planes ,vould be the equivalent figure.
,ve also made the point, however, that that would only be fire
damage which would result therefrom, that there would be· no blast
damage and far fewer casualties.
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Senator TYDINGS. YOU can flee :from a fire, to some extent, b11t you
cannot flee from ttn atomic bomb very well.
· , .. · ,
.,
:.· · Mr. Nn'ZE. That is correct, ancl the casualties would presumably
. be one•fifteenth what they were from this particular bomb. .
. . .
.· The second point we wanted to make was that as you · increase ·
the strength of your structures, the relationship does not necessal'ily
go clown; the stronger weapon is relatively just as effective against
strong structures as it is against weak structures,
Senator TYDINGS. That is sensible.
·
Mr. N1TZE. Granted that there are protective measures which you
could take to reduce the loss. of life, and Major cle Seversky's point
was· very well taken this morning that this was a surprise attack,
that people did not find themselves in shelters.· They were all out in
in the open, and if there had been warning the casualties would have
been measurably less.
Senator TYDINGS. You would, however, say that Major de Seversky's point was not well taken when he maintained that o:ne atomic
bomb is only 10 times as gre~1t as one blockbuster?
Mr. NITZE. That ·we think is completely out of the realm of any
reasonable relationship.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Your opinion is based on actnal examination of
the facts, isn't it?
~
Mr. NrrzE. Yes; bnt one does hnve to make some hypothetical calculations in order to translate it. '
Sernitor TYDINGS. Not completel\y hypotheticaU
Mr. NITzE. Not completely hypothetical.
The CHAIRl\IAN. Senator Tydings, J'Iajor de Seversky's statement
in the Reader's Digest was that oue atomic bomb delivered as it was
over Nagasaki would do no more damage than one blockbuster dropped
in the traditional blockbuster-drapping style over lower New York,
not 10.
Senator TYDINGS. I don't think Major de Seversky would maintain '
that position now, would you, Major?
Major DE SEvERSKY. I still consider that the atomic bomb exploded
over coiicrete :wd steel cities in the same manner as it exploded in
Hiroshima would cause damage to the structure which would be on the
order of the damage caused by one 10-ton blockbuster.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vhat is that agn.in?
. Major DI~ SEVERSJ-:Y. I said it wotikl be apprnximately the same as
the result of a direct hit by one 10-ton blockbuster, but I do not say
they will be equal if hoth of them score direct hits. That is another
story. "\Ve went t.hrough that this morning and it is all in the
record, sir.
Senator 'fxDnrns .. vVcll, I don't want to take ii:;sue with you, because I am here to listen and not to argue; but I \\'01ild say !hat some
25 men who have preceded you· on the stand, who have worked on
ihe atomic bomb and experimented with it and lniYe viewed the
damage, all take issue with you, and noue of them support you.
Major DE SEVEI:SKY. I still have to maintain my own opinion based
on my observations, and if I find I am mistaken I wi 11 ha rn enough
moral courage to iulmit I was wrong.
.
Senator TYDINGS. All I was .trying to clo ,ms to see if you could
agree that the atomic bomb, as testified here, was JOO or 200 times
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gl:'eater in its material destructiveness than is the blockbuster. You
don't agree to that? You think they are equal?
Major DE SEVERSKY. It ·depends on the target.
went through
that this morning.
Senator TYDINGS. I hope if I am in New York and they have a
selection of weapons the next time they are goir1g to bomb that city
in the next war, the fellow who selects them will take a blockbuster
instead of an atomic bomb, and I am sure you will agree with me.
Major DE SEVERSKY. It all deiJends on the means of defense you
are going to work out.
Mr. NrTZE. Perhaps the reason there is disagreement is that you
might not get what is ca.lled structural damage, as defined by the
weapons-analysis experts, which means main structural members
have given way, to the heavy steel structures of New York from a
bomb exploding at the height .that the atom bomb was actually exploded at Nagasaki, but you would certainly get an enormous amount
of the type of damage which is important to the citizens of the United·
States, which is to have the walls blown in, to have people killed in
large numbers, to have the buildings made completely useless as any
place where yon can live or do any business.
Senator TYDINGS. I would like also to have put in the record, if it
hasn't been put in, by whoever can put it in, that we have the scope
of the 10-ton blockbuster put in the record at about this point so that
we may have the actual limitations.
Mr. N1TZE. As it happens, I don't believe there is a 10-ton blockbuster. None was ever built.
Senato'l' TYDINGS. 1Vell, whatever one there was, the largest. I
would like to get that in so we not only would have what we know
about the atomic bomb, but what we actually know about the 5- or
6- or 7-ton blockbuster.
Mr. NrTzI,. We might go through some of these paragraphs, paragraph by paragraph.
Major de Seversky says that the appearance of Nagasaki and Hiroshima was comparable to the appeamnce of any other city that was
burned, which is quite right, because the result of the secondary conflagration is the thing which yon first see when you go there, ·the
remains o:f a big fire. But as one looks more deeply into the thing, the
effects are different.
I don't believe an incendiary raid would produce evidences of flash
effect such as one, finds in Hiroshima and .Nagasaki. I have here a
piece of tile from the tile roofs that Major de Seversky refers to,
which shows the bubbling effect one gets on the tile roofs.
:Major DE SEVERSKY. Why is it caused by ilash and not by fire? It
is heat, isn't is? But why flash and not fire?
. Mr. NrTZ1•1. I believe experience shows that that type of effect would
not result from a secondary fire, that that could only be produced
by the radiation and flash effect of an atomic bomb.
Professor BoW:JlfAN. That only occurred near zero point. It didn't
occur throughout the area where the buildings were burned.
,
J\fajor DE SEVERSKY. I am going to show you a picture at zero point
where the paint is beautiful, nothing was scorched. Unless the explosion hits like lightning bolts and sizzles this spot a11cl that spot and
not the entire are.a, I am completely flabbergastrd.

:r
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P1·ofessor Bow111AN. 'l'here were acres of this pubbled roof tile.
Mr. NrrzE. Ont to consiclerttble distances it was bubbled.
·
Professor BowMAN. GOO to 1,000 feet from zero this e,:ffect took ·
place.
:. ·
·
Major DE S:EiVERSKY. How would yon explain to me that on the top
of those buildings, practically at zero point, the paint on the railings
and wooden doors survived~
Colonel WARREN. There are a lot of things we cannot explain, but
you can see plenty of evidence on telephone poks where this infrared.
radiation, without any flame at all, affect.eel the side of the pole toward
zero and not the side in the shadow, and that is exactly the same thins-.
Major DE SEVERSKY. There is nothing to prove to me that this 1s
necessarily a flash burn.
·
·
·
Senator TYDINGS. This goes horizontally through the air, as I understand it, and hits whatever it comes in contact with.
Colonel WARREN. It is like light, subject to screening which pro- .
· duces shadows. ·
.
·
Mr. NITZE, I think with respect to this point we can supply photographs of the gas tank which was some four or five thousand feet from
zero point in Hiroshima where the paint is clearly ~lazed wherever
it was exposed, and where you can see the shadows. ot an intervening
building which was blown down by the subsequent blast as clearly as
though it were brilliant sunlight. Even out at that distance, there
was that type of effect.
Major DE SEVERSKY. I can remember, for example, burns on a white
concrete bridge at one place where one of the men I talked to told me
people were, knocked dO'wn and were lying on the bridge for some time
during the raging fires. The whole bridge was smoked up, but when
the bodies were removed they left a white imprint on the bridge.
Professor BOWMAN. But there are places where the railing of a
bridge cast its shadow ::md the rail was still standing, so that wasn't
lying on the bridge during the fire.
·
·
Major DE SEVF.RcKY. Behind the pole there were white spots.
Colonel
Anm,N. Not very far out.
Mr. NITzE. With r~spect, ·for instance, to such things as telegraph
poles still standing, and with respect to chimneys still standing, those
are certainly structures where the pressure equal1zes very rapidly. The
pressure hits on one side, and almost instantly the pressure is equal
on the other side, so it is to be expected that that type of thing would
survive and. did survive even though some of the chimneys, as Colonel
vVarren stated, were structurally injured at the base. I think on
analysis that is not a difficult phenomenon to expla.in.
If one wants to give protection to people close in to an atomic
explosion, it can be clone with adequate shelters; but you cannot have
openings because the blast would blow in, ftnd flying debris was one
of the fargest causes of casualty in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. If you
don't have openings, then you don't have an equalization of pressure
and the shelters would have to be strongly constructed.
One of the reasons why structural damage was probably not greater
than it was from blast was clue to this equalization o:f pressure as the
windows blew in and tl1e blast equalized. But if you try to protect the
· people inside, then you have to have a struct'!1re which will maintain
itself even though the pressure does not equalize.

,v
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Major DE SEVERSKY. What do you think would bethe effect H they
used the kind of shelter that we saw at Essen and IG Farben in
Gern:iany?
·. Mr . .NITZE. I think it was our opinion that shelters 0£ that type
\'vould stand against a bomb exploded at this altitude, and that the
people thei·ein would have survived. In other words, it is possible to
build shelters which would protect people from this explosion at
this altitude. I think Major de Sevei·sky's point is well taken that
ii you lower the altitude you shrink the area exposed to the effect of
the bonib, even though you increase its effective power within the
smaller area.
,
·
General lTarrell's point that it .probably is impossible to construct
:my structure which would give total defense against a direct hit is also
well taken. All that can be done is to reduce the area of vulnerabilty
hy improved types of structures ..
There are a number ot mmor £actual errors in the article, in addition to these mentwned. it does seem, moreover, as though Major
de Seversky had been trying to make a point and had not presented
factual data impartially from the scientiric point of view or from the ·
impitrtial standpoint which he recommends at the end of his article.
It seems the phraseology in the artiCie is misieading where it is not
wrong and is not necessarily a fair phraseology.
Senator TYDINGS. Of course, you i1re talking all the time abo.ut the
old atomic bomb.
Mr. N1T,: E. Yes, our investigation of cou!'se was limited to the bombs
that were dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Swato1· TYDINGS. 'lo the iirst two. Unfortunately, much of the
testimony before this committee has been in secret with FBI men
standing at the door, so we are in no position to talk about the future
atomic bomb. It is only fair to say that these conclusions are based
on the first t,rn that were used ... ·
·
Mr. NITZE. I think we might make a few comments with respect
to the I elative effectiveness of the bomb dropped over Hiroshima
and the one dropped over Nagamiki. It is quite true that the area
which was destroyed at Nagasaki was less than the area at Hiroshima,
but that is solely due to the nature of the target. The intervening
bills did protect a. portion of the downtown area of Nagasaki, but
not all of it by nny means. I think we have got. some photographs
here which will show the degree to which that downtown area was
injured.
,
I think Dr. Bowman's figures conclusively demonstrate that the
radius from zero point, at which structures of comparable types were
damaged, was appreciably greater at Nugnsaki than nt Hiroshima.
That is correct; is it not?
Professor BowMAN. That is correct.
: Senator JoH,NSON. The Nagasaki bomb, then, was the more potent
of the two?
Mr. N ITZE. Yes, measured from ground effects irrespective 0£ the
scientific computations as to the energy released.
Senator JOHNSON. Is that true in all departments-the blast, the
radioactivity, the heat, and all?
Mr. NITZE. I think in all effects.
Professor BowMAN. '\-Ve have no figures on radioactivity.
1
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. Senator TYDiNGS. Could I ask you whether the maximum· point of.•
blast effect wll.s measured at Nagasaki, and if.so what was it'(,r ; ·.
Mr. Nr±zE. The distance :from ground zero?
. ·, · : ...
. : Senator, TYDINGS, You gave some figures startin§s -with 7,0QO,_ 6,500, . · ·
.and 2,000 feet, and so on. H_ave you any comparable figures where the·.· ·
•hills did not interverieshowil1g· thi.:!·scope>oHhe N aga11aki, bombt .· ....· . . ..
, , Mr. NrrzE. Yes, ·I think Dr. Bowman has those figures here. '. ;, : ·
·;.Professor Bow11rAN. I don't have exactly comparable. figures. "·':
Senator TYDINGS. Give us·an approximation.
.
. . . .
Professor BOWMAN. The relative effectiveness of the two bombs!:
Senator TYDINGS. ,vell, as I recall you stated, I think, 7,800 feet.
.. Professor BowMAN. I would say that the given effects at Hiroshima.
were repeated probably 25 percentfurther away at Nagasaki.
.
Senator TYDINGS, So that it would be a fair average conclusion to
take the limitations you have mentioned on the effect of the bomb at
Hiroshima and add 25 percent to each category in estimating the increased scope, and· so forth, of the Nagasaki bomb ?
Mr. N1TzE. Yes.
·
Major DE SEVERSKY. Senator, I don't think it is exactly fair to use.
it as an inescapable conclusion, because while intervening hills limited
the spread of the blast in one direction, they-also might have assisted
the propag:ation of the blast in another direction, forming a sort of
channel, like the phenomenon that takes place in a wind tunnel or
a gun barrel. In Nagasaki, I can show you a great many wooden
buildings still standing up at a distance nearer to the zero point than
in Hiroshima, and you can measure it yourself on the map.
Dr. MORRISON. But shielded by hills?·
Major DE SEVERSKY. Not at all; I can show it to you.
Senator TYDINGS. I am in no position to argue the merits of this,
·but with a limited know ledge of it I don't think it got much force from
from the echo of the hills.
Major DE SEVERSKY. Thjs section here [indicating photograph], I
have pictures of it; it all consists of ordinary Japanese wooden buildings. That distance from here to zero is shorter than the distance
in Hiroshima in a similar case, yet here it isn't protected by the hills.
There are no obstructions in this direction, and that is a fact. ·
Sen~tor TYDINGS. What have you gentlemen to say to that observation?
Professor BowMAN. There are freak effects in all bombings, but I.
am comparing comparable concrete buildings, and I would like to re~
vise the 25-percent figure I gave a minute ago and make it 15 percent. I have looked at some figures, and 1 think that the results in
the two cities were of such magnitude that you can say that equal
damage occurred 15 percent farther out in Nagasaki than in Hiro. shima.
..
Dr. MonmsoN, If I may, I would like to add one more statement
on the USSBS people's statement.
.
,ve made measurements simultaneously with the blast which were
not measm;ements of damage, but simply measurements of the excess
pressure, which I think would quite well agree with the damage estimates that these gentlemen have made. These are instrumental meas•
urements, not measurements of the damage on the ground, but cerc
tain instrtlmental effects we observed which confirmed our belief that
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· ~he Nag'.1saki b?mb was a more J?Owerful weapon, and which agree
m magmtude with the damage estunates.
.
· .
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Dr. Nitze. I don't want to hurry you,
but I do wish to get through with this.
.
Mr. N1TzE. I think we have touched on the major points. I think
the most important point is that on heavier structures, ·if we were
u~ing_ the bomb against a city which was built not as the Japanese cities were built but with much heavier·structures, you would still have
approximately the same relationship between the effectiveness of a
blockbuster and an atom bomb as one does have against the flimsy
structures.
·
I think that is the major point of this argument.
Major DE SEVEHSKY. If it exploded in the same manned
Mr. NITZE. That is right.
Major DE SEVE:IlSKY. vVe have no disagreement.
Mr. NITZE. I might discuss your computation here. You said:
It seems to. me completely misleading to say that the atomic bomb used on
Japan was "20,000 times more powerful" than a TNT blockbuster.
·

In the first place, there is an error in the mathematics there, because in the first paragraph you have talked about a 10-ton blockbuster, and such a bomb would contain 5 to 7 tons of TNT, and as I
remember it the statement was made that the force released by the
Nagasaki bomb was 20,000 tons of TNT, so the figure would go right
1lown to 3,000 to 4,000 and not 20,000 such blockbnsters.
To continue to quote from your article:
From the view of total energy generated, 01is mny be correct. But we are not
concerned with the energy released into space. What concerns us is the portion which achieves effecth'e deniolition. From that point of Yiew, the 20,000
figure is redticed immediately to 200 for a target like Hiroshima.

"\Ve feel that that figure is ,,rong; that it would be in the order of
100 to 200 ten-ton blockbusters, which brin'gs us np to a 1,000 or 2,000
tons of bombs and 500 to 1,000 tons of TNT in aily case.

Major DE SEVER.::KY. I have an explanation to make there. In that
particular case, I considered the ratio betwePn the two tactical efforts
to destroy the target. In other words, I feel that 200 planes loaded
with ordinary bombs could clo the sanrn destrnction to Hiroshima that
one plane could do clroi)ping one atom bomb.
·
Mr. NrrzE. But if we are trrlking rrbout tlrnt, a plane carries up to 5 to
10 tons of bombs; it doesn't carry just 1 ton of bombs.
E'.enator 'l'YD,NGS . .Are we talking abont 200 planes-carrying what?
Major DE SEYERSKY. A full load, roughly 10 tons.
Mr. NITZ'E. Then, it is 2,000 planes.
Major DE SEVERSKY. No, 200 planes.
Mr. Nn'ZE. Two hundred planes you are figuring for incendiaries,
which we think ought to be 300 planes.
.
Senator TYDINGS. Read that paragraph to me, again, will you,
please?
Mr. NITZE (reading):
It seems to me completely misleading to say that the atom bomb used on
Japan was "20,000 times more powerful" than a TNT blockbuster. From the
view of total energy generated, this may be correct, but we are not concerned
with the energy released into space. What concerns 11s is the portion which
achieves effective demolition. From that point of view, the 20,000 figure L,
reduced immediately to 200 for a target like Hiroshima.
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. Senator TYDINGS. That should have been 2,000, then, accoi·dirig t\;
the calculations you just made here.
·
·
. . ·
Mr. NITZE. That is coi'rect.
·
~ enator TYDINGS. So it is 1,000 percent out of line?
Mr. NrTZE. That i's correct. [Continuing to read:]
For a target like New York, the figure of 20,00Q drops to one or less.

We don't think it drops at all.
Senator TYDINGS. All ri.,.ht. ,
.
Major DE SEVERSKY. I still ~ant to clefend the figure of 200 £or the
sin1ple renson that what I was trying to point out to the people was
that the Hiroshima bomb was not 20,000 times more powerful than
a TNT blockbt1ster. I wns also answering the Chicago scientists. who
accusecl me of wrong arithmetic. I was proving to them that I w·as
right when I figured that Hiroshima might have been put out of commission or destroyed by 200 Superfortresses. They said that if one
Superfortress clestroyed one city, 200 S 11perfortresses ought to be
abrn to destroy 200 cities. 1 said .t.o them they forgot one little detail,
that all such cities ought to be of the same flimsy nature of Hiroshima.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vhat would happen if 100 Superfortresses carried 100 atomic bomb3 over Hiroshima?
'
.
l\fojor DE SrWERSKY. I think that woulcl be a waste of material. My
answer was directed particularly to this group of scientists in Chicago. I thought that they should have qualified tlmt :ill the 200 cities
should be of the same nature as Hiroshima; in that case, they ,nrnld
be right. If the 200 cities were like Chicago and New York, it will be
an entirely different matter. Two hundred bombs of the type that
\Yere dropped on Hiroshima, will not destroy 200 Chicagos, and I
sfoncl by that statement.
Senator Tyn:Nas. I think I see wlrnt you mean, but the article conveys another impression. That is my point. I see what you are s:1ying
now, but I think your article conveys another impression; and in any
cm,e. it is 1,000 percent in error even on your own explanation.
Major DE SEvF.RSKY. Are yon talking about destruction, yes? I
am talking about the num her of plnnc~s. That paragraph is tied
up with the previous paragraph. You c:nmot read the two paragraphs
eeparately. You liave to· i·end both of them, and the entire content of
the article; and I have no question that anybody who reads it will
understand what I mean.
· Senator Mrr,LIKIN. Mr. Chainmm, conk1 I nsk a question of any of
the witnesses here, whether it would be feasible or prncticnble to conduct a model test, a heavy structure model test, and extrnpolate the
results?
Mr. N1TzE. I think Dr. Morrison cot1ld testify best on that.
Dr. MmmrsoN. I thi11k we had very good tests'at Nagasaki and Hiroshima which were very expensive, and I think the British people and
our own people have analyzed the results.
As to the conditions of the first atomic h.>sts, we rnnrle very careful ·
tests of measuring impulses ancl all the effects of rlamngr as a result
of clistance.
Now, experience with explosions has givPll us a way to co1TPCt these
fig11rPS ris to damage to all sorts of strnctnres. f•}tl'opean and otherwi,se.,
and I think it is on this experience that the USSH s11rvpys have worked.
I don't think we need any more information on that, and it ,vould be
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expensive. I think we can predict within n :factor of two oi' there·,
abouts just what would happen to any particular building.
. ·,
The CHAIRMAN. Taking it into New York, now, with his exarnple
of one blockbuster doii1g as much damage as one atomic bomb, what ..
comments have you got to make on that?
.
.
Dr. MoRRISON. That.it is not true, because it does not agree with the
facts. It is a technical question.
The CnAIRl\IAN. ·what is true~
.
Dr. MomnsoN. I don't know. I think the USSBS people might be
better to estimate than I. It is evident that the damage is not proportionate to the energy released, and that is perfectly clear. The damage is done more or less in proportion to the area of damage which
goes np 11ot Llirectly with the distance away for a gi.ven effect but the
square of that distance. If you double the distance of effects, you
multiply by four times the amount of damage, other things being
equal.
Major m: SEVEHSKY. How about interfering structures between 1
Dr. l\fomrn,oN. If yon double the radius-. . Major m: SEvEiiSKY. You cannot talk about radius without first givrng the nature of the target.
Dr. MoRmsoN. I say if the radius were double. Now, to double the
radius requires much more than a two-fold increase in energy, very
much more-I would say i.n the order of 8 to 10 times more; allowing for intervening structures, I would say 10. ·without that, I would
say sonwthing like 8, and that is why \Ye made tt bomb of this size, a
20,000-tun equivalent, as the President has said.
One could make bigger bombs to do more damage, . but it soon
doesn't pay beC'nuse you have to increase the energy so rnn<'h.
Senator MILLIKIN. You sa.y from the experience and knowledge we
already have you can make a fair approximation of what will happen
if an atomic bomb of the kind tbnt ,ve have now, or of any other kind,
might lJe dropped in lmrnr Manhattan'?
Dr. MonmsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator MnLIIGN. Are you ready to speculate on how many block 0
busters it would take to prOLlnce the snme effect at the same place?
Dr. lVIonnrnoN. ·well, I don't like to make an off-hand statement.
Major de Seversky has 11:1.cl a long time to talk to the committee. He
has printed articles, and I have to try to answer in an off-lrnnd sentence,
so I hope yon will understand that what I am saying is not very
sound, and I will give a large region for en·o1:. I. will be l\Onservative
and say at least 100, perhaps 300 or a thousand, depending on the
natnre of the targets. I cannot imagine any target in ,yhich the bomb
used in the appropriate way against the blockbnster used in the appropriate way for it would not do something like 100 times as much
damage.
•
Senator TYDINGS. Considering the opposition of a great deal of the
country to certain part.s of New York City, I think the committee
might take under advisement an act1ial drmonst.rntion.
.
Major DE S1wERSKY. Smiatol', I think it is very difficult to prove these
contentions, because I do not think the New Yorkers are likely to be
bombed within the next yea.J'. But we are going to have some tests in
the near future, and I would like to ask Dr. Morrison what he thinks
the atom bomb °is going to do 'to the Navy, and then probably within
6 months or so we will be able to find out which assumption is closer
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to the facts, because then we will be able to see the results with our
own eyes; · .
.
, · :
Would you tell me roughly your idea as to what you think is going
to happen to the ships?
•
.
.
Dr. MoRRIS<iN. I do not want to talk about the Navy, but since
you direct me to do it, and i:f the committee is perfectly willing, I am
willing to talk about it, but I shouldn't: I do not know the precise
ships or their placements, and, therefore, what I have to say is rather
speculative.
.
I would tend to agree with the statement you made earlier that
the air shot will not damage more than a handful, i:f that many, ships.
Tlrnt-is· all I can say.
I:f you want to drop the bomb within a couple o:f ship-lengths o:f
any ship to make a pretty broadside target, either 500, 800, or 1,000
:feet, you would smnsh: any capitril ship, in my opinion. But I think
the test as actually done with a high-level air shot will not damage but
· the closest ships. The next will be slightly damaged, and the ships
any distnnce away will not be dama.,.ed at all.
Major DE 8EVERS1{Y. The only diITerence between you and me is this:
I :feel that i:f the air shot is going to be dropped like at Hiroshima, the
battleship is not going to be damaged very badlv.
Dr. MoRRISON. I would udvise you not to stand. on the deck o:f that
battleship.
.
.
· Major DE Sm'ERSKY. I don't think I would like to, either, but I think
I wouldn't mind-except for the radioactivity, after what I saw in
Hiroshima-I wouldn't mind being belo\v the deck.
·
Senator TYDINGS. You may be my proxy, Major.
.
The ,CHAIR1\'l:AN. Are there any other comments, Mr. N1tze?
Mr. NITZE. I would like to make one more comment.
. I think the measurement o:f the physical destruction is not the appropriate measure of the true effectiveness of the bomb, for the impact .
this bomb had on Japan, or any other country presumably, is :far
greater than that. For instance, one cnn take this general hospital in
Hiroshima which the major referred to and said that nb one was seriously damaged in the bu1lcling and the building was not structurally
injured. It is trne that no structural member was damaged in that
building, but it is also true that as a useful instrument as a hospital
it was completely useless to the ,Japanese for 3 weeks or longer thereafter .
.Major DE SEvERSKY. And I added that the damage was exactly the
same as the damage that would be clone by a blast of TNT bomb. In
other words, glass was blown out, the plaster fell clown. It probably
knocked a lot o:f patients down too ..
Mr. N1TZE. 90 percent of the people in it were injnrecl.
Major DE SEvEnsKY. Not by direct. action of the atomic bomb, but
by falling plaster, which would happen with a TNT bomb.
Dr. MoRRISON. How for away would a TNT bomb have to be to do
the same damage to the hospital'~
Major DE SEYERSKY. I would say about two or three hundred feet.
Dr. MoRRISON. This was exactly_ 1 mile away.
l\fajor m1 SEVERSKY. About 10 t1mes.
Coionel )VAnREN. And it toi·e up X-ray eqniprnent holted to the floor,
moved partitions and dental chairs that are very heavy.
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Major DE SEVERSKY. But the building itself wtls structurally intact(:
··Dr. TERRY. It injured 90 percent of the people in it, the patients ahd
persorineJ, and the hospital was not able to continue as a hospital.
Major DE SEVERSKY. That is what I say in this article. The loss of
life was tremendous from the atomic bomb-far more than from any
other source.
·
.
Dr. TERRY. You said the people inside were not seriously affected,
.which is not true when 90 percent of the people were injured and when
the personnel was not adequate to carry on the hospital functions ... It
is not exactly a complete misstatement, but it is said in such a way
that no one could interpret it correctly.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vhat would be the cost to repair that buildingr
as compared with its original cost 1 ·
Dr. MORRISON. I think one of the people from the USSBS might
be able to help. Anybody who has built buildings has some notion.
I have not built buildings and do not know what would be the cost of
rebuilding the Red Cross Hospital in Hiroshima fr9m the condition in
which it was left after the bomb as compared with the cost to build
the complete building. My impression is that most of the value of
that building was destroyed by the bomb because such a terrible job was
done to the internal building.
Major DE SEvERSKY. I don't think the hospital was destroyed to that
extent. I think it was primarily superficial damage-windows and
plaster. I went through it very thoroughly, and, as a matter of fact,
my statement is based on the report of doctors and nurses who had
been working there. I simply repeated what three doctors told me and
what six. nu~ses told 1:1e. N\turally peovle were injured by falling
plaster hke m an ot-clmary 'INT explos1011 but there were not any
1,000-mile hurricanes blow1ng through there. There were some people
injmed by glass. In England, during the bombing, the major injmies
were sustained from flying glass. Those are not supernatural
phenomena.
Dr. TERRY. From a practical standpoint, it doesn't make any difference how a man is killed, whether by hitting him over the head or by
flying glass-he still is dead, and that is the important thing I think
one has to consider in talking about injury produced regardless of
how it was produced. The one outstnncling fenture, I think, about
the atomic bomb from all other types of bombs is the abnormally large
number of human casualties that were produced. They were pro~uccd in all manners, but that is relatively unimportant. The fact
ls they were produced.
Major DE SEVERSKY. Due to the element of surprise. I could guarantee to produce more injuries in the same city by using poison gas if
no one knew I was going to use it. It is a question, in that case, of
attacking an unprepared and defenseless city where there was no
adequate air-raid precaution measures. They were not prepared for
~he ordeal, and you cnnnot credit the bomb with the unusual loss of
life on that basis. Through the whole history of military science,
when you have an element of surprise you cannot properly judge the
true value of your weapon, because, under those circumstances, its
efficacy is enormously enhanced. We cannot take for granted that
similar losses will occur in the future, because in Hiroshima and Nagasaki the element of surprise was the major contributing factor.
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The CHAIBMAN. Any other observations1 . .
.
:
Mr. NrTzE. I think there are a great many detailed observati.ons we
could make. There is one further point I would like to refer to, and
that is that Major de Seversky t~1is moi·ning referred tot.he fact that
Japan was already defeated by air power, and that the maJor mfluence
of the atqinic bomb was that it made an invasion unnecessary.
On that point I think we would more than agree with the major.
It is our opinion that Japan probably would have surrendered prior
fo November 1 in any case; the !it01nic bomb merely accelerated the
date at which Japan surrendered.
·
.
1Ve have. p:ot some photographs in case anybody would like to look
at them, but I do not think they are necessary.
·
The CnAIRl\IAN. Dr. Morrison, have you any salient points you wish
to make~
Dr. MonrusoN. · Perhaps I would like to make a couple of remarks.
STATEMENT OF DR. PHILIP MORRISON

Dr. MORRISON. As I see it, Mr. Nitze has expressed the real point in
issue here, which is whether the atomic bomb will do a gre:i.t and .overwhelming amount of damage to American or European industrial
cities since it has only been observed to do damage over rather lightly
constructed cities, like the cities of Japan.
The nature of Major de Seversky's comment is t1mt it will only do
damage comparable to that of a very large TNT bomb carriable by
one plane. Against this one has to look into the technical features of
the situation, which I do not believe Mr. de Seversky has had an opportunity to do; at least he doesn't seem to have had access to the
published figures and all the standard general information on damage,
some of which is verv relevant.
It is true that we do not have any experience with the atomic bomb
over a city of western construction. 1:Ve have, however, some experience with large explosions in these cities. I think the most famous
explosion was that in the harbor iii the city of I-falifax caused. by the
detonation of picric acid,which is simihtr to T:NT, corresponding to
4,000 tons. That wa~ out in the harbor some distance from the shore.
It was outside. the city of Halifax, ancl although I have only been in ·
Halifax once, I wou1d say that if yon should pick out a city at random
in the United States yon would find tt city similar to Ha1ifax. It is not
like lower Manhattan, but there is not mnch in the United States that
is like lower Manhattan. This city was damaged pretty badly by this
accidental explosion equivalent to 4,000 tons of TNT. I think the
number of casualties is not ,rnll known, bnt it was estimated to be
about 30,000. This is the best sort of experience ,rn have in this
direction.
In one German city· there was it o,000-ton explosion of ammonium
nitrate, and there again the casualties-this was rather remote, out
:from the center of the city in a chemical plant-were only a few thousand. I think you have to think of these things to see that a 20,000-ton
explosion, that of the atomic bomb, will do much the same sort of
damage.
.
The scale factors in going from a 10-ton to a 20,000-ton bomb are
known. It is not correct to say that there is 2,000 times as much clam-
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nge. There is 2,000 times as much energy, but not 2,000 times as much.
aren, of damage·.
·
However, one can look at some of the scale factors, and I think you
will see the sort of thing we lmve in mind. For example; the standttrd
British fignres learned by experiment and nlso by actual observation
in dnmnged regions ·show that for a 2-ton blockbuster. Let me. give
you a £mv figures. vVe have not, of course, exposed people to this, but
from act.trnl measurements made in the same way with the same instruments on 2-ton bombs and on the atomic bomb, and from act.nal observations of what 2-ton bombs do in Em·openn cities, we have some
standards to go on. It is a question of measming, not a question of
opinion, as far as I can see. It.' ·is a technique one has studied and
knows something about.
One distance, for example, is the distance at which lung damage
from blast becomes important. This is surprisingly close to a bomb.
That is, people are rnther resistant to blast, so if a man is not hit by
debris or pushed against n wall, or burned, but simply hit by a blast
wave, it must be close to him. The figure given is something like 50
feet from n, 2-ton blockbuster, and the man has a fair chance of surviving against this damage, against lung dam::u!;e. That figure would
go np to something like 1,200 feet for the atomic b:1mb.
In the same way, a 9-ineh wall. which is a, good example of grade
B damage, would be expected to be pushed over most of the time at
200 feet from a 2-ton blockbuster, and I would say that the equivalent
sc·ale factor from our experience with this bomb would be about 4,000
feet . .
Pressures due to a tornado produce only partial structural drimage-a tornado would not have fazed the medical school or the Red
Cross Hospital at Nagasaki. It. would have done about the s·ame
thing the bomb did, smashed the insides. But the aerial photos
would still look pretty good. Thnt is what. we call roof and ceiling
damage-skylights, casements, interior pnrt.it-.ions, and so forth.
Th(l tornado scale of damage was Iiroduced 450 feet away from a
2-ton blockbuster, and about seven or eight thousand feet away from
an atomic bomb, I would say.
Now, if yon get 650 feet awny from a 2-ton bomb, you have the
effect of a wind gale as of a sevne storm which will knock over
billboards, light roofs, ancl probably knock over many Japanese
houses, but not very serious. That same r.ffcct would be procluced
at about 14 0()0 feet as agai11st 650 fact. All one has to do is to look
at these .:cale factors, and it becomes hard to see how you cnn conclmle
that against any kind of a target.the two will not have qualitatively
a different kind of damage-100 times ns much-maybe 300, 't
wouldn't argue about that, and I think that is all that any respo11sible
person has ever claimed.
It is perfectly true that the total area of dnmnge in lower Manhattan would be much Jess than the total aren o-f damage at Hiroshima; no one can doubt that. I think the tot.al casualty damage
would be comparable, becnnse the thing that protects l\fanhattan is
that it is strong and densely populated. It was ma(le to have a lot
of people in it. I think in the same way, roughly, you would do
about the same dollar damage in lower Manhattan as you do in
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Hiroshima. The building costs more to build and is stronger when
you get it done.
.
.
. ·
· I don't think the military eifcct would be much less than the mili~
ta~·y effect of a bomb dropped at the right time of day over Hiroslnma. I£ you dropped one at random oh Manhattan, not Wall Streat,
you would produce an effect of much the same qualitative and quantitative damage as at Hiroshima. There would not be so much
burning, but the buildings would still be broken down. There would
be extensive class B damage, buildings made unusable, capable of
. repair but not totally destroyed, extending over several miles. You.
have casualties running from 30,000 to 100,000.
· I£ the hit were lucky, in the middle o"f the ·day while people were
on the streets, it might be 200,000.
.·
.
I cannot see how a conceivably lucky hit with a 10-ton blockbuster could do anything like this. The whole point of what people
have been sttying about the atomic bomb is not that somehow it
magically kills people. It does not vaporize them. It does not make
them into· glass. It doesn't do any of these things. No one who
was responsible said that. But it does produce extensive damage,
damage which cannot be produced by less than 100 superbombers
of a sort we don't have many of now. One has to remember also that
to talk about raids of a hundred or a :few hundred bombers measured ·
against one atomic bomb does not give you the right factor. What
one must think of in determining what this will do in the future
conduct of war and solving the problems you have before you is not
the question of what happens when one atomic bomb comes, but
what happens when a thousand come, because we are told, and I can
·assert that it is true, that we can manufacture atomic bombs without
appreciably increasing our plants. I think that to correspond with
this sort of bomb production, Mr. de Seversky's figure as to the
necessary airplanes-which I think he would find great difficulty
getting off the ground-would be 200,000 bombers, with 2,000,000
trained crew and another 10,000,000 ground crew. I don't think you
can load these people and send them off in a day or 2 days.
Senator TYDINGS. I followed all these figures you have made about
the 2-ton blockbuster at 50 feet and a 2-ton blockbuster on a 9-inch
wall, and so on, and I see that through all these figures the factor
runs about 15 percent, or rather 15 times, and that applies even to
area. Would that be a correct summation of your testimony?
Dr. MonRisoN. I think that the scale figure I used for distance was
about 20, to be very conservative.
Senator TYDINGS: In some case:3 they are 20, as I followed the
figure, and in ot!ie!'s they go clown to 12, so I arbitrarily figured it.
at 15. Probably 1t 1s closer to 17 or 18.
Dr. MORRISON. It depends on the kind of damage you are talking

.will

about.
Senator TYDINGS. But the general examples you gave have a ratio
of 20 to H
.
Dr. MonnrsoN. Yes, sir; that is quite right for distance-not for
area, sir. You see, if I did damage qver a distance of five blocks,
I would damage then a square 10 blocks on an edge, which would be
100 blocks.
Senator TYDINGS. I multiplied that and took diameters instead
of radius.
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Dr. MoRRISON. But I think you have to multiply again by the same
figure to get the right ratio for area, because the diameter is i:ti two
directions.
·
Senator 'rYmNGS. That is the way I took it.
. •
Dr. MoRmsoN. ·well, !'think we have some disagreement then m
our figures.
Senator TYDINGS. Let me 'understand. y OU said, for - example,
that a person froni a blast 50 feet away might live, and it would
have to be 1,200 feet away with an atomic bomb. Therefore t.he
figure of radius there is 24 times.
Dr. MonmsoN. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. Now we take that ratlius and make a diameter
out of i_t, aml make a circle or an area out of it from zero point. That is
what I did in each one of these.equations, so it runs out around 20
percent-that is, 20 times.
Dr. 1\fonmsoN. I think in order to get the area you have to square
the ratio. Suppose we consider the case of lung damage. Let me
take 1,000 feet as against 50 feet for round numbers. ·
.
..
Senator TYDINGS. Let's take the area of a 1,200-foot radius and a
50-foot, and multiply them both and compare them-and that is
what I did.
Dr. l\fonRrsoN. That is what you did?
Senator TYDINGS. Yes.
.
Dr. MORRISON. Maybe "-e should do it together.
Senator TrDINGS. You would square the diameter and multiply by
0.7854, wouldn't you, to get the area of a circle?
.
Dr. Monms~m. Did you square 1,000? Let me put it a little more
simply. Instead of a circle, use a square.
Senator TYDINGS. You are right; I see your point. I did everything except square it, and you have squared me.
.
Senator JonNSON. Dr. Morrison, is it an exaggeration to say that
one atomic bomb equals 20,000 tons of TNT?Dr. MoRmsoN. No, sir; that is a correct statement.
Senator JonNSON. That is a correct statement?
Dr. l\foiinrsoN. Tha:t is a correct statement. It is not a correct
statement to say that it does the damage which 20,000 individual
1-ton bombs would do. That is no longer a correct statement.
Sena.tor ,JonN<'ON. ·what is the basis of comparison, then?
Dr. MORRISON. The lJasis' of comparison is on energy released, and
what we are saying is that the atomic bomb does the same damage
that would occur if you had an arsenal containing 20,000 tons of TNT
all in one piece, and simultaneously blew it up. Then you would have
very comparab]t, damage.
·
There are some additional factors, but for the purposes of argument they are not important; so I would say it is a sound statement
to say it is like an explosion of 20,000 tons of TNT. It does not do
as much militnry or tacticnl (lamage, as Mr. de Seversky has pointed
out, as 20,000 incliYidna 1 planes each Llropping 1 ton.
·
_
I might perhaps give a rongh explanation of why this is. The
point is that you blow up the center of this region very thoroughly.
You him,, it up into tiny, little pieces; whereas if you have 1-ton
bombs, you blow up many more regions into medium-si7,ed pieces.
As far as the military effect goes, it doesn't matter if a man is blown
into a thousand or five thousand pieces, or into two, as Colonel War~
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ren reminds me. It
more eflicient to kill a man by blowing him
into hvo pieces than to ,vaste your energy in tearing his building or
him up into shreds. The building is useless and the man is dead.
All you have clone is spread energy violently in this area.. As you
go farther out, tlie energy goes clown. It is not true that 20,000 'tons
of TNT does 20,000 times the area damage ns one blockbuster of one
ton achieves, but it does do several hundred times as much ai·ea damage,
and that is the point ,ve u:re trying to make.
·
·
·
Senator JonNSON. Thank yon.
··
The CnAmllfAN. Is there unything futihcr that any of you gentlemen wish to add?
·
·
Senator MrLLnnx. I ,vould like to iJut u clincher on the thi11g I ha Ye
alreudy put to the witness.
.
.
·
· ··
If you made the New York Stock Exchange the zero point., could
you by your ca.1cnla.tions and by your existing knowledge of this
energy figure out how many n.t.om1c bombs of given power would have
to be rut down there on zero to a.ccompfo,h a desirnble area of
destruction? ·
Dr. M01m1soN. Well, I think that if one had photos of the area,
some informa.tion from the structuml people a.bout the strength of
the buildings, one could plot out.roughly the A ancl B damage circles
_around this zero point for one bomb, and one could decide where to
drop the next nearest bomb to get the desired clamage.
Senator ~hu.nnN. Yon might miss it, but it wonldn't be grotesquely
wrong1
Di·. MonmsoN. That is right, sir. It doesn't. mean that eYeryhody
within the dama.ge circle would be dead, 100 percent clanrnge. There
would be some cases of people who woulcl walk out, some cases of
ba.nnisters not knocked down, and so 011, lwcanse of the very complex
geometry of a city wherein nobo~ly can go and look at the ruins and
say, "There was a telephone pole just up here tha.t slu~ded that particular piece of railing."
That is a thing you cannot find out aftenvard, but the military ca.n
predict results with good accuracy. This wa.s done for the Eighth
Air Force and the Twentieth, as well, dm:ing the war, with considerable success, and it was done, I may say, for the Hiroshima and Nagasaki areas. "\Ve have tried t.o make a.11 estimate of what the military
effect would be,' and we found it. to be a.bout right.
w·e did underestimate-and this was an error-the terrible effect
on cnsualties, and the gre11t morale a.nd psyclioiogicnl effect thnt came
from the saturation na.tnrc of the bomb. l\fr. Penney, of the British
:Mission, pointed out in advance that we were tending io nmlerestimate.
the s::tturation. He correctly said, 3 clays after the test shot in New
Mexico, that one of these bombs would destroy tlw military value of
a city of 300,000 population. The eity of Hiroshima is mrn,ooo.
Senator Mn,LrnIN. X think I can put. my question in an entirely
different form. Are von able to estimate with n•asonable accurncy
the masking effect of l1eavy structures, assumi11,!r you know all about
those structures and their relation one to another?
Dr. MoRnTSON. That is a little bard to do. I think with fair accuracy one cm1ld do that, lint that is a rather serionR _problem.
Senator Mn,uKIN. That is why I asked awhile ago if there was a
practical way to do it in model form.
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Dr. MomnsoN. I am afraid i.t is hard to do it. This is a question

I cannot give an answer to offhand, but I don't think the masking
effect would seriously affect the rni.litary nature o:f the problem. The
buildings would have to go somewhere. They falL in the str.e.ets;.
people are killed by the blast leaking through the alleyw;ays and so.
on. You might not correctly estimate. the air cover, but you would
uot, I think, incorrectly estimate the effect of damage.
,
·.
Now, it i,; crrtainly possib1e to build buildings that will withstand
anything but a very close hit from an atomic bomb .. It is easier to
build buildings that will withstand anything but a direct hit from a
10-ton bomb, but I don't think any sizable fraction of our population
live in such structures.
I think the structures, as Colone.I ·warren pointed out, that the
Japanese had in Nagasaki, and some of the structures in Hiroshima
were stronger than any comparable buildings we have in this country.
I don't think you can find anything equal, except in Los Angeles and
Berkeley, Calif., where special earthquake building has been clone.
This was not uniformly true, but there were some buildings o:f that
kind.
If you tah a trai.n coming through New York or Chicago, as I
have clone, yon look over the rooftops of the city -from the elevated
structure, you don't see many buildings that would last within a few
thousand feet of an aton,ic bomb.
The CnA1IC1UN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. RiLlenour, you are here specifically to talk about basic scientific
information and technical know-how and what you conceive to be
the necessary secrecy restrictions, I believe.
Dr. RmENOUR. Yes. sir.
The CHA1TIJ1IAN. ,v111 you proceed, Doctor?
STATEMENT OF DR. LOUIS N. RIDENOUR, REPRESENTING THE
FEDERATIOW OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS

Dr. Rrmrnoun. My nanw is Louis N. Ridenour. I am on leave from
the physits Llcpnrfmelit of the Uuiver:,ity of Pennsylvania, and now
at the Radiation Laboratmy, l\f tS:",H'hnsetts Instit11te of Technology.
Although I was a prewar 11uclear physicist, since the beginning of
10+1 I have bPPn conCPI'lH'<l with the design of military and naval
radar equipnwnt, an<l with the steps ncces;;ary to insure that effective
uso is m:ule of this equipment in actual '\varfare.
The heari11gs so for held by this committee are impressive in their
complete11es:; and impartiality. I ,vish to discuss one trememlonsly
important aspect of. atomic legislation: its provisions for maintaining secrecy "·ith r<'garcl to iht> fnmlamentnl scentific content of what
has been calil'cl the se<'ret of the atomic bomb.
This question has b0en tonclwd on in testimony before this committee. There is universal nµ;reement that it is wise and useful to
permit and even encourage full and free publication of all the results
and finding,- of basic scientific \\'ork, provided only that this is not
done on a unilateral basis-provided, in effect, that other nations will
trade their scientific results for ours. HmYever, some of t.he individuals who have appeared before you--for example, General Groveshave either implied or· stated explicitly that it would not be wise
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:for us to maintain such 11 policy o:f :free publication o:f basic' scientific
work i:f other nations refuse to do likewise. I :feel that this is entirely
wrong. I shall try to show you that the interests o:f our nation will ·
be better served by c:omplete freedo1i1 o:f publicati01i 0£ th0 results
o:f scientific work than. by attempting to restrict the circulation o:f
such information to a certain group in this country, in order to prevent its leakage .to foreign nations who might be our enemies in a
:future war. In my opinion, this is true even if no other nation in the
world has a policy of free publication o:f scientific results. It is true
whether we think that we have entered on an era of intern·ational
peace, or believe reluctantly that we must prepare ourselves foT inevitable war.
.
· .
It is easy fo make an idealistic argument for :freedom o::f scientific
publicati9n; to say that the publication of results is the lifeblood of
science, to assert that only by demonstrating our international good
faith by a policy o:f free publication can we hope to set the stage
for international trust and understanding. I shall not make such
arguments, because I do not believe that they cover the present
case. Our nation is clearly committed to an atomic arm1J,ment race
at least as an interim national policy; the fact that we are still manufacturing and storing up atomic bombs admits o:f no other interpre- ·
tation. There are evidences that other great nations are ready to
enter into this race with us. Under these conditions, we must make
plans in the light of the possible failure of the measures now being
taken for. securing international agreement on inspection and control of atomic energy. I shall therefore confine my remarks to the
desirability of freedom of scientific publication in an era o:f international suspicion, during an armaments race, and even in the midst
Qf a war.
C. F. Kettering has said: "When you lock the laboratory door, you
lock out more than you lock in." In the radar field, we started with
the same atmosphere of secrecy, the same precautions about compartmentation of information and clear:wce o:f individuals, which characterized the atomic bomb project rig·ht to the end, and still characterize it today. However, we did away with most secrecy before the encl
o:f the war. At the end o:f the w:ir, 'the Anny was publishing a maga,zine on radar with a circulation of over 12,000. It had become by that
time apparent that secrecy cost us in eJTiciency far more than it gained
us by keepii1g the ene111y in ig1:1orance, \Ve fonnd it a lot harder to
inform the enemy than readers of spy stories may think. In the spring
and summer of 19'13, Allied aircraft were fin(ling and killing German
submarines at a rate not for from one a drty, by the use of a new type of
radar. There was literally no more important problem to the German
high command than to find ont the na.ture of the device our aircraft
were using. Exactly the same radar was then in use by Allied bombers
atfacking Germany; and the inevitable losses of such aircraft scattered th1s radar-abont which the Gernrnn Navy "·as so eager to
learn-all over Germany anrl the occupied countries. Despite 'all this,
6 months elapsed between the loss of the first completP. C'<J.llipment to
the Germans and their realization tlint this "·as lk• nHlar their
submarines had to combat.
The use of the word "secret" for the n•,;u1t::; of ,~r:iC'nt;fi.l' inwstigation
or the findings of engineering is genuinely mi:,leadiug. Let me illus-
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trate what I mean. If I say, "I am thinking of a number, bu:t I shall
keep it a secret," I have used the wortl "secret" in its usual sense.
Apart from (}10 ~ossibility,ormy telling Y?U. the number, you have ~o
way of knowmg 1t or of findmg out wlrnt 1t 1s. On the other hand,· if
I say, "I know the critical mass of U-235 necessai·y to make a bomb 1'and
I intend to keep it secret," I am using the word "secret" in an entirely
different sense. I am saying to you, not that you cannot find out what
I know, but that you must find it out for yourself, without my help.
This may cause you to become annoyetl with me, but it cannot keep ·you
, in ignorance.
·.
·
·
· In order to be sure that I am keeping such knowledge from you,. I
must also keep it from some of my own people. · Since it is never
known, in science, which man will have a new idea, or what each man
must know in order to have the ideas and do the work of which he is·
capable, I am h?bbl~ng my own work by my misgui~ed belief in t}:ie
usefulness of scientific "secrecy." Arbitrary exclusion of a certam
number of my own scientists from full knowledge of my progress
removes entirely the usefulness of these men.
This is really the crux of the argument. If we can hicle nothing
permanently by scientific secrecy, then it is clearly undesirable, for
it slows our own progress. Scientific history is full of coincidencesof cases in which two or more men, in di:ITer~nt parts of the world, have
reached the same result and independently of one another's work and
at the same time. Dr. A. H. Compton, an outstanding figure in the
work on the atomic bomb, was awarded the 1927 Nobel prize in physics
for his discovery of what is now called the Compton effect-the inelastic scattering of light quanta by free electrons. In Holland, this
is called the Debye effect, because Compton's explanation of his experiments was given independently by Debye at the very same time.
The Russian physicist, Gamow, and Gurney and Condon-the same
Dr. Condon who is scientific adviser to this committee-gave independently and at the same time an explanation of the phenomenon of
alpha-particle disintegration of the radioactive elements. The very
phenomenon of nuclear fission itself, the basis for the atomic bomb, was
only foreshadowed by the work of Hahn and Strassmann in Germany.
The hypothesis of a violent splitting of the uranium nucleus was independently proposed and verified by F1·isch in Copenhagen !J,nd by
Joliot in Paris. The suggestion that plutonium would be a suitable
-explosive for an atomic bomb was made in this country by Prof. L. A.
Turner. The Smyth report points out that the same idea occurred
independently to the British physicist Cookcroft, and Turner has told
me that Von Ha.lban, working in France, had the same idea at the
same time.
Two promising new clevices for the accelemtion of electrons and
atomic nuclei to high energies were invented last fall by two young
American scientists. One, called the synchrotron, w:is invented by
McMillan, at Berkeley; another, the microtron, by Schwinger, at
Harvard. In the summer, 1945. issue of the ,Journal of Physics of
the U. S. S. R., a Russian physicist named Veksler published a paper
describing these two devices. Though the scielltific shades had been
down between Russia and the United States during the war, a:fter
5 years we find Russians and Americans doing the same things, in
the same way, at the same time. The synchrotron involves a magnet,
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whose design is strnightforward but complicated. McMillan . is
presently building a. synchrotron, on :funds supplied. by the Manhattan district. When· a physicist at MIT, who is also planning
the construction o:f a machine o:f this type asked McMillan :for his
magnet design, he was told that the Army would not permit the
release of information on the magnet. ,vho are we attempting to
handicap by such restrictions~ Surely not the Russians; they not
only invented the synchrotron, they did it earlier than we did.
In my own wartime field o:f radar there were mn,ny exmnples 0£
the sn,me kind. Radar itself was independently invented by the Germans, the Frei1ch, the British, the Japanese, and ourselves. Each of
these nations kept it secret from all of the others, not knowing to.
what little point this was done. Microwave radar, which has played
such a great role in the Allied victory, was made possible by a single
invention, the cavity magnetron. This is a transmitting tube which
give previously unimaginable amounts of J)ower on wavelengths far
shorter than those available to radio enn:meers before the wn,r, It
was invented by the Dritish. ·when the British sent a scientific mission over to this conntry in the late summer o:f 1040, one of the most
impressive of the secrets they had to show us vms the cavity magne- .
tron. ·when the -radiation laboratory was first set up, an attempt
was actually made to keep knowledge of the magnetron localized in
one group of the laboratory, not even letting; the men who were working on a modulator to energize this tube knmv o-f the tube's design.
Yet, all this time there was in the Russian literature a paper which
exactly described the cavity magnetron, and gave the results of
experimeiits with it.
·
In the light of all this evidence, and more of the same kind which
I could qnote :for hours, you must forgive scientists for being impatient with talk of "the secret of the atomic bomb." The Army's
policy respecting t]-,e relea~c even o-f the most peripheral information
obtained by ·the Manhattan project has been much too restrictive.
Today, for example, more than 8 months aft.er the exnlosion over
Hiroshima, the entire nonsecret literature coYering the immense
amom1t of me<licn,l work on the effects of ra<liation and of ra.dioactive
poisons on living tissue is to he found in section 8.70 of the Smyth·
report. Quoted in its entirety, it is: "Extensive and valuable results
were obtained." Even in an arnrnmcnts race sucl1 as that we are in
today, even in the war to which such an armaments race is likely to
lead ns, how do we brnefi.t by withholding the results of such investigations in medical fields?
Some of my friends who have had no contact with tl,e bomb project
have been interested in speculating on the problems which smTomHl
the atomic bomb. Only a law providing :for thonght control on the
Japanese pattern would make it an illegal breach of security to tell
you tbe results o:f this speculation. It may be interesting for you to
compare some of the results of this speculation with the things you
have been told as "secrets" in executive sessions o:f your committee.
Such results can be equally well deduced by the physicists of any
second-rate world power on the basis of the completely available published information on nuclear physics. If you feel it is proper, I shall
be glad to tell you of some of these speculations.
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I cannot presume to advise this conunitt1:1e of the detailed way in
which a bill for atomic energy control shoul<l provide for peacetime
secrecy restrictions on the publication of scientific work. It is my
opinion that all of the bills so far presented go much too far in the
direction of imposing such restriction. There would be little purpose
i;;erved by full publication of instructions for the manufacture of an
atomic bomb, and I believe that it is wise to restrict tlie publication of
information conce111ing finished miliLary devices.
On the other hand, there is no benefit to us, and there can be very
serious harm, in restricting the per-fornrnnce of experiments or the
publication of rel'mlts in any field of basic science, nuclear physics
included. The definition of "basic scientific information" in S. 1717
in my opinion is not valid. It is imporfant to publish not only the end
results of scientific work, but a detailed description of how they were
obtained. It is only this pmctice which llistingnishes modem science
from medieval ulchemv.
lYe can make an analogy with the way other weapons are handled.
The design of gnns is kept confir1ential; yet the metallurgy of steel is
dealt with in the usnal way. 'i\filitary aircraft are designed in secret;
yet the aeroclynamic principles on "·hich 01ey are based, nn<l even
techniqnes snch as fin~h riveting, are freely published and available to
a.ll. It is thus that scfentific and engineering progress is made.
Advocates of secrecy in science feel that it will advance our nationn 1
security aml strengthen· our national defense, else they ·would not
advocttte it. All of the evidence availabhi to me shows tliat scientific
discovery and engineerin.'2; development cannot flourish fully except
under conditions which allow all competent men to be fully informed,
and thus able to contribute to progress. vVe shall weaken, not
strengthen, onr national defense by any restrictive measures on performance or on publication in scientific fields.
That concludes my prepared statement.
The Cn,1m~L\N. Any questions1
Senator HAH'.l'. Doctm·, may I ask one ciuestion, in your own field of
radar? It is trne. is it not, that we ,ye•re way ahead of our enemies
in this last ,-v:u· in our a<laptntio11 of microwaves?
Dr. Rrn,moun. Yes, sir, tlrnt is true; anrl my belief, based on 5
years of observation, is tbat our leadership in this field was entirely
due to the fact. that the barrim·s of secrecy were bl'Oken down entirely
bet.ween our Army and our Navy and among all three armed services
of the British and bet.ween the British mid ourselves, so that there
was an enormous {Pam of perluips .10,000 scientists and engineers
working togcthe'l' with foll knowledge of the progress of the whole
gronp. They a<lvanccd the tl-lt so fast that our enemies, who were
still interested in engineering secrecy in this field, could never keep up.
Senator HAHT. Yes, but carrying your argument to its logical conclusion and making the assumption that your enemies could have
obtained the information at the same time we did would ha.ve meant
that we would not have weapons superior to them.
Dr. RmF.Noun. vVell, siT, I question that, if I may, because we must
distinguish bet.ween knowledge and performance. That is to say,
it is not. enongh to be informed of the results of a scientific experiment
or of the design of a particular device. It is still necessary to make
79879~46~pt.5~0
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use of this information in the performance of another experiment, ·
or in the manufacture and employment of the device. It is InY contention that one must not make a small advance in a certain field and
say "Now, I must keep this secret so no one catches up with me."
He, must say, "I must tell this to everyone, to the competent scientists and engineern, and I will keep ahend of everyone."
·
· Senator AusTIN. I have a ql~estion that is. probably curiosity an.d
not founded on any real prenuse, and, that 1s whether you think it
is scientifically possible for· the \)hen omen on of· absorption of a neutron bv a uranium nucleus relatmg this division into parts with release of energy-whether it is scientifically possible for that phenomenon to to· occur without the use o:f the devices or similar ones
that you have •referred to?
D1:. Rrn1~NOUR: I am sorry, sir; I do not understand what devices
you mean.
·
Senator AusnN. Literally, it gets down to the question of whether
it is possible for an accident to occur which results in fission releasing
great energy.
.
Dr. RIDENOUR. Oh, almost certamly such accidents are occurring
all the while in nature.
Senator AusTIN, That is just my question.
Now, will you explain that?
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir. As you know, cosmic radiation bombards
the earth all the while and at sea level here the radiation consists of
various types of energetic particles, and in particular contains some
neutrons. These neutrons, strikin.g uranium atoms up at Great Bear
Lake or in the stone of this building, or anywhere in the world, will,
on occasion, produce nuclear fission.
Now, this does not happe1~ at a very great rate, else in the lifetime
of the earth all o:f the uramum would have been used up by such a
process; but it certainly is occurring all the while.
Senator JonNSON. Is that the discovery that the Russians announced that was announced in the press as having come from Russia
IJ. few months ago, the discovery that-you ai;-e mentioning now~
Dr. RIDENOUR. I don't think so, sir. This is not rea.lly a discovery
at all. If one finds there are neutrons in cosmic radiation and uranium
in the earth, this is a foregone conclusion.
Senator JonNSON. The announcement of their discovery, so-called,
· seems to be similar to your theory.
Dr. RIDENOUR, I have seen only newspaper accounts of this announcement, and I infer from t.hose accounts tbat what was discovered
by the Russians was so-calle<l spontaneons · fission of the uranium
nucleus. Just as a nucleus will sometimes shoot out an alpha particle,
so also the fission into more or less equal halves with the release of
energy may happen spontaneously. This is a rather infrequent event.
Senator TYDINGS. As I recall the newspaper accounts of that, it was
the Russians who had discovered the process by which spontaneous
nuclear fission took place.
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir; that would make sense.
Senator TYDINGS. That would make sense i
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes; it would in the sense that the nuclear fission in
which the atomic bomb people were interested was encouraged to
happen.
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Senator TYDINGS. If they had discovered that, I would assun-ie that
would be quite a worth-while discovery.
.
· Dr. RIDENOUR. Well, I am not competent to. say. I think it· tells
you some useful things.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, the term "basic scientific information" has·
been defined in S. 1717 as including, in addition to theoretical knowl 0
edge of nuclear and other physics, chemistry, biology, and therapy,"
all results capable of accomplishment as distinguished from the processes or techniques of accomplishing them.
Now, I take it you quarrel with that definition.
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir; I feel it is too restrictive.
The CnAri111:eAN. 1Vhy?
Dr. RIDENOUR, Because it is not sufficient to say merely "I have done
· an experiment, believe me, and I find that the likelihood that a uranium
nucleus will undergo fission if I bombard it with neutrons of a certain
.energy is thus and so."
.
It is not enough to give this result without saying how you attained
it, because the main purpose of scientific publication in our modern
age, let us say since Galileo, has been to make it clear to others how
they can repeat and check the experiment that another man has done,
and that is what I meant to imply wlien I said that our science differed
only from medieval alchemy in that way. You know, the alchemist
had recipes for turning silver into gold and lead into gold, and so on,
and these recipes were secret. They didn't tell them to anyone.
The CuAIR11£AN. Now, translating that into the Smyth report, you
would say that the Smyth report deals exclusively in basic scientific
information, would you?
.
Dr. RIDENOUR. Well, sir, there is a good deal of engineering information in it, and there is a good deal of basic scientific information which
is left out. For example, it has almost no numerical results on the
various nuclear processes, and the likelihood of their occurrence under
various circnmsta.nces, and so on. It has almost no results of experiments, let alone the means of accomplishing the experiment.
The CnAIR11IAN. Don't you feel that if the way these things were
accomplished were to be made known and published in the world,
it might bring very much closer the achievement of the same result,
namely, the Nagasaki bomb in other countries~
Dr. RrnRN"Ot7R. I have heard varying estimates on that from people
who were actually in the project. I think you should get a comment
from someone who was in the project.
The CHAIBMAN. I am talking from your own knowledge and your
own conscience. If we publish not only the results, but how they were
achieved, to the world, then it certainly would bring that much closer
the accomplishment of the perfected bomb in other countries, would
it not?
Dr. RIDENOUR. I don't feel that it would make a very substantial
difference, and the reason I don't is the one that I gave a little earlier,
namely, that we must not only know things, we must also do things ..
.Some friends of mine who have worked in the atomic bomb project
have said that the real time-consuming part of the work was the construction of the plants, and the lack of availability of scientific information scarcely held up the progress of the work at all. The scientific
work was done concomitantly with the construction.
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Therefore, i:f I. were a scientist o:£ Shangri-La, ~nd the, Sultan of
the place asked me to make him an atomic bomb, I would call in today
not only the scientists but also the contractors, and I would· say to the
contractors, "Now, I know roughly what I want." I would have the
contractors start to build the sort o:£ establishment that I gathered,·
:from my general knowledge that everyone has of the project, would
be necessary, and I would put my scientists to work filling m the gaps
in ,vhat I need to know in order to make these plants run. I think .
the whole thing would fit together pretty well, and it would make
very little difl'erence whether this nation were publishing scientific
papers on the subject of nuclear fission or not. ·
,
·· .
SJna.tor TYDINGS. I understand your viewpoint on secrecy from this
end down, but at what point do you think secrecy cdulcl be justified
:md under what circumstances, if at all?
.
Di·. HmENOUR. Well, Rir, I feel that it is justified with respect to
the detailed design of military weapons. I do not want to have any~
body, including me, told how we make an atomic bomb and how/mr
make.it go oil'. This is a very difficult thing to do, we are assure by
all the published literature; and I am ready to believe it. I don't
think that is any of the scientist's business, and I don't think it advances science any to publish it.
·
.
·
However, the design of McMillan'R synchrotron magnet has nothing
· fo do with it. ·
S:mator 'fynn,m. Let me see if I can genemlize, which iRn't fair,
so as to get your viewpoint without consuming u lot of time. You
,vould make available all the information that might be termed "scientific progress," but you would not make available that information
whenever it took the characteristic of a weapon, or something'closely
related to a weapon-that is, the technique of the application of the
discovery to the weapon itself?
Dr. RmENOUR. Yes, that is right.
Senator TYDINGS. Is that a rough line of demarcation?
Dr. RIDENOUR.. It is, and the reason I advocate this-I hope you
will all understand-is not that I think it is a good idea from any
idealistic or high-~i~<led point ?f vie,y, but that it gets yot~ fort~1er
ahead. We see tlus m radar. rhere 1s one field of radar m wlnch
the assertion I made to you, sir, is not true. The compartme1italization was not entirely broken down. I refer to the identification equipment which was carrietl hy Allied aircraft :wd ships in order to give a
specific signal on Allied radar when a friendly vessel or aircraft was
involved. This was kept much more secret than anything else in
the whole field of radar, and operationally it was the biggest flop in
the whole fi:ild of radar. After D-day in Nonmrndy, IFF~ equipment
was never used, and it was never used because it didn't work properly
under conditions of high trafiic density. It didn't work properly
under .conditions of high traffic rlensity because it wasn't des1gnetl
right, and it wasn't designed right, I think, because not enough work
had gone into its design arid not enough work could go into it so long
ai,; the secrecy requirements were maintained the way the people
thought they should be.
Senator TYDINGS. You are. not advocating the disclosure of anything in the nature of a weapon or what might be called indispensable
to the weapon. You are talking about scientific discoveries removed
from what might be called the weapons of war.
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Dr. RumNOtJU. y(;~, si~·. 1 llrn ptirmitlmtically in this IFF, disc\1SHio11 re.comm(mding thn.t you 11mkc your compn.rtments o:f secret knowl-.
edge rather big :tnd rooniy, ev(l11 ,vilbin the Army or Navy, or you
will get. into trouble· bnt th1it is another irmtter. '
_ · _ . :· _ The C11Arn~L\7:f, doing hack lo tl.wti!omic born~ ngain, 'if 'l
:-tnrnl your prrnc1ple correctly, apiJl1ed to the ntom1c bomb, you would
ope,11ip entirely the proccsstis by which fissio111tble material is inade~
Dr. Rrn1,Notm. Yes, I would.
_
,
. ·
The CIIAIR11IAN. But you would stop at the point where t.he fissionable material was compressed into the bomb ol.· Lomb process~
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir.
·
The CnAIRM:AN. Now, does that mean that you would open the doors
of Oak Ridge and invite scientists from all over the world to come in
there and see how we turn out that fissionable mn.terial ~
·
Dr. l\rnENOUR. I think it does, Senator. I am not supposed to
know what. is at Oak Ridge.
.
The CnAIRilIAN.
ell, having in m_incl that it has been testified here
that when you have fissionable matenal you a.re 75 percent on the way
toward making a bomb-and take my word for it that fissionable
material is processed and produced at Oak Ridge; just assume that-,do I understand your point to be that you would invite everybody in
to look at that that had any curiosity on the subject 1
Dr. RIDENOUR. I would see no harm in it, Senator, because, while you
mfty be 75 percent on the way toward making a bomb when you have
fissionable mate.rial, I don't thillk you are very :far down the road
to,;mrd having fissionable material after having the 25-cent conducted
tour of Oak Ridge:
.·
·
The CHAIRllfAN. I agree with you on that.
Senator TYDINGS. I have been misled a little right here in your
nnswer to Senator McMnJ10n. I understood that you wanted a wide
measure of exchange of information between people working on the
same project without compartmentalization.
Dr. RumNOUR. That is if there are any secrecy requirements maint.ained on the project by the -0ther principle we were discussing,
Senator.
Senator TYDINGS. But when you have permitted that freedom of
excluinge between people who are interested in the common venture,
why should y01i. tak~ somebody from a foreign country and show them
_t.he application of those principles by actual mechanisms 1
Dr. Rrn1rnoun. ,vell, sir, there are ft couple of reasons for that. .
Senator TYDINGS. Doesn't that violate pretty much your. general
line of demarcation which you cut out here a short while ago1
Dr. RIDENOUR. I don't feel it does, and I would like to enlarge n
little on it, if I may.
Senator TYDINGS. Perhaps I misunderstood you.
Dr. RIDENOUR. Let me state again that I feel there should be full
nnd free publication, and I really mean publication in the rngular
scientific journals.
Senator TYDINGS. Assume we agree with you on that.
Dr. RIDENOUR. I mean publication of things which do not directly
have to do with the manufacture of military weapons, just as the metallurgy of steel is well known, and all that; but exactly how a particular
gun is made is quite often kept dark. This being sc·,, I think it is wise
to do it even unilaterally. Supposing no other 1rntion in the world

un1er-
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.did it. We should go ahead and do it and let"these :fellows subscribe
to the Physical Review, and everything like that.
. .·· ,
Senator TYDINGS. I am not talking about publications now.,· Let'.s
assume that we all agreed with you, just for the sake of assumption.
What I am talking about is why, after '\ve.have told them how to _do it, .
should we take ·someone in who is a fo1'eigner, for example, through
our plants and let him see how we apply the principles 1 What would
be the advantage to us in that procedure, or to science?
Dr. RIDENOUR, Well, it would be a nuisance to us, of course; we
would have to spend a lot of time doing this.
· .
Senator TYDINGS. First ·of all, they would all come or would want
tc come, wouldn't they?
·
Dr. RIDENOUR. Quite a lot of them, probably.
Senator TYDINGS. Woul<l you be in favor of letting them come if
they didn't let you come?
Dr. RIDE~OUR. Yes, sir; I would. The most direct and immediate
way by which you would benefit is that a number of these people would
never go home. You saw that happen before the war.
·
Senator TYDINGS. I don't know whether that would be an advantage
or not.
Dr. RIDENOUR. It certainly was on the atomic bomb, as I am sure.
you will agree.
· .
Senator TYDINGS. Anyhow, .what I am getting at is this: I can see,
thinking it through or reaching a conclusion, a great deal of logic in
the exchange of scientific information and all of that. But I don't see
the logic of taking a man into what might be called a plant devoted
exclusively to national defe~lSe and showing him everything about it.
Dr. RIDENOUR. ·well, sir, I hope that it won't be devoted exclusively
.to national defense. Fissionable material has to do with a great many
other things.
Senator TYDrnns. But at tp.e time it does. I am dealing with it as of
this year, and my question is directed as to now, for example. Would
yon advocate taking for~ign sc~enti.sts through Oak Ridge now?
Dr. RIDENOUR. I certarnlr tlnnk 1t would do no harm.
Senator TYDINGS. ·well, they would. learn a lot that they could go
back and save a lot of time on, wouldn't they?
Dr. RIDENOUR. I don't think they would save much time.
.
Senator TYDINGS. ·what would be the advantage of their coming,
then? Certainly, if they are not going to pr?fit by anything they
would see, there would be no advantage m showmg them through and
no reason for following the logic you have expounded here.
Dr. RIDENOUR. There is the sort of peripheral advantage that. on
the one hand you enco~1rage that they do this in your favor, and if
this is done all over the world it is a good thing. In the second
place, you make it perfectly clear that this is one oasis in a: suspicious world where there is really freedom of science, and if you
think it wouldn't fill full of scientists from all over the world-- ·
Senator TYDINGS. Let us assume we agree with you, and we open
the doors of Oak Rid&e, "'\Vould you throw open the doors in plants
of the other parts 0£ tlle country that are engaged in o~her phases of
the atomic bomb situation?
Dr. RIDENOUR, Well, as I understand the layout at Hanford, I
would see no harm in selling tickets for that.
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· Senator TYDINGS. Where would you say, "Now, we have been v,ery .
glad to have you over here, but this is the one place we cannot take
you into"? Where would that be?
.
.
Dr.· RmENoun. As I understand the arrangement, that would certainly b{i at Los Alamos, despite the fact that there is a very. great
dear of work which has gone on there in the past and is still going
on which ·1s pure science and has nothing to do with the weapon,
for nevertheless there are departments there charged with the design·
and manufacture of bombs.
Senator TrnrnGs. In other words, you would show them all phases
of making the weapon and the parts of the weapon, but you would
not show them the assembly of the weapon?
Dr. RIDENoun. Yes, sir. ·
·
Senator TYDINGS.· So if they knew all the parts that went into it,
they could assemble it pretty fast, couldn't they?
Dr. RIDENOUR. That has been asserted. I don't .Particularly believe it. I think there is a difference between knowmg how to do a
th,ing and getting it done, and, as I have said before, my :friends have
told me that getting it clone accounted :for most of the time in our
work on the project.
Senator TYDINGS. Of course I am not a scientist, and my observatioI1 may seem out of place; but I would like, as far as we ,can, to
remove all barriers on the exchange of scientific information. As a
layman in the scientific field, I don't believe I could go as far as your
testimony here indicates without feeling that I had done my country
';1- disservice, possibly, and I would-rather err on tf1e side of not hazardmg that chance than to be too generous and find that I would be
sorry for it afterward. That is a decision we have to make.
Di·. RIDENOUR. That is correct, sir, and I have been very anxious
to come here simply because my observations of the war have made
me belieye that the country is' better served by the rapid progress
which can be maintained with :full exchange of information.
Senator TYDINGS. Isn't there some intermediate point where the
frritable phases of this could be relaxed or eliminated without going
the whole way? It is a good bit like prohibition, yon know. We
either go all wet or all dry. Isn't there some temperance in it where
you scientists could be reasonably 'satisfied and we wouldn't help
our P,Ossible enemies of the future, and if so, what do you believe,
notwithstanding your testimony, we might do even now without
going the whole distance that you have indicated you thought we
should go?
·
Dr. Rrn:imoun. There are various degrees of publication in this field,
as you indicate. One thing which could certainly be done tomorrow
with no harm to anyone is to publish a1l of the medical information
from the project. I cannot see how anyone could possibly feel the
national defense was concerned in that in any way.
Senator TYDINGS. 1Vould this be a feasible approach: that your
body, which is organized into a scientific organization in this country~
would have a committee, so to speak, on grievances, and that when you
felt that the restrict.ions were unnecessary you conlcl present those, say,
to the Atomic 'Commission and have a hearing either in secret 9r in
the open, and out of common exchange of ideas reach some· more
moderate point rather than be dependent on the Army and Navy men
completely 1 Would that do it?
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Dr. RrnENomi. '"Well, sir, that would certainly be a v~ry great help
in the presence of restrictions which I hope it is possible to ~void.· , ·
Senator TYDINGS. In'thut way yo1nvould see their point .of view, or
hear their point of view; and they would hear your point·of view{ and ·
perhaps through sonie coii1mittee of that.sort you :tnight get some'mor~
elasticity 'which would achieve more of what you want to accomplish;
Dr. RIDENOUR. I have read the testitnOI)Y before this committee ·
rather completely, and the estimi1tes of the length of time it takes
for another country to get to the stage at which we are now vary; but ·
they are all in a rather modest range, 5 to 10 years, let us say. ··Now;
the.effect on this period -0f completely full publication of.the kind that
I have been recommending has been testified tb be between 6 months
and 2 years.
.
.
•
I think that this is such a small fraction of an already short
period-·
.
Senator TYDINGS; Let me put it to you this ,vay, sort of anticipating
you, but I want to get it in th.is form if without the exchange of any
scientific information other countries working on the atomic. bomb
could not master it, let us say, within a period of 5 years, and if by
the fullest exchange of scientific information and the tour through
Oak Ridge and Hanford, and so forth,· they could master it in 2
years, wmild you still be in favor of exchanging the information i
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir. I ,vould· feel that our national defense is
better served for two reasons: In the first place, we have not conducted
our negotiations which are intended to reach an international agreement in an atmosphere of at least, implied hostility; in the second
place, our own progress shall have been so thoroughly expedited by
doing this that our position relative to this other nation will be more
favorable than a policy of secrecy would have brought it to be .
. Senator TYDINGS. All I would like to say, in a humorous way and
not to take· issue with you, is that ·if you ever run for a public office
never t~ll your opponc~nts all the support you have got if you want
to keep 1t.
·
Senator JonNSON. Going back to your own field in radar, I am quite
puzzled by some of your sta'tements here, beginning in the bottom of
page 2 [referring to Dr. Ridenour',; prepared statement]. You stated:
In the radar field, we started with tlw snme atmosphere of secrecy, the same
precautions about compartmentation of information and <:l1mran<:!e of individnals,
which characterized tl1e atomic bomb vrojeet right to the encl, and still char,
· - acterize it today.

Then you go on down a sentence

01·

two, and say:

It had become by thnt time apparent that secrecy cost n~ i11 effici~ncy far more
than it gained us by keeping tlw enemy ill ignorance.

And then this sentence-I don't; know whether it is faeetions or
what your meaning is:
,ve found it a lot harder to inform the enemy than renders of the spy stories
mny think.

'\Vas there to be an advantage iii telling the Germans n,bout radar 1
Dr. Rrn1moun. No, sir; that is a '\Yry joke and not a very good one,
I am afraid.
Senator ,JoHNSON. I am glad it is a joke, because I call to mind the
proximity fuze, for instance, somewhat related to radar. If the Germans .had discovered the proximity fuze and had applied the knowl-
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edge 0£ radar in that, direction, it. would have cost many,· miuiy ·
American lives.
·
.
,
: . ·, .....
pr. RIDENOUR. .Y~s, ~ir; .and the astonishing tl~ing t(~e
tl~~'' /,
tlung I mean by tlus sentence, about how hard 1t 1s to mform the ·
enemy is that we shot off so many hundreds of thousands. of, shells;
with proximity fuzes in them without the enemy apparently catchitig.
on. It is really very surprising how difficult it is to give secret information away. You ·can go to all sorts of lengths, such as ·scattering
all these radar sets all over Germany, without doing it.
. ..
Senator HART. My prediction, Doctor, is that before you are as· ,ild
as most of us here are you will have changed your views in that
respect, and you will have many disagreeable surprises as to how
easily others do learn our secrets.
..
Dr. RmENOUR. That may be so, and I suspect it is particular] y so
in the operational field where the secrets are easy to understand,
compact. and easily carried around, and easily given away.
Technical secrets are rather another matt<•r. In radar, for exm:iple,
our people learned a.bout enemy :radar mostly by capturing it. I know
this because I was privy .all the information that we were getting,
a.nd this is how we got it. It was necessary to go run a raid against
Bruneval in order to find out about the Germans' work on radar, and
so on.
· Our establishment up at MIT was spraying 10-centimeter and
3-centimeter radio wave lengths in all directions from the fall of 1940
on. It would have been necessary to do no more than live across the
Charles River in an apartment house with a very simple kind of cryst!,l
receiver and wave meter to gain some very valuable informaqon about
wave lengths, of forthcoming radar to be used by onr serv1ces, plus
repetition rates, and a lot of other things people think they would like
to know.
Senator I-lAR'I'. Bnt not, Doctor, to learn how to make the proximity
fuze Senator Johnson just spoke of ·i
.
Dr. RmENm:m. Sir, I don't ·believe yon learn this by reading a
paper. I really don't.. It took the people who made the tubes, which
is the lrnart of the foze, quite a long time to learn to make them despite
the fact that they ki1ew exactlv what they were trying to do and
worked very hard at it.
"
·
There is a big difference between knowledge and accomplishment.
Senator HAHT. Doctor, you state in your statement :is a fact one
thing that I don't know that any of the members of this committee
know. You have asserted as a fact that we are still manufacturing
and stm:ing up atomic bombs. You must he very closely informed,
Doctor, 1f you can state that as a fact.
Dr. Rrmrnoun. No, sir; I may be mistaken about that. I drew
it from Genrral Groves' testimony before this commit.tee and his
estimate of the amount of mone)' necessary to carry on the establishment, and so on. I might be quite wrong in that and if so, I shall be
glq,d to withdraw it. I should withdraw the statement as a fact, that is
q1fitP true.
Senator HAUT. I clou't call upon you to withdraw it. I thought
you kn<~w something that I don't know.
l.Jr. R1mrnom{. No; I do not. I was overguessing from my reading
of the testimony here.

anq..:
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' Senator TYDINGS. Doh't you think the grievance committee 'might
nccomplish a great deal of liberty for you, so to speak; that 'Would
be ·wholesome? - That ,is, the Army perhaps would be in a position
to heat you if you had some organization where you could 'get· at' •
least a large part of what you want where they fel; it wouldn't .
impair the safety of the country.
·
···
. Dr. RIDENOUR. I do, indeed. I think it would be a very good idea
if there must be restrictive legislation.
Senator TYDINGS. Assuming there must be some, eve-1 any amount
9f it, you certatnly ought to have a place where you can be heard
m the secret or m the open, and can give them your reasons why and
can tell them what you think is so, and out of that may come some
progress.
Dr. RIDENOUR. That may be true. I myself would take care to
work in a field where there are no restrictions, as many scientists
would.
·
Senator TYDINGS. Even if you are right, a great majority of the
American people, whether right or wron~, and certainly an overwhelming majority of Congress would be reluctant to throw the doors
of Oak Ridge and places like that wide open.
Dv. RIDENOUR.· I realize that entirely. I think this is a crusade.
Senator TYDINGS. But what we would do is be willing to put you
in touch with the people who had charge of Oak Ridge, and if you
could show them where the interest of the Nation would be served by
throwing them open, we would want you to have that ·opportunity
which you don't have nmv.
You would probably get the old buck passing all the way up, but
what you want is a committee you can deal with directly, and they
cnn take your request under advisement and give you a yes or no
answer about. That would seem to me to be one way you would at
least accomplish some of the things you have in mind, and which
would be feasible of accomplishment in the Congress.
·
Dr. RIDENOUR. Well. that must always be borne in mind, I am sure.
Senator TYDINGS. We· haven't got over 531 nuclear physicists in
Congress, and it is a little hard for them to understand.
Senator Mn,LmIN. I think the distinctive feature of your testimony is that you would share to sonie degree know-how even in time
of war.
Dr. RIDENOUR, Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is a distinct novelty from the type o:f
testimony we have been having, and I think you properly styled it
as a crusade.
Let me ask you, if we hacl this bomb plant on December 7, 1941,
would you then have invited the Germans into it, carrying out your
theorv?
Dr:· RIDENOUR.· No, Senator; I certainly shouldn't have done that.
Senator TYDINGS. Or the Japanese?
Dr. RIDENOUR. No, indeed. I think we must really put two interpretations on my remarks, and I have put two on them tacitly. During time of actual war, what you certainly want to strive for is the
fullest possible circulation 0£ in~ormation :within ol~l' own allie1 group
of people who are concerned with a part1cuhr tlnng. That 1s what
w·e had in radar. ·we didn't publish the stn:IT in the newspapers, but
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We did circulate it entirely among all the people who were working
on radar.
.•. Senator MILLIKIN. Could you qualify the bulk of your testimony"
1n that way?
·
.· ·
.i pr. R:mENOUR. Yes, sir. During a war, this is my :feeling what·
1t IS desirable- to do. ·
·
,
. Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think it is desirable to make free general exchange during the period o:f what you call international
suspicion? ·
·
. ·
. Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir· I do, because it is precisely then that we
wish our national accomplishment to be the greatest, our rate of nit.:
tio~al accomplis~ment to _be the greatest. ~nd the greatest ra.te of
national accomplishment m any given field Is that when the largest
number. o:f people are working on it on the basis o:f the most thorourrhly diffosed information possible.
.
· §en'ator MILLIKIN. 1Voulcl you give the same answer as applying .
to· the period you describe as "durmg an armament race"?
·.·
.
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir.
'
.
Senator Mn,LIKIN. So that the one place where you go back a little
bit is during time of actual war, and you qualify that by free circulation among your allies; but not beyond that?
Dr. RrnENoun. Yes. You see, if we were a second-rate nation this
would not be wise, but if our rate o:f achievement and that of nation A
which is not ours were different in our favor, then we want everybody
to progress at the maximum rate;
·
·
Senator JonNsON. Isn't that a good way to become a second-rate
nation?
·
· Dr. RIDENOUR. I do not feel so. The purpose in my testimony is
to attempt to demonstrate how you ·maintain your position as a firstrate nation. You see this thing that is called a secret in connection
with the atomic bomb is not a secret in the sense of'soinething permanent and durable.
Senator JOHNSON. I£ it isn't a secret it ish't a secret and we need
not waste time on that. But it is the things that are secret, and certainly there is kno'wledge that is secret?
Dr. RIDENOUR. There is knowledge that is classified secret in this
field. I think there is very little knowledge that cannot be found out
by looking for it.
·
· Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, i:f you are buying a horse, isn't it pretty
good psychology on the part of the seller to tell you only about the
good points of the horse and not disclose the fact that the horse is
blind and has stringhalters in his left hind leg; and, on the other hand,
isn't it pretty good psychology on your part to point those things out
to the seller in order to arrive at an understanding. Or do you think
these individual equations can completely be thrown aside when you
are dealing with a nation?
Dr. RrnI~NOUR. I am afraid, Senator, that all of you men, and perhaps rightly, make the tacit assumption that we shall be better off
with respect to our own progress, if we maintain this secrecy. The
whole burden o:f my testimony is that I feel we shall not be better
off with respect to our own progress in a world of suspicion and
trouble and everything else.
a

•
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. Seirntor TYDINGS. Let me qualify. it by saying if this was a1,1 ide_al
world, of course I would agree with you completely but there;ah~
some forces:arise in this world of ours from time to time that almost
tJ1reaten us·with ext11wtion, and !mowing that.there are evil.men .who
frequently come to power, evei1 the son of a good king may be a ·very.
cruel and intolerant fellow, we have to tuke into conside:r11tio1fnot only
the situation that exists today but what may happen tom'.orrow or next
year. · '\Ve lmve lrnd so many lessons throughout the 2,500 years of
recorded history that it isn't wise to disarm, for example, uhless. tlre
other fellow does. 'Why docs Russia, the United States, Britain,
France, and China maintain ar1~1ies today when ther have already ·
disarmed Germany and Japan? Obviously they main tam them against •
each other. That is a simple piece of logic, isn't it?
Dr. RrnENot:rri. Right.
·
.
.
. Senator TYDINGS. If they are not willing to disarm, why should
we tell them how to get stronger than they are now, when we are keeping up our Army not because of Germirny or Japan, but because of
Russia, Britain, France, and China, and each of theni is in the same
p~tioo?
.
.
.
Dr. RmENOUR. My argument is entirely that we will improve our
relative position by so doing.
.
.
.
·
.Senator TYDINGS. I am telling you that you have got a lot of trust
in human nature.
Dr. RmENOUR. N 6, sir; I have a lot of trust in our scientific and
engineering talent.
Senator TYDINGS. I agree with you that up-to a 1;.oint we ought to
make science as free to operate as it cttn, b11t I don t think we ought
to take them through Oak Ridge, for example, or Hanford or any of
those places.
·
Dr. RIDENOUR. \Vell, I was asked about Oak Ridg-e and Hanford.
I certainly do not insist on this. If I were dictator, I wouldn't object
to it.. But what I am trying to speak of mostly is a policy of scientific
publication in this field, which is no different from our policy in any
other field.
Senator TYDINGS. Yon know, some of these co tin tries in the· world
haven't sent us any special i1witations to visit their scientific laboratories so far. There are few who urge that we come over to see what
they are doing. They are not anxious to invite us, and I think that:
speaks pretty strongly for the fact Lhat we nmy be going down a
- one-,vay street.
·
The CnAnt11IAN. Although I think it should be said that Russia did
send m\ invitation to our ·scientists here to come on~r, did they not,
last summer?
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, sir.
.
The CnATRllIAN. And Dr. Langmuir hea.ded that mission 1
Dr. RnmNouu. He was certainly a member.
The CnAIR:lrAN. Yon read his testimony, did yon?
Dr. RIDENOUR. Yes, I did.
·
Senator TYDINGS. I think that was awfullv nice of Russia, and I
hope they will keep it up.
•
Dr. RIDENOUR. I hope we will do things like that, too; but I think
they are very much less important than the policy of maintaining
scientific research, engineering developments, and scientific ·publica-
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tion on the same basis in this field as it has been m·aintained in every
other, because this is what has put our Nation where it is today.
I made a crack about our IFF not being any good, our radar identification equipment. In fact; the compartmentalization with respect to
the information on ,Japanese identification equipment was much more
severe than ours. The Japanese Army and Navy had different frequencies, and a Japanese Ariny plane would not look friendly to a
JaRa,nese battleship, which seems to me the high point in absurdity.
Senator TYDINGS. I hope that is one piece of information you didn't
send over to Japan.
·
, .
·.
Dr. RrnENoun. Oh, they knew it. Toward the end, the Army didn't
seem to be much worried about this, because the Navy didn:t have
many ships left.
Senator JOHNSON. Have you read Dr. ,Te,vett's testimony before this
committee, which appeared yesterday 1
Dr. RurnwouR. No, sir.
Senator JoHNSON. · He made a distinction between basic scientific
knowledge an9, technological knowledge. You don't seem to make as
much of a distinction as he did. ·
Dr. RIDENOUR. 1Vell, sir, I think this is an extremely hard distinction to draw; a sensible distinction can usually be drawn.
··
Senator ,JoHNSON. I would be very glad, :for one, to have you read
Dr. Jewett's testimony and give this committee, or at least give me,
yonr analysis or views on what he had to say.
Dr. R~DENOUR. Yes, sir; I would be very glad to do so.
S:mator JOHNSON. I was very much in hopes that you were in complete accord with him, but I am afraid you are not. I am disappointed
tlrn.t you arc not.
The CHAIRi\IAN. Will you send a letter to us commenting on Dr.
J eweWs testimony?
Dr. RmRr,oun. Yes; I will. I have a high regard for Dr. Jewett,
and if we arc out of line, maybe I am out of step.
S:mntor J inINSON. I may be the mistnken person; I hope that I am.
The CnAIRi\IAN. Are there any further questions1
Thank yo~1 very much, Doctor.
Now, l\foJor de SeYersky, yon have some pictures that you have
waited quite a while to show. ·w'e will see them now.
(Whereupon, at 4:20 p. m., the committee recessed.)
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Alexander Sachs, who appeared before the Special Co:mfuittee .
,mhe (Dr.
Atomic Energy on November 27, 1945, subsequently requested that
be permitted to revise and amplify his statement, so as to give a
more complete report of the .early history of the atomic bomb project.
The chairman of the committee, Senator B1·ien McMahon, complied
with that request. The revised statement, which follows the questionand-answer form of the original-see pt. 1 of the hearings on atomic
energy, pp. 1-29-was made part of the record and appears below.)
REVISED STATEMENT OF

D1t.

Au:xANDl!JR SACHS

Dr. SACHS. I am by profession, gentleman, a practical economist,' economic
adviser, and industrial consultant. I was previously economist and vice-president
of the Lehman Corp., of which I am still a director and a special economic adviser
in my new capacity. Throughout the decade prior to the war I was associated
with them.
·
I have also been interested in the problems of our national economy and national
welfare as affected by international conditions and problems. From its advent
phase- on, the Great Depression of 1929-33 struck me as fraught with greater
gravity and deeper portent than prior depressions in our business cycle history.
For I felt that its roots lay in the untenability of the whole postwar reconstruction
of the twenties that was effected on a world scale, and furthermore, I felt with
growing concern that the financial and economic collapse would engulf the political
order that was established by the peace treaties. Thus imbued, 1 came to be
known or nicknamed as the "Economic Jeremiah." In the course of that depression I had gone to Europe to observe on the spot the financial crisis of 1931 and my
advice came to be sought by leading figures. In particular I was a special adviser
in an informal capacity to Lord Reading and Lord Lothian, who as members of
the new National Government formed in the summer of 1931, were concerned with
the impact·of the world depression on I~ngland.
From that ti·ip I came back with a sense of foreboding as to the further repercussions of that depression upon the United States, hold_ing-tlmt the break-down·
of the postwar monetary and economic reconstructions was bound to aggravate
the spiraling depression in the United States as it was undermining the polltical
and economic order of the world. The fulfillment of" successive analyses and
forecasts regarding the depression led to my being introduced in 1932 to Mr.
Roosevelt. Thus began an association which continued from then through this.
war as an informal adviser without any special label. In that work I tried to live
up fo a concept that President Roosevelt had formulated in his message of January
1937 on Government reorganization. He described therein that men who are to
serve a Presirlent as assisl·ants and advisers should not only command perso:µal
confidence but: "They should be possPssed of high competence, physical vitality,
and a passion for anonymity." In particular I tried to liYe up to the last requirement, a passion for anon~,mity, and throughout have avoicled any public selfreferentialness, feeling tlJat my job was to be on tap to and for the President
without trying to influence the course of events beyond trying to point out advance
implications and consequences to those who were shaping the course of events.
As to the interaction between the economic and political forces that produced
the world crisis, I had in 1932· irnbmitted to the President-elect this summary:
"The statesmen of the world hnve continued to IJe overtaken by a sort of hightension paralysis-like the trivial oscillations of the trench war battlefronts up
to America's entrance in the great war-only to find that the imperious and
553.
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menacing march of events swept aside the half-willed and half~thought schemes,
and even attacked improvised defenses that were resorted to too late, as in the'
German case to save Germany for·democracy. The outstanding feature of.this
great depression ls that the economic oruer developed since the Reformation·and
the great society developed since the fall· of the Roman Empire· have come to be
threatened not by the destructive impact of external or natural forces, but by a
disintegration from within,becanse of nn incipient fnllure of concerted will and
political wisdom."
.
. .
'l'hus imbued, I came to suggest early in 1933 in connection with the formulation of the National Recovery Act-for which I was called in in my capacity as
an economist-that an important use for public-works funds to be provided was
the reconditioning of the Navy, the mechanization of the Army, and the· improvement of national defense. General Hugh Johnson; who during the depressio~
was an assistant in an economic capacity to Mr. Baruch and had thus become
Interested In my interpretations and forecasts of economic developments, was
given by the Pre.sident 11 lending role;in the NRA and he and the President asked
me to serve as organizer and first head of NRA's Division of Economic Research.
In the drafting phase of the act, I at 1frst urged upon them the .Inclusion of those
national defense provisions.
·
Senator AusTIN. What year was that?
.
.
Dr. SACHS. That was in 1033, In the legislation of April and Moy. Hugh Johnson in the Blue Eng1e. pnges l!J7-JH8, credits me with having suggested that this
provision about making available funds foi· naval construction and other defense
be written Into the NRA bill. Hugh Johnson was a little bit too generous in
thinking th~t I h!Jd Hole 1·esponsibi!i1'y far the iclen. The fllct was tlrnt in a patient
argument with 'the President the conclusion was reached that the advent of Hitler
to power boded ill for all democracies, and that it was necessary that we take
time· by the forelock.
I have always been of the viPw thnt the real warmongning, combined with
defeatism, is clone by the rmcifists, and that one who is concerned about the
·protection of hational interests without aggressive nims is the real practical
pursuer of peace.
Later on--ancl I hncl been in the habit of reporting to the President regarding
the progress of international developments-in Ul36 he called me in to help in
working out a solution for the problem of public utilities and electric power.
I had proposed the idea of a power pool, ancl even then we discussed that in the
event of war danger we would want to have a meclmnism for the coordination
of private and nubile power. The distinguished figures rcprPsenting the public
Ht that White House Conference in September 1936 we.re 1\fr. Owen D. Young and
Mr. Lamont, and I had been another one that was selected alongside those
representing the public-utility interests and the governmental authorities concerned with power. The international situation was a subject of discussion a
year later with the renewed outbreak of Japanese aggression on China.
After Munich I had begun to send the President a serieH of memoranda. It
· was at the turn of the year in January 1939, that I had sent in a very long study
on the international situation. In the preface to it I descrihed the attitude
underlying that memornndum anrl the predecessors on problems that hnd been
discussPd with him in 1936, and al.so in 1837 prior to the quarantine speech. My
role was, if ~·on will. to bP. a resonator for irl.,aR that lw had nncl also as a humble
suhmltter of ideas of my own. In tl1at prefnc<! I wrote:
"The orientation towards the world crisis that hns Ileen developed in prior
reports and neecls to be borne in mind rontinnally is that we :we nlready ill whnt
Thomas Hobbes, who lived through the British civil war 300 years ago. jnstly
called 'war time tmct' and 'war wenther.' 'For war comdia;teth not in battle only
but in a tract of time wherein the will to contend by ba'ttle is sufficieBtly
known * * *. For as the nature of foul weather lieth not In a shower of
rain but in an inclination thereto of many days together; so the nature of war
consistetb not in actual fighting but in the known disposition thereto during all
tbP time there is no assurance to the contrary.' "
The thesis then "·as that the aggressor powe1·s. the Na?:is a!ld their allies as
well, for .Tannn had begun its aggressio1Js in 19~1 ancl expanclPrl thPm in 1937,
were pas:sing from the state of "white war" and limitC'<l "·nr to totalitarian war.
On March 10, 1!"139. when I had been asked by St. John's GollPge to deliver
a talk on the world Rituatlon, I prepared C'ertain notes of which I had sent the
President a copy. Those were entitled "NotC's on Imminence World War In
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Perspective ·Acm1cd. Erroi·s ·nnd' Cultm·al. Crisis 6f 'the· Iutcr:.War ·t,~~o.d(!~:.i
That memorandum elated March 10, 103[), hau this opening s.entenc.e'l' :, ., .. ·.,.,:;r,
·. "'.rhls lnterwnr genet·atibri h1is been living on the edge of a sinOldih'llig viilcarlo;
and the- prec1omlna1it ,attitudes among both what is c;allecl the 'right' ari'li w;lilit
iS culled the 'left' llave been Vai'Junts of eSCfilliS!ll, Very· 'mUcli" like p~a~·an.\:8
situated on the edge or a YOlcano ,vho go on cultivating the slopes 1hi' the.Jdtie
that the eruptions will not take place In tlieir lif:ctin1e."
·' · .· ··
·' .... ·, ·'
Then I reyiewed Urn errors of the in l'erninr 1mriod. •.row'ai·d ·the en·c1 't said:·':. .
. · '".rile vresent pl!t·iod is too late for that reve1'sill of error which prevents th~
consequences of error. The real 'lllullich' took place in IV3G, · iii conriectl6n \v:Itt,.
the Rhineland. Then· was tile- lust opportunity· misRed for preventing ·that
cumulative German aggression that· was bound to culminate iii a new and rhol.'e
. terrible w:tr bY Germany. But what cni1 anrl mnst be clone for ·our saJ\+atfon
nli.d safety is· self-clarification and self-reorientation towilr1l the onfoablnt
dangers;''
·
·
.. ·:.' : · ·· · .., ·.a
ThC'JJ in ·the co11cl11dii°1g sentence'-and you muRt pardon tl1e le'ngth;' 'for 'l
thought it wns my business to tr.v to think things out instead of tJ'ying to ·'be
pnpulnr-I urged 11repareduess:
'
··· · . ··,
' "'.rhere is still time for western civilization, and especially for the exceptitlnnll)i
and fortunately situntc1l United States,. to use the time drafts that can stm
he rnacle on the 'Bank of History' for the prepare1lness that: has and wiil become
more anrl more urgent nnd inevitable for all members oFwestern- civilization as
a result of the past errors committed arnl in the course of t'h'e · pfrispective un1'olding aggressions of Nazi Germany."
· ··
It was In the following month, on A1>rll 11:i, 193!l, that there was published. in
the Physical Ileyiew a note by Dr. Leo Szilard entitled "Instantaneous 1llmlssi6n
nf Fast Neut.reins in the Interaction of Slow Neutrons with Uranium."
· ··
In kneping with tlw custom in scientific research, the· date of· its odgin11I
sending wns inl'ludPd, 'dated· March 16, 1939. So it coincided with the· time
when Hitler seized Prague, and by seizing Prague became the controller of. the
·crossways of the Continent.
·
·
The background of that article in the Physical llevle\V was that- at the tum
of the year 1938 certnin experiments had been concluded in Germ:1ny. 'These
became !mown rather fully, thanks to Dr. Niels Bohr, of Denmark, who came
to this country and reviewed them with his colleagues, for scientists are ai:i
international communit~·. 'l'he word "international" in that connection is not
as precise as it ought to he. Science rather is "trans-national"-moving across
honndaries of nations-an!! progresses in t(>l·ms of evolving_ common ideas.
After all, our heritages of common 11101~11, political, and ·intellectual ideas
their institution:il forms date for our world from the Reformation and the
Renaissance. That crystallization of Hebraic-Christian ideals, and that '.n!covery of the Hellenic pursuit of s<'ience has functioned as a sort of spiritual
and intellectual atmosphere for all nations of our civilization. The men of
science depend upon the free flow of lrnowledge and ideas through that attnos•
phere. Through such personal communication as was providerl by Dr. Boin· the
refugee scientists working in this countr,y were made aware more thoroughly
than through the pnhlicaticins nf the ex11eriments by brs, Iialm, Strassmann,
and Meitner that Imel resulted in the fission of nranimn.
What was subsequently clone in this country represented a distinct advance.
~'he work was by Dr. Szilard and, us inde11endent confirmation, by Prof. Elnrico
Fermi, a Nobel Prize physicist from Italy. The Nazi contamination had advanced
so far that return hecame difficult for him, as well as for all others who did
not conform to the tribalistic notions of nazism. The mutual confirmatory work
of Dr. Szilard and Dr. Fermi amounted to the suggestion that a chain reactHm
could be established in the process of atomic fission. Such a chain reaction had
Implications for war by reason of the kind of power that wonld be concentrated
l:ri and released b:v the process of atomic disintegration.
Because_! had been imbued with the iueas already noted about the nature of
the world crisis, I was concerned with what was lrnppeuing to the victims of
nazism and fascism, and I tried in my own small way t() be helpful during the
period when the scientists had to leave.
. .
I gave you· at first some high lights of the "Book of Genesis" of my concern,
nnd after that came, If yon will, the "Book of Exodus," the exodus of scientists
who came to this country as a lmven of refuge. Prior to' that Dr. Szilard had
worked tri England .at Oxford and Cambridge-at Oxford "';'ith F. A. Lindemann,

in
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who. played t9ward_ ,Mr.· Churchill• a role analogous to. the one -concerning this
project played .by me toward Mr. Roosevelt.
·
.
. .
.I.n the wake of .this phase of the exodus, the scientists .settled in· demoeratlc .
cojmtrie11;like ours ·were concerned not only with the progression. of a ,technical .
i>,:oblem, but with .its political and moral implications. Dr. Einstein was· preeiµinent among them'. : Professor Einstein's theo1'etlcal work, while it. antedated ·"
tlte First World War, received practical confirmation in the astronomical· tests
that, interestingly- enough, came just in the closing phase of World W'ar I,· as
P,rof. A.·. S., ,Eddington, of Cambridge, showed in his early. books on relativity
11,nd. space, time l!-nd:·gravitation. There was another· great physicist, who was a
f,iend .of Dr. Szilard ·Und part of that group, Prof. E. P. Wigner, professor of
.tl,ieoretical physics. at- Princeton.
·
,
,
· :, .Einstein, .Wigner, and Szilard discussed the prpblem. I want to impress upori ·. ·
spu gentlemen--,if ,a member of the cognate older fnith may refer to the Gospel
of St. 'John-that "in the beginning was the word," and.the idea. In the begin-·
ning-was a moral_,idea and a political concern on the part of the physical scientists
a.nd this social scientist whom they brought in. They brought me in because
they li'ad 'known of my interests and had heard that I was in a position to talk
to, the President: and. t_alk to him in terms of broad und fundamental concepts.
U'he idea was, How can this be brought to the attention of the President?
.,. The Germans were organized to carry on experimentation without limit. The
Nazis were not.at.all concerned about the magnitude of expenditures. Ironically,
despite all the beblinkered concern on the purt of members of my own expertise,
economics, as to the postwar problem of reparations, the fact was Germany was
11pencling on armament in any· nm! every year once it got going, more than was
[1;iyolved In the total amount of its remittances on reparations. Money was no
object. 'l'hey had the scientific governmental institutions. Many of the scientists
who later led here and in England in this work had been carrying on such work
at.the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes of Physics and Chemistry .
. , ,Om; idea was that- if they should be able to discover a concentrated power that
could be used as an explosive, tlwn the real safety of the United States and the
rest of civilization would be gravely imperiled. For bear in mind that the essence
of ..this period of; foul weather internationally, to use Thomas Hobbes' expression
for. this wartime weather, was that 'the Nazis were rushing to conquer and not
permitting others time for the organization of defen1<e.
,,, 'rherefore, .these physical scientists and myself-I was brought into the pic.ture In the ·summer of 1939 nnd was conditioned for what was taking place
because I had for a long time been interested in theoretical physics and had
followed the scientific publications--then fplt that it vrns important to bring
.these matters to the attention <lf the Pre~ident. In turn I felt that it was
essential that an opinion should be written bv the one man whom the world
t'.ecognized as the preeminent scientist of our day, and not only the preeminent
·scientist. hut, .ns uie· Senator this morning remarlced, one of the greatestlmmanltar!uns because he had left nazism bPfore expulsion orders were given to
.him. He had anticipated the trend of events. He did have the political foresight and did see what it imtilied. Ro nfter discussion Dr. Einstein wrote a
letter regarding this, dated August 2, 1939. I l1ad also asked Dr. Szilard to
'write a memorandum describing the significance of the current and evolving
i<cientiflc research, which was written on August 15, 1939.
- ,,:. Then I sought am1 waited for a proper opportunity to see the President. I
-had been in touch with him through the summer, but I felt at the time ·that
;the. mere delivery of memoranda was insuflkient. Our system is such that
.national pnhlic figures-you gentlemen know it from your work as legislators,
,and it applies to the executive mid the administrative in government-are, !"O
:t!? s11eak. punch-drunk with printer's Ink. So I thought there was no point in
,transmitting material which would be passed on to someone lower down. This
was a matter ·that the Commander in Chief and the head of the Nation had to
]µiow anrl act on .. I could do it only if I could 11ee him for a Jong stretch and
.:r~ad and discuss the material, so that it would come in by way of the ear and
.not as a sort of.mascara on the eye.
,.
.. Then. of course, with the outbreak of the war on Reptember l, 1939, the
President. had. the problem of the exi11ting neutrality legislation, as you recall.
:so only when',that wris .. solved did I accept an appointment, because it meant
,t)l:J.t . .then. I could see. him at leisure and present all the relevant material. · I
'1Jrongbt over 1thematerial to him, and met with him on October 11, 1939. I wrote
·the 'letter in anticipation ·of my seeing him so that I would be able to read it.
The QPening sentence was:
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' "Wltli' npproachibg' fiilfllln'lebt of your plans ''in connection with
the 'Neutrality Act, I trU8t .that you may now be able to accord me the :opportunity ·to p1·esent · a 'communication from Dr.· Albert I!linstein to you,· aild"·other ·
relevant material bearing Oil experimental work by physicists with far-reaching ·
significance for national defense.''
.
· · : '· · · ·· ' · ....
:.. ''Briefly, the experimentation that has been going· on for Ifalf' a dozen' yeilrS·,
on,atoin\c'dlslntegratlon has culminated this year (a) in the dfscovery bY. Dr;
Leo Szilar/:1· and Professor Fermi that the element· urunhun could' b'e split' ·by
neutrons ·1uid (b) in the·opening up of the probability of chain renctiomf-that
Is, that in this nuclear process· uranium itself may_ emit neutrons:--.. Thls new
development In physics holds out tl.le following prospects:·
·
.
· "1. The creation of a new source of energy which might be utllized for purposes of power production..
· ·
"2. '.rhe liberation from such chain reaction of new radioactive eleihehts, so
that tons rather than grnms of radium could be made available in the medical
field.
·
·
·
"3. The construction, as an eventual probablllty, of bombs of hitherto uneiivlsaged potency and scope: As Dr. Einstein observes, in the letter which I will
leave with you, 'a single bonrb of this type carried by boat and exploded in a
port might well destroy the whole port together with some of the surrounding
territory.'
·
·
"In connection, then, with the practical Importance of this work~for power,
healing, and national defense purposes-it needs to be borne in mind that our
supplies of uranium are limited and poor ih quality as compared with the large
sources of excellent uranium in the Belgian Congo, and, next in line, Canada
and former Czechoslovakia. "' * *"
I _also informed him we Imel learned that iu the wake of the successful
experiments of Drs. Hahn, Strassmann, and Meitner, the last of whom afterward
also joined the exodus, the Germans upon capturing Czechoslovakia and seizing
Prague, had embargoed the export of uranium from Czechoslovakia.
·
I also mentioned the people who had been ut work on this and who had been
consulted.
"* ·. • • Mindful of the implications o;f all this for democracy and civilization
In the historic struggle against the totalitarianism that lms exploited the inventions of the free human spirit, Dr. Szilard, in consultation with Prof. El P. "Wigner,
head of the physics department nt Princeton ; and Prof. E. Teller, of George
Washingto·n University; sought _to aid this work in the United _States through the
forniation of 1111 association for scientific collabo'ration, to ilitensify the cooperation
of physicists in the democratic countries-such as Professor Joliot in Paris,
Professor Lindemann, of Oxford, and Dr. Dirac, of Cambridge-and to ·withhold
pnblicatlon of the progress in the work on chain reactions."
The CHAmMAN. Doctor, ·what was the date of the embargo on uranium?
Dr. SAcns. Right In April, right after the seizure of Prague on March 15, 1939.
Bear in mind that' the scientific world community was already astir and
included Professor Jollot,· married to a daughter of Madame Curie; Professor
Lindemann, of Oxford, afterward Lord Charwell, who played this corresponding
role to Winston Churchill.
.
,
"As 'the international crisis. developed this. summer, these refugee scholars
arid the ·rest of us in consultation with them unanimously. agreed that it was
_ their. duty us well us desire to apprise you at the earliest moinent of their work
and to enlist your cooperation. * * •
. "In the light of the foregoing, I desire to be able to convey in person, in
behalf of these refugee scholars, a sense of their eagerness to serve the Nation
that has afforded them hospitality, and to present DL'. Einstein's letter, together
with a memorandum which Dr. Szilard prepared after· some discussion with me
aud copies of some of the articles that have appeared in scientific journals.
In addition, I would request in their behalf a conference with you in order to
lay down the lines of pollcy_with respect to the Belgian source of supply and to arrange for a continuous liaison with the administration and the Army. and Nnvy
Departments, as well a.s to solve the immediate problems of necessary mnterinls
and funds.''.
·
.
·
There are two more documents that are pertinent to the enlistment of the
President's interest at the time. One. of the tJ1ings that I submitted to, the
President, in addition to the scientific material was, of course, this review of
.mine of the whole world situation on the imminenc~ of war and the 'nature
of this war, which is really a Thirty Years ,var from 1914 on, with only a brief
interlude, ~ brief armistice, in the twenties. From 1931 on there was a resumption
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of war first by Japan in the seizure of Manchuria,· ll.ml then came the ,succession
of, wars, the Italian war against Abyssinia, the interventionism ,by. the. Axis
Powers in Spain, the war against Austria, aud finally the seizure of Czechoslovakia.
In 1936 there were lecttfres delivered on the history of science, \'ev.iewing the
progress since the turn of the century in the physical sciences ... The book was
published by Cambridge University Press after Munich in 1038.. Due to tlle wcirk
that I had done in Elngland and my relationship to leading figures, I used to get
publications in ,a variety . of fields, inciuding science, This book published in
1938 contained two lectures on the history of recent developments hi physics, and
the development of the theory of atomic structure by Lord Rutherford, whose
work initiated the technical side of the physic.µ.! ·research since the turn of the
century. Some of the greatest work of Lord Rutherford was rlone · right nearby
when he was professor of physics at McGill University, and it was for this work
that he got the Nobel Prize.
There were these two lectures by the subsequently deceased ·Lord Rutherford
which were revised by an assistant of his, and then there was a separate lecture
in addition on Forty Years of Atomic Theory, by F .. w. Aston, of Cambridge,
who died only a few days ago, as you may have seen the notice. F. W. Aston,
reviewing the work that had i)een done by 1!l36 and describing what was being
done in England and elsewhere, ended up his lecture with a warning and a
prophecy. I showed this book to the President with a view to high lighting that,
as with other fruits of the tree of knowledge, there is an ambivalence to atomic
power wit'h poles of good and evil. The concluding paragraph is as follows:
.
"There are those about us who say that such research sllould be stopped by
law, alleging that man's destructive powers are already large enough. So, no·
doubt, the more elderly and·ape-like of our prehistoric ancestors objected to the
Innovation of cooked food and pointed out the grave dangers attending the use
of the newly discovered agency, fire. Personally, I thin!, there is no doubt that
subatomic energy is available all around us, and that one day man will release
and control its almost infinite power. We cannot prevent him. from doing so and
can only hope that he will not use it exclusively in blowing llJJ his. next door
neighbor."
The l'l'P;;ident remarked, "Alex, ·what you are after is to see that the Nazis
don't blow us up.'' I said, "Precisely.'' He then called in General Watson,
lovable "Pa" Watson, another one of that period who I111s gone from us; and said,
"This requires action." General Watson then went out with me, and the informal
group was established.
'
Senator VANDENBERG. What was the date of this?
Dr. SACHS. October 11, 1009, sir.
He selected, with the approval of the President, one man representing the Army
concerned with science, and one representing the Navy: Colonel Adamson for
the Army and Commander (since Admiral) Hoover for the Navy.
Holding that as an expert I ought not to be injecting political views, I have
throughout my work remained an associate regardle1<s of party and other affiliations.' I have the honor to !mow ex-President Hoover, and I was very pleased
to ftnd a namesake of his concerned with these scientific problems, as President
Hoove1, during his incumbency as Secretary of Commerce did a great deal for the
advancement of science ancl scientific research.
As the central figure, the President named a Government individual who was
concerned with problems of science, the Director of the Bureau of Standards,
Dr. Lyman J. Briggs, who rendered great service during the critical period.
I got in touch with Dr. Briggs that very night, before having to go again to
the White House t.o report progress to the President. For the potentialities of
this were very much in the mind of the President, anrl he had remarked, "Don't
let Alex go without seeing me again.''
,
I saw him lat.Pr that night, and the resultant idea was to hold a meeting in
the near fnture. A meeting wa;; scheduled after this Octoher 11 conference at
the White Honse. for October 21.
I reported to Prof<:>ssor Wigner, who throughout this period occupied a pivotal
role because he is highly esteemed nnd wa~ perceptive on what you might call
the politiml prohlPnu,. I reported to him In a letter of October 17, and I i.ought
-throughout thP intprval to broaden the group of scientists who were to attend
that conference.
,
Senator VANnENTIERO. How about the Ein~tc>in lett:er yon rPfrrred to?
Dr. SACHS. The Einstein Jetter of AugnsJ-. 2, from whiC'h I quoted in part in iny
own letter, was left with the President, along witl1 my lPtt'Pr.
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Have you a copy of it?
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Dr. SACHS. That is part of a record which I will leave with you gentlemen,.
which was a report I IJrepareu immeuiately after Urn announcement about the-.
use of the atomic bomb in August for the 'White House, for the Department of
Commerce-1\Ir. ,vallace as the successor 1)1 charge of the Department that had,
such an important role through the Bureau of Stanuards-and for the Wai=
Department.
· .
'.rhe CHA.1RMAN. Does that contain your letter?
.
Dr. SAcns. It contains all the documents, sir. It contains Einstein's letter;
anu it contains other memoranua.
I had throughout this period sought to be a historian, because the President
saiu to me, "Pa ,vatson is going to be too busy to be a historian; you had better:
do that."
·
·
. ·
I made contemporaneous reviews, anu would submit them as galvanizers of:
action.·
.
I have a copy of Etnstein's letter, a duplicate, which has his signature, andi
I will le.ave that copy with you.
· Senator VANDENBERG. Could you state in a seutence or two the import of Ein,steln's letter?
Dr. SAous. Yes, sir. [Reading:]
"Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilaru, which has been communicated"
to me in manuscript, leads me .to expect that the element timnium may be
tumed into a new and important source of energy in the immediate future •.
Certain aspects of the situation which have arisen seem to call for watchfulness and, if necessary, quick action on the part of the administration. I believe·
therefore that it is my duty to bring to your attention the following facts andi
recommendation."
,
He then describes the new phenomenon, and states that the sources of prac~
tical sup11Iy are outside the United States; that the United States has only very;poor ore;; of uranium in moderate quantities, and that there is some good ore
in Canada, and the former Czechoslovakia. As to tliat, he reports:
"I understand that Germany has actually stopped the sale of uranium from
the Czechslovakian mines which she has taken over. That she should have,
talwn such early action might perhaps be understood on the ground that the.son of the German Under Secretary of State, von \Veizsaecker, is attached to·
the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin, where some of the American work on.
uranium is now being repeated."
In other words, there was political interest being taken in the work. So Dr:.
Einstein said that one of the ways in which the administration could be helpful!
was to entrust this task to a person "who bas your confidence and who could'.i
perhavs serve in an unofficial capacity." His task might comprise the following·:.
" (a) To approach Government departments, keep them informed of the
furth•!r development, and put forward recommendations for Government action,
giviug particular attention to the problem of securing a supply of uranium ore
for the United States.
" ( b) To speed up the experimental worl,, which is at present being carrledl
on within the limits of tile budgets of university laboratories, by providing:
funds, if such funds be required, through hiH contacts with private persons who,
are willing to make contributions for this cause, and perhaps also by obtaining;
the cooperation of industrial laboratories which have the uecessary equipment."·
These scientists, as you see, gentlemen, were no doctrinaires, but indfcated.
a· vractical perceptiveness-ready to use whatever means· were available sos
that the Government and the Nation secured a supply and funds for going:
ahead wit'h this thing.
,
The next meeting that was held was on October 21 in ,vashington under thechairmanship of Dr. Briggs of thr. Bureau of Standards, and there was a survey.
made of the whole situation. llfany scientists were there who were not as
concerned as these re(ugee scientists, for, as I tried to explaiu, gentlemen, the
latter, in addition to their interest in tlle advancement of science, were· inteD"ested in the imper1led position of the United States and civilization. They·
were infnsecl with a concem in the Quaker sense of the word of devoted interest:
and respousibility. l\Iany of the other scientists said: "This is very remote;:
we have got to wait and se~; there a1·e other lines of progress ratlier than the,
chain reaction that mny be more attractive." · Tl!e discussion wandered all'.
-over attractive side issues.
The one who occupied the intermediary and catalytic role in Uehalf of the,
President had then to ask these American men of science and· tlle GOYernment:
officials, Including the Army an<l NaYy representatives, to imlulge-and: I. re- 79879-46-pt. ll--8
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member rising the phrase of· the Irish poet Yeats, echoing Coleridge:--in a
'"willing suspension of disbelief."
The issue was too important to wait, because if there was something to it
there was danger of our being blown up. We had to take time by the forelock,
and we had to be ahead of the Germans.
One great advantage that we had was that these refugees, these scientists
themselves, responded to that very spirit of freedom that brought .the Pilgrim
Fathers over here, the search for the freellom of speech and religion and, if
you will, free science and free thought. They were saturated by ideas and
motives which the regimented scientists could not have, and so the transplanted
and the American scientists, if given the means, would make advances much
faster.
In the wake of that conference, a ·subcommittee was appointed, notwithstanding those expressions of doubt. · The subcommittee was presided over by Dr.
Briggs, and on behalf of the services, Keith F. Adamson, lieutenant colonel,
United States Army, and Gilbert C. Hoover, commander, United States Navy.
A report was written to the President dated November 1, 1939, on the stationery
of the National Bureau of Standards of the Departm~nt of Commerce, which
reviewed the situation technically and culminated with this observation:
"3. The energy released by the splitting of a mass of uranium atoms would
develop a great ·amount of heat. If the chain reaction could be controlled so
as to proceed gradnaily, it might conceiyahly be used as a continuous source of
power in submarines, thus avoiding the use of large storage batteries for
under-water power."
(I would not have wanted to limit it to this form, but a continuous source of
power was the fundamental idea.)
·
"4. If the reaction turned out to be explosive in character it would provide
a possible source of bombs with a destructiveness vastly greater than anything
now known.
"The military and naval applications suggested in paragraphs 3 and 4"-in
this case he was expressing the not quite suspended disbelief of the representatives of the Services; voicing their greater skepticism, Dr. Briggs said that the
military and naval applications "must at present be regarded only as possilbilities because it has not yet been demonstrated. that a chain reaction in a
mass of uranium is .possible. Nevertheless"-and In this respect these representatives were willing to go ahead-"in view of the fundamental importance
of these uranium reactions and their potential military value, we believe that
adequate support for a thorough investigation of the subject should be provided."
There had been a previous adverse report that I had known about, which
was given by a technical adviser of one of the Services in the summer, and it
was because of that adverse report that they didn't see any reason for being
interested, although they wanted to be kept informed, that I was brought in
t-0 go directly to the Commander in Chief.
So they concluded :
"We believe that this investigation is worthy of direct financial snpport hy
the Government."
But, alas, we had no money.
"The Lea bill now before Congress if enacted would provide for carrying out
important investigations of this kind in cooperution with the universities.
"We recommend the enlargement of the committee to provide for the support and coordination of these investigations in different universities. We snggest the following be invited: President Karl Compton, Mnssaeh11setts Institute
of Technology; Dr. Alexander Sachs, 1 William Street, New York" (that was
my address at Lehman Bros., who were very kind to let me devote time, arnl
did not ask me to tell them what is was abont. Mr. Robert Lehmnn i:-: pm·ticularly to be tfianked for this, and a man who afterward became an adviser
of the War Production Board, and lat.er Deputy Chairmau, Mr. Arthur II. Bunker,
who was then executive vice president of tile Lehman CnrJl.)
The people who were asked to he added were Prof. Karl Compton, myself,
Prof. Albert Einstein-I am reacl\ng this in the order giveu there; I belong very
much at the foot of any such list-Prof. Albert Einstein of the Institute for
Advanced Study, and Dean George B. Pegram, Columbia University.
As a sequel to the major finding nnd recommendation, the committee proposed that initial support take the form 01':
(a) Supplying for immediate and experimental work four metric tons of
pure-grade graphite; and
( b) If later justified, supplying 50 tons of uraninm oxid~.
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Later on there were all kinds of difficulties about getting the supply, to which
I referred. Lute that year and in the following year there was another newcomer, an industrialist-engineer by the name of Boris Pregel, who made avail•
able his very valuable supplies and experience to Columbia University for the
experiments of Dr. Szilard and Professor Fermi, for which he was thanked
by. Dean Pegram.
The first phase was to coordinate the group of physical scientists for the
purpose of presenting the idea to the President. '.rhe second phase was the
securing of action by the Government, and that was climaxed by the report,
which was a go-ahead signal, that ·Dr. Briggs wrote on November 1, 1939.
If you bear in mind how narrow has been the time, how correct was the
concept of the memorandum from which I read of March 10, 1931), that the job
was "time-borrowing, the issuance of drafts on the 'Bank of History,' " it becomes
plain that if the work had not been thought through before the advent of the
war, and if the President had not taken action immediately after, and if the
report of the Bureau of Standards and its technical head had not come forth
on November 1-the bomb could not have come when it did toward the end of the
war to abbreviate the war in 1945. From all this ·you will realize that the
time-borrowing was very essential, and along with it the finding and improvement
of the organization media for the successive tasks of the year 1939 and the
year 1940 and beyond. In the ensuing period I was an adviser of the President
also on problems of strategy. I was also a special consultant to General Donovan,
Director of the Office of Strategic· Services, for whom I had written in 1941 the
first report on the intellectual work that was being done in outside institutions
on problems of totalitarian war economics, as well as strategy, before the organization of the Office of Coordinator of Information, that afterward became
the Office of Strategic Services.
Through these connections I was able to keep in touch, and I. was In turn
kept Jn touch, on the basis of great confidence, with the White House on
· what was ·going on, so I knew what was happening even to the very last. I
discussed the· problem of the form of the use of the bomb with the President
early in November 1944, when I submitted a memorandum on the Final Phase
of the European War and Emerging Phases of Far Eastern War Liquidationwhich container] a forecast that the war would end in Apdl or May, and that
there would be no last-ditch stand, but the whole German system would collapse.
Though I have kept in touch, my official role as the representative of tlle
President continued up to the time when, us you will see, I submitted to him.
the idea that it must be given over to an organization in charge of all scientific
development, and suggested Dr. Rnsh, of whose keen interest and ready aid I
had learned in the course of the difficult months of 1940.
Many of the pivotal figm·es are not now alive; the President is dead. General
,vatson, who rendered very great :,ervice, is dead. I well remember his repor,t
that in talking to military and naval men who had said, "Well. this is stllJ so
remote; what is this thing?-let's wait and see," "Pa" ·watson would say, "But
the Boss wants it, boys." That was the theme song of "Pa" Watson. He is
dead, and the secretary who used to call me up and pass on White House messages is also dead.
.
These documents that fortunately were written represent the main available
:records of the flux of events, apart from scraps, and the scrnps that are available
in the files are insufficient to give a correct picture. One gets a picture from
'Some of the things that have been published that there was a linear progression.
· Like all human undertakings, it was full of set-backs, difficulties, conflicts between
perceptiveness and willingness on the one hand, and doubts and negations on
the other, and it required continuous prodding. Such work as I was able to do,
I was able to pedorm because everyone knew I was not concerned about anything
but the progress of the work and had made myself anonymous. If I may again
quote the New Testament, there is a verse in First Peter, "Be ready always
to give answer to anyone that asketh of you the reason of the hope that is in
you, with meekness and fear." I felt that I and the others had to go on with
this work, and that it must go on, and so I sncrificed my time and concentrated
-on that. Later on, as a matter of fact, when the war broke out, I resigned from
my administrative post and became a private economic adviser and was the better
~ble to devote myself to war work to a considerable extent.
Prior to that, in the summer of 1041, I had giYen to the NaYy a plan that was
worked out with the aid of a great engiueer, Dr. Emil Mayer, for the use of
,detector rad!osonic buoys for tile estnblishment of an Atlantic security lane
,ot·iginally for the lend-lease shipments. This substantially was afterward
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adopted by the Navy through technical work under Professor Hunsucker of
l\II'.r and the fostering concern from 1942 on of Mr: Lewis Douglas, then Deputy
Ad1ninistrator of the WSA.
. .
Thus with regard to the adoption of all such teclmical devices I want to etch
in this consideration : that in the beginning there Imel to be a political concept and
a moral concern, and that later it was necessary to provide proper vehicles•for
action and also to induce acceleration of action.
The third stage in the atomic project was 'the coordination phase of the university researches with limited governmental aid and pressure-by Einstein and
the speaker-for a new framework and an accelerated tempo for the project. ·
While a number of the university representatives were encouraged by the
governmental interest, the fundamental tenor and the tempo of the work remained,
on the whole, continuous with the past-that is, they were regarded as mere
laboratory researches.
'l'he time of this phase was approximately coincident with what was called
then the "phony" war. This was the time of the war which embraced the period
between the fall of Poland and the Nazi invasion of the Lowlands.
You can well realize that the President during this period was pressed by and
preoccupied with n'\lmerous internal and international problems. Our liaison
for the project, Generar,vatson, orally conveyed the general tenor to the President of Dr. Briggs' report. Whifo he had done that, he thought when, after an
interval, he transmitted it to me on February 8, 1040, that a more pointed conclusion was still necessary. He added that he had asked for a special recom. mendation from Dr. Briggs.
Meanwhile, some progress was made in the coordination of the university
researches by the Coordinating Committee mentioned in the concluding point 8
of Dr. Briggs' report. The appointment of Denn Pegram served to focalize
activities in Columbia on this project and frec1nent conferences were held there
by tlle speaker with Drs. Pegram, Fermi, and Szilard.
In mid-November of 1939, our group had projected an octet of experimental
pto.iects in the hope that the subsidiary questions could be cleared within a
period of 6 months. In notes that were made at the time, I listed the nature
and scope of these subsidiary problems and the recommended learling figures from
nearby educational institutions working on these problems. Of the new men
brought in the most important was Prof. Harold C. Urey, who had won the
Nobel Prize for his work on heavy water.
After the turn of. the year, the Columbia project became the recipient of governmental aicl in the form of limited funds intended for the purchase of materials,
as is borne out b~' the reply that Dr. Briggs rnatle on February 20, 1940, to General
Watson's note of February 8, 1940.
But Dr. Einstein and myself were tlissatisfled with the scope and the pace of
the work and its progress. The speaker conferred with Dr. Einstein at Princeton
in February. I went out to see him there ::md developed an inquiry as ·to the
importance of the work that was being carried on at the time in Paris, work that
had been described in a contemporaneous issue of Science. While we felt that
it was very important that this free trade in ideas-to use an expression of
Justice Holmes in one of his great and discerning decisions-that this exchange
of irleas among free scientists should be carried on because they served as links
and as stimuli to future work, their accessibility through publications to Germany constituted an important problem. Nonetheless, it was advisable to
secure comparative evaluations anrl in response to my question about the work of
the French, Dr. Einstein said that he thougllt the ,vork at Columbia was the
more important. He further said that conditions should be created for its
extension and acceleration.
Accordingly, I sent, on February 15, lf/40, to General ,vatson a plea for larger
aid and an intimation that presently Dr. Einstein would give a favorable evaluation of the work which had been completed at Columbia.
( The letter referred to is as follows:)
FEBRUARY 15, 1940.
Gen. EDWIN M. WATSON,
Becretar1! to the President,
The White Hou.se, Washington, D. 0.
D!!l.AR GENERAL WATSON : Thank you very much for your letter of the 8th and
the accompanying report of Dr. Briggs to the President, both of which will be
treated as confidential. Had t.he recommendations from the second part of point.
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5 through points 6 ancl 8 been placed aliead of the more technical points 1-4, the·
practical meaning of the letter would have been clearer and more forceful;
namely, that in tlie opinion of Dr. Briggs and bis colleagues it was distinctly
worth while to go ahead. Due to too academic a presentation, I feel that that
practical point was lost.
As the last issue of Science contained a quotation from Science Letters bearing
on work in Paris, and as, since our meeting, there has been even more searching·
and significant work in this country, I shall take the occasion to submit within
the next month an up-to-date appraisal of the situation which, according:to Dr.
Einstein in a recent conversation, holds forth even greater promise than we had
thought.
,vith kind regards and appreciation,
Yours sincerely,
'ALEXANDER.SACHS,
Dr. SAons. Ensuing conferences which I had with Dr. Einstein prompted the
suggestion that he prepare another review of the situation for submission to the
·President. I had felt that Dr. Einstein's authority was such that, combined
with his insight and concern, it would affect the tempo of the work. His review 1
which was dated March 7, was written as a letter to me. I will read the opening
·and closing paragraphs of this letter, addressed to me at.my office at the Lehman
Corp.
·"In view of our common conern in the bearings of certain experimental work·
on problems connected with national defense, I wish to draw your attention to the
development which has taken place since the conference that was arranged
through your good offices in October last year between scientists engaged in this
work and governmental representatives."
He also reported that he had learned of the further work that was going on in
Germany since the outbreak of the war, the work on uranium. He pointJd out
that this work was being intensified in Germany. I shall quote a portion here:
"I have now learned the research there is being carried out in great secrecy and
that it has been extended to another of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes, the Institute of Physics."
The sources of such information are not only personal communications but also
scattered references in technical publications that can be made to throw light on
what goes on. By this process even under the totalitarian system secrets come
out. Similarly, under our freer system things can come out in an impersonal
way. They did come out even while we were taking terrific measures, and very
1·ightly so\. Yet by inadequate attention to technical sources those measures
proved in one not unimportant instance rather inell'ective. I refer specifically
to the unwitting disclosure by the l\Iinerals Yearbook of 1943. On page 828 of
that book, in the course of a very technical statement about uranium, there is
such a reference to the use of uranium for potential war purposes in 1943.
Senator TYDINGS. ,vas that our book, or wns it a German book?
Dr. &ACHS. It was our book, the l\linerals Yearbook for 1043, on .page 828.
At the very time that newspapers and editors were not even to breathe the
word "atom," the l\fjnerals Yearbook of lfJ43, page 828, said, with reference
to uranium, "Uraninm production in l!J4B was greatly stimulated by a Government
program having materials priority .over all other mineral procurements; but
most of the facts were buried in "'ar Departrmmt secrecy." Then it goes
-on to say, "M:ost of the 1943 uranium supply was used hy 11hysics laboratories
fbr research on uranium isotopes ns a· source of energy." These technical
books went everywl1ere, they were available hy the ordinary routine to the
technicians who woulc1 not have to read between the lines.
Thus secrets l<'nked out. To 11 different degree this snrt of thing ohtnined
even in the hermetically serrled Germ:m system. It is i11hercnt in the situation.
As I said, Dr. Einstein wrote me on l\Iarch 7, 1940. He stated that research
on uranium had intensified in Germany.
·
"Since the outbreak of the war, interest in uranium has intPnsified in Germany. I havii now lenrned that .reisearch there is being cnrried ont in great
secrccv nntl that it has been extended to another of the Knlser ·W'ilhelm Institutes, "tlio Instjtute of Physics. The latter hns bPen takPn ovet· by the Government all[] n group of ph)'sicists, under the leade1·ship of C. F. von '\Vl'izsaecker,
who is now working there· on uranium in collnborntinn with the Institute of
Chemistry. The former director was sent uw11y on a leave of absence-apparently
for the duration of the war.
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"Should you think it advisable ·to relay this· information to the President,
please consider yourself free to do so, Will you be.kind enough to let me know
if you are taking aiJy action in this direction?"
I shall skip the next paragraph. Then he wrote:
"I have discussed with Professor Wigner of Princeton University, and Dr.
.Szilard the situation in the light of the information that is available. Dr. Szilard
will let yoi.1 have a memorandum informing you of the progress made since
October last year so that you will be able to take such action as you think
in the circumstances advisable. You will see that the line he has pursued is
different and apparently more promising than the line pursued by Monsieur
Joliot in France about. whose work you may have seen reports in the papers."
I had, throughout, followed the policy. not only of being an· expert o.n tap,
but of going to other people's experts to see what they were doing.· When
it came to scientific worl,, I left that to the scientists. I did not presume, when
I forwarded these memoranda written by Dr. Einstein, Dr. Szilard, and the
others, to act other than as a synthesizer for them.
I passed on Dr. Einstein's review of·the situation to the President on March
14, 1940, asking for an opportunity to confer with him on the latest phases of
the experimental work.
.
(The letter referred to. was entered in the record of the committee and appears below : )
MARCH 15, 1940.
The PRESIDENT,
The White House, Washington, D.

a.

DEAR Mn. PBESIDEJNT: As a sequel to the communication which .I had the honor
to submit to you on October 12, Prof. Albert Einstein sent me another regarding the
latest developments touching on the significance of research on uranium for problems of national defense. In that letter he suggests that I convey to you the
information that has reached me that since the outbreak of the war, research at
the Berlin Institute of Physics, which has been taken over by the Government, was
placed under the leadership of C. F. von Weizsaecker, son of the German Secretary
of State.
In the realization that these further views of Dr. Einstein have a definite bearing on the favorable report submitted to you by Dr. Briggs as chairman of the
committee which conferred with experimental scientists concerned and myself, I
ain enclosing his communication for .your kind perusal. May I also ask whether
and when it would be convenient for you to confer on certain practical issues
brought to a focus by the very progress of the experimental work as indicated in
the concluding paragraph of Dr. Einstein's letter?
In view of your original designation of General Watson in this matter, I am
transmitting it through his good offices.
Yours sincerely,
·
ALEXANDER SACHS.
Dr. SACHS. The reply of General Watson on March '.2.7, 1940, was to the effect
that the governmental committee was awaiting "a report of the investigations
being conducted at Columbia University" and hence "the matter should rest in
abeyance." I did not feel that I could rest.
Senator TYDINGS. "In abeyance"?
Dr. SACHS. Yes. For the sense of foreboding about Nazi aggression that had
been voiced before the outbreak of the war-as I disclosed previously-impelled
me to relate the exvectations of new invasions in the wake of spring to the instant
project.
At the beginning of April, opportunity was afforded the speaker in the course of
a visit to the White House to unfold views on the probable course of German
aggression as encompassing in this war-as distinguished from the last war-the
elimination of. neutrals so as to secure complete control of the coast from Norway
to France. It had this bearing on the uranium project: It was suggested that
diplomatic arrangements be made for the shipment of uranium supplies from
Belgium to the United States, instead of shipment on the eve of invasion to France,
to avoid their probable capture by the Germans in their military onrush through
France.
·
Taking'the project as a whole, it was urged that instead of delimited aid in the
form of specific material purchases or reimbursements for expenditures by universities, a fund be made available from governmental sources or by persuading
fcundations to allocate a fund in order that research could be planned on an
adequate scale and on a long-term basis.
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I had also another thought in mind in making that suggestion that the late
spring months were not too early for the planning of the enlargement of the
research personuel ; to wit, around April ancl May the scientists were being booked
up for the next year's work In the universities, and if we- did not take them then,
we were not going to have them later on. So, our job was to divert academle
talent from teaching to research, to public resenrch. Otherwise, the right kind of
people, the people we wantecl,-would have completed their negotiations with faculties for the next academic year.
_
'.ehe tenor of these considerntions and recommendations was embodied in an
aide-memoire which I prepared in Washington and left with the President as a
review of the situation: "Import of War Developments for and Application to
Natural D(!fcnse of Uranium Atomic Disintegration," April 20, 1840.
'.rhe fourth phase was the phase which I have called in this report written
immecliately after the events, in the role of contemporaneous historian which the
President assigned to me--"efforts by the originators of the project to gain the
adherence of the governmental and ndvisory group to organizational changes
neerled to attune the research to the urgencies of unfolding World ,var events."
The representations made to the Presiclent at the end of March and early Aprll,
as just smnmarized, led him within a few days to revert to and act upon my
prececling corresponclence that had been pitched in the same key.
Accordingly, on April 5, 1940, he acknowledged what had been conveyed to him
and proposed that a new conference be held in Washington between Dr. Einstein
and the speaker on the one hand, and Dr. Briggs and the spl?Clal r-epresentatrves
of the Army and Navy on the other hand.
'l'he closing paragraph of that letter indicated that t11e President wanted the
research continued: That is, the preliminary questions about which a few in the
coordinating group still retained tints of doubt were in his mind disposed of.
To General Watson was delegated the making of arrangements for the conference, but the President wanted to be advised directly of the results of the
conference.
·
Under even date, General Watson askecl the speaker for a list of scientists to
be invited, inclusive of suggestions by Dr. Einstein. The inquiries made by the
speaker of Dr. Einstein and other members of the coordinating group led to the
submission to General w'atscm of the requested list.
Throtighout my work I was in touch with Dr. Wigner of Princeton, D1·. Szilard
and Dean Pegram of Columbia and, later on, also Urey.
Following the receipt on April 13 of the two letters from the White House of
April 5, Dr. Einstein was written to on April 15. llf~, letter opened with a statement regarding the transmission to the President of Dr. Einstein's communication,
of March 7 to ·me. - It referred to favorable act.ion taken by the President upon
his return from the Canal Zone trip where he had been on vacation. I had gotten
in touch with him in the course of that trip, as he had given to this anonymous
adviser the privilege of getting through with his messages, and the message so
conveyed had contributed to tlie decision by tlle President "to adopt the procedure
suggester!" in the spenker's original communication.
Cognizant of the resistances in the group to the proposed enlargement of the
organizational framework, the speaker urged Dr. Einstein to participate in person
in the forthcoming conference. However, after a conference which the speaker
hacl with Dr. Einstein at Princeton, it became clear that indisposition on account
of a cold and the great shyness ancl lrnmili!y of that really saintly scientist would·
make Dr. Einstein recoil from participating in large groups and would prevent his
·attendance. So, he delegated me to report for him, too.
As a substitute, I hnd askecl !Jim to enable me to record the cousensus of OU!."
views in the form of a written commtplication to Dr. Briggs. 'J'hat communication, dated April 25, l!MO, to Dr. Briggs, which Dr. Einstein signed, referred to,
the discussions he had hnd with Dr. Wiguer and myself on the progt·ess of thework of Dr. Fermi ancl Dr. Szilard.
The purport and pnrpose of the letter was to impart a new impetus and toSPg~est :rn upprnpriatP arljn~tment of the organization side of the re:search to the
interlinked uccessities of the emergent phase of tlle research and of the international situations.
I should like to quote from tlmt letter.
"I am convinced ns to the wisclom"--,The CHAIRMAN. "'hose letter was that?
Dr. SACHS. This is Dr. Einstein's letter, which I brought with me, to Dr. Briggs.
"I nm convinced as to the wisdom and urgency of creating the conditions under
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which that and related work can be carried out with greater speed and on .a'
larger scale than hitherto.
"I was interested in a suggestion made by Dr. Sachs that the Special Advisory
·Committee supply names of persons to serve ns a board of trustees for a nonprofit
organization which, with the approval of the governmental committee, could
secure from governmental or private sources, or both, the necessary funds for
-carrying out the work.
"Given such a framework and the necessary funtls, it ( the large-scale experi,ments and exploration of practical applications) could be carried out much faster
than through a loose cooperation of university laboratories and Governmen_'t
,departments."
You must bear in mind that this was before the fall of France and the Government executives had no money.
·
We were trying to take this thing out of where it was. This was the viewpoint
,of those who, having made their venture of faith, sought assistance adequate
to the need, as distinguished from other scientists who were content with what
1 called, in the memorandum to the President, a bit-by-bit procedure. Since we
Tealized the import and pressure of international events, we wanted the thing
lifted out•of the somewhat monastic type of research that goes on in universities,
:a slow-motion process on very limited scale. We wanted both larger scale and
-much faster ,tempo.
Originally, the April meeting was scheduled by Dr. Briggs for April 22, and
so far as nongovernmental people were concerned, was to be limited to Dr.
'.Einstein, Dean Pegram of Columbia, and myself. Then by telegram of April 20,
the ·meeting was postponed to the 27th. In the interim I sought to enlarge the
;group ·and I requested that an invitation be sent to scientists and executives in
ttmivevsities involved in the current uranium research.
"\!'hat request was granted, as appears from my letter to the President of May
111., 1940.
.
(The letter referred to was entered in the record of the committee and appears
below:)
MAY 11, 1940.
The PRESIDENT,
'The White House, Washvngton, D.

a.

Mr. PRESIDENT: In furtherance of your kind letter to me of April 5, the
-conference suggested by you was arranged and held under Dr. Briggs' chairman-ship on April 27, between the governme1Hal and nongovernmental groups con,cerned with the bearing of uranium experiments on national defense. \Vith the
·conclusion of the first experiment, which was conducted at Columbia University
by Drs. Szilard and J<'enni, with governmental aid, the whole project is now
-entering upon a new stage. Assuming that the governmental committee will now,
upon your inquiry, report in favor of further and larger governmental action,
may I, in accordance with your own gracious expression of a desire to be advised
of developments, submit the following considerations and suggestions:
l. With the invasion of Belgium by the very power which has organized the
residue of its scientists for uranium work, the danger_:.__alluded to in my original
letter to yon of October ll, 1939-that America may be cut off from uranium
supplies of the Belgian Congo has increased. In addition, the Ruccessful completion of the above-mentioned preliminary experiment renders it practicable
,and advisable that the action to be taken shall be adequate and comprehensive.
2. Such action inherently involves not only larger finnncial support to be·
:accorded by the Government but also the formation of an organizational
framework under which the work can proceed with the flexibility required for
a going enterprise. Interestingly enough, the latter prnctical aspect hns been
-emphasized by Dr. Einstein in conversations with myself and was communicated by him in a letter to Dr. Briggs, of which I am enclosing a copy for your
kind perusal ann attention. In this connection you might find of interest the
·enclosed copies of two communications which I have received from Dr. Szilard,
the fi1·st of which contains a synoptic statement of the irnpliention of the work
;for national defense that was made orally at the above-mentioned conference
,vf April 27, nnd the second an outline of the next tasks to be unclertnken.
3. The resultant requirement for forming an organi?.ation for directing the
work outside of governmental institutions and for assnring that worl, by scientists in the universities is carried out with rlue secrecy hns to be dovetailed with
the designation of persons to serve ns trustees of a nonprofit organization that
is to supervise the allocation of fnnds nnd to coorc1inatc lhc variou~ branches
of :the work.
DEAR
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4. These interlinked needs suggest to me that it would be desirable to bring
•one of your legal aides into the circle of discussion, along with General Watson,
·who is now serving so efficiently as a liaison for the representatives of the
service departments and the Bureau of Standards.
In view of the urgency of a decision on these points, I should greatly appreciate
-conferring with you in the course of next week, at your convenience.
Yours sincerely,
,
ALEXANDER SACHS,
Dr. SACHS. That, theb, is the background against which the conference was
.held, a background which was lit up by portentous international events. The
.second week of the month opened with the German invasion of Norway and
Denmark on April 9; the third week witnes~ed counter operations by the
.British, the landings in Norway on April 1Ci and April 18.
Since the concern for national defense and the survival of civilization motivated my mediation of the project between the scattereu scientists and the
Pi·esident, it is understandable that in the fiux of erupting international forces
..I should seek fo transpose the laboratory questions to the larger theater of
. international policy and military operations.
Two contemporaneous crystallizations of that preoccupation are available.
The first is a memorandum letter prepared at my request by Dr. Szilard under
,date of April 22. The second is the already referred to memorandum for use
with the Presiuent, dated April 20, 1940, and bearing the title "Import of War
Developments for and Application to National Defense of Uranium Atomic
:Disintegration."
Skipping the very technical side, I want to mention the-The CHAIRMAN, Doctor, I am sorry, but we have to recess at 12 o'clock. So,
.if you will, we would like to have you bear that in mind.
·
Dr. SACHS. All right, sir. I will pick an appropriate place.
The memorandum-letter by Dr. Szilard aimed to describe the next phase of
the research and its dual alternatives and thei,r respective applications to national
-defense. The first case deals with chain reactions in which the neutrons are
sloweu down so only a small fraction of uranium can be utilizeu. In the second
.case, the neutrons are not slowed clown and so the bulk of _the ordinary uraniu~
,can be· utilized. It is the latter case which has the greatest significance for
.national defense and particularly for the production of atomic bombs. The
former significance would appear to lie in power prouuction. Both would also
present the complication that personnel handling such atomic engines would
.be exposed to the radiations.
The second alternative also pre:;;ented a _qual utility for concentrated power
.and concentrated explosives. As tp the second use, the concluding paragraph of
.that memorandum constitutes a most illuminating formulation:
"A chain reaction of this second type would make it possible to bring about
.explosions of extraordinary intensity. If, for purposes of aggression, a bomb
based on such a chain reaction were set off at sea near the coast, tidal waves
brought about by the explosions might lead to the destruction of coastal cities."
The coinciuent memoramlum of the speaker. was concerned with high lighting
the bearing of the war developments on the organizational aspects of the uranium
research, and evoking applications for naval warfare with a view to throwing
.into sharper relief the urgencies of providing more central direction and greater
adequacy of scope and speed in the prosecution of the project.
I had previously been called in to discuss what would be the results if control
of the Mediterranean was achieved by the aggressor. In that connection ,there
was a coincident idea advanced by a person who had been in the Army and who
was concerned about this problem, a very great authority and frienu of mine,
General Donovan. General Donovan and myself had independently perceived
that the Mediterranean would for war prosect1tion against Germany be significant
north-south, as distinguished from east-west. We saw that the democracies
would be pushed out from the Continent, that the next war phase would push
France out as a major belligerent power.
This conclusion uid not require so much foresight, as it required a memory
with which I happen to be enrlowed. For the French military people engaged in
the last Peace Conference had seen that and stateu it. Furthermore, in the book
on the Peace by Anure Tardieu to which Clemenceau wrote an introduction,
there is a prevision of the llJY.0 plight and defeat of France. Clemenceau was
a layman who had his own views about military strategy: You will remember
.he was the man who hall remarked that war is too serious a thing to le(lve it
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solely to the military-Clemenceau had seen that development and he expressed'
himself on it as an insighted layman, who while entertaining complete respect
for the performance of t11e military, can synthesize the military considerations
with the political considerations.
Clemenceau had insisted at the Peace Conference, "If you do not give the
French the protection at the Rhine, then the other democracies will have no base
of operations, no base of support, no jumping-off place for operations by the
overseas democracies." Thus mindful of the last war, we agreed we wonld not
even have a base on the Continent. Therefore, the significance of the Mediterranean was going to be north-south and not east-west.
In the light of ailll following such cliscussions on the fate of our access by sea
to the Continent, I broached the problem of the supply .of uranium for the United
States. I pointed out that the biggest supply of uranium was in the hands of the·
Belgians. I pointed out that even if in anticipation of invasion they were to
send it to France, it would not come to us. Hence we ought to open, ahead of:
invasion, diplomatic negotiations.
Incidentally, that industrialist-scientist I mentioned, Boris Pregel, who at the·
outbreak of the war was in France anrl was a French citizen, had, it later·
appeared, asked the French Government in 1939 to make arrangements with theBelgians.
That prescience on the part of these newcomers and refugees, gentlemen, was·
operative in our cause because they were united by a political sensitivity aHmg
with their specific expertise as scientists and technologists.
Now, the memorandum which I submitted to the President opened with a·
description of the meetings and the work that was being done by other scientists;·
by the scientists in England, men like Drs. Chadwick aml Lindemann, and' so on.
That work woulcl be available for coordination with research in America. lb
other words, there was suggested at that time the idea of Anglo-American co1°
laboration. In that already alluded to Cambridge lecture in 1936; it was fore-·
seen that there would eventually be developed a new source of energy; and that
lecturer was also aware, profoundly and humanly aware, of the dualism, the good"
and evil, in such development.
The memorandum then dealt with the tendency to reservations and understatement of the results of research and their implications, the effect of which on
governmental representatives was to cause them to recoil from the very suggestions that were being pressed by Dr. Einstein anrl myself for provicling a larger
and more resourceful organizational framework for allequate and faster prose-·
cntion of the task.
In the effort to overcome the tempo clampening and Reale dampening that the·
other attitude entails-the attitude of conservative hesitation, proper enough iil
an ordinary tnRk lmt not for this kind of thing, which required the already designaterl "willing suspension of disbelief"-in that effort, the spenker submitted the
following observations and considerations which in a later presentation to the
President nppeared to be contributive toward a resolution of the organizational
difficulties:
"The present writer, as a nonplJysicist."-this is a qnotntion from my memorandnm-"would not of course ventnre an opinion alongside those cited. But as
an economic histo1·ian and as a practical economist verser] in tlie condnct of technological research, he has vcnt.nrerl to convey to the scientists mentioned and· to
the goverumental authoriti_es his hypothesis that the difficulties which loom so
large now might well arise from the character.istic physical limitations of the
pre-prepilot plant operations that are carried on in the typical university laboratories. If.the project is franght with promise nnd importance for national defense, then it seems to him worth while to approximate very i,oon the cono.itions
of industrinl pilot-plant operations. This might entnil the building of equipment,
machinery, and even the construction of adequntel;l' scaled and adequately protected physical plant.
"Once we relate the uranium resenrch to national <1Pff>nse, it shonld be regearec1·
in type and tempo to the most advanced technologiC'al reseni·<'h that has been
carried out by the American chemical anrl ele<'trical c<irnpnnieR."
I need hardly insert parenthetically that it wns this sC'ale of operation which
was carried out with such distinction later on by Genernl Groves. Returning to,
the memorandum:
"What has tnkcn place in Poland, Denmnrk, nnd Norway, nnd will clonbtless go
on through other Enropean conntries that will be invarled, is that the paclpcminded countries have not brought their national defense up to the quantity ancl'
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quality required for technologiral warfare. When the import of the European,
war is assimilated by the American people and national defense is undertaken as.
a national enterprise, then we may be coulideut that we will match in war with
the progressiveness of our civilian technology and come to surpass it, which means,
surpassing the German military technology."
In the ·conviction, then, that "au adequate organizational framework is itself
the precondition for the ascertainment and effectuation of the value of nuclear·
research for national defense," the speaker proceeded to sharpen the possible
applications of that research for naval operations-Senator RussEI:L. What was the date of that?
Dr. SACHS. April 20, 1040, before the inyasion of France.
As I say, I proceeded to point out the possible applications for naval operations,
on the assumption tbat the war would in time become global on the part of the·
Axis, inclusive of Japan, against the democracies, inclusiYe of the United States.
In that m·ent, the applications in the dual form of telescoped power drive and
magnified explosives should aid the United Stutes to overcome "the disadvantageunder which we labor due to the enormous distances between continental United
States and our possessions, and between our possessions and the Japanese·
homeland."
·
This was not warmongering; this was adjustment to the import of events as I
saw them, as I followed the phenomenal developments.
If I may quote again from the Bible, from the Twenty-fifth Jeremiah: the·
nations were successively "taking the winecup of this fury at the Lord's hands and
drinking it." I could see that we would all be engulfed; that on the Continent,.
only Great Britain would be left; and that we would be the only major continen•·
tal-insulnr power left in the universe and that then we would have to take action.
I saw that we must not let Germany get ahead with atomic research on the kind
of weapon they were working on, a weapon whose essence is the elimination of·
time for the defense, the elimination of that borrowed time that we all needed SO·
badly· in this war.
Inasmuch as the attrmpt to relate the ap11lir.11tions to strategic and. logistic·
configurations presupposed naval data, Dr. Briggs' good offices with Admiral.
Bowen and Commander Hoover brought answers to questions I submitted in a
letter. I did not have a copy of that letter for inclusion in my report.
·
As the sequel to my April 1!)40 activities was to place the atomic project on a
new plane, this new stage of the work in progress provides the occai:;ion for
drawing attention to a needed revision in the fast-crystallizing misconceptions of·
the project's history. The historical review I have .given from the contemporaneous record that I kept for the President as a guide to his decisions and
actions shows that tl1e development of the atomic homb was not the linear progres-·
sion from a single decision that people have spoken and written about. You will
remember the story in Alice In Wonderland about the Queen and Bill Lizard:
how the Queen started with the end, or the sentence to be imposed, and then
worked back. S'o there is a temlency when it comes to writing history for people
to say in tbe instant case: We have got the bomb and we used it; therefore, the·
order of deYelopment must have been present throughout. Actually there was nosuch straight line. bnt rather a zigzag of lines. Moreover, every bit of effort that
was applied to evolYe and effectuate the eventual right policy was indeed lndis~pensable. Every right effort, however appnrenl'ly infinitesimal, becomes in retrospect infiuit.ely important for what gave us not only the weapon bnt the timely
use for shortening the war.
As to the role played by the homb, while it assnreclly shortener] the war, it
must also be recognized that Japan had alrea1ly been, on normal military cal-·
culations, beaten. The timing was so right because of what Imel been clone toward heating Japan by the Navy, the Air and other military 11ower,"and also by
the economic and other factors. '\Ve must not: in our concern with the new·
weapon tend to eliminate all the other elements that constitute the whole organization of our national defense and offens<i. 'l'hus we ueeclecl those bases:
protected by the Navy and the Air Forces to m;e for the bombing and so the·
application of the bomb was conditioned by the success of the other war operations with the other war technologies.
All the same, the homb presents a new factor-a most Yitnl factor, But r·
cannot now go into those questions and insteacl I must retnrn t·o the history !n
the ct'U!'ial ph:rne.
·
The conference of April 27, 19·10 on organization framework and the inade- ·
quacy of wbat we had then, resulted in new submissions to the President for at
resolution of th~ difficulties.
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The conference that ·was held on April 27 at the Bureau of Standards under
.'.Dr. Briggs' able and conciliatory chairmanship did serve to dispel doubts that
had been entertained by s~me members. It also marked further progress in
•evoking a willingness to entertain consideration of large-scale expenditures that
might run up to six figures. That was fantastic, alongside the cost theretofore~
the thousnnds that were being s'pent and the money that .was being furnished
by those who were on the margin, who were spending out of their own pockets in
•connection with this work in corresponding amounts. Yet the majority, accustometl to the small scale of physical laboratories at the universities and the
-correspondingly reduced scales of the budgets of governmental scientific lilboratories, did not appear ready to design a large-scale and comprehensive program,
.and instead insisted on "bit-a-bit" procedures, with ranked preferences and time
·deferments.
.
.
By the beginning of May the uranium research at Columbia, which was the
pathflnding research, had reached the point where expansion was deemed ad·visable and desirable by the whole quartet of scientists concerned-that is, by
the direct experimenters, Drs. Fermi and Szilard, and by Dean George Pegram
and Prof. Harold Urey.
After a number of conferences by the speajrnr with the Columbia group, a
,.sort of minute was drafted as of May 10 embodying the consensus as. to the
·successive stages. In this case, I myself did the secretarial work.
'
The fii•st point in this minute was:
"The first large-scale experiment would have as its aim to demonstrate be, yond any doubt whatever that a nuclear chain reaction could be maintained in a
.system composed of carbon and uranium. This would require about 100 tons
of graphite and some 10 to 20 tons of uranium metal. It would also be neces. ·sary to design a ratber elaborate mechanism to stabilize the chain reaction and
·to safeguard against overheating as well as the possibility of an explosion."
The second point was :
"'.rhe next stage is to carry out a gent>ral survey of all nuclear constants in
·Order to confirm the values previously obtained and to narrow down the limits
•of experimental error beyond obsenled values of the constants. This would
,strengthen the assurance of the group in 'the ultimate success of the experiment.
"Then ns preparatory ground for that experiment would come the advancing
·of structural details and the carrying out of technological tests on samples of
·materials which liave to be used in large quantities in the ultimate experiment.
·•.rhis in turn would require getting bids for the manufacturing of the material
in needed quality and quantity."
'
As to quality, the problem of refinement was throughout a very grave one: it
·.was the inclustrial know-how which had to. be acquired, as well as the fundamental
·scientific research.'
In financial terms, tbe first stage would require expenditures of $30,000 to
· $50,,000; the second stage would require from $250,000 to upward of $500,000.
It was the speaker's view that in the interest of time-efficiency and even of
,economy, the second could be prepared for while the firnt was going on, providing
·that adequate fnnc'ls were made available to begin with. The proposal which
·had been submitted for a nonprofit organizn:tion directer! by a mixed board of
trustees seemed, under the conditions antednting the prospect of large defense
appropriations, particularly suited to meth0<1ical and economical direction of
. 'the work.
TI1e lack of re~olution of the organiz11tional rlifficnltlcs led the spealrnr to s11bmit
an anal~·sis of the situntion rrnd rei'lnltant recomrnenr1ations in a communication
to the President dated May 11, 1940, together with rr note of transmittal to
·General ·watson of even date.
·
The point of: rlcpnrture was-I rrm coming to the ernl of this section, that mrry
·serve as a termilwl point.
The 0nAmMA~r. Very well, Docto~·,
Dr. S,1r,1rn. '.!'ho point of d~pnrtnre was tlmt, nccorrling to the advices given to
the speaker by Dean Pegram, the grnphite experimont, which hnd been prrrtly
· flrmncPrl b~· the GovPrnment:, was a s11ccefls. As the communication was coincident
with Orn GP1·ninn m,irch throu.gh Bel.glnm, the invn~ion h~vin!:!' lJPgun on Mny
10, the situation aclumhrnt:r.cl in the initinl pr1?sentrrtion of o,~toher 11, 1939,
·harl come to pnsR. I mean the situation I harl presente,1 whPn I stated that we
· should rrcquiro uranium supplies from all nelgin n sonrePs harl come to pass. A
·problem of ncccss to urnnimn supplies'that wonlrl !ll' n.Pc<lP<l on a larger and
·iarger scale had been tllrust forward. This in tmn threw into shrrrper relief
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the previously described need for that change In the organizational framework.
"under which the work could proceed with the flexibility required for a going:
enterprise."
·
·
The President was therefore requested to designate a legal aicle to facilitate'·
the establishment of a nonprofit botly which· would secure the resources for carry-ing on the work under conditions where the tenure of the resear<ih posts would.
be secure and their equipment and material be amply provided for. I had i,n,
mind that large group of scientists that would have to be brought in at that
period when they were looking for other university posts. Along with that
there should. be provision for the necessary secrecy as distinguished from the·
normal eagerness and competitiveness in early publication of indicated results.
You must see that the job was to transform the conditions and to anticipate·
the time-order In normal use. Even for getting the scientists, you had to take
into account the fact that we were preventing them from having what is the·
l>iggest asset to the scientist-the knowledge that the results. of their research
will get published when they do important things. So you have to give them.
adjustments in salaries. '.!.'here was no time to delay. If we delayed, then we
would be losing the scientists. ·Additionally, at that time-this was before the·
invasion of France-you would !lave to see to it that all this work, in view of
its potential value and its potential danger, was not made known to the potential
enemy through the scientific magazines, such as Science and the Physical Review,.
and related foreign publications.
·
Is this a good stopping point, l\fr. Chairman? I could go on. What do you.
say, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, the Senate meets at 12 o'cloclc.
Dr. SACHS. All right, let me go on, then. This is a very short section,
The CHAIII.MAN. All right.
Dr. SACHS. This is part 6 of my history, assembled at the end, in August, from:
the notes and reviews that were made contemporaneously with the developments ..
The heading is: Resolution of the Difficulties and Resetting of the Uranium Project into the New Organization Established by the President on June 15, 1940, for
the Direction of All Scientific Developments Related to National Defense.
The CHAII\MAN. What was the date that the small-scale stage ended and that
you were to go forward on the large scale?
Dr. SACHS. Between Mny and June it was decided that we needed to go forward!
on the larger scale. The appointment of a new organization, the Office of Scientific Research and Development, cnme, I think, on June 15, having been preceded
by suggestions of such a scheme that I transmitted to General ,vatson.
Senator AusTIN. This was 1940?
Dr. SACHS. This was In 1040.
In keeping with the practice of fnll knowledge and cooperativeness with the·
Presidential representatives from the Government services to direct the joint
committee on the uranium project, the letter to the President of May 11 was,
given a counterpart in the communication to Dr. Briggs of l\lay 13, 1940. That
is, I did not do nnything with the Prcsiclf>nt without sending a copy or speaking about it to Dr. Briggs, as the administrator-scientist, or to General Watson,
as aide to the President.
My letter to Dr. Briggs drew attention to Dean Pegram's favorable report on:.
the graphite expei·irnent and inferred that the governmental committee would
- report favorably to the President on the project. That would be reported
directly to the President and I was convinced enough that it would be certain
to be recommended.
Recognizing that university research is inherently characterized by what I
called a "traditional discursive attitude and leisurely tern.po," the contemporaneous facts of the invasion of Belgium threw into sharper relief the requirements of national defense. Applied to this project, those requirements were for·
a resourcefnlne&S of operation and an ,acceleration of pace, and also a secrecy
that could not be had hi the university pro.1ects, generally carried on with
limited means and in an atmosphere of mutual interchange. And I want to say
here that the scientists, Dr. Szilard, Dr. ,vigner and Dr. Einstein, were all of
the same view, that there had to be secrecy against leaks to the enemy.
In furtherance of the foregoing, another letter was written to General Watson
on l\fay 15, the second and reviserl version of which is inclnded here.
(The letter referred to was entered in the committee's record and appearsbelow:)
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·Gen. :rnowIN l\I.

l\IAY

w ATSON,

Secretary .to the President,
.7'he White Hou.~e, Washinoton, D.

15, l!J40; .

a..

DEAR GENERAL WATSON: Confirming the intimation that I bad the honor to
.convey in my letter to the President and in my covering note to you, I have just
received a letter from Dean Pegram, of the department of physics of Columbia
University, stating that the initial experiment "has now been concluded with
,satisfactory result,'' and that "the absorption cross,section of carbon was found
to he enrourugingly small * * * only ·about one-third of the upper .limit
:previously 1·eported iu the literature." The detailed meaning of that has been set
forth in the letters of Dr. Szilard of May 10 and of April 22, which I forwarded
to, the President; a copy of the· latter was also sent to you. Please advise me
bci"ore any conference ori this is arranged.
1
. In connection with an independent matter having to do with economic and
·fiscal policies for effectuating national reconstruction and defense, I should appreciate your expressing to. the President my readiness to submit certain social. minded economic ideas that had interested hini in 1936 and 1934, as to incentive
-devices for evoking large-scale plant investment for national defense and the
training and reconditioning of the requisite skilled labor. 'I'o the original
proposals drafted in 1932, there was added in early 1933~when submitted for the
National Recovery Act-a provision authorizing public-works expenditures for
national defense, in view of the altered international situation. The ideas and
proposals in connection with the original FHA plan submitted in 1933 were later
,expanded in the second FHA plan that, at the President's behest, was worked
· out for Governor Eccles' advisers. In keeping with the pattern of these earlier
plans, the role of government ~an be adjusted to specific requirements.
'
For the instant purpose, the organizational instrumentality proposed is the
·establishment of a Scientific Council of National Defense, composed of executives,
,engineers, and economists, acting in behalf of the Government, who should be
invested with administrative powers for the testing and execution of technical
1>rojects of utility for national defense.
Yours sincerely,
ALEXANDER SACHS.
Dr, SACHS. The main communication of the speaker contains the first adumbration of a plan similar to that later developed by the President for the direction
·of the scientific work related to national defense. The new suggestion was made
in the settling of proposals which the speaker was eyolving for submission to the
President with respect to amortization and other incentive-tax devices for national
defense plant construction. It was my belief that industry had to be related to
and integrated for national defense and I had been asked to submit some suggestions. I made many suggestions in my professional capacity as an economist
with reference to these problems, apart from my interest in this uranium
research.
In respect to the specific problem of an organilmtional framework that would
carry fon,ard uranium research on a bigger scale and at a faster tempo, the
new conclusion and recommendation of the writei· was as follows, against the
background that the Government was then thinking of going to the Congress with
·a request for bigger appropriations:
"For the instant purpose, the organizational instrumentality proposed is the
establishment of a Scientific Council of National Defense, composed of executives,
engineers, and economists, acting with administratiYe powers for the testing and
, execution of technical projects of utility for national defense."
In acknowledging that letter, General Watson on May 16 added an observation regarding the broader suggestion for a mixed executive and administrative
group for scientific phases of national defense.
The CHAIRMAN. ,vas that group formed?
Dr. SACHS. That group was formed on June 15. There was an intervening
eommunicntion and I hnd received an authorization after an 0. K. anrl an
{mC'ournging word from tbe President to repreimnt the GoYernment in negotiations
with the Belgian compnny representatives here for the acquisition of uranium.
The CHATHMAN. Doctor, there lrns just been a quorum cnll from the Senate and
I thin!~ we will have to stop at this point.
Dr. SACHS. May I complP-te that phase of the story?
'l'he culminntion of the foregoing phases of the urm1ium project came on the
dny following the Germany Army's entry into Pai·is. On June 15, the President
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.established a new committee for the correlation of the scientific efforts of the
.country concerned with problems of national defense and placed that committee
.under the chairmanship of Dr. Vannevar Bush, Presidenfof the Carnegie Institution of Washington, whose name I have mentioned in the course of my discussion
:here. This committee included representatives of the Army and Navy and distinguished scientists and, initially, was to be attached to the Council of National
Defense, In keeping with the suggestions I had made.
Accordingly, the President advised Dr. Briggs on June 15 that "since the
problem on which you are engaged is part of this larger picture," Dr. Bush was
requested by him to take over the uranium project a1id to reconstitute the
.committee.
Now, I make my summary: Thus was found a larger framework in accordance .
with the tenor of the speaker's recommendations. Dr. Bush's committee after our
entry into the war became the Office of Scientific Research and Development.
.Associated with him and with Dr. James B. Conant, of Harvard, was the General
Policy Committee, which' included the then Vice President, ·Henry A. Wallace,
Secretary of War Stimson, Gen. George C. Marshall, and Army and Navy representatives. The other group of the Army came in 1042.
The uranium project as initially presented by Dr. Einstein and the speaker in
·October 1939, having by the spring· of the next year been reported on favorably
by tlie testing and coordinating committee that. the President had appointed
·under Dr. Briggs' chairmanship, was t,hus launched on a permanent and progressive career in the wake of our decision after the fall of France to embark on
.expanding defense.
From then on It became invested with the importance, the resources and the
secrecy available to the Government of the United States in defense and later
In war for the translation of an hlea into a reality arid into an instrument of
ma tional. policy in war and 11eace.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.

X
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1946
TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1946

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
Washington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a. m., in room
424B, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Austin, Millikin,
Hickenlooper, and Hart.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We have under consideration this morning S. 1717, and I will ask
the reporter 'to insert the bill in the record at this point.
_.(S.1717 is as follows:)
A BILL For the d~velopment and control o! atomic energy
Be it enactei by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America i'.n Congress assembled,
·
DECLARATION OF POLICY
SECTION 1. (a) FINDINGS AND DECLARATION.-Rescarch and experimentation
in the field of- ,nuclear fission have attained the stage at which the release of
atomic energy on a large scale is practical. The significance of the atomic bomb
for military .purposes is evident. The effect of the use of atomic energy for
civilian purposes upon .the social, economic, and political structures of today
cannot now be determiner!..\. It is reasonable to anticipate, however, that tapping
this new source of energy will en.use profound· changes in our present way of life.
Accordingly, it is hcrchy declared to be tlie policy of the people of. the Unite1
States tha~Ahe development and utilization of atomic energy shall,,be directed·
toward improving the puhlic welfare, increasing the standard of livih~, strengthening free competition among private enterprises so fur as practicable, and
cementing world peace.
(b) PuitPO.SE OF AcT.-It is the purpose of this Act to effectuate these policies
by providing, among others, fort.he following major programs;
(1) A program of, assisting and fosterillg private research and development
on a truly independent basis to encourage maximum scientific progress;
(2) A prop;ra.m for the free dissemination of basic scientific information and for
maximum liberality in diRsemination of related technical information;
(3) A program of ferlornlly conducted reRearch to assure. the Government of
adequate scient,ific and technical accomplishment;.
(4) A progmm f<Jr Government control of the prorluction, ownership, and use
of fissiouable materials to protect the national security and to insure the broadest
posRible exploitation of the field;
(5) A program for simult,aneous si;udy of the sorial, poliLical, and economic
effects of the utilization of. atomic energy; and
(6) A program of administration which will be consistent, with international
agreements made by tl)e United States, and which will enable the Congress to i;>e
current.ly informed so a.s to take further legislative action as may hereafter b,t;i
appr9priate.
1
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
SEC. 2. (a) There is hereby established an Atomic Energy Commission (herein
called the Commission), which shall be composed of five members. Three members shall constitute a quorum of the Commission. The President shall designate
one member as Chairman of the Commission.
(b) Members of th«;i Commission shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall serve at the pleasure of the
President. In submitting nominations to the Senate, the President shall set
forth the experience and qualifications of each person so nominated. Each
member, except the Chairman, shall receive compensation at the rate of $15;000
per annum; the Chairman shall receive compensation at the rate of $20,000 per
annum. No member of the Commission shall engage in any other business,
vocation, or employment than that of serving as a member of the Commission.
(c) The principal office of the Commission shall be in the District of Columbia,
but the Commission may exercise any or all of its powers in any place. The
Commission shall hold such meetings, conduct such hearings, and receive such
reports as will enable it to meet its responsibilities for carrying out the purposes
'of this Act.
RESEARCH
SEC. 3. (a) RESEARCH AssISTANCE.-The Commission is directed to exercise
its powers in such manner as to insure the continued conduct of research and
developmental activit.ies in the fields specified below by private or public instit.utions or persons and to assist in the acquisition of an ever-expanding fund of
theoretical and practical knowledge in such fields. To this end the Commission
is authorized and directed to make contracts, agreements, arrangements, grantsin-aid, and loans(1) for the conduct of research and developmental activities relating to
(a) nuclear processes; (b) the theory and production of atomic energy,
including processes and devices related to such production; (c) utilization of
fissionable and radioactive materials for medical or health purposes; (d)
utilization of fissionable and radioactive materials for all other purposes,
including- industrial uses; and (e) the protection of health during research
and production activities; and
.
(2) for studies of the social, political, and economic effects of the availability and utilization of atomic energy.
The 'Commission may make partial advance payments on such contracts and
arrangements. Such contracts or other arrangements may contain provisions
to protect health, to minimize danger from explosion, and for reporting and
inspection of work performed thereunder as the Commission may determine,
but shall not contain any provisions or conditions which prevent the dissemination
of scientific or technical information, except to the extent already required by the
Espionage Act.
'
(b) FEDERAL ATOMIC REsEARcn.-Tlw Commission is authorized and directed
to conduct research and developmental activities through its own facilities in the
fields specified in (a) above.
PRODUCTION OF FISSIONABLE MATERIALS
SEc. 4. (a) DEF'JNITION.-The term "product.ion of fissionable materials"
shall include all methods of manufacturing, producing, refining, or processing
fissionable materials, including the process of separating fissionable material from
ot,her substances in which such material may be contained, whether by thermal
diffusion, electromagnetic separation, or other processes.
(b) AUTHORn'Y
PRonucE.-The Commission shall be the exclusive producer
of fissionable materials, except production incident to research or developmental
activities subject to the restrictions provided in subparagraph (d) below. The
quantities of fissionable material to be produced in any quarter shall be determined
by the President.
(c) PROHIBITION.-It shall be unlawful for any person to produce any fissionable
material except as may be incident to the conduct of research or developmental
activities.
(d) RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON PRODUCTION PROCE!,SES.-(1) The
Commission shall establish by regulation such requirements for the reporting of
research and developmental activities on the production of fissionable materials
as will assure the Commission of full knowledge of all such activities, rates of
production, and quantities produced,
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(2) The Commission shall provide for the frequent inspection of all such
activities by employees of the Commission.
·
(3) No person may in the course of such research or developmental activities
possess or operate facilities for the production of fissionable materials in quantities
or at a rate sufficient to construct a bomb or other military weapon unless all such
facilities are the property of and subject to the control of the Commission. The
Commission is authorized, to the extent that it deems such action consistont with
the purposes of this Act, to enter into contracts for the conduct of such research
or developmental activities involving the use of the Commission's facilities.
(e) EXISTING CoN'l'RACTS.-The Commission is authorized to continue in effect
and modify such contracts for the production of fissionable materials as may have
been made prior to the effective_ cl.ate of this Act, except that, -as rapidly as practicable, and in any event not more than one year after the effective cl.ate of this
Acti the Commission shall arrange for the exclusive operation of facilities employed
in t 1e manufacture of fissionable materials by employees of the Commission,
CONTROL OF MATERIALS
SEC. 5. (a) FISSIONABLE MATERIALS.(1) DEFINl'rION.-The term "fissionable materials" shall include plutonium,
uranium 235, and such other materials as the Commission may from time to time
determine to be capable of releasing substantial quantities of energy through
nuclear fission of the material.
(2) PRIVATELY OWNED FISSIONABLE MATERIALs.-Any"''person owning any
right, title, or interest in or to any fissionable material shall forthwith transfer
all such right, title, or interest to the Commission.
(3) PROHIBI1'ION.-It shall be unlawful for any person ,to (a) own any fissionable
material; or (b) after sixty days aft.er the effective date of this Act and except as
authorized by the Commission possess an.y fissionable material; or (c) export from
or import into the United States any fissionable material, or directly or indirectly
be a party to or in any way a beneficiary of, any contract, arrangement, or other
activity pertaining to the production, refining, or processing of any fissionable
material outside of the United States.
(4) DISTRIBUTION OF FISSIONABLE MATEHiALS.-The Commission is authorized
and directed to distribute fi8sionable materials to all applicants requesting such
_mate1ials for the conduct of research or developmental activities either independently or under contract or other arrangement with the Commission. If
sufficient, materials are not_ available to meet all such requests, and applications
for licenses under section 7, the Commission shall aliocate fissionable materials
among all such applicants in the manner best calculated to encourage independent
research and development by making adequate fissionable materials available for
such purposes. The Commission shall refuse to distribute or allocate any materials to any applicant, or shall recall any maLerials after distribution or allocation from any applicant, who is not equipped or who fails to observe such safety
standards to protect health and to minimize danger from explosion as may be
established by the Commission.
(b) SOURCE MATERIALS.(1) DE~'INI'rION.-The term "source materials" shall include any ore containing uranium, thorium, or beryllium, and such other materials peculiarly
essential to the production of fissionable materials as may be determined by the
Commission with the approval of the PreAident.
(2) LICENSE 1,'0R TRANf\FERS REQUIRED.--NO person may transfer possession or
title to any source material after mining, extraction, or removal from its place of
origin, and no person may receive any source material, without a license from the
Commission.
(3) IssUANCE o~' LlCENSEs.-Any person desiring to transfer or receive possession of any source material sliall apply for a licunse therefor in accordance with
such procedures as the Commission may by regulation establish. The Commission shall establish such standards for the issuance or refusal of licenses as it may
deem necessary to assure adequate source materials for production, research, or
developmental activities pursuant to this Ac.t or to prevent the use of such materials in a manner inconsistent with the national welfare.
(4) REPOR'rING.-The Commission is authorized to issue such regulations or
orders requiring reports of ownership, possession, extraction, refining, shipment,
or other handling of source materials as it may dce"n1 necessary.
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(c) BYPRODUCT MATE)UALB.(1) DEFINITION.--The term "byproduct material" shall be deemed to refer to
all materials (except fissionable material) yielded in the processes of producing
fissionable material.
..
(2) DISTRIBUTION.-The Commission is authorized and directed to distribute,
with or without charge, byproduct materials to all applicants seeking such materials for research or developmental work, medical therapy, industrial uses, or
such other useful applicat,ions as may be developed. If sufficient materials t.o
meet all such requests are not avaHable, the Commission shall allocate such
materials among applicants therefor, giving preference to the use of such material&
in the conduct of research and developm'ental activity and medical therapy. The
Commission shall refuse to distribute or allocate any byproduct materials to any
applicant, or recall any materials after distribution or allocaUon from any applicant, who is not equipped or who fails to observe such safety standards to protect.
health as may be established by the Commission.
(d) GENERAL Pnov1s10Ns.-(l) The Commission is authorized to(i) acquire or purchase fissionable or source materials within the United
States or elsewhere;
·
(ii) take, requisition, or condemn within the United States any fissionable
or source material and make just compensation therefor. The Commission
shall determine such compensation. In the exercise of such rights of eminent
domain and condemnation, proceedings may be instituted under the Act of
August 1, 1888 (U. S. C. ,1940, title 40, sec. 257), or any other applicable
Federal statute. Upon or after the filing of the condemnation petition,
immediate possession may be taken and the property may be treated by the
Commission in the same manner as other similar property owned by it;
(iii) conduct exploratory operations, invest,igations, inspections to determine the location, extent, mode of occurrence, use, or condition of source·
materials with or without the consent of the owner of any interest therein,
making just compensation for any damage or injury occasioned thereby.
(2) The Commission shall establish by regulation a procedure by which any
person who is dissatisfied with its action in allocating, refusing to allocate, or in
rescinding any allocation of fi8sionable, source, or byproduct materials to him
may obtain a review of such determination by a board of appeal conllisting of two
or more members appointed by ,the Commission and at least one member of the
Commission.
MILITARY APPLICATIONS OF ATOMIC POWER
SEc. 6. (a) The Commission is authorized and directed to-(1) conduct experiments and do research and developmental work in the
military application of atomic power; and
(2) have custody of all assembled or unassembled atomic bombs, bomb
parts, or other atomic military weapons, presently or hereafter produced,
except that upon ·the express findiDg of the President that such action is
required in the interests of national defense, the Commission shall deliver
such quantities of weapoDs to the armed forces as the President may specify.
(b) The Commission shall not conduct any research or developmental work in
the military application of atomic power if such research or developmental work
is contrary to any international agreement of the United States.
(c) The Commission is ant.horizcd to engage in the production of atomic bombs,
bomb parts, or other applications of atomic power as military weapons, only to
the extent that the express consent and direction of the President of the United
States has been obtained, which consent and direction shall be oht.ained for each
quart,er.
(d) It shall be unlawful for any pcreon to manufacture, produce, or process.
any device or equipment designed to utilize fissionable ma.terials as a mi!ita.ry
weapon, except as authorized by the Commission.
ATOMIC ENERGY DEVICES
SEC. 7. (a) LICENSE REQUIRED.-lt slrnll be unlawful for any person to operate
any equipment or device utilizing fissionable materials without a license issued by
the Commission authorizing such operation.
(b) IssUANCE OF LICENsEs.-Any person desiring to utilize fissionable materials
in any such device or equipment shall apply for a license thmefor in accordance
with such procedures as the Commission may by regulation establish. The
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Commission is nuthorized and directed to isstte sueh 11 license on a nonexclusive
basis nnd to supply appropriate quantities of fissionable materials to the extent
available to any applicant (1) who is equipped to observe such safety standards to
protect health and to -minimize danger from explosion as the Commission may
est.ablish; and (2) who agrees to make availu.ble to the Commission snch technical
il}formation and data concerning the opemt,ion of snch device as the Commission
may determine necessary to encourage t.he use of such devices hy as many licens1ms
as possible. ,,110re any license might surve f.o maintnin or foster t.110 growt,h of
monopoly, rest,raint of trade, unlawful compef;itiori, or other trade po~ition inimical
to the entry of new, freely compe(.i!;ivc crnt.erpriRes, f.hc Comrnisi,ion is anthorized
and directed to refuse to issue such license or to est,ablish such condit,ions to prevent
·tliese results as the Commission, in consultation with the Attorney General, may
determine.· The Commission shall report, promptly to the At.torney General any
information it mity have of the use of such devices which appears to have these
results. No license may be given to a foreign government or to any person who is
not under and within the jurisdiction of the United States.
(c) BYPRODUCT·PowER.-If in the production of fissfonable materials the production processes yield energy capable of utilization, such energy may be used by
the Commission, transferred to other Government agencies, sold to public or private utilities under contract providing for reasonable resale prices, or sold to
private consumers at reasonable rates and on as broad a basis of eligibility as the
Commission may determine to be possible.
(d) REPORTS ·ro CoNGREss.~vVhenever in its opinion industrial, commercial, or
other uses of fissionable materials have been snfficien t;!y developed to be of practical
value, the Commission shall prepare a report to the CongrE;JSS stating all the facts,
the Commission's estimate of the social, political, and economic effects of such
utilization, and the Commission's recommendations for necessary or desirable
-supplemental legislation. Until such a report has been filed with the Commii,sion
and the period of ninety days has elapsed after such filing; within which period the
Commission may adopt supplemental legislation, no license for the use of atomic·
energy devices shall be issued by the Commission.

PROPERTY OF THE COMMISSION
SEc. 8. (a) The President shall direct the transfer to the Commission of the
following property owned by .the United States or a.ny of its agencies, or any
interest in such property held in trust for or on behalf of the Unitccl States:
(1) All fissionable materials; all bombs and bomb pnrts; !!,11 plants, facilities,
equipment, and materials for the processing or production of fissionable materials,
·bombs, and bomb parts;· all processes and technical information of any ki_nd,
and the source thereof (including dnta, drawings, specificntions, patents, patent
applications, and other sources, relating to the refining or production of fission:.
able materia.lE); and all contracts, a(!reements, leases, patent,s, applications for
patents, inventions and discoveries ("'hethcr patented or unpatented), and other
rights of any kind concerning any such items;
(2) All facilit:.ies and equipment., and materials therein, devoted primarily to
atomic energy research and development; and
'(3) All property in the custorly and control of the ~fanhattan engineer district.
(b) In order to render financial assistance to those St.ates and local governments in which the activities of t,he Commission are carried on and in which the
Commission, or its agents, ho.ve acquired properties previously subject to St.ate
and local taxation, the Commission is authorized to make payments to Sfate
and local governments in lieu of such taxes. Such payments may be in the
amounts,,_ at the times, and upon f:.he terms the Commission deems appropriate,
but the vomrnission shall be guided by the policy of not exceeding the tn.xes which
would have been payable for s·uch property in the condition in which it wa.s
acquired, except where special burdens have been cast upon the State or local
government by activities of the Commission, the Manhattan engineer dist,rict,
or their agent~, and in sueh cases any benefits accruing; to the States and local
governments by reason of these acf;ivities shall be considered in the determination of such payments. The Commission and any corporation created by it,
and t,he property and income of the Commission or of such corporation, are
hereby expressly exempted from taxation in any manner or form by any State;
county, municipality, or any subdivision thereof.
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
SEc. 9. (a) BASIC SCIENTIFIC INFomiATION.-Basic scientific information in
the fields specified in section 3 may be freely disseminated. The term "basic
scientific information" shall include, in addition to theoretical knowledge of
nuclea.r and other physics, chemistry, biology, and therapy, all results capable
of accomplishment,, as distinguished from the processes or techniques of accomplishing them.
(b) Ilm.ATElD T!ICHNICAL !NJ,'ORMATION.-The .Commission shall establish a
Board of Atomic Information consist.ing of one or more employees and at least
one member of the Commission. The Boa.rd shall, under the direction and
supervision of the Commission, provide for t,lrn dissemination of related technical
information with the utmo~t libera!i(:y as freely as m•1y be consistent with the
foreign and domestic policies established by the President and shall have authority to(1) est.a blish such information services, publications, Iibrnries, and other
reiristers of 1wailable information as may be helpful in effectuating this
policy;
(2) designate by regulation the types of related technical information the
disseminat.ion of which will effectuate the foregoing policy. Such designations shall constitute an administrat,ive determination that such information is not of value to t.he nationa.l defense and that any person is entitled
to receive such information, within the meaning of the Espionage Act.
Failure to make any such desig111i.t.ion sha.ll not, however, be deemed a determination that such undesignat.ed information is subject to the provisions of
sa.id Act;
·
(3) by regulation or order, require report's of the conduct of independent
research or development activities in the fields specified in section 3 and of
the operation of atomic energy devices under licenses issued pursuant to
section 7;
(4) provide for such inspections of independent research and development
activities of the types specified in section 3 and of the operation of atomic
energy devices as the Commission or the Board may determine; and
(5) whenever it will facilitate the ca.rrying out of the purposes of the Act,
adopt by regulation administrative interpretations of the Espionage Act
except that any such interpretation shall, before adoption, receive the express
approval of the President.
·
,
PATENTS
SEc. 10. (a) Whenever any person invents a device or method for the production, refining, or other processing of fissionable material: (i) he may file a patent
application to cover such invention, sending a copy thereof to the Commission;.
(ii) if the Commissioner of Pat.ent.s determines that the invent.ion is patentable,
he shall issue a patent in the name of the Commission; and. (iii) the Commission
sha.ll make just compensation to such person. The Commission shall appoint a
Patent Royalty Board consisting of one or ,more employees and at least one
member of the Commission, and the Commissioner of Patents. The Patent
Royalty Board shall determine wba.t constitutes just compensation in each such
case and whether such compensation is to be paid in periodic payments rather
than in a lump sum. Any person to whom any such patent has heretofore been
issued shall forthwith transfer all right, title, and interest in and to such patent
to the Commission and shall recC'ive therefor just compensation as provided
above.
(b) (1) Any patent now or hereafter issnPd cov<'ring any process or device
utilizing or peculiarly necessary to the ut.ilization of fissionahle materials, or
peculiarly necessary to the condnct, of rPsearch or development.al act.ivities in 1.he
fields ~pecified in. section 3, is hereby declared to be affected with the public
interest and its general availability for such uses is declared to be necessary to
effectuate the purposes of this Act.
(2) Any person t.o whom any such patent has been issued, or any person desiring to use any devfoe or process covered by such patent, for such uses, may apply
to the Patent Royalty Board, for determination by such Board of a reasonable
royalty fee for such use of the patented process or dcYice inl ended to be used
undi,r the Commission's license.
·
(3) In determining such reasonable royalty fee, the Patent Royalty Board shall
take into consideratfon any dP.fcnse, general or special, t.ha.(, mi1,;ht be pleaded by
a defendant in an act.ion for infringement, the extent to which, if any, such patent
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was developed through federally finan~ed research, the degree of utility, novelty,
and importance of the patent, the cost to the patentee of developing such process
or device, and a reasonable rate of return on such research investment by the
patentee. ·
·
(4)· No court, Federal, State, or Territorial, sh.all have jurisdiction or power to
stay, rest.rain, or otherwise enjoin any such use of any such patented device or
process by any person on the ground of infringement of such patent. In any
action for infringement of any such patent filed in any such court, the court"
shitll have authority only to order the payment of reaRonable royalty fees and
attorney's fells and court costs as damages for an:v such infringement. If the
Patent Royalty Board has not previously determined the reasonable royalt.v fee
for the use of the patented device or process involved in any case, the court in
such c·ase shall, before entering judgment, obtain from the Patent Royalty Board
a report containing its recommendation as to the reasonable royalty foe it woulcj.
have est.ablished had application been made to it as provided in subparagraphs
2 and 3 above.
· ·
ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL AUTHORITY
SEc. 11. (a) .GRGANI:.ATION.-There are hereby established_ within the Commission a Division of Research, a Division of Product.ion, a Division of Materials,
and a Division of Military Application. Each division shall be under the direction of a Director who shall be appointed by the ·President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at the rate of $15,000
per annum. The Commission shall delegate to each such· division such of its
powers under this Act as in its opinion from time to time will promote the effectuation of the purposes of this Act in an efficient manner. Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent the Commission from establishing such additional divisions
or other subordinate organizations as it may deem desirable.
(b) GENERAL AUTHORITY.-In the performance of its functions the Commission is authorized to(1) establish advisory boards to advise with and make recommendations
to the Commission on legislation, policies, administration, and research;
(2) establish by regulation or order such standards and instructions to
govern the possession and use of fissionable and byproduct materials as the
Commission may deem necessary or desirable to protect health or to
minimize danger from explosion;
t3) make such studies and investigations, obtain such information, and
hold such hearings as the Commission may deem necessary or proper to
assist it in exercising any authority provided in this Act, or in the administration or enforcement of this Act, or any regulations or orders issued thereunder. For such purposes the Commission is authorized to require any
person to ·permit the inspection and copying of any records or other documents, to administer oaths and affirmations, and by subpena to require any
person to appear and testify, or to appear and produce documents, .or both,
at any designated place. Witnesses subpenaed under this subsection shall
be paid the same fees and mileage as are paid witnooses in the district courts
of the United States;
(4) create or organize corporations, the stock of which shall be wholly
· owned by the United States and controlled by the Commission, to carry out
the provisions of this Act;
(5) appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and employees as
may be necessary to carry out 1he functions of the Commission. All such
officers and employees shall be appointed in accordance with the civil-service
laws and their compensation fixed in accordance with the Classificat,ion Act
of 1923, as amended, except that expert administ,rative, technical, and professional personnel may be employed and their compensation fixed without
regard to such laws. The Commission shall make adequate provision for
administrative review by a board consisGing of one or more employees and
at least one mern!Jer oft.he Commission of any de1;crminaision to dismiss any
scientific or profe8sional employee; and
.
(6) acquire such ma+erials, property, equipment, and facili1ie~, establish
or construct such buildings and facifrLies, modify 8uch building anrl facilit.ies
from time to time, and construct, acquire, provide, or arrange for such facilities and services foi, the housing, health, safety, welfare, and recreation of.
personnel employed by the Commission as it may deem necessary.
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ENFORCEMENT

8Ec. 12. (a) Any pe~son who ;illfully violates, atteinpts to violate, or conspires
to violate, any of the provisions of this Act or any regulatfons or orders issued
thereunder shall, upon conviction thereof, be punishable by a fine of not more
than $10,000, or by imprisonment for a term of not exceeding five years, or·both.
(b) Whenever in the judgment of the Commission any perRon has engaged or
is about to engage in any acts or practices which constitute or will constitute a
violation of any pl'ovision of this Act, it may make application to the appropriate
court for an order enjoining such acts or practices, or for an Ol'der enforcing compliance with such provision, and upon a showing by the Commission that such
person has engaged or is about to engage in any such ac1;s or practices a permanent
'or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order shall be granted without
bond.
,
(c) In case of contumacy by, or refusal to obey a subpcna served upon, any
person pursuant to section 11 (b) (3), the district court for any district in which
such person is found or resides or transacts business, upon application by t,he
Commission, shall have jurisdiction to issue an order requiring such person to
appear and give testimony or to appear and produce documents, or both; and any
failure to obey such order of the court may be punished by such court as a contempt thereof.
REPORTS
SEc. 13. The Commission shall, on the first days of January, April, July, and
October, submit reports to. the President, to the Senate and to the House of
Representatives. Such reports shall summarize and appraise the activities of the
Commission and of each division and board thereof, and specifically shall contain
financial statements; lists of licenses issuerl, of property acquired, of research
contracts and arrangements entered into, and of the amounts of fissionable material and the persons vO whom allocated; the Commission's program for t,he following quarter including lists of research contracts and arrangement proposed to be
entered into; conclusions drawn from studie~ of the social, political; and economic
effects of the release of atomic energy; and such recommenda1,ions for additional
· legislation as the Commission may deem necessary or desirable.
DEFINITIONS
SEc. 14. As used in this Act(a) The term "atomic energy" shall include all forms of energy liberated in the
artificial transmutation of atomic species.
·
(b) The term "Government agency" means any executive department, board,
bureau, commission, or other agency in the executive branch of the Federal Government, or any corporation wholly owned (either directly or through one or more
corporations) by the United States.
(c) The term "person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, firm,
association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group, any government
other than the United States, any political subdivision of any .such government,
and any legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing, or other
entity.
(d) The term "United States" includes all Territories and possessions of the
. United States.
APPROPRIATIONS
SEC. 15. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be
necessary and appropriate to carry out the provisions and purposes of this Act.
Funds appropriated to the Commission shall, if obligated during the fiscal year
for which appropriated, remain available for expenditure for four years following
the expiration of the fiscal year for which appropriated. After such four-year
period, the unexpended balances of appropriations shall be carried to the surplus
fund and covered into the Treasury.
SEP ARABILITY OF PROVISIONS
SEC. 16. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such provision to
any person or circumstances, is held invu.lid, the remainder of this Act or the
application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those to
which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby.
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SHORT TITLE
SEo. 17. This Act may·be cited as the "Atomic Energy Act of 1946".

Tho CaAIRMAN. Senator Austin, I believe, has something that he
wishes to insert in the record.
·
Senator Aus'l.'IN. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the record that part of the official report of the House of
Commons Debates, Dominion of Canada, held at Ottawa, Canada,
on Monday, December 17, 1945, which relates to the passage of a
resolution by the House of Commons relating to the agreement made by
the President of the United States, Prime Ministel' Attlee, and Prime
Minister Mackenzie King. I offer this for the record because it does
confirm the opinion of this committQe with respect· to the proper
interpretation of that agreement, and I call attention to just one sentence for the purpose of making it clear on the record that that is so,
but I want the whole nrn.tter Within pages 3697 to 3718 published in
our hearings. The matte!' I cn,ll attention to appears on 'page 3701,
Mackenzie King speaking. He is discussing the subject of the
exchange of scientific information, and he says, among other things:
However, we stated our readiness to share, on a reciprocal basis, with at.hers
of the United Nations, clet.ailed information concerning the practical industrial
application of atomic energy, just as soon as effective and enforceable s~feguards
against its use fdr destructive purposes could be devised.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will he printed in the record
as requested l>y Senator Austin, and I am sure it will be helpful to us.
(The excerpt from the Canadian House of Commons Debates
referred to above is ns follows:)
ATOMIC ENERGY
APPROVAL OF AGREED DECLARATION SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, NOVEMBER 15, 1945
Right Hon. W. L. MAOI<ENZIE Krna (Prime Minister) moved:
,
"That it is expedient that, the houses of parliament do approve the agreed
declaration on atomic energy signed by the President of the United States, th!l
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, and the Prime Minister of Canada, at
Washington on November 1,5, 1945, and that this house do approve the same."
.
He said: Mr. Speaker, the House of Commons is being asked by the mot.ion now
before it to approve the agreed declaration on atomic energy which was signed at
the White House, Washington, on the 15th of November of this year, by the Presi.dcnt of the Unit.eel States, the Prime Minist.er of the United Kingdom and the
Prime Minister of Canada.
.
The statement which embodies the declaration was read to honorable members
of this house by my colleague, the i\Iini~ter of .fnst.iee, on the afternoon of the clay
on which the deelaration was macle. Copies of the declaration in English and in
French were tabled in pamphlet fo"l'm on December 1. Tho declaration has
received the widest publicity. I think it may be truly said that it has met wit,h
general approval.
As the declaration is one of far-reaching significance and historic, interest, it is
desirable t,hat it should be formally approved by both houses of our parliament.
Apar,t from other posiLive advantages, such approval should serve effectively t.o
meet the criticism that the Primo Minister of Canada in .:joining with the Prim()
Minister of the Uniten Kingqom and the President of the Unit.eel States in the discussions at "Washington and in signing the declaration "cit.her assumed that
parliament and the Canactian people had no views on the atomic bomb question or
that their views didn't matter; that it was within his sole right. and power to determine what should be done." I am happ)' to say that this uncalled for criticism.
seems.to have met onlv with the rebuke it, so obviouslv rle;ervcs.
,.
Research into atomic energy: No diRcoverv, in all time, has equaled in interest
that of the release of atomic energy. No discovery has been fraught with pas'...
sihilities which may prove to be either so baneful or so beneficial to mankind.
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It 1!111Y serve as a helpful introduction to an understanding of the J>roblems which
tl~e d1scov~ry of atomic energy has created, if I say a wor,d or two concerning the
discovery Itself, and the circumstances "·hich led to the part, the releal!e of atomic
ener.gy came ~o have in military warfare. My introductory words may also help
to give some idea of Canada's contribution to atomic research and processes. and
to explai1; i;he strategic position wllich Canada, along with the United Kingdom
and tl.ie l:mtcd States, has come to hold in working towards a solution of problems
to whwh the use of atomic energy has given rise.
. All the world now knows that the sudden termination of the war against Japan
was due to the appalling des\.ruction of life and property wrought, in August of the
present year, by the use of the atomic bomb against the cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
Until recently the "·orkl believed that the atom was the ultimate indivisible
particle of matter; a particle of matter so minute as to admit. of no division.
\Vhen the war began in 103!), scientists of many nat.ions had coine to recognize
that t.he rnlease of energy by the "splitting" of t.lJC at.om, or what is scientifically
referred to 118 "atomic fission" was a possibility. The war gave impetus to
research into the means of releasing atomic energy and later to the production o'f
atomic bombs.
At the out.set, research was carried on mainlv in Uie universities of the United
Kingdom. D11iing 1940 there was an interchange of informatfon on war research
between Britain, the llnitGd St.ates a·ud Callada. By the summer of 1941 such
progress had been made in research in the application of atomic ener~y that it
was felt that full use should be made of university and industriaJ la.boratories in
seeking to find, just a~ rapidly as poseible, the means of producing atomic bombs.
In October of 1941, upon the suggel'tion of Presideut Roosevelt, there began a
1:oordillat,ion and joint conduct of British and American efforts. In 1942 the
United Kingdom authorit.ies proposed that an important section of research into
atomic energy should be carried on in Canada as a joint enterprise. The special
Montreal laboratory of the national research council was thereafter organized,
and staffed by over 300 worktjrs. It was l.Jy far the largest organization ever
crl'ated in Canada to carry out a single nsearch project.. Other research projects
were undertaken at McMaster, Toronto and McGill universities, and at the
national research laboratories in Ottawa.
Developments in the United States and Canada: By the summer of 10"2, the
expanded program of research seemed to justify a decision to proceed with the
construction of large-scale production plants in the United States. The Americans alone were active in large-scale work.
At Quebec, in September 1043, an agreement, was signed. between Mr. Churchill
and Mr. Roosevelt which bound their two countries to collaborate with the
9bject of producing, as quickly as possible, a military weapon for use in the war.
Under this agreement a combined policy committee was set up. Upon the
invitation of Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill, in w'\1ich J had concurred, Mr.
Howe, the Minister of Munit.ions and Supply, was made a member of the
combined policy. committee as the rcpresent,ative of Canada.
Up to the present, uranium is the mineral that. has been used as basic material
for the atomic bomb process. Thorium is a probable second basic material for
that purpose, although it is nol; as yet a proven material. The largest proved
deposit of uranium ore is in the Belgian Congo, and the next largest is in Canada.
As soon as the significant. use of uranium in the atomic bomb process was disclosed
to Mr. Howe and myself, we secured the approval of the cabinet of the purchase
of the Eldorado uranium properties in the Great Bear lake area, and reserved for
the government control of all such minerals as might be discovered in Canada
in the future. This was a strategic fact.or of high importance, since this second
largest known source of raw material thereby became accessible to the large manufacturing plants already built in the United States.
.
.
The work of the several research projects has been closely coordmatcd with
the development of a pilot plant at Chalk River for the investigation of atomic
energy processes. This work is ·of considerable importance. It includes the
study of the utilir.ation of thorium as a stnrLing point for the product.ion of "active
material". This pilot plant iH llllique in character and is suitable for a field of
research that, has not been c·xplorcd cl~ewhcn;,.
Three governments in partncrRhip: Here rna,y I quote from a statement prepared
by Mr. Churchill while he was at. the head of t,bc eo:i.lition r,on,rnmcnt. It was
made public by his succcswr after Mr. Attice's assumption of office.
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Mr. Churchill's statement is as follows:
.
"In the United States the erection of the immense plants was placed under the
responsibility of Mr. Stimson, United States Secretary of War, and the American
army administ,ration whose wonderful work and marvellous secrecy ca1;mot be
sufficiently admired. . The main practical effort and virtually the whole of its
prodigious cost now fell upon the United States authorities who were assisted by
a number of British scientists.
"The relationship of the British and the American contribution was regulated
by discussion between me and President Roosevelt, and a combined policy commit.tee was set up. The Canadian government whose contribution was most
valuable provided both indispensable raw material for the project as a whole, and
also necessary facilities for the work of one section of f he project which has been
carried out in Canada by the three governments ill' partnership."
Elsewhen in his statement Mr. Churchill said:
"By God's mercy, British and American science outpaced all German efforts.
These were on a considemblc scale but far behind. The possession of these powers
.bY the Germans, at any time, might have altered the result of the war."
It is worthy of notice that t.he determination to embark on large-scale undertakings for production of atomic bombs was agreed upon while some details of the
project were still in the laboratory stage. The outcome was a most impressive
demonstration of the collaboratiim of scientific skill and technical rapacity conducted .under conditions of the highest secrecy.
,
This aspect of the production of the atomic bomb was referred to by Mr.
Churchill in the following words:
"The whole burden of execution including the setting up of the plants and many
technical processes connected therewith in Urn practical sphere constitutes one
of the greatest triumphs of American-or indeed human-genius of which there
is record. Moreover, the decision to make these enormous expenditt1res upon a
project which however hopefully established by American and British research
remained nevertheless an awful uncertainty stands to the everlasting honour of
President Roosevelt and his advisers."
.
The two uses of atomic energy: What was aimed at in t,he combined efforts of
the scientists was the development of methods for the telea.5e of atomie energy,
either to produce an explosion, or as a source of power. The immediate purpose
of the construction of large-scale production plants, and the work of the combined
policy committee, was the use of atomic energy for military purposes.
It is now known that the release of atomic energy can be effected so rapidly
that a few pounds of "active material" will produce an explosion equivalent to
that of the setting off of several thousands of tons of TNT. On the other hand,
the energy released can, it is believed, be so control!ed,as to produce a steady flow
of heat obtainable at a temperat,ure high enough to operate steam-driven electrical
generating plants. One ton of "active material" used in this way would generate
as much power as about three million tons of coal.
In a passage which will carry its appeal t.o every human heart, Mr. Churchill
has vividly expressed the sentiments to which these amazing facts give rise:
"This revelation of the secrets of nature long mercifully withheld from man
should," he said, "arou§e the most solemn reflections in the mind and conscience
of every being capable of comprehension. We must indeed pray that these
awful agencies will be made to conduce to pcac.e among the nations and that,
instead of wreaking measureless havoc upon the entire globe, they may become a
-perennial fountain of world prosperity."
This is the problem presented by the discovery of the release of atomic energy.
Hera is the challenge to our day and generation.
Sharing-of information: Up to a certain point the processes for releasing atomic
energy are the same whether the purpose is an industrial, commercial, or humauitariiin use, or whether it is that of mass destruction. Up to this point of departure
the processes are already quite widely known. The scientific knowledge upon
which these processes are based has been shared by a number of nations.
Beyond this point of c9mmon development, the construction of atomic bombs
consists of a series of highly technical manufacturing processes which are still very
secret. Knowledge of these technical manufacturing processes is popularly
referred to as th~ "know-how." It is this khow-how which is possessed in. whole
or in part by Britain, the United, States, and Canada, and which has not been
made known to ot,hcr nations. The reason for nol; irnparling to other nations,
without certain guarantees and controls, the know-how in the production of
atomic bombs is because of the potentialities of vast destruction it~volved.
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It should not be supposed that tho control of the raw materials presently enjoyed by Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States will, for any length
of time, prevent developments in other countries. Neither should it be imagined
that, the processes in manufacturing atomic bombs-now secret-will prevent,
indefinitely, similar developments in other countries. Even with international
measures of supervision and control, it- will bo but a matter of time before all
processes are known to practically all nations. Hence the need for immediateaction to seek every available means to end all possibility of war itself.
, Preliminary discussions on atomic energy: I come now to the declaration on
atomic energy signed at Washington, on November 15th last.
As hon. members are aware, I visited President Truman at the White House on
September 30th, t,he day before I sailed from Now York for England. During this.
visit,, matters rolat.od to the atomic bomb were referred to in conversation between
tho President and myself. Mr. Trnman invited me to visit him again on my
return from abroad. He also·told me that he was looking forward to a visit from
Mr. Attlee, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom.
Upon arrival in London, I learned from Mr. Attlee that, toward the end of
September last, he had madP known to the President his view on tho vital importance to the world of the discovery of atomic energy. He had expressed the
opinion that the applicat.ion of atomic energy to warfare made it, essential that
t.lK,sc in responsible posit.ions in the countries under whose a11spices the development had taken place shou)rl consider the problems to which it had given rise.
In conveying to the President the tentative conclusions at which the British
government had arrived, Mr. Attlee had suggested t,hat personal discussion might.
follow.
On October 3, in a message to Congress, President l'ruman said:
"I therefore propose to initiate discussions, first with our associates in this
discovery, .Great Britain and Canada, and then with other nations in an effort toeffect agreement, on the conditions under which cooperation might replace rivalry
in tho field of atomic power." ·
.
While I Was in London, communiC'ittions were received from President Truman
inviting Mr. Attlee and myself t.o come to Washington at as eo.rly a date as could
be arranged to discuss with him the problems related to atomi.c energy.
In his Navy day speech on United States foreign policy, on October 27, President.
Truman, referring to his message to Congress, added that discussion of the atomic
bomb with Great Britain am\ Canada, and later with other nations, could not
wait upon the formal organization of the united nations.
The conference at vYashington: lVIr. Attlee and I arrived in Washington on the·
morning of Saturday, N ovembcr 10th. Mr. Attlee had left London by plane on
the afternoon of the previons day. I had left London on Saturday of"the previous
week to cross by ship. vYe arrived in Washington at the same hour. During
our stav in ·washington, every courtcsv was extended to l\fr. Attlee and myself
by tho President and the Secretary of State, Mr. Byrnes. From the hour of our
arrival to the day of the signing of the declaration, meetings and conversations
were held continuouslv.
In our consideration of the problems discussed, the President and Mr. Byrnes
had the assistance of Dr. Vanncvar Bush, rlircctor of the office of scientific research
and development, and scientific adviser to the President's committee on atomic
energv. Prime Minister Attlee was accompanied by Sir John Anderson, chair. man· of the advisory committee in the United Kingdom on atomic energy. Sir
,John Anderson is perha.pr, the best. informed of anyone in the United Kingrlom on
t;he whole subject, and on the circumstances attending the \York witJ:, the Americans and ourselves in the researches on atomic energy. :Vrr. Attlee waH alsoassisted bv Lord Halifax, the Brit.ish ambassador. I was joined in 1Yashingt.on
t·v J'vfr. Howe, the Canadian member of the combined policy committee, and
Dr. C. J. · Mackenzie, president of our national research council. I was also
assisted while in ,,·ashingi,on, by the Cana,clian Ambassador, Mr. L. B. Pearson;
by !\fr. Korman Robertson, the Under-Secretary of St.at.e for Extemal Affairs,
who had accompanied me to England, and by Mr. Hume Wrong, Associate
l'nrler-Pecretary of State for External Affairs, who joined Mr. Robertson and
myself on onr arrival in Washin1,'1",on.
I should like to aclrnowlec\ge t.he invaluable assistance given me by a.ll these
gentlemen and by members of our embassy staff in \Vashington.
·
The agreed declarat.ion: In a.~king hon. members to support t.he motion which
is now before the house, approving the Washington declaration on atomic energy,
I feel I cannot do better t.Jian to set forth essential feat.arr,, of the declaration
itself and, in so doing, indicate governing considerations which were constantly in.
the minds of all who part,icipatcd in the discussions.
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There v/as recognition at the outset that the vast significance of the discovery
of the release of atomic ·ener!,'Y was not yet, fully comprehended;. that very few
realized the far-reaching effect of the discovery upon the future of the world. It
was agreed that the discovery had placed at the disposal of mankind means of
destruction hitherto unknown, and· agai'nst which there could be no adequate·
military defence, and in the employment of which no single nation could, in fact;
have. a monopoly. In ii, word, it was agreed that civilization could not survive
an atomic war. It was also recognized tlmt it was impossible to isolate t,he prob-·
lem of the atomic bomb from the proolem of the use of other weapons of destruction. The atomic bomb was seen as the latest word in destructiveness, but not
necessarily the last.
The truth is t,hat no system of safeguards that can be devised will of itself
provide an effect,ive guarantee against production of atomic weapons by a nation
qent on aggression. Nor can we overlook the probability of the development of
other major weapons of mass dest.ruction, or of new methods of warfare which
may constitute an ever greater threat to civilization than t,he military use of
atomic energy. At \Vashington, we were therefore called upon to consider not
merely the elimination of the atomic bomb as a weapon of war, but also the kind
of world order which is necessary in an atomic age, if civilization is to survive.
In our doliberat.ions we were seeking t.o take the first step in an effort to rescue
the world from a desperate race in weapons of mass destruct;ion. ·,ve were prepared to concede that the progress our three countries had made in the develops
ment and. use of atomic energy demanded that our countries take the initiative
in an international effort to prevent the further use of atomic energy for destructive purposes. We fpl(; an eq11al obligai.iou 011 the part of our countries to promote
the use of recent and future exchanges of scientific knowledge, particularly in the
utilization of atomic energy for pcaceftil and humanit,arian ends. At .the same
time we sought to make very clear that the '.responsibility for devising means to·
ensure that t,he new discovery should be used for the benefit of mankind, instead
of as a means of destruction, rested not, on our nations a.Jone, but on the whole
civilized world.
.
The exchange of scierit.ific information: In the agreed declarat.ion we felt obliged
to draw a clist,inction between the information essential for the development of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes and t.he information concerning the practical
industrial application of atomic energy.
Representing, as we did, the three countries which possess the knowledge
essential to the use of atomic energy, we declared our willingness, as a first contribution, to proceed with the exchu.nge of fundamen1-al scientific information,
and with t,he interchange of scientists, and scientific literature for p('aceful ends,.
wiLh any nation that would fully reciprocate. We stated our belief that the
fruits of scientific research should be made available to all nations, and that
freedom of investigation and t.he free interchange of ideas were essential to the
progress of knowledge. The basic scientific processes essential to the development of atomic energy for peaceful purposes have already been made available to·
the world. We declared that all further information of this character that might
become available from time t.o time should be similarly treated.
As I have already explained, the use of ai,omic energy for industrial, commercial
and humanitarian purposes is dependent upon the same methods and processes
as, 11p to a certain point, arc reriuircd for the milit,11.i-y exploitation of atomic
energy. While we were prepared to share the information eRsential to the development of atomic energy for peaceful purposes, we were not, convinced that the
spre3<d of the specialized information regarding the practical application of
atomic energy in the manufacture of bo1ribs, before it was possible to devise
reciprocal and enforceable safeguards accept.able to all nations, would contribute
to a consl,ructive solution of the problem of the atomic bomb. On the co11trnry,
we thought it might have the opposite effect. Howover, we stated our readiness
to share, on a reciprocal basis, with others of t,he united nat,ions, dot.ailed information concerning the pract.ical industrial application of a.tomic energy, just as
soon as effective and enforceable safeguards against its use for destructive purposes
could be devised.
Atomic energy and the arts of peace: The attention which has so far been
directed to 1,he st.rict.ly war aspcct,s·of atomic energy-that i~, to t,he atomic bombshould not be allowed to obscure the immense possibilit.ies of development of
atomic energy for the arts of peace. The atomic bomb is a weapon of destruction
unsurpassed in human experience. But the energy locked 11p inside the atom,
controlled and· directed to useful and constructive ends, may make it possible to
provide goods a11d services for people thr~ughout the world on a scale which we
81930--4G~pt.1~-2
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cannot now envisage. It may be the means of raising the standard of ,living;
of providing physical comfort against hazards of weather and extremes of heat
and cold. It may revolutionize some present-day means of transport and c<Jmrnunication, making all countries of the world near neighbours in a more immediate
sense than has been made possible even by the development of air transport.
It must never be forgotten, however, that the use of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes cannot be developed without at the same time producing· the very
material which is used in a bomb.
·
.
Commission on atomic energy proposed at Washington: In order to attain the
most e!Teetive available mca.ns of entirely eliminating the use of atomic energy for
destructive purposes, and for promoting it,s widest use for industrial, commercial,
and humanitarian purposes, we gn.ve it. as our opinion in the Washington declaration that at the earliest, pra,ctica.ble date a commission should be set up under the
united nations organization, to prepare recommendations for submission to the
organization. We expressed .t.he view that the commission should be instructed
to proceed with the utmost despatch; aml that, in particular, it should make
specific proposals (a) for ext.ending, between all nations,. tric exchange of basic
scientific information for peaceful ends; (b) for the control of atomic energy to the
extent necessary to ensure its use only for peaceful purposes; (c) for the elimination
from national armaments of at.omic weapons and of other major weapons adaptable
to mass destruction; and (cl) for effective safeguards by way of inspection and
other means, to protect complying states against the hazards of violations and
evasions. These tasks- may well have to move forward by separate stages,
building upon the confidence which the progressive exchange of information will
provide.
·
Under the charter of the united nations the signatory powers have pledged
themselves not to use force except in support of the purposes and principles of
the charter. At Washington we expressed the view that by whole-hearted support
of the united nations organization, and by consolidating and extending its authority, thereby creating conditions of mutual t,rnst in which all peoples will be
free to devote thcmsel vcs to the arts of peace, there would be found the most
immediately available means of ·maintaining the rule of law amo:hg nations and
of banishing the scourge of war from the earth. We declared it, to be the firm
resolve of our three countries to work without reservation to achieve these ends.
Nothing can be truer than that without unremitting cooperation and the united
effort of nations there will he no enduring and effective protection against the
atomic bomb. Nor without this cooperation and united effort can there be protection against the indiscriminate use of poison or against the latest refinements
in gas warfare, or protection against bacteriological warfare, all of which are even
more frightful methods of human destruction than the atomic bomb. To ensure
civilization from destruction it is not enough to banish atomic or gas or bacteriological warfare; we must banish war itself.
It is intended that the proposo,ls of the Washington declaration for the establishment of a commission to prepare recommendations on the means of dealing
with the problems raised by t,he development. of atomic energy should be submitted to the first general assembly of the united nations. It is expected that the
general assembly will open its· first, session in London on January 10. On the
exact procedure to he followed in bringing up this vita.I matter for consideration
by the united nations organization, I im unable to say anything at present.
Before leaving Washington:on Thursday last December 13, to take part in the
, meeting in Moscow of the foreign ministers of the United States, the United
Kingdom and the Soviet Union, the Secreta.ry of Rt.ate of the United SLates
announced that he wished to discuss with the Soviet government its views on
how they woukl be prepared to cooperate in the establislnncnt of the commission
and on the procedure which should he followed, On these questions we arc in
c~nstant consultation with the governments of the United St.ates and the U11it.ed
Kingdom, the other par(;ics to the Washington declaration on atomic cnergv.
President Roosevelt's vision: While I do not wish at the moment t.o attempt, to
look too far into the future with respect, to proceedings of t,he united nat.ions
organization, I am plc:rncrl to have this opportunity to speak of tho pas·t in reference to the creation of tho united nations organization it,sclf. 1 rPca.11 very well
that while the war against Germany and Japan was st.ill in prog1·nss, there were
many who felt that President Roosevelt was pressing, wiLh undue haste, the
estahlisluncnt of a united nations organization. Echoes of this criticism were
heard a.t· San Francisco last spring at the timo oft.he uniird nat,ions conference on
international organization. Jt wa8 not until af'oer the conference was over, and
the charter of the united nations organization had been brought into existence,
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:that the world learned of the discovery of the release of atomic energy and of.its
practical application against Japan. The use of the atomic bomb as a major
-weapon of military warfare presented, in an instant,, to all nations wholly new
problems of security. Against the use of the atomic bomb.in war, nothing has·
:thus far been suggested which could be regarded as a means of defence.
President Roosevelt's prophetic vision had once more come to the aid of
humanity at a time of its groat.est need. Had President Roosevelt waited until
·the war was over to call a ·united i:mt,ions conference to bring the charter -into
being, we should not have had the united nations organiza·: ion at hand today to ·
.assist in the solution of the problems which the atomic !Jcmb has brought so
-conspicuously to t.he fore .. Instead, tho countries seeking a solution .of its prob1ems would have been more bewildered and baffled than they are. The world is
'but slowly recognizing what it owes to the late President,,
Problems of the atomic era: If I have made myself clear with respect to the
·problems of the atomic era with which we are now faced, it will be apparent that
they are primarily political ,problems a~cting the relations between men and
·government,s. Fundamentally they are a part of the age-old conflict between
good and evil. As such their ult.imate solution will be found only in the realm
of philosophy and morals. Ono thing is certain: they admit of no mechanistic
.solution. J;3y themsclvE-s, devices for the control of atomic energy are at, best
but temporary expedients. For this reason, I believe, it is an error to contemplate
the control of the use of atomic energy in commodity and police terms, as if
.atomic energy were some new and dangerous drug. Technical sci,entific controls of production, processing and final disposition arc indispensable, but they are
-obviously inadequate. It would, I believe, be criminal folly to allow ourselves to
imagine that the peace and security of mankind can be attained by any scheme
-of commodity control.
As political problems affecting the relations of governments, the solution of the
problems presented by atomic energy must be sought, ih the realm of world politics,
The more deeply .one ponders the problems with which our world is confronted in
the light-"thc terrible light," as Mr. Attlee said-of the implications of the
development of atomic energy, the harder it is to see a solution in anything short
of some surrender,.of national 13overeignt.y. Wit.h a limited surrender of national
sovereignt.y, there must be instituted scme form of world government restricted,
at least at the outset, to matters pertaining to the prevention of war, and the
maintenance of international security.
The united nations organization is not a sufficient answer to the problems of
peace and security which the world is now seeking. It is a first step, and an allimportant step, in the direction of that cooperation between nations whwh is
essential to the survival of civilization. It is not, however, the only, much less the
final, step. The united nations organization is an indispensable medium and
-channel and forum through .which the peoples of the world can work oilt new
institutions and a_rrangements which their peace and security now require.
We do well to recall that the united nations charter had been signed before the
world knew of the existence of the atomic bomb, much less anything about its
ghastly military potentialities for mass destruct.ion. The coming of the atomic
bomb has opened our eyes t0 the appalling possibilities which will face the world
if the united nations should fail to achieve effective international cooperation. It
is to be hoped that such a prospect may be sufficient to cause every country, in the
interests of its own citizens, to recognize th::it "over all nations is humanity." It is
-devoutly to be hoped that the nations will not delay too long in welcoming, albt>it
in the form'of some self-denying ordinance upon individual national sovereignties,
a measure of world sovereignty sufficiently effective to maintain international
security and to end all possibility of ')'ar.
If we are agreed on the ultimate necessity of some measure of world government
to maintain world security, we should, by every means in our power, support and
strengthen every.agenc~, of international cooperation and understanding which can
help to make the world community a reality. The peoples of all nations must
address themselves to the task of helping to devise and shape institutions and
relationships which will enable mankind to ensure, if not.its salvation, at least its
survival. We must work wit,h all our might for a world order under the rule of
law. This seems to be our only hope. Humanity is ouc. "'c must act in the
belief that no natfon and no individual liveth t.o himself alone. mid that all are
members one of another.
·
Mr. "JOHN BRACKEN (Leader of the Opposition). Mr. Spea.kcr, I am sure we have
, all listened with very great interest to the remarks of the Prime Minister as he out. lined Canada's part in achieving the release of atomic energy and the various steps
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leading up to the agreed declaration which is now before us, and his elaboration of
the various clauses in the declaration.
At the outset I wish to compliment the Prime Minister, and all those associated
with him, and particularly the scientists of Canada, on their respective parts in
bringing about the results of that great discovery. With much of what the Prime
Minister has said I am m entire agreement, and I should like to think tliat in that
respect I speak for members in every section of the house.
The question of atomic energy, its production, its control and its use, everyone
will agree, is of great importance at this time. The immediate question before
this house is the dedi1ration recently issued and signed by the President of the
United States, the Prime Minister of Great Britain, and the Prime Minister of
Canada. The resolution before us makes a statement and asks a question. It
declares that ·it is expedient at this time that we approve the statement that has
been presented to us. This statement, I am sure the Prime Minister will agree,
is one which will have no effect in law at the moment, but is one which may be a
guide to public opinion throughout wide areas of the world.
The Prime Mmister has dealt with tlie history and the development of this recent
guiu in science. My remarks will deal more particul:1rly with the political consequences of that development. The declaration before us contains nine clauses.
I propose to analyse these very briefly and to make a brief comment bn each as
I proceed.
The first clause indicates the recognition of an important fact,, perhaps the most
important fact of the age in which we live, the fact, that the modern developments
in physical science are so far m advance of the modern developments in social
science as to const.itute a grave danger to the human ra.ce.
I believe it was Wells ·who, in one of his books, said that, civilizat.ion is a race
between education and catastrophe. If that were true twenty years ago, it .is
much more true today in the light of t.hc new knowledge: that science has given
to the world. The question now is whether our growing control over the physical
forces around 11s is to be used for the progress of man kind or for the destruct.ion
of rnankinrl. That is the problem that has bcien dropped into the lap of this
generation, and that is what makes t.his particular t.imc the most interest.ing and
perhaps the most challenging in which any generation of man has ever lived.
The second paragraph sets out that the responsibility arising from this discovery
rests upon this generation. It rests upon us to sec that all these discoveries are
used for the benefit of mankind and not for its destruction. That paragraph
indicates one other fact, that, the initiative rests with those nations who happen
to have been the first to discover the truth of the atomic bomb. But it indicates
al~o, that the responsibility for ultimate success in controlling this new discovery
rests wit.h all the na1.ions of the world.
The third" paragraph is a statement of fundamcnt,al truth. It is in these words:
that t.hc only complete protection for the civilized world against the destructive
use of scientific knowledge lies in the prevention of war.
I believe, Mr. Speaker, that with the statements contained in these three
clauses of the declaration no one in this house will be in disagreement.
The fourth paragraph is a statement of proposed policy. In it we are asked
to declare our willingness to proceed with the exchange of fundamental scientific
information, and the interchange of scicnt.isLs and scientific literature for peaceful
ends, with any nat.ion that will fully reciprocn,te. Herc we face, an immcdiat.e
question: Are the scicnt.ific data and t.he technological knowledge so far developed
to be entrusted by thosn who have them to those who do not have them?
This is a question to which an answer must be given reasonably soon. If tho
present attitude of exclusion prevails for an indnfinitc period, suspicions anrl
distrust will be engendc,rcr! in those who do not h:wc Lhis knowledge. At I.lie,
same time there arc few who woulr! favour the distribution of thi:, data anrl t.!1C'
technical processes indiscriminately, wif.hont taking every reasonable precaution
to preserve world peace. It, would seem reasonable t,lrnt any nation which is Lo
be pcrmitt.ed to have the knowledge we possess, ancl from it to develop atomic
energy on a commercial scale, ought first t.o be prepared to submit, ils mines and
laboratories to regular inspection. It is difficult to sec how this secret cun !Je
shared without serious risk until every one of the gren.t powers of the world is
prepared to permit the free dissemination of news 1wcl the free admit1.a11cc for
observation of representatives of onr great news services. l think it, is not going
too far to say that, to our newspaper men and women we own our survival in the
last, ha.If dozen years of war. Had they not been able to find nut what our enemies
were planning for 11s and report, as they did, we would have been conquered
before waking up to what was going on in the world.
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.The fifth paragraph contains four statements; one a statement of belief, one a
statement of fact, one a.: statl,lment of intention, and one .a statement of hope.
The statement of belief is t,his:
.
"We believe· that the fruits of scientific research should be made available to
n.11 .nations, and that freedom of investigation ·and free interchange· of ideas are
essential to the progress of knowledge."
I think everyone will agree with that statement of belief. The statei:nent''of
fact is:
·
"* * ·* the , basic scientific information essential to the development of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes has already been made available to the
world."
That is, the "basic" scientific information is widely known. The .statement of
intention is this:
·
"It is our intention .that aU further information of this character that may
become available from time to time shall be similarly treated." ,
.
But that is it is to be made available under conditions mentioned later on.
The statement of hope is this: .
.
"We trust that other nations will adopt the same policy, thereby creating an
atmosphere of reciprocal confidence in which political agreement and cooperation
will flourish."
All will approve, I am sure, of the general attitude expressed in this paragraph.
The human race has never yet' been denied the fruits of invention. by conscious
public policy, and denying them now would be unnecessarily holding back nmtcrial progress. This new knowledge has potentialities, for both good and ill.
We cannot prevent its development. We must therefore control its use; We
must make ourselves capable of turning this and other secrets of nature to constructive use.
··
P:i,ragraph 6 contains a statement of opinion and an offer to share the scientific
knowledge. The opinion is that the spreading of specfalized information before
it is possible to devise effective safeguards would not contribute to a constructive
solution of the problem of the atomic bomb. The second part of the paragraph
is an offer, as I have said, to share scientific knowledge on a reciprocal basis. n
states:
"We are, however, prepared to share on a reciprocal basis with others of the
united ;nations, detailed information concerning the practical industrial application of atomic energy just as soon as effective enforceable safeguards against its
use for destructive purpose can be devised."
This brings us nearer to t;he hub of the problem we have to face. Is it possible
or practical to develop t,he use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes and prevent
its use for war y>urposcs? We cannot now be certain that explosives produced ,
for one purpose will not be used for the other. The problem of policing the use
of this process is a complicated one, much more complicated than any political
problem ever undertaken in the past. Can society draw a line of demarcationand see that the line is observed-between developing atomic energy for peaceful purposes and outlawing it for the purposes of war? That is the challe'nge. It
'is a challenge we must accept, and as the lines suggest, we accept it by tying our
fait,h to reciprocal agreements to banish its use in time of war.
The ·seventh paragraph is another statement of opillion. In effect it says,
"We state it as our opinion that a commission should be set up to prepare rec. ommcndatfons aimed at the elimiimtion of the use of atomic energy for destructive purposes, and to make. possible its use for humanitarian purposes!' If al'ly
member of parliament has any criticism of this clause I suppose it would be in
order for those subscribing to the agreement to ask what bet,ter solution could
have been proposed. Its authors at best see through the glass but darkly. They
are only groping their way, with care and hesitation. I hope this clause docs not
reveal a disposition to try to escape from the responsibilities incumbent _upon
those who possess tlie secret. It is prac~ically certain that the bomb "'ill be used
if another war breaks out. , Unless we are visionaries this must soon be realized.
If there is to be war, any nation wanting to live cannot afford t.o be without a
means of defence or retaliation if.it is attacked. The secret is ours today. Others
will have it tomorrow, and many will have more dangerous ones later on.
Paragraph 8 suggests u procedure. It suggests that, t,hc proposed commission
should proceed by separate stages, and more specifically that, it should undertake
first a wide exchange of scientists and scientific informat.ion; and second, to
develop a full knowledge concerning natural resources and raw mnteria!s. This
clause adds a note of realism to which I think most of us will $Ubscribe. We are
dealing with a secret process, at least a process that is now secret. If the secret
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were no secret at all there would be litile use in this elabomtion o(machinery. If
it is still a vital ser:ret.in the hands of three nations a terrible responsibility rests·.
upon tbese nations to devise the best safeguards possible for its use .. There is no·
reason not to believe that some nat.ions wilt relapse into a passive'state, believing
tbat entrusting the task to some international body wiil settle·everything.. The
danger is that while the innocent will keep their promises, the aggressors will"
prepare to break their promises and war will be more likely than if no promises
were made at all. A half-baked p1an wi1 1 mean that once more this ger.eraUonwi'1 go to sleep on an inactive but still live volcano. That is what happened
prior to the rerent war.
Paragraph !l, as I in~erpret it, is an appeal to rationalism in a world made tip·
of nation stat.es. In that paragraph the necessity of three things is pointed out:·
the necessity of the rule of law among nations as well as among people within·
nations; the necessity of active and generous support to the united nations
organization as the best means now known to hurnanity of achieving a world of'
peace; and the necessity of doing evcryt,hing that humanity can devise to banish
war. The paragraph concludes wi~h this brief but strong resolve:
''It is our firm resolve to work without reservation to achieve these ends."
This clause sets before us a goal, but it does not guarantee tbat we shall attain
it. It states the challenge that faces us. The united .nations char,ter was founded
on an agreement of the Big Three. That charter has been elaborated on the
foundation of certain basic understandings. But tbe discovery of how t,o release·
atomic energy has shattered our faith in that; foundation as it is now laid. The·
most vital problem, therefore, faces us still. Can the world, organized as it is
today or as it. may be organized in the future, so conduct itself as to save itself
trom clestrucaion? Are man's own inventions to be the cause of his own destruc-·
tion? Is the world to remain an age of unreason; or is man, with his new gadgets,.
to revert to times we thought were passed-times without the controls civilization·
could provide?
I am not one wbo feels that we must close this debate on a note of pessimism.
I feel that many discussions outside this house have been characterized by too·
much alarm ahd despair and by too little hope and optimism. If man is to bedest,royecl by hs own inventions, why weep about it beforehand? Rather, kno\\ ing the clanger, let us set about with determination to avoid tha~ end. Let
us set out to find and to provide the most practical political solution that the·
collective mind of man is capable of making.
Some say: Let t)'.e problem be entrusted to the security council of the united'
nations organization. That would mean out.rusting it to eleven sovereign states,
leaving some forty ol hers out of consideration. Le! us not forget that warfare
has experienced a great transformation in recent years. In the first great war, a.
country like Belgium could defend itself for weeks or months-this time, only for
a matter of days. In future, days will not be allowed us to get ready-only
hours, perhaps only minutes, possibly not even that. It is possible that nonaggressors will be less helpless bhan they have been in 1.hc recent past. Aggressors
will at least know tha.t if they make wart.here is every risk that an instrument is
in being that may abolish t,heir largest cities in a matter of seconds. That will
surely be a restraining influence upon aggressors.
The choice for us· seems to be between an associat,ion of powers in which it
becomes the necessity. of nearly all to prevent any one from dominating the
_scene-either that or a renuncia.t,ion of some part of our sovercign1.y, some abridgement of our national sovereignty. If the latter is to be t.bc solution, it ushers in
the beginnings of a. world state.
The nations of today were not built in a. clay. The national state as we know
it has been a thousand years and more in the building. And a new int.ernat ional
order will not be built in a clay. But it can be started in a clay-in fact, it has
already been st.artccl; :md while it is in the building, we m11st move with caution
and with awareness. V.7 e arc fortunate in being a member of t.ho British cornmonweaH.h of nations and in being a neighbour of the United St,n.tcs. We all rejoice
that the agreement before us today is one made between Britain, the Unit.ed Stat.cs,
and Canada. Thus we in Canada must all foci, as :1 rnemlwr of this t.riumvirnte,
that while we are in i,;oocl company we share a 1erriblc responsibility.
. •
What does _it all add up to? If my sixty years tell me anyt,!1ing, t.hey tell me
that humanit:{'will neitber be satisfied nor safe till there is w<irld security against
agi,;rcssors. Ariy realist must know that this security will <'orne in one or other
of two ways-the way of war, followed by slavery to a dominaLing st.ate, or the
way of unclerst.ancling, followed by a cooperative world; by force of arms that will
result in a world slate, in which one part will be dominant., or uy force of reason.
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iri whi~h nations will live together, each contrib~ting its proper share of the price
of discipline, and each bearing the fruits of the cqnsequent peace and progress of
mankind.
.
· ·
Our path as ·Canadian~ is,clear. Collective security for humanity is ·possible
only in'international collective agreement. We must pay the price of int,.ernational
collective agreement. That price is the sacrifice of some degree of national sover-·
eignty. That price the nations will only grudgingly and slowly be willing to pay;·
but that price we have already commenced to pay. A world state we now living_
may never see, btit the various peace pacts of the past, the international labour
organization, t,he ·united nations organization, the food and agriculture organization, the Brett.on ·woods agreement, the proposed international trade confererlce-'-all these are steps toward iptcrnational security. All these give up something,
eyen though it, be little, of national sovereignty. What we are enduring today is
the labour pains of better world understanding, the beginnings of a world of peace
and of potential progress such as man has never before witnessed.
\Ve have two things to do, both of which require conscious effort and a degree
of international tolerance and understanding never before demonstrated in the
world. We must determine to have international peace, and we must determine
to be relieved of the shackles. t,hat have tied us to war and hunger and disease in
the-past.· We must go forward in faith, conscious that, while we may net reach
the goal in our day, we a.re going at least in the right direction and knowing that
we are doing our part in b1inging the world nearer to the time when peace and
prosper.jty rather than war will be the inheritance of mankind.
.
·
Mr. ANGUS MAclNNIS (Vancouver East). Mr. Speaker, I regret that owing to
a slight indisposition t,he leader of this group is not here this morning, and I regret
it particularly because I know that he had prepared something on this subject.
He has given a great deal of thought to it, and while I, or anyone else who may
speak from this group, would express the same views, I am sure we cannot do it
as well as he would have done it.
·
The question before us today has to do with approval of the agreement arrived
at in Washington by the President of the United States, the Prime Minister of th)3
United Kingdom, and the Prime Minister of Canada, in regard to the control and'
use of atomic energy. I approve, and I believe this group approves, the agreement. It makes provision for passing on information to the other nations as
quickly as an understanding can be arrived at as to the proper use of atomic·
energy.
I believe the proper organization to control this matter is that of the united·
nations. However, I am sure, and I agree with the Prime Minister (Mr. Mackenzie King) when he says that what must he done is not only to prohibit the use·
of atomic energy in war, but rather to abolish war altogether. So long as we have
wars, those who make them will .use every means thoy can find to win thorn. The
question whic~ we should put our minds to, then; is not the prevention of the use
of atomic energy for war purposes, but the prevention of war itself.
One thing that is disturbing at the present time in connection with atomic·
energy is the fact that research seems to be in the control of private organizations
such as the Duponts in the United States, the Imperial Chemical Industries in
the United Kingdom and Canadian Indnst,ries Limited in Canada. I believe it .
is quite improper to leave research of this kind in the ha,nc!s of private organizations, particularly when those organizations have demonstrated in the past that
- they are not much concerned with the social uses to which the results of research
may be put. These organizations have tremendous vested interests and largci·
aggregations of capital which might easily be rendered obsolete by the development
of a new power of this kind. I had hoped that one of the things that would be
done would be to bring research in this matter under the full control of the united'
nations organization, following what has been done by the three nations which at
present seem to have the knowledge of this power.
The leader of the opposition (Mr. Bracken) says we haYe come to the stage in
worl'd affairs where cooperation is not only necessary but imperative. Indeed,
in my humble opinion the atomic bomb has brought us to the stage where world'
government at the international level is not only a desirable thing, but a necessity.
The choice before us is either world govel'mnent or world destruction.
Mr. SoLoN E. Low (Peace River). Mr. Speaker, the problem of securing peace·
on a world scale seems p,esently to be the responsihilit,y of the United States,.
Great Britain, and Canada. In my consideration of the declaration made by the·
Prime Minister of Canada, the Prime Minister of the UnitC'ci Kingdom, and the·
President of the United States, and in my study of the whole problem of the atomic·
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bomb and of the world situation, I have come to several concludions which I '\\'ish
to outline briefly to the house.
The first of these is this: If the United States and Canada and Great Britain
were to remain in exclusive possession of the secret of the technical-production of
the atomic bomb for some long period of time, I am satisfied that for that period
·of time the world would have peace. Of course we must admit that eventually
the other countries of the world will discover the technique of manufacturing
these terrible weapons, and at that time the supremacy of the Anglo-American
people will disappear and the problem of securing peace for the world will no
longer be their exclusive responsibility.
The second conclusion which I have reached from mv studies is this: If all the
.governments of the world and the nations, large and small, were truly democratic,
then I am convinced that an international agreement on the production and application of atomic energy and the organization of effective international control for
the production of atomic energy in ·all countries of the world could be made
-effective. I am satisfied that that would then be rossih]P, because democratic
governments are amenable to the influence of public opinion and of parliaments
like our own . . Jt would be possible, because in democratic countries secret
arming would be out of the question, mainly because in count,ries like our own and
in those having democratie governments money cannot be spent without the
approval of pn.rliament.
Let us examine in n. realistic way the situation in which one of the parties to
.an international agreement-part.icularly an international agreement con,erning
the atomic bomb-is a dictatorship. In a dictatorship you would find no free
press, you would find no opposition to the government, either in the so-called
parliament or throughout the country, such as we have in this country; you would
find no regard for parliament. There are such totalitarian countries in this
world, and I may say that Ru~sia is not the only one. However, I am convinced
that Russia is perhaps the most closed and most totalitarian country of all the
major powers.
Under such circumstances .I ask in all seriousness, of what value would be any
international agreement on the atomic bomh? Of what value would be an international control committee? Who would discover and bring to light, let us say,
secret armaments plants that mip;ht be established in a totalitarian country?
Who would uncover preparations for a new war and brim; them to light so that
the world would know'? Lastly, who would uncover the secret production of
this out.Jawed atomic.-bomb? Those are questions to which we must give serious
thought. Those are qneRt.ions to which answers arc not easily found.
On the other hand, if Canada becomes a party to an internat.ional agreement
on the atomic bomb and obligates herself not to produce the bomb or to use it
in case of war, there arc a nuinber of important things which it seems to me we
ought to be ready to look squn.rely in the face. Under such circumstances, in
the first place we m11st ask: Would the united nations organization be able to
-ensure the eomplete fulfilment of Cn.nada's pact?
·
In the first place we have a comparatively free press in Canada. This free
press certainly would puhliRh the facts and the whole facts of what was going on .
. Sometimes we are irkccl at the actions of the press. hut thank God in these days
the press can say what. it, wishes to say. I uphold them in sayinp; it, even though
it ma~, be criUciRm of me or of my actions or of those of the party that I represent.
~· e have here a free parliament. My first experience down here has. assured
me 1,hat this is a parlianwnt. in which men can anc! do speak their minds. The
members of parliament will find ont, or at. a.ny rate make a great effort at finding
-out, jirnt what is going on. The government will daily be confronted with resolutions to place on the t.able copies of all documents relating to any of the processes
concerning t.hc a.t.orn bomb that might be going on. Somebody, heeanse of that
free parliament, will find out what, is going on. In this house we have an opposition to the government, constantly watching to see that t,he government does
not do anyt.hin1~ of which the opposition disapproves, and ready always to
divulp.;e to the world the things that the government is doing. I have known
·oppositions to 1.ake great. glC'e in divulging such things. I cannot understand
how a government in a democratic country could keep very long any secret such
as that of the manufacture of the atomic bomb.
We have also throughout the country political parties in opposition.to the gov·ernment, constantly on the watch to find out and divulge what the government
is doing. If Canada were signatory to an international pitcl. on the atomic bomb
I am satisfied that an international commission could come int.o our country
freely and as often as it wished; and could investigate thoroughly over as wide-
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spread a territory as it wished, every plant, every arsenal, every laboratoty.
This would be in compliance with our solemn pact, and it is what would happen
in a country such as ours, and.in any other democratic country that·can truly be
said to be democratic. The commission could talk freely with people anywhere
in Canada, and the people would give information to the commission freely because we do preserve in Canada, as in other democratic countries, a good measure
at least, of personal freedom. People need not be afraid to talk. There is cerc
tainly no such fear in Canada-I have noticed that. No person in our country
would be afraid to discuss almost any matt.Jr -:with
international commission,
because we have guarantees ,of lJersoniil freedom-and we have no secret police,
no death penalties for political offenses, or what is often referred to as military
espionage. ·
,
One must conclude therefore that the united nations organization would come
into Canada and other democratic countries and find them fulfilling to the letter
· the pact and pledges given with respect to the atomic bomb.
Now the question I must face and all of 11s must face is this, What about
Russia or any other totalitarian power? Would it be possible for the united nations organization to secure fulfillment of Russia's pact on the atomic bomb, or
that of any other totalitarian country? We must know that in such countries.
there is no guarantee of personal freedom, and therefore the people cannot talk
freely." Every remnant of personal freedom has gone. There is no free press.
The press is wholly controlled and muzzled by the government and cannot divulge
what is going on. There is no free parliament; there is no opposition to the government either in the so-called parliament or throughout the whole land. They ·
liquidate opposit,ions in such countries. They do not allow oppositions to work,
and no commission for controlling the atomic bomb could possibly have free access.
to such a country. They would allow the commission to come in, perhaps, but
the commission would be allowed to see only what the government wanted them
to see. They would be accompanied and guarded. They would be allowed togo into this and that innocent-looking place, but they would have no freedom at
all to look into the arsenals and laboratories or to visit the plants and factories.
I would point out also that in Russia, as in some other countries, there are vast
areas about which foreigners know Jitt,le or nothing, which have been developing
over many years but which are completely fenced around so far as getting information in or out is concerned. Do you suppose for one moment that an. international control commission would be allowed to go into such an area? Would it
not be possible for plants, any number of them, to be established in such an area
for the manufacture of the atomic bomb? Why, of course. It is unthinkable to
suppose that an internat.ional commission could possibly find out what was being·
done there, especially in the light of the fact that an internaLional commission for
control would be up against the secret police and the threat, of death for any who
giYe information and speak their minds freely. There are death penalties in
Russia and in all totalitarian countries for "military espionage," a term which is
often loosely used to include most innocent observation and discussion. The pro-hibitions in such countries do not end wit,h death. They often result in deportation of friends and families. These things are a constant threat to the people.
Under all these circumstances I am forced to the conclusion that a country like
Russia simply cannot, be controlled by an international oganization. I am convinced that so long as there are dictatorships amongst the great powers, an effective international solution of the atomic bomb problem is utterly impossible.
Now, if the secret technical met.hods of the manufacture of the atomic homb are·
turned over t.o the united nat.ions organization, it seems iuevitab!P. that the secret
of this most dangerous weapon in the world's history will be conveyed to the clictat-orships without attaining in return, any real a11d effective guarantees in ret.urn
that the bomb will not be made and used in a war of aggrcs~ion. Remember that
only a dictatorship-and this I must impress upon hon. 111Pmhers with all the
vehemence at my command-could possibly prepare sccret.ly an at,omic Pearl
Harbour. It could not be done in democracy. Therefore it, is absurd to talk of
international control so long as Russia and some other tot.alitarian countries
remain as they are.
.
I have reached another conclusion, _of which I must speak briefly. I think it is.
absurd to talk of government at an international level so long as Russia remains
as she is. I should like to hear those who advocate government, at the international level tell us exactly what it means.·, Just what docs it. mean to Canada,
and what does it mean to the other nations of the world? "Government. at the
internat.ional level" has been bandied around freely and loosely. Taking the situation in Canada right now, I wonder if anybody would advocate Canada becom--
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ing a party to an international government with representafrm on a basis of population? I wonder where would Canada's twelve million people stand in relation
to the 130 million people in the United States? Suppose we should become party
to an international government in which the United Sta.tes might be the dominant
nation, and come in on a basis of population, would Canada be prepared to become t,he northern share-cropper area for the United St.ates? Has anybody ever
taken the pains to study what happened in the southern United States, and how
they became the southern share-cropper area for the industrial north of the United
States? I say that the people of Canada, if they knew the truth, would not support for one moment any such thought; and if they would not accept such an
attitude towards our friends of the United States, to whom would they subordinate
themselves as a nat,ion? Would it be Russia? I am not prepared to grant that,
n.ot for one moment. So far as I am concerned, I can see only one end to such a
complex as has been developed on this "government on the international level,"
and that is the destruction of the British commonwealth of nations of which we
form a part-the only real security, the only guarantee of international security
we have under the present circumstances. The situat.ion may look black, but
situations have looked black at various times in the past.
Mr. Speaker, there is a man not far from me, the hon. member for Yorkton, who
speaks of my being "the worst. hloody imperialist"-,-! do not know what he was
going to say further, but I should just like to have him know that I am not going
io lend a hand to selling my country clown the river for any association with a
doubiful· international organization which rests upon the bn.Jance of a strong
totalitarian country.
Mr. CASTLEDEN. There was no reference to the hon. member. He just imagfaed that.
Mr. Low. Of rourse the hon. member for Yorkton is very smooth in getting out
of situa~ions of a kind where his tongue runs away tram liim. I have seen him in
those sit.nations before.
·
Mr. AncHIBALD. Anybody stirring up hatred in Lhe world the way the hon.
member for Peace River does <leserves what he gets.
Mr. Low. I am talking straight to the communists, Mr. Speaker like the one
who just cnt in. I say to you that Gort has come to the aid of the United Kingdom
and the rommonwe'.l.lth of nations times witl'.ont number. The onlv wav we can
ever explain some of the inicresting, important and almost superriatural events
which have happened in the past, t;hrough our history is to recognize that God's
hand was in it,. There have been times when it looked as though all was lost;
times when great men such as Wellington and Pi&t have been led to exdaim that
all was lost and that there was no !'.ope for the empire or the commonwealth; Ghat
we were bonnrl to be defeated and dest,royod. ·well, Mr. Speaker, men have
,commonly said such things; they have said them in all ages.
•Mr. REID. But it will last a long while yet.
,
Mr. Low. Yes; it will last a Jong·while yeti[ we do our duty and do not sell
,ourselves and our birthright into slavery.
I say that the spirit of unity which was placed amongst 11s wa,s put there for the
·purpose of rallying the various parts of the commonwealth to t,he aid of each other
in times of stress. That spirit has rallied us all many times in the past, and it will
·do it again if we give it, a chance. I shonlcl not like t:o sec that spirit destroyed.
H can ea.sily be destroyed by snch loose talk on "government at the international
level" as we hear so oncn in this house.
Mr. H.oRE. It. came firr<t from England, did it not?
Mr. Low. I am corn·incecl Ll,at t.lte Prime Minister has set his hand to a fairly
wise declaration. I believe ltistory will record that. in its main clauses it was wise.
Now, having set its ha.ncl to this cleclara1,ion, the governrnen; should, it seems to
.me, take under serious and earnest advisement the reform or its whole external
policy somewb.at along the lines which I shall now give anrl which, I may say, the
Social Credit Association of Canarla will endorse most heartily.
There have hcen numerous occasions, Mr. Speaker, on which people in and out
·of this house have declared that the Social Credit people are narrow nationalists.
That is not so; I deny it most vigorously. Just hecause we are not ready to accede
to every request and every suggestion to sell our birthright,, to yield our sover·eignty comp]et,ely and become subject to the domination of tremendous forces
-outside Canada, does not mean to say that we arc in any way narrowly nationalistic.
In the first place, the government should be clctcrrninucl to preserve within
· Canada, the spirit and the practice of true political and economic democracy.
I claim that that is the best guarantee of the intenlions of any country not to
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become a dictator or to tolerate anything like a dictatorship. I repeat that we .
-should be careful to preserve all the elements of true democracy, with all that that
means,· and we shall then have done our best to assure the nations of our peaceful
fatent-iorts.
The second thing I suggest is that we give every assurance of the fullest international cooperation on the part of Canada, as a sovereign nation, for the achievement of an era of peaceful prosperity throughout the world.
Third, we should be prepared to extend as· a nation to all other nations the
hand of good will and brotherhood and justice.
Fourth, we should be prepared to send economic aid to all needy nations, if
necessary without even expecting repayment. Give them every opportunity to
balance their payments with us and I am sat;isfied we shall thereby ·conv.incingly
-demonstrate our peaceful intentions.
·
In the fifth pla.ce, I plead with the government not to yield to this diabolical
doctrine of surrendering our sovereignty to any supranational government. We
must be in ·a position in the next few years to act quickly and unfettered. The
·speedy action of Canada alone might be' a means at some time in the future of
saving the world.
Sixth, because it is not possible to devise a foreign policy which will be acceptable to the great majority of Canadians so long as they have no real knowledge
and are torn between opposing opinions· which are spread through the country,
mainly through the propaganda of legions of foreign agents, the government must
now provide the people with really accurate information. That·is the only way
the people can possibly make up their minds-on the basis of facts, conveyed
by sound and accurate information about what is going on abroad.
.
Canada can never have a successful and sound externa.l policy until the p·eople
-of Canada are informed1 and through their possession of accurate information
·are ready to instruct ana to support their government.
Seventh, Canada should meticulously keep the peace, praying God that the
Anglo-American people will be t,rue to their great trust. At the same time they
·should be ready instantly, if necessary-and I emphasize this very particularlyto rain fire on those nations who disregard their solemn pledges and wantonly
wage war.
·
.
I know that some hon. members, particularly in the group to my right, will
declare that in saying this I am a warmonger. That is not so. I am a lover of
peace. But the only way to guarantee nonaggression in sµch a world as we now
have is to be strong, and just, and ready to act on a moment's notice if necessary.
Last but not least, I say to the government that their foreign policy as well
as their domestic policy should be one of absolute trust in God. and keeping our
powder dry.
I support the resolution.
Mr. CASTLEDEN. And the brotherhood of man?
Mr. Low. Yes,·sir.
Mr. FRED RosE (Cartier). We have just heard from the leader of the Social
Credit party what is practically a war declaration-in my opinion a very irresponsible way of talking in this atomic period. If he were concerned with his own
province of Alberta-because we know against whom he made the war declaration-he would realize t.liat parts of that province would be very much in the
area of the war which he was advocating this morning.
Mr. Low. I was not advocating war. That is just the hon. member's own
microbic interpretation.
Mr. RosE. It is mo5t regrettable that only a few months after the war we
should have here a discussion of so serious a problem as the prevention of another
war. People throughout t,he world, and that includes Canada, are disturbed by
present events. I have here a letter from a woman in Ottawa,· Mrs. Sheila Woodsworth, who writes to me as follows:
"I am afraid of the atomic bomb. Alone I can do nothing about it. I am
writing to you in the hope that you will do all in your power to see that this great
discovery is not left in the hands of a few countries but is controlled by. a world
organization. This seems to me the only hope for us and our children."
An hon. MEMBER: Who wrote it?
Mr. RosE. I gave the name-Mrs. Sheila Woodsworth, of Ottawa. I do not
know her. As I said before, it is most disturbing that a few months after the war,
people feel impelled to write such letters as this to members of parliament, asking
them to do something so that this atomic bomb shall not be used among peoples.
The Washington declaration does not reassure me any more than it reassures that
person; I do not think it reassures any member of this house. The fact is that
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the declaration leaves in the hands of those who have it the power to use theatomic bomb at their discretion, and leaves the door open to an atomic armament
race. It may sound very harsh, but it is a fact that it has left in the hands of the-.
United States, Great Britain, and Canada not only a dangerous weapon of war,.·
but, a dangerous weapon of diplomacy.
War simply does not come by itself; someone once said that war is a continuation of politics in a different way. Politics goes on before war, and politics today
is becoming an atomic diplomacy. We see it going on right now in Washington,
.more perhaps than anywhere else. And recently, we had the example when
Ambassador Hurley practically demanded that the United States should use the
advantage of the atomic bomb in her diplomatic dealings. Such voices are heard
more and more in the United States. Pressure is being exerted on Washington for
the United States government to use the atomic bomb as a diplomatic weapon to,
club everybody.
I follow closely the United States press. I spoke in Boston a week ago Sunday,
and there yon get the feeling that a new diplomacy is being advocated in the·
United States. There is the intervention in China, and Washington practicallr,
says: "We will keep those marines there until the situation fits into our pattern. '
One hon. member spoke about Anglo-American democracy. I would say that
this is far from a democratic action. We read daily about the wiping out of
Indonesian villages, of people poorly armed fighting for their freedom against
British forces, and again we hear about Anglo-American democracy. This is not
the type of pattern we had hoped for in the postwar period. It is not the type of
pattern that will produce lastmg security.
The Prime Minister praised the great work 0f President Roosevelt, and we·
all had the greatest respect for the late president, but I would remind hon. members
of something that he said in March 1945. He knew that collaboration cannot be
Anglo-American but must be collaboration among those powers that made
victory possible, the powers that can preserve the peace together. Speaking·
about the trouble at the time he said:
"It is fruitless to try to place the blame for the situation on one particular
nation or another. It is the kind of development which is almost inevitable
unless the major powers of the world continue without interruption to work
together and assume joint responsibility for the solution of problems which may
arise·to endanger the peace of the world."
The other day President Truman seemingly forgot these words when he said:
"No more conferences of the big three; we don't have to get together any more."
There is no solution but in the continued unity of the big three. Only a few
weeks ago when Cordell Hull, that great old statesman, accepted the Nobel prize,
he said:
"We must never forget that to achieve the great ,goal of lasting peace it is
imperative that there be continued unity, friendly understanding, and common
effort among the people and statesmen of the major united nations who bore the·
principal burden in the war against the axis."
Unity and understanding among those who bore the burden in the war! But
this declarat,ion of Washington has been made by powers outside one great power·
that bore one of the greai.est bnrdens, and this can only tend to create suspicion
and bring about a situation that is not the best at the present time. Some
people are always suggesting that the Russians are clmie-mouthed, t,hat they do,
not say'what they want to say, that they do not say what they mean, t,h&t, they
just keep everything to themselves, and so on. Hon. members who are interested
have the same opportunities as I have for acquiring information. They can
resort to the New York Times. as I do. If they will look at that newspaper in its
issue of Wednesday, November 7, 1945, they will find reported tlrnrein a speech
made by foreign commissar l\Iolotov in which he referred to atomic diplomacy.
What h(' says reflects the feeling of the Soviet people over the fact t.hat they are
being kept out, and are being given reason for suspicion. He said:
"A word mnst be said about the discovery of atomic energy and about the
atomic bomb, the colossal destructive force of which was disp!ayerl in the war
against ,Japan. Atomic energy has not yet been tried, however, for averting
aggression or safeguarding peace, but it is not' possible at the present time for a
technical secret of any great size to remain the exclusive possession of some one
country or some narrow circle of countries. This being so, the discovery of atomic
energy should not encourage either a propensity to exploit the discovery and the
play of forces in international policy, or an attitude of complacency as regards
the future of peace-loving nations."
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Plainly and simply, Mr. Molotov says that there are rnme nations· who believe
that they have an advantage because t,hey have the bomb, but that it cannot be
kept a secret. It shows that there is a good deal of suspicion in his mind. ·. He
ends his speech by saying, "We will have atomic energy and many other things."
I would say _that as a result of the great contribut.iori which the Russians made to
victory, it should have been possible for the three nations to get t,ogether, making
t.he atomic bomb the possession of all; because we would then know that it would
not be used by any one nation.
It has been disclosed that the Germans had some very daP.rrrrous t.ype of poison
gas but they did not use it because they knew that everyone had it. From the.
point, of .view of equilibrium in diplomatic and political relations, it would have
been better if the atomic bomb had been placed in the ha.nds of all rather than in
the hands of the Anglo-American nations. It is true t,here is a conference of
foreign ministers where the matter is being discussed, but this is taking place
after the Washington understanding and agreement. .It could have taken place
before, and it should have occurred before.
·
One United St.ates newspaper ·man, Leland Stowe, referring to the atomic
bomb as a diplomat.ic weapon, gives the following picture, writing in the Montreal
St.andard on November 24, l 945. He is a newspaperman of great repute who has
travelled throughout the world and has seen the various countries at war. He
knows of their sufferings. He says:
"If the Soviets had the bomb and had followed Washington's precise course
since August 6, how would the average American feel? I think the newspa.pers
would be full of explosive condemnation of the 'imperialist.ic power-seeking'
Russians-and an awful lot of us would be plenty scared.
"We would say: If the Russians don't intend to use the bomb, actually or for
blackmail purposes, why didn't they invite President Truman and Prime Minister
Attlee to a conference right.away?
"We would say: Why is Moscow treating the Americans and British as if they
were second-class allies? Military men would be derelict in their duty if they
didn't say: We've got to build a bomb of our own in the shortest possible time.
Don't trust the Russians. The very fact that they only talk about Fharing, after
they've had time:.to make niany more bombs themselves shows they can't be
t,rusted."
If I were a Russian I think I should feel exactly like that. But I am not worried
about being a Russian. As one member of this house and as a Canadian interested
in the peace of Canada and the world, I am afraid that the damage which has
been done already will be hard to heal in the· coming months, though I hope it
may be healed. Scientists who have worked on the bomb have spoken publicly
for the first time, and this is all to the good. Scientists who know exactly what
is involved in this atomic energy, much better than at least many of
in the house
can know, have advised t,hat we hand over the secret to an int,ernational committee,
not at.some future date but.right away. A number of ecientists were engaged ·in
this work. One very prominent man, Doctor J. R. Oppenheimer, who directed
atomic bomb research at Los Alamos, New Mexico, said:
"It has momentarily strengthened us-"
Meaning the United States.
"-but ·not in the long run. Some people apparently have been reluctant to
draw this to the attention of the world."
Then he recommends that it be placed in the hands of an international organization. Doctor Curti~ who was one of the leading scientists working on atomic
energy at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, said that atomic energy should be turned over
to an international organization to control all aspects of atomic power. There
ar.e many more. Only the other day Professor Sziland, appearing before the
senate committee on atomic energy, said it would appear that we were producing
bombs against the soviet union. One of the senators interjected, "No, no· we
are"friends." Professor Szilard replied, "We111 I assume we are producing them
against the Soviet Union," and he was one of tnose who first thought of the possibilit,y of the bomb. He went on to say: "Well, if we are, we are going to be at a
disadvantage." He pointed out that it would take the United States twenty
years to decentralize her industries, which would have to be clone in the event
of atomic war, but he said it would take Russia only two years, and therefore
the advantage of having the ·bomb now would be. completely lost. One of the
most ridiculous arguments against passing on t,he "know-how" to other countries
was presented by Major General Leslie G. Groves, who was in charge of the
whole project of producing the atomic bomb. He gave some reasons wh~ it
shoul_d not be placed in ·the hands of an international organization; and do you
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know what he said: He said it would erase national boundaries, end the sanctity
of the home and destroy private commercial enterprise; That was the reason
for his opposition to an international organization; that it would destroy the
sanctity of the home and destroy private free enterprise. If these are the reasons
then I would. say that those who oppose handing this over to an international
organization are relying oh pretty weak arguments. After all, the atomic bomb ·
would definitely destroy the sanctity of the home; everyone will agree with that. ·
I was not going to speak on this at all, but before I conclude I must say a few··
words about one group in this house who have been carrying on a most vicious
agitation against a country which has been a loyal ally and which has been
carrying· out all the decisions reached at various conferences. People say you
cannot trust the Soviet Union, that they are going to bolshevize the world.
Well; right next door to Russia is Finland. We were :told that was a country
Russia was going to swallow. They had elections in that country. The communists did not come into power. A majority of those elected were neither
communists nor socialists. They said Russia would swallow Hungary. Welli·
Hungary has not been swallowed. They had elections there and the smal
holders' party came out with the largest group. Then people said; "Aha! now
there has been a free election, because the communists did not come out, in the·
majority." In France, of course, the communists came through the election as
the largest party and the Red Army is not there. Again, something was said
about Austria, but in Austria the Russians actually placed their cards on the
table. They recognized the free government at the head of which was Renner,
a socialist. They had elections there, and what happened? We all know the
results. Then the Soviet Union said they would withdraw from Manchuria,
anµ they are allowing Chinese troops t,o go into that country. I should like to·
see the other countries living up to their promises and responsibilities as the
Soviet people havP been living up to theirs. Let the other countries prove their
good faith. Let them prove it in Indonesia, in French Indo-China, in China.
and everywhere else. They have not done so. The Social Credit group in this
house, and particularly the leader of that group, assisted you ably by the hon,.
member for Wetaskiwin, have been carrying on a vicious agitation here.
Mr. HANSELL. What about me?
Mr. RosE. l am sorry; I did not mean to overlook the hon. member for
Macleod. They have been carrying on a most vicious agitation against the
Soviet Union, actually speaking as though the Soviet people have. been our·
enemies, carrying on the type of agitation which I have said before does not help
bring about unity, does not help us when we try to build peace in the world,
which will not solve anything but in my opinion will only help create more and
more suspicion.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Carried.
Mr. RosE. No, it is not going to be carried so quickly; this is one time I am
going through with it. I will say that those who have been speaking against the
Soviet Union are using the language of tho Hitlerites. That is a sharp statement,
isn't it? One day they will speak about the Soviet Union. The next day they
will speak about bankers, international bankers, and they will mention any
Jewi,sh name they can think of in the banking wmld, forgetting the Mellons, the
Chase National Bank, the Royal Bank, the Bank of Montreal-on the board of
' which there is not a1 single Jew-and all the rest of them. They are carrying·on
an agitation anti-soviet, anti-Jewish, anti-Socialist. Why, they even charged
the Liberal party with becoming a socialist parts. In every sense the sort .of
a 6itation they are conducting to-day resembles the agitation of t,he Hitlerites.in
the good old days. I have before me their attitude toward foreign affairs. Here
in this house, of course, they have to polish it up a bit, but down in the province
of Quebec they believe they can sell the people anything they wish. Here is
their attitude, for instance, toward San Francisco, from their own paper, Vers
demain, dated April 15, 1944:
"Nous pouvons etre sO.rs qu'a San-Francisco, ii y aura cl'autres d6legues que Jes
representants officiels des nations invitees. !ls n'auront pas le droit de vote,
mais ils scront la pour inspirer ceux qui auront le droit de vote. Les financiers
y seront. Les Juifs y scront. Los socialistes y seront.. Toute la bande infernale
essayera de canaliser ce concil erncumcnique de la matiere."
I should like to translate that, because it is too good to be missed by some hon.
members:
"We can be certain that at San Francisco there will be· other delegates thar.
those officially representing the various nations. They will not have tho right
to vote but they will be there to inspire those who have the right to vote. Tho
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· financiers will be there, the Jews- will be there, the socialists will .be there. All
that infernal gang will be there to canalize this conference into . their own
channols."
.
.
·
And, speaking about the peace we want to have, in another edition of the same
paper, under date of May 1, 1945, they say:
"La derniere paix, au traite de Versailles, fut fac;onnee par les Juifsinternationaux,
Schiff, Warburg et consorts: on sait ce. qui en est sorti. Le .monde chretien,
chretien mais paganise, de 1945 est-ii en train de passer sous la meme 90.u,pe?"
Then, speaking about the peace after the last war, they say that the last treaty,
the treaty of Versailles, was fashioned by international Jews, Schiff, Warburg
and Company, and that we know what has come out of it. Then they ask if the
Christian world, Christian but paganized in 1945, is to pass through the same
status.
·
Let me say· that that was Hitler's argument. I have one extract here which
actually uses material I saw in a nazi paper, and which states that the Jews, the
Jewish financiers, such as Kuhn, Loeb and Company, had helped the Russians
to carry out their revolution. Those are the stories, printed in that paper, which
it_Iipeared in the nazi press. According to one of these papers the hon. member for
Wetaskiwin (Mr. Jaques) was to speak over the air about Shylock and Marx.
Listen to that lanl!:uage. That is language we have not yet forgotten, language
that is not yet dead. Here they come to the House of Commons and, while they
do not use the same language, that is what t,hey mean. It is language which can
only create trouble. If we proceed on the basis of it we can have no peace, no
stability.
It is the good.fortune, however, of the people of Canada that those people are
limited to one province. We understand that we must have peace, a.nd Canada
as a neighbour of the Soviet Union and the United States and as a member of the
British commonwealth holds great responsibility. We must do everything in
our power to cement that degree of unity needed throughout the world, and especially among those who have carried most of the burden in the ear. Otherwise
we shall have chaos and disaster.
Mr. E.G. HANSELL (Macleod). Mr. Speaker, I shall not take much time this
afternoon. I had not intended speaking at all until, as the hon. member for Peace
River (Mr. Low) was speaking, I heard certain mumblings in this section. of the
house. I did not have to strain my ears to hear the last speaker, the hon. member
. for Cartier (Mr. Rose), and I am not going to answer him.
;r
Mr. RosE. It is just a debt repaid.
Mr. HANSELL. However, he has attacked some of our supporters in.t,he province
of Quebec. All I wish to say is that whether they are our supporters or not, the
people of Quebec have the happy faculty of speaking their minds. And they use
the freedom Canada. gives them as citizens. That is all.
There is no semblance of hatred whatsoever in· the minds of hon. members of the
Social Credit party; no hatred toward any people or any nation. We disagree with
totalitarian dictatorship, and we have been outspoken in our disagreement. We
wish no ill, and will fight against anything that will bring ill to any people or any
nation anywhere.
May I compliment the Prime Mimster (Mr. Mackenzie King) and the other signa. to.ries of the declaration now before us for consideration. I have read it with consider11.ble care and, after reading it, it was my view that it is a magnanimous
document, Great Britain, the United States, and Canada, represented by the
heads of those nations, in that document have offered to the world all the benefits
of atomic energy which they have discovered. I repeat that those benefits are
offered to the entire world,
For a period of time, for econo.mie reasons those countries could have retained
this development of science. They could have brought to the western democracies
the greatest standard of living yet dreamed of. But they have shown themselves
willing to share this development with the world. The only place they have
stopped in extending their gift is when it comes to destruction. And even in that
respect, the declaration goes so far as to say that they will let the world have the
benefit of their knowledge, when they are sure it is safe to do so.
Surely no nations could be more generous or more magnanimous to the rest of the
world than have these three, when dealing with this matter.
Right Hon. W. L. MACKENZIE KING (Prime Minister). Mr. Speaker, I gather
from the debate that the house is all but unanimous in support of the resolution,
and that at most there is but one member, the hon. member for Cartier (Mr.
Rose), who is opposed t.:i it. It will be, I know a source of great satisfaction to all
members of parliament-members of all parties-that both in the Senate and in
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the House of Commons of Canada· there has been unanimity in support of the
resolution. That will help in all parts of the world.
May I convey to my hon. friend the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Bracken) my
congratulations upon the splendid address he delivered this morning. Clearly, it
was one to which much thought had been given, and which will be helpful I am
sure to "tll who are interested in this all-important question.
There was one reference my hon. friend made-I believe it was to pe.ragraph 7
in the declaration-where it seemed to me, if I heard his words aright, that either
he had not in mind the true interpretation of the language of the motion, or that
he was expressing som.ething that was not wholly what was in his mind. If I heard
his words correctly, he said we were relying upon reciprocal agreements to see
that the a.tomic bomb would not be used in future wars. Hansard will show
whether I have understood my hon. friend correct.ly.
I noticed the hon. member for Vancouver East (Mr. Macinnis) took up the
point and· I thought quite rightly, said that the whole purpose of my remarks
in interpreting the declaration had been to make clear that we cannot afford to
rely upon any agreement anvwhere; and that the only security against the use of
the atomic bomb is the abolition of war itself. That was the point I wished to
make verv clear, namely, that so far as a major weapon of warfare of this kind is
concerned, agreements amount to nothing at all, unless there can be some way in
which apart from agreements an unscrupulous people may he prevented from
violating an agreement into which they may enter or from using weapons of mass
destruct.ion. I repeat, the only safeguard for the preservation of civilization,
now that t,he world is possessed of a weapon of wa.r so devastat.ing as the atomic
bomb, is that matters be so worked out in the course of time, and in the near time,
that nations will realize that those who take up weapons of this kind to destroy
other nations are going to destroy themselves as well. In this last war, the use
of the bomb by one country was replied to by the use of the bomb by others,
but it was not the atomic bomb. In an atomic age, that same kind of conflict
can only bring disaster to all mankind.
I am quite sure that my hon. friend on looking over his notes or Hansard will
find that while expressing what was in his mind lie was in agreement with myself
on that particular point.
Mr. BRACKEN. I was not conscious that I was in disagreement; I am trying to
find th'l reference to which my hon. friend alludes but I have not been able to
find it as yet.
Mr. MACKENZIE Krna. It may not be there, and I hope it is not, but if it is
there I am quite sure my hon. friend did not mean in any way to disagree with
what had been said by myself.
May I express also to the hon. member for Vancouver East my appreciation of
the manner in which he spoke this morning, and, wit,h one exception, of what he
said; I shall allude to the exception in a moment. I should like to say that we all
regret that the- leader of the C. C. F. party (Mr. Coldwell) has.. been prevented
from taking part in this debate, particularly for the reason which has prevented
him from being here this morning. Fortunately, he has already spoken elsewhere
oh this question, and a good deal of publicity has been given to what he has said.
I think his remarks have made it clear that he would strongly support of this
resolution.
The one remark, if I cau11:ht it aright, of my hon. friend the member for Vancouver East to which I wish to take exception was his statement that research
into atomic ener11:y for nse in war had been in the hands of the Duponts in the
Unit<)d States, Imperial Chemical Industries in Britain, and Canadian Industries
Limited in Canada. That statement is absolutely untrue, and I want to make
the strongest possible denial I can make of the statement. This particular field
of research was a matter of tho most complete cooperation between the universities and government departments; it was not in the hands of these industrial
concerns to which my hon. friend hl\.S referred. It is quite trne that in the building of some of the plants firms which were possessed of special skills and had been
associated with one or other of the indust,ries to which my hon. friend referred
were emplo~·ed to help on the work of construction, but so far as the research work
is concerned that was a matter which was kept entirely under the control of Government departments of our three countries and the industries mentioned were
not parties to the research work .
. Mr. MACINNIS. Have they access to the research and the use of it?
Mr. MACKENZIE KING. No; and I wish to make that very clear. Will my hon.
friend give the House his reason for believing that they have had such access?
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Mr. MAclNNIS. If I did. not think that I had fairly good reason for saying that,
I certainly would not have made the statement. I am very glad to accept the
Prime Minister's statement that it is not true, although I do not think that is the
'best way of saying it.
,
Mr. MACKENZIE KING. May I say to my hon. friend that a thing is either true
·Or untrue. If it is not true, then there is only one way .of stating the fact.
·
Mr. MACINNIS. If I had said that about my right hon. friend, I am sure he
would have objected.
Mr. MACKENZIE KING. I would never have made the statement that my hon.
·.friend made.
Mr. MACINNIS. I would not agree with the right hon. gentleman.
Mr. MACKENZIE KING. That is a very serious statement to make, particularly
'by an hon. member who is leading his party. Unless the hon. meril.ber was prepared to give the grounds on which he based a statmnent of that kind, he should not
·have made it at all. I must thank my hon. friend and congratulate him upon
having accepted unreservedly the correction which I have made in the particular
I have.
·
I also want to thank the leader of the Social Credit party (Mr. Low) for so
,strongly supporting this resolution. I do not think it is necessary for me at this
time to enter into a discussion as to the points of difference between the hon.
member and the hon. member for Cartier (Mr. Rose).· There is a time and a place
for all things. I think a debate on the principles of democracy versus dictatorship
·might well have been left over for another occasion.
May I say to the hon. member for Cartier, who appears to have felt it necessary
for him to speak on behalf of one particular country, that I think it is unfortunate
:for that country that he has taken the attitude which he has today, particularly
when at the moment there happens to be in the capital of that country the foreign
..secretaries of both the United Kingdom and the United States. They have gone
there to seek to dismiss altogether any ground of suspicion, and to do their utmost
to secme, as respects the course to be taken to prevent the atomic bomb from being
·used for purposes of destruction, complete accord between the three countries
·which are represented at that conference.
In conclusion may I say this one word which I feel I should like to say at this
·time. I do not believe we can survey the past years without realizing that the
.most dangerous of all things that can happen to any country is that evil men should
,get control of its affairs. No one can look at what is being brought out at the
trial at Nuernberg without realizing that the reason the German people are in the
position they are in today, the ri'ason we have had this terrible war,)s that the
_government of Germany got into the hands of wicked men. If democracy is to
save itself, I do not care what the country is, if any form of government is to save
:itself, the people must make it their first endeavour to see. that the men whom
they entrust with the responsibility of power are men who believe in what is right
who are honest men, not men, as this group in Germany have been, a lot of gang:frt;ers at heart.
Speaking of science, I believe the world has reason to be thankful that men of
science have made the great discoveries they have. The progress of the world has
come in large part from scientific discoveries. Most things, through the measures
:in which they are used, have inherent in themselves their opposites something
-that may be made of great benefit to the world may also be used for diabolical
purposes in other ways. It all depends upon who possess the control and what
the motive is that lies behind their actions. The greatest of all scientists, so far
.as being a benefactor of mankind is concerned, was, I believe, that great man, Louis
Pasteur. I have before quoted in this house a certain pa,,sage from Pasteur, I
.should like before we conclude this debate to quote it again because it seems to
.me to go to the very heart of the whole situation we have been discussing today.
This statement was made by Pasteur over half a century ago. It will be seen to
have a much wider application than could never have been dreamt of at the time
.it was made:
"Two contrary laws seem to be wrestling with each other nowadays: The one,
.a law of blood and of death, ever imagining new means of destruction, and forcing
nations to be constantly ready for the battlefield-the other, a law of peace, work
.and health, ever evolving new means of delivering man from the scourges which
beset him. The one seeks violent conquests, the other the relief of humanity.
The latter places one human life above any victory; while the former would sacri·fice hundreds of thousands of lives to the ambition of one. Which of these two
.laws shall ultimately prevail, God alone knows."
8193~6-pt.1~-3
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Mr. MAcNrnoL. Would the Prime Minister add the name of Doctor Banting?
Mr. MACKENZIE KING. I am very happy to add Doctor Bant,ing's name to the
list of scientists who will ever be remembered as among the great benefactors of mankind. In referring to Louis Pasteur, I was quoting from one who so far as
the world's record is concerned stands, I believe, preeminent as a scientist and
benefactor of mankind.
I believe that by enabling us to·make prevail among nations the law of peace,
work, and health, science will have given us the key to the solution of our world
problems. The great scientists are known to be men of wide vision and of large
heart. I am sure the motive that actuates them is in most cases, at least, that
of service to their fellowmen. Again, in the words of Pasteur, I believe the final
verdict upon their researches will be: "Science will have tried by obeying the laws
of Humanity extend the frontiers of Life."
•
Mr. Jmrn BRACKEN (Leader of the Opposition). Mr. Speaker, I am not sure
that I caught the full significance of the.Prime Minister's comments wit,h respect
to one of my observations. I am sure there is no difference of any consequence
between us, but lest there should be I should like to refer to the matter. I think
it was not paragraph 7 but paragraph 6 to which the Prime Minister must have
been referring. The last sentence in paragraph 6 of .the decla.ration reads as
follows:
""~e are, however, prepared to share, on a reciprocal basis with others of the
united nations, detailed informal-ion concerning the practical industrial application of atomic energy just as soon as efTective enforceable safeguards against its
use for destruci.ive purposes can be devised."
l'v1 y comment on that was as follows: I said that it was an offer to share scientific
knmYledge on a reciprocal basis, and I added:
"The problem of policing the use of this process is a complicated one, much
more complicated than any po!Hical problem ever m,dertaken in the past. Can
society draw a line of demarcation and se<) that 1,he line is observed-between
developing atomic energy for peaceful purposes and outlawing it for the purposes
of war? That is the challenge. It is a challenge we must accept, and as the lines
suggest, we accept it by tying our fai1,h to reciprocal agreements to banish its use
in 1-ime of war."
_
Mr. MACKENZIE KING. That was the phrase I meant-tying onr faith to
reciprocal agreements to banish its use in timr, of war. I do not think we are
tying our fvith to anything but the abolition of wrr itself. That is my point.
Mr. BRACKEN. I thrn k the Prime Minister will agree that I was dealing with
the clauses as I came to them, and that what I said was not meant to be an allinclusive statement, but rather an interpretation of the clause itself.
Mr. fl'fACKENZIE KING. I quit.e agree.
Mr. BRACKEN. I might have made it more inclusive and said, banish its use in
time of war and to b11,nish war itself. But I went on to ~ay that it must be our
main effort to banish war itself. Since the Prime Minister has referred to 1t, and
in order that there may be no doubt as to the record, perhaps I might be permitted to repent what I said with respect to war itself. I said:
"What does it all acid up to? lf my sixt.y years tell me anything, they tell me
that humanity will neither be satiRficd nor safe till there is world security agamst
aggressors. Any realist must know that this security will come in one or other, of two ways-"
And so foi·th; I need not repeat it all, but I ended by saying:
"What we arc enduring today i~ t-he labour pains of bettor world understanding,
the beginnings of a world of peace and of potential progress such as man has never
before witncsser!.
"vVe have two things to do, both of which require conscious effort and a degree
of international tolerance and understanding never before demonstrated in the
world. We mu~t determine to have internat.ional peace and we must determine
to be relieved nf the shackles t-h:i,1, have tied us to war n.nd liungc1r and disease
in the pnst. We must, go forwarrl in faith, conscious tliat, whilo we may not
reach the goal in our day, we are going at least in the right direct.iP!l, and knowing
t,hat we are doing our part in bringing the world ne9.rer to the time when peace
anr1 p· asperity rather than war will be the inheritance of mankind."
Motion agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN. We have with us this moming our friend, Mr.
Harold D. Smith, Director of the Bureau of the Bmlget, who will bethe first witness on the domestic legislation.
Mr. S::nith, will you proceed?
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STATEMENT OF HAROLD D. SMITH, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE
BUDGET
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, most of
the previous witnesses before this special committee have discussed
the scientific and technical aspects of the development and control of
atomic energy. A knowledge of nuclear physics and engineering
alone, however, cannot solve this problem that faces the Nation and
the world. At the moment, our national safety and welfare depend
more immediately on our legislative and administrative knowledge.
It is the ad1ninistrative aspects of this problem that I, as an administrator, would like to discuss today.
·
Modern science has put at the disposal of society forces which may
determine the future of civilization. At the moment the greatest of
these forces is atomic energy. vVe must now consider, as your committee is considering, how we may organize the Government in order
to control such a force through democratic processes. Only by such
control can we protect our safety and enhance our welfare without
destroying the freedom of thought and speech which is the foundatioff
of our constitutional system.
In dealing with a question of this scope and this novelty, it seems
to me that the most important questions are of a rather general and
even philosophical nature, and I would like, in the course of my
remarks, to deal with the general background as well as the specific
types of questions that are usually considered administrative in
character.
1
I will not discuss the international aspects of this problem, except
to say that I agree with those who have already expressed to your
committee the hope that steps may be ta.ken in accordance with the
declaration of President Truman, Prime Minister Attlee, and Prime
Minister King, to bring into being a system of international control
through the United Nations Organization.
On the domestic side, I believe that we know enough about the
general problem to conclude that we should set up a special civilian
agency to take over from the War Department, as the President has
recommended, the development, and control of atomic energy.
From expert testimony before you and before the House Military
Affairs Committee, there seems to be little disagreement on several
points. Atomic energy is now the greatest destructive force known to
man. It. could already be used, rather uneconomically, for industria.l
heat and power purposes. Whether or not its future power uses are
important, its indirect effects on scientific progress, including progress
in medicine, will certainly be tremendous. Moreover, the sa.me fissionable materials, which can be preserved indefinitely, can be used
either for peaceful purposes or to make atomic bombs.
These facts lead me to believe that we must have a single agency to·
control the use of atomic energy for both military a.ml civilian purposes. I believe that Secretary Pa.ttcrson was conect in saying that
the War Department should be relieved of such control, since the
problems involved go far beyond the military sphere.
If we set up a special agency for this purpose, what should be
(1) its functions, (2) its powers, (3) its relationship with the President
and the Congress, and (4) its internal organization? I would like to
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comment on each of these points in turn, and occasionally illustrate
my. comments by reference to S. 1717, the bill introduced by your
chmrman for the development and control of atomic energy.
FUNCTIONS

I.

Most of the proposals on this subj~ct have been in fairly close
agreement regarding the functions of the suggested agency. For this
reason may I note briefly what seems the general consensus. This
agency should conduct research in nuclear physics and other subjects
relat!:ld to atomic energy. It should see to the manufacture of materials from which atomic energy may be derived. It should administer the system of regulation and controls to protect the public from
the physical dangers involved in the use of these materials, and to
make sure that the total supply is conserved and directed to furthering
the public welfare in the most effective way.
There have been, of course, certain differences in emphasis with
regard to the functions of the proposed agency. I believe those functions should include not only the development of atomic energy for
the national defense but its development and control to promote the
:general welfare, further scientific progress, strengthen competitive
-enterprise, ond safeguard world peace. For this reason I was glad.
to see that the bill introduced by your chairman included a statement
of these purposes and provided that the agency's research program
should include studies of the social, political, and economic effects of
atomic energy and its use.
POWERS

To carry out these extensive functions, what powers should be
vested in the agency itself, and how much should it be required to
work through other agencies or through private enterprise?
The unusual character of the problem of controlling atomic energy,
I am sure, justifies the granting of broad powers to the proposed
agency. It seems to me, however, that S. 1717 wisely distinguishes
between the type of individual freedom that ought to be protected
against Government interference, and the type of freedom from
control that may lead to the waste of our national resources or the
concentration of irresponsible private power.
I agree with other witnesses that the Federal Government must
control atomic energy, and that the normal system of private control
of materials and patents ought not to operate in this field. At the
same time, I believe that the Federal Government should not take
on functions that can be accomplished equally well by private business.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt? Do we have
any knowledge of what patents have been allowed in this field?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I believe the company called the Kellex
Co. has some patents that have been developed in this field.
Mr. NEWMAN. It may be that they have patents on some of the
byproduct technical developments which came into the making of
the atomic bomb as such. As to the basic patents ancl the assembly
of the bomb, I would suspect that most of those pa.tents are in the
hands of the Government and have either been ta,ken out by the
War Department or someone else.
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. Senator MILLIKIN. Do we know whether there are aily private
· patents or private applications for patents where the knowledge has
been secured through our Government's effort?
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think so, Senator. I think it is a very apt
subject for investigation and testimony.
,
Senator MILLIKIN. What is the Kellex Co.?
The CHAIRMAN. The Kellex Co. was an engineering company that
did a great engineering job on the K-25 project that we saw down at
Oak Ridge.
I wish Mr. Newman would look into the patent situation before
we get through with these bearings.
Mr. NEWMAN. I think we should hear the Commissioner of Patents,
for one thing, who knows more about what patents .the Army has
taken out than anybody else-they have been deposited with the
Commissioner of Patents-and then a few of the private corporations
which appear to have some of the patents on technical developments
incidental to the research.
Senator MILLIKIN. It might be well also, Mr. Chairman, to have a
survey of the foreign field on the subject.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you arrange to get that, too, Mr. Newman?
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Pardon me for interrupting.
Mr. SMITH. It therefore seems to me that the bill introduced by
your chairman is correct in granting the Federal Government a complete monopoly over the production and ownership of fissionable
materials (including patents on methods of production) while per-·
mitting, under its license, private ownership of source materials, byproducts, or devices for the application of atomic energy. Thus the
Government will have ownership of the strategic material, and may
control related materials and their uses.
I am equally in agreement with the provisions of this bill which
distinguish bet,veen basic scientific data, which scientists generally
agree should not be restricted, and the technical data, which must be
controlled by the proposed agency if they are related to the national
defense or come within the terms of the Espionage Act. The emphasis
of this bill on the greatest possible dissemination of even technical
data is a step in the direction of the free exchange of information that
must some day be achieved throughout the world.
Similarly, I believe the bill is justified in requiring that patents on
atomic energy devices be subject to what· amounts to a compulsory
licensing system. If atomic energy is important enough to justify
complete governmental control, no aspect of its use should be determined by private monopoly.
RELATION TO PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS
While I would like to see legislation on this subject limit the authority
of the Government over private citizens, I do not think that, it should
restrict the normal executive control of the President over the proposed
agency or its subordinate divisions. Congress must define the powers
·of the executive branch in order to keep our political system free and
democratic. With respect to the authority of the President to direct
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the executive agencies within the limits of statutory policy, however,
the case is quite different. If such authority is restricted, there is no
positive means for enforcing the wishes of the people and the Congress.
I have heard it argued that the extraordinary importance of this
subject, the terrifying possibilities that it involves, are reasons for
giving the proposed Atomic Energy Commission a status somewhat
different from that of the other executive agencies of the Government,
and for restricting in some respects the authority that the President
should exercise over it. It seems to me that the contrary is true.
vVhen we adopted our Constitution, the executive agencies commanding the greatest concentration of power and requiring the higljest
degree of technical skill were the armed forces. Just as it has always
been a fundamental principle of our constitutional and political system
that the military power of the Nation should be directly subordinate
to the civil power-that our President should be commander in chief
of the armed forces-I believe that this agency, like the executive
departments, should be fully under the direction of the President.
Tor tbis reason, T cndo~J;..o.Yision.....il~1!:embcrs of the
Atomic Energy Commission serve at the plca§JlI:t):,._9LlJie'.J~_res1den£.
"'Wliilethey'willoe sul5ject~wnlsgeneraf executive direction,tilie'oilf
properly provides that for several types of actions they must oMain
his express approval. Thus the President must approve the manufacture of atomic weapons or their transfer to the armed forces, and
he must approve regulations relating to the Espionage Act.
Each of these actions is related to the national defense aspects of
atomic energy.
Senator AUSTIN. May I interrupt the witness for a question?
The CHArnMAN. Surely.
Senator AusTIN. I am not anticipating anything or making any
prophecy in this question, but if it should develop that in the reorganization of the military department of the Government there should
be, under the President, a Secretary of Common Defense, do you mean
to have your policy applied through such a Secretary in the beginning
where you say in your testimony that the President by this bill is
properly given the authority over certain matters there? Do you
contemplate that authority being exercised through such a reorganized
system as we may have?
Mr. SMITH. Yes; I would think so; that is, with any of these matters
that have military implications, the President would receive advice
through the Secretary of N ationfil Defense, or whatever his tit.le
would be.
Senator AusTIN. Thank you.
Senator JOHNSON. Well, Mr. Smith, I don't find any difference of
opinion with respect to the defense measures or the rlefcnsc implications, rather, of atomic energy resting under the authority of the
President, but Congress has created the Federal Powt>r Com.mis:,ion,
the Federal Trade Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the Federal Communications Com.mission, and other commissions,
which have legislative functions and are supposed to be legislative
agencies as being different from executive agencies, n,nd it seems to
me that the functions of the Commission that we are to create will
have much in common with the Interstate Commerce Commission
and these other legislative agencies, and that Congress, therefore,
should have a peculiar control and a special control and a very defi-
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nite control over the operations of this. new commission in keeping
with the age-old policy of having legislative agencies and executive
agencies. What is your reaction to that?
.
Mr. SMITH. Well, Senator Johnson, while in general I would agree
with you, the problem that I think we get down to is what we. mean
by control, and who really has it. I think, if I might develop this
point here a little bit further along, you will see what I am driving at.
If it is all right I would like to come back to a discussion of your
question.
Senator JOHNSON. Certainly. I think that is one· of the fundamental questions that is before this committee, and one that we will
have to face, and face squarely ..
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
On the other hand, we do not know what types of problems will
come up in the development of atomic energy for civilian purposes
· that will vitally affect the activities of other Federal departments. It
therefore seems clear to me that, in order that the President may
coordinote the work of this agency with that of the rest of the executive
branch, he should have full authority to direct its activities whenever
he needs to do so.
Like other executive agencies, the proposed Commission will be
accountable to the Congress through the regular procedure for the
review· of.its appropriations as well as by virtue of the fact that its
only powers are derived from a statute of the Congress. In view of
the great effect the use of atomic energy may have on our whole
economic system, S. 1717 wisely requires that the licensing of any
device for this purpose be reported to the Congress 90 days in advance.
The Congress will then have an opportunity to enoct emergency legislation if it wishes. The most important means by which the Congress
may hold the agency accountablP, however, is by dealing with it as
a part of the general program of the President. The Commission's
relations with other departments of the Government-the State Department, the armed services, the proposed National Science Foundation, the Departments of Justice and Interior and Commerce, and
many others-will be equally as important as its intcrnnl operations.
IN1'ERNAL ORGANIZATION
As I have olready remarked, I believe that S. 1717 is generally
sound with respect to the functions and powers of the _proposed
Commission, and its relu tionship to the President and the Congress.
At the same time, I would like to question the provisions of this bill
which establish the internal organization of the Commission. .
We must admit that at this time we know very little about all the
uses to which atomic energy can be put. Iu approaching the problem,
however, we ought to make it clear that we know something about
administrative organization. We certainly ought not to assume that
we can ignore cv:erything we have learned about the science of administration from the history of our Government, and from the practical
experience of administrators.
In the light of such lessons, it seems to me that this measure should
be amended in a number of respects.
~ ' thi~~p_ft?J.tJ:_~LO!l~ within the JlIQROsed agency.
I do Mt--b~e...that-the..mt_e.waLdi:v:1s10~.1n,1ss1on..sfuill.@
~ y stat~Uhi~.
·
'

--

.

~__..
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S. 1717 recognizes the need for flexibility by giving the Commission.
the power to ossign functions to its divisions, or to create. additionol
divisions. N everthelcss, the titles of the four statutory divisions suggest a definite pattern of organization. I do not feel sure that anyone
cn.n foresee at this time the pattern of organization the Commission
should have several years hence. I would therefore recommend that
the Commission have power to set up and abolish divisions as it sees
fit, in order to enable it to adjust itself gradually to new problems as.
they arise.
Similarly, there will be a gren.t many points at which the work of
the proposed Commission will touch on the work of other Federal
agencies. At such points it may be desirable from time to time to·
adjust the relationship between departments and agencies, or to shift
functions or units from one to the other. For this reason, I would
suggest that thl' bill contain a provision bringing the proposed Commission within the scope of the Reorganization Act of 1945. That
act now contains a provision exempting agencies created subsequent
to January 1, 1945.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Smith, do you mind an interruption at this.
time?
Mr. SMITH. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel that the divisions that are created
under the bill are logical at this time as we know the problem?
Mr. SMITH. I feel that you are on much safer ground-this is my
point-if you do not specify in your bill what the divisions should be.
It seems to me that the Congress ought not to go so far as to define
the internal organization of the agency at this time. I would rather
leave the Commission and the administrative people flexibility, and
I believe that you will be in a better position if you allow for such
flexibility in. view of the fact that there are uncertainties as to what
the problems arc. I think that is my point.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand your point, but I want to make it
clear that you do not quarrel per se with the divisions that arc suggested in the bill at this time, as they are suggested; it is only the
philosophical concept or political concept of setting them forth by
statut,c-Mr. SMITH (interposing). Yes; I think my answer is that I couldn't
do any better, if the divisions are to be defined, as neo,r as I can see.
The CHAIRMAN. Then of course the bill does provide for the creation of additional divisions as they may become necessa,ry.
Mr. SMITH. Y cs.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, in the Department of Justice, the work
of the Department is carried on in 6 different divisions. Are they
set out by statute?
·
Mr. SMITH. I assume they arc; I am not sure.
The CHAIRMAN. That works satisfactorily there.
Thank you for permitting the interruption.
·
M~_Sccond,..LwoulcLr.c.c_ommg__11,cLtha.LHrn-Gommission -be
provided with_a gcn.eraLcxc~utix_c or administrative oftiFcr. _ If an
~ccl~tive l!:g_ency is hradcd_ by a ~oax.cl_(?I-c.ommi~s.i.Qll,.~pnot.
~ how 1t .!!1a,y __2pcratc~y__~11:Lus1~g..somo:=smg:lc
2ersQ11..~nG.l-:0Jslirn~.tion_11JJ~d coo.tdrnat1on,~bo.th-1n_cim~y_1:rrg_put
tg~ns itJ1~~-s!&t.~!!11~9-9:,_)~:!1.~~-!1.1:.._!:>_ri~gipg_lH~....!.WW: id~Q.s_ f<Jr_ c.9Il-;-

:_siac:ra_t.!011,...
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The CHAIRMAN. Now I am not disposed to quarrel with you about
that statement, except that I would ask you, does the Federal Power
Commission have such an officer?
Senator JOHNSON. That is the question I wanted to ask him,
whether the Interstate Commerce Commission has such ltn. officer.
That is the fundamental question implied in my general observation a
moment ago.
Mr. SMITH. My answer is that I know that the Federal Power Commission either has or has been trying to get such an officer.
The CHAIRMAN. I do!).'t think they have now. The Civil. Aeronautics-well, of course that was split, wasn't it, a few years ago?
Tho Interstate Commerce Commission, Senator, I don't think has.
Senator JoHNSON. No. One of the Commissioners acts as Chairman, and of com;se that is very proper; someone would have to act as
<.\hai•·man of any commission.
The CHAIRMAN. The Federal Trade Commission functions as a
<.\ommission, I think.
Mr. SMITH. I am willing to develop this any way you like, but if I
<.\ould make the point, then I would like to come back: to your question,
because I would like to take on that question with you, as I think it is
a very important one.
If the @QQOsed Commission does not transmit its instructions to .ll.§~fil.Q.~ t_lifo~gp.:.l),3.iiifill,p~rs~~11.ffifil9}Wlei1cr~la].aC WL~h.,.,
1ugi~idm1Lmembers-~of-;thu-..QQmJI1iss19»-=-1Jl.W§Jl.l~· T~~Y will
~y_choose..to..deaLw.1tlLthe..member..o:c.me.riili_er_s_..wJJ.QJili.ey::tl:miL
w111 _g!Y!3...the.IlL.thg__!!;!!,82"~-iJJ.~y-,yJw.t,~Ild _t_o=play_oJJ...Q., me:rn]~fil...!l!f
against anothe.r, When they start ctoing so, they almost inevitably
esfafilish a set of personal relationships that are likely to destroy the
harmony that should exist among the Commission members.
~w-uld...urgc,~tb..e1·efor.c,-that-S ...l-7-1-7.J~ rev:i1>!3..d.J..o ru·ovid~Jhat the
. President-appoint. an~exc.Qg#v:e..director~whQ,~U-11..d.eJ.:.J;Ji.tL.Co.mng,s~s
syp..!J..raYii?..i.O!!,~~_hJLJL.dirni:~.,~J.lQ..s.1m,e~yi~~ all_ oth~t/>.ffi~!:!L~R..<! ell).Jilc?yees
oU4.~-C.omm1si.i!_Q.!},.. Smee members of the Comm1ss10n, wfiicfi w11f'Se
tlie policy-making body for the agency, will be confirmed by the
Senate after appointment by the President, I propose that the execu-

3Yft_IDr.ector..not..be..:in~sJ,~ Sl!,~j,~~~-t9~~$l!l:~,tor!g_t,_.52..u~~

The CHAIRMAN. That 1s a very poor suggestion to make to a bunch
of Senators. [Laughter.]
Mr. SMITH. Well, the Director of the Budget has a very bad repu, tation, I take it, for bad suggestions.
Senator MILLIKIN. 1 don't follow the reason-the suggestion may
be good-that because the members of the Commission are subject
to the confirmation of the Senate, it should follow from that that the
.chief executive officer should be exempted. In fact, I think you could
argue that that is an additional reason why he should be confirmed.
Mr. SMITH. I wouldn't so argue. But if I could complete my
points, Mr. Chairman, I will come back to these other questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Smith, we are making notes of all these
<:ontested points, so we will he back.
Senator MILLIIi.IN. I would· rat.her allow the members of the
Commission to escape and confirm the executive director.
Senator JOHNSON. The trouble, Mr. Smith, is that the further you
go the worse it gets.
Mr. SMITH. That is all right, Senator.
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Third, I woufue._c__Qmm!.lmi.J!.g!l,ins.t...tl!.!La.P.P-ointment....Q,Ldix.hi!)I.l
heads 5i..1lie"""President. I think this method of selecting' them
unwise partlyoecauseit would lessen the freedom with which the
Commission may make changes in its pattern of organization. More
importan.t,, experience has shown that Presidential appointment of
subordinates within departments or agencies does not strengthen the
President's direction of those agencies, but weakens it. Such appointments will destroy the unity of an organization and make it impossible
for the President to hold responsible the man at its head.
Fourth, I recommend that you strike out of the bill the provisions
requiring individual members of the Commission to sit on four
statutory boards, and giving such boards final reviewing authority on
certain subjects. I beJl.e_;y;_e__tha.t=the Q_Qmmission_flQ,QJJ!.<i --~--gty~p
~u~ho~~ in ~s ~tion, to l!_ear~ppeals J.2.!.;..!U!::L.P~Pwi.fro:rnJ1,.ny
___ ··- . . cc!:s or~fuLa.r?.'8: '!'h~-~QoJE:m.~~]2!.l.J~1ll,~.QLcoJJK§J~,=wrnh,
to i:le~Qg_a,~e en.9,!lgfj_Eespon~{[!1fity_&2..§t~got_lli!1._!tt,~..2fti.Q.~t_poar:2_~JQJ>~
~R:°1:~~l~~c~~:~go~~s;!%1tfs~~~~rc~~thrl~°I~~~ta~~
specialized types of hearings, L~tw»gly~pf>_l.Ilm~qd .th11,tJp._dixidual
memb2§_of_ th~Q9...mJ1.1~sior.i.nJ?,,tl>3.r_~gyirnd..J&~it. iim~mb~rs~ of i;:111Ji1
~ s . Such specializectiiidfviaufil.,duties. could _oniy~a~m
r~m~~i(ffwr.~ .i:m,porJ~At ;.:.GQll_e.ctiyc,.:r:.esp_o_n~iliJJttiJlS.
~1fth, £he oilrin question provides for a Commission of five full-time
members. I agree wholeheartedly that the functions of this agency
are too important to be entrusted to any perscns who are not full-time
officials of the Federal Government. At the same time, I believe that
a board of three meII!p~_,,,w._..ij.l,1:>_~~m.we...effectiv.:_!hJb.!Ln,,a.15'oaicf.p_f1ilie:-·
1:1te-stmi:lle'l'~thenumlJ"er of mcmbe:i:s.J)_D...,tb~e...b_o.ar:d__t~_J.!LQJ:..e_at.t@_(:'&i.Ye
the positions will b.~to..,m.c.14.0.Lthc.highcst.ahilit;y.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Smith, the thought was advanced that it would
be impossible to get the proper type of men to serve full time on a commission of this kind. Do you share that apprehension?
Mr. Sl\IITH. No, I do not, lVlr. Chairman; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Membership on this Commission, it seems to me, if
it is finally created, might well be regarded as important a responsibility as any officer, including membership on the Supreme Court;
would you not think so?
Mr. SMITH. I heartily agree with you; yes.
Sixth, the bill gives the proposed Commission the power to create
corporo.tions. I do not believe that it can accomplish anything by
the creation of a corpora.tion that it could not accomplish by setting up
a division of its o,vn organization. If exceptional powers, or exemptions from burdensome procedures, arc needed, they can be granted
to a division of the Commission as well as to a corporation. The act
of December G, 1945, both reduced the privileges of such corporations
and made clear the intent, of the Congress to restrict the number of
corporations in the fut.me. I therefore recommend tlmt you strike
out of S. 1717 the grant of power to create corporations.
While recommending certain deletions, I would like to say that I
agree with your chairman with regard to one important provision that
he left out of his bill. The purpose of this lrgislat.ion is to put the
development of atomic energy under civilian coni,rol. I therefore
consider it sound not to include a provision exempting the 11.gency from
the laws which prevent officers of the armed services from accepting
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civil offices without giving up their commissions. This bill; by
remaining silent on this subject, does not discriminate against members of the armed forces. It merely requires them to choose between
two types of c11.reers which have different obligations, different rewards,
and different conditions of tenure. The Congress may see fit to make
individual exceptions to this rule from time to time. But it is a.
general rule that should be maintained, especially when the purpose
is to transfer an agency from military to civilian administration. .
Atomic energy is a new material force. Scientists tell us it has
ushered' in a new era. It is likely to have great effects, of course, on
· many aspects of our life. But while it is going to change a great many
of the problems which face our political' and administrative system,
I do not think it changes the principles of that system. To develop
and control atomic energy, we must take steps that are consistent with
our basic concepts of democratic and representative government.
S. 1717 would deal with the problem within o~u· constitutional framework. It makes the proposed Atomic Energy Commission, like other
executive agencies, directly responsible to the President and the
Congress. It grants the Commission enough power to do its job
without endangering freedom of thought and speech.· At the same
time, it would give the Commission an awkward internal structure,
which would lack the unity and simplicity that mark an effective and
responsible organization.
As the bill is revised, I hope that it loses none of its present merits
and gains by improvements in the organization that it proposes to
establish.
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I have to leave at 11 o'clock, as
I have· a contllctiiigengagement at that hour, a.nd I hope that Mr.
Smith can now go into the question that I raised a moment a.go:
Congressional authority versus Executive authority over this ComD:issi01~. ~!11 ~gy ~!k~i.Q.l.l§...H.!11:,t~!:,~.• Q,<?J:gre.§~Y.t;i;ol~£ommission with a tigliternana than it :[as. con£r-01fod,~al!Y-.agericy"'o'rour
Govm:·nment-li'cretofoJe;2_h'.d.:i['.~].'(fu..i,t.o.,m0-that~lfl~~...!Tu:2.R )Os1fo.gireg!i.0.n ~o that.
.·
.
The c'HAIRMAN. You un crsta.nd, Senator, that the bill provides for
qua.rtcrly reports to the Congress of everything that is done, and a.lso
requires that before any atomic energy devices ma.y be used, that
the Congress must pass on that policy. I think if you will examine
· the bill you will find that the Congress not only must be kept fully
informed, but has a right of veto power in many essential respects.
Sena.tor JOHNSON. Yes; I have noted that with a great deal of
satisfaction, but I want to hear the witness' arguments, and I want
to hear his conclusions on those points; and it seems to me tha.t his
argument a.11 the way is traveling in the opposite direction and looking toward Executive cont,rol instead of congressionn.l control..
I would go far beyond the present language of the bill in establishing congressional control if I had my way about it. But t.lrn witness
a.ppears to ha.ve a different idea. I would like to have something on
that, as he has suggested he would give us.
,
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Cha.irman, I think you are naturally aware 'that
you are hearing from an a.dministrator or a.n alleged administrator,·
whichever term you wish to use, and that I, naturally, in contrast to·
the position each of you hold, must speak from my ow,1 background of
experience on a subject of this sort; and I think you will doubtless
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gather from my testimony that I am greatly concerned about the
organization you propose, because I frankly think that it has some .
serious defects.
Now coming to the problem that is raised here concerning congressional versus Executive control, I don't think they are two separate
types of control but a single problem. And I will argue that unless
you have adequate Executive control, you do not have adequate
congressional control; and that unless you can get a responsible
Executive set-up-because after all, you pass the law, you provide
the framework, and then it is the President who is responsible for the
faithful execution of the laws-your hands are pretty much tied unless
you can get back from the administration the results that you should
have from thoroughly responsible Executive action.
Npw that is the thesis oil which, not only in theory but in practice,
I approach this subject. And I maintain that-, in fields such as this,
the Congress, unlessJ.t..pi:o.Yicles a sound administrative organirntion,
l~~~-!.":rJ:.fc~.;~C.C_?1;!:!~~;- ancl ~t, Oll the ?ther lianu, _the adinm~strat10n s 1iaticls at·e faecl. That 1s my thmns, and I thmk there 1s an
awful lot· of fiction about this whole area, of congressional control.
I think it is a two-way proposition in which you fay down the rules
and regulations, and then you have to see that somebody else lives up
to the rules and regulations; and the rules and regulations, it seems
to me, on the administrative side, ha.ve to be such that they have a
considerable support in administ,rative experience.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Smith, the bill provides for the setting of a
quota of production of fissionable materials for each quarter by the
President, and the President, of course, must report that t,o Congress.
Now do you think it would be practicable to have the Congress set
the amount of fissionable materials that would be produced in each
quarter?
~
Mr. SMITH. I would not think so, although I have not studied that
particula.r phase of this bill. I thought you wanted my views on the
administrative side of it, and I have pretty much confined myself
to that.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, this goes to the heart of Senator Johnson's objection, or at least his comment, that he would put more
emphasis on congressimrnl power and less on the Executive, and it
certainly occurred to me tlrnt this is one of the most vital decisions
· that can be made in relation to atomic energy domestically, as to
how much fissionable material shall be produced in any one quarter.
I was trying to figure out how in the world Congress could do that
with any degree of speed, with any degree of success.
I am frank to say that the more congressional supd:vision, the more
congressional opportunity to correct mistakes in this situation, the
more I am in sympathy with it, but I don't see, taking that for an
example, how the Congress could fix a quota such as is proposed
under the bill.
Mr. SMITH. I do not see how Congress can do that, either, and I
know of no similar situation where Congress takes snch an action.
There are, I think, some situations where congressional committees
make something related to administrative determinations, but that I
wouldn't think of as being solely a congressional a.ction.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice that you cut down or propose to cut down
the Commission, as proposed in the bill, from five to three, the reason
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being given that the smaller the number on the board the more
attractive the position would be to men of the highest ability.
Well, of course, I have already expressed my feeling as to how
important membership on the Commission would be. There are nine
on the Supreme Court, and just about every lawyer I know of in the
United States would like to get on there. I am wondering whether
that is a good objection to the provision.
.
Mr. SMITH. Well, frankly, I don't think that it is one about which
you should be too much concerned. Out of some exp'erience, I feel
that a Commission of three for this sort of thing is better than a
Commission of five, and perhaps I would even argue tb'.at it is better
than a Commission of five because I might believe in a Commission
of one, and if you get more than five it is a question that you might
go up to ~ hundred, and the first thing you know you would have a
town meeting. Somewhere you have to draw an arbitrary line. My
arbitrary.Jine-woulcLhe_a.Ltb_r_e.e., amLi.t seems to ~c that you migf1t
~ s e thr_e_e _11,t ..lJ..J:~her hi,g~.L§nlq,ry~~-~at~_§f,~~~¥r!t Y.£tU
m1gl~el hk<ulo2,,ngjhJJJ.for .five.
.
·
,
~Tl'1ere ii some quesfio·nas ·to-wl10:t would be contributed by two
additional members of a Commission. · It is usually the case that
either one or two mcri, actually strong men, run a show of that sort.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice that you recommend the creation of an
administrator. I have no strong feelings on tlrnt. It might be that
for administrntive efficiency that might be necessary.
.
W1u\,t other agencies are there in the Government that have that
/
· kind of a set-up now?
I might say that I do not see how the power to appoint an administrator and the provision for an administrator would have anything
to do with the congressional control of the man except through the
confirnrntion of him, which I think ought to be, because they confirm
the members of the Commission. But laying that aside, what other
ri.genei()s of the Government a.re there that do have that kind of set-up?
Mr. SMI'l'H. Well, I don't think you can make comparisons here. · I
think the comparison with the Federal Power Commi'ssion, for example, is not a good one, and t,h11t there arc dangers in that kind of
comp11rison. It .iu-fil_JH!,.PJ>cns .tJrnj<we_ madec:Jt ~vQry...,.t!J.2,rp,uglL.§tfillY
S9.!1}.Q till!e. ago ot_Jh.~:9-Il9lJt!i!O.IJ,,Oj,,t°/glJfQdtJ:f1,lJ>-!1.W.Cr~f:lolJ].1Uis_sic;m,,AfilL
0

:seems
S~i~I}1rfu(~~:~~§l~~t~l*r~e~~~~~;i~ttr~~~t-~i
1~~Zfet;;;;;~~i1~r~ei~
nic that, you have got somctlnng very much more impor-

tant th1111 that, if I sec this problem, and I don't pre~end to sec it
at all in 11uy complcLe way._ But it seems_to me~t)Jat h.£,rc YWLli0,xe
ggt -~C-9_npnissi.on-,;wlwJ1 _IS _pnrfor1ning-· a_,i:n.,u.~t,i~l___!Jl,9_v;.~fc Junc_tio~j
. Ji t~a~_you._nught. arglrn. v:ci:y well 1 liy min,l<!f:Y: :~'.:t.l1 ..~9.211e9ther c<?m;
• - 1,,J.,:~;y m1ss1~m..Jb.£... QQ.y,Q1111ncnt }l,hopt whose,. oper2,t101~.l.. _am fmrfy
f:f,v..('.N'- - ~ •
l'iffiI1h~L,cs.J;i.Q,t]L~hdJ~gQo_cLp_ol11.~~. ~n.~ l,>iijl J2:.9I~~~.,,;_j~9,1~..,.~iglit,..._u,rg~9
U ..
~·y~wcll that A th;.s.~Gomnusi')1011 ..ha~_ CJ_l}lY.,_g_uasl-J);l,,t!1c,:,\:lJE 51uasJleITT.s]at1ve fu~JPEOJ;§,.JJrnLyou d1cln't nee<l,._~n.,.,e:-scur.1:v:e 1 OnJhe
,'!]!i~.r~J1and.,.. ~ ~.,§,\!.<:?-~~ ..19..JI.JS- _t!J 11t•. t}11~. C~i;nrwss10 _11J_tn,lLJl],~.t,..J1:rlm_I,i]._¥ltra t1 ve_ fJ!,T1Ci.:o ns denluig w1t,h the opcrat10n of plants, .r.111U!lL oL th.~J
~rth@g,li'rulw.ffy.:Shoula.:.\v..'e:~uerry.;::tlierr;:tltE.:aanUnisfr[itive:~
pericnce we lrnve had in the Govcrnment-whet,her you wish to turn.
to Surplus Property,tor" cxainplc;~orelsewliere -..vhcre WC are ip..
trouble because we do not have executive responsibility thoroughly
0
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fi_xccl? And in my book it is inconceivable to me how n,ny Commiss10n;-and we know the experience, for example, in commission forms
of city government-can possibly operate wit,l1out a central executive.
1:!t~ __(2H~!,1:111A-.,~. I can sec .the point. There are a grca t many
manufacturmg plants here wl11ch would have to be operated by this
Commission, and it might be well if they had a general manager.
~ OW, WC could write 1.Jrn), into the bill. vy~~U:?;~~tt-2DJJ]Jd.9~j,te
m any ~statu1.or:r._ aill!JRIJ}Y.-Jo:r-_Jhe.~gl.lg<'JJJ1,__p111:n'j:lgQr, or would you
leave f.l¥h\.J8-_JJ1_g__(;oll1.L1:11.o.,SSio11 t~U,t}tJ1j~_,Jl,µJ!i,q§?
· · ' --, · .,. ,~,,=~~,,.
~SMITH. ~lr,1 think that just offhand I would ~be~ ,i_i~Jing_{.Lto
argu? !Jrn_t.q1~~:g;E, m ncl.JJ.lJ.!lI.:Q P..CTSJi.9x...spJp.JW1.t.foru'lt,gcJ~~I.!!l8ia t_qJ01:.y
)?r6vis1011 with res12ect_!B .£P}'x_ccy~1vc~ tlym t,l1Sr~1,1s~~'1tl1_,rcsp.,£_c.t, to
tlfehciiuls o_:[th-_e_ (l.r~'.:.lli9J1~-l.1ll.9-_GI.: J1gn,. I 1.Junk the two thmgs would
lfo mcons18tent~rn,t you have to go one wu.y or auothcr. In the
ma.in, howcv~r, .l__~gan in _t,lie direction Qf ~:kyJugJJrn.Qommis::
~r."d l~P..illlding.~up_Qu,,Jlic...,Lunc-1,10 ns,~th~t-~rQ~9..l!ttcLQ.\!l. f or....ltt,-~IU:.QJ,ty,
I;!!.Jl!::h ..!lfill11~jJ_1e 5l~tj,~Q-Lil1.,G-ad.ir.J1~J:.ar.
, Your committee has given much more study to tl is 1..han I have,
although I am pretty elem· n.bout the administrntive side of it in terms
of my own experience, hut it seems to me i;lrnt if you conceive of
this Cornmis;iion as prrforming qun.si-judicin.J functions, then you
have one ki1°d of problem, while if you conceive of the Commission
performing those and mnny mn.nagerial functions, such n.s the oprrn.tion of these plants, your problem is entirely different. I think it
is something probably prdty vu.st,. R.ai,hcr than bring something
thnt in time contracts, it i, very likely to p.xpand. Then it.seems to
me that the need for an executive is a very imrortant need.
The CHAIRMAN. Sort of gcneml manager?
Mr. SMrrH. Yes. One might think, in this connection, of something
like the TVA experience, which is fairly well known, at least pu.rts of
it. I would lay down no particular pattern, but it docs seem to me
inevitable that you would have to come to some central executive.
The CHAIR~AN. Are there any further questions, gentlemen?
Senator AusTIN. I hu.ve a query.
Do you not u.dvocate the ln.ying down, in the logisln.t.ion, of general
policies in any event? Whatever form this u.dministrn.Livc set-up mu.y
take, must we not, as a Congress, give it in lcgislu.tion the general,
over-all objectives of this lP.gislation to work town.rd?
Mr. SMrrH. Yes, I certainly believe so, and I don't know quite
how far you might go there. It seems to me you lrnvc In.id d~wn the
functions. I think that question is pertinent to this matter of congressional control, about which I do not want to be misunderstood.
I believe very sin cc rely in cougressional control. l n short, I believe
in our form of government. The question, then, is, How clo you get
that? Well, it seems to me here in a new subject, tlin.t the Congress
is better off if it lays clown the general groundwork nml Lhc general
rules mid regulations, n.ncl prescribes the gcncrn.l policies within this
field; thell' lays out a gcmcrnl fru.mcwork, too, for the administration
or carrying out of those policies. However, since on t.he side of the
administration the Chief Executive is responsible, J would propose to
give him cousideru.ble leeway in adjusting thn.t orga.ni;:at.ion, because
there are so mu.ny unknowns here, nhvnys kecpi11{2: in mind t.ha.t the
Congress then can come bu.ck nml tighten up the l'<'i11s here u.nd there
and make the necessary u.dil'"Lmcnts.
1
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It seems to me-to take a very important, I think, analogy out of
recent experience with respect to surplus property-that there we
were going too far in connection with detailed specifications. It is a
little difficult, I think, for an objective person, looking nt that, to say,
"Well, was the Congress to blame; was the administration to blame;
or was everybody to bl:tme?"
So it, seems to me that in 11, field that is unknown and where experimentation is necessary! it is better strategy all a.round to provide
in the beginning for so~e flexibility so that adjustments can be made,
and thereafter, a,s the Congress wn.tches the operation and develops
nptions as to reservations that ought to be applied here and there,
then come in and make those adjustments as this new field begins
to grow. It seems to me that that is a very practical approa.ch to
it, both from the standpoint of the Congress and the problems that
will be faced on the side of the administmtion, and actually gives the·
Congress much more control than the more rigid approttch that would
tie administrative hands in the beginning so that there could be a
kick-back, "Well, if the Congress ha<ln't done this, we would have
been able to do such-n,iJd-such kind of thing." Those arguments, of
course, get us nowhere. It is essentially a joint enterprise, µ,s I see it.
Senator AusTIN. Well, is it proper to interpret your view as envisaging the soi·t of work that an institute does in developing, in a new
field, the new policies n.s experience suggests them, so that Congress
gets from this institute that special service in research and exp~rience
that Congress cannot itself do or have?
Mr. Sr,nTH. I think that is a very excellent analogy, a very excellent
analogy, and I would think that the Congress might perhaps through
a special committee such as this keep very close watch on what was
going on and get regular reports, and then adjust the harness, so to
speak, here and there as occasion demanded.
Senator AusTIN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Smith.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I have a question, l\fr: Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me, Senator Hickenlooper.
Senator HrcKENLOOPEn.. I am quite interested in your statement,
Mr. Smith, with respect to the arbitrary selection of the numbers of
this Commission. I woukl like to discuss that with you a minute.
It doesn't occur to me that there is any. arbitrary figure, as such.
It seems to me there are certn.in categories that are essential to be
represented on this Commission, nnd that the representation of those
categories will automatically fix the number of the Commissioners if
that policy is followed. In othrr words, we have science, which
must or should be represented, in my opinion, on this Commission.
We have the technique of production-you might say the engineerswhich should be represented in a controlling position on this Commission. We certainly hn.ve the public and foreign disposition of
this material that, in my opinion, should be represented on this Commission by either one or two members, certain foreign and certain
domestic public uses of this material. Then, while this is controversial, I would say that as long as this bill is being set up, or any
legislation is being set up, admittedly as temporary legislation because
we don't know where we are going, and as long as we don't have
satisfactory international agreements for the control of this thing,
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and as long as it still is a weapon and only a weapon, that it is vital
that the armed forces, those charged with the national defense of
this country, be at least temporarily represented on this Commission.
It would seem to me that you could classify the membership or the
representation of this Commission into the categories that we might
agree upon are outstanding. ··
Now, I notice your comment on the fact that no military representation is set up on the Commission. I happen to disagree thoroughly with that. You may be right, but it would seem to me that
until we have some reasonable assunwce of where we are going with
this thing, that any domestic control of this must of necessity take
in the military phase of it during this temporary or at least emergency
period.
· Now, if we begin to pick the numbers of this Commission just
arbitrarily, we may leave out of representation some very vital
category. That is my thought or comment on your suggestions
there on the membership of the committee.
Mr. SMITH. Well, it seems to me that it depends a little on how
you stn.rt. If you start with the thesis that this Commission is to
represent various groups, as you evidently do from what you say,
then you are quite right that it might be 7 or it might be 9 or it might
be 5 or it might be 11. But I would not start that way. Jn my
own experience-and I have served on quite a few boards and commissions-I should say the worst of them are those chosen to represent
speciul groups and special interests.
Senn.tor H1cKENLOOl'ER. I agree with you thoroughly as a general
social and civic set-up. I think that has been one of the frniltics of
our commissions a.ncl boards we have appointed, thnt we have special
advocates on there for special pressure groups. I conceive this to
be a tota.lly different problem. We are pioneering in a field that
none of us, not even the scientists nor the engineers, can accurately
predict for very far in the future. They can project theory but not
predict with any nccura.cy.
It would seem to me that if it is a temporary situation, then the
great fields of this thing should have their experts on there rather
tlrnn an arbitrary group of la)·men who would have the authmity.
Senator Mn,Lrn.IN. Could that not be accomplished by a technical
advisory committee expanded t.o whatever the number may be to get
the particular type of nd Yicc that the Commission needs?
Mr. SMITH. That wo11ld be my solution of it. I think what you
want here are broad-gage people on this Commission, chosen because
of their stature and grncral knowledge rather Urnn because of any
technical competence they have. I think the engineers and scientists
ought to. be adYising on the technical side, and not become involved
in major policy. I would say 1-he technical people, in the main, are
the worst people t.o den.I with large policy issues.
Now, that isn't always so, but just saying that as a class. I happen
to have a background in engineering myse.If, so I can br. critical of
engineers. I would get that kind of talent by organization approaches.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to call your attention, Senator Millikin and Senator Hickenlooper, to this. The bill provides thatMembers oft.he Commission shall be appointed by t.Jir, Prnsirlent, by and with
the advice and eonRcnt nf f.he Senate, and shall serve a1. f.he pleasure, uf the President. In Rubmit.1.inp; 1wmi11a1.io11s l.o the Senate, the PrP~idP111, shall set forth.
the experience and qualifica1.ions of each ncrson so nominated.
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He is not required to do that even with members of his Cabinet.
In fact, I know of no·such provision; it is a unique provision in our
legislative history.
.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I think it is a unique provision, Mr. Chairman, but I have read that, and it doesn't mean anything. I mean, it.
is useless in the bill as it is written .
.The CHAIRMAN. It is a requirement on the President to fully
acquaint the Senate with the qualifications that the members have,
I am not particularly wedded to it. It seemed to me to be a good
thing to do in this specific case. But I merely call attention to it
because I want to point out that at least there is some implied restriction on the President to send up those men who would be broad gage,
as Mr. Smith suggested they should be.
·
,
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Smith, I assume that you prefer to limit
your testimony more or less to. the administrative features of the bill
which is being considered.
:Mr. SMITH. Yes; that is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. ln other words, you wouldn't care to go into.
whether there should be such a Commission, or the basic philosophy
involved in it?
Mr. SMITH. No, I think.not. Within just what general knowledge
I have, and it is only general, of the other phases of the bills, and what
you are attempting to accomplish, I can't very well either pick flaws
or hl.ake suggestions..
.
With respect to the administrative side of it, I think we have accumulated some experience that lead;; me to be a little concerned.
The experience is enough of a guide for me to predict that if you
started a certain way you wouJd come out eventually in a certain
'way, and whatever the trials and errors and tribulations would be in
the meantime might not be too helpful from the standpoint of the
total program, and I think that is my sole contribution, if any, Mr.
Chairman, to your discussion.
·
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Mr. Smith, pursuing this matter I raised
a moment a.go a little further, my. thought about the categories into
which this field falls and the representation on the Commission probably is prompted., at least now, by the fact that I think we have had
examples of where so-called broad-gage men have been appointed to
office but have then wholly failed or refused to take the advice of the
technical or trained people in the field in which they. are supposed to
ndministcr, and the people who are trained or who have the backgrournl for the solution of problems, have, in some instances, been
completely disregarded, and the so-called broad-gage people have
followed another tack that diverges from that advice. There is no
authority there to do what these people feel is right or proper under
the circumstances.
That is not always true, I realize, but I think that examples could
be produced of thn.t, although they are immaterial here. It is for that
reason that I focl thn.t, there must be some assurance that the technical
knowledge of these people in their special fields can be brought into
some position of authority or some position of control in the disposition
of this thing, aml it is to protect against people who n.rc not specialists,
listening to evidence or listening to recommendations and then liter81930--46~pt.1----4
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ally brushing ·them a.;ide be.cause of their °'~m partic~lar attitudes, th~t:
I mnkc tlrn.t suggestion.
· ·· . . · ·
-·
·· . · . . ·
·<
Mr. SMtTH. Well, I would think anybody who literally brushed
aside tedmicnl information in this field would certainly be a very
irresponsible person, and I would hope thnt you would get; nt least out ··
of the mem bcrship of this Commission, n. good mnny safeguar,ls agn.inst

ili~

'

'

'

to

Senator lTICKENLOOPER. Let me call your attention
something '
that hns nlrP:uly lmppcned. I don 1t know wh11t the fact is about this,
I am 110t n.ttempting to st;a.t.e the fact., I.men.n, but there was some
cousi<lcrnble nppn•hension just 2 or 3 weeks n.go that many of the very .
carefully gunrdcd sccret,s of this thing were going to be divulged be-·.
fore nny ngn,mru•nts were luul internationally. Now,' I say that thn.t
feeli1ig wn~ prevalent in J?lnny places her?. It would ~eem \o me t,hat "•,
that, had 1t happened, m1ght have been literally brushmg a.side a very , .
vit.nl part. of t,}1is gren.t fiel<l.
· . .. ·
.
. ...
·..: ·. ::
Senator J\1 n,LIKJN. ·well, tlrnt would not be brushing a.side nny· · ·
teclmicnl testimony; thu.t would be brushing aside the United States· ·.
of America. You can vaccinate a judge with technical informo.t.ion ,
but you crm't always mn.kc it take, n.nd sometimes he is very ,vise· in
disregarding tcclmico.l in:fonnn.tion. ·
Senn.tor Hw1rnNLOOI'F,R. \Yell, I nhntys think he is a little incompetent when he holds against me, n.nywny .. [L1u1ghter.] ·
-: ... ·
'fhe CHAIInIAN. Do you lrn.ve n.11ything further to. udd, 1'.fr. Smith?
:Mr. Slln'lH. I think not
·
The CnA1mrAN. Thank you very much. )V:ould you be willing,
Mr. Smith, to submit by wn.y of amendments, t.hnt which you lrnve ·
put in your statement, on the n.dniinistrative phases of this matter?
:Mr. SMITH. I woul<l. be gla<l to do so.
· .
The CHA1m1AN. ·we would o.pprecinte it very much if you would.
:Mr. Dn.vis. 1'.fr. Dri,vis has come here to testify on the subject we
are interested in; and I guess you c:1.n go right ahead, Mr. Du.vis.·
.

.

'

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. DAVIS, FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE
.OFFICE OF ECONOMIC STABILIZATION, AND FORMER CHAIR·
MAN OF THE WAR LABOR BOARD

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Clrn'.irrµan and Sena.tors. .

. .
I come here with some~,tcmcrity, n.lmost. I suppose that the .' .
committee wants to hear from me perhaps bccituse of what ndmiiiis- :
trntive experience I luwc hn.cl in 1.he Government, which included to. · ·
some extent n. sort of multiple-person boo.rd, and nlso, I think, because·
of my fomilin.rity with t,h:e patent system and the fact that I o..m now
serving n.s chnirmn.n of n, committee o.ppointed by the President to
advise him, through the Sccrctn.ry of Commerce, as to the policy of ·
the Government, with respect to the patent laws. An<l those ques-.
tions do come inLo this discussion hecn,use the Mcl\.fahon bill does
mnke provisions with rcspPct to pn.l.ents in this field of atomic energy.
From the gcn('.rttl study that I have mttde of the situation n.nd the .
proposed bills, I have felt, that there were a few basic t,hings that nre
quite necessary.
·
·
·
·
·
The first is that the Nll.tionnl Government should promp'tly ga.in .
control of the production n.nd of the use of all material o.nd n,ll proc- '.:
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-esses readily capable of or directly connected with· the release of
atomic energy by chain reaction.
Sccon.d, that the development of atomic energy for the peaceful
pursuits of mankind, and for military purposes, subject to all international agreements to which the United States adheres, and subject
to the exigencies of active military operations, should be directed and
controlled by the Federal Government through a single permarient
commission whose members, in my judgment, should be wholly
devoted to that single dut,y and no other.
Third, that scientific and technical information about the production
-of atomic energy should be fostered, accumulated, and recorded by
our Government, and made universally available just as soon as adequately s_afeguardcd exchange of such information can be internationally agreed on.
Sena.tor AusTLN. May I interrupt for a minute?
Mr. DAVIS. Surely.
Senator AusTIN. I put in the record this morning a quotation from
Mackenzie King, Prime Minister of Canada, taken out of his statement in the Parliament of the Dominion of Canada, House of Commons, on December 17, 1945, at a time when that great body was about
to act upon the agreement which he, on behalf of Canada, had entered
into with the United States and Great Britain. I ask you if this
statement by him corresponds with what you have just stated as a
postulate in your third recommendation:
However, we stated our readiness to share, on a reciprocal basis, with others of
t-he united nations, detailed information concerning - the practical industrial
- application of atomic energy, just as soon as effective and enforceable safeguards
against its use for destructive purposes could be devised.

Mr. DAVIS. Senator Austin, that expresses exactly my views. It
seems to me so plain, knowing what we f}o know now about the lethal
powers of this energy, and having our attention unfortunately almost
exclusively diverted to that a,spect of it, it seems to me clear that you
can't run a government, I don't think you can run a family, 2 or 3
years from now, unless the whole world believes, the peoples of the
world believe, that they know all that anybody knows about this
material. It is the unknown that terrifies, and there is terror in this
thing. 'So that you just couldn't run a government unless you were
satisfied that you knew and had available all the knowledge that is
.anywhere available.
,· It is like the bubonic plague. Now, we are not afraid of communi-cating with Chicago fo1 fear that we will spread the bubonic plague to
New York or Washington, because we are accustomed to feel complete assurance that if thl' bubonic plague was in Chicago we would
know about it. And when yo\l bring things into that common knowledge of mankind the terror of them disappears. If there is any secret
about this thing, and if that secrecy is not dispelled, you just can't
live. And above all things you are not going to be able to stop the
present concentration upon the destructive aspects of it to the certain
neglect of the tremendous constructive values of this new source of
energy.
Senator HicirnNLOOPER. Does your ~onception of this go to the
point of disclosing everything we know about the destrucLive composition of this thing, that is the destruction of a bomb?
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Mr. DAVIS. Oh, yes; and I don't think the world can live with this
thing until everybody in it is ready to tell all they know about the
subject." Of course I agree with the quotation that Senator Austin
read. In fact I put into my own statement the same idea, that you
must have an assurance of safeguards. But that those safeguards
should stop short at any point of technical information-whether it is
practical industrial know-how or basic scientific theory-seems to
me impossible. It must extend to a complete disclosure of everything
that is known about it.
The fourth item that seemed to me essential was that in the meantime, under the control of the proposed Commission, all knowledge on
the subject should be made as freely available for peaceful pursuits
as in any wise is consistent with national safety, because. there is no
douht that at the moment the emphasis is on the destructive value.
Gentlemen, these scientists, on the 2d day of December 1942,
succeeded in set'ting up this chain reaction at Chicago. The.v all
knew what it meant; every scientist there knew the tremendous significance of that achievement. They didn't tell anybody, not at all.
It was put under the most tremendous injunction of secrecy, and the
material was produced and sent down to Dr. Oppenheimer and the
others in New Mexico to make bombs out of. I often wonder, and I
like to visualize, and I would like the committee to visualize, what
would have been the result if that discovery had been made on the
2d day of December l!J32. We weren't "interested in bombs in ·
1932, we were interested in energy for peaceful purposes. We were at
the bottom of a depression. If those fellows had made that discovery
on the 2d of December 1932, it would have been in the newspapers
the next morning, it would have thrown an entirel~ different color on
the whole psychology of the country. The depression would have
been over, I think, because of the hope and promise that is inherent
in this thing, and nobody would have ever. thought about bombs.
They would have eventually, of course, but it would have been entirely
different.
Now, we must capture that same attitude of mind about it. I
think, if I may be so bold, that if this committee could have scientists
calculate and come here and tell .the committee whnt could be done
with the amount of energy that wns released at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki or even down in New 1'.1cxico in that first experiment, just
calculate that nmount of energy and figure up what you could do with
· it for uaeful purposes, that would be very enlightening. Some such
evidence, it seems to m0, ought to be before the committee, at least
bdore the country. If you want the Colorado River to flow over
the Sierra N evn,da Mountn,ins, nll right, we have got plenty of energy
to do tlmt in any one of these explosioPS, I should judge, although I
never measured it. But certainly we have now avn,ilable to us an
almost inconceivable, a truly inconceivable, amount of energy, and
enough energy to do anything we please v,ith the foce of the earth,
when we plen,se to do it, and I think that the sooner attention is
directed to thnt aspect of it, the better.
Now finally, my fifth suggestion is that the essential control of the
means of production of atomic energy should be so administered as to
interfere as little as possible with the fullest and freest utilizntion of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes. Militn.ry uses should, of course,
be and remnin wholly under Government control.
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I am emphasizing there that the control of production and distribution of the materials from which atomic energy can be released
I think it absolutely essential to be in the hands of the Government,
and I think it should be done in such a way as to avoid, as far as
possible, any interference with the development of the uses for peaceful
purposes of the atomic energy.
Senator MILLIKIN. We have had a lot of testimony, Mr. Davis,
that the use of the energy for peaceful purposes takes you threefourths of the way along to the use of the energy for war purposes.
Does that not suggest that at least until the world is postured for
peace, that we have got to exercise the same degree of control over its
peaceful development as over its war development?
Mr. DAVIS. I think so, Senator, but I make the distinction thereand I am glad you asked the question because it will help me make the
distinction which I have in mind-between the production of the
energy and the materials from which atomic energy is released by
chain reaction; I make tho distinction between that production and
the development of the use of the energy after it is released.
Now, I believe, as the McMahon bill proposes-you can't go too
far to suit me-in absolute govermnental control of every speck of
material and every speck of invention and discovery in the field of the
production of atomic energy, and cont-rol of the licensing of the material for use. I think that should be absolutely controlled by the Government, at least for the present, until we know where we are. But I
have in mind that the McMahon bill-in fact all the bills, I thinkreflect the idea that that being so, the license to use this material
should be as free as possible an<l without, certainly, discrimination, and
without monopoly and so forth. That is expressed. But I am em•
phasizing here-and I will come back to it when I come to the patent
section-that it takes some thinking to do that.
You may unconsciously or through ignorance put in hampei'ing provisions which are unnecessary to the control o~roduction.
Now, I wag asked to go over the three bills-'.:,. 1717, introduced by
Senator McMahon; S. 1463, introduced b:v Senator Johnson; and
S. 1557, introduced by Senator Ball-and I have done so. I think the
mere statement of what I regard as the essentinJs is enough to indicate
that I would find the McMahon bill much more to my liking than any
of the others .
. Senator McMahon, I don't know just how I sho_uld approach this
subject. I have some matters really almost of draftsmanship, that I
could touch on, and then on the patent section I would like to express
my thoughts rather fully. If I mny, I will just run over S. 1717 page
by page and indicate the draftsmanship changes, for whatever they
may be worth, and I assure the committee that this is without any
desire to butt in where mv advice is not wanted.
On page 4 of the McMahon bill, in line 19, in the sentence under (b)
which roads'
the· theory and production of atomic energy, including processes and devices
. related to such production-

it seemed to me thali the word "materials" should be inserted so that
it would readincluding processes, materials, and devices related to such production-

\

becauso, as you know, at least two of the important discoveries were of
materials useful in the production of atomic energy.
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Now, in the next line, line 20, and throughout the bill, we find tho
word "fissionable," and as a matter of semantics that seems to me a
shocking word, but I don't know how interest,ed the committee is in
that.
The CHAIRMAN. What would you suggest?
Mr. DA vrs. I will make this suggest,ion, Senator, prefacing it by
saying this, that I am not making the suggestion merely as a matter of
semantics. I think as a matter of definition it is important. I realize
that the bill, and very wisely I think, defines fissionable material in
an almost arbitrary way, that is in the sense that the Commission is to
make its own dictionary. The words are used in the bill to define that
material which tile Commission has decided that it ought to control, for
the purposes of the fLd. That is what it pract,ically amounts to.
You see almost any material may be fissionable. As I understand it,
they are working now on carbon and silicon, two clements which, make
up the overwhelming part of this terrestrial planet, and they don't
know how to fission them so as to produce atomic energy. Did I hear
Senator Hickenloopcr say that he hopes they never will find out,?
If so, I would he inclined to join with him. But still they may be
fissionable in that. bron,dcr sense.
I took occasion to look at Webster's Dictionary and I find no such
word as "fissionable" in the dictionary. The word is derived from a
Latin irregular verb, and the word "fissure" is the English verb, as
well as noun. There is a word "fissile" which is a good dictionary
word, and is defined as meaning "capable of being split, cleft, or divided
in the direction of the gro.in, like wood, or along natural planes of
cleavage, like crystals." And there is, clown at the bottom of the
page under unapproved words, so to speak, the words "fissibility" or
"fissible."
·
But the key to the thing, gentlemen, is that what you are shooting
at is not all material which releases atomic energy, because after all,
radi4m, which is the preeminent material in its natural state which
radiates energy, does\ not need to be controlled. What you are
shooting at, it seems to me, is material which releases atomic energy
by chain reaction, that is a conflagration, like a fire. It starts and
feeds on itself. That is the thing that characterizes this new discovery.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know, Mr. Davis, that for a couple of
weeks we had nothing but doctors before us, and not honorary at that,
nncl they kept using that word, nnd I. thought it must be in the dict,ionary.
l\1r. DAVIS. "\i\,rcll, if you knew much about scientists, Senator, you
would know that they· arc the worst makers of words in the world.
The last person to let write a dictionary is a scientist.
Senator H1cKENLOOPEn. Perhaps they are creating n new word.
Doesn't "jitterbug" now appear in the dictionary?
Mr. DAVIS. 0!1, thiR word will appear in the dictionaries all right.
It ha.s been used enough. It is the business of a dictionary writer to
put a word in the dicticmn.ry if it is in the language.
Senator HrcKENLOOPicn. At this point, isn't there a.110(.hcr field of
atomic investigation at; lenst that the scientists have ta.lkcd about for ft
long time, the possihility of creating some reaction by <"omhination as
well as fission?
Mr. DAVIS. J don't know about that but I should think there would
be; they a.re int.crested in other explosive fields, of course.
,
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Senator HICKENLOOPER. I don't know whether they think it
feasible or not but I think they have been investigating that source as
well as fission, or whatever this other word is.
Mr. DAVIS. That is an idea that I didn't think of, in which case you
wouldn't use the wor<l "fissionable" at aJl.
Senator HicKENLOOPER. It occurs to me that it is worth inquiry as
to whether or not reference should be made to material that will
undergo fission alone, because there may be other combinations and
other methods to which that word would not apply.
.
Mr. DAVIS. There certainly might. I was thinking of what we
have in plutonium and uranium-235, which is that upon bombardment
with neutrons thev release more neutrons than it ta.kes to start them
bombarding, and that is the conflagration.
Senator AusTIN. The trouble there is that you haven't got an
exclusive definition by such a word or by such conduct because in
fact it is not always bombardment that is necessary to release this
energy; it may be by absorption.
Mr. DAVIS. ·Well, my suggestion-not to dwell upon it too muchfor what it is wortb, is that the best thing, or the best two words,
rather, that I could think of to replace "fissionable," would be "reactive fissile" material, and then define "reactive fissile material" as the
bill now does, to include plutonium, uranium-235, and such other
materials as the Commission may, from time to time, determine to be
capable of releasing, or directly connected with the release of, atomic
energy through chain reaction. That is my suggestion and it doesn't
cover what Senator Hickenlooper had in mind.
I may say in passing, Mr. Chairman, that it seems to me that if the
definition-and this is pretty finicky, you can forget it if you want tothat if the definition were of the words "fissionable material" in the
singular, or "reactive fissible material," and then throughout the bill
pains were taken to always use it in the singular, you would avoid
quite a number of confusions in the bill. In the bill as it is presently
written, sometimes you say "fissionable materia1" and at other times
"fissionable materials," and I think if you used the singular it might
help.
.
On page 7 of the bill, in line 10, where it provides thatthe Commission shall arranp;c for the exclusive operaUon of facilities ernployed;in
the manufacture of fissionable mat.erial8 by employees of the Commission--'- , .

it would seem to me wise to change the word "manufacture" to
. "production" because thch you will have the benefit of the definition
of" prcduction of fission ahle materials" which is found in section 4 (a).
Senator AusTJN. l\fr. Chairman, may I ask whether it was intended
to have some different, phase of process represented. by the word
"manufacture"? Yon have mic<l the words" production of fissionable
materials" in line 5, page 7, and, when you use the words "in the
manufacture of fissionable materials" in line 10, do you mean to
represent that subsequent transaction which puts the material, the
product, into use? It is a question of what you mean.
'l'he CHAIRMAN. W'ell, Senator, I think that Mr. Davis is correct..
I don't t,hink that the word" manufacture" is necessary to convey my
meaning.
Senator AusTIN. You don't?
The CnAmMAN. No.
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Senator H1cKENLOOPER. It would seem to nie, ]\fr. Davis-I was
just talking to Dr. Condon about it-that as the word "fission" has a
limited definition, and while I haven't the exact wording at the moment, that some definition such as this might be helpful:
any material which; is capable of an explosion for the production of power
through the alteration of the st,rnct,urc of the atom.

That would take in your atomic theory, it wouldn't limit it to fission
or any other method, and Dr. Condon suggested that I might mention·
"capable of maintaining a self-creating force." But really what we
are after here is t.he power or explosion or something else created
from the alteration of the structure of the atom, and there are several
methods as to that.
Mr. DAVIS. That is right.
In the Johnson bill, on page 12, on line 17, you will find a definition
-of the materinl or substance as·
substances determined by the Commission to be readily capable of or directly
connected with the transmutation of atomic species, the production of nuclear
fission, or the release of atomic energy.

Now, I take it that that definition, which contains such words as
you have in mind, was probably modified by Senator McMahon-I am
guessing at this-in the definition in section 5 of his bill, because it
was too broad; it includes radium, for instance. And the definition
in the McMahon bill was "capable of releasing substantial quantities
of energy," which I take to be an effort to get away from radium.
Perhaps the two, however, could be combined. As I say, all we know
about now, or all I know that we know about, is the chain reaction,
the self-perpetuating release of energy.
, The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think that that is a good definition of
1
• fissionable materials," waiving for the moment your objection to the
use of the word "fissionable"?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you Lhink that tlrnt is a definition that would
work satisfactorily?
Mr. DAVIS. 'W1rnt definition?
The CHAIRMAN. The definition of "fissionable materials" under
section 5. I just want to get clear your view on that. You have no
,quanel with the definition of "fissionable materiu.Js," I take it?
.Mr. DAVIS. No; I luwen't any really, Senator, if I am correct in
thinking that what you were shooting at was to let the Commission
determine wbat goes in Lhis dictionary-The CnArnMAN (interposing). I think you have got to, because it
may be a constantly ciHWging situation.
Mr. DAVIS. I <lo too, and very much so. ·when it comes to the
· patent encl of it, you use that expression in the patent section a.nd
people who mttke inventions and own patent rights must not he under
any doubt as to what is a fissionable material, they must be able to say,
"Well, the Commission has said this is so," u.ncl until the Commission
says it is, t,lieir patent rights are not affected by the hill. I think that
is tremendously important. As I say, my objection to the word was
perlmps a litl.Jc finicky, tlu;.t it is not very good English and does contain this other content of what you are really driving at.
Now, on pag,1 15, line 21, the last word of that line, "therein," I
couldn't understand. I thought it had gotten in by mistake. As far
as I can see it has no predicate.
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The· CH~IR~AN. I think it ,is ~ mi~prin,t. ·
Mr. DAVIS. Then on page 17 where you are dealing with the dissemination of information, which·! think is_ so important, you say:
··The term "ba.<sic scientific : information", shall include, ii1 addit,ion · to ·theo.retical knowledge -of i;iuclear and, -other :physics, -chemistry, -biology, and
... therapy, all result~ capable of accomplishment, as distinguished fromthe·processes
.or techniques of. accomplishing them.
.
·. · .
·
·
.

Now ;'it really se~ms t6 nt~ that the.words· i,i~formation as to'' shouiJ
· .· be-put in there before the words "all results" in line 4. ··You say:
all rc~ults. capable of accomplishment, as distinguished from the processes or
techniques of accomplishing them.·
.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you want to make the insertion?
Mr. DAVIS. At the beginning ofline4 insert the words "information
as to,"· before the words "all results."
That brings me, Mr . .Chairman, to the patent ·section-The CHAIRMAN (interposing). What do you think of this section OD
dissemination of information? That is one of the most difficult, and
must be :one of the most carefully studied of _the provisions of the
bill, and in my consideration of it it gave me the most trouble, because
you have, of course, ·two disthict objectives: One, to give out just as
much lmowledge and information as you can, consistent with national
security and safety. That is what I tried to do in this section. Have
you really studied this section?
. Mr. DAVIS. I gave this much thought to it, for whatever it is
worth, Senator. You see in some of the other bills there was a much
greater attempt to rely on the difference between basic scientific··
lmowledge and practical lmow-how. My experience is that they run
into one anothe:r in indescribable confusion, and it would be very
difficult to separate them.
The CHAIRMAN. The Smythe report illustrates that.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, and we have it in the patent business a\l the
time, because you can't patent a discovery in basic physics, but only
its· useful application. And it is very difficult. But here you are
trying to say, as I read it-and I read it a number of times-you are
trying to go as far as possible now in saying now what may be freely
disseminated.
·
.
· The CHAIRMAN. That was the intent.
}.fr. DAVIS. And you say "basic scientific information" and information as to the results capable of accomplishment by this basic
scientific information, but not the means of accomplishing it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the Smythe report after all reported the
end result of accomplishment by different processes which it described, not in detail as to exactly how it was done, but the fact that
it had been done. Now that was the philosophy behind giving out
the Smythe report, don't you think so?
Mr. DAVIS. I do, indeed, and I think the Smythe report did a.
great deal of good, and that we are much better off to have that much
released than to have had all that kept secret. I don't think it did
any harm.' Of course if we could now step to a point where' we had
this Commission set up and where we had our international agreement as to exchange of information, then this section would no longer
be necessary.
·
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The CHAIRMAN. ·well, you k~ow that the bill carries a proposal 'to
suspend any section that should be in eoniliet with later developed
international agreements.
Mr. DA VIS. Yes; that is right. As I read this section I thought,
well, the Commission is going to have to exercise some discretion
there. I tried to imagine, Suppose they discover bow to release
atomic energy from carbon, not by chain reaction but by some other
phenomenon? Under this section the Commission would be in duty
bound, I 1.ake ii,, to disseminate the information that they had discovered how to release atomic energy from carbon.
.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. At that point, Mr. Davis, and Mr. Chairman, as I read Rection 3 and section 9, it seems to me that those two
sections t,n kPn together make mandatory the divulgcnce of all information, inelucliug information as to atomic bombs as weapons, and
make mandatory the research in that field, the way the language of
the bill reads here.
Mr. DAVIS. You mean basic scientific information as to the making
of bombs?
Senator HroKENLOOPER. It says: "Basic scientific information in
the fields specified in section 3 may be freely disseminated." And
then it states what the term "basic scientific information" shall include.
Section 3 starts out:
The Commission is directed to exercise its powers in such manner as to insure
t.he continued conduct of research and developmental activities in the fields specified below by private or public institutions or persons and to assist in the acquisition of an eYer-expa.nding fund of theoretical and practical knowle<lge in such fields.

Now here is the important thing:
To this end the Commission is a.ut,horized and directed to make contracts, agreements, arrangements, grants-in-aid, and loans-

it is a mandate, the Commission is "directed"(!) for the conduct of research and developmental a.ctivities relating to (a) nuclear
processes; (b) the theory and production of atomic energy, ii1cl11r\ing processes
and devices roln.ted to such production; (c) utilization of fissionable and radioactive ma(.erials for medical or health pnrposes; (cl) u1.ilizat.ion of fissionable and
radioactive materials for all other purposes, including ill(lustrial uses.

Now, that word "all," I take it, means all, that there is no limitation.
Then in section 9 it says that this ba~ic information "may be freely
disseminated," having set up a mandate thn.t the Cornmission shall
thoroughly explore the use of atomic energy in these materials for all
purposes.
l\!Ir. DAVIS. Now, I take sect.ion 9 to exclude the processes or techniques of acr.ompliRhing these results. The way I feel about it-I
don't know how good my n.dvice about it is, Senators-but n.s I read
it I felt-Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I would be interested if you would read it
at your leisure, if .vou would examine it with that iclen. in mind.
Mr. DAVIS. AR to how far section 3 is carried into section 9?
Senn.tor H1c1rnNJ.OOPER. Yes. J\1y impression iR tlin.t section 3 is
carried in complc,kly, because it says, "lmsic scientific information in
the fields specified in section 3 may be freely disseminn.ted." Then it
defines "basic scientific information" as not only rcscn.rch but-Mr. DAVIS (interposing). I take it that t,be intended meaning of
section 9, or when I read it I took it ton.mount to this-Senator HrcKENLOOPER (interposing). It doc,s exclude technique:;.
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· Mr. DAVIS (continuing). To mean that in the fields specified in
section. 3, basic sci~tilic information acquired under the provisions
· .of section. 3-basic sciehtific information as distinguished from this
ltno,v-how_:_may be freely disseminated. .
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenlooper, is your objection that if, .
. for instance, some great superbomb · was to be ·devefoped ,that you .
would, under the bill, have to report the fact that it was in existence,
but would not have to say how it had been done?
·
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. No, I don't think you would have to report it,, This says, however, that th_e Commission is directed to make
contracts in all these fields, and explore all of the fields of atomic
production, and then it says that that information "may he freely
disseminated,''. and that goes right up to the point of the technique.
The technique is excluded in this particular section. But you also
find another section in· this bill defining "foreign governments" as
"persons," and the Commission is directed to issue, upon demand, to
all "persons," under c~rtain restrictions and limitations; this fissionable material.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute, Senator. You will n1so find in the
bill a provision against the export or import of any fissionable ma- .
terials. Now I think ·that--'..-,·.
Senator HicltENLOOPER (interposing). I think that is under the
.Commission-·.
.
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). No foreign government could export
any fissionable materials under this bill. I think it might be well to
tighten that up.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I am merely calling attention to the rather
radical conflict of language in a couple of places which I think will
cause some confusion.
The CHAIRMAN. We want to correct such things; that is what we
are here for.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I think that section 3, in connection with
section 9, would bear some rather careful analyRis tis to what it does
say, and I value your opinion on that, Mr. Davis, very highly.
Mr. DAVIS. ·Thank you, Senator, I don't know as that would be
worth half as much as your own.
·
. Senator HICKENLOOPER. That is very nice of you, but I would still
like very much to have your opinion.
Mr. DAVIS. I know what you have in mind, I am sure, nnd I will
be glad to think it over. I might throw in, parenthetically, that I
cnn't imagine anything that would be better for the world than if
the Army should now announce that the fissionable material which
we now have embodied in bombs has a capacity of releasing an
amount of energy which would _be "sufficient to do the following
things." It would probably be sufficient, as I say, to make the
Colorado River run over the Siena Nevada Mountains, and perhaps
remove the Siena Nevada Mountains, for all I know, if anybody
wanted to. I think they have got enough energy in bombs today to
inigate every square mile of arid land in America.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. It would have a very fine effect also, if
this should be true-I don't know whet.her it is or not-if they also
announced, when the time came, that we have enough bombs to blow
anybody off the map. That might speed up some agreements and
negotiations.
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Senator AusTIN. We might call on Paul Bunyan and his blue ox ..
Mr. DAVIS. This has Paul backed off the map, Senator.
Now, to come to the patent section, Mr. Clrnirman and gentlemen,
I have prepared a proposed substitute; This is a subject on which I
have some special knowledge. That b<\gi11s on pn.gc 18.
Paragraph, or rather section 10 (a), proposes renJly the exercise of
eminent domain with respect to any i11vc11Lions or discoveries that, lie
in the field of the production of fissionn.ble mn.tnrin I. It, proposesand I think soundly so-that n.ny s11ch inv<>.11 t,ion or <fowovery be. comes, ab initio, the property of the United Stn.t.es, n.nd tho inventor
or discoverer will be compensated by this Pn.tent RoynlLy Board.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you at this point, this question. Because of your particular interest in the po.tent field have you looked
into the patent situation in the Manlrntto.n project; have you any
information on thn.t?
Mr. DAVIS. No direct information, Snnator. I know only a little
about it through Mr. Kenyon and Mr. Lister. Kenyon wn.s the head
of the War Department's patent work, n.nd LisL('r wn.s out there at
the Manhattan project, but I haven't discussed it; in detn.il with them.
The CHAIRMAN. They are the gentlemen t,bn.t would know about
how many po.tents arose in this project, thitt is, the occasion for the
patents? Will you mn.ke a note of those two names and let's have
them for the committee?
Mr. DA VIS. Yes; can I put that in the record right now?
The CHAIRMAN. Surelv.
Mr. DAVIS. The first ·one is Mr. W. Houston Kenyon, Jr., whose
address is 165 Broadway, New York City. Mr. Kenyon was the
patent adviser to the Secretary of War during the war, and is now the
head of the staff which is working under this committee of which I am
the chairman, on n. revision of the patent laws.
Mr. Lister's no.me is Gordon K. Lister, and his address is 60 East
Forty-second Street, New York City. He is n. young patent lawyer,
and I don't know the extent of his knowledge of t.l:is pn.rticular thing
but I know he was out there on the Manhattan project. In fact I
have a letter from him about this bill. I attended a meeting of the
po.tent bar in New York a week ago and they knew that I had been
asked to testify about this bill, so some of them offered some objections.
Now, as to section 10 ta), as I say, I am in accord wit.h the basic
idea that the Government, should have the ownership of n.ll inventions
or discoveries in the production of fissionable mat<•ri:d. The section,
as it is written, starts out:
'Whenever any person inventR a device or method for t.h" 1,rocluct.ion, refining,
or other processing of fissionable mr.tcrial.

There were two suggestions I had on that which I emhodi<'d in the
proposed redrnft. The first of them is that the words "n. dcviee or
method" are not sufficiently comprehensive becansn yon may be interested in materials, as I said before, and I seo 110 rpnson why the
language of the patent statute would not, be better h<'rn RO t.lrnl, there
would be no question about it. · It is somewhat n.rtifi<"i:i.l language,
but it has been explained and interpreted by the courts, n.nd it would
read as follows:
·
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\:Vhencvcr nny· pcmmn invents or discovers nny new and useful art, machine,
manufacture, or composition of 11111,t,ter for the production of fissionable material-

using those wordsfor t.he product.ion of fissionnble rnntcrinl-

to carry in the definition of section 4 .(a).
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Those words have been construed by the courts.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I see no reason why we shouldn't adopt that
suggestion.
Mr. DAvis. Thr.n in line 24 it is provided that the Commissioner
of Patents "shall issue a patent in the name of the Commission." I
propose to change that to "shall issue a patent to the Commission."
It seems a slight change, but the patent statute provides that patents
shall be issued in the name of the United States of America to the inventor or his assignee. So that it is really more proper to say that the
patent will issue "to the Commission."
·
Then I did suggest in this redraft that instead of referring to this
:Patent Royalty Board as such, that you should use the expression,
perhaps, Patent Compensation Board, for this reason: That I foresee
that especially in these basic inventions, in the field of production,
·that a royalty compensation-in fa.ct you foresaw that in the draft
herfr---would not be an appropriate one, and that a lump-sum payment
would be more appropriate; that somebody might invent or discover
a very important improvement in the production of fissionable material and it might be the policy of the Commission not to use that' at
all at that time. So the Government would be saying, "I am goi11g
to take this from you and not use. it," and you couldn't compensate
him then by a royalty. I would like to get away from that. I would
like to see it perfectly clear in the bill that this Board· which fixes
compensation is not limited to royalty payments. In fact the bill
says that-The Patent Royalty Board shall determine what constitutes just compensation
in each such case and whether such compensation is to be paid in periodic
payments r'lt.her than in a lump sum.

Senator Hrc1rnNLOOPER. Mr. Davis, I would like to ask you about
this, on that particular provision. This sets up a board. That is,
t,he Commission itself takes this patent by this process, Pminent
domain or whn.tover you want to call it-it is not that exactly-and
then the Commission itself sets up a compensation board.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPFJR. It is just as if I wanted to sell you a horse,
and I turn the title of tho horse, or to the horse, ov(lr to you, and then
say," How much will you give me for the horse?" I am against a
procedure where the group that makes the rules sits in judgment on
the compensation to be pojd. It seems to me that if tho Commission
is going to take the invention of an individual under a theory of
compensation, that is, if we go on the theory of com !>f'11sut.ion, we
have two ways to go, either the Government will ji.sL proempt it
with no compensation, or fair comp,_.1,sation will ho pnid.
Tho CHAIRMAN. W c couldn't take it without compcnsntion nnd
stay wit11in the Constitution. ,
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Senator H1cKENLOOPEB,. Well, the bill hasn't gone on that theory,
it has gone on the theory' of compensation. Therefore, it would seem
to me that if a patent is issued to the Commission, then the Commission should present this matter, along with the man who invented it,
to a court of claims, or to some other body removed from the parties
in interest.
. .
Mr. DAVIf'. Senator, I am halfway between the two on that, and I
thought a great deal about it. If I may develop what I did think
about it-Senator HICKJLNLOOPER (interposing). That is why I raised the
question, I would like to get your opinion on that.
Mr. DAVIS. The Commission is certainly going to need a permanent institution, set up for the purpose of measuring the value of
these inventions, and this Board not only has the functions, in the
bill, of fixing compensat,ion for rights taken by eminent domain, but
also for fixing a reasonable royalty in the other field of the use of
atomic material where there will be occasion to grant licenses through
the action of the Commission, and to compensat~. for them.
Now, you will certainly need there a body of men who devote themselves to that job, beca,use there is a great interrelation of values as
you can imagine, in such a field. 'J~hey become knowing of what
values are in that field. I think the initial determination should
be made by such an administrative body. I don't think that the
final determination shonkl be. My suggestion ,vas to be that you
go back to page 11, under "General .Provisions" beginning at the
bottom of page 10 and running over to page 11, where it is provided
that·
In the exercise of such ri~hts of eminent domain and condemnation, proceedings
may be instituted under the act of August 1, 1888, or any o"ther applicable Federal.
statute.

Now, thP Johnson bill went a little further than that-Senator HICKENLOOPER (interposing). But when you exercise eminent domain the authoi-ity, as a rule, exercising eminent domain,
does not have the final say on the compensation. An owner, if dissatisfied, has a remedy in adequate review.
Mr. DAVIS. Well, precisely, and if I may finish here, because I
didn't quite finish, I will bring that out. In the Johnson bill it is
proposed, in section 8, page 16, under the heading "Compensation for
Private Property Acquired," that·
The United States shall make just compensation for personal property acquired,
taken, or requisitioned pursuant to secLion 6 (d) or section 7. The Commission
shall determine such compensation. If the comperisation so determined be
unsati~factory to the person entit,Jed thereto, such person shall he paid 50 percent of the amount so determined, and shall be entitled to sue the United
States to recover such further sum as added to said 50 percent will make up.
such amount as will be just compensation.

Now, some such arra,ngcment of prelimina,ry determination by the
Commission, with review by the courts under the act of 1888, it seems
to me should apply here, not only to all personal property condemned
but including the patent rights, which 0,re personal property.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I agree with tlrnt.
The CHAIRMA:t:<. Th'.1t 50-percent provi~ion is .~he same provi~ion.
that was contamcd m the vVar Contracts Disputes Act. Fifty
percent of any disputed contract was pa,id and the rest was litigated ...
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1\,fr. DAVIS; ·Wellj whether 50 per6ent is the :right• ditrisiot{ b:i"; Ii.ot I.'
hadn't thought much about it .. ,I do think; though, .that there should
be an initial fixing of the compensation by the Commission, thfough
this special board, but that. that should. be subject t9 review .in the,
courts .. I suppose it w?!,tld)e anyway. · . ·...
. ·( · . · . · , ,. ', ·
The CHAIRMAN. Yes,·1t,would be;. . .
..
· ...
. ·;
. Mr. DAVIS, That is my,suggestion·on that .. ·. ' .
. .....·
Senator AusTrn. Have you taken care of that in your imbstitute?
· . Mr. DAVIS. No; I. have not; it doesn't coine directly into th~t.
portion. ·
. ·
·
· ·.
· . . : .· .· ..
. The CHAIRMAN. Might I interrupt, Mr. Davis, and request Mr ..
Newman to follow that.portion of.Mt:.Davis' testiinony andlet us
have ali amendment in accordance with that provision of the Johnson
bill?
' .
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, sir. .
.
. .
Mr. DAVIS. Now to get to the next step which I think is of tremendous importance to everybody concerned, and I would like to.
try to express this as clearly as I cah because it is rather specialized
knowledge. That has to do with the provisions of subsection (b) of
section 10, under "Patents." . The proposal there is that "Any
patent now or hereafter issued"'-lhave got to interrupt myself, Mr..
Chairman, and go back to section 10 (a) first, I am sorry, because I
neglected to point out-and I have taken .care of it in the proposed
redraft-that the last sentence of section 10 (a) which provides, "Any
person to whom any such patent has heretofore been issued shall
forthwith transfer" and so forth, omits to cover inventions that have
already been made before the passage of the act, patent applications.
that are now on file. In my redraft I have enlarged it to say- .
Any person who has heretofore made any such invention or discovery, or who
has heretofore filed an application for any such patent, or to whom any such
patent has heretofore been issued, shall forthwith transfer all right, title, and
interest in and to such invention, discovery, patent application, or patent-

and so forth. That .is just completing the coverage.
, Now back to subsection (b). The purpose there was to say that
now we turn to this field of use of atomic energy, and having, I think,
two thoughts in mind: One is the possible lethal use of atomic energy
which must be guarded against, and the other is the great desirability
of promoting the widest possible use of atomic energy in peaceful
pursuits-·
.
. .
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). Do you mind if I interrupt you for
just one moment?
·
Mr. DAVIS. Not at all.
,
.
The CHAIRMAN. Under 10 (a) you have said that you wanted to
insert a provision that took care of a ·patent that had already been.
issued?
.
.
Mr. DAVIS. The thing that was left out was inventions that have
been made and have not issued yet as patents, Senator. Your first
provision covers any inventions hereafter made. The last sentence
covers any patents heretofore issued. The thing that. was omitted
was any inventions heretofore made and any patent applications now
pending.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry to have interrupted you; I misunderstood you.
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Mr. DAVIS. Now, in subsection (b) the proposal, then, is to say
that with respect to all patents taken out by private citizens, which
relate to the utilization of atomic energy, the language beingcovering any proccRs or device utilizing or peculiarly necessary to t,he utilization
of fissionable mat.Prials, or peculiarly necessary to the conduct of research or
developmental acf.ivil.ies-

that ns to all those patents they become subject to compulsory license
on terms and conditions as to royalty, to be fixed by this Royalty
Board. I think that that is a great mistake, and I can illustrate it by
making two inventions for you.
First I will assume-this is not my invention-but suppose I invent
a little device the size of a water bucket that has got pipes in it, and
you can connect it to the faucet in your house and it has a receptacle
and you drop a little pill of uranium-235 or plutonium into this
receptacle and you have got a house hot-water heater that will run 11
week or a month or whatever it is-and these things arc sold over the
counter in the department store or hardware store. I sec no reason
in the world why the inventor of such a device as that should be
treated any differently from the inventor of something that uses the
-0nergy of the sun, or electrical energy, for a useful device of that kind.
I will develop that a little further later on.
Now let's go to the other extreme. Suppose some of these big
laboratories, or I or you, discover tomorrow that by throwing some
kind of a!1 electromagnetic field, we will say, around an active pile
of plutonmm, that they could not only absorb the neutrons that now
have to be absorbed in these huge metallic shields, thereby doing
away with all that mess, but that in so absorbing the neutrons they
became immediately converted into electrical current, electrical
energy, that could be transmitted. So you could set a pile on this
table and throw your electric field around it and have a power plant
sufficient to light a city. Well, with so bu.sic a thing as that I can
see how ~he Commission might feel, and the country might feel, that
it should not be left in the monopolistic control of a single company.
So what I suggest in my redraft, Senators-and I do it with the
greatest earnestness-is that you leave it to the Commission to say
with respect to this type of patent right-The CHAmMAN (interposing). You mean the pill in the pail?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, or any invention or discovery relating to the
utilization of atomic mwrgy, that it be left discretionary with the
Commission to go out int.o thn.t, field 11nd say, "In this cn.se you must
issue license," using tlmt ,li>'<TeLion from time to Lime n.s the policy
of the act would did11Lc. Wlmt 1 propose in my redraft is that when
the Commission finds that it is appropriate to the policy of the act, and
suitable to n.ccompan v the license to use which it is to issue under
section 7, them h11ve the power to say to the patent owner, "You must
issue a license for use on terms to be fixed by this Commission, and
not do it inn, hlm1ket way."
Now, lot mo tell you why, Senators, and this goos to the heart of a
very importa.nt subject. There are three activ11ting effects of the
patent sysLPm. I, of course, may be suspected of prP.judice in that
field, I hav0 devoted my life to it, but I certainly know from experience
that what I sn.y is true.
There n,rn those three different motivating things. The first one is
that you rcwn.rd the inventor, thereby inducing him to disclose his
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disc9v~ry instead rif keeping it secret.' Now mind you, the nature
. the discov~ry' is that it comes to the mind of an individual--,-it may not
.come for a fohg •ivhile to. the mind of anybody else-but if this individual .wants t.o keep it secret he. can. . And the primary function of
the patent system is to induce him"to disclose it. Now, ,the last thing
we waiit in this atomic energy thing is to have people feeling that they
have.been done out of the'benefits of the patent system and therefore
,be.inclined to try to keep the secret.
Of course the inventor is induced to disclose it by two very funda.. mental 'human motives. One of them is the honor, the dignity-he
likes to be recognized as the inventor, and'·that has a tremendous
·effect, I know from experience. The second is that he needs to live
like the rest of us, and he gets money that way .
. Now, I will state the other two functions of the system before I
,come back to the effect of this bill.
The second is to protect risl~ capital. After all, it takes a lot of
money nowadays, and in: this field maybe tremendous ttmounts of
money. It cost $2,000,000,000 to complete this little job of getting
the thing on the market, so to speak. But if a group of investors, a
,corporation or an individual, puts in this risk capital in developing a
naked idea to a commercial product or process, and then if his competitor can come along the next day and copy his commercial process
or product, he not only hasn't been rewarded but he is definitely in the
red on the transaction because he has to carry this investment and
amortize it, and the other fellow has none. So that protection of
risk capital is the second function,
·
Now, the third effect of the patent system which every patent
lawyer has had many illustrations of in his experience, is not so well
understood, and I refer to it as the "enforced diversity of innovation"-and I will put it. this way.
.
Suppose you had an area of land and you know that there is "gold in
them thar hills,". and you wanted to explore them as rapidly and
thoroughly as possible. · The best way to do it would be to take, say,
,as many explorers as you had, say 100 men, skilled in the business,
who kne~ their way, and say to them,"No,v, you fellows know your
business; you go ahead on your own hook, each in his own direction,
:and I will lay upon you only one injunction, and that is that you must
not follow in anybody else's footsteps; wherever you see footsteps
turn aside and go somewhere else"-because the natural tendency of
mankind is·partly "sheepish," there is no doubt about that, that they
like to follow other people's footsteps.
The effect of the patent system in what we might call the lower
[evels of invention, is to force diversity. A is a manufacturer of can
openers; B is a competitor. B comes along with a new type of can
opener. He gets a patent on it. A can't copy it, but he still has to
·stay in the can-opener business, so ho gets busy and gets himself up
some new type of can opener, and it is usually a little better than B's.
Now, that is a.humble example of what I have seen occur throughout
American industry for the last 45 years, over and over again, and in
the great industries. I could give you numerous instances. For
instance, in the separation of copper from its ores, and in the refining
·of copper, or in the chemical field where tho fact that A is shut off
by a patent from one new line leads him to develop another.
81930---46--pt.1~.~5
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That is what I refer to as the "enforced diversity of innovation,"
which is a fundamental effect of the patent system.
Now, let's look at this proposal of the present section 10 (b) in the
light of those three things, and subsection (a), too. Now, in (a),
where you are dealing with the basic production of this material, you
propose to reward the inventor and you propose, ren.lly, that the Government should put in the risk capito.J. Now, let me put it this way,
Senators, never open up a patent right to compulsory licensing unless
you are ready to have the Government supply thn risk cn.pital, because
nobody else will supply it if you once take away that monopoly right.
But in this basic material you want to control the production of it,
and the Government will, as it has done, supply the risk capital.
Now, you lose the divPrsity of im1ovation when you take everything
into the hands of the Government. It is probably replaced, in this
field of basic resco.rch nnd tremendous interest, by n.nother motive of
mankind, the crnative instinct which I often sny is such that you
don't need to encourage an inventor to invent, n.ny more than you
need to encourage a man to love; it is a basic lunnan instiuct. You.
have to support him-The CHAmMAN (int,Prposing). In other words, Columbia would get
11 grant-in-aid and so would Chicago, and the competition is between
the two universities, for instance'?
Mr. DA vis. Sure. These boys get in there nnd they are motivated
by the love of creation, so much so that I, in the scientific research
hill, was opposed to Lhe idea of giving any reward at all in the lo.boratories of nonprofit institutions because it just gets these boys worrying
about money when, if you leave them alone, they are really rather
devoted, I think-Dr. Condon may agree with me .or not; I don't
lmow-to their research.
But at o.ny rate, when you step into the secon<l field, the fiel<l of
use, if you set up, as this bill proposes, automatically this compulsory
license, you destroy the protection to risk capital ond you <lestroy
the compulsory diversification of effort.. And I think it would be
quite unwise and unnPccssary to do it, because, in preference to that,
you should leave it, I think, to the Commission to lmvc really the
power of modified eminent domain, to go in there awl say "In this
case we find that t,his monopoly is standing in the wo.y of the basic
purpose of the n.ct, specifically today, now, stn.]1(ling in the way, and
we therefore decide to thrnw out of the window this risk capit,a.l
n.dvantn.ge nrnl the divcn,ity of innovo.tion advnntage, for Uie sake
of the higher gooll." B11t. I <lo11't think you can do that in general.
Now, 1 will just nrld. this much to thnt, that you also lrnvo, and
refiectNl in the langua.).!;e of t.lie bill, a fiel(l of invent.ion nrnl t.ha.t is
in the devices that lmve already been invented, tremen(lous n<lvnncc's
in devices. The advo.nccs were made because there wns plenty of
rr.oney around, o.nd this really tremendous purpose hurl 11> he accomplished, and they made improvements in filters n.nd p11.m.ps ancl
endless things that probably "·oulcl not have come n.ho111 in 20 years
in the ordinary processes of advancement.
Well. if those things are necessary or essential to thi· prodnction
of atomic energy, or even to its utilization, then Uw ( 'ornmission
should have discretion to take them. But !,hr.re' is no n•.n.s011 why
the inventor of those things should have to give a lii'PnsP t.,, his
competitor to make those pumps for general purposL's, nrnl 11.ll of
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. :them·have,uses outside of the field of atomic energy which I don't
tltlnk the Commission sµould have ahy right to interfere with. .. .. ·.
. Senator AusTIN. Have you the phrase- or paragraph before you
that you,suggest as a substitute? .
. .
. .
.
Mr. DAv1s. Yes; I have some copies of it here. .
.
.. Senator HtCKENLOOPER.i I wonder if we -can have. that printed,
Mr. Chairman.
·
.
.· ..
·
· .. .
· The CHAIRMAN. Yes; we shall, Senator, and it will appear in the
· record at this point.
. ·.
.
·
.
· ' · (The proposed substitute section 10 is as follows:)
·PATENTS

SEc. 10. (a) Whenever any person invents or discovers any new and useful art,
machine, manufacture or composition of matter for the production of fissile
material: (I) he may file a patent application to cover such invention or dis- .
covery, sending a copy thereof to the Commission; (II) if the Commissioner of
Patents determines that.the invention or disco-very is patentable, he shall issue a
patent to the Commission; and (Ill) the Commission shall make .just compensation to such person. The Commission shall appoint a Patent· Compensation
Board consisting of one or more employees and at least one member of the Commission, and the Commissioner of Patents. The Patent Compensation Board
shall determine what constitutes just compensation in each such case and whether
such compensation is to be paid in periodic payments rather than in a lump sum.
Any person who has heretofore made any such invention or discovery, or who has
heretofore filed an application for n.ny such pn.tent, or to whom any such patent
has heretofore been issued .shall ful'thwi th transfer all right, title, and ·interest in
and to such invention, discovery, pn.tent·a.pplication or patent to the Commission
and shall receive therefor just ·compensation as provided above.
·
. (b) (1) The Commission shall have power,.on its own motion or upon application of any interested party, and upon first finding that such grant wo.uld be in
furtherance of the policy declared in section 1 and is required in connection with
the issuance of any license under section 7 of this Act, to grant. (by right of eminent
domain) to any person 11 license under any patent heretofore or hereafter issued
of such scope, and containing such terms for the protection of the public interest,
as the Commission deems necessary to effectuate the purposes of this Act and
containing such reasonable royalt,y ,and related provisions for the benefit of the
patent owner as the Patent Compensation Board shall determine.
(2) In determining such reasonable compensation, the Patent Compensation
Board shall take into consideration any defense, general or special, that might
be pleaded by a defendant in a~ action for infringement, the extent to which, if
any, such patented invention or discovery was. developed· through federally
financed resen.rch, the degree of utility, novelty, and importance of the invention
or discovery,' the cost to the patentee of developing such invention or discovery
and 11 re11Sonable rate of return on such research investment by the p11tentee.
(3) If complaint be m11de to 11ny court, Federal, State or Territorial, alleging
th11t a defendant h11s, in course of the production or utilization of fissile material
or by-product materil11, made, used or vended the invention of any patent heretofore or here11fter granted, and seeking relief for infringement thereof according to
law or equity, the said court shall not have jurisdiction or power to stay, restrain
or otherwise enjoin (i) any acts so complained of which are within the s~pe of
any license previously granted by the Commission as provided in section 10 (b). (1)
hereof; nor (ii), if not so licensed, any 11cts so complained of until sixty (60) days
from and after service of the complaint. unless the Commission h11S previously
refused to license the s11me. If, during said sixty (60) day period, the defendant
shall 11pply to the Commission for a license as hereinabove provided and shall
diligently prosecute such application, the court shall not thereafter have juris. diction or power to stay, restrain or otherwise enjoin the acts so complained of
.unlr.ss and until the Commission has determined to refuse a license or, the Commission having granted 11 license, the defendant m11kes, uses or vends the said
invention in a manner not within the scope of said license or, h11ving done so in ll.
manner within the scope of said_license, fails to abide by those terms thereof
which are for the benefit of the olaintili. Nothing herein contained shall be
deemed to lessen or curtail the existing jurisdiction and authority of any cour~
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to enter judgment for damages or costs or to increase such damages, for infringe~ent of_ any patent, but the provisions as to reasonable compensation contained
m any license granted by the Commission, and a written recommendation of the
Patc11t Compensation Board as to the reasonable compensation it would have
establiKhcd i~1 ~he 12artic_ular case had application for a license been duly made,
shall be aclm1ss1blc m evidence upon the issue of damages.

Mr. DAVIS. Now, there is one question that I myself raise at the
bottcm of page 1 of this draft. I have put in 1Janmtheses the words
"by right of eminent domain," so that.the senteuce reacts:
The Commission shall have power
to any person a license--

* * *

to grant (by right of eminent domain)

and so forth. I marked that that wny for the very reason that .I
wanted to discuss at that point the question tho.t we have discussed,
-of review of the Commission's compensation acts, mid whether it is
necessary to put in "by right of eminent domD,in" I would like to leave
to the ln.wyers of the committee, or the committee itself, I don't know.
The words are not used in the earlier part of the btll and probobly
needn't be used here.
The CHAIRMAN. They usually "take" under the right of eminent
-domain. I have never heard of "gmnting" under it.
I Mr. DAVIS. That is right. The wording of the general provisions
on page 10 is·" take, requisition, or condemn."
Senator 1IICKENLOOPER. Eminent domain is generally considered
to be an inherent authority of government. I am like the chairman,
I never heard of it being used in this particular way before.
Mr. DAVIS. The way it gets connected with the word "grant" is
that the Commission. now shall have power to tD,[rn from the inventor
and grant to others.
The CHAIRMAN. Having taken, and taken under a legal power, that·
of eminent domijn, they would hove it legally, to do as they would
with it. I don't think it is necessary.
Mr. DAVIS. I don't either.
Now, there is one other point I make here. In the bill as drawn,
in section 10 (b) (2) on page 19, it says, "Any person to w horn any
such patent has been issued, or any person desiring to use any device
or process," and so forth, rnny apply for a license and apply to the
Board to fix an appropria.t.e licrnse fee. I foresee a great deal of
trouble, unnecessnry trouble, for the Board, if you say that any
patentee who has a pnt.cnt in this tremendous field can go to the
Board, because you will find n. lot of gadget makers who will be coming
to this Commission n.lHl saying, "I would like to have you now fix an
appropriate fee for !.he grant of a license under my pn.tent," and he
woulµ be doing it j11st to get publicity, recognition. I don't think
the Commission or the Board should undertoke to fix a license fee
until there is some reasonable prospect, at any rate, that the Commission is going to order the issuance of a license, ·or until there is an
application at least from somebody who wants a license. What I
have done in my rcclmft is this. In my section 10 (b) (1) I sn.y:
"The Commission shnll lmve power, on its own motion or upon application of n.ny interested pnrty," and so forth. 'l'hnt is pnrtly sidestepping the issue by lcnviug it to the discret.ion rl'nlly of the Commission to say whether this fellow is an interested pnrty or not.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. One more step thern. It might be well,
and would ~i.ill leave open negotiation between individuals a.nd take
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the patent compensation board off the spot, if the inventor of the
device that hadn't been turned· over to the Government, or was
considered to be under the supervision of .this Commission, if he
made a bona fide deal with some fellow that wanted to use it at a
certain fee, and then submitted it to the Commission as to whether
that would be approved.
Mr. DAVIS. That might be helpful. There is another helpful thing
that might be done, following the lead of U10 present Commissioner of
Patents, who has now set up a register in the Patent Office in which
people are beginning to register a very large number of patents available for license. I believe tho Radio Corporation has recorded all
their patents there. Now the Commission might. well maintain such
a list too. Maybe it is unnecessary to duplicate it, but people could
come and say, "I hereby offer to license my invention in this field to
anyone who wants a license, on terms to be fixed by this Board,"
and maintain a register of such patents.
Senator AusTIN. I would go one step farther than your suggestion
and make that" any person having a justiciable in1.<'rest."
Mr. DAVIS. Well, maybe so, Senator Austin. Yon have my point?
Senator AusnN. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. I would be very glad, Mr. Chairman, if the staff wants
to talk with me about this section, and finds any bugs in it, or doesn't
know what I am shooting at, or anything like tlu1,t, rather than take
the time of the full committee, to go over it wit.h the staff.
The CHAIRMAN. If you could, Mr. Davis, gr>t together with the
staff and see if the views can be reconciled, tlrnt, would be very helpful,
although I recognize that ther!3 is a basic difference of opinion.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. You·have a very different situation there.
I mean what you have been talking about now is about a patent
that I might secure and ret11,in, not about a patent that would be taken
under eminent domain or turned over to the Commission under this
bill.
Mr. DAVIS. That is right.
Senator HICKENLOOPEn. And yet it would have such an effect or
an interest in this atomic energy field that it would still be subject
to the control-that is, the end result would be subject to the controlof the Commission.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. That would be the only way tho Commission ·would have anything· to say about what I licensed Senator
Austin if I controlled the patent?
Mr. DAVIS. That is right. Suppose you had invented a pump for
liquids or gases, as they did in this development. Now you want to
go into the mnnufacture of that and you license somebody to manufacture that pump for pumJ;>ing beer in a brewery. The Commission
wouldn't have any interest m that and there is no reason in the world
why your patent rights should be int01fered with in that field at all.
It is only if they want to use it in the production or use of atomic
energy.
And I will say this to you: There is an idea abroad, genUemen-if
I could impress this on this committee as I have tried to do on other·
committees of the Sena te-tbere is a very natural idea thn t, nms like
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this: "We want to have this thfog freely and widely used to the maximum extent. A patent is a monopoly and therefore an impediment
to extensive use. Therefore, let's break down the impediment and
let everybody use it." It is a very natural idea but if it were a sound
idea the whole patent system would be unsound, and it is not just a
theoretical matter, it is a practical matter of actual. experience.
People will say to you, "Look at what a wonderful country the United
States is"-we all like to say that-" and what a wonderful job we have
done in invention and promotion of industrial things, gadgets, if
you please-Senator HICKENLOOPER (interposing). I .take it Lorenzo Jones has
contributed to that.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes. But I don't lmow what we would have done without the patent system. I do know from pmctical experience, over
ahd over again, that to get risk capital I had to have the patent, I
never could have gotten it without the patent; and that over and over
again a man has been forced into a new line because he was shut off in
some path by a patent. Those are real vn,lues, and it is those values
that make it unsound to think that by doing away with the patent
in a field you are going to increase the public use in that field. It is
quite the contrary. · The most effective method of getting at invention,
which is a naked idea-it is like a child at birth, it has to be brought
up, fed, developed, and kept for an average of, probably 7 years might
be a good average, before you get the thing on the market, it has got
to be taken ca.re of all that time-and if you open it to compulsory
Ucense, even on a reasonable royalty basis, you just leave it out on
the doorstep, you know, in the cold. That is what I have tried to
work into this proposal.
The CHAIRMAN. This objection occurs to me and I would like to
get your observation on it: I can see the strength of your point as
far as concerns inventions hereafter made. In other words, let's
assume that a new type of pump is invented next year and it has two
applications, one in the production of atomic energy, and another in
pumping beer in the brewery. Now, I can see a very good reason for
at least the beer-pumping function being protected by a patent.
How about, though, the situation that might confront us if, for
example, the Kellex Co. had invented, as I am sure they have,
certain pumps, certain apparatus, which was necessary while it was
working under the Government contract, and they now find that it
has a beer~pumping purpose. What is your observation on whether
or not they should be protected by the patent for the beer-pumping
purpose, having invented it under Govermnent contract to do this
Job and having been reimbursed?
·
'
lVIr. DAVIS. Well, that is a very difficult question to answer because
it depends on the contractual relationships, express or implied, at the
time the invention .was made. In connection with the Kilgore bill I
was asked to confer with those people, and I have taken the position
that any invention or discovery for which the United States paid with
its money, they paid for the research, should belong to the United
States. Secondly, that when an invention or discovery belongs to the
United States, it becomes senseless to talk about a patent at all
because the patent right ·is merely an emanation of the power of
government as an umbrella over the private citizen who owns the
patent, and when the invention vests in the Government, that emana-
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tion must be absoi:b~d iri the,.bod;, ;oliti~ and th~;;~a:cticala~p0ht,~~'
it is, the pragmatic aspect is, that YOU' can't administer and you can't
poli~ie;allyvi~ua!iz~ the Government granting a monopolistic righ_t.to.
i.ts citizens d1scrrmmately.
·
. .· ·.. · : ,,_: ,.:,...'..
The CHAIRMA_N. In this i:edraft have you provided any way to take.
ca,re·of the contingency which you have·suggested?. . , . .·
.. ,· .. ·
Mr. DAvrs. Only tQ. this extent, Senator: The bill as it w~s orig:.•
inally,.drawn omitted _to prov:ide for this compulsory license with
respect to devices peculiarly useful in the production of atomic energy,
or of fissionable materio.ls, and that has been correc·ted in here. · So
·. that the Commission in ariy case would be able to say, "Well, you·
must give the Kellogg crowd, or.somebody else, a license to manu,- .
facture some of these .things for tise ,in the production of atomic ·
energy."· That is only a part of it. Your problem is one ti,bout which
Mr: Kenyon; would know much more than I, because during the war
every contract of, research they made involved this problem. and
every agency of Government had a different policy as near as I. can
find out. The Navy did one thing, the Army did another, and so on.
In general the Army-and this is a· generalization with a good many
exceptions· to it-but. as near as I can general.ize the Army. would·
make a contract which assmed to the Government in perpetuity the
right to use the invention for governmental purposes, without cost,·
but left to the originator, like the Kellogg people, the right for private
use. I think you will find the bulk of them like that.
·
But I was talking with Dr. Bush about a case in which they made
a contract in some medicinal field, as I recall, for special research,
and. the results of the research were, by contract, assigned to Dr.
Bush,· as Director, or to the Government, but under a deed of trust,
really. That is, they agreed to assign them to the Government for
specified purposes. You will find instances like that.
.
·.
.· Now, the Kilgore bill provides, as it is now drawn, that any invention
paid for by a Government appropriation for research will belong to
· the Government, with certain exceptions, and those exceptions amount
to this-that the proc'!ll"emen~ ag~ncy_ can make a special contract
where the. COJ1tractor 1s puttmg m his own money, or where the
research is in a field in which the contractor has already put in a lot
.of money .. That is left to the discretion of the agency, the ageticies
· being enjoined, however, to observe the general policy of the Govern- .
ment that anything paid for by the Government, by Government
money, should belong to it. That is the present form of the proposed
· Kilgore bill.
.
Senator AusTIN. May I ask you if there is any difference in your
mind between the relationship of the Government as a contractor
to the inventor, and that of the private enterprise to the inventor?
Doesn't it all turn upon what the inventor's contract was?
.
· Mr. DAVIS. Yes, it does, Senator, but the law, as you probably
know, on that subject, is very trying. The law has always said that
a man employed by you to make an invention, which is a little indefinite to start with, but .employed for the purpose of developing a
certain field, if he makes an invention in that field, then it doesn't
belong to you but all you have is a shop right in it, and that really lies
back of what the Army did during the war so largely.
In the last war I was in a position, in passing on Government
:forms-I got in pretty late like everything in the last war, and didn't
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begin .to regulate anything until the middle· of 1918-but I found!
. patent sections that just- unbelievably differed.· I found, for instance,
. m m~ny of the departments of the Army; tl;uit the contracting officer
reqmred the contractor. to hold the. Government harmless against·
pate11:t infringement suits. In other departments of the Army. the
practice w~s exactly reversed, and .the Government guaranteed to·
hold the contractor harmless.
'
·. Then, as you know, they passed an net putting the thing in the
Court of Claims, so that you can't sue a Government contractor on a
patent now except in the Court of Claims. But it is 11 very complicated, unnecessarily obscure law, and I think I would answer Senatbr
McMahon's question by saying that this section that I drew up does
not deal with that, but if the Kilgore bill does not in itself cover this
field, then it seenis to me that 11 similar provision as to Government
research, expenditures· and patents, should perhaps be brought into
this bill. Indeed it is hinted at in this bill, as you know, where you ·
say that in fixing the compensation, the royalty board shall take into
aceount the extent to which Government money has been involved.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Davis, going back to your pill-in-the-pail-of~
water idea, for the purposes of illustration, I want to see if I understand you correctly, and if I do, 11 couple of the implications of it.
We will assume that John Jones comes along and is successful in
dropping the pill in the pail of water and he produces 11 small gadget
wh.ich conceivably might take the place of all local power installations
in homes and factories and shops. For a period of 17 ye,ars he would
have America in his back pocket, wouldn't he?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; that is what I tried to picture on a somewhat
larger scale in my electrical field idea. That is 11 situation where, if
it were announced today that the .General Electric Co.'s laboratories
had discovered something like that, it would blow the roof off the stock
market, because every public-service corporation in the country
wouldn't know where they were coming out.
Senator HICK mNLOOP mu. Isn't that pretty well taken care of in
this bill, though? In other words, under this bill the Commission
would have charge of anything that has the use of atomic energy
involved.
Mr. DAns. That is right, Senator. Under the bill the General
Electric Co., having made that invention, couldn't use it until they
got a license from the Commission to get the material. That is the
first step.
The CHAIRMAN. And the Commission couldn't grant the license
until it had made a study of the social implications and the political
implications of the invention and reported them to Congress.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Senator HrcKmNLOOPER. Traditionally that would probably take
a very long time.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, ·assuming that that would be the result of
the General Electric Co. dropping the pill in the pail of water, it
might very well take a long time, because otherwise, if you were to:
spring it on our economy overnight, not only the stock market would!
go "blooey" but everything else.
Senator AusTIN. What have you done here, Mr. Davis?
Mr. DA VIS. What I have done here is to say that the Commission,
at the time it considers whether to issue a license for use of atomi~
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material and to allocate the material to the General Electric Co. or
whoever it is, shall also have the opportunity to consider whether they
should impose upon the patent rights in that case this right to extend
licenses to others. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Now, in this particular case of your pill in the.,
pail of water, if you were running the Commission what would you do?
Mr. DAVIS. Well, my pail of water, Senator, was not something
that I thought of as replacing present installations, power installations. The other one was, the power plant. But my pail of water
was just something like you would sell to homes that didn't have
.adequate hot-water systems, just as you now have a little burner that
you put on the edge of the bathtub, or what-not. I was trying to
imagine something that was not necessary to anybody's happiness,
but for which there would be a reasonably good market, and in that
·case I would say, "Well, let him have his patent," if it was only a
patent on the gadget.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, as you have it written out you
leave it within the jurisdiction of the Commission as to whether or
not it is important enough for it to be widely disseminated, taking
the risk of the loss of-what did you call it, Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAVIS. Enforced diversity of innovation-that is rather a
mouthful.
The CHAIRMAN. Leaving that decision to the Commission?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
:
The CHAIRMAN. I take it that you are going to work with the staff
on this?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Davis.
The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 1: 10 p. m., the committee recessed until Wednesday
morning, January 23, 1946, at 10 a. m.)
·
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
.
Washington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a. m., in room ·
424-B, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman)
presiding.
_
_
,
Present:. Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Austin; Byrd,
Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Secretary, we invited you here this morning to testify on S. 1717,
and any comments that you care to make will be welcomed regarding
the domestic legislation which is pending before the committee.
Would you proceed in your own way?
·
STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES FORRESTAL, SECRETARY OF THE
.
NAVY

Secretary FoRRESTAL. I am very glad to respond to your invitation
to testify before the Special Committee on Atomic EneFgy of the
Senate,- limiting, however,, what I have -to say to the military considerations that grow out of the bill.
I don't believe I am qualified to express views on the other implications of the discovery of atomic energy.
I have considered the provisions of Senate bill 1717 as it relates to
the Navy. I concur in the over-all purpose of the bill, but respectfully suggest that certain changes may properly be made.
In its present form, the Navy thinks the bill is not satisfactory in
the following respects:
Prestige of the Commission is established by the caliber of its
membership. We think that members serving, to quote the language
of the bill, "at the pleasure of the President," would carry a connotation
of impermo.nence which would not be desirable and would also limit
the dependence of the membership.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the way you serve yourself.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, sir; maybe I haven't got prestige.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you have got a lot of it.
.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. We think the outstanding scientific and
industrial leaders ·might be unwilling to serve on these terms. We
think that the lack of an executive officer or administrator could
profitably be corrected.
71
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We think that while the organization of the so-called Manhattan
district into functional groups is logical, that those groups could
profitably be coordinated by a single-I don't like the word "coordinator" in that sense.
The CHAIRMAN. A general manager? _ . _
...
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Yes; an executive:,.in other words who will
bring together the functions, the actual working of your functional
committees or groups. In fact, we think the fact that there is no
mandatory liaison,or exchange provided between the State, War, and
Navy Departments is a gap. It seems to me, as far as I am concerned
personally,,:tliat this is so related, just as our µulitary power is inextricably related; to diplomatic policy; that certainly this' whole
subject is one that is tied very closely to the question of military
,policy and our national policy in the field of foreign affairs .
.We think that the fact that the Commission has no specific responsibility for the national defense, while at the same time it is charged
. with the development of atomic weapons, is not logical. · We think
that responsibility and the authority for development must go to-gether.
·
·
-- Fission·able materials are required, by section 51 subparagraph (a)
(4) of the bill to be distributed to any applicant equipped to observe
~afety,_standards and who does so observe thcm':regardlessof national
,mterest;
·
Section 9 (b) (2) of the bill gives the Commission the sole right to
determine what information is of value to the national defense. The
Commission has no responsibility in matters relating to national defense, and we think that that right and authority are therefore not
properly vested in that body.
Senator BYRD. What section is that?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Section 9 (b) (2) of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. That is on page 17, 8enatoi:')3yrd.
Secretairy FoRRESTAL. The positive recommendations we have are
as follows:
That there be included as an object, and a provision made for the
organization along the lines that were so successful in the Manhattan
district during the war;
·
- That a mixed Commission be established of ex officio and full-time
·members as follows: Vice President of the United States as chairman,
the Secretary of State, Secretary of War, il.Iid Secretary of the Navy,
all acting ex officio;
· ·
That four full-time members be appointed for specified terms-6
years in our judgment-by the President.
· The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me. _You have the Vice President, the
Secretary of War, the Secretary of Navy?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. And the Secretary of State.
That four full-time members be appointed by -the President, with
the advice and approval of the Senate, arid subject to recall only by
impeachment, and that they be eligible for reappointment with a
salary substantial enough to enable the man to take such a position
to be attracted by it, something in the order of what was provided
for the Justice of the Supreme Court.
·
_
We believe that the prestige of the Commission would be insured
by th~ fact that members of the Government were included in it,
men who are also responsible for the national security and for our
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international relationships. The full-time members would provide
continuous surveillance of actual administration.
We think, in addition, that that Commission should have an executive director or secretary, or call them what you will, or administrator
similarly appointed by the President with the approval of the Senate,
to receive a substantial salary and to be charged with the executionto be specific about it, the preparation of agenda, with distribution of
the information to the membership, and with the responsibility of
doing the dustpan job at the conclusion of meetings, to see that the
decisions made are carried out.
I might add that I think that is essential throughout our entire
Government.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the general manager?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Yes; that is correct. There should be provision for continuous transmission of experimental results through
Government and industrial agencies which have legitimate claim on
that kind of information. The Commission should have the authority
to establish safeguards, the authority and duty to establish safeguards
against the use of fissionable material in .a manner that endangers
health. That, of course, is obvious. He should have the responsibility of seeing to it that experiments take place in a properly pro-·
tected area, or sufficiently remote so that there can be no undue
danger of damage to the population.
·
From 1946 to 1950, in that period, unless the use of atomic weapons
is either abolished or controlled by international agreement of a very
firm and definitive character, we think that military application of
the weapon should be a joint responsibility of the Commission and
of the War and Navy Departments, again on the thesis that the
responsibility for the national security lies with the military departments, and that this subject cannot be divorced from the general
question of national security.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, let me try to understand just
what you mean by that. You stated that during the period from
1946 to 1950-I wish you would restate it, because I am getting a
little fogged up there.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I might read the entire paragraph. I think
what I read subsequently might possibly clarify that statement.
We think that from 1946 to 1950, unless tho use of atomic weapons
is abolished by international agreement, that the military a.pplication
of those weapons should be the joint, responsibility of the Commission
and of the \Var and Navy Departments. During that period the
Commission and the Joint Chiefs of Sta-ff should determine the broad
lines along which atomic 1vea.pon development is to proceed. In the
implementation of those decisions, the Commission should have cognizance of the atomic war-head d0sign and development. By that I
mean that part of the weapon which particularly is concerned with
the atomic energy application. It is, you might say, like the war
head of a torpedo. It should be that particular a.rea of development
and design which should be under the charge of the Commission, while
the War and Navy Departments should have the duty of the design,
the development and the combat use of the vehicle, and t.he weapon
as a whole.
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· · I!1, 1950 that provision should be reexamined in the light of int~t:..
nat10nal agreements and the current strategic and technical requirements.
·
Admiral Blandy, I think, might expand in somewhat more precise
language what I mean by that allocation of responsibility .
. Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, will we have an opportunity to
mterrogate the .Sec1 etary?
'I'he CHAIR.MAN. I am sure we will.
Senator JOHNSON. He is not leaving?
The CHAIRMAN. No. The admiral will go ahead here, and tbcn
we will go back to the Secrntnry; or would you prefer, Senator, to
talk with the Secretary before we start? I am sure either way it is
agreeable with the Secretary.
Senator JOHNSON. However it may fit in. I have no preference,
but I do have a question or two that I would like to address to the
Secretary.
·
I notice that he says if the atomic bomb shall he abolished by the
United Nations. I want to ask him if he thinks it is possible for the
atomic bomb to be abolished by anybody unless they are also able
to abolish war and all other weapons. The at.omic bomb is only one
weapon, and I should also like to ask him if he thinks there will ever
be another world war in which atomic bombs will not be used, basing
that on the fact that the atomic bomb is the most efficient and the
. least expensiye of all war weapons.
.
Secretary FoRRES'l'AL. It is obvious you cannot abolish. either dynamite or gunpowder, ai1d if you have war they will be used. My own
view is that it is quite likely that this weapon would be used. In
other words, I doubt very much-unless you can cure the fundamental
evil of war-whether you can sort of delimit an area for the kind of
weapons you will use in war.
Senator JoRNSON. That is also my opinion, and I think it is very
harmful to hold out the hope to the people that by some hocus-pocus
or resolution, or something of that kind, the atomic bomb can be
simply wiped out and forgotten and marked off.
Secretary Fo:tiRESTAL. I certainly wouldn't want to give that
impression, Senator, either to you or anybody else. I think your
point is well taken, but I am speaking for a military department,
and I think it would be a disservice to the military establishments to
have the impression created that we think there is no hope of ever
stopping war; I thinlc there is.
Senator JOHNSON. I think there is a hope for stopping war; at
least I hope there is a, hope, because of the atomic bomb, among
other things.
· Secretary FoRRESTAL. All we are trying to do here, Senator, is to
say that since this country has suffered in the past from the overoptimism about the possibilities of stopping war, all we are trying to
say is that you should have protection against the very thing you
have in mind. That is what we are really after, not to reach a wishful state of mind where we think 'that our desires will control human
action.
Senator JoHNSON. I am very glad to have that point in your testimony clarified, Mr. Secretary.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN.· I have a few questions, but I think I will wait
until after the admiral concludes his statement, unless Senator Byrd
or Senator Hart has any questions.
STATEMENT OF VICE ADM. W. H. P. BLANDY, DEPUTY CHIEF
OF NAVAL OPERATipNS FOR SPECIAL WEAPONS

Admiral BLANDY. I b~lieve the best ,vay to express what I think
about the Commission having the sole responsibility for development
of the entire weapon, in case any weapons beyond the atomic bomb
should be developed and used, would be to draw a parallel with the
torpedo. I don't believe we would want somebody who merely had
to do with explosives at the present time to be responsible for and
have full authority over the design and construction-and production
of the entire torpedo, when the Navy had to use that torpedo and had
no authority over its design.
There is general agreement, I believe, among military and naval
people concerned that there must be a centralized control of the production of fissionable materials so far as the Government is concerned,
and the research and development in connection therewith.
Wben it comes to the applications, the military applications of
atomic energy, I believe that the War and Navy Departments should
have a greater share in that phase of the matter.
The CHAIRM"fN. How would you set it up, Admiral?
Admiral BLANDY. In the first place, a great deal will be accomplished
by having the Secretaries of War and Navy as members of the Com-.
mission, and then I would have the same type of liaison with the
Commission on the part of the War and Navy Departments as was
had with· the Office of Scientific Research and Development. That
worked very well.
In the case of the Navy Department, my own experience was that of
Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance during the first part of the war. I
had officers definitely told off as liaison officers with sections of the
Office of Scientific Research and Development, and they belonged
almost as much to the OSRD as to my Bureau. They worked
intimately with the scientists who were doing the research and
development end of the work.
The CH)\.IRMAN. Of course there is nothing in the bill as it is now
written to prevent the closest liaison between the Army, Navy, and
the Commission.
Admiral BLANDY. There is nothing to prevent it, but nothing to
require it, either.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it a requirement by law in the Office of
Research and Development?
Admiral BLANDY. No, sir; but, on the other hand, they were not
given the sole responsibility of developing weapons. That responsibility still lay with the War and Navy Dep: rtments: The OSRD
was to help, and that is what I think should be the case here, with the
proposed Atomic Energy Commission.
But the War and Navy Departments, I believe-I probably should
leave out the War Department, because I am speaking only for the
Navy Department-should have the final word on the approval of a
weapon, as to whether or not it is adequate for its purpose, because
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. after all th_~o _!?-ave the ~w--all _g.utt.«?f._I?roviding fo_:i;__t~e_g~~Q~~
detense from l_l}!fa~_COI_J.~~-®-g>_ftil.fil.J!~e..H!Jiattfe-:-·---:.
The--ea:AiRMAN. Now, as I understand it, Mr. Secretary, you
advocated an eight-man commission: Vice President, Secretary of·
Wari Secretary of the Navy, and Secretary of State, and four full-time
members.

STATEMENT OF SECRETARY FORRESTAL-Resumed
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. To be for a definite term and.without confirmation.
That would make a commission of eight, I tttke it. ·
Secretary FoRRESTAL, Yes.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, as I gathered, your objections to the bill can
be summarized as follows:
(a) That the Commission should be broadened;
(b) It shoulcl be given a full term;
.
(c) The membership should be made up partly of Cabinet officers
and partly of other full-time appointees.
_
Of course, the Secretary of War, the Secretary of .the Navy, and the
Secretary of State would be limited in their period of time to the tenure
of the President who appoints them.
Secretary Fo:ri.RESTAL. Or to his pleasure.
The CHAIRMAN. But you say that the four full-time members
would have continuity, and you advocate that. You also advocate .
. the appointment of a general manager, fo.r want of a better term. I
think I agree with you, personally, on that. .
You also would like to have a specific mandatory liaison between
the State, War, and Navy Departments and the Commission working
under the bill.
-.
Now, as I get it, those are your objections. Outside of that, you
approve of it, do you not? ·
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, as I say, I have limited my testimony
to the military aspects of the bill. I did not think it was my province,.
nor do I have the background of knowledge that I think one should
have to go into the broader aspects of it, as regards the use of theatomic energy for industrial purposes.
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the Secretary
what the philosophy back of making the Vice President a member of
this board is?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Simply to identify it somewhat more closely
with Government and to raise, if you will, the prestige. I think the·
Vice President's office still has prestige.
The CHAIRMAN. They have a vacancy now.
Senator JOHNSON. Prestige is all right enough, but you are changing the function of it. The office has no function except to act as a
spare tire in case of an emergency, and now you are bringing the Vice
President into the most important function, as I see it, of government.
Secretary FonRESTAL. Isn't that a good thing, possibly to increase·
the scope of the activity of the office of Vice President? After all,
he becomes President.
·
Senator JOHNSON. Well, I doubt that we should by law try to:
change an .office that is set up by the Constitution. That is entirely
another question, however.
·
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I just wondered why you bring him into this picture.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, we have no pride of authorship about.
the suggestion. What we are trying to do is be sure that this Commission1 does not get set up on an academic and remote basis where
it is operating without relation to the other _parts of the Government.
The membership of this Commission could be the occupants of other
Federal offices, who could be suitably suggested, I dare say; but
· certainly the War and Navy Departments definitely should be on.
As to the Vice President, I don't have a deep conviction about it.
It is a suggestion rather than a deep conviction. The other three are
more than a suggestion. I think very strongly they should be on.
Senator JOHNSON. I think there would be very good reason for
putting a Public Health representative on there to see that nothing
was done that would injure the public health.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I wouldn't quarrel with that, but I would .
not want to see a commission which could say to the War and Navy·
Departments, "This is as far as you can go in the development or use
of these weapons."
.
Senator JOHNSON. Your point is, and I think it is very well taken,
that it is hard at the moment to separate the peacetime uses of
atomic energy from its wartime potentialities?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. That is right.
Senator JoHNSON. I think that point is well taken.
Senator HART. :Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hart.
Senator HART. Mr. Secretary, you of course are cognizant of the
bill with Senator Johnson's name on it, where the feature, as far as
organization and compositi()n of the Commission is concerned, lies
,!!1 P._.a,rJd.ime._pien. T!J:e I?.hJloso:eh:y ~hl!i~.,i_hat~.•Lt!nde,:.s,1;~d.)t,
1s that only m that_"'way can_ ~e.get certa1j).,_of_the_b_es_t_bxama.and
..lW{yr1~~toU:~t-C:h0Jc'.lifitr:lyd~t~f~JiJ~ <in, _tlii&t-Jl}'O ~lw-,_ 2_~c:_ause ~~e:y_ will
no__ eav.e...~!ilJ'-9-..eI- e s.o -emp1o~rnen- .
~ y q~Jf~!l.i~..<l.os~l.1- t4i1;Js~Jh~:t.it-~_'.__<~H1-i.}?e~_!t~<!xi_~11,1;>J~,-~nd.,prac~~ C-o 1nchillfa In th1s.Co:m!flI8~1~n... ~ ..se:::,t11;p ~~1:1.~e~::;-JY9.?~b.1J: a
mmor1 ty gf m.en on _!!:_ rart:: tmle ...!?.1:1,s.1s· al.9:[fg_ tll_e l,11:i_es _of_ tli_e: wJiol~
Co:mm1ssio1fas i't,voulcl~B'c c·ons·litiiTea·nytli'e Jolinsoif'Bill'?" '--~-~ - .-S-e-cTefa1·y·FoRRESTX'r::-~r'"£ninlrtltttis· practic·aBle.'wlalwa.ys think
in terms of individuals, a.nd I think that your point is well taken.
Undoubtedly it would be questiontLble whether you could get Dr.
Vannevar Bush to give full time to this, and yet it would he highly
desirable to have men like him and Dr. Conant as part-time consultants
or full members of the Commission.
I think there has to be some nexus of permanence that gives this
the charactflr, if the implications of this are as serious as the scientists
tell us.
Senator HART. I don't think it is out of your field, Mr. Secretary,
to ask you also if you think the employment of men of those capabilities a11d experiences in an advisory capacity as members of an advisory
board would be good enough?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. It would be very desirable.
Senator HART. Would it be good (lnough?
.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I would doubt it. I am impressed all
through Government by the constant interruptions, not in policy but
81930~46--pt.1~6
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in tho mechanics of government. This, after 1111, is going to be a
pretty important part, whether you like it or not, of government. I
think there has to be some continuity of organization that will provide, if yoti will, the factual background for. the men who make
policies, because I doubt if any man who gives his part-time attention
to this can follow it with the closeness that I think it will probably
have to be followed.
Senator HART. Do I understand yo:u to say, Mr. Secretary, that you
think the inclusion of the men on that basis, meeting a few times a year
with the Commission, with expenses and 11 fee of $50. a year, would not
be an advisable or practicable means of organizing the Commission,
in part?
.
· . Secretary FoRRESTAL. I doubt if it is possible to lay out a chart now
that will tell you how you are going to engage the attention and interest of such people·. They may have interest, but whether they have
time to give to this problem in the detail it will have to receive, is
questionable. I doubt whether you could get either Dr. Conant or
Dr. Bush. I doubt whether the limitations that are imposed automatically upon them by the nature of their present jobs would give
them a. great deal of time or allow a great deal of time to be devoted
to this project. I think it practicable to have them; !don't see how
you would escape having them. They are two of the few people in
the country that can speak with informed ba.ckground.
I think no matter what form your Commission takes, or what body
is organized to deal with it;, you will have to haverecourse to the advice
and help of those people. ·
Now, the tenure or character of their employment and how you
work it out, I would be reluctant to try to be precise about. I don't
think I have thought deeply enough about it.
Senator HART. That is, you would rather not give your opinion
right now as to whether those men employed in advisory boards
versus actual members of the committee would be better?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I am inclined to think that I would say you
would have to have both.
·
Senator HART. I have nothing further on that line, Mr. Chairman,
except that I wouldn't like the Secretary to be misunderstood. He has
mentioned Dr. Bush and Dr. Conant, but of course there have been
employed under the Manhattan district leading industrialists, also.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. That is another element which I am glad you
mentioned, because it is obvious that the complex which produced
the atomic weapons that the Army and Navy used. is a complex of
abstract research and applied research and industrial know-how. .
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, what we are really doing here is _
trying to set up what may be a new department of the Government;
You wouldn't suggest that the Navy be run with any absentee; parttime, come-lately advisers-"I'll see you a month from Tuesda_y"
stuff. You would want them on the job, and you are on the job; this
is your only job and you gave up your private business because you
thought you needed to do it to run the Navy; isn't that true? ·.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Y rn:1; that is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, in that capacity as Secretary of the Navy,
and overseeing the organization, you reach out and pull in such
scientific advice as you need?
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Secretary Fo:aRES'i'AL. Scientific and other; business and educational.
The CHAIRMAN. And that has been what has made the Navy the
success that it was in this war. Therefore, I assume that if we set·
up a commission to run the domestic problem of atomic energy, it
would be operated in a good deal the same fashion and the same style,
generally speaking. '\:Ve would reach out for the best advice we could
get on the problems they would be charged with. They would do it
better, don't you think, if they were on the job and were full-time
members?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. That is my view. It is my view, provided
you have the representation, as I said earlier, of those agencies of
Government that have responsibility for our diplomacy and our
defense .. I would want to qualify it. I would agree with your statement with that qualification.
The CHAIRMAN. This argument that you cannot get men of the
proper caliber to take a job of responsibility doesn't strike a very
sympathetic chord with me.
·
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Most able men, Senator, have many demands
on their time. I have certainly found, as I think you have, that the
men you want are alway,; in demand in many fields.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true of the secondary positions, but not
with the top positions. There is still, I think, enough honor left in
top positions in our Government to get good men. Otherwise we
would be in a bad way with the next Supreme Court vacancy; we just
couldn't fill it.
Senator BYRD. 1'fr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. Secretary, I was called out for a few minutes. Did
you deal with section 6 on page 12, the military application of atomic
power? Does that section meet with your approval?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, it has, provided that the nature or
constitution of the Commission includes the people in Government
who are responsible for the use of weapons and the national security.
Senator BYRD. They will be in the minority, won't they, even by
the suggestion that you madr in changing the Commission? In other
words, is the Army and Navy willing to turn this over to what we
might term "a civilian commisRion" to decide whether or not the
atomic bomb shaU be manufactured or used?
Secretarv FoRRESTAL. It is not.
Senator BYRD. Even with your suggestion, doesn't this bill do that?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, we were trying to suggest modifications.
Senator BYRD. You only suggest how many military members.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Four, the Vice President and Secretaries of
War, State, and Navy.
Senator BYRD. The Vice President. isn't a milita.ry man, and we
have no Vice President now, anyway, and cannot lrnvc one for 3 years.
Secretary FoRnESTAL. As I said, our suggestions were directed
mainly to getting into this Commission members of the responsible
Government departments.
Senator BYRD. Don't you think one of the vital questions involved
in this legislation is to what extent the militnry will be subordinated
to any civilian commission in the manufactnre itntl use of atomic
bombs?
·
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Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, we certainly.have great reservations
that.
·
.
,
· Senator BYRD. This section takes it completely out of the hands of
the Army and Navy, as I read it, and leaves it to the Commission ..
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Our suggested modification maybe does not
meet your point. It certainly is an improvement.
·
.
. Senator.BYRD. You suggest three military men; the Secretary of
the Navy, Army, and who else?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. The State, because this has a diplomatic
im.plication.
.
·
Senator BYRD. Three out of five. That still does not answer the
question whether this power of decision should rest or should be
taken away from the Army and the Navy who are primarily respon.,.
sible.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Possibly I am counting on the fact that the
authority and prestige of the people who speak for those responsible
departments of government could not be ignored.
Senator BYRD. Well, is the text of this satisfactory to you with
these other changes that you mention in regard to the appointment
of the Commission? That goes pretty far, as I read it.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I have sufficient confidence that if this were
broadened to include those individuals, I would be; after all, we are
trying to make suggestions to a bill to bring it into conformity with
the protection we think is necessary. I wouldn't want to appear here
just in a state of flat negation. We are trying to make suggestions
which we think will modify it sufficiently to give protection
Senator BY~D. To my mind, that is a very vital question that must
be decided. ·
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I agree with you, Senator; there. is no question about.it.
.
Senittor MrLLIKIN. May I ask, Mr. Secretary, would the Navy
object to keeping this under the exclusive control of the military for
a further tempomry period?
.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Of course not. It wouldn't.
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Secretary, I notice that you have an equally
divided situation here tlu·ough your recommendations, an eight-man
board. What is the reason for an eight-man board instead of an
odd-number board where you would have a majority vote? Perhaps
I haven'~ und.erstood your proposal, but that is the way I understand
OD

u.

'

Secretary FoRRES'rAL. All we are addressing ourselves to is the
desirability of getting military·and other governmental representation
on this Commission. As to its numerical composition, I wouldn't
stand on eight, seven, or nine, but I do feel most strongly, as I say,
that the military departments of the Government should have a voice
in this Commission.
Now, as to the character of that voice, its extent, it is for your committee to determine; but I submit that it would be, in the present
state of the development of this weapon, unthinkable that the users
of that weapon shall not be represented.
Senator ,foHNSON. Well, in view of all the testimony of scientists,
mostly, of course,· your position is absolutely correct. Up to the present
moment there has been no plan advanced here, even by the scientists,
where the military aspects of atomic energy can be sepn.rated from
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its peacetime uses, except the very vague ho~e that maybe something
can be worked out. to change human behavior, and all that sort of
thirig, and make it safe to close their eyes to its military uses, and
launch a domestic and peacetime use.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Along the same line of your thoughts, it is
.obvious that we have laws against murder, but people still have
revolvers, and sometimes use them.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Secretary, would. you advise that in our
own consideration of what to do about this thing we give very careful
consideration to the state of world affairs to determine in our owr.
minds whether we have reached a point where the important nations
can cooperate with each other peacefully?
.Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, that is fundamental, _Senator.
-Senator MILLIKIN. I had hoped that you would say that.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, I speak for a military department,
-and I would not want to give the public the impression that we think
only in terms of the use of military force as the only means of securing
peace for the world. I agree with your implied statement.
Senator MILLIKIN. I put my questions very carefully so as not to
embanass you in that particular.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. My hopes are the same as yours and everybody around this table; but we cannot, as I say, wish ourselves into
Paradise.
Senator AusTIN. Mr. Chairman, I have just one question.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin.
Senator AusTIN. Mr: Secretary, don't you think that this committee ought to keep a little something in reserve here so that if the
·Congress should set up a military department in which there would
be a munitions board, that the control of the military aspect of this
energy could be fitted into that munitions board?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. For the reasons that Senator Hart advanced, the industrial aspects of this development, I t.hink your thought
is an excellent one.
Senator AusTIN:· That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, and Admiral Blandy, too, if you
wish to answer this, on page 12 under the "Military applications of
atomic power," do you approve of section (c) of the proposed bill,
which provides that the President must give his consent and direction
each quarter for the amount not only of fissionable materials that
may be produced, but the amount of atomic bombs, bomb parts, and
other applications of atomic power?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I would like to respond to that first, Senator,
and then I would like Admiral Blandy to comment.
I think it is dangerous to assign responsibility of that character to
the President, which must necessarily be exercised vicariously. I
mean by that that it seems to me it would be quite difficult for him
to act under that clause intelligently except on the advice of some
other agency. Now, shall that agency be this Commission, or the
War and Navy Departments?
· If it is this Commission, that strengthens my statement that that
Commission should have representation from the security departments
of the Government.
The CHAIRMAN. No, Mr. Secretary. I presume the President,
being directed to exercise an independent pact, would make that
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decision from advice that he might receive from a dozen different.
sources. My point is that the decision to make atomic bombs and
bomb· parts is not a decision which any person. is going to exercise
vicoiiously. It is going to be one of the most, if not the most, important decision that he as President makes. I wanted to find out
what you thought of putting the responsibility on the President of the
United, States as to just how much we are going to do in the way of
making destructive devices.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I think it puts a burden on them which is
too great for them to discharge. I go back to one President who once
discharged, I think, his Chief of Staff over war plans, arid within a
very short time afterward we had to have war plans in the most
explicit form. That was some years ago, so it is not recent history.
I just wouldn't want to take a violent position for or against, but
now that you call my attention to it, I must confess I have misgivings.
on it.
I would like Admiral Blandy to expand on that.
Admiral BLANDY. I don't think that is· a very workable provision
from the standpoint of smooth operation. It is a sort of staccato·
piece of music to have this recurrent consent every quarter. I don't
think you could have much of a continuing policy on development
in that wn.y, but I do recognize that if the President is to have this
veto power, he could exercise it at any time-for instance, in response
to a ratification of an international agreement either abolishing atomic
weapons or limiting them.
Senator HART. Admiral Blandy, do you not think that it would
be necessary to divide that problem into t.wo categories, one, the·
the production qf fissionable material, which as we all know is a con-·
tinuing process and not something that can be turned on and off at
a moment's notice, whereas the actual construction of a bomb possibly·
could be turned on and off as we like. We cannot do that with the
fissionable material itself, can we? ·
Admiral BLANDY. No, sir. As I say, it would,,pe v:~ry unsatisfactory both for a development program and a production program .to
have this stop-and-go sign reversing every quarter.
Senator HART .. Can you not separate in this problem the construe~
tion of the bomb itself from the production of fissionable material,
which is a different kind of a process?
.
Admiral BLANDY. If I understand you correctly, Senator, you
mean that this might not apply to the construction of the bomb,
but only what we might call the atomic part of the bomb?
Senator HART. Well, we can turn the spigot on and off in the·
bomb assembly lines.
.
Admiral BLANDY. You can do it, but it isn't a satisfactory way of
manufacturing, of course.
·
Senator HART. Can you do it at all in the production of fissionable
materials at 3-month intervals?
Admiral BLANDY. I am not qualified to answer that, sir. I would
rather leave that to someone in the Mnnhattari district.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think othei·~testimony ho.s indiooted it is not
practictt.ble.
Admiral BLANDY. I believe so, but I did not want to put myself on.
record as being an expert in the production of fissionable materials.
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Senator BYRD. It was also testified, as I recall it, that if you
manufactured the plutonium, or whatever was necessary to operate
a great power plant, that that could be converted into a bomb in
3 months' time. You could take that same mass of material and
convert it into a bomb. That was 70 or 80 percent of the actual
completion of the bomb.
That is correct, isn't it, that the same material can be used?
Admiral BLANDY. I understand so, yes.
Senator BYRD. If you operated a power plant on a large scale, for
instance.
Senator H1mrnNLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask Admiral Blandy
a question?
.
I will put this question a little more concretely, Admiral. I would
like to ask your opinion on this.
Would it be more practical and feasible if the bill provided, for
instance, that either the President or some .other proper agency would
designate the amount of fissionable matetials or the activity of this
Commission for production for a whole year at a time, giving notice,
say, 6 months prior to the beginning of the production period?
In other words, lengthening the time of notice and then giving a
much greater period for production than snubbing it right down to a
quarter, each 3 months.
Admiral BLANDY. I think that would be a much more practicable
scheme.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. It is my understanding, from testimony
here, that it is completely unworkable to have quotas, at least if they
are varying quotas prescribed each 3 months, that the whole operation
and production program is just not suited to that kind of operation.
I don't know, but we have had some testimony along that line. I
merely wanted to get your personal opinion on the matter, if you
care to give it.
Admiral BLANDY. I think that would be, as I said, a much more
practicable scheme. As a matter of fact, through appropriations, the
Congress could exercise a good deal of authority in the actual production, also. That is handled on an annual basis-at least it is in
the War and Navy Departments.
Senator MILLIKIN. The Congress traditionally exercises complete
control over the supply and maintenance of our ordnance.
Admiral BLANDY. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes, and we do it under the Constitution.
There is no reason that has been developed why the Congress cannot
determine whether we are going to make bombs or not make bombs
in the same way it determines whether you are going to build a battleship or not build a battleship.
Admiral BLANDY. If it were placed on an annual basis, I believe
that would be the preferable method,· to leave it to the Congress.
Senator MILLIKIN. It certainly would be unprecedented to give
the President authority to determine a battleship program. It never
has been given. There may be some limitations or some delegations
of a certain amount of discretion in th.e matter, but the Congress la.ys
out the military program, at least in its broad outlines.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding
that in 1934 the Congress authorized the building of the Navy up
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to treaty strength, 5-5-3 strength, and put the procedure and method
in the hands of the President; but that was a specific proposition.
· Senator MILLIKIN. That was d1rect authority to the Navy to
accomplish a certain objective by a certain time. That is precisely
what I ·am talking about.. By the same token we could, if we wanted
to, prescribe the same sort of directive and the same sort of limitations
on the atomic bomb.
_Admiral BLANDY. I think it would be preferable.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I will say, Mr. Chairman-if I might boil
my view down to this-that with a thing that is charged with such
tremendous fantastic implications as this atomic energy, it is too
important a subject to be left only to the military; but I think it is ·
,equally fantastic to conceive that it be left solely to an agency in
which the military had no voice.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry I was late, but
I would like to ask the Secretary a question which I believe he touched
·on in his statement.
Yesterday I suggested that at the present time, at least, it was my
view that a1iy commission that is set up should have representations
in- authoritative positions of several categories. I might not limit
them to any particular ones, but to me science should be represented
by a capable man. The technical end of production, such as engineering, should be represented. Certainly, I believe; someone who
knows somcthtng about foreign situations should be represented.
I think the public should be represented, and above all, at least in
this temporary bill, most everyone admits that our legislation now
is· bound. to be temporary because we don't know what the future
holds; I think that for at least that time until we are assured that the
bomb will be outlawed among n!),tions, that those charged with the
national defense-which means the armed forces-should have an
equal representation among others.
There might be one or two other categories.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. You have expressed, Senator, much better
than I have, what I have been trying to suggest.
·
Senator HicKENLOOPER. I thought I saw a statement on that here,
but I didn't have time to go over it.
· Secretary FoRRESTAL. We suggest that the State, War, and Navy
be members of this commission.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. My suggestion of yesterday didn't quite
go to designating the State, War, and Navy, but at least that those
two fields of national responsibility be represented equally on this
,commission.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, our feeling is precisely as you have
,expressed it.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Secretory, at the top of page 12The Commission is authorized and directed to-(1) conduct experiments and do
·research and developmental work in the military application of atomic
power * * *·

Is it your understanding that that would be done by the military
authorities, or would be done by some agency that this commission
would set up?
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I would think it would have to be done under
the guidance and direction of the military authorities using, as they
!had to use during this last war, o.ll '°hr elrTYtents of technical abstracts.
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· Senator BYRD. It seems to me a mistake to leave any loophole here
whereby another vast organizatioh can be set up to do this experiment
and research work.
·
..
Secretary FoRRmSTAL. We wouldn't want an agency to develop
submarines for the Navy. I should think the Navy must have the
right to select its weapons.
Senator BYRD. And subsection (b):
The Commission shall not conduct any research or developmental work in the
military application of atomic power if such research or developmental work is
contrary to any international agreement of the Dnited States.

Do you construe that to mean that agreement. would be such an
agreement as would have to be confirmed by the Senate?
Secretary FoRRmSTAL. I should think that language would have to,
be examined and written very carefully.
Senator BYRD. I. certainly think that should be clarified. An
agreement with regard to the use of the atomic bomb is one of the
most vital questions.
Secretary FoRRmSTAL. There again, who makes the determination
as to whether it is contrary to international agreement? Where does
that power reside?
Senator BYRD. I think it should be written in there, "Such agreement confirmed by the Senate." There arc a lot of international
agreements, a great many that don't come before the Senate.
Secretary FoRRmSTAL. To reinforce your thought on it, I do not
know that there was ever a specific agreement about the way in which
submarines were to be used, but there was certainly an agreement that
was not kept in two wars.
Senator.BYRD. I, for one, would not be willing to set vast power
which may mean the future destruction of this country in any
department of the Government. I think there ought to be such an
agreement that would be, in its language, confirmed by the Senate. Is
that your opinion about it?
Secretary FoRRffiSTAL. I think it is a very well taken point. I
would like to think on it.
Senator BYRD. We ought to have such safeguards as we can around
such an agrecmen t.
Secretary FoRR msTAL. I will say this: You must not limit the
. development until the world has got the pattern we are hoping it
will achieve. You must, not limit or put hampering strings around
·the military responsible people for the development of weapons.
Senator BYRD. Does the chairman regard the words "international
agreement" to mean such an agreement u.s would be' confirmed by the
Senate, or some agreement made by one of the n.gencics of the Government?
The CHAIRMAN. I would think, and have taken the position all
along in my thinking on this and in the former bill, the first bill ever
introduced on this subject, that it would have to be agreed upon by
the Congress of the United States.
Senator BYRD. You mean both branches?
The CHAIRMAN. Both bmnches.
Senator BYRD. And not be in the nature of a treaty, then?
The CHAIRMAN. I don't see the necrssity for it, personally. I,
however, am one. of those who believe I would like to have inter-
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national agreements mtified by a majority vote of both Houses rather
than a two-thirds vote ofthe Senate.
Senator BYRD, I imagine you would make this to clarify that in
-one way or another?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I would be glad to clarify it.
As far as I am concerned, it could read, "Any international agree•
ment of the United States which has. been: approved by the Congress
-of the United States."
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, if the Secretary will permit me,
I should like to go back to the difficulty of dividing the wartimeuses
from the peacetime-uses of uranium or atomic power. The scientists
told us that when you used uranium for power, you were 75 percent
·on the way to its use us a bomb: In other words, when we use coal for
power, the ashes a.re practically worthless; but when we use uranium
for power, the residue is the very thing that we need to create bombs.·
That makes all the difference in the world, and so the two are tied
together so closely that we ought to recognize that fact in any legislati<;m which we propose, which we handle. ·
Secretary FonRESTAL. There is no question about that.
Senator JOHNSON. 75 percent means the ussembling of the uranium,
the mining of it, the assembling of it, the processing of it right up to
the point where all it requires is the chemical action, and then you have
your bomb.
.
·
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I don't know what you mean, Senator, that
at this time it is inscpahtble. Certainly it hasn't reached any stage
yet where you can separate it.
Senator ,JoHNSON. That is correct. We all hope there will be some
way of separating them, although nothing appears any place to base
that hope on at the moment.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. My own very sketchy . knowledge on the
subject certainly conforms to your impression.
Senator ,JoHNSON. I think.that is such a fundamental point that I
hope the chairman and the committee will pardon Irie for bringing it
up so often here.
Secretary FonRESTAL. That is why I said that the complex that
makes the bomb is the composite of abstract re.search and implied
research and the industrial complex that produces it, and it is not
-divisible at the moment.
Senator HAR'l'. Has tho Secretary finished his statement?
Secretary FoRRES'l'AL. I have, sir.
Senator HAR'r. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask him something
in a different and ,some,vhat less important field.
.
A moot question in anything tlrnt we do concerns the spread or the
nonspread of information on atomic energy and secrets vital to the
-country, and their various solutions.
The bill which my colleague introduced mentioned on page 5, in the
first paragraph, thedissemination of scientific or technical information, except to the extent already
Tequired by the Espionage Act.

I am certain, Mr. Secretary, the Navy Department has had experi·
ence with the workings of the Espionage Act, and my question is
whether or not you think that that act is sufficient, as of now, for
your purposes"
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··.Secretary FoRRESTAL. I would doubt it. I would want to refresh
my reading of the EspiQnage Act, but I think it is too elastic to give
protection under that wording.
·
' Senator HART. Can you go any further in that, Mr. Secretary, as
regards experiences of the last war?
·
Secretary FoRRESTAL. You mean the war just finished?
Senator HART. Yes.
·. Secretary FoRRESTAL. Well, we know that there has been dissemination, all right; that has occurred. But I think I would like to
respond to that in writing, Senator, because it is a question I should
not answer lightly.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I think, Mr. Secretary, it might be well when you
do that, if you don't think the Espionage Act as it is now written will
<iovcr the subject, to suggest what amendment to the Espionage Act
would cover the subject, because we have got to have, it seems to me,
some definite tying post, some place to start from, some base.
Senator AusTIN. Mr. Chairman, let me recall to your memory
that this Espionage Act has been before the CongTess many times
during the past few years, and very good causes for amendment of it
have been presented.
I have not been a member of the Judiciary Committee for about a
year, but before that for many years I had to do with that problem
as a subcommittee man of the Committee on the Judiciary. I should
think it would be a very troublesome thing to attach to this bill the
burden of amendment of the Espionage Act, basing my opinion on
that experience. I would advise against it, and think, rather, that the
suggestion of the Secretary of the Navy should be some specific
exceptions ro.ther than amendments to the Espionage Act.
· Secretary FoRRESTAL. I am inclined to agree with you, Senator.
I wouldn't feel qualified to rewrite or suggest the rewriting of the
Espionage Act, in the light of this legislation. I wouldn't want to
have that assignment.
Senator Aus'l'IN. It would be very difficult.
The CnAIRMAN. Of course, under the bill, Mr. Secretary, the
Commission has the power to write regulations imposing further
restrictions on dissemination in addition to those provided for, or that
might be provided for, by the Espiqnage Act. The only restriction
on that is that the President must approve those regulations and
restrictions.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. I must confess that I am a prejudiced witness because I have in mind the difficulties we had in operating prior
to the beginning of this war in dealing with Japanese observation.
I am all for the minimum amount of espionage in this country. We
pay a high price for a thing I think we should preserve, but it lends
force to your o bscrvation. Senator Hart, I know, believes more than
I that we could not enforce any of the normal precautionary measures
that you would take for the security of our fleet in the Pacific.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to call your attention to subparagraph (5)
on page 18, which provides:
(5) whenever it will facilitate the carrying-out of the purposes of the Act, adopt
by regulation administrative interpretations of the Espionage Act except that
any such interpretation shall, before adoption, receive the exoress approval of
the President.
.
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or course, it is for a lawyer to determine how much that permissive

1

authority would extend as against the Espionage Act itself. I
wouldn't know. The Navy and Anny have worked during the war
on the powers.to make regulations, and there .are plenty of people in
the hoosegow now because of your regulations.
Secretary -FoRRE'STAL. During the war,· Senator-not before the

w~
~
Senator HIC~ENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman• I ,might observe from my
reading of that it would seem to me that tliat section is not desirable,.
because you are putting into the hands o'f the Commission the inter-pretation of a criminal statute and making that interpretation in tutn
a criminal statute. It would seem to m~ that that is the province of
the coW't. The Espionage Act is a criminal statute, aud this says:
that the Commission can interpret the Espionage Act, and that then:
becomes the final statute.
The CHAIRMAN. The difficulty in the Espionage Act is the classi-fication of material that is subject .to it, and by regulation you could:
classify the material with which, if thei·e was any interference, immediately a violation of the act could be had.
·
·
Senator HICKENLOOPER. That is true, but this is a very broadi
provision indeed. It says:
(5) whenever it will facilitate the carrying out of the purposes of the Act, adopt
by regulation administrative interpretations of the Espionage Act except that
any such interpretation shall, before adoption, receive the express approval,
of the President.

That to me, at least, is revolting against a fundamental of criminaU
procedure and our concept of criminal law.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what the Army and Navy have done·
under the war power, and that is how they maintained their secrecy
requirements that the exigencies of wartime have demanded. 'That
is how they operated, and that is how they are operating now .
. Senator HICKFNLOOPER. Morally, I might approve of their action~
as a fundamental American policy of jurisprudence,, I would condemn
it in peacetime.
.
The mere fact that they have done it during wartime as a matter·
of necessity, as I say, might in the emergency meet with approval,
yet I think we are on dangerous ground in writing that in.to a permanent statute, a permanent peacetime policy of the American legal
structure.
Secretary FonRESTAL. I think, Mr. Chairman, that, after all, laws
and their enforcement.do react to the climate of opinion during which
they are enforced, and the atmosphere of opinion during the war was
very far remote from what it is normally in the American public
minds, thank God, in peacetime.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I might say this as further explanation
of what .I mean: The Attorney General has been given the right to
examine-and we assume that he examines carefully-various statutes
for interpretation. "Without exception, so far as I know, when he
interprets the statute he gives an exhaustive opinion of that statute
and what it means. That, however, is in turn subject to review and
determination by our courts.
This is an administrative interpretation of a criminal statute that
is not subject to the review and determination of any court system.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER.. .lm:t. t.h<> Pr,,,,_;r1,mt.,
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'The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no. After all, you have got to charge him
with this, and then he is going to come to court. That is for the
,courts to determine.
Senator AusTrN. Mr. Chairman,· if we should have such a set-up
:as I gather the Secretary of the Navy has advocated here, which is a
·sort, of council of common defense, that includes State, War, and
Navy, what would be the difficulty of describing the things proscribed
in some such way as this?-reading at line 8, page 5:
but shall not contain any provisions or conditions which prevent the dissemination of scientific or technical information, except that proscribed by the Council
,of Common Defense.

· Then it wouldn't be in a box of trying to interpret the Espionage
·Act, and would not be left to the limitations of the Espionage Act, and
you would be in a position to adapt yourself to the changing scene.
That is, what might be dangerous at one time would not be dangerous
at another time.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. In other words, you would make a positive
affirmation of what you could give out, rather than saying what you
couldn't?
Senator AusTIN. Yes; it seems to me so. However, that is just a
thought to work with.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the whole effort, Senator, I think you
agree, should be to get out as much scientific information as we can
without hurting the country's security, and I personally do not like
to put within.the hands of the military the sole determination.
Senator AusTIN. It wouldn't be if you follow the thought. of the
Secretary of the Navy, namely, you have got the combination of
State, 'War, and Navy in his picture here.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you mean the board?
Senator AusTIN. Yes; exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Not the Board of National Defense as you call it,
but you mean the Commission as made up?
Senator AusTIN. I am not undertaking to crystallize this into a
definite term. I made an illustration of a council of common defense,
that is all.
The CHAIRMAN. It has other applications than the thing we are
talking about?
Senator AusTIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions of the Secretary?
If not, Mr. Secretary, thank you very much for coming. I don't
know whether we are going to see you tomorrow morning or not, but
I understand that we have room 312, which is the Finance Committee
room, for our meeting tomorrow morning, and I understand that
Admiral Blandy is going to testify about the tests that will be made.
Secretary FoRRESTAL. That is correct, sir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, do you have any more to add?
Admiral BLANDY. I have nothing further to add.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the committee is through with you for the
t.ime being. We will be glad to see you tomorrow.
Admiral BLANDY. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. :Mr. Secretary Ickes.
Mr. Secretary, you have a prepared statement,, and I believe each
member of the committee has been given one. You can proceed, sir.
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STATEMENT OF HON. HAROLD L. ICKES, SECRETARY OF THE'
INTERIOR

Secretary lcKES. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am very glad to
· pay my tribute to the important public service that this committee is
rendering. It is easy to become hysterical over the real dangers that
are inherent in our conquest of the atom. A few months ago it looked
as if the urge to do something, no matter what, might saddle us with
short-sighted legislation drafted under emotional stress. , At that
point this committee wisely insisted that just because this problem had
such breath-taking dimensions, it required the most thorough and
painstaking analysis that the legislative organs of our democracy could
give it. As the resttlt of that wisdom, we are able today to consider
a bill which is carefully designed to safeguard the progress and the
freedom of science while maintaining the integrity and supremacy of
civilian government.
These objectives of S. 1717 are close to my heart. I am entirely
in accord with their major implications.
I quite agree that our national safety and our industrial progress
depend upon our doing the biggest job of scientific research that has
ever been done in the world; that we cannot leave that research to
private initiative and industry; that the Federal Government, with
all of the aid that it can get from the colleges and private labomtories,
, must shoulder the main burden of that tusk, while leaving free and untrammeled the road of private scientific research; that the Govern\
ment must be empowered to maintnin full access to all private scientific developments in this field, to own. all patents and materials, and
to control all military and industrial applications of atomic energy in
such a way as to protect the public safety; that at the same time the
Government must give increased attention to the social and economic
. possibilities, as well as to the physical and medical implications of
'atomic fission; that any control agency set up in this field should be
responsible to the President of the United States and not to an irresponsible supergovernment; and that whatever is done by such a control agency must be open to the broadest scrutiny and congressional
supervision based upon the regular and detailed reporting of agency
activities. A democracy cannot afford to keep secrets from itself.
If I disagree on some of the detailed aspects of this proposed legislation I know that you will take such disagreement as a part of the
democratic process to which the efforts of this committee are directed
and out of which can come something better than any one of us alone
could have devised.
Scientific· progress and scientific freedom are indivisible. That, I
take it, is the underlying theme of S. 1717. We cannot advance the
cause of science and civilization by making research a crime. Under
this bill it would not be necessary for a student of physics to secure
permission from an Army officer if he wished to discuss with his colleagues, let us say, the effects of nuclear bombardment on the neptunium atom. That cannot be said of some other bills which have
been introduced in this field.
We have often been told that the price of liberty is eternal vigilance.
We h.ave not been told often enough what the. returr.is on that investment amount to. I think that it is only timely to observe that we in
the United States today have the highest standard of living in the·
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world and our people today enjoy the greatest measure of security .
possessed by any people in the world, largely because of the freedom
with which scientists, explorers, engineers, and technicians of many
races, creeds, and national origins have been able to meet on our soil,
to think unpopular thoughts, to try out unorthodox ideas, to explore
wit.µ imagination and develop with ingenuity our natural and human
resources. From the days when the refugee du Pouts first settled
here, at the invitation of Thomas Jefl'erson, to the arrival of those
great refugee scientists who played so preeminent a role in the conquest
of the atom, Einstein and Fermi and their many distinguished collaborators, we have been not only safegua.rding liberty but enjoying its
rich fruits. I hope that the day will never come when·tlie thinking
of scientists is so hedged about with petty restrictions that, as happened in Germany and Italy, foreign scientists will not want to come
here and our own scientists will not want to stay here. And so I am
grateful to tlus committee for its efl'orts to maintain the freedom and
the progress of American science.
.
~
Let me add that I think that the dist1"nction is wisely drawn in S.
1717 b\3tween the realm of discussion and experimentation, where freedom is the only safe rule, and the realm of applied technology, where,
in a matter that involves the national safety and welfare so vitally,
social control is essentinJ. The control that S. 1717 would impose
upon the commercin1 production of fissionable materials and their
utifo;ation in industrial channels seems to me to be entirely justified.
If the push of a button can destroy a city, 110 nation can afford to
leave the button in private hands. That would amount to an abdication of sovereignty.
I said a moment ago thn.t this bill is designed to maintain the integrity and supremacy of civilian government. That seems to me to
be a matter of very great importance. The scientists who have worked
on atomic fission tell us that there is no specific military defense against
atomic bombs, and that within 2 to 5 years other nations will probably
be in a position to mn.ke them. I am impressed with that prediction
because I recall that in November 1941, shortly before Pearl Hn.rbor,
when most of the scientific and technological problems of atomic bomb
manufacture and even of plutonium production and U-235 enrichment
were still unsolved, some of these same scientists predicted that the
first atomic bombs would be produced between Novemher 1944 and
November 1945. They were right. So I assume that they may be
equall.Y right now, when they predict that other countries will have
such bombs in less than 5 years.
Yve hnve, t,hen, only a little time in which to nrgotinte with otlwr
nations for a security which cannot be achieved hy a monopoly of
knowledge or by specific military defenses, a security which must be
based upon the int,erna.tional sharing of knowledge and adcqunk international insrect.ion and policing. That kind of agreement can better
be achil'ved if the control of at,omic energy is in civilian rather than
military hands. I clo not blame the military for suspecting and
preparing for t.hc worst from all other nations. That is its job. But
you cannot successfully npgotiate an international n.grcement unless
you start with the assumption that it will he ndvr.nLagcous to all of
the parties concerned.
If you look at this problem of atomic energy only t,hrough military
binoculars all that you can see is the threat of future wreckage, to
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which the only answer. is more wreckage. Even the destruction of ·
enemy cities at the outbreak of a war would not provide an adequate
defense. . Presumably enemy storage and transmitting areas may be
located in uninhti:bited. sections of desert or ice or water, deep ~nderground and relatively immune from attack. If we want security for
our homes and our children-not j,ust the uncertain satisfaction of
hoping that in an atomic war· we might kill sooner more of the enemy
than they- could of us, we are going to have to gain that security by
working out arran~ement,s of mutual advantage with other nations.
Nor will .that job be facilitated if we make atomic energy control a
function of the military.
.
•
·
I suppose that there was a time when electricity was almost a.s
terrifying as atomic energy is today, and I am pretty sure that if we
had proceeded to treat electricity as a military secret we would have
succeeded only in retarding our development as a nation. We need
to have civilian control of atomic energy in the interest of the develop.ment of om Nation and of industrial and medical progress, as well as
in the cause of world peace and true national security.
According to an old Chinese proverb, the first result of a war is that
the adversaries exchange vices. I hope that the first result of our
victory is not going to be an imitation of the Japanese system in which
the military controlled industry, government, and science. As I see
it, that arrangement had disastrous results for .Japanese industry,
government, and science, as well as for the Japanese military. Some
of the bills that have been introduced on the subject of atomic energy
would take us a long way along tile road to Tokyo.
So much for the general objectives of S. 1717, with which I am in
complete symj:mthy. On the proposed machinery for achieving those
objectives, I have some doubts and suggestions to present to this
committee.
In the first place, I think that the idea of setting up an independent
board, unconnected with existing departments of the Government,
to handle the problem of atomic energy is unsound. Atomic fission
is too big a matter to be set off in a field by itself with a fence around
it and separated from the problems with which the regular departments of the Government have to deal. Atomic energy is part of
the larger problem of energy, and its development vitally affects
what we are to do with our oil, coal, and water power. Atomic
energy puts new values upon our public lands. and our mineral resources. It profoundly affects our industrial potential, our standards
of living, our international relations. If the departments of our
Government are to leave all of these implications of atomic energy
to an independent board of atomic experts, the established departments of Government-including the Departments of State, War,
Navy, and Interior-through which the Nation has from its beginning accomplished its important business, will be shunted aside and
our major national responsibility committed to a new and untried
board. ·This board would undoubtedly be or become expert on atomic
energy but I believe that it would take years, if not decades, for the
board and its staff to acquire a feeling for the duties and responsibilities of government.
In the years that I have spent in Washingtqn, I have seen a good
many problems arise that looked on their face as if they were brand
new. The natural impulse in such a situation is always to set up a
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new kind of organization to deal with the assumed new problem.
But in the end it generally has developed that the problem was not
quite so new as was supposed, and that established agencies of Government had been working in the some field. In such a situation it has
become necessary to set up a coordinating agency to coordinate the
new agency with the. old agencies and perhaps a few liasion officers
to coordinate the coordinators, and then maybe. a few top-level
"super-dupers" to get the whole thing straightened out.
Now, the development of atomic fission is a great scientific advance
which is bound to change the fabric of our daily lives. But it is neither
the first nor the last such advance. In the space of our national
existence the jump from manpower and animal power to steam power
and electricity, in the fields of production,· communication, and
transportation, was wholly revolutionary, yet we did not find it
necessary to set up a special Federal department of steam or electricity or to alter the essential form of our Government to meet the
problems thus created. After all, the form of our Government was
set to meet and conquer new problems arising from all directions,
many of them unforeseeable: 1'he matter of opening the country to
railroads and telegTaph lines in the last century, a task never envisioned
by the founding fathers, was largely handled by the Department of
the Interior. Other essential problems created by the conquest of
steam and electricity were handled by various of the departments
of the Federal Government.
It is easy to forget that the progress of the sciences and the useful
arts was one of the objectives to which our form of government was
expressly dedicated by the founding fathers. I shall not take the
time of this committee to rehearse the many great scientific and engineering advances that have been sponsored and aided by the Federal
Government. I content myself with saying that if the existing governmental departments that are properly concerned with international
relations, military defense, natural rcsomces, power, a.nd technology,
arc not qualified to carry on with the problems of an atomic age, they
ought to be abolished; otherwise they ought to participate, within
their appropriate fields, in the control of atomic energy. I therefore
·believe it important to orderly government that there be a single
administrator responsible to a committee of Cabinet; officers, appointe.d
by the President, carrying out those responsibilities set by S. 1717 that
do not fall within the jurisdiction of any single existing department.
If, however, in the judgment of your committee, it he essential that
the public interests have other representation, I would tl1,W...urge..that
consid.Qratio!lk.gi'\cfilL.t.Q..J;l!Jl.Qfiliab.li.si!illl.Qnt.9.W-QJJ,I.cl~of.J.J.in&uuern.~
!)ers~lucf!,lliWi..X.LQ.!'~~,h~~~~ ?Lj~p,ar~~.!lt.~~~;1.!~..l~E,~r: .. ~J1r:c~-.
1ii'ilii:r}Cnctent member>)._ I have alreacly- mac:1 o such a suggestion to
£IieICilgo:re'comnfft'feein connection with tho proposed natlonal science research foundation bills, and your committee mtLY wish to consider the application of that recommendation to your own special
problem. I note that one of the bills before your committee, S. 1557,
provides for a membership of five Cabinet officers, tho Secretaries of
State, War, Navy, Interior, and Commerce, and of four members at
large employed on a per diem basis. That seems to me to be a mistake. I~~e.r.s.::r~ pu_EFC':'....;!le!Ilber~.lh.,!;Y.,.J1hO.uld tic f\lll~tirne.&1;.!?J~c
w~~llfr~=t~u~i{~v~~~~~~l-l}.t~r~~~_Jilled

s~~~ei:=
------~~ ·------ ... ·. /· -~=-----~Y
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I -~~~1_j_go,~lhq~ 'Ylrn}ever._tl:1~--1!1-~~_!?-~sh_~P~?f the ~onkol a_g~ncfml1y oe, 1t ,is essent1~.I phat tlie Boarcl's··exe-cu'Crv-e=amfl'<?~-W,.,;.,_
izect Ill a smgle admm1~r_,.,,._ N.i'.ultiheaded boai·as 'are mie-to.r (IIS~ 10n, _ atliyina°'~vefl stmecrforjucti~iaTuJ:q'!iasl-1uciic'foT[ob§,,.
.. _ ill r~!LJ.Iiffi!1SY.£.lm,,:Pr~J2±~fili~w~§Ltlif-l1RU]]fj~_
won't: uo tlic work where you have a _1!1,SK tliaCJ;.eTq)Jl;l'es di;,~ye, 1mtm; .
tlV'e,_11.filL~&JJ.filiJ[@.§,Jl!l,EJ2KJ0..ITbJ!,~_epj;.r_a[!l,..iil)iQ..gty~)Iil~ S:£>ora1~g_.(IJ.e.<.e:ffo1:.t.fi_.0J_ ~g~,,,!3t.£!1!., A control agency: Gannot poss16ly
coordinate its staff if it'lS moving in two or three different directions
itself at the same time.
Other suggestions that I have to offer with reference to the provisions of S. 1717 go to matters 0£ detail. There are several points
at which the bill seems to me to need clarification or strengthening,
if it is to achieve the objectives to which it is directed.
·
For one thing, I am troubled by the provisions of section 5 which
make it a crime for me or for anyone else to own any fissionable material. I do not know whether there is any fissionable material in my
farm in Maryland. The geologists tell me that uranium exists in
small quantities in practically all parts ,0f the earth and that about
one part in 140 of natural uranium is /U-235, which is fissionable.
The lawyers tell me that my property goes down to the center of the
earth. It isn't very easy for me to figure out whether that many
cubic yards of earth contain any fissionable material, especially when
you take account of the fact that I would not recognize fissionable
material if I stumbled over it in the street. At any rate, I do not
think that I should be fined and imprisoned just because I may
innocently and unknowingly be an owner of fissionable material.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you are right about that,· Mr. Secretary.
Secretary lcKES. Thank you.
I suppose that the provisions of the bill outlawing private ownership
of such material arc intended to refer to packages of stuff refined in
laboratories and properly labeled. And I have no objection to the
provigions of section 5 so far as they apply to that, but I do think
that the language of S. 1717 is unduly broad and somewhat terrifying.
Another point at which I think the language of this draft may be
over<lrastic is raised by section 7 (b) which seems to require the
Atomic Energy Commission to give out fissionable materials and to
license the use of such matcrio.ls to just about any and every applicant.
I think that is all to the good, where materials arc wanted for scientific
purposes. But where such materials are wanted for purposes of
private profit, I am not prepared to say that anybody who steps up
to the counter should be entitled to a pound of fresh plutonium.
Quite apart from the rnilitury and international aspects, on which
others can speak with more authority, I think that such a provision
might have unfortunate consequences from the standpoint of our
domestic economy. At any rate, if I were a Senator I would want to
know more than I do know about the cost of plutonium production
and the economics of its utilization before I promised to lmnd it out
to all comers.
If I am correct in believing that commercial use of fissionable
materials is not an immediate possibility, I think that there might be
some advantage in leaving for future congressional consideration the
terms that should govern the disposition of fissionable materials.
After all, we can't solve at once all of the problems that atomic
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fission puts before us. Whatever legislation is enacted this year
must be considered interim legislation, to be amended when our
knowledge of the subject is greater .than it is today. This matter 0£
the disposition of the sources of atomic energy might.very well be left
for some other time when we are better informed than we are today
on the economic ramifications of the problem. True, that would
leave our legislation incomplete. But completeness may be a false
goal in interim legislation. I think, for instance, that it would be a
serious mistake to postpone the consideration of domestic legislation
such as is before your committee until tbe completion of pending
international negotiations. There are some phases of this problem
on which prompt legislative action is necessary.
.
One such phase, I may say, which is in no way covered by S. 1717,
is legislation amending the laws relating to the disposal of the public
lands so as to reserve to the United S.tates all fissionable materials.
This would obviate the necessity for the Govermnent's buying back
such material at a later time. I may say parenthetically that a suggestion for legislation of this kind has been prepared by my staff and
will shortly be submitted to the Congress for its consideration, and I
hope it will have speedy congressional attention because of the
urgency of this special aspect of the atomic energy problem.
Another phase of the problem that seems to me to require further
consideration is the question of byproduct power, such u.s is given
forth incidentally in the production of plutonium. Thus far such
byproduct power has been used only for such unworlhy purposes as
raising the temperature of the Columbia River. I am not anxious to
raise the temperature of any river, and I am not satisfied with the
provisions of section 7 (c) dealing with the disposition of byproduct
power. I think that whatever power is produced incidentally in the
production of fissionable materials should be disposed of under the
same standards that now govem the Federal disposition of power
produced incidentally in various water-control projects, such as those
constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation and t.110 Corps of Engineers.
That is to sn.y, t.l1ero should be a dcfinit,e preference given t.o public
n.geucies aIHl nonprofit cooperatives in the disposition of power
produced at public expense.
N ccessary t,ransmission outlets must be 11.uthorizcd in order to
effectuate this preference, and the Congress should reiterate its
sound traditional policy of fostering the widespread use of power in the
interest of the ultimate consumer and of avoiding its monopoly by
limited groups. Language such as that adopted in scci,ion 5 of the
Flood Control Act of 1944 would accomplish this end. Public
expenditures in this field should not become a disguised subsidy to a
few utility companies.
One final point on which the language of S. 1717 seems to me to
need some modification is in connection with the provisions for condemnation in section 5 (cl) (l) of the bill (at pages JO and 11). This
section as it stands is open to question. Some of my legal advisers
tell me that there arc certain forms of propert.y which arc ordinarily
not subject to condemnation unless expressly specifi (id in the condemnation act. I think, therefore, that section fj (d) (1) should be
amended so as·to cover expressly n.11 fo1ms of rral nrnl personal property, however held, including patents, as well as propPrties !l.lready
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devoted to other public uses by States, municipalities, territories,
(ndian tribes, or other legal entities.
Senator AUSTIN. May I ask you a question?
Secretary Ic1rns. Yes.
Senator AUSTIN. You say all forms of real and personal property.
Do you mean whether they contain any of the elements?
Secretary lcKES. No, relating to fissionable materials.
Senator AusTIN. That is what I wanted to find out.
Secretary lcKES. More important than any of the foregoing suggestions as to the terms of S. 1717 are those which may be directed to
what the bill as a whole fails to provide.
In the first place I do not find anywhere within this bHl any prohibition against the peddling of confidential material by employees of
the Commission. As I have already suggested, I think that one of
the good points of S. 1717 is that it leaves independent scientists
entirely free to experiment and discuss as they see fit. That is all to
the good. But somewhere in the Government there must be power
to control the way in which the products of Government research and
experimentation are to be made available to the public and to other
nations. This is a matter that cannot be left to the decision of individual employees. I think, therefore, that the bill might very well
prohibit the unauthorized disclosure of confidential material by employees of the Commission or by persons or agencies working for the
Commission on a contract basis.
There is a second point upon which the powers vested in the Com~
mission seem to me inadequate to accomplish the purposes of the
proposed legislation. The members of the committee are fully aware
of the extent to which our conquest of the atom was made possible
by the work of scientists who did not have the foresight to be born
in the United States. Einstein, Fermi, Bohr, Oliphant; and Szilard
came from Germany, Italy, Denmark, England, and Hungary, and a
host of other great scientists came to us from these and other countries. Their help was asked and eagerly accepted, in wartime, without.
much reference to the red tape and technicalities of our exclusionary
immigration laws and regulations or the citizenship requirements of
our civil-service ln;ws. It may be that on future occa.sions when we
need help from abroad we will not have a w1tr emergency to justify
detours around the morass of immigration hws and regulations. I
suggest, therefore, that the proposed Atomic Energy Commission
ought to have the power to employ noncitizens wherever necessary,
whether they reside here or in any other part of the world, without
regard to existing citizenship requirements for Fed.oral employment.
Senator AusnN. That would probably be subject to such international arrangements as we get into?
Secretary lcKES. It would have to be that.
The Commission ought to have the further power to bring into this
country any persons whose services may be required, together with
the dependent.members of their families, without regard to race, or
national origin, or any other of the grounds upon which we now
exclude would-be immigrants.
Under the present immigration laws we decide whether a man can
come into this country by looking, primarily, not to what he might
bring us for the future, but to his national origin. Under our gerrymandered quota laws we take the position that a German immigrant
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is twice us valuable as a Pole. We assume that he is 4 times as
precious as a Hungarian, 30 times more worth while than a Rumanian,
and 100 times worthier than a Filipino. We have, therefore, since
1924, made it very difficult for scientists and technicians to come to
this country if they had the bad fortune to be born on the wrong
side of the boundary line. Unless we are willing to sacrifice our
national future, as the Germans did, to a racial myth, we ought to
include in S. 1717 some provision by which the Atomic Energy Commission may be relieved, in its own work, of the incubus of citizenship
and immigration restrictions and set free to hire the best talents in
the world, wherever they may be found, to carry out its great task.
There is a related point that raises somewhat similar considerations.
We have been repeatedly told that scientific talent is one of the
precious elements in our national economy that ought not to be wasted.
Yet one of the distressing features of our war mobilization was the
extent to which we put talented physicists, chemists, economists; and
other teclu1ieal experts to work peeling potatoes in the Army and doii1g
various other chores, some even less edifying than that of KP. I recall
one incident of a college graduate known to me personally. He was
born in this country of Chinese parents, and he volunteered for service
in the -Army. He spoke Cantonese and several other languages. He
was put to work cleaning latrines. In my own Department it made
me heartsick to see talented map draftsmen, engineers, and geologists,
who were doing vital war jobs, taken out; of important war work and
put into uniform to perform tasks that others could do better, or at
least as well. If such situations should be repeated in the future they
might very well constitute a serious impediment to the scientific
work of civilian departments and agencies. I suggest, therefore, that
the Atomic Energy Commission ought to have the power in appropriate cases to co-opt employees of other a,gencies, including the military, with the consent of the persons affected, and to put such men to
work on the profoundly important activities that would come within
the jurisdiction of the :Atomic Energy Commission.
There is another point. on which I think that the specified powers
of this Commission are inadequate to the efficient accomplishment
of the tasks for which it js made responsible. Under section 1 (b) of
S. 1717, a major responsibility of the Commission is the tlissemination
of information to industry and to the public concerning atomic
energy. Now, the dissemi1mtion of information by a Government
agency is an activity that has traditionally been regarded in certain
quarters with grave suspicion. Accordingly, we have a considerable
number .of laws which make it difficult or impossible for any Government agency to disseminate information in an effective and economical
way. Take, for instance, the la,w which prohibits the sale of more than
one copy of a,ny public document to a single customer unless the
customer is a Member of Congress (act of January 12, 1895, sec. nl,
28 Stat. 610, 44 U. S. C. sec. 71); or take t.lie law which prohibits the
use in Government publications of any illustration "unless it relates
entirely to the transaction of public business" (act of .tvia.rch 3, 1905,
sec. 1, 33 Stat. 1213, 44 U. S. 0. sec. 118); or consider the general
legislative prohibition against Government pnblicn.tions "not having
to do with the ordinary public transactions of the 0xecutive departments" (act of March 3, 1905, sec. 1, 33 Stat. 1249, 44 U.S. 0. sec.
219 (a)), or the law that requires all Government printing to be
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submitted to the Government Printing- Office (act of January 12,
1895, sec. 87, 28 Stat. 601, 622; 44 U.S. 0., sec. 111).
· .
.
These are but a few of the many statutes which encumber the
;,path of a Government agency that tries to disseminate'. information.
During the war it was possible to find detours around many of these
statutes. For instance, The Official Report on the D!')velopment of the
Atomic Bomb Under the Auspices of the United States Government,
written by Professor Smyth, at the request of Major General Groves,
appeared shortly after the dropping of the first atomic bomb. That,
I suppose·, is because it was published by the Princeton University
Press and not by- the Government Printing Office. What the Comp- .
troller General 1s going to say about that, I don't know, but in ·any
event the report is out, and for some inonths it has been high on the
list of nonfiction best sellers. .
·
The CHAIRMAN. I can back you up on that, because we have
yet to get copies of hearings that wel'e held 5 weeks ago, completed
copies, from the Government Printing Office.
.
Secretary lcKES. It is illustrated ·and a book dealer is permitted
to buy more than one copy-even if he isn't a Congressman. My
suggestion, then, is that specific language be included in S. 1717 which
would free the Atomic Energy Commission from all restraints in1posed
by ex!sting law on the dissemination of information by Government
agencies.
·
Indeed l might go further and suggest .that there are a number of
other outworn laws which might very well be dispensed with if we
want an Atomic Energy Commission that will operate with reasonable
efficiency. .Take, for instance, the law which prevents Government
employees from attending scientific conferences, unless express
provision in that behalf was made in the appropriation bill drafted a
year or two before (act of June 26, 1912, sec. 8, 37 Stat. 184, 5 U.1,. C.
sec. 83). As I read the Smyth report; the process of developing the
atomic bomb consisted very largely of conferences, at which fragmentary iden.s of different people were brought together, and these
conferences w01;e generally arranged at a week's or a month's notice.
It was wartime, and I suppose that the Comptroller General was not
even told about these conferences. Or consider section 102 of title 5
of the United States Code, which declares that no Government
department slrnll spend more tlrnn $100 in any year for the purchase of
needed periodical publications. I suppose that some Government
official bought too many magazines or newspapers in 1842, when that
law was passed, but must all Government agencies suffer forever for
that indiscretion?
The woods are full of statutes like that, and, so far as lean tell, the
general theory of these statutes, as construed by that watchdog of the
Treasury, the Comptroller General, is that the use of o.irplanes,
motor-propelled vehicles, typewriters, bottled. water, and anything
else not used by George Washington's Cabinet is, prima facie, illegal
unless expressly mentioned in the latest departmental appropriation .
acts. You can readily appreciate, gentlemen, that an Atomic Energy
Commission might not find its work facilitated by these statutes. I
think it would be a good idea to exempt such a commission from all
laws governing public. purchases, contracts, and expenditures, whenever the Commission determims that compliance with such laws would.
be:incompatible with the public interest.
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I have emphasized what I conceive to be mistakes of commission
and omission. These are for the most part relatively minor. I cannot
conclude without saying that, _in my opinion, the accomplishment of
the basic objectives which you have set out in S. 1717 is essential to
the maintcmrnce of our democrncy and to our future well-being and
security as 11 nation.
.
Senator HART. Mr. Secretary, referring to the early part of your
stittement, there is one thing I would like to understand.
.
Do you personally believe that we should now disclose all of the
secrets which remain to us in connection with the atomic bomb?
Secretary lcKES. Should disclose them?
Senator HART. Yes; to everyone.
Secretary lcKES. Well, I wouldn't say to everyon·e. If it means
should we disclose them to the nations that fought with us to win
the war, I would say "Yes."
.
Senator HART. That is, you would disclose every last remaining
secret which we now have?
Secretary ICKES. I ·would.
Senator HAR'!.'. In your statement, at the bottom of page 5, you say:
Nor will that job be facilitated if we make atomic energy control a function of
the military.

Secretary lcKES That is right ..
Senator HAR'!.'. Wb.o has proposed that we do?
Secretary ICirns. Well, I have seen various suggestions to that
effect. I may be misinformed, but even if it isn't proposed, I would
like to put in the negative anyhow, Senator.
Senator HART. There is no such proposal before this committee.
Secretary Ic1rns. Then that is all to the good.
Senator HART. I have nothing further.
Secretary lcKES. Perhaps I cried before I was hurt, but I don't
want to be hurt.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions of the Secretary?
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. Clearing up the Secretary's statement a
moment a.go that he would disclose the secrets of atomic energy, is that
all the secrets we have including the making of the bomb to the
nations that fought on our side during the war, and would that be
prior to the arrival of any agreements for the outlawing of the weapon?
Secretary lcKES. That is a matter of international negotiation that
I am not competent, and certainly not disposed, to discuss. That is a
matter of international agreement.
Senator H1c1rnNLOOPER. I was merely attempting to get straight
in my mind as to when you would make this disclosure. Frankly, I
feel that there are some disclosures which shoulcl not be made until
we get satisfactory agreements.
Secretary Ic1rns. I might agree with you, Senator.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I wouldn't want to go out now and just
bare our bosom to the world.
Secretary Ic1rns. I am the last man in Washington to attempt to
, invade the jurisdiction of the State Department. A Member of
·Congress may do so, but I may not.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. On page 9 of your statement I have a little
difficulty in reconciling the recommendation of the Secretaries of State,
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War, Navy, Interior, and Commerce as members, where you refer to
the provision in one of the bills-Secretary Icrrns (interposing). I don't recommend that provision.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER (continuing) --tha.t those officers, together with four members at large, be employed. Then you criticize
the employment of the per diem members on the basis that they would
not be devoting their full time and energy to the commission.·
To me, that doesn't quite square with the·fact that the Secretaries
of State, War, Navy, and Interior apparently are approved on that
Commission, but they certainly have other duties besides the atomic
energy, and would be devoting only a small percent of their time.
Secretary IcKES. But they have no duties outside of duties to the
Government, which I think is a very valid distinction; and your per
diem members, if they should be appointed, would have only that
specified duty to the Government intermingled with personal and
private business duties of their own.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, in this statement that you made
here today, you stress the necessity for civilian control,. which you
believe is exemplified in S. 1717.
Now, the War Department prepared a bill which was the subject
of hearings over in the House. It was introduced by Mr. May on
request, and Senator Johnson was acting as Chairman of the Military
Affairs hearing by request. That bill required that there be part-time
directors, and provided for full-time general managers, with a specific
exemption from the statute which requires that no military men may
at the same time hold civilian jobs. In other words, it was claimed
by some-and I want to find out if you agree with that thoughtthat the purpose was to have absentee directors and full..,time military
operators.
Now, that bill is before the committee at this time. Is that the
bill that you had reference to, or the suggestion that you had reference
to, for milital'y emphasis rather than civilim1 emphasis in the control
of this matter?
Secretary IcKES. Y cs; I would oppose that provision in any bill.
I think we would be taking a long step away from the road of civilian
control of our Government that we have traveled si11ce the Constitution was ·adopted.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, for being
here.
'l'he committee will meet at 10 tomorrow morning, on the Navy test.
(Thereupon, at 12:05 p. m. the committee adjourned until 10 a. m.,
Thursday, Jamtary 24, 1945. 1 )
·
1 For Admiral Blandy's statement on Junnnry 24, see pt. 4 of tl,c hearings on atomic energy, The hearIng on that day was not part of the series of bearings on s. 1717,
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FRIDAY, .JANUARY 25, 1946

UNITED STATES' SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,.__
,
Washington, u. 0.
The special committee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to adjoutnment,
in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chair7
man) presiding.
·
·
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Austin, Millikin,
Hickenlooper, and Hart.
. Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
It is my understanding .that Dr. Hutchins, Dr. Gustavson, Dr.
Redfield, and Professor Levi of Chicago are going to give us an hour's
pre~ent11;tion-t~iat was the aip-eem.ent .that was made with them-of
their pomt of view on domestic leg1slat10n.
I understand that they would prefer not to be interrupted by questions until they have finished, if that is agreeable to the committee.
Maybe an hour is too much. As I understand it, you gentlemen
will take about 40 minutes, the members qf the staff tell me. So,
gentlc~en, you may proceed.

i
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT M. HUTCHINS, CHANCELOR OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Dr. HUTCHINS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my associates whom I present today arc Robert Redfield, professor
of anthrol)ology and dean of the division of the social sciences; R. G.
Gustavson, professor of chemistry and vice president and dean of
faculties; and Edward H. Levi, professor of law, for 5 years special
assistant to the Attorney GenerPl.
.
·
The university with which we are connected was a major center of
the research leading to the atomic bomb. The university has organized three new institutes to continue atomic research on a large sea.le.
All of us have been for some 'time concerned wi.th the problems before
this committee. I1;1 my own case I have been involved in these problems since the beginning of the research on the atomic bomb, even
before the inception of the Mnnhattan project.
The issue before the committee is the most important before the
Congress. It is far more important than the Pearl Harbor investigation, important as that is; for this committee is concerned with
the future of civilization and not merely with inc.idents, however
lurid, in the past.
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The issue bef<;>re this committee is more important than the labor
disputes that are now going on, important as they are. Nobody
supposes that these disputes can wreck the United States, no matter
how much they may retard its progress. The policy adopted by this
committee may determine the fate of our country, and even of the
world.
:
Compared with the issue before this committee, such questions as
balancing the Budget, adopting peacetime conscription, or even the
rate of demobilization of the armed forces pale into insignificance.
We know that civilization cannot outlive an atomic war. We know
that the decisions of this committee will go far toward deciding
whether we are to have an atomic war. It is not too much to soy,
therefore, that .the deliberations of this committee may determine
whether or not civilization shall survive.
Any legislation in the field of atomic energy must be based on the
assumption that war will in some way or other be averted. We cannot assume that there is going to be o war and then try to frame domestic legislation on that assumption. The assumption that there is going
to be a war would lead to the conclusion that we had better start the
war this morning, because only this morning can we be sure of having
supremacy in atomic bombs.
·
No plans for atomic energy, and no plans for anything else, for that
matter, can be made on the supposition that we are going to have
war. Any war we have will be so destructive that no plans can be
carried out. We must plan in the conviction that we can defeat war
and develop atomic energy in a world at peace.
It is therefore apparent that in this field there can be no solely
domestic legislation. Any legislation must subordinate domestic
use to international agreements. We must assume that such agreements can be reached and that they will be kept.- Any legislation
must be such as to reassure other nations as to the peaceful intentions
of the United States. For this country to announce by way of
domestic legislation, for example, that it regards atomic energy as a
weapon would justify the felirs of other countries and lead them to
suppose that the United States intends to dominate the world by
force. Any domestic legislation about atomic energy must fit into
the general plans which this country adopts to promote peace.
These considerations lead to the conclusion that any legislation in
the field of atomic energy must contemplate an unusuo.l degree of
governmental control. The Government must know all about all
developments at all times, because of the international ramifications
of any development at any time. This discovery is the most important since the discovery of fire. Its social, economic, military, and
political consequences cannot now be foreseen. We know that we
cannot play with fire, even after 5,000 years of experi:µientation with
it. This discovery is infinitely more dangerous than fire. The people
of the United States must plan to develop this discovery for the benefit
of the world· they must plan to protect the ·world n.gainst it. This
matter is to~ serious to be left to the casual activities of individual
enterprisers.
Consideration of the international aspects of the problem also leads
to the conclusion that this discovery should be rlevcloped under the
auspices of civilian rather than military reprrsentativrs of the Government. The surest and clearest way to prove to the world that we
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regard atomic power as a weapon is to place control of it in the hands
of the armed forces.
,
Here I do not enter upon the fitness of the armed forces to promote
scientific research or to deal with. scientific workers or to develop the
peacetime uses, such as the medical uses, of atomic energy. I wish
to emphasize the general alarm that would spread thrqugh the world if
we proclaimed that the military Were .in charge of atomic energy in
the United States.
·
Although we have to accept an unusual kind of governmental inter•
ference in developing atomic energy, the limitations imposed by such
interference need not be seriously restrictive, not nearly so restrictive
as those imposed by the Army during the war. The secrecy require.
ments of the Manhattan engineer district were excessive even in war·
time and were, I believe, detrimental to the project.
A country like ours will profit by the freest exchange of scientific
information, for we have the technical skill and the resources to make
the most of any ideas that appear anywhere in the world. Even from
the standpoint of future military security, therefore, secrecy require•
me.nts should be reduced to the minimum. Certainly all basic
scientific information should be free.
There are already on the statute books enough laws to prevent the
treasonable revelation of military secrets.
· We must agree, however, that this discovery is so important and so
dangerous that the people through their elected representatives must
supervise its development. This discovery cannot be allowed to get
out·of hap.d~ Since we have here an unprecedented force, we must
reconcile ourselves to unprecedented methods of dealing with it.
Mr. Redfield, Mr. Chairman.

..

STATEMENT OF DR .. ROBERT REDFIELD, DEAN, SOCIAL SCIENCES
DIVISION, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
.

Dr. REDFIELD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
in legislating about atomic energy the paramount consideration is
peace. Whatever else a bill may accomplish, it must provide condi•
tions that make war loss probable. Ono test it must meet before it is
measured by any other: Does it increase the chances of enduring
peaTche?e eff ect1veness
·
· w1'th pro d uc t'·10n of energy
·
of t h e ·bill·m connection
and with development and research is to be tested within the framework of the bill as a measure for the peace of the world, and subord•
inate to this first consideration. This is because today we face an
absolute necessity to prevent another war.
·
·
For the first time in history tho necessity to/revent another war
is absolute because we can no longer look forwar to both war and the
preservation of out civilization. Before atomic energy a nation could
plan to advance human progress with or without a great war. Then
one could say, let us try to avert a war, but if war cannot be averted,
let .us fight the war and also go forward with the work of civilization.
We have just fought a great war, and in spite of the immense cost
of victory we feel that victory was worth the cost.
That war was the last such major war. Now a great war will not
leave even the victorious nation with enough to enable it to go
forward with the work of civilization.
·

·,
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The committee has heard convincing testimony as to the immense
increase in destructiveness made possible by the new weapons. A
major war with atomic weapons would destroy both combatants as
leaders of civilization. It is this fact which makes the prevention of
another war the paramount consideration in the control of atomic
energy.
The bill that will command our support is not a bill which makes
for both war and peace, for peace maybe, but if not, then war. It is
a bill which makes for peace.
In legislating about atomic energy, domestic and international issues
are inseparable. Any bill that can be drawn will affect the chances
of war or peace. What this Nation does with regard to atomic energy
will be looked to by every nation in the world as a guide post to the
future. If it appears that this Nation plans for war, other nations
will plan for war. If it appears that this Nation puts peace first,
beyond other considerations, then other nations will be disposed to
join us in making that peace.
Any bill in this Congress about atomic energy is a major act in
international affairs. It may be a decisive act in the choices that
lead to war or to peace.
Peace is made through confidence between peoples and through
agreement between nations. It is threatened by secrecy, endangered
by suspicion and ,put in grave peril in a race of armaments. Therefore, that bih about atomic energy makes for peace which promotes
candor and confidenee and which checks a race of armaments.
What are the features of a bill about atomic energy that will have
these effects?
In the first place, such a bill will treat atomic energy as an instrument for the advancement of human welfare. It will encourage in
every way development and research for medical and industrial uses.
On the other hand, it will provide means· whereby the use of atomic
energy in the manufacture of bombs may be quickly brought to a
halt. To encourage the peaceful uses of atomic energy it will provide
for the utmost freedom in the exchange of scientific knowledge. It
will offer scientists in all parts of the world opportunity to join with
scientists of the country in the extension of knowledge in this field
with the least possible secrecy regulation. It will take control of
atomic energy from military authorities and put such control, and the
bombs themselves, into the hands of civilian authorities.
In the second place, a good bill will provide for such governmental
control of both development and production as will demonstrate the
readiness of this country to enter into international a.groements for
the reduction of armaments a.nd the control of war and which will
make it possible for this country quickly to meet such agreements.
It will do this by providing governmental control over the source
materials of atomic energy, and over the manufact_ure of all products
at all closely connected with atomic weapons.
It will provide a system of inspection of plants, facilities, and
laboratories which will maintain this control and will show determination to explore the possibilities of world-wide inspection as a
part of atomic energy control through international agreements.
It will maintain these controls for the furtlrnr reason that there
must be no suspicion that private interests arc concerned in the
manufacture of atomic weapons. The bill must be a statement to
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the people of the world that this· country is determmed that atomic
bombs shall never be used again.
To realize this determination may require a degree of interference
with industrial development of atomic energy beyond that which has
been called for in connection with previous discoveries. No private
interest deserves consideration if it stands in the way of a peaceful
utilization of the new energy. If, to bar military uses, it is necessary
· to modify the special patterns of commercial development or regulation of development that have prevailed in metals, electricity, fuels,
and plastics, we must modify them. For atomic energy is a new
beginning, or it is an ending, and to make it a new beginning we dare
not be bound by the past.
To realize the determination that atomic energy shall be only a
benefit it is further necessary that the bill provide the people with
unclcrst!l-1;din~ of. the. consequences of its use. I~s social, economic
and political 1mphcat10ns are so vast and far-reaching that we cannot
allow the impact of the changes it will bring to fall upon society as
they may happen to fall. This is a change in technology that can
destroy civilization or make it over, and therefore the effects of its
development on industry, on prices, on leisure and its uses, on government and community life, must be studied as they occur and
even before they occur. Social science recognizes in this physical
event the initiator of changes in human living perhaps greater than
have occurred before, and swifter.
We must have, therefore, the foresight which social science adds to
the guesses of common sense, and therefore the bill must provide for
study and report of the implications of atomic energy for society. Of
these implications the most immediate are those political consequences which make for an ultimately destructive war, or for peace.
To prevent war and to promote peace the bill must, in first instance,
be shaped.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Mr. Gustavson, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MILLIKIN. Dr. Gustavson is from my own university.
He is a man highly esteemed in Colorado. We all loved him very
much and hated to see him leave, but are glad to see him in such appropriate surroundings.
The CHAIRMAN. It becomes incumbent upon me to say that the
first time I saw Dr. Hutchins he was dean of the Yale Law School and
had me on the carpet. He; as you can see, wasn't much older than
I was at the time. I submitted gracefully to his kind attention.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I believe the only credit we can take is
that we join Illinois across the Mississippi River.
Senator JonNsoN. Senator, I want to congratulate Illinois on
,getting Dr .. Gustavson. I recall that when I was Governor of Colorado I tried very hard to have Dr. Gustavson made the president of
the agricultural college at Fort Collins, and I concur in everything
that my colleague, Senator Millikin, said about him. We have
suffered a very great loss in losing Dr. Gustavson, and our loss is
Illinois' gain.
Dr. GusTAVSON. You are very kind, Senator Johnson.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't know what you are going to say, but I
,certainly am deeply interested now.
·
. .
Dr. GusTAVSON. The proper thing for me to do is bow out, I think.
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STATEMENT OF DR. REUBEN G. GUSTAVSON, VICE PRESIDENT
AND DEAN OF THE FACULTIES, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
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Dr. GusTAVSON. It is difficult to throw off the psychology of war
when thinking about atomic energy. If we succeed in developing an
international organization which will decrease to a very great extent
the possibility of a war with atomic bombs, then it is indeed possible
to contemplate marvelous developments in the fields of science and
industry as a result of the discoveries in the field of nuclear physics
and nuclear chemistry. If we foil to establish such an organization
internationally and an atomic bomb armament race is the result,
t.hen it i!" hard for me to believe that the kind of life it will be possible
to live, namely, one of constant fear, is worth being concerned about.
Naturally we first think of atomic energy in terms of useful power.
Atomic power is a reality. Energy can be liberated in the form of
heat at any temperature we desire. It is now possible to liberate
this energy under conditions that can be carefully controlled. It is
possible to regulate the rate at which energy is liberated by nuclear
reactions just as accurately, indeed, as it is possible to control the
temperature of this room.
Science had to develop methods for the liberation of atomic energy
under controlled conditions before an atomic bomb could be produced. This controlled release of atomic energy was first accomplished in December 1942.
w·e ask ourselves, "What are the possibilities for the development
of power that will compete in price with coal, oil, or natural gas?"
The question is difficult to answer. A few calculations may be of
interest. One pound of uranium will produce something like 11,000,000 kilowatt-hours of energy. If we should be able to prepare concentrates of uraninm-235 for $9,000 a pound, then that would mean,
as far as fuel is concerned, that energy could be produced at the rate
of one-tenth of a cent per kilowatt-hour.
How does this compare with coal? Suppose we assume that coal.
costs $5 per ton and thn.t we are dealing with a coal which contains
about 14,000 British thermal units per pound. Then we find that,
as far as fuel is concerned, electrical energy, not taking into consideration the equipment necessary, would cost about six-hundredths of a
cent per kilowatt-hour.
These figures are of interest because they indicate that these calculations, which are only rough approximations, mean thnt commercial
atomic energy is a possibility. As far as the physical factors are concerned, if materials were made available, a dynamo could be generating electricity from atomic energy in 6 months. When we remember
that we have only sktrted to learn how to separate the uranium atoms
which have a weight of 235 from those which have a weight of 238,
that, in fact, the whole field of producing energy from nuclear reactions
is in its infancy, even a conservative would be inclined t.o stty that the
probabilities are strong that a.tomic energy will be a commercial
success.
Progress will undoubtedly toke place as we work in LhiR field as far
as efficiency of the processes 111 e made better. This means, of course,
that the possibility of driving- submarines, ocrnn-going vessels, and
possibly even trains wit,h atomic power is real. Srnokr.lcss cities may
be a reality.
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But even though we should never be able ·to use atomic energy
economically, there are still many great advances in human welfare
that are possible through these discoveries.
In th~ first place, we now have neutrons, some of which are moving
very rapidly, so-called fast neutrons, other neutrons which are moving
relatively slowly, available for study. We can use these neutron rays
in much the same way as we use X-rn,ys. And, in fact, a number of
experiments which have been carried out using X-rays will undoubtedly be repeated using neutron rays.
We know that certain types of cancer yield to X-rays. Will there
be other types of cancer tha·t will yield to neutron rays? Research
alone is the answer.
·
We know that you can brin~ about certain mutations in plants with
X-rays. What will we be able to do with neutron rays? Research,
again, is the answer.
We know that we can bombard the common stable elements such
as iron, phosphorus, and sulfur with neutron rays and render them
radioactive. It is possible, for example, to convert the element mangane~e into a form of iron 'Yhich has the properties of radium by bombardmg that manganese with neutrons.
·
This man-made radioactive iron cn.n be followed by means of delicate
instruments which will detect the radiations that are thrown off by
the radioactive iron. Using material of that kind, for example, we
can follow the rate at which blood corpuscles are destroyed in the
body. That is, we can put this radioactive iron into a form in which
it can be assimilated and put into the blood corpuscles, and then you
can follow the blood corpuscle because it contains a tagged form of
iron. We can study the value of different kinds of preservatives on
red blood corpuscles. In fact, this was done in work carried out by
the Army and Navy during the war.
·
We can use these so.me radioactive elements, which are called tracersi
to follow chemical reactions. We can use them to follow chemica
reactions not only in the laboratory but even on a very large scale, and
if I had the time available for example, I could point out how you
could even study the reactions of a blast furnace with these tracer
materials. Just as we can take pictures of bony structures within
living organisms by means of X-rays, so we can take probably pictures
of atoms in molecules by using neutron rays.
So we have an opportunity today to learn what the at9mic architecture of various kinds of substances really is by actually photographin"' them .after a fashion with neutron rays. These techniques
will undoubtedly be of tremendous significance in industries such as
the. organic chemical industry, the medicinal industry, the synthetic
rubber industry, et cetera.
While the fundamental discoveries in producing atomic energy,
about which we have bee.n talking, came out of the world of physics,
we must not think by any means that, this represents a finished story.
We have broken atoms up into a nucleus and electrons. We have
broken this nucleus up into particles which we speak of as protons and
neutrons.
We have evidence from studies that have been made with cosmio
rays that there are particles larger than the electron and yet smaller
th11,n the neutron. One such particle is called the mesotron. Is it
possible to break the neutron up into these smaller structures? If we
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are able to break up the neutron into mesotrons, for example, will such
reactions take place with a liberation of energy, just as the breaking
up of the nucleus takes place with a liberation of energy? Research
again is the answer to these questions.
·
So I would say that we have opened up a whole new frontier, a
frontier which offers real intellectual excitement for the investigator
and which, in all probability, promises a higher standard of living and
a better life for the common man. The exploration of this frontier
calls for fundamental research. This means that the Federal Government must make grants to universities and other research organizations to get this work done. A great deal of this work in the past has
been done in European universities. In the future we must depend
upon great American universities, private and public, to do this
researc.h. Some of the great research institutions connected with
industry will carry their share of the responsibility.
.
These workers must be free to exchange information not only with
workers in our own country but with workers all over the world. In
this way a cross-fertilization of minds takes place, and new ideas are
born. In this way mistakes are corrected, and incomplete observations are finished.
The Italian investigator, Enrico Fermi, for example, sot up the
experinient for nuclear fission in 1935. The full significance of the
experiment was not realized until 1939, and then the work was finished
by a German, Otto Halm.
Given tho means for research and freedom to investigate, new
frontiers will be opened up in pure science. Applied science will
follow. Two conditions arc necessary: Science must have adequate
support, and, equally important, science must be free.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Mr. Levi, Mr. Chairman.

k
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STATEMENT OF PROF. EDWARD H. LEVI, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
LAW SCHOOL

Professor LEVI. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
BVeryone will agree that atomic energy is too important to the future
of this country to permit any cartel, domestic or foreign, to control
its use or development. If there is any danger of a private monopoly
in any of the stages of tho development of atomic power, such as
control over uranium or plutonium, or over any imp·ortant process or
application, the American people would want to prevent it.
l. As to many other industrial fields, we may have a split personality,
condemning cartels as contrary to free enterprise, and yet. tolerating
them, because that is what a part of the rest of the world seems to
want.
But it seems clear that the American people will not want to tolerate
a11-y private cartel controlling the development of atomic power in
this country. In fact, tho idea of such control seems fout.a,gtic.
But the idea is not fantastic, and any legislation in this field must
take this possibilit,y into account, After all, there is a cartel controlling radium, and radium is found in ores which also contain uranium. One company already has a dominant position over vanadium,
and vanadium is found in ores which also contitin uranium. .
It may seem unthinkable that a cartel might be 1rnrmit.tcd to retard
the development of a field important to national s0cmity. But the
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productioti of synthetic 'rubber was almost prevented in this cou1,1try
because of the control of patents by I. G. Farbcn and the. var10us
restrictive arrangemerits -it had made. We are told that radioactive
byproducts can play an important part in the development of medical
research. Again we ·must be warned by the fact that the field of
medicine and drugs is most highly cartclized and ·controlled. No
American company wants to see these things ·happen in the field of
atomic power.
In order to prevent these things from happening in the field of
atomic power, legislation must guard against certaifr common practices or accidental results. For example, it is a common practice for
an American company to make an exclusive cross--licensing arrangement with some foreign company under which patents and know-how
are exchanged. A basic part of such an arrangement is an under-·
standing between the parties that each party is to have a monopoly
in the particular field in its own country.
.
Whatever we may think of such arrangements, whether they be
considered legal or illegal under our present patent system, we cannot
permit st1ch agreements to restrict the development of atomic power ..
In fact when we are trying our utmost to encourage the development,
ti,nd beneficial use of atomic power, it would be anomalous to permit
any company, large or small, or even an inventor to own any basic
patent with the right, to refuse to license anyone else to use the in~
vented process or machine in the fi('ld of atomic energy.
In other fields it is perhaps possible that we may permit companies
to acquire, accidentally or otherwise, key natural resources, such as
bauxite, radium, or vanadium. But we cannot permit such a development for uranium. In other fields we permit companies to keep
secret unique processes which they have developed, but in the field
of atomic power, there at least should-be no trade secrets against the
Government.
Tl1is means that lPgisla.tion must give to the Government special, ·
powers to prevent any monopolistic ownership of urvnium or fissionable materials. It means t.lrnt, as to atomic energy, our regular patent
system must be modified. vVe can't afford to have blocking or fencing.
patents in this field. No company would want to assume the responsibility for proven ting the wickst possible development and application
of atomic e11ergy devices.
Legislation must niake sme that, unlike the normal foreign business
agreement between nn American and a foreign company, tho genera.I
public interest will overricle any exclusive arrangements. It must
provide that our own country's foreign policy will have to control the
development by American capital of foreign factories which might
produce atomic bombs. And any commission set up by the legislation must have the right of access to all American plants and. full information as to the state of the art.
This is the antimonopoly, the anticartel side of the picture. A part
of tho same picture, however, is that we want to discourage control by
monopolies in order to make it possible for all American business to
take part in this new development on tho widest possible basis:
We want business to engage in research and Jeveloprnental work in
this field. vV e do not want research to' be only governmental or the
work of nonprofit institutions. Thus it is important that the Government have the right to give grants in aid anrl contracts for research
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~nd developmental work to private business enterprises. It is also
important that some incentives be provided for private enterprise so
that it will be anxious and willing to engage in research and developmental work.
·
What kind of incentives can legislation in the atomic energy fiel<l
provide? .
We may as well admit the fact that there are some incentives which
good legislation in this field cannot provide at the present time. We
cannot permit private enterprise in this country to begin the manufacture of fissionable material for the purpose of creating power.
There are two reasons why we cannot permit thi's. In the first
place, the production of fissionable material by private companies for
their own purposes and for the commercial sale of power will complicate the international situation enormously. It will make much more
difficult the setting up of an inspection system. It would tend also
to foreclose the possibilities of an international authority under the
UNO which would not only have the right to inspect but the exclusive
right to license the manufacture of fissionable materials throughout
the world.
In the second place, we do not know enough ab~u t the commercial
possibilities of atomic power to have intelligent legislation on that
subject. And this is a matter which is so important that Congress
must decide the issues. .
While commercial and developmenta,1 work are going on in the
industrial field, we will learn more about the industrial possibilities.
When we learn more, then the Congress will have the information on
which it can determine what the standards for industrial control
should be.
And there is another incentive which good legislation cannot give
to industry. This is the incentive of the exclusive right to control.
In other words, whatever the right to refuse to issue a license under a
patent may be worth, no company in the atomic energy field should
have this right.
If legislation in this field should deny to private industry for the
present the right, to manufacture fissionable materials for the production of power and should deny the right to industry to possess
patents which it can refuse to license, will there be sufficient incentive
so that industry will take part in the development of this new source
of power? This is, of course, a crucial question which any legislation
in this field must face.
·
The answer seems to Le this: It is unt.hilllrnble that American
business, given complete freedom to go ahead in research and development in t,his all-important field, will not do so. Industry can be given
the fissiorrnble material for its research and developrnentn.l work. The
wide exchange of information should facilitate research. Industry
can be given rewards for inventions not only through goYCrnmental
contract.s and grants in aid, but by receiving a royalty for the use of
the inventions it develops.
Further, during the waiting period it can develop equipment or
parts to be sold to the Government. And industry will know that
as soon as an international agreement has been reached and the
Congress has tl~e social and economic facts hefore it, nclditional
legis1ation governing further commercial use will be passed. Industry
undoubtedly will wish to take part in such studies us will be necessary
before good legislation coverin!!' industrial use can be enacted.
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~ th~nk that if irid;usti'y is ~iven 'the chi:>i?e between int~lligent
!eg1slat.~on enacted an~r the SOClal aiJd ·eCOil;OllllC facts COll?ermpg t~e.
mdustrial use of atomic. power are known m greater detail, or·- legislation which perforce can provide no standards but which gives allembrn.cing and uncontrolled authority to a commission, industry
will be on the side of intelligentlegislation, and it will be willing to
wait for· such legislation while at the same time engaging in res.earch
and developmental work. ·
,
.
·· · 'h,: ·:
It is important that this should be so. This is the only way we
can encourage peace in the world and at the same t,ime begin to get
the peaceful benefits of atomic power.· ·
. ·
· . · · .: ; .. ·,
-Dr.' ·HuTCIIiNs:· Mr. Chairman, in these statements we have
emphasized the -importance .of: the issues before the committee;;, W.e
have insisted that any legislation in r~gard to .atomic energy ~mist:
subordinate domestic use to international agreements and.;m·ust.:be
such as to assure other nations of the· peaceful intentioria .of ;the
United States.
.
.·
·. . ,
,:;,,: i ·
We believe that the importance and danger of the discovery justify
an unusual measure of governmental control. We think that such
control can be so provjded as to interfere very little with research
and development. We believe th.at the social, economic, and political
effects of atomic energy must be continuously investigated.
.
We have called attention to the tremendous benefits which will flow
from this discovery if war can be prevented and research can be free.
Medical care and biological investigation are nlready being revolutionized. The use of atomic energy for heat, power, and light presents
no scientific or engineering problems; the only question is that of the
economics of distribution.
We have pointed out that.research in these fields is in its infancy·
and that the Government should conduct research and support research on a libernl scale. 'fhe applications.of a discovery as important ·
as that of fire. cannot now be foreseen; but they will undoubtedly ·
mean a higher standard of living for the world.
We think that legislation must provide that no cartel, domestic or
·foreign, can interfere with these developments. This means, among
other things, that we must be prepared to modify our patent laws
in this field.
·
We believe that no satisfactory bill can be drawn now to regulate
industry in this field; and we favor a period of study, the formulation
of a program, and the clarification of the international issues before
industrial development begins. We turn now to the question whether
the bill before the committee meets the requirements which we have
been attempting to state.
.
· This bill,. Mr. Chairman, S. 1717, known as the McMahon bill,
raises the issues we .have been discussing. The first of those issues
is the international problem.
Redfield, what do you think about the McMahon bill as to the
international issue?
Dr. REDFIELD. While the hill does not declare the paramount im:.
portance of the international considerations as clearly or as early in
the bill as I should like it to do, the general effect of its provisions,
it seems to me, is to make it relatively easy for this country to enter
into and fulfill international agreements for control, and there are two
paragraphs in the bill in which the international agreement and its
possibilities are explicitly referred to.
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Paragraph 6 (b) 'provides that no military research shall be carried
on if contrary to in ternatio!l,al agreeme~t, and paragra:ph 9. (b) prcryides
that knowledge may be dissemmated if consistent with mternational
agreement.
·
Dr. HuTCHINs. Well, there is also, isn't:there, Levi, a ptovision in
the McMahon bill requiring the express consent of the President for
the manufacture of bomb parts?
.
Professor LEvr. There is that, and I think it is also impoi·taht to
mention that the basic idea of the bill that basic scientific information
should be freely available is completely in ·harmony with what we
think is necessary in the international system.
Dr. GusTAVSON. At the same time, of course, it makes provision
for the control of distribution of. technical material depending upon
what the national security is, and also makes provision for this very
wide· exchange of material of a basic nature. It is important to know
that the bill distinguishes that.
Professor LEVI. It also prohibits private arrangements between
American and foreign companies which might get in the way of international agreement if you can .get one, and it does provide an
inspection system which ought to help facilitate the international
agreement.
Dr. HUTCHINS. This inspection system that is provided in the bill
facilitates international agreements in two ways. In the first place,
it provides that the Government shall be at all times informed as to
what is going on in this field, and, in the second place, if there is to
be an international inspection system, we have under this bill an
opportunity to provide a model inspection system in this country.
Dr. REDFIELD. I observed olso, Dr. Hutchins, that the bill, with
-regard to international considerations, would be one which clearly
gave authority over this matter to civilians rather than the military.
If I read correctly the relevant provisions of this bill, it does give
· that assurance.
Professor LEVI. I think that it is terribly important that at the
same time the President should control the manufacture of bombs and
bomb parts. ·
Dr. HUTCHINS. I don't think you gentlemen could have read Secretary Forrestal's recommendations to this committee the other day,
who seemed to. feel that complete military control of this new power
would be highly desirable. I thought the quaintest suggestion which
Secretary Forrestal was reported to have made was that the Vice
President of the United States should automotically become chairman
of the proposed commission. I think that is a good suggestion now
when we have no Vice President.
Our suggestion on the international aspects of this bill, Mr. Chairman, would, I think, be that it might be strengthened in two ways:
First, there might be, as Mr. Redfield proposes, o. clearer, earlier, and
more explicit st:1tement that the development of atomic energy in
this country must be subordinate to our foreign policy. A comparatively minor change might also be advanced, and that is that the byproducts might be made available to foreign countries for medical
research. There would be no danger in that, and there would be
great benefit to the world.
Professor LEVI. Great benefit to us.
Dr. HUTCHINS. And to us. 'fhe Recond issue Llin.t we have attempted to discuss is the i%Uf.! of .,-c;·ov'.~~''·"'J'Pnt,al control. The pro--
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visions in the McMahon bill for governmental control are very broad,
and yet it would appear no broadei· than the situation demands. .
The Government becomes the exclusive producer and the exclusive
owner of all fissionable material, and controls facilities when they can
be used at a rate ~ufficient to produce a bomb. It provides that no one ·
else can produce power until there is a 90-day wait, and no one else
can produce fissionable materials unless there is further legislation.
· Professor LEVI. They can for research and developmental wol'll:'..
Dr. HUTCHINS. Do you regard these provisions as excessive, Levi?
Professor LEVI. No I don't. I think they are fairly strict, but I
think they are the kind of prov,isions you have to have if the Government is going to have control over fissi.onable mo.terial, and I think
they are drawn up so as to deprive the Commission of undue control.
As I understand it, the distinction between source material and
fissionable material in the bill is intended to keep the Government
from automatically owning the source material, and to permit it to
own only those things it has to own, unless there should be a change,
in which case it does have the right of eminent domo.in and does take ·
over; but there is no automatic ownership.
Dr. REDFIELD. In short, the provisions with reference fo Government control seem to provide a nice adjustment between two interests
which are not wholly in conflict: the interest to provide such a situation
as would make it possible for the United States rapidly and effectively
to join any international control, and the interest of our country to
favor the development of this new invention for peaceful reasons.
This seems to be a judicious adjustment of these two considerations
to one another.
.
Professor· LEVI. Of course, I think we have to recognize that the
bill does permit the Government to go into the power busi:µess in the
sense that it can sell the power it produces incident to the production
of fissionable materials.
Dr. REDFIELD. We recognize that is only with regard to this interim
period, and presumably it refers to the power which will be produced
incident to the development and research.
Professor LEVI. I don't know. The Government is allowed to
produce fissionable material, ancl while it is producing fissionable
material, if it does produce power, it can sell it under this bill.
Dr. HUTCHINS. In any event, the industrial legislation is postponed
on that subject.
'
Professor LEVI. That is right.
Dr. HUTCHINS. There is nothing in this bill that seems to suggest
that the Government should in perpetuity be the producer and seller
of atomic power.
Professor LEVI. That is perfectly correct.
Dr. HUTCHINS. The third question, then, is the question of the
McMahon bill in relation to research and development.
What is your view on this subject, Gustavson?
Dr. GusTAVSON. This is a phase of the bill that scientists have been
tremendously interested in, for the simple reason that oU of our
experience indicates that it is only when you have a free interchange
of information that pl'ogress in science can be realized.
If you want to know something about the air we breathe, you have
got to get acquainted with Lavoisier, the Frenchman, Avogadro, the
Italian, and Mr. Bio.ck, the Scotchman. You have got to go around
704931--46-pt. 2-2
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the world, and so it is with practically every piece of fundamental
research that has been carried out.
Mistakes ar0 made, observations are incomplete, and it is only
when tho work of one man is subjected to the critical analysis by
:another man that these mistakes are corrected, or incomplete observations are completed. This basic freedom in basic research is provided
for in the bill.
At the same time, as far as technical development is concerned, or
technical matters, the know-how of doing this and that, there is
:adequate protection for the national welfare as far as the bill is concerned, and a good deal of that legislation, of course, will depend upon
what is done in the international field.
I think it is important to recognize, too, that while· there would
seem to be an emphasis on fundamental research, there is a great deal
of industrial research that can go on, even though the mdustrial
applications a!'e held back. For example, in developing the atomic
bomb, we saw different kinds of atoins separated by a diffusion
process. This is something relatively new in industry, and the fact
that that has .been successful will undoubtedly mean that people who
are making oxygen from the air will probably experiment with the
possibility of producing oxygen from the air, using the basic ideas that
were used in separating the uranium atoms; or the separation of
helium from natural gas falls in the same category.
A tremendous amount of research can go on in industry previous to
large-scale industrial uses.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Well, this bill in the first place makes research
about as free as it can be in a field as dangerous and important as
this, with such limitations as the Espionl),ge Act, with the administrative interpretations of the Espionage Act made by the
·Commission.
In the second place, the bill does everything it can conceivably be
-011.lled upon or expected to do in the promotion of research, which
.calls for grants in aid and calls for Government research, emphasizes
medical uses, safety standards, and provides for preferences to research
development and medical uses.
.
There is a point that I am sure one of you gentlemen will want to
,comment on, and that is that this bill authorizes the Commission to
~ngage in research itself, so the Government here goes into research.
Professor LEVI. Some people think that cuts down private research
and will certainly cut down the grants in aid for private research; the
the Government will want to do the whole thing itself.
Dr. GusTAVSON. We must remember that we are breaking into a
field that is very, very wide. The only comparable situation I can
think of is agriculture, ~here the welfare of the peoples of the world,
in fact, is involved, and over the years the Government has engaged
in agricultural research through the land-grant colleges; work has
been carried on by industry with respect to fertilizers, and so on.
There hasn't been any competition that hasn't been good for both
parties, and I feel that with atomic energy you have something that
is equally broad. It is hard to believe that there will not be more
than enough work to go around.
Professor LEVI. I think we should mention thnt under this bill,
of course, the Government has control over fissionable material, and
if it should refuse to give the fissionable material out, then it would
be controlling the research that other people could do.
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Dr. HuTcHINS. We would take the view that the Commission
should allocate fissionable materials among research workers in terms
of their capacity to adhere to proper standards of health and safety.
We would be strongly opposed to any authority in the Commission
to allocate materials among investigo.tors in terms of the Commission's estimate of their competence.
.
Professor LEVI. The way the bill is now wriUen, the Commission
has to give it out.
·.,
Dr. Hu·rcHINS. That is the way it should be, isn't it?
Professor LEVI. Not only that, but if it were changed in that
reg!),rd, I should think. the whole spirit of the bill would be changed'.
Dr. GusTAVSON. Of course there is n, snfeguard there that may not
be obvious to. the layman, and that is the. provision that anyone
seeking the use of the fissionable material for research purposes must
be able to show that they can adequately protect the health of the
people concerned, and also take care of snfety precautions.
The field of atomic energy isn't a field in which some boy can go
upstairs in his barn and start experimenting. It isn't that kind. of a project.
As we know at the University of Chicago, the guarding of the health
of employees was a major factor, and so also anyone who engages in
this field, if he has the capacity to protect the research workers, to
take safety precautions, almost ipso facto is going to he somebody
qualified to work in the field.
·
Dr. HUTCHINS. Let us turn to the social, economic, and political
aspects of this bill, Redfield.
·
Dr. REDFIELD. In these aspects it seems to me the bill is good and
its provisions are impressively bold and original as compared with
some of the actions of the Federal Government in the field of research
in which the necessity of combining investigation of social and economic consequences with the technical and physical matters has been
neglected.
·
It is perhaps not remarkable that during the war the development
of atomic 01iergy for military purposes was carried on without the
participation of students of society; but in the long run it was
unfortunate that it could not he so combined.
There· has been some hesitation in considering the general question
of Federal support to research, as to whether support for the social
sciences sho.uld also be included. This bill, however, quite clearly, as
I read it, provides that support for research in the social and political
and economic implications is to be carried on equally with the
investigation of the physical and chemical aspects both by the
Government and through grants in aid to other gl'oups.
Furthermore, it is provided that the Commission becomes respon·sihle for a sttidy of what is going to happen to our society when the
utilization of this_ invention really gets under way.
Dr. GusTAVSON. That is something new, isn't it?
Dr. REDHEiLD: That seems to be something completely new. In
the past we have iet invention fall where it might, and we have had
industrial revolutions without being able to do anything about them
until' they happened. Now we know we may have a superindustrial
rnvolution, and we hope we ore going to be wisA enough, if this bill is
.enacted ancl carried out, to take as much scientific forethought ai;a can
ibe accomplished.

(
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Professor LEVI. I think this bill poses a different problem than the
Kilgore or Magnuson bill for general social research, because you do
need additional legislation on the industrial use, and you have to
get the social and economic facts before you can get good legislation
on that.
Dr. Hu'l'CIIINS. But the bill provides for .studies by the Commission, studies by contracts made by the Commission, studies through
grants in aid sponsored by the Commission, so that you have provision for continuous investigation of this subject as the invention.
develops, and this is unprecedented, unique, and highly desirable.
Now, as to industry, Levi.
·
·
Professor Ll!lvI. I think the bill takes a middle-of-the-road, com-:
mon-sense position as to the industrial problem. It does provide for
these preliminary studies, and does provide that the Commission, as
soon as it can, must make recommendations to the Congress for further
legislation.
It does modify the patent system by not permitting any exclusive
control, any refusal of a license; but the effect of the bill is to permit
inventors to receive royalties or get paid for their inventions, so that
it very clearly tries to preserve that incentive.
It also tries to encourage competition.
Really one of the very few restrictions placed in the bill is the
authority.given to the Commission to place restrictions on the use of
atomic energy devices; the Commission may impose certnin conditions
in order to encourage competition.
Dr. HUTCHINS. The question is whether adequate incentives ar~
provided for industry.
.
Professor LEVI. I think as adequate incentives are provided as you
can possibly have without saying that we will permit industry at the
present time to go ahead and manufacture power and produce fissionable material, which would raise a whole set of social and economic
problems in the international scene, which I don't see how you can
get legislation on now.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Industry has, of course, a two-billion-dollar backlog of investigation which the Government has carried on during the
past 4 or 5 years.
Professor Li!JVI. And it is getting full use of that, because it has
free access to all of that information, all of the patents, and everything. There are 110 blockings or fencing 011 patents now.
Dr. HUTCHINS. :Mr. Chairman, our conclusion is that the :lvfcivfahon
bill is a good bill. It subordinates the domestic development arnl use
of atomic energy to internntional agreements, a.s any good bill must
do. It places atomic energy under civilian control. It docs not treat
atomic energy as a weapon.
Although it provides the necessary measure of governmental control, it at the same time frees research. It calls for both Government
research and private research. It provides for research into the social,
economic, and political aspects of the problem. It' devotes special
attention to medicine and biological research. Herc we believe the
bill could go further, and allow the distribution of byproducts for
medical research in other countries. No progrn.m for industry can be
drawn until the international situation is clearer and the social, economic, and ·political ramifications of atomic energy hn.vc been studied.
The McMahon bill recognizes this fact and provides for the necessary
study.
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'Wlrnt is needed now is the freest possible research and development.
The McMahon bill makes all basis scientific knowledge: free and provides for the publication, under proper safeguards, ·. of technical
knowledge. The whole. spirit and policy of the bill is that the-most
active research and development in this field must be encouraged by
every possible means. Hence the bill modifies the patent system and
prohibits the development of any monopoly or cru·tel.
The bill is in tb,e best tradition. of democratic legi~lation. · It pro-.
vides that Congress must be kept informed constantly. lt calls for
further legislation in _the light of greater knowledge'. It keeps this
great development in the hands of the people, and puts its management in the hands of the civilian representatives of the people. It
insists on the widest possible understanding of the problem. It
prornotes the widest and most rapid development of the discovery.
This is one of the rare moments in history at which it is possible
for any man to see in simple dramatic form the issue before the world.
We are on the brink of the precipice and ·one false step may take us
over. The issue is no longer the issue of peace or war. The issue is
peace or suicide. The people of the United States have recognized
that this is the issue. Tb,ey have declared that they will regard.
themselves as trustees for this discovery, which is freighted with
incalculable gopd or incalculable evil for the world. The McMahon
bill carries out ·the principle of trusteeship and gives us hope that we
may plan with some confidence to obtain for mankind the peaceful
benefits of our scientific knowledge and technical skill.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Doctor, as I understand it, you are open to
question?
· Dr. HUTCHINS. Yes, sir.
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, it ·seems to me that Professor
Levi in his paper put his finger on a very important matter that
applies to our job of setting up political controls.
He pointed out, as I understood it from his reading, that we were
in no position at the present time to develop a long-range policy, the
international. situation being what it is and the domestic situation
being what it is; that we are in no position to set up a long-range
policy.
· Perhaps I misunderstood him, but that is what I gathered from his
paper. I couldn't agree with his conclusions altogether. If we are
not in a position to legislate wisely, to set up the proper controls, then
isn't the answer to find some way of setting them up where they can
be changed as the changing picture comes into better view, rather
than a stab in the dark at this particular time?
What I am driving at is this: Ever since this whole question of
controlling atomic energy was dumped in the lap of the Congress,
I have been trying to figure out some way of setting up congressional
controls, having in view the same objectives that you men have, of
providing against private monopoly and all of those things in this new
field. But, unfortunately, I haven't been able to figure out in my
mind, and no one has been able to help me, how we can. set up congressional controls.
It does seem to me that one approach might be a sort of temporary
procedure, maybe to last a year, 2 years, or 3 years, and then force it
to come back for a further conclusion.
I noticed all through this round-table discussion the term "governmental controls." I would like to reduce that to "congressional
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controls," rather than just "governmental controls," and that is the·
thing that I have been struggling with-and you have not been very
helpful to me in your discussion along that line this morning.
Professor LEVI. Mf'. -Chairman, I don't disagree with that state-·
ment. As I understand the statement, it is that congressional control
should be preferred over Commission control, and I certainly agree
with that. It is also true that any legislation that is passed now,
certainly as to the industrial use, must be regarded as temporary or
interim legislation. That is the way I regard the McMahon bill.
You could perhaps have an additional statement to that effect in
the bill, but the Commission is directed to make recommendations to
the Congress as soon as it can as to changes or additional legislation.
Now, you could perhaps put aside the industrial power now entirely, and not have any legislation on it at all; but I think that would
be unwise, because you do want industry to take part in the research
and developmental work, and you do want to give them some incentives now. Therefore I think it is very important to be able to
tell them now, "If you make an invention, you can either sell it to the
Government or license it to other people and get a royalty." .
I think it is quite important to tell them that now, so you don't
have a stalemate until the other facts develop:
Without resParch and developmental work, I don't think you can
get the other focts. As I understand it, that is the direction that this
legislation takes. I agree that it is better to have the Congress do it.
Senator JoHNSON. It may take that direction, but it seems to me,
if Congress enacts the McMahon bill, outside of receiving reports, it
losrs complete control. It occurs to me that perhaps there should be
a time limit when this bill would completely expire. The trouble is
that when Congress enacts a law, and then Congress attempts to
a.mend that law, it rnns up against a President,ial veto or the possibility of a Presidential veto and the requirement that you have a
two-thirds majmi,.y to override that veto.
·
Changes in laws, amendments to laws, are not quite so easy in
practice as they may appear in theory.
This committee had many noted physicists and scientists before it,
and they gave us very helpful advice in their testimony; but I don't
recall a single one who appeared before us, a single one of these noted
men who appeared before us, who did not say in almost these words
that unless we can set up international controls over atomic energy,
the whole thing ought to be set aside, for two reasons: first, that it
is impossible to separate the military uses of atomic energy from peacetime uses, that there is great difficulty in that; ancl, second, that the
peacetime usage is a step toward military usage. You gather your
uranium; you process it to a certain extent; you make plutonium out
of it in the process of using it for power, and then it is only one small
step-which they describe as being 75 percent u.long the way to a
weapon-when you use uranium for peacetime power.
Since you have that great difficulty in front of you, and while
steps are being taken-yesterday a very important step was takenyet it seems to me that we are quite far removed from a satisfactory
international disposal of atomic energy as a war weapon right at this
moment when we are trying to write this bill.
Professor LEVI. I think anything that would require legislation on
the subject again would be within the spirit of our discussion.
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Dr. HUTCHINS. Mr. Chair1nan, isn't it possible to ask just what the
McMahon bill does? It seems to me that what the McMahon bill
does is to establish first the principle of civilian control. If you don't
want civilian control, you don't want this bill.
The second thing the McMahon bill does it to promote research
and development in every possible way. If you don't want research
and development at this time, then you ·don't want this bill. · · ·
·
But the McMahon bill specifically does not authorize industrial
use, which is 75 percent of the way toward military use. The McMahon bill explicitly postpones that issue, and thus· postpones
the only. issue that is seriously involved with the international
situation.
.
.
Senator JOHNSON. Well, that is your interpretation of the McMahon
bill, and you have a right to that viewpoint. I am not quarreling
with that viewpoint, and I am not quarreling with the McMahon
bill. I hope that it does all the good things that you say, and still
protects us against what might possibly happen to us.
I noticed in your statement a moment ago, Doctor, that you complain about Forrestal's position. I didn't understand For:testal's
position to be out-and-out military control. He did say that at the·
moment atomic energy is such an efficient weapon of war that the
military does have a keen interest in it, that that has been the only
use to which it has been put up to the moment, and therefore the
military should have some little say-so in the control and handling of
this new power.
. ·
As a matter of fact-and I don't think anyone can deny that the .
discovery of atomic energy, or the practical use of it, has completely
revolutionized all of the military tactics that we ho:ve had in the past,
completely changed them-the whole aspect of warfare has been
changed by this new discovery. Since that is true, I think we would
be very purblind to tell our military agencies, "That door is closed to,
you."
Dr. HUTCHINS. I should agree with that, Senator.
Senator JOHNSON. I think that is all that Secretary Forrestal was
pleading for. That was my understanding .
. Dr. HUTCHINS. Then he was misquoted in the press, and I apologize.
It was stated in the press in Chicago that, in response to a question,
the Secretary stated he would be satisfied with complete milita1y
control. If he did not say that, I apologize in behalf of the press and
myself.
Senator JOHNSON. I didn't know about that statement.
The CHAIRMAN. No, he didn't; and I had occasion to talk with
him again yesterday about it.
I think it is fair to quote him as he talked the day before yesterday
and as he talked with m·e again, as saying that he believes that there
should be a civilian-I don't want to say "<lomination"-control,
but there should be more military representation than provided for in
the bill as it is now written; a.nd I think that is a better statement..
In fact, it is a true statement of his position as he gave it to us.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I asked, I think, the question
to which Dr. Hutchins refers in a glancing or negative way. That
is, I asked him if he would object to a bill that for the time being
kept control exclusively in m;Jitary hands, and I think he said from
a military standpoint, them would be no objection to tbat. It was
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not a question designed to test the merits or demerits of the 1\1cMahon bill; it was a question which I asked to test his own mind so
far as a further temporary control might be involved.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Dr. Hutchins, I want to call att.ention to
the second paragraph of you!' first statement, not to criticize but to
discuss it with you just a moment, in which you say that this ovcl'shadows Pearl tlarbor, overshadows strikes, overshadows the internal
affairs of the countrv.
·
My personal belief is that the stronger and more orderly our social
and economical affairs in this country are maintained, therefore the
more strength we have to use whatever this atomic energy gives us
for world good, and that, therefore, hand in hand with the importance
of the atomic energy business, must go a sound solution of our domestic
problems to give us internal strength omselves and to prevent disruption.
I didn't know whether vour statement was.making those relatively
unimportant.
·
Dr. HUTCHINS. No; all these matters are important, as I think the
statement indicates. The issue of atomic energy is the issue of
survival, really, and if you aren't expecting to smvive, there is not
much sense in worrying about what you are going to do with your life.
For example, you may expect a person in my position to suppose
that the virtue and intelligence of the people are more important than
anything else; I think they are; but if those people are about to commit
suicide, there is not much use in discussing their vil'tµe or intelligence
if they arc not goin12: to be there tomorrow. That is all I mean.
Senator MILLIKIN. J\rly thought is that domestic and social virtue
internally in this country give us an added strength in order to accomplish things with it.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Absolutely.
Senator MILLIKIN. There is another statement here I would just
like you to amplify for a moment, if you care to, a statement on page 2,
where you sayFor this country to announce by way of domestic legislation that it regards atomic
energy as a weapon would justify the fears of other counLries and lead ·them to
s•1ppose that the United States intends to dominate the world by force.
·

Doesn't it also follow-or does it?-I didn't mean to put my question in a cross-examining manner-that, the failure of any other countries of substance or power to agree readily to outlaw and to go along
sincerely with the outlawing of atomic energy as a weapon might not
also be an indication on their part that we might have something to
fear from them, or something at least to suspect of them in the futnre?
In other words, the responsibility is not all ours.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Certainly, Senator, if any country which is in a
position to exploit atomic energy on a large scale turns it over exclusively to the military in that country, or declines to coopernt,c in international agreements on this subject, there will be justifiable suspicions
tlrrou?h'rnt the world of the intentions of that count.ry.
Senat0r MILLIKIN. There is one question I would like to ask Mr.
Levi.
As a lawyer, Mr. Levi, I take it you have given some considerable
thought to this whole field of legislation on this subject. Have you
heretofore prepared proposed legislation along Lbis line?
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Professor LEVI. Oh, I have read the legislation, and at times I have
wished I knew how it could be done better. I have thought about it
for n long tfrn.e.
.
Senator HiCKENLOOPER. I take it tl1il.t perhaps, either in the preparation of this particular bill, or prior thereto, you were consulted about
your ideas on this matter, weren't you?
Professor LEVI. Yes, but what I wus trying to say, which J perhaps
did not make clear, is that the consultiition wus by way of criticism of
other people's language. I put it that way because there are things in
this bill which I am not satisfied with, but I can do no better.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. There are many fine features about this
bill. I am not objecting to it, but I am refreshed this morning, for it
is the first time in a good many years in legislative history that I have
seen a measure as comprehensive us this get such united approval in
of its particulars. I thou~ht perhaps you had been consulted, Mr.
Levi, and had given some aid and suggestions in the various categories
of the provisions.
Professor LEVI. I will give you an example of what I mean. I
think what we have been talliing about are the major problems of
the bill, as, for example, the patent problem. In discussing that
problem we have said that we think the effect is to reward the inventor and to have a kind of compulsory licensing. Of course, that
isn't quite what the bill says. The bill gives the title of the patent
to the Government. I don't think that is necessary, but I also think
it is less important, and I didn't think tha~ was the kind of thing we
ought to raise here.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I am in thorough agreement with the
general objectives. I think this has been -a fine presentation and a
unique method of presentation. I congratulate the Chicago roundtable technique, because I think it is highly constructive, and certainly
I have obtained a lot out of the discussion.
.
My own personal feeling is that any commission that is set tip to
handle this thing must, as has been suggested here, be considered a
temporary approach to this problem. I think, 10 years from now,
our views may change, but I also have the feeling that until satisfactory international agreements for the preservation of peace which
we can rely upon have been reached, I do believe any ·control of this
· should take into consideration the military aspects of it until our
safety and the safety of the world is established.
At this moment I cannot go along with completely divorcing it
from all military implications, and I think military representation
should be had until those agreements are reliable and until they have
been put into effect. We might well announce now that the moment
they are, we will abandon military participation, if it is necessary to
do that.
Senator Aus'l'IN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin.
Senator AusTIN. There is one question I would like to ask about
your conclusion, Dr. Hutchins .
. Is it correct to construe your conclusion to mean that, before
effective control of the destructive use of atomic energy is establishtild,
we ought to exchange reciprocally with· another nation scientific
knowledge regarding the constructive use of atomic energy?

all
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Dr. HuTCHINS. Well, Senator, we take it as almost axiomatic in
this field that basic scientific knowledge is already very well distributed, that there is nothing that can be gained by any attempt to
conceal such knowl~dge as we already possess.
Second, we take 1t that the united effort of the world-or perhaps
not the united .effort, but the scattered efforts throughout the worldto advance basic scientific knowledge will be more valuable to us
. than limiting it to this country because of the technical skill and
the resources of the people of the United States. Therefore, we see
nothing to be gained by delaying any longer the distribution of·basic
technical knowledge and the basic scientific knowledge and exchange
of such knowledge.
·
.
·
The bill provides for the control of the distribution of technical
knowledge in such a way as to safeguard the interests of the United
States. Now, what is needed at this stage is a statement of whether
we are going to have civilian or military or mixed control, and a statement that we are going to support or not support the widest possible
research and development in this field. That is essentially what the
McMahon bill attempts to do.
We do not see any dangers in the military point of view in anything
that the McMahon bill advances.
Senator AusTIN. Then I understand your answer to be yes as to
the basic knowledge but no as to the technical knowledge?
Dr. HUTCHINS. No; our answer as to the technical knowledge is
the answer given in the McMahon bill, that such technical knowledge
may be distributed to the extent that duly authorized representatives
of the Government think it is safe to distribute.
Senator AusTIN. Then-is this true, that your answer is yes as to
both basic and technical knowledge? .
·
Dr. HUTCHINS. No. We do not favor the unrestricted exchange
of technical information. We favor such exchange of technical information as will not endanger. the security of the United States.
We rely on the governmental authorities created by the McMahon
bill to determine what information may be distributed.
Senator AusTIN. Then isn't it fair to construe your position to be
that you do favor the prior effective control of destructive use of
atomic energy, before the exchange of knowledge?
Dr. HUTCHINS. Not before the exchange of basic scientific know!-.
edge, because we see no danger in such exchange. We feel that the
representatives of the Government should be authorized to control
the exchange of technical knowledge, but perhaps I am exceeding
my authority in attempting to speak for my colleagues on this point.
Dr. GusTAVSON. I think that is important to keep in mind, as
I am sure that this committee does, that the atomic bomb as the end
product of a great military enterprise was primarily an engineering
project. The basic science, the discovery of fission, and a great deal
of the basic knowledge connected with it, was all known before the
war; the great task which science and industry carried out with the
help of military organizations du;ring the war was taking these basic
principles and applying them for a definite end. It is important,
I think, to remember that Dr. Compton, speaking in Chicago, made
the statement that at no time were the engineers slowed down in
their efforts to arrive at a point where they could manufacture a
bomb by a lack of information that would come to them from research
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work, all of which means· that the basic knowledge that was available
to the whole world was available obviously to any other nation .
.,And they can, if they put the time in on it, gather the same ihformation of a technical character that we gained.
·
Technical information is very important, and it takes time to get it;
but technical information can always be gathered by any group of
efficient technical people. Gtven basic principles and asked to arrive
at a. definite end, any good engineering concern would usually say,
"Yes, that can be done."
.
Basic information, however, is of a different character. You cannot
make any guaranties there, and that information is already available.
The other phase of that is that if we were to maintain secrecy on
the basic science involved in this field, and other countries would do
the same thing, we would very definitely hinder progress,. because it
is only as you get this interplay of mind upon mind that you make
progress. That is a difficult thing, I think,. for the layman to see;
but in science it is just a first principle. ·
.
.
· ·For exampl~, Fermi's experiment in Italy on the bombardment of
uranium by 11-eutrons. He carries out the experiment, he sees a certain result, he gives it an interpretation. Then, for a matter of 5
years, the whole scientific world was in confusion. In fact, we could
say the world was saved by confusion, because work was carried on,
attempting to make so-called transuranic elements, and one was
reported after the other .
. Finally, after about 5 years, an individual in Germany sees the
correct interpretation of what happened; and we run that same chance.
We do something, we obse!'ve incompletely or we make the wrong
interpretation( As far as the structure of science is concerned, it
depends upon 'somebody else, maybe in our country or out of om· own
,country, correcting us.
.
Senator AUSTIN. I think this question will be all I need to ask. I
gather that the balance lies between the weight given to security and
scientific progress, and you put emphasis on speedy spientific progress,
whereas, as a committee of the Congress, it seems to me we have to
put weight on security first-No. 1. Is that correct?
Dr. HuTCHINS. That is not the sole prerogative, Mr. Chairman, of
a committee of Congress. Every American citizen must put security
first. The question is, How do you get it?
Our position is that you will get the greatest security by the greatest
scientific freedom, because this country, with its resources and its
technological ability, can make the most of any scientific ideas that
appear anywhere in the world.
Take a great electrical concern in this country. Its attitude toward
trade secrets is likely to be less and less restrictive as it gets bigger and
stronger, because it feels that the fewer trade secrets there are in the
field, the greater its own progress will be, because it is sure of its own
technical preeminence. ·
.
We can be sure at the present moment of the scientific and technical
preeminence of the United States. It is in our interest, therefore, to
provide for the widest exchange of scientific ideas on which we shall be
able to capitalize for our own military security to a far greater extent
than any other country in the world.
Dr. GusTAVSON. In fact, the atomic bomb is an example of that.
We were the only country that could and did take advantage of the
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basic information developed in other parts of the world for the production of a bomb.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Nobody can say that the scientific ideas and
knowledge underlying the atomic bomb were American ideas; they
weren't. Our contribution on that score was probably less than that
of six other countries you can name.
Senator AusTIN. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
· Senator JouNsON. Dr. Gustavson, a moment ago you indicated that
confusion was a great virtue and saved the world between 1935 and
1939. These d11tes are my own.
·
What leads you to think that confusion might not be 11 blessing
from 194Cl on for a few years, the world being in a ch11otic state such
11s it is in? Might not 11 little confusion be very helpful for the time
being until we get better st11bilized politic11lly?
Dr. GusTAVSON. I think th11t is an interesting question. 0£ course,
with respect to the first part of it, what I had in mind w11s, if you had a.
correct interpretation in 1934 and 1935, 11fter the Fermi experiment,
Germany with her preeminence as a nation of scientists or high.
technical skills in science and technological skills in industry would
have had the bomb. There is no doubt 11bout it.
Now, then, 11 great deal of the confusion on one of the most im.:..
portant discoveries has disappeared. There might be some confusion
grow out of future experiments if some country should do an experiment which ultimately would give us atomic energy, but which res.ult
we didn't see at the. moment; it might be again true that confusion
would save us, but at the moment we have got it firecracker in our·
hands, and that is a reality, not the firecracker of the future, as I see it.
Senator JoiINSON. Then the political situation in the world is fa.t·
from ideal at the moment.
Dr. GusTAVSON. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator MILLIKIN. I gather from what you said, Dr. Hutchins,.
that no matter what you may think of the field of political science,
you do not favor cloture on the other sciences. Is that correct?
Dr. HUTCHINS. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. I believe that the work of this committee wilI
more or less turn on how it accepts certain assumptions that you set.
out at the beginning of page 2 of your remarks. I would like to read
those remarks again and bring them forward.
Any legislation in the field of atomic energy must he based on the assumption
that war will in some way or another be averted. We cannot assume that there·
is going to be a war and theri try to frame domestic legislation on that assumption.
The assumption that there is going to be a war would lead to the conclusion that
we had bctt,er start the war this morning, because only this morning can we be
sure of having supremacy in atomic bombs.
No plans for atomic energy, and no plans for anything else, for that matter
can be made on the supposition that we arc going to have war. Any war we·
have will be so destructive that no plans can be carried out. v\"e must plan in
the conviction that we can defeat war and develop atomic l'nergy iu a world at
peace.

As far as I am concerned, Doctor, if I could accept your assumptions there, the rest of the problems before this committee would be
very simple. I should like to explore a little with you the basis for
that theory and the basis for your assumptions.
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What valid reason is there at the present time for assuming ·that
w:ar will be averted, beyond our hope that it will be averted?·
·
Dr. HUTCHINS. Well, the question is not, Senator Millikin, whether
war is going to be averted. The question is rather, What are the assumptions on which any legislation at the present time in regard to
atomic energy cii.n be based? ·
·
· ..
. Sen11tor MILLIKIN. But if we cannot accept a durable, valid assumption that war will be averted, we then have the job of assuming that .
it may not be· averted, and the two lines of procedure as against one
hypothesis or the other would be much di:ITeren t.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Well, would they be so dillerent? Let us consider
what the results of one assumption or the other would be. Let us
assume that there is going to be a war. In that case, the thing to do
is to start one, because at the present time we have the power to win.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us look that i'ight square in the face. I
think that you have posed something there that we are all ducking,
but, let's look it right squarely in the fac'e.
·
Suppose that we were to reach the conclu'sion that war is inevitablEI,
W oulcl you s11y that we would be warranted in using the bomb to
destroy the nation that we figured would inevitably involve the world
inw~?
·
Dr. HUTCHINS. I dedine, Senator, to be brought into that hypothesis as a participant. If you say that in your opinion war is inevitable,
then it seems to me-and if you say that your first duty is to protect
or defend your own country-you would be warranted in exerting all
your efforts to getting the war under way at once, because we are in
a better position to win now than we may be in the future.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us assu:µ10 that you reached the conclusion
that war is inevitable.
Dr. HuTcmNs. You h11ve my recommendation.
Senator MILLIKIN. I 11m delighted that you look that in the.face
and give th11t answer to it. It might come to that.
As you look around over tbe world, Doctor, what are the cheering
prospects that will enable us to indulge in the assumption, so far as
law making is concerned, that we have seen the end of wars?
Dr. H U'l'CHINS. Perhaps, Senator Millikin, we ought to make clear
that we think that there arc two issues here: Qne is the issue of the
foreign policy of the United States, which is not, as such, before this
committee; the other is the issue of what you are going to do with
atomic energy.
Now, we have assumed that it is the foreign policy of the United
States to maintain and promote peace in every possible way. We
believe that atomic energy must be consider:ecl in the light of that
policy, and that that is the only way really in which it is useful to
consider it, because if that is not the policy of the Unite:l States, and
if we are not going to find the ways to implement that policy, then
the thing to do is not merely to sit on the atomic bomb, becauee
sitting on the atomic bomb will not protect us from the atomic bombs
that other nations will shortly be n,ble to produce.
The answer, if you assume it is not the policy of the United States
to promote peace and that we cannot obtain peace, is to start a war.
Senator MILLIKIN. There vou have a divided subject. I think it
is the policy of the United States t.o promote peace; of course it is.
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I think that in the main that has .always been our policy, and I am
sure that it is our policy at the pr.esent moment.
But war is made, as is .obvious; between several nations; and our
policy does not necessarily control the war-making potentials in this
troubled, world.
Dr. HuTCHINS. I would like to point out, Senator, that this bill is
suboi"dinate at every point to the foreign policy of the United States.
If the foreign policy of the United States changes, either because of
a change in the Congress or the administration, or because of a change
in the national situation, then the policy of the Commission and the
policy of the Government in regard to atomic energy can change.
So it seems to us that the bill provides for these fluctuations in the
world situation to which you were referring.
Senator MILLIKIN. But that would raise the basic question, then,
whether we would want to turn over-whether Congress, which has
the job of supplying and maintaining our military forces and has the
responsibility for the declaration of war, n,nd so forth, would want to
turn over to a commission the power to determine questions that are
that vital.
Dr. HUTCHINS. I do not believe that the power is in the Commission to determine the foreign policy of the United States. The
Commission is subject to the direction of the President in regard to the
foreign policy of the United States and the utilization of atomic
energy in the light of thn,t policy.
Senn,tor MILLIKIN. Let us suppose that the President of the
United States, under that theory, conceived the notion that the world
is about to come out of the present armistice and go into war, and let
us suppose then that he instructed the Commission to govern itself
accordingly.
Do you not think that the Congress ought to have something to say
about that?
Dr. HUTCHINS. I should think it would. Congress does not
abdicate by passing a single measure of this kind.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, it abdicates if one bad decision were made
and executed before Congress could act. I think that is what Senator
Johnson was driving n,t a while ago.
Senator JOHNSON. That is exactly what I was driving at.
Senator MILLIKIN. We haven't had an answer to that. One bad
decision, either to withhold the use of the bomb or to use the bomb,
might shape the whole face of the earth for all time to come, and it
might change the whole complexion of this country.
Dr. HUTCHINS. I don't see anything in this bill that changes the
war powers of Congress. The use of the bomb is an act ot war, isn't it?
Senator MILLIKIN. I say we give the preliminary power to a commission to accept the instructions of the President on the foreign
policy of the country, and to govern itself accordingly. If that Commission acted, and acted promptly, it might then present the Congress
with nothing more than a very unfortunate fait accompli, or it might
be a fortunate one.
,
The CHAIRMAN. The President of the United Stat.es is the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, isn't he?
Dr. HUTCHINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. As such, he is over the Army n.nd Nn.vy, and in the
same way in charge of this establishment and this Commission, is he
not?
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Dr. HUTCHINS. I believe so, hut· the situation which Senator .
Millikin iorecasls is one I find inconceivable.
What would happen as a result of it? There would be, let us say•
some increase in tho rate of production of atomic bombs, reports of
which are required to be filed quarterly with the Congress. There is.
nothing in this act that would give the Commission the power to drop ·.
an atomic bomb. Tluit would be an act of war on which Congress.
would have to take its own position.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us turn it around, and let us suppose that
the Commission, in response to the President's views on the state of
our foreign nfiail's, had opened the way to the peacetime use of atomic
energy, and had authorized the freest exchange to the ultimate extent
of all the.information available to us and that abroad, but that the
President's estimate of the situation was wrong in that under theexact posture of the world we were not quite ready for that.
.
Would not tho Commission ·have that power,. ana would not the
President have the power to .suggest that the state of world affairs is.
such that you can now make this free exchange?
Dr. HUTCHINS. The first question is the exchange of what? As we,
have indicated, in our judgment the exchange of basic scientific
knowledge is not a danger to this country.
The second question is the exchange of technical information.
Since the Congress would receive quarterly reports to amend its legis-lation, and since it would take considerable time for any nation to
avail itself of the technical information that would be released b;v
the Commission, even assuming that tbe Commission and the President were all entirely wrong, it would seem that there is sufficient.
congressional control provided.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, it just depends on whether you want to,
give the Commission the power, then, to start on what might turn out
to be a very bad policy for the United States, on the theory that we
could recall the start if we didn't like it.
You are dealing here, I will remind you, Doctor, with a cataclysmic·
force. I said once before that when you talk about this thing in
stages, it is like going over Niagara Falls in stages.
Dr. HUTCHINS. What would be your estimate, Gustavson, of the
amount of time that it would take other nations with adequate industrial facilities to build an atomic bomb if they had all the scientific
and technical information which the United States possesses?
A very large amount of the technical information that the United
States possesses has already been published in the Smyth report by
the War Department, and all the basic scientific knowledge is well
known.
Suppose a nation now starts from scratch to build an atomic bomb.
Dr. GusTA vsoN. I think most people have estimated that it would
take from 2 to 5 years. I think we can see that situation if we pick
an analogy. Suppose that in this war we did not have the internal- ,.
combustion engine, but suppose that at the beginning of the war we
knew that gasoline-air mixtures would explode, that you could explode
them· with the electric spark, that if the explosion took place in a.
piston, the piston- would be driven out, and you could turn a wheel.
That is basic information. How long would it take to build a tractor
or a jeep, tank, or automobile, with that information?
Well, we know that with that scientific information, basic infor.,
mation, it would take us years to do it. The speed with which we
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were able to build the atomic bomb in a matter of something lilrn 3
or 4 years is a pretty good estimate of how long it would take somebody else to do it.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would that not be qualified by .the fact that
with this exchange of information there undoubtedly would be shortcut processes? Would it take .:us 2, 3, 4, or 5 years to repeat what we
have done, in the light of ,our present knowledge?
.. ,
Dr. GusTAvsoN. If you started with the basic knowledge we now
have, I think it would take us just abo11.t as long to build an atomic
bomb if we started from scratch again, to develop the plants and all
that go with it.
Senator JV[ILLIKIN. Then the question comes to what we are exchanging. If we are proposing. to exchange that which everyone
knows, then the bill is futile and there is no point in the exchange.
Dr. HUTCHINS. I beg your pardon, Senator. The regulations of the
Manhattan district during the war were based on the assumption
that nothing .should be exchanged, nobody should talk to anybody,
even scientists in different sections of the project shouldn't talk to
anybody; and it is important to get the principle established by legislation that in the further development of atomic energy that restrictive process shall not go on.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us assume that is correct. I am talking
about exchange now with foreign nations. They either exchange
something they haven't got or want, or we are just passing the Smyth
report back and forth; or if you take that assumption, that we are
just passing the Smyth report back and forth, then we are not really
dealing with anything of importance, because they know about the
Smyth report, and they have the facilities for making a compendium
of lmown information the same as we have.
'\Ve must necessarily direct our attention, I suggest, to the exchange
of something that they haven't got that they would lilrn to have.
Now, if we give them that-and let us say that it took them 2 years
to use it-if we have misjudged the international situation, if we have ·
misjudged the party to whom we give the information, 2 more years
of life in the whole cycle of time is not very important.
Dr. GusTA vsoN. I see the point that you are making. Let me put
it this way. I am sorry, for psychological purposes, that we started
talking 11,hout the secret of the atomic bomb and implied that we had
secrets of a fundamental nature with respect to the bomb.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am in entire agreement with you, Doctor.
Dr. GusTAVSON. ]\!fay I say just one thing more? I would have
been delighted if, when we issued the Smyth report, the Federal Government would have said: "Vfo were successful in building an atomic
bomb. The world knmvs that. It has seen the dcmonstrntion. '\I\• c
are now giving you t,he basic principles on which 1.he atomic bomb
was built."
That would have resulted in a world feeling, it seems to me, that
the American Government, the United States Government, developed
a bomb and used it under a pressure of great necessity of national
survival, but is not interested in atomic bomb warfare.
When we started talking about secrets, which we do not possessbecause as far as basic information is concerned, they are openthen we started to indicate that we do lrnve a military ad vantage in
terms of fundamental basic knowledge, which we do not have, and
we are lulling ourselves into a false sense of security.
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: Senator MILLIKIN. Doctor, I suggest that that comes down again
to the fact that we are exchanging that which has no value of currency. We either have something that is worth keeping to ourselves,
or we do not.
.
Now, if we are going on the assumption that the other fellow knows
as much about it as we do, what is the point in all of this exchange
talk? That can go on anyhow.
·,. ,
If, on the other hand, we have something that is of value which
· they want and haven't got, then we have an entirely different problem.
Dr. REDFIELD. Senator, if I may interpose,· does not the bill provide for the greatest circul11tion of basic scientific knowledge yet to
be learned?
·.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Dr. REDFIELD. A provision of the bill which we here at this table
· seem to ad:inire is that it prevents the interposition of such :regulat:icms as attended the Manhattan project with regard to future basic
science, and therefore there. will be something that other countries
can use, but that we can use better than any other country.
Senator MILLIKIN. Suppose someone iii the laboratory evolves a
novel conception of a further step in this thing which will magnify.
its power 10 000 times. Now, that is a laboratory conception.
Should that iaboratory conception be circulated around over . the
world prior to the time we are convinced that the world is in for peace
rather than war?
.
.
Dr. REDFIELD. As you put the case, Senator, it would seem to
fall under the head of technical knowledge rather than scientific.
Senator MILLIKIN. I do not put it in the case of scientific. I put
it in the case of l11bomtory conception.
Dr. HuTCHINS. Wouldn't we be interested in where that idea
or igina, tcd?
Let's look at the international situ11tion with rega,rd to the construction of the atomic bomb. Fermi wa,s in Italy. Hahn was in
Germany. Niels Bohr wa,s in Denma,rk. Five or six of the most
import11nt men on the Manlrntt11n project are Hungarians who had
worked in Hungary in this field. The b11sic work of Chadwick in
England was fundamental to the development.
·
Now, we grabbed them o.11-not the men, but we grabbed some of
the men, as ma,ny as Hitler and Mussolini honored us by sending here;
but we grabbed their ideas, 11nd we made the bomb. I think it can
~e shown that there is some Japanese scientific influence behind the
bomb as well.
Now, let us take the co.se that you suppose, and let us imagine that
it is a basic scientific idea,. If it arises here, you may wish to monopolize it; but suppose that it 0,rises somewhere else in the world.
We are not talking about· a one-way street; we are talking 0,bout
exchange, and when we sa,y "exchange" we mean exchange. We are
assuming a situation in which all scientific workers all over the world
in the field of nuclear energy are busily engaged in laboratories and
busily putting out their results. Our contention is that the United
States will be able to get further with its own military security with
the freest system of exchange, because we· can capitalize better than
any other nation on any other ideas that arise anywhere.
Senator MrLLIInN. Now would you mind giving me an answer to
my questi<;:m? Assuming that we have a laboratory conception of the
,049CH-4fl-pt. 2-3
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kind that I have mentioned-.-,-! ain not talking about a technological
development, but a laboratory conception-would you say that we
should circulate it?
· Dr. HUTCHINS. I should, say that it would be in the long-term
interest of the United States to have the freest circulation of such
basic ideas.
,
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, there seems to be apparently some impression that there is a provision in this bill which makes it automatic
that blueprints of bombs shall be sent, upon the enactment of the
legislation into law, posthaste an over the world. You have no such
understanding, have you?
Dr. HuTcHINS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, there has also been some discussion about
congressional control. I am one who is very sympathetic to having
the most congressional control that can possibly be had within the
traditional framework of our form of government. We have the
executive, the judicial, and the legislative; and the legislative, as
I see it, may only lay down a plan or program which the executive has
to execute.
Now, in this bill I think you will find, will you not, several things
that the Congress must do in the field of atomic energy that it does in
no other field? For instance, it prohibits the Commission from introducing into our industrial life any application of atomic energy without
reporting to the Congress and getting Congress' approval Isn't
that true?
Dr. HuTCHINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It also calls upon the Congress for its appropriations. Of course, that is the same as any other commission Qr activity
of our Government. Congress has the blood stream which goes into
it, keeping it alive or not.
It must report quarterly--the Commission must report quarterlyto tlie Congress for everything that it has done and everything that it
plans to do; so it does have congressional control written into the bill.
Senator JOHNSON. I would say, if you permit me to, Mr. Chairman,
that reports are very unsatisfactory controls.
The CHAIRMAN. If you can figure out some way, Mr. Senator,
whereby the Congress can go down and operate the· Manhattan
district-we might just as well try to operate the Postal System, the
TVA, run the Army and Navy, and have every Senator out with
his own army on a battlefield.
Senator JOHNSON. I wouldn't go quite that for, bt\t I am certain
of this, Mr. Chairman: If Congress were controlling the:rvianhattnn
district, the Manhattan district wouldn't be working feverishly, day
by day and month by month, creating atomic bombs until atomic
bombs are under some sort of control. That is one thing that I have
got to say.
I haven't been able to understand our good friencl from Chicago
who is very jealous of giving the military any powrr whatsoever, and
yet in the bill which they have so completely approved we give the
Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy complete control. But
at the lower levels, when you get down to the Secrct,itry of the Navy
or the Secretary of War, they say, "No, no, that should not be done."
Dr. HuTCHINS. I don't think so, Mr. Senator. Speri.king only for
myself, I should have no objection to adding thr Secretaries of War,

(
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State, and the Navy to this Commission. What we are attemptin~to
suggest. is that the Commission must be predominantly a civilian
comm1ss10n.
..
.
,
The CHAIRMAN .. That is exactly what Forrestal suggested the day
before yesterday; that the Secretaries of War, State, and Navy be
added to the Commission;
.
.
· ·
. Senator AusTIN. I was very anxious to have him put on the re<::.ord_:_·
and he did so-,--his assent to the proposition that if Congress so reorganizes the military department that there should be a munitions
board'in it, he agreed with the theory that any commission or committee that is created by such a bill as this should be articulated with
it, and, if so, that would accentuate the civilian control.
· Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to explore another angle of the
thing, Doctor. I assume that you accept the thesis of most of the
scientists that inspection in any event is necessary to the control of
the use of atomic energy.
Dr. HUTCHINS. I thmk that is a very interesting point.
Senator MILLIKIN. Proclamations, in and of themselves, are not
sufficient, but have to be implemented. with inspection.
Dr. HUTCHINS. There has to be some way to be sure agreements are
kept.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. How can you assure a dependable system of
inspection of any country that does not permit freedom of the press or
general free exchange of news, or that operates-as Senator Vandenberg describes it-"behind an iron curtain"?
Dr. HuTCHINS. This bill, I think, Senator, docs not attempt to
deal with the question of international legislation in this field, nor
does it attempt to determine international policy in this field.
It says that on the assumption that international agreements can
be worked· out and will be kept, this bill is subject to those agree.:
ments. If they are not worked out, or you think they cannot be
kept, then some other legislation will have to be adopted. 'l'here is
nothing in this bill that in any way imperils the security of the United
Staoos. This bill merely provides for the most rapid development of
research and technology in this country, in this area.
Senator MILLIKIN. You would. not coritend, would you, Doctor,
that in framing the bill we should frame it on a strictly domestic
basis without any thought in our minds of international implications?
Dr. HuTCHINS. Our position is the opposite, that any bill must
be subordinate to international agreements.
.
·
Senator M1LLIKIN. So we must, of course, look at the situation over
the world and let our minds play over questions such as states that
operate behind an iron curtain, and as to whether inspection systems
in those states will, be worth the agreement that might be entered
into respecting those systems.
Dr. HUTCHINS. May I put it this way, Senator? Some legislation
in this field should be passed as soon as possible. General Groves
has announced that he is reluctant to continue, that the Manhattan
district is disintegrating, yet we know that work in this field should
continue. Therefore, some arrangement. for the continuation of the
work, presumably not under the direction of the Army or of the
Manhattan district, must be made.
·
, Now, what arrangement can be made now that will provide for the
continuation of the work, relieving the Army and the Manhattan
•
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Engineering .District, without· imperiling the security of the Unit~d.
States? What can you do in advance of international agreements?· ·.
.We see nothing in this bill that prevents the United States from
~riter~ng !nto appropriate internati?nal agreem.ents. We see nothing
m this bill that endangers the Umted States if such agreements are·
not entered to.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I want you to stress that. In other words, it,goes .
both ways. If we enter into agreements, there is nothing in the bill
that prevents it. If we don't enter into agreements, and go into an
armament race, we could undoubtedly of course go into it under this
bill.
Dr. REDFIELD. You can put it stronger than that, can't you. This
bill makes it as easy to enter into international agreements as any
legislation which would meet the other considerations.
Dr. HUTCHINS. And meanwhile you advance research and development.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. One phase of the problem-and we might as
well face that also-is what would be the objection to keeping the
matter bottled up under military control for a reasonable period of
time until we can see, for example, how the UNO is going to work out,
until we can make a better estimate of the prospects of peace in this
world? What would be the objection to that from a scientific standpoint?
· Dr. HUTCHINS. I think there would be objection from the scientific
standpoint, because the scientists, although they were willing to submit to restrictions which in some cases amounted almost to those· of
a concentration camp during the war, would not do their best work,
and some of them I feel sure could not work at all if the regulations
and program of the Manhattan district were carried out during peace.
Senator Mn.LIKIN. But if for security reasons it were thought wiseI don't ask you to accept the assumption-to continue the matter
under military control, keeping in mind that at the present time we
do not have the commercial use of atomic energy, and that we do have.
a weapon for a limited period of time, say 6 months or a year, sci~nce·
would not suffer irremediably, would it?
Dr. Hu'l'CHINS. Of course, as you state the question, the answer
must be "No." How could I say that science would suffer irremediably from anything, even, say, from the assassination of all the existing generation of scientists? There might be another generation. ·
Senator Mn.LIKIN. Science would suffer irremediably if you bottled
it up forever?
Dr. HUTCHINS. Even then I suppose there might be a black market
in scientific knowledge.
Senator MILLIKIN. I would not suggest that, even in trying to get
a viewpoint 011 one phase of our problem, so my proposition goes to
a limited, and I hope temporary, extension of the existing arrangement.
Dr. HuTcnrns. I would say, only as a retired professor of evidence,
that the burden of proof is upon anybody who wishes that policy followed, because we do know that it will restrict scientific advance.
·we do know that it is not in the 'long-term interest of our country,
even looked at from the security point of view, because the long-term
security interests of our country are involved with the most scientific
work in this field. Therefore, it is in the interest of science to remove
restrictions.
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Now, to tli,e extent to which you insist on continued military control,.·
to that extent'science will be hampered, and anybody who proposesin peacetime, at }east-to hamper science, has the burden of proof. ,
· Senator MILLIKIN. Yes, that is quite a burden, too; I agree with.
you entirely on that, But we are not, strictly speaking, in peacetime,
Doctor.
.
.
·
.. Senator AusTIN. It is usuii..lly stated .the other way, is it not, that ·
the burden of proof falls on him who .takes the risk?
. _ ,.,_. ,.·
Senator MILLIKIN .. Yes; I agree with that.
Dr. HUTCHINS. 'rhe question is, Where is the risk?
Senator MILLIKIN. We are not, I suggest, Doctor, in a state of
peace. We are not· even in a technical state of peace.
· We still have all of our war controls set up under laws of Congress~ ·
unrepealed; and all you have to do is take a look around the worlct
and you a.i'e convinced by what you see that we are not in a real state of
peace.
· Senator JOHNSON. We have an Army of 4 million men.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes, and we propose to keep an Army of perhaps
a million and a half. .
Senator JOHNSON. And a Navy of more than a million.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. We will have a total Military Establishment of
how many people?
.
.
Senator JOHNSON. On July 1 we will have an establishment in the
Army and Navy of 2,100,000. As of January 1, we have an establishmerit of 4 million in the Army and nearly 2 million in the Navy.
Senator MILLIKIN. That suggests, Senator Johnson, that while we
worry ourselves so much as to what we do as a threat of something,
those who are much persuaded by that line of argument should give
thought to whether a Military Establishment of that size is a threat.
Senator JOHNSON. I have one more question I should like to ask.
I know it is very late and that all ofus are anxious to get away, but I
would like to ask Dr. Hutchins if he believes that there will ever be
another world war in which the atomic bomb will not either be used·fo ·
start it or to finish it, unless we develop some more terrible weapon than
the atomic. bomb.
Dr. HUTCHINS. Well, I should cert,n,inly say that if there is another
war within the next 5 years, the atomic bomb will be used either in
starting it or finishing it.
My unfortunate acquaintance with the university laboratories leads
me to suppose that there are other weapons equally terrible, or even
more terrible, that will be produced either before or during the next
war, which may make the atomic bomb obsolete.
Senator JOHNSON. But you do think that that is a very important
and fundamental question, nevertheless?
Dr. HUTCHINS. Yes, sir.
Senator JOHNSON. In dealing with this whole problem, I am optimis..
tic enough to believe that the atomic bomb is the greatest instrument
for peace that has ever been discovered, and these more terrible
weapons that are to follow it and are following it will make world wars
absolutely unthinkable, and, therefore, that we are headed for peace.
I think that these weapons will bring about that peace, will force us to
peace.
As you put it a moment ago, peace or suicide. No sane man, imli-.
vidually or collectively, is going to accept suicide when he can have
peace.

.
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Dr. HUTCHINS. The issue is certainly peace or suicide. _
· _
.Senator MILLIKIN. Do you mind, Senator Johnson, if I carrJ' that
one step further?
Senator JOHNSON. No.
Senator MILLIKIN. Doesn't the logic of your whole thesis carry you
to this, that if the bomb must be used, we should use it first?
_Dr.· HUTCHINS. If you believe that the bomb is going to be used, then you had better use it first. .
··-- ·
Senator MILLIKIN. That is one place where we cannot be mushyminded. If the authority should conclude that there is going to be
atomic warfare, of course, we ought to be the first to use it. That
assumes that conclusion.
Dr. Gustafson-and I think his estimate coincides with the other
estimates we have had here-believes that, so far as the atomic bomb as
we know it now is concerned, we have a period of grace of from 2 to
5 years, not because of any inherent secret in it, but because it would
take that long to develop the lmow-how and to build the plants
and to actually make bombs.
So the_ underlying question, Dr. Hutchins, I suggest-or one of
them-is, What shaU we do with that_ bomb in the period of wace
t,o try to bring about a situation in the world where a bomb will never
ha.ve to be used?
Dr. HUTCHINS. That depends on the foreign policy of the country.
Senator MILLIKIN. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly it would be unthinkable that we should
drop them first, wouldn't it, Doctor, and maintain ourselves as a
democracy?
_
·
Dr. HUTCHINS. I think the theory of the preventive war would be
extremely unpopular in this country.
Senator MILLIKIN. Suicide is unthinkable, too. Between the two,
Mr. Chairman, I shudder less at the thought of dropping the bomb
than of having the country destroyed.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, we will recess
until Monday.
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. m., the hearing was recessed until Monday,
January 28, 1946, at 10 a. m.)
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' .
. UNITED STATE.S SENATE,
'SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY, .
.
. · . · ··
Washington, D, 0.
'l'he special commit.tee met at 10 lll., pmsua:rit t6 adjotirillhent,
in room 3121 Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon. (chairman) presidmg.
..
.
.
·
·
. ·
· Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Tydings, Austin,
Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
·
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific- adviser to the
committee; Ja.mPS R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
.
·
.
The CHAIRMAN.· The committee will come to order.
.
· Dr. Davies, as I understand it, yo~ represent the Federation of
Atomic Scientists, and I believe that they wrote the committee and
asked to have you represent them, and you were assigned to testify,
this morning.
.
·
Dr.. DA vrnr. Yes; I shall represent them insofar as anyone may
represent the opinions of a large group.
.
The CHAIRMAN. But you were selected to represent them. Who
selected you?
. Dr. DAVIES. Members of the executive committees of these separate
ass·ociations.
.
The CHAIRMAN. How many on the executive committee?
'
Dr. DAVIES. I think we have ·about seven or eight, and that is
probably.a. typical number.
.
The CHAIRMhN. And that is composed of one from each site.?
Dr. DAVIES. No; each site has an executive. committee, a:rid the
executive committees exchange recommendations and then settle on
. a single candidate.
.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go ahead.

a.

STATEMENT OF DR. HARRISON DAVIES, REPRESENTING THE
FEDERATION OF ATOMIC SCIENTISTS

Dr., DA vrns. My name is Harrison Du vies. · Professionally speaking,
I began life as 11 biochemist. During the war manpower crisis I was
converted to a racliochemist. I have been an.·employee of the m~tallurgical project in Chicago and of the Clinton Laboratories at Oak
Ridge. I have been engaged in chemical studies in the plutonium·
project since the summer of 1943.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask for something of your preliminary
professional training before you became a racliochemist?
Dr. DAVIE<'. Yes, sir.
·
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I received a bachelor's degree in chemistry at Johns Hopkins
University in 1935 and a Ph. D. in physiological chemistry from the
Johns Hopkins Medical Sch:ool in 1938. ·
Following that I was a research fellow in the natural sciences from
1938 to 1940 at California Instit-ute of Technology at Pasadena, Calif.
Following that I was in industry for 3 years in the Lederle Laboratories outside of New York City. ·
·
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Whom were you with in the industry?
, ..
Dr. DAVIES. American. Cyanimid, a subsidiary of the Lederle
Laboratories. That is a biological house, making antisera, vaccines,
and so forth.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I am curious about what was involved in your
conversion from a biochemist to a radiochemist. Can you tell us in.
untechnical language what that involved?
·
.
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir. A great deal of midnight oil.
. · .,,
Senator MILLIKIN. Cart a man that is trained generally in chemistry and, let us say, expertly in chemistry, generally speaking, make a
conversion rather rapidly from a biochemist to a radiochemist?
Dr. DAVIES. It is important that he have a good theoretical training.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me tell you why I am asking the question.
During the course of the hearings here, the question has ·come up
frequently as to how quickly a foreign country could asseml?le or
train the technical skill necessary to make bombs. The impression
that I gained out of the testimony heretofore is that it is quite a long
and arduous process, involving much experience and training, to
convert a man who has been in one branch of physics or chemistry into
the branch that has to do with this energy. What would you say
about that?
Dr. DAVIES. I think it is very important there be at least a nucleus
in the new group to start the training program. If there is such a
nu.clcus-lct us say one specialty man per dozen ordinarily trained
chemists or physicists-then it will go pretty fast.
.
. If such-a nucleus is not present, I imagine the difficulties would be
very much greater.
Senator MILLIKIN. If there were not a nucleus of tJ:i.at kind present,
you would almost have to start your original research from the beginning, wouldn't you?
Dr. DAVIES. It would be much more arduous.
I am here this morning to present the views of the Federation of ·
Atomic Scientists, composed of scientists and engineers who have
worked on the Manhattan project. For several months we have
studied the various proposals for domestic legislation on atomic
energy. As scientists, we desire legislation which will foster research
and development in the field of atomic energy and will preserve the
freedom necessary for. the further advance of science. As citizens,
we fear unwise laws on atomic energy for the same reason other
citizens feat them: We, too, value our lives.
·
Long before the atomic bomb fell on Hiroshima we realized that it
would affect political and economic ideas all over the world. While
the rest of the world was preoccupied with war, we came to the view
that our work might well have more far-reaching results than the
winning of the war itself.
While we debated the issues and strove for a plan which might
secure safety for the worl<l nn<l vP.t rP.nli,rn the full bcnefi tfl of atomic
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energy, we lacked advice from other quarters .. With the release of
the bomb and the iiitrocluction of atomic energy legislation into the
Congress, it became possible to form organizations; seek expert opinion
in other fields, and publicize our views. .We have done our best to
add to our technical knowledge of atomic energy some understanding
of the complex political, legal, and economic features of the problem.
The Federation of Atomic Scientists has developed a set of policies
wh~ch · ~mr members believe should be . embodied in atomi~ ener_gy
legislation. We.now have the opportumty to compare our aims WJ.th
the provisions of a specific bilL The McMahon bill satisfies these
aims in great detail. The men who made the bomb are for the bill ..
I wish to.report to the commi~tee that S. 1717 has the strong,support
not only of more than fifteen hundred Manhattan project scientists
and engineers, but of thousands of other scientists.
I appear here today empowered by the groups which make up the
Federation of Atomic Scientists to tell you why we like the McMahon
bill; why we think that, with a few minor changes designed to strengthen the obvious intent of the bill,.it will be the best practical solution
of the problems of domestic legislation.
•
Any bill should include two aims: security for the country and
exploitation of the peaceful benefits of atomic energy. With these in
mind, we have examined S. 1717 in terms of·
(1) Contribution to the hope of peace;
(2) Stimulation of research and development;
(3) Provisions for studies and reports by the Commission; and
(4) Administrative structure.
.

(

INTERNATIONAL CONTROL AND THE~NATIONAL SECURITY
There can be no real national security in a world in which many
nations possess atomic weapons. There can be no solution of the
problem of security short of an effective international control of
atomic and other weapons of offense and of the elimination of war as
a method of settling international disputes. Any domestic legislation
must therefore encourage the international control of atomic energy.
We believe that S. 1717 fulfills this requirement. The problem of tho
production of atomic bombs is treated specifically; responsibility is
so fixed that international regulation must take precedence. In this
respect, we feel that the addition of a general section stating explicitly:
that international agreements will supplant the provisions of the bill
will enhance the prospects for obtaining effective agreements.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought that language was pretty definite,
Doctor.
In the bill it states that any provision that is in conflict with any
agreement that is hereinafter made shall cease to be valid. Let's see
if I have the correct wording on that.
Dr. DAVIES. This quotation appears under "Military Applications
of Atomic Power" does it not, page 12, section 6?
.
Senator AusTIN. Of course, you have no idea that such a statement
is necessary in 9rder to give effect to the international agreements,
do you?
Dr. DAVIES. No; it is not necessary, but. possibly it is helpful.
Senator AusTIN. It is solely to have the bill express an attitude of
the United States?
Dr. DAVIES. Exactly, sir.
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Senator AusTIN. And you think that that attitude might promote
agreement among nations?
Dr. DA VIES. I do.
The CHAIRMAN (reading from S. 1717):
The Commission shall not conduct any research or developmental work in the
military application of atomic power if such research or developmental work is
contrary to any international agreement of the United States.

Mr. DAvrns. Yes; I think the feeling of the group was that that
might well be given more prominence in an earlier portion of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. -Just a matter of emphasis?
·
. Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir.
Seuator TYDINGS. You are in favor of the purport and intent of it,
but you simply want it made more clear?
Dr. DA vrns. High-lighted.
The CnAIRIIIAN. Of course, you realize, as Senator Austin says,
even if that clause were not in there it would still have the effect.
If an international .agreement were properly ratified by the Senate
or Congress, our domestic legislation would, then, under the Congress,
be superseded.
,.
Dr. DAVIES. Yes; but I wonder if all of our· foreign readers are
aware of that.
Furthermore, the provisions of the bill for the domestic development of atomic energy are such that international control can be
introduced without serious domestic dislocation. A commission,
responsible to the President and to the Congress, controls the production and the distribution of fissionable materials; the Commission
has full powers of inspection and can require reports on all work in
the field; private monopolies are not permitted; premature industrial
· developmeot which might prejudice international agreements, by the
creation of vested interests and by complicating the inspection
problem, is not allowed.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I notice especially the sentence that you have
read under your subhead I, as follows:
,
There can be no solution of the problem of security short of an effective international control of atomic and other weapons of offense and of the elimination of
war as a method of settling international disputes.

Suppose that you should reach the conclusion that a dependable
international agreement among the principal powers of that kind is
not possible. Would that modify your attitude toward the bill in
any way?
Dr. DA VIES. No. I think that in that eventuality the precise
provisions of the bill will not be of much importance; that we shall
have to change entirely our legislative structure and our plons for
the future.
Senator MILLIKIN .. And there would have to be another approach
to it?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes; I suspect so.
Senator MILLIKIN. In that event, can you vizualize perhaps a
tighter military control of the subject than is provided for in the bill?
Dr. DAVIES. Well, I believe the proper steps to take will have to
depend on the precise circumstances of this hypothetical eventuality,
and I don't believe we can possibly specify it now in sufficient detail.
Senator MILLIKIN. Does that indicate to your mind that perhaps
we are, for a brief period of time, premature in this matter?
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· Dr. DAVIES. No; because I believe that our very best chance of not
getting into this precarious eventuality that you mentioned is to proceed with this kind of legislation as mpidly as possible. , ·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you believe this kind of legislation would
eliminate the causes of war?
Dr. DAVIES. It will at least leave room for the first step in the
elimination of the causes of war.
. . ··.
Senator MILLIKIN. What would you say the first step is?
.
Dr. DAVIES. I believe the first step is to indicate to the world that
. we do hot mean to use this phenomenon in a destructive manner. ·
Sei111tor MiLLIKIN. Do you think. thitt if we 'took that step that
it would, for example, have influence on the problems in Iran, the
problems of the Bosporus and the Dardanelles, the problems in the
Pacific, the problems of Poland; the problems of Lithuania, Esthonia,
and Finland, the problems in the B.allrnn countries, Czechoslovakia
and Yugoslavia-do you believe that this bill would make an important contribution toward the solution of those problems?
Dr. DAVIES. I feel it may be a contribution, because inany of those
problems have behind them a feeling of military insecurity, and this
bill at least sets out on the road of eliminating this fear.
Senator MILLIKIN. That again comes down to the basic thing we
discussed awhile ago as to whether the other important nations will
accept the intent of the bill in good faith, doesn't it?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir. .
Senator MILLIKIN. It involves the complete exchange of information, not only scient,ific information but other information, among,
let us say, the principal nations of the world.
,
Dr. DAVIES. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. And involves the elimination, you might say,
of police powers, does it not?
Dr. DAvrns. It would help a great deal.
Senator MILLIKIN. Certainly we cannot achieve this basis that
you emphasize-and I think quite properly-until things of the
character I have mentioned are corrected or solved in. some way or
other. Is that not correct?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes. Perhaps it is a question of in what order to
do things; and our feeling, I a1n pretty sure, is that we must undertake
them concomitantly.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, we do have a weapon. Insofar as we
know, we are the only Nation that hits that kind of weapon for the
present for a period of grace estimated from 2 to 6 years. The
question, therefore, is: What shall we do with this weapon prior to
the time· that we have the assurance of a dependable world peace?
Is that not the question?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. So you would suggest to the corrunittee that
· the committee give careful attention to that in relation to this or any
other bill that may come before it?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, is there anything in this bill as it is proposed that would in any was jeopardize this country's security, as
you see it, providing the world turns away from the UNO and goes
down the path to war. Assuming that horrible state of affairs, is
there anything in this bill that makes America less ready in that
eventuality, as you see it?
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Dr. DAVIES. The bill will not hurt us nor harm us in such a situation, in my. opinion.
.
The CHAIIlMAN. So I presume that Senator Millikin's point is
based on the fact that our security might be lessened if these horrible
things came about. · Did you m1derstand that that was the .thBSis
of his questions to you? ·
.·
Dr. DAVIES. No; I don't understand the last remark.
"r,-., ·
The CHAIRMAN. As r understood Senator Millikin-Senator, it is
your view. that if these tbings came about you certainly would not
want any legislation that would prejudice the security of this country, naturally.
. .
·
Senator 1\1mLIKIN. That is entirely correct, of course.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you say, Dr. Davies, .as I understand it,
that there is nothing in this bill, as you see it, if that does eventuate,
that prejudices the security of this country in your opinion.
Dr. DAVIES. That represents my opinion.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I want to make sure, for that is mine, too.
Senator TYDINGS. Let me ask a question there, and make a short
. statement beforehand.
·
·
You revall the Washington Naval Disarmament Conference in
1922, when we scaled our _Navy down to that of other countries.
We took no account in that conference of land armies, but simply
took the branch in which we were strongest and reduced it to the
parallel of other nations without an over-all account of the relative
strength of our country with that of the other great powers.
Now, ifwe do something with the atomic bomb in itself, even though
it meets our approval and we do succeed in getting the nations to
adopt your idea of what should be done, without any comprehension
of their air forces and their armed might, 5 or 6 or 10 years from now,
so that we will be inferior to them, would you still hold to that view
that the atomic bomb, which is our main weapon, should be put on a
parity with that of other countries?
Dr. DAvrns. Well, that is an eventuality a little like Senator
Millikin's, is it not?
· Senator TYDINGS. Let me put it to you this way with some concrete
figures.
·
The history of our country is that we turn pretty rapidly from war
to peace. Five yems from now, if we follow the old pattern, we will
have an army of a couple of thousand meri. Much of our Navy will
be. tied up and not fit to go to sea. Our military air force will be
reduced.
.
Now, let's suppose that nations X, Y, and Z do not follow that
pattern. Let's suppose that nation X keeps an army of 5,000,000,
and nation Y keeps an army of 10,000,000, and nation Z keeps a.n
a.rmy of 2,000,000, plus 3,000,000 reserves. They have air forces
that integrate into such an army, and we don't have those things.
The one field in which we arc dominant is the atomic bomb.
Now, would your idea be to let them share on a plane of parity, so
to speak, in the atomic bomb field with us while nothing is done in
these· other respects?
Dr. DAVIES. 'Nell, the great point is to avoirl t.he beginning of the
war, and we cannot put very much faith in the ability of these bombs
to prevent the war beginning.
· Senator 'l'YDINGS. I agree with you, but the point is, is it fair for
our country to reduce its strength without a compn.rnhle reduction of
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· strength not only in the 11tomic bomb fi~ld but in all other fields at
one 11nd the saine time? Must not that 11ction .be simultaneous?
.
Dr. DAVIES,. I believe tl111t all we11po11s must be reduced 011 a parity

bu~.

·

Sen11tor TYDINGS. I am trying to get an answer to it, and 1 want to
make sure you understand me: .
Dr. DAVIES. I underst11nd your question, but I do not know the
answer.
,
Sena tor TYDINGS. You see, we let the N 11vy down in 1922 and made
ourselves ;relatively weaker. We made every other nation correspondingly stronger by the action we took in 1922 when we destroyed
the strongest Navy we had.
·
Now, would it be your opinion, that, assuming we can reach an
agreement for the control of the atomic ·bomb, we ought to reach
that agreement without a corresponding diminution in the other arms
of all other countries so th11t the relative picture is the same?
Dr. DAVIES. I feel that I am for such a proposal.
Senn,tor TYDINGS. Which one now?
Dr. DAVIES. The proposal that other arms must ho similarly
reduced, p11rticularly offensive 11rms.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, you are willing to give as much
as any other nation will give, but you want to make sure that we all
give in the mutual undertaking for peace and the set,tloment of disputes by peaceful processes rather tlmn war, and that you are not in
favor of the reduction of the relative strength of t.ho United States
to that of some other country in one category unless that other cotmtry reduces the things in which it is strong so that we are on a· parity
with them in all respects.
Dr. DAVIES. That seems a proper approach.
Senator TYDINGS. Then I take it that you would he opposed to
atomic bomb control alone?
Dr. DAVIES. If we beg11n with the control of atomic bombs only,
and did not in 11 rc11sonable time go on to the control of other offensive
weapons of w11r, I should like very seriously to reconsider my position.
Senator TYDINGS. Then even if you start and secure the control
of the atomic bomb only, you would make that as a lasting agreement
contingent upon the happening of other events that would accomplish tho things we had under discussion; that is, other disarmament?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS. You would not, then, be in favor, as a· lasting
policy, of control of the atomic bomb only in a world tl111t w11s armed
in all other respects, and in many cases armed far superior to that of
om· own country?
.
Dr. DAVIES. The difficulty of going on to that last logical conclusion is that the alternative, in which we keep tho atomic bomb and
other people proceed to develop the atomic bomb, does not give us,
in our opinion, any more security than we would have i£ we eliminated the atomic bomb and did not l'equire a concomitant reduction
of other kinds of armament.
Senator TYDINGS. It has to be an over-all overhauling'!
Dr. DAVIES. I think the Chinese saying "No choice between evils"
applies here.
Senator TYDINGS. I am going to adhere to the opinions that you
are advocating, that any control of the atomic bomb as a separate
nndertaking should not be had as a permanent solut.ion unless it is
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accompanied by the ·control of other weapons which make other coun~
tries stronger than us. . .
·
·
· ..
Dr. DAVIES. If the possession of such weapons does endanger us,
then I agree with you.
· ·
Senator TYDINGS. You know we had the last war in Germanv
without any atomic bombs over there, and it was a pretty good war.
What I am getting at is this: Can we, as responsible legislators, in
your opinion, reduce our atomic bomb potential unless other countries
reduce their potential in other respects in which they are superior at
one and the same time?
Dr. DAVIES. Not over the long view.
· Senator TYDINGS. That is what I mean. Therefore, the effteacy
of your atomic bomb control, a control that is understandable because
the atomic bomb is a dangerous weapon, is predicated upon the contingency that immediately following, or simultaneously therewith,
there be a scaling down of the def1:mses of other countries in whichever
respects they are superior to us just as we are superior to them in the
atomic bomb field.
Dr. DAVIES. Yes; if, as I have stated, that superiority really menaces us.
Senator TYDINGS. Well, certainly an army of 10,000,000 would
menace us, wouldu't it?
Dr. DAvrns. Not necessarily. The British Navy has 'not been a
menace to us for a century, although it was highly superior to our own
at one time.
Senator TYDINGS. There was a time 'Yhen tho British Navy was a
menace to us, and that time may come again. I don't think it will,
luckily, but the point is that we have to legislate in the face of all
possible contingencies.
Dr. DAvrnE. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. And, therefore, your testimony is that you favor
atomic bomb control between nations, but only if those nations
which agree to it-and we will assume that they arc all the nationsimmediately make contingent upon its ultimate adoption as a lasting
solution a corresponding reduction of other arms in the categories in
which other nations are superior to us so that we will not have weakened our position and strengthened theirs?
Dr. DAvrns. Since I cannot get my qua.lification in-that is, I am
not too sure of it myself-I will agree with that statement of yours.
Senator TYDINGS. Then would you be in favor of atomic bomb
control alone without any considoi·ation at all of tho relative land or
air strength of our countries in other fields outside tho atomic bomh
field?
Dr. DAvrns. For the present time; yes.
Senator TYDINGS. How long would you adhere to that?
Dr. DA vrns. Until those who were competent to advise mo fell
t.hat we were beginning to be in danger.
Senator TYDINGS. Now, keep in mind as you answer me, tho v'l ashington Naval Disarma.ment Conference; when we ],ad, t,hon, what
might be called the atomic bomb of 1922, which was tl111 most powerful
ffoet in the world. We reduced o.ur strength in llin.t finld to that of
other countries, Japan and Britain. VVc t-ook no nceonnt of their
armies or air forces, their tanks or buzz bombs, or n11y ciiscase germR
or poison gases or any of those tbings. w·e juRL snid, "There is one
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thing we are stronger in than anybody else in the world. we don't
want to be any stronger in that field· than anybody else, so we will
come down on a parity."
. We said nothing, and let them go ahead in all other categories, so
· the net result was we weakened our ability to defend ourselves while
co'rrespondingly increasing their ability to n.ttack us.
Do we want to do that again with the atomic bomb?
Dr. DAvrns. I wish to comment on the scuttling of the ships.
The error in thn.t seems to me not that they were scuttled but that,·
when disarmn.ment wn.s not achieved later throughout the world, we
did not build it back again.
Senator TYDINGS. Would you want to go through the Washington
Na.val Disarmament program with the atomic bomb without a simultaneous consideration of the mutual ·ability to make war of other
countries in other categories?
Dr. DAvrns. I think we should.consider that.
Senator TYDINGS. You mean, you would start with it?
Dr. DAVIES. Start with it; yes.
Senator TYDINGS. But you wouldn't allow it to remain as a perma·nent solution unless there was this corresponding reduction of arma111ent by other countries in fields in which they are superior to tis just
as we are superior to them in the atomic bomb field?
Dr. DAvrns. I agree with that.
Senator TYDINGS. I thought you would, but I wanted to be sure.
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
ThQ CHAIRMAN. Surely.
Senator HART. May I follow up the answer you gave Senator
McMahon just now, that you see nothing in the bill which would
endanger our security as of today? Inasmuch as the War Department and the Navy Department are the organizations upon which
the security of the country rests, they are the ones who are responsible
for that, do you think that at this moment, as of now, the War and
Navy Depart.ments should be divorced of all authority and influence
as regards this weapon?
Dr. DAvrns. Of the power to set the policy of the Commission by
vote, I think yes. Of the right to have contact with those who do
set the policies, with that right I am in complete agreement.
Senator HART. Woll, it is scarcely a matter of policy; it is a matter
of fact and present-day condition where there is a weapon in existence
in our possession and in the hands of the military.
Do you think the time has arrived for the Congress to say they
must divorce themselves of all authority as well as responsibility?
Dr. DAVIES. This weapon is a policy, a political weapon. It has
political significance, and for that reason it should not be in the hands
of the military.
Senator HART. Inasmuch as the President and the Congress are in
direct control of the military, what is the difference?
Dr. DAVIES. They are in direct control, but is that control directly
exercised?
Se1rntor HAR'):'. vYcll, cun't you conceive thut it would be just as
directly exercised as any control over the Commission would be?
Dr. DAVIES. It could be, but it will not necessarily be.
Sen~tol' H.-\RT. It won't necessarily be in either case, will it?
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. Dr. DAVIES. No, sir. I merely see the likelihood of the policies in
the field of. atomic energy being more subject to the Government if.it is
in the hands of a civilian commission.
Senator HAR'.l'. Thank you, Doctor. .
.
.·
.
Now, jilst ,o;ne other small point. · In response to the questions of
Senator Millikin, you said something about making everything
known. To be specific, do you think that, as of now, we should
publish to the rest of the world the remaining secrets that we possess as
regards this weapon, that we should inform everybody in the world
exactly what the weapon is and how to make it?
·
.
Dr. DAVIES. I think publication of the knowledge of the Manlrnttan
project should fall short of the method of detonating the atomic
bomb. There is no reason that I can see why anyone should demand
that information .
. Senator HA:rtT. That is, you do not sec that we should, as of now,
publish to the rest of the world, or our allies, our few remaining
secrets?
Dr. DAvrns. I feel that the information in other portions of the
project other than that dealing with the detonation of the bomb is
not important to our security.
Senator HART. But most of that has already been published, has it
not?
Dr. DAvrns. The details, no. The general lines have been indicated.
Senator HART. Do you think that further det,ails should be published?
Dr. DAvrns. I don't think it particularly important as far as our
security goes. As regards a program for setting up international
agreements in this field, it might help, it might create a very good
spirit to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, is there anything in t.l1is legislation that
you think .provides for any disnrmament?
Dr. DA vrns. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hart, suggested that since the military was
under the control of the President and Congress, that it therefore
follows that the President_ and Congress would have complete control
while leaving it under '\-Var Department cont,rol, we might say, instead
of under a civilian commission.
Of comse, I suppose that, basically, electricity furnishes more of
the sinews of war than any other component, does it not'?
Dr. DAvrns. Or oil, perhaps.
The CHAmMAN. I don't know that there has over been any suggestion that we leave our national policy for either electricity or oil
directly to the military, have we?
Dr. DAVIES. I have never heard it.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, on the peacetime application of (,his force,
the peacetime use of it, do you see any predecent in nil of om history
for putting this under the War Department?
·
Dr. DAVIES. I can think of none. .
Senator HrcKENLOOPEH. At the present time, Dr. Davies, atomic
energy is a weapon only, isn't it? The only pracl icn I n.pplication of
a.tomic energy tha.t we have today is as a weapon.
The CHAIRMAN. No; that isn't so, Senator. How a.bout, medicinal
uses?
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Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Let me find out what the Doctor says
about that. · .
· .
·
.. .
.
.·
Dr. DAvIE1>. The only important application of atomic energy that
has actuully been made is the bomb.
·
·
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. And there · are collateral fields at the
present time, considering the fact. that the bomb was the objective
and that we attained that objective, and we, at least temporarily,
discarded the examination of the other fields, such as medicine, frower,
and all .those things, in attaining this objective.
There are. other fields for futnr<> explora.tion, such as its use in
public health and its use for power, and the civil uses of atomic
energy.
Iri11Smuch as today its only proven practical field of use is the
weapon, and as we llPre in Congress must set up a temporary statute,
I think most everyone admits that we cannot see too far into the
crystal ball of the future and know just how we are to outline a com:.
plete program of legislation for further generu.tions to come; and,
therefore, the legislation must be approached, I believe, from a tern··
por11ry basis.
Dr. DAVIEf,. Yes, sir.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. What do you think about not having full
control of atomic energy lodged in the military, that is, the full control and direction, but to have military representation temporarily in
any group that undertakes to go into this atomic field in the immediate futme, until such time as international agreement for its outline
or taking it out of the field of weapons is reached?
Dr. DAVIES. I would feel that the Commission should have among its
members men of military experience, but that members of the ComInission should be full-time members of the Cominission, and not
members of any other governmental group.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. But you do feel, as I understand it, that
at the present moment, and for at least a period of time until matters
are settled with respect to the weapon, the Commission should have
the benefit of important military considerations, and that factor should
be an important consideration during this period, so long as it is only
a weapon?
Dr. DAVIES. It should be kept in mind that, if we are not in danger
in this period of grace that Senator Millikin has mentioned, I do not
believe it too important that those considerations enter our program.
Senator HICKENLOOPFR. Well, you believe in keeping the battleships under the control of the Navy, don't you? They have scrap-iron
possibilities, and various other uses that they could be put to in the
industrial activity of the country, and yet the battleship is a weapon,
and we consider that under complete military control, or at least as
long 11.s the battleship is a weapon it should have careful attention by
the military whose duty it is to defend the country?
Dr. DAVIES. I feel somewhat more kindly toward the battleship
than I do the bomb.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. You arc just as dead when killed by 11.
battleship as when killed by a bomb.
Dr. DAVIES. That is true, but my battleships, I feel, will protect me,
· while I do not feel my bombs will protect me.
Senator HrcKENLOOPlDR. There is a difference in the conception of
strategy of war, but in order to make my basis clear, I don't beli<>vc
704931-46-pt. 2--4
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this thing should be kept under the unlimited control of the military
at all. I believe that until we can get satisfactory guaranties of the
peaceful use of ·atomic energy-,
·
Dr. DAVIES. Are you speaking technologically? .
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. No; I mean international agreements
between nations for the peaceful use and the elimination of the
military use of atomic energy. I feel that we should have some pretty
strong and intimate representation by the military on any group; that
is, by those who are expert in the military use of the weapon, whether
they be civilians or whether they be out of the Department. That
factor should be in there until we feel reasonably certain that the
bomb has been eliminated as a weapon. After that, then I would say put it completely under civilian control.
Dr. DAVIES. I will agree that military experience should be present
on the Commission.
·
Senator HICKENLOOPER. And the question of the possibility of
· national defense in the future, so long as the bomb is a potential weapon
in the world, it should be a factor, shouldn't it?
Dr. DAVIES. I don't understand.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. By that I mean. unless we can assure ourselves that it has been taken out of use as a weapon, we always have
to consider the fact that somebody may use it against us, or we may
have to use it in our national defense against somebody else, barring
those guaranties of peace.
Dr. DAVIES. I would rather wait unt.il we had real concern that it
would be used or might be used against us to decide those questions.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. A bomb goes off awfully fast.
Dr. DAVIES. It takes time to make it, though.
The CHAIRMAN. I wont to make one brirf observation.
Do you know Admiral Land of the :tvfaritime Commission?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He was a civilian when he served on the Maritime
Commission, which is a civilian commission. Gen. George Marshall
is now the Ambassador to China, not in his capacity as a general but
in his capacity as George Marshall, citizen. That is true, isn't it?
That is trne; I can tell you it is true.
It just occurs to me that in the appointment to this Commission
there is nothing in the world to prohibit somebody with former Army
or Navy experience. For instance, Senator Hart has served as an
Admiral in the Navy. There woulrl. he nothing in the bill to prevent
his appointment, and yet Admiral Hart would go on the Commission
as a civilian, would he not?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I am not concerned whether "brass'' sits
around the tu.ble or not, as official uniformed people. I am concerned with the principle; whether he is a man of present capability
along t.his line, or whether he is actually an official in some other
branch of the Government ma.kcs litth\ dific•rcnce to me. I am concerned as to whether or not, so long as this is a weapon, we have the
benefit of expert military knowledge and appreciat.ion not only of
what has gone on in the past bnt of our potenLial ncncls in the
future so long as it is a weapon and so long as Lhat is the conception
in the world.
Is that a reasonable assumption?
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Dr'. DAVIES. Tam not quite clear as·to the sort of experience in the
use of the atomic bomb that you have in mind.
·
Senator. HICKENLOOPER. I am speaking about the experience in the
responsibility for the defense of the United Stutes. That is what the
military is charged with, that is what it is trying for, and that is what
we hold them responsible to. So long as this thing ~s a weapon, there
is that potential possible need, and I am merely trying to explore the
. fact as to whether or not durfug this transition period from getting it
completely out of the secrecy of military wartime control and into the
hands of the public we should probably have the benefit of military
experience; because it still continues to be a bomb, and will be .for
some time.
·
·
· Senator JOHNSON: I want to ask the chairman ifhe favors placing
Gen. George Marshall .and Admiral Land on the Commission to be
set up?
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no. I was only using that as an example._
Senator JoHNsoN. Are you opposed to them going on?
The CHAIRMAN. I don'.t think I have to answer that, or suggest
who should go on the Commission, Senator ..
I was merely pointing out that there had been plenty of precedent
for men who had had military experience in taking civilian jobs, who
became civilians. I do not, I will tell you frankly, believe in the
military having control of atomic energy.
Senator JOHNSON. I join you in that, but you advanced a very
interesting proposal here, and I was anxious to find out just how far
you would go in that direction, whether you favored Gen. George
Marshall and Admiral Land going on the Commission that is to be
set up.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, a,; you know, it is provided that
the President makes the nominations.
But I will say this: If I were President and were called upon to
make the .Commission, and George Marshall had finished his work in
China, and I could induce him to serve on the Commission, I think
he is not only a grand officer, but he is a great statesman, and niy
answer to you would be that I would certainly give serious consideration to naming George Marshall on that Commission. I am not so
intimately acquainted with Admiral Land.
Eenator JoHNSON. I concw· in your analysis a.nd in your conclusion.
I would join you in that wish.
I would like to ask the witness if he does not deem it advisable to
place this new proposed .Commission, insofar as it is possible, under
the control of the Congress rather than under the control of the
Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, and the other departments under the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy-Congress versus the administration?
.
.
Dr. DAvrns. Your point of view being that the bill, as it now
stands, places the Commission more under the control of the Commander in Chin£ of the Army and Navy than it docs under Congress?
Senator JOHNSON. That is correct, and that is something I am trying
to correct in the bill. I want to find out if you have an opinion on
that question, whether you think there should be tighter congressional
control over this Commission tl11111 is now provided in the McMahon
approach to the problem?
Dr. DAvrns. Congress has a voice in this undertaking.
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Senator JOHNSON. Yes, ·of course, but that is about all they have,
and I want them to have something more than a voice.
Pr. DAVIES. They have the opporttJ.nity to approve the nominations
for the Commission; they hold the purse strings; they get the reports
and an opportunity to legislate furtJier on the committee's recommendations.
Senator JOHNSON. And you think that is sufficient? You are
perfectly satisfied?
.
Dr. DAVIES. I think so; I really don't kno,v what further provisions
could be added.
·
Senator JOHNSON. You are perfectly satisfied with that condition,
then?
·
Dr. DAVIES. Without further examination; yes.
Senator JOHNSON. There is another point, following Senator
Tydings' exploration of your viewpoint.
It has always been difficult for me, and I am wondering how it is
so easy for some of you, to segregate the atomic bomb weapon from
all other weapons of war. You just seem to think t,hat you can write
off the atomic bomb nucl.then go on with 11, nice little polite war that
has everything in it of destructive nature except the atomic bomb.
I ~nnnot do that in my own thinking, nnd I wonder how you folks
are able to do it without more concern.
Dr. DAvrns. Why, I don't think we do separate them, Senator
Johnson. We iegnrcl the bomb menace 11s the most severe of the
menaces in the world, and therefore it is the logical one to attempt to
remove first.
Senator JOHNSON. vV ell, war is a menace; war itself is a menace.
Dr. DAvrns. Yes, but we must have a way of going about its
removal. One of the w11ys is the removal of the weapons of wa.i·.
Senator JOHNSON. By removing the weapons, you say?
Dr. DAvrns. Yes.
Senator.JOHNSON. Well, tha.t may be so, if it were possible to do.
When Senator Tydings was interrogating you, it kept coming to my
mind that while we were destroying our battleships Germany was
building up her industries, nncl in modern wa,r every heavy-duty
industry is a war potential. Germany, instead of building battleships, was building her war potential by building up her peacetime
industries to be converted to w11rtime industries, and in that way she
was making herself strong.
Now, it seems to me you have to appronch war not piecemeal, by
segregating atomic energy and atomic bombs over here and letting
other developments go forward. I was interested in your approach
to this problem by saying that you thought we ought to begin with
the atomic bomb. As I followed you, it seemed to me tlrn.t you WPrn
very much opposed to permitting that to be the end. You wa.nted it
to be the beginning, but not the end?
Mr. DAvrns. That is correct, sir.
Senator JOHNSON. In that, I agree. I think that, t,hat is being very
realistic. But to dismiss all of these other potentials of wnr a.nd single
out atomic energy, which is the most efficient war weapon, the most.
effective war weapon evei' created, it just occms to me that that is
making it too simple and too easy. There are many wa,r weapons,
and some of them are just as devastating, perhaps, or more so, as the
11.tomic bomb. So instead of directing our efforts toward t.ho elimina--
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tion of the atomic bomb, why not direct our efforts toward the
elimination of war?
I heard you say a moment ago that there is no defense against the
atomic bomb. Well, while it isn't a satisfactory defense in any way,
it is a defense nevertheless, and the only one we have, and that is the
atomic bomb itself.
·
My hope is to make war such a certain suicidal adventure that by
atomic bombs, and other potential weapons of that character, a war
would be unthinkable, and therefore war itself will go out the window
instead of spee\ific weapons going out the window. That is the approach that I am trying to make to this problem, and I am rather
distressed to find so many able and thinking people assume that we
can segregate atomiu bombs froni war, and at the same time that we
are accomplishing something.
·
·
We have asked a great many witnesses in this chamber whether
they think that there ever will be another world war without the use
of n.tomic bombs, or some of the later developments, and the answe1
has been invariably no.
Do you think there will ever be a world war in which atomic bombs,
or something following that line of weapon, will not be used?
Dr. ·DAvms. Not if the war goes on for any length of time.
Senator JOHNSON. Well, it will go on for some time unless the
atomic bomb is used in the beginning to stop it.
.
Dr. DAVIES. Well, I suppose it would depend upon the particular
military situation. In any long war, certainly a nation will have an
opportunity to develop the bomb if it has not got it at the beginning.
Senator JoHNSON. I spoke of world wars, and world wars are long
wars; so your answer is that in any long war, as you class it, or any
world war, as I will call it, atomic bombs will be used?
Dr. DAVIES. Certainly.
Senatoi: MILLIKIN. Many people think that the next 5 or 6 months
will give us an opportunity to form a very good judgment on whether
we can have real cooperation for peace among the present nations of
the earth~ There are several tests of that before UNO and several
will develop within the next 5 or 6 months.
Having that in mind, let me ask you whether there would be an
irremedial harm to science if the matter were kept bottled up, the
woy it is right now, over a short period-let us say 6 months to a
year-until we can have a clearer view of whether or not the world
is postured for peace?
Dr. DAVIES. If it is bottled up the way it is now, it will be a practically inactive field, I believe, in another 6 months or a year. It
could be reconstituted if a real emergency arose and there seemed to
be nothing else to do but return it, but, during the interim pei·iod
during which you wish to keep it bottled up, the field would be deserted by most of the workers.
Senator MILLIKIN. Don't you think, if that were the policy of
Congress, that enough scientists could be kept on the job, at least to
keep things in stand-by condition?
Dr. DAVIES. What is the advantage of having it remain in its present position?
Senator MILLIKIN. I am not setting out to argue the case, but I
will say that it seems to me that in any logical thinldng when you
propose o; change you should answer the question "Why change?"
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Now, this bill and other bills propose 11 change. , I think we should
ask ourselves, "Is the situation of the world such that 'We are warranted in making a change? If not, not at the moment, when can
:we foresee a period of time when we can redetermine our problem and
reach a decision?"
Now, I have postulated that within the next 5 or 6 months, or
maybe a year, we can reach a pretty fair conclusion as to whether or
not th's world is postured for P,eace. If it isn't postured for peace,
clearly our policies are going to be much different than if the contrary
be true.' Therefore, I say-I am merely exploring this; this is not a
theory of mine or a position of mine-I think we are duly bound to
explore it. Why make any change? Why not keep the thing ·bottled
up just as it is for, say, 6 months or a year?
You say, "We will lose scientists." I believe we will. We will lose
scientists under any of the contingencies, because I assume that the
scien,tists are not in favor of going on and making bombs.
Dr. DAVIES. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. So from tlie scientific standpoint, except as to
the peacetime use of power, a delay of 6 months or a year in the development of the peacetime use of power, what is the harm in keeping
it bottled up as it is?
Dr. DA VIES. Well, we feel that shifting the responsibility for activity in this field to a civilian commission will further the probability
of a peaceful world, and that this question of whether we shall have a
peaceful or war filled world, which will be decided within the next 6
mpnths, or a year, as you say, is partly determined by what 'we do
now. This is one of those things which can help to bring us to the
peaceful decision.
Senator MILLIKIN. Just how would that help to bring us to a peaceful decision? There is always a certain amount of vagueness when
we get to that proposition.
_
Now, I 'would appreciate it very much if you could state specifically
how this billwill help to improve the prospects for peace?
Dr. DAVIES. By giving the signal to the rest of the world that if it
is humanly possible we will not employ this phenomenon in an aggressive way, but, rather, that we stand ready to come to agreement with
them to prevent the beginning of an atomic armament race.
Senator MILLIKIN. Pursuing a little further the line of inquiry I
am on, would we not serve precisely the same effect; and, in fact,
stimulate it, if we were to say that once we are convinced that the
world is postured tor peace, and we are looking for positive signs and
not words, not programs, not agreements, but looking for positive
signs-once we are assured of that-then we propose that this thing
be known to the world?
Dr. DAVIES. Senator, we are always waiting for the other fellow to
make the first sign.
Senator MILLIKIN. What do you make out of that?
Dr. D,nrns. I mean, let us, by such a bill as this, make the first
sign ourselves.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am trying to find out why. Wlrnt is the virtue
of it? Don't we make a sign when we say at the present time the
prospects for peace-let us put it very conservatively-a.re not as
good as they might be. We have a wen.pan. In view of the present
state of the world, we do not feel that we should let go of this weapon,
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but the moment that we have a sign that is a durable sign and a
dependable sign, · something on which we can shape our · national
policy, then we will make this . thing lrnown to the world.
Now, what is the matter with that sign?
Dr. DAVIES. I would nrgue that such n, sign from the rest of the.
world is less likely to come if we continue the field of atomic energy ·
under the present circumstances.
Senator MILLIKIN, All of these things that disturb the worldthere is no use rehashing all of them; you know what they are as well
as I know what they are-have been brought into being regardless of
the bomb. There isn't the faintest assurance that they will be
~liminated regardless of what happens to the bomb at this moment.
If you wish me to make it more specific, I um willing to do so.
·
Dr. DAVIES. I believe I understand you, Senator.
Senator :MILLIKIN. The ambition of some nations for warm,..water
ports is· an age-old ambition, and it will never be forsaken. · It
cannot be forsaken in the national interest of those nations. Now,
thaf. ambition arose independent of the atomic bomb. Is there any
demonstrable evidence that it will be forf!aken by anything we do
about the atomic bomb? ·
Since the atomic bomb has been in existence and has been used,·
there have been new developments in the international situation,
despite our possession of the bomb, that greatly threaten the peace
of.the-world. Perhaps my end point is that you are putting.too much
emphasis on what will happen to make the world a more peaceful
place by what we do with the bomb.
·
I repeat, since the bomb was exploded, I could.mention a half-dozen
things that have been injected .into the world picture that are war
breeding, and that there is no reason to believe that there will be any
retraction of.them despite the bomb, .or what we do about it.
If these things go on when we keep the bomb in our possession, is
there less· likelihood that they will go on if ·we share the bomb?
Dr: DAvrns. The atomic bomb legislation will certainly not of itself
solve the sort of difficulties that you have described. ·
· Senator MILLIKIN. Now I come back to this proposition: If a
period of 6 months or a year will give us a durable hope that these
conditions can be remedied by this new world organization which we
have set up, and which is perhaps our last and best hope for peace, if
6 months or a year's experience with that organization will give us the
sign that we are going to live in a world of peace or a world of war,
what inemedial harm is done by just keeping it bottled up as it is?
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mind if I help him out?
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I should be delighted. I should like to have
the answer.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the only thing that Maj. Gen. Leslie Groves
and I agree on with relation to atomic energy is when he says we had
better set a domestic policy on it. The necessity is immediate, because it is important that we continue, as I see it, Senator, with all
the resources at om· command to improve and to accelerate our technological process in the art.
There is no question in the world but that all other peoples are
busy at the matter. I think that we ought to keep ahead in our
development of the business.
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Now, General Groves stated in San Frnncisco that the project was
disintegrating and called upon Congress for legislation. He said he
was tired, that he was making decisions that he wished he didn't have
to make, and I agree with him that we should get ahead with it. .
Senator MILLIKIN. You have transferred the discussion from the
witness to General Groves, and General Groves isn't here so I cannot pursue the matter with the general. My impression of the general's over-all reaction is that he wants an expression of congressional
policy rather than a particular kind.
The CHAIRMAN. He has got a particular kind, Senator. He would
like it to end up in his lap.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. It is my impression that his position is.
diametrically opposite to that. I think be expressed clearly here the
fact that be thought it should not remain in the exclusive and secret
control of the military, but that Congress should set up a body to
take it over and take it out from under their dominion. That has
been my impression of his attitude. I never got the impression that
he wanted to keep control of this.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it cerfainly has been my. opinion.
Senator MILLIKIN. Perhaps the witness has benefited from this
colloquy and could give me his reaction to the question I put.
Dr. DA vrns. Well, I felt, that I had answered the question a little
bit back by saying that this continuation of this field under the present circumstances has, to a certain extent, the effect of making more
difficult a settlement of the bomb question, and, if we could not settle
the bomb question now, we should have the greatest difficulty settling
it later.
If we do not settle it later, it will be the most severe problem we
have in the world.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest to Senator
Millikin one possibility about a suggestion that has been made here
concerning an indication to the world of our intentions.
I wonder if these new conditions that have come up in the world,
mentioned by Senator Millikin, and new demands and new complications in the 1ntcrnational situation may not be stimulated somewhat
by a basic feeling on the part of other nations that we are not going
to use the bomb as a weapon, and that therefore the real conviction
on the part of the nations that we don't want to use the bomb as a
weapon is already basically established in their mind. Therefore,
added demonstration might not .contribute anything to their already
formed conviction on that point.
Dr. DA vrns. Well, this requires a considered judgment on the
psychology under which they are operating. I am sure I cannot
give it.
Senator l-IICKENLOOPER. That is based on the fact that if they
were afraid of us they wouldn't have made these demands.
Senator MILLIKIN. The fact remains that many disturbing things
have been injected into the international situation since we used the
bomb.
Now, those who do those things do them in a calculated way. They
may be taking a calculated risk. '\,Ve don't know what their precise
calculations are, but the end point is, I believe, a,s I have stated it,
that despite our developmcmt of the bomb, nnd om use of the bomb,
these troublesome things continue to pop up in our face every time
we pick up the paper.
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Senator AusTIN. You have already in a brief reference to your prepared statement made a fundamental point that any legislation should
high-light the subordination of our statute, whatever it may be, to
the international agreements to .be entered into. That. being .so,. let
us assume that already three great powers who possess the knowledge
have agreed and let the world know that there won't be any exchange
on a reciprocal basis of knowledge of the basic facts with respect to
constructive use of tWs energy until security hos been effectively established against the destructive use of this energy.
·
.· ·
.
Now, we have two ossumptions, you see. Let us assume also that
our own Government has appointed a committee to advise it with
reference to its position in the commission already provided for by
the UNO. That is our third assumption.
. Now, then, is it not wise for us to postpone a decision upon this
matter of the organization of our atomic commission until we do know
what the effect of these facts are that I have called attention to, and
they are great facts because they are international?
Dr. DAVIES. Room is left in the bill for the results of these facts.
I doubt if the decisi_on of the international body will affect in great
measure the day-to-day working of the domestic structure.
Senator JOHNSON. I don't want to be tiresome, but I would like to
go back to the question I was asking, because I think I stopped short
of a conclusion which I am very anxious to make.
I asked the witness, and my understanding is that he answered
"Yes" to the question as to whether, if there is another war, the atomic
bomb will be used.
Now, since he answered that question, I would like to ask the witness if under those conditions he does not think that any commission
set up to control the atomic bomb or atomic energy should have military representation, since if there is another war the atomic bomb is
certain to be used. Must not we approach it, then, from the point
· of view that the military part of it is insepa~able and must always be
considered, and that there should be military representation on whatever commi§sion is set up?
·
Dr. DAVIES. No; we feel thot it is not necessary now in any case.
Senator JOHNSON. Yet you say if there ever is another war, the
atomic bombs are going to be used. If that is the correct answer,
and I believe it is, then why not accept the fact and say, "Well, th.at
being so, the atomic bomb is a potential military weapon, and since
it is .a potential military weapon we must keep the military in any
commission that is set up for its control"? .
. Dr. DAVIES. I believe military experience should be present there,
but policy making by the Army or Navy should not be permitted.
Senator JoHNSON. Well, I asked Senator McMahon a moment ago
a question that I would like to ask you now. What would you think
of Genera] Marshall and Admiral Land as members of the proposed
commission?
Dr. DAVIES. I am not too well acquainted with the admiral, but I
should be delighted with General Marshall as a civilian member of the
Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. You wouldn't want three General Marshalls,
would you, assuming there were five?
Dr. DAVIES. Well, if it has to be three, then the Commission would
have to call in expert testimony on a great many subjects which could
better be obtained by broader representation on the Commission.
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· The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, we want to get to the floor at 12. o'clock,
and you are only on page 3 of a nine-page statement, so I suggest that
you proceed.
· . , ..
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment?·
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Millikin.
·
Senator-MILLIKIN. A number of people ,have commented to me on
an article by Maj. Alexander P. de Seversky which has appeared in
the Reader's Digest. They are interpreting his article as watering
down the importance of the atomic bomb.
··
Seversky is a man of sufficient standing so that I would like to
suggest that we call him before the committee and sift him on the
statement that he has made .. It might be well also to have Dr.
Morrison and others who have been to Hiroshima and Nagasaki and
have seen the effects of the bomb there, because there is some conflict
in the testimony.
·
The CHAinMAN. I think that is a good suggestion, Senator, and I
might say that if any other Senator has any witness he wishes to
question-we are taking them as they come and as they request to
appear-if you wish us to contact someone and ask them to come
here, we would be glad to have your suggestions.
Senator MILLIKIN. During the course of other testimony you repeatedly asked what would be the effect of the bomb, for example, on
heavy structures such as in lower Manhattan. I get the impression
from Seversky that he thinks perhaps that could be duplicated by
bombs of the type that have been used in this war. The thing is so
fundamental that I believe when any responsible person gets up and
has a view on it, especially of the standing of a man like Seversky,
we ought to have him in here and hear from him.
The CHAIRMAN. We will see that that is done.
·
I might say, Senator, that I wish to talk with the committee as
quickly as possible about having afternoon sessions. I think we ought
to get on with the hearings as quickly as we. can. ·
You may proceed, Doctor.
STIMULATION OF 1rnsEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Dr. DAvrns. Vigorous research and development in nuclear science
mµst be maintained. The use of the fission phenomenon and its
byproducts in physical, chemical, biological, medical, and industrial
research, as well as in power development, should greatly enrich our
country and indeed all mankind.
·
Bill S. 1717 will foster such research and development through
equitable distribution of fissionable material and of byproduct
materials to all research workers, by granting funds to independent
research organizations, such as universities, private and industrial
laboratories, through the widest possible dissemination of information,
and by creating a division of governmental research to insure a
complete program.
The provisions of the bill for allocation of fissionable and byproduct
materials are the bes~ guaranty for rapid development in the ·field of
atorriic energy. No requirement other than the capacity to satisfy
health and safety standards is set forth. We consirler this requirement sufficient.
Independent research is encouraged by the bill. Government
research is not preferred above private research in the allocation of
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funds. . We regard this as a highly desirable 'feature of legislation in ·.
the atomic energy field or fo1· that matter in any. other· scientific·
field. The full development of science rests upon independent
research .by many individuals in many laboratories throughout tb,e
world.. The direction .which scientific research will fake at a11y time
cannot b\3 predicted nor can research be completely guided, by ·even
the most intelligent administrator or scientist: · Ideas come froni the
most unexpected sources. , Scientists in a ,vell-staffed, well-~quipped
laboratory may work on a problem for many years and yet those new
and r~volutionary ideas which m~y com~lete~y change the complexion
of their wQrk c\l,n come. from a smgle scientist or from a small group
working in a poorly equipped laboratory in a small country. It is,
therefore, of the utmost importa.nce that problems be studied by many ·
· independent groups and individuals. · All competent scientists should
be allowed to study the problems of atomic energy and to obtain the
materials and such funds as are necessary for their work. ·
The bill provides for the wide distribution of byproducts, such as the
radioactive products. The use of these materials as tracers or "tagged
atoms" in the study of biological, chemical, medical, and industrial
processes. will, we believe, lead to the first peacetime applications of
fissiOll', · .Sttrdy of the- byproo.ucts themselves will advance our knowledge of the. fundamental properties of matter. .
The dissemination of basic· scientific information and, when possible,
related technical information, is made mandatory. The bill; in fact,
attempts to provide the freest possible exchange of scientific information. We strongly approve of such provisions, and feel they should
not be abridged. Science cannot prosper in secrecy. Science cannot
develop when workers in a particular field may not discuss problems
with those in similar fields. The wide publication given to fundamental
scientific discoveries in the last 40 years is largely responsible for rapid
scientific development. The fact that S. 1717 encourages this point
of view is applauded by the atomic scientists. For similar reasons we
would like to see the force of the patent section maintained in guaranteeing freedom for use in this field of all discoveries and inventions.
·we approve the security regulations of the bill. During thewar
most scientists not in the armed forces worked on secret war projects.
· Secrecy regulations were based on the Espionage Act and successfully
denied important information.,to the enemy. We feel,. the Espionage
Act will provide as much national security as can be found in a policy
of secrecy. We are pleased that the McMahon bill bases its security
regulations upon this act and does not set up any further power to
make arbitrary secrecy regulations.
·

(

\

STUDIES AND REPORTS BY THE COMMISSION

The American people have a large interest in the development of
atomic energy. Progress and policy in this field should be subject to
public scrutiny. The bill provides that the Commission shall submit
quarterly reports to the President and to the Congress. These reports
must detail the activities of the Commission and must include the ComInission's program for the following quarter. Thus the work of the
Commission is constantly in the public view and a means is provided for
insuring that the Commission will act in the public interest. The
atomicsscientists look to the continuing interest of Congress to insure
the development of atomic energy for the maximum public benefit.
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Senator JoHNsoN. I should like to call the attention of the witness
to the fact that there are virtually tons and tons of reports m!),de to the
President and to.the Congress·by the different agencies, and·I want
to emphasize the fact that that safeguard which he deems important is,
in my opinion, of little or no importance.
·
·
.
.
Dr. DAvrns. I might remark, however, that this is a subject that
might be of special interest to the Congressmen deluged with reports.
. The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the state of wildlife in Arkansas
might be overlooked but, as to what we are going to do with this
thing, people might read it?
.
Dr. DAVIS. Exactly. .
.
,
.
·
Further, the bill provides for studies of.the social, political, and
economic implications of atomic energy and that these. studies shall
be reported as a basis for new legislation, particularly with regard to
future industrial uses. New developments in atomic eu~rgy will be
studied frpm the point of view of their effect on our. nation!J,l economy
and a sound basis will be provided for future developments. In
addition, international agreements will be facilitated since' premature
or uniformed legislation on such questions as the future large-scale
use of atomic energy will be avoided.
Bill S. 1717 encourages research and development in the field of
industrial application of atomic energy. The policy of postponing
large-scalQ industrial applications is, in our opinion, a wise policy.
Industrial processes should certianly be developed, and the bill provides adequateh for their development. Widespread industrial application, on the othrr hand, may present us with new difficulties.
The economics of atomic power development are· too uncertain to
permit a decision at tnis time. Furthermore, premature .development of special interests in this field may prejudice the possibility of
internatiqnal control. The possession by individuals or private
groups of the facilities for producing :fissionable material-the production of power may be accompanied by the production of fissionable
materials.:._would greatly complicate the problems of international
inspection arnl control.
.
.
· It is worth emphasizing once again that strong Government control,
based upon a Government monopoly of the production o~ .fissionable
materials, protects us from the misuse of these materiais !1,nd prepares us for the possibility of an effective international control system.
ADMINIS'l'RA TIVE S'l'RUCTURlli

The composition of the Commission has been discussed by t.JH, committee. Two hostile viewpoints have been presented. The Commission should be small for the soJrn of efficiency. On the other han<l,
the Commission, it is said, should be large in order to permit representation of the many groups whose affairs touch upon Lhe Commission's activities. It occurs to us that a third and morP desirable
choice exists. We believe the Commission should be large enough to
permit physically the discharge of its duties, but no ln.rgcr. It should
include am·ong its members persons with pertinent speciitlized information. The Commission should include men with t,rnining and experience in, say, pure science and industry, not thn.t, the special interests of scientists and industrialists shall have voice but rather that
the indicated experience shall be available. Commission members
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should have but o·ne interest, the public welfare. If the Commission
is composed of men each of whom is clearly instructed to safeguard
the inter~st of 11 special ~rou_p, its policies. wil! often be unsatisfactory
compronuses. A need for furthet· coordmat10n among Government
agencies and the Commission c11;n perhaps be achiev~d through the
presence of representatives of such agencies at the Corri.mission's
deliberations. In our judgmenti the number of commissioners should
not be decreased. It is essentia that their appointment be full time.
We wish to go on record most strongly as favoring complete exclusion of the military from any policy-making function on the Commission. By this we do not mean to exclude efficient liaison between
the Commission and the armed forces. Provisions making this liaison
mandatory as suggested by Secretary Forrestal would not pe opposed
by the atomic scientists. However, it is in best tradition of American
Government that policy be made by civilians. A subject fraught
with such tremendous significance to our foreign policy as the development of atomic energy in this country must certainly be freed from
every vestige of military control.
The administrative structure of S. 1717 seems very satisfactory.
Some of the functions ot a future commission have now been recognized
and the bill provides for them. Thus, divisions for prodi.1ction, allocation, research, and military application lire established and their directors charged with the day-to-day supervision of these activities. This
arrangement should leave commissioners free to formulate policy.
The system of Presidential appointment and removal eliminates the
possibility of insulation against review and a.gainst change. The
policy-making function of the Commission, together wit,h the delegation of administrative duties to the divisions, makes real the functions
of the appeal boards provided for by the bill. Were the commissioners
also the administrative officers, we feel appeals would have little mean~
ing, since they would be directed against those people who liad already
formulated the policies 0,nd made the decisions.
There are a number of minor changes, designed to clarify the bill's
intent that we could suggest. We should be glad to submit those to
this committee, if it so desires. We have not brought them forward
in this testimony, since we do not wish to divert attention from the
important points. The major questions we have discussed and the
treatment by the bill of these questions lead us to regard S. 1717 as a
very good bill. The atomic bomb project scientists strongly urge its
rapid enactment into law.·
Senator HART.· Doctor, you have repeatedly made statements about
the policy-making function, and recommended the complete divorcement of the military function.
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir. .
.
Senator HART. I am curious to know how far in your own mind you
intend that policy-making function to carry. Is it your thought tb11t
this Commission shall settle all policies whatever in connection with
atomic energy? .
Dr. DAvms. As for as the domestic policies go, yes, sir. Do you
mean our domestic national commission?
Senator HART. Yj:ls.; what you are talking about, where the policymaking funct,ion should rest.
Dr. DAVIES. Well, one might for analogy compare it with the TVA
authority, which is specifically instructed in its acts to cooperate· in
very specific ways with very specific governmental bodies.
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Senator HICKENLOOPER. On page 7 you use this language:
· We believe the Commission should be large enough to permit physically the discharge of its duties, but no larger. It should include·
., .
·

and this is the pertinent sentenceamong its members persons with pertinent specialized information.

Now, apparently in that paragraph, or in this statement, you say
that it is pertinent to have_ scientists on there, pertinent to have industrialists on there. · So long as this is solely a weapon, why isn't it
pertinent to have specialists in the military on there?
.
Dr. DAVIES. I think it is very pertinent.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Well, I understood that in the last part of
your statement you said the Commission itself should be completely
divorced, so for as the membership is concerned, from the milita1•y.
Dr. DAVIES. That is right. I don't think those two are inconsistent. I don't think we should cliscrimiimtc against those with rnilitu.ry
training, but they should not be members of t.lie n.rmed forces at the
time they arc serving on thP Commission.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Let me ask you t,his with reference to the
question raised by Senator :Millikin a while ago, and discussed by
you, which I think is quite pertinent.
. .
With reference to the suggestion t,hat we tum this Commission into a
civilian agency at this time, divorcing the military as a gesture of om
willingness or our desire for peace, what is your opinion 11s to the
effect on other nations of the world, for instance, if we would divorce
atomic energy at this moment entirely from the military and set up a
purely civilian commission, but at the same time if we set up a uni-·
versa! trnining progrnm in this country and prepared the oncoming
generations for military service? How would that ha.lance up in the
minds of the world as to our intentions toward peace?
Dr. DAvrns.-One would certainly pa!'tially vitiate the other as far
as getting the right psychological reaction.
Senator AusTIN. The logical effect of your position is that the
weaker wc make ourselves the more powerful is our voice in international negotiations for sccnrii.y and peace. That is the logic.
If that is true, we would not be able to carry out our foreign policies
if we carried out your proposals here. Isn't that so?
Dr. J?Avrns .. No; I cannot '.1~ree with you!' assump~ion, your logical
conelus1on. ~ c wISh to be nct of the atomic bomb m order that the
rest of the world shall be rid of it also.
Senator Au&TJN. But you are so honest in your mentalit,y that I
have refrained from suggesting this, which has occurred time and
time again in my rnivd, and which I think I ·will suggest:
There was a groat statesman here by the name of Bob Toombs from
the South, before the Civil War, and in his campaign for election he
declared, "We can lick the damn Yankees with cornstalks."
But after the wttr was over, he came up for reelection, and somebody in the ·crowd was unkind enough to pipe np and s11y, "Bob,
didn't you tell us you could lick the Yankees with cornstalks?"
"Well, yes," he said, "I did; but the damn Y::rnke<'s wouldn't fight
with cornstalks."
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I should like to go back to the
sentence on page 7 [of Mr. Davies' prepared statement] which Senator
Hickenlooper read. It should include among its members persons
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with "pertinent specialized information." Now, we are talking about
the Commission. I have heard it said that scientists should always
be kept on tap but never on top. Do you agree with that?
Dr. DAVIES. No, sir.
. · . ·
·
.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I do not ,vish to lose sight of the fact that
the bill does provide:....a...and I don't believe you have emphasized it, or
any witness so far has emphasized it:.._on page 21, section H, that-There are hereby established within the Commission a Division of ·Research,
a Division of Production, a Division of Materials, and a Division of Military
Application. Each Division shall be under the direction of a Director who shall
be appointed by the President, by and witb the advice and consent of the Senate,
and shall receive compensation at the rate of $15,000 per annum. The Commission shall delegate to each such Division such of its powers under this Act. as in
its opinion from time to time ·Will promote the effectuation of the purposes of
this Act in an efficient manner. ·

Then it goes on to say:
Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent the Commission from establishing
such additional divisions or other subordinate organizations as it may deem
desirable.

Now, apparently it has been lost sight of that the military applications are to have a place within the Commission if this bill is adopted.
I would assume that the Director of the Division of Military Application would be, or in your opinion should be, a military man; wouldn't
you say so?
·
Dr. DAvrns. Yes; and there is no objection that he shall be in the
military service at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. And he could be on active duty, could he not?
Dr. DAVIES. Yes, sir.
Senator HART. But he must have nothing to do with setting policies.
The CHAIRMAN. That would be set by the Commission; that is true.
Senator JOHNSON. He would take orders, but not give them.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right, and that is where I want to keep
them, Senator.
I
· Are there any m011e questions?
We. will meet tomorrow, I understand, in the Agriculture room,
room 324, the witnesses to be Dr. Shapley, of Harvard, and Dr. Rabi,.
of Columbia.
(Whereupon, at 11:50 a. m. the committee recessed until IO a. m.,.
Tuesday, January 29, 1946.)
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,:

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

/

Washington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,
in room 324, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien Mc\1:ahon (chairman) presiding. .
.
..
. Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Tydings, Johnson, Millikin, and Hickenlooper.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher
T. Boland, staff director.
.
·
The CHAIR:MAN. The committee will come to order.
We are fortunate to have with us this morning Prof. Harlow Shapley, who is director of the Harvard Observatory, and probably the
country's outstanding astronomer.
Doctor; you have a prepared statement, I see.
Dr. SHAPLEY. I have, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you proceed, please?
STATEMENT OF DR. HARLOW SHAPLEY, DIRECTOR OF HARVARD
OBSERVATORY

Dr. SHAPLEY. For the record, my name is Harlow Shapley; I am
director of the Harvard Observatory, and a member of the faculty of
Harvard University. Also I am president of Science Service and of
the Scientific Research Society of America (Sigma Xi), and in preparing the following statement I have had some assistance from my
colleagues in all of these organizations.
The Special Committee on Atomic Energy has heard much important testimony on the problems involved in legislation on the
development and control of atomic energy. Recognizing my inexpertness, I should like to spare you my views on many of the teclrnical questions concerned and confine my remarks to the following
topics, which I believe are all relevant to the problems before this
committee:
1. The universality of atomic energy liberation;
2. Urgency of atomic energy legislation;
3. International aspects of science in the atomic n,ge;
. 4. Coordination of the proposed Atomic Energy Commission with
UNESCO and the National Science Foundu.tion;
5. Comments on specific points in S. 1717.
With regard to these topics I have either some professionn,l knowledge or some recent personal experience that may be useful. Probably
161
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others have presented arguments on some of these points already, and
therefore I shall handle each subject briefly. ·
I should like to preface my specific testimony with the statement
that in general I find S. 1717 highly satisfactory. ·I can report that
this is also the reaction I have obtained. through direct solicitation
of the views of my colleagues referred to above. In addition to them,
I have the comments of many ·members of an informal temporary
National Committee on Atomic Energy· which I have formed for
the specific purpose of obtaining a wide consideration of the many
problems created by the cuITent impact of science on society. A ·
large majority agree with me that those who prepared S. 1717 have
done an excellent service for the scientists as well as for the public.
UNIVERSALITY OF ATOMIC ENERGY LIBERATION

.

'

.

.

It is not at all farfetched, I believe, to remind this committee that
the release of atomic energy, through methods comparable with the
fission of uranium and plutonium, is the most basic operational fact
of the universe, except perhaps for its creation. In announcing the
fall of the first atomic bomb in Japan, President Truman referred to
this fact that the atomic energy that produces sunshine is essentially
the same as the energy of the bomb.
A generation ago the astronomers were forced to hypothecate the
release of atomic energy in the hot interior of the sun-forced to it
by the fossils in the old rocks of the earth. The fossil plants of the
carboniferous age were discovered to be some 300,000,000 years old.
This was demonstrated, incidentally, through the normal radioactive
transmutation of this same uranium atom, the artificial splitting of
which has produced an international headache and a crisis for
humanity.
The great age of the fossils which lived by grace of the same kind of
sunshine and the same amount of sunshine as works today in preparing
us to be the fossils of the future, makes necessary a long-continued
constant source of sunlight.
The CHAIRMAN. What are we going to be in the future-"fossils of
the future"?
Dr. SHAPLEY. I said tlrnt advisedly. I say there is no escape from
the fnct that we ourselves arc going to be the remnants of a past age.
Perhaps I have said it a little lightly.
The CHAIRMAN. ·No; I just got.quite a reaction out of it:
Dr. SHAPLEY. No other source is considered possible than that
which arises from the energy of the atoms. The sun has been a steady .
producer for hundreds of millions of years, and to perform so steadily
it has used natural atomic engineR.
I should interpolate here that other sources of solar energy have been
considered, lilrn the infall of meteors, like the contraction of the sun,
like the simple burning of the sun. They all can produce energy for a
certain amount of time, but not sufficient energy to keep the earth heated
long enough for the geological ages that we now recognize. The:sun
·apparentiy is not depending on t~e .splitting of uraniumlike ,!).toms.
It works at the other end of'the penod1c table, as Dr. Bethe has ali:eady
explained to this committee. It gets its enormous energy sources from
the synthrsis of light elements out of the lightest of all ele'm~ntshydrogen. By for the most collossal source of at,omic energy m the
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universe is this tmnsmutation in the stars of this most common of the
elements. The stars can do it. We think we know how they do it.
And we cannot follow their method because the maintenance of the nee::.
essarily high temperature, about 20,000,000, would be difficult if not
impossible, and would be impractically expensive. The artificial trans ..
mutations of the liguter elements so far accomplished by man require
much more energy than is produced. · Our methods are not efficient.
Although in S. 1717 atomic energy is broadly enough defined in
section 14 (a), throughout this Atomic Energy Act of 1946, as it is
officially called, the emphasis and provisions are almost wholly confined to "fissionable materials" as defined in section 5 (a) (1). ·The
helium synthesis is not included. I do not recommend the change at
this time, but I want to point out that if we should find a way to
sidestep the requirement of high temperature, we might soon need
amended legislation. We might need an Atomic Energy Act of 1947,
or of 1948, or 1950.
The CHAmMAN. Doctor, just so that I make sure that I unler~
stand. In other words, the ·bill covers "fissionable materials," the
splitting materials, of course.
:
Dr. SHAPLEY. That is right:
The CHAIFMAN. What you are talking about is the combining of
certain .elements in the periodic table to bring about., as you say, the
synthesis process?
Dr. SHAPLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Helium is one element, isn't it, and hydrogen an-:1
helium might be brought together?
Dr. SHAPLEY. Hydrogen into helium, thus releasing atomic energy.
The CHAIRMAN. So if we had that process come about, the defini"'
tion would not be sufficiently broad, would it?
Dr. bHAPLEY. That is definite; and tha.t is my thought.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the immediacy of that is
sufficient to cause us to cbange the definition now?
Dr. SHAPLEY. I would hardly think so at the present time. It
may come, of course. at almost any time, and it may not come at, all.
It is a very difficult business, because the stars have the great advantage of enormous mass, and therefore the possibility of maintaining very high temperatures. vYe would. have to find some very
tricky way to sidestep that present basic requirement.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Doctor.
URGENCY OF THE LEGISLATION

Dr. SHAPLEY. This leads to the observation that in revising S. 1717
it is to be hoped that this committee will recognize that prompt
passage of a bill appears to be important. American scientists and
l,echnologists, as well as the Army and Navy, are anxious to know what
Lhe national policy is to be. The scientists of Europe, and the governments of Europe, need to know our plans in order tlrnt they can
better shape their policies and .help shape the urgent international
policy with respect to atomic energy. Is it not, therefore, important,
if you may permit me this suggestion, that the controvertible points,
which might delay passage of-the bill, be avoided as much as possible?
We can keep in mind that on the basis of riper experience this legislation can be quickly amended. We need at the moment as go9d
interim legislation as is possible.
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:. ·.In the spirit of· expediency, therefore, I suggest that section, 9,
entitled "Dissemination· of Information," might be greatly simplified .
.A statement to the efl'ect that "for a period of one year, and un·ti.l
this bill is .amended, no .information about atomic bomb assembly
:and use can be released" would probably allay the fears of many and
. .still not seem too crippling to scientific research and development, or
contradictory to our widely approved plan of world-wide exchange
of scientific lmowledge and scientific personnel.
; · But if it were not for the widespread worry in many circles through"'.'
out America, and the need for prompt legislation, I would personally
approve section 9 as it stands..
.
· .·
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you mind, Doctor, if I ask an interrupting
guestion that bears on a somewhat different subject although related
Jn a way?
·
.
.
.
·
· Do you believe that the general exchange of scientific information
b.etween the nations and the exchange of scientists is feasible unless
you have at the same time a general exchange of all kinds of informa:.
tion and the permission for all kinds of people to cross borders? Do
you think it can be confined to scientists?
.
Dr. SHAPLEY. I believe, Senator, that the effective interchange of
scientific information must be accompanied by the interchange of
i>.ersonnel. There is no check in published materials, or occasional
papers at, scientific meetings, that you are getting the whole story',
and I believe that perhaps more important than increasing the already
considerable exchange of scientific literature is the widespread travel
of the scientists of all countries.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think thtJ,t could be brought about un.:.
less at t.he same time you permitted gcneml exchange of information
of all kinds, scientific and otherwise? Do you think it can be limited
to that in a practical way?
Dr. SHAPLEY. I had not thought of that, but I hope it couldn't be
limited. That is, you are asking could we perhaps get information
that is relevant to the atomic energy bill and not at the same time
have all the information on agriculture, social development, literature,
and history, and so forth.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I mean, can you isolate just one department of
human knowledge and say, "Now, after this we will exchange information and personnel but we will not exchange anything else." Is it
practical to do that?
Dr. SHAPLmY. It might be prn.ct.ical, but it would be inadvisable,
I think, and a very incomplete picture of the intei:nationnl amity
toward which we must approach for the future security and future
advo.ncc of human culture.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am sorry to have interrupted you.
Dr. SHAPLmY. Dr. P. W. Bridgman of Harvnrd University writes
that he believes that the weakest part of the bill is section 9 (a) on
basic sciei1 tific information. Instead of the abbreviation I have
suggested, he proposes that the details might he more specifically
stated. I should like to introduce his comment into the record for
consideration in any further revision of the bill:
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR.

P. \Y.

BmDGMAN OF HARVARD UNIVERSIT! ·

This [dissemination of information] is obviously· a matter of very great difficulty
to formulate adeq1.1ate~y, an~ I b~lieve thi:t the sponsors of the bill haye alte~.dX
spent much effort on 1t. 'I he difficulty 1s added to by the fact, which I liave
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cibtaine.d ·fr;m the· best~inf~rmed s~urces, that there is ·now in the possess\~n' of
the Manhattan dist,rict certain basic scientific information which the scientist~
closest to the project consider should not be published at iJresent. In the face
of this situation I believe that tho full matter of basic scientific information. can
be dealt with only in much more specific terms. I would suggest that sect.ion 9 (aj
be expanded into four sections, as follows:
.
·.
· (1) The Commission shall have no jurisdiction or control over any purely
·theoretical scientific activity which is based only on published material, nor
jurisdiction or control over tho free publication of the results of such activity,
(2) The Commission shall have no jurisdiction or control over ahy experi~
mental or technical activity in the performance of which no materials are nsecj.
the control of which is specifically allocated to the Commission and which utilizes
only published results, nor jurisdiction and control over the free publication of
the results of such activity.
(3) Basic scient,ific information obtained as the results of experiments perr
formed with the aid of materials in t.he control of the Commission shall be. freely
publishable. In case of dispute as to whether certain information is of basic
scientific character the decision shall be made by three scientists appointed by
the President, of National Academy of Sciences.
(4) ClasEified material at present in the control of the Manhat.tan Engineers'
District or. similar classified material relating to atomic fission resulting fro:n;i
activities sponsored by the Government during the war shall be declassified and.
published as rapidly as the Commission may decide is consistent with the publie
interest.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you subscribe to that definition, that revision ,
by Dr. Bridgman, Doctor?
:
Dr. SHAPLEY. Not completely.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you tell us what criticism you ha.ve of it? · !
Dr. SHAPLEY. I would ha.ve left out the reference to the National
Academy of. Sciences. I would not have been quite so concerned
about the freedom of publication as Professor Bridgman is. In
general, I would prefer, as I stated before, that section 9, or at least
9 (a), be simplified in order not to alarm people into believing that
we are injudiciously telling secrets that we should not tell, or giving
away information-an act that for the time being is not consistent
with the public interest.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the Smyth report of course was authorized
and given out by the vVar Department, and I presume that the Smyth
report is ft good example of what is termed "basic scientific informa~
tion." That is true, is it not?
Dr. SHAPLEY. Yes; that is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, there has been some controversy over
whether it was wise to publish the Smyth report. Have you had
any criticism of that?
'or. SHAPLEY. No; but I wns startled to see it when it came out. I
thought publication was perhaps a little hasty, but I was enthusiastic
that our Government took the attitude that we are not concealing
information of genuine scientific value.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, do you feel that there was anything released in the Smyth report which prejudiced our security?
Dr. SHAPLEY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the War Department made the determina.tion
to release that. Under the terms of this bill, a civilian commission
would have to come to the same determination to rele11,se information,
basic scientific information, as the War Department released without
consultation with the Congress, or with the President for all I know,
or anybody else; isn't that true?
Dr. SHAPLEY. Yes.
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· The CHAIRMAN. Well, what I am trying to find out, Doctor, is why
you have the feeling that the delegation by the Congress to a commission as it is finally set up in the bill, should arouse such a focal point
of controversy as to delay passage of the bill. That is what I take it
you are afraid of.
·
·
Dr. SHAPLEY. I am afraid of it, Senator. Frankly, I think it is
:rather silly that there is this worry and opposition.·· As I have said,
I think section 9 is well written, and I agree to it completely as it
stands, except us it matter of expediency at a time when I do think it
important that we get our atomic energy bill passed. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let's put it this way: I would like you to be
the devil's advocate for a moment .and to tell me what you think will
be the argument made by persons who believe that this section would
permit the giving away of secrets that should be kept-and I always
say "secrets" in this field, Doctor, quote-unquote.
Dr. SHAPLEY. I believ:e that cannot be answered very rationally.
We have in this country, as you know, a considerable, shall we say,
journulisUc worry that we are telling to various countries things that
We had better delay for diplomatic 'reasons for some time. To me, it
is a type of jingoism; to me it is perhaps tied up with the political
struggle for an issue. I don't take it very seriously, and I am afraid
I would not be a very good devil's advocate. I don't believe I could
9.uite justify that attitude that we shoul~ not be free with ?Ur inf?rmat10n· and not proceed as you have descnbed and planned m sect10n 9.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I think it is important under the bill
that basic scientific information must be given out.
·
Is that true?
Dr. SHAPLEY. That is right; and it should be, of course.
The Cu.AIRMAN. And in your opinion, it should be?
Dr. SHAPLEY. Very definitely should.
The CHAIRMAN. Can science prosper, Doctor, in an atmosphere of
secrecy and restraint?
Pr. SHAPLEY. No; I think there is very little possibility that it can,
and science has many times been hindered by selfish concealment of
information over an interval of time. I think that will be even more
true in the future, because the scientists are so interlinked, and. it is
so impossible for any one given investigator to control his whole field.
Therefore, we must have literuture, we must have bibliographies;
we must have collaborators in our big researches. I saw a paper
published a few days ago which had 10 authors, indicating that no
single man felt competent to issue that particular job on his own authority. It showed the need of collaboration. I think science has no
chance at all of prospering in the way we would like to have it prosper
unless we have very wide collaboration, very extensive cooperation in
distributing information, and therefore any restraint on science or
technology must be justified on the basis of procedural arrangements.
It cannot be a good long-range policy.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the Commission, as it is created, has to
make the determination of what is basic scientific information, does
it not?
· · Mr. SHAPLEY. That is right.
. The CHAIRMAN. And it might be that they would not classify
immediately something as basic scientific iL'formation if at that
time its release at that particular moment might be highly prejudicial.
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. Now, the discretion is.within the Commission, is it not, under the
bill?
.
:
.
. .
. ..
.
. Dr. SHAPLEY. Yes; ai1d
very high responsibility· is within the
Commission.
.
The CHAIRMAN. A very great responsibility. Do .you lrnow of any
other way administratively to handle it than to give that discretion to
a Commission? Congress cannot do it, can it?
.
. Dr. SHAPLEY. I would think it would take high expertness in the
Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. You cannot imagine the Congress debating each
release of information, and just exactly how much we could release or
couldn't; can you?
Dr. SHAPLEY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't want to labor the point, Doctor.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator MILLIKIN. I quite agree that over.the long term you do
not help science by having to move in an atmosphere of secrecy and
restraint, but, paradoxically, we had the biggest advance in this
atomic fission business under secrecy and under the impetus of war
that we have had in this country, which means exactly nothing, because, as I say, over the Jong term that would be a very bad policy,
I think: ·
Senator McMahon, Senator Johnson, and I have been neglecting
the Senate Military Affairs Committee for a long time. Will you
excuse us so that we may be there for a few minutes now?
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Dr. SHAPLEY. Section 6 (b) contains an important provision,
namely:

a

The Commission shall not conduct any research or developmental work in the
military applicat.ion of atomic power if such research or developmental work is
contrary to any international agreement of the United States.

The proposed legislation thus recognizes the internationality of
scientific research. The build-up to the practical release of atomic
energy came from many countries. Our legislation must be prepared
to recognize that both the good of science and the potential evils that
must be ~·estrained are international. We must be prepared to encourage the exchange of scientific information and to aid in the foreign
travels and foreign studies of our scientists, including graduate
students and specialized technicians.
COORDINATION WITH UNESCO AND THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

In this connection the Atomic Energy Commission could well make
use of the facilities of the newly formed United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization. The charter of the subsidiary
organization of UNO was signed in London in November 1945 by the
representatives of 44 countries. A joint resolution, I believe, has just
been introduced into Congress to provide for the adherence of the
United States to this organization. An importa.nt function of
UNESCO will be the world-wide dissemination of scientific knowledge;
the sponsoring of special international conferences; and the breaking
down, in the fields of science, education and culture, of unnecessary
national boundaries and sectional restrictions. When it is in full
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op~ratfoii, UNESCO should prove to bH ~n hhportant instrument for
assisting in _various operations of the hew Atomic Energy Commissions, both for the United States and for the United Nations.
. .
There will also be need to coordinate the activities and responsibilities provided for in this Atomic Energy Act of 1946 with the activities and responsibilities of the National Science Foundation; which is
under consideration by other committees of the Senate. The Commission and the Foundation both expect to sponsor research in
nuclear physics; in the use of radioactive materials in medical research;
and in the interests of the national defense. In both bills there is a
consideration of-the problems of the patents that might arise from _the
discoveries and developments that occur in the course of investigations subsidized by the Government. It would seem advisable to·
seek a common and·consistent policy with regard to patent provisionand here I am speaking for a number of correspondents-and to consider the various. other consequences of the overlapping coverage of
these_ two l1ighly important legislative acts.
I should like to make a number of comments on specific points in
_S. 1717, remembering that of course a number of them have been
discussed before.
· In sections 2 (a) and 2 (b) provision is made for an Atomic Energy
Commission of five members, all of whom are full-time employe¢s of
_the Government and are forbidden to have other busines~, vocation;
or employment. This is a difficult point, I admit, but I would prefer
the single full-time administrator, with full-time divisional ·directors,
as provided in section 11 (11), and an unpaid advisory committee,
that arrangement being made in order to get the services of the better
men. But I shall not comment further on this point since it will be
discussed in some detail, I believe, in a later session of this committee
by President Karl T. Compton, of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, with whom I have conferred. I may add that President
J. B. Conant, of Harvard University, tells me that he also definitely
prefers the single administrator with advisory board.
.
In section 5 (a) (4) on the Distribution of Fissionable Materials it
is prescribed thatThe Commission is authorized and directed to distribute fissionable materials
to all apJ>licants requesting such materials * * *·

The word "directed" will make it possible for any crank to obtain
fissionable material so loi1g as he is equipped to observe such safety
standards as may be established by the Commission. I grant that
the. Commission may find it hard to distinguish between the various
orders of cranks in the fields of scientific research, and therefore I
suggest no substit~1tion for the word "dii·ected." You may decide it is
. profitable to gamble on these unorthodox explorers who in turn probably believe that the "authentic" scientists are the cranks. So I pass
that point.
·
Section 5 (a) (3), entitled "Prohibition" will make a great many
innocent landowners into lawbreakers. This production of common
criminals seems to be the usual experience when prohibition is put
into the law.
_
I have in my pocket, Senator, a common piece of rock which I
picked up on my way to this hearing. It is not my custom to come
armed to a senatorial hearing, but I bring this to illustrate a weakness
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in the phraseology; This piece of rock contains approximat~iy 10,000.
trillion atoms of uranium-235.
.
·
Uranium, as you know, is a very common, well-distributed element~
It appears in minute quantities all over the earth, and where there is
ordinary uranium, there is uranium-235, which is fissionable material.
My suggestion is a change in the phraseology, which probably has
been pointed out by others.
·
.
.
My objection is to the phraseology, "It shall be unlawful for any
person to own any fissionable material." .
·
Incidentally, I have computed there are about 10 tons of uranium235 within 5 miles from where we are sitting. It is a common element
in the rocks; although not very easily obtained therefrom, as we have
found. Uranium is, of comse, also a constituent of the dust on the
floor. This prohibition which I have mentioned naturally affects all
mineralogical museums, and certainly the provisions of section 5 (a)
will confuse the problems of ownership and provide endless bookkeeping. I believe the situation can be largely corrected by changing the
phrase just quoted, which was, "It shall be unlawful for any person to
own any fissionable material."
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, that can be easily remedied by distinguishing between source materials and the finished product, can't it?
Dr. SHAPLEY. Yes. Or my suggestion is: "It shall be unlawful for
any person to own any fissionable material except as permitted and
authorized by the Commission." That exception already appears in
the next provision of the prohibition clause.
The CHAIRMAN. I might interrupt you, Doctor, to say that of
course it wasn't the intention when we drew the bill to make any
unaware owner of source materials responsible criminally. I don't·
get them out of a readmg of it, but I think that we ought to be careful
that that point is cleared up. I just wanted you to know that wasn't
the intention, of course.
Dr. SHAPLEY. Obviously, it wasn't the intention. It is merely a
matter of phraseology.
In section 12 (a) on Enforcement, is a phrase that may cause considerable anxiety. It is the stipulation that any willful violation,
attempt to violate, or conspiracy to violate "any regulations or orders
issued" under this act is punishable. Throughout the bill there is
much left to the power and judgment of the Commission. An arbitrary Commission could make rules that would ruin scientific research.
In this bill, which no doubt will he amended as time goes on and experience accumulates, it would he possible, without danger, to leave
out the phrase "or any regulations or orders issued thereunder," in
line 19 on page 23.
My only concern is the worry that might be caused in nervous
quarters by the phrase "any regulations or orders."
In conclusion I should like to record a protest which is perhaps not
appropriate here, against the loose phraseology of the Atomic Energy
Resolution adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations
Organization in London last week. The protest is relevant because
our domestic policy must he coordinated sooner or later with this
United Nations resolution, and with the international activities created
thereby. The first sentence of the resolution provides for the establishment of a commission "to deal with the problems raised by the
discovery of atomic energy and other related matters." Instead
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0£ "the discov~ry of atoniic energy" w~·should use the more corr~ct
statement "the discovery of large-scale artificial liberation of atomic
energy" or''/the discovery of the fission of .the uranium: atom." The
discovery of atomic energy occurred 50 years ago at· the dawn of
our knowledge of radioactivity, and that discovery is not the problem
which incited the resolution adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations brganization last week. ·
The CHAIRMAN. I guess they will know what they have to deal
with over there, regardless of how the regulation is written.
· Dr. SHAPLEY. It is a loose phrase, that is all.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, do you believe the Government should own
all fissionable materials?
· Dr. SHAPLEY. Yes.
.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Ani that private ownership of fissionable materials
should not be pcrmittei.
. ·
· ·
·
Now, private ownership of fissionable materials was permitted in
S, 1463, which was the first bill introduced on this subject, the MnyJohnson hill.· .You agree that was in error, and. that was correcte.:l. in
this bill, .if I understand you?.
·
· .
· Dr. SHAPLEY. Yes.
Senator M:..LLIKIN. Would you mir.d stating, Doctor, why the fis?
sio1111ble materials shoul::l be owned, as distinguished from controlledLet my preface my ·question with this: These materials in my State
occur in the regular incidents. They are found in connection ·with
other II'ining operations. It would be somewhat impracticable for
the Government·to own all of the deposits that might have that kind
of material associated with other commonly mined materials.
Dr. SHAPLEY. I can see that point, Senator, and I have thought
about it, although to comment on this subject is, of course, outside
of my field·of competence.
At the beginning of the arrangement for the .control and production
of atomic energy we must do a great many things that heretofore did
not seem reasonable. It is not a time in which the older system of
operation can be followed clearly.
I would like to sec the Government owning-and that word "own"
might be in quotation marks, because it may take a special kind of
ownership or right-all the fissionable material at the present time.
After some years of experience, that plan might be modified, but I
would sooner start from the total Government control and ownership, rather than do a part-way job and have to work then, perhaps,
toward further Government control.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I think you were talking about source
materials rather than the fi11ished product.
Senator MILLIKIN. Then my question was misdirected.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Of cours<>, Senator, as you know, as far as source
materials arc concerned, the Commission has the authority to buy or
condemn any somce materials. There might be an objection raised
that the byproduct, that is, the byproduct of mining vanadium, we
will say, would lie there dormant a.nd the Government, which would
be the only purchaser since it would be the owner of the end product,
fissionable material, could set a very unfair price, it seems to me.
But after an, your miner wouldn't have to accept it. He could say,
"Condemn it/' so he could have access to the courts to get a fair
value for his product.
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· Senator MILLIKIN. I was strilring only at the point of the ownership
of the raw material. I see no point in it at all. It seems to nie it
could be controlled just as well as it could be owned. In fact; I
think if you want to develop uranium ores, for the Government to own
them unless it is going into general mining operations, general ex-:
ploratory operations, would be a restrictive thing rather than a
helpful thing. I have no doubt in my own mind that raw material
can be controlled at the source, but a general program of ownership
in view of the way the ore occurs, at least in my State, would involve
the practice of the whole State of Colorado and would probably end
all mining operations in the whole State of Colorado. Of course, I am
"agin" that.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that isn't provided for in the bill. The
Commission licenses the movement of i.ngredients essential for the
production of fissionable materials so that it can assure an adequate
supply and prevent a· diversion of those matcria.ls. They have
authority to condemn or buy, but certainly there is no intention or
authority in this bill to go out and buy up the State of Colorado for
the purpose of getting any monopoly of such material.
Senator Millikin, have you any further questions?
Senator MILLIKIN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenlooper, you just came in. Dr;
Shapley is a noted astronomer from Harvard and has given us the
benefit of his testimony.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. You haven't located any uranium on any
of the other planets, have you, Doctor?
· Dr. SHAPLffiY. No; we haven't. We haven't the slightest doubt
that it is there, but it is difficult to detect. We have detected some
50 of the earth's elements on other stars, but not uranium.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I notice on page 5 of your statement that
you say you would prefer a single full-time administrator with full~
time divisional directors. In other words, I take it that you approve
of the divisional set-up that is erected in the bill?
Dr. SHAPLEY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Each having at the head of that particular sectiori
a most competent man in that particular field.
Dr. SHAPLEY. Full-time and employed in this only.
'I'he CHAIRMAN. Now, what objection have you got to the Com•
mission a.pproach? I notice that you say that you would rather have
a sort of advisory committee, an unpaid advisory committee.
Isn't it your experience, Doctor, that unpaid advisory committees
give just about as much as they arc paid for?
Dr. SHAPLEY: Yes; and when I said "unpaid," perhaps I should
have modified that a bit. I meant they were not full-time employees
but were employed in the way one hires special consultants. But I
think there is something in that point you make.
If we have a full-time advisory or managing commission, I think
we cannot get the best men; om commission is likely to be made up
either of heroes, or emeriti, or men whose interests are in part elsewhere.
It has been suggested that one could get men on such a full-time
commission for a period of only 2 or 3 years. But men who are
working for 2, 3, or even 5 years and then returning to some other
interest-university or industry-cannot be entirely free of pondering the future.
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'The CHAIRMAN; Doctor, you know there is something contradictory in what you have just said to .an observation you made to
Senator Millikin a few moments ago, when you said we could not think
in the usual terms in several facets of this situation. It has occurred
to me that when we talk about staffing this Commission_ with competent high-class men there is one place at least in which the imagination
isn't let to roam, to the extent that the highest-class men would be
attracted to this. because of the importance of it both to our future
prosperity, perhaps, and even our existence as a nation.
Don't you find that a·little inconsistent in your own mind?
Dr. SHAPLEY. I grant your point, and, recognizing it, I used the
word "heroes." I mean by "heroes" men who do see that this is
1111 unusual situation and who are willing to sacrifice their past and
future, if it is a sacrifice for them, to take positions and responsibilities on the Commission. ·But suppose we were constructing a Commission. at the present moment: I can think.of a dozen men whom I
· think would be competent to be on that Commission, approximately
a dozen men. All of them have either industrial or university affilia.,
tions at the present time, and to ask them to give them up would be
requesting the unusual service that you suggest. So, I grant your
pomt. I was inconsistent if we are applying to industrial and mining
enterprises the same principles that we apply to principles of social
service.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, suppose we made the salary-we couldn't
compete with private industry, for Government just doesn't do that
with $100,000 salaries, but suppose we paid the Supreme Court salary;
don't you think that that would be sufficient to attract the type of
inen that we would need who would serve because they recogmze the
vital importance of this?
Dr. SHAPLEY. I don't believe the salary is a thing that will take
care of that.
· The CHAIRMAN. Not exclusively, of course.
Dr. SHAPLEY. I p.on't believe it is a very essential point.
I think the request that these individuals on the Commission abandon their former connections, their former associations and the way
they have built up their lives-because they wouldn't be competent
on this Commission unless they did have a record of great service and
of great accomplishment-and divorce themselves entirely from
these associations may be successful, but I would worry that such
men could ·not be found. I think that we could do a good deal of
damage to this Commission if we select men who look at it either as a
political plum or as something that is worth their doing only because
they haven't much else of importance _to do.
Also there is one other point that may come up in further discussions, especially if Dr. Compton testifies on this matter, and that is
what would be the activity of these five men? Thero are division
administrators to look after the divisions. The topman, the chairman, would have plenty to do, but unless there were some partition
of the work, could you get these highly competent administrative or
scientific individuals to find profitable employment for themselves
commensurate with the responsibilities that they have given up?
That is a question and not an assertion .
. The CHAIRMAN. It would strike me that a person who is on this
Commission would have the advantage that we Senators do not have,
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0: little time for reflection for the vital problems that they would ha~e
to pass on.

We don't make much provision for that in Government:
.
.
.
·
· Dr. SHAPLEY. Nearly all of us work too much, thmk too htt.le.
.
Senator J\1rLLIKIN. Because I wasn't able to hear your entire ad;.
dress, Doctor, I know I have missed your position as to whether th~
commission should be composed of scientific personnel.
·
Dr. SHAPLEY. No; that matter wasn't brought up.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think it should be?
Dr. SHAPLEY. I don't think it should be exclusively scientific per.,.
sonnel, if by scientific personnel we are thinking of nuclear physicists
or even natural scientists.
Senator MILLIKIN. It seems to me that what you have just said is
consistent with your statement a while ago that in some phases of
these problems it may take 10 men to work up a proper symposium,
and of course if you p,ttempted to put a physicist or a scientific man
to represent every problem in this whole field, you would have a
congress of scientists rather than an effective administrative commission.
I put that also not as an assertion but as 11 question.
Dr. SHAPLEY. The bill, of course, provided for all the necessary
machinery in the way of special committees n,nd advisory boards and
subcommittees. On the advisory board, it would seem to me thut
one must have representation of the socia.l scientist and of Government as well as of the technico,l scientists associuted with atomic
energy release, and that would be true whether it was strictly an
advisory committee or a full-time committee. The problems cover
so many fields.
Senator MILLIKIN. This is a routine question of mine, so I will ask
you: Do you think science would be irremedially injured if this whole
subject continued to be bottled up for, let us say, 6 months or a year?
Dr. SHAPLEY. No.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. With reference to this-I don't remember
how you referred to it, Doctor-general full-time administrator with
an advisory bon,rd, would you recommend that this administra.tor be
appointed by the President and his power defined by law, or would
his powers bo limited a.nd directed und his policies controlled by the
advisory commission that you suggest?
Dr. SHAPLEY. At least the advisory commission should be consulted
if it is a well-chosen commission on the problems that would be written
into the bill.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I assumed under any circumstances, that
being the case, tlmt the advisory commission would be conslllt,ecl by
the very nature of their set-up as an advisory commission. As Lo the
ultimate authority for decisions, what would you suggest concerning
that? Who would be the finul authority on definition of policy and
administrative activities?
Dr. SHAPLEY. The President of the United Stn,t.es.
Senator HICKLENLOOPER. Well, what authority W()nld t,1utt n.dministrator have?
In other words, if he were in direct conflict with I.he suggestion of his
advisers, would he say, "Well, I have your arlvice; thank you. It will
be this way." Or would he be controlled in his policy by the advisers' determination in this thing? Or would the administrator and

I think probably we lose thereby.
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the advisory commission both have to take their quarrel to the President and 1my1 "Hero, we don't get along; you decide who gets the
apple/ 1 .
.
.
· Dr. SHAPLEY. That matter has been discussed a good deal in our
National Science Foundation organization, and I have felt that the
people who know how to administer bureaus and departments in
Washington are much more competent to speak on that subject than
· are the scientists who have not had experience. Therefore, in a way,
I am quoting what I .have heard from competent and trustworthy
11,dministrators when I say that I believe that the administrator should
be a person of authority in those matters, that tho advice that he
would get from his committee should be not mandatory but useful.
That, of course, woµld have the result, then, that he is alone responsible
for the outcome and responsible to the people and to the President.
· Senator HICKENLOOPER. Thank you. I was merely trying to at
least pursue this proposal down to where the final authority would
rest. I think you have answered the question. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Shapley.
Dr. Rabi, suppose you give your name for the record, and tell us of
your qualifications to come and advise us here today.
STATEMENT OF DR. ISIDOR I. RABI, PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS,
.
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Dr. RABL I am not sure of my qualifications, but in any event I
am a physicist anrl a professor of physics at Columbia University in
New York.
.
For the period from late 1940 to Jato 1945, I was at the Radiation
Laboratory in Cambrid~e with tho position of associate director.
This laboratory was, I beheve, the largest laboratory under the auspices
of OSRD and was devoted to i'escarch and development in the field
of radar. From early 1943 to tho end of the war, I was also 11 consultant for the project at Los Alamos, N. Mex.
.
The first thing I would lilce to say is that I am in general agreement
with the intent and provisions of S. 1717. The provision of n. commission is a very wise one, in my opinion. As I understand the bill,
the Commission is essentially a policy-making body in the vast and
complicated field of nuclear energy. It seems to me very desirable
· to have a body of men who can devote themselves to the planning,
coordination, and general direction of policy,
The establishment ur1der section 11 (a) of the four divir,ions of
research, production, materials, and military application ·is also in
line with the best experience, both in private industry and in the war
effort. For the protection of research, it is very important to sepa.rate it from the field of definite application and production. This
has beeri. the experience of large organizations, of which the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the General Electric Co. are two
outstanding examples. In a new and active field like nuclear physics,
which at the present moment rests on the very inadequate theoretical
basis, it is vital that research be as unhampered as possible and tha:t
the scientist be encouraged to explore this field with the freest use
of his imagination. Because of this, it is particularly imp.ortant to
separate research from the activities of the practical production of
nuclear energy or implements 6f war. The exploration of this field
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with th~ broad objective of obtaining a clear understanding of the
fundamental basis of stich phenomena as nuclear forces, the production of energy in the stars, cosmic rays and the associated new particles
such ,as,the mesotron; will find a basis for the new technology of
atomic energy. One will then be able to proceed with further developments with the assurance that no vital avenues of approach to
the problem have been neglected. . · . ·
. .
I would also like to say that I like in this bill the idea of a civilian
commission, and I think that.is directly in line with our war experience, that the most effective connection the military have with such
activity is in the form of liaison.
I want to add to my own statement a statement of Dean Pegram.
Sepator MILLIKIN. May I ask a question, Doctor?
.
If the war. had not come along and made the development of this
energy a watter of extreme urgency, how long do you think it might
haYe been before we woull have acquired the same amount of
know ledge?
.
·
Dr. RABI. I don't know whether you mean we or the whole world,
or some other country. It wa~ quite clear that beginning in about the
middle of 1939 this sort of this thing was possible, and it, was merely
a question of who would decile to go for it in a big way. We did,
because of the pressure of war.
Some other country. poor in natural .resources like coal and oil,
migl1t have gone for it for other reasons. One cannot prelict at all,
I think.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would it have gotten out of the laboratories
without having behind. it the profligacy of war expenditure?
Who, for example, or what nation in peacetime would have started
to translate the laboratory knowledge into results?
Dr. RABI. Well, many nations, with many reasons for doing so.
For example, an empire like Great Britain has many areas in which
coal is scarce and where energy is desired, and they could have set it up.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well. we spent two and one-half billion. Let us
assume that a large part of that would not have to be respent, if someone ,verc approaching it fresh. Let us say that it took $500,000,000 to
do the job. Merely mentioning a sum of that kind and then correlating it with the peacetime activities of Government is, I believe,
expressive of very serious doubt as to whether there would have been
this sort of translation from the laboratory into results for a very
long time.
Dr. RABI. Do you mean, Senator, that the war would simplify the
overhead cost, and that the cn,pital expenditure for peacetime use
would not have been made, so tlrnt we would get atomic energy now
for peacetime use possibly merely as a byproduct of the war 11nd
that there is no other human activity which would give such support.
to the scientific research?
Senator :MILLIKIN. That is the general effect of what I was clriving
at, but I would like to exclude from the inference thn,t I have given you
that I mean that it would never have come about. I am speaking in
terms of the foreseeable future.
Dr. RABI. I think it would depend upon the temper of the particular
country. If they were in the mood for grea.t expn.nsion, such as our
drive out to the West, they· would go for this sort of thing. If they
were in a conservative mood and said, "We have other things to do,"
they wouldn't.
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· . Senator Mrt.LIKIN. It is highly speculative, isn't it?
' - .Dr. RABI. Yes;' it is a big world, and an sorts of things couid
h~pM..
- _ .·
. _
Senator MrLLiKIN. It is entirely speculative as to when we would
have gotten to the point we are now, had it not been for the urg<mcy
of war.·
·
Dr. RAm. I don't think we would have gotten far with it unl~ss
we had this immediate urgent application.. ·
·
. ·.
Perhaps some of the Senators from the Southwest or other regions
where coal might be difficult to get at, say California, might say,
"Here is a source of energy which would be very important for irrigation and other purposes," and get the µovernment to go in for it at a
reasonable rate of $25,000,000 a year, and they would have it in about
the S!),me time we are going to have it ai'lywliy, I guess.
Senator MILLIKIN. Again, that is entirely speculative?
·Dr.RABI. Yes .
. Senator MILLIKIN. Now, the point I am coming to is that this acceleration in_.the development of the science, this bringing it to at
leas~ th¢ beginning of a fruition, came about under military direction.
· ·n_r. RABI. It is a difficult and complicated question. I mean that
military direction has various shades of meaning. I would say "mili- ·
tary- connection"; the military were more the people who could get
the money from the Government. They held the pursestrings, and a
few were willing to take the responsibility for spending such suins,
to the military 11lready spending such very great sums that this was
something ndditional.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think it is incontestable that there was an
over-all military direction and under that-let us call it regimentation, a very obnoxious regimentation of the scientists. I would not
for a moment.have you draw the conclusion that I would favor a permanent military control of the subject. I was just putting a little
counter into your thougl1t that only science can achieve anything and
can head this way in an adequate way, my point being that the greatest
development of the subject has come under top military control.
Dr. RABI. I see what you mean, Senator, and there has been no
quarrel between us.
_
You drew an inference, not from any remark I made. What I said
was that our experirnce in the war has been that for- scientific development the best position of the military is the form of liaison. Twas
referring not to the Manhattan district which was a very special sort
of thing, or made very special, but to the vastly more complicated
operations, I think, of the OSRD, of which our laboratory was one of
the chief elements, the Radiation Lnhomtory. I was simply talking
from experience. Also let us say from the form of organization of
laboratories, like the Naval Research Laboratory, where the civilians
run the thing and the military there arc there for liaison and for providing basic administration. They take care of the buildings and do
the paper work, and then otherwise are there for observ11.t.ion, for
transmission to their different military branches.
Senator MILLIKIN. I have gott,"".l. a very distinct impression from
the testimony that the over-all direction of the mntter was in the
military. Of course, the military availed itself of a wealth of science
and perhaps without science the military would have been entirely
futile int.he thing, but somebody headed it. It is my understanding
it was the military.
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Dr. RABI. Well, sir, you can-go back step by step. General Groves
was, in essence, the head of this thing for a time. Behind hi.in was
another committee; and behind him stood another group, which was
civilian; and behind them all stood the President of the United States,
who was it natural-born civilian, so I don't know where you are going
to draw the line. At some point, somebody had to be given some
money, had to spend it and had to have some organization for spending this money. You would have an organization with people in
brown suits or people in ordinary costume. There was nothing in
the previous history of the organization, the United States engineers,
which made it anything special for them. They never ran much in
the way of labomtory, certainly no such vast research approach. It
was a job which was given to them during the course of the war, and
such things happen oll the time.
.
I don't think we can draw a proper inference from it, until we have
the detailed history of the activities of the Manhattan district, and
all the important decisions, how they were made and what the reasons
were, and a careful examination of whether those were or were not
good decisions.
·
What we have here is, to begin with, somebody gave somebody else
some money, and then after a few years, as an end result, a bomb
materialized. Now, the end result of the bomb does not prove that
the administration was good throughout or bad throughout. I think
the whole thing will await further study.
I am speaking, however, more from my own experience in another
field which the .geneml public knows more than any of the other
operations of the OSRD, our particular laboratory, the Radiation
Laboratory. The costs of the products of the Radiation Laboratory,
the things which were developed there and then went into production,
and which were produced as a result of the Radiation Laboratory were
just about as great as what the Monhattan district spent. I think it
amounted to about o billion and a half, and the Manhattan district
was two billion; so the Manhattan district, isn't our only example of
the initiation of an important scientific project and it,g development
and use against the enemy.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I wasn't making any point, Doctor, as to
whether the administration wa.s efficient or inefficient. If it was
inefficient, then under your theory the parties made accounta.ble in a
major way are the scientist,S. Starting at the top, the decision to go
ahead was made by President Roosevelt, who wa.s, as you say, a
civilian, and also Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy.
Below that, the time came when there wns a.n over-all direction or
coordination or liaison, or whatever you want to call it, by the military, and the record here is full of the resentment and not resist:u1cebecause they cooperated splendidly-the uncomforta.hlc cooperation
of scientists who felt, they were being regimented. That is n.11 I was
trying to develop, and thn.t is why they want to get out from -under
it now. Tlrnt is why they want a civilian commission.
I don't believe those things arc contestable, Doctor.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I don't·think that we should hold you up
very long to comment further on the Manhatta.n clisLrict and the
way it was operated. I thought about it a good den.I. W c hn.d the
scientists with the ideas and the basic scientific knowledge, and then
we had some of the most prominent engineering organizat,ions in the
704931-46-pt. 2-6
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country who were called in. Then, we had .the Army with an unlimited amount of money and without any regard for priorities, which
got what the other two groups said they needed to do this job. Isn't
that true?
Dr. RABI. As far as I ]mow.
The CHAIRMAN. And.they did act as procurement agentsfor this
project, and they did set up security rules for this project.· Is that
right? . .
. Dr. RABi. Yes; as far as I know.
. The CHAIRMAN. Now, do you know or have you heard of_ any
engineering accomplishments per se that were contributed by the
Army other than the three or four private industrial and en~ineering
organizations that were broug4t in under contract to do the Job?
Dr. RABI. Well, sir, my connection with the project was· only
through the Los Alamos Laboratory, which was charged with making .
the bomb and they required a minimum of outside engineering, so· I
cannot really say. I had no connection with the other branches that
.approach it.
.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it is a subject we can well delay in view
of the more important and immediate ·things we have got to do.
When the final history of the thing is written, we will be able to .decide those things.
.
.
I don't want to be understood as playing down the Army's contribution, which was undoubtedly a great one, but I just want to keep it
in-proper focus if we can, inasmuch as it might have some influence
upon who should operate it in the future. The amount of credit that
the Army is entitled to might indicate its essentiality in running this
for the benefit of the country.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I make one brief remark?
The chairman has defined, with one exception, the attributes of a top
executive. He has said he got the money; he said he did the procurement. It has been admitted he did the liaison. There is one thing
the chairman has omitted, and I think they will admit that is true:
The Army defined the objective.
When you have those things, you have every element of top direction.
The CHAIRMAN. I think President Roosevelt defined that, Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. Wnsn't he Commander in Chief and weren't we
told how good he was 11s a Commander in Chief?
The CHAIRMAN. And that is one of the evidences that prov:es it.
I say, "Touche."
Go ahead, Doctor.
Dr. RABI. I have discussed this bill with Dean Pegram, of Coh.unbia, from two points of view; one is the general declaration of policy
and the other is the point of view of a sharper definition of some of the
provisions of the bill, particularly as they relate to specific scientific
matters.
Now, the following portion of my statement was written by Dean
Pegram who has been 11.ssocrnted with the problem of atomic energy
since its inception, and I subscribe most heartily to the point of view
which he expresses. I would like to read that into the record.
This 1s Dean Pcgram's statement, which resulted from our dis.
cussions:
A bill for the Government control of atomic energy is very necessary and the
general intent and plan of such contrnl as set up in the bill merits __ approval ~nd
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support. The following remarks on features of the bill and suggestions for revisions, while critical, are offered with the hope that they may be helpful in clarifying the bill.
· .
··
·
These remarks are limited to:
1. The basis of a bill for the control of atomic- energy.
.
2. The need in such a bill of exactness of terminology and of clear limitations
of the s·cope of the bill with respect to _the materials to be controlled.
REMARKS ON THE DECLARATION OF POLICY, SECTION I (A)

Presumably this introductory section should give a forthright statement of a
sound basis for the bill. As it stands this section fails to base the bill on the real
and valid reason for the proposed unprecedented governmental control of certain
materials and their uses, which good and sufficient reason is that if these materials
are not strictly controlled by the strongest agency possible, they present an unprecedented menace to the public welfare and to national security, Instead of
making this direct and obvious approach, this section rather artifieally or disingenuously bases the bill on the probability that the use of atomic energy for
civilian purposes can improve the public welfare. This is obviously a most
debatable reason. If this were a sufficient reason for the seizure and control of
uranium, it would be applicable also to any useful material-tungsten, tin, copper,
iron, sulphur-anything.
The argum~t offered here is not against the Government ownership and control of certain potentially dangerous materials in· their benign uses for civilian
purposes. The argument is first that the Government must guard the public
safety, next that in its strict control of certain materials for the public safety the
Government should not interfere with, but should rather aid, proper uses of
atomic energy for the public good.
More fully developed, a natural and logical statement of the reasons for such a
drastic bill as this wou[d cover the following points:
1. Atomic explosives present so great a hazard to the public welfare and the
national safety that only through the strictest control by the Federal Government
of certain fissionable materials and any use of them can the people be assured of
protection. State or local government would obviously be unabie to handle this
problem.
2. These materials, of which the misuse could be so disastrous, can when
properly used provide a new source of energy for the benefit of the public.
3. The necessary Government control to remove the hazard of the misuse of
these materials ought not, to prevent the useful developments that can come from
this new source of energy. Therefore to insure this, an adequate policy should
be declared and put into effect.
4. "Accordingly it is * * *" (Jines 3 to 8, page 2 of this bill).
REMARKS ON SECTION 6 AND ON 'l'HE USE OF "FISSIONABLE" THROUGHOUT THE BILL

A conspicuous fault, in the bill is the unwarranted use of the word "fissionable."
It is hardly to be conceived that the bill intends to give the Commission power
to asRume ownership of all lithium or boron compounds, yet both lit.Ilium and
boron are fissionable. It is well known that if a proton is shot, into the nucleus
of Li-7 fisRion results, giving two equal parts each a hclium-4 nucleus. This is
110 negligible fission from the energy standpoint; 17.6 millio11 elect.ron volts is
released from the fission of one atom, more per pound of Li-7 than comes per
pound from the fission of U-235. No one conceives of lithium or boron being
dangerous materials, but U-235 is ccrt,ainly dangerous. Tho all important difference is of course, that with U-235 a chain reaction can or.cm, with lit.himn it
cannot. The potentiality of a cumulative fission by a chain react.ion is necesRary
in any explosive material, be it gunpowder, TNT or U-235. Hence in this bill,
as much stress should be put on the potentiality of a chain reaction in a material
as upon the material being fissionable.
To do so will require a few more words in the bill but should make the bill more
palatable to those who wish to know just what is intended by the bill.

Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask, Doctor, would it he disturbing to
industry, for example, if it were concluded that lithium were one of
the objectives of this bill? Who would be disturbrd by it?
Dr. RABI. It is so widely used, is so widely prcsmt, it is certainly
not in accord wit,h the spirit and intent of this thiug.
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:'. The' CHAinM,AN. In other words, Doctor, you ;ould iike it to be
defined ·as "fissionable material in which it is possible to have a
chain reaction"?
·
.. Dr. RABI. Yes; and.this s·tatement goes on to make a large number
of specific recommendations for changes throughout the bill.
If you prefer, I will read just one or two more short paragraphs,
and then introduce the letter, rather than go through the thing line
by line.
.
· The CHAIRMAN. It is criticism on definitions?
· Dr. RABI. Yes, and changes here and there throughout the bill.
Senator MILLIKIN. Will you give us what you think are the more
important of them, Doctor.
Dr. RABI (rending):
The same definiteness could be secured if the bill should give a new definition to
~'fissionable material" by stating that a "fissionable material" shall mean a mate,
rial containing atoms of which the nuclei are capable of being split into fragments
in such a way that a cumulative chain reaction can occur resulting in the release
of energy. If this new and more specialized meaning could be giwm to "fissionable," the nuclear physicists could perhaps use" splitable" as they have hitherto
used "fissionable." If such redefining were to be done for the purposes of this
bill, it would be desirable to add further to the definition given above. the following words "in amounts of one hundred or more electron volts per fission." .
It may be remarked that is not unlikely that means will be found to cause
nuclear fission in many kinds of atoms-fissions without the possibility of cumulative fission by a chain reaction, and these should certainly not be included under
the control of t4e proposed commission.

Senator MILLIKIN. Is cumulative fission the thing that' happens
when you have a chn.in reaction?
Dr. RABI. That is. what is meant here.
Senator MILLIKIN. And when you have a chain react~on, you have
cumulative fission?
. Dr. RABI. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Why the word "cumulative," if we are going
to get cranky about t4e words?
.
Dr. RABI. One sends off another, or more than one, so the number
of fissions accumulates.
Senator MILLIKIN. But isn't it sufficient to say a chn.in reaction,
if that is what happens?
Dr. RABI. I think it would be sufficient. On the other band, you
might have a chnin reaction which goes along in a chain a.nd then
breaks off before it nccumulates, you see, a.nd that would not be a
dangerous thing.
Senator :MILLIKIN. You mean it is not completely synonymous
with chain reaction?
Dr. RABI. Not completely. It would mean a chain reaction which
goes foster. You might mean a chain reaction which is brenkmg
down.
Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, why do you fix the figure of 100?
Dr. RARI. It is a nice figure. Anything below that would not
result in an explosive which would be very much more dangerous than
TNT and doesn't need such ·an extraordinary measure.
Senator TYDINGS. How high above that could we go without being
much more dangerous than TNT? In other words, to stay out of the
atomic field, to st.ay out of the cumulative fission as you have defined
it, how much higher than 100 could you go?
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I am assuming in my question that 100 has a reasonable factor.of
safety in it. . Now, when you get to the point of what might be called
~quality factors, rather than having three times the necessary safety
provision, how much higher could you go than a hundred before you
would tread on dangerous ground?
Dr. RABI. I doubt whether you could go more than 10 times as high.
Senator TYDINGS. You mean 10 more points as high? .
Dr. RABI. Let us say 1,000. I don't think you would wont to go
as high as 1,000, because 100 already is several times, 10 times or so,
what you would get from ordinary explosives, but 1,000 would be
· 100 times as great.
Senator TYDINGS. How about 110, for example?
Dr. RABI. I would not cut it as fine as that. One hundred was
simply taken arbitrarily.
Senator TYDINGS. How about 150?
.Dr. RABI. I would buy that, too, if you insisted.
Senator TYDINGS. What point do you generally meet as an over-all
place where you equalize your factor of safety with that of the danger
involved?
Dr. RABI. That is an indefinite thing. . We are trying to make a
principle there. I would rather set a limit by actual further study.
Senator TYDINGS. That has a factor of safety of several times
what probably is needed, your 100 figure?
Dr; RABI. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. And you feel that that factor could not be further
reduced?
Dr. RABI. It certainly adds clarity to this to bring it in.
Senator TYDINGS. You pulled it down far enough, in other words, to
make your factor of safety waterproof?
Dr. RABI. That is right.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Still I understand, Doctor, that the factor
of safety you have named would in your opinion not interfere with the
reasonable use and experimentation with this material?
Dr . RABI. Yes, sir.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. That is other material that would not
produce any more than this.
Dr. RABI (continuing to read):
The present wording of section 5 is puzzling. Is pure metallic uranium, with
the isotopes present in the natural ratios a "fissionable material"? or is it a "source
material"? Vi'ould the pure isotope U-238 be a "fissionable material"? Is
uranium nitrate a "fissionable material"?

Senator TYDINGS. Doctor, I don't want to bore you with that 100
figure, but how did you arrive at that?
Dr. RABI. Simply that 100 gives you about 10 times the energy per
item that you would get from TNT.
Senator TYDINGS. How would you rate TNT in that scale?
Dr. RABI. About from 5 to 10.
Senator TYDINGS. What would be the next intermediate explosive
force between TNT and the fission of the atom?
·
Dr. RABI. I don't know of any.
Senator TYDINGS. Then, you are jumping from 10 to 100?
Dr. RABI. I don't know the details of some of the new explosives,
but I doubt if they have a factor of 2.
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' ffenator TYDINGS: Let u~'put it this wiy~ '' For the'J>tirposes of your
testimony, you are excluding p'r·actically everything from the scope of
this control that now exists except nuclear fission?
·
Dr. RABI. 'l'hat is right;
· · ··· ·'
·· .. · ·..
Senator TYDINGS. Is that correct?
Dr. RABL That is right.
The CHArnMAN. Go ahead, Doctor.
Dr. RABI (i·eading):
Section 5 (a) (3) (a). Shail it be unlawful for a man to own 10 grams of metallic
uranium? One-tenth of a milligram? One microgram?
·.
. .·
Certainly the Commission will consist of reasonable men, but so far as prac,
ticable we should be governed by law and not by men.
·.
In section. 5 (b) (1) why beryllium? why not copper, iron, carbon and other ·
things that can be used effectively in; or in preparation of; an atomic bomb?
.

This was the general statement, and. now I have here a series of
suggested revisions in line with the foregoing remarks, going through
the thing page by page and section by section. .
The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection, we ,vill turn those over to
the staff and let them work on them and include them in the record.
Senator MILLIKIN. I assume in due course we will have a tabulation of all suggestions for amendments.
.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right. We are having them drawn up
n°'v as each one comes in. They are being tabulated. When the
testimony finishes, Senator, what we plan to do is to have the original
bill and the suggested changes side by side so that we can see what
they are.
·
Now, Doctor, have you anything else of your own to a.dd?
Dr. RABI. No, sir.
Tho CHAIRMAN. The suggested revisions will be included in the
record at this point.
(The suggested revisions read as follows:)
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

January 28, 1946.

Suggested revisions in line with·the foregoing remarks:

s.

1717

Section 1 (a), p. I, line 8. After "evident", insert "and the necessity of unusuai
governmental controls and safeguards is equally evid~nt. The destructive power
of atomic explosives is so great that their misuse with criminal intent or by
accident, might suddenly destroy cities, even the seat of government, hence for
the protection of the nation and the safeguarding of the public welfare, it is im~
perative that strict control by the government of such super explosives be estab•
lished and continued."
·
·
Page 2, line 2. After "life" insert "Such strict governmental control as is necessary for safety should be exercised in such a way as not to deprive the people
of the advantages of this new source of energy, and to this end a policy is needed."
Page 2, line 22. Before "fissionable materials" insert "certain".
Section 4. Title, page ·4, line 16, change title to "Production of Materials Capable of Releasing Energy Through Nuclear Fission by Cumulative Chain Reaction".
Section 4 (a), page 5, line 18. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials
capable of fission by chain reaction".
Page 5, lines 19, ·20, and 25. Insert "such" before "fissionable".
Page 6. Insert "such" before "fissionable" each time the word is used.
Page 7, line 5. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by
chain reaction".
Section 5 (a), page 7, line 13. · Change title to "Materials Fissionable by Ohain
Reaction".
Page 7, line 14. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by
chain reaction". -
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Page 7, line 18. After ,;material" insert "sustained by a chain reaction".
Page 7, line 19. Title. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable
by chain reaction".
Page 7, line 21. Insert "such" before "fissionable".
Page 7, line 24. Change "fissionable material" to "material fissionable by
chain reaction".
Page 8, lines 1, 3, and 6. Insert "such" -before "fissionable".
Page· 8, line 8. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by
chain reaction".
Page 8, lines 10 and 15. Insert "such" before "fissionable".
Page 8, line 18. Insert "amounts of such" before "fissionable".
Page 9, line 2. Omit "beryllium" and put the "or" before "thorium".
Page 9, line 4. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by
chain reaction".
Page 10, lines 3, 4, and 5. In the two places where "fissionable material"
occurs, change to "material fissionable by chain reaction".
Page 10, line 23, change "fissionable" to "matel'ials fissionable by chain
reaction".
Page 11, line 1. Change "fissionable" to "materials fissionable by chain
reaction".
Page 11, line 21. Change "fissionable" to "materials fissionable by chain
reaction".
Page 13, line 6. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by.
chain reaction".
Page 13, lines 9 and 14. Insert "such" before fissionable".
Page 14, lines 19 and 20. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by chain reaction".
.
Page 15, line 11. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by
chain reaction". P. 15.
·
Page 15, lines 13 and 17. Insert "such" before "fissionable".
Page 18, line 21. Change "fissionable material" to "material fissionable by
chain reaction".
Page 19, line 14. Change "fissionable materials" to "materials fissionable by
chain reaction".
Page 21, line 25. Change "fissionable" to "materials fissionable by chain reaction".
Page 25, line 1. Cha.nge "fissionable material" to "material fissionable by
chain reaction".
(The foregoing suggested revisions would introduce 112 new words in section! (a). The proposed changes relating to the word "fissionable" throughout the
bill would add about 100 words.)

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions from the committee?
Thank you very much, Doctor.
That ends the testimony for today.
Since we have 20 minutes of the session, I would like to have a
short executive session on procedure.
(Whereupon, at 11:40 a. m., the committee retired into executive
session.)
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UNITED STATES SENA':i;'E,
.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
. Washington, D. 0 .
. The special bommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,
· in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon· (chair~
.man) presiding.
·
.. . ·
. : .,
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Austin, Millikin,
arid Hickenlooper.
.
.
· Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
comin.ittee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T;
Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Davis, I believe you are the director of Science Service. Will
you further qualify yourself, Mr. Davis, and tell us about your
organization?
·
STATEMENT OF WATSON DAVIS, DIRECTOR, SCIENCE SERVICE

Mr. DAVIS. Science. Service is a rather unique institution in that it
serves as a newspaper syndicate and a liaison orgal).ization between the
scientists of the Nation and the public in various ways.
One of our principal functions is to report day1by day the scientific.
news and interpret it to the public. We have been doing that for 25
years, so that while I am no expert in the sense that I have never
split an atom knowingly, at least I have been an observer of many
things that have happened ..
The CHAIRMAN. Do you suppose unconsciously you may have split
an atom?
· Mr. DAVIS. I think maybe yes.
Senator AusTIN. You might have split an infinitive anyway?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, Senator; probably quite frequently.
The CHAIRMAN. You say this organization has been in existence
for 25 years?
·
.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you run a subscribed service organization?
Mr. DAVIS. No; it is a nonprofit business operation; that is, the
newspapers pay a fee, but it isn't a stock concern in any sense of the
word.
Our trustees are operated by the National Academy of Sciences,
and the N utional Research Council, the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, the newspaper profession as such, and
the E. W. Scripps estate, from which the original endowment caine.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you mind submitting later, of necessary, a
list of the directors of your organization?
185
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Mr. DAVIS. I will be glad, to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. You s:i,y i.t is a nonprofit or~anirntiou'i'
,
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; and its Job has be.en, durmg those 25 years, to
get science before the public in an accurate and understandable way.
Senator Aui;Trn. Who was the founder of your institution?
Mr. DA VIS. Two men really conceived the idea: E. W. Scripps, a
newspaperman, and William E. Ritter the California biologist.
They said, "If we want to have an inteliigent world and intelligent
people, we have got to tell them about science."
Th(ly persuaded the scientists of the country to undertake this
work.
The CHAIRMAN. And each scientist sends in his findings to you. Is
that it?
Mr. DAVIS. We have an exp~rt staff of about 10 people that correspond with professors in universities. They process this material and
make it understandable.
The CHAIRMAN. You popularize it?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; and we operate as a newspaper press association
in the field of science exclusively.
We have a lot'of other functions, too, Senator, that are extremely
interesting, such as science clubs. There are 9,200 science clubs in
·th_e high schools of the Nation which we service or aid in the study of
science.
·That is a very important function in connection with this whole
understanding by the people of such problems as the atomic bomb.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a prepared statement?
Mr. DAVIS. I have; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. DAvrs. The problems, Senator, before the committee, as I
understand it, are essentially to provide for the reconversion of
atomic energy, and to set up means of protecting the welfare of the
world and nations from the misuse of atomic energy.
The committee has heard in previous sessions much about the
dangers of the atomic bomb and the necessity for international control. It seems to me that there should be discussion and consideration
not alone about the fears of the destruction of the world by the
atomic bomb, but the essential usefulness to mankind of atomic
research and its many byproducts.
One of the primary objectives should be to get atomic science reconverted. Valuable months are being lost. We must go on making
the world a better place to live in regardless of our fears that, if we
cannot control atomic energy, it will wipe out what the war left of
civilization. There is so much yet to be done.
As a result of atomic bomb research, new elements have been discovered-elements 95 and 96-which are yet unnamed. We have
new tools for research, such as carbon-14, that can be used as the
means of discovering perhaps the secrets of the cause of cancer, the
wa.y the green leaf utilizes sunlight, what happens in some of the most
fundamental processes in the body, and hundreds of other things.
There is no reason why researches in these fields should be delayed,
and I imagine they are not in large measure, and there is no reason
why they should be kept secret.
There is no military necessity that they be concealed, as far as I
can see. There is a human necessity that they be done as fast as
possible.and with full announcement of results.
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It seems to me .that the control and research upon atomic energy
are essentially scientific and administrative jobs.
. r
I don't think it is too much to ask that no military inen or ex.a.military men be on the Commission, if a commission is established.
It is quite possible that ·an administrator, with an advisory committee might be a more satisfactory arrangement.
·
One of the. most useful of the provisions in the bills before the
committee is the accent in the McMahon bill on the continuance of
research and the dissemination of information.
.
Serrntor AusTIN; Would you mind a question before ymi' leave the
subject of the composition of a commission, .if we have one?
. Are you familiar with the major divisions of the enterprise up to
date?
.
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; roughly so, Senator.
· ·.
Senator AusTIN. That is, here you have already had a successful
commission of industry, .governm~nt, and science. Have you any
comment to make on the theory of having your permanent organization combine all three elements of our economy?
Mr. DAVIS. I think that the control of atomic energy and research
in the field is essentially an administrative problem, and can be approached in the same way·that other administrative problems are.
I think it is relatively unimportant its to whether you have a good
commission or a good administrator. Both of them work, in our
scheme of things. For instance; in science we have had a prime example of administration by an administrator under the OSRD, Dr. ·
Bush, and that was set up in connection with the Government bureaus.
We also have a very splendid example of a successful operation of a ·
commission, the National Advisory Commission for Aeronautics. I
don't think it is a very critical point.
Senator AusTIN. I don't think I made my question clear.
Assuming that we are to have a commission, my question was, what
guides should we follow in the composition of the Commission? Should
we follow the experience ·which we have had thus far in the development of atomic energy, and combine in this Commission representatives of Government, of industry, and of science?
Mr. DAVIS. Well, it would be hopeless to put upon the Commission
all of the experience and knowledge that we have that will be needed
to be called upon. The Commission in a sense is a policy-making
body, a determining body, rather than an information-gathering
body. I think that, from the standpoint of world confidence, there
might be a great deal to be gained by actually taking the co·ntrol of
the Commission out of the hands of the military arid putting it into
scientific hands, rather than doing the reverse.
That does not mean, Senator, that it wouldn't be necessary to have
all of the advice that we can possibly get from the military, from the
industrialists, and from all others who have been concerned with this
magnificent achievement. But! think that can be had through the
Commission itself, through service aid to the Commission by advisers.
Senator AusTIN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, Senator, I thought about that when
we were writing the bill, and there are so many classifications in our
society that demand representation-small business, big business,
farmers, scientists, and the labor organizations-that it is quite .a.
problem. That is why I left it open.
Mr. DAVIS. I believe Mussolini tried that method of government.
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The CHAIRMAN. I don't imow about that .
. Mr. DAVIS. I know very little about it.
Mutual confidence between nations is necessary to prevent a dis~
astrous atomic bomb race. The mere control of fissionable material
by various nations is not enough. We can control atomic energy
within our own borders, just as we control the manufacture and use of
narcotics, explosives, firearms, or poisons.
· We can do this because there are laws made by the Congress whose
enforcement is desired by the vast majority of the population, and
there is a sufficient- degree of confidence among our people to make
such control and regulation effective.
Other nations can,. and undoubtedly will, control atomic energy
within their own borders. There must be developed the same degree
of world control that is considered normal and accepted on a national
scale.
.
.
The world, in effect, must become one nation, with government X
just as confident that government Y will not enga.ge in atomic-bomb
warfare as Florida is that Maine won't bombard it with subzero
weather.
In connection with the establishment of world confide.µce, there
should be an information offensive. We should distribute to the
peoples of the world, the facts and information that will convince
them of .the stake that all of them have in the unification of the. world,
that ,vill convince them that we will not use the atomic bomb which
we possess in an offensive defense.
.
Understanding that must be arrived at to allow the free interchange
of information is not alone on the political or diplomatic level,. but
goes dreper than that.
In convincing the rest of the world that we are no menace to them,
and in convincing the American people that we can cooperate with
peoples of other nations, it will be valuable to have as many people
of the different nations as possible visit with other peoples.
·
This will be particularly effective in the case of scientists and professiona1 men. Resumption of the intercha.nge of visits of scientists
and of the free interchange of scientific information should be encouraged, and this would be aided and not hindered by the McMahon
bill in atomic physics and relnted fields.
'
Secrecy in scientific resenrch is a short-sighted and dangerous policy,
not only for thos_e from whom the informntion is kept, but for those
who try to keep the secrets.
Tho progress of science and of our civilizn,tion based on it is dependent upon an advance made here, and another there, synthesized
by time and ingenuity into some real step forward.
.
A rigorous and complete scientific intelligence service is a necessn,ry
part of our atomic energy program. Scientific intelligence is needed
in all fields of science and technology, but it is supremely urgent in
the explosive realm of the atomic nucleus. We must never forget
that atomic fission was discovered in a nation tha.t wa.s on the verge
of starting a world war. Only the wo1·ld's tra.ditiona.l freedom of
scientific publication caused that key experimental result to be announced to the world.
The CHAIRMAN. Which one do you refer to?
Mr. DA VIS. The Hahn-Strasser paper, which appeared in January
1939.
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The CHAIRMAN. In. January· '39-that. was m Nazi Germany;
wasn't it?·
· ·
· •
·
Mr. DAVIS. Yes. '
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin.
.
.
· Senator MILLIKIN'. It is an ironical thing that that announcement
whicl1 came to our attention precipitated us into making the bomb
on the, theory that we were in a race with Germany.
After the war was over we found .that .there was no race .at all,
that Germany had not gotten out of the laboratories, .had no bombmaking plans, ij,nd hadn't even commenced.
,
I don't urge that as a reason for not having exchange of information:
I urge it as a very bloody and ironical £act connected with this whole
subject.
.
.
·
·
.
. Mr. DAVIS. Well, Senator, perhaps we didn't realize how inefficient
in that particular respect the Germans were. They weren't inefficient
in some other ways. I dori't know the facts in connection with their
development of atomic research. ·
'
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me make it very clear that if I had had to
make the decision as to whether ,we should go ahead and perfect a
bomb urider the information that we had, I should have made the
same decision that was made by tli'ose who did decide to go ahead,
I merely mention it as an interesting 'irony in the picture. ,. ·
Once you reflect on that, you can see that had the whole subject
been left to peacetime impetus, we might never have h~d a bomb, or
certainly a bomb might have been long delayed and the commercial
uses of the thing, involving as they do such a large capital expenditure, Il!-ight not have been considered.practical in peacetime, and that,
too, might have been long defened.
·
.
.
Mr. DAVIS. What might. have happened, Senator, is that if the
Germans had taken their time they would have launched a sudden
offensive. If they had delayed the start of the war, they could have
perfected the bomb, and we certainly would not be here talking about
it today.
Senator MILLIKIN. But the irony of it is that they did not, and
we did;
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Davis, you opened up an interesting thought,
at least to me.
·
In Germany, as it was run under the Nazis, were there. any restrictions on the dissemination of scientific information?
· Mr. DA vrs. I am not very competent to answer that question;
becii,use I don't know what has been discovered by our scientific intelligence people since the close of the war. But there was a surprising amount of publication of scientific results under the Nazis. ·
. Now, I don't know whether or not that was due to the lack of
realization of their leaders that this material was really useful; it
probably was. I don't think that is ever men:tioned.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir.
·
Mr. DAVIS. If an equivalent experimental finding, such as the one
I referred to, were discovered in one of our Manhattan project laboratories, it probably would not be announced now.
·
· Orie of the needs in the present situation, is to assume that such
new knowledge, wherever disclosed, will be announced, and that it
will be "available to us. Our scientific intelligence service must be
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inclusive, alert, highly qualified, and closely integrated with the
research.
Our traditional industrial research .set-up, based on a system highly
competitive in some aspects, may. cause the loss to the Nation of some
important advances that might be synthesized out of dovetailing facts
discovered in different laboratories. Unnecessary secrecy in the name
of military security sets up such a situation artifically with equally
dangerous results .
. There is, of course, a certain amount of material, such as the .actual
making of the bomb itself, and things that are equivalent in the
atomic field to the design of artillery that would, of necessity, under
present conditions and until the world control is achieved, have to be
kept secret'. .
.
But the fundamental material of research, results of research, can
in a large measure be freely announced, and we can get better results
in that way, even if you wish to look at it for the moment from a
purely selfish standpoint.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. DAVIS. Been.use research is a rather peculiar process in that
you have got to have the play of a large number of minds. I suppose
research is something like the development of legislation. While
certain facts are discovered by one per~on, the way in which those
facts hinge upon the whole situation is determined by the interplay
of a large number of minds, and the bringing in of new facts. I think
that is a rather common human experience.
The connection of control and use of atomic energy with the proposed establishment of the National Science Foundation is intimate
and important. There should be a high degree of coordination.
Action upon S. 1720 is important, because it would implement a
broad scope of research which may bring results as fruitful and as far-·
reaching as nuclear research.
I _think it is important to realize that unless nations and those who
lead them arc peace-loving in the real or psychlatric sense, there will
be no peace.
·
Peoples, like persons, suffer from manias, and one of these is national
sovereignty.
Germany and the Nazis were a Napoleon among nations.
We should be alert, as we were not before both world wars, to the
danger signs which are so plain and unmistakable. I am going to be
bold enough to suggest that the committee should call in psychologists
and psychiatrists to give them information on these aspects.
The key factor in the peaceful solution of utilization of atomic
energy is human behavior, which is based on understanding and the
capacity to 'understand.
Then, of course, atomic energy is only one aspect of development to
the world scene. We are faced with other possibilities for warfare,
essentially untried, which, while not so sudden or extensive, are of the
same order of the atomic bomb. I refer to biological warfare.
Senator MILLIKIN. Under principles of human behavior, has any
aggressor nation ever put aside its aggressive designs because some
other nation practiced self-immolation as far as war power is
concerned?
Mr. DAVIS. That is a good question for a historian, Senator.
Senat,or MILLIKIN. It also rests on human behavior?
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Mr. DAVIS. Yes. A mad nation may be only restrained ih the
same way that :we restrain an·individual who is meritri.lly ill; that is, qy
putting him where he cannot do harm. There certainly are, and have
been at times, nations in· that state. ·
.
.
·
Before the war which has just ended, there was a time when if the
people had had a real understanding of the nature of the national
psychosis that Germany was suffering from, for instance, something ·
could have been done about it.
.·
·
' Senator MILLIKIN. Would you say tliat it would be a national
psychosis if we were to strike do.wn our own war power so long as there
is any indication that powerful nations have aggressive designs?
Mr. DAv1s. That again is something you ought to ask a psychiatrist.
. I am g~tting into terminolo!;ies in whic~ I am not expert, but I
should think that would certainly be bad Judgment. Whether you
would make it a matter of mental illness on. the part of the nation, if
you want to use that analogy-and of course it is an analogy.
Senator MILLIKIN. It could rest upon emotionalism that would
approach psychosis. Not applying those labels to what I shall now
mention, I will remind you that we had a disarmament conference in
this country, and we immediately started to disarm and did· disarm
to the extent we agreed to. Nations that were aggressors at heart,
did not keep their agreements, and did not in fact disarm.
In fact, when we disarm, we of course give that much encourage- ment to a nation that has aggressive designs.
We and other nations signed the Kellogg Pact in which we thought
we could talk wa9 out of existence; but instead of serving that purpose,
it simply furnished a mask behind which aggressor nations could perfect their war-makin;; ability, while the rest of the wor!d thought it
had talked war out of existence.
Mr. DAVIS. That is cxa.ctly why we need the best scientific advice
in all fields, to be able to t.ell us when a dangerous situation exists,
either in our own country or in other nations.
.
Now, it is obviously much more difficult to see our own difficulties
within our own country in most cases than it will be to see the difficulties in other nations.
The record of psychological warfi,i,re, what Captain Zacharias did
in connection with ,Japan, is so impressive, that it seems to me that
all that body of knowledge is of the same order of importance as the
physical and chemical research that h::i,s done so much to give ~1s these
· magnificent answers in atomic and nuclear research.
· ··
The, CHAIRMAN. If-I gather what Senator Millikin is saying, he
certainly would not walk down the street of a t"own where every man
in the town had a gun, and thrqw his away. You wouldn't do that
either, would you?
Mr. DAVIS. No, sir. I think the Senator had a very.; good point.·
If you are going into a civilization that carries six-shooters, you have
to carry one, obviously. Otherwis.e'; you won't exist very Jong.
The CHAIRMAN. It might be better if we had ·a seven-shooter in a
town like that.
'
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; or an atomic bomb.
The CHAIRMAN. If you have got one and somebody else has got
one in that town, both of you had better put it away, don't you think.
Mr. DAVIS. That is what th~ committee is trying to. work out.
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., :,Senator MILLIKIN. I notice in the Orphan Annie strip they now
).1.ave t.h~ atom bomb down to hand size, and you can tote your private
.demoli t10n.
. But, as a scientific man, you wouldn't know about the Little
Orphan Annie strip.
.
.
f.,; Mr. DAVIS. Oh, yes; I follow all of those important matters, too,
·,Sil',

'

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions of Mr. Davis?

! , If not, Mr; Davis, thank you very much indeed.

Mr. DAv1s. Thank you, Senator.
. ·
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Raymond Swing, a radio
commentator.
·
Will you come forward, Mr, Swing.
. I know that Mr. Swing is interested in this subject, as all of us
know who have heard his broadcasts, and I am pleased that he wants.
to contribute to the record.
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND SWING, RADIO NEWS COMMENTATOR

Mr. SwING. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement. May I
read it?
· Senator Aus'l'IN. I want to say before Mr. Swing starts that I have
to leave here for an appointment at 11 :15, so I want him to understand I am not disgusted with his statement if I step out in the middle
of it. .
·
The CHAIRMAN. When he is broadcasting and you do that, he
doesn't lmow anything about it.
-·
All right, ~r. Swing.
Mr. SwING. I have two chief points I consider it a privilege to
register before this committee as worth its attention in framing legislation for atomic control. One is the tremendous importance of our
atomic establishment in our international relations. One is the need
of keeping atomi~ energy clearly under the control of the American
pec>ple to whom 1t belongs.
The release of atomic energy was the result of a military enterprise,
undertaken in the time of war for purposes of war. It was carried
out through the exercise of war powers. And it has no legal status
at this moment other than as a part of the war arsenal of the United
States armed forces. Being possessed exclusively by the United
States, in that no other nation lrnR atomic bombs, and being the
most powerful weapon ever devised by men, the atomic bomb is a
powerful factor in American relations.
If I may repeat before this committee what I have said on another
occasion, at this moment the United States is manufacturing atomic
bombs. It will be manufacturing them next week, next month, or
unless the President puts a stop to it, or the War Department does
so, or Congress docs so; it will be manufacturing them next year,
and the year after, and as far ahead as can be seen. And by making
them, the United States increases its arsenal of weapons, just as
though its built battleships or tanks or rockets. For the present
there is only one use for the great installations erected with the
money of the American people to make the atomic bombs. It is a
military use. It is under the strictest and exclusive control of the
Army. And though we are u.t pea<'o, ~he $2,000,000,000 investment
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is· still functioning,. and part of the installations are working on· e.
24-hour basis •
. At the recent Moscow Conference, agreement with the Soviet.
Union was reached to set up aii. atomic commission under :the UNO
Security. Council, . It will· study the pos·sibilities ·of the. interp.atio11al ,
control of atomic energy; and when it perfects a system ef in.spection
and control, the secret of the bomb can be ~hared. ·This is a: good
start toward· good relations, but· only a start. It does not preclude
development of the bomb by other· countries. It does not halt, .the
armament race in which we now have a handsome head start · .It is .
an affll'mation of. the intent to provide international control., and· to.·
outlaw the use of the bomb as an instrument of warfare,. But the
intent is hedged about by the necessity of perfecting a system of
inspection and control.
·
.
-· While we wait, for the atomic commission to set up and·go to work,
the United States continues to manufacture the bomb. Andi£ that
is not, something that worries people in this country, we can be sure
that it won;ies people in other countries. Of all the specific elements
of relative power, our exclusive possession of,. and continued manu~
factme of,, the atomic bomb are an outstanding cause of worry to
people·abroad. We already are the strongest military nation, thanks
to our Navy, our existing aircraft and our capacity to make them,
nnd our all-around industrial productivity. We do not need to make
t,he atomic bomb to pull our weight in the world. But we continue
to manufactme it. And ,ve manufacture it under secrecy which must
be called sinister, because of the stress put on secrecy in this country,
and the effect that it has on our international i:elations.
We should make it clear that we. are not exploiting the bomb as a
military factor. We should stop making it, and we should take the
control ofthe installations for making it out of the hands of the military just as quickly as possible. That is the least we can do in furthering the work of the atomic commission of the UNO. It would demonstrate to other nations that we are back on a democratic basis. Then
we should not have to be feared as a nation needs to be if its destiny is
too much committed to the operations of army men working in secret.
We have made a beginning in reducing fear by accepting the policy
of putting atomic energy ultimately under UNO control. But we can
reduce the fear still more by taking the great atomic project altogether
out of thC3 hands of the Army. That is something for which no· delay is
advisable. It' will do good right a.way. It is good that needs to be
done. And it is good that will be of as great value to us domestically
as it is in our foreign relations. For the Army is making only atomic
bombs, and as long as the Army runs the atomic project, that is all
that it will make. ·There can be little development of atomic energy
for nonmilitary purposes as a result of the two-billion-dollar investment
of the American people. That needs 11 new and permanent change in
control.
·
Since the elimination of fear from international relations is essential
if there is to be pea.cc, it rarely can fall to the Congress of the United
States and its organs, to do so important a task as now waits to be done
in removing the atomic bomb from military control. So long as we
manufacture atomic bombs; and we alone know how to do it, we issue
a challenge to the rest of the world to learn the secret and to. draw
even with us in strength, and we serve notice that we deserve to be
704931-10-pt. 2--7
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feared: Whatever -the j~si;ifi~ation of :tlio· ~se of atomic bomb· µi
World War II, there can be no justification for continuing its inanu..:
facture now that the war is over, unless anyone is so foolish as to
believe that we can serve the J>eace by inspiring dread' and fear of the
Amerfo1111 people" ii.m.ong OU].' neighbors. To 'le11ve the control of the
atomic bomb with the Army is to permit the co.ritiriuous fl.ow of fear
from thi_s cotmtry to o1l corners of the e11rth. But; sin1il11rly, to take
the co~trol of_ the at?mic bomb and the 11tomic projects from the
Army 1s to remove this c11use of fear 1111d to serve the mterests of the
Americ11n people in peace. Here is 11n unprecedented opportunity to
aid peace quickly, and aid it basically; to do it without giving up any nation11l 11sset or interest.
For the time being, the military importance of atomic energy must
be considered as outweighing its use in a civilian economy, but in
drafting legislation for the control of atomic energy a longer view mav
wisely be t11ken. For the moment there is_ no lrnown way for the us~e
of small quantities of fissionable materials, and there is no unlimited
source of such materials, which would make it possible for the release
of atomic energy to revolutionize the world's social economy. But
there is far more lilrnlihood that atomic enerlf.Y. will become generally
availa.ble in small quantities than there was likelihood, say, 10 years
ago, that atomic energy would become avail11ble in the large quantities
used in the atomic bomb. And it is not undue exercise of the imagination to he drafting legislation with that possihlity in mind. If atomic
energy is conceivably to become the source of power of the future
which will do a great part of the work of the world, we face what is
perhaps one of the greatest tests of wise government that ever has
confronted a democracy: For the control of the power resources of
the Nation and the world means the political control of the Nation and
perhaps of the world. And the possibilities at stake require the recognition of certain principles in setting up the future development of
atomic energy. One is to safeguard, as one would safeguard the
Nation itself, the people's sole ownership of atomic energy and control
over it. It must not be delegated to individuals in any way by which
individuals might use it to exploit the people or diminish their control
over their destiny. Hence, there must be no private manufacture of
fissionable material. And if there is private use of fissionable material
it must be under the closest public safeguards.
VVhatever the Congress decides as to the size and constitution of the
hoard which controls atomic energy on behalf of the people, it must
devise the most immediate responsibility of thn.t board to the people.
For that reason it appears desirable that the members of that board
should serve, as proposed in the McMahon bill, at the pleasure of the
President. That would make it possible for public criticism of the
policy of the board to become both immediately and continually
effective. To set up a board whose members serve long terms with
removal only for cause, might be to establish a board not responsive
to the public.
It is important, too, that the members of this board should devote
their entire time to the service of controlling atomic energy, and that
they he adequately remunerated so as to give the public the choice_
of the 11blest men available.
·
A special word should be said on the importance of this board being
composed exclusively of civilians, and the executive administrators
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bf tha atdIDiCl project being civilians: ·1 have stressed tb.e importance
of this provision-from the standpoint of international policy. It i$
of equal importance that the future of atomic- energy should not 'be
committed to officers of the armed forces. If, as appears possible,
atomic energy is ever to become the source of .the future power of
much of our economy, and control over it is to be tantamount to
control over the welfare of the Nation, it is axiomatic that this power
should not be vested in peacetime in a soldier. It is a characteristic
of our d,emocra-cy that the. things that affect the people should be kept
as closely as possible under the control of the people. In atomic
energy we have what may become the richest heritage of our N atiom
It must be kept for the people, in their capacity as citizens of a peaceful
world.
·
In drafting the legislation for the control of atomic energy, the
Congress may be tempted to slur over the necessity of maintaining
social control in the interest of serving private enterprise and a com:.
petitive economy. Now; it may be that atomic energy is not going
to be revolutionary in our economy. If it is not, if it is to be only·a
limited source of heat, and is not to grow to be much more than
another public-utility industry, the danger from careless legislation
would not be great. But it may be that atomic energy is going to
revolutionize ·our economy. And in that event it becomes of the very
greatest importance who is to decide what is done with atomic energy;
who makes it, who uses it, and on what terms it is used. It must not
be licensed in a way to give power over the people to industrialists
or to corporations. We might find ourselves falling into a Fascist
pattern, with industry holding the country in the palm of its hand.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I interrupt?
Mr. SWING. Yes, sir.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. May it not also follow a Fascist pattern if the
total control of the energy were left in the Government?
Mr. SWING. It would follow a totalitarian pattern, sir, but by a
Fascist pattern, I understand a pattern in which industry as such
exercises the political control. I go on to say, on the other hand, we
should avoid a totalitarian solution, with the control of atomic energy
before the reach of the people.
There is really little reason to be thinking about competitive
society and private enterprise in drawing up the basic legislation about
atomic energy. What must be safeguarded is the treasure of the
people. Atomic energy was released by their government, spending
their money, serving their interests. It was not done by or through
private enterprise, though the contribution toward success by men in
private enterprise has been very great. But this was not a creative
contribution which private enterprise alone could have fostered. It
was a social enterprise. It had no 6ther origin and could not well
have begun otherwise. Atomic energy does not in any sense belong
to anybody but to the people of the United States. It does not
belong to private enterprise. And to let it slip carelessly into private
control without due thought as to adequate popular controls may be
to lose the public treasure, and indeed to give power over the American
people to private individuals in defiance of the democratic principles
· of our national ·life. We already know that atomic energy has surpassed .imagination in creating a destructive force. That being quite
as possible, the legislation should be drafted with special dedication
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to the public interest and to the public interest· being· supreme over
private interest.
·
·
,,., ..
·
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenlooper.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I would like to discuss a part of this
philosophy with Mr. Swing, if I may.
· . .
· You have emphasized, and I think very properly, the proprietary
!n~er~st of t~e people as a whole as differentiated from private interests
ui this atomic field.
·
I don't lmow whether I fully m1derstand whether you mean that
we as a people, as a whole and as a nation, should keep the whole field
.of atomic energy to ourselves as against the rest of the world,. or
whether we should give it to the rest of the world.
' · · .
Mr·. SWING. I wasn't discussing that phase of it. I assume that
the rest of the world also will develop atoinic energy, and in each of
the other countries they will face then the same problem as to what is
made of this power.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I raised that question because of your
special emphasis throughout this discussion that it is the property of
the people and should be kept completely in the control of the people.
You were not discussing the international phases of the matter? ·
Mr. SWING. In this regard, no. .
.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Would you care to express yourself as to
your opinion on how far we should go at this moment in disclosing to
the rest of the world the secrets, if any, that we have about the wh.ole
atomic energy field?
·
Mr. S.wING. I have very strong views on this subject.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. We are glad to have them.
Mr. SwING. I think that we should make it very clear to the world
that we· do not intend to dominate it through our possession of the
atomic bomb. I think we must make it verv clear to the world that
we wish to serve world peace.
·
Personally, I believe that the only safeguard of world peace will be a
form of international relationship which goes beyond the present
United Nations Organization, and I would advocate that we make a
start on world government in a limited field with the control over all
aggressive weapons vested in a central authority, a statement which
is, I believe, not so far removed from one you yourself have made.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. But that situation would presuppose reliable agreements regarding the use of atomic energy, would it not?
Mr. SwING. Not until I had the organization that I believed in
would I share any knowledge of !1tomic energy.
I would come back to your original question. I would not, at
this time, for ex!1mplo, share the secret of the atomic bomb, but I
would make it known to the world tlmt we, as a nation, a.re rea.dy to
share tha.t secret once we have reliable instrumentalities.
. Sena.tor I-IrnrrnNLOOPER. Tha.nk you. Tha.t answers t,he question.
I think pcrha.ps we all agree that we h!1ve a tremendous obligation in
this country to do everything we can to remove the caus_es of fear in
the rest of the world, but by the same token I wonder 1£ you don't
agree that there is an equal responsibility on other nations of the
world to take equal stops to remove on their part the cause of any
fear that we might have of their intentions? Isn't the obligation
mutua.l ih the world rather than resting solely upon us? I don't say
that you said it rests solely upon us.·
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Mr. S;ING·. Oh, I 'so thoroughly agree with you that it has to be
mutual. I don't see, howev~r, that we are capable 0£ making a contribution to the world order in changing the policies of our neighbors.
Our contribution consists in making our own policy. · · · •· . · . ·.
. Senator HrnKENLOOPER. We must make our position clear.
··
'Mr. SwtNG. We must make those policies which do not create fear~
We may well say to others, "Your policies are creating fear and .we
hope you will change them," but it doesn't lie within our power .to
make or change the policies of other countries.
·
·
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Now, Mr. Swing, assuming that we have
done everything we can, leaving that aside, haven't we, as a matter
of' fact, made many overtures all pointing to our desire for peace an,d
cooperation in the world?
'
Hasn't our Government and our people, in many ways, made overtures that should perhaps not give full guarantees in the minds of
other nations but that we think ought to be indicators of our desfre for
peace?. · .·•.
·Mr.SWING. I think in many ways we have. I think in many ways
we have conducted a foreign policy that is in the right direction, but I
think there· are serious lapses in it.
.
I think the continued manufacture 01 the atomic bomb is one of
those lapses:
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Well, on the broad statement I might tend
to agrce'with you. I think there are some very practical reasons up
to this moment why it would be most difficult indeed to discontinue
manufacture of the atomic bomb until we know where we are going.
I think we must pass a bill here and get this thing under control before
we are warranted in letting the fires go out.
Mr. SwING. Well, I am interested in the bill, as you are.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin.
Senator AusTIN. I am very interested in your statement and ani
glad I could stay through to hea.r it all.
·
May I be excused now?
.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. I thought, Senator Austin, you might
like to know that we are going to have Mr. Henry Wallace and
Dr. Von Neumann, of Princeton University, who is doing the mathematics, as I understand it, on these Navy tests, to testify here tomorrow.
.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. May I say, Mr. Chairman, that I am
especially happy that Mr. Swing is here, and I hope that others, in
greater numbers, in the same situation he is, may be heard. We have
had a number of special pleaders before this committee, either
· scientists, engineers, or construction or military people. I think
generally speakin~ they are special pleaders for a particular line that
they have been following in the active pursuit of this thing.
I think we can well listen to a great many people that have neither
made the bomb nor fired it, and who have approached this from a
public attitude as members of the public with opportunity to evaluate
the situation.
·
I think from that standpoint, your testimony is very welcome
indeed.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Swing, don't you think that any of your
key decisions-I am speaking of the decisions of the committee-must
turn on this judgment as to whether the world as of today is postured
for peace? ·
·
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· Mr. SWING. That is,·in formulating your legislation, _you m~t act
on the assumption that we are going to.hu.ve peace?
·
.·. Senator MILLIKIN. One way or the other.
·
Mr. SwING. Certainly, if you don't assume that we are going to
have peace, you must be assuming that we are going to have war.
What you decide would then certainly not deter us from having that
war•
.· . Senator MILLIKIN. That situation would affect, in a most vit11l way,
what we recommend to the Senate.
·
· That brings me to this question: Would you say that we should
turn this subject over to an exclusively civilian commission if we
should determine also that the world as of today, is not postured for
peace?
· :tvlr. SwING. 'l'he hypothesis is one that I shrink from accepting.
I cannot believe that as civilized persons we should get out at this
stage, a few months after the making of peace, to prepare for another
war.
Senator MILLIKIN. But it is a hypothesis that is a very unpleasant
one, and I don't believe that the committee can shrink from what it
may consider to be the realities of the situation. I am not suggesting
for a moment that the committee thinks that the world is not postured
for peace. If the committee should conclude as of this time-not 6
months from now or a year from now, and I believe you agree that
we will have some interesting tests come up within.the 6 months or a
year-that the world is not postured for peace, won't the committee
be 'warranted in turning the control of this energy over to an exclusively civilian commission?
Mr. SwING. Well, I should answer that question, sir, . by saying
that, if you are going to start on that assumption, the question of
civilian control or military control is a very minor one really, and that
it would be your duty as a committee to go to the American people
to say that we have to take the imminence of a war into consideration
and that we require therefore an entire reconstruction of our economic
life so that we can survive an atomic war.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, it might very well be that if you had
reached the conclusion-I don't think the committee needs to reach
the conclusion that war is imminent, for I think there are many gradations in the whole field of speculation-that the world is not postured
for peace, and if therefore the committee should conclude that this
subject should not be turned over at this time to a commission composed exclusively of civilians, of course the committee would have to
make its position known to the public, a.nd it would be highly desirable and essential to have public support. So let me ask you, Mr.
Swing, do you think that the world of today is postured for peace?
Mr. SwrnG. It is a very confused world, sir, in which there are
many factors working for peace and many factors working for war.
It is a world in which we still have not lost the power of our own
initiative and the command over our future and our destiny.
What we do now, and particularly in countries like the United
· St.ates where the people have power, in creating the international structure of the next few years will go very for to <let.ermine whether peace
or war will eventuate.
Senator MILLIKIN. I quite agree that there arc many factors work"'
ing for peace, but can we say that there arc not also many factors
working for war?
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._: Mr. S~i~m. Oh, indeed, there are; . There .always. have lle~n, and
assumedly there always will be.
.
, ·• ·. ·
. I ":"ould say, .sir; &l;iat. the_11,P,~<?ll,lt~ent5.,Clf,j~iv;il!-i,.~l].~-C.~~-tiol 6vEir
,atomic energy m this· country m any way to tne military., would be
creating. a factor for war.
. : . ' '
.
. ' . '" ' : ; '' . . ' .
. Senator MILLIKIN. Let me probe that just a little bit with you. · I
asked the witness who preceded you whether .there was' i.tny. example
· in history whereby a strong nation· that gave up its strength as a
.,gesture for peace thereby caused a. nation with aggressive designs to
pff~ .down i,ts arms; the witness did not cite. any examples; and l
wonder if you can cite any examples.
.. '
.
Mr. SWING: I say this not irreverently.: I think it is a trick question'.
Senator MILLIKIN. I did not so intend it.
·
· ·
Mr. SWING. I don't think you meari it to be, but I think it is· a
trick question, because obviously we have lived in a world of war and
we ha_ve failed in every way to get disarmaments. _Consequently, no
one can cite such a ci:tse.
· -· ·
.
·
But one could also say, putting it another way, is there any case in
history where the accumulation of power of defense has of itself pro,vided a long interim of peace in the world?
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I do not like to make the argument. I shrink
from that argument just as you shrank from an argument a while ago:
··· Up to date, I believe you will agree that the only thing that has kept
peace in the world is .an overwhelming power residing some place,
residing in Rome for a long period of time, residing in Great Britain
for a long period of time-: Nothing else has produced peace, measuring
the period of peace.
·
Mr. SWING. Well, the problem of producing peace in the time of
;Rome obviously was somewhat different from the problem as it is
today, and I would say quite frankly that I do not believe that peace
is to be maintained by the single national power of any great nation
any longer in tho _'world today, that you will have to have power, .
but the maintenance of peace is going to rest with the use of that
power on behalf of law..
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me now take my questions out of the
category that you feared I was putting them in, by making it more
practical.
The desire for peace after the lust war, I believe, was just as vocal
as it is now. You recall that. We called it a war to end wars, and
to show our sincerity in the thing, you recall, we had a naval disarmament conference. We genuinely disarmed a very substantial
part of our Navy but that gesture did not do any real good. It was
an encouragement, in effect, to nations with aggressive designs to
go ahead and build themselves and to redraft the former balance that
we had had and that we probably would have used better than they
did.
Then, we came along to the Kellogg Pact, and we solemnly out7
lawed war. We thought, as I expressed it to the previous witness;
that we could talk war out of existence and could wish war out of
existence. But that was just meat for a hungry lion. That again
was a facade behind which aggressive nations could continue to pile
up the instruments of aggression.
.
·
• Now; at what point can we safely again make the gesture?
May I suggest that we cannot make it until we have reasonably
satisfied ourselves that the world is postured for peace, and may I
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suggest further that perhaps this is not the moment to reach that
decision because from listening to you; Mr. Swing, I know that there
are many war-breeding factors in the world today.
·
Mr. SwING. Well, I come back to my statement that it is very
much up to us what kind of a world we bring into existence. To
come to your analysis, I agree with your analysis that the Disarmament Conference in Washington did not produce the results wanted,
but we got World War II after World War I not because the Dis~
armament Conference failed but because we did not make proper use
of our collective power. We had collective power and we didn't make
use of it.
We could have stopped the aggreseion in Manchuria in 1932-I
mean the human race could have. The Ethiopian attack could have
been stopped, and we didn't care to make proper use of our collective
power.
.·
We have got to have power to have peace, sir, and I agree with
you that the question about peace is whether we are going to have
just power nationo.lly in the hands of one nation which will then dominate other nations or whether we are to have the power of the world
used in the support of lo.w. That is the ho.sis of our domestic peace,
and it must be the basis of our international peace.
Senator MILLIKIN. After the last war we didn't enter, but the ln8Jjor
aggressive nations entered, the League· of Nations, but they did not
mean what they said. One of the pledges was a pledge for disarmament. They didn't mean what they said. They so.id it, but they did
not mean it.
So, Germany quite rightly said, "One of the conditions on which
we put down our o.rms was that there would be disarmament, and
you are not disarming; so, unless you do disarm, we are going to
rearm."
And what happened? One of the signatories of the League of
Nations said, "Why, your position is sound. We will allow you to
build up your navy to half of our strength."
Now, that was not the League of Nations. That was a notion of a
participant in the League of Nations, the most powerful participant
of the League of Nations, of how to disarm. So, they didn't mean
what they said.
·
Must not we liave some attention to realism and analyze by the
actions of the principal powers whether they meant what they said
when they went into the United Nations Organization?
Mr. SwING. Well, sir, I think the United Nations Organization is .
inadequo.te in its present form in the same way the League of Nations
was inadequate in its form. It must be strengthened and perfected
if we are to have peace. I agree with you there.
Senator MILLIKIN. l\fr. Swing, so far as the profession is concerned,
the professions of intent in the United Nations Charter are just as
noble as those of the League of Nations and just as noble as any of
the gestures-the verbal gestures-toward peace that have been made
in the world's history, unless it is the Congress of Vienna Charter,
which tied itself to God.
The CHAIRMAN. Any answer?
Mr. SwING. I think not.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Johnson, have you anything you would
like to ask Mr. Swing?
·
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· Senator JoHNSON,· No; I think not. I got here a little too late to
hear his prepared statement, but I am reading it, trying to catch up,
on it. I find several statements that he has made in which I am in
complete and even enthusiastic agreement. You go ahead and perhaps I will rup. into something.
.
,·
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Swing, I, of course, as you know from.the bill,
agree with you so thoroughly in your underlying philosophy that it is
contrary to our American sysJem of gov.ernment to permit the mWtary
to have control of a power that could be so tremendous as to dommate
our society.
.
·
At the same time, until some internationn1 concord on the matter is
reached, I presume that some attention has to be paid to military ·
applications of the matter. Even if the actual production of the
bomb itself should cease, and I agree that it should cease, experimentation and research, I presume, should go on until some agre~ment
is had.
.
..·
I want to call your attention to the fact that there is nothing in
this bill-and if you have found anythin~, I would like to have it
pointed out to .me-which prevents or m any way retards that
program.
.
.
·
;
In the provision of section 11 on page 21 of the bill it is provided,
and I have pointed it out before, that there is a Division of Military
Application: I would assume that the head of that division would
be a military man. That is, not on the Commission itself, but the
head of one of the divisions underneath it.
You would not have any objection to the head of that division being
a military man, of course?
Mr. SWING. Certainly not. It would have to be.
The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to get that straightened out so that
neither you nor I would be held to be divorcing this matter at this
particular time, if this bill is enacted into law divorcing the military
from any participation in the necessary place for them to participate.
As I take it, it is your view, as it is mine, that on the policy end of
the ~atter-that is, where the policy is determined-you would
prefer that the soldiers, the generals, 1md the admirals, did not serve?
Mr. SwING. Not only do I prefer that they shouldn't; I call attention to the fact that it is contrary to our system of government that
they should, and the very special considerations make it important
that our· system of government prevail in the future control of atomic
energy.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe you had some criticism to make of the
bill that was introduced early in the fall because it did make possible
an entire military control of this whole subject of atomic energy.
Mr. SWING. I did. It would make that possible, and in the first
place it also make possible that industrialists should be put in charge
of the bill without what I conside,red adequate public control over
the· manufacture and use of atomic energy.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you, Mr. Swing, on behalf of the.
committee.
I do want to give Senator Johnson an opportunity to direct any
questions that he wishes.
Senator JOHNSON. I don't find very much in the testimony with
which I am in disagreement, except the common approach that we
have had here in this committee t<1 the lack of apparent desire of .wit-
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nesses who seem to wQ;nt°the pe~ple to' ftilly' cbnt1:01 ft to exp;ess the
possibility.tha't Oopgress migh,t have a mor\) dir.~ct hap.din the control,
of both.atoi:nfo e:riirgf. ai~d the inilitrfry:' tlses,Qfitto:r:riic.energy.,
. :..
I will admit; as tlie chairman knows, r hi:iive been s't\;uggling with
this- problem for some time, trying to wol'k out some way or other·
where the Co11gress, the. direct represelltatives of the people, might
have a :fhmer control duriilg this interim period. I think we all must
realize that whatever legislation we are p~·oviding for the present is
an interim legislation. We cannot very well take the long viewpoint.
until we lmow what the international situation is. to be and the ext.ent
to which atomic energy is going to be used as a 1nilitary weapon. . .
. When those two ·problems are setUed fol· ourselves and fo.r the.
world, then we .can enact permanent legislation. Until such a time;
I have been in hopes that a way would be found to keep the control
of atomic energy in the hands of Congress. I ,vill admit I haven't
been able to work it out yet, but I am still trying .. I think itis a worthwhile thing to try to <lo. I don't know that I will ever .be able to
work it out, because there are some vel'y great difficulties, tradition
being one and perhaps the Constitution being another.
.
Just the same,· it does seem to me that here we have a new power,
a new factor that completely revolutionizes all military tactics ·and
perhaps completely revolutionizes all industrial processes. Until·we.·
know which way the cat is going to jump, it does seem to me that
Congress should retain a firm hold; I have been disappointed that
the witnesses appearing here have not stressed that point more.
They are not at all satisfied to let the military agencies of the Government continue their controls, but they are perfectly willing for the
President to set up a commission, and that, it seems to me, might
very well be the same old military control under another approach.
That is one of the reasons why I am trying so hard to find a way
out where we can keep this in complete control of the people, because
after all this is the people's discovery. It is like air, and it is like fire,
and we do not want anyone to get a monopoly on it.
I do appreciate your statement with respect to that, an<l I do appreciate your very caustic criticism of the so-called May-Johnson bill in
that respect. I think that that bill was weak in its control of the
peacetime uses and application.
Perhaps Senator Millikin has exhausted this phase' of the subject,
but it does seem to me that many of you folks who are kind enough to
give us advice and help in the control of this very difficult substance
are brushing aside too lightly the military aspects.
One of the questions that has been given to many of the witnesses-and. unless you covered that with Senator Millikin, one that
I should like to asic you-is, do you think that· there ever will be
another world war in which the atomic bomb is not to be used?
Mr. SwrnG. I cannot :make a prophecy, sir, but I can say that it is
up to us, to the members of this generation, to decide that. We still
are free agents in making our future.
Senator JOHNSON. ·well, I don't know whether we are free agents
or not. when we get i11to war. If we get into a world war, men become
very 1esperate and our Nation becomes very desperate.
Perhaps the atomic bomb will be outlawed to begin the wa.r, but
as soon as we get into the war our scientists will gather, our industrialists will gather, and we will produce the :most efficient weapon
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that h0;s ever been devised by man up to the present time and attempt
~~~

·

..

·.

Mr. Swrno. If we have national wars, sir, I am convinced that the
atomic bomb will be used. If we have· Lhe use of police power on
behalf of a central world authority, I do not believe that the atomic
bomb will .be used.
·
.
Senator JOHNSON.· Well, that brings up one other point that I have
. been interested in, and that is it has seemed to me that the atomic
bomb might be use.I us a power for peace, that it might be the policeman's hilly club. You seem to dismiss that idea completely.
Mr. SwING. If I may be permitted to be so rude; I think it is· a
dreadful idea.
.
Senator JOHNSON. It is a dreadful idea. War is a dreadful Bea.
Mr. SwINo. I don't think it is a policeman's billy club; it is the ·
nrming of a traffic officer with tear gas and machine guns to do something, giving him weapons that are not necessary for the performance
of his duties. If we have a central authority in which there is adequate power to maintain order in the world, you don't need to conduct
war against civilians on a mass basis.
·
.
Senator JOHNSON. No; of course; but if war should break out you
are not going to be able to quell it with firecrackers or bows and
arrows. You have got to use something potent, and the most potent
thing that you can use is going to be the most effective thing.
Of course, it is a dreadful thing to contemplate using atomic bombs
for any purpose; but modern wars are indescribably bad.
Mr. SwING. I think we agree, Senator, that if we are going to have
wars, they are going to be atomic wars, whether or not you and I like it.
I am merely taking the stand that if we should have a central world
authority which has adequate power to perform police functions, the
atomic bomb does not belong in the arsenal of that organization, and I
can foresee a future.
You asked me at the outset could I foresee the possibility of the
atomic bomb not being used in future conflicts. That possibility I see.
If we have national wars, I believe that the atomic bomb will be used.
. Senator JOHNSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, Mr. Swing, I forget who it was that
said that men find ~est in living forever on the brink of disaster.
Now, it strikes me that the idea that men will keep peaceful, because one country, namely ours, has the power to blow them to
smithereens, is without foundation; men just won't react that way.
They never have in all tho course of history, no matter what the
overhanging danger: Do yon agree with that?
l\fr. Swrno. I do not believe we, the American people, can frighten
the world into being good.
·
The CHAIRMAN. We might frighten them into making more bombs
themselves?
Mr. Swrna. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no other questions, thank you very
much, indeed, Mr. Swing. It is nice to see you.
We will meet ugain at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning in this room.
(Whereupon, at 11:40 a. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. m.,
Thursday, January 31, 1946.)
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_UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
Washington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. ni.,
in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chair.man) presiding.
.
.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper, and Hart.
.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser. to the
committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
· .
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Dr. von Neumann, your name was suggested to the committee by
Senator Ball, and he said that he would like to have your testimony
in the record. You were therefore invited to appear. You may go
right ahead.
·
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN VON NEUMANN, PROFESSOR, INSTI•
TUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, PRINCETON, N. J,

Dr. voN NEUMANN. Senator McMahon, gentlemen, I suppose that
you will wish to know my qualifications. I am a mathematician and
mathematical physicist. I am a member of the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princetori, N. J. I have been connected with government
work on military matters for nearly 10 years: as a consultant of the
Ballistic Research Laboratory. of the Army Ordnance Department
since 1937; as a member of its Scientific Advisory Committee since
1940. I have been a member of various divisions of the National
Defense Research Committee since 1941 and a consultant of the
Navy Bureau of Ordnance since 1942. I have been. connected with
the Manhattan District, beginning in 1943 as a consultant of the Los
Alamos Laboratory, and I spent a·considerable part of 1943-45 there.
I greatly appreciate the distinction of appearing before you. I
realize the exceptional importance of the subject which you are considering. The developments in the field of subatomic energy release
which took place in the last decades, and which culminated in 1939-45,
and even more those developments which are likely to follow in the
decade ahead of us, have implications in the international field which
are widely appreciated. Since they have been discussed by many
others, and since I do not possess any special qualifications with respect
to them, I do not think that it would be useful for me to dwell upon
them. I would like to emphasize instead another aspect, which is
20/i
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also of very great importance, and which is of a domestic naturealthough our present efforts to handle it may WP.ll set an example of
uniyersal sig1iificance.
It is for the first time that science has produced results which
require ari ·immediate intervention of the. Goyernment. Of course,
science has produced many res_ults_before which were of great importance to society; directly or indirectly. Aud-there have beei1 before
scientific processes which required some minor policing measures by
· the Government. But it is for the. first time that a Yast. area of
research, right in the central part .of the physical sciences, impinges
on a broad front on the Yital zone of society, and clearly requires
rapid and general regulation. It is now that physical science has
become" important" in that painful and dangerous sense which causes
the State to interyene.
-··Considering the vastness of the ultimate objectives of science, i_t
has been clear for a long time to thoughtful persons that this moment
must come sooner or later. We now know that it has come.
·
The legislation on atomic energy represents the first attempt in
history to regulate science in this sense. In past wartime and peacetime _emergencies, goyernments did influence various phases of the
,social effort, including science, in order to promote military or economic ends. However, such efforts were always limited in time and
in scope, and directed toward some ulterior, independent purpose.
It is only now that science as such and for its own sake has to be
regulated, that science has outgrown the age of independence from
-society.
.
Many scientists regret this, and I am one of them. Atomic physics
in particular is now losing a good deal of its detachment and abstract. ness, ltnd will probably neYer again be the same as before 1939.
I repeat:. From the scientists' special Yiewpoint, this evolution is
probably not a desirable one-but nobody can change it, and we
·:must admit that it is taking place. There is clearly a need for the
:Government's intervention here and now.
The problem is, thep., how to effect this regulation without falling
-into either extreme. Regulation is needed, because nuclear physics,
·in combination with irresponsible or clumsy politics, could at this
-moment inflict tenible wounds on society. And with some more development, which could be effected-and probably will be effected by
-some country or other-in a moderate number of years, and the main
outlines of which arc perfectly discernible now to the expert, the same
combination of phyJics D,nd politics could render the surface of the
earth uninhabit[l,ble. Regulation is therefore needed, both in politics
and in science, but I will only ttLlk of the latter, for the reasons given
earlier. Regulation of science, on the other hand, must not go too far.
Indeed, it should not go very far in any event, even though the risks
are vei·y great. This is the subject about which I would like to speak.
In reguhting science, it is important to realize thD,t the legislator is
·touching at a mutter of extreme delicacy. Strict regulation, and even
the threat or the a.nticipation of strict regulation, is perfectly a.ble to
·stop the progress of science in the country where it occurs.
· . The CHAIRMAN. What was the last sentence?
. Dr. VON NEUMANN. Strict regulation, and even just the threat or
anticipation of strict regulation, can perfectly well stop the progres"l
of science even before a very strict regulation has actually taken place.
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_Th~ CHAIRMAN.. Do you say why_?_._. . .
Dr. voN NEtJMANN. No; lam asserting that.
.
The CHAIR.MAN, Do you explain why you assert that?
Dr.·voN NEtil\:(ANN. ram going to.. · ·
·
The CiiAIRMAN. I beg your pardon/
. . .. . .
... Dr:, VON ~EUMANN. '.l,'h,e_fact that _strict or unreitsoµabfo r~gula;.
t1ons may deter· Illatu:re scientists from pursumg their vocation, or
from pursuing it with that degree of ·enthusiasm which is··necessary
for success, is in it~elf impo'.rtant; but even it· is not the inost important fact involved. What is more fundamental is this:. The
'numbers of new talent, which accede in. any .one year to a given field
of science· are subject to considerable oscillations. · 'fhey decrease oi'
incr~ase in ·response to the emergence of new interests, to changing
social valuations, to new developments in the field in question, or in
neighboring scientific or applied fields. It is perfectly possible that
more interest in one field which is .·near the one involved will scare
talented men away from that field: These things have· happened
many times before. I am convinced that seemingly small mistakes
in "regula'ting" science may affect the "reproduction" of scientists
quite catasttophically.
··
· Erroneous \~gislation on this subject may harm science in this
country seriou ly, even irremediably. Very great intellectual values
may be lost in his manner. Apart from this, damage to fundamental
science would, at the present stage of industrial development, soon
cause comparable damage m the technological and then in the economic sphere. Finally, since other countries may .not be similarly
affected, it would seriously impair the national defense.
For all these reasons I am completely convinced that it is necessary
to maintain and to protect, the natural modus operandi of fundamental
research, and specifically two of its cornerstones: freedom in selecting
the subject of fundamental research and freedom in publishing its
results. Any attempt to subdivide nuclear physics is _futile from the
start. For instance, to make work on the fission of heavy rnicleiuranium, thorium, 01 similar substances-a preserve for special rules
or for secrecy would be _vain since the reactions of light nucJei might
later asslll1le an even greater importance. To police all work on
transmutations of all atomic species would still prove inadequate.
There may be still other sources of primary energy whicp. exist in
processes yet to be discovered. Science, and particularly physics,
forms an indivisible unity; no attempt to compartmentalize it will
produce anything but disappointment, and to put all of atomic
physics, or all of physics, on the restricted or classified list would
clearly kill the physical sciences.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, do you mind being interrupted?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. No; please do.
.
The CHAIRMAN. You just said that to compartmentalize it would
be to destroy it?
Dr. voN NEUMANN. No; no_t quite. What I meant was that any
attempt to regulate one part of physics-because we have recognized
that that particular part can produce dangerous consequences-and
to leave another part free is an uncertain affair, because I don't think
anybody can judge at this moment which part of physics will be
relevant in this field next year or 5 years from now.
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On the other hand, to regulate ·everything· to· do with physics
would certainly kill physics. · ·
· ···
··
Senator Hx:a:r. You gave as an example the fact that the lighter
nuclei may be just as impor'tant a source iri the future as the heavy
nuclei are now.
. ·
· ·
.
·
·
· · Df VON .'NEUMANN. l think Dr. Bethe has talked about· this
~tibject befor~ the corrunittee. I can :merely repeat things which
he has probably said.
.
We have .reason to think that the main source of energy in the
stars are light nuclei. We think or we suspect what conditions
exist in the stars, but we don't th~r we can reproduce them on earth.
But there m0,y be other ways to produce such conversions.
·
· 'l'he CiIAIRMAN. We have had.it pointed out to us that it would
be well to cµange the definition which we have in the bill from "fissionable" to '!teactive fissile" material-cupable of producing a chain
reaction to take care of the gaseous synthesized products at the top
of the periodic table.
.
Go ahead, Doctor.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. There is the further point that of course we
know still very little about nuclear physics, which is still iri 11 state of
rapid evolution and great changes. I am sure you know that the
war, if anything, has held up the development of nuclear physics
and the chances are that the development will be more rapid in the
next 5 years than in the last 5 years.
It is entirely unpredict11,ble what sources of energy will appear in
the next 5 or JO years. It is probably true that fission is only characteristic of the level on which we are doing business, for the order of
magnitude of the energy involved, but I don't think there ·is, any
serious reason to believe that this is the only access to the very gi·eat
subatomic energies. I think that it is premature to believe that we
hold the key to those energies, that this is the onJ.y way in which one
can get at them.
To put it another way: To make it quite universal and make rigid
legislation not only for fission but all forms of physics would certainly
be completely disastrous for physics. It is difficult to foresee how
work in physics could go on then.
It is plausible that potential nuclear explosives and actual or potential radio/poisons should be subject to safety and health regulations,
and to/the Government's police power. This has always been so for
dangefous substances produced by the chemical industry, and it
should be done even more strictly for those originating in the coming
nuclear industry. This can certainly be done, and both the Ball bill
and the McMahon bill indicate certain guiding principles. I assume
the details will have to be worked out in the administrative·practice,
as usual. There must, however, be no restrictions in principle on
research in any part of science, and none in nuclear physics in particular, and absolutely no secrecy or possibility of classification of the
results of fundamental research.
To come to a diffC'rmt part of the subject, I think that any special
legislation agn.inst military dC'velopments in the a.tomic field wou1d not
be justified at, this moment, and would be exceedingly harmful. It is
generally admitted that we should have an Army and a Navy ahd
that they should be maintained at a high level of dficiency. It would
therefore be inconsistent t.o forbid t.hem t.o work on t.he devdopment

'-
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of a class of weapons th~t:is likely to be of the greatest importancethe atomic weapons-and to monopolize all atomic weapon develop~
ment in the Commission. Our wartime experience produced a system
for military technological development which worked. It had its
shortcomings, but it worked at least as well as that of any belligerent,
as far as we know, and definitely better than that of some important
bell~ger~nts. It was based on the coexistence of a large civilian orgamzat10n, the OSRD, and of the Army and Navy research and development establishments, plus adequate liaison. Just one o'f' these
two components, plus any amount of advisers or observers from the
other party, would have been inadequate.
·
Besides, I do not believe that a nation would be wise in attempting
to forbid to itsel.f to do certain things. I think that the military uses
of atomic energy should be in the province of each-the Commission,
the Army and the Navy; that each of these thr'ee should have a right
to do work in that field.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may we have that statement
repeated, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Will you repeat that last statement?
.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I think that the military uses 'of atomic
energy should lie in the province of each one of the three, the Commission, the Army, and the Navy.
·
·
Regarding the makeup of the Commission, I feel somewhat inexperienced and uncertain, but I feel satisfied as to these points:
If there is to be an Administrator, he should be electeq by and
serve at the pleasure of the Commission.
Since the Commission is to be policy making, the Cabinet should
be directly represented on it, and its character should be civilian.
I do not think that the time is now mature to connect this piece
of domestic legislation with anticipated and desirable future developments in international politics. This should be done by additional
legislation, I think, when and as the circumstances justify it.
The idea that the Commission should make periodic reports to the
President and to Congress seems to me to be a sound one. I would
like to add that I would expect that the most important modifica.tions in what is to be done will probably emerge in such reports; in
other words, that it is very difficult to predict now in every detail how
the Commission should regulate.
I doubt, however, that quarterly reports are necessary or desirable.
It seems unlikely that every 3 months will produce enough progress
to make such reporting really valuable, and besides a certain distance from the events to be reported is essential. There is ample
experience to support this. I think that yearly reporting would be .
more nearly right.
The CHAIRMAN. They might report that they didn't make any
progress, and that might be important to know, too.
Dr. voN NEUMANN. Yes. This may be a solution. On the other
hand, it is a little awkward. Experience shows that if ypu have to
report, you report something; and it may actually be an opinion of a
matter which is not yet finished., and 11,n opinion which may change
very soon. However, I admit that they could report zero.
The CHAIRMAl'':. Do you have some questions, Senator Austin?
Senator AusT1N. I gather that the central point of your paper is
\,hat there should be absolute control of the science of production and
704931-46-pt. 2-8
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.development of the theory of .prpduc;ticin of atomic energy, with
absolute control of it iri the Government. ·. . .
.
.. Dr. VON NEUMANN. I think there should be absolute control of the
materials which .are produced and of tho industriri.l aspects of it. ..
. Senator AusTIN .. That is not my,question. My,quesition is, Do
you advocate the control of .the theory, of the science, the physics
and the chemistry? .
. Dr. voN ;NEUMANN. No; I think it would be exceedingly difficult.
I have tried to point out that it may not even be effective, even if
one attempted it. One may direct it at the wrong object. One
inay think that one part of physics is pm;ticularly important from this
.point of view and one may.discover afterward that one has focused
.one's attention to the wrong part.
.
·
·
Furthermore, I. think that a· very strict control of these subjects
would probably ruin them anyway.
Senator AusTIN. Then, on that bosis your thou~ht is that control
be limited to that possession of the properties of science, the products
of science, that will assure· constructive rather than dest.ructive use
of those products. That is your idea'?
. Dr. voN NEUMANN. Yes.
· · Senator AusnN. Thank you.
Senator HART. Doct,or, am I correct in u.ssuming that you believe
that there should be practically as free interclrnngf' of fundamental
developments in scirncr with scientists abroad as there is within our
own country?
· Dr. VON NEUMANN. I think so, because it is impossible to maintain
the normal functioning of research as soon as you limit free interchange of info~mation. In the first place, it will be Vl'ry difficult to
limit interchange of information with scientists abroad, without limiting it also between scientists in this country. I mean it is impossible
to keep a secret if it is known to thousands of people.
The CHAIRMAN. Why do you say thousands, Doctor?
Dr. voN NEUMANN. Well, the number of members of the Physical
Science Society are 2,000, or something of that order.
. Dr. CONDON. Fivr thousand five hundred.
.
Mr. NEWMAN, I might point out, Senator, that Dr. Condon is
presidPnt of the society.
Senator HART. J would like your opinion on one point. I assume
you are rrmarkably closrly in touch, and have been so all your life,
with the upper-lrvel scientists abroad. Do you think we have more to
gain from that free intcrchangt>, or would you think that the scientists
of Europe, for instance, would huve more to gain in such free interchange?
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN. It is exceedingly difficult to tell. It is exceedingly difficult to guess ahead. However, I think the gains and losses
are probably of tho same order of magnitude. · There is always
enough of a risk that we stand to lose more in one particular case than
to gain. H would be very difficult to take the responsibility for that.
Furthermore, what I would like to emphasize is this: First of all,
if we try to prevent interchange of information with foreign scientists,
we niust also·rogulate it at home, and by doing this wo would handicap
ourselves enormously. · In other words, the whole machinery which
is rieoessary to avoid information from getting out of the country
~ould certainly lead to compartmentalization at home, and the loss
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.of scientific.morale .at .home; so, we would lose considerably beyond
"the loss just due to our ·not getting information from abroad. . ' .
. There is also this: Jnter~hange with foreign _sc10ntists is imI?ortant
because you get.the v10wpomt of people who have a somewhat different
approach to your problems. You see, in one country there is always
a certain inbreeding of ideas.
.
·· It is true in both dii;ections, if two countries· are interchangmg information, that each gets a fresher viewpoint.
·.
·
Senator HART .. Thank you.
.
.
: Senator Mil,LIKIN. Do you believe that it is practical, Doctor, .to
'have a free interchange of scientific information between the nations
of the earth without at the same time having a free interchange of all
kinds of information?
.
·
·
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Certainly. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. You think.it is practical or isn't practical?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I think it is practical.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. This subject of nuclear energy has become one
of great significance. That is why you are here, Doctor. That is
.why this committee is sitting.
·.
·
· Can you consider the subject in a vacuum of its own, or must it be
.related to political developments over the face of the earth?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I think it must be related to political developments.
Senator MILLIKIN. If it niust be related to political developments
of the earth, we must have, then, a free exchange of political information, must we not?
.
.
Dr. voN NEUMANN. I thirik that is a separate matter.
Sena.tor MILLIKIN. Well, you have made if;, by your previous
answers, an intermingled matter. .
.
·
.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes; but what do you exactly mean, Senator,
by the interchange of political information?
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, we now have a situation where the world
is ignorant of political and other developments in many spots on this
earth where there is neither exchange of scientific information nor of
any other kind of information, including information which might
have political significance under any definition of political that you
wish to make.
·
How, then, can they be separated?
. Dr. VON NEUMANN. I think the free interchange of scientific information is necessary. The country which attempts to prevent it
would probably lose more because it has to change its internal scientific
machinery.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I agree with you that for, but since we have
agreed that this part of science has now entered the realm of politics,
.how can we say consistently that we will have free exchange of information on a strictly one-sided part of the subject and not have free
exchange of information on the other side, which is necessary to
evaluate the whole thing?
.-Dr. VON NEUMANN. I have no doubt it would be very desirable to
have free interchange of informu.tion politica.lly. I have no feeling,
I have no intuition as to how difficult or how easy it is to achieve it.
In science, I would say the state of affairs has always existed in
the past, so we know what it looks like, and we know that this is the
normal way of working.
.
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, Senator MILLIKIN. But you do not hiLve free exchange of scientific
information so far as nucleo.r energy is concerued?.
- Dr. YON NEUMANN. We had it up to l!'i_39. ·
.
- SeMtor MILLIKIN. But iit the· present time you do not have it,
and science itself has !I.Ssumed a weapon significance. It now becomes .
important for us to establish policies either to· exchange or not to
exchange.
'
But for the political end of the thing, to reach proper evaluations,
since the political end and the scienWic end are intermingled, must
we not have free exchange· of political information i:tt the same time,
that we have free exchange of information on nuclear energy?
.
. . Dr. VON NEUMANN. What I mean is this: I think it would be 'r/et'Y
~esirable to have a free exchange ?f politic~l information. Howe.ver
1f for any reason we cannot have 1t 1mmedmtcly or cannot have 1t, 1 .
don't think we would gain anything by preventing the exchange of
scientific information. Of course, an important thing would be lacking, but we would harm ourselves by preventing an exchange of
sci,mtific information.
Senator M1LL1ICIN. I agree with you that there are perhaps greater
difficulties in securing a free exchange of political information than
there would be of scientific information, but is the scientific informa- ·
tion that would be exchanged under your theory entirely dependable
and can it be properly evaluated prior to the time that you have n
general free exchange of informaLion?
Dr. von NEUMANN. From the point of the fate of the world, it is,
of course, not complete and cannot be completely evaluated. From
the point of view of carrying on scientific work, it is complete and
suffices.
Senator MILLIKIN. But you 'agree that·the two bear on each other
and therefore have an intermingled significance?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Oh, yes.
Senator MrLLIIUN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you are a citizen of the United States?
Dr. VON NEUMANN., Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And where were you born?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. In Budapest, Hungary.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you come to this country?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. 1930.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you engaged in your professional career in
Hungary?
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Very little in Hungary, but a good deal in Germany and in Switzerland.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you now associated at Princeton, did you say?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes; I was professor-of mathematical physics
at Princeton University from 1930 to 1933, and I have been a professor
of mathematics at the Institute for Advanced Study, which is also in
Princeton but which is a pure research institution, since 1933.
The CHAIRMAN. You are associated with Dr. Einstein there?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes; that is the organization.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you consulting with the Navy about the tests
that are proposed?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are in consultation with the Navy on that?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes.
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The 0HAIRMAN; I think that wo- will want to talk to some more,
Doctor, maybe, in executive session.
·
Senat9r Ma,LIKIN. I should like to ask one more question, Mr.
Chairman;
.
·
·
Do you believe that us of tc>day, Doctor, the prospects for world
peace are dependable?
.
.
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I don't know. I think the situation has its
dangers.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think that prior to the time that we can
get a.· better analysis of those dangers we are warranted in turning
this subject over to an exclusively civilian Commi§lsion?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Essentially; yes. I think the Cabinet should
have control of the Commission; I think it would be a. good thing if
the Cabinet were directly represented on it.
.
On the other hand, it· is not clear to me how long it will take before
we can be reassurrd about the general situation of the world, whereas
I think it is very urgent to have a -regulation of work in nuclear
physics, or those phases of it which have to be regulat(ld. It is unquestionable that work in nuclear physics is already suffering from
the absence of a final settlement.
Senator MILLIKIN. I gathered from your testim.cmy that you do not
take out of the picture a place for a military voice in the matter.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. My personal feeling is that thP bPst thing
would be to have the policy-making authority of the Commissionin
civilian hands, if the Army and Navy were left free to dPvPlop their
own wrapOI1<\,
Senator MILLIKIN. At the present time, the significance of the
thing is military, isn't it?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Of nuclear energy?
Senator MILLIKIN. You have no practical use for the energy out"
side of the military sphere as of this moment.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. We have been very negligent in developing
the peaceful uses of atomic energ;y, manifestly because all of this
happened under the danger of wartime.
Senator MILLIKIN. As of this moment, we have no other use for
nuclear energy.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I wouldn't go that far.
Senator MILLIKIN. Sir?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I wouldn't go quite so far. We are producing
right now radioactive substances which are exceedingly important
from the medical point of view. I am not a medical man, and I
don't know to how much of a medical use they are being put at this
moment, but I am sure they are being used.
Senator MILLIKIN. But it is a byproduct of the military use that is
being made of the energy at this time.
Dr. voN NEUMANN. It is a byproduct of running a fission pile; a
fission pile is a plant to produce plutonium.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. And the production of plutonium at the present
time is for a military purpose.
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN. True, but we have a byproduct which is very
important from other points of view. It will certainly take a few
years. before nuclear energy can be used for peaceful purposes because
it takes a certain amount of development. It will also take a few
years before we have train ?d the minimum number of nuclear
engineers.
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. Senator" J.\,fo:,LIKIN; It would take an ~iiormous ainount of'ciipital
also, would it not?
· · .
·
: : · ··.
·
Dr.\'ONNEUMANN. Considerable, butiwoulunotsayehoririous: It
is probably less than what is absorbed now by several major industries:
It would be an impoi·tant industry, but I assume that at this moment it
is !3maller than the automobile industry. ·
·
·
Senator ]VhLLIKIN. By the same "token that the automobile industry
did not spring up over~1ight, the us~ of nuclear energy for peacetime'
purposes would not spnng up overmght.
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN; No; I think it will take it few years, except for·
the radioactive aspects.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. And the initial plants for peaceful purpose·s
would take very substantial money. This is.not something you can·
do in a barn. or in a bathtub.
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN. No; but may I mention two things: One is
that a plant for military purposes and a plant for peaceful purposes-·
and I mean in particular plants to make plutonium-do not differ
very seriously. If you want to make plutonium, you make it in the
same way. A plant .fol' peaceful purposes would have to have pro-'
visions for utilizing the energy which you produce, whereas in the
military pln.nts it was wasted; here an additional development is
UM&~

.

Senator MILLIKIN. We spent two and one-half biUion to reach our
present plants, and let us assume that three-fourths of it is wasted."
We had to move fast.
·
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Surely.
Senator MILLlKIN. We had to experiment with tlu·ee or four methods all at the same time, so obviously there was a waste in there;
But assume that thi·ee-fourths of it was wasted, you arc still talking
in terms of $500,000,000. Who is ready to put up $500;000,000 to
produce nuclear energy for peacetime purposes?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. w·en, it depends on how the Government is
regulating this, but I would expect that the Government would be
doing well in spending sums of this magnitude on this subject. If it
is to be developed by" private enterprise, I would expect that there
would be private entrepreneurs who would be willing to do it. This
is clearly a thing which has the importance, and is likely to assume
the dimensions, of the entire chemical industry, so I think it ought to
be looked at on that basis.
Half a billion is an enormous ca.pita! investment;, but it is not an
unusual sum if you talk in terms of major industries.
Senator MILLIKIN. VVell, it is a very unusual sum, I suggest, for a
peacetime outlay in a field which is already covered to some extent;
I am speaking of the power field. I am even speaking of the medical
field.
In the case of the power that we have and can develop by normal
means and in a slow evolutionary way, if you wish to call it slow-I
am speaking of "politicn.lly" now-I believe that, first, there are very
few nations that could put up $500,000,000, unless we loaned ,it to
them, and, second, I doubt whether politically you could get an
appropriation for $500,000,000 for nuclear energy from our own
Government-I mean the peacetime use of nuclear energy. ·
Dr. voN N mm,IANN. I think its importance in the. power field is
not that ib produces cheaper power than the power you produce now.
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I think co~l is 11ctu~liy very chea.p, and it is ;~ry difficult to compete
with coal just as 11 source of calories ... But in this manner you could
produce power under conditions. under which you cannot use· coal.
I am sure that you are familiar with the many possibilities of this type.
It is more in the qualitative than in the quantitative sense that this
is n. very important new development in power. We certainly have.
enough tons of con.l 11vail11ble.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I do not dispiimge the future possibilities of the
subject. I am trying to arrive at some timing factors in my own
mind 11ncl what to do in the meantime.
Dr. voN N1rnMANN. May I add that it is by no means clear that
the processes of producing nuclear energy will always be as large and
expensive as they are today. It is a general experience with industrial
processes that when thev 11re first developed they are vastly more
expensive than they become later, and you don't even get a correct
idea of the order of magnitude involved if you judge only these early
stages.
.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I agree completely with that. I imagine it
cost $25;000 to build the first model T Ford.
.
Senator AusTIN. Isn't it true, Doctor, that we have to recognize
that private capital is just as much restricted by Govern.ment monop~
o]y as the ideas of science are restricted by it when put upon the
production and absolute cor1trol hy Government?
.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Well, to be honest, I am less familiar with the
workings of private enterprise than with tho workings of scientific
research; so I would not du.re to make an absolute statement there.
Senator MILLIKIN. LPt us do a little day-dreaming for a moment
and assume a condition in the world whore we hava dependable assurance of continued peace so that we can put our whole mind on the
development of this energy for peacetime purposes.
The suggestion that it be completely controlled by the Government
under that hypothesis forms a totalitarian pn.ttern, docs it not?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Surely. All I mean is that it should be controlled to this extent: The Government would probably interfere in:
some way, for instance, if somebody accumulated 10 tons of TNT in
his cellar, or accumula,tcd gr,1at amounts of poison. The fission substances are similn.rly dangerous and ought to be simila.rly under
ordinary police supervision.
Senator MILLIKIN. They are dangerous from the standpoint even of
proter.ting the people in peacetime?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes, they can cause accidents.
Senator MILLIKIN. Radiation n.nd stupid experiments with the sub~
ject might result in explosions and other forms of danger.
.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes; but, this if' just the ordinary police power
of the Government.
·
Senator MILLJKIN. That is as far as you intend to go, that, the
Government should exercise a sensible police power over the subject?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Would that preclude ownership?
Dr. voN NEUMANN. That is a little difficult to tell, and I am sure
it is much more for the lawyer to decide.
Whether you want to abolish ownership in 11 field, or maintain
ownership but regulate it in such a manne.r that the owner is not
free to use his property, is a question of legn.l 11ncl political con 7
venience rather than of scientific technique.
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· Senator MILLIKIN. There is-a serious- question there, isn't there, on
the assumptions tlmt we have been dealing with?
. Dr. VON NEUMANN. It is not technical in the physics sense. __
Senator lIICKENLOOPEn. Perhaps you touched on this before I came
in, Doctor, in your statement, bu_t I would like to have your opinion
· as of a scientist on the matter of the tenlll'e of any commission 01' board
set up to control atomic energy; in other words, whether 11 commission
should hold office at the pleasure of the President, which would be in
!1- broad sense 11 political appointment su~1·~ct ~o the changes of political
ideas, 01>,·whether a board of the c11pab1 lty 'that we would hope any
such board would have should be given the assurance of 11 definite
tenure of office for a substantial period of time within which it could
have some security to work out its programs.
Now, have you commented on that before?
Dr. voN NEUMANN. Just to a limited extent. I have expressed
the view, sir, that I thought the Cabinet should be directly ·represented and the other members should be technical. I think the
Cabinet members on the Commission would.represent automatically
the poliUcal element which can express the changes in national
politics, and I think the other members should be definitely technical
and should have n, reasonable tenure.
I don't say they should be life positions, but something tenuous,
like 5 years, 6 years, or possibly have the members -Come in in alt_ernate years.
·
Senator 1-IICKENLOOPEn. In other words, it is your opinion that
this board should at least have a security in some of its elements,
anyway, of a definite tenure of office rather than to be entirely subjected, that is, all of the members entirely subjected, to holding
office at the pleasure of the Presiient or any other group that might
be set up?
Dr. voN NEUMANN. I think it should be about 50 percent technical,
and the technical members should have tenure.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, bearing upon the ability of our country
to keep secrets in the .scientific field and upon, as you phrase it, very
bad effects of such secrecy, when Edison invented the incandescent
bulk-the first bulb that he invented-do you think that there would
have been the progress in the development of electricity to the point
we have it today, if at tlrnt time it had been closed up and sealed
off so that i10 one could have· known about Edison's performance?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I think that if Edison's laboratory alone had been
secretive, then it probably would have only meant a loss of time. I am
convinced that a few years later somebody else would have invented it.
If, however, the entire scientific community had been secretive;
that I think would have been very bad for science. It just would have
produced a bad group morale.
America.n scientists were very good about keeping secrets during
the war. In fact, in the field of nuclel1l' physics they regulated themselves to keep things secret, before the Government intervened, but
everybody clearly understood that this was a transient wartime
measure, and everybody did it in the absolute expectation that it
would end with the war. I think it would have a bad effect on the
general morale of scientists if it should turn out that the system is
to be continued.
The CHAIRMAN. Why di11 you say tho war had held back nuclear
physics?
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Dr. voN NEUMANN. Oh, because if you had wanted to get the
maximum progress in nuclear physics-in· other words, if you .had
wanted to produce a state of affairs 20 years from now which is as
advanced as possible, then one would certainly never have concentrated as much of the best scientific talent into the few fields which
had immediate military applications as one did.
Evidently much more scientific tnlent was concentrnted on radar .
and short wave than the subject justified from a general scientific
point of view, although these fields are important industrially and
absolutely vital militarily.
.
·
Regarding the developments in nuclear physics, in atomic fission
I think one has to say that the development of the chain reaction and
of the fission bomb were enormous engineering tours de force. They
were enormous engineering projects carried out by scientists, because
the necessary engineers did not exist.
But if nuclear physics had been left to itself, it would not have
concentmted on the upper end of the periodic system to. tbis extent.
Many scientists who were working in this field claimed that they were
stranded at the wrong encl of the periodic system.
·
It is probable that lighter elements will give more important results
in the corning yenrs, so we should concentrate on them.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin pointed out that $500,000,000
was a tremendous sum of money, with which we can all agree, and
it is hard to comprehend $500,000,000.
. ·
He also voiced to you the opinion tl111t it would be rather difficult
to get any such appropriation through the Congress for the peacetime
development of this Pandora's box that we have opened.
Do you know how many days of war that represents-the cost of
the war?
·
Dr. voN NEUMANN. Very few; $500,000,000, I think, is about 1 day
and a half.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought it was a little more than that, maybe
two and a half, but you may be entirely right.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I figure one hundred billion a year.
The CHAIRMAN. It is rather typical of us in thinking in that way.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. May I add that it was really more expensive
than money expresses, beca'use, of course, it diverted not only moneywhich was a relatively free commodity, but it also diverted strategic
raw materials and scientific talent and a few other things which are exceedingly limited and which are much harder to produce in extraordinary quantities in wartime than any other economic services. It
was actually probably even more expensive than the half billion or the
two billion numbet indicates.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think, Doctor, we would be warranted as a
Government in going ahead and spending money on a large scale for
peacetime experimentation and research in this field?
Dr. VON NEUMAN. Well, I think there are only two alternativeseither turn it over completely to private enterprise or to support it by
the Government. I would think the subject is so new and the implications or the possibilities so enormous, that it would justify continued
Government interest or support. It is a thing which is really on a
larger scale than industrial developments usually ai·e, and the effects
on our lives are much more direct.
Senator MILLIKIN. The very challenging thought of the chairman
that if we were to. spend but a fraction of our money for peacetime
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.benefits that we do for wartime benefits has always. beeri a -0hallenge
for a more constructive use of our peacetime money and energy, 'while
I think there is a distinction that should be observed. ,
.
·
•· When you pour your wealth for ·war, you are pouring it out to save
your very existence; whereas, at the present time at least, so far as
the development of nuclear energy is concerned, we.might in the long
.term have cheaper power, but we have power at the present time.
Our existence is not threatened by the lack of power.
·
I have no doubt that the medical therapeutic value of this energy
will·he enormous, but RS of th~ present h:10ment l believe that most of
those uses are covered by other available things which are most costly
perhaps, or hard to get; but .our very existence is not threatened.
There is another consideration. Once you go through a war and
spend all of :vour sums-we have sp~nt more in this war, twice over,
than the value of the accumulated tangible property gathered together since the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers.
· ·
Now, there must be a stop sometime; otherwise, you get into the
theory of the embezzler who sa:rs, "Well, I have stolen $100,000; they
can only put me in jail once, so I might as well steal another $10,000,"
or the theory of the drunkard who goes for the hair of the dog that
bit him.
.
.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I see the point, but I would like to add this:
. Of course, in wartime this thing was done and had to be done very
wastefully. As you have pointed out, three avenues were tried
simultaneously. It was very plausible after a short time that at
least one of them would work, o_nly it wasn't clear how long it would

:

~~

Furthermore, it was forced at a maximum tempo, and if you try
to do a thing twice as fast as industry would do it normal,ly, then
you probably pay for it much more than twice as much. .
·
However, if, as you suggested, one might double the present performance by spending another half billion, which would seem to be
in the reasonable order of magnitude, I would still say that society
will get more out of this than a half a billion, just on the peaceful
uses if the thing is further developed.
I think it is not continuing reckless spending because one has indulged it for a while, but it is a very wise investment. This"is the
nucleus of a very important industry which will probably become
.to be worth much more than half a billion.
S!)nator MILLIKIN. I suggest without prolonging this, Doctor, that
it is wise investment if it is wise in the light of the financial condition
of the country.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I am going to retain you to argue for me
with Senator Millikin, because I think you have pretty well presented
my viewpoint.
There is a question, Doctor, as to whether we can afford not to
develop that which W!J have. Do1i"t you agree with that?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. Yes. I would think that we can afford it. In
other words, the things which are nee~led exist, and they could be
used without seriously affecting the stanq.ard of living.
· The CHAIRMAN. You believe, of course-, that research in this field
is going forward throughout the world.
\
Dr. voN NEUMANN. ·Certainly. Researcl, has probably been slowed
down throughout the world by the war, but it is probably recovering
now.
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·. The CHAIRMAN. Would you; as a citizen of this country, forgetting
all milit!lrY applications, want this country to be second in the matter
of atomic energy?
.
,
Dr. VON NEUMANN. No; one should certainly make every effort to
do one's best, and to do it just in the ordinary peaceful competitive
spirit.
The CHAIRMAN. You, I take it, would not welcome the thought of
country A, country B, or country C proceeding well along the road
toward peacetime industrial use of atomic energy, would you?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. You mean without the United States progressing? No, I think it would be very deplorable, and I think it would
not be desirable from any point of view.
The CHAIRMAN. It is conceivable that it might ruin our economy,
isn't it?
Dr. VON NEUMANN. In. peacetime, if you are assuming that there
is no danger of war anywhere in the world, then all these things are
not quite as dramatic as otherwise. In other.words, if you are behind
in your research and others are ahead of you, you will gradually become a second-rate industrial nation.
On the other hand, you can still buy other people's licenses and
continue after a fashion. But it would be deplorable; it would be as
bad as letting down in any other field of human endeavor, and we
shouldn't do it.
.
· 1 think it is important that the country should be first in industry
and research from a'purely peaceful point of view.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I believe the witness will agree
with me that it is bad to become a second-rate nation in the ways outlined by our very able chairman. It is also bad to become a secondrate nation through insolvency.
Dr. VON NEUMANN. I would think the question is whether insolvency threatens or not.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yesterday we had a message from the President
of the United States that shows the predicament that a nation can get
into when it considers itself busted. I don't want the United States
to have to pass a tin cup to other nations of the world.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions? Thank you very much,
· Doctor.
Mr. Secretary it is nice to see you here. You may procerd.
STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WALLACE, SECRETARY OF
COl'IIMERCE
.

Secretary WALLACE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
you have invited me here today to discuss the several bills before
your committee for the domestic control and development of atomic
energy. In my judgment there is no morn important problem before
the Congress. The satisfactory solution of the problems created by
atomic energy will have an important bearing on the future standard
of living of the American people and of all the peoples of the world.
It may determine whether our civilization and whether the human
race itsplf will continue to exist.
As SecrPtary of Commerce, I hav~ a particular interest in the parts
of these bills which relate to the potential economic uses of atomic
power and of byproduct materials. However the several aspects. of
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h.tomic energy-domei;tic and international, economic 0,nd militaryare very closely related ... Each 11Spect affects the· others to such an
e:x:tent that the whole problem has to be considered before a satisfac~
tory policy can be worked out with respect to any particular :phase.
This closp relationship wus brou"ght out very cleatly in the testnnony
of the scientists who appeared before your committee last month. I
shall therefore first discuss some of the general aspects of the problem.
as background for my specific comments on economic, industriDl, and
other nonmilitary applications of atomic fission.
In thinking about these several bills, we must first determinl' thP
reasons why legislation is needed on the domestic aspects of atomic
fission. WJ111t are the things that need to be done now in the domestic
field, and how do· they relate to the question of international control
to prewnt the use of atomic power as a military weapon? In his
message to the Congress on October 3, 1945, President Truman clearly
summarized the reasons for domestic legislation which were important
at that time. Those reasons were:
· 1. To establish 11 peacetime organization to take over the plants
and facilities developed during the war for the production of fissionable
materials and bombs.
2. To develop and direct a policy of further research on atomic
fission and byproduct materials.
.
3. To secure control over the basic ruw materials in this country.
In that message to the Congress, the President ulso stated that he
would soon initiate international discussions for the control of atomic
energy and for outlawing the use of atomic weapons. He pointed out
that international 111Tangements for these purposes would be difficult
to achieve, but that the alternative was a "desperate armament race
which might well end in dis11Ster."
·
·
Very important progress has been made in the direction of effective
international cooperation since the President's message Wl1S delivered
some 3 months ago. A preliminary meeting with Great Britain and
Canada took place in N ovembrr. A further meeting was held in
December in which Russia participated; and Russia, Great Britain,
and the United Stat.es agreed to sponsor the establishment of an
Atomic Commission of the United Nations to make recommendations
to the Security Council on thr following points:
1. For extending between all nations the exchange of basic scientific information for peaceful ends;
2. For control of atomic energy to the extent necessary to ensure ios use only
for peaceful purposes;
3. For the elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and of all
other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction;
4. For effective safeguards by way of inspection and other means to protect
complying states against the hazards of violations and evasions.

The proposal for the establishment of an Atomic Commission was
approved 11 few days a.go at the first meeting of the Assembly of the
United Nations in London.
Since the President's message of October 3, it is clear that a further
very important consideration has dcYclopecl with respect', to domestic
legi,3lation on atomic fission-the need for consistency between our
domestic policy as established in such legislation and the international
policy which the United States has sponsored and which the other
members of the United Nations haYe accepted in principle. That
international policy is to bring about as soon as possible agreements
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among 1111 nations not· to develop o:r use 11tomic we11pons; and to insure
that such agreements 11re effective by bucking them up with 1111 internation11I inspection ·system. We do not yet have such international
agreements nor an inspection system, but our domestic legislation
must· be designed to fit into such arrangements and must not give
other nations any reason to doubt that international control is our
policy and that wo would support that policy wholeheartedly; For
example, we would undoubtedly give the other nations of the world
reason to distrust om motives if on the international front we advocate
a policy designed to prevent war and to prevent the use of atomic
energy for military purposes, while we simultaneously place the scion.;
tific and technological development of atomic energy in the hands of
the military at home. So long as we continue without legislation on
this subject, we are doing just that. In the eyes of the world, we are
entrusting all of the Nation's activities in the field of atomic energy to
the military.
I now turn to an: examination of the ·bills before your committee,
and especially the l'vJ:cMahon bill (S. 1717), the Johnson bill (S. 1463),
and the Ball bill (S. 1557), in relation to the requirements for domestic
legislation which I have listed. The requirement that domestic legislation conform to, and serve to carry out, tho international policy to
which we are committed is obviously the most important single consideration. Unless we can insure that atomic energy will not be used
as a weapon, utilization of the powe1· in the atom for peaceful purposes
and for the welfare of mankind is only an academic consideration.
If atomic weapons are ever again used in war, civilization as we know
it will be destroyed. Those, if there are any, who survive the destruction will be concerned with tho elemental problems of getting enough
to eat and improvising some sort of crude shelter, and not with atomic
power plants or medical applications of byproduct materials.
In order to be consistent with the international policy which we
have proposed and which offers the only possible alternative to an
atomic arms race and ultimate chaos, domestic legislation must be
based upon the following principles:
First, it must provide for civilian control in complete harmony
with our international policy.
Second, it must provide the basis for a froo international exchange
of basic scientific information, and for tho exchange of technical information when international arrangements make that possible.
· Third, it must provide for the early development of the best possible techniques for inspection, which this country can then offer and
propose to the United Nations.
Perhaps some further discussion of the third point may be in order.
As several scientists who appeared before your committee have testified, the United States knows so much more about the technical
problems of inspection-because we are the only nation which has
produced fissionable material in quantity-that we must take the
lead in devising and proposing efl'ective inspection techniques. 'fhe
development of such techniques has not yet befm possible becauseof
the wartime secrecy rules which are still in force-the compartmentalization of information imposed by the military upon the scientists
associated with the Manhattan project. Therefore the formulation
of such techniques may need to wait upon the establishment of the
Commission.
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. I shall now take up in turn each of the thi·ee principal bills concerned
with domestic control and development and c011sider them in relation
to Lhe three standards of conformity wiU1 our international policy
which have just been enumerated.
·
First, let us consider the McMahon bill (S. 1717). This bill wmiintroduced after our policy of striving for international control of
atomic energy had been formulated by the President and after the
initial meeting of the President with the Prime Ministers of.Oanad!li
and Great ·Britain: 'l'he possibility thus existed of making' policy
on the so-called domestic· aspects .of this .problem conform to our
:i,nternationul policy, and full advantage was taken of this opportunity.
This bill places control of developments wiLhin Lhe United States in a
full-time, five-member civilian comniission responsible to the President. · Members of the Commission will be appointed with the advice
and consent of the Senate, and will be removable at the discretion of
the President.
These provisions are consistent with our traditions of democracy
and would place control of development of this new tremendous
force in the hq,nds of agents directly responsible to representatives
of the people. Such democratic control and responsibility are essential
not only to prevent undesirable forms of authoritarianis1'n or military
dictatorship on the domestic front, bu~ also to assure a· domestic
program consistent with our intcrnat;ional policy. J\foreover, the
bill specifically provides in section 6 that. The Commission shall not conduct any research or developmental work in the
military application of atomic power if such research or developmental work is
contrary to any international agreement of the United States.

The Commission is given custody.of all atomic bombs, and is directed
not to produce bombs nor to turn any over to the armed forces of the
United States except at the express direction of the President. This
is a fundamentu.lly important provision which will assure the continuation of our .traditional policy of civilian control of military
matters. At no time in the history of the United States, in fact, has
it been more important to follow the constitutional pattern of subordinating the armed services to civilian representatives of the people.
Secondly, S. 1717 places great emphasis on complete freedom for
fundamental scientific research and on the free international exchange
of basic scientific information. It provides further, in section 9, that
related technical information shall be distributed·
with the utmost liberality as freely as may be consistent with the foreign and
domestic policies established by the President * * *·
·

· Furthermore, the Commission is not only authorized but is directed
to foster and develop economic, medical, and other peaceful uses of the
process of atomic fission and byproduct materials resulting therefrom.
Finally, under the complete civilian control and with the close
coordination with international -policy which the bill provides, it is
clear that the Atomic Energy Commission could quickly arrange for
the development of the best possible techniques for use in an international inspection system by the, scientists, engineers, and technicians
acquainted with all phases of the Manhattan project.
The Johnson bill (S. 1463) is ·defective with respect to all three
criteria of consistency with our international program. Since the
bill was drafted and introduced before our international policy was
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clearlv fo1·mulated in the form of the declaration of the President and
the Prime Ministers of Great Britain and Canada, it was almost
inevitable that this should be. the case;
. ·
The Johnson bill is essentially a bill for promoting further military
developments of atomic power. It turi1s the entire question of
domestic development and use of atomic energy, including military
developments and uses, over to a nine-man, part-time Commission.
and to an Administrator appointed by the Commission. The Com..:
mission and the Administmtor are given powers which make therii ·,
largely independent of the President and of the Congress. The Commission members are appointed for 9-year terms, and cannot be
removed by the President except on specific limited charges.
Under the Johnson bill, the Administrator, who is appointed by
the Commission, is in fact the real power. Not only is he the top
foll-time official, but the bill gives directly to the Administrator
practically all of the sweeping powers over persons and property
which are given to the Commission itself. The Administrator cannot
be removed by the President. Therefore, in any basic disagreement
with the Administrator ov~r :po!icy the President might first h1;LV~ to
show cause to remove a maJonty, or five members, of the Comm1ss1on: '
This peculiar wording of the bill would set up the most undemocratic,
dictatorial arl'angements that have ever to my knowledge been proposed to the Congress in a major legislative measure. It would give
to the Administrator the greatest powers that have ever been given
to one man in time of peace, and yet the bill does not even provide
for Senate confirmation nor for any direct means of removal by the
President.
.
The Johnson bill is equally deficient in other respects. The entire
emphasis in the bill is on the military application of atomic energy.
Little positive encouragement is given to the Commission to sponsor
and develop economic, medical and other peaceful uses of atomic
power or its byproduct materials. The Commission is left perfectly
free to manufactlll'e, or have manufactlll'ed by private contractors
as many bombs as it may see fit, and there is no specific limitation
on the disposition to be made of such bombs. A yearly inventory
of property, which presumably would include bombs, is required to
be made to the President, but, only such parts of that inventory need
to be made available to the Congress as the Commission believes to
be desirable.
The general statute which prohibits commissioned officers from
holding civilian positions is set aside to permit military men on active
duty to serve on the Commission, or as Administrator or Deputy Administrator. There is also a strange provision in section 3 of the bill
wl1ich seems to indicate that the draftsman may have contemplated
that the Administrator would be an Army officer and the Deputy Administrator a Navy officer. That provision reads as follows:
the Deputy Administrator shall at ail times be kept fully informed by the Administrator.

These provisions potentially place the people of this Nation and even
of the world at the complete mercy of a small group of men, perhaps
a military clique, who could use this fearful new power to impose new
and more terrible forms of authoritarianism and imperialism.
With respect to the second criterion, the bill does not provide for
the free dissemination of basic scientific data, nor for the international
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exclu1nge· oI technical data, if and· when the President finds that in,.
ternationul arrangements have progressed to the point where such
exchange would be desirable ... On tho contrary, there is great
emphasis on security regulations-which need not even be made
public. There are drastic penalties provided for even u~intentional
violations of the statute or of security regulations. · These provisions
itidicate again that military applications are the' prime consideration
of this bill, and under it that wartime security regulation would be
carried over into peacetime.
·
This again is a place to mention, as so many of the eminent scientists
who have been associated with the development of atomic fission have
pointed out, that to carry security regulations and secrecy to extremes
will soon place the United States at the bottom of the scientific world
in nuclear physics instead of at the top. Such regulations stifle
scientific·progress. They are completely counter to the teachings of
the history of science. Scientific endeavor requires an atmosphere of .
freedom conducive to pursuing the path of truLh wherever it may lead.
Under conditions of military secrecy, restricLion and regimentation,
the best-qualified scientists would not continue to work. on atomic
energy. They would leave the field of atomic fission and pursue
research in other fields of scientific investigation.
Lastly, under this bill I doubt whether we shall get the scientific
and technical collaboration which is necessary to develop, without
further delay, the inspection techniques required for effective international control of atomic energy under the United Nations.
It seems to me clear that if S. 1463 or n,nything like it were enacted
by the Congress, it would tremendously increa.se the difficulties of
achieving and successfully administering an international control and
inspection system. We would be proposing control and peaceful uses
of atomic fission to the world on the one hand, and on the other, we
would be turning our domestic development and use over to a virtually independent commission. The commission• provided could be
dominated and controllrcl by the armed forces under a statute that
emphasizes military developments of atomic energy. This is certainly
not the way to encom'age international cooperation. It is clear that
this bill was not drnfted to fit into a policy of international control
of atomic energy. In order to conform to such a policy this bill will
have to be discarded.
I now turn briefly to Senator Ball's bill, S. 1557. This bill seems
to me to fall somewhere beLween the McMahon bill and the Johnson
bill. It is clen,rly the intent of the bill to provide for civilian control
of domestic developments and for coordination with our international
policies. The nine-inan Commission would consist of five Cabinet
officers and four part-time public members. There is no restrict.ion
on the President's power of removal. Military officers on active duty
are specifically barred from membership on the Commission or from
serving as Administ.rator or Deputy Administrator. On the other
hand, being less detailed than the other two bills, it docs not provide
much guidance to the Commission on many specific points of policy.
It seems to me very desirable that the Congress spell out the policies
to be followed by the Commission as for as that can be clone at the
present time, rmd not give to the Commission what amounts to a
blank check ot1 many questions.
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I should now like to tlirn to the second major .aspect of these socalled domestic. bills_:_the economic, medical, and other nonmilitary
applications of atomic energy. As your committee has already
brought out in its hearing in December, this phase of the subject
must also be considered in relation to the question of international,
control and ihspoction system. It was argued that with large-scale
production of fissionable materials for economic purposes, inspection
would become more difficult, and there might be more opportunity·
for clandestine diversion of fissionable materials to the ·production of
bombs and other atomic weapons by a nation or groups determined
to violate international controls. To my min.cl it. would be most unfortunate if international suspicions, and the frailties and weaknesses
of mankind, should force the world to forego even for a short time
the benefits of the energy of the atom.
This is a matter which will have to be worked out and determined
by all the nations concerned and will depc~1cl at least in part on the
effectiveness of the inspection techniques which qualified scientists,
engineers, and other technicians have proposed after they have had an
opportunity to study all of the technical problems involved. In any
event, it will probably take several years to develop practical large
atomic power plants, so that the question is not immediately before
us. On the other hand, qualified scientists have pointed out that
some of the materials produced as byproducts of atomic fission have
important and immediate medical applications, which should ho put
into use by the medical profession without delay. Perhaps all that
is needed in the domestic legislation is a provision tha.t no development
or utilization of atomic. energy for economic purposes shall be undertaken which is contrary to any international agreement or policy of the·
United States. We should strive in every possible way, however, to
find international solutions to permit the prompt harnessing of this
new source of energy for the benefit of mankind.
With such a provision, I think the domestic legislation should
properly provide every possible encouragement to research and
development on economic, medical, and other nonmilitary uses of the
process of atomic fission and its byproduct materials. The provisions
of the McMahon bill on economic uses seem to me well conceived.
This bill provides positive encouragement to research on nonmilitary
uses of atomic fission n,nd directs the Commission freely to distribute
fissionable material in small qun,ntities for this purpose.
The Johnson hill seems to imply that, all sources of fissiono,ble
material-the raw ores-shall be owhed by the Government, and
that mining extraction shall be carried on by the GovernmPnt. The
McMahon bill seems to me to be preferable to the Johnson hill on·
this pointi in that it provides for private ownership and extract.ion
of ores, bi;tt requires that the sale and distribution of ores be canied
out under Government license.
With respect to patents, only the McMahon bill has any detailed
provisions; the Johnson and Ball bills do not deal with this question
at any length and presumably would permit private patents both on
processes relating to the production of fissionable material and on
devices for the use of fissionable material. Since atomic fission may
ultimately form the basis of a large part of our economic activity, it
is clear that private patent monopolies on critical and key procl'sses
704931-40-pt. 2--rl)'
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should not be permitted. · The McMahon bill would elim1nate priyat~ , .
patent monopolies by requiring sale to the Government of pnfonts on, ·.
ah production processes, and the compulsory licensing with fair royal- ·
ties to the i:nve:n tor, of au patents on devices for the• utilization of.
atomic energy, I should like to suggest that with respect to, devices
essential to the production of fissionable materials, .which will be a .
.Government monopoly or at least carried on only under Government
license and control, that another method may be preferable. It mif?;ht
be desirable to shortcut lengthy patent proceedings by forbiddmg·
private patents in this :field and authorizing the Commission to pur,..
chase inventions directly from the inventor. .
··
·.
With respect to patents on devices for the utilization of atomic
energy, the compulsory licensing provisions of S. 1717 seem to me to
be essentially sound. However, it might be desirable for the bill to
provide some definition of the devices which should be subject to
compulsory licensing. As the bill is now worded, even trivial and
unessential devices-such as n. special stepladder or 11 pair of overshoes
used in an atomic energy plant-would fall within the compulsory
licensing provision. This seems to be mmecess11ry and may create a
possible hardship for the inventors of such minor devices. Perhaps a
criterion of broad public interest or the specification of antimonopolistic policy could be used to define and restript.the area of compulsory
licensing. .
·
Finally, on the question of patents, there is no provision in any of
the three bills requiring that patents on inventions and discoveries
resulting from Government-financed research on atomic fission and
related subjects be dictated to the public or turned over to the Government. Such inventions may be extremely important, not only in
the field of atomic :fission itself, but in many ordinary .industrial
operations. For example, one of the Government contractors at the
Oak Ridge plant of the Manhattan district has issued a memorandum,
with the approval of the War Department, stating that some 5,000
such new devices and improvements capable of ordinary industrial
application were developed by this one company alone. A copy of
this memorandum is being submitted for the committee record.
The CHAIRMAN. W'ha.t is the name of tha.t company?
Secretary vV ALLA CE. Dr. Condon, do you know the name of the
company?
Mr. CONDON. It is Llw Kr>llex Corp., n. subsidiary of 1-f. W. Kellogg.
Senator MILLIKIN. Dors that compm1y claim owuership of these
patents?
Secreta.ry vYALLACE. No; I don't think it elnims ownership of the
patents.
Senator MILLIKIN. I menn is 1t holclii:g thrm as a sort of trustee
for the Government?
Secretn.ry 1iVALLA CE. Thr nm ttrr is ra.iEed in this document, if you
en.re to look at it.
(The memornndum rdeuecl to l'eads as follows:)
[e"rom: J.M. Mathes, Im:., 122 East Forty-second Stn•ct, New York 17. N. Y ...John Dlack, rublic Relations
and Publkit.y Dflpnrtmcnt, for relC'ase at 2 p. m .. l\tomlaY. Scptc1 rnbcr 17. 19"151

5,000
.

NEW PRODUCTS, RESULTING FROll! A'l'OMIC
GIFT TO PEACE

Bo~rn

°PROJECT, ARE WAR'S

.

The immediate benefits to Amcrkan iiidustry in new inventions, new and
improved products and prorcdnres of JJ1anufactnre, resulting from the atomic
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bomb project were analyzed today at a luncheon meeting of business-paper editors
representing the p;rincipal processing industries, held at the Biltmore Hotel, New
York, under the auspices of the M. W. Kellogg Co., chemical engineers of Jersey
City, N ..J., and New York N. Y. The Kellogg Co. ·arranged the meeting on
bel1 alf of its wartime subsidiary, the Kellex Corp., a noncommercial industry-wide
unit which engineered through to construction and operation one of the major
plants of the atomic bomb project at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
The keynote of the meeting was the premise based, on current estimates, that,
. as a result of the vast development work underlying the project, more than 5,000
new products and procedures aITecting ail phases of American life are available to
industry. These products and procedures now await only Government release
for commercial· application. .
.
.
· Arranged· on authorization of the War Department, the meeting included
addresses by H. R. Austin, executive vice president of the Kellogg Co. and A. L,
Baker, general manager of the Kellex Corp.
The l(ellex Corp., which included in it~ personnel ll cross-section of the Nation's
scientific and engineering t11Ient loaned for the war emergency by many companies,
was formed for the purpose of developing procedure and designing equipment for
volume production of uranium-235, an essential ingredient in the atomic bomb
project. In this capacity the company had charge of the designing and engineer•
ing. anrl supervised .,onstruction of, the diITusion-process plant at Oak Ridge.
According to a memorandum distributed at the luncheon, this $2,000,000,000
project has resulted- in many scientific developments wholly apart from the
fundamental factor of atomic power its~lf. whch can be utilized immediately by
a wide range of major American industries. These industries include petroleum
refining, chemical processing, gas proces~ing, manufacture of pressure and vacuuni
,·essels, electrical, refrigeration, high vacuum, and industries employing corrosive
chemicals. In petroleum refining are listed such advances as improved pumping;
new type, more efficient heat exchangers; mass spectroscope (continuous analytical
control); possible new methods for separating gas mixtures and improved automatic control. Para.lie! advantages were specified for the other industries. In
further analysis of technical progress made at Oak Ridge, the memorandum tells
of "a development, aptly and simply called the leak detector, which is more sensitive than any other existing devic.e previously utilized for the same purpose."
Benefits accruing to the medical profession and public health include: (1) A low
cost, more al.rnndant source of rad.ioacti\'ity; (2) improved protective methods for
combatin11= toxicity in industry; and (3) extension of cancer therapy.
The history of the Kellex Corp. and the significance to industry of its work at
Oak Rid11=e were reviewed by Iv, r. Baker, who disclosed many facts about this
company whicb had lived under a strict seal of seci·ecy for 3 years. Two major
t,angiblc asset.s accruing to industry from the record of Kellex were cited by the
speaker as: (I) The experie1iee gained in handling hitherto obscure products and
the deYelopment of new ways of doing business "which cannot help but result in
substantial co~t-savings anrl inereased quality throughout industry"; and (2) the
prestige value of the accomplishment both internationally and in making for
"closer integration of our own scientific world."
Mr. Baker saicl that most of the advantages are still necessarily under Government ban of seerec~· and he emphasized that the new developments totalled "not
one or two. or an occasional isolated improvement, but literally thousands."
.
Himself a cr.recr vet.eran of t.he Oak Ridge project, having served on the
diff11sion-pla.nt. proµ;ram since tho Kcllcx Corp. was formed, Mr. Baker added:
"Wh2.t real!:, happened was that here American skill created almost overnight
a ne"· industry. A totally new t.ype of plant wa.s built to employ totally 110,..
processes for t.hc production of a totally new product. The principal buildin,,;
of the diffusion plant, six stories high and shaped like a U of U's, houses the
lar1sest chemico-ph~·sical continuous process in the world: A single process
emplo~·ing more pumps, more barriers. more po"·er, more people. more instruments, more of tn-ery procC'ss-csscntial than had ever been even thought of
before."
· Mr. Austin in his addrc~sd d'.:scribed t.hc character of the Kellex Corp., terming
it. "an all-American team of high!~· skilled men, drawn for the emergency from
many indnst.ries, companies and pi·ofrssions whose patriotic motive combined to
achieYe the goal they had set for themselves."
Tr•~rer. Pd iiitPrf'st ,,·p,s r.tt.r.~h"d to t.ltf' meetine; by two current. dcvelor,m!:'ntsr:•·,?.rc! o' the Army-Nav.,· E to Kellcx for its excellence in ""ar p;·oduction, and
t.hc ne"·s tlrn.t for t'·f' immPdhtc flltnrc tr.e difTl'si0n plant is t.he only one of tho
three plant.R !',t Oek Hidge wl•.ich ,. ill te cont,inued in operation. On the latter
point., it wii~ 8ta!Pd that this decision "as the result of a new postwar policy by
0
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the Government in 'which emphasis is shifted from all-out war production at anycost to concentration on a single process which would.yield maximum peacetime
productioil consistent with efficiency and economy of operation. Wartime performance of the dillusion plant was such that the authoriLies selected this process
for the continued separation of U-235 in the postwar period.
Approved by the War Department !or genernl press distribution.
From: J.M. Mnthes, Inc., New York 17, N. Y., John lllack, Public Relations and Publicity Iiepartment,
September 17, 19'15.
.
·
PRESS MEMOllANVUM
WAn's Gnr1• To PmAcE

(As a result of the invenUve, scientific, industrial, and engineering advances inci•
dent Lo work on the atomic bomb project, it is esUmated that more than 5,000
new and improved products and procedures are now available to American
industry awaiLing only Government release for volume projection.) ·
A large amount of space in our daily papers and periodicals has been devoted
to glowing accounts of the painstaking, involved research by world famous
nuclear physicists culminating in the splitting of the uranium atom. Interesting
speculations on the possibilities and availability of atomic power have been
indulged in but all too little has been said about the benefits which industry, as
it is today, might expect, not from the use of atomic power, but from engineering
principles, new equipment and new methods developed as a necessary prerequisite
of the atomic bomb.
It is therefore the purpose of this memorandum to make available to the
press some tangible assets accruing io American industry right now from knowledge gained in the successful solution of the problems faced in separating U-'235
from natural uranium by gaseous diffusion methods. And incidentally, the
success of that process has been underlined in two current developments: (a) The
Kellex Corp. shares with others serving at Oak Ridge, the honor-so well deserved
by all of them-of the Army-Navy E award, which tribute has just been announced
by the Government; and (b) even more important, from an engineering viewpoint, the technical soundness of the diITusion plant's processes and equipment .
are strikingly demonstrated in the current announcement that, of the three methods in use at Oak Ridge, this is the only plant which will be continued on normal
opera.tion. This decision it is stated was the result of a new postwar policy in
which emphasis is shifted from all-out war production at any cost to concentration
on a single process which would yield maximum peacetime production consistent
with efficiency and economy of operation. Wartime performance of the diffusion
plant was such that the authorities selected this process alone for tho separation
of TT-235 in postwar use.
Tho development work for this mot.hod had to be transformed from a highly
theoretical concept without even a laboratory process upon which to base design
and performance data int.o an efficient, multistage, commercial, gas recycling
process. And it all had 1.o be done in a hurry. So vast was the undertaking
and so enormous t.110 cost I.hat it is quite safe to state that no single corporation
or group of corporations would even consider industrial research on this subject
with such little prospect of success. The saying "necessity is the mother of
invention" was never so true as in the new developments, both in apparatus and
process, conceived, developed and applied under the emergency of war to bring
the project to a successful conclusion.
It is doubtful if such concentrated research was ever before brought to bear
on any one problem. That it was solved quickly is a tribute to the ingenuity
and resourcefulness of American science and engineering and bodes well for future
developments in this field. The total cost of just separating the U-235 isotope
by tho di!Tusion process in important volume reached a substantial portion of
the over-all figure of $2,000,000,000. Mistakes were made of course because
decisions had to be made quickly, but ,progress is not achieved without mistakes.
The importan1; point is that these mistakes were capitalized on, and now that
it is all over. the vast sum of money spent can be considered not only its a necessary
war expenditure or as a preliminary to developing super power resources in the
future, but also as our Government's contribution toward the betterment of_
industry as a whole.
·
For there is no doubt about it, industry does not have to wait for atomic power
to utilize the experience of the project. Many lessons have been learned which
can and will be applied to more efficient processing immediately. It can not all
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be revealed in prin1l at present but it is in the minds of engineers and firms partici:.
pating in the project and will be inextricably bound up With their future thinking·,
engineering des,ign, construction and processing. Some items in these fields can
be mentioned and are considered below. It is hoped that they will afford to the
serious thinker some idea of the enormity of the problem and the scope of its
application toward the betterment of our industries. .
. Following ar!J some of the indust,ries with indications of how thev will benefit
from knowledge gained in the lJ-235 problem:
·
1. Petroleum refining:
,
(a) Improved pumping.
(b) New type, more efficient heat exchangers.
(c) Mass spectroscope (continuous analytical control).
(d) Possible new methods of separating gasoline fractions.
(e) Improved automatic control.
2. General chemical and processing industries: Same as in petroleum refining.
3. Manufacture of pre:;surc and vacuum vessels:(a) Checking welds.
(b) Pretesting vessels for leaks before operation.
(c) Improved vacuum techniques.
4. High vacuum industries:
(a) Improved vacuum methods for vitamin distillation.
·
(b) New methods of detecting high vacua in electronic tube manufacture.
1 (c) Low-pressure, low-temperature dehydration of foodstuffs.
5. Gas processing industries:
(a) Di!Iusional separation of helium from natural' gas.
(b)' Efficient separation of hydrogen from process gases.
(c) Diffusional separation of oxygen and rare gases from air.
(d) New techniques in gas recycling.
6. Electrical industry.
(a) New electronic techniques in high vacua.
(b) Improved micro-sensitive instrumentation.
7. Medical profession:
(a) A low cost, more abundant source of radioactivitv,
(b) Improved protective methods for combatting toxicity in industr.v.
(c) Extension of cancer therapy.
S. Refrigeration industry:
(a) Increased safety in equipment.
(b) Improved handling of fluorides for refrigerants.
9. Industries employing corrosive chemicals.
(a) New pump and valve lubricants and packing methods.
(b) New treatment of metal surfaces to prevent corrosion.
(c) Improved safety practices.
(d) Completely enclosed pumps operated from exterior by induction.
Corrosion factors.-Right from the start of the project staggering obstacles
loomed. Uranium, being a solid, had first to be transformed into a gas for utility
in the selected gas diffusion process. This meant selecting a compound of uranium
with some other element which would be gaseous at nominal temperatures and
from which elemental uranium could be readily regained after diffusion. After
much experimentation, which included uranium hexafluoride, UF6, and also
other gases, suitable process gases were selected. One of the big advantages of
UFa, which brought it into special consideration was that fluorine, having only
one isotope, would not complicate the separation by adding new combinations
which would diffuse at varying speeds. Uranium hexafluoride is a solid at room
temperature but fortunately turns into a gas at 56° C. Unfortunately, however,
like most fluorine compounds, it was highly reactive, physiologically poisonous,
and introduced problems of corrosion which pointed toward difficulties in production and handling. In the words 6f one Kellex spokesman "uranium hexafluoride is one of the hardest things to handle in the history of mankind."
It was found that practically all the techniques and developments gained in
the successful study of the problem could be carried over into a number of industries plagued by corrosion factors through improvement in equipment and
· processing. The results indicated a saving of millions of dollars annually in the
conservation of critical equipment and materials, minimum break-down of moving
parts, and also increased safety for workers.
In the process it was imperative that no material in contact with the process
gas react with it since such corrosion would lead not only to plugging of the microscopic pores of the diffusion barrier and various mechanical failures but also to
absorption (i. e., virtual disappearance) of enriched U-235 isotope. Obviously,
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therefore, standard type valves and piping could ncit be used; instead, new methods
of pretreating metal surfaces against corrosion:were worked out, new coolants,
piping·, new type heat exchangers, lubricants, pumps, ii.nd packing were developed
to satisfy the st1ingent !'eqnirements. .
·
Application of new corrosion knowledge to industry.-IIydrogen fluoride is an
important isomerization and alkylation catalyst in petroleum i:efining as well as
an important raw material in the production of aluminum and refrigerants. It
is, however, so highly active and dangerous t.):iat indust.ry has not yet capitalized·
on many of Hs potentialities. Its handling may now be made safer and simpler
without excessive maintenance costs and as a result its increased use in industry
may be realized.
·
· Other important starting materials for a host of industrial products such as
sulfur dioxide, . hydrogen chloride a1id the mineral acids (sulfuric, nitric, and
phosphoric) have all presented severe problems of transfer and corrosion with
par.ticular emphasis on valve lubricants and pump packings. These difficulties
can be greatly simplified by application of the knowledge gained through the
extensive experimentation with UF6 and the other related gases.
Pumps.-The story on pumps, the heart of the process and one of its most
difficult problems, is particularly interesting and applicable to modern industry.
Thousands of pumps operating under reduced pressure at Oak Ridge created
problems in vacuum technique on an unheard-of scale. Other thousands operated
oat nominal pressures. But regardless of the type or service none could leak or
corrode and all had to have as small a volume as possible. Many different types
of centrifugal blower pumps and sylphon-sealed reciprocating pumps were tried
out and new types developed. For example, in one of the pumps for. the larger
stages the impeller was driven through a coupling containing a very novel and
ingenious new seal. Another type of pump was completely enclosed, its centrifugal
lmpeller·and rotor being run from the outside by induction.
Top-flight pump designers from leading manufacturers in this country collaborated in research at the central Kellex laboratories in Jersey City and succeeded
to a remarkable degree in increasing industry's knowledge of this all-important
phase of processim,;. For security reasons the practical applicat.ions of the new
types of pumps developed cannot yet be revealed publicly. However, the engineers who participated in this phase of the project have brought to their parent
companies a vastly increased lore of new techniques which cannot help but be
reflected in increased service to their customers.
Perhaps the most significant advance in pump design which has been most
successfully accomplished is the utilization of supersonic velocities of a very high
order (Mach numbers of over 1.0).
Barrier requirements.-Literally acres of porous barriers were required for the
gas diffusion plant with billions of holes srnaller than 0.01 micron (about two
millionths of an inch). Desnite the high degree of porosity required such barriers
had to be able to withstand a pressure head of one atmosphere. The pores had
to be of uniform size and spacing, rr. u5't not become enlarged or plugged up as the
result of direct corrosion or dust coming froni. corrosion elsewhere in the system,
and the barriers had to be amenable to manufacture in large quantities and with
uniform quality.
One of the major reasons for the lack of di!Iusion techniques in industry today
has been the barribr problem. Few, if any, corporations cared to expend the
prohibitive tilrte and money in the necessary research on this problem, until it was
made necessary by the exigency of the situation. Almost at the last minute an
excellent barrier was developed and today these operate successfully throughout
the more than several thousand stages,.
APPLICATION 01' DI1'1'USION PRINCIPLES. TO INDUSTRY

Now that a large part of the basic research on diffusion barriers and their
application to full-scale industrial separations has been completed, particularly
with reference to gas recycling and instrumentation, it seems almost certain that
helium will be separated from natural gas by diffusion technique;, rather than. by
thJ present refrigeration method. Helium is so light in comparison to other components of natural gas that its diffusion :velocity through a porous barrier is over
twice as great as the next lightest compound present in the same source.
It may be even easier to isolate hydrogen by these new methods from a number
of process-gases now used merely as fuel because the diffusion velocity 9f hydrogen,
the lightest of our elements, is over four times that of any comp.ound associated
with it .

.'
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The 'isolation of ethyiene from cracked gas oil by incorporating diffusion
barriers as an integral part. of rrackitig units could conceivably supply an abundant
•source of this ,versatile chemical used· for the manufacture of synthetic rubber,
plastics, antifreeze, alcohol and many other products. .
·
.
The preparation of oxygen and rare gases from air without resorting to refrigeration and fractional distillation is anotbet possible application, when economic
methods are developed.
.
.
The direct· isolation of natural gasoline fractions from crude petrol'3um without
;resorting to distillation, and new types of fractionating columns for the petroleumTefining industry also appear feasible.
Instrumentation.-If pumping is the heart of processing, then instrumentation is
'the brain. No continuous process could function elliciently without adequate
·.automatic control. In the gaseous-diffusion plant the problems of instrumentation
were far greater than in any other industry because -the theory involved the
:assumption that diffusion took place through an infinite number of stages whereaa
,practicability dictated that such stages be limited in number.
Even so, several thousand stages 'ivere required, necessitating an intricate
,system of gas recycling involving abnormally large volumes of gases in relation
to the finished product and continuous high precision analytical control. About
l1alf of the gas processed in each stage diffused through· the porous barrier as
enriched U-235 product, and after- repressuring was sent on to the next higher
stage for further concentration; the impoverished half was also repressured and
recycled through the next lower stage. The recycling involved was enormous,
•over 100,000 times the volume of the final enriched gas.
There were developed to meet these needs the most precise, continuous, automatic, analytical control instruments ever produced by man. This refinement
'is one of the out.standing features of the gas diffusion plant and constitutes one of
'its most important applications to industry today. Inst,ruments which before
·had exi~ted only in research laboratories were improved upon and adapted to
commercial use; completely new prototypes were conceived, developed, and put
into mass production. The result is that now as never before there is available
to industry a more nearly perfect system of continuous automatic control than
has ever existed.

\
APPLICATIONS OF NEW INSTRUMENTA'l'ION TO INDUSTRY

Mass .Spectroscope.-One of the developments employed is a new type of mass
spectroscope which every petroleum refiner will welcome for cont,rol of cracking
operations and transfer line analysis. The mass spectroscope. has been employed for several years in research laboratories and even within the last 2 years·
in certain phases of the refining industry but never on the perfected scale developed ·at Oak Ridge. The foremost instrument engineers and physicists in this
country and England devoted their full time not only toward gearing this instrument to continuous control but also to expanding this country's capacity for its
·quantity output,. In no other country has electronic research been applied on
so grand a scale. Securit,y considerations are not violated in revealing that the
mass spectroscope is an electronic device for analyzing gases both qualitatively
:and quantii:atively from a mass standpoint by separating a beam of dissimilar gas
molecules into separate beams according to their formula weight. Determinations are very fast, require only a thimbleful of gas and make obsolete the formerly used Orsat and chemical analyses particularly for the purposes of cont.inuous control where instantaneous changes must be e!Iected the moment a
'process swings "o!I tho line."
Its potential uses in industry include the accurate analysis of natural gas or
:any process gas, the continuous automatic control of any gaseous process such
,as alkylation, dehydrogenation, vapor phase cracking, etc., the checking of inert
·gases such as nitrogen used to provide a protective atmosphere in furnaces, etc.,
the checking of the completeness of any evacuation process as in the manufacture
·of radio tubes, the detection of impurities, and many others. Industry will not
'have to wait for benefits from this versatile tool because production facilities
liave been enormously increased since the new type was created.
Leak deteclor.-A second development, aptly and simply called the leak detector,
Is more sensitive than any other existing device previously utilized for the same
purpose. It played an important part in ensuring that all parts of the gaseous
•diITus'ion plant were vacuum tight. Any leaks out of or into the system would be
·damaging both from the standpoint of loss and contamination of an exceedingly
valuable material. The leak detector is well adapted for locating annoying leaks
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in industrial high-vacuum processing industries such as vitamin manufacture
where oven microscopic leaks undetectable by the familiar ammonia-hydrogen
chloride method or Tesla coil method are still potent enough to prevent drawing
the necessary high vacuwn on tho equipment. Other poteutial uses include the
pretestiug of pressure and vacuum apparatlis before putting it in service, checking equipment in operation to enst)re no wasteful loss or contiimination, the testing of welds for minute pores which would otherwise escape detection and ensuring the physiological safety of refrigeration equipment employing toxic coolants.
Heat exchangers.-Of groat interest to the petroleum refining industry. is the
development of a new type heat exchanger. Since an unavoidable concomitant
to pumping gn.s is heating it and since enormous volumes of gas were processed,
individuo,l cooling units for each stage had. to be developed. A brand·new .type
of heat exchanger was conceived for this purpose and developed up to the prol
duction stage. A manufacturer was then selected, shown how to make it even
to the extent of redesigning his equipment so that thousands of units could be
turned out quickly. They were installed and functioned very well.
· Possible medical and physiological benefits.-Thanks to the variety and
mulLiplicity of radioactive products which can be produced by means of U-235,
we face the prospect of soon having available for therapeutic medicine radioactive
materials possessing a wide variety of properties. It is logical to expect, therefore, that these new materials will be suitableJor products offering a greater range
of usefulness and at lower cost than radium.
'l'he possibility exists of incorporating 11 micro quantity of a radioactive isotope
in food to observe its metabolism in the body of experimental animals. Such
"tagged" material could be readily trnced in its passage through the organs of
the body.
.
l\1oney not wasted.-It should be borne in mind that the benefits mentioned
above accruing to American industries as a result of knowledge gained in the
development of the gas-diffusion plant represent only a small part of what is. permitted to be revealed at this time. The total cost of the project, $2,ooo;ooo,ooo,
actually only represented 8 days of war cost to the United States.
If it be estimated that the war would have lasted another 6 months, the actual
saving could be est.imated at $45,000,000,000.

Senator MILLIKIN. I certainly would agree with your intimation,
if that is the intimation, that there should be no private ownership
of patents developed at Government expense.

Secretary WALLACE. That is the point which I am making, Senator ..
I am not acquainted with the patent situation with respect to thrse

5,000 developments, whether patent rights were reserved to the
Govermnent or whether the company retainrd patent rights. Although t.he Departnuint of Commerce is iiiterrstrd in making these
developments available. to American business, we have been unable
to get any information on this subjrct. Apparently evrn this matter
is still shrouded in military secrecy.
The CHAIRMAN. What do yon mean "unable to get any information"? Havr yon asked for it?
.
Secrct,a.ry WALLACE. That is my undrrstanding-Dr. Oondon?that we have made somr inquiry.
Dr. CoNDON. I think that was done by Mr. Green, not myself.
He said hr had bern unable to get any direct answer, and aftrr making
this release that they had changed their policy on the matter and
decided not to say anything furthr1· on ib. This documrnt was
released in September or October, I believe.
The CHAIRMAN. It bcm·s the date of Srptember 17, 1945.
Has thr War Department bern asked whether this company owned
these Jin.tents or whrLher it didn't?
Dr. CONDON. I would have to ask Mr. Green about that.
Mr. NEWMAN. I can answer. that, Senator.
The War Department was asked, I believe by Mr. Bordon, of the
Publications Board under the Secretary, as to these patents. Bordon
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informed Mr. Green, of the Publications Board, that he had asked
General Groves for the information with respect to the patents, arid
Grdves had instructed him that this was a closed matter on which n<>
information could be given at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
·
.
Senator HART .. Mr. Secretary, or anyone else who knows, is it
likely that many of those 5,000 are in the class of the 15 percent of
secrets which have not been disclosed by Dr. Smyth's report, and refer
to the know-how?
·
·
·
· ·
. Secretary WALLACE. My understanding is that the vast bulk of
these are not in that category. As they are described in this documcmt, the vast bulk of them are of a sort that would be used in ordinary civilian processes.
Senator HART. Are there any of them in that category?
Secretary WALLACE. I suspect there may possibly be some in that
category.
Senator MILLIKIN. l\fr. Chairman, I should like to suggest that
we get the head of the Kellex Corp. and that we get General Groves
before the committee, in executive session if necessary, and get this
thing cleared up with the utmost expedition.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a wise suggestion, Senator.
'· '
Secretary WALLACE. In any event, this question deserves consideration. If the patent provisions of the Kilgore bill for a National
Science Foundation are adopted by the Congress, no specific pro~
vision will need to be made in the atomic energy bills because the
Kilgore bill provides for public dedication of all discoveries arising
in the course of Government-financed research and development.
However, if that particular provision of the Kilgore bill is not enacted,
I strongly urge that a similar provision be incorporated into the statute
on atomic energy.
'
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, do you mind if I interrupt you at
this point?
·
Secretary WALLACE. Go ahead, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any other company that engaged
in the Manhattan project that did take out patents or claim patents?
Secretary WALLACE. I would not care to name any company. It
is my understanding that there are a number of them that did take
out patents on various devices, but I know nothing of the details of
that.
The CHAIRMAN. I was told that Union Carbide Co., which developed the diffusion plant at Oak Ridge, although. they considered
that they had invented many patentable features, did not file any
patent claims.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Didn't the du Pont Co. specifically have
that as a part of their original agreement, that they would under no
circumstances claim any patents or any patent rights in any devices
developed in this project by them?
. · ·
The CHAIRMAN I think that was one of the statements iri their
contract.
Secretary WALLACE. I think there were a number of companies that
did ,the sarpe thing;
Senator HART. I think that was allied with the statement that they
accepted $1 as the total payment for their services under the Maw-·
hattan district.
·
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Senator MILLIKIN.· I should like to suggest,·, in addi.t10n, that it
would be ,veil to have somebody make a survey of these employment
contracts to see what is in the cont1:acts so faras.this subject·1s concerned.
,
.
. ... '.
.
Secretary WALLACE. There is oirn fmther provision in the McMahon
bill on economic uses of atomic energy which requires special consideration. Section 7 (d) provides that the Atomic Energy Commission
shall not license any practical industrial or commercial use of fissionable materials until alter it report qn each such use has been prepared
and submitted to the Congress by the Commission and aft-er a 90-day
waiting period has elapsed following the submission of the report.
During this period tho Congress would have an opportunity to enact
supplomentliry legislation regulating such use. This provision clearly
extends an invitation to vested economic interests to bring pressure
upon the Congrnss to prohibit or delay economic progress. To take
a hypothetical example, let us assume that some future Edison will
invent an application of atomic power that will make all present electrical power plants obsolete. It is clear that such a development
might seriously threaten many vested interests-the interests of stockholders, bondholders, workers, and others. It may well be necessary
for the Congress to take cogni~ance of such a situation and enact such
legislation as may be .required to minimize transitional hardships. It
would be highly undesirable, and might well place this country at the .
bottom of the international scale in progress toward peacetime developments of atomic energy, if we were to preyent the introduction of
such a new power plant in order to protect vested interests.
The CHAIRMAN. After all, it would be the Congress of the United
States that would be making that determination, wouldn't it?
Secretary W ALLACF. That is undoubtedly true, but it would be
making a determination in response to determined pressure groups,
and the way you have it phrased is an invitation for such pressure
groups to form promptly.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, do you think that the Congress
should divorce itself from the responsibility for a reviewal at least,
of any determination of what might be an almost overnight transition
in our economy?
Secretary WALLA.CE. If this section is left out of "the bill Congress
would not divorce itself. Congress' hands would in no way be tied.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us assume that your future peacetime Edison
comes up with this proposal and a five-man Commission that. we propose would say, "All right; go ahead," and immediately the marlcet
for 50,000,000 tons of coal would be gone overnight.
Do you think that Congress should not be given an invitation to
review that determination?
Secretary WALLACE. Congress has the privilege, and would not in
any way be prevented from stepping in, even though this section
7 (d) is eliminated.
·
The 0HAIFMAN. I suppose it could ubolish the Commission and
set up another one. That would be rather a Draconian step to.take.
Secretary WALLACE. You could go direct to the particular situation, if Congress so desired. .
Ser.ator M1LI,1KIN. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that there are
· congressional precedents for keeping it in Congress.
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When the air brake came along, Mr. Secretary, it of course was a
very revolutionary and useful device, and Congress provided by law
a certain period of time in which the transition should he made from
the old-type hand brake, and so forth, to air brakes. The same thing
happened in the case of couplers. I think that the same thing happened in the transition from wooden coaches to all steel coaches.
I believe we can find laws on all of those subjects which in their
day were very revolutionary, imposinl> some congressional control over
the rate of speed with which these thrngs would come into being so as
to protect the ·type of interest to which yoµ refer.
Secretary WALLACE. It seems to me very important, if this country
is not to fall behind .certain other conn.tries in the adoption of this
power to peacetime uses, that the diminution of the hardship involved
in the transit.ion be arrived at in some other way than slowing the
rate of speed of the transition.
However, that could well be discussed by Congress.
·
I want to urge most vigorously that we not put ourselves in the
position of being forced to fall behind other nations in an economic
way.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, Senator Johnson couldn't be here
today, but at each session, practically, he is trying to work out more
congressional control of this subject.
I am sure that I could speak for him that when you want to take
one out it would meet with his very great disfavor.
· Secretary WALLACE. With section 7 (d) ir). force, the Congress will
have invited a campaign to restrain the introduction of such a develop-'
ment, a campaign which would undoubtedly magnify the immediate
difficulties of present owners and workers and minimize the long-run
benefits to the entireN ation which would result from the new processes.
With such a provision in effect during the last 150 years, can it be
doubted that our technological progress and the rise in our studard of
liv~ng would have been seriously retarded? We would have had
strong pressures to slow up the introduction of all major technological
developments-the ste!tm engine, the power loom, the reaper, the
automobile, the telephone, and the airplane. We dare not take the
responsibility in history for a slowdown in the utilization of this
greatest achievement of science. ·
.
In summary, I have attempted in this statement to discuss the
major principles involved in the proposed· "domestic legislation."
There are additional questions of technical detail and exact language
which I have not mentioned, but which are covered in the formal
reports on the bills which your committee requested some time ago.
These reports will be submitted to the committee as soon as they have
been cleared by the Bureau of the Budget.
·
In closing, let me summarize my views on the question of "domestic
legislation":
·
1. Domestic legislation cannot be considered apart· from our
international policy on the control of atomic energy. Since inter•
national control to prevent the use of atomic weapons is by far the
most important aspect of atomic energy, domestic legislation should
be consistent with such control.
2. Domestic legislation should emphasize the development of peace..
ful uses of a.t.omic energy.
·
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3. Economic uses of atomic energy should to the maximum extent
possible with safety and security be carried out by privatci enterprise
rather than by Government monopoly .
. The McMahon bill meets the first two of these criteria, and would
require only minor modification with respect to the third. Tlw other
two bills would require complde revision to conform to these standards
Senator AusTIN. Does the Secretary intend to make a suggestion
as .to.such modification in the report to be cleared by the Bureau of
the Budget?
Secretary WALLACE .. Withregard to the.third point?
. Senator AusTIN. Yes.
.
·
·
, Secretary WALLACE. I don't reniember . whether tlmt specific
1·ecommendation is there 01' 11.ot.
If the Senator wishes, I will endeavor to prepare· such a thing.
·
Senator A usTIN. I would be glad to have the Secretary's suggestion
as to that.
Secretary WALLACE. I therefore wholeheartedly endorse the .Mc:Mahon bill, subject to the re-visions lhave mentioned, in preference to
any of the other bills which are now before this commiUee.
ln coping with the problems, both international and domestic,
created by the advent of atomic energy, this committee has the most
awesome responsibility every placed on a committee of Congress.
In the hands of this committee, in the determinations of the Congress,
rest the destinies not only of the people of the United States, but of
the world. This committee has an opportunity for the exercise of
vision, courage, and statesmanship which occurs only rarely in history.
No man can with clarity foresee the future developments which
will stem from the harnessing of atomic energy. We are probably
standing on the threshold of a new and mo:re far-reaching economic
revolution than we have ever. experienced in the past.. The decisions
which must be made are decisions which will determine whether
mankind destroys itself or whether it finds the road to new and
undreamed-of mastery of the secrets of the universe in the interest
of a better life for all.
•
We must be prepared to deal with the human as well as with the
physical problems which atomic energy will create. We must anticipate social and economic changes which may be e:ll'ected by this new
force, ·a need which the .Mc.Mahon bill in its provisions requiring
social and economic study foresees.
We can best deal with the great problems which face us by closely
adhering to the fundamental principles of freedom and democracy so
firmly rooted in our Constitution and in our traditions; We .must
insist on maintenance of the principle of Government responsibility
to the people-and avoid an atomic energy commission which is not
responsible to the electorate or to its chosen representatives. We
must insist on adherence to the traditional principle of civilian control
ovei· military matters-and .avoid any possibility of military domination
or dictatorship. We must insist on stimulating the development of
peacetime uses of atomic energy tlu·ough the channels of free private
~nterprise-and, as far as is compatible with public safety and welfare,
:avoid stifling -and restrictive governmental operation, regulation, or
control. We must as1;,ure the widespread use of atomic energy
devices-and avoid the restrictive practices of monopoly. We must
insist on following the fundamental precepts of scientific freedom-
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and avoid secrecy, supression, or compartmentalization of lmowledge·;
We must insist on the most rapid peacetime development possible of
atomic energy.,...:..and avoid retarding such development because of
.any vested interest. · Most important of all, we must insist on the
utilization of atomic energy for the betterment of the human raceand avoid the pitfalls which would lead to the destruction of our
civilization and international suicide;
These are the principles which should be incorporated into any
bill .designed to cope with the development and control of atomic
energy. For the sake of the peoples of these United States and of
the world may you do your job wisely and well.
Senator HART. Mr. Secretary, at various points in your statement,
you have mentioned inspection techniques, and you have said that it
was impossible to develop those techniques for the u11e of the international commission so long as the present compartmentalization of
scientists is concerned, and in fact as long as it is in the hands of tha
Manhattan district.
Now, various scientists have been before the committee and have
rather played down the idea of any techniques of that sort. In fact,
one said that he thought that if he were· given the job of inspecting
another country, the most useful tool that he could be provided with
would be a screw- driver in order to open boxes;
In view of that testimony which we have received, would you care
to elaborate further on your statement in order to prove your point?
Secretary WALLA CE. Well, I happened to read that particular segment of Dr. Oppenheimer's testimony and couldn't help feeling that
to some degree he must have been a little facetious at the moment.
I think that particular reply was made with regard to the detection
of bombs that might be secreted and later set off.
Senator HART. Yes; I think that is right. But, Mr. Secretary,
there were other scientists who were not facetious at all.
Secretary WALLACE. I feel the problem would best be handled by
other mP1.1ns t,han tho use of screw drivers. They might play a
pu,rt, but if there were certain qun.ntitics of material loose in the world,
t-hc desimble method of inspcctio11 would be first to be so familiar
with all of the scientists working on these problems in the world that
you could know just what they were up to.
Second, to be so familiar wit,h n.11 the types of processes used in
building plants, so familiar with the plants of the world that·would
pl'Ocluc<' cC'rtain key and bott.Jeneck parts that you could trace them
with certainty-and so on.
It, would take someone much more .familiar with all the various
devie<'s used than I am to sketch out a method of inspection, but I
would be quit,c willing to say this:
If these scientists could emerge from their various compartments,
and confer together, exchange information, they could, in my belief;
quite rapidly work out effective inspection systems.
Senator HART. W c have had considerable testimony, Mr. Sacretary~
to the rffect that the technique is not at all difficult, and, as the problem appears to this committee, the difficulties are political and not.
kchnieal.
l have just one further question, Mr. Secretary.
You have expressed gren.t, n.dmirat.ion for that part of S. 1717 which
tu.kes all bombs and bomb part,s wholly out of the custody of the
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· military and puts them entirely under the control of the civilian
commission.
Now, I call your attention to the fact that in the ,c6n1'.irl.'uuique
which came after the Moscow Conference, the conferees cnlle<l foi' tli"e
elimination from national· armaments of atomic weapons o.nd .of all
other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction..
Now, following your thought and following the philosophy of S;
1717; would it not also be necessary to take from the military all
bombing planes, and "bombs of lower power which can achieve mass
destruction, and have achieved it?
Secretary WALLACE. In my testimony I only intended to speak
about the military use of atomic energy, and not about any of these
other matters .
. Until the United Nations arrives at some agreement with regard
to these other matters, I certainly would not advocate any such
procedure.
.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Secretari, following up that answer,
until the United Nations or the respective nations individually give
satisfactory assurances of the outlawing of the atomic power as a
weapon, wouldn't it follow that at· least our military responsibility
should still exercise control over atomic energy as a weapon just as it
should in battleships or bombs of lesser power?
Secretary WALLACE. Yes and no. I would advocate very strongly
that at the earliest possible moment, the military, for its own sake,
place the control of the atomic·bomb, or the material out of which the
atomic bomb is made, direct,ly under the supervision of the President.
Unless that.is clone, the United States ;nevitably will be looked on as
potentially the greatest aggressor nation in the world.
.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Will we be looked on as a greater aggressor
nation and still maintain the greatest Navy in the world, the greatest
air fleet in the world?
Secretary WALLACE. S@ator Hickenloope.r, these other traditional
methods of armament do not have the altogether extraordinary potentialities for destruction of the nice that atomic energy has, and I
wouldn't .put them in the same category at all.
.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. If I may say, and not be mis1,mderstood,
I think I am as zealous to outln.w these things, to keep from killing
people, as anybody, so I am not advocating the continuance any longer
than rrecessary.
.
I admit that atomic energy is spectacular, but it would seem to me
that atomic energy is a method of killing, causing death and destruction. It would seem that a 10-ton bomb is a method of causing death
and destruction in mass degrees.
Now, I am wondering whether or not the military should not have a
substantial, not a cont,rolling but a substantial, voice in this field,
which is now entirely devoted to national defense.
True, we have medic.a.I possibilities. We ha.ve civilian possibilities,
but at the moment it is entirely a weapon for national defense, or
offense is perhaps a better term.
Until we can be reasonably certain of reliable agreements, or understandings that its use will be outlawed as a weapon, doesn't possibility of its use as a weapon rather demand that we don't just discard
it?
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Secretary WALLACE. I feel that what you advocate, Senator,
inevitably leads to the atomic armaments race which President
Truman so vigorously deplored, and that it is absolutely vital to take
steps to get it out of the hands of the military.
I think we ought to get it out of the hands of the military at the
earliest possible moment, and that we should also press with the
greatest possible vigor through the United Nations for the inter•
national control and inspection system. Otherwise, there will be
suspicions in this country that certain other nations are holding out
on the quantity of material which they may have been able to produce.
Undoubtedly they will not have produced more than a small frac·
tion of what we have ah·eady produced. The ultimate result of such
suspicions is the disaster of an atomic bomb race.
That stand which you advocate seems to me to lead in that direc·
tion.
Senator H1cm.ENLOOPER. Does it lead any more in that direction
than the maintenance of the greatest Navy in the WorB, the main.
tenance of a proposed substantial armed force, such as universal
training, the maintenance of the greatest air fleet in the world?
Secretary WALLA CE. Very much so, in my opinion; that is, I
think the potentialities of atomic energy in this field are enormously
greater than any of the means which you have mentioned.
Senator HrnKENLOOPEil.. An article by Alexander de Seversky was
mentioned a couple of days ago, in which he tended to depreciate the
over-all net effect of atomic energy, saying that it is just another big
bomb, a little bigger perhaps and more effective on certain types of
targets.
,
I don't know whether he is wrong, for I haven't enough information
on that, but that leads me to another question, if you would care to
express yourself on this:
At this moment, without considering whl),t we may or may not be
able to do by way of future agreements, would you care to say how far
you would go in disclosure of knowledge, both scientific and technical,
in the whole field of atomic energy so far as we know up to and inclu<ling the discharge of the bomb as a weapon to other nations of t'.10
world?
Secretary WALLACE. At this moment, it is obvious that we are not
in a position to go very far.
Senator 1IICKENLOOPER. May I ask why?
Secretary WALLACE. Simply because we have pending action on
the agreement proposed at l\!Ioscow between the four powers-Canada,
United States, Britain, and Russia.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. Well, in other words, we haven't yet
received or been able to arrive at a satisfactory mutual assurance in
connection with the Atomic Energy Commission.
Secretary WALLACE. I am completely in accord with the provisions
of the McMahon bill.
I think they fit in admirably with the agreement proposed at Mos·
cow between the four powers. Of course, action hasn't yet been
taken; specific action has not yet been taken on those recommenda·
tions.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. There must be some fundamental reason
underlying the righteousness of the agreement. In other words, I
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might assume that we are not in position to disclose at this moment,
because we haven't arrived at reliable or satisfactory understandings,.
and therefore we should.keep this matter somewhat in abeyance and
not make full disclosures.
·
Secretary WALLACE. Of comse, what I hope is that a sufficiently ,
satisfactory u114erstandi?g and ins.pec~ion system will be <level.oped
through the Umted N at10ns Orgn.mzat1011 so that there never will be
disclosed any information about the making of bombs; that. that will
be completely out of the picture; and that there will be free scientific
disclosure of the facts that lead to its peacetime use:
· Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I nm in complete accord with that, but I
also believe that thn.t presupposes satisfactory and reliable agreements
among nations.
Secretary vVALLACE. I think certain other nations will want to have
just as much assurance, and the same kind of assurance, we would
want in their place that there is no danger of our having any of the
material in a. position to make atomic bombs once the agreement is
arrived at.
Sc1rntor H1c1rnNLOOPER. Here is the thing that troubles me. Let
us suppose we get to the point.
It is our desire or our hope that we don'L disclose the technique of
the final stages of the bomb, its detonation, or any of those things.
I am wondering if any other nation of t,his size in the world is going
to be satisfied Lo hear us say, "v\' e will just, lock this seventh door here ·
and we alone will have the key; the rest of the nations will stay out
of there."
I wonder if they will b~ satisfied to let us keep and lock up, or attempt to forget the secret of the bomb, yet disclosing at least a substantial portion of the thing.
Secretary ,,.ALLACE. I think the answrr to your question will be
obvious if you will imagine some other nation as having done what
we have done, and what we would want under those circumstances.
Senator H1c1rnNLOOP1m. I think it is a troublesome problem as to
when, and the exLcnt to which, these things should be retained or given
awa.v.
It has been test,ifi(:cl, n.s you probably have rend, numerous times
that when we make po\\'er and go through this fission process and
obtam fissionable maLl'rinl, we urc, roughly, 75 percent down the rond
toward makiug a bomb ,Ye hn.Ye ano!.her step out of four be.fore
we can blow tltings up.
·
'
Secretary WALLACE. All of 1d1ich gets n.rouncl to an adequate inspect.ion procC'ss.
·
Senator H1crrnNLOOPEH. Of course, I think there hns to be inspection. Probably the detail would have to be ,vorked out.
My question is based on this: that we must, as you have pointed
out here, acknmdcclgc that, tlw responsibility, at lea.st as far as Senate
legislation is concP.nH'cl, is goitig to be upon this committee to write
legislation that Wt' at ll'ast hope has some judgment and some vision
into the immrdiatc future, anyway, and those problc>ms arc very
troublesome.
That covers the point which you have in mind, and at ihe same
time opens up the door· to fruitful use of the energy for peacetime
purposes with the greatest possible speed.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to ask you, Mr. Secretary, whether
inspect.ion as a durn.ble and dependable measure of protection does
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not in ii large measure turn on whether the important nations of the
earth really mean it when they say they want peace. In other words,.
if a nation makes pious proclamations and says it wants peace, while
at the same time harbors aggressive designs, is there any inspection
system that will give tis complete protection?,
Secretary WALLACE. I think that is a scientific problem. Obviously, there must be complete accessibility for inspection corn.:
rnittees.
Senator MILLIKIN. But the world is a mighty large place and the
aggressor nations have always found means for avoiding the restrictions that have been put upon them. I am just wondering whethar we
can roly on inspection unless we first have a dependable assurance that
we are going to have a world at peace.
Secretary ,VALLACE. I think you have to have that inspection
system in order to have that dependable assurance. I don't think
you can have it in any other way.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you had a world in which the nations really
mean what they say when they say they want peace, you would not
need an inspection system.
·
Secretary WALLACE. I don't think there is any question about the-.
desire of the various nations for peace. Neither do I tltink there is,
any question about the types of fears that exist in the various nations.
which make for war. The nations do want peace, every one of them ..
Senator MILLIKIN. Yon believe that we are now off on a dependable
course toward peace?
Secretary WALLACE. That depends in .considerable measure on the
action this committee takes.
Senator MILLIKIN. vVould you mu.kc it "exclusively" or just as you
said "in considerable measure"?
Secretory ~r ALLA CE. In considerable measure.
Senat,or MILLIKIN. Since we have dropped or aetually used these
bombs, there arc sympLoms around the world, Mr. Secretary, that
indicate t,hat aggression has not lost its popularity.
·
Secretary vVALLACE. You can find symptoms of aggression everywhere, Senator. No nation has an exclusive right t,o harbor ce :tain
Lypcs of aggression.
Sena'.,or MILLIKIN. Ami no one has related those aggressions to the
faC',t that we have the atomic bomb. They went on before, and they
have been going on since.
Basic to Lhat,, docs not the whole job of this committee and of the
Congress swing rr.orc or less on its judgment-no ma.tter what its
judgment may bt• one way or the other-as to whet.her we have now
Pnt,rrnd a period of peace on which we can rely?
Secretary vYALLACK ·vrell, every nation asks concerning every other
nation's int.ention at the present time.
Senator l\In,LIKIN. We did that, before World War I. vYc did that
at the Disarmament Conference. '\,\e did that in connection with t,he
Kc]ogg Pact, and that inquiry has not produced peace.
Secretary '\VALLA CE. But you )rnvc now introduced into the world
something altogether now, something altogether frightening, something altogether fearful that is not just anoLhcr type of big bomb.
The possihilitics of invention in this field n.re so great, and the first
bombs in this field a.re so tiny compared with t.lieir potentialities.
The leading scicn tis ts of the leading nations of the world know this
,04g:Jt-40·--pt. 2--10
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and have communicated these truths to the heads of these nations.
All thoughtful people of any scientific ,knowledge whatsoever in
positions of authority know that this is not merely a repetition of
ancient history, but that we _are confronting something altogether
new, out of which we can make, if we use our heads and imagination,
a durable peace or out of which we can make an atomic-bomb race,
fear, hatred, and the destruction of hwnanity. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. I agree wiU1 the latter part of your statement,
but I invite your attentj.on to the fact that, despite our development of
this new magnitude of power, some of the nations have gone on planting seeds of war in this earth.
Secretary WALLACE. Well, let him that hath complete virtue throw
the first stone on that front.
Senator IvIILLIKIN. We have already thrown the stone; we threw
the stone at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
· Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Mr. Secretary, may I suggest this: We·
have this bomb, which is a great weapon. We may propose to demonstrate our good faith and our desire for peace with the rest of the world
by even perhaps abandoning its manufacture as a weapon and placing
the control of atomic energy in a civilian gToup.
It certainly has its arguments and its support. ·we would do that j
we would abandon the bomb as a weapon, I take it, at this time as a .
gesture toward peace and as a demonstration to other nations of the
world that. we do not desire to go on a program of aggression or to go
-011 a theory of enlarged war in the future.
Secretary 'WALLACE. That doesn't follow from the McMahon bill.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. No. I am not necessarily talking about
the McMahon bill; I am talking abo_ut the philosophy of ridding
ourselves, if possible, either upon agreeinent or otherwise, from the
use of that weapon in the hope that the rest of the world will dispense
with it.
·
Secretary vVALLACE. That will depend upon the discussions in the
international field.
·
Senator H1qKENLOOPER. But it would be desirable, as I understand
it, and would 'be a demonstration to the world if, as, and when we
can adopt that philosophy of outlawing it as a weapon. That seems
to have run all through the testimony of the various witnesses here.
I am wondering what effect it would have on the world if today we
arrived at some agreements that were satisfactory, at least satisfied
us to the point where we could say we would stop making the bomb
and no other nation is going to make it, ·and yet turn around a day
-or two later and establish a program of universal military training in
this country which is certainly not traditional with this Nation.
What kind of a demonstration to the world would that be of om·
peaceful intentions?
Secretary WALLACE. I am as much concerned as the Senator with
the conflict in attitude when that day comes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Well, it seems to me we would be putting
.a knife away with one hand and pulling a pistol out with the other,
perhaps, if we are trying to demonstrate our peaceful intentions and
our desire for a peaceful world. It would seem to me the retention or
abandonment of either of those might be well argued by other nations
as a demonstration either for or against a policy of war in th~ future
.as contrasted to a policy of peace.
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Secretary WALLACE. It wotild seem to me, Senator, we should
,examine each of those Jrt11tters on its own level according to the situa..;
tion that may exist wternationally at the time.
Senator . HICKENI,,!,>OPER. Does it make much difference in your
intention whether you shake your left fist or your right fist under a
fellow's nose?
·
.·
·
Secretary WALiiACE. I say that there is a diITerence in the levels,
and that it is not two fists.
·
Senator H1c1rnNLOOPER. Well, a fellow might be able to hit ha.rder
with his right fist or his left one, but could probably still produce a
bloody nose with either. It would seem to me that we are going to
have to think a little bit about wha.t our intentions really are.
.
Secretary WALLACE. That field is altogether minor compared with
this one, it seems to me. Let us determine the priorities in our
approaches; this is No. 1.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER, It might be minor in the power developed.
It might be minor in comparison. That is, _the training. of youth
every year might be minor in the aggressive power that that alone
could develop as compared with what you could do with 100 atomic
bombs; but I am wondering if the principle is any different.
Secretary WALLACE. Principles always have to be accompanied by
an examination -0f the facts. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. By inspection.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Well, somebody said here the other day,
"Are there any degrees of evil?"
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin.
Senator AusTIN. I have just one question, I think, and I gather
the question from your entire thesis, because you stated a postulate
at the beginning which was that whatever civilian control we establish
must be in complete harmony with our international policy.
Several times in state papers, and finally in a communication from
our Secretary of State, our international policy has been stated to be
that not until after establishment of effective security measures
against the destructive use of atomic energy will the United States
permit reciprocal exchange by us of knowledge relating to the constructive use.
Therefore, doesn't it follow that until that event-whether the
time may be long or short between now and then-we must retain
our own security measures?
Secretary WALLACE. That is true, Senator, but I would advocate
even before then that the custody of the bomb be placed in some wider
place than just one department of government. I would agree precisely with the Senator in his statement, with that amendment of a
broader custody.
Senator AusTIN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, Senator Millikin just stated or assumed a hypothesis that there were nations in the world that might
be moving toward aggTession.
As I get the exchange between you and the Senator, the Senator's
viewpoint was that inspection might not even be worth trying if that
was the condition-that i!:I, inspection under an international agreement.
Do you or do you not believe that even assuming that hypothesis
there would not be a net gain to the United States and to other peace-
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loving nations of the world if we had an inspection system, grantingthat hypothesis?
Secretary WALLACE. I am afraid I don't·u11derstand your hypothesis.
The CuAIRMAN. I was taking Senator Millikin's hypothesis that
assuming there were nations in the world which had aggression in
their national heart, my question is, would it not be to the benefit of
peace-loving nations, even assuming tho t was true, if we could impose
by intern!},tional agreement an inspection system?
·
Secretary WALLACE. Yes; I think there would be a net gain for theUnited States and the world even under that assumption, provided.
we had a truly efl'ective inspection system.
W c would have to keep i.n mind, of course, that t,hat nation would
have one or several. of its scientists and engineers on the inspection
committee which would be visiting the United St.ates and examining
all of our plants, just as we would have several scientists and engineers
on the committee which would be going to that pn.rticular country orcountries, inspecting all of their plan.ts.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but they would know thn.t. we hnd it and we
would not know-in the absence of au inspection system-whether
t.l10y had it or not, would we?
Secretary vYALLACE. That is correct. It would seem to me that.
we would tend to be the net gainer under the situation you envision.
The CHAIRMAN. Even unclr.r that hypothesis?
Secretary vVALLACE. Even under that hypothesis.
The CHAIRMAN. In tho absence of any system for gathering information as to the state of development in the world, it would be
entirely possible in the absence of the inspection system for· us to be
blitzed without any advance notice or knowledge, wouldn't it?
. Secretary 'WALLACE. That is correct, sir; I agree. It seems to meLhe all-important thing is getting the various scientists out of theircompartments in which they have been placed in the Manhattan
project to work on the details of this inspection system.
The CHAIRMAN. That is now going on.
Secretary Yv ALLA CE .. I am glad to know that. I didn't know it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is going on. It was developed in testimony
before this committee that there was no coordinating committee that
had beeµ appointed to coordinate the various plans for inspection,
and at the instance of this committee such n. coordinating committee
has been established and is now at work.
Secretary WALLACE. It serms to me thr very fact that there are
cm;tain suspicions n.bron.<l in the wodd today as to mot,ives makes it
essential that the scientists of the various countries work out an inspection system that would be a real one.
Tho CHAIRMAN. We hope so.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Clrn.irman, I was not disparaging the usefulness of n. snccessfnl inspection system. :My point was that even if
you have that and if at the same time there is n.i1 int,ent to wage war,
we cannot rely for our protection on the inspection system, because
I am postulating that uriclcr the most rigorous inspection t.here would ·
still be opportunity for evasion.
We have a rigorous inspection system against counterfeiting, but
we have counterfeiters. The point is that under this power which
you have described as a.n ext.rnordinn.ry thing, which cannot be reiated entirely to other wen.pons-I have hen.rd it described as a ne-w
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:magnitude, and I think that is a very good expression-you cannot
-take any chances, because the fellow that shoots first wins the war.
Of course, that indicates in itself inspection, but my point is that you
have got to go beyond that and have at the bottom a genuine intent,
by action, to have a peaceful world. If you don't have that, we cannot rely upon inspection for our protection.
Secretary WALLACE. The Senator is getting into the religious field
:now.
· Senator MILLIKIN.' I am totally unqualified to go into that field,
.Mr. Secretary. If I am in .that field, then I quickly withdraw.
Secretary WALLACE. I think it has' been said in olden times that
hatred doesn't cease by hating but by love. That is an old, old saying
.among religious teachers.
·
'l'he CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, I want to thank
you very much, Mr. Secretary, for your appearance here today.
Tomonow we will meet at 10 o'clock to hear Dr. Edward Teller,
.a very noted physicist, and Dr. Karl Compton, president of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
·
(Whereupon, at 12:20 p. m., the committee recessed until 10 a. m.,
Friday, February 1, 1946.)
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UNITED s,~ATEs SENATE,
SPECIAL Co1"11MrrTE.E ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
Washington, D. 0 .
. The special committee met,_p1;1rsuant to adjo~rnment, at 10 a. ~-,
m room 312, Senate Office Bmldmg, Senator Bnen McMahon (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Austin, Millikin,
Hickenlooper, and Hart.
'
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
committee; James R. Newm1m, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff dil'ector.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Gentlemen, we are privileged to have with us Dr. Karl T. Compton,
president of. the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
STATEMENT OF DR. KARL T.. COMPTON, PRESIDE~T, MASSA•
CHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TEC:JINOLOGY

Dr. COMPTON. Senator McMahon and members of the special
committee, I have a prepared statement from which I shall read certain parts and try to paraphrase the rest, if that is agr~eable.
The CHAIRMAN. That is agreeable.
Dr. COMPTON. I believe that first I should qualify as a witness,
and I do that on three points.
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I think we all know the doctor's
qualifications.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I think we do, but they ought to be in
the record.
Dr. COMPTON. The points that I think may be of possible significance in this testimony are, first, the fact that during the 15 years.
or so during which I have been president of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, I have spent, as far as I can estimate, about
on(l-third of the time on governmental boards or committees. That
included, from 1933 to 1934, the chairmanship of the Science Advisory
Board, which was appointed by the President to study the operations
of scientific departments of the Government and to make recom-mendations regarding organization and the scientific programs of
those departments.
In 1939 I was appointed a member of Mr. Stettinius' War Resources
Board, which didn't operate very long. I guess it was premature.
In 1940 I was appointed to the National Defense Research Committee under the chairmanship of Dr. Bush, and I have served on
that since June 1940, in that connection b:eing primnrily responsible
247
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on the committee for th~ developments in the field of physics and
most importantly radar.
In the last couple of years of the war I was in charge of the Office
of Field Service of OSRD, which involved efforts to assist the armed
forces in the theaters in gett.ing new weapons into use in. the theaters.
I am a physicist by profession and have been 11t one time or another
president of the American Physical Society, chairman of the American
Institute of Physics, president of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
In the field of atomic ep.ergy I had some contact with that during
the time in which it had been put by the President under the juris~
· diction of the National Defense Research Committee and later the
Office of Scientific Research and Development. Thien I dropped out
of the picture until last spring, when I was appointed to the advisory
committee that was' set up by the Secretary of vVar in connection
with use of the atomic bomb. I wasn't of very much service to that
-committee, because in the summer I went out to the for Pacific, ancl
was in the Philippines and Japan until about the first of October.
So much for the qualifications.
Senator AusTIN . May I ask a question of you, Doctor?
·
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir.
Senator AusTIN. Is there any systematic method of educating young
men in that subject of atomic energy? That is, up to this time has
there been any organization of the study so as to professionalize it in
~~?
.
_ Dr. COMPTON. Well, before the war the subject of nuclear physics
was the most active field of research in physics in our universities
and in some of the companies, but principally in the universities.
That has been the source of personnel.
· During the war a great many more young men have become
educated in very specialized lines as they have worked on some of
these atomic energy projects, and at the present time I think perhaps
the most important single thing for getting ahead in this country is
to get the educational programs in the universities started and get
-equipment and activities going so that we can get some men trained
to meet this situation.
Senator AusTIN. The time has already arrived when young men
arc wrjting to me for information as to how to join up with some
institution for some course in which they can take this specialized
study. Nothing really has been organized yet, hu.s it?
Dr. CoMPTON. A large number of the universities and engineering
schools are working very vigorously in trying to get the program set
up. They are pretty much stymied at the present time, because I
think until Congress acts and clears the air so that the institutions
know what they can do and can get equipment to work with, things
are more or less at a standstill; and that is one point I wanted to
bring out in my testimony. I think it is very urgent that action
,should be just a.s prompt as can be taken with adequate wisdom.
Senator AusTIN. Thank you; I shall be very inteiested in that
aspect of your statement.
Dr. CoMPTON. The first point that, I bring out would be to re-emphasize this last statement, because the institutions and the
groups that can work on this field are really marking time for lack
,of authority to exchange inform~tion, to secure the materials neces-
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sary for researeh and development or to secure financial bac:king
and make commitments necessary to active developments in this
field.
·
·
·
.·
I might interpolate just as one example from my own institution, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. We have set up a group; we
have recruited ail excellent staff. Our corporation is ready to make
available approximately half of all the unrestricted funds that we
have in our portfolio to get started a program ori atomic energy,
because we think that that is the biggest thing in sight for the futur.~1
and it will need the education of men. Connected with that, it will
need research and development. We are prepared to put in somewhere between one or two million dollars into a building that will be
designed especially for this pmpose, but we cannot very well move
with these things until we know what program will be pe1mitted and
what possible types of support for carrying on that work will be
available, and what the order of magnitude will be.
In the meantime the Manhattan district, of course, has this program under its jurisdiction, and I think it is doing everything that it
properly can under the circumstances to carry this thing through in
the interval. Obviously, there are some things that it cannot properly
do. There must be some major questions of policy decided for the··
peacetime and civilian operations 1n this field. I know from talking
with General Groves that he and his colleagues do not feel that they
should make these policy decisions at this time and therefore set a
pattern which might not be the pattern that the Atomic Energy Commission would later wish to follow.
I think the. Manhattan district is doing everything it can to keep
the thing going, but it is subject to that definite limitation, and that
is one great reason why I hope that Congress can act as promptly as
possible.
Another important reason, of course, is that in comparison with any
other nations that may be throwing everything they have into getting
ahead with this program, we will be losing our lead to the extent to
which we delay in getting started.
I have been very much impressed, gentlemen of the committee,.
with the very intelligent way in which the committee has gone about
the study of this question, getting a basic understanding of the technical
aspects and getting competent technical advice.
I think the bill S. 1717, except in one respect which I will refer to
later, is a very good bill. It is clear-cut in its definitions and in its
· objectives.
.
I have had the privilege of hearing Senator McMahon explain
something of the backgound which your committee has had in mind,
and I realize that you have been thinking far deeper than the merely
superficial aspects of this program.
·
I should say that in general I heartily approve of this bill, S. 1717,
with the exception of one point which I think is very important and
with the suggestion of two or three minor details.
Taking up those minor points first, in section 5 (c), paragraph
No. 1, which is on page 10 of the bill, there is a definition of byproduct
materials, and then a paragraph that has to do with the consideration
bf those byproduct materials. I think that is excellently conceived
and excellently drawn, and I have no criticism except this: I think
there might be some confusion in carrying out this bill, confusion
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between the types of byproduct materials' that you have in mihd here,
and another type of byproduct material.
.
I think you have in mind those byproduct materials that the physicists or engineer$ would call "hot," hot materials that are produced
in these uranium piles or in the separation, and possibly later in the
industrial use of some of these fissionable materials. But there is
another type of byproduct material that will be involved in the
program and which should be handled differently and ought 1not to be
·confused with this type. I 1:efer t,o materials that will be the byproducts of the metallurgical extraction of the basic urlinium or
thorium from the ores, the materials that you define in the bill as
"source materials."
There is a wide variety of ores from which uranium can: be extracted, and coinmerciallY: it will P,robably be possible economically
to extract ores that contam a fract10n of a percent-maybe rather a
small fraction of a percent of uranium, and the uranium may be
~ssociated with other materials, such as copper, and so forth.
In the process of extraction, those other materials are byproduct
materials of the metallurgical process or the mining and metallurgical
operation, and those, I take it, are not the byproduct materials to which
· your bill refers. Presumably, they could come into the atomic energy
picture only to the extent that their commercial disposition would
reduce the net cost of getting the uranium out of the ore.
' The CHAIRMAN. What would be the names of some of those
materials?
Dr. CoiWP'l'ON. I am not enough of a :metallurgist to know. Copper
would certainly be one. There might be some nonmetallic products.
I don't know what they are, but in any ore that contains, for example,
two-tenths of 1 percent of uranium it means there are 99.8 percent
other things, and to whatever extent those can be usefully disposed
of, they are byproduct materials in the mining of uranium.
To handle that, I would make a specific suggestion that on page
10, just following the word "material," the last word in the definition
of "byproduct material," there be inserted, perhaps in parentheses,
this clause:
It shall not be deemed. to refer to the nonradioactive substances which may be
byproducts of the metallurgical processes involved in separating ordinary uramum,
thorium, or similar materials from their ores.

The definition then would read:
The term "byproduct material" shall be deemed to refer to all mai:erials (except·
fissionable material) yielded in the processes of producing fissionable material.
It shall not be deemed to refer to the nonradioactive substances which may be
byproducts of the metallurgical processes involved in separating ordinary
uranium, thorium, or similar materials from their ores.

Now, the next minor point is on the preceding page, p_age 9, line 1,
in the definition of "source materials." The definition reads:
The term "source materials" shall include any ore containing uranium 1 thorium,
·Or beryllium, and such other materials peculiarly essential to the proauction of
fissionable materials as may be determined by the Commission with the approval
of the President.

Now, either fortunately or unfortunately, depending upon how we
look at it, .these source materials are very widely distributed, and
traces of uranium or thorium are found almost everywhere. I have
been told by one of the men who held one of the key positions in this
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:atomic energy project that, for example, if you take the average over
the surface of the earth and take up a good shovelful of dirt anywhere,
~ou will find an amount of fissionable material in that way which, if
1t could be got out by prnper chemical methods, would yield an energy
equivalent to the burning of about 3 tons of coal-any place in your
backyard or any place, on the average you have got about that much
fissionable material. It moans in the order of 1 part in 5,000, or 1
part in 10,000.
.·
·
·
.
• ·
Obviously, it would not be desirable to have under the jurisdiction
-of this Commission the responsibility for licensing the transfer,· pos.session, or title to any source material after mining, extraction, or removal, if it, were taken to the absurd limit of den.ling with these exceedingly small traces. that are not economically recoverable.
It seems to me that in the definition of "source material" it would
bo ·advantageous to insert,. after the word "containing," the words
11
· quantities deemed by the Commission to be economically recoverable
of," so that that definition would read:
The term "source materials" shall include any ore containing quantities deemed
by the Commission to be economically recoverable of uranium, thorium, or
beryllium, and 1mch other materials peculiarly essential to the production of
fissionable materials
may be determined by the Commission with the approval
-of the President.

as

The CHAIRMAN. That would seem to be a very sensible modification.
Dr. CoMPTON. ·Then,. there is a third one to which I would just call
.attention, because I am not close enough to the subject to be certain
of my ground on this, but I have a doubt.
That is on page 7, lines 7 to 11, which deal with the handling of
existing contl'acts. .
.
That paragraph reads:
The Commission is authorized to continue in effect and modify such contracts
for the production of fissionable materials as may have been made prior to the
effective date of this Act, except that, as rapidly as practicable, and in any event
not more than one year after the effective date of this Act, the Commission shall
arrange for the exclusive operation of facilities employed in the manufacture of
fissionable materials by employees of the Commission.

1 am·not at, all certain that the Commission could actually carry
out that directive in a period of 1 year. I notice in the May bill,
H. R. 4566, there is leeway given which makes this permissive but
not directive; that is, tho Commission may take over the production
operations by Government agency nnder its own control, or may
handle them by contract.
I know that in setting up these operations and getting them under
way it was figured that the very great manufacturing production experience of a few of our greatest companies was the only thing that
made this operation possible, and whether the Government could recruit within a period of 1 year a staff that could take over those
operations, I don't lmow. I think I would feel happier if that were
more flexible and made permissive rather than a directive.
Turning now to the point that I do feel is quite important, that is
the whole of section 2 of this bill which specifies the organization of
the Commission. In brief, it provides for a commission of five members with quite substantial compensation who are prohibited from en:gaging in any other business, vocation, or employment, and for whom
there is no specified term of office. The Commission is responsible
both for the determination of policies within the limit of directives
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established by the Congress, and also.for the administration and execution of these policies.
·
In my judgment, this is an inferior type of organization and is subJect to serious objection. I would like to point out some of those that
seem to me to be important.
· In the first place, it is not good administrative practice to have the·
administrative and executive functions in the same hands as the policymaking function. This is illustrated in every type of significant organization in our country. Starting at the top, in our Federal Government, the policy-making function is vested in the Congress, and
the executive function is vested in the President. In business corporations you have the policy-making function in the hands of a board
of directors, and the president an:d executive stafl' carry out those
policies.
.
.
The same thing is true in educational institutions where you have
a board of trustees, and you have a president and faculty that carry
out tho~e policies. The same thing is true of the great foundations
and hospitals.
I believe that there is a logical reason for that separation, and also
it seems proved by the fact that it has survived, because it is the
universal type of organization.
I think it would be much wiser to have a policy-making commission
or board which would be subject in over-all matters to the President
and the Congress, but which, within their directives, would be in a
position to make the subordinate policies and-to evaluate the way in
which those policies were carried out by an ·administrator.
.
The second point is that while the Commission, as set up in section
2, could command the services of good men, I don't believe it could
command the services of the best men, and that is in spite ot the fact
that the compensation is a generous compensation· for Government
officials. I believe that in a thing as important as this atomic energy
is going to be, there ought not to be serious limitations on the type of
men that could be brought, in on the policy-making side. To speak
of men that are not living, I would think of men of the caliber, for
example, of Newton Baker and Elihu Root as men of a type that it
would be important to have represented on this Commission.
Furthermore, it might be advantageous to have the heads of certain
of the most concerned Government depa.rtments represented on this
Commission. I think it should be possible to have one or two of the
top scientists represented on this Commission; but as the bill is now
drafted, none of those men would be available.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, if you applied the same test that you are
now speaking about, I wonder what the Senate of the United States
would be composed of.
Dr. COMPTON. Sir, I am going to come to that in my next point.
I can justify the Senate.
Senator i-IrmrnNLOOPER. May I ask the doctor a. question, Mr.
Chairman?·
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HrcrrnNLOOPER. I presume, Doctor, that there might be
underlying your comment on this No. 1, the fact that the best men undoubtedly will have and demand to han some other interests or some
other field of interest in addition to thiR; that it would be difficult to
get the best men who could confine their energies and their entire
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. abilities to tht'.1 p0,rticular field of administration or handling of thi~
atomic energy. . · . ·.. ·
·
.
·
.
·
·,
.
Dr. COMPTON. That is the point exactly. The thing is so important
and so interesting· th0,t I think you could probably get anybody you
would want to put. in a very considerable amount of time. But if
you say that he would h0,ve to l;esign as Secretary of War or have to
resign as head of a great law firm or have to give up his job as a.director
?f resea~ch of so~e great laboratorr or something of th';l,t sort, to put,
m full time on this, then I don't think he would be available.
. Senator HrnKIDNLOOPER, May I ask you this: Do you believe that
the policy-making group composed of such men would be amply able,
giving part-time attention, to properly formulate the policies and
properly evalmite this field and get the proper perspective in the entire
field so that the Administrator could carry out the policy and keep a
sufficient check on it to know that it was done? ·
·
Dr. CoMPTON. I think it would be possible.
Of course, it would inean that the Administrator would have to
have a good strong administrative staff, and as in every such organization the Administrator would probably in most cases take a great
deal of initiative.
But any of these groups tlrnt I have known about take their jobs
very conscientiously and very seriously, and I think the combined
widom that you could get would be worth having.
Senator HICKIDNLOOPER. Thank you.
Senator MILLIKIN. I should like to suggest, Doctor, that one way
you can get these top men to disassociate themselves from all other
interests in life, and perhaps the only way, is life tenure; but that
would probably be too inflexible for this sort of organization.
Dr. COMPTON. Yes; sir, I believe so; and·.that was the third point
I was going to bring up. The implication of indefinite tenure for
membership on t.lie Commission, I think is unwise. For one thing,
it is a new and very active developing field and it should be possible
from time to time to bring in fresh blood and fresh ideas. I w-ould
be afraid that without a term of appointment, and with the great
power that this Commission will have, there will be the danger of its
falling into a bureaucratic rut, and I don't think-for a thing as new
and proceeding as rapidly as this is-that risk ought to be taken.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you lrnven't overlooked, I am sure; the
provision in section 11 on page 21 of the bill which provides that in the
performance of its function the Commission is authorized to (1) establish advisory boards to advise with and make recommendations to the
Commission on legislat.ion, policies, administration, and research.

Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do.you not envisage, assuming that this was the
type of commission that was set up, the setting up of the kind of parttime advisory board that you hav:e been talking about?
Dr. CoMP'rON. ,Yes, Senator McMahon. I think that is a wise
provision. I think there should be advisory boards probably in
various fields-in the geological field, for example, or the engineering
or production field, and so forth. '
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the full-tinie five-man Commission.
composed of men who had no other interests of any kind, would be
able to set tip an advisory hoard composed of the· type of men that you
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suggest, who could be quarterly, or as the necessity demanclerl, in the
position to consult with the board and advise the board on policies.
.
Now, this·board would be a public board. It would have a.ccess tomedia for the dissemination of its views, and it would seem to me to
exercise a. great influence in the matter without at the same time
being able to control the workings of the project.
I just wanted to make sure you had not overlooked that provision;
Dr. COMPTON. I haven't overlooked that, and I think it is a good
, provision. I think there should be advisory boards in any ca.se.
However, as the Commission is established, I thir,k the Commission
will need special technical expert a.dvice in various fields, and it can
get that in the manner thiLt you suggested. I hRYe not overlooked
that.
·
·
My only point is that I think the other method of defining membership in the Commission is the better method, independently of this
other point.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, instead of having the advisory
board advise the Commission, you would want the advisory board to
be advising the Administrator?
,
·
Dr. COMPTON. Well, it could be either way; but I should thinlt the
Commission might want to have the advisory board advising it or the
Administrator. I don't see that this provision for these advisory committees would not be applicable however the Commission is constituted; I think in any case there should be the possibility of advisory
boards.
Senator MILLIKIN. I should like to suggest, Doctor, it couldn't be
any other way unless the Commission itself, within itself, had a
personnel that embraced all of the sciences and a.II of the human
knowledges.
· Dr. CoMPTON. Right.
Now, I don't believe it is necessary to provide·this suhst,ant,ial compensation for the members of the policy-making co;mmission, as distinct from the admir.istrative staff. The salaries proposed in t.his bill
of $20,000 and $15,000 are generous for governmental employees, but
for the type of individual that seems to me to be called for, t.lrnt
monetary reward would not be the principal inducemE>nt, or even a
major inducement.
If it were the inducement to the job, then I don't think he is the
man that ought to be on the commission. The right type of personr
I thi1ik, would be the man that took the job as a public duty because
of its interest and importance. I would much· rather scP this amount
of money go into providing as strong- as possible a staff for the Administrator.
The CHAIRMAN. I read in the paper where Louis Mayer's sn.lm-y
was $960,000, and the President of the United Stnt,cs gets $75,000. I
doubt, whether the average American citizen today, if given his choicP,
would hesitate long about which job he would pre.fer to get.
Dr. CoMP'l'ON. I think t,hat is right, but the inrent,ive should be
the interPst and importance of the job.
Senator HART. Doctor, may I ask you what you think of this:
Throwing back to what you have said about the control of large
industrial organizations, and also of educational institutions being in
the hands of a board of directors or trustees, ha.ve you given any
thought to the idea of having the Commission <.'OmposPd of men in
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both categories,. some full time chosen by .the President at the best
salm·jes that can be supplied to get the best men, but which, as you
say, will not attract all the men of' the caliber which this committee
· ,should ;;represent in certain respects.
. · · · .
.
Ho'(t' w'ould it be,. then, to have the board of directors of the ComIttissii,g;,co:mpos~d of men in both categories, some part time and sbme

full tiipe?
. .
.
·
Dr. COMPTON. If that didn't make any difficulties within the group,
1 should think that might be workable. That would be equivalent
to havingJ w-e will say, some professional members and some tmblic
members, or however you want to call them. I think that would be
feasible.
·
·.
·.
Senator HART. It would be somewhat akin to a board of directors
in which the president of the company arid certain of the vice presidents also sit as directors.
·
Dr. COMPTON. Or ex officio members.
Senator HART. And they are at the same time the executives of the
concern ..
Dr. COMPTON. Yes; I think tl111t would b~ workable.
·
Senator HART. Would you think that that thought is serious enough
for u& to pay a good bit of attention to?
·
Dr. CoMPTON. Well, if you ask my preference. as to this sort 0£
thing, I would recommend a commission in which the members were
appointed without salary to serve part time, but any administrator·
and probably a deputy administrator ex officio also members of theboard.
Senator HART. Well, to carry it a little further, one very excellent,
feature of Senator McMahon's hill is setting up certain compartments.
We may not have them just right, but presently there are four, and.
t.he heads of those departmellts would be, reverting to the industrial,.
parallel to the vice presidents of the conceri1. There would be several
of thPm. Would their inclusion in the Commission look to be a good.
thing to you?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir; I should think that would be a good solu-tion. That might make a fairly large Commission with the Adminis•trator and t,he heads of the four divisions. You would have five men
there who are full time. Then I should think there should be at least.
an equal number of public members serving part time. ·
S<•n:i,tor HART. Thank you, Doctor.
Dr. OoMP'l'ON. I don't have any one patt<'rll t.Jiat. S<'<'ll1S to me the
brst t,hing, but the thing I want to argur for is that the bill not be
passed in it,s prcsrnt form, in which it, would c•xclude from mPmbership
on the board some types of persons that I think would be very helpful;
it is that., as presently drawn, it would exclude some people that I
think would be very helpful on the board.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Let me ask you this, Doctor: It is probably of little consequencr at the moment, but these part-time members-would it be desirable to provide that as to pa.rt-time members
they should get the equival<'nt of the same per diem pay that thefull-time members got when they were performing the dutirs?,
Dr. COMPTON. I should think so; yes; as far as the meeting of
f'J,."}Wnses is concerned. I .believe any mun serving on a voluntary
basis should have a fairly generous expense account, and should notbe requirrd to itemize down to the In.st cent in an expense account,:·
I I
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that is,·a per diem, as we did, for example, in our OSRD organization
throughout the war. All of us who served without compensation
received a $10 .per diem. I am a member of one or two other boards
in which there is a $25 per diem, and in which I confess I make money;'·
which I ani a bit ashamed of. But $10 is a little skimpy if you are
too busy to try to save money on taxicabs, and so forth.
Senator HrnrrnNLOOPER. If you live for $10, you have to look around
a little as to where to eat.
Dr. COMPTON. There is one point that was 'raised in regard to
membership on the Senate, and I promised to try to defend the Senate.
In some quarters I think there is a feeling that the affairs of government can only be safely entrusted to men that are on the Government
pay roll. I think in many cases this is necessary_ and inevitable
because of the nature of the job and its responsibilities, and I would
say certainly the Senate, knowing the full time has to be put in on the
Senate, is one of those. There is just no other possible way of handling
its business. But in other cases it is not necessary or, in my judgment,
even desirable to have paid career men in the office, and I think that
this is one of those cases.
Now, one of the best illustrations I think of iii the Government of an
organization that is somewhat similar to this atomic energy, although
less important, and that has worked very well by the type of commission that I would advocate, is the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. It is similar in this sense: It has to do with a pretty
highly technical subject, and it was created at a time when that subject
was pretty much in its infancy. The Government recognized that it
was important for the national interest to get ahead in the development
of that field. This National Advisory Commit too for Aeronautics
has been operating since tho time of the first ,vorld War, and has done
a most excellent job. The chairmen-present and past chairmenof that commission have been extraordinarily able men, devoted to the
job. Those men were President Ames, of Johns Hopkins, then Dr.
Bush before ho went on to the OSRD, and presently Dr. Hunsaker.
I am certain that none of those three men could have been secured to
serve on the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics if there
had been the specification that he had to give up all other employment
and interests. But I know a.11 those three men personally, and I know
that thr.y did their jobs well and very devotedly, and put in from time
to time pretty close to full time on that job when it was needed. That
is true of their other colleagues. That Commission has some ex officio
members, representatives of various Government positions, an<l then
it also has tho public members that arc appointed by the President,
I believe, with the consent of the Senate.
Those arc some of the reasons why I believe that this section 2 of
S. 1717 is inferior to the alternative type of organization that is propornd in the May~Johnson bills which provide for an unpaid, parttime policy-making commission, with members serving a definite
term, a 9-year term, and with a paid, full-time administrative organization under an Administrator appointed by the Commission, or it
might alternatively be nominated by the Commission and appointed
by the President with the approval of the Senate.
Senator HrcrrnNLOOPER. Doctor, may I ask you about this 9-year
term? Would it be wise, under a part-time proposal such as you
make, to make the original appointments for that substantial length
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of time, or would it be bette1;·to start a part-time. se:vvice':on- this
board for perhaps 0: shorter period until we know a little more about
where we are going with this atomic energy?
.
·.
· .
..
In other words, my point is that 9 years freezes it for quite a long ·
time in its inception. Five years from now we might be willing to
make it 15 years, or irught want to make it 2 .
. Dr. COMPTON. There is 11 balance of advantages and disadvantages
that has to be weighed. In the May-Johnson bills there are .three
appointed each year for a 9-year term, so there is some turnover.
The danger of a long-term appointment is that if you get the wrong
man in there, he may· not be so bad that you can impeach him or
throw him off, but he may not be helpful and it may be desirable to
make 11 substitution.
·
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I think history has shown that practicaily
without exception there are ways and means of securing the resignation of an undesirable person.
.
. . .
Dr. COMPTON. But history has also shown that those ways are not
always followed ou'.t when they should be. I should think a shorter
term, with the possibility of reappointment on a second term, but not
more than 11 second term, perhaps would be 11 safe provision. There is
the advantage in not making it too short, because it takes a little while
to learn the job.
.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Of course any term appointment must be
an arbitrary term. We must center on 5 years, 4 years, 9 years, or
some other term.
Dr. COMPTON. If I had just the power to draft a thing of this sort,
I wouldn't make the term as long as 9 years; I would make it a shorter
term_:_3, 5, or something of that sort, with the possibility of reappointment. I would probably choose the longer term, say 5 years,
with the possibility of reappointment.
Senator .MILLIKIN. ·Don't you think, Doctor, that all turns on
whether you adopt the theory of a tenure which carries with it the
exclusion of all other business interests?
·
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir; if it excludes 1111 other business interests,
then I think it has got to be a long term, preferably life. It should be
so that the man can think he holds that job as long as he is competent.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is the turning point one way or the other?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir. If there is the exclusion of all other
business, then I don't see onything other than letting this be a career
job, because the man would be" out on his ear" otherwise .
. The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, Cabinet officers hold at the pleasure of
the President, do they not?
Dr. COMPTON. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. I can tell you they do. The difficulty many times,
particularly in a change of administration, is to keep them out instead
of getting them in.
Dr:. COMPTON. If I might go on, gentlemen, to a conclusion, I am
not sure whether I om supposed, Senator McMahon, to comment on
any of the other bills or just this S. 1717.
The CHAIRMAN. We want any comment you wish to make.
Dr. COMPTON. I have a couple of comments on the May bill and
the Johnson bill-that is, H. R. 4566 and S. 1463.
.
I understand that these in their original fortns were identical, or
essentially identical. The May bill has been revised and very much
704931-4&-pt.
2-'-11
'
'
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improved. · So far as I lmow, :the Johnson bill was not correspond..
ingly revised because, I believe, that thing was tben turned into the
hands of your committee, as far as the Senate was concerned.
. I believe that H. R. 4566 is a good and acceptable bill !J,S it now
stands except for one feature, and this criticism applies also to a some·
what greater extent to the corresponding portion of the Johnson bill.
In the Johnson bill on page 12, lines 14 to 20, there occurs this state·
ment:
The Commission is authorized to extend the provision of this subsection (b)
to any deposits from which there can be refined or produced other metals or substances determined by the Commission to be readily capable of or directly con•
pected with the transmutation of atomic species, the production of nuclear fission,
or the release of atomic energy.

Now, when you come to the transmutation·of atomic species, you
have igot a very big program. My scientific friends, who have been
closer to this in the laboratory in recent years than I have, tell me there
is only 1 of the 92 chemical elements of which the earth is. composed
that has not in one way or another, with the cyclotron or otherwise,
been involved in the transmutation of atomic species, and that one
probably will soon come into the picture.
Just literally, as this bill is drafted, it gives the Commission author·
ization over all of the elements of which the earth is composed, and
as I said one time facetiously, that would leave only contemplation
and religion outside the jurisdiction of this Commission; that ob·
viously is not intended.
. The point there is that scientifically in the laboratory ways have
been found of transmuting a very large majority of the chemical elements, transforming them from one element to some different element,
and pr9bably ultimately all of them. There are very few of these
transmutations that have anything except a purely scientific interest,
and it is only a very few-at the present time only the fission of ,uranium-235 and plutonium and their attendant processes-which involve atomic energy in a foreseeably useful or dangerous form.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. May I interrupt at that point and say
that the matter of definition has been discussed by the committee,
and it has been suggested by some of those who know a lot about it
that some restriction on the definition along this line be made: Prod·
ucts that are capable of releasing atomic energy and a self-sustaining
chain reaction.
Dr. COMPTON. That would make it all right as far as I am con·
cerned.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. '!'hat verbiage is not perhaps scientifically
accurate, but that was the sense of the suggestion.
The CHAIRMAN. Would that definition cover synthesis as well as
~~?
'
Dr. COJl'[PTON. No; that wouldn't. I think that would cover only
the fission. You are thinking of the synthesis of producing· plu·
tonium, for example?
The CHAIRMAN. I am thinking of the gaseous elements at the high
point of the periodic table inasmuch as there is, as I understand it, a
prospect of development of atomic energy through a. combination of
lighter elements.
, Dr. CbMPTON. Yes; there may be possibilities there.
, Senator H~cKENLOOPER, I didn't intend to be technically accurate
on the statement; I was merely suggesting the idea that it had been
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suggested as _nproducts·'tlapable of releasing.ofoinic energy cir quanti;.
ties of 11,tomic energy in an explosive m11,nner in a self-sustaining _chain
re11,ction."
·
·
Now; I presume that synthesis may, 11,ltbough I don't know, involve
a ch11,in reaction.
Dr .. COMPTON. Well, I think something along that lin:e would cover
what Senator McMahon has in mind, because the synthesis in this
case is a process that is carried out as part of the·program for getting
this self-sust11,ining chain reaction.
· I had suggested something here·which is along the same line; ·that
is, in the May bill, H. R. 4566, which m11,kes an attempt to meet this,
but a pretty weak attempt, I am afraid, by introducing the words
"peculiarly related to," which limits the broader st11,tement of the
original May-Johnson bill to "substances readily c11,pable of or peculiarly related to the transmut11,tion of atomic species, the production of
nuclear fission, or the release of atomic energy."
But "peculiarly related to" is still pretty indefinite, and it seemed
to me there might be introduced in the May bill, H. R. 4566, on page
30 an additional definition under that list of definitions, as follows:
The term "peculiarly related to" means essentially involved in the production
of fissionable material or release of atomic energy in processes capable of producing materials or energies in such appreciable quantities as to be commermally
or militarily significant, or to constitute a national hazard.

That is perhaps a little clumsy but you had essentially the same
idea. I t.hink something of that sort should go in if a bill of the
type of the May bill is passed.
·
I think in S. 1717 that is satisfactorily taken care of.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, in the May bill it is provided, of course,
that there shall be an advisory commission. Now, you have a representative from MIT on the Aeronautical Commission, have you not?
Dr. COMPTON. Well, at the present time Dr. Hunsaker is the Chairman of it.
The CHAIRMAN. What department docs he head?
Dr. COMPTON. He heads our aeronautical engineering department,
and also our mechanical engineering department.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be a violation of good faith to tell us
what his salary is?
Dr. COMPTON. Off the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the type of men, such as the
good doctor is, might not be perhaps eager to take a place at $20,000
on this Commission?
Dr. COMPTON. Off the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, in ordinary peacetime, how many hours a
month do you think you could get from part-time Commissioners?
Dr. COMPTON. I think that depends very largely on the importance
of the job. Now, I have told Y)U a little bit about my circumstances.
I have put in, in 15 years, as far as I can estimate, the equivalent of 5
full years of time on these Government commissions.
The CHAIRMAN. Most of that has been in wartime, has it not?
Dr. COMPTON. Either war or prewar. It has been in an: emergency,
thn t is true.
The CHAtRMAN. And of cour!:le the same considerations would not
·apply in times of peace?
.·
.
.',
' ,· : · :
,
.
Dr. ·COMPTON. They would not, sir, completely. The National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is the. best example I know, be-
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cause it is most nearly along the Jine I am thinking of, and I know:
there in peacetime that the men I have known on that Commission
who have been either chairmen or on the executive committees, have
put in very considerable amounts of time, at times putting in weeks
or months C<?ntinuously on the job.
The CHAIRMAN. Off the record.
Dr. CoMPTON. On the other band, you might want to.interest people
such as Donald Douglas, Glenn Martin, Lindbergh, Orville Wright, or
people of that sort.
The CHAIRMAN. But they would still be available as members of
the advisory committee to the full-time workers, as you might call
them.
Dr. COMPTON. That advisory committee could be an exceedingly
useful committee if its advice were taken.
Now, I have had a little experience on governmental advisory boards
when it was pretty clear that those advisory boards were window
dressing, and that is not a satisfactory situation to be in. It all depends on whether the agency that you are trying to advise really
wants your advice and is willing to take it or not, and there is danger
in that.
The CHAIRMAN. On the other hand, Doctor, you of course have
this consideration, haven't you: On this we can agree, it is going to
be a very powerful Commission, extremely powerful?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think it is of some importance that the
people of the country believe that they have people serving but one
interest, not open to the charge that they have .other conflicting
interests in their private lives which might subconsciously guide them
in their. decisions?
Dr. COMPTON. I think tha.t is important, and for that reason I,
for example, would immediately write myself off if anybody were to
think of me for this sort of job. For fear anybody might get the idea
I might be on such a commission, I would write myself off, because
I have too much conflict of interest. w·e have too much of a group
at MIT that wants to get into this thing.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the point. Here you are, one of the leading
men in the field; and so acknowledged all over the country, and you
write yourself off an advisory committee.· Now, it is men of your
type-you wouldn't phrase it that way, but I will, because you are
too modest-that you are urging for appointment to this Commission.
The very reasons that you give as to why you would feel disqualified,
or would not accept appointment to an advisory committee, wou!d
be applicable to many others who perhaps would not be as sensitive
to the situation so as to decline to serve.
Dr. COMPTON. I have tried to think of a good many individt:als that
I think would be good for this job, and. I can think of some vrry good
men who would not have this handicap and whom I don't believe
would be available on a full-time basis.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Doctor, isn't it reasonable to think that
men or women, people of the type and ability that you have been
referring to as possible aprointees on this part-time Commission,
w:ould be of the type that if they undertook the responsibility of this
part time job would not only undertake it with the intention to
devote all the necessary time to it that the situation demanded, but
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t4ey would also have sufficient grasp of their other responsibilities and .
be able to evaluate.them, and when they accepted the job it would be
a well considered acceptance of a highly important job, and it would
receive the attention of thefr abilities? ·.. · · ·
·
. Dr. COMPTON. I believe so; y~s. . Perhaps this thing we are
talking about can be broken down into two: One is how the Commission should be appointed, and the other is the point that I brought
out in my testimony, the question as to whether it is advisable to
have the same body charged with the administration as is charged with
the determination of policies and the criticism .of· the administration.
Now, if there were provided in S. P17 a provision for an adminis-"
trator and an administrative staff which you now have provided in
your four divisions-an over-all administrative staff-and the Commission became primarily a policy-making commission and did not
also themselves head those divisions, then I think it would be a
sounder organization.
.
The CHAIRMAN. IfI were in the Department of Justice-as I was for
some years-in charge of the Criminal Division, it would strike me
_that my usefulness might be decidedly impaired if in setting policies,
as I was called upon to do, in criminal prosecution,· I also ran a law
office on the side. You run into that conflict at every turn of government.
·
The Interstate Commerce Commission members would hardly be
thought to be appropriate if one of them was a railroad president.
Dr. CoMP'.rON. You run into that, of course, in every place, and if
you ruled out everybody that had a conflict of interest, you never
could.get anything done, if you carry it to the limit.
Take, for example, operations on some of these foundations-the
Rockefeller Foundation, fo.r example. I happen to be 11 member of
their board of trustees. I raised the question when I was asked to
become a member-I said, "I don't want to get into a situation in
which I cannot bring before this foundation any fine project that the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology may want to have considered."
They said, "That is fine; we will take care of that. You need have
no embarrassment at all." And they did take care of it in this way.
At any time, under that foundation, when any grant is under consideration or any project under consideration that concerns an institution of which a man is either a member or a trustee, or anything of
that sort, he leaves the room and he hears nothing whatsoever of the
decision. All members are honor-bound to give him no information
of what went on in the discussion. All he learns about is the final
action that they take.
That is universally followed. This conflict of interest is a thing
that comes in very generally, and has to be handled. The difficulty
is that unless you can find some way of working so as to permit people
that might have a conflict of interest to participate in the program1
you immediately cut out a lot of the most effective people you could.
have.
The problem seems to me to be to set the thing up in such a way
that the man who has the conflict of interest is on the one hand never
· personally embarrassed, and, on the other hand, is never in a position where he can exert influence on his own show. I think that is a
policy scheme that has to be set up within the organization, but I
would hate to see a thing like atomic energy, as important as that,
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set up in such a way that you would say that everybody who .was
concerned in the field of atomic· energy in his other affairs was automatically ruled out.
.
.
. ·
The CI;IAIRMAN. Of course, they would be eligible for the advisory
board that is provided for under the bill.
Dr. COMPTON. Well, I have given my best judgment. I may not
be right on this.
· ·. .
. The CHAIRMAN. It is just a disagreement as to the philosophy of
the thing between you and myself.
Senator MILLIKIN, .May I suggest in that connection that this
conflict of interest is a matter of degree. In the Senate, for example,
we have many farmers, men who own farms, who do not consider that
there is any conflict of interest when they legislate on farm pi·oblems,
and legislate in a way that may affect them importantly so far as
their own farms are concerned.
It is a common practice in the Supreme Court of the United States
for a man to disqualify himself if he has had some conflicting interest
in the litigation before him.
.
I respectfully suggest that unless you can find a man from Mars
or the moon, or some place, he has had some connection with the rest
of the world and is found to run into conflict of interest in remote
degree. When he comes into conflict of interest in close degree, then
as any other honorable man would do, he disqualifies him,elf. Isn't
that correct?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir; it ii:i.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you assume, Doctor, that you are going to
have a top commission with the benefit of instruction from sneeialists,
it doesn't particularly matter who is on that, what profession the men
on the top commission may belong to, if they are honorabfo mAn to
start with, if they are intelligent men, if they have a. sensitivity to
progress in science, if they have 11 sensitivity to our economic situation
and to the problems of industry, if they have a sensitivity to our
national defense. You might find that any place, if those are good
qualifications for membership on that sort, of commission. Would
you disagree?
Dr. COMPTON. No; I agree with that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, Senator Millikin used the example of the
Supreme Court Justice disqualifying himself. It is my hope that
membership on this Commission, if set up as proposed in the bill,
would be considered of equal dignity, on account of the life-anddeath potentialities of the decisions of such a commission, to be on a
par with justiceship on the Supreme Court.
Certainly I am sure tlmt neither you nor I would want Just.ice
Burton or Justice Stone or any other justice to be operating a private
law office in Washington, New York or any place else, would we?
Dr. COMPTON. No, sir; we would not .
. Senator MILLIKIN. I w11nt to say th11t I quite agree, Mr. Chairman.
For example, there certainly would be a reel lantern on the appointment of the head of a great power concern, let us say, to this Commission; for obviously he would be exercising judgment in his job
that might very easily bring up a very clear conflict between his
private interests as the head of a great power concern and his public
interest in relation to this energy.
Dr. CoMP'roN. I think my testimony on this, of course, is colored
by my own experience; my owr. experience has been that those jobs
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that have been handled by the method thu.t I advocate have been
handled in a manner that has been both efficient and honorable.
:
I would also say this: In the experience of this Sc;,ience Advisory
Board in 1933 and 1934, it was not a very romantic job that was done.
That was f!,t a time when the scientific budget had been cut to the
bone, and the question was how to carry on. Our job was at the
request of the Secretaries of the Departments, or the Director of the
Budget, to go into some of these scientific bureaus to see how they
could be salvaged and what best could be done. We had a board,·
and quite a number of subcommittees, and we ·never asked a single
man to serve on that board or one of the subcommittees who turned.
it doirn. 1 think there must· have been 50 or 75 men engaged in
those studies,· and everyone dropped everything he did or was doing
for a period of a year or 2 years.
Senator MILLIKIN. Were they scientific men?
Dr. COMPTON. They were, sir.
Senutor MILLIKIN. Do you believe this is a correct statement: that
probably of all of the professions in the world, the scientist is less interested in monetary gain-I am speaking of the pure scientist?
Dr. COMPTON. I don't know of any other group that has less interest in monetary gain, and I have had enough experience in seeing
scientists get jobs one place or another to know that the interest and
importance of the job far outweigh a differential of 25 or 50 percent in
the salary they get from it. That is always true.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think you will agree that we all have egotistical motivations. The motivation of some is to have the biggest
car in town or the most money in town.
Is not one of the egotistic motivations of scientists to have his name
on a sound paper to receive the kudos of his fellow scientists, and to
build up his reputation with papers and contributions, and to be known
among his fellow scientists as a good man in the field? Is that not the
main ego satisfaction that the scientist gets?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't the same considerations, Doctor, that
Senator Millikin has just graphically expressed be present in ·the
. drawing power of a full-time, well-paid commissionership on this
Commission?
Dr. COMPTON. It would have a drawing power; I don't deny that at
all. But there are some people that it would not draw who would be
very useful. As you say, you can get help from them on the advisory
commission.
Senator HICKENLOOPEH. I wish to explore one thought for just a
moment on the question of the executive and administrative set-up of
this Commission. I think it is a difficult problem and a most important problem as to how it is constituted, but I have in mind, Doctor, a
particular board at this moment which is very important-and I won't
say where it is-which has tremendous authority in a technical field.
I am quite sure that the membership of that board that exercises
final authority is very _mediocre. The capacity of the members to
evaluate recommendations that are given to them by experts is not
great. That board consequently has been buffeted from one side to
another on decisions due to the lack of the ability of those who control
the policy to evaluate the expel t 11dvice on one side or the other that
is given them.
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: I. think we have sometimes run that danger on arbitrary appointments in controlling positions, and then rely upon really highly technical advice at the lower levels to keep the board straight.
. In other words,· it would seem to me that in a matter as important
as this, and with the implications and ramifications as great as we
think this is, those who control the policy or the last word on it should
have at least as great a mental capacity for analyzing and arriving at
~onclusions-whether they are expert in a particular field of adv~ce
or not--as the experts who advise them. If they are a shade below
that capacity, then we are apt to get an uncertain course, and we are
apt to get into a position where the policies of that board, because of
the very conflicting advice they may get and their lack of ability to
evaluate, may be not what it should be.
Dr. COMPTON. You have expressed very well, I think, better than I
have expressed, one part of the concern I have here; because it seems
to me that the advisory boards primarily should be experts, advising
as experts, and not advising as national policy .makers. The commission itself has got to be the one that makes the policy, subject to
Congress.
As you say, it has got to have a caliber that will command the
respect of the public and the respect of these advisory groups.
Furthermore, I think that one very important safeguard in a position of this sort is that the -man should not be under influence in his
decision by the fact that his $20,000 or $50,000 a year may depend on
the decision that he makes. When you get in as high a position as
that, I think that is pretty important, and you cannot always get it.
There are some types of situations where that cannot be done; for
example, the Supreme Court is one of those.
The CHAIRMAN. And the Senate, Doctor.
Dr. COMPTON. And the Senate; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And the House.
Dr. COMPTON. But I believe that the thing can be done here-not as far as the work of the administration is concerned, but as to
the decision on the major policies and the evaluation-as one stage
between the administrator and the Senate, for example, as to how
the thing is going on, and there should be a group there that is more
independent than a group would be set up under this bill.
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, if you have finished that particular angle of it, I would like to ask President Compton to turn back
to what he said about the I-year termination of all contracts, and so
forth, after which, as the words of the bill now provide, the Commission shall arrange for the exclusive operation of facilities employed
in the manufacture of fissionable materials.
My question is, viewing the possible magnitude of such production
for peacetime purposes, do you think that the Government can ever
anive at a point where they can as efficiently operate those plants
as they have very likely been able to do under private management, under contracts, or for gain?
Dr. COMPTON. I don't believe so. How big the differential would
be, I wouldn't know, or whether the differential is worth paying; but
I don't believe they can be handled as efficiently, and I think at the
present stage where the thing is in so much flux-as, for example, will
these production methods be rendered obsolete within a limited period
of time by a method of enriching the piles, or some other material, or
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something of that sort?-the matter might become a problem that
would t,ake the finest engineering talent that could be found to handle
the modifications. I don't know any place inside the Government
where that is found.
·
I suppose the Army engineers come closest to it, and they have done
a magnificent job; but they have had to get the outside help to do
this type of construction, because there is no background of experience
for that. 'l'o make that shift by law-say that that shift has to be
made within a period of 1 year-it seems to me is running a big risk.
Senator HART. I was attempting to carry you a little further than
that, Doctor. There are arguments on both sides, and very good
arguments for co'nfining this absolutely to the Government; and there
are other considerations. Now, if this docs grow into a really big
business for the production of power or other peacetime purposes, as
it may, I just wonder if you think that the Congress should at this
time lay down a law that private business never can engage in it
except under very tight licens~s which would allow not too much
private industry?
·
Dr. C.oMP'lON. I think one thing we all agree on is that this is so
important for national safety and international relations,· that the
control has got to be a tight control anyway you work it so far as the
control goes .. It seems to me there is no question but that the Government has to retain tight control over this thing because of its nature
and significance. When it comes to how that control is maintained,
whether it is by actually doing all the work itself or by allowing it
to be done undei contracts or under license, I think it is too early at
the present stage to say what ought to be done. I think the tning
should be left flexible, and I can quite easily see that it might be desirable that the Government operate at least some of these plants and
·sell the byproduct power, or something of that sort.
·
I think 1t may be a big enough thing so that in the long nm it has
got to be Government-operated, but I would hate to make the decision
in the legislation right now. I would rather see that left flexible, and
see how that thing develops. The legislation could be made later
after we find out how it goes.
Senator MILLIKIN. I believe you have answered a question I wanted
to ask you, Doctor, pursuing Senator Hart's theme. What we can
do with this energy and how we are going to do it depends largely on
the state of the world. If w'e were to reach a period where we have
dependable assurance of world peace-and I mean dependable assurance of world peace-we could have an entirely different viewpoint
toward the controls the field require at the present time. Is that not
r.orrect?
Dr. COMPTON. Oh, yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Is it not also correct that at the present time
this is a field that requires some Government subsidy if we are going
to go ahead with it? To put it another way, do you know of any
private industry that is willing to spend the money necessary to carry
on from where we are now?
Dr. CoMPTON. No, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. And there is precedent for that. I think we
have appropriated $30,000,000 for research on the use of coal and oil,
because private industry would not interest itself in the subject. . I
think an argument could be made that this is something ~hat, if you
want to go ahead with it, has to have some Government subsidy.
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Dr. CoMP'roN. I agree with that, sir.
· .
Senator HART. But you still do agree that we should not be too
inflexible in that respect in any law we put on the books at this time?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir.
.
. ·
Senator MILLIKIN. But you d6 visualize that the time might come
when· the public safety factors were no longer predominant, and at
that time it might be advisable to turn the whole thing loose into
private ei;iterprise?
·
.
. Dr. COMPTON. Perhaps, under adequate control. I think the thing
is inherent,ly so dangerous, there are so many dangerous things· that
can happen if it is not properly handled, that it will always have to·
be a thing that is under very close Govern·ment supervision. I think
the time might coine when there would be large industrial use.
Of course, I think this bill is well drawn on that point as regards.
industrial use of the product, because, if I understand it correctly, the
bill is drafted in such a way that a license can be given, a nonexclusive
license for industrial use on appropriate terms; so that as far as using
the product is concerned, I think the bill is all right.
·
The only place where this question arose was on the actual job of
manufacturing the fissionable materials in the first place. ·
Senator MILLIIUN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one more
question, and then I promise to desist.
Do you £eel that an inspection system is feasible which, at the same·
time, will not violate the necessary secrets in laboratories of private·
industry that are not engaged in producing atomic energy?
Dr. COMPTON. I think so; yes. We have had so,ne minor experi..:
ence to back that. vVe know that the fire-insurance companies have
inspection of plants, and they go into the plants of one company and
its competitors, and so forth. I have never heard of any scandal in
that connection.
Senator MILLIKIN. Of course, you could stand a fire. The whole
theory of a fire-insurance company is to be able to stand the fire;
whereas, we cannot stand an attack of atomic bombs.
Dr. COMPTON. But the inspection you are thinking of is the inspection to find out the conditions under which this material is being
used-first, whethm· it is being worked with at all, and second, the
conditions under which it is being handled.
Senator MILLIKIN. And whether there is a clandestine development of the energy for an improper purpose.
,
· Dr. CoMPTON. It will be a difficult pro1lem, but I think the diffi-·
culties of not doing it are so much greater than the difficulties of
doing it that there can be only one answer to that.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you said that you were in Japan at the
time the interim committee was functioning?
Dr. CoMP'l'ON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIIlMAN. Did you view those Japanese cyclotrons while you
weie there?
Dr. COMPTON. I saw the two of them that were in Tokyo. I think
there were three others in Japan that were completed, and one other
in the course of construction; but I saw only the two that were in
Tokyo. ·
The CnAmMAN. Did you v,pprove of their destruction?
Dr. COMPTON. No, sir; I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you consulted about that?
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Dr. Cm,IPTON. I was consulted in Japan with reference ;to· the
conditions under which they should be allowed ..to operate, and the
scientific mission of which I· was a member drafted the regulations
which were put into effect under MacArthur's order, .under which
they were operating at the time when I le.ft.
. , ' • ,. . . ·
.
· That is, conditions were that in the first place we recognized that
the cyclotron is not a military .tool. I think Dr. Langmuir, before
your committee, said "Jt produces knowledge; it doesn't produce
bombs," and we recognize that. We set up the regulations wherein
all Japanese nuclear scientists should be required-who were doing
any laboratory work-to report the objectives and nature of their
work at such periodic intervals us thQ commanding general might
order. Second, of course, they should be open for inspection at any
time; and third, they should engag~ in no work that could conceivably
produce quantities of uranium-235, plutonium, or similar elements
which would be capable of being weighed with the most sensitive
chemical balance. Finally a later order went in that limited their
work to production of tracer materials for use in biological and medical
research.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the commanding general approve of that
report that the scientific mission made?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes, sir; it was the official order, the official ruling
under which that work was going on at the time when I left Japan
at the end of September.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you surprised to see that they bad been
destroyed?
Dr. COMPTON. I was.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you lmow who caused their destruction?
Dr. CoMPTON. Nothing except what I have read in the papers, no .
. I know the Secretary of War, to whom I wrote a letter of protest,
accepted full responsibility. He said the order had gone out over
his name. He said that he personally had known nothing about it,
and I can well understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he tell you who was responsible in the War
Department for this reversal of the scientific mission's advice?
Dr. CoMP'l'ON. No, sir; I don't know that, and the War Department
here may have known nothing 11bout the scientific mission's advice,
and probably didn't. I don't know that, and I have not tried to
find out.
The CHAIRMAN. It might be well for this committee to find out.
Dr. COMPTON. Well, I think it was unfortunate. It is a dead
issue; the thing won't happen again. I think it was unfortunate and
it disturbed a good· many people.
Senator MILLIKIN. Was it a good cyclotron?
Dr. COMPTON. It was a good cyclotron. It was operated by a
Japanese scientist named Nishina who was a personal friend of
Ernest Lawrence, and when Lawrence built his next-to-the-largest
cyclqtron-or perhaps one just before that-he ordered duplicate
parts, m11gnets, and coils, for his friend Nishina. That was the
basis of Nishina's cyclotron. As far as the major construction parts
were concerned, it was identical with one of these at the University
of California.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Ar~ there other cyclotrons ope.rating in
Japan now?
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Dr. COMPTON. I believe not.·
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Were all the cyclotrons destroyed in
Japan, or just one? . ·
.
Dr. COMPTON. I cannot answer that question; I don't know. I
have just seen the pictures of this big one of Nishina!s being destroyed,
and I have had rio report from Japan. If I recall the newspaper
reports, it was that they had all been destroyed.
Now, Nishina had two cyclotrons. There was one smaller one,
and it was completely destroyed in one of our incendiary bombing
raids. I never would have believed that an incendiary raid could
do what was done to that mass of iron and copper, but it certainly
was completely wreckeq. The big one that was later destroyed by
the Army was not damaged in the raid.
·
Senator AusTIN. Was it melted?
Dr. COMPTON. The iron was not melted; the copper was melted
down. The iron warped, but not melted.
Senator MILLIKIN. What is the size of one of those big ones, how
many tons?
Dr. COMPTON. I can not remember the tonnage. The instrument
was one that would have pretty well filled this section of the room
here, giving space enough to get around it. I forget the tonnage.
Senator HART. I have one question which the Doctor may not
wish to answer.
I don't know, Doctor, whether or not you have touched upon
security of secrets very much in these manifold duties you have been
carrying on for the Government; but if you have, I would like to ask
if you think the provisions of S. 1717 for security as of now are sufficient. They fall back upon the Espionage Act, with the possibility
of administrative softening or hardening, but nothing else. The
, .question is whether you think that as of now that would be sufficient?
Dr. CoMPTON. Yes, sir; I thoroughly approve of those provisions
here. I think they are sufficient, and I think they are very wise,
because as I see tho situation, we arc not worried about what happens
in tho next 2 or 3 years; we are worried about what may happen over
a longer period than that. The most important single thing for us
to be in a strong position is to develop this field of atomic energy
and all the scientific and engineering background just as fast as we
can. That cannot be done under security restrictions.
It seems to me that from a standpoint-speaking solely now of
national defense-the wisest thing we can do is throw these restrictions to the winds as regards the scientific facts, the facts of nature.
I am not referring now to . the industrial technique and know-how.·
As far as the scientific facts u.re concerned, I think security restrictions should be completely removed and we should go ahead just as
fast as we can possibly get ahead in the development in that field.
If at any time the country gets under the storm clouds, or something
of that sort, then things can be tightened up as they would in time of
emergency. If war should break out, then of course the restrictions
would be put on again.
I have used this illustration, I think, once before. I think our
national security factor in this thing is analogous to something lilrn
this: Suppose that back when most of you were children and I was
a young man, about the time the automobile came in, the War and
Navy Departments had said, "Well, this internal-combustion engine
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looks as if it ought to have a very great military significance, and we
will classify that information and develop it for our military purposes
in trucks, tanks, and maybe airplanes"-if they were envisaged
at that time .. ·
· ·
·
I think it is clear to everybody that under those conditions our
great automotive industry never could have been developed to anything like the strength that it is now. 'fhen, when we got into this
war; we might have had some secrets on our shelves, but we would
have had an absolutely inferior product and wouldn't have had the
productive capacity which was far more important than any secrets
we had ·irr·winning the war.
I think we should look at this atomic energy thing in the same way
at this stage.
Senator HAR'l'. Just one other thing, Doctor. I don't think that
you mean that such production secrets as we still retain should be
disclosed any further than they have been?
·
Dr. COMPTON. Yes; I agree. I think they should not be disclosed
and I think we should keep that industrial know-liow at least until
such time as our country, our Congress, is convinced that an international arrangement has been arrived at which we can go along with.
When that time has come then I think our country should take the
lead in its generosity in cooperating with that organization; but
until that time, I think we should keep this know-how.
·
Senat01; HART. Would there ever be any good in our telling the·
rest of the world how to make a bomb?
Dr. COMPTON. I cannot see any good in the world in that; no.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, if, at the time Rutherford split the nitrogen atom back in 1919, restrictions such as now are exercised by the
War Department on the whole field of nuclear energy were imposed,
do you think there would have been the advance that occurred
between 1919 and 1939?
Dr. COMPTON. Certainly not; no, sir. As you gentlemen know
perfectly well, this knowledge of nuclear physics just advanced by
leaps and bounds in the late 1920's and 1930's. This fission idea
came in, i11 about 1939. I think it will go ahead by leaps and bounds
again if the thing can be set free to go. It will go much faster in the
future than it has in the past, if conditions are right.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Our intensive activity in the investigation
in this field in the last 4 or 5 years has been in the presence of war to
develop exclusively a weapon of war.
Dr. CoMPTON. That is right.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. And that was the sofo and only immediate
object that we had in mind.
Dr. COMPTON. That is right.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Therefore, do you think-whether compartmentalization was the answer, or some other matter-we should
have retained strict secrecy so for as the military activity, objectives,
and methods were concerned during that period?
. Dr. CoMPTON. During the war period, I think the thing has been
handled just righh I think we can regret that out of all the work
these scientists were doing there wasn't more work done in science
to devrlop the art; but that was inevitable. It was cast aside.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Our object wasn't to advance the art
but to produce a weapon of war as quickly as possible, I believe.
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Dr. CoMPTON. I have no criticism at all of the way it was handled
during the war, My·coriunent is only as. to what we do next, throwing
the scientific side of the thing open.
. _·.
_
··
Semi.tor HrcKENLOOPER. So far as I have been able ·to observe,
Doctor, it seems tiniversal that the intention of everyone that I know,
including the Army, is that scientific information should be given
when, ·as, and if Congl'ess sets up a civil body to take charge of this.
I think the secrecy at the present moment which is being maintained
is merely a carry-over from the military responsibility which probably
they would like to divest themselves of.
·
Dr. COMPTON. I am sure they would. I have heard various ones
say they would.
The point is, as I mentioned earlier, knowing that this Fedei:al
Atomic Ene1;gy Commission is going to be appointed, the Wa1· Department doei;;n't feel free, as I gather it, to make decisions on security,
on availability of materials, on setting up or making facilities available
to universities, for example, or to industry, or things of that sort,
because that would be doing something that the Congress intends
this Commission to supervise.
_
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. They accepted the responsibility under
the military secrecy and the military objective, as I understand it.
Dr. COMPTON. Yes. Incidentally, I would like to say this: It is
going to take some time to get this Atomic Energy Commission set
up and educated and operating, and I have already made a plea for
as prompt action as can be taken. In fact, I would go further in
my plea and say that·most of these minor details of definitions and
things of that sort I wouldn't waste time on at this stage, if it is
going to delay the passage of the Act. I would wait for those things
to be corrected in supplementary legislation if they cause a delay.
In the meantime, I think it is most important that the l\1anhattan
district retains the authority and the support necessary to do what
it can in the interim until the Atomic Energy Commission is ready
to take over.
Otherwise, everything stops.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. It is the only authority we have now.
Dr. CoMPTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIIlMAN. Thank you very much, indeed, Doctor.
(The prepared statement submitted by Dr. Compton is as follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT oF

Dn.

KA1iL

T.

COMPTON

Senator McMahon, members of the Special Committee of the Senate on Atomic
Energy, I appreciate the privilege of submitting to you my views on the J)roposed
legislation for the development and control of atomic energy. I scarcely need
to say that I consider this subject to be one of very great national importance.
It is also a subject on whieh it is highly desirable to reach wise decisions and to
pass legislation as promptly as possible because, until such legislation is passed,
the scientists and engineers who should be pushing forward to secure more complete scientific knowledge of nuclear processes and to develop useful peacetime
applications are to a considerable degilee "marking Lime" for lack of authority
to exchange information, to secure the materials necessary for research and development, or to secure the financial backing and make the commitments necessary to act.ive development of this field. The Manhattan district engineers are
doing what they properly can to bridge t,he gap until authoritative legislation is
passed, but for obvious reasons the program cannot go ahead at anything like
full speed until the Congress actJ. If such action is very long delayed the United
States will lose much of its head start in cornpadson to such other nations as
may already be throwing their full resources into the project.
··
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I have noted with interest and approval the very intelligent manner in which
your committee has tackled this problem by informing itself· as fully as possible
regarding the technical aspects of atomic energy and securiil.g'qompetent technical
·advice.. Benefiting by this approach and by the previous stiudies and legislative
drafts; you have drawn, in S. 1717, a bill which is clear-cut itl its definitions and
objectives,. all of which I approve. In view of the long· study which you have
made and the extensive testimony which you have already heard,. there would
seem to be no reason for my further amplification of this statement of approval.
I would, therefore, confine my discussion of S. 1717 to just three points, the
first two of which are of .rather minor importance and are simply the suggestion
,of further definitions to avoid possible later confusion. The third point, however,
which has to do with the constitution of _the Commission, I believe to be of very
,great importance. .
· ·
My first point is a technical one, having to do with the· definition of byproduct
materials in section 5 (c), paragraph (1), on page 10. ·From the context of (c)
I believe thnt you have in mind by "byproduct materials" those materials mostly
·"hot" in the sense of being radioactive.isotopes, which are produced in the action
-of a pile or. other device in the process of producing or separating such desired
-end products as uranium-235 and plutonium. As to such byproduct materials
I believe thnt their handling as provided for in (c) is wise and adequate.
However, there is another type of byproduct material which will be involved
.in the atomic energy program which should be handled differently and which
should not be confused with the type of byproducts which I have just mentioned.
I refer to the materials which will be byproducts in the process of metallurgical
-extraction of the basic uranium or thorium from the ores which you define as
"source materials" in section 5 (b) paragraph (1).
··
For example, there is a wide variety of ores from which uranium may be extructed. In some of these the manium content may be only a few percent or
even a few tenths of a percent, but it may be technically and economically feasible
to get uranium even from low-grade ores. In the process of extracting the uranium,
many other materials will also come out as byproducts, as, for example, copper.
Such byproducts would of course be commercially disposable and should be
handled in the usual comincrcial manner, and would come into the atomic·energy picture only insofar as their commercial disposition should reduce the
cost of the uranium or similar metal of interest for atomfo energy.
I suggest, therefore, that any confusion between the byproduct material
which the committee has in m'nd in this section and the type of byproduct
occurring in the extraction of the metal from the original ore could be taken care
-of by introdccing a ~entence in parenthesis immediately following the word
"material" in line 5, page 10, as follows: "(It shall not be deemed to refer to
·the non-radioactive substances which may be byproducts of the mE,tallurgical
processes involved in separating ordinary uranium, thorium, or similar materials
f10m their ores.)"
My second point refers to the definition of "source materials" in section 5 (b),
. page 9, line 1. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on how we look at it,
·these source materials are very widely distributed and traces of them can be
·found almost a11ywhere. I understand, for example, that on the average over
the surface of the earth if you take up a good shovelful of dirt it will on the average
-contain sufficient traces of fissionable materials so that, if they were extracted,
purified and properly used, they could supply an amount of energy equivalent
to the burning of about 3 tons of coal. Literally speaking, therefore, the definition
,of "source materials" as now written would require a license from the commission
.in almost every mining operation. This absurd extreme is of course not the
intention of the bill, but it would seem to me desirable to modify the definition
-of "source materials" to make it conform more accurately to what your com.mittee has in'mind.
·
I would therefore suggest the insertion, after the word "containing" on page 9,
.line 2, the words "quantities deemed by the commission· to be economically
·i'ecoyerable of.". Thus this definition would read:
.,
·
·
"The term 'source materials' shall include any ore containing quantities deemed
·oy the Coinmission to be economically recoverable of uranium, thorium, cir
·beryllium, and such other materials peculiarly essential to the production of
-fissionable materials as may be determined by th'C Commission with the approval
,of the President."
·
·
·
Turn now to my third point which I consider· to be a very serious objection
to S. 171.7 in comparison to the corresponding provisions in the May-Johnson·
'bills. I refer to the constitution of the Atomic Energy Commission as provided
rln section 2 on pages 3 and 4.
·
··
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· This section provides.for 'a commission of.five -members·with:-quite substantial
compensation, who are prohibited from engaging in, any other business, vocation;
or employment, and for whom there is no specified term of office. This Commission is responsible both- for the determination of policies, within the. limits
and directives established by the Congress, and also for the administration and
execution of these policies. In my judgment this is an inferior type of organization and subject to serious objections, of which the following are important.
1. It is not good administrative practice to have the administrative and executive functions in the same hands as the policy-making function. This is illustrated
in every type of significant organization in our country. Starting at the top, in
our Federal Government the policy-making function is vested in the Congress
and the executive function is vested in the President. In every business organ•
ization the policies are ultimately set by the board of directors and carried out
by the president and his subordinate officers. In every university the ultimate
policy -decisions are made by a board of trustees and executed by the president
and his facultr. The same.organizational pattern is found in the great altruistic
foundations, hke the Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Corp., the Brookings
Institution, and the larger hospitals. It is not an accident or mere tradition
that the policy-making and executive functions have been so universally separated,
It is a result of experience and of the survival of the form which in the long run
has proven most advantageous. It is therefore running contrary to all the
background of experience to entrust so important an enterprise as the development of atomic energy to one small body of men responsible for their administrative acts and executive efficiency to themselves as policy makers, subject only
to the ultimate control of the Congress. It would be much wiser I believe to
have a policy-making commission or board subject in over-all matters to the
President and the Congress, but, within their directives, determining the policies
and in a position to evaluate the carrying out of these policies by an administrator,
2. While the Commission as set up in section 2 could command the services of
good men it could not command the services of the best men, and certainly the
best wisdom and competence anywhere available will be re4uired to direct and
develop the potentialities of a program of such importance to our nation and to
civilization. I believe it should be made possible to bring in the policy-making
function men of such wisdom and statesmanship, for example, as Elihu Root and
Newton D. Baker, if they were now alive. It should be possible to draw on the
services of some of the most expert and mature scientists and engineers. It
should be possible to bring into the Commission the heads of some of the most
important departments of the Federal Government intimately concerned with
atomic energy. If the Atomic Energy Commission were established in accordance
with section 2, it would- immediately rule out from membership all men of this
type, yet I feel sure that it is most important that men of such qualifications
should be eligible for appointment to the policy-making commission.
3. I believe that the implication of indefinite tenure of membership on the
commission is unwise because, in such a new and actively developing field as
atomic energy it should be possible from time to time to bring in new blood and
new ideas, and for this reason I believe that there should be a term of appointment
long enough to insure experience and full competence but not so long as to permit
the Comrµissioh to fall into a bureaucratic rut.
4. I do not believe that the policy-making function of the Commission should
require full time, although it certainly would require very substantial time; in
fact I do not believe that the policy-making function could long be very effectively
carried out by men who are restricted, as in this bill, from participating in other
business, vocation or employment. This objection of course does not carry over
to the administrative and executive functions because here certainly there must
be a fnll-time staff for whom this job becomes a career. ·
5. I believe it undesirable and also unnecessary to provide substantial compensation for the members of a policy-making commission, as distinct from the administrative staff. The salaries proposed in this bill of $20,000 or $15,000 per
year are generous ·for governmental employees. However, for the type of individual who seem~ to me to be called for in establishing our national policies on
atomic energy, this monetary reward would not be an inducement. If it were
the inducement he would not be the right type of person for the job. This right
type of person should be one who took the job as a public duty because of its
in1erest and importance, and there is plenty of past experience to indicate that
such men will be available. I would furthermore point out that these proposed
rnlaries are sufficiently attractive to create strong pressures for appointment by
me'n seeking good governmental berths. This is not the type of man to whom
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the' policies in so important an enterprise should be entrusted. I should interpolate here ·by saying that I would have very considerable faith in the President and
the Congress in their desire to make the best possible appointments to such an
important post, but I simply point out that in my judgment the set-up described
in section 2 would be a severe handicap. ·
6. I realize that in some quarters there appears to be a feeling that the affairs
of government can only be safely entrusted to men on the Government. pay roll.
In a great many cases this is necessary and inevitable in view of the nature of the
job and its responsibilities. In other cases, however, it is not necessary, or in my
judgment. even desirable, and I think that this is one of such cases.
·
The fact that voluntary services to the Nation can bes cured and efficiently
rendered is amply demonstrated by the performance of the Office of Scientific
Research and Development during the past war. Perhaps the best long-term
example is that of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, which has
operated for over 25 ye'.lrs in a very distinguished and fruitful manner under the
· direction of a committee serving part-time and ,Yithout salary, yet devoting a
combination of time, energy, and talent because of the interest and imr,ortance of
the job. N ci fullstime paid commission, for example, could have commanded
the servfres of ·the three past chairmen of the N ACA, President Ames, Dr. Bush,
or Professor Hunsaker. At the time of the last war, recognizing the great importance and technical character of aviation, the Congre~s established the
National Advisorv Committee for Aerona1it.ics in a manner to command the
services of the most competent personnel in the country and to operate in a
manner as fully as possible free from political pressures. it is the same kind of
act.ion which I believe is now called for to make the best progress in this similar
situation of atomic energy, namely, a situation of great national importance and
of hi 6 hly technical character.
·
For reasons such as the above, t,herefore, I believe that section 2 of S. 1717 is
unwise and is inferior to the alternative type of organization proposed in .the
May-Johnson bills which provide for au. unpaid, part-time policy-making commissiou, with members scrdng a definite (0-year) term, and with a paid, fulltime a·lmini.,trative org:tnization under an administntnr appointed by the Commissiou (or it might alt,ernaf.ively be 11011\inntc-J by the Commissi.rn and appointed
by the President with the approval of the Senate).
·
I believe that this issue is so important that, if I had to express a preference
between the two bills as now written, I should state my preference for the May
bill, in spite of the fact that I like the clarity and emphasis of S. 1717 in other
respects:
Permit me to conclude this statement with brief comments on the May bill,
H. R. 4566, and the Johnson bill, S. 1463. I believe that in their original forms
these two bills were essentially identical. The revised !\fay bill, II. R. 451i6, is a
<lccidcd improvement over the original May bill and in my judgment is preferable
to S. 1463 in those portions in which they now diITer.
1 lwlicve that II. R. 4566 is a good and accept.able bill as it now stands, except
for Olle feature, the criticism of which also applies to a slightly greater extent to
the corresponding portion of the Johnson bill.
·
In the Johnson bill, S. 1463, page 12, lines 14 to 20, there occurs this statement:
''The Commission is authorized to extend the provision of this subsection (b)
to any depositH from which there can be refined or produced other metals or substances determined by the Commission to be readily capable of or directly connected with the transmutation of atomir. species, the production of nuclear
fission, or -the release of atomic energy."
I suspect that in drafting this bill it was not realizecl that this phraseology
would give the Commission jurisdict.ion over probably every material of which.the
earth is composed. My physicist friends who are closer to the new develop!Iien~s
than I am, tell me that there is probably only one of the entire group of 92 chemical elements of which the earth is composed which has not been proven in one
way or another. to be "directly connected with the transmutat,ion of atomic
species, the product.ion of nuclear fission, or the release of atomic energy." It
was certainly not the intent,, nor would it bc> t,he desire of the Congress, t,o place
under the Atomic Energy Commission jurisdiction over all tho materials of which
the eart.h iH composed. As I once remarked, thiH woulrl leave very few human
activities except contemplation and religion outside the jurisdiction of tlw
Commission.
.
.
The point is that modern science has found ways ·or transmuting a very large
majority of the chemical elements, transforming them from one Plement to some
different element, and in the process of nuclear fission quite a variety of common
i04931-40-pt. 2-12
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chemical elements are produced as uranium-23.5 or plutonium (explode) by fission
However, all but a very few of these transmutations are of only scientific interest.
It is only a very few, notably the fis~ion • of uranium-23.5 and of plutonium and
their attendant processes which involve atomic energy in foreseeable useful or
dangerous form. Consequently the above wording in this bill should be redrafted so as to include only those aspects of nuclear processes which are significant from the standpoint of usefulness or hazard.
The May bill, H. R. 4.566, attempts to specify more exactlv the desired objective by inserting the word "peculiarly," as for example on page 14, line 9, and page
15, line 10, and specifies the substances with which the bill is concerned as those
which the Commission determines to be "readily capable of or peculiarly related
to the transmutation of atomic species, the production of nuclear fission, or the
release of atomic energy." This would leave it. to the Commission. to interpret
the significance of the word· "peculiarly."
While this is an improvement over the origina.l phraseology, I believe that it
would be still further improved by the insertion of an additional definition in
H. R. 4566, page 30, immediately following paragraph (g), somewhat.along the
following lines:
"(b) The term 'peculiarly related to' means es.sentially involved 'in the production of fiss,ionable material or release of atomic energy in processes capable
of producing materials or energies in stich appreciable quantities as to be commercially or militarily significant, or to constitute a national hazard."
In conclusion, therefore,· I would summarize my testimony on these bills as
follows. As they now stand I believe that the interests of the Nation would be
better served by the May bill, H. R. 4566, than by the McMahon bill, S. 1717.
If section 2 of S. 1717 should be modified to adopt essentiaHy the type of Commission and Administrator provided in H. R. 4.566 I then believe that S. 1717
would be the more advantageous of the two bills. If 11 bill like the Johnson bill,
S. 1463, is to be followed by the Senate, I believe that it should be revised to conform with the May bill, H. R. 4.566, and that both bilfs should define what is
meant by "peculiarly related to" along the lines suggested above. Finally I
would again emphasize, as I did in the beginning the .importance of prompt
action. I deem prompt acLion so important-. tha.t I would advocate passage of
the May bill without changes, or of the Mcl\Iahon bill with only the change
in the constitution of the Commission, if by so doing a month or more of delay
could be avoided. The desirable minor improvements could be made later in
supplementary legislation.
Until the legislation is passed, and no time allowed to organize and educate the
Atomic Energy Commission, it is essential that the Manhattan district be
authorized and financed to continue its work vigorously.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Edward Teller.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD TELLER, PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Professor TELLER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my
name is Edward Teller. I a.m professor of physics at the University
of Chicago. During the Inst 7 years I havo bcon working on the
problem of atomic power. In the pcl'iod leading up to Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, I witnessed a strikingly fast and successful development. The main fact which I want to call to the attention of the
Senate Special Committee on Atomic Energy is this: Since the surrender of Japan the scientific and technical development of atomic
energy has practically come to a standstill.
Many.feel that with the successful conclusion of the war there is no
further need to develop atomic bombs. Development of bombs
must depend on the international situation. As a scientist I do not
think that I a.min a better position than the average citizen to make a
recommendation on the desirability of production of weapons. But
many people will agree that peacetime work should proceed.
In the following, I shall attempt to give a crude outline of possible
future .developments of atomic power. I shall then discuss the
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reasons which h11,ve been responsible· for the lack of progress in the .
past ~onths ·and whicl~ threaten to frus~rate any vi~o_rous deyelopment m.the future. Fmally, I shall outlme the cond1t10ns wluch, m
my opinion, must be established if successful work on atomic power is
to be resumed.
·
.
·
Among the fields of future work, I should like to mention first the
defense against the. atomic bomb. Such defense may ·not utilize:
. atomic power. Yet in connection with the atomic bomb the feasibility
of defense must be uppermost in our minds.
.
.
It has been stated repeatedly that a satisfactory defense is impossible. I share this belief. Nevertheless, the difference between an
unsatisfactory defense and no defense may be decisive.
. ·
Devices may be constructed which destroy a considerable· fraction
of atomic missiles directed against us. It is extremely difficult but
not impossible to . develop fast-moving defense missiles which are
automatically steered toward approaching projectiles·. To aeeomplieh
this end, scientific and technical developments similar in magnitude
and success to recent work in raq_ar and jet propulsion would be necessary.
.
.
In recent years development of aggTessive wen.pons has outstripped
the development of defense. The V-2 rocket nnd the atomic bomb
are two instances of weapons against which, at present, no defense
exists. The atomic bomb is in its earliest infancy and even a moderate
amount of work may improve it considerably. Future bombs may
become less expensive, may be easier to handle, and they may have a
much greater destrnctive power. I am convinced that it will not be
very difficult to construct atomic bombs whichwill dwarf the Hiroshima bomb in the snme wny thnt that bomb has dwarfed high
explosives. In the near future, we can hardly expect that defensive
measures will catch up with the menus of n.ggTCssion. Our present
military advantage seems grcnt. But the events of the last years
show how quickly this sit;urition mn.y chnn&,"e. Only 3}6 years of intensive effort were needed to make an atomic bomb. Unless the possibility of a future wnr cnn he rliminnted, we are going to live in a
world in which safety no longer exists.
I do not know whether intcrnntionnl developments will make
further work on ntr.mic bombs nccessnry. I share the hope that the
atomic bomb, to~ctlwr with othN wcnpons of ng1,i-ession, will be
eliminated. But if it should be decided that we renew work on the
<levelopment'of the atomic bomb, it must be pointed out that, under
present conditions, we nTe not prepn.rccl to do so.
·
Among the peacetime applications, extraction of useful power from
chain reacting structures is first in economic sir;nificrmce. One must
not expect any profound effect.son our economic life in tho near future,
but specific applications may soon become important. One is production of energy in places whichnt pres(•nt lack chenp power. Another·
is consti·uction of smnlkr energy-producing units which will function
for n, very long period of time. It must be stated, however, that even
these smnller units cannot he instulled wit.hout a considerable weight
of shielding, and they therefore-cannot be used iu cars or nirplnnes but
only in fairly large-sized vessels. Pro 6 ress towar<l nll these ends has
been, in the recent pnst, slow.
Use of radio clements which are byproducts of atomic rower plants
will have an extremely great infiuenee in science, particularly in
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medical science. Work with these byproducts will lead t~ a better
understanding of living organisms, and the knowledge so gained will,
in the end, help to save human lives. Progress in this direction. ha,1
been practically negligible so far. In the past this was due to necessary wartime secrecy which made it impossible to distribute the radio
elements among the men who could have made use of them . . The
publication of the Smyth report has changed this situation. The
distribution of many radio elements would disclose now no important
secret and would result in no real danger since, in appropriately small
quantities, these byproducts are harmless. That the byproducts have
not been distributed and used in the last months is due, to a considerable extent, to the inertia of the administrative apparatus required for the disti·ibution. I believe that these materials should be
made available not only to scientists in this country but to scientists
throughout the world. This would be a gesture which would cost
us little and would bring us great returns in good will as well as in
the advancement of scientific 'knowledge.
·
Scientific use of byproducts 'Yill probably not be long delayed. All.
other phases of work on atomic power present a much more s~rio.us.
problem. This is so because scientists are returning to their academic
work and the great majority of them have stopped being actively
interested in work on war projects. There are several reasons for
this.
Scientists are men who have chosen as their work the free investigation of nature. For this freedom thev have sacrificed the expectation
of a greater income which industrial or commerciii.l jobs offer. They
will not give up this freedom exc('pt for the' most compelling reasons.·
In times of peace many foci an understandable re!uct.ance to work
on weapons of destruction.
The present interim arm.ngen:.rnts clo uot permit any long-range
planning. No long-term contrncts c·.an bo offered since the authorities
are reluctant to ma.Irn commitments prior to the passage of lrgislation.
Even if a person docs decide to continue work on nton,.ic power,
he is hampered by t.lJC fact thnt long-rnngc planning is rulrcl olit.
He feels, therefore, that his efforts arc wasted.
With the success of the atomi<" bomb, n m:mbcr of routine opemtions
hav~ become part of the progrnm. In Los AlaIT_os, N. lVex., which
was, up to the present date, my place of residence, these routine operations threaten to crowd out research nnd development. Under such
conditions it is extremely difficult to secure the cooperation of scic11tific personnel.
All of the security regulations arc irksome. Some seem to h<·
unnecessary, particularly since host.iliLirs have ended, rm! somr r11lc s
of secrecy are a serious hindrance to prngress.
The development of a.tomic power and the construction of the
atomic bomb were possible only because individua,J scientists working
on these problems were willing to take the initiative and to aRsumP
responsibility. According to the nature of the organization in which
we were working, and which continues to be in force, such individual
actions were not encouraged and often met with resistanr.c. Since
the eme1gency has passed, few scientists arr willing to act wit.Ji such
vigor unlrss they are both asked nnd encouraged to do so.
What can be done to induce a rew,onablr numbrr of scic•n!ist" lo
work on the further development of atomic power?
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First, it is importa1it that lc~islat.ion should be passed to make
long-term planning possible anct thus remov.e some of the present
handicaps. But the wrong kind of legielation will merely cause the
present stagnant conditions to continue.
It must be clear that no pressure can bring about real progress in
science or development. It is impossible to force a person to be.
inventive ana resourceful.
.
More fino,nci11l inducements will not suffice either, and Congress
cannot insure progress by simply appropriating great sums of money.
One of my young friends has recently accepted a stipend of $150 per·
month because this stipend permits him to continue his studies and·,
his research. In doing so he turned down a job with a salary almost
six times greater. A certain amount of money will, of course, be'
necessary to give scientific .workers enough leisure to go ahead with
their task. But other conditions are not less important.
·· ·
One of these is the removal of certain parts of secrecy regulations;
Purely scientific data-that is, facts concerning natural phenomehamust not be kept secret. If such secrecy is continued, it will warp·
the entire resca.rch activity of a.ny man who -is i.nvolved in work on
atomic power. He either bas to sever relations with the scientific
world not involved in the development of atomic power or he has to
acquire a split pcrsormlity, remembering in certain parts of his workonly certain parts of the information available to him.
Furthermore, ·scientific facts ctmnot be kept secret for any length·
of time. They arc readily re-discovered. If we attempt to keep
scientific facts secret,, it will cert,ainly hinder us, but will hardly
interfere with the work of a potential competitor.
The only sccrrts which cun rema.in cfl'ecti ve for a reasonable length
of time are tech111cal details of constrnction and industrial know-how.
Indeed, these U1ings cn.1111ot be onsily communicated except by actual.
collaborn.t.ion. As an oxnmple, I mny mention the construction of
cyclotrons. In Rpi to of the fact that full details have been published,
everyone had tlw grcalpst difficu!Lios in reproducing these instruments
except, those 1mm ·who had a chance t.o learn directly from the original
inventors.
Another pn.rt. of sccmity which will impede progress is compart-'
mentalizn.tion. During the work on the n.tomic bomb, an attempt
was ma.do to give en.ch person only so much information as he needed
to perform his specific task. Thus the fiPld of vision of each individual
was ttrtificttlly mtrrowNl down. He could not use his full imagination.
He could not, Le fully useful. One great drawback in this system is
that. in scientific work 110 person can j udgc what information another
man will ncml. Seicntific progress results from a continued search
for surprise. It cannot be planned or directed. Compartmentalizat,ion is the principle that your right hand must not know what your
left ha.nd is cloing. In Urn long run this principle makes effective
rnsear<.:h impossihlc.
I believe t.lrnt oven if some secrecy must be maintained, it should
be restricted to a few subjects on technical details. Secrecy regulations
shoulcl be in a large measure en trusted to the people who themselves
engngc in the work.
l'C'rlmps t.JH, most, irnport:1nt, requirement for successful scientific
work is the c•Jlcoumgcment of individual initiative. In organizing
work on atomic power there exists the gmvc danger of too much
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planning, of too great crntralization. TI1us a mistaken iden, a single
scientific prejudice in the minds of the pbnners, may render the
whole program barren. Such rigorous pla.nning will, furthermore,
repel the best scientific ta.lent.
.
.
This danger c11nnot be o.voi<lcd by good lrgislation but only by a
reasonable a<lministration oft.he law. But legislation may countl,)ract
overcentmlization by earmarking a yearly sum for smPII projects,
carried ou·t o.t universities. These projects should not be under the
d_irection of the central administration of atomic power. They should
be responsible to the faculties of the respective universities. Their
success should be' judged after 3 or 5 years. If even 1 percrnt
of the money spent on atomic power would be set aside for such
long-range investments, we could be assured of valuable returns.
To obtai:o. a systematic picture of the desirable relations of scientists
to future work on atomic power; I shall consider the problC'm under
fiv~ headings.
(1) WORK ON GENERAL SCIEN'l'IFIC BACKGROUND AND ON EDUCATION

Scientists are most eager to engage in this work. If the traditional
freedom of research is preserved and if some financial aid is given,
this type of work will flourish.
- (2) WORK ON TECHNICAL fEACETIME DEVELOPMENTS

One should attempt to carry out a considerable part of such work
at universities but only under the condition that the work need not
be kept secret. In the few cases where secrecy is necessary, the work
should be carried out in special laboratories. In this way universities
will remain institutions of free learning and enquiry. The special
laboratories will have to em.ploy some scientists and will use additional
scientific workers as consultants.
The two fields of n,ctivity just mentioned contribute most in building
up the technica.l and scientific potential of the country. Therefore,
in the long run, these endeavors am the most important for national
defense. If, however, short-range preparedness is necessary, other
types of development become important.
(3) DEVELOPMENT OF WEAPONS

If this activity is judged necessary, it should be carried out in the
most effective way. This means that secrecy should be reduced to
a minimum. As much as possible of the work not subject to secrecy
should also be carried out at universities. The rest must be done at
special civilian laboratories with full-time and part-time participation
of scientista. To secure the necessarr scientific personnel for this
work in peacetime will be difficult. The special laboratories n:ust
have, therefore, an exceptionally wise and liberal leadership. In
my opinion, one need not, and should not, exclude participation by
the armed forces.
(4) PRODUCTION OF WEAPONS

This work will never attract scientists and in the long run scientists
are not needed in this work. The work should be transferred to the

,-
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armed forces or to a Gover~1.ment-~ontrolled corporation, and, in either.
case, placed under the direct authority of the President of the United
States.
(5) TESTING OF WEAPONS

This activity is of great interest to the armed forces and for "the
scientists as well. An atomic bomb may be regarded as a scientific
tool. It allows us to find out facts of nature which cannot be found.
otit in any other way. These tests cannot be effectively performed
either by the scientists alone, who lack manpower, nor by the armed
forces alone, who lack detailed information. Therefore, tests should
be planned mainly by scientists, but, in the actual execution, the
armed forcec:i should participate to tbe greatest possible extent, ..
In my testimony 1 have repeatedly spoken of the further development of atomic bombs. I should like to say, in conclusion, that such
development niay lead to war, that a future war will be horrible
beyond imagination, that none of the combatants will be spared, and,
what is worst, that such a war may destroy the decency of those who
survive it.
But I do not know by what measures the danger of war may be
reduced. I have therefore restricted my testimony to the discussion
of the one question: If any aspect of atomic power is to be developed,
by what means can the necessary cooperation of scientists be obtained?
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much indeed, Doctor. There
will be a future announcement as to the next session.
(Whereupon, at. 12:20 p m. the committee adjourned.)
X
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ATOMIC ENERGY· ACT· OF 1946
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1046

'

'

UNI'I'ED S'I'A'I'ES SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMMI'I''I'EE ON ATOI\IIC ENERGY,
. Washington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m.,
in rooni 457, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Tydings, and Hart.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rafferty, I believe you are vice president of
the Union Carbide & Carbon Corp. ·
· ·
Mr. RAFFERTY. I am a vice president and director of the Union
Carbide & Carbon Corp.
'
The CHAIRMAN. We have asked you to come here this morning
primarily to give us any views that you may have on the domestic
legislation that is pending, that is, for the domestic problem.
However, I imagine we would like to have for the record a description of your company's part in this project as far as you can go with
it within the requirements of secrecy. So would you give us a description of your company's part in this project?
STATEMENT OF J. A. RAFFERTY, VICE PRESIDENT,
UNION CARBIDE & CARBON CORP.

Mr. RAFFERTY. Senator, I am glad to be heie in response to your
request to appear before this committee and to outline the activities
of the Union Carbide & Carbon Corp. in this Manhattan project.
There were about six of the units of the Union Carbide & Carbon
Corp. that participated actively in this work. There were the United
·States Vanadium Corp., the Linde Air Products Co., the National
Carbon Co., the Electro Metnllurgical Co., the Bakelite Co., and the
Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp.
.
Over the last 20 years the United States Vanadium Co. has been·
occupied in the prospecting, mining, and milling of carnotite ores.
These carnotite ores contain. vanadium oxide to the extent of about
40 pounds per ton-of ore, and these same ores contain about 5 pounds
of uranium oxide, or a quarter of 1 percent of uranium oxide in the ore.
The region of production of these carnotite ores lies rriostly in
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona.
·
. The extraction of vanadium oxide is a readily accomplished process,
and the gang or tailings after the extraction of vanadium oxide contain
·the uranium oxide, which we piled up in our plant.
281
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. · I don't ·know how inuch you want to go int~ :ii.ow, Senator, the
different n.ctiv.it.ies of the company.
·
.
The Linde Air Products Co. did ,its work mostly in Tonawanda,
N. Y. The Electro Metallurgical Co. did its work in Niagara Falls.
The Bakelite Co.:i::p. did its work in Bound Brook, N:. J. ·The Carbide
& Carbon Chemicals Corp .. operated· the Oak Ridge plant. That
plant in Oak Ridge has been operating, as you know, and is operating
today. I don't suppose I could.go into any of the details, for security
reasons, of. the op~ration -of.that plant.. I don't know what has been
declassified particularly~· and I would' be rather reluctant to speak
much about that;·
·
Senator HART, I su~gest, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Rafferty ,give
us. some most useful mformation as to, the use of the company's
,engineers, physicists, and chemists in the developmental work1 with
.a view to indicating the magnitude of the company's work m the
entire project. .
.
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Due to 'the experience that we had in all these
different activities-for instance, the know-how of which I spoke
.in the prospecting, mining, and milling of ore-we had e-yeryt~ing
pretty much ready for the use of the Government when this proJect
was launched, and we built and enlarged our facilities for supplying
the project with the increased demands that the project required.
We dealt a great deal, of course, in a research way, and placed the
facilities of our research laboratories, construction crews, and operating
-crews entirely in the hands of the Government.
H I were to go into the ac,tivities of the research laboratories, I am
afraid I would again get into regions where I don't know whether I am
.at liberty to speak or not.
·
. In the Oak Ridge plant, we not only cooperated in its design and
construction, but we had to man that whole plant, which is probably
the largest continuous operation in the world. Its operations were
very similar to those of a large chemical operation, and we took
plentifully from the operating personnel of the Carbide & Carbon
Chemicals Corp. The Linde Co. likewise, in running their big plant
up at 'fonawanda, took several hundred of their personnel to operate
it. That goes pretty much· for the Electro Metallurgical Co. in
Niagara Falls, who prepared the pure uranium metal for use by the
Hanford plant in Washington.
·
We had to work out those processes in great detail, which we did
by our technical forces, both the engineers and the research scientists
that the Senator speaks of.
·
The Bakelite Corp. had to supplement all the work that had been
done by the Columbia University in the researching of some of the
most critical parts of the Oak Ridge plant.
. The CHAIRMAN_. You feel somewhat bound by security restrictions
from giving a more complete description of the detail of the work,
Mr. Rafferty?
. Mr. RAFFERTY. In all this work, of course, we have participated in
a very major way, but our company has pretty much shunned the
limelight that has gone with this whole thing, very much because we
took seriously the injunctions of the Government in connection with
the security regulations.
The. CHAIRMAN. Do you recollect how many men you had on your
payroll in carrying out this over-all activity?
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, · Mr. RA:;F'FERT·y; Oh; Senato!'., I would say p·erhaps a rough guess of
'20,000 men. In .the Oak Ridge plant alone,. we have 10,000 men; .
.I would imagine-·we had another 10,000 in n.ll the. other i1ctivities of
our corporation. .
The CHAiRMAN. When we were down there, Mr. Raiierty, we did
not see so many men. That was one of the minor secrets of the
.occasion, the fact that there didn't seem to be such a large personnel
in·_ evidence as we went through the gas-dillusion plant which your
company operates.
.
._ .
·
_.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Of course the operations themselves in the gas-diffusion plant .are very highly instrumented, and it doesn't require
very many operators right at the s'Cene of operations. But there are
,a great deal of auxiliary operations for conditioning and maintaining
the equipment. W'e have a power plant down there alone, I think,
that generates about 300,000 kilowatts to run that plant.
The CnAIR;MAN. Did you erect that power plant?
Mr; RAFFERTY. We helped in the whole project. The power plant
itself was built by the Jones Construction Co. The Oak Ridge plant
was dei?igned by the Kellex Corp., but we collaborated all 'the way
through in the .design and engineering of the job. The operation of
the plant itself is entirely in our jmisdiction.
·
The CHAIRMAN. That is the entire gas-diffusion plant, as well as
the electromagnetic process?
Mr. RAFFERTY. No; the electromagnetic process is operated by
the Tennessee Eastman Co. We produce up to a certain purity of
material, and then they take it on. The Tennessee Eastman plant,
our plant-the gas-dillusion plant, plus the electromagnetic plant are
pretty much classified as the Oak Ridge development.
The CHAIRMAN. During your work, I presume that you developed
some new processes?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you develop any new gadgets or new inventions?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes, Senator, we would in that capacity in. which
we were serving-yes; quite a few.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that anything that your company
,or personnel has developed has any peacetime prospects for use?
.1\fr. RAFFERTY. Ye.;, sir.
·
_
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any of them that you could tell us about
without, in your opinion, violating the security regulations? I leave
.that entirely to you.
.
Mr. RAFFERTY. I would say thnt, for instance, in our mining
operations we have effected improvements that might be applicable
in some degree to the mining industry in general in this country.
In the Tonawanda plant, we have done some quite good work in
.effecting separating methods that we have developed which could be
applied generally, to industry. I wish I could expand more on that.
The Bakelite Corp. has done livery good job in some of their work.
Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp., of course, has done quite an out·standing job in the operation of that plant. When you get several
hundred outstanding chemical operators, the best improvements, I
have found in my experience are after the project leaves the research
·.laboratory and gets into the hands of the operators. There is a lot,
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I think, that will defelop to bring about industrial improvements in
· this country when this whole thing can be released.
·
· The CHAinMAN. Now, in the· contract that you have with the
Manhattan district or with t,he War Department-I beliei"e. it was
with the War Department that jott have your contracts?
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes, sir.
·
·
.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any provision in there for treatment
of patents of new inventions made during the course of this work?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, just what was specified in those contracts,
Senator, I cannot state definitely.,, I think I might sum ·up .that
whole thing by saying that we assumed that all this work that was
financed by the Government was certainly not our property, and I
don't think we made any effort at all to cover the thing by patents.
We even threw in our own know-how in these different operations,
and we weren't specific as to how much publicity might be given by
the Manhattan district to those patents of our own.
.
We were under such strain and stress in this whole ·work that the
question of where the proprietary ownership lay was a purely academic
one with us. I assumed that the Government would keep. control
of those improvements or patents that were effected .by the Government money.
·
.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that your belief as to what should be done
on all patents or all inventions that were made, and improvement\'
that were made in the course of this project?
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, my general conclusion in that direction
would be that if the Government has financed this work, they errployed private industry to go ahead and carry out the job. Now,
I don't think that industry has got any proprietary interest in that
sort of thing. There will be, of course, disputed zones wherein the
previous know-how of industry probably has made the major contribution to certain improvements that were effected in the course
of the worl:, and I think in that disputatious zone it certainly could be
compromised in some fair-minded manner.
· The CHAIRMAN. As far as you know, your company has filed no
claims for patents on anything developed by your company in the
project?
Mr. RAFFERTY. And financed by the Government?
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Mr. RAFFERTY. I don't recall any, and I would be surprised if
there are any, Senator.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything about the patent situation
of other companies that had to do with the project, whether they have
filed or not?·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Only by roundabout hearsay, and I don't know
whether there is. anything to it or not. I understand some of the
companies did file patents, but I didn't get that from the principals
of the companies themselves; I got it more or less by hearsay.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you, Mr. Rafferty, given any consideration
to S. 1717, or any of the other legislation?
Senator HART. May I ask him one question to clear up before
you begin that?
The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
·Senator HART. Mr. Rafferty, this zone of dispute as to whether
the inception of an idea ,whiP.h would be patentable and was carried
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on incident to the devi:ilopment work· of, the ;Marihattan distrid'- •

in the case of your company, is that a zone of consider11ble area?- ·

And also, ns another part ofmy questioh, whnt -is the position· of·
the individual who was an employee of your company, wlio had an
idea before he began to. be pnid by the Government indirectly that
he may have developed incident to his work ,vith the project? . . ·
Mr. RAFFEU'rY. Well, the zone of possible dispute between ourselves nnd the Government is so slim, Senator Hart, that we would
not.give it much heavy thinking at all. I don't imagine that anything in this disputed zone· would be momentous· enough for us to do
any more than give it to the.Government, if they made much of an
issue about it.
,
·•
.
·
·
Now, in the case of employees who may have developed some
previous know-how, tha£ would be a company matter, and I thirik
that ought also to lie in the same limitations of my first statement.
Senator IlAwr. The individual who was one of your employees
would not acquire patent rights in his own right?
Mr. RAFFERTY. No, that would be a company right, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rafferty, r presume you have given some
consideration, because of y'om deep interest in the project and the
extent to which.you hnve been engaged in it, to our present proposal
for handling the Manhattan district.
Do you· believe that there should be a Government monopoly of
the making of fissionnble materials, or do you think it permissible
to farm it out to private contractors?
·
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Senator, I have read the McMahon bill. I think
in the main it is a very good bill. I have a deep appreciation of the
fact that the success of this effort up to now has been due to a group
effort of Government, industry, and science, and I think it was the
best way to effect that success in the emergency in which we were
working.
But I do think now that the McMahon bill outlines very well a
system of carrying on that we should work under. I have only had
one thing in mind to debate about, which was the question as to
whether three or five men could carry on the tremendous ramifications
that their duties are going to involve. I noticed the other day that
the Commission was suggested to be cut down from five to three.
The CHAIRMAN. The President suggested that.
Mr. RAFFERTY. I think the people should have pretty much eontrol
of it. I think that considerable forming out might well be followed.
I am at a loss to see that the Commission can have 100 percent success
in this thing unless we tap and utilize the tremendous knowledge that
industry has ill' this thing.
There is no doubt in my mind-and I suppose I speak clanishlythat industry did the heavy part of this job, and I think it would be a
great loss to the country and to this Commission, who is acting for
the country, if they are not in a position to, and do, utilize that
information. I would hope that industry's contribution would be
pretty much eleemosynary as far as the Commission goes.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, there is nothing in the bill that
would prevent the Commission from drawing upon industry for anything it could possibly get. You realize that?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes, I realize that, Senator.
I suppose the composition of the Commission will be the determining
factor as to how much of that tapping. of industry's know-how will
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be effected. After all, the success of anything depends upon .the·
personnel and the management of it. . . •.
.
' ; ..
At one timo I thought that a .commission of that kind could ·haverepresentation from industry, science, and Governmentitlie Govern-;
ment being represented by Congressmen and Senators, a representa':'
tive of the Chief Executive, and a representative from the Supreme'
Court. I don't know whether it could be done or not, but I do feel
this, too: Naturally the military, I suppose; is -more or less in· bad
with everybody because they have necessarily been shoving everybody
around because they had to in the war, but I do realize that themilitary always has utilized the achievements of research in industry
in the possible applications of improvements for military uses, and
I do think that the military should have access to the progress that
is effected in atomic energy over the years-although I certainly
dori't think they should be in control of it.
If if looks as though, in order to effect civilian control, we should
just have this three- or five-man Commission, it is perfectly all right
with me. I have made the point that that Commission should.have
ready access to and be welcomed by industry to help them out whereever they could, and farm out this work, farm out jobs to the industrial research laboratories, as well as.the university la_boratories.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a provision for that.
· ·
Mr. RAFFERTY. I realize that.
The CHAIRMAN. Aud there is also a provision in the bill providingfor a Division of Military Application set up under the Commission.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You stated that you believed we ought to have·
civilian control in the matter?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Oh, yes; I think it should be in civilian control.
I suppose industrialists are civilians, and university scientists are
· civilians. I just would hope that the composition oft.hat CommissioTu
would be such that men who have been through the whole project
could be on that Commission. Otherwise, it is going to take them a
great deal of time to learn it.
The CHAIRMAN. You will recollect that in the hill there is a provision permitting the Commission to appoint an advisory board, orboards, as it may see fit. I presume on any advisory board that was
set up that industry, science, and Government might well be liberally
represented .
. _Senator HART. Following up the chairman's last question, what is·
your concept.ion of the status of an advisory board under those conditions, in case their advice is not accepted, or there is too much
disagreement? Would you have any fears that the ability to advise
of such a board would not be fully utilized under those conditions?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes, that would be my fear, Senator Hart. I
would rather reverse it and have the advisory board put over the·
Commission. I suppose that is not practical.
Senator HART. You said in response to the chairman, as I understood you, that you rather preferred the_ board of director over the·
management system which obtains in industry; is that correct?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is correct, sir.
·
Senator HART. Now, would you carry that a little further and
give us your ideas, just off the cuff, of how you would today constitute
that board of directors?
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Mr. RAFFE:iiTY, Well; I would have science represented on that
board of directo1's, and by science I mean perhaps some university
scientists,. someo11e in academic. circles, one ·or two.· I would have
one or two industrialists. I would have, if possible, somebody ili
Governme:ri:t-inaybe 11 member.from the House and a member froni
the Senate. You tnight take the representatives .from the Military
Affairs Committees from those two bodies, if you would, and could
combine some military flavor with the governmental end. I would
hope to get somebody from the State Department, and if we .could
get one of the busy Justices of the Supreme Court,.-I would imagine
that kind of a board would appeal to the people as one which would
not be in the control of tho militnry, and would be represented a lot
by the branches of the Government itself.
.
.
.
My whole thought in this thing, Senator, is to instill confidence
in the people that this atomic energy program would be carried out
in the hands of the people. I am afraid sometimes thn.t a commission-wfuill.i~J:.J.:OU _c!!J.Lt_h,~.£U'i!.1~§,J>£ JJ.obm~~ht_!;urn mto a
'sortof'""Bureaucrat1c~bocty, anil WOUIUn't have the VlSlOn '.fiecessary.
to carry__1;1us-thiTifCOTI:-r-a:m ] ust""wonder~~c1fu.""gelt
tliepersonnelon"'"ficommission like that that would carry this thing
on in the all-embracive wny it ought to be done.
I guess that is about all I could say.
· Senator HART. The chairman of a board of directors in industry is
a very important person who actually works full time, is he not?
Mr. RAFFERTY. The chairman- of the board of directors, yes; he
is generally a full-time employee.
Senatox~.!:.JY~l!.19:J~<!.uy~e .. L4!!tc. §.!HU~)_g,_~ ity~ W,!Jre set.tiJig
up tne'Co~mis~1<2¥., }in.d ~a1~~~ili!l...Qga4:.,1!1.f!:-M I@-ti~~-~:qjlg!ily
PJ!,Jtl:::::1.#.!1t...1s,.~a.s,,h1gh!Y~I>~I.g,-a~......tl11.1,{i9.:¥.Qrnm~<iitil1J:p,,9,y,,b
- Mr . .n.AFFERTY. WelI,'rhad visualized this advisory board, Senator
Hart, as not a full-time body. I had visualized that board as a
board that would meet at appropriate periods.
Senator HART . .I was not talking about the advisory board, but
the board of directors idea and the chairman of the board.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, if that board was going to meet-you are
emphasizing now the question of the chairman of the board being
full time?
Senator HART. Yes; I am speaking of the chairman only,
Mr, RAFFERTY. Well, of course, I would imagine that the chairman of that board would not have to be a full-time employee, Senator.
He would preside over the board meetings, but that board, as I see
it, would supervise as directors do, the workings of this Commission,
and they would see that the programs that were outlined perhaps by
the Commission and concurred in by the advisory board, or amplified
by the advisory board, would be carried out.
.
. Now, I would imagine those meetings could he carried on by men
who are not putting in full time. If ou were to get indusj;rialists
~men...of.acie@~ll-~P.a~_.ko!Lr~.1.fu.g11~tJfar~~1LlJiif.PL.'~1?~
wouldn'tF-ant~to.,giy;~,i,E@r.llJ.l.l ,!i_i:n!{""~li<?...,.th.~••lP.W.~· It was merely to
carry out my thought of tlie short-commgs, maybe, of the personnel
that you will have on the Commission, that you could put on maybe
men of a little larger viewpoint and more broad experience. It wilJ
~~-d,iffipJll.U9_gtlJI11~lified indQfilirioJWLt.,q_spenf their nnoie
time on a Commission like this. The industrialists I mow o that
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have be~n Of?CUpied On this project Would be d~ci.tlt; if ~Ot impossible,
to get full t1mej but you could get them on a part-time basis where
they would be serving maybe, 1 4;ir· 2 days a month; or something of
that length of time. .
. · ·,: · , :' '
, ,
·
. Senator HART. Then, Mr. Rafferty, you would not in :this instance
think that the chairman of the boitrd-'--'.-call him that for the present,--J
would be so,highly important and would find so much tc, do that he
at least would have to devote his full time to it?
·
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. No, sir; I do not ..
Senator HART. One other thing. It is usual to have management-that is, the. president· and certain vice presidents~members
of the board of. dire9tors, is it not?
,
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes.
Senator HART, Would, you follow· that idea if you were setting up
this Commission, or board of directors, whichever you call it for
the present?
Mr. RAFFERTY. I think1 Senator, that I wouldn't have anybody
in the Commission on th()! board. Is that what you meant?
Senator HART. No; I iim rather drawing an analogy between the
board of directors to become really the Commission, with management
being full time and separate from that.
Perhaps you can talk straighter on this if I throw you back to the
bill that is in the House. Now, are you familiar with the May bill?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Not, very, Senator; no.
Senator HART. That has a different approach, a different solution
to the problem of the top-line management. You have not studied
that bill?
Mr. RAFFERTY. No; I was out of the city on a protracted visit to
our plants in the West when that bill came out, and I did not have a
chance to go over it thoroughly. I didn't study it as I have the
McMahon bill.
Senator HART. I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. In that May-Johnson bill, which Senator Hart
has referred to, the provision is for a board of directors-not by that
name, but that is the idea-and then the board appoints the Administrator, who is not subject to Senate confirmation. All of the very
wide powers that are given to the ·part-time Commission are also
given to the Administrator. The Administrator is not removable by
t.he President, and in order to get rid ofhim you would have to remove,
I think, five of the nine commissioners in order to get· at him. He
also has the power to determine-true enough, in consultation with
the part-time Commission which would meet one or two days a
month-how much fissionable material was made and how many
bombs could be ma.de.
There is also a provision in the bill which waives the prohibition
against a member of the Military Establishment serving in a civilian
job, so obviously the intention was to have the Administrator a
military man.
.
Secretary WaJlace, when he was up the other day, suggested that
perhaps the intention was to make the Assistant Administrator a
Navy man, inasmuch as there was a requirement that the Administrator must tell the Assistant Administrator everything.
Now, what would you think of that set-up?
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Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, ·the future I vis\lalize for atomic erie1:g'.Y is
an entirely per;cetime one to niake people's lives better and better
all tho time. , I am. not looking M this thing from a military standpoint at all. I am praying that thCl efforts of the world to maintain
permanent peace are going to win out, and I wouldn't want to 'be in·
favor of a set-up like that. ·
.
. ··
I believe that the appointees .of this Commission should be under the
jurisdiction of Congress and the President..
· ·
Sena.tor HART. Of the Commission?
. Mr. RAFFERTY. Of the Commission. At the same time, as I .say,
we expect our military to defend us in time of crisis, and I would
expect the military to have their eyq on the developments that are
to come out in atomic energy, and-utilize them to the limit, if conditions
warrant.
· I presume that there is going to be a strong liaison between this ·
Commission and any commission that the UNO sets up, and that is
why I thmight that on this board of directors the State Department
might be represented. I would perhaps be in favor of the Secretary
of State to be the chairman of the board of this body I speak of, so
that the people engaged iq this country will be closer in touch with
the advice of a man in his position. He is the man that is going to
have to take care of the foreign affairs.
That is why I also out,lined a board that would, by no stretch of
the imagination, be under the control of the military. I assumed
that the congressional representatives, if they were the heads of the
Military Affairs Committees, would still be Congressmen.
From what I hear you say about this set-up, I wouldn't bo in favor
of that; no.
The CHAIRMAN. This project, it has been estimated to us, may cost
the people of the United States as much as a half a billion dollars a
year. l am hopeful myself that it can be done much more reasonably
than that.
.
Do you know of any business or private business of a comparable
size that would operate with an administrative staff which would
only niect around 1 or 2 clays a month?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That would cost - The CHAIRMAN. That much money. ·we have this tremendous
cost, you see. Now, as I understand your thought, you ·arc proposing
more or less an absentee board of directors that would set the policies
for this half-billion dollar expenditure of Government funds.
Does it strike you tha.t that is a control a little too far away from
the source of the power to make you a little wary of a proposition
like that?
Mr. RAFFERTY. You arc not speaking now of the May bill, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. No; I am talking about your suggestion.
Mr. RAFFER'IY. About my suggestion-if I may say "my," for I
think perhaps some others have thought of it, .and maybe I was not
the first one to think of it.
Of course, a. half billion dollars you speak of involves also the
expenses entailed in running these plants?
The CmuRMAN. 'fhat is right.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Oak Ridge, Hanford, and Los Alamos, and wherever
else they operate.
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•· The board. of directors that I nm visualizing would 'to· be o..
working board of directors. I am familiar with working boards of
~irectors, and I have heard a lot about those that deal more or less
m absentee attendance.
·
·
·
These men that I would suggest on this board, however, would be
workingmen and would stay in close touch with the program that
the Commission outlines, and which the board would approve,
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you are for a full-time commission?
Mr. RAFFERTY. A full-time commission.
The CHAIR.MAN. To operate the plants?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Your thought is that over and above them, and
subject to their approval or rejection, there ought to be a part-time
advisory board of directors? ·
·
.
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is your thought?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
The CHAI).iMAN..Rather than having . the board ·of directors of
outside men who would give 1 or 2 days underneath the Commission advising the Commission, but not binding upon them?
Mr. RAFFERTY. I think that the advi~ory committee ought to
have some-whether it is confirmation, at least concurrence with the
Commission. The Commission ought to concur. I think that if you
just have an advisory board whose advice might be pretty much not
concurred in by the Commission, after a while you wouldn't get very
ready response and ideas from this board.
· Senator HAnT. Then, Mr. Rafferty, in which-either the Commission or the board of directors-would you place, under the direction
of Congress, the final power of decision?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Of the Commission and the board?
Senator HART. I am confused now as to which you mean, whether
you would have the board of directors have the final power of decision,
or the Commission, which the chairman has just mentioned, of three
or ,five members. Which would it be?
Mr. RAFFERTY. ·well, I believe that at least we ought to go so far
as to say that the Commission's recommendations would have to be
concurred in by the advisory board, and if there is any stalemate
arrived at in that sort of a set~up, maybe Congress ought to decide it.
I wouldn't be loath to put the Commission under the board of
directors as far as confirmation of their findings is concerned, because
I think that board will have broader experience, and I would imagine
that the scientific and industrial men there would be fortified with an
awful lot of background in their own spheres of influence, and could ·
probably take a broader aspect than the caliber of men of that Com:.
mission. If you knew what the caliber of that Commission was, I
could say probably what the final say of the advisory board would be.
Senator HART. Under any salary which the Federal Government
can pay, what is your estimate of the caliber that we would get for
men who would devote full time to the work? Federal salaries are
relatively low. Would we be able to get men who were sufficiently
high grade to have the full power of decision under Congress and
the President?
Mr. RAFFERTY. As to the type of men I have in mind, I question,
Senator Hart, whether you could get them for that money. At the
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1in:me time, I thirik that the p~ovi~ion for the salary is not niggardly;
but the men of industry that might help to back up that Commission
on an advisory boU,rd are men who would probably not want to leave
industry at the present>time either because they mtght be getting
.mo1;e than that salary today, or because they see the future holding
·out for them higher rewards thmi that.
·
·
:· ·
Senator HART. ·whereas, with an advisory board you would rather
.apprehend that their stU,tus might become not too good?
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. I had in mind perhaps ·a different caliber of men
,on the advisory board than you would get on the Commission and,
as I say, these men, on the U,dvisory boU,rd then would fortify' that
Commission with jltdgment and experience which the Commission
hasn't got.
·
. I would imagine that these men on the advisory board would be
·the type of men who would only want their carfare paid, their transportation, if the Government saw fit and wanted them to take it.
I n:m not looking forward to any salaried men on that bo1trd strictly
from Government money.
Senator HART. You are speaking now of the advisory· board as
provided for in Senator McMahon's bill, for which you have quite
properly, expressed an admiration. That is what you are spealdng of
now, and not the board of directors idea which would really control?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, I first was talking about the advisory board
and I think the Senator had pointed out that a provision was made in
the bill for an advisory board to be selected under the Commission.
I think I did say to the Senator that I would prefer, if I had my way,
to make the advisory board over the Commission, and I still think so.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, your basic thought in that is your doubt
as to the caliber of men who would be appointed on a five-man commission, or whatever number Congress finally decides; and underlying that is, of course, a belief that you cannot get the best men to
serve on a full-time commission of this kind.
,
I might say to you, Mr. Rafferty, that I envisage membership on
this Commission as being on a comparable basis, a comparable position
of honor, with member:,hip on the Supreme Court.
I think you, who are so imbued with the importance of this after
working on it, and I, knowing much less about it, realize the tremendous force expended and let loose on the world, and the great
power any body of administrators will have in administering a bill
for its control.
Do you not feel that there would be a considerable appeal on the
basis of honor, on the basis of public service, to bring the proper
men to the Commission to operate this on a full-time basis, the same
inducement that goes out to a Senator of the United States who might
make $150,000 a year but who is willing to come to the Senate
and devote 14-hour clays to his work, or to the Supreme Court Justice
who gives up $150,000 a year in private practice, as Charles
Evans Hughes did, as Owen Roberts did, as Chief Justice Stone and
Robert Jackson did, or to men of the caliber of Stimson and Forrestal?
Have you given any thought to those considerations?
Mr. RAFFERTY, Yes, I have, Senator; and, as I said, if that Commission of the type of meri you speak of is bulwarked with understudies
who can talk to industry and to the scientists and who can see that the
deals that are made with the scientists are underatandable to all .these
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;people,(, I: agree ,vitli you that you;·can gE!t. that type,of mam~;, Bti't
this· thing· is so involved; 'every day there is soine new development
.in connection with this atomic energy(and I question whether civilians .
can stay with it; · .Heaven lmows it, is giving a lot of us who have e.
.little smattering of the thing a difficult time to stay in touch with it.
But if you take three or five of the irii.m you are tallcing about;; men
of the.caliber in Government·work today, ,and they ha,ve a.host of··
scientists, industrialists, and engineers around them to ·advise them,
that will aid them in making the proper step, to develop this thing to
. its utmost so that we will not be behind the flag in comparison with .
other nations-and that is ·very, important-then I think that is all·· .
right.
.
'· ·,. ; ." " · I . , . , , , ', ',.C '·",
·', •
,-.. >,
\ ..,.·,'i·The CHAIRMAN. A commission composed of men of the caliber .
.that I hav~ suggested, with ·a~ advisory board comp?sed of ~ome ?f
the best mmds of the country,m the field would certamly be, m your
opinion, . conducive to fair operation and a good and progressive
operation of this project, would it not?.
·
• , . .· .
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes, sir.
.
· ··
The CHAIRMAN. So it comes right down to this basic fact:: Are we
so moru1ly bankrupt in this country that we cannot get five citizens
to come and ser_ve their country, and to serve the future. of th~ world
and the future of their country with honor and dignity, at a $15,000
safary? That is really what it comes down to, isn't it?
· ·
Mr. RAFFERTY. ·That is correct, Senator. I don't doubt you can
get five men of that kind, and that is why I supplemented my first
remarks by saying I hoped they hai a good advisory board, because
the type of men you outline are the type of men who should make
this Commission very successful.
But if you don't get that type of men, again going back to.my
remark that the composition of the personnel of the Commission is
going to have a_ lot to do with its success, I cannot see where an inferior
type of personnel is going to get the type of men I have in mind for an
advisory board.
,
Seantor HART. Mr. Rafferty, this parallel to the Supreme Courtand I don't wish to embarrass you in any way with this questionbut does that weigh so heavily with you in view of some appointments
which have actually been made to the Supreme Court?
Are you so fully satisfied with all the appointments that have been
made to the Supreme Court over the last 50 years, let us say, that you
feel that is an- apt parallel to draw?
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. You mean to appoint one man from the Supreme
Court on this board?
Senator HART. No; the composition of th,e Commission, the caliber
of the men.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Oh, I would say that that would be a pretty
marvelous commission if it approached the caliber of the Supreme
Court appointees.
.
Senator HART. That is, you in your own experience and your
present status as a citizen of· broad experience, would have no particular fears as to the composition of that Conunission under the
terms of the McMahon bill as it now stands?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right, Senator. I would have no fears
whatsoever.
·
.
·
Senator HART. You think that adequate men would be chosen and
would accept?
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, Mr. RAFFERTY. I bad not conceived, frankly, of that type of ma,n
accepting this job because it is so completely out of his former lines .
. I conceive that perhaps a,n outstnnding pbysicisl;, and outstanding
fellow who knew engineering, and maybe some outstundiug fellow in
the mining fraternity would have to be on this Commission. Now,
if you are going ahead and selecting men of that, kind, and have these
men fortified with the technical follows, I think that is fine.
Perhaps not enough emphasis in the bill, Senu.tor McMahon, has
been placed upon the type of men who would be on this u.dvisory
committee. .
The CHAIRMAN. Except that they are confirmable by the Senate,
and the framers of our Constitution wisely put that provision in there.
I have a little "difficulty in following your thought that it would be
impossible to get the proper caliber of men. I just don't agree with
you on that. After all, it would be u. pretty poor way if we had to
weight our own Army and Navy with a board of directors vetoing
the action of the Secretary of War or the Secretnry of the Navy.
Mr. RAFFERTY. 'Well, perhaps the reason why I was anxious to
suggest this board of directors or advisory committee is b9cause we
will be dealing with foreign nations, for one thing, and I visualize
the Secretary of State or one of his assistnnts on this Commission.
I visualize plenty of congressimml action on appropriations, and Yrhat
not, and I thought perhaps that could be more intelligibly put before
Congress if the Senate and House had representatives thereon.
Senator TYDINGS. Let me ask you a question here, if I don't
interrupt the chairman.
You want the advisory committee because you assume in your
statement that the membership of the advisory committee-all things··.
considered-will have a superior and more detached point of view for
the welfare of this enterprise than the Commission itself?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. And you want the a,dvisory committee to be a
policy-making committee, iincl the Commission to be in the position
of executing and carrying out that policy; and your feeling is that 1f
you have this detachment that is based primarily not on salary, but
on lmowledge, tlrn.t the better policy will prevail than if that is put'
under the Commission?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Th.at is right.
Senator TYDINGS. So tlrnt the compensation of the a.dvisory committee is secondary.
Mr. RAFl''ER'rY. It is immaterial, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. Now, wouldn't you accomplish the same thing
if you made the a,dvisorj committee the Commission, and put under
it the executives to carry out t,he policies of the advisory Commission?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
.
Senu.tor TYDINGS. In other words, let's assume .that wc name the
advisory Commission wiLh no salu.ry except a modicum to take care
of expenses, travel, mid what not?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Tha,t is right.
Senator TYDINGS. And then under that there was a permanent
staff ca1Tying out those policies. .
In that contingency, how many meetings do you visualize the
advisory committee-I um going to keep that old nomenclatures1030--4.o~pt. 3--2
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would have to have a year in order to direct the executives who would
carry out its policy?
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Oh, I would say, perhaps as a suggestion, 1.
day a month.
. .
.
Senator TYDINGS. One day a month? ·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes. ·
.
Senator TYDINGS. It is only fair to assume that at the beginning
they w.ould probably have to meet more frequently?
·
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. So I am assuming you are looking at it after it
has been in operation for 6 months.
·
.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes.
Senator TYDINGS .. Then you visualize that after that, if they would
come once a month to a meeting, how long would they stay in session?
Mr. RAFFERTY. I :would say all day.
Senator TYDINGS. Do you think they could do it 1 day a month?
Mr. RAFFERTY. I think if they ·attack the thing early enough in
the morning, and stay a little late in the afternoon, they could do. it.
Seantor TYDINGS. A great deal of the thinking would be done, I
suppose, prior to their convening?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. Do you visualize that there would be such a
meeting of the minds on general policy that they could transact
business in a single day?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, as T visualize this advisory board, they
would have an opportunity between meetings to discuss the weighty
problems with their associates in these different companies that· have
been occupied in this enterprise, and I should think every organization
would lay itself ready to co-operate.
nator TYDINGS~.JUe...p.ursue-that..just-one--,step-forthe:r,.,__:Qo_
you est1mn:te t rnuL'Y,.oqld.._bc.Jlp ssihl~-t.o~att,ragt:the.,calib.e_r-?Lmen.._.,
'Wthe~~~om_:11~~~~--~h:~~~zo~~ !~Xih_d.escnb.ed.J~_ere,_,1t1Lw.ere~,,,
necess3:ry for
em to come r or 2 ua:x;.1;J,J.1".fil(}.11t!!-.-WJth-P.O-,.§,&!IJ,JY,
eXc'epTe.:xnerrse~forthe-hte;h~·lforror·tntiilved ther,eint.
-Mr.Ri7:fiiinTY'.°lcertai'iir=·ao"'."'-·~---·-~=-"'"'"""-U----~---Senafo1:~TYDINGs."""Youclc!?~·"'l
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. And you are somewhat fearful that if that
policy of honor, you might say, or service without compensation is
discarded, that the job may become a political one wherein some
people may be put on there without that high degree of approach
which your testimony seems to imply, and so you are fearful that the
regular commissioners, whom you have heretofore described, will be
of an inferior type to the advisory Commission.
Mr. RAF1''ER'l'Y. When Senator McMahon puts up men of the
caliber of the Supreme Court appointees, or Senators of the United
States, he is changing my viewpoint as to what I had visualized as
the composition of this committee.
·
Senator TYDINGS. How about rirnking the salary larger than
$15,000 a year'? Do you think that would attract these exceptionally
fine men who are well qualified in their line?
Mr. RAFFERTY. It wasn't perhaps so much the salary that I had
in mind as the fact that industry today, which has had these men in
this job, has a lot of meu which I know would serve on this advisory
0
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·committee for-nothing, because they ate in11king more than $15:,ooo
·or $20,000, and they have no ambition to leave their company and
·industry. There are a lot of men that don't get as much as $15,000
•or $_20,000, but who hope some day·to get beyond that and have cast
their lots with industry.· , ..
Senator TYDINGS. If there was a conflict between the policy laid
down by the advisory committee and the permanent Commission., to
differentiate between the two, you would want the bill ·so drawn that
.the advisory committee was the directing force and the subsidiary
permanent Commission couldn't overrule its proclaimed policy, or
,deviate from it?
,
·Mr.RAFFERTY. Yes, I would say that there ought to be at least a
-concun-ence between the two bodies.
Senator TYDINGS. And if there is a disagreement, the advisory
·committee's decision would be paramount?
Mr. RAFFERTY. I would say that would be a good way to leave it;
yes, sir.
·
.
Senator TYDINGS. So what it comes down to is that you make.the
advisory committee the Conimission, and make the permanent staff-.
which we designate as the Commission,--really executives under the
.advisdry Commission?
Mr. RAFFER'rY. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. What you are arguing is that instead of having
·a commission which sits all the time, you would have a commission
that was assembled from time to time, at least once a month, to ·pro·claim policies; then you would have a chief executive under it and
·other assistants who would carry out that policy?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right. .
·
Senator .TYDINGS. So you are really arguing for a nonpaid commission of the highest type?
· Mr. RAFFERTY. That 1s right.
Senator TYDINGS. With executives under it?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right. ·
Senator TYDINGS. As preferable to a permanent commission that
would meet all the time?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right:
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rafferty, it is of course one of the principles
,of the hw, in recognition of the Biblical injunction, that a man cannot
serve two masters. It is embodied in om law that one who has an
official position with the Government must not.enter into contrµ,ctual
relations with the Government when he passes on the amount of
·compensation for the, Government. It is a very wise provision.·
Now, it is envisaged that industry will be culled upon in an advisory
way for ad vice. N aturully the men on the advisory Commission
would be drawn from that portion of industry which knows most
·about this problem.
..
Do you see any conflict that might well develop between a member
·of the advisory Commission on the one hand advising the Government,
and on the other hand taking contracts from the Government? ·
Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, I would say that that man would have to be
very particular. I naturnJly, being associated 'in industry as I am,
have always wondered how industry became so severely criticized. in
the past, in the press at any rate, in certain public circles. I don't
think there is a higher-minded lot of men than the men in industry,
,and I think they have showed than in this war..
·
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' I would say that any member of the advisory Commission who·was
employed by a concern with which the· Commission or the Government, .as a result of the Commission's recommendation, might enter
into a contract, could and should disqualify himself from taking any
action pertaining to such a contract.
. I would rather trust an industrialist to seek out the proper schools
or _proper personnel to make these contracts with iiJ. behalf of the
Government, because industry is using that type of man all the time,
and industry reinforces its research laboratories from all these schools.
That is the kind of thing 1 am making a ]?lea for, that the Government
would get the best value for any money 1t spends in these things ..
The outstanding things clone in science are done in industrial laboratories, outside of the fundamental things that the university laboratories are organized for. But, as I said before, the outstanding things
that were brought out in this bomb project were brought out by the
type of men that industry has-the technical engineers plus the
research men they employ.
That is the thing I am urging. I would like to see that placed at
the service of the Government. I think, ,as to the thing you were
talking about, that these industrialists would be watched pretty
closely, and I would say that proper action could be taken by Cougress
to provide punitive measures in case a member of the advisory Commission should show partiality to some particular company <?r some
particular group.
.
The thing I am hoping for is that an adequately qualified commission
will be set up that can handle this almost overwhelming task.
The CHAIRMAN. Really what it comes down to is the type of men
that we appoint on the Commission.
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
·
The CHAIRMAN. If we appointed a commission that was of low
grade, your belief is that the best interests of the country would better
be protected by having an aq.visory commission that could veto the
acts of such a low-grade commission?
Mr. RAFFERTY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. On the other hand, I take it if a high-type commission was appointed, of the caliber of the men that I have indicated,
you would be perfectly content to leave the final determination of
policy with l,L commission of that kind, composed of that kind of men,
to be advised, but not to be run, by an advisory boaJ"d?
Mr. RAFFERTY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So the basis of your fear is the caliber of men who
would be appointed on the full-time Commission. Speaking only for
myself, and assuming that the confirmatory powers are kept in the
bill, as I assume they will be, I cari assure you that I would examine,
as a Senator, the qualities and credentials of any candidate who was
proposed for appointment most carefully with those standards in
mind. I hope that t,hat is the kind of commission we would get.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Well, I will be very happy if you get that kind of
commission. I was visualizing maybe a commission of less experienced
and qualified men than what you have just outlined, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rafferty.
Mr. RAFFERTY. Thank you, Senator. I enjoyed it very much.
;fhc CHAIRMAN. The committee will meet tomorrow at 10 o'clock
in room 324.
(Thereupon, at 11:30 a. m. an adjourment was taken by the committee until Friday, February 8, 1946, at 10 a. m. in room 324.)
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 1 f946
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

Washington, D. U.
• 'l'he special committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at IO a. m.,
in room 324, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Millikin, Hicltenlooper,
· and Hart.
.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the.committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Folk.
·
STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. FOLK, PATENT ADVISER TO THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ·MANUFACTURERS,
Mr. FoLK. Mr. Chairman, my name is George E. Folk. Since my
retirement from the practice of patent law, I have for the past 7
years acted as patent adviser to the National Association of Manufacturers. Its committee on patents and research has given careful
consideration to proposals for the establishment of an Atomic Energy
Commission ns outlined in the Senate bill, S. 1717, and other similar
bills introduced in Congress. The patent and research committee's
recommendations, as later set forth, have been o,pproved by the board
of directors of the National Association of Manufacturers. I am
speaking today for the National Association of Manufacturers, a
voluntn,ry organization of about 13,000 manufacturers, 70 percent of
whose members have less than 500 employees each.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you restricting your comments to the patent
sections of the bill, Mr. Folk?
Mr. FoLK. No; because they are tied up so that one necessarily
involves the other.
The N ationo,l Association of Manufacturers is alive to the fact
tha.t, in order "to protect the national security and to insure the
broadest possible exploitation of the field" of atomic energy (p. 2,
lines 22 to 24, of the McMahon bill, S. 1717), it is necessa,ry and
desirable that the Government regulate :and police the production
and use of fissionable materials. We believe, however, tho.tit is not
. necessary or advantageous to institute a "progmm for Government
control of the production, ownership, and use of fissionable materials"
(p. 2, lines 21 to 22);
297
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.

In short, we are in full accord with the statement in the President's:
message to Congress of October 3, 1945, tha.tour ·scienoe and industry owe their strength to the spirit of free inquiry and the
spirit of free enterprise that characterized our country. * * * The observance of this policy is our best guaranty of maintaining the preeminence in science·
and. industry upon which our national well-being depends.

It is important, however, to keep in mind what "free enterprise"
really is. The American idea of free enterprise is not that a person
should be free to disregard the property rights of. others. It is
obvious that the right of one person in any form of private property
' limits the freedom of others to exploit that property. "Free enterprise" merely means that so long as a person respects the property
rights of others, whether it be in physical property or in patent property, be shall be as free as is consistent with public interest to conduct
his own business enterprise, and especially that be shall be as free as
possible from Government control. Accepting this interpretation,.
the American interpretation, of free enterprise, we wholeheartedly
endorse the maintenn,nce of free enterprise in the development and
exploitation of atomic energy for industrial purposes.
We therefore take the position that the Commission should be given
only such authority as is, or may become, conducive to public safety
and public health, with the least possible Government interference.
We, therefore, venture to criticize certain features of the McMahon
bill, S. 1717, trusting that such criticisms may be deemed to be constructive and helpful to the committee in its difficult task of formulating a bill that will protect the national security and insure the
broadest possible exploitation of the field of atomic energy-the
declared purpose of the act-and at the same time will not run contrary to the American system of free enterprise.
GENERAL AUTHORITY OF THE COMMISSION

Assuming that the Commission be given, as it should be, authority
to establish regulations adequate for the public safety, it would then
seem wholly unnecessary that the Commission shall be the exclusive
producer of fissionable materials for industrial purposes (p. 5, line
24); and thn,t it shaII be "unln,wful for any person to produce any
fissionable material except as may be incident to the conduct of
research or development activities" (p. 6, line 5).
It would seem unduly harsh to give authority to the Commission
by which it may "require any person to permit the inspection and
copying of any records or other documents" (p. 22, line 9). This
would seem, furthermore, to violate the constitutional provision guaranteeing theright of the people to be sectire in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,.
against unreasonable searches and seizures--

The CHAIRMAN. Now, let us examine that, Mr. Folk. I presume
that you have more or less followed the discussions about inspection
that have been proposed for iuternational application.
Mr. FoLK. Yes, I have followed that rather closely in the newspapers.
The CHAIRMAN. And you realize that any effective inspection system that is evolved will necessarily have to be applied with equal
force and effect in our own country, as well as in the other countries
of the world?
:
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Mr. FOLK. That will undoubtedly have to be the case.
The CHAIRMAN; You, of course, are acquainted with t.he terrible
potential destructive possibilities of atomic energy.
Mr. FoLK. Such as we get from th.e newspapers and talks with
some who have some scientific knowledge of it.
·
The CHAIRM,W. I don't know that I have any scientific knowledget
but from what I lmow of it I think I can assure you that is accurate.
Mr. FoLK. Yes; it is potentially a dangerous matter.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Now, of course we have to weigh the potential
dangers of its use and we must, in the light of that, judge what we
are going to do to prevent it f_rom bein~ used as.a w~apon of war. You
would say that that was a highly desirable obJectrve, would you not?
Mr. FoLic. Oh, yes.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Might it not be, therefore, that we would have to
suffer certain restrictions that perhaps we would not even think of
suffering if it were not for this terrible danger that we might be
under?
Mr. FoLK. That is undoubtedly true.
The CHAIRMAN. So that assuming that an inspection system is
developed which could only be effective providing there was free
.inspection, and assuming that as the hypothesis, would you still
objr.ct to the provision that requires a person to submit to inspection?
Mr. FOLK. Thel'e would be a great deal that would bo required
under this inspection that would have no real relation to the danger
from use of tho material, I should think. It should be carefully
safeguard!3d, but I think the language is too broad here. If that
language should be changed, I think it would be all right, and it
could be changed.
.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. How do you suggest changing it?
Mr. FOLK. I haven't given any particular thought to that. I cannot think for the moment of how to change that language, but I would
he glad to think it over, if you wish me to, and let you know my views
on it.
I object to papers beirig subject to examination which may not have
any direct bearing on the use of fissionable material. The bill is
broader than the uses of fissionable materials, as I will point out later.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish that you would give that further considera'tion and submit a suggestion for a change that you think will accomplish the objectives that we must accomplish, it seems so me, in view
of what we are dealing with, and still not unwanantedly harass our
people, because that is not the intent of the bill.
Mr. FoLK. I know it is not, and that is the reason I called attention.
to the broad language here.
The CHAIRMAN. The intent of the biU is to protect our people,
and it perhaps is some indication of what might be necessary in our
inspection system.
Mr. FoLK. I want you to understand that we are entirely in accord
with the objectives of this bill, to protect the public against danger.
We think the bill is drawn somewhat broader than is necessary.
As to materials under control of tho Commission, the bill is designed
to give unlimited control to the Commission over "source materials,"
"fissionable materials," the "production of fissionable materials,"
"byproduct materials," and "atomic energy." It is also designed to
control the use of fissionable materials (1) in research and development
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activities, (2) in industrial uses of fissionable materials, and (3) in
military application of fissionable materials. Even for regulatory
powers, it is, of course, important that the definitions of the above
terms shall not be broader than are necessary to give .the Commission authority to regulate for public safety.
DEFINITION OF TERMS l1SED
•.

The definition of "source materials" (p. 9, line 1) is such as to
"include any ore containing uranium, thorium, or beryllium." This
definition is so broad it would include ores in which only minute
quantities of such. elements are found. Undoubtedly ores abound
which contain little radioactive material but are nevertheless now
used and. are useful for other industrial purposes: Such industrial
uses should not be under the control of the Commission. The latter
part of the definition also includessuch other materials peculiarly essential to the production of fissionable materialR

* * *·

'

'

This is broad enough to include many devices find substances which
now. have varied industrial applications entirely apart from the
production of fissionable materials. For example, it would include
electrical apparatus, electromagnetic devices, blo,vets, turbines for
generating power, fuels, etc. I doubt that it was intended that
the definition should be so broad, but it is capable of that construction.
Surely it is not intended, as the definition w:o.uld seem to imply, that
the Commission shall have control over h1l 'industries employing for
any purposes such devices ·or substances. Attention is also called
to the fact that there are now in existence many industries utilizing
uranium, thorium, ·and beryllium. These industries, not in any
sense a public menace, would under this bill as drawn come under the
dominance and control of the Commission even though such industries
are not now engaged nor likely to become engaged in the production
of fissionable materials.
·
The definition of "fissionable materials" (p. 7, line 14), in addition
to including plutonium and uranium-235, includes-such other materials as the Commission may from time to time determine to
be capable of releasing substantial quantities of energy through nuclear fission.
of the material.

It is quite probable that additional fissionable materials may be discovered in the future in which the release of substantial quantities of
energy through .nuclear fission may be so sluggish as not to endanger
the public safety. The definition should be changed to include only
such other materials as the Commission from time to time may determine to be likely by their fission to endanger the public safety.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it, Mr. Folk, that the point you make and
your underlying philosophy here is that the public safety is the sole
criterion of the Government1s authority in the field?
Mr. FOLK. I have gone a little further than that later and I may
have said here-"or the misuse of such materials." That is, if the
m3:terial is very scarce, we don't want it squandered; I recognize that.
The CHAIRMAN. But you take the position that fissionable material
should be permitted to be manufactured by any industrialists?
Mr. FOLK. Provided it is under police regulation, so that it will
not endanger .the public.
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.· , The CH:AI~MAN. What' coirip~'nkitibn
you' envisage, or' do you
suggest any, from private industry to the Government for the use of
, the process? ,
.
, ,, ·
·
,
!y[:r."FotK. t 13ee rio reason why they should b~ ahy different from
any new enterprise. For example, the beryllium enterprise is a·very
important new industry that has arisen in the last 9 or 10 years, and
'that would come, it seems to :me, 'under the control of this Commission.
The· CHAIRMAN. But that wasn't developed from Government
funds, was it?
,
·
.
· ·
Mr. FoLK.' So iar as Government funds are coriceriled, I should
say definitely any invention made by an employee of the Government should be owned by the Government, and should be open to
license by anyone.
~ ·.
.
The Ct:rAmMAN. The Go\rernment has spent $2,250,000,000 on the
Manhattan project and has brought this to mass production-loosely
speaking -of the material.
·
Of course, that was the tnxpayers' money and added to the debt.
Do you advocate that the result be turned over to private industry,
that the processes be turned over to private industry, without compensation?
Mr. FoLK. I don't know the terms under which the people are
working for the Government, what the contract provided. Of course,
something would depend on that.
If it is Government property-and it could be Government property
by reason of the contractual relations, in that the Government em-·
ployed these people and paid them for the time to do this work-of
course the results belong to the Government.
Now, insofar as it is safe to let the public have the advantage_ of
that, the taxpayers who paid for that development should have the
free use of it; that is, a nonexclusive license..
·
.
It is very difficult to answer your question without knowing the
details.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, under the contracts, as I understand them, certainly the basic processes that produce fissionable material are the property of the Government and have been paid for by
the people. Now, i{ I understand you correctly, what the Government would get would be a shop right, and everybody else would be
allowed to produce the fissionable material based upon the Government processes without any royalty or payment of any kind to the
Government.
·
Mr. FoLK. Well, the Government wou.ld get more than a shop·
. right; it would get ownership of the patents under the conditions you
have mentioned.
· Now, what should they do with them? We have various theories·
regarding what should be done with Government patents, some taking the view that, since the Government would be acquiring the patent
for the public, the public should be allowed to use it freely without
further payment, having already paid for it; others have the view
that it should be sold for compensation, and others exclusive license
given.
We haven't attempted to deal with it in this statement, but in my
personal view I think when the Government owns a patent it should
be free for use by anybody that is capable of using it without any
compensation.
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... The CHAIRMAN. The;refore, the Jones of Smith Manufacturing Co.
of New Jersey or New York should be permitted, under that theory,
to start up a uraniuin~producing plant?.
.
. ... . .
.. Mr; FoLK, Provided ib is safe to do so, because .we should have
competition in dealing .with uranium.. You will get it. that way, if
everybody is given a chance. .
·
.
. :
·
...
·
.· The CHAIRMAN. Do you see any possibility of adding difficulty to
the international control of fissionable materials through ·the dissemination of it on a private basis all over the country?
. .
. ·
· Mr. Fout.. I haven't thought of any. I don't.see any .. Of course,
we don't know what the international situation will be. What I.am
very much afraid of is that, if we put severe restrictions on it that are
not put on in other countries, the other countries will undoubtedly
have the advantage in that case, and I would dislike very much .to see
that happen.
.
·
There should, of course, be some provision by which the authority
of the Commission is not so limited that it couldn't act sensibly. I
agree with that.
·
. Whether it is the material we are talking about now, or any other
patents owned by the Government, there should be free use by the
public because they have paid for it ultimately by taxes or otherwise,
.and why should they have to pay for it again?
I am glad you ask me these questions, because it gives me an opportunity to discuss them.
The definition of "production of fissionable materials" (p. 5, line 17)
is likewise too broad in view of the definition given to "fissionable
materials" and. in view of the reasons above set forth.
The term "atomic energy" is defined as including "all forms of
.energy liberated in the artificial transmutation of atomic species."
This, of course, does not include spontaneous transmutation, such, for
6xample, as occurs in radium and other radioactive materials. But it
is probable that even in the artificial transmutation of atomic species,
.such transmutation can also occur with many elements without any
danger to the public in general. I should be disappointed if that does
not prove to be the case. Therefore, the definition of atomic energy,
in view of the control given to the Commission, is much too broad,
broader than is necessary or desirable.
As the art develops, it is almost certain that harmless fissionable
materials may be discovered, not now known to be capable of
fission, but which can be extensively utilized for industrial purposes
without creating a public hazard, and for the use of which there will
be no need· even for regulation.
Thus the bill, in providing, as we shall presently point out, Government control of source materials, the production and use of fissionable materials, byproduct materials, and atomic energy, would
give to the Government enormous and increasing economic control
of private enterprise not only as it exists today but as it will probably develop in the contemplated atomic age. It would increasingly
wipe 011t our boasted American system of free enterprise.
The CHAIRMAN. Has it occurred to you, Mr. Folk, that if sudden
and widespread industrial use-call it peacetime use-of atomic
energy were made, that it might have some impact upon our economic
system?
.
Mr. FoLK. I should think it would, definitely; of course, I don't
know. We have had guesses, and I have listened to a lot of guesses
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:from people who: know I some who figure that in 5 or .1 Q years,~we will
· be using it extensively, 0,nd others think possihly·never. But I am
not sullicieritly informed on tho scientific aspect· of it:
·' ·.
·
. The 0HAlllMAN. If it cn,me indiscriminately and more rapidly
than we thi,nk; which is quite possible, it might have some impact
'upon our economic system, might it not?· ·
.
·
· '
Mr. FoLK. Absolutely, it would, and that is the reason I don't
'Want to change it· from free enterprise to Government-controlled
,enterprise.
The CHAIRMAN, Let us assume that Westinghouse and Gerieral
Electric, du Pont, or any one of the great concerns which made such
.great contributions to this project, were to develop very quickly an
atomic furnace. Do you see any difficulty in putting that into our
,economy over night?
. Mr. FOLK. No more than in any new development. My experience
is that new developments take years before they get into commercial
use.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us assume, though, that they do, thTough
,a combination of fortunate circumstances, develop an atomic furnace
whicl,i would overnight displace 500,000 coal miners from work. Do
you see any threat to our free-enterprise system in such an immediate
transmutation?
Mr. FOLK. No; no more than has been threatened in the past
with new developments, like the railroads driving the cabs out of
·existence, and so forth, in various other industries. There is always
a displacement for the time being, but always to the advantage of
the public in a very short time.
.
.
· The CHAIRMAN. You see no difference in the situation ·as it might
,develop with atomic energy?
Mr. FoLK. No; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Even though it displaced all other forms of energy?
Mr. FOLK. I think it is very unlikely that that problem would
arise, but if it does arise, it is just like any other new invention that
,came in to displace something that had gone before. Of course,.
there have been people who advocated not allowing labor-saving
machines to be patented,on the theory thQ,t it displaced labor. We
now know it was a blessing to have labor-saving machines when we
needed them.
'
CONTROL OF SOURCE MATERIALS

Now we get to the control of source materials. In view of the
broad definition of source materials, it is unjustifiable to provide that
no pe1;son "may transfer possession or title to any source material
aft.er mining, extraction, or removal from its place of origin," and
no person may receive such material without a license from the Commission (p. 9, line 6). This provision would not be nearly so objectionable, though apparently unnecessary and harmful, if the definition
·of source material is restncted, as above suggested, so as to include
,only dangerous-to-process ores, and not to include such material, for
· -example, as ores which it may be found can be processed and used
without any danger to the public. The search for undiscovered ores
should not be discouraged, as the above prohibition would undoubtedly
tend to do. Regulation is all that is necessary. Further control would
be harmful.
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We believe that it is unnecessary and undesirable to have the
Commission be the _exc~usfve. producer of fissionable materials, exo~pt
where such product1on 1s mcident to research .or developmental activities by those licensed by the Commission to do so (p. 5; line 24); or
for the Commission to "arrn.nge for the exclusive operation of facilities
employed in the manufoctu.re of fissionable materials by. employees
of the Commission" (p. 7, line 9). It would be f;!ufficient that the
Commission shall have the authority to regulate and. police the production of .fissionable materials in such way as to guard the public
~afety.
.
·
. CONTROL OF FISSIONABLE MATERIALS

The provision by which any person owning any right in fissionable
material sh.all forthwith transfer the same to the Comrnission is an
unnecessary interference with free enterprise (p. 7, line 19). It would
be sufficient that only such fissionable materials, the possession of
which by an individual may endanger the public safety, should be
under the regulation of the Commission. Ownership of the materiel
by the Commission is not necessary for regulation of its possession
and use.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You, of course, realize that after the Government
produced the fissionable materials, assuming that they could be used
industrially, there is no provision in the bill which would bar the
Commission from permitting this to be used by private industry under
a suitable payment to the Government.
Mr. FoLK. That is true, and yet there are one or two objectionable
phases o.f that which I will come to in just a moment, and which I
think should be corrected.
·
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, there is no intention under this bill
for the Government to operate atomic-energy furnaces in every house
in the country.
Mr. FoLK: No, it is to produce material which would be used in
such furnaces.
·
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.·
Mr. FoLK. I think that is wholly unnecessary and is undesirable.
The CHAIRMAN. But I wanted to make certain that you understood
that it ended with the production of fissionable materials themselves.
Mr. FoLK. I understand perfectly.
The CHAIRMAN. And did not contemplate that the Government
would go in the business of heating every house in the country, or of
taking any of the fissionable materials and running locomotives or
steamships with them.
Mr. FoLK. I understand that at present the bill does not contemplate that. The bill does contemplate, however, licenses required
for research or for industrial pursuits. In making it unlawful for any
person to operate any equipment or d~vices utilizing fissionable
materials without a license from the Commission, such prov1s10n
would undoubtedly deter the development of harmless fissionable
materials.
·
The CHAIRMAN. What· do you mean by "harmless fissionable
materials"?
.
Mr. FoLK. We have radioactive materials now, like radium,
which have a spontaneous splitting of the atom; that is what gives
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raditin;i. its effept. . Yet it isn't harinfol to ai1ybody e:x:eroi~ing proper
precautions in using it. I anticipate in the future that we are going
to discover a number of substunces that can be used where the aotfon
is not so violent that it cannot be used safely as a substitute for other
thin~.
.
.
(
The CHAIRMAN.· Any material th.at is fissionable, that releases any
amount of energy, is potentially i1 source of destruction, is it not?
Mr. FoLK,. I don't believe. it is necessarily. Would you say that
radium is?
'I'he CHAIRMAN. No.
Mr. FoLK. Radium releases energy; radium is split up.
The CHAIRMAN. Granted, but is it. a scientific foct that mdium
produces energy in n.ny appreciable amount necessary to do the .work
of industry?
Mr. FoLK. No, but I can conceive of -there being discovered other
elements, perhaps some of much less atomic weight than uranium
and thorium and the like, which would nevertheless release fissionable
energy.
·
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me just as soon- as it releases enough
energy to be worth while, to do the work of industry, to do the work
of so many kilowatt-hours, if you please, it would then be capable of
being used explosively.
Mr. FoLK. Well, the suggestion thri.t I have made, or that NAM
has made, is that if such is found to be the case, the Commission
should regulate it and police it, but I am· confident myself that there
will be fi_ssionable ma.terials discovered that don't need regulation, that
will produce sufficient energy to be used commercially or industrially,
and still not be a public danger. If it proves to be a public danger,
or is likely to be, t.hi!i Commission should have authority to know what
is going on, and if they find there is such danger, then it immediately
comes within their province under the suggestion I have made. Have
I made myself clear?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; I understand your point; I don't agree
with you, but I understand it.
-Mr. FoLK. Just so I make it clear; I was in hope you would at
least agree with something we had to say. .
It should suffice if the authority of the Commission be limited to
the regulation of such use thereof as might endanger the public safety.
Provision is made thatWhere any license might serve to maintain or foster the growth of monopoly,
restraint of trade, unlawful competition, or other trade positio'n inimical to the
entry of new, freely competitive enterprises, the Commission is authori~ed and
directed to refuse to issue such license or to establish such conditions to prevent
these results as the Commission, in consultation with the Attorney General, may
determine.

· This provision is too broad and very objectionable. It opens the
way to possible unjust discrimination against applicants for a license.
Any private ownership of property is a monopoly of that property.
Any refusal of a property owner to allow others free use of his property
is to that extent a rest;raint of trade. In any event, the word "unlawful"
should be inserted before "monopoly" and also before "restraint of
trade," just as it is with respect to "competition," referred to in the
foregoing as "unlawful competition." The 11ntitrust laws could then
·provide adequate safeguards.

I
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·I might ~ay that also where you say" oi· otl1er trade position inimical
to the entry of 1iew competitors," you might say "inimical t.o thEt
lawful entry of new competitors." .
· Have I made myself clear?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
PATENTS

Mr.

PoL'K. Now we coine to the patents.

Section 10 (p. 18, line

19), under which patents covering inventions for the production

refining, and other processing of fissionable materials. shall be issued
to the Commission and not to the inventor, of course nullifies those
provisions of the law, in accordance with the Constitution, by which
the inventor is given the exclusive right to his invention for a· limited
term. Beliiwing as we do, and as is generally accepted to be the fact,
that our patent laws have been to a very great extent responsible for
the. development of new industries, increased employment, and a
high standard of living, such overthrow of the fundamentals of our
patent system should not be undertaken .. It should suffice if the
Government merely takes over a non-exclusive license fot governmental purposes with provision for just compensation for the rights
so taken, as is now provided by law.
·
Section 10 (b) (p. 19, line 12) provides that any patent already
issued to private individuals covering any process or device utilizing
or peculiarly necessary to the utilization of fissionable materials is
subject to compulsory licensing. This, of course, amounts to confiscation of private property. It is not the taking of private property
by due process of law or for public use with the safeguard provided in
article V of the Amendments to the Constitution. It should suffice
that the Government take, for governmental uses only, a nonexclusive
license with just compensation therefor. Compulsory licensing of
patents already issued has generally been regarded as unconstitutional
confiscation of vested private property.
You see, I make a distinction between patents already issued and
those issued in the future. There is a distinction.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it your conception of the law that the Government cannot use its condemnation powers and take private property
with due compensation?
·
.
· Mr. FoLK. Only where the public use is involved, and that doesn't
mean use for Tom, Dick, and Harry or anybody that wants it. The
Government doesn't condemn real estate and divide it up among its
citizens.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course I grant you that, but there would be
the thought-granted the tremendous effect that these things might
have on our economy-that the Government might have the right
under the Constitution to take that property upon the payment of
due compensation. However, that raises a legal question.
. Mr. FoLK. I have paid attention to that especially. Since the
very beginning of time, the Supreme Court has invariably held that
the patent property was just like real estate, not to be subject to
confiscation by the Government, nor for use of governmental purposes
even without just compensation. I want to bring that point up.
I have never heard any good authority contrary to this, and the bills
that have heretofore been introduced in Congress on compulsory
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_ licensing have gcnor~Uy been amended to ,make it include' future _
patents only. '
. '. '.
. .. : ' _:' .. '
. Senator H1cKENLOOP.lllR; What was that last statement?'
.
Mr. FOLK._ I can say it agnin, probably in difi'etcnt language. - - I say
the general interpretation of the law is that taking patent property is
a confiscation of tha.t property, and the Supreme Court has held'--as
- recently as in the Glass Industry case-that the Government has no
more right to take _that property than it µas any private property.
. Senator flICKENLOOPER . .Yoti are dealing only with future patents?
Mr. FOLK. That is right.
,
·
.
The CrrAIRMAN. Do you lmow of any patents in the field now?· .
Mr. FOLK. Unfortunately, I don't._ You could get that, Mr.
Chairman, I should thirik, by asking the Commissioner of Patents to
give you a list of those patents relating to fissionable materials. It
would be rather an interestirig studi. Of course, you are not going
to get a list of the patent applications. I should thinl;: those would
be preserved for secrecy reasons during the war and not released.
The CrrArnMAN. I imagine they are available to us.
Mr. FoLK. They should be.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, of course we haven't, but we intend next.
week to get into that situation in some detail. You lmow that all
the contractors working under the Manhattim district have been
working for the Government and have been paid for their work.
Mr. FoLK. Then, in general, it would belong to the Government.
The CHAIRMAN. So the difficulty that you anticipate about patents:
already applied for would probably not raise too many difficulties.
Mr. FOLK. No; I don't believe it would, but I haven't even got to
"applied for"; I have so far consider~d issued patents, because "applied
for" refers to future patents, those that have not been issued. I deal
with that in the next paragraph.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I rather think that the Commissioner of Patents,
has not issued any po.tents upon atomic energy devices or upon the
production of fissionable materials. If he has done so, we want to
know about it.
Mr. FOLK. There may have been some issued before the war ..
Generally there is, long before a thing goes into commercial use, a
patent issued on it.
_
The CHAIRMAN. I rather think we are dealing with a virgin fielcf
here.
Mr. FoLK. Probably so.
Senator Hrn1rnNLOOPER. I expect they took out patents on these·
cyclotrons, and things of that sort-much of the apparatus.
Mr. FOLK. Yes; and they have taken patents out on the processing
of beryllium and uranium. I think the next witness will deal with.
that and knows much more about that than I do. I do know uranium,
as a metal, was isolated more than 100 years ago. Naturally, many·
industrial uses have come of it.
Now, my position is that your bill-unintentionally, no doubtis drawn so broad that you would have control of those industries. I
really raise the point that I think should be given some attention. ~l
While there may be some difference of opinion regarding _compulsory
licensing of future patents, cve11 in such case it is questionable whether·
Congress has the authority to grant other than an exclusive right ..
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The grantih~ of a patent subject to compulsory license is th~ negation
of an exclusive right.· In any event it is contrary to the spirit and
· intent of the constitutional provision for promoting the progress of
science and useful arts, by the grant to the inventor of an ·exclusive
right for a limited time, a provision which for more than 150 years has
proven its merit.
·
·
· , . .
.
· ., .
The National Association of Manufacturers is therefore opposed to
the confiscation of patent property without due process of law; and is
likewise opposed to compulsory licensing even of ·patents granted in
the fu.ture.. The p~ovision in our Constit1;1tion f?r the granting of
exclusive ngbts, which have served so adm1rablv m the past should
be continued wHhrespect to this new art in order that the devefopment
thereof may not 1:>e hampered. It would deter research and development work if the party engaged therein must bear his own loss~s if he
is unsuccessful and must share his discoveries with others who sit·
idly by, in case he is successful.
· . .
Senator HrcirnNLOOPER, Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt here?
The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
·
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Folk, under the general principle of
eminent domain, let us say, such as we use in land acquisition and
other things with adequate compensation, do you still think that the
compulsory turning over of patents to the .Government and compulsory licensing would be in violation of the Constitution?
Mr. FOLK. Undoubtedly with reference to patents already issued,
if it is not for a public use. Of course, I say the Government can
condemn patents for its own use, foi' Government purposes, but when
it condemns patents to distribute to anybody who wants to come
into the field privately, that is a different matter.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Let me ask you this: Suppose the Government decided that all fll'earms were the property of the Government
for national defense, and that private individuals could neither manufacture Ol' use firearms, and that any firearm already in existence or
any patent for the manufacture of firearms should be acquired by
the Government for the exclusive use of the Government.
Mr. FoLK. Of course, they could pass a law, a police regulation,
forbidding the use of firearms, just as they did forbidding gambling
,devices, for example. Just because you forbid a patented device
doesn't mean the patent is confiscated. The patent gives to the
inventor the right to exclude others. So far as stopping him from
manufactw·ing, you don't have to take over his patent at all.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. No; but suppose that you supplement that
seizure by provision for adequate compensation? Of course, the fellow
who holds the patent neyer. thinks the compensation is adequate, but
the law could set up what it considered a fair yardstick there.
Mr. FOJ,K. As I have said, under our system of government, private
property in the case you mention should not be confiscat.ed for the
benefit of private individuals in the United States. That is the only
answer I can give you.
. ,· .
Senator HrcKENLOOPEil.. I wasn't appi·oaching it from the standpoint. of benefit to private individuals. I was merely trying to explore
this question of the Government declaring as un over-all policy that
this whole field has an overriding public interest, that tho Government
elects to take over the entire field, and then in the public interest
making a declaration that certain activities can be farmed out, as we
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do with tlie Nary... We say the Navy is a public responsibility,. and
yet we farm out the building of ships .to private enterprise or priva£0 1
oompanies·on occasiorls.· Now, something. comparable to that·. might'
be worked out.
·
.
· lYir..· FoLK. I cn,n only' say .that.if the Goverrimerit wants to stop the
· manufacture of TNT or faearms by private individuals, it can do so',·
far as I know. Certainly thev could' bv some interpretations· that
might be given to it, but I do 11ot think the Govemment would- have
the authority to take away the only thing.the inventor has, the right
to exclude others. . If the Government itself took that over and manuJ
factured it, that would be taking it over for Government purposes and
just compensation should be pai:d fo1· it. There is no need to take. over the patent; a· lionexclusive right would be all the Government
would need in any event. Undoubtedly if the patent hol_der should
find he was barred by law from making the device, he would be glad to
sell his patent and get something for it.
.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. That 1fateil.t law has been built up to
encourage exploration, to encourage it by whatever financial consider.atiou can flow from the work of an· inventor. Now, if adequate compensation is set up for that invention, that is, for the genius or the
exercise of the genius, then wouldn't that take the place of the exclusive right to manufacture and market? The exclusive right to
manufacture and market, let us say, is in the nature of a reward and
is a part. of the encouragement for workii1g out the invention, as I
would view it.
· · Mr. FoLK, Of course, the reward to the inventor is only a.n incident.
The whole purpose of it is to develop the art and science.
·
Now, I can not see any difference between the Government, seizing
a million aci·es of land out West that is privately owned, saying, "We
are going to take that over and submit it so the Homestead Act so
that anybody can bu} that property that wn,nts to." I don't consider
·that as taking it for a public use, and I don't consider that the Government has any right to do it. I feel tho same way with reference to
patents. I see no distinction between one form of private property
and another."
· .
I am glad to raise this question; it. is not a simple one.
Senator HxcKENLOOPER. I wn,nt to make it clear, Mr. Folk, that
as far as my own view is concerned, I am very zealous that private
enterprise be not excluded from exploration in this field. There are
certain fields of protection, however, which I think we will have to
provide for. But it is rather confusing. There is a twilight zone in
there.
Mr. FOLK. It isn't twilight to me; I am sorry it is to you.
'l'he ·CHAIRMAN. In other words, your ha.sic belief is that there is
no difference between the instance·you mention, in which the Government might take a million acres of land and put in out to private use,
and operations in this field, the field of atomic energy'?
·
Mr. FoLK. Well, I was giving it broader interpretation than thatto any pa,tent rights they may have. The Government has a right
to take the patent for its own purposes, but has no right, after it has
granted tho patent, we will say, to take it awa.y from you and say,
"W'e are going to give it to somebody else."
The CHAIRMAN. But we have to think of this problem in terms of
its peculiarities, which is a masterpiece of understatement.
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, Senator HrdK.ElNLOOPIDR. How do you reconcile, .then, the .theoryof eminent·domain? · lour argument then would carry just as much:
into the field·of eminent domain and say that ·the State or the Gov--.
ernment couldn't come and take any land for road purposes;
Mri FonK; That is a public use. That is provided for in the-·
Constitution.
. ..
.
..
·
. ..
Senator HrcKENLOOPEJR. Then you get do.wn to the question of:
what is appropriate use, and that is where your twilight zone comes,.
Mr. FoLK. Of course public use is a very difficult thing to define ..
It is easy to say what isn't public use; but sometimes it is very·
difficult to say what is public use. I will grant y'ou that.
Senator HrcKIDNLOOPER. I am not so certain I would agree with·.
that. I think with changing conceptions of industry and business.
in our whole economic system, the public use may change from time·
to time. That is, what yesterday was manifestly in everybody's,
mind not a public use may tomorrow be generally accepted as a
public use.
·
.
Mr. FoLK. That may be true, but let us not give the Commission,
any authority until we are definitely sure it is a public use in thestrict sense of the term.
Senator HrnKIDNLOOPER. I think I 3;gree with that; I think we.
should be quite sure.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us take the TVA and see if we can make a.
helpful analogy. TVA used the powers of condemnation to secure.
large tracts of land. Now they are operating the thing as a Govern,-.
ment institution, a Government monopoly in that area, actually
operating it.
.
Would you say that it would be beyond the powers of the Gov-:
ernment to lease out the management of any of those plants?
Mr. FoLK. I haven't given the matter.sufficient thought. I haveonly treated the matter with respect to patents, as I understand it,
and we are dealing with a rather difficult subject, as I thinl{ we all
appreciate.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but I think that the Government would havethe right to take the operation around the Norris Dam~ we will say,
and lease it out to Commonwealth & Southern for operation without
running into the danger of a successful attack by the property owners.
who had thn,t land taken away from them.
Mr. FoLK. I can conceive that that would be an incidental use in
which the tail went with the hide, nnd you might deal with it in that
way. But there must be back of it primarily a Government use in
order that they can condemn that property.
I want you to understand that you have raised some questions here.
that I have not discussed with the Committee on Patents and Re.search; which is a very able committee, and necessarily you will have
to interpret these as my individua.l views. I suppose you understand
that. I don't believe they will differ with me, knowing the com~.
mittee, but I want it definitely understood that I have not been
instructed on that particular subject.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir.
Mr. FoLK. Now as to general comments~and we have to wind up.
somehow, you know-the creation of an Atomic Energy Commission
such as is proposed in S. 1717 or even in the May-Johnson bills,
H. R. 4280, H. R. 4566, and S. 1463, with the creation·at the same-
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·time ot'a N ationnl S~ience Foundation, along the· 1mes1• p~oposed in
the Kilgore or 1vfagn:uson' bills, ·S. 1297 ·.and S. .1285, respectively;
would result in au overlapping of, and conflict in, the authority and
functio11s of those two proposed 9"overnmeut agencies. Perhaps. the
.functions of the Atonne· ·Eneigy Oominission ·can' be combined with
· that of a National Science Foundation by the creation of an Atomic
Energy Cotrimittee such as can teadily be provided for in the abovementioned bills for the creation of a National Science Foundation.
· A careful consideration of S. 1717 makes it apparent that the
broadest possible control, as distinct from regulation or policing; is
given to the Commission with respect to every possible aspect of this
new art. Enterprises involving some new industries that have already
arisen, having no direct relation to the use of atomic energy, and new
enterprises that are likely to be developed in the future involving the
use of atomic energy; would be under the absolute control of the
Commission. It would be a misnomer to · refer thereto as "free
enterprise."
While, as stated above, the National Association of Manufacturers
recognizes the necessity for such regulation and policing of the new
art of atomic energy as may be necessary to safeguard the public
from danger therefrom or from misuse thereof, the National Association of Manufacturers at the same time is apprehensive that S. 1717
. and other bills now in Congress along :the same general lines would
unnecessarily hamper the developm_e1it,.of the art. The principal
reasons the National Association pf·J.\1"::i,nufacturers objects to such
broad authority being given to the)Gommission as provided for in
the above-mentioned bills may be ·Siifumarized in recommendations
made by the National Association ·6£ Manufacturers' Committee on
Patents and Research and approved by the National Association of
Manufacturers' Board of Directors.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Folk, I take it that thEJ provisions of
the May-Johnson bill providing for Government control of operation
are, in your opinion, too restrictive?
·
Mr. FOLK. They are more drastic than the McMahon bill, and the
last bill that was introduced by Congressman May is quite an improvement- IL R. 4566, I believ13. But there are still some features
that should be changed, or this bill could be straightened out.
The CHAIRMAN. But even the l\fay-Johnson bill in. your, ,opinion
is too drastic and too liberal as far as the Govei'nniei1t's ··r:r'Jhere is
concerned?
:_ · ; · , · · ~x.•.,
Mr. FoLK. 'That is exactly the opinion of the 6oirirtiittee, arid:lam
s~eaking for th~m when I say that. Th~ resolutr?u~'they .adop,ted
will show that Is the case, because that mcluded the ·:¥.ay~,Tohrtsbn.
bill. [Reading from the resolution adopted J;ly 'Corii1riittee on Pate:r'l:°ts't
and Research of the National Association of, Maniifiict\irerst],
, '· . .
0

They would impose ·severe and unnecessary restricti~ii~ ·arid. frrip6~i~ents 'upori·.
research and exploration in one of the most advanced.. O:nd ·potentially fruitful-".
fields of scientific investigation and endeavor.
.· . ,
. :· .· .. : . -.. ::. -\:·.
They would deter and impede the development of atomic·energy for.industrial'.
and other nonmilitary uses in the United States ·and would tend,tq.put. the.JJnited.
States at a disadvantage in relation to other nations that did rtot-.adopt siriillar:re91'!l!~~i~1ld discourage invention in this field by subjecting t~'~i;0JfJ~~ri{ciorC
demnation and seizure patents, application for patents, and invention§ relatwgJo:
atomic energy,
·
· · '. '-1' ,,, f('
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They would interfere with and. fond to destroy the freedom of. development ,of
science which is essential to technical, social, and industrial progress. ·
·
And, they would subject scientific research and development to bureaucratic
cbntrol.
·
·

As .above stated; the National Association 0£ Manufacturers recognizes, however, the J?,ecessity for proper regulation and policing of this
new art so as to obviate danger to the public therefrom. · . ·
I hope I have made the position of the NAM clear.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, Senator?
Senator MILLIKIN. I regret that I couldn't be in on the beginning
of your presentation.
.
Mr. FoLK. 'l'he presentation is there, aside from the questions that
have been asked, and which I was glad to have answered.
Senator MILLIKIN. I shaJl read the transcript with great interest ..
Mr. FoLK. Thank you very much. We have given this very careful consideration. I have been associated, as I said, as patent adviser
of the National Association for 7 years, and all these important questions have been given very careful consideration by them.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, was this matter touched upon,
as to what private right to patents should exist out of the research and
development financed by the Government during the war in these
various plan ts?
.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Folk stated it is his position that if the Government paid for this work that they were entitled to the patent rights.
Isn't that right, Mr. Folk?
.
Mr. FoLK. That is what the Government has paid the man to do,
and it belongs to the Government as a result. Of course, there may
be cases in which the man made investigations preceding that and
could show it wasn't included in what he was paid for, and that is a
different proposition.
·
It has long been settled that not only in the Government, but anybody employing somebody to make an invention, when the invention
is made it belongs to the man who employed him and paid
it.
There is nothing new in that.
The CHAIRMAN, Mr. Folk is also the first witness that we have had
before the committee. who has taken the position, on behalf of his
organization, that there should not be a Government, monopoly of the
production of fissionable materials, but tlrnt fissionable materials
could and should be manufactured at will by private individuals under
suitable safety and security regulations, and that any monopoly of this
field by the Government-that is, the production of fissiona.ble materials-would be an unwarranted invasion of our free-enterprise
system as we know it, and he stressed that point. I wanted to make
sure that you understood that that was his position.
Senator HAR'r. J'\fay I ask one thing, Mr. Chairi:nan, in order to get.
it straight?
The CnAmll'fAN. Surely.
Senator HART. Did Mr. Folk take into :co·nsideration the possibility
of international agreements which would be rnstrictive?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Folk and I had a brief conversation about that,
and I asked him if he did not think that such a handling of the matter
by private individua.ls might not impede n.nd possibly obstruct an
inspection system which might he worked out internationally, and he
stated it was his opinion that he did not believe that it would. I think
I am right.

for
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Mr. Fouc. I think we have got to confo1111 .to th:e ihterriational
a1Tangements that are made and might afl'ect the u.mount of policing·
and regulation you would have to do. I don't thipk yo1iwould affect
the question of who makes the fissionable materials, or who owns the
ores from which it is made, or who owns the processes by which it is
produced, or that there is any necessity for a bro.ad control of atoniic
energy.
My feeling is thitt you will discover a great nmny fissionable mate- ·
rials in which the atom can be split without any danger whatsoever to
the public, and the Government should not interfere with the. discovery of such devices, as I think it would if you put it tinder governmental control solely.
This is a very drastic bill, and I really rather dreaded having to take
the position I did, but I thought it was due the committee that I tell
you the views of the National Association of Manufacturers.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the witness would
accept a qualification to his statement, that we must accept the international arrangements that may be made. I assume that he meant
the international a1Tangements which may be made, to which the
Congress assents.
l\1r. FoLK. That is what I assumed, of course, naturally.
Senator MILLIIUN. May I ask the witness whether he could possibly divide this subject into, let us say, two phuses: First, the phuse that
we are in now, where we don't know wlrnt. the international arrangement will be, where we have a whole lot to lettrn about the whole subject, where we do know that we are dealing with a deadly thing,
which might suggest that for a period of time, a short period of time,
it is advisable for the Government to maintain complete control over
· the whole subject; und that once that period of time has passed, we
could then open the· thing up on a much broader public and private
en.terprise scale.
Mr. FoLK. My suggestion wouldn't prevent that being done.
When I say the Government should rngulate 1md police, I think all the
authority the Government needs to control the dangerous situn,tion is
given to the Commission. I don't think it is necessary for the Commission to be the only one manufacturing fissionable materials. If
other people are allowed to manufacture it, it should of course be
under policing so as to n,vert any possible clanger to the public.
Senator MILLIKIN. I might go along with you easily on that as
soinething for the future, once we know whore we are in the use of this
energy as a weapon. I suggest-and I am just, thinking out loudthat perhaps we might look at the whole situation at the present time,
at the uncertainty of foreign affairs, and whether we are set for peace
CI whether this is just an armistice, since we are lacking knowledge
as to what may be agreed upon internationo.lly, and that during that
period of uncertainty it might be wise to make a complete and total
control over the subject. However, as soon as we can say to ourselves
that we are now entering a period of peace, that the weapon is no
longer the predominant feature, that the development _of this thing
commercially and for peaceful purposes is now the predominant
feature-at that point it seems to me wo could rirnke a drastic alteration of om views n.ncl say, "Now we are ready to turn this thing loose
under control n.nd supervision," as distinguished from the tight control
of the energy that is proposed by all of these bills.
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· Mr. Foi:it'. You raise an interesting question, but I am fearful that
once you have socialistic government control, which is state socialism,
it is going to lrn very hard to ever throw it off.
·
·
·. The other feature I make is the proposHion we have .that so. far as
the public danger or safety is concerned it should be regulated and
policed by your Commission. Further than that I don't think it is
necessary to go. What difference does it make whether the Govern'ment owns that material or a private person owns that material, if the
use of it is safeguarded?
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, I can see where the work in private
enterprise on that energy might become so widely diffused that while
control and supervision is certainly. called for, it might become im.:
practicable to ma.intain· ·it.
·
.
· Mr. FoLK. I have no objection to the bill being as it is, provided
that any person indulging even in research or development or industrial use shall be required to give the Commission information as to
what he is doing, so that the Commission can see whether the public
safety is being safeguarded.
·
I don't believe we are far apart, except· that I do object to the
Government monopoly.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I am in accord with ;vour fundamental philosophy, but it seems to me there may be a period of time when we will
have to violate some of our conceptions on the subject in the interest
of public safety and in the interest of assuring the security of the
United States.
Mr. FOLK. I am glad to get these various views, and I will repeat,
as I said when you were not here, that you have gone into a great
many phases of this for which I haven't received any approval by the
patent committee, and I am stating my personal views in regard to
that, as you will understand. I believe they will support me. That is
all I can say. I have been with them 7 years in an advisory capacity,
and gc:µerally I know what they think.
·
.
The CHAiRMAN. You say at the bottom of page 4 of your statement:
As the art develops it is almost certain that harmless fissionable materials
may be discovered, not now known to be capable of fission, but which can be
extensively utilized for industrial purposes without creating a public hazard, and
~ the use of which there will be no need even for regulation.

We briefly touched on that, Mr. Folk, but I wonder what scientific
basis you have for any such prediction.
.
Mr. FoLK. I am hazarding a guess, because I know the radioactive
materials are supposed, and I think it is generally accepted, to be
spontaneously breaking down of the atom, and is doing it by such a
slow process there is no danger. Now:, I could conceive that some
other material, for example lead-that the dream of the alchemist
might come true by which you could change lead into gold, and
could do it without any danger to the public in so doing.
Radium, for example, is a spontaneous breaking down of the atom.
There is no danger to the public in general.
Isn't it possible that some other elements may be found, maybe
having a lighter atomic weight than uranium and thorium, and still
be perfectly safe for the public to use?
The CHAIRMAN. But all of them would produce energy, if they are
going to be any good.
Mr. FoLK. Yes.
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·The CnAIRl\rAN.,Arid if you can·pro<luce energy, 1that ene~·gy could·.
lbetumedintoaweapom--, ·:,
. ·
,:--· ,.,. ,··;:'.;:',,_,-..·, ·.·
Mr. FoLK. I doubt it. There might he some. that .:,vouldn't be.
'That is my point. Some mi.ght be perfectly safe. and not a danger
;to the public. I don't like to tie it up beyond what.you know. now .
. ··Senator MILLIKIN. You mean· there might be' an element exploited
,that might not be capable 0£. these deadly chain reactions?·, . · , ·, :
· . Mr. FoLK. 'fhat is exactly right: , "
·
· · · ·· ·
· Senator MILLIKIN. At the .. same: time,. it might producl3 energy
which might be harmless· for peacetime purposes?. · ·· · . . : ." . ,,, ...
· Mr. FoLK. That is right; that. is a guess, but I have seen so many
wonderful things done during my lifetime that I am fully willing to
make that guess. .
• ·. .
,
Senator HART. '!'here again, following Senator Millikin's thought
that this is really interim legislation,. though he did not so ·express
it, those scientific developments, as I gather, are not yet in sight and
there is no particular reason for worrying about them in any way
right now. But, as I gather from the short time I have been here,
you rather fear that something will stay on the books here, stay in
the statutes, which will be too difficult' to change when that time
does arrive?
Mr. FoLK. That is one reason. That isn't the only one. I am
also fearful that you will discourage people from searching for those
materials in the ground. What is the use of discouraging them?
The patents under this bill will go to the Government. If the researcher is unsuccessful, the loss is his; if he is successful, he has to
turn it over to the Governinent.
That is one of my principal points, the discouragement of looking
for the very things we want to find.
.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. The percentage of success in the patent field
is infinitesimal, is it not?
Mr. FoLK. 'fhat has been my experience as to the last 50 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much,_Mr. Folk.
Mr. FoLK. Thank you for giving me this opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bransome and Mr. Kett.
Mr. Edwin D. Bransome is president of the Vanadium Corp. of
America, and Mr. Frederick Kett is general manager of the mining
division of the Vanadium Corp. of America.
STATErn.:ENT OF EDWIN D. BRANSOI',rn, PRESIDENT, AND FREDERICK F. KETT, GENERAL MANAGER, MINING DIVISION,
VANADIUM CORP. OF AMERICA

Mr. BRANSOM.El. Mr. Chairman, we have an apology to make. Mr.
Kett will read this record, but in the presentation of it we thought
we were addressing the committee in executive session. On page 3 ·
of this record, we have some figures which we have ineffectually tried
to blot out. We can pass around copies to the committee, or we can
remove that page and pass them around to anybody who wants them.
The CHAIRMAN. I suggest that you let us have the statement as it
is for the members who are present, and we will see that the matter
remains secret.
Mr. BRANSOM.El. We are sworn to secrecy.
The CnArnMAN. les; I understand.
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' - Senator MlLLIKIN. If we {t.re omitting anything fFom the ·public
session which you think we should deal with, we can have ·a short
private session afterward.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
All right, Mr. Bransome.
Mr .. KE'l;T, If it is to be assumed -that atomic energy and its development 1s of importance to the safety and progTess of the United States,
then it is obvious that the sources of supply and stocks of raw materials
from which atomic energy is derived are- of paramount importance
and that their availability should be the subject of immediate and
exhaustive study.
· .
Unless recent developments have materially changed the picture,
it may further be assumed that uranium is still the only raw material
for the development of atomic energy programs.
Published records indicate that world sources of uranium in substantial amount have been from:
1. Pitchblende-Canada and the Belgian Congo. ·
2. Certain vanadium ores known as roscoelite and carnotite from
Western United States, chiefly Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and New
Mexico.
.
Some pitchblende discoveries have been recorded in the United
States, but to date not of sufficient importance to be considered a
potential source of supply. .
·
Senator MILLIKIN. May I interrupt? Do we have any roscoelite
in Colorado?
Mr. KETT. Oh, yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. What is the layman's term for that?
Mr. KETT. That is the layman's name, roscoelite. It is a vanadium
mica.
Occurrences of carnotites are reported in Russia, but grade and
extent are not published or known to us.
If the foregoing is true in respect to the sources of uranium, then
we are reduced to two methods of safeguarding the interests of the
United States in respect fo this raw material:
(a) Importation and stockpiling here of all the pitchblende or
uranium concentrates thereof available to the United States.
(b) Intensive prospecting and development of carnotite and roscoelitc ores in the United States and immediate mining and refinement
of such ores, in accordance with the considered dictates of competent
authority.
These programs could be carried out concurrently and so continued
until imports of uranium containing materials were shut off by exhaustion or foreign legislation or international agreement.
·
Until uranium is conceded to be supplanted by other raw materials
as requisite in the development of atomic energy, it would seem
criminally negligent not to place the United States in a position to be
self-reliant in respect to raw materials in times of emergency.
. . It seems needless to point out that times of emergency are usually
dictated by the aggressor with due regard by him to the unpreparedneEs of the nonaggressor.
Within the boundaries of the United States, all carnotites and
roscoclites carry uranium oxide, U 30 8 , with run-of-mine carrying a
maximum content for a vanadium milling grade ore of about 0.30
percent U 30 8, an average content of about 0.15 percent U 30 8, and a
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tninim~in ~ont~ii.t ~f ubout 0.05 petrie~t TJ~Os,· o/6, p6u:rit1k; 3 p~~~ds
and l' 1Jound co11tain~d U 30 8 per ton of vanadium ote. ·
· . ·· :·
Carnotite (hot roscoelite) does occasionally occui' in the· form of
co'nceiltl'ations containing' up to a maximum of '30 percerit U~Oa,
These coiicentmtio'ns occur mostly in what.-are l0101vii as car11otite
"tteesllantl ate actually re1Jlaccnients of logs or branches of trees by
more br less pllre cur11otite, always containing vanaditihl as
as
utartitim. These so-called "trees" are few and far between, encountered nearly always in the process of mining vanadimi1 ore ..
' Sehator MrL'Lritrn. Are there any deposits of what might be called
exclusive uranium ores?
·
,
·
Mr. KET'!'. Not that I know of in the United States.
.
· Senatoi· MrtLIKIN. They ate all Inixed?
,
Mr. K:iJJT'l'.• '11hey are ail mixed 'with vanttdimn, except the 'pitch:.
blende.. There. have been very minor amounts of pitchblende found
in Colorado yeats age1, but as I say in here, they are out, as possible
sources of titanium.
·
.
. While some of these "trees" are very high grade, the average
utn.nium oxide content is not over 4 percent and the total to:titiago of
such material· for the whole of the uranium-producing area would
probably not exceed x tons per year, or say y pounds of recoverable
utanium oxide. · This is an unimportant :(froductioi.1 compared to
the possible uranium production from the vanadium operations, Which
production could jJrovide z pounds of uranium oxide from the present
facilities.
· ·
·
The uranium in these low-uranium-content, milling-grade vanadium
. ores up to 1940 has been allowed to go through the vanadium treatment processes into tailings, which were .impounded: Such tailings
were later disposed of to the Government.
In 1940, plant scale experimental work in the Vanadium Corp. of
America Colorado plant demonstrated that a satisfactory recovery of
the uranium values could be made in the> course of tho vanadium
refining process; thereafter, Vanadium Corp. of America,has contin. uously produced and marketed a uranium sludge containing some
50 percent UaOa,
As before noted, carnotites and roscoelites carry both vanadium
and uranium with run-of-mine ores containing far greater vanadium
content than uranium. Therefore, if uranium becomes the major
product and vanadium either a byproduct or waste produ,ct, uranium
recovei'y will necessarily be expensive, but only in comparison to
uranium recovered from pitchblende and not when its relative value
in atomic energy program is considered.
However, marked economies may be effected if vanadium. is
recovered and credited to the operation, and such economics_ would
obtain as long as the sale price of the vanadium so produced would
permit' competition with vanadimn ores from other sources and
vanadium uses were substantial.
Production of vanadium from United States vanadium-belll'ing
ores is a highly technical operation and so far as is known no single
process can be applied economically to ores from different localities
with varying impurities. Complicated operating plants and highly
trained technical personnel are requisites and such personnel must be
continuously available.

~en
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Prospecting, development, .mining, and processing o{ carnotite and
:roscoelite ores with uranium recovery as the major objective, it is
believed, can best be accomplished by those private enterprises which
are now or will be in the future engaged in the exploitation of vanadium
and its various product_s. Government assistance would be advantageous, but Government restrictions or any other proposed legislation,
except as to product disposal, would hamper production to the extent
that an important going industry in the United States would be
killed.
Sen.ator HART.· May I interrupt, Mr .. Kett, in order to complete
the picture?
.
·.
·
In recent metallurgical developments, has anything been found,
discovered, or developed which seems to endanger the use of vanadium
in industry as has been the case over the last few years? , Is there any
new element or new alloy which is i·eplacing it?
Mr. BRANSOME. I can answer that question in this way, Senator.
Vanadium is always being displaced . as are other elements from
certain uses. Vanadium happens to be a rather. expensive alloy, but·
they put it in because it is a master. The minute you can find some
other element to supplement that which is cheaper, they will use it.
There are always other uses cropping up.
·.
Senator HART. I simply wish to bring out how important to our
national industry as a whole is the continued production of vanadium.
It would be less important than we now know if there were something
else in sight which would supplant it.
Mr. BRANSOME. I think that question is self-answering. If there
is something that will supplant vanadium, it will be supplanted in the
march of progress.
Senator HART. My question is, have there been recent metallurgical
developments which would indicate that?
Mr. BRANSOME. Not to our knowledge.
·Mr.KETT. In regard to4product disposal, namely uranium, it must
be emphasized that the Government should have full control of such
uranium products and that the processes used make such complete
control a very simple matter.
.
.
Genei:ally speaking, individual vanadium deposits are small; new
deposits must be constantly developed and brought into production
or the whole vanadium-mining industry in the United States of
American will eventually-and not very far in the future-have to
stop for lack of ore. Therefore, restrictions on vanadium product.ion
will automatically restrict efficient uranium recovery, if not make
such recovery impossible. \Vhether the uranium is currently re-:
covered in the vanadium process or allowed to go through the process
into the impounded tailings for future recovery, the whole vanadium
mining industry and tho western plant facilities must be kept entirely
healthy and in their highest state of efficiency as long as uranium in
any quantity may be required at short notice.
We think that the right of location and patent-that is the po.tented
ground, the mining property-should be expressly stated, at least
where such location is made primarily and in good faith for elements
other than radioactive ores.
·
We think that the right of condemnation and seizure should not be
extended to mining properties, or to plants which are capable of pro-,
dticing radioactive elements but whose main operation is the produc-
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·tion 0£ elements that are not. radioactive, and which ..plants could
operate without production or appreciable loss, actual or potential,
of :radioactive elements. . . ·
·..
· · .· · ·
· · We think ,that S. 1717 should offer such facilities and protection to
the vanadium producer as to stimulate to the utmost in the United
States of America the search for and development of new sources of
vanadium and its assbciate element, uranium: .
.·
.
. The .CHAIRMAN. Before you go into your summary1 Mr. Kett,
what specifically do you suggest should be incorporated ·m S. 1717 to
accomplish that objective?
. .
. . ·.
Mr. KETT. Taking the bill itself, on page 9, line 2, I will read that
sentence, incorporating our suggestions:
The term "source materials" shall include a~y ore after but not before ~ining,
extraction, and removal from its place of origin containing uranium, thorium, or
beryllium * * *· [Italics indicate suggested insertion.]

That would cure the whole business. . That would simply mean
that. anything still in the ground is not to be controlled; In other
words, no Government department can take out 3,000,000 acres from
circulation and say, "You cannot locate claims here, or patent claims,
or have anything to do with it."
·
·
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. You would still retain the independent.
prospecting rights and location?
Mr. KETT. I mean that the mining law should not be changed at,
all. Anybody should be allowed to stake out a· claim, work it, and
patent the claim, after which they own it in fee simple, with no
restrictions on the prospecting, location, and development of claims
containing vanadium and uranium, which it always contains out
there.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Just watch them after they get th.e ore
out of the ground?
·
Mr. KETT. The minute the stuff is mined, OK-all the control you
want on it; but don't stop free prospecting for the materials.
The CHAIRMAN. That would seem to me to be rather sensible.
After all, what we ure interested in is the uranium with no disposition,
at least on my part, to try to control vanadium or any other useful
metal that doesn't have fissionable possibilities.
Mr. BRANSOME. Mr. Chairman, I might add this: You have a
few hundred small producers out there that are constantly prospecting
for ore, producing it and selling it to the people that treat the ore.
You certainly don't want to restrict those fellows.
In this bill at one point it goes beyond source materials and says:
the Commission shall arrange for the .exclusive operation of facilities employed
in the manufacture of fissionable materials by employees of the Commission,

This in itself is so restrictive thut it seems to me you have pulled
a curtain down on all the progress of the development of fissionable
materials except by a few people in the Government, who may or
may not have the urge to go ahead in accordance with the dictates
of their own desires to improve scientific knowledge. .
· ·.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that ought to be changed. Of course the
intent is the package product, and not of course the ores in the ground.
Mr. BRANSOME. But it is poorly worded in there, Mr. Chairman,
if I may presume.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you cite the page?
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. Mr. BRANsoME. It is page 7, line 10. That is beyond our soutce
material job, but if that ever starts it will go back to source m/l,terial,
in my opinion.
,
.
..
The CHAIRMAN. You suggest the use of the word. "manufacture"
rather than "mining." .
·
.
Mr. BuiNsoME. That is right. As I say, I am going beyond the
source materials into fissiona.ble materials, but these words "by employees of the Commission," in my opinion, are impracticable.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, everybody should be permitted to :tnirte
the material.
Mr. BRANSOME. ·wen, you mine the material, but suppose you
arc treating fissionable matel'ials themselves. Suppose you tak:e a.
huge company with a large research department. Any industry that
goes in must be employed by the Commission. If my understanding
of this is correct, employ means employ, and that means you must
be hired and paid and controlled both as to discipline and duties by
the Commission, which is impractical.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Well, I want to make sure that we understand
one another. It is the intent of the bill, as you: heard Mr. Folk and
the committee discuss it, to make the manufacture of fissionable
materials a Government monopoly in the field. It is not the intent
of the bill to make a Government monopoly of the mining of the
source materials. .
Mr. BRANS011IE. My only purpose in pointing out this particular
wording, "employees of the Commission," is to indicate'that it would
requil'e considerable exploration. Let me say this: I don't want to
confuse you, but at any time we might go on, as a corporation-or
other companies in our indust,ry-into the fissionable material job, or
go beyond just the source materials. We have research departments
that arc constantly doing tlmt, so our interest is there.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that opens up a much wider field. As I
said, I agree with you that the mining 'of the materials should not be
a Government monopoly.
Is it your contention that you would like the Vanadium Corp. possibly in the future to go int.o the process of manufacturing fissionable
· materials?
Mr. BnANSOME. Our research and development department is
constantly working on the use of uranium and other clements, whether
they arc heavy or light. Necessarily-well, not necessarily, but
coincidentally we have developed certain processes in respect to
urnnium, and we may be getting irito the fissio1rnble materials, and
that is our interest in this.
•
·
The CHAIRMAN. \Vas that work done before you entered into
Government operations?
Mr. BRANSOME. On uranium? Not as a fissionable material, but
we have patents on t1ranium for use in sted.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any patents on it with relation to this
'
process.?
Mr. BRANSOME. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you filed any applications for any patents?
Mr. BRANSOME. VVe may have, but not to my knowledge. If we
have, they nre in a very embryonic state.
The CHAIRMAN. But what you ,vould like to have the right to do
is to set up a plant to he owned by the Vanadium Corp. to m11nufacture fission11hle materials?
I
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.•. 1~r. J3RANS,OME. H. we ;thottght-'that w!i;s., th~_jhiµg;_tcnid;,- Without'
hitvmg that, everybody m that plant or m·that'laboratoi'y' would be
infracting the law if they were_rio~ employees .of the Oomni.ission,."",.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is-true.
.· · · -.
., '. ,.;,: ·.
. I take it, then, that you believe. that the manufacture of fissionable
. materials should'not be the moj:i.opoly 'of. the Government but that
any .company that wis~ed to ·engage in ma~ufacturing the finisJ:ied
product should ·be permitted to do so, to sell it on the market? .
. -Mt. BRANSOME. With pro_per control. as to .manufacture; use· 11nd ·
sale, with the proper controls as la.id down by the Commission and
subject to change us the need progresses. As Senator Millikin pointed
out this morning, it might be necessary to hold the. atomic energy
project right now-and in my opinion it is~in complete .subjugation
to the Goverlllllent. ·
.
.
.
.
The CnAmMAN. In other words, if you were now prepared to go
into the manufacture of fissionable materials, you do not think you·
should be permitted to do so at this time?
Mr. BRANSOME. I think we should be encouraged to go into it with
the control that the product disposal is in the hands of the Government, at least for the time being, until this period that Senator
Millikin says is over. In my opinion-I am speaking for myself-if
your committee wanted to project a period of a year, 6 months, or
whatever it is, and say, "We will review it at that time and find out
if this emergency period is over," rather than say, "This is going to
reside in the hands of the Government," that would be better, because
as Mr. Folk. very ably pointed.out, once it gets in there you have got
to take five sticks of black powder to blast it out.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is not enough.
Mr. BRANSOME. I guess that is right.
Senator H1CICENLOOPER. That just makes the noise: it doesn't
move the thing.
Mr. BRANSOME. So unless that restriction is limited, you are running into very severe dariger again, in my humble opinion, of restricting your program and restricting your development, and very dangerously restricting it. As you know, and without any reflection on
governmental agencies, when a governmental agency-at least the
Government agencies that we have been in contact with-reach the
age of maturity, they seem to me to sort of pull in; they are helpful,
but, my gosh, I never saw them go out and bust anything wide open
the way private industry will do; and that is just what we want to
prevent-hr.ving this thing as a little club, and I mean a social gathering instead of having competition in the field, having everybody work
on it at.th'3 same time. In the interest of safety of the United States
and the progress of the world, if atomic energy is what we think it is,
we have got to be awfully careful about handling the progress of it
and not hold it down, not be so frightened of it. This thing isn't
going to develop next week so that atomic energy is going to be such--:
and I hope the authorities agree with me-that you can produce
enough atomic energy to run an automobile, or anything.
·
One authority says, "Sure, you could with a cupful of it." But
you would have to have 50 tons of a protective element to keep from
killing the driver.
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The.OftAmMAN; And more.
.
. , . . ...... , . .
Mr;' BRANSOME; And more for it:·· couple of botnbs. 'YoU:people
know more about the project than we do .. But there isn't one single
company that is going to go out tomorrow or next week or next year,
in iny opinioI')., and have the power of the world_:_like Mr. E. Phillips
Oppenheim used to write abotit--in his hand and: sttJ,rt sending
telegram$ to somebody saying, "Do it my way or I will blow. the
world up. 11
·
.
.
·
·
_ ·
I think that is a question of development. · For(goodness sake,
don't stop the development;
.
.·
·'
Senator MILLIKIN .. Let's get back now to the hills of Colorado.
Mr. BRANSOME. I would like to be there right now, Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. I cannot say too strongly that! would like to
be there, or my constituents might take me at·my word.
· If a pr6spector out in the hills of Colorado staked a claim, worke.d
out, and found that the ore contained appreciable amounts of uranium, would there be any objection to announcing that that kind of
uranium ore had been discovered?
Mr. BRANSOME. There is in here a paragraph which I would like
to call to your attention. I cannot find it just at the moment; but
if it is discovered, the prospector discovers it, the minute he brings
that above ground he reports it if it has got radioactive material in.it.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, is there any objection, regardless of the
wording of the bill, to- that requirement?
Mr. BRANSOME. Not at all.
Mr. KETT. That could be handled through the county clerk's
office, because all these discoveries have to be recorded with the
county clerk before you can take the claims up.
Senator MILLIKIN. All right. Now, he commences to develop that·
prospect and get the ore out of it. Whot I am thinking of in the back
of my head is whether there is any point in the mining of the ore-riot
the processing of it, but in the mining of it--where the Government
could not maintain such a supervision that a misuse of that ore could
be made. For example, I am thinking of the possibility of bootlegging an ore of that kind.
Mr. BRANSOME. Let me anticipate you. If you could take all the
ore that you get in Colorado and put it out above ground, you cannot
do a single thing with it until you separate the uranium from the
vanadium; and even then, if you had tons of the ore, or a thousand
tons of U 30 8 , you are running into no more danger than you would
by having a thousand tons of sand.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I quite agree. Now, let's take an Oppenheim
squint at this thing. Suppose a fellow had that stuff piled up, and
suppose he sold the crude ore to some mischievous outfit that might
want to deal in this thing in a secretive and harmful way.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Some mad scientist.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, this is all Oppenheim, as I say. Supposing
he smuggled that ore into some foreign country that didn't have it
and wanted it awfully bad.
·
Even taking that view of it, could we not by supervision and by
knowledge of what is going on, maintain an adequate protection over
the crude ore?
I
· · ·
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. Mr.· BRANSOME. Without question. Any part that slipped out I
don't think would be very dangerous· at all. . .
· ·,
. .. ·
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Let's say that instead of doing that he sends
his ore to one of your plants in Colorado. Now, what happens in
that plant? You ·are after vanadium.·. Give us a liitle picture of
what happens in your plant. ·
Mr. BRANSOME. If you would like to see it, Senator, we have got'
some samples here to show you what would happen. · .
. ·
Senator M1LLIKIN. I would like to know what happens to this
,complex ore that has some uranium in it at a vanadium plant. Tell
us just what happens there-I don't mean to describe your secret
processes, but set before us the progress of that uranium ore.
. Mr. BRANSOME. All right; you crush the ore itself. Then you treat
it so as to get it in shape to roast it, and it goes through a huge roaster,
a huge furnace. Finally you drop it into a quench box, into water.
A certain part of that is soluble in water, and other parts have to be
treated otherwise. At one point you have got your vanadium and
.uranium in solution. You separate those. There is no secret about
that. The know-how is what counts. You separate those, and pa:r:t
,of your vanadium goes with the uranium, and the vanadium ·keeps
·On. This goes out here. [indicating] and is distinctly .controllable. It
is a small part of the ore itself, it is a small part of the content.
That goes out and is treated from there on, and we have been
<loing it for years. 1'hat goes into one bucket and the .Army takes
it over-the Manhattan district takes it over.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Can you see any reason why there couldn't be
a complete control and supervision over one of your plants that goes
through that process without Government ownership?
Mr. BRANSOME. Oh, absolutely. It can go through without Government ownership and until the time it gets through there is nothing
,dangerous in it .. You say, "Now, Government, it belongs to you;
you can do what you want with it."
·
The Commission-I assume it is to be a commission-says: "You
take this U3 0 8 • That goes to John Smith, that portion of it goes to
John Jones, and that goes to somebody else"; and they are going to
work on producing fissionable materials.
Senator 1YlJLLIKIN, As for as we have gone, there is no reason why
the Government should own the mine?
Mr. BRANSOME. Not the slightest.
Senator Mu,LmIN. And there is no reason why the Government
should own a plant of the nature that you are describing?
Mr. BRANSOME. Evr.ry reason against it.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thirdly, that the Government is in position at
all times to exercise a protective supervision over those two steps?
Mr. BRANSOME. That is right, complete control of inventory, which
everybody does. Every company controls its inventory from stnrt
to finish. The Government can control that very easily.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, there is no provision of the bill which
calls for Government ownership of the production of the source
material. You realize that? ·
Mr. BRANSOME. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And there is no provision of the bill that calls for
the Government to own the material that you separate before you
start the chain reaction process.
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Mr. BnANSOME. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to make sure Senator Millikin
understood tlrn.t..
Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to ask one more question, Mr.
Chairman. ·
I think what I am going to suggest follows as a necessary corollary
of what you already testified to. Is there any re::ison for governmental wholesale withdrawn! of land believed to contain uranium
ores, or ores that have uranium content?
Mr. BnANSOME. Following what the chairman said, we are in
agreement that the restrictive measures that we are against are not
continued in this particular bill. vYe came as a company to put
ourselves on record for consideration for future bills, and we assume
that this will be available to other comniittees, and to the Senate and
the House, to read this discmosion in the· event of other bills coming up.
We will always be ·willing to testify.
Senator MILLIKIN. I gathered the implication from your testimony
that if you want to have ur°'nium ores you have got to allow our
established mining system to continue to operate, because that is
the only system which will induce men of the prospector type to go
out, and find these things.
Mr. BnANSOME. Plus this fact, Senator, if I am not interrupting
you, that vanadium clcposiLs of earnotite arc very small deposits in
most instances. You will run along with a face about so big [indicating]. Now, that is not a very big face of ore, is it? That will
pinch right clown to as big as your finger, and you will run along
underground sometimes 300 to 400 feet in a tunnel big enough for a
man to wn.lk and to put a car in and take it out before you find it
widens out again. So you are a small man. Our crews, our prospectors, are out constantly going to various places. Tho dots on a
map of tho vanadium occurrences in Utah, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Arizona will indicate tlrnt to you, and we would be glad to leave
a copy with the committee. You can see they are just spotted a.11
over the place.
The more people you have out seeking-they will be seeking·
uranium now, not vanadium-the more people you have doing it,
the more you arc going to produce. If you pull it into the Government domain, it is going to be clone by a Government agency, I
assure you it isn't going to be clone within one smidge of what private
industry is going to do.
Senn.t,or lVIn,LIION. I would like to sa.y for the record, for I don't
know whether it is understood in the East and in other parts of the
country; the prospector for ore is the greatest and perhaps the last _
remaining individunlist in the United St.ates. He operates on the
sa.me incentives that the inventor operates on. The next shot is
going to rnnke him rich, nncl he won't let anybody tell him where to
put in that next shot. He ]mows where he is going to get rich, and
he is going to work on tlULt. He has his own inducements that bring
him into that kind of n, lifo. He has complete inclepcnclence, and
you couldn't get him to forsake it. You couldn't hire him by a corporation nnd t.rll him to go out and prospect a pnrticubr area. He
wouldn't be interested in working for a private corporation.
/He wnnt,s to find this mine nnd make it.s development, and get his
place in mining history, and make a fortune just a.s an inventor
operates under the same kind of stimulus.
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You cannot regiment prospectors. ·. You cannot give a prospector
orders as to where he is going to look and what he is going to do. ·
Mr. BRANSOME. You rnn give them to him.
S.enator MrLi.IKJN. You can give them to him, but he will pay no
attention to them. He is a class of person all to himself, and he is
the fellow that has developed the mining industry of this coup.try.
Mr. BRA.NSOME. He has. complete independence, beans and bacon.
Senator MILLIKIN. The worst thing that could ever hPappen, if we
need motah; in this country, is to.attempt to regiment that individualist,
the mining prospector.
·
I am sorry to have gone through all that, but that is not understood. You lmow, there is a very common impression tha.t a fellow
says to himself, "Well, lam going out and find a gold mine," and that
then he takes a spade, goes up in the mountains, di.gs a hole, and finds
or does not find a gold mine. Or, "I am going to get myself a silver
mine."
There. is an enormous ignorance and oversimplification of the
matter. It is very rare that.you have a golq. mine or a silver mine.
Our basic economy in mining rests on complex ores, such P"s the type ·
of ore you are talking about. You just don't go out in the hills and
sink your spade in and find one of those.
Those fellows will take a sack of beans and a side of ha.con, and they
will live in a hovel. They care nothing 1about the comforts of lifo.
They go out in all kinds of weather pursui11 g their own, theory of where
. they can find a mine.. Ninety-nine or 990 times out of a thousand
they don't find it, but it is that uncontrolled search for it, that unregimented search for it, that has developed the mines of this country.
It would be a calamity if we ever did anything to interfere with that,.
Mr. BRANSOME. Mr. Chairman, I might bring out tha.t we were
sincere on this front page of ours when we said we were looking at the
interest of the United States. As a corporation, we would call it to
your attention that we are not motivated entirely by self-interestfor from it-because our chief source of supply of vanttdium has been
from without the country and not within it. We could get o,long for
quite a long time without any of this ore being produced for our
individual company.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you go a.head, Mr. KeU? ·
·
Mr. KETT. We believe that the best interests of the United States·
will be served by encourn.ging the prospecting, development, and mining of uranium-bearing vana<lium ores in the United States and that no
further restrictions should be placed thereon except the licensing or
other approved control of product disposal and proper accounting of
such products as to amount, grade, and location, whether at mine,
stockpile or treatment plants.
Representatives of the Government a.nd the vanadium. mining industry should agree as to the minimum. quantity of uranium. in vanadium ores which is practically extractable.
Plants or mills treating such uranium-bearing vanadium. ores should
1
be required to dispose of all uranium produced to the United States
Government in a form that can be practically produced and at a price
a.greed upon by the United States Government and the producer.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bransomc, is your corporation the sole producer of vanadium in this country?
81930--46~pt.3~4
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Mr. BRANSOME. No, sir; I would say we were by.for the junior
partner in this country.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the major in the field?
·
·
Mr. BRANSOME. The subsidiary of Union Carbide.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you lmow which one?
Mr. BRANSOME. U.S. Vanadium Corp.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other competitors of any consequence?
·
Mr. BRANSOME. There have been sporadic competitors.
As we pointed out in here, the simple mining and ;I?roduction of
vanadium ore is one thing. The treatment of it and tlie production
of vanadium pentoxide in a form in which it can be used is a very
complex job, and it requires so much lmow-how, so much detail and
so much technical background -I think background· is the wrong word,
technical backing-of laboratory and chemists, metallurgists, and so
on beside the mining department, that people think it is a cinch to go
into the game and they find themselves-The CHAIRMAN. Broke?
.
Mr. Bn.ANSOME. Busted wide open.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, to complete the picture, there are
thousands of prospectors - Mr. BRANSOME. I think thousands might be wrong.
The CHAI!l.MAN. Let us say hundreds of individual producers who
ship their material for processing either to the U. S. Vanadium Corp.
or to the Vanadium Corp. of America.
·
Mr. BRANSOME. And there are several small producers.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there small producers?
.
Mr. BRANSOME. I think there are still some. I don't know their
functions since the emergency period, because the need for vanadium
is not so great.
The CHAIRMAN. At least, the two big producers for the Manhattan
district, as far as you know, were the subsidiary of the Union Carbide and yourself? '
Mr. BnANSOME. That is right.
Senator ]1vhLLrn:IN. That suggests, Mr. Chairman, that it would
be a relatively easy matter to supervise that phase of the business?
]\fr. BnANSOME.
ell, I wouldn't want to say that, because we
wouldn't want to discourn.gc nnybody from going in. There might
be some people going into the business.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. As it stands tocby, there are the two big companies you mentioned, and possibly some smaller ones. There are
not enough of them so as to have a great uncontrollable supervisory
problem. Is that correct?
Mr. BRANSOME. If there were 50 more, it wouldn't make any
difference. You could still control it.
Senator :MILLIKIN. It would be an easy thing to supervise?
Mr. BR.\NSOME. An easy thing.
Senator MILLIKIN. And an easy thing under which the Government could make contracts for that kind of ore?
Mr. BRANSOME. It has been doing it.
The CHAIRMAN. Does all vanadium ore contain uranium?·
Mr. BnANso11rn. No; not all vanadium ores. The vanadium ores
in this country contain uranium to a more or less degree. When
get to any O's-0.009 or 0.003 content-it just doesn't fit unless your

,¥
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uranium becomes so_precious as ail elem~nt to produce atomic. ~riergy,
and then you might spend a thousand dollars a. ton on it. to get 1
pound. But you must consider that 1 percent uranium is 20 pounds ·
of uranium; 0.25 is just one-qliartei: that, or 5 pounds.
.
· ·. ·
Now, you might get 90 percent of that, you might get 75 percent ·
of it, but when you get down to o.os~whcn you get below that; it · ·.·
gets difficult to get it out; it is too expensive. 'l'he expense is all
relative.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN, What are these samples that you have got with
you?·
'. .
·
Mr. KET'r. Do you want to look at.them?
. The CHAIRMAN. Yes. ·
· , .
. Mr. BRANSOME. I think you can get more out of looking at fl, few
samples of ore than by looking at any number pf pages of dcscl'iption.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin has i>robably seen it in extenso.
Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to ask the witness whether in his
opinion wholesale withdrawal of vast. areas of land .in the Wes tern
States that might have some uranium in it would be conducive or
· · r·epressive to the development of uranium?
Mr .. BRANSOME. Not only that, but stupid, in my opinion.
Senator MILLIKIN. It would have the effect of taking about half
my State out of the Union, and they ho.ve got to declare war on us
to do that.
· The CHAIRMAN. They are going to carve a piece out of my State,
you know, for the UNO.
"
I think it ought to be clear in the record, Smator, that there is no
provision in this bill which attempts any such action, which I agree is a
totally unnecessary procedure.
·
. ·
·
Senator MILLIKIN. The ciuestion is whether there should be some- .
thing in the bill that would impose a restriction on other agencies of
the Government against profligate action on the subject.
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any attempts by any Government·
department-the Department of the Interior would be the one affected-looking toward taking over any great amount of territory on
the theory that they could obtain uranium?.
Mr. BRANSOME. Dame R_umor hath it that that is the program,
.and that is why we q,re particularly concerned. Otherwise we certainly would not be coming do~n wasting your time and ours.
The CHAIRMAN. There has been no proposal advanced by the
Secretary of the Interior, who testified extensively on the bill. There
was no suggestion of that kind made.
Mr. BRANSOME. They did withdraw some 3,000,000 acres, didn't
they?·
'l'hc CHAIRMAN. Was that public l1md?
Mr. KETT. Yes. 'fhey returned all except 220,000.
.
Mr. BnANSOME. Two hundred .and twenty thousand acres is quite
·a jag of land.
·
.
Mr. KETT. And that ground was taken out for another purpose, but
it actually. did cover practically all the vanadium territory in the
State of Utah.
·
The CHAIRMAN. How was that done, Mr. Kett?
Mr. KE'l'T. It was taken out by the Department of the Interior.
The CHAIRMAN. Acting under what authority?

\
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. Mr.' KETT. That I don't know. Secretary Ickes just to~·k it oht.
Mr. BRANSOME. He did it under an emergency war power, I believe;
I am not sure about that, Mr. Chairman..
The CHAIRMAN. We can call on the Secretary for a statement as
to why that was done.
.
· .
. .
.
Mr. KETT (indicating ore samples). This is the roscoelite containing
aoout 2 percent vanadic oxide, and very little uranium. However,
the uranium is recoverable.
·
This is an ordinary grade carnotite, 2 percent vanadic oxide.and
about .20 percent uranium oxide.. · That would be 4 pounds of uranium
oxide per ton.
These are a little higher grade. You will notice they are a darker
color. · That is an indication of the vanadium content right there.
The darker they get,, the higher grade they are. .
Here you commence to get still darker. That runs up to 6 percent
vanadic oxide and about 5 percent uranium oxide. The uranium is
not very evident but it is in there. The yellow color is uranium.
. This is a carbonized piece of vanadium ore, high grade.
Here is a piece of petrified log. You can see the grain of the wood
in that.
That would be considered pretty high grade uranium ore. You see
the yellow. That is uranium. That is a replacement of wood.
This i~ still higher grade vanadium. This is calcium vanadate, the
red on there.
Here the yellow begins to show quite plainly, the dark streaks
being the vo.nadium and the yellow uranl.um.
Senator MILLIKIN. What percent?
Mr. KET'!'. That is about 4 percent each.
This is another piece of petrified wood, very much smaller, you see.
It is a chip.
These are all in sandstone. They are impregnated in sandstone.
This is cine that is impregnated in conglomerate. You see the
Htt.le pebbles? That is rather rare. · That came from down in the
Indian Territory from the Navajo Reservation.
Here is a. piece of high-grade uranium "tree." You can't get it
· any higher grade than that. That will carry 30 percent uranium
oxide.
,
.
.
. Senator MILLIKIN. I thought it would be Mavier than that. ·
Mr. KETT. They say out West if you put it in your pocket and
keep it there long enough, you will get a blister. I don't know
whether you will.
That powder is what we manufacture ..
Senator MrLLIKIN. That is 50 percent? • .
Mr. KETT. Fifty percent uranium oxide .. •That comes from our
pla.ce looking like this.
.
Mr. BRANSOME. And it will not blow up.
The CHAIRMAN. It occurs to me that the Na.vy has certain oil
reserves for national defense, bearing upon the withdrav.-al by Secretary Ickes of 220,000 acres. Is tha.t the amount, 220,000 acres?
Mr. KETT. That is all in the Sta.to of Utah.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, that was about 220,000 acres tha.t they
finally withdrew?
Mr. KETT. They fina.lly withheld that.
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· .. The CHAill:MAN'. '!iUppdM that Mts' on tli~ ~a:rl:1e prirtdple of
· sequestel'itlg for future i.1ses £or dtlfensa patb of tli~ Mt\.iral tesotrrcas;

Have you atty feeling about thitt, as to the wisdom of doing that?
Mr. KETT. No, I haven't, and .I don't think that would curtail
operations in the mineral field td any eiterit: I do.h 1t know just.
·which acreage it is that the 220,000 is ill, · ·. .
. ·
.
· The CnAm:MAN. It occm'ted to me ther'e was an ann.logJ" between.
Withholding certain public land thnt ·might have a high· uranium
content exclusively for. cl~fense ptirpo~es.
· Mt. KlllT'l'. Well, there ts iio such thillg. ·
. Mr. BRANSOME. In this ct)Ufitty,.
.
Mr. KETT. rt, is all contained in such a very minor constithent
of these vanadium ores that you cli1U1ot just say, "This fo a ureriiuni
district." It never is. It is a vanadium district carrying perhaps
a little more than the average amount of uranium. It is so definitely
pinned to vanadium that you cannot separate them.
· .·
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. BRANSOME. Answering your question, we certainly would not,
. as a company or as individuals, be against anything that tends to
cooperate toward the national defense either now, in time of emergency
or to prepure for it in the future; and that is one of the ntain reasons
_ for our coming down here, as we say in our statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I think we understand.
Mr. KETT. Could I add something, Mr. Chairman?
The CiIAIRMAN. Certainly, Mr. Kett.
Mr. KETT. What we really would like to see in here is a very short
clause. I wouldn't attempt to tell you the wording of it, but something like this:
.
.
"No land at present belonging to the United States Government or
in the future acquired by them should be withheld or withdrawn from
public location."
·
·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that the
witnesses give us the exact language that they would like to see by.
way of amendment, and submit the exact language to us, giving their
own words on it.
Mr. BRANSOJ\IE. We would be glad to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this.. ·when you withdraw, as the
Secretary has, this acreage, docs that bar prospecting on the acreage?
Mr. KETT. The only way you can take out a claim then is through a
lease, a Government lease from the Department of the Interior, and
that is a long-winded procedure.
.
Mr. BRANSOME. You have to go into the Department of the Interior and get [L prospecting license. Then they allow you so many
acres-this is the present arrangement-in [L State, n.nd you must,
after you do n.ll yom prospecting-and mind you, somebody could be
following you 3:long the path and then it ~s .p~t up to publi~ l>id after
you have put m all your work. The thmg 1s not condumve to ex·ploration and development of uranium materials. ·
.
We have I don't know how many acres in Arizona and New Mexico
in the Indian reserve.tions. We went in there and prospected, and
then these things came up for public bid. The only reason we ever
did that, Mr. Chairman, I assure you, was because the war was on.
Otherwise we never would have bothered with it. There is no sense
sending a man in, or 10 men in, on a desert and lrnving them stay
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there for 6 or, 8 months to dev~lop claims, and :then have somebody
follo'! you right along a~d say, "Sure, if we .think it is goo~, we will
take 1t," .then not ,knowmg what you are gomg to pay for 1t; They
comeinandgetit.
·,
·
. . · .... · · ·,:
The CHAIRMAN. That is very disturbing to the fellow that does it.'
. Senator MILLIKIN. This process of exploration on the public domain leads either to a possessory title in the miner or to complete
title if he wants to go to. patent; whereas, under the leasing system
he never owns, he is a lessee on terms prescribed by the Government.
The CHAIRMAN. This. committee will meet again at 10 o'clock
Monday morning, in a room.to be announced later.
.
(Whereupon;· at 12:25 p. m., the committee adjourned until 10
a. m., Monday, February ll, 1946.) .
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.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECJAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

.

Washington, D. 0.

· ·. The special committee met, pursu11nt to·11djournment, at.'10 a.· m. in
roo~ ~24; Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman)
pres1dmg.
.
Present: Senators McMahon (ch11irman), Millikin, and Hart;
· Also present: Dr.· Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the com-.·
mittee; James R. N ewµian, special counsel; and Christopher T. Boland;
staff director.
· .
· .·
.
· .
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in session;.
Dr. Stewart, I understand that you are appearing from the Office
of Scientific Research and Development. We are glad to h11ve you
with us. Willyou go right ahead, sir?
. STATEMENT OF IRVIN STEWART, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, ACCOMPANIED
BY JOHN T. CONNOR, FORMER GENERAL COUNSEL, OSRD

Mr. STEWART. I shall be glad to, sir.
. ·
.
My name is Irvin Stewart. I am Deputy Director of the Office of
Scientific Research and Development and I am appearing here in the
absence of Dr. Vanneva.r Bush, the Director, who is temporarily in
California.
·
·
The Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) was
established on June 28, 1941. Among other things it succeeded to the
responsibilities of the National Defense Research Committee (NDRC),
which had been established by the Council of National Defense on
June 27, 1940.
·
When the NDRC was estn,blished, President Roosevelt instructed
the Committee on Uranium, which h11d been established some months
earlier with Dr. Lyman J. Briggs, Director of the National Bureau of
Standards, as clrn.irmnn, to report to the NDRC, The Briggs committee was made a subcommittee of the NDRC. When the NDRC
on June 28, 1941, became an advisory committee within the OSRD,
the Committee on Uranium continued as a section of the reorganized
NDRC. Later the work on atomic fission was reorganized in such a
way that it was conducted immediately under the Director of. the
OSRD rather than as 11 part of NDRC operations. .
During the period of approximately 1 year when the NDRC had
the power to contract, contracts were signed on its behalf by Dr.
Bush as its ch11irman. When OSRD was established and Dr. Bush
became its Director, he designated the executive s~cretary as the contracting officer of OSRD. I lield that position at that time, so my
881
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na.me appears as that of the Contracting Officer in most of the OSRD
contracts in the field of n.tomic fission.
Research and development in the field of atomic :fission continued to
be a responsibility of the OSRD until the end of April, 1943, at which
· time the Manhattan district assumed that responsibility along with
the r!:Jsponsibility for engineering and construction which it had
originally assumed approximately 1 year earlier.
It is my understanding that. your commiUee wishes to have· the
record contain the facts as to how OSRD and the War Department
handled patent rights in the atomic fission project, and I wish to state
the facts with regard to the patent provisions we inserted in OSRD
contracts. I shall leave to Capt. R. A. Lavender, USN, retired,
the OSRD'and the Manhattan district patent adviser, the explanation
of the contract provisions iri the War Department contracts, and the
administrative procedure that he .followed under both the OaRD
and the War Department contracts.
In its contracts OSRD used two forms of patent clause. The form
adopted by the NDRC shortly after its organization in the summer of
1940, n.nd known as the short form, provided essentially that the
Government had the power to determine the disposition of all rights
in discoveries and inventions made under NDRC contracts. A
number of the vitally needed industrial organizations to whom NDRC
submitted research and development contract proposals were unwilling to accept such a provision.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you are t,alking about no field in particular,
but you are talking about all fields?
.
Mr. 8'rEWART. That is correct, that is the general statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any companies in this field that refused
to accept the short form?
Mr. STEWART. I will cover that a little later in the statement, sir.
The members of NDRC decided that some modification was
required if research and development on weapons of war was to be
conducted by tho most competent and experienced organizations in
the country with the speed which the state of world affairs indicated
was essential. Therefore, J\fr. Conway Coe, then Commissioner of
Patents and a member of NDRC, was requested to ncaotiatc the
matter, and t.lie discussions which followed with potcntiJ industrial
contractors result.eel in the recommendation bv Mr. Coe and the
adoption by NDRC of a second type of patei1t clause, theren.fter
known as the Jong-form clause, which was modeled after the patent
provisions which had been used by the Army and Navy for many
years in their contracts with nongovernment,a.l organizations for
research and development work. EssenLially t,he long-form clause left
wit,h the contractor the title to inventions made under the contract,
subject to a license in favor of the Government for military, naval and
nationnl defense purposC's. vvith the adoption of the long-form
clause NDRC signed a number of contracts, with industrial organizations which had been banging fire for scvernl months pending agreement _upon a mutually satisfactory patent clause.
Those two types of patent clauses were regularly used by NDRC and
by OSRD. The long-form clause was used primarily in those cases
where NDRC or OSRD was dealing with a contractor who had an
established position in the field of ·work or a substantial amount of
basic in.formation which NDRC or OSRD v.rished to have concentrated upon a specific .rn,,..hlnm nnnf\f\l'llin!! the development of a
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weapon or 11,n ·instruinont 0£ wa:r. 'l'he short-form clause was. used
,vhere tho Government took .tho initiative in stimulating
'tho assembly of a groqp of men to work in a field whore such a fund of
information ·was not available in a single organization. As an illus..
. tration, I might mention· tho radi11,tion laboi·atory established under
.an OSRD contract at tho Massachusetts Institute .of 'fechnology to
·conduct work in the field of microwave radar: In that case scientists
had to be gathered together from all ovoi· the country and many new
laboratory facilities had to be acquired by the contractor. Therefore; we used the short-form patent clause in. tho contract,. and the
result has been that tho Govemment has acquired title t0 scores of
inventions in the field of microwave radar. In addition, tho shortform clause was regularly used in OSRD medical resea,rch contracts
because of the unusual public interest involved. This committee may
· be interested to'know that a complete statement of the use of thelongand short-form patent clauses by OSRD has already been furnished
by Dr. Bush to the Kilgore Subcommittee on War Mobilization. In
summary, OSRD had 780 short-form·contracts under which $338,911,644.92 was obligated, and 1,410 long-form contracts under which
$165,675,748.52 was obligated.
At the time the program on atomic fission was taken. over by
NDRC, the initial contracts were executed with organizations which
already had done work in that or related fields. Also, the program
started on a small scale, and the chances of success in terms of weapons
(which was the NDRC interest) were considere9- relatively modest.
Therefore, the early NDRC and OSRD contracts in the field of atomic
fissio1i contained the long-form patent clause under which the contractors would receive titles to patents and tho Government would
receive a royalty-free license. As the project grew, as those contracts
began to produce successful results, and ·as the tremendous possibilities of those successful results extendfog far beyond the. field of
military weapons began to take shape, Dr. Bush became concerned
about the matter and reviewed tho situation with various interested
OSRD officials.
· About that time also, in the late spring of 1942, Dr. Bush communicated the results of the combined efforts in this work to President
Roosevelt, and the President fully grasped the significance of· the
project and the results of its solution. Therefore, the President de:eided that Government control should, at least initially, be exercised
through the handling of patent rights, and he directed Dr. Bush to
arrange as far as possible for the vesting in the Government of the
title to patents on inventions and discoveries made on the project.
Dr. Bush and I then requested Mr. John T. Connor, OSRD counsel,
to proceed, with the advice .and assistance of Captain Lavender, to
negotiate the matter with the various contractors involved. Mr.
Connor first approached the Standard Oil Development Co. repre-sentatives, and found that they were receptive of the suggestion
that the Go"\Ternment control the disposition of all patents on the
atomic fission project by tho use of the ,;hort-form patent clause. The
Standard Oil people not only agreed to give the Government such
control over inventions and discoveries -thereafter made, but they also
agreed to amend earlier contracts so as to cover all such work since its
commencement under NDRC contracts.
·
Thereafter the problem was discussed with Columbia University,
Westinghouse, the M. W. Kellogg Co., the University of C;tricago, the

.Ju· cases
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du Pont Co., the University of California and the other OSRD
-contract.ors in this field. Because of the unusual public ,interest
involved, they all agreed to accept the suggested change to the shortform .patent clause covering all research and development. work
in the field under OSRD contraqts, and to make that change retro-active to the beginning. of work under those OSRD contracts. It
took a little time to work out the details of effecting the necessary
contract amendments. We had the benefit of the legal advice of Mr.·
Oscar Cox, then.general counsel of the Office for Emergency Management, and of his associate, Mr. Malcolm Langford. Acting upon
the legal advice of Messrs. Cox, Langford, and Connor, we decided
and the contractors agreed that no monetary consideration would be
given by the Government for the patent rights that already had
vested in the contractors through operation of the original provision,
but instead the necessary consideration would be supplied by supplemental agreements continuing the work as each of the contracts
involved required renewal.
Senator MILLIKIN. Had any applications for patents actually been
filed at t,hat time by any of these contractors?
Mr. STEWART. I am told yes.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Will someone tell us about that later on?
Mr. STEWART. Yes; that will be covered.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't quite get the consideration, Doctor-"but
instead the necessary consideration would be supplied by supplemental agreements."
.
.
Mr. 8'mwART. Our contracts, sir, were written for limited periods
of time and for amounts of money not in excess of stated sums; and as
we neared the end of a particular period, we put in more money and
changed the patent clause a.t that time.
·
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, when you changed it from the long
form to the short form, when you renewed the agreement, you gave·
them a little more money?
.
Mr. STEWAR'l'. Yes, sir; but that was for additional work.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I understand.
Senator MILLIKIN. What was the consideration for the acceptance
of the short form?
Mr. STEWAR'l'. The fact that the work was to be continued beyond
the period which originally had been stipulated.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that isn't quite accurate as to why they
they took the short form instead of the long form, which was Senator
Millikin's question. Providing your testimony is borne out, they
really did it for patriotic reasons, didn't they?.
Mr. STEWART. I thought it was the consideration of the narrower
legal questions involved.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is exactly what I was probing, and I was
wondering what the legal consideration was.
Mr. STEWART. The extension in time for the financing of the work
for the extended period; but the basic consideration, as stated earlier,
was that it was the public interest in the entire project that caused
them to be willing to do it.
That process of supplementing and amending the contracts ca,se
by case took a few months, but all necessary contract amendments
were executed well before the OSRD research and development contracts were terminated and the project transferred to the Manhattan
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-district in the spring 0£ 1943. In its termination agreements OSRD
)nserte<l a provision under which it was expressly stated tl111t .the
GoYcrnmcnt retained all of its patent rights.
..
. . .: · ·
The result is that, un<ler . all NDRO and OSRD research· ahd
development contracts, and under all subcontracts involving research
on· the atomic fission project, the Government received the right to
determine the disposition 0£ all pfitents covering inventions and dis·coveries made during the course of the required work. In five other
contracts priniarily for materials or for the maintenance of equipment
in standby condition which did not involve research, OSRD used thP
long-form patent clause.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would any 0£ the contractors providing materials or maintenance equipment be in a position to learn anything
which they might patent?
Mr. STEWART. I believe not.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you.
Mr. 8'rEWART. One contract for production, which as work progressed required investigation ahd research, carried the long form; it
was never renegotiateq. because no inventions were made. In addition, there are three contracts under which "in-between" clauses were
used in unusual factual cases.
For your information, the short-form patent clause used in OSRD
contracts provides as follows:
·
PATENT PRov1sroNs.-It is understood and agreed that whenever any patentable discovery or invention is made by the contractor or its employees in the
course of the work called for in paragraph No. 1 hereof-

That was the paragraph defining the subject workthe contracting olficer shall have the Aole power to determine whether or not a
patent application shall be filed, and to determine the disposition of the title to
.and the rights un,der any application or patent that may result. It is further
understood and agreed that the judgment of the contracting officer on such
matters shall be ncccpted as final, and the contractor, for itself and for its employees, agrees that the inventor or inventors will execute all documents and do all
things necessary or proper to carry out the judgment of the contracting officer.
The contractor agrees that it will include the provisions of this paragraph in all
contracts of employment with persons who do any part of the work called for in
paragraph No. 1 hereof.

Senator MILLIKIN. I suggest that it is very clear as to who has the
power to determine wlmt shall be done with the power, but I suggest
also that it is not made clear that the United States Government
owns the patent.
·
Mr. STEWART. May I suggest that that is probably covered in the
next paragraph?
In administering all OSRD contracts, including those in the atomic
fission project, containing the short-form patent clause, Captain
Lavender operated under a general delegation of authority that provided for (1) a reference either to the \Var Depu.rtment or tho Navy
Department, depending upon which Department was the source of a
request to OSRD to undertake the particular project, for a determination as to whether ·or not an application for a patent should be
filed on behalf of the Government, (2) if the War or Navy Department
determined that such an application should be filed, the filing of the
patent application, and the arranging for the assignment of the entire
right, title and interest to the Government.
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Senator MILLIKIN. I still suggest that that does not say that the
Government gets those patents free of consideration.
Mr. STEWART. May I. ask your indulgence for just a couple 0£
sentences Ihore?
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. STEWART (continuing). And (3) if there was a determination
by the interested Depnrtment that no patent application should be
filed on behalf of the Government, notification of the contractor that,
if it so elected, it might file in its own behalf with the understanding
that it would grant to the Government a nonexclusive, royalty-free
license for governmental purposes. That delegation of authority also
provided that the procedure described a.hove should not be follow.ed
in some exceptional cases wherein Captain Lavender was advised by
the OSRD contracting officer for the particular contract that because
of unusual facts some other disposition of the patent rights should be
made.
·
·
For inventions and discoveries arising out of OSRD contracts in the
atomic fission project, the general policy was established by Dr. Bush
and me, and followed by Captain Lavender, of vesting title to patents
in the Government.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, what makes it clear that there is :rio consideration to the inventor?
·
The CHAIRMAN. Have you got a copy of the contract here, the
long form and the short, form?
Mr. STEWART. Yes; the short form I have just read.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that all there is to it?
Mr. STEWART. Thnt is all there is to the short form.
Senator MILLIKIN. It seems to me, if I may suggest, as far as we
have gone, that provides a very clear mechanism as to who shall
make application and who shall determine who shall make application, and in the one case if someone else makes application that it
would grant to the Government a nonexclusive royalty-free license
for governmental purposes. In other words, it is a sort of a power
of appointment, but so far I do not sec that the United States Government gets that free of consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, if you will look at the language again,
the contracting officer of course is the agent for the Government, and
he shall have the sole power to determine whether or not an application shall be filed to determine the disposition of the title to and the
rights under any application or patent that may result.
Senator MILLIKIN. '\Vell, I still claim that that is in the nature of a
power of appointment rather than a grant to the Government or a
right reserved to the Government to have the patent free of consideration. That is just off the cuff. You gentlemen have given it a lot
more study than I have.
l\fr. STEWART. It has been our interpretation of the dause, which
has been concurred in by a.JI of our contractors, that under that clo.use
we could order the title into the Government, and nobody has ever
raised the question.
Senator MILLIKIN. \Vithout consideration?
Mr. STEWART. \Vithout consideration, yes; a.ucl I can state flatly
that there has been no corn,ideration in any case.
Senator- Mr~,LIKIN. And no one has made a claim for it.'?
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. Mr. STEWART. That is correct, Sll\. It was· recognized, howeve~
Urnt in some cases some other disposition might be required,. and
Captain Lavender understood that any such exceptional cases should
be referred to Dr. Bush and me for the determination requfred by the
contmct provisions.
.·
So for I have discussed only the OSRD contract provisions. In
addition, the Director of OSRD is concerned with the patent problems
arising under the War Department resea.rch and development. contracts as a result of an arrangement established at the request of
Mr. Henry L. Stimson, then Secretary of War; at H10 time when the
research and development woi·k was transferred to the Manhattan
district. At that time IVIr. Stimson told Dr. Bush that in his opinion
it was advisable to have one centralized administrativr group handling
all patent rights on the 11.tomic fission pr:oject, and Mr. Stimson requested that the OSRD Dfrector be the custodian of such rights.
General Groves also pointed out that Captai.11 Lavender had already
set up a patent a<lministmtive organiza.tion and was familiar with the
problems. As a result of those discussions, the War Department
atomic fission research and development contracts provide that the
OSRD adviser on patent matters shall be the contracting officer's
representative for patent matters. Capta.in Lavender was the OSRD
patent adviser and as such acted as the patent adviser for the Manhattan district.
Senator MILLlKIN. Does the Government as such have the right
to make a patent application, or is that always in the name of an
individual?
Captain LA VENDEU.. It is filed in the name of the inventor.
Mr. STEWART. I shall be glad t.o try to answer any questions you
may have concerning the OSRD contracts and patent policy in this
field. Before doing so, however, it might be advisable for Captain
Lavender to descri!)e the procedure he worked out for administering
these problems ansmg under OSRD contracts, and you also may des.ire
him to d()scribe the contract provisions and patent administrative
procedures under the \Var Department contracts.
·
The CHAIRMAN. ]\fr. Connor?
Mr. CONNOR. Sir, I have nothing to add to this statement, but I
will be glad to a.ns"'er any quest.ions.
· The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Captain Lavender.
STATEMENT OF CAPT. ROBERT A. LAVENDER, UNITED STATES
NAVY, RETIRED, ACCOMPANIED BY COMMANDER ROLAND A.
ANDERSON, UNITED STATES NAVAL RESERVE

Captain LAVENDER. My name is Robert A. Lavender, captain,
Unit.eel States Na,ty, retired, on duty in 1_.hc Oflicc of the Secret.a.ry of
the Nn.vy nnd a<'sigued personally by the Secretary of the Navy to the
Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development, and
appointed or designated by Dr. Bush ils aclviser on pn.tent matters to·
OSRD.
Commander Roland A. Anderson is my first assistimt on contmct.ual
n.nd aclministnltive mnttors.
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The problem that faced the Manhattan district was quite different
from the problem that was faced by OSRD. That is, in addition to
carrying on the research and development,, they were required to make
contra.cts for the quantity production of all manner of equipment. The
contracts mn from the conskuction of buildings and sewers ill citiesand towns, up to the construction of the apparatus that went into the
heart of the atomic energy program.
.
In addition to that, they required research to work out further problems as were developed by OSRD and carry.on other developments.
So it was felt that on a construction contract, or where they were
purchasing merely equipment off the shelf from contractors, there
would be no pa.tent clause at all, and it would be no more than if the
Government was going out and purchasing this equipment.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I repeat a question asked .a while ago? · I
can see where if you buy something off the shelf there is no patent
angle involved.
Captain LAVENDER. That, is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would a contractor that installed or assembled
that stuff be in a position to observe anything else that might be
patentable, or would he be in a position 1.o patent the arrangement of
that stuff?
.
Captain LAVENDER.· I shall come to that, if you will indulge me for
a moment, been.use I will now describe the four patent cl11us<:Js tlrnt
were used in the M11nha.ttan district production mid research contracts.
For the research contracts we had the regular short-form patent
clause without any additional limitations. That is, tho Government
had the right to determine the disposition of the whole right, title, and
interest in inventions.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me ask you at that point whether in your
opinion that is the same as saying the Government shall own the pat.cnt
without considemtion if it shall desire to do so?
Onptain LA vrGNDER. Thn.t is corrrct, sir. Then a type of contract
wn.s used where t.lwy had tJ10 short-form patent clause modified,
where thr. contrnctor, 11s 11 mutter of contract right, could rctain a
· nonexclusive license in outfirlds, 11ml I shall define "out;ficld" 11s commercin.l 11ctivities, and "infield" as any mcchanic11l device, 11pparatus.
or process tlrnt is used in tho 11tomic energy program. That type of
contract W!18 used where t,here wns some information given to the
contmctor as to t,he research work that lrnd been done, n.nd it; was, you
might say, particularly applic11blo to the 11tomic mwrgy firld.
Tlwn there wr..s t.l1e third type of contmct with Hie short-form
patent chusr., in which we had the right to determine the disposition
of the rights under inventions made in currying out the work under
the contract,, but the contmctor rctn.incd the sole license under the
inventions wii,h the right to grant sublicenses. That contract was
used where we wrnt t,o a contractor in his own field of development,
but 1.here wn,s some engineering or redesign for tho particul11r work
that we were engaged in. In other words, it, wn,s 11 contract where
there wo,s a slight modification of tho standard production but with
the ch11nce that in working with this or assembling the material he
may find some invention that did hn.vc some reference to atomic
enprg:y which tho Government would desire to control.
Therefore, wo said that as far as the commercial rights are concerned,
he can have those rights the same as the ordinary development contract by the Navy and W1.1.r Drmartments. but that the Government
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still had the right to determine' the disposition of the rights except
for the reserved conditions, and it did have tho title to the invention,
s~ that tho·Governmont could exorcise all of the powers that the title
to the inventi<;m and tho· patent gives, and have not only the infield
rights in whole, but would have a license under outfield rights as well. .
Senator MILLIKIN, May I ask at that point, please, that you give
us some examples of the type of thing you have boon talking about? .
Captain LAVENDER. We go to a. contraetor; for example, the
Westmghouso Co. 'l'ho Westinghouse Co. has established a very
forward position in transformers and associated. equipment. We
asked them under several of these contracts to design control circuits
and other equipment involving transformers, .and also other equipment
to be used with the calutron, which is one of the devices developed at
the University of California, and the Manhattan district went to the
contractor because he was preeminent in this field. So in giving him
the information as to how it was going to be used, we realized that
there was a possibility tl10,t there may be some invention that would
so relate to the atomic energy program that we would want the title
to it, but as far as any of the inventions in their application to commercial work were concerned, it was felt that the public should have
the benefit of having that type of equipment put on the market for
all commercial activities.
Senator MILLIKIN. Might that type of equipment, the information
that wol!ld be given by_ a patent application, give possible clues as to
other thmgs that we might not want to reveal.
·
Captain LA VEND ER. Well, those applications,· of course, were very
carefully scanned, and those applications are still in the Patent Office,
bccn,use the Government files those applications. · It has full control
over them as to when they arc going to be released to the public.
If an application. is written so that there is no clue at all as to how
it can be used, and there is no reason for that n,pplication to remain
in the Patent Oflicc, then the application may be i1>su::1,ble as a patent.
But the Government st,ill has control of that application so that it can
keep its secret n.s long as it desires.
Senator 1'v1ILLIKIN. By what authority does the Govemmen.t impose
· a wnll of secrecy around 11,n up plication?
Ca.ptain LA VENDF.It. That is a provision in the law. It is 35 U. 8.
Code 37, which says tha.t when the title of an invention is in the
Govenimcnt, the normal response of 6 months that is required for an
applicant to respond to an office action by the Patent Office shall be
extended to a period of 3 years so that the Government then can wait
the 3 years until it submits its next amendment,, and a claim again
can be put in the application which would not be allowable, so that it
is rejectad again and then another 3 years is given. That is the
machinery that has been set up by the Congress for the Government
to control the date of issue of a patent.
Senator MILLIKIN. Has the Congress determined how you should
establish priority in that case? Suppose I today filed an application
covering the same subject matter as one of these impounded applications. How would I know that there was something of that kind
there? What explanation would the Patent Office make to me? ·
Captain LAVENDER. At the present time there is a. public law which
says that during the emergency the Patent Office may issue orders of
secrecy, in which case the applicant is notified of that order, and he is.
forbidden then to disclose it to any other person. The application is.
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not issued, so at the present time there would be set·up in the Patent
Office an interference. A notice would be given by the Patent Office
of the pendency of another application which covers the same subject
matter as one of these applications owned by the Government. We
have received notification of one such interference. The interference
is suspended and, as long as the present law, which is a war emergency
law, continues, that appli:cation filed by the independent inventor
will not issue. That will be one of the items that should be taken up
by the Congress at this time to provide the machinery for the Com.
missioner of Patents to notify the Commission that is to be organized
and authorized of the existence of an application covering common
subject with the Government's program. Then arrangements may be
made by negotiation for seizure of those rights to maintain its secret,
if it is necessary to do so.
Senator Mn,LIKIN. Now, in the ·case where I have made that
application, I get a notice that there is an interference, and I assume
that you also have notice of my application and that there is an
interference?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. That being the situation, how am I able to
protect myself against that interference? How do I know what the
ground of it is? Am I just suspended off in the thin air until Congress
does something?
Captain LA VEND ER. Well, at the present time the application would
be under an order of secrecy, so that your right to have interference
has been suspended. The law also provides that if the Government
uses that invention and infringes a claim that is later issued vrhen the
matter is fully determined, then the applicant is permitted to recover
for the ren,sonn.ble use of that invention before the application issues,
whereas the rights of an inventor do not otherwise accrue until the
patent issues.
Senator MrLLIJ<IN. Does that general system prevail under the
law in peacetirhe as well as wartime?
Ca.ptain LAVENDER. It <loes not.
Srnator JVl.n,LrKIN. Tho jus~ifioation, in other words, is a matter of
wartime necessity?
Captain LA VEND ER. 'l'lrnt is right.
Senat;or MII,LIKIN. ·would you mind sta.ting ttgain now what the
Congress should clo?
Captain LAVENnrm. I would suggest that the Congress merely
authorize the Commissioner of l'tttents, ttuthori~e and direct the
Commissioner of Ptttcnts to report to tho Commission mid give copies
of applications, of nll of the applications that have been filed and are
being filed in the Pa.tent Offiee thttt inclurlo stntcmrnts regttnling the
rclcaso of atomic energy. The Commission then will be in a position,
through other provisions, of obt-a.ining rights under thttt, i11Ym1tion
through negotitttions ,,;ith the inventor. It, can pnrchttse the invention it,self, nn<l ,YlH\n it does so it will lrnve control over its future
disclosure.
·
Sena.tor :rviu,Lrn:IN. Tlmnk you very much.
Captain LAv1mn1,:n. Now, the fomth group of conkn.cts are those
where the purchases nso off the shelf, aml it occurrncl in some cases
where manufacturers were called upon to fmnish equipment with
whieh tlwy had not bPcn fomiliar in their manufoct,un1s before the
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time of the contra.ct. 'rime w11s necess11ry ordirnwily in such cases
to investig11te the patents that m11y be involved in this equipment, if
the contra.C'tor was to assume the liability for the infringement of
patents. There was in these contracts· for equipment, when. there
was not time, a clause which provided that the Government would
assume the liability for the infringement of patents. . .
·
Where we purchased a piece of equipment off the.shelf in which the
manufacturer had had extensive experience, we used the same clause
that is used in other Government contracts, namely, that the contractor assumed the liability of patent infringement.
The next problem that faced the district was that at times they
would reach a point in the assembling of a plant or the changing over
from the research work that had been done 'to quantity production
where they ran into a great many very highly technical engineering
problems.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Captain, I just want to get this straight. Dr.
Stewart said they had the long form and the short form. · He explained the conditions under which it had been used up until they
turned it over to the Manhattan district.
.
Now, you have mentioned four variations, as I understand it, of
the short form. You apparently didn't use the long form at all?
Captain LAVENDER. No; the long form was not used in its language,
b11t we approached the long form in this way: In the third category,
where the contractor retained as a matter of contract right the sole
license under that invention, he really had the title except that the
Government had the shell of the title, so that it could exercise full
control over the invention.
The CH.URMAN. Now, have you got n, break-down with you of the
numbers of cont,mcts that were t~eated in euch one of those categories?
Captain LAVENDER. Th11t can be worked '''out. 1 haven't worked
it out, but I can give you the approximate figures.
Of course, if you are going to work it out from a dollar point of
view, the dollar values arc very heavy in favor of the third catE',gory,
because there is where all the quantity production was: I would
estimate offhand, n.nrl l hnven't ever worked it out, from my familiarity with it, tl1at there are about 5 to 10 percent of the research contracts in which the Govemmcnt had the whole right, title, and interest,
and the contractor retained nothing. That is category 1.
It would mn from 25 to 40 percent in category 2, and the rest of
them were the equivalent to the long form, or category 3.
.
The CHAIRMAN. How many applications have been filed with your
,consent in the Patent Office?
Captain LAVENDER. The actu1il number of cases that have been
filed, I have been told, should be given in executive session; but I have
that approximate number and I can give it to you. That is about the
only thing that they said should be given in executive session, but I
should be very glad to give that.
The CHAIRMAN. Can I assume, Captain, from what you have told
us that all applications that have been filed have been filed through
you?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct, except as provided for with
the OSRD that where it has been determined that the Government is
not going to file an application, then the contractor has the right to
file that application subject to a license in favor of the Government.
81930~4~pt.3~5
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I might elaborate a little bit on that point to tell you of the conditions under which it is determined that an application shall not be
filed. Take a case where the inventi01i is a small detail-it may be a
frame that is used for handling a particular piece of equipment. We
call it a "dolly."
.
·
·
Now, the use of that -invention is not extensive. There are an
enormous number of patents in the background that have been issued
to cover that. The inventions themselves are analyzed to see whether
or not there is any improvement over the prior art. If it relates to
anything toward the center of the atomic program, of course we file.
If it is some little mechanical detail that perhaps may be used in a
very few cases, where the chances of getting a valid claim are very
small, it isn't worth it fro;rn a manpower proposition and expense to
the Government to go ahead and prepare to file an application on
that and then have it battled through the Patent Office year after
year trying to get some claim that in the end doesn't amount to much
to the Government. We might spend more trying to get a patent on
it than we would if somebody else got the same idea and we had to
pay royalty.
On the other hand, it may be that that invention relates fairly
closely-as it would be under a third-category patent clause-to the
particular work of the contractor; so to him it is different because he
may be able to explore a market where it would pay him to file that
application. ·we say then tliat as far as the Governemnt is concerned
it is not worth while to file, but if the contractor desires to file, let him
file and we can get a license.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Captain, what I don't know.about patent
law would fill a great many books, but what I want to find out is this:
Are there any patent applications now in the Patent Office by private
companies applying for patent rights on processes which brought
about the fission of the atom?
Captain LAVENDER. There are some that have been filed by independent inventors.
The CHAIRMAN. Not connected with the Government's project?
Captain LAVENDER. Not connected with the Government's project
at all.
·
The CHAIRMAN. And there arc no patent applications down there
that came through you bearing upon the basic situation of splitting
the atom?
Captain LAVENDER. Oh, no. All of the applications that relate to
any of the basic work of this project, as supervised by OSRD or the
Manhattan district, have all been filed by me, and, in accordance
with provisions of the contracts under which they arose, the assignments of title are such that the Government has the title to those
inventions.
The CHAIRMAN. How about what might be termed "atomic energy
devices"? Have any patent applications come through you on
those? Have any of them been filed by any of the contracting firms?
Captain LAVENDER. No, we have filed all of the applications, I
think. with tbe exception of a very few, most·of which are those that
have heen turned back to the contractor; who bas been told that he
can file. The latter are all on minor, unimportant mechanical details
and devices that have a particular commercial application. ·
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There was in process just this last week, for inst1mce, such an
application. I received a letter from a coll1pany saying that they
were going to file these applications that have arisen under a contract.
I believe their contract was of category 2. Those applications are
going to 'be taken over by me, because all applications that are filed ·
that have anything to do with the processes involved must be filed ·
and prosecuted by me.
.
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Captain, were there any cases where the GovernIUent had the right, title, and interest in the patent but granted an
exclusive license to private contractors?
· .
Captain LAVENDER. Not except those in which the contract itself·
provided that right. There hn.ve been requests for licenses under
certain inventions which have not been granted, because the Mana.
hattan District or the War Departmen~ did not desire to establish
any kind of a precedent that would 'in any way hamper the Commission that is going to be formed.
.
. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Captain, I just want to get this straight.
The Government does own outright quite a few patents?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, under the contract that was made with the
contracting officer, the other parties to the contract were permitted
to have an exclusive right to produce under those patents even though
the Government held them. Is that correct?
Captn.in LAVENDER. They had the exclusive right in outfields.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. In outfields?
·
Captain LAVENDER. In normal commercial application.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Not in any way connected with atomic energy?
Captain LAVENDER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So the Government owns the title to the patent
that is good for any application of atomic energy?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. But if a pump we will say, could be used in a
hundred other difierent ways, the Westinghouse,.we will say, has an
exclusive right to use it in a hundred different ways?
Cn.ptain LAVENDER. That is correct. I will just define your word
"exclusive," because that has a particular pn.tent law mea.Iiing. Exclusive license is construed as 11 right to exclude others, evrn the
owner of the title. For instn.nce, if I had a patent, I could designate
someone as the exclusive licensee, in which case I myself would have
given up the right to use ..
We use the word "sole license". That means that there will be
only one licensee and that is the contractor.
But the Government, beca.use it has the title, not only has not
given away the infield rights, but it is also permitted to operate in
outfields. I only mentioned that because" exclusive license" in pn.tent
law has a definite meaning whereby the exclusive licensee could even
exclude the owner or the titleholder.
The CHAIRMAN. The Government then cn,n operate in the outfield
as well as Vvestinghouse?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. But no one else?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, do you regard the break-down of this as
confidential information which should be given in executive session?
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Cn.ptain LAVENDER. 'l'he break-down of the number of contracts?
The CrrArnMAN. 'l'hut is the only thing thn.t I understand you
rc~~rd n.s tl111t which should b? given in_ executive session.
.
l~ow, ·arc you prepared to give us a list of the patent holders?
Captain LAVENDER. You mean the contmctors?
The CHAIRMAN. Y cs.
Captain LAVENDER. Yes, but that normally will be furnished by
the contract section of the Manhattan district, because they are the
custodians of the contracts, and they will givr you a list of those that
come under the different categories. I can also furnish you that.
The CHAIRMAN. And you can furnish us the name of each company
that has filed a patent application down at the Patent Office?
Captain LAVENDER. Those would be practically nil because all of
them have been filed through my office.
.
The CHAIRMAN. You filed those?
Captain LAVENDER. I filed them.
The CHAIRMAN. Quite a few of them?
Captain LA VEND ER. Yes, sir. It is only in those cases where the
patent division has determined that the Government will not file an
application that the application is filed by the contractor.
The CHAIRMAN. Through you?
Captain LAVENDER. No; he can file direct; but I would sa,y there
are not more than 15.
Senator MILLIKIN. Fifteen contractors or applications?
Captain LA VEND ER. Fifteen applica.tions.
The CHAIRMAN. Again just to make clear, what are those 15---,l
don't mean by name.
,
Captain LAVENDER. You mean the subject matter?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Commander ANDERSON. They relate to mechanical developments.
Captain LAVENDER. I think one is a very minor improvement on
· a diaphragm pump, and after examination I determined that it
wouldn't be worth while for us to try to get a patent on it. The
company itself said, though, that they would like to file an application, so we turned it over. As a matter of fact, I take the initiative
because it has been referred to me to determine whether or not an
application should be filed. If I determine that it will not be filed,
then it is my next move to inform them that they may. Then they
will inform me whether or not they intend to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. And there are 15 of those that you feel the Government has no interest in and has turned over entirely to the private
contractor?
Captain LAVENDER. Except that the Government has a license
under the patent if and when it issues.
The CHAIRMAN. Even though it is in an outfield?
Captain LAVENDER. Even though it is in an outfield, yes, sir.
There have been a great number of determinations that the patent
division will not file the application, but it has only been in about 15
cases that a company has come back and said they would file.
The CHAIRMAN. I may be a little obtuse about it, but I understand
you want to give in executive session the numbers of those which the
Government has filed. When the Government has filed · a certain
number-X number-in those the Government has, or is clairnir g, the
exclusive right, or only the exclusive right as pertains to the atomic
energy field?
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Captain LAVlDNJ)I,:U, Wo (}ll,I) p11L ii. this WILY, that the Government
holds the tiLlo to tho i11v1,iit,ion nrnl all pn.t,or. t;s that may issue thereon,
If the cont,l'[tctor by co11t.rn,<·t right roL11.i11A tt licl'Hso, thon that license·
is operative in 11.ll 011t;fioldA, hut t.ho Gov01·111111,nt hltfl ttll infield rights.
There 111·0 no oxcopt.iorni of infield right,ri.
.
· Tho CnAmMAN. Now, Lhis further quosl,ion: lfovo Llllly rntn.inedany contractor-by contract right, any claim t;o use any of those things
in two instn.nces: (a) the production of Jissiorrnl>lo matorial, or (b)
the application of fissionable material to atomic energy devices in the ·
future?
·
·
. Captain LAVENDER. Thore has been no contractor who has retained
any right to use the inventions in either of your classes (a) or (b).
'l'he CrrAIRMAN. All outside industrial uses?
. ..
Captain LAVENDER. Whatever licei1Se thoy have retained as· ii.
matter of contract right has been in outfields.
The CrrA:rRMAN. That clears it up for me. .
.
Senator .\{ILLIKIN. Of these applications· that are impounded in
the Patent Office, how many people have access to them?
Captain LAVENDER. We have set up a very definite way of handling
these applications, and they nre known in the Patent Office as "special
handling" cases. These special handling cases are designated at the
time that I filed them, in the letter forwarding the application to the
Commissioner of Patents. These applications are sent down to
Richmond-that is, to tho examiners when they are down thoreonly by an official of the Patent Office and delivered personally to the
chief ex11mir;er of the division. The chief examiner and his assistant
were the only ones who were designated by the Commissioner of
Patents to handle those cases. They are kept in separate safes in
the Patent Office.
Senn.tor MILLIKIN. That is two people. Does anybody else get
to look at them?
Captain LAVENDER. I would say "No." An examiner may be examining one, and the chief examiner may be on a case and have someone
come up. But I have been down there several times and I know that
they are very strict as to anyone being around the examiners when
they are working on those cases.
.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. So 11t one time you said the chief examiner
and now you hn.ve mentioned chief examiners. How many people
could this possibly clear through in the Patent Office?
Captaip. LAVENDER. Each case would go to the examiner of a division who is known as the chief examiner. Now, he may have one
other person-his assistant-work on that case with him. In some·
of these di visions there are quite o. large number of cases so that one
person couldn't handle them all. The only other way I suggested
was that another person in the Patent Office might see them would
be, say, a person who happened to pass along at the time that this
case was on the desk of the chief examiner.
Senator MILLIKIN. Is there a compartmentalization so far as these
particular impounded applications are concerned, so that by rule or.
by law in some way or other one examiner cannot be talking to
another?
Captain LAVENDER. Oh, yes. Tho Commissioner of Patents has
issued very definite instructions n.s to the disclosure of informatio11- to
anyone who is not entitled to receive it.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Have these men .been very carefully studied in
the light of this particular problem?
·
· · .· ·
.. · ·
Captain LAVENDEn. I would say "Yes," because the chief . of the.·
division has _been a person of long service and he didn't come into that
position except as his integrity, his ·reliability, and other characteristics were very well developed. The heads of these divisions :ire all
very well liried officials.
··
·
Senator MILLIKIN. You would have complete confidence?
Captain LAVENDER. I have complete confidence in the system.
Senator MILLIKIN. And complete confidence in all the individuals.
that are involved in it?
·
'Captain LAVENDER. That is correct. I have on several occasions
been to Richmond in connection with the work on this and have
talked with the examiners that have most of my cases, ~nd I have
found them all to be a very fine, reliable group.
·
· ·
Senator MILLIKIN. Can you tell us whether you know as a fact
that the background of these men, so far as their country of origin is
c~ncerned, has been studied.
Captain LA VEND ER. I didn't quHe understand.
Senator MILLIKIN'. If John Doe, examiner, is born in X foreign
country, has that feature of it been studied specifically in the case of
all. of them?
Captail). LAVENDER. I don't know, but I can only say this: The
heads of 'these divisions have been tested and· t.ded Hii'oughout a
number of years,· and I don't think that there is any chance of. a leak
there.
E;enator MILLIKIN. I do not by my questioning impute anything of
that kind, but in all of these things we have to take extra precautions,
and I have been wondering whether a special study of those men has
been made in relation to this particular stuff in its relation to the
foreign implications.
.
. ·
Captain LAVENDER. Well, I imagine that the security division of
the Manhattan district has checked the system that was established,
and probably the personnel.
· ·
Senator MILLIKIN. It might not be a bad idea to look into that.·
Captain LAVl~.~DER. I f~el sure the Security Division has done that.
Commander ANDERSON. The Security Division has approved them
l'tnd the handling of this method.
.
·
Senator l\1rLLIKIN. We can interpret that as rneaning the system,
but do you give the same answer to the personnel?
. Commander ANDERSON. They have all been approved by the
Department of Commerce, and taken oath with respect to· which
thev are requested to keep all applications under secrecy. They are
under the Espionage Act.
·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. That doei;ln't quite go to the-thing I am driving
at, and that is as to their suitability for the job they hold in connection with this partieular thing we are talking about.
Captain LAVENDER. I shall suggest that to the Security Division
and ask whether or not they have investigated the individuals.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. ~ think the odds are that they have, but it is
so important that I think we ought to know rather than speculate
about it.
Captain LAVENDER. That is one thing I have not the direct
responsibility for, otherwise I would be able to give you the answer;
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I get clear11nce from the Security Division; that is, any person. that
comes into my employ is cleared not only by the· FBI, but if he is
an Army or Navy officer, he is cleared by the Service Intelligence,
and then he is cleared again by the security officer of the Manhattan ·
district.
.
. .
· ·
.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I suggest, Mr. Chairman; that the Captain.
look into that specifically and give us specific information .on it?
,
·Captain LAVENDER. I shall be glad to. do that.
. .
.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, Senator. Will you do that, Captain?
Captain LAVENDER. I shall be glad to: .
·
. .. . · ·
The CHAIRMAN. Captain, are all of these patents in the status of
patent applications, or have any patents been issued?
.
Captain LAVENDER. There· are no patents issued that were filed
by the Government. There are certain patents relating to atomic
fission which have been issued to independent inventors before the
emergency.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Before we got into it as a country?
.
. Captain LAVENDER. That is right.
Tho CHAIRMAN. Now, are there any patent applications covering
the making of the bomb?
·
Captain LAVENDER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any patent applications g1vmg the
bomb-making details in those patent applications?
.
·
Captain LAVENDER. Well, I think that I had better give you that
in executive session if you are going into any of the details of it.
.·
The CHAIRMAN. Not what details there were, but whether there
wel'.e any of the details given in the patent appiication. You don't
want to talk about that?
.
·
·
Captain LAVENDER. Not any more than just to say that the
bombs are covered by applications.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I wonder what is the necessity for covering the
bomb itself by applications for patents?
·
Captain LAVENDER. Well, it is very important for this reason: I
knew that as soon a.s the bomb went off there would be a great deal of
speculation among various scientists and others, engineers, who had
not been connected with the project. I knew that a great many
applications would be filed in the Patent Office, so I was interested in
having filed in the Patent Office these applications, so that if. any
applications were filed and we got into interference, the Government
would not be suffering the handicap of being the second one' to file,
because the first to file has a great advantage from an interference
procedure point of view.
The CHAIRMAN. You see, Senator, this information which we have
just received makes all the more pertinent your line of inquiry. I
didn't dream, frankly, up until this. point that there. was a patent
application down there showing how the bomb . was put· together.
Did you?
Senator MILLIKIN. No. Personally, I regret it.
The CHAIRMAN. I, too.
Captain LAVEND ER. I was reserving for any discussion in the execu,.
tive session another special handling of these applications relating to
bombs, which I am sure fully safeguard it. I didn't mention that at
the time I discussed the special handling cases.
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Senator MILLIKIN. I assume from your other answer on security·
that the physical custodianship of these various applications is such
that there isn't the remotest chance of any intruder getting hold of
them.
Captain LAVENDER. That .is true, and again that particular phase
was investigated by the Security Division of the Manhattan district,
and it approved the special provisions that have been made on the
basis that they were absolutely secure.
Senator MILLIKIN. Are you personally acquainted with that phase
of the business?
·
Captain LAVENDER. Yes, I am.
Senator MILLIKIN. Are you satisfied?
Captain LAVENDER. I am satisfied.
The CHAIRMAN. Captain, how does the fact that you have filed
an application on the making of the bomb compare with other military
weapons in the practice that has been followed? For instance, the
bomb sight.
Captam LAVENDER. I am not familiar with what the Navy Department has done in the filing of applications for bomb sights, because
my last duty with the Patent Division of the Navy Department was
in 1937. But the provisions that we are making, so far as the bomb
is concerned, are far more extensive than what was done with the bomb
sight applications at the time I was in the Department.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any case where a perfection of a
weapon has been filed on by the Government?
Captain LAVENDER Yes; a great many of the devices that I know
of have been kept under the provisions of 35 United States Code 37.
The CHAIRMAN. That practice was established to protect the
Government, we will say, from foreign inventors claiming at a later
time that they were responsible for the use of the weapon?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct, and the foreign inventor or
independent inventors coming in and filing an application only for
the Government to find that it was in a disadvantageous position
because it had not filed the application and was second to file.
The CHAIRMAN. Have there been any apolicat.ions from foreign
inventors on atomic bombs that you know of?
Captain LAVENDER. What they contain I do not know. but I do
know that there are pending in the Patent Office quite a good many
applications by foreign inventors.
The CHAIRMAN. Filed before we got into the thing?
Captain LA VEND ER. I think most of them were filed after we got
into it. There was one application that was filed over here on a
patent that had already issued in France, and that is still pending
in the Patent Office here.
The CHAIRMAN. When was that filed do you know?
Captain LA VEND ER. It was filed in· France and issued in France
in the fall of '39, and the corresponding application was filed over
here a little over a year later.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I believe it would be a good
idea if we went into that a little in executive session.
The CHAIFMAN. Perhaps we had beUer not pursue it now.
Senator MILLIKIN. Captain, what were the considerations that
allowed these people to have outfield rights? Did they insist upon
having outfield rights? Was it just something that was tossed in,
or how did it come about,?
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Captain LAVENDER. First, the policy was well. thought out, ;I.
believe. I had had experience in the research and development con-.
tracts· with the Navy Department, and I realized that before we went
to a contractor with a proposition that we ought to have a very
definite policy that would be reasonable, having particularly in mind
that where an invention had commercial application the public had.
the right to have that made av.ailable to it; so that there wouldn't be
this. impounding of inventions, or a limitation.
Now, the contractor, when he determines that an invention is
made with commercial activities, has got quite a little· risk money
involved in it to take an invention and apply it commercially. It was
thought IOUt, as far as I was concerned, with these four categories,
and then the proposition was put up to the contractors. Some' of
the cont:ractors felt that they ought to have a sole license instead of a
nonexclusive license.
·
·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is, sole as against the Government?
Captain LAVENDER. That is right. , If it were a mere construction
~ contract with very little chance of having anything of any value
to the atomic energy program, they were given the right to retain a
nonexclusive license, but in a good many cases, or in one case in
particular that I am thinking of, I felt that they should have the sole
license. I have had a very careful check on all of these contractors.
I have seven branch offices throughout the country, and in each one
of those places I have a fine staff of patent attorneys who check all
of the invention records. They see the equipment as it is being
built and they report these inventions.
In this particular case, I began to sec inventions being reported that
were just a little more than construction. That tipped me off right
o.way that, I should look into that matter because of the interests of
the Government. I found that after they had gone into this work
t;hcy realized that they would have to do some research-of development, ns distinguished from research. I confine research to the basic
principles. I found that they had assigned some of their engineers
to this development work, whereupon I proposed to the company that
. we renegot,iate that contract, that the subject work had changed as a
result of the progress of the cont.met, and that it should be in category
2 where they only get a nonexclusive license. The company saw the
logic of the matter and they ngrecd to renegotiate the contract so
that on the next extension period there would be a legal consideration,
and it was changed over to t.hc category 2.
Senntor MILLIKIN. Would any of these contractors to whom you
refer have refused to go ahead with their work had they not been
given some patent rights?
Captnin LAVENDER. No, they went o.hcad. W110n the Manhattan
dis~rict went to these people, to the contractors, and asked them to
make something or do somcfhing without any contract at all except
just a letter of intent, they went right ohead with their work; that is
the reason why the contract would come along months later. Then
the whole .thing would be negotiated. I don't know of a single company that ever said, "We are not going to do anything on this until
we get all of these contract rights worked out."
Senator MILLIKIN. Then those privileges they have'gotten, whatever they are, arc sort of a gratuity we have given them?
_
Captain LAVENDER. No, I don't think it is a gratuity. I think
it is a good sound business proposition. If we had gone to th~e con-
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tractors where they were furnishing the equipment and came under
category 3, we will say, and· said, "We want the whole right, title
and interest, and you retain nothing,". it would be natural for the
Government to pa.y for it, because we were taking all of the invention
rights. It has been purely from a business point of view of the Government that we don't take more than what we need to have to have
control of the project.
Senator Mn,LJKIN. You have not been paying more. I premised
the whole thing on whether or not you would have to pay more in
order to deprive them of any patent rights, and in your opinion it was
not necessary to pay more, so the thing still stands in my mind as a
- sort of a gmtuity.
Captain LAVENDER. No; I see that I haven't made myself clear.
I believe that-it should be the policy of the Government that the
Government pay for what it gets and doesn't pay for what it doesn't
get.
The next thing is that the Government should take or get only that,
part which is necessary for its administration. So it would be sound
business, then, if we are going to disrupt these commercial companies
in their normal business a.nd take their highest professional men away
from them and pay only the per diem salary they are getting so that
the comp:my cannot go a.head with its normal development, that we
should take from them only what is necessary for a particular policy
and determination of the Government. It has been just a pure business proposition with me in recommending how much and how extensive rights we should obtain.
Senator MILLIKIN. Here is what is nagging at me, Captain. Let
us suppose that John Doe is a little fellow making a valve of some
grade, and Richard Roe is a big fellow making a valve, and you picked
Richard.Roe as the man to do this particular kind of a job for you.
Now comes peace, and Richard Roe appears with a lot of improvements on a product which the Government has really paid for and
put him in position to make. Where does that leave this little fellow,
John Doe?
Captain LAVENDER. It, left John Doe with the full opportunity,
when the first man was working for the Government, to go ahead and
exploit or advn.ncc his position in the mmrnfacturing field; whereas you
took the engineers from the other company and had them working on
something that was for the Government.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes; but with this distinction: John Doe, the
little fellow, does not have the resources of the United States Govern'ment to go ahead with his developments, whereas Richard Roe has the
resources of the United States Government behind him.
Captain LAVENDER. All right. There still is a very easily adjustable position, because the Government has the title to the invention,
and if it comes under category 2-which it would be if it had more than
just a sort of readjustment of a standard equipment of the companythe Government then can grant a license to the small man in exchange
for a license under anything he may have.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is under one category, but what about the
category where the contractor has an exclusive right as against the
Government?
Captain LAVENDER. Well, in those cases it is true that the Government does not get the right to grant these licenses to the other company; but those cases cover merely a slight adaptation of the standard
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company's products, and I don;t. think it would be very effective in
changing the relative position between the_~mall company and the big
company before ancJ; after tho date of the contract.
·
. Senator MILLIKIN. To my mind· it might·very seriously{ but let us
pass to two relatively big ·companies. I· don't care to ma rn a demagogic point out of it. Ttiko two big companies. One big company ·
hasn't had this Government business;:,th~ 1 other big company has, or
the other big company has had the Government business as a result
of Government money thro_ligh the ~hole operation of our system,
coming out with improvements· µ.~d''patents that puts the oth~r big
company under somewhat of· a disadvantage. · The other big company can say, "We paid our share of taxes to put our competitor in
· the better position he now is in."
·
The CHAIRMAN. And I might also point out, Senator, to further
fortify the question, that A company might in the field have been put
over to making tanks, where there was no possible peacetime advantage-that is, assuming they both competed in the so.me line of workand then B company, which you are talking about. that gets this exclusive right has an advantage, and A company would certainly be in _
a stronger position to complain about it.
· - ·
Captain LA VEND ER. I think in some cases, a very fow cases, there
may be inequality between two big companies after this project is
over, but in all considerations of this phase great weight must be
given to this factor: While the big company that was not engaged in
this particular work for the Government was working along, he was
not hampered by having his good top men taken from his company.
in an entirely unproductive field, as you might say, or to a great extent
an unproductive field along the lines of his endeavor.
Senn tor MILLIKIN. But might he not in turn have been working on
similar things in some other field?
Captain LAVENDER. Y cs.
Senator Mn,LIKIN. And thus he has suffered the same dislocation?
Captain LA VEND EH. He had the free choice of the field he was
working in, a company not working for the Government.
Senator .l\iILLIKIN. I think, Captain, if I were answering the question, the strongest thing I could say for it was that you wanted to
stimulate the inventiveness and resourccfuhwss of the people who
were working in this thing, and giving them: some sort of little .
interest in what they wcro doing might have that tendency.
.
Captain LAVENDER. I have, of coui·sc, been in very close contact
with this project in nll of its phases, and I have been grnatly impressed
· by the large number of really top engineers and designers that these
companies hn.ve given to this project where I know that the work that
they were doing, as for as the Manhattan district project was concerned, pmcticn.lly divorced them from giving n.ny other energy,
brains, and ability to the company that wn.s employing them.
Senator MILLIKIN. I want to say to you very frankly that I am not
much impressed with that argument because we took 11 lot of topnotch younger fellows and put them in the Army, and they didn't
have any of those advantages.
Captain LA VEND ER. Oh, that is true.
Senator MILLIKIN. And in-the Navy, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the biggest percentage belong in the·
category that you arc talking about, the biggest percentage of the
patent applications belong in this category.
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Captain LAVENDER. No; not the important ones. The important
ones have arisen under the research contracts, and under those under
category 2 where the company only retained by contract right a.nonexclusive license.
·
.
. The CHAIRMAN. But, Captain, as I understand it, the great bulk of
the patent applications that come under the whole project are in the
field where the outside company has an exclusive right with the exception of the Government.
· Captain LAVENDER. No; I would say not. The number of inventions that are made by contractors having the third category are very
minor in nature, and are of not so much importance, certainly not to
the project, and they cover only minor improvements. In this general analysis of the situation, you cannot go by numbers,. because
some of the most important fields of this whole atomic energy program are covered by a very few outstanding basic patents.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, one company has advertised, I believe, that
the:v have 5,000 improvements. Is that correct?
Captain LAVENDER. My understanding of the record is that it was
5,000 different applications of all their inventions to industry in general, not meaning that they had 5,000 inventions that they had made.
One invention may be applicable, or one device may be applicable to
150 uses.
The CHAIRMAN. Bringing that 5,000 down, how many patent
applications has that company filed, if you know?
Captain LA VEND ER.- That company has filed none. We have
filed all those applications.
The CHAIRMAN. How many that you filed originated with that
copmany?
Captain LAVENDER. Well, of course, that contract isn't over yet
and we have people who are checking upon it. I would say that there
are about perhaps 100 applications that will ultimately be filed, but
one application may have many different applications to industry.
The CHAIRMAN. They probably didn't err on the side of understatement when they claimed the number of practical applications,
· when they said 5,000.
Captain 'LAVENDER. I don't think they did, either. I think they
were conservative. When they referred to industry in general that
is going to be benefited by the program, there is one invention that
will probably have 500 different uses that I call to mind.
The CHAIRMAN. If an individual of a company works in the atomic
energy field at his own expense, what restrictions are enforced about
the patent values arising in this way now?
Captain LAVENDER. We do not, permit anyone to work for a contractor who has not signed an agreement to assign his inventions in
accordance with the contract.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, under the law the way it is operating
now, if John Jones went ahead and invented some very useful atomic
energy device, there would be no provision under the law by which
you could take it over.
.
Captain LAVENDER. I didn't understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let's assume John Jones is down in bis
laboratory, and he comes up with some invention on fission.
Captain LAVENDER. In his own laboratory?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; his own small laboratory.
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Captain LAVENDER. An itidepen~ent inventor? . . .
.
..
The CHAIRMAN: Right. Now, 1f .he came up with somethmg
extraordinarily useful in the field, there_ would be no way that you
could get hold of it.
·
.
.
Captain LAVENDER. Except that I thmk that the Government
could go to him, if it involved the national defense. There is o.ne part
of the Espio1iage Act which does not require that the person disclose
that information came as a result of some relation with the Government--that is, that he received it from the Government. But if the
Government knew of this information, they could go to him and
place him under the conditions of the Espionage Act, where he would
not be permitted to disclose that to another.
.
Now, what would actually happen, the way that I visualize this
is going to work out, is that if the Commissioner of Patents will be
authorized and directed to notify the Commission of the existence of
an application in which reference is made to atomic energy, then the,
Commission should have authority to go to h.im and to purchase m·
make some arrangement with him.
·
. The CHAIRMAN. But in the absence of legal right, that is under an
act of Congress, there would be no way that the Government could
proceed to take over this patent.
· ·
·
Captain LA VEND ER. They could not take over the patent, or an
application for a patent, because that would require an assignment.
The Government cannot file an application in its own .name, so it
must be filed in the name of the applicant. But I believe, although
I do not know of any particular case in point that has been decided
by the courts, that the Government, if it finds that some person has
information the dissemination of which is contrary to the national
defense, can under the provisions of the Espionage Act, if it so desires,
require that that man do not disclose that information to anyone.
Now, that is in efiect seizing the iqvention and restricting him more
under police power.
·
The CHAIRMAN. That wouldn't change the ownership, but merely
his right to divulge it?
Captain LA VEND ER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That you would have to pay some compensation
for, I tnke it?
Cnptain LAVENDER. I don't think you would, because I think you
could oficr the compensation, but I think it would come under police
power rather than seizing under eminent domain.
The CHAIRMAN. So Jones might make the greatest invention in the
field that had yet been made, and still be deprived of any award for it?
Captain LA VEND ER. If he did not want to accept the award that
was offered to him through confidential negotiations. '
Now, it is true that a person who has a patent cannot obtain.from
the Government, from the Army or the Navy, the facts concerning
the equipment that corresponds to his patent if the Ai·my and Navy
do not desire to disclose that in the Court of Claims, and that leaves:
the claimant in the Court of Claims with a perfectly valid issued!
patent but no way to prove his case because the information as to.
the proof of the case is wholly within the knowledge of the Army and
Navy. That case has been decided by the Court of Claims that they
will not enforce a call for information a~ainst the Navy Department.
if the Navy Department certifies it involves the national defense.
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S,enator MILLIKIN. I know your own deep concern in this subject,
Captain, and I am sure your mind will be relieved by a dispatch from
London. I read it:
':

Prof. Harold J. Laski, chairman of the British Labor Party executive committee,
said today the words, "Existing atomic bombs must be destroyed at once to be
sure. no power could compel submission of another power by using the new weapon."
"It 1s also clear that the atomic bomb has thrown suspicion between major international stat~s,'.' Laski asse_rted, "and nothing is to be obtained by pretending
that a comm1ss1on on atorrnc energy set up by the UNO is anything more than
a very small step on the path toward the disposition of these suspicions."

All we have to do, Captain, is to get rid of these bombs, get rid of
our Navy, with a complete demobilization of our Army and Air
Force and everything is just going to be swell.
9aptain LAVENDER. Including making everybody forget everythmg they ever heard about fission, or anything else.
·
· Senator Mn,LIKIN. That is right. So you see, we are wasting a lot
of time, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Laski has solved these problems for us.
The CHAIRMAN. I think any. solution that Mr. Laski had to offer
would probably come in for rather strenuous examination, Senator.
VYe have interrupted you, Captain, with a lot of questions. Unless
Senator Millikin has something, suppose you go ahead.
Captain LAVENDER. I don't know that there is anything. more to
sliy, except that I have this organization that is very close to the
contractors. I have a group that is in each area in which research
work is going on. I hav.e instituted a regular procedure on the
reporting of inventions, the determination of who the first inventor
was, because it is 1post important that it be determined who the first
inventor was, in placing his name on the application. Otherwise, the
patcnt would be invalid. The work is proceeding and has been
proceeding, I think, on a perfectly good, sound, and satisfactory basis
since the Manhattan district took over.
Senator MILLIKIN. There is one question I would like to ask.
vYhat do you know about the patent applications of Kellex or the
existing patents owned by Kellex relating to this subject?
.
Captain LAVENDER.· Well, I might say that I know the whole story
from beginning to end as far as negotiations and administration of
their patents arc concerned.
· .
I do not know what patents they owned before they came into the
Manhattan district activities. They, of course, are a subsidiary of
the Kellogg Co. The Kellex or Kellogg Co. has granted a license to
the Government under all of the patents that it owns or controls that
were developed before the effective date of the contract that may be
used in any of the plants, equipment, or anything else that is related
to the work that they were doing, which was a voluntary act on their
part. So far as their patents are concerned, that is the situation.
As to the present condition, they started out with a long-form
patent clause which was renegotiated to a short form. The clause
. that they have with the Manhattan district is No. 2, modified to this
extent: They have the right to grant sublicenses; they have a nonexclusive license with the right to grant sublicenses. That comes
within a recognized condition where they themselves do not manufacture, so the mere license for them to make and use and sell would
be a vain thing. It would be of no value to them.
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Under those circumstances, the same _as with other contractors
where they are not manufacturing, - they have the right. to grant
m~oomcs.
·.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Thei·e is no essential secrecy about the type of
invention you are talking about?
.
.·
· ·
Captain LAVENDER. No. ·
·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. What is the general nature of those inventions?
Captain LAVENDER. The general nature-there were valves that
were used particularly with highly corrosive elements, where the valve
that was in use before would n,ot maintain any degree of tightness
over a period of time.
Senator MILLIKIN. That has always been the main problem of a
valve, hasn't it?
Captain LAVENDER. Y.es, sir. There is one of them that goes to a
means of supporting a bearing where the bearing surfaces would have .
to be made of a certain number of limited metals, and they woµld be
attacked by corrosive elements. It is very effective in that there is
no corrosion of the bearings.
There is another one on volves with a particular way of opening
and closing the valves and there are inventions that are particularly
adaptable to oil refining,; the handling of gases, and other matters.
· Senator MILLIKIN. Are those of enormous value, those exclusive
license. rights?
Captain LAVENDER. Wrll, the license rights are not very extensive
bcco.uso they only have a nonexclusive license, so the Government can.
grant licenses to other companies.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I thought you said they had the right to sublicense. 'fhat is valuable; isn't it?
Captain LAVENDER. Oh, yes; it is. It is something that they would
have to have; otherwise the license would be of no value, because they
themselves do not manufacture this equipment.
Senator MILLIKIN. If a man has a valve that will hold where no
valve has ever hold before, he certainly has got something of enormous value.
Captain LAVENDER. He has, but the Government can still license
othel'. persons. They do not have the sole license.
Senator MILLIKIN. Oh, I didn't, mi'derstand that.
Captain LAVENDER. Thero is a tremendous difference there. You
sec, that is getting closer toward the basic processes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Then let me probe that a little further. The
Kellex Co. has the rjght to make the stuff itself.
Captain LAVENDER. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Does it have the right to license it to John Doe
Co.?
:
I
Captain LAVENDER. It does.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. 'fhe Governm<;lnt also has the right to license it
to John Doe Co.?
Co.ptain LA VEND ER. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. So if any unfair practice develops so far as
Kellex is concerned, the Government could mitigate that by making
its own sublicenses?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct..
Senator MILLIKIN. The Government could let them out for nothing
if it wanted to?
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Captain LAVENDER. That is correct.
.
. · ·
The CHAIRMAN. Has the Government, as far as you know, granted
any licenses to any other companies?
.
Captain LAVENDER. No, because they desired not to make any decisions in view of the fact that the Commission is going to be formed.
They didn't want to make any decisions as ,t\) the granting of licenses
to individual companies.
.
.
·
.
The CHAIRMAN. Really Kellex's rights aren't worth very much if
they can be destroyed by the issuance of, say, 6 or 10 licenses by the
Government?
·
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not worth very much?
Captain LAVENDER. That is right, but it does permit them to operate. They are permitted to operate as a matter of contract right,
but it doesn't give them a dominating position in the field.
Senator MILLIKIN. The other fellow has a fishing license. He has
either got to ~et a license from Kellex or the Government, and he
might not get 1t from either. Is that not a correct statement?
Captain LAVENDER. That is correct. If the Government chose to
locl~ it up, they would be vesting a very valuable right in Kellex; but
just as.soon as ,they release it to two or three others, I suppose they
have pretty much destroyed their monopoly of the fiel<;l.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, have any of the names of other
companies been mentioned, in your memory?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, only incidentally, Senator. Mr. Rafferty, of
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., and whose subsidiaries, the Linde
Air Products Corp. and the Carbide Corp., worked in this field, testified that they had devised, they thought, many things of future use
and value to industry, but that they had not filed through the Government patent applications.
I believe du Pont has not made any claims at all for improvements
or inventions.
Captain LAVENDER. No; the situation with du Pont was a little
different. Du Pont said they didn't want to have anything to do
with the determination as to who inventors were. They said, "We
will give all of our men, the necessary men to work this out;" but the
Manhattan District took the responsibility of ferreting out the inventors, for they wouldn't themselves lay any claim that any of their
men made any invention.
The CHAIRMAN. What does that principle resolve itself into, practicn1ly?
.
Captain LAVENDER. Well, I might give you a little as to their reason as given. This is only second-hand knowledge, but they were
working with the University of Chicago on this, and they didn't want
to let anybody think that du Pont was coming in and was going to
grab up any of the patents, so they said, "Well, we will just say to
.you, the Manhattan district, that we will cooperate with you in the
getting of the records of these inventions, but you will have to take
the initiative, because it is not going to be said that du Pont is going·
to make any claim that it made or that one of its employees made the
invention."
They even went so far as to ask me at one time that every time
that I prepared an application and sent it to one of these du Pont
men for execution that I would have to make a certificate that ,no,
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one in the Chicago University had had anything to do with it. Well,
I just told them that I was more or less of a practical person, and if
I presented that to them for their signature, that meant. that it had
been checked by my group in Chicago on which were representatives
of the Chicago University, and that it was to go ahead and be filed.
. The CHAIRMAN. Acting under that principle, what rights has
du Pont gotten?
·
Captain LAVENDER. Under that contract, they get nothing.
Senator MILLIKIN. Capt_ain, if I understood your statement correctly, du Pont said: "We are not going to have anything to do with
determining who made an invention; you fellows determine that."
· But assuming that you fellows determine that a du Pont man
had made the invention, then what happens?
Captain LAVEND ER. Then they will do their part to cooperate to
get the application executed.
Senator MILLIKIN. But what rights would du Pont then have in
· the application?
.
Captain LAVENDER.· None. That related to certain du Pont contracts. There were other contracts with du Pont that were in category
2, in which they retained a nonexclusive license. But in working
with the University of Chicago, the big contract was the one which
they said they didn't want to have to make the initial decision that
one of its employees was the inventor of a certain invention.
The CHAIRMAN. How about their subcontractors?
Captain LA VENDTuR. The subcontracts carried the same provisions,
normally, but the patent clause can be changed with the approval of
the Patent Division. If the subcontract is merely a purchase contract,
then we approve the no-patent clause and use the same principle in
determining what a subcontract patent clause should be as we do on
the prime contract.
The CHAIRMAN. Did du Pont get anything out of any invention
made by a subcontractor?
Captain LAVENDER. Not to my knowledge, hut that matter is
always present in the administration of these matters, because before
the final payment is made on any contract or any subcontract it must
be cleared by my division, so I am satisfied that all the inventions
have been reported.
Now, with these thousands of contracts I cannot say whether or
not du Pont in any of these cases did receive any right.
Senator MILLIKIN. So far as you know, Captain, du Pont has met
in full spirit the basic proposition that they did not want to profit
out of any of these inventions?
Capt:tin LAVENDER. Yes, that is true.
Senator MILLIKIN. Has any large corporation failed in what you
might think would be proper cooperation in any of these invention
matters?
.
Captain LAVENDER. No; we are completely satisfied with the
administration.
Senator MILLIKIN. But in tlrn end the Government's interest was
fully protected?
Captain LAVENDER. That is right.
Senatoi· MILLIKIN. And on a nonselfish basis?
Captain LAVENDER. Yes.
81930-46-pt.3-6
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The CHAIRMAN. Uni~~ Carbid~ took no patent rights at all, as I
understand it.
Commander AND ERSON. Not on their basic contracts. There may
have been some subsequent contracts on · which they retained a
nonexclusive license.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Similar to Kellex?
Commander ANDERSON. Yes, or duPont; but this basic contract
had the short-form patent clause. There were severnl other prime
contracts let in which they were permitted to retain a nonexclusive
license.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Which could again be destroyed by the Government
issuing licenses to other people?,
.
Commander ANDERSON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I am a litt,le puzzled. · What is that worth to a
company like Kellex when it could be destroyed-any head start in
the field?
Captain LAVENDER. No; it is not so much that they do have some
head start, but it insures to the company that it will not have any
islands in the general progress in which it cannot operate; that is,
as it is proceeding along its normal course of development. It is a
protective measure.
.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. And the Government's reserved right is a
protective measure to competitors?
Captain LA VEND ER. That is correct.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I can see the value to it, that if they
are working intensely in the field they would be able to get from island
to island without having the trouble of coming to the Government
and getting each individual process licensed to them.
Captain LAVENDER. Well, I was using "island" in the opposite
sense. I was thinking of progress in time as being more or less on
the ocean, that the island would be out there, that they had to go
around or they couldn't enjoy their normal progress of crossing, so
that it is their protection that they will be able to operate in this field.
Senator MILLI.KIN. It conjures to my mind the. picture of Simon
Legree chasing Topsy across the ice.
Captain LAVENDER. There is just one other thing that I might
mention, and that is that at no time in this administration of patent
rights has any company been granted any right under any inventions
that were not made by itself, that is, by it as a contractor. In other
words, we haven't granted any license to company A who has made
inventions under 1, 2, 3; and 4, and granted licenses under those
inventions 1, 2, 3, or 4 to another company, so that there isn't as
yet· any company that I know of that has got a position where he
can use the other and perhaps necessary inventions that arose from
other contractors; contractors have retained orily the rights under
the inventions that they, as contractor, made. That puts the
Government in a good, strong position.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we ought to have a short executive session.
The open hearing will now recess.
·
(Whereupon the committee retired into executive session, at
12:05 p. m.)
0
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.
UNITED STATES SENATE;.
SrECIAL OoMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

.

Washington, D. 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a. m., in room
424, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman)
presiding.
.
Present: Senator McMahon (chairman), Millikin, and Hart.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher 'I.'.
Boland, staff director.
·
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order. The first witness
this morning is Mr. Klein, engineering manager, Stone & Webster
Engineering Corp.

STATEMENT OF AUGUST C. KLEIN, ENGINEERING MANAGER, ACCOMPANIED BY J, R. LOTZ, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORP., BOSTON, MASS.
Mr. KLEIN. My name is August 0. Klein. I reside in Newton
Center, Mass. I am engineering manager of Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. I am a fellow of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, a member of the American Gas Association, and of the
engineering societies of New England.
· I have written a great many papers on steam-power-plant design
and construction and on the economics of the supply of steam and
pmver to industrial utilities.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. In what branch of engineering are you?.
l\1r. KLEIN. As engineering manager, Senat.or, my work has to
do with all of the various activities of Stone & Webster Engineering
OITTp.
.
l Senator'MILLIKJN. What I meant was: Are you a mechanical
eugineer or an electrical engineer?
Mr. KLEIN. I am a mechanical engineer by training. I am a
graduate of Stevens Institute of Technology, with a degree of
mechanical engineer.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you.
Mr. KLEIN. I am o,ccom1mnied here this morning by Mr. J. R. Lotz,
who is chairman of tbe board of directors of Stone & W ebstcr
Engineering Corp.
As to the atQinic bomb project, from July of 1942 until July of
1945, my entire time was given to the duties of project engineer for
Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. in the design and construction of
the electromagnetic plant for the Manhattan district at Oak Ridge.
'
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Since then I have continued in general supervisory charge of the work~
Incidental to this major plant and included in my company's contract were a heavy water plant at Trail, British Columbia, the selection of the· site for the Clinton engineer works, selection of a site for·
the metallurgical pilot plant at Argonne Forest, Ill., the design and.
constructio_n of pilot-plant structures at Argonne Forest, Ill., and
engineering and management of construction of the city of Oak Ridge
and the procuremenfof uranium ore and other essentiatraw materials
prior to the organization of the raw-materials branch of the Manhattan district.
I have outlined my connection with the project as a background for
some comments and a principal recommendation which I believe your
committee should carefully consider before bill S. 1717 is finally
enacted.
Your committee has been through an arduous series of hearings
at which statesmen, scientists, military and naval experts, and others
have expressed their views. This morning I would like to speak to
you as an engineer who has been through 4 years of practical daily
contact with the problem to urge that you do not fail to include an
outstanding construction engineer as a member of the Commission
and as a division head in the organization proposed by your bill. He
of all the membership of the Commission which will make recommendations to the President, the State Department, and the Congress
may be best qualified to appraise those recommend11tions in practical
terms of time, dollars and ability of the country to produce.
To save time, with your permission, I ,vill read a statement which
has been prepared.
The legislation proposed by bill S. 1717 may \vell be the most
important postwar legislation that Congress will be ciilled on to pass
for many sessions. It creates a Commission whose powers for domestic and international good can not be overestimated. In international
relations it will be a powerful arm to the President n,ncl the State
Department in advancing the cause of permancnL peace, and in our
domestic affairs it will have a profound influe11ce o:t every phase of
industry throu~h the ·creation of .cheap_ s011rccs of power. It will
also have a protound effect on medical scwnce. ·
It is therefore highly important tlmt the bill sho, d<l I.le written to
provide the best possible Commission orgu.niz:ttioJL. Oltf\ which will
achieve its objectives in the shortest possible time.
The bill, in general is, in my opinion, an cxcd!;,11i nt<•asure giving
the Commission it proposes the broad powers ov,,, i;:1· development
and utilization of atomic energy which arc neces:-::1 ry 1o promote its
objectives. However, the bill is, I believe, <lefL·cl i ,·,, in that it fails
to include a Division of Engineering under the provisions of the last
sentence of section 11 (a)-that is the section whiuli cnlls for additional
divisions a~ may be determined by the Com.mission from time to time.
The point I am making is that the creation of a Division of Engineering
subsequent to the formulation of the Commission under the provisions
of that section is not sufficient to provide the Commission with the
necessary engineering strength for the reason that a Division of Engineering created under the provisions of that section would place
engineering under the direction of one of the directors solrcted for his
ability in the field of research, production, materials selection, or military application.
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It is 1ny belief that one of the directors should be nn administrative
,engineer selected for his experience and ability in fields which qualify
him to promote the aims of tho act.
By this bill, the Cohgress will create a Commission to control one
·of the greatest industries in the country, an industry which will rank
with the steel, automotive, n.nd electric powllr industries. The CHAIRMAN. That is your considered opinion?
Mr. KLEIN. It is, indeed.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Do you develop that in your statement?
Mr. KLEIN. I do not.
·
The CHAIRMAN. If not, I would like to explore that a little with you.
Mr. KLEIN. All right, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't you, Senator Millikin?
Senator MILLIKIN. Y cs.·
The CHAIRMAN. That is a rather interesting statement.
Mr. KLEIN. I can foresee that within a period of time the ramifications of the use of atomic power for peacetime use, irrespective of its
military applications, will extend to all industry. Such being the
case, under the provisions of this act the Commission will retain
control of many related operations that will be, first, the exploration
and the mining of uranium ore; second, the refining of the uranium
ore to bring it into the condition which is best suited for the separation
or the produc;:tion of fissionable materials from processes now available
or to be developed through the agencies of r:esearch and engineering
in the future; third 1 once that fissionable material has been developed,
I believe it should be the principle of this Commission to extend the
use of that material to all industry as quickly as possible. If, as we
believe, we will obtain in that way a form of cheap energy, we will see
this country dotted with superpower plants connected, as I bring
forth a little later in the statement, with aU of the leading electric
power distributing systems in the. United States. Some of those may
be Government controlled and operated through agencies such as the
TVA. Others may be operated under license or under control of this
Commission by the electric generating utilities, and connected to
their electric distribution systems; or it may occur that a series of
interconnected electric systems will jointly develop one of these
plants, or two or three of them, much the sa.me as our large hydroelectric plants are now connected.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you see any ramifications in the use of this
energy other than for power or in the field of medicine?
Mr. KLEIN. Yes; I was using power in the narrow sense of electric
power generation but there are other uses. The first use of atomic
fissionable material will be to generate heat. That heat can be used
to generate steam. That steam can be used in all industrial processes
which now use steam either on account of its heat content or because
-0f its chemical composition.
For instance, the gas industry uses a lot of steam to put through
· -coal to make gas, in which it is broken up chemically.
Senator MILLIKIN. It also has some domestic significance, I suggest, because some towns arc heated with steam heat.
Mr. KLEIN. That is correct, and in certain cases those stations
might use fissionable material.
Senator MILLIKIN. Is there any chemical significance to it. that
you see, other than as a source of power?
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Mr. KLEIN. Not that I can see at the moment, Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. Other than medicine?
Mr. KLEIN. Not that I can see at the mom'3nt. · This phenomenon
of fission is ·not a chemical process; it is a physical process, the same
as taking a rock and splitting it in two parts.
Senator MILLIKIN. If I run a machine-tool factory, aside from
the power significance, can you see any application that I might have
for this material?
·
Mr. KLEIN. I would say not within your lifetime or mine. I would
say at some remote period fissionable material might be used in large
industries for generating steam for heating.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. 0£ course, when we start a great field of '3Xperimentation in a thousand laboratories in this country, the Lord.
only knows what applications might be found.
Mr. KLEIN. That is correct, and that is one of the reasons for my'
statement that this will eventually be a tremendous industry, one of'
the greatest in the country.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. KJein, I don't know whether I understood
your last statement when you said, "Not during our lifetime."
Do you mean to say that you do not expect this development for
power within our lifetime?
Mr. KLEIN. No; I did not make myself clear. I expect that within
our lifetime we will see some of these large superpower plants ·that I
spoke of; but the idea of having a piece the size of a pea buried under
your doorstep and heating your house during its whole life, or dropping
one in an automobile or airplane, I think will not come during our
lifetime. I think that is far more remote, and we will need a great
deal more experimentation and engineering development than we ca.Ii.
expect in that time.
The CHAIRMAN. Yon know that is a very interesting observation
coming from an industrial engineer like yourself. There has been, I
think, some tendency to disco,unt the scientists who said that, on the
ground that they were not in a real sense practical men, but that is.
more impressive to me coming from you.
Now, let me ask you tl1is question: If you are right, then within our
lifetime there will be a very great redistribution of our economy. If
superpower plants with utomic energy, that is, energy produced by
fissionable material, become possible, that would raise very considerable havoc with the coal industry, for instu.nce, would it not?
Mr. KLEIN. Senator, the dislocation of the coal industry or the
dislocation of uny industry will be graduu.l. It will be so gradual
that I think the industries can take it in their stride.
As I recall the figures, we mined coal, oil, and natural gas-which
are our principal media of heat-last year in an amount equal to
about a billion and a half tons o! coal.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, we mined 680,000,000 tons of coal.
Mr. KLEIN. I am adding oil and I a.m adding nuturnl gas. Let us
say a billion for round figures. One pound of uruuium is equal to
about 1,500 tons of coal-1 pound of fissionable material; so, if we
divide those through, we have a requirement of something like 600,000
pounds, or 300 tons of fissionable material to replace our whole present
fuel output.
The CHAIRMAN. 300 tons?
Mr. KLEIN. 300 tons of fissionable materiul.
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Now, a carload of coal as wo see it on the tracks carries about 50
to 100 tons.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. So the entire energy output needed in the country
could be hauled in six freight cars.
·
·
Mr. KLEIN. If you dare to do it. You woul.d set up a bomb condition, the minute you get too much of it together.
. ·
The CHAIRMAN. But that gives you a graphic illustration of what
it is.
Mr. KLEIN. The point I was trying to make, Senator, is that this
thing is going to come gradually. The expense for plants to generate
that much fissionable material is going to be prohibitive on the present
basis, and we must have very much better techniques. We must
have a great advance in our research discoveries, and a corresponding
parallel advance in our engineering.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, aluminum used to cost $16 a pound,
and it is down to 14 or 16 cents.
Mr. KLEIN. That is correct, and we may expect some similar improvement in this matter of recovering and separating fissionable
material.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me ask you this: Later on in your statement,
do you venture a prediction as to how many years are involved before
we make a good start at tbis?
Mr. KLEIN. I don't; I buven't done that.
Senntor MILLIKIN. Do you care to make one?
Mr. KLEIN. I would like to think we ought to make a good start
from the minute this Commission is created. The Commission should
be created practically as a going concern, and that is the reason that
I recommend a very strong engineering division, so that the Commission can proceed with strong researcb, engineering, and production
divisions.
.·
I believe the first work of the Commission will undoubtedly be
directed toward military objectives.
Senator MILLIKIN. When you speak of a good start at the present
time, assuming we hacl a Commission at the present time, do you
visualize the use of the existing facilities that have been developed?
:Mr. KLEIN. Oh, absolutely; we must continue to operate.
Senator :MILLIKIN. Otherwise, if you have to start from grass.
roots, the investment required to make any quantity of that energy
would be prohibitive under the present state of affairs? ·
Mr. KLEIN. w·e must start from what we have.
To revrrt to the stu.tcment, it will be well, therefore, for your
committee to consider how the interrelated functions of research,
engineering, production, and materials are usually controlled in large
industrinl organizations. Not u.ll large industrial orgnnizations perform a.U of these functions. Many of them draw on outside sources
for research or engineering design and construction. Much research
work for industrial corporations is handled by institutions, such as the
Mellon Institute, the Battelle Institute, and by research-fellowships
created in our leading universities. The bill, incidentally, provided
for just such assistance to the Commission. Not all of them handle
their own enginerring design and construction. Such organizations
as Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. are available to furnish these
services. However, for those who do perform all three of these functions research, engineering o.nd production pro~lems are handled by
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separate groups, each headed by an executive specially selected for
his ability in that particular field. These divisions necessarily have a
different approach to the problems of the corporation and have different viewpoints which must be explored and harmonized whenever
important action effecting the policies of the corporation is to be taken.
We inay visualize the work of the Atomic Energy Commission .to be
comparable to the work of such industrial corporations.
The CHAIRMAN. Franldy, according to the bill, I thought the
Division of Production included a Division of Engineering.
Mr. KLEIN. I will tell you later why it should not.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right. I am glad to know. That is
why we seem to have overlooked engineering.
Mr; KLEIN. Let's do it the other way; let's make the Division of
Engineering include production, although I believe they should be
separate as I will point out.
As provided in the bill, there will be a Division of Research which
should be headed by an administrative physicist of outstanding
qualifications.
·
·
There should be a Division of Engineering, headed by an administrative engineer experienced in the field of design and construction
and having a thorough knowledge of the industrial fabric of the country and of the possibilities and limitations of production-line mn.nufacture of equipment. That is, the manufacture of equipment on a
production-line basis.
·
·
There will be a Division of Production, headed by an administrative plant operator, and this division should concern itself primarily with the operation of plants for the production of fissionable
material.
Let me amplify this point, if I may because it seems the right point
to do so. We in our business have had a great deal of contact with
the operators of all sorts of industrial plants and we find that more
and more the heads of the production divisions are coming to concerns such as ours for handling their engineering and construction
matters.
The operation of the fissionable material plants which are going to,
be turned over to the Division of Production and the change in
technique which is going to be necessary for them to make during the
entire life of the project will be sufficient to occupy the entire services
of a top-flight production man. Those operators are interested in
such things as labor relations, the orderly flow and sequence of materials to the plant and out of the plant, and standardizution of
operations. They could do a small amount of development engineering, but more and more the large industrial concerns are coming to a
recognition of the fact that their engineering and construction problems should not be handled by a Department of Production. The
principal job of those fellow3 of the Production Department is to get
plant output, and that is sufficient to occupy, it seems to me, this
Division of Production which you have set up here.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think, Mr. Chairman, it is largely a turn on
words. The witness makes it clear that production does not necessarily mean the things he is talking about.
·
Mr. KLEIN: The operation of these three divisions would, it seems
to me, be about as follows:
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The Division of Rcsonrch · would tmdorto.kc a broad research program, looking toward t.lrn discovery of ).msic information which will
simplify or improve tho product;ion of fo,siona.blc material and further
its commercial, milit,a.ry fl,11(1 mndic:i.l 11:,(\S,
The Division of RPsnnrc·.11 would 11.]f-to invosl,ign.tc matters requested
by the Division of Engino<'Ting u.n,l Procl11ct,io11, 1111d a.pprovcd by the
Commission as a whole. It would in11ko recommendations regarding:
changes in operating and utlizn.tion prn.cLices.
The Engineering Division woul<l have o.n important part in passing
on such recommendations from the standpoint of determining plant
investment costs and operating savings (the latter in conjunction with
the Division of Production). It would also explore and report on the
ability of industry to furnish any new equipment required and would.
prepare time schedules of the work involved. Later, upon approval
. of any such project, the Division of Engineering would supervise the
design and construction of the plants, including procurement of
equipment.
·
To amplify that a little further, I conceive that the work of this
Commission will result in great improvements in our present methods
of securing and utilizing fissionable materials .. I believe that the
work of tho Commission may result in very extensive changes, improvements, and altero.t.ions to our existing plants and might even
result, and probably will result, in the need of constructing entirely
new ~lants, possibly utilizing new processes and new research discovenes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us just make 11 little imaginative foray at
this point. Let us take out of the picture thewar potential and the
war use of this energy; let us assume-impractical as it may be-that
we have reache<l a state of dependable peace where we can take that.
out of the picture.
At that, point, do you think that the <'ontrols visualized by this:
bill and other bills would be necessary? At that point, why couldn't
we turn this ovel' to private enterprise with some security controls'(
I was speaking of controls that would prevent the ·energy from
getting away and doing harm or some such detrimental effcC't. Wliy
couldn't we limit t.hc work of the Commission to cont.rols of t,hat kind?
Mr. KLEIN. That might be possible when we reach that millennium,
Senator, but I cannot see that we are going to reach it for an appreciable period of time; and during that appreciable period of time, I
believe that the controls set up in this bill are necessary.
· Senator MILLIKIN. So your premise is that we have a war factor to
consider while we are also considering the exploitation of the energy
for peaceful use?
Mr. KLEIN. I think that is correct. Close contacts among all three
· divisions would be maintained throughout the design and construction
period, and the Engineering Division would be responsible for coordinating such contacts. I say that for the reason that the design and
construction engineer has the best sense of timing of any of these
divisions. We find in our work that it is our responsibility to set up
time schedules and then make the research people and the production
people make decisions that we need in order to live up to them. Both
of them have-a propensity to la.g, and the engineer is time conscious
and money conscious-that is, the design and construction engineer.
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The rest of these division heads will not be so conscious, unless the
engineers educate them.
The operations of these three divisions would always be closely related, whereas the operations of the other two divisions now provided
by the bill would be more self-contained and independent.
.
Another function in which the Division of Engineering would play
a leading part would be in· connection with the utilization of fissionable material. The most important potential use of this material is
to produce cheap heat which, in tutn, may be .used to generate steam
or to heat air or some other medium for industrial process operations,
or for the generation of electric power. Of these, electric power
generation is of the greatest importance. All of these operations
in the generation of beat, its use for process purposes, and for the
generation of electric power are fields in which the engineer is best
fitted to function.
.
'
In the use of fissionable material for power generation many
problems must be overcome. It is not unreasonable to expect that
thf)y will equalize iii magnitude those which were encountered and
solved in the construction of the three fi,ssionable material plants
which have been constructed in the last 3 years. The first application of atomic energy will undoubtedly be in superpower plants,
operated in conjunction with existing large electric distributing
systems. It will be important to utilize as much as possible of he
existing electric utility systems and in that field the knowledge and
experience of the engineer will be essential. The services of an able
Director of Engineering would be indispensable in connection with
this major development of atomic power utilization.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Klein, even if we powered these powerhouses
with atomic energy, it wouldn't change the dist1ibutive system, would
it?
Mr. KLEIN. No. I ma:de an analysis some time ago of the amount
of replacement of equipment in a normal electric power system and
came to the conclusion that about 6 percent of the present investment
in a complete electric. utility system would be replaced if fissionable
material were used for the generation of all heat. It is not very difficult for any of these utilities to take 6 percent out. of their depreciation
reserve. They could take that sort of thing in their stride.
Senator MILLIKIN. Over a reasonable period of time?
Mr. KLEIN. Over a rea,sonU:ble period of time; yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think that, is an interesting statistic. Have
you made the same kind of study on oil and coal?
Mr. KLEIN. No, I have not; but I can say to you that this was on
the basis of replacing coal with fissionable material, generating steam,
usin&' steam in a turbine, generating electricity as we do now and
distnbuting t.l1rough our present distributing and transmission systems.
Now, if we had oil the replacement would be a little less because we
we would have no coal- and ash-handling system, you see, to discard.
It is possible also that by some not-too-remote stretch of the imagination we might use this heat to heat air, and that air be used in a
modification of the present gas turbines. The statistics there would be
about the same.
.·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you visualize that as this program advances
there will probably be advances in the coal business that will enable
it to divert, let us say, into the chemical field more than it is there now,
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·and thus perhaps the eco·nomy over a period of time of the coal-producing industry might not be disturbed appreciably at all? .
. .·
· Mr. KLEIN. That is quite possible, Senator, although I think that
the one thing that will safeguard the coal industry is the growth of the
-country as a whole, the large number of new homes, the large industrial
plants, and that that growth will be so great that it will absorb.most
-of the available fissionable material, let us say, for a period of a good
many years.
.
Then, again, the present power plants may be, and undoubtedly·
will be, retained in their present condition for the generation of
peak-load power. Utilities always have a very sharp peak at sometime of their operating year, and we have standing by thousands or
millions of kilowatts of equipment to operate only a few hours a year;
but necessarily, we must do it to take care of that sharp peak, and
they will be retained for that purpose just as we are today retaining
many power plants which would be inefficient or obsolete if they were
operated for more than a few hours a year. It doesn't pay to throw
away the investment, and I think that also will come into this picture ..
Now, it might be well for me to point out a few of the reasons why
· the functions of the engineer and of the research scientist are· so
fundamentally different that the operations of the two should be
separated and controlled by Directors of ~qual standing. These
stem primarily from the difference in approach of the two toward
their problems.
The scientist, dealing in research, discovers all sorts of facts about
the world around us and the. universe beyond. Frequently, these
-discoveries lie dormant for years, decades,·or even centuries. Sooner
or later the engineer takes them up and puts them to practical use,
thereby furnishing society with improvements in living conditions
and the general welfare of the people. Incidentally, the engineer's
work causes these discoveries to yield monetary returns which in
turn furnish the funds for financing additional research.
The scientist discovered helium in the sun's corona; engineers
separated it from natural gas for military, medical, and commercial
use. The scientist discovered the principles of catalytic chemical
reactions. The engineer applied them to the design and construction
of the great synthetic rubber and high-octane gasoline plants. Scientists developed means for separating isotopes and discovered the
phenomenon of uranium-235 fission through observing the action of
submicroscopic quantities of uranium. Engineers multiplied their
experiments a billionfold, produced the atomic bomb, and opened the
door to the era of atomic power.
The viewpoint of the engineer differs from that. of the research
scientist in the following respects:
The scientist's work is performed on a laboratory scale. The
~mgineer must deal with full plant operation.
,
.
The scientist's experiments are completed within a period of. a few
hours or a few days and his apparatus can be constructed to have a
very limited life. The engineer must design and construct plants
·which will operate continuously for months or years.
Senator MILLIKIN. I don't know whether this is an appropriate
place to-raise this, because I do not know what is -in the rest of your
paper.
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We have spent, we have been informed, about $2,500,000,000
under these diffei·ent routes of approach we made in developing the
energy. As I understand it, all of them will work, but some of them
will work better than others, so there is an obvious waste of money, a
necessary waste of money, in doing what wc did in order to get results
quickly in a virgin field where we were not completely sure of wh.at we
were doing.
·
Have you any notion as to the cost involved in starting from grass
roots with any one of the known processes and building a plant that
would d~velop the f)nergy?
Mr. KLEIN. Well, the process that we are most familiar with is
the electromagnetic process, so-called, that you saw at Oak Ridge.
That process costs, according to General Groves' statement in the
record, $317,000,000 for engineering and construction and $33,000,000
for research, or about $350,000,000. That was the first plant to be
designed and the first plant to be completed.
Senator MILLIKIN. Since you have that appendix here, I assume
that you are going to develop this theme later in your paper. I don't
want to interrupt the continuity, so let us defer that until you come
to it.
·
.
·
Mr. KLEIN. The scientist is able to draw on the most highly skilled
personnel to do his work. The engineer must provide apparatus
within the capacity of plant operators of average intelligence and
education. It is this phase of the work that calls for development of
intricate automatic control equipment.
The scientist, performs his experiments on a single piece of apparatus.
The engineer must design equipment to multiply these operations
manyfold. Duplicate p10ces of equipment and spare equipment
must be provided which are completely interchangeable. For this
he requires a knowledge of shop practices and shop technique which is
not essentin.l to the scientist ..
The engineer is always working against the important factors of
time and cost. The scientist is not so concerned. In this connection
I was interested in reading t,he testimony of the first witness before
this Commission, Dr. Sachs, in which he states that "university research is inherently characterized by a 'traditional discursive attitude
and leisurely tempo.' " 1
. Such an attitude would quite pi;operly permeate the Division of
Research and would at the same time preclude its head from also
directing a Division of Engineering effectively.
It is particularly important that a strong Division of Engineering
be created from. the moment that the Commission begins to function.
While the testimony before this committee has indicated that it wilt
take any other nation an appreciable period of time to. construct a,.
nuclear fission plant, a fissionable material plant, and that there is in
fact a doubt whether the industrial economy of most foreign nations
could support such a program at this time, the thing that we have to
fear is that research either here or abroad will result in such radical
improvements in the production of fissionable materials, conceivably
through the discovery of new methods and the use of new materials,
that the time will come when the industrial handicap other nations
are under may be removed. It is to be expected that our- research
1 See

pt. 1 of the hearings on atomic energy, p. 27.
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work within the coming decade will produce just such a result, and
the extent to which we maintain our present lead in the development
of atomic energy will depend upon the skill and speed with which we
implement our research discoveries by parallel engineering advancement and by the design and construction of ne,v fissionable material
production plants. It is especially important that we maintain our
lead during the next decade, in order that we may continue to occupy
.a dominant position in the atomic energy field, and that we may
. thereby be enabled to use that position to create a strong United
Nations Organization. Once that is done, and the production of
fissionable material and use of atomic energy is controlled by international agreements, then we may continue om advances in making
this great force· freely available to all the countries of the world without fear ofa war of aggression and annihilation.
I recognize. the importance from an administrative point of view of
having a small membership in the Commission; the smaller the number of the Commissioners, the greater the speed of action, and I there-:fore suggest that a place be made for the recommended Division of
Engineering by the consolidation of two of the other divisions. The
-ones that seem.best adapted to such a consolidation are the Division
of Production and the Division of Materials.
Senator MILLIKIN. l\'1r. Klein, there has been some suggestion that
you might ma~rn an cntirel;v ~iffercnt ap~roach to the subject, that
instead of havmg a Comm1ss10n of techmcal men-because to have
such a condition, if you arc going to give due weight to all of the
branches of science and-engineering involved here, you would have a
very unwieldy affair and it would probably be such a large Commission that it would not function-the thing to do is to have a Commission of men who are not technical men but have under them a series
of divisions branching ofI into all the necessary fields for the proper
consideration of the subject.
'Wliat do you think of that?
Mr. KLEIN. I think the bill as it is set up sets up an organization
which is preferable to the one you now suggest. I do think that every
one of these directors as set up in here could be essentially an administrator, and should not be selected primarily for his technical knowledge. A technician without administrative ability would not function
properly its one of the directors, or the heitd of one of these divisions.
He should have, however, as a background for his administrative
ability proper experience in the field which is represented by the prin,cipal division of which he is a director.
The research man should be an outstanding physicist. The production man should be one of the top flight and best large-scale industrial
plant operators that we have in the country. He need not know too
much about fissionable material. The head of the engineering division
.should.be an outstanding engineering administrator, thoroughly familiar with the field of large-scale construction and design.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you think that that assemblage of talent
.should be on the Commission itself?
Mr. KLEIN. I do, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. Your suggestion is, as I just understood. it from
-Senator Millikin, that these men should be members of the Commission with these qualifications. Do you mean that, or do you mean
·,the heads of the projected divisions?
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Mr. KLEIN. As I understand the set-up which the bill will make,
there are five members of the Commission.
.
The CHAIRMAN; '!'hat is right.
Mr. 1tLEIN. There is a chairman, and each of the other commissioners is a director of a division. Now, it is those four directors that
I am speaking of who should be administrators primarily with experience that would permit them to operate their divisions almost
on a parity, hardly secondary.
Senator MILLIKIN. Your thought is that under those men you could
then have, in your new echelon of organization, subdivisions in the
whole field of knowledge?
Mr. KLEIN. That is right. Let's take our own organiz~tion, for
instance, just as an example. I was a project engineer on this project.
I am a mechanical engineer. Under me I had a. chemical. engineer
in charge of the chemical division, a civil engineer in charge of the
structural division, and a mechanical engineer in charge of steam power
plants and utilities, and each of those was also an administrator and
controlled the operations. But I did not pretend to be able to design
the component parts.
Let me say that our employees have taken out of this project, or
been asked to take out, some 200 patents. I haven't taken out a
single one of those.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Klein, I feared that we were talking at cross
purposes. You see, there is no intention to make the commissioners
the heads of the divisions. [Reading from S. 1717:J
SEC. 11 (a). 0RGANIZATION.-There are hereby established within the Commission a Division of Research, a Division of Production, a Division of Materials; and
a Division of Military Application. Each division shall be under the direction
of a Director who shall be appointed by the President1 by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensat10n at the rate of $15,000
per annum. The Commission shall delegate to eaeh such division such of its
powers under this Act as in its opinion from time to time will promote the e~ectuation of the purposes of this Act in an efficient manner. Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent the Commission from establishing such additional divisions
or other subordinate organizations as it may deem desirable.

You are in error in thinking that the Commission of five is to be
divided up-at least as proposed in this bill-so tlia.t one commissioner
has product.ion, another commissioner has research, another commissioner would have engineering, if we were to adopt your suggestion.
The Commission of five is the policy organization, you see. These
are corresponding to a full-time board of directors as proposed in the
bill, whereas the heads of these divisions are the operating works
managers, you might say, in that particular field. ·
Mr. KLEIN. All right, if I have misunderstood the intent, that is
the way I have read it, then I will alter these recommendations to
recommend to your committee that you add to these a Division of
Engineering also under the control of the top directors, so that from
the inception of the operations of the Commission there is a strongly
established Division of Engineering.
The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to make sure that you understood.
Mr. KLEIN. I did not. I understood the fact that there were five
commissioners, and apparently I interpreted that there was a chairman and four director heads,· and the directors were commissioners.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not quite the same, but I don't think it
affects your basic point that there shouW be a Division of Engineering
and Construction.
·
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Mr. KLEIN. As to this consolidation, maybe under the circumstances it isn't necessary, but let's go through with it, we are .familiar
with the materials problems which were of prilnary ilnportance in this
project, namely, the proclll'ement of uranium ore and its refining.
We undertook to get out the first uranium· ore and see to. its .refining
before the Manhattan district was in a position to function'. On our
entry into the project, facilities had to be provided in the form of
additions. to chemical manufacturing plants to provide for the rapidly
growing demands for uranium compounds and for other materials
such as car\Jor, beryllium, and so forth. Apparently this need for
increased plant facilities has existed up to the present. We may
assume that one of the first steps of the new Atomic Energy Com-.
mission would be to reduce plant operations to a fraction of the present
rate; thereby, raw. material requirements would be greatly reduced
and present suppliers would find themselves with an excess of material
production facilities. The problem of procuring materials, therefore, should be not difficult and this work could well be placed under
the Division of Production. This is where it is handled in most
large industrial concerns.
·
I also, even with the explanation of the chairman, still believe
that the Division of Materials could well be under the control of the
director who is responsible for production. He primarily is interested
in getting his materials.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's see. You would have a Division of Production which would include procurement of materials. You would
have a Division of Engineering and a Division of Research.
Mr. KLEIN. And a Division of Military Application. That would
be the primary divisions set up.
Senator M1LLIKIN. Whether you have them in the top commission
or in the next lower echelon?
Mr. KLEIN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. It might be, of course, if this bill were enacted into
faw, that the President in selecting the top five commissioners might
well also give considerable thought to qualifications along these lines.
That would be highly desirable and advisable, perhaps, but certainly
it would be essential when you came to the point of appointing or
desi~1iating the man who was actually going to operate that ~articular
section.
Mr. KLEIN. I, therefore, recommend consolidation of Division of
Production with Division of Mu.terials.
In passing on these suggestions, it may be well for your committee
to consider the relative magnitude of the work carried on in the fields
of Research, Engineering, and Production, during the development of
the atomic bomb. These may be visualized by an analysis of the
expenditures made by each group. The figures n,Jrcady appear in the
record in the statement of expenditures submitted by General Groves.
In the attached table they have been ananged to indicate how much
money was spent on end1 of the processes for research, for engineering and construction, and how much is currently being spent for
production.
If you will turn to the tn,ble at the end of the statement, you will
find a statement of expenditures for the atomic bomb project which
I lrnve extracted from General Groves' testimony.
This table is captioned "Engineering and Construction, Research
and Production Expenditures-Atomic Bomb Project."
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There were three principnJ processes .. The amount expended for
engineering and construction, expressed in millions, was $500 for the
diffusion, $317 for the electromagnetic, and $302 for the metallurgic,
exclusive of housing and exclusive of research.
Now, the amount expended on research for those three divisions
was $45,000,000, $33,000,000, and $42,000,000, respectively.
In other words, if we take the percentage of the whole, combjned
engineering, construction, and research, about 90 percent was spent
for construction and engineering and 10 percent. only for research.
I I can visualize that in the future the percentages may not be so
much at variance, but I cnn visualize that the expenditures for engineering and construction will always be many times the expenditures
for research.
(The following table was submitted by Mr. Klein and made part of
the record:)
Engineering and Construction, Re.•earch and Production Expenditures,'
·
Atomic Bomb Project
. Engineering and

construction

rrocess

Production cost

Research

per month

~~-----------1-------A
t
milW~~s'

Percent

Am
t
miltl~~s'

Percent

Amount,
milJions

Percent
st/i1~~f~n

--------------- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Diffusion ________________________________ _
I~lectromagnetic ____________ ------------ __
MetallurgicaL--------------------------··

$500
317
302

91
91
88

$15
33

0
g

42

12

$fi. 0
12. 0
3. 5

1:2
3.8
1.2

, See statement by Maj. Gen. L. R. Groves in pt. 1, p. 73, of the hearings before the Senato Special Committee on Atomic Energy.

Senator MILLIKIN. I believe this is a good point now to renew my
question.
.
If you were building any one of these plants from grass roots, what
is your guess on what it would cost?
·
Mr. KLEIN. Let us go to the electromagnetic, of which we know
the most. This shows we spent $317,000,000 for that. I b_elieve
that if we were to start out anew, knowing all we know, with all the
plans and specifications that we have, with all the knowledge of the
manufacture us to techniques, production-line p1·ocedures, that plantwhich took about 1 year to build from the time we broke groundcould be constructed under present conditions in about the same time,
and it would cost not over two-thirds of that amount of money, or
maybe less than two-thirds.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would you be willing to make just a rough guess
that perhaps the percentage is the same on the others?
Mr. KLEIN. Senator, I really don't know.
Senator MrtLIKIN. I won't press you on that.
Mr. KLEIN. Now coming to production, of course the figures are
not so clean-cut. We have available only General Groves' statement
of the production cost per month. That is $6,000,000 for the diffusion.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I interrupt again? In regard to the testimoney you have just given on possible saving of costs, if you were to
do it all over ngain, I think that has a very direct bearing on the point
that to go ahead with the job requires the use of existing plants; it is
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perfectly obvious, at least to me, that there is no private enterprise
that would be spending $350,000,000 to build a plant of that kind.
Mr. KLEIN. You are quite right, Senator.
.
Mr. Lotz has just called my attention to a possible misstatement in
my testimony. I said 1 year from the time we broke ground until
the electromagnetic plant was completed. The electromagnetic plant
was completed in two steps. Those figures are correct for the first
step, and while the construction of the first step was going on, the research and development work had proceeded so satisfactorily that we .
were instructed to build another addition. That addition was started
at a later date, and the two steps were completed in 2 years.
.·
I still believe that if we were starting all over again, the principal
plant·would be aone in a year and for about two-thirds of this cost.
' Senator MILLtKIN. Do you have any knowledge, other than a general knowledge, of the industrial position of the other nations of the
world?
Mr. KLEIN. Only a very general knowledge. I have never been to
any of these foreign countries, only what I read _and what I learn from
talking to engineers who have been abroad.
Senator MILLIKIN. From that general knowledge, I will ask you a
very general question: Is it your opinion that it would take any other
foreign country, or a possible combination of foreign counties, a considerably longer time to reproduce from grass roots the elect.romagnetic
process?
Mr. KLEIN. Oh, yes; very much longer. I think that any of the
countries with the know-how-those are England, Canada, and possibly France and Denmark, and of those the only one that could
support such a program is England, and it would take the British
3 to 5 years to do what we have clone. I base that not on engineering
consiclerfl,tions, but on the fact that they do not have the tremendous
industrial organization that we have in the United States.
Senator MILLIKIN. Your answer runs along the general line of
other testimony.
Mr. KLEIN. It was the industrial orgfl,nization that put this thing
over.
Senator HART. Mr. Klein, is the statement that you just submitted
as part of the record based upon the conditions a.ncl the urgency under
which the Manhattan district was working, or under our usual
peacetime tempo?
Mr. KLEIN. That; is based on the usual peacetime tempo, but presupposing we would have full Government assistance in the procurement of any necessary raw materials, and also a freedom from the
present fluny of strikes.
Now, reverting to the production cost, General Groves in his testimony has stated that the cost of the diffusion plant will-increase and
the cost of the electromagnetic plant will decrease. I know from
having been at Oak Ridge last week that the cost of operating the
electromagnetic plant must have been decreased because of comments
I heard by operators, and from very great improvements and economies that I have seen in personnel and in maintenance, and all the
other factors which go to make a high production cost. I think on
that account it might be reasonable to suppose that the cost of
operating the diffusion plant and the cost of operating the. electromagnetic plant might come to 2 percent a month, which means that
81930~46~pt.3~7

\
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· it would take 4 years of production expenditures to equalize the con.:
struction work which has already been completed.
Senator MILLIKIN. I don't quite get the significance·of that.
Mr. KLEIN. I am trying to show you the relative expenditures of
the Division of Production as compared with the Division of Construction and Engineering._
.
· Senator MILLIKIN. And that statement about the equalization
at the rate of 2 percent goes directly to that point?
Mr. KLEIN. It goes directly to that point; yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. You don't intend any other point by that?
Mr. KLEIN. No; it is just to get some sort of a figure within reason
w:!:iich will permit you to visualize what the responsibilities of the·
Division of Construction and Engineering, and the Division of
Production, would be.
,
. I further say that that is at the present rate of operation. Any
production curtailment would reduce all production costs still further.
Again, surely a director selected for his abliity along production lines ·
should not control the much greater rate of construction expenditures.
To summarize, I consider that the proposed Commission should be
strengthened by the establishment of a Division of Engineering under
the direction of a Director selected for his administrative and engineering qualifications, and that only by the inclusion of such a division
can the Commission operate to the best advantage in accelerating
the development of atomic energy for domestic utilization and for
maintpining the dominant position which the United States now
holds in the production of fissionable material and in its application.
Senator HART. Mr. Klein, we have in the country a very few valuable individuals who have a good deal of the mastery of engineering,
as well as some branches of the basic .;;ciences, physicists, and chemists.
Of course they are very few.
In general, is it your experience that the two categories, the engineers and the scientists, are too much detached from each other,
do not collaborate enough, do not know intimately enough the problems of the other side and of the developments that ara going on?·
Mr. KLEIN. There is not so much a lack of collaboration. We have
got the best of collaboration from the scientists in the construction of
this plant.
Senator HART. I was not particularly referring to the Manhattan
district, but in general all through the country's activities.
Mr. KLEIN. In genernl, all through thia country where there is a
project we can get collaboration between the production, between
the operators, between the research people and the engineers who
are designing and constructing the pln,nts. However, even with
that collaboration and cooperation, there is a very definite difference·
in viewpoint of the three toward their problems, and my point here is.
that in setting up the administration of these three divisions we should
have administrative heads, let us say, of the peculiar temperament
that is best fitted to administer those divisions. Do I make myself
clear?
·
Senator HART. Yes; but what I was getting at is to develop the
situation that we have been living under for the last generation or
two, wherein scientists are quite likely to develop something in their
experiments in which, if an engineer or body of engineers were brought
closely in touch, they would immediately see practical application.
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But that does riot always happen,.in that the engineers are not cognizant of what is being-done in the laboratories and not closely enough
in touch with it.
•
.
.
Mr. KLEIN. I think with this set-up of.the Commission as proposed
here you would accomplish just that. You would have these various
directors all working together in clos·e harmony .. Now, in many of
our industrial concerns we have that cooperation. Part of . the
trouble is, Senator, that scientists can think up and can discover and
propose far more things than the engineers or economy can take care of.
One of the leading chemical companies' president told rue someyears ago that his principal job was to sift out all of the proposals.
of all of the optimistic recommendations made by research groups
down to. a few which the financial structure of this company could
handle.
.
.
_
Senator HART. And then usually gets in trouble with his scientists
when he sifts out their ideas, too.
Mr. KLEIN. It might be. .In this statement at one point I have
said that the engineers would take the recommendations of the
scientists, would appraise them in terms of cost and operating savings,
and would present that information to the full Commission so that
they might judge which of the recommendations of the scientists -it
would be proper to proceed with.
Senator HART. Under whatever form this legislation takes, and
whatever organization we eventually arrive at, would it be your
thought that some of those particular individuals of whom I speak,
who are pretty well in touch with certain branches at least of fundamental science, and are also engineers, should be used to the greatest.
possible extent?
Mr. KLEIN. I would say so.
Senator HART. I suppose without naming names, you probably
have some in mind yourself?
Mr. KLEIN: Yes; I would be glad to-Senator HAR'I'. I was not asking your for any nominations.
Mr. KLEIN. I know, but I started to say I would be glad to tell you
in executive session.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Klein, we have another witness, and I want
to get on because we have got to close, but you made on~ statement
in here that I think is worth while going back to, on page 7. I think
it is worth going back to because it is one of the things that bother
me. You say:
The thing that we have to fear is that research either here or abroad will result
in such radical improvements in t.he production of fissionable materials, conceivably through t,he discovery of new methods and the use of new materials, that the
time will come when the industrial handicap they are under--

meanin~ other countriesmay be removed.
,,

l

Now, you go on to say:
It is to be expected 1.hat our research work within the coming decade will
. produce just such a result, a.nd the extent to which we maintain our present lead
in the development of atomic energy will depend upon the skill and speed with
which we implement our research discoveries by parallel engineering advancement and by the design and construction of new fissionable material production
plants.
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· You have noted, I presume, the provisions in the bill which provide
for the exchange of basic scientific information. Assuming that we
.locked up withip our own breasts all reports 'of scientific advances,
not talking about technical know-how now, not talking about sending
any plans for a bomb anywhere, but basic scientific infoI'mation,
would this country have more to lose by that course than any other
·country, in your opinion?
Mr. KLEIN. You mean by a free exchange of scientific information?
The CHAIRMAN. By restricting the free exchange of scientific information.
Mr. KLEIN. That is a difficult question to answer, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, your observation, Mr. Klein, that there
may be a broad radical improvement, you see, points up the difficulty
of the question.
Mr. KLEIN. The scientists have told you, and I think they ar~
right, that there is going to be free interchange of scientific discoveries
and lmowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean regardless of what we do about it by
law?
Mr. KLEIN. I think that you are going to permit it by law. I mean,
the scientists have nJl said that that is the lifeblood of research.
The CHAIRMAN. But do you agree with them as an engineer, as a
so-called practical man that translates these esoteric ideas into concrete and steel? Do you agree with that?
Mr. KLEIN. I think it is all right for this reason: II we have a strong
engineering organization, and if we continue in the lead industrially,
we can do more quicker with such discoveries than any .other nation
in the world, and for a long time we will be one of the few no,tions who
can support the construction or the extension of fissionable material
plants in our basic economy.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us see if we understand what you mean.
In other words, you would prefer to have access to the basic scientific
information developed all over the world, because you feel we could
translate it quicker into actuality than if we cut ourselves off from
access to it by restricting our own?
Mr. KLEIN. Absolutelv, because then we will be facing n. hazard
that some other nation· might make a radicn,l improvement in the
process for the separation of fissionable material, and would be able
to develop it far ahead of ours.
The CHAIHMAN. You cn.nnot have your cu.kc and eat it, too?
Mr. KLEIN. That is right; Given the same starting point, which
is scientific information, we cn.n do much more with. it quicker than
any other nation in the world, and over the next decade we are going
to continue to occupy that position.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Do you sec any intrinsic difficulties in trying to
restrict the flow of basic scientific information, as an industrial
engineer?
Mr. KLEIN. I see no difficulty in restricting the flow of engineering
information, drawings, designs; but from my discussions with the
scientists I do see a lot of difficulty in restricting the free interclumge
of scientific information.
Senator HART. May I ask why?
Mr. KLEIN. The question is: "Why?"
Senator HART. Yes.
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Mr. KLllnN. Ono is boco.use of tho t01npe;·0,mont of the scientists.
Yon. ho.vo horo iu yom· tesLimony, I believe, sto.tome1its of noted
scientists to the effect that scientific gossip is the lifeblood of resei1rch.
I thi11k t.lrnt was one of U1e statements made before your committee.
Also tho scientists aro articulate; tLey are o.lwn.ys givhig lectures; are .
o.lwn.ys writing pnpers. Much of tho profit that they get from their
work comes from tho nbility to tell t.lie world about it. Again, these ·
scientists nre masters of logic and deduction, tind they can deduce
from certain facts or actions o. great deal without needing actual
exchange of letters or reports.
For instn.nce, I know thn.t during this wn.r the movement of German
scientists, whether Dr. So-and-So moved from Berlin to o.nother.
locn.tion, the segregation of a half dozen of them and the knowledge
of what their particular forte in science was, enabled our scientists tQ
draw some pretty .good deductions as to whn.t wn.s going on.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this a fair ann.logy? I hn.ve been trying to give
this a grrnt den.I of thought. The scientists might be ·compn.rcd with
the poot who writes a poem. Now, it is pretty hn.rd to keep tl;111t 11
secrd, when•.n.s the book publisher who might have a process for
turning that out by the million cheaper tlrnn anybody in the world·
can turn it out, cn.n lwcp it entirely secret.
Mr. KLEIN. I think it, is a very good ann.logy.
'!'he CHAIRMAN. In 0U10r words, if Shn.kcspearc were alive today
and wrote a sonnrt, the clrnnces of it not being known wherever men
could read would he irngligiblc.
lVfr. KLI~IN. Publicnt,ion is second nn.turc to nn author, poet,
and to a scientist.
Senn.tor l\.fILLIKIN. Thnt is their rewnr<l.
Mr. KLEIN. 'flmt is their rmvn.rd; yes.
Senn.tor 1vin,LIKIN. I would lik.o to n.sk Urn witness, supposing it
should he dccidPd by tl1is committec-l111d I don't 11.sk you t,o pnrticipnto in tho decision or to ('Xpress nny opinion on it one way or tho
otlwr-thu.t the world is in 11 posit.ion whore !,ho prinmry, or let us sny
n.lmmit exclusive <'.tnphm,is for 11 period of time, until there n.ro further
cln.rificn.t,ions, mm;t he on Urn weapon side of this business. Would you
sn.y t.lrnt, on that n.ssumpt,ion tlH·rc sl1011ld be complete exchange of
science that is cont.Pmplnkcl by tho bill?
M:r. Ku:rn. I would su.y so, becnuso I think the snmc considerations
affect t.lw problem, tlrnt, is, the consideration tlw.t we n.re in a much
bctt.or posit.ion to 1.nlrn n.dvnnt,age of_ any improvements in science
t.lmn 1wy othnr rntl,ioa is.
Smrnt,or Mn,LIKlN. At, thn prcsont time we hn.vc it, and the ·others
· mn.y lmvo the theory of it, but tlwy don't know just how wc do it.
Aren't we thProforc m:tking 11 swap of something that is very substnnti11l 11rul siznhlo so for n.s wen.re concerned n.gainst something which
is fn.r less sn bst,n.nLin.l so far as other countries n.rn concomed?
Ms. ICLmN. Woll, Hm1ator, I believe from what I have rcud in the
press nud the Smyth report, that the basic scientific information with
respect, t.o t.l1cse pt·ocpsses is now known to the scientists of several.
nut.ions.
·
Senator 1VlILLIKIN. I t,hink thn.t is true.
Mr. KLJ~IN. l think I.he British know, 1111<1 I think the Canadians
know it. I know they know it.
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.· Senator \\1.n,LIICIN, So you don't mcap. to go any further than that
type of knowlP:l.1~P?
.
· ·
· l\1r. KLmN. TlrnL is right.. l wo11l1ln't, giv(, scientific information
to any nation who wouldn't, g:ivo us Romothing in return.
· Senator MILLIKIN. Would yon sny tho.I; wo should excluinge the
science involved in the rirnchanical components of some parts of the
electrical diffusion plant?
· Mr. KLEIN. No; I see no reason for that; that isn't basic scientific
information. That is design, mechanical information.
Senator MILLIKIN. I asked that question just to bring out an illus-.
tration that you have given. Do you limit your testimony to the exchange of basic science?
·
Mr. KLEIN. I understood that was what the chairman's question
was directed to.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; because those are the provisions of the bill,
one provision calling fo:i; the free interchange of basic scientific information, very carefully guarding, although maybe not carefully enough,
according to what the military men say, the technical know-how that
goes into it.
· Senator MILLIKIN. There is no point in exchanging technical
know-how?
Mr. KLEIN. No; because we have it and nobody else has.
Senator HART. I suggest that Mr. Klein does not wish to be in the
position of thinking that we should ever teach the world anything
about manufacturing atomic bombs, because we hope that they are
going to be abolished. ·
Mr. KLEIN. I sincerely second that.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Klein, you'have been most helpful to the committee and I want to thank you very much for your intelligent presentation.
Mr. KLEIN. It has been a pleasure to come clown to give you our
thoughts on this legislation. I appreciate the courtesy.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Basil Manly, formerly
Chairman of the Federal Power Commission, and now vice-president
of the Southern Natural Gas Co.
STATEMENT OF BASIL MANLY, VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR,
SOUTHERN NATURAL GAS CO.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. !Manly, it occurred to me the other day that
we might well take a few minutes of your time, and you of ours, to
talk about the administrative provisions of the bill which we are considering inasmuch as you seem to have had a somewhat unique.combination of experiences; namely, you were chairman of one of our
important commissions, and you are now in an executive capacity
with a large corporation.
Have you had time to look at the bill?
Mr. MANLY. I have, Senator. I haven't had t,ime to make what
I would regard as a thorough study of all its provisions. I would
lilrn to say, to begin with, that I know nothing about atomic energy
except what I see in the papers, and I don't believe half of that.
Therefore, any testimony that I give would relate to the organizational
and administrative.side.
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. I. :i;night say also that my experience in ,relation to ,governmentalorganizations is a. little bit .broader even than the time that I served .
with the Fedeml Power Commission.
.
. .
·
·
. During the first. World War I occupied the rather unique position
of assistant.to the Joint Chairmen of the National War Labor Board,.
who tit that .tiine were .former President Taft and Mr .. Frank P.
Walsh., When M:r:. Walsh resigned ii1 1918, I succeeded him as Joint·
Chairman of the Board. That was rather a peculiar form of organization. There you had two chairmen of the board, one who. had
been selected by the labor groups, prunarily the American Federation·
of Labor, and the other who had been selected by the employer
interests, primarily at that tune the National Industrial Conference.
Board.
·
I have off and on, over a period of nearly 40 years now, been connected with both public and private organizations. About half my
time has been spent outside the government and about half in, so I.
think I see it from both the inside and the outside.
.
·
How would you like me to proceed, Senator? I have no prepared
statement.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that, Mr. Manly. Out of your background of Government experience, and now and before in private
business, I would like your comments on the present proposed administrative set-up with relation to gettii1g the job done satisfactorily.
Senator HART. May I interrupt, ]\fr. Chairman, to ask whether or
not Mr. Manly has also considered Senator Ball's bill and the May
bill solution of the problem?
·
·
Mr. MANLY. No, sir; I have not given those the same consideration.
I have read the provisions of those bills in substance as they came out
in the papers, but I wouldn't say that I have them in mind. I think
my memory could be very easily refreshed. I have a chart that compares the principal provisions of all three, which has been very helpful
tome.
The CHAIRMAN. Perhaps, Mr. Manly, this might be helpful. The
May-Johnson bill, as I recollect it, provides--:and you have your chart
there-for a nine-man Commission to be selected by the President,
who would not be full-time Commissioners.
Mr. MANLY. Serving on a part-time basis; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And there would be a Director and Assistant
Director who would be the actual operating heads of the Commission, subject to the meetings of this Board of Directors.
·
Mr. MANLY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is n. fair statement, isn't it, Senator
Hart?
Senator H.rnT. · Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Whereas the bill that I proposed provides for fiye
full-tune Commissioners to be appointed by the President.
Mr. MANLY. On that point of full-time as against part-time service,
I have no _g_~.tiill.l:.ilJ...!!lY.: mind q:IJhe wisdQ!Il ofp~[,.full,,.time, .
se~viceoq~n who are to be lleicl, r_e:22,~~l§:~J.J!~~ro
this most_I!!ffio:rfal}.!WJ;Li~r::'"""1Tase tliat to some extent on my expenence in re1atioi1 to the Federal Power Commission. The Federal
Power Commission when originally created in 1920 consisted of three
Cabinet members-the Secretary of War, the Secretary of Agriculture,·
and the Secretary of the Interior-who made up the Commission.
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Under them they had the executive secretary. That ran along for
10 years. It was not satisfactory; it was subject to criticism from the'
beginning.
Finally, di'iring the administration of President Hoover, it was
changed and provision was made for a full-time, five-man Commission,
I don't think it is necessary to go into detail on that, but what happened is what will inevitably happen in a situation of that kind where
very busy men are expected to come in from time to time and get ,
information and approve or disapprove matters that are brought
before them. The executive secretary, the administrative head, the
full-time man becomes the actual control both of policy and results.
I think it is iMvitable, You can not run i:r;i an9-p~t.,o,!'J!i.e§~ ]?igj.Q.b§..

~~~T~t1h~\f~§I~~~~r~¥t=~:ifit£ii.~&-

~~~~orl~~id~!r:~;t3:~;ffu:~~~~i%~1t~i~::-i9-Yft~
is wiser tlfaii a· ~pi.µJ~~£ratosttliinlt:tli"e:iii~cli~ng~_9J j_g.~as,

-*

~P!~I£!:!1.J>.2~)21Y:i~:W.Jz..iiliYJl:X~ Yl!-ll!~bJe. J.ll~d!w~.limilih~
~~l),_op..JJli.QQ!mnt~§mn.JJ)JliYJJ~";11._et.gq9,g.~~§_Y..Q.lJ.;,,~?-.9"
~~pe~~filfe;~~?oili;.tq1m.tfl.J~@rnt4J.!m,Jr9m ,th.e.. PP}!l~-~gt
-rt""'§'c'm:rr!:f''to"'ine,ifcrwe\\-ef;-'t!111tl .W,q._uld _go_ 9ne-st!.~.P further and say
that the men who are going to :mnk:etliiae:Cisions)li6uld"oe'-civilians·:
J31tN=think- ·urn:1r·reprtsewt11uvet·ortncw
tne
Navy Department, our defense forces as now set up, and probn.bly a
representative of the Department of State-either the Secretaries of
those three Departments, or whoever they designate-should sit with
the Commission without vote at n.11 of their meetings. They should
participate in the discussions in their initial stages so that the Commission has not pushed forward along a line which may affect either
the international rcln.tions or the military problems to the point where
it is becoming crystallized in the Commission before the military, on
the one side, and the Department of State on the other, knows what
going on and has a chance to get their voice in.
Very frequently a policy can be shaped in its initial stages by discussion, so that conflicts arc avoided and a working arrangement is
formulated; whereas, if it goes forward until it has been crystallized,
particularly until soine publicity has been given it, men's pride becomes involved, and vnrious and sundry other things happen that
make friction.
The CHAIUMAN. Why wouldn't you give them a vote?
.
Mr. :MANLY. I don't believe they need a vote, in the first place;
and I don't believe they will be in a position to devote continuing
consideration to the matters that are coming before the Commission.
.
;v- t"/ .,
For on . · g,J..1l2.ubt wh!c'JJiC!'.Jli..Qjl:,.JYQ!!ldJ:>Q..in__Q_gQ.Q<i.p.osit10,11..,to
ma ~sio~§.S!!/-,PillWX~m.!Je.t.t,~p;. They kiiow the policy_ ns o,ifocting
11ir1r own·partrcular orgamzn,t10n and the matters for which they are
responsible; but you will hav() in addition n great many other matters,
a gren,t mn,ny other questions of policy on which I n,m not too sure
that a vote on the part of the State Dr.pn,rtment, on the part of the
Army or No.vy, would be necessary or desirable.
.
The CHAIUMAN. In other ,vords, you want t,o make sure they get
their viewpoint in on matters that concern them?

at·nepart'ment'ana

is
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Mr. iV[ANLY. J\rfottcrs tlrn,t conccm thcm, and got it in early and
get it in behind closed doors, and not be in the position of coming before tho Commission to present their views; but mther sitting with
the Commission around the table and discussing the thing in the
hatching period. ·
. Senator MILLIKIN. Do you preface your opinion on tho assumption
that the energy as a weapon has a secondary place at that stage of
the game, or do you still have the same opinion on tho assumption
that the weo,pon end of it is the most important end?
Mr. MANLY. Well, I assume that as far as the weapon end of it is
concerned, if the Army and Navy· are in a position to lmow what is
going on at all stages of the procedure, and if this Commission is, as I
think it should be, directly subject to the President with its members
removable by the President on short notice, so to speak, the Army and
Navy will be in a pretty good position to see that the interests of the
country, as far as weapons arc concerned, are carried out. ·The
President, as Commander in Chief, o.nd the military and naval forces,
as far as my experience·has gone, have always been able to bring their
views very strongly to bear where matters of national safety were
involved.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would you carry that to the extent of saying
that we- ought to submit our military a:O'airs to a civilian commission
in other matters, as for as other weapons are concerned?
·
Mr. MANLY. No. For the same reason that the Constitution, or
rather, our customs, provide that the Secretary of War and Secretary
of tho Navy should be civilians, I would be inclined to leave the relation of the military and naval decision!? to other phases of the policy
in relation to atomic energy to a civilian commission .
. Senator MILLIKIN. Passing the atomic bomb and the use of this
energy as a weapon, do·you think that in times not entirely times of
peace-for in my opinion we are not entirely in time of peace yetdo you think that on· that assumption there ought to be a civiliun
commission that would determine the use of weapons and the extent
to which they should be used, and the productive pluns for such
weapons?
·
Mr. MANLY. Well, as to these details, I would hold a great deal of
uncertainty ns to just how that should be worked out. I should think
it is certain in the field of devices for the military use of atomic energy
that the development of those devices with the approvul of the Come.
mission would be loft to the militnry and naval forces.
Senator MILLIKIN. If there is an uncertainty. in your mind as to
-whether lesser weo.pons should be put under the control of a civilian
commission, how can you escnpc the conclusion thnt this greatest of
·a:n weapons should be treated diffcrent.ly and put under the control
of a civilian commission?
Mr. MANLY. Well, I don't believe.that in the long run there is a
great difference of opinion thei·e, or a very great departure from what
we have now, Senator, in this respect: The Army and Navy now have
to come to Congress to get the money. In other words, they come to
a civilian body to get the appropriations.
The CHAIRMAN. Through 11 civilian Secretary.
.
Mr. MANLY. And come through a civilian Secretary to get the
money to carry forwo.rd their whole plan for military and naval
development. They give to Congress a picture of their basic program,
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without necessarily going into detail, although Congress, I think,
requires a good denJ of detail as to just how the money is going to be
spent.
.
So it seems to me that your relation to your civilian body in the
Atomic Commission would be very much the same, and the relation
to Congress would be very much the same; namely, that the military
and naval leaders would, I take it, privately present to the Atomic
Energy Commission their plans for the development of military devices,
naval devices, and that those programs would then in due course go
to Congress for the necessary appropriations.
·
Senator MrLLIKIN. I should like to suggest that there is no analogy
to my mind; there are several distinctions. The Secretary of War,
who is a civilian, is definitely attached to a definite job that limits
itself to military considemtions. He does not concern himself with
the use of any energy involved in any type of munitions. As to its
possible peacetime application, he has but one job and that is exclusively confine(i to the military, whereas this Commission has a comingled function of thinking of it as a weapon and thinking of it as
peacetime energy.
.
Now, as to the congressional angle, our discussion suggests that
instead of following the congressional tradition and the constitutional
requirement of Congress ma.intained in supplying our military forces,
we are making a rather far-fetched delegation of that function to a
commission. It is true that these military men come to the Congress
and ask in general terms for an appropriation of $100,000,000 for the
Navy, and possibly there might even be an explanation of the general
type of munitions, ordnance, or ships that it is intended to fashion.
Congress lmows nothing about the innards of construction or the
innards of any particular piece of ordnance or any powder or Rny of
that sort of thing; and to complete my thought on the distinction that
Congress knew nothing whatever about the particular power that we
are talking about, it was done completely in secret.
Mr. MANLY. ·wen, that was during Wftrtime. I-am assuming that
this is a bill looking forwn.rd into peacetime. If we were still at war,
I don't think we would be considering this particular type of measure
at this time.
Senator l\1rLLIKIN. I think you have made a very sound distinction.
Mr. MANLY. I draw, Senator, another distinction, too, that I
haven't quite been able to solve in my own mind. It seems to me,
considering this whole situation, you do have to draw a distinction
between the situation tlrnt will exist if there can be worked out inter-.
national agreements, firm international agreements either ~nder the
United Nations, or bilo,tcral, and the situation that will exist if such
agreements prove to be impracticable.
Senator JvIILLIKIN. I think that is a very sound distinction, and
that is what I was driving at a little while ago on what exactly you
are premising your conclusion.
~
Let us assume-and I don't ask you to join in the assumption-that
this committee were to conclude that while we say we are in peace,
we are in a very uneasy armistice. That certainly would suggest a
different line of procedure than if we should conclude that we now have
a stable peace and fashion our future plans on that assumption. I
think you will agree with me on that.
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Mr. MANLY. Yes; I agree with you on that, sir; but I do think that
the Navy doesn't in peacetime simply ask for $100,000,000 to build
up the Navy. They come in with minute specifications showing the
class and type of vessel, the method of propulsion, the caliber of the
guns, and pretty nearly- everything else. There have been some
cases, I believe, in the past, where Congress, against the advice of the
experts in the Navy, have not authorized types o.f vessels which would
have meant progress.
·
·
· Senator MILLIKIN. I agree with that.
Mr. MANLY. I believe also that Congress had something to do
with appropriating for a ship back in the old days that had one gun
that was worked by compressed air and fired a dynamite bomb that
wasn't exactly a howling success.
What I sec is that this Atomic Commission, being the. body responsible for having a continuing interest in all aspects of the problems
relating to atomic energy, would screen for Congress the military and.
naval proposals in more or less the same way that a congressional
committee now screens the proposals for appropriations; but it would
have to go to Congress, as I see it, for implementation before you
were through, unless the state of world affairs was such that it was
handled behind closed doors, even in Congress.
·
Senator lVIILLIKIN. You would not suggest, in other words, that
Congress should delegate to a commission its own constitutional
power of deciding the matters of the type that we have been discussing?
Mr. MANLY. No, sir;. absolutely not.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you mean by that that you wouldn't turn
over the appropriating power?
Mr. MANLY. I wouldn't turn over the appropriating power; Also
you have practically the same problem, it seems to me, here with
relation to the military and naval forces that you have with reference
to proposed licenses for civilian manufacture. As I read the bill, I
am not quite sure that I understood those provisions, but it seemed
to me to provide that the particular license that was proposed to be
granted should be submitted to Congress, and if Congress took no
action within 90 days that the license should then become effective.
It seems to me that that is not quite right. It seems to me that
instead of submitting the individual licenses to Congress for approval,
or rather for disapproval or nonaction, it would be much sounder to
submit to Congress the rules and regulations, the specifications,
practically speaking, under which the Commission proposes to issue
a particular class of license.
Let us say one of the first applications of atomic energy would be
for the operation of power plants, which would probably mean a
licensing of General Electric, Westinghouse, and Allis-Chalmers, the
only three of any consequence, to perfect atomic energy for the operation of power pfonts. It seems to me that if you had specified the
basic conditions that would be embodied in licensing that group of
manufacturers, that would be all that is really necessary in order to
protect the public interest, and you would avoid clogging Congress
up with a large number of .individual licens~s. This would also prevent the possibility of discrimination that it seems to me might
without any intention arise if each license had to go before Congress
and be there 90 days before it became effective. One man's license
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or one manufacturer's license might go up at a time when Congress
was busy with other matters, and his license would get by because
Congress didn't get around to looking at it. The other fellow goes
up, and when the pressure is not quite so heavy or someone raises a
question about it, his license gets tied up for 90 days and may be
rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. I can see your point. However, you are. up
against this: The Westinghouse might come in with a proposal, .an
application that would take 10 percent of the coal out of production,
whereas GE might come along a year later with-again generically
speaking-a. heating device that would wipe out 90 percent of the
coal overnight.
·
Now, that is wha.t we were designing to give the Congress an
opportunity to pass on.
.
Mr. MANLY. Well, I should think that that probably might be
covered· by submission of the rules and regulations under which ·
licenses in that particular class of manufacture were involved. In
other words, it would seem to me that one of the considerations that·
the Commission would indicate it would take into consideration in
granting a license would be the extent of fuel displacement. It is
the same problem that we have had over at the Federal Power Commission in relation to issuance of licenses for pipe lines which displaced
a certain amount of coal.
The CHAIRMAN. The proponents of the May-Johnson bill have
argued that it is impossible to expect that we will get for a full-time
commission that caliber of men which is necessary to exercise the great
powers that this Commission will have. Do you subscribe to that
opinion? Have you noted the salaries provided?
Mr. MANLY. Yes. I think the Government salaries need a revision
throughout their entire realm, especially in the executive and legislative branches; but I think you have been more generous in your
provisions than Congress usually has been in making provision for
full-time jobs of that kind.
Certainly it seems to me that the caliber of men you get will depend
on their interest in the problem rather than on the exact number of
dollars of compensation, provided that the amount that is carried in
the salary is sufficiei1t to keep a man from having to wony about his
finances n,t all times, which is n, ren,l problem, I cn,n assure you, and
one of the reasons I left the Government.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think from your observn,tion that we have
enough natural resources in the shape of men who would be interested
in going on this Commission so that we would not need to be too
fearful that we couldn't staff the Commission with suitable men?
Mr. MANLY. I don't think there is any question about the availability of men in this country, and I think you are more likely to find
them out of the 130,000,000 or 140,000,000 outside of government
than you are by picking them out of government service, or attempting
to bring in men on a part-time basis,
Anyhow, I would rather have !Ji.JU®....th&J;_Jut.sro..necessarily_the
absolutely tQQ. ID...!);1l..,ill. the co11D,ticy.. wm:l®g...01J.....,!k,.RJ:O.bl!WdJJ1Lt.Lrp,(l_~
.JJTii,i3:[g_:JJ~e~_t.O.J?,;:_UQ.tph..m,0,n~<lr:o.ppiug..m~Q»~!lU.-o.c.casi@11,Lb,11,sis to, __ _
a_tt~Q!;_to decicfo matt~r~Lmili.£y.
.
·
-=sernttori'brnf:=Nlr:-l'aanly, m your owu company nght now, does
the board of directors have something to do with deciding policies?
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Mr. MANLY. They have everything to do with ·deciding policies ..
Senator HART. They are aU part-time men, are they not?
'
Mr. MANLY. In the case of our company they happen to be all
full-time men, with the exception of one man.
Senator HART. Over the country, that is not very usual?
Mr. MANLY. That is not generally true, and I think possibly we are
too far over in having a board made up of executives of th~ pipe-line
company and its affiliated companies.
Senator HART. I am not sure I understand you now, Mr. Manly.
Mr. MANLY. I mean that the board of directors of Southern
Natural Gas Co. happens to be made up primarily of the operating
heads of the company and the subsidiary distributing companies.
Senator HART. But did I understand you to say you don't think
that is a particularly healthy and good arrangement?
Mr. MANLY. I think we might be better off to have a certain
number of additional men who have no relation to the company.
Senator HART. That leads me to ask you if perhaps that same
principle might not apply in this legislation which we are thinking of.
The board of directors, or call it what you may, composed in part of
the executives who are full time and doing the carrying on of the
work from day to day, and in part; of men of broad experience who
are part time, and those seem to me to be fairly well described under
the terms of either Senator Ball's or Mr. May's bill.
May I ask you to tell us a little further :your thoughts in that way?
I am not sure I understand you now.
Mr. MANLY. Well, Senator Ball's bill is five Cabinet members
and four public members.
Senator HART. I think it was the May-Johnson bill.
Mr. MANLY. The May-Johnson bill were all part time, and I have
forgotten the specifications as to how they should be selected.
Senator HART. I merely use that reference to describe that: The
question was the compensation of our top-line organization on the
board-of-directors principle and composed in part of men similar to
those contemplated by the May-Johnson bill, and in part by the
full-time executives.
Mr. MANLY. Well, I thought the suggestion that I had made
earlier about the participation by the representatives of War, Navy,
and St.at.c in the delibrrations of the Commission might meet that
in part. It is true that I l'Xprcssed the opinion that it was probably
just as well for those representatives not to have a vote on the Commission. I see no objection to their having a vote. , Normally the
action of such bodies comes out of discussion in which a majority
view prevails, find tlwre may be one or two dissenters, or what not.
Ordinarily you get the situation pretty well cleared, and I don't
know that the voting question is too important, although it seems to
me that it would be sounder if you are going to fix responsibility in a
commission to give them the sole responsibilit,y and let your five-man
commission have the vot,cs.
·
The CH~IRMAN. Mr. Manly, of co11rse_ the organizatiop. as propose...<!

~-M~YSJ:~m.u~l!JJ:i1Gtr~JJ~r~-.:w5Ifilf~w:o:m~~

men_L ,,Th_Q,.Jf&<JQrrJ,LPQ~ff...,,QO..Ji:l.ID1fill.W-,"~the:,.,lnterstatQ.,..(lom,.:mey,ce
JJ_ornmission ,.-Jtnd~-SEt1 ..,_wh_a.!,,:,.Qtbr,1;,,,.Q.9;y;!}n1m..cp2,t.,,:wnmi~ion~!lC.1lL-.tc;> . xo11'l,~..
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Mt. MANLY. The only one that I know that was set up as a parttime agency w11s the National Resources Board."
.
The CHAIRMAN. That was a war situ11tion?
Mr. MANLY. No; that was prewar. For whatever reason Congress
had, Congress decided to get rid of it.
The CHAIRMAN. You see, I was practicing law before I came to
the Senate, and I had quite a good deal to do with WPB for clients
of mine, and I find the place in many instances was staffed with the
part-time men. It was part time for the Government· and full time
for the bunch that they reprn;;ented, and I could give you instance
after instance of tlmt from my own personal lmowlcdge.
Now, you were Ch11irman. of the Federal Power Commission during
the period of the war. I haven't discussed this with you; as you know,
our conversation was a very brief convers11tion. You had considerable to do with that organization, with the part-time men in that
organization, did you not?
Mr. MANLY. You mean with the National Resources Board?
The CHAIRMAN. Were they in W PB?
.
Mr. MANLY. No; that was a separate agency.
The CHAIRMAN. I never ran into them.
.
.
Mr. MANLY. It w11s supposed to b.e a planning organization. Mr.
Delano was Chairman of the Board, I believe, throughout its life.
I think Professor Merriam, of the University of Chicago, was one of
the members, and I have forgotten who the third one was now, but I
was mentioning that not at all in criticism of them. I think they did
about as good a job as could be done with the enormous problems
given them, the almost unlimited scope of the field that they attempted
to cover.
The CHAIRMAN. There were many men in the WPB-I don't mean
to make any indictment-many men on 11 part-time basis that did
really wonderful work; but there were others I know of my own
personal experience whose work I didn't like so well.
Now, of course, the directors who are part time of a mercantile
establishment or a manufacturing establishment are only interested
in one thing, are they'not-docs the business produce profits?
Mr. MANLY. Well, they have got to be interested in a good deal more
than that now.
Senator HART. Of course, the chairman does not mean to reflect
upon their patriotism?
Mr. MANLY. I mean the making of profits and the continuance of
business these days involve a measure of concern about your labor
problems, which is a field by itself, problems in the utility field of
relationship with regulatory agencies and other matters of that kind.
When you get down to it, of course, the decision in a business institution is going to be controlled by whether or not it will produce ultimate
profits-not necessarily immediate profits but ultimate profits for the
ins ti tu tion.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the basis of our capitaiistic system.
Mr. MANLY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. However, when we get in the field of government,
of its very nature it has different considerations: Isn't that true?
Mr. MANLY. That is true, and I think you have the fact that men
.cannot have their primary concern in other interests, whether it is a
professorial interest or a business interest-and come in every other
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month, or something like thrit, and get themselves thoroughly oriented
to the problems that come before a government agency.
·. ·
Senator HART. I don't understand just what your thought is as
regards the quality of nien whom the Government can get full time.
Now, I am sure that you are acquainted, for instance, with the' .
qualifications of the men who arc on that National Resources Board. ·
Is it your thought that within ariy salary limitation that is practicable,
that be gotten through Congress, the Government can obtain men of
the requisite caliber for these committee members?
Mr. MANLY.·~ think so, Senator. Llh.iE:lr-JlML.uature Q L ~
probleJ11s.h.er.e_mJlllJtL~.A.§k9..ug_0,pRQaLlo...the1b.krQ~~p.a_~
}.~~~lt£f m~_n_gJJit~:;2!~~s...c.1,1:1ibeI,~..,,Jf,J:9~~ ~a?.k.,~Jk~s~l~r*'m;..,,,,,...
}ge,,r,a!1gu..0L$2n,no!kt_o"'"$2Ji,.QQ~;r.,,&QfileJ,1lmg~I1~ac1i1,:&..4-~i.nlYJ>J1l<l.
ielieve 'men C>f _their most pressinO'_finJJ,pgial_i:e.nJJ.ll,'.!',,m~nts ""']:O.U~Willlie""' .
·aBle'td'cret~re1i1.l""""'.flrst±r1lte%r'h1lTI""atlfin· .,'.tlitlo'i:ma{'~"'."' ~i:i~cl."'"A1t~r·=
rn years'?fr'onrtJW'o'i'""'fs''yt~'~fro'1irtow~,vi~'en1t'~ffil'ff§"'ilnwh to a
routine matter of administration, you may not be able to get men of
first-rate caliber for those salaries.
Senator HART. Now going back to your suggestion regarding those
three Cabinet officers sitting in on proceedings while policies were
being formed but having no vote, in response to Senator Millikin you
had considerable to say and you made your position clear as regards
the armed forces.
.
Now, the Secrl'tn,ry of Stnte has quite a different field. There is no
question usually of coming to Congress for appropriations, so that is
not a factor.
The atomic energy, particularly from the weapon standpoint, is a
very important factor in our international rel.at.ions. Do you think
that it would be right to let the Secretary go before this Commission,
state his case, and then be turned down on something that is very
vital without having an opportunity even for a voice?
· Mr. MANLY. No, Senator, I was decidedly not suggesting thnt the
Secretary of State should go before the Commission. I was trying to
avoid that situation. It seemed to me that he or his representative
should be a participant by right in all of the executive discussions of
the Commission rather than being placed in the position of having
to appear before such a body mid publicly state their reasons and
considem tions.
Senator HART. Do you not apprehend that under that ·set-up we
would. have a continuation on a very considerable scale of two bodies
coming to the President in discord and tho President having to resolve the difficulty himself?
lVlr. MANLY. Well, Senator, I have watched them for a long time,
and I have never seen any method of eliminating discords in public
affairs.
Senator HART. Well, various Cabinet officers have been before the
committee and expressed themselves as of the belief that either
Cabinet officers 01· very high level men under them should be ex officio
members of the committee, and their thought was the avoidance of
that. I may not have stated it correctly; it may only have been
implied.
Mr. MANLY. I would question whether you would improve that
situation by giving them a vote on the Commission. It seems to me
that the important thing froni their standpoint is to know just what
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is going on in the Commission first hand in allof its initial stages and
be in a position where, if the policy that the Commission is formulating
seems to be embarrassing either from a military standpoint or from ·
the international standpoint, they can go. before the President and
bring whatever pressure, if you want to call it that, that seems to be
justified by the facts rather than to have the situation develop to a
point where some action has been taken, some policy has been formulated, that is embarrassing, and then have to go either before the
Commission or the President and make an open break out of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, indeed, Mr. \1anly.
Mr. MANLY. I am sorry that what I have had to say is, as you
know, on very short notice and was not necessarily thoroughly considered. I have simply been trying to give you honestly my reactions.
(Whereupon, at 12:35p. m., an adjournment was taken until 10 a.m.,
Thursday, February 14, 1946.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE, .
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

· Washington D ..0.

The special committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 11. m., in room ·
312, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (clrnirm11n)
presiding.
.·
.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Austin, Millikin,
and Hart.
· Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T.
Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We are honored this morning, gentlemen, by having Secretary
Patterson with us.
Will you proceed, Mr. Secretary.
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ROBERT P. PATTERSON,
SECRETARY OF WAR
I

Secretary PATTERSON. By your leave, Mr. Chairman, I will go over
this brief statement, and then I will be glad, indeed, to answer any
questions.
· Now, I am glad to express the views of the War Department
regarding S. 1717 ori which I have been asked to comment.
I might say at this point that I know of no more important piece
of legislation tlrnt has come before the Congress during the 6 years
that I have been in the War Department.
The possible military use of the energy released by atomic fission
was brought to the attention of President Rom1evelt in 1939. After
preliminary development by the National Defense Research Committee and the Office of Scientific Research and Development, the
project of producing atomic bombs was committed to the w·ar Department in 1942. The project was pressed as a war measure with
the greatest energy. The dropping of the two atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki last August was followed within a week
by the surrender of Japan. Meanwhile, the secrecy of the project
had been preserved, a difficult matter in a program involving expenditure of 2 billion dollars and a scale of direct employment
that reached 125,000 persons.
· .
The enterprise was an unqualified. success. Too much cannot
be said in tribute to the scientists who developed the basic scientific
facts and processes, to the industrial groups who with infinite skill
translated the work of the scientists in.to the final product, to Gen-.
eral Groves and his assistants who directed the vast enterprise, and
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to the Congress for. the trust reposed in the War Department in
appropriating the vast sums that were necessary without insisting
on disclosure of the details and thus risking premature revelation
of what was being done.
·
·
·
Long before the bombs were dropped it was realized that there were·
unmeasured possibilities in the development of atomic energy for
industrial and other peacetime purposes as well as for use as a war
weapon. In May 1945 Secretary Stimson, with the approval of the
President, formed a committee to consider the subject and to recommend legislation for the control and development of atomic energy.
The committee consisted of Secretary Stimson; James F. Byrnes
(prior to his appointment as Secretary of State); Will Clayton,
Assistant Secretary of State; Ralph Bard, Under_ Secretary of the
Navy; George Harrison, president of the New York Life Insurance
Co.' and special assistant to the Secretary of War; Dr. Vannevar Bush,
Chairman of the Office of Scientific Research and Development; Dr.
Karl Compton, president of ·Mas1::1achusetts Institute of Technology;
and Dr. James Conant, president of Harvard University.
I know of no committee appoiI].ted during wartime or thereafter
that had higher talent than that committee .. The committee had the
assistance of a scientific panel composed of four of the leading scientists
in the project, Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, Dr. E. 0. Lawrence, Dr. A.H.
Compton, and Dr. Enrico Fermi. Legislation was drafted under
direction of this committee and with the cooperation of the State
Department, Interior Department, and Department of Justice, the
bill being later introduced as the May-Johnson bill.
Senator AusTIN. These names given in this paragraph of your state- ·
ment really represent the authors of the May-Johnson bill?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir. The draftsmanship was done
under their direction. I think the actual draftsmen were Captain
Davis, who is sitting hAre, who had a hand in it, and Mr. Marbury,
a Baltimore lawyer who wo.s then in the employ of the War Department, and Under Secretary Royall, who was then a brigadier general.
Isn't that right, Captain?
Captain DA vis. That is right, sir.
Secretary P A'r'.rERSON. I will not at this time go into the details of
the May-Johnson bill. The objectives, fully stated in the bill, are to
promote. the national welfare, to secure the national defense, to safeguard world peace, and to foster the acquisition of further knowledge
concerning atomic energy. Responsibility was transferred from the
War Department to a new civilian agency, to be known as the Atomic
Energy Commission, to take over and manage all source materials of
atomic energy, all stock piles of materials, and all plants and property
connected with development and use of atomic energy. Full ownership and control are vested in the United States. It is provided that
the Commission interfere as little as possible with private research,
and employ other governmental agencies, educational and research
institutions, and private enterprise to the maximum extent. The
Commission is given power to adopt the necessary security regulations
to control the collection, publication, and transmission of information
on release of atomic energy, as required by considerations of national
defense or military security.
The House Military :Affairs Committee held hearings on the bill.
It was freely criticized as a measure drafted by the military and
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intended to perpetm1te military control of atomic energy; although
the true facts are that it was drafted by the committee of..civilians
named above, or under their supervision, and that it provides for
transfer of 'responsibility froni .the War Department to a civilian
agency. 'rhe House committee, after adding several amendments
including those further emphasizing fre(ldom of research· and investigation, reported the bill favorably.
·
.
·
I should add that .the President, sinee introduction of the. MayJohnson bill, has indicated that he is of the opinion that a number of
changes should be made in it. The War Department will, of course,
.advocate such changes in discussion of any detailed legislation.
It was also realized by the War Department,.prior to the time when
the bombs were dropped, that the means of producing the atomic
bomb would not forever remain the exclusive property of the United
States, that in time other nations would be in a position to produce
weapons utilizing atomic energy. Secretary Stimson was one of the
first to recommend a policy of international supervision and control
of the entire field of atomic energy, with a view to· outlawing its
utiliza.tion in war and to fostering world-wide exchange of information
on n.tomic energy in connection with industrial and other pea.ceful
purposes. I have been and still am of the same opinion as Secretary
Stimson.
·
These matters were formulated and communicated last September,
just following the close of hostilities.
Senator AusTIN. Will the Secretary permit a question at that point?
Secretary PAT'.1.'ERSON. Surely. ·
Senator AusTIN. Does the Secretary agree with the policy of the
administration which has been publicly stat~d in connection with our
international agreement between Brit.ain, Canada, and the United
State's, that not until after-and I repeat it for emphasis-not until
after effective security has been established aga.inst a destructive use
-of atomic energy shall we exchange reciprocally knowledge respecting the constructive use of atomic energy?
.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. I am in full accord with the policy as laid
down by the Sccretn.ry of State on thn.t subject; yes, sir; that not
until there a.re effective safeguards should.there be revelation of any
of Urn secret techniques.
As the result of conferences on the international level, held last
November ancl December und initiutcd by the President a.nd the
Secretary of State, Urn United States, Canada, Uuited Kingdom, and
the Soviet Union joimd in recommending to the United Na.tions
that a commission be sot up to study and make proposals on exchange
of basic scientific informution, on control of atomic energy to insur!cl
its use for only peaceful purposes, on elimination of atomic weapons
from nat.ional armaments, and on effective safeguards by inspection
and other means to protect complying states against violations and
evn.sions-thc work of the commission to proceed by separate stages.
The United Nations last month passed a resolution establishing such
a. commission.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I interrupt?
What do you mean by "proceed by separate stages"?
Secretary PATTERSON. There were four features to the program.
The meaning is that those four stages should be taken up separately
. and progressively.
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First, the exchange of basic scientific information with safeguards
at each stage; and, second, the control of atomic energy to. insure its
tise for only peaceful purposes; and so on through the four stages.
The Secretary of State has pointed out, in this regard, that the
provision as to safeguards in the resolution is intended to apply to all
phases of any plan recommended by the United Nations Atomic
Energy Commission-including the first stage.
The CHAIRMAN. Do I understand, l\fr. Secretary, under the policy
of our Government as it is now laid out that it would be possible to
proceed with an exchange of basic scientific information, or to proceed
to exchange scientists before an effective inspection system has been
· accepted by each country involved?
·
·
Secretary PATTERSON. I don't think the policy on that has been
yet thoroughly worked out. I understand that the Secretary of State,
with· the aid of some advisers, is now considering what measures
should be advocated by our representatives on the Atomic Energy
Commission of the United Nations Organization. That is my understanding.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it has been pretty well worked out as far
ai'i this committee is concerned. I think we pretty well agree on how
we feel about it.
Secretary PATTERSON. I was speaking of the advisory committee
to the Secretary of State on the subject.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I understand.
Secretary PATTERSON. I don't think the work of that committee
has yet been completed. They are still meeting, I think.
I would like to speak for a moment on the need of prompt action.
The President, in his message to Congress of O.ctober 3 on atomic
energy, gave warning against postponement of decisions and urged
prompt action in passing legislation to cover domestic policy. Prompt
action, as I see it, is needed for the following reasons:
1. For lack of a defined national policy, the organization that was
built up during the war to carry forward the development of the
atomic bomb is disintegrating. To allow this effective group of
scientists, executives, engineers, and skilled workers to become lost
to the field of atomic energy development would be nothing short of
a calamity.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Secretary, do you appreciate the difficulty
in the finding of a national policy until we have some information as
to what the international policy may be?
Secretary PATTERSON. I think we have to phrase our nation.al
policy and make it flexible so that; it will be at all times consonant
with international policy; but I think we have to go ahead with the
adoption of legislation for national policy, bearing in mind the consideration that at all times it must be in step with international policy.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, you would not say it should be in step
with international policy if, from a national policy standpoint, we
considered that international policy did not properly protect our
own security?
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. I cannot conceive of o.ur being a party to
international arrangements that the executive and legislative branches_
of the Government did not agree with. I cannot conceive of that.
Senator MILLIKIN. It is difficult in advance of knowing what that
might be; I suggest, to definp, a rational domestic policy.
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Secretary PATTl!lRSON. There are certainly a great many ·mattei·s,
in any event, as to which our national policy should be laid down and.
declared that couldn't possibly be in collision with any international
· undertakings.
·
Senator M1Lt.IKIN. I would agree completely on that.
··· '
Secretary PATTE.RSON. 2. Before this Nation proceeds·auy appreciable distance toward any specific international program it ~should put ·.
its domestic house in order. As we move forward along the lines. of
. the Agreed Declaration of the President and the Prime Ministers of
the United Kingdom and Canada of last November and the .subsequent Res~lution of the United Nations; other nations will look in,.
creasingly t·o us. for guidance in working out a secure system· of international control. The sooner we establish domestic policy and an
organization to carry out that policy and gain experience under peacetime conditions in supervising and controlling this field at home, the
sooner we can help effectively to lead the way in shaping any iiJ.t.ernational system.
.
3. Only by a vigorous program of fundam13ntal research an.cl the
furtherance of basic kno:wledge and application in .this field can we
hope to advance udequately the usefulness of this new science.- At
present, the War Depurtment has full control over the entire field.
Continuation of this situation is not calculated to advance fully the ·
research and development of peacetime uses of utomic eu.ergy, for it
is not, the primary mission of the vVar Department to do so. The
present uncertainty as to future policy should be cleared up without
delay in order to prevent any hindrance to full deyelopment of peacetime uses of atomic energy.
·
I should suy here that it bas been the policy of the War Department
since last September, 6 months ago, as soon as the war was concluded,
that in the view of the measureless possibilities in the line of atomic
energy for peaceful und humanitarian purposes, this project should
be turned over to a new civilian agency. There has been no disposition whatsoever on the part of the vVar Department to keep control
. of this project. On the contrary, we have recommended at all times
that it be turned over to a board or agency for the full development
of. this enormous source of energy for all purposes.
Senutor MILLIKIN. I should like to ask the Secretary whether he
believes that the war phase of this weapon energy has now passed
and that ,ve can put our full energies into the development of peacetime use?
Secretary PATTERSON. I do not think that the military.significance
of atomic energy has entirely passed.
. . .·
The War Dopartmrnt is in accord with the policies outlined by the
President in his letter of February 1 regarding legislation on this
issue of critical importance:
.
· ·
1. A civilian commission for control of atomic energy, a three-man
group devoting full time to the activity.
·
2. Government ownership of fissionable materials.
.
. ,.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Secretary, what is the meaning of"Govern-.
ment ownership"? In speaking of Government ownership of fissionable materials, do you mean the taw material in the group?
. Secretary PATTERSON. No; I mean the enriched or processed
materials. I think the bill before us calls the other material "source
materials," and that moans the ores as they .come out.
·'
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Senator MILLIKIN. I believe you have answered my question·,. but
let me ask you categorically, do you .believe the Government' .should
own or take ownership of n111teri1tl in the ground, or mw material on
top of the ground, in connection with this control?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. My belief is that the Govarnmcnt .should
have full pmver to 11equirc the ore in the ground a.nd to explore for it,
and own all ~ource materials so mined, tts well as fissionable materials,
as to all sources within the continental United States or territory
subject to our jurisdiction.
Senator MILLIKIN. I suggest that would be very impractical,
considering the system under which we develop our mining resources.
This particular type of mineral is usually associated in complex ores.
The mining business, therefore, could not progress .in the way it has.
been working if there were a threat over its head that it would come
under the ownership of the Government.
We have had testimony, for example, by the Vanadium people,.
who point out how intimately associated uranium ores are with other
types of ores. If because there happened to be a uranium element in
any ore it came under the threat of Government ownership, we would
have a very devastating effect on the development of our mineral
resources.
· In that connection, I suggest it is not necessary to own it. You can
exercise adequate control once the thing has been discovered and has
been brought to a processing plant.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. I say full power. I don't mean automatic
ownership just by the fiat of a statute, but full power to acquire
either by purchase or condemnation the ores in the ground that contain appreciable or practicable amounts of the source materials. That
I think the Commission should have power to acquire.
Senator MILLIKIN. J'he difficulty there, Mr. Secretary, is that you.
don't know whether it has a practical amount of this particular
energy-producing ore until after you have mined it. There is no way
in Go9-'s world to look over an area and say, "This area contains ore
of the kind we ate interested in in appreciable quantitites,"
It is a gopher~ng proposition. You find it at this point in a mining
operation; it disappears at. that point, and it might not appear for
miles and miles and miles.
Secretary PATTERSON. I realize that and that is the reason why I
would give the Commission control in the shape of power to acquire.
Senator AusTIN. You hold the view, apparently, that this source
material would not be a subject of the general power of eminent
domain to take private property for public use. Do you hold that
•
?
view.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. I would certainly give the Commission that
power as regards all source materials containing substantial percentages.
.
Senator AusTIN. If the Government has that power constitutionally,
it wouldn't'be necessary to give it by statute, would it?
Secretary PATTERSON. I think the act ought to provide that,
Senator-the power of eminent domain.
Senator AusTIN. Then it is on the theory that it is not the type of
property that can be taken for public use. However, we won't
carry that discussion out. That is more of a technical discussion
than anything else.
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Secretary P.A.TTERSON. Well, when you think of the p;opertiesthat ,
can be tal~en by emine~t domain for p~blic use, of com:se uport pay.:.
ment of fa1r compensat10n, for use by railroads and. n,11 kinds of public
uses, possibly.highways, property is always subject to acquisition by
eminent d~matn ~or public purposes of that sort, but there is nothing
very startlmg m 1t. . :
. ·
. ·
, .
. .· , .
, Senator AusTIN. As a matter of fact, we have been taking prop·erty
already appropriated for public use for another public use, have we not?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes; where it is a superior one, . · · · . . . ,
Senator MILLIKIN. You are referring to the preservation of a right
which in one form or another already exists, but you are not advocating a policy that shall be universally applied. It is a right, the
policy to be determined if the necessity should arise?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir. I think there would be difficulties
if you vested absolute ownership in the Commission as to all uraniunibearing ores in the ground. You wouldn't know where you were at.
· But the Commission should have full power to acquire them either by
purchase or by exercise of eminent domain.
' .· . .. ·
Senator MILLIKIN .. You would have to buy several of our States
and parts of 10 or 12 others, because the ores have a trace· of uranium.
Secretary PATTERSON. I think n. practical formula for that could
be worked out that would get for tlie Commission all of the powe1 and
authority that they reasonably need, and yet exclude from them
matters of the extent that you mention.·
·
. ·
·
Senator MILLiicIN. But you are preserving a right, if policy should
indicate the need for the exercise of that right, as distinguished from
laying down a policy of acquisition?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir. I was speaking of tbe points
covered in the President's letter to Senator McMahon of February 1.
3. Availability of devices_ utilizing atomic energy by means of
compulsory nonexclusive licenses under private patents and regulation of royalties.
.
·
.
.
·
4. Adequate provision for independent research and development.
5. Ultima,te use of atoinie energy for exclusively peaceful ends, by
means of safe, effective international anangement.
Senator HART. Mr. Secretary, turning back to your first point, in
which you say the War Department is now in accord with a considerable change as regards the top level control of the new organization.
The May-Johnson bill, formerly advocated, sets forth one method
and riow you say that the War Department advocates a three-man.
group devoting full time to the activity;
I would like to discuss t~at with you a little, Mr. Secretary .
. In the first place, is it your feeling that the Government can
acquire the full-time services of three meri who ate fully competent , .
to be charged with that highly important activity?
'
Secretary PAT'l'ERSON. I believe so. Initially we advocated· the
appointment of a nine-man board as provided in the May-Johnson
bill, not to be full-time people. That was under a plan that provided
that the executive or administrative matters under the supervision
of the Commission should be in an administrator, and I believe pro-.
vision was made for a deputy administrator. There was. a great deal
of discussion as to that matter before the House Military Affairs
Committee. Some members thought that a better plan would be
for, I believe, a three-man· group. I am riot sure; they may have
said five; but at any rate a full-time commission.
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The matter was discussed in the Office of War .Mobilization with
quite a number of executive agencies represented, and also with the
President, and the preference of the President was for three-man
group full time.
.
·
.
.
·
It was also it closely debatable matter as ,to .which. plan would
work best, and the War Department is in accord with the decision
finally made. I think it was the consensus of opinion ·of most of
those who participated in the conferences at the Office of War Mobilization that that would be a preferable organization; and although
we were initially of·the other viewpoint, we support a civilian commission of a three-man group full time.
.
A good deal can be said on both sides, Admiral.
·
Senator HART. Are you yourself of the belief that those commissioners should serve at the pleasure of the President or for stated
terms?
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, there, again, I think the provisions ,
were originally recommended were for a 9-year term, removable prior
to the full expiration of that. That was also discussed in full before
the Office of War Mobilization, and at the White House, and considerations to make the Commission fully responsive at all times to
the policy of the President. were pressed at those meetings, I thought
with a great deal of force, and our views on that subject have been
modified as well in the last 6 months.
'
I am in accord with the provisions that the members of the Commission should serve at the pleasure of the President.
Senator HAR'!'. Jvir. Secretary, under that arrangement, how do
you visualize the future as regards calling into the picture men of
the caliber that was contemplated when the original provisions of the
·May-Johnson bill were decided upcin?
Secretary PATTERSON. I believe that there would be a response to
a call by the President for three full-time members of the Commission,
a response on the part of men most qualified for those positions, and
that there would be acceptance by people of the post realizing .the
tremendous importance of it and the influence that they would have
on the national welfare for years to come. Those details of structure,
both as to the number and as tol the term, are closely debatable;
there is no question of that.
.
·
I have listened to contentions pro and con on these things for quite
some extensive period, and tlrnre is no final conclusive answer. It is
a matter of which plan appeals to a man's individual judgment. ·
Senator HART. Mr. Secretary, you have been carrying on a, tremendously large business during this war, and the work under this
Commission bids fair to be vast, as I am sure you will agree.
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
.
Senator HART. Do you visualize under the terms of the bill that
you are discussing that that Commission of three men would be able
to carry on all of the administrative work which will devolve upon
them, and at the same time be sufficiently free to seriously think over
the questions which will arise on policy on high-level matters?
· Secretary PATTERSON. I believe that a commission of three or five
or nine would find it advisable to have an executive manager, call
him what you may, to handle the administrative matters, and to do
a lot of supervisory work.
Senator HART. I have just one more question, ·Mr. Secretary.

a
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~- 1·111 provides for ·an ~d-;igo~y-~orrmiitteet6'~~si~t th~ Commission, •..
What has been your experience durmg the war years as to the probable ·
status and the probable power that such an. advisory committee would .
be able to exercise?
.
.
·
Secretary PATTERSON·.· My experience has been that we have had in
many instances invaluable assistance from advisory committees. I
have in mind the experience of the. Ordnance Department on its ·
. ordnance-industry integrating .committees along special lines, shell
production, and things of that sort, where the experience of many pro. ducers was pooled and made available to all. I think they perform a .
valuable function.
·
Senator HA~T. Did you have full hope that as good a situation in
that respect would exist during years of peace as they have during war
.periods?.
Secretary p ATTERSON. N 0.
Senator HART. Thank you.
Senator· J\/IrLLIKIN. Am I correct in assuming, Mr. Secretary, that
your recommendation that the matter be turned over to a civilian
commission is premised on whether Congress reaches the conclusion
thaUhe world is really postured for peace?
··
Secretary PATTERSON. No; it is not premised on that, wholly. ·, As I
have pointed out, it was our view last September and October. that the
matter should be turned over to a civilian commission. That does not·
mean that the military aspects of the matter should not continue to
receive the attention of the armed forces.
.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Would you favor turning over to a civilian commission, on the assumption_ that Congress might conclude that the
world is not postured for peace, the rest of your military activities-'the Navy, the Army, and the Air Force?
Secretary PATTERSON. I think we have hopes of world peace on a
permanent basis, of course. ·Nevertheless, we have to maintain an
Army and a Navy on the sense that that hope will not be fulfilled; and
in the same way here, I think that while this is a matter of vast importance to the Nation in time of peace on account of-the vast possibilities, it has its military significance, too, and those matters haying
to do with military significance must be borne in mind, and as I hope
to point out later in the statement, the contact of the armed forces
with that phase of the matter should be preserved.
.
Senator MILLIKIN." Let me ask you again, Mr. Secretary, on the
assumption which I made that Congress should conclude the world is
not postured for peace, regardless of the technicality of the situation,
regardless of whether we have a technical state of war, or don't have a
technical state of war, assuming that the Congress concludes that 'the
world is not postured for peace, why should we turn this, the greatest
of all weapons, over to the control of a civilian agency any more than
we should turn over· to a civilian agency the rest of the energy of the
Army, the Navy, and the Air Force?
.
Secretary PATTERSON. I believe that the turning over of it to ·a
civilian agency does not foreclose contact of the armed forces with the
matter. It should not foreclose that contact, and that consultation,
advice, and participation by them in the military features of it. · . ·. ·
I don't think, in other words, that there is any reason why you· cannot have the project as a whole turned over to a civilian agency and at
the same time continue research and development along the lines of
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military weapons, provided you have .the proper contact between the
riew civilian agency and the armed forces.
·
·
Senator MILLIKIN. The same thing woi.1l<l be true a8 to Lhe lesser'
weapons which the Army has under its control, and the No,vy has
under its control, and the Air J!'orce has under its control?
·.
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
I think the development of atomic energy, however, is an integral.
I don't believe you ought to split it up among various Government
ag~ncies. It is sound, I believe, to commit the development and the
fostering of it along the soundest lines to a new civilian agency, and
at the same time make sure that the armed forces have close and
intimate contact with the military features of it.
· Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Secretary, I am not advocating a position;
I am just trying to get as far to the bottom of this thing as I can
through my own thinking processes.
·
Let's look it right in the face. If Congress should conclude that
the world is not postured for peace, why should this energy be turned
over to a civilian energy?
·
· Secretary PATTERSON. I believe that it has manifold possibilities of
a civilian character tha.t it is necessary to press forward with. A
civilian agency can do that better than the War Department. I think
that the development of it should be handled as an entity, and that the
military aspects of it can perfectly well be taken care of under such a
set-up as long as those military aspects are of importance, which they
are today, by virtue of provisions in your act insuring that the military
development be carried on by the Commission in close cooperation
with the armed forces.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Secretary; doesn't that come down to a
decision as to what is the predominant use for this energy at the
moment? If we should conclude that its predominant usefulness at
the moment is a possible war usefulness, does not that put in a
secondary position the peacetime use of it?
Secretary PATTERSON. That is so; yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. And that is the assumption on which my basic
as_sumption was made, that Cong~ess should conclude that we are
not postured for peace.
,
As ·to the civilian usefulness of it, we have had testimony that
divides the usefulness roughly into two categories, one for power,
electrical energy, and the other for medicinal purposes. Now, you
have suggested that we should push forward in those. fields, and I
quite agree with you. But we need not push forward in those fields,
I suggest, as long as the imperative overriding consideration has to
do with the energy as a military weapon, for medicine is covered in a
more inadequate fashion by existing remedies. The same use that
has been suggested in the way of power is covered at the present time
by, let us say, a less efficient method.
·
Could we not lock the whole thing up, if security required it, for a
year or 2 years without damaging our peacetime life in any material
respect?
·
Secretary P ATT.ERSON. That may be. I would not be here advocating the turning over of it to a new civilian agency if I thought
that the national defense of the N atiori would suffer from that.
Senator MILLIKIN. I understand that thoroughly, but that again
-suggests that our basic decision is: What is the state of this world;
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Uml, highly dofliml,Jo Hl,nt;o, nnd U111t UriA thing Hho11ld bo prot(i<!ted
f(11' I\, t,i)O(' UH It WNtJlOU •r
S11r.rnt,n1·1 llA'rTJn.H1'lON, nut I do 11ot, think it, iR flOCORflll,T'Y 11t, nil t,hnt
t.lw nnl,ionn.1 doforn~n would Rttfl'Cll' by Urn l;uming ovnr of lihnt to n new
11111111.'f

-('.ivi.lin.u n.gohcy undt1r propel' s1tfogu,wilA nnd proper provisions iii the
~ffic~k
·
·
·
·
·
Sonator MnLIKTN. 'l'licu I sugg<lst;, Mr. Sncrol;n.ry, unless you
believe that tbe worl<l is pmiturecl for ponoCl, the Hnm1) lino of argument
would warmnt or would cull for turning over to .a civilian n.gency tho
control of n.11 our armed forces.
Secret1iry PATTERSON. Well, this is n, unique ,veapon .
. The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, this assumption about the world
being posture<l for peace-to adopt Senator Millikin's suggestionrather contemplates that there is some esoteric concept quite outside
of whatever this country may do in the international field which
postures the worl<l for peace.
Docs it occur to you that tho fact that we might turn this over to a
-civilian commission, with such controls and such modifications as you
may feel nocesso.ry to protect the military security, would thn.t in
it.self have anything to <lo with posturing tho world for peace?
In other words, if this country indicated that it regarded the poten"".
tiu.l monster n.s probably something that could be used for peaceful
and constructive purposes mther than holding it back and ready for
destruction, do you think that might have some effect on the peace
of the world?
.
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, it might. I think tho turning over of
t.his project to 11 new civilian agmicy is in lino with our national policy
on other matters, our national policy, as I see it, to promote world
prace ..
At the same time, certain safeguards, such n.s the maintenance of
an Army and Navy on the terms that wo may not get worl<l peacewe certainly haven't attained it to date, but we have hope of a hotter
,day.
Senator AusTIN. May I ask 11 question, Mr. Chairman, after you
· got through?
Tho CnAlRMAN. Certainly.
Mr. Secretary, I believe there is hardly any weapon of war that
doesn't find its basis now in electricity. Isn't that true?
··
Secretary PATTERSON. You are going to have electric power to
have n.ny munitions production; that is clear enough. You hn.ve got
to have coal, and you have got to have iron and copper.
The CHAIRMAN. Following that argument, assuming that the world
is not-;-u.gain, to use Senator Millikin's very descriptive word, which
I think is 11, good one-postured for peace, there might be some argument that could be mu.de that all electricity in tho country should be
turned over to tho W n.r Department for its safekeeping.
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, I don't propose that.
.
The CHAIRMAN. No-but why? .Because it would destroy the
fundamental civilian character of our Government, would it µot, Mr,.
Secretary?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, as I say, I am not advocating any
such proposition, and never have.
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'The CHAIRMAN. Whether for rny reason, for others, or for your
own, at least you don't advocate it.
Secretary PATTERSON. No; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin.
Senator AusTIN. Mr. Secretary, you made a remark a moment
ago in passing that this has to be considered with reference to many
other activities of Government. · I just want the record to. show
a well-known fact, I think, and that is that the. Congress is considering a new structure, the Department of Common Defense, and
that whatever this legislation may produce in the way of civilian
control would probably be fitted into that department in such a
way as to establish the proper. relationship between civilian activity
and purely military activity, and the whole will be attempted to be
coordinated in such a way that for pursuits of peace the civilian
activity· will be provided for, and for pursuits of war the military
activity will be provided for.
That is something that we have in the background, as we consider
this, is it not?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes,sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think the. chairman's question to you, Mr.
Secretary, carries clearly a theory which I don't know whether the
chairman holds or not-and that isn't important for present purposes-,that we can get peace by gestures; that we can get peace by
giving a civilian aspect to our most powerful weapon.
I suggest that it follows in logic, that if that is a useful gesture; then
we cannot escape making the same gesture as to our lesser weapons,
to wit, the Navy-we could turn the Navy into plowshares-and the
Army and the Air Force. Certainly we shouldn't lessen that gesture
in our less important weapons.
·
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. Well, it is a matter of policy for Congress to
determine, and Congress does do it. In time of war you have a very
large Army and Navy, and then according to the outlook taken by
Congress, which determines the funds-and that is where it all comes
from every year-the size of the armed forces is diminished; and our
experience in the past has been that it gets to a very low level; indeed,
far too low a level, in my opinion, and then, as trouble looms, Congress
appropriates more funds for the raising of larger military forces. The
thing is always determined by the will of the people as expressed by
Congress.
I am speaking along very broad lines, and not with particular
application to this bill, but it has its bearing on this, I think. We have
here a vast new source of power. There is no use in my trying to
predict where the range of it will go; not even the scientists that I
have discussed it with could do it, and if they cannot, how could I?
However, we have that new source of power, believed to have vast
importance along lines not yet developed-as a source of power and
energy, and aid to medical science, and I am sure many other things
that we haven't even envisioned yet. They are of great importance
to the welfare of the Nation along lines of everyday, ordinary life, I
believe, of civilian character.
At the same time, the only development of it thus far that has
been bropght right to the final product; has been military, as a ,veapon.
I would say the policy of Congress on that matter would be to
make sure of the development of both, as long as there is the need.
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When the tim~ comes that you have firm, steady international con...
trols that you in Congress have confidence in, of. course then. th~
military aspect of it sinks to insignificance. ·
, ·. ·.
Senator HART. Mr. Secretary, following Senator Millikin's line of •.
reasoning, but not going so far with it as the entire Army and Navy,
I read one of the clauses that appears in the Moscow agreE:lment which .
preceded the international armngement, where it says that the powers
concerned there at Moscow agree to sponsor this thing, and I quote,
"for the elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and
of all other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction."
. ·· ·
Now, Mr. Secretary, the heavy bombers, the large planes, are clearly
included in that, are they not? They are major weapons ·of mass
destruction. Is that not true? .
Secretary p ATTERSON. It may be. My attention had been di.;
tected to ~hat resolu~ion bearing, as it does, .on atomic energy. ~hat
1s the primary subJect. I read those words that you have Just
quoted. It may be that they have a broader significance.
Senator HART. It says, "all other major weapons." Now, it certainly has been claimed, possibly in. the. right, but I don't thinlc so,
that the area bombing of both our enemies was tremendously effective
in the mass destruction that was accomplished there by it. So I
ask you, Mr. SecrPtary, would it not be~if we meant what we saidrather necessary to put under the control of the Commission -that
particular weapon, also?
Secretary PATTERSON. That weapon, the long-range heavy bomber,
I would say-one single weapon, one bomber-was probably not
capable of bringing about that mass destruction. The heavy forces
employed by us, for instance last year, certainly did bring about
area destruction or devastation, but I should not suppose that the
Atomic Energy Commission of the United Nations would have that in
mind.
·
Senator HART. ·well, Mr. Secretary, you will agree that it is a
weapon of mass destruction, and when you get down to cases the
only difference is that in one instance we will use one plane, and in
another you would use some hundreds, but you would accomplish·
pmctically the same thing in the way of mass destruction. .
Secretary PATTERSON. It is not comparable to the power for muss
. destruction that is released by an atomic bomb, not on the same
scale at all.
·
The CnAmMAN. You don't agree with Seversky, then. Did you
read Seversky's article? We arc going to have him in here tomorrow,
you know.
.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes; I don't know that I disagree with him.
He believes, I think, that the destruction by one atomic bomb .at
Hiroshima and by one at Nagasaki was very si~nificant indeed, that
it would take a very large force of planes employmg any other weapon
to bring about anything the cqµivalent of it.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I should like to ask the Secretary to tell us the
results of our past experience in endeavoring to gain peace by selfimmolation with special reference to the disarmament conference at
San Francisco, the Naval Disarmament Conference, with respect to
the matter the Secretary referred-to wit, the congressional reaction ·
to reduce our arms to a practical point of impotency, and to any
other illustrations of that kind that he can think of.
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Secretary PATTERSON. The past results· have been discouraging,
indeed, Senator. There. is no question of that. We hope that· we
have a more effective organization and a better will for peace at this
time than ever before; and I am not without my hopes.
Senator MILLIKIN. If we don't have the will to peace, we have
nothing.
·
Secretary P ATT::nnsoN. That is certain, and if others don't, too.
Senator MILLIKIN. So we must have a will to peace in our deliberations.
Secretary PAT'rER~ON. Yes, sir.
.
.
.
I hope that the day is not distant when international controls for
elimination of atomic weapons as instruments of war, together with
effective safeguards to insure compliance by all nations; can be
devised and put into operation, under auspices of the United States.
That day has not yet come, however, and in the interval we are
faced with the fact that the atomic bomb is the most potent weapon
of war yet devised by man. It is plain that in the interval the place
of the atomic bomb in the armament of this Nation cannot be overstated.
.
S. 1717 contains a recognition of the military aspect of atomic
p·ower. Section 6 provides that the Commission shall do research
and development in the military applications of atomic power, subject
to international agreement in· the future, shall have custody of all
atomic .bombs and other atomic weapons. and may produce them in
the future to the extent directed by the President. In other words,
while recognizing the military aspects of atomic energy, this bill does
not recognize the direct concern of the armed services in atomic
weapons.
The "\Var Department cannot subscribe to these provisions which
virtually exclude the armed services from all phases of military application of atomic energy. Under the bill the Commission would have
sole responsibility for all further research and development in the
militm"Y' field. The Army and Navy would be utter strangers to
what was going on, as much so as the army and navy of a foreign
power, although they might be cn,llecl on to operate the weapons so
developed, on short notice and without knowing what they were.
There arc no provisions requiring, authorizing or even suggesting any
consultation or contact with the War and Navy Departments on the
many problems of national defense that are necessarily involved in the
control of atomic energy.
The 1Var and Navy Departments a,re charged broadly with responsibility for tho nn,tionnl defense. Unless it is proposed to relieve them of
this responsibility or to cripple them in their performance of it, adequate provision should be made for their :wtivity, in conjunction with
the Commission, in the military part of this field from which has come
the most devastating weapon in existence, a weapon for which no
defense is foreseen. Legislation in the field of ntomic energy, under
present-day conditions and until there is firm assurance of effective
intemationa.l controls, should, in my opinion, provide for direct participation by the War and Navy Departments in the military applications of atomic energy. The War Department has developed this
point more fully in its formal report on the hill and will submit specific
provisions along this line if the committee desires to have them.
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. The CHAIRMAN. I think we ought to.have them,.Mr. Sec:r~tary.
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes; I can.provide them.
Any other policy, irt my opinion, is taking the greatest risks 'With
the safety of the Nation.
.
'
The War Department is also concerned about that portion. of
section 6 which provides: . ·
·
.
,· · . ·
The Co~missio~ is authori~ed and direc~d to have custody of all a~sembled or
unassembled atomic bombs, bomb parts, or other atomic military weapons,
. presently * * * produced.
.

The War Department urges that present stocks of atomic bomb components should remain in the h/l,nds of the militatv forces. Atomic
bomb components have been produced by the Army and constitute a
vital and integral part of tho Army:s ord.nance, which should not, at
this time, be removed from the N at10n's arsenal. Changes would, of
course, be made in the event of disarmament of atomic bombs by
effective international arrangement.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to ask the Secretary whether he
would consider a mere paper agreement .an effective international
agreement?
.
Secretary PATTERSON. No.
.
Senator ·MILLIKIN. That would have to be supplemented by works
and deeds, as distinguished from just a lot of noble-sounding words;
is that correct?
.
.
S~cretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir; there have got to be safeguards for
it, of course.
.. ·
There iR one other matter relating to the national security on which
I should like to comment.
· The CHAIRMAN. In view of Senator Millikin's comment, lest I be
charged with any naivete, I think I should say I join. in your last statement. I wouldn't be satisfied, either, with mere words, Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN, The thought never crossed my mind that the
Chairman would.
Secretary PATTERSON. I firmly ·believe tht scientific research and
discovery must be actively encouraged if we are to remain strong in
this field. The highest interests of the Nation require tho.tour knowledge of nuclear phenomena must be greatly expanded. To this end I
feel that any legislation that .is adopted should lay down a policy of
minimum interference with small-scale private research which does
not involve the release of atomic energy in large amounts and that
such legislation should not contain provisions which negate that policy.
While S. 1717 announces a policy of "assisting and fostering private
research and development on a truly independent basis to encourage
maxi.mum scientific progress," it contains, perhaps unintentionally, a
series of severe restrictions on such research and development. It is
submitted that S. 1717 should contain provisions similar to those of
the amended May-Johnson bill which guard against interference with
smn)l-scale or university resen.rch. I consider this point of direct
interest to the War Department, for we must advance if we are to
remain strong.
.
Among the inore important restrictions imposed by S. 1717 on
small-scale independent research, which the War Department deems
unnecessary, are the following:
.
1. All research is subject to reporting and ir.spection requi.rementf':
2. All fissionable materials, however minor in amount and wherever
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used or produced-even in smn11-scale laboratory research-are owned
by the Commission an.d subject to its control.
·
·
3. All uses of source materials, however minor, are subject to regulation and control by the Commission.
·
..
4. All experimental devices ·utilizing fissionable materials ate subject
to Commission license.
It is of great importance that as much,i.nformation as can be made
available without prejudice to the national safety should be freely
circulated. At the same time it is of vital importance that adequate
means be provided for holding information secure in all cases where
the release or communication of it would plain.ly be prejudicial to the
national safety. In determining what information would endanger
national safety if released, common prudence requires that these
agencies of government charged with responsibility for national defense-the armed forces-should be consulted. The announced policy
of the United States is that the technical secrets of atomic bomb
manufacture should be held secure. · Security provisions of domestic
legislation should reflect this policy and provide adequate means of
protecting such information as long as circumstances require . . There
should not be a shadow of doubt on the Commission's authority and
power to safeguard information of a secret character that is vital to
the national defense.
S. 1717 places reliance on the Espionage Act. We are, convinced
that the Espionage Act is an inadequate instrument in this instance,
and I say "in this instance" because of the extreme importance of the
matter we are dealing with. The Espionage Act does not clearly
prohibit the transmission of military information orally or by personal
written communication even by present or former government employees unless actual subversive intent can be shown; nor does it
prohibit the communication of information of military value that is
discovered or developed by private persons. Prosecution under
significant portions of the Espionage Act lrnving to do with nationaldefense information faces the difficult task of proving that the defendant obtained the information with intent or reason to believe that it
would be used to injure the United States or to aid a foreign nation.
Standing by itself, the Espionage Act is not enough for this particular
purpose here.
The CnAmMAN. What ln,w on the books, Mr. Secretary, protects
developments in radar or bombsights, or the most vital national-defense
secrets?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. The Espionage Act is doubtless the act that
is most relevant, but careful reading of the Espionage Act shows that
not all the communications of information of importance to the
national defense is covered by it, and I believe that the power of the
Commission to adopt security regulations where they believe it necessary for the national defense and the national safety should be utterly
undoubted.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am not disagreeing for the moment wit~
you. I just want to explore the possibility of following your suggestion of closing this door to the barn, a wide door, it may be true, and
leaving all the other entrances and exits open.
.
Let us take the cryptogram machine, or whatever you call it, that
broke clown the "winds" messages, so-called. I, among many other
people, regretted that information was disclosed that we had that
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· · :u111chih~. :: Now;'•forgetting for· a-· moment: that•'th~ ·~~i~£13nde'~l ,that
· machine was· disclosed in this Pearl Harbor comrilitt<lej ·what protection. did the Government have on thil._t piece of:iriachinery? : · •
· Secretary PATTERSON. Well, ·you have the. protection ,afforded: by
: the Espionage Act, and the provisions of it, and in time of.iictualwa:r;
of course, there is a fairly broad provision in the Esp~onage' Actr the
concluding provision. . . . . . . .. . . · ... · . ,: :·. .. . . .... ' : .; :_,
But 'the other ones deal with· specific cases,-. and :I: think the statement I made a few moments ·ago is true, that·.it is hard to find·any ..
'Where under the Espionage Act any-thing dealing· with disclosure of
information unless it is with actual intent. or teason to, believe that.it
. will injure· th~ NatJ.011:r or advance •the ~terest of 1a ·f~reign· ~ation,
because certainly the nrst five clauses of 1t are ·all qualified with the
existence of that intent;
·
··: ·
Tlie CHAlliMAN. Now, bacteriological warfare has been referred to
in the press, and in various articles, and also,! believe; by members of
our Department ... I£ we decided to write into this bill great power to
issue such regulations, as an astute commission might deem necessary;
. and inake them crimes, all I am ))oint~g d_ut is that we would leave
great fields untouched, such as bacteriological warfare. · · · .
Secretary PATTERSON. I would make the regulations subject to the
approval of the President.
·
....·
'.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't it be better to try to design a general
statute to cover all military information rather thitn to work out on
this particular problem?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. I appreciate, Senator, that· an effort was
made in the draft to handle the subject, but it contained some language
the meaning of which is not clear to me, something like "adopt adtninistrative interpretations of the Espionage Act." I don't know what
that. meil.ns. The Espionage Act, itself, has nothing to do with
adtninistration.
·
·
· ··
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't it be well, Mr. Secretary, if the War
Department was to recommend to the Congress ainendments. to the
Espionage Act?
..
. .
Secretary PATTERSON. In handling security under this measure, I
would put it right in the measure, itself, and would give the Corntnission authority to adopt the security ·regulations, in line• with tho
general basic policy of having tile freest possible circulation of informa'"
tion in· this field, and subject to the provision that they be with the
approval of the President.
·
'
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, after you did that you would leave wide
fields of valuable information p;rotected only by tbe act, itself, wouldn'.t
you?.·
·
·
Secretary PATTERSON. This matter is of such urgent imporfance
thitt I would put it right in this act.
..
.
.
Now, you have a provision in there somewhere that the classification
of information for relaese shall take it out of the Espionage Act.,. but
the failure of the Commission to do it shall not bring it within. I don't;
know what the meaning of-that is.· ..
, ·. .. · , ,·
Senator AusTIN. I think the Secretary's attitude in the matter is
justified by the history of the ·many attempts to tighten up· the
Espionage Act. I used to sit in the Judiciary Committee, and:I was a.
member of the subcommittee for enactment of: the Espionage- Acti
81930--46~pt. ~ D
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We just could11't ~menc1··t1mt,act to·co~et the ,v:hole field .. We encountered.all kinds of obstruction.and objection because the attempts
did cover such a broad ground that there was a fairly reasonable .claim
that it interfered. with freedom of speech ·and publication, so :t,here
was a very powerful bloc against it; and it ha$ been utterlyiinpossihle
tol take that act and amend it into the condition that would.protect ..
the military secrets of the United States.
: . .
. . . ,': 1. ;, .
· .Secretary PATTERSON. As I read the Espionage Act, each·div'ision
of it deals with a specific case .. It is not in broad coverage ~xcept,as
.you add them all together, and even then there are plenty 6£ empty
spaces. , The first· has to do with entry on or flying.over,or.getting
information about a fort with intent, .and so on. 'fhen they .have a
provision about copying or inaking a sketch or photograph of pl.ans·
or papers, and then there are four or five more; but they are .a series
<>f specific provisions against particular things, and for most · of· them
you have. to prove the intent. · ., .. · .
,
· ., . ·.: . . ·. ·
. The CHAIRMAN. Which,·in itself, is a pretty sou.nd protection of the
Anglo~Saxon system.
.. .. . · . . ·, .
,
. , .. .
, , , . ,· . ·
Secretary PATTERSON. I quite agree, Senator.. It is all a question
,of how important you see it.
.
.
•
.
· Take the technique of the actual ho.rob manufacture, for .instance.
The Commission ought to have the fullest. power to protect that information. There shouldn't be the slightest doubt about it. If ·
11.nybody just saw fit to exercise free speech about it, is it thought.for·
a minute that that should be done?
The CHAIRMAN. Now, there are other fields in which it is just as
'important?
Secretary PATTERSON. No, sir;, not as important as this·weapon
that I know of.
··
The CHAIRMAN. You don't regard bacteriological 'warfare as
important?
.
Secretary PATTERSON. I don't regard anything as important uridcr
present conditions as the atomic bomb. I t,hink I said here "the
most potent weapon yet devised," and that is true; there is no question
about it. There ought not be the ,slightest doubt about the security
of that part of it.
It is strongly recommended that the Commission should be e:!lipowered to adopt whatever security regulations are found to be
clearly necessary in terms of the· national security. Basic scientific
information should be freely disseminated, but the Commission should
be empowered to define by reasonable regulations what is included in
this concept, having due regard for the national interest.
· ·
The CHAinMAN. Let's see if I undArstand it. You mean the Commission should decide what is basic scientific information?
Secretary PATTERSON. I think they should outline the boundaries
of it; yes, sir. I don't think there would be much doubt about most
of it.
. The CHAIRMAN. Do you advocate any veto power by the military·
as to what constitutes basic scientific information?
.,
Secretary PATTERSON. No, sir. . .
·
. . · ·
The CHAIRMAN. Do you contemplate that the Commission; before
reieasing basic scientific information, should submit it to the War
Department for its review?·
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·,. :: . Secre~ary ::PNrTE~S~~.;;;1
;h11rm' ·Whataoever-. iri.(h~vin.g;:
sultation befor~ ;that,. but ..the ma.tter should be in: the:'.p6we1': of the·
Commission subject 'to approval by the President. . · ..,. · .,. :, ),,,,.~:,.,
: . The CHAIRMAN,,·Now,.of,cou:rse;··On·techrtical·knciw:..how~'::.,: ·•·
· Secretary PATTERSON. I think the .Commission should,.>of pourse,
·consult on a ma,tter qf, that .!?ott with the.Army and Navy.to,get.th:eir
ideas, but· nttit to be, bound 1 however,. by what' they say .. : .
The CHAIRMAN .. Thank you.·,
.
· .
.
. , ...
. Secretary PATTERSON. The.part about this bill that concerns,me:is·
the exclu~jon from-every consultation of the people who. are responsib.le .for. the,pational defense~even from 'COnsultation. · . · .·. '. ·:"'i . . ·.
The CHAIRMAN. There is. a Division of Military Application; ';MrLi
. Secretary., : , . . . · .
: :.. ; ,: .. ,.. · .· . ·
· , _.· . :· .. '.. ;; ,i ;·
ji~;retary PATTERSON,, But .:it.doesn't·mention anywhere any.con:.:
tact with the War Depal'~ment or Navy Department. I don't think
the names appear in the. bill any.where.. 'l'here is nothing there to
suggest that the division you .mention would have any contact or·
connection:or speaking acquaintance with anyone in the War Depart...
mentor Navy Department.
. .
.
. . . . .. ·
Domestic security policies and procedures should be consonant with
whatever action is taken by the .United Nations concerning the
exchange of information. To :i;naite sure that security regulations' are
not excessive, they should be subject to approval by the President:
I appreciate the concern that is felt by people in excessive security
regulations, and you have got the two interests that,I think.anyone
who studies the matter must concede exists: A policy of the freest
dissemination possible in order to e:xl)loit any possibilities of this power,
and at the same time 1 certain facts that must be protected by security
regulations. I kno~ of no better way tl~nn to ves~ it in the Commission. They, of course, should consult with those m the armed forces
as to their ideas; too, and their regulations, I believe, should be subject
to approval by the President. · ·
. ··
.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I suppose it has occurred to you, when
you stated that you measured the two diverse considerations, that any
setting up of extreme secrecy provisions here would be likely to bring
about the same action in foreign countries on limitations of scientific
information.
·
, ..
Secretary PATTERSON. Everything I have said is subject to the
international situation and to the international engagements that we
are committed to.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, do you think that there is any possibility that
this country might lose a war or weaken its national defonse if it set
up airtight secrecy restrictions.on the ·dissemination of scientific information, more than it would if it adopted a more liberal policy?
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, we come right back to what you said
a momen_t !),go, Senator. I ~an imagine no useful purpose to be served
by revelation of the techmque of bomb manufacture. Can you?
The CHAIRMAN_. I can't either, no. · .
·
· ·.
Secretary PATTERSON. can imagine very harmful effects from it,
extremely harmful, and I, can imagine nothing useful. ·
. . ..
.The CHAIRMAN. But I can also see, Mr. Secretary, considerable
harm that might come, because of scientific progress, by a continua•
tion of the Manhattan district's i philosophy as to the security and
as to how. they are operating the project,'
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·. ,Now:, l fully 'appi'eciate, that' y~u can sa;' that' We '9f~··trying 'th get
rid of it~at least f arn goi:qg to do: my·best·to see '.t~1at/ that·.cotne~
aboutbuticansee-.~·-···· ..
· . ·.''· · · · .' ;•_·,,,,·,_;-,,·.;
Sec;13tary PAT'l'EliSON' (interposing)'i'lt WllELpl'etty't1~eful in -tim~.. of
w11r·wasn'tit Senator?··.,···"·,·,.,·.·:.·._.·;::;·:;.;.,.·.,:,.· .. ··.:, . •:··· ...
. The' 0HAIR;,IAN. Yes,
'cotfrse it ·was. ,,,,r;ciin Md,·however; 'fyft'/
Secretary, that from talking with the scientists, many of thern;·who'
.furnished the essential ideas u1ider which ..this was inade;· 'they I will
not-·continue undei· the' same kfod of secrecy restrictions as they 'did
under wartime. l think you can agree that will have its 'infltien:ce. · ·
Secretary PAT'l'E:RSON, Of coui·se, I 'am interested in their vrews on·
it;' ' They -are ofvalue> ; ' ! ' ·.' ·, ' /I' • •
'
'
'
'
'
'
.·
'
There are many other points in which it is believed. that S.' 1717,
should be amended a1id ·clarified if' it' is' ·to cafry ·out effectivelj,,its
announced objective"s: They ha,v_e no direct:b(}aring''on·nn,tional security; however, and I should prefei· not to discuss .them in this-.·state-·
ment. They are covered irt the i'eport that the War Department has
prepared in response, to the cotnmitt.ee's formal· re·quiist, Th'.e' repo'rt
is now being processed throug~ the Bure11u of the Budget. ' · ·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chau·man, has the Navy Department been
asked for a formal report? '
·
· ·
The CHAIRMAN.· They have, Senn.tor.
Senator MILLIKIN. Has it come in?
The CHAIRMAN. Not yet.·
·
Sena.tor MILLIKIN. Has the Air Forces?
Secretary PATTERSON. That is covered in· the. War Department
report.
,
.
.
.
Senator JOHNSON. Will the War Department report reflect the
viewpoii1t of General Arnold? · I notice tlia.t he made a public state:ment yesterday,· I think it was, with respect to the atomic' bomb.
Will the War Department report reflect that view'y.>oint? · ·
·
, Secretary PATTERSON. 'The. War Department, Senator, will reflect ·
the views of the head of the Department; but, of course, the views of.
the head of the Army Air Forces are considered in formulating the
opinion of the War Department to be embodied in its report. .
·
Senn.tor JOHNSON. Well I hope it will be possible iri the report that
is submitted by the War Department to reflect the viewpoint· of the
Army Air Corps, the Army Air Forces.
.
. · . .
Secretary PATTERSON. It certainly would. · · · '.
· ·· · '
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. i;lenator, I wonder if it miglJt. be convenient
for the Secretary to furnish the committee with the full text of General·
Arnold's remarks?
·
·· Secretary PATTERSON. ·Yes. When were they made?
Senator Jo1rnsoN. Yesterday the press reported them ..
: Secretary PAT'IERSON. l can get th.e · text, and would be glad· to
'furnish it. Of course, if y<>u want his individual views it might occur·;
to you to call him up here; Senatot .. , · · . · .. · .'
'
' ·. ' · .
Senator JoHNs6N. I would like to ho:ve.'Geil.eral · Ai·pold appear
b,efore this coinmittee and give his _views.
. .
· ·. · ' ,.
·, .
Secretary PATTERSON. Re might have · ihdividual views as:, to·,
certain features of it that were not ih 1accord with the v'ie,vs as· stated
by the War Department; ·. · · : , > ,, t, · ·' . . , · · • ·:
: Senat01t• J OIINSC>N;' General ·Arnold' has made a' consider.able study,
of the postwar defenses of the United States, and I think: his' views
would be very important.
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. . Secretary r ATTERSON.
.is .~, the'<~ourse i of ietirement a.rttnoi
activeanylongerin;the·WarDepartment;, ·,,: · . , ::,:_:..;r •. ,.. ·
Senator JoHNSON. He did have .much, to do, 0with outljnin:g .the
defenses of America as the plan worked out. ·. ·. · · ' · . ·
· . ··
Becr~tary :P4TTER~ON'~. His ':Views )vould~ h:e. of \ralue on: 'anything ·
' relative to the national: defe.µse, .,of; course;; particularly about the ·
~mployment of air power and weapons that were launched that way.· ...
·.The CHAIRMAN: Do you know :where,he· is now,: Mr; .Secretary?;. . ·
Secre~ary ~AT1'Eiis.oN. I thin~ -he is ri~ht her~ .in 1Vashitigton, .i:Ha .
was up m Philadelphia last ev:enmg, I thmk; or1s;gomg therei tQmght.
-The CHAIRMAN; I was afraid he·had:gotten :to the west coitsh'.(.,: ·:-...
Secretary PATTERSON. I think h¢js,going to -be around<here,for
the remainder of the month. . : · · ·-,:· - •· . · , ._.
, ;.i
The _CHAIRMAN .. We will see .that heis.called, Senator.
·... ·. '...
Secretary PATTERSON. In conclusion, the War Department stands
with those :who desire. the establishm_ent, of a sound and. effective
. national policy for the development·of atomic energy geared to the
highest interests.of the _Nation and-of the,world. Knowledge in this
field must be greatly expanded, and to this end the War Department
· favors minimum interference with independent fundamental research
consistent with requirements of natJ.onal safety.. We look forw_ard to
the day when this tremendous. force may come to· be used solely for
peaceful purposes. We are convinced, however, that until such time
as international arrangements and safeguards· to make this goal effective have been worked out, stage by stage, legislation relative to
atomic energy should make provision that the War and N a-vy Departments be consulted and take part. in those phases of atomic energy
.relating · to military application. We are also convinced: that the
power of tbe Commission to adopt adequate regulations for protection
of information vital to the national defense should be stated, in terms
that admit ofno doubt or debate. We urge that S, 1717 be amended
to cover these essential matters.: ,. ,
· .
.
.·
.. . ·
,That _concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions of the Secretary?
I take it, Mr. Secretary, just to ·emphasize the story, that you
approve of the bill, with some exception. I.want to inake certainI <lon't know bow long it will take us to get your report. out.of the
Bureau of the Budget._ I assume that we can hurry it out qf :there.
When we get it, I take it that the report is .pretty well syntµesized
in your statement here..
.:
: .
. .
' '·.
Secretary PATTERSON. We have a number of matters commented
on in the rep't>rt that are not _covered in this statement. •· They are h;1
some respects details of draftsmanship.
The CHAIRMAN. Of a minor nature?
.
..
· Secretary PATTERSON. Well, they don't interf!c)re with any of the
· main objectives covered in the President's letter, those five_ that I
mentioned. 1'i e are in accord with those.
.
.· .. . . ..,
The CHAIRMAN; I take it that what you are essentially interested
in is· a great power of participation by. the armed forces in the weapon
side-of it, plus a tightening up, as you seeit,,of the necessary security
regulations?
:
.
·.
·. ·
..
. ,
·
. Secretary PATT]JRSON. Yes; sir. . . ,:! ' . . . .
. ' .. : .
, The CHAIRMAN . .Those are two things you wish to emphasize? . , ·,
Secretary PATTERSON: Yes,. sir; :until ~uch time as.we have international arrangements supported by effective safeguards.
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: ' Tho 011:<AIRMAN .· ,rrhank JOU ·vei·y. much, :
W,o lrnve with us Dt·. Jowett. , .. · .: · ·o . .
Will y9u come forward, please. ·
'I ...

STATEMENT OF DR. FRANK B. JEWE'rT, PRESIDEN'l'; NATIQNfL
' ACADEMY OF. SCIENCES

Senator HAR'I'.' Mr. Chairman;, I think it• might be well for the
record to show Dr. Jewett's qualifications.
.
.
.
·
Dr. JEWE'I"r. I am president of 'the N ationi11 Academy .0f Sciences,
which is a corporaticfl1 set up by Corigress to advise government on
matters of science and technology. · · ·
Until last year, and for 40 years, I was director 6f research for the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co., the Bell Laboratories, so my
whole life practically has been sp,ent as an industrial-research director,
although I started as a fundamental scientist.
· · ·. ·
Is that enough of a qualification?
·
Senator HAR'.l'. There is one more thing. I have a feeling that the
doctor also has high attainments as an engineer. We heard yesterday
something about the engineer-versus-scientist argument. Is that not
·the case, Doctor?
·
Dr. JEWETT. Well, yes. Of course, it is largely incorporated as an
industrial-research director; but I have been president of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and I am rated as an engineer by
engineers, and as an industrial-research lnan by scientific people. I
suppose the industrial-research people think I am a good engineer,
and the engineers think I am a good industrial-research man.
There is, Senator, a bit of qualification in this prepared statement.
I would like to make a preliminary remark. I had no thought of
asking to be heard at this meeting, and, consequently, I have paid
only general attention to the forms of these various bills, or to the
testimony. I have been busy on other things.
.
Consequently, when, through Mr. Boland, I received word last
week that you thought some of my views might be 0f some importance to you, I had very little time to consider the several bill,, that
are under consideration.
When I came to look them over in the little time that I had, I fou11d
thnt they were so voluminous in amount and so involved with an
intricacy of minute police powers for an undGtermined future, that·
it seemed to me about the only thing I could do whieh might be of
any value to you would be to try to analyze from my own point of
view the problem which confronts you, and all of us, in this ·sectclr,
and to see if I could find out what the fundamental things were, and
then what answer I would myself try to give if I were in your place.
That I have attempted to do, and I have not attempted to consider
the bills in detail, although having set down my own conclusions on
what seemed to me the fundamentals, I have gone ove1· the bills again
to see how for my own conclusions confirmed, or were at varianc.e, to .
those conclusions. I think possibly what I have done is more by way
of ri, philosophy than it is a detailed consideration of pending legisla- · ,
tion. In looking over the bills afte:i: I had done thi{4, I found that
many of the points that I had in 'mind· have been covered in one or
another of the bills. I· have some general conclusions about the
legislation which I will.cive at the end.
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testinioriy; ·and ;lhi{qtt~~tforut
-Whi~h you ask~d of~m:",, ,iiiid they indicated .some'_iriterpol.atiot~s.'rhicft.
I might make 111 my prepared statement; but I think po~s1bly 1t-w:ould ·
. be bettr,r fo\vtiit until the end. ·
.,
· · . · ·: ·· ·; ;: , :_., ··.,.
. 'Muyh of ~his maY. seem· a-bit £rite, but it seemed to met<;> ·go ~owi:i-, •
from my point of view at'. any' rate, to the grass roots of this· thing;·'·, ·
· While: I have read the bills·- for the development and control_· of ·
atomic energy which are now before the Commission, S. 1557;SA7'17;
il.nd S. 1463, revised H. R. 4280, and some of the published-testimony .
which your hearings have developed, I have not until the past few·
days made any serious attempt to formulate my ideas as to the specific .
. form of legislation which it seems to me the situation that confronts·
us demands . . Further, in the few days since I learned last week that
you felt my views might be helpful, I liave not had time to compare
the specific provisions of the several bins critically. . ·
. . · '
Although I was trained ~nd am rated as a physicist, I am not an
expert in nuclear physics. For more than 40 years I have been an
industrial-research director. As such, I have been compelled to keep
abreast 0£ the advances in funda.m:ental science and to appraise and
develop their practical possibilities. This appraisal and development
has involved not only civilian usage but military usage as well. Both
in ·world War I, during the interval of peace, and in the recent conflict,,
I have been largely concerned with military research and development
problems. · ·
· ·
·
··
· So far as this particular subject is concerned, I had intimate contact
with the atomic bomb development project in the early stages through
the selection and appointment of the National Academy of Sciences
Committee, which reported on the feasibility 0£ the project, and later
as a member of the National Defense Research Committee when it
was responsible for the/.reliminary development work.
.
With this backgroun , it seems to me that if my· views are of any
value to the ~ommittee they are concerned primarily with the basic
. factors which should govern the provisions of ariy legislation which
Congress may ultimately enact.
· .
Because of the possibilities for future development in nuclear
physics and of the great d1mgers to the N atiQ>n_ which inhere in these
developments if they are not wisely directed, it seems clear ·th.at
Congress must concern itself with this sector of science and technology
in a way it has never before been called upon to do. Further, it should
do so as promptly as possible if matters are not to get· out of hand
both domestically and in our international relations. Until we have
a definite policy and one which we can enforce reaeonably well within .
our own boundaries, we will continue in a weak position in our dealings
with other nations. For the moment we have won the atomic bomb
race_ and if we.had a definite domesti<: policy as to th~ futur~ development of atomic energy and a dear picture of how thiLt pohcy should
fit into a world pattern, we could use our commanding position with
great power in an endeavor to bring other nations to a common
point of view.
.
: ·
In passing, it seems to me that one of the most difficult problems
which confronts us, and Congress in particular, in· its conside:ration of
proposed legislation, is to decide which side of the street to play.
· If we are convinced· that the world is sincerely minded to seek to
.abolish global wa.r, legislation of the kind' here under consideration
,.
•.
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can: take on one., paUern) 1,.·If, however/we.are.;not so co1winc¢d and
. feel that we ·are ·likely to he entering an armistice: period at ..the end
of. which the Nation.is likely to ·be plunged. suddenly .irito·,a cat~s:trophic fight for its existence, the pattern.may be quite different.
·.
The provisions and 1:ihraseology of any law enacted will; I think,·
ahnost certainly indicate our present judgment as it is difficult for. me
to see how we can pfay both sides of the street fully and safely simultaneously.
.
..
·
-. · · , . - · : · ,- ·t .. :. · ...
.
What ai·e · the primary .factors with. which we must be concerned in .
legislation designed to. implement a policy designed to be in the best
over-all interest of the United States? -· '!'hey ai'e; I think, fom in
number, namely: .
· .
. .. ·.
.
. . ..
1. Fundamental science.
.
·
2 .. Technology, i. e., applied 01· incluskial science as it relates to the
use of fundamental knowledge in either the physical or biological
fields.
.
· .
. · · · . · .
.
·
.
3. Military applications of atomic energy. ,
· ·
: , , ..
. 4. The incidental hazards to life in the canying on of experimental
and development work; of manufacture and use of highly lethal
materials.
FUNDAllrnNTAL SCIENCE
l

'

.

.

.

'

Some hundreds of years of human exp~rrnncc have shown conclusively that science progresses best and most rapidly when there is
complete freedom of intercourse among scientists and full publication
of the results of research. This is true not alone within a natioa but
for the world at large, since no one can foretell where or by whom important advances will be made and each step forward is.an aid to all.
This freedom is of importance not only to fundamental science per
se but to the technologies which have their roots in fundament11l
science. Whether they be the technqlogies of peace or war they cannot go beyond the limits set by their root structure.
.
Until recently, notably until the military possibilities of atomic
energy. broke on a war-torn world, few, if any, questioned the validity·
of this basic principle of scientific research.·
·
..
.
.. If we could be sure of a return to the scientific freedom which
existed up to 1939, our course in this sector ,vould be clear.. Our
national intermit would impel us to stimulate prompt publication and
interchange of all new knowledge and to keep at a minimum in any
legislation anything which tended to hamper it.
Whatever our judgment of the future, it is still a goal we should
strive for and strive to have other nations follow. Anything .by way
of legal prohibitions in this sector is detrimental to the Nation's interest since they limit us to. :what we ourselves can do in o. field where
experience has shown that no nation and no people are self~sufficient.
Further, o.ny prohibition by us or any .other greu,t nation.is. a breeder
of reprisal and suspicion.
· .
·
.
.
If national isolationism in fundamental science had. bee·n the rule
in the past few decades, there would have bee1i no atomiq bomb_:
certainly we would not have had one.· Five years ago it w.o.s possible
because of a stock pile of fundamental knowledge internationally
accumulated for us.to embark.with a.ssurance of probable success on
the technological development of the bomb.. 'l'en years ago· no
amount of effort or money could have given us or anyone else· this.
assurance-'tl1e stockpile oI basic knowledge was not complete.
.
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_:_.'.Fun· internatiohal, freedom; ih,.the; ,dissenrination".of --fui:idaniehtai.- ·.
:a:esearch knowledge is, -th~refore, .in ,the interest, of all, no .'matter.
what restrictipns nations rirny put ori its technological use. ..;r:0:- •• ;; , r ,
..· If, howe:ver, some.powerful nation elects to follow a different ,course.
-While future Wars are :Still i,n the picture, it will be .a serious; !natter
. to legislate for fu_ll and· free publication._·, , Such a course: would: mean
-that the Uruted States :would. always have less than a complete .stock
:pile of.fundamental lmowledge with which to,build., . '. . . . · , ; ,
: If we could have complete freedom.within the Nation and complete
proh,ibition otherwise, the situation would be-mitigated. This;:however; is an impossibility in any save a totalitarian government havip.g
,drastic powers of regimentation. . . .
· .·· .
·
· · . · . :·, ·, · · ,,
· To attempt it in our form of government·would probably he wors~
tthaii useless-it could not succeed and the attempt would undoul;itedly
raise· grave international questions as to our intentions. Anytging
'less· than free intercourse atnong: our. own. scientists would be·· an
,added serious handicap, .
, ,
. . , .. , , , ,, . '
.· Whatever the final decision of Congress as to the ·fhraseology
-governing this- particular item in a law: for ..}he .contro of atomic
energy, it seems to me that Congress should not delegate authority of
modification to any board or commission created to administer the
law. A matter which affects the future interests of the Nation so
.gravely in so many different directions seems to me too great a respon~
,sibility to entrust to a small group of men no matter how capable. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I don't quite understand your .point. I
,understand that you advocate as free a dissemination as possible. of
•scientific information.
Dr; JEWETT. Yes. Here is what I really meant, Senator. This
was hastily written.
Suppose that the Congress should decide that free dissemination of
the kind we had a few years ago was in the interest of nations. Suppose they decide that today, and we had created a commission. The
situation chaf!geS tomorrow or the day after. It makes it appear to
·some people tliat that is an unwise provision, that we are doing our. selves damage by telling all and sundry of our creations in fundamental
·science and that another policy, a policy: of restriction, should be imposed. I think that the decision to change .from a policy of free dissemination to one of restriction is something which Congress itself
should decide and not delegate to some small body of men, no matter
how capable.
·
·
The CHAJRMAN. ·we are faceq. now with an immediate problem.
Dr. JEWETT. That is right.
. ·
.
. ·
The CHA~RMAN. We have atomic energy and the necessity for continuing research in the field. We can all agree on that. . · .
: Dr. JEWETT. I am talking, you understand, about dissemination of
fn_ndamental knowledge to all and sundry .. That is what we did
before 1939, before the war came on. That was the rule ,of sciimcefree publication, free discussion inter.p.ationally.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think we should restrict it now by law?
· :Or. JEWETT,. I do not. .
,. . . .
.
.
·. , ,, .
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I think it is unfortunate that
I?r. Jewett p.as not read my bill, wherein I holµ back some ofthe.d.elegation of this autho:r:itYc and Jreep it in the Congress instead, for. the
r!Jason whi?h he has gi:ven~that we d~n't _lmow.

I
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• Dr. J:E"WETT:' Yoli uni:le:rstitnd tlw.twhat I am'reading here;;Senator,'
saw it', .and then 1· ha.ve· tried .·to relate it. .
.
·" ·' :i
· Senator JOHNSON. I understand that, bu Ii I wanlied to callthe. attention of the chairman. lio one of the oulistancling merits to be found in the
bill which I have recently introduced.
· ,
· • · ·•
,
···Dr.JEWETT. Mypointsimplyisthis, thatthereskiction-whatever
you do in technology, whatever you do in connection with war preparedness, and I will cover some of those later-free dissemination of
scientific knowledge the world over has- been proven to be the surest
way of building up the maximum stock pile which the ingenuities of
i:>eople can use. The minute you try to restrict that, and particularly
if it brings about reprisals, then each nation is, in the la.st•ana.lysis,.
dependent upon what it alone can produce \vithout benefit from anybody else.
·
'
If you have been living in a world of free dissemination of scientific.
knowledge, and a nation suddenly decides to alter that policy, it
immediately not only limits itself to its own thirigs, but it immediately
raises questions as to why it has done it. · So it is a dangerous thing
to alter a policy once it has been established by Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. Not established by Congress; Congress simply has
never legislated in the field.
Dr. JEWE'l'T. Assuming that it had, and some of these bills indicate
the desire for free dissemination of fundamental scientific knowledge.
Having expressed that, anything that changes that picture is a
serious matter, and I say it is so serious a matter that it should be
reta.ined in Congress ,and not delegated to a small group of men.
Senator JOHNSON. Thank you, Dr. Jewett, for putting a little,
wu ter on my wheel.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think the Doctor really has.
Senator JOHNSON. I hope the chairrna.n won't take all the comfort
1.hut the Doc~or has given me 11wn:y from me.
.
Dr. JEWETT. I think bcJfore I get through I a.rn going· to be like
the Kilkenny-cat fight; I think I am going to hit you 1111. I hope l
haven't put any grit on the wheels.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Johnson's proposal, Dr. Jewett, just came·
in the other day. You may not have seen it. It proposes the substitution of a 10-man congressiono.l commission to operate this
situation, 5 from the House and 5 from the Senate, rather Lhan. an.
executive commission.
I might say parenthetically, I can sympathize with Senator Johnson's point of view. It raises, however, some constitutionaJ difilcul-·
ties, because we are a nation of division of powers between the legislative, the judiciary, and the executive,
Dr. JEWETT. It seems· to me to raise a very practical difficulty, too ..
Every one of you is li11ble to get left out in the cold at the next election.,'
.Senator JoHNSON. VVe will be replaced by others.
Dr. JEWETT. But they wouldn't carry over your wisdom as members.
of the Commission.
Senator JOHNSON. It will still protect the country, and the control
will be left in Congress.
.
The first paragraph of 1ny bill is very short, and I want to read it
into the record at this point, if the witness will not object:

was my a1ialy$is of the problem,· as I

The Congress .hereby declare
control of atomic energy are s·

0

thn.t,

the oroblems involved in the regulation.O:ncl
lependent for their solution
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.updn 'develoj:mtents :which: will occur 'in: 'the· neiir ifU:ture iii the fieids' of sciehtifi~
research and development and of ,international cooperation and· upon· the .results.
of tests with respect to·the military application.of atomic energy .that.it,would be
inadvisable at the present time for the. Congress either tci legislate with a view to
·the permanent regulation and control of. atomic energy or ~d vest the. powers of
regulation and control in·any·agency other than one directly representative of and
responsible to the Congress. It is therefore· the intention of the .Congress, in the
enactment of this legislation, to provide temporarily.for the regulation and contrql
of ato~i~ energy and t.o vest the poweri;'of regulation and control in a Copgressional•
comm1ss10n composed solely of Members of the Congress. ·
.
. ·

· That is briefly what my bill attempts to do, aniit, is for th~ reasons
which: I have understood the witness is advocating that there are .so·
many imponderables, so many "ifs" in this whole question of control
that Congress ought not to delegate too rapidly. its· authority,· ahd
especially its right to make changes as changes seem to be indicated.
Dr. JEWETT. I had not seen this S. 1824 you have been reading from.
Take, for example, on page 2 of S. 1717, the second of the express.
purposes of the act, what .You are attempting to do. It says: .
A program for the free dissemination of basic scientific inforII\ation·· and for
maximum liberality in dissemination of related technical information..
·

That is an expression of a point of view on the part of Congress,
and all I am saying is, that having seriously considered and takeIL
that as a definite point of view, it is not the type of thing that I would
delegate to a small group of men. If the Nation's needs require a
change, then it is something that the legislative body which passed
the original legislation ought, in my judgment, to take cognizance of,
whether it does it the way Senator Johnson has in mind, or some other
way. All I am saying is, I wouldn't give a commission the authority
to modify a point of view expressed by Congress.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you are going to have a free exchange of
scientific information, of course, it follows from the statement of that,
that it must be truly free among scientists who n.re not under any
sort of coercion. Is that not correct?
Dr. JEWETT. Yes. Practically through all my life, and up to the
beginning of this war, fundamental science-I am not talking about
technology, now, but funclamerital science-operated, and had operated, for a couple of hundred years, on the basis of complete free
internationhJ interchange of information. Men got together and
talked; they formed themselves together in societies; they published
papers; they had international congresses; 1tnd what we did was to
build up an enormous stock pile of fundamental scientific information
which the ingenuity of each nation made use of as it saw fit.
·
On this atomic bomb, of course, our contribution to the fundamental stock pile was small-quite important, but nevertheless
small-a different rule obtained, and had we been dependent upon
our own contributions to fundamenta~ science, we never could have
had an atomic bomb here.
Serrntor MILLIKIN. In those days, to the extent we had police
power states,·that power was not exerted on the true scientist; was it?
Dr. JEWETT. No; very little; and the evidences are these international associations and congresses. People get together and talk,
and every time a new bit of information comes out which is valid~
and the scientists are pretty careful not to publish stuff they don't
think is valid~it is published and disseminated broadly.
Senator MILLIKIN. Is it not conceivable that scientists in police
power states might be under such coercion that what they put·out
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by way,of exchange might b_e a slanted type ·ofgoodiiHather than a_
free and honest and 'uncciei:ced .typirof good~?· , · ,, , ,.,,, r-,.,· ,:, ·, ,,,--r:
Dr. JEWETT., Yes; it might e:ven go further in ·a -,~ompletely power
state and have them. pass out no information.· , So, then, ,what. you
have got, if you have that sort,of situation'-and.we are following a
different philosophy-:-is that they have all that we ha-ve; plus what
they haye'; an¢[ we have only what we hav_e, ,ourselves.:. . . : : ', , . ,-.
Sen.ator MiLLlKIN. We are getting the shoi:t end of the sw.ap?
·
Dr. JEWETT. Sure.
_
_ ,.-,._, , _ .: · ,·
Now, if I may interpolate; if 1 had to make the decision 'at ·the
present time with regard to this, despite the fact that I am ·.vety
skeptical about the world's ability to abolish war, although at 'any
rate we are making ·an attempt to do it, I thirik that rather than take
the horn of the dilemma of saying we will not disseminate fundamental
scientific knowledge, and raise all the suspicions as to our motives
why that occurred, I would ti·y to brii1g about free interchange again,
and be guided in the futute' by what the 'results were. ·
·_ ·
Senator MILLiKIN. Of course, you are aiming at a goal of free
interchange ofscien,ce, and I assume that you mean free interchange
of science.
,
Dr. JEWETT. That is right. _
Senator MILLIKIN, Up to the time that you. achieved that; ·- of
course you do not have a free interchange of science. You either
have no exchange, or a partial exchange, or a slanted exchange. Is
that not correct?
Dr. JEWETT. Correct.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. From that may we not conclude that untii
you also have a free interchange of all kinds of information, that you
cannot isolate this particular type of exchange?
·
.
·
Let me put it another way: Must you not evaluate what-you .are
getting against the background out of which it comes?.
Dr. JEWETT. I think the answer to that is "yes," but when you
say "free interchange of information," I don't think you can or ever
should or ever will. have a free, completely free, interchange of all
technological information. I don't think you will ever have that
within the Nation, itself, because that represents the skills , and
techniques which men in a competitive world, or nations in a com~
petitive world in peace, use. They won't pass that kind of information out.
.
.· . ·. ,
Senator MILLIKIN. I quite agree. I was speaking of the general
liberty of the press,: the general free interchange of information, political information, all kinds of information.
·.
-.
Dr. JEWETT. I think it is all tied up with the same thing .
. Senator MILLIKIN. Yes; it is; and unless you have that you do not
have the factor against which you can evaluate what you are-getting.
Dr. JEWETT. Let me see if I can state my. personal point·of view
again.
·
· -.
.
· . •J . ,
If I had to make the decision, we, as a Nation, have set our hands,_
rightly or wrongly, to the idea· of making this UNO work, _Now,
having done that, as the lesser of two evils in a world where I may be
suspicious of the motives or intents of other people, 1 wouldn't compromise my decision_ by an act which indicated that I didn'.t ·believe:
that the thing that I was shouting about was going to work; but :I
would be darn well prepared to make a change if I found the thing
wouldn't work.
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• Senator MILLIKIN:' Iri other' w'ords; if you were si'tt'ing up)iere; arid.
had to make re.commendations, for the: secui'it:f 'of. the !:{ittiq,n,·y'du'
· would look at the picture exactly as i1ds and·govern yourself accordingly, would yoti not?
. · ··
· ··
' ' : , · '· · ' '· ·
Dr.JEWET'i\·Yes; that is right. ''
:,,:' ',' " .· . .
The CHAIRMAN: Doctoi\ .as I take it, you don't want any legislation
now of any kind gtving anybody the right to pass upon what kind. of
scientific iiifor:rhation should. be disseminated, and what kind sh<iuld
not be disseminated?
.
.'
. ·
·
.
Dr. ,JEWETT.' I think my answ'er would have to be "yes" tc) that,
on the ground that in tlie over-all interest of this 1country; I think in
the .field of science· the goal of free interchange is in our best selfish
interest, because it tends to build up the greatest.stockpile of.know!-.
edge. we are an mgeriioils people, and we· think we know how to tise'
information pretty effectively; . I would hate like, .the dickens to 'go·
into another crisis X years hence· with one· harid. tied .behind me.
because of the lack of soine information that was obtainable.
The CHAIRMAN. Ofcourso I agree with your gen:eral philosophy, but
in drawing the bill I also realized that we had to set down some
guidance for the Commission ili handling this very dangerous matter;
I cannot reconcile your general philosophy with what I consider to
be the broadest possible provisions to implement that philosophy
with regard to this very explosive situation.
, _.
Dr. JEWETT. In that section of 1717 which I read, you did express
the philosophy, a broad .philosophy, and I agree with it .
. Now, all I have been trying .to say is that in this bi,11-and I didn't
have this bill, or any other bill particularly in mind-'-having expressed
that. as the national poirit of vie.w, as reflected through the Congress,.
I would certainly not give any appointed small group of .men a power
to change that view without coming back to Congress. That is the
only point I was trying to make.·
.
The CHAIRMAN. Today, the way the Manhattan project is operated,
you realize that there is no information coming out of it at all, that
over a month ago recommendations were made to General Groves for
the release of certain scientific, basic scientific, information, and, so far,
there has been no action on that matter at alL That is just being
bottled up, you see. ·
.
·
.
·
Dr. JEWETT. Well, I don't know enough about ,vhat is in.the Manhattan district project to know; but I suspect that the great bulk of
the stuff that is in there is not basic scientific knowledge, but is
technical knowledge, and that is quite a different breed of cat. •
·
Senator HART. Doctor, is· it your estimation that with the publication of the Smyth report, and what has gone on incident to. that a little
more, we already have given the world about all of the furidainental
scientific secrets that we had in this project?
· . . . · · ·
· ·'
· Dr. JEWETT. Well, I certainly think tl,uit with all that hits'.been,
published and said so far, the proof positive·of the fact that the prC>blem.
can: be solved was in· Hiroshima and Nagasaki. If you gave out ni6're
iri detail, yoQmight shorten the period when somebody else so ~ihded.1
could solve the thing. ''l'he f3:ct they know the_Prob!ei:n ca!!, pe·~olyed.,;
plus .what has already been given out; makes 1t seem to ·me perrectly·
clear that ariybody who' wiipts tC> pay the pi'ice f~:r !ir;-:-it' may; bf~J>1ig'
price-candowhatwehavedone.
·
·
· · ··
· ·· · ,,J
Senator HART. Doct.or, you arc talking about technological secrets?
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Dr. JEWE:"r. ,'.['hat is right, , ¥ost, of. the fundamental facts .were
known before we started the prc;,J ect: .
, , , .,
, . , , ., 1
•
Senator HART. You· don'.t think we-actually !?-ad held back?· . ·., ,
Dr. JEWETT. I simply don't know, but I know that the great bulk·
-0f the basic knowledge was the common stock pile with which we
started. The situation at the time thO:t T was asked to appoint this
Academy committee to review .this thing about, 5 years agp was. one
which had to be judged on existing lmowledge. The report of the
-0ommittee indicated the probable feasibility of doing this _thin~, .and
was based solely on a common stock pile of knowledge which indicated
that the thing could be done. It.was a highly difficult technological
problem; and it _was :very much of a gamble as to whether within the ·
limits of a war you c.ould solve the problem. But it looked as though
you might if you were willing to pay a big enough,price for it, and the
end of the road was success; .
. ·
.
· . . ..
. Now, that situation. no longer exists anywhere in the world .. There.
is no question as to the ability to succeed; we have succeeded, we
have proved it, so that anybody who wants to start now,.eveii if they
started with no more information than we had at that time-,-and
they have a lot more-would know perfectly well that they could
succeed if they were willing to pay the price for .it.
. .
.
Mr. Chairman, did I make clear the one simple point I had when I
read that last sentence, that Congress having expressed a point of
view representing the point of view of the Nation, I think it would be
very dangerous for any lesser authority to modify that point of view.
The CHAIRMAN. Even the War Department?
·
. ·.
Dr. JEWETT. 1 don't give a-yes; even the War Department.
Senator MILLIKIN. I wish you had finished that; it would have
been very refreshing.
. . :.
Dr. JEWET'l'. Senator, I have worn both uniforms, you know ..
The CHAIRMAN. I think we understand. ·
Dr. JEWETT. Shall I go on?
The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
'l'ECHNO_LOGY

Dr. JEWETT. In some respects the. ground rules governing technological employment of fundamental science are similar to those
governing basic knowledge; in other respects they are different.
Industry has gradually learned that so far as possible it is in its best
interest ai1d the best interest of its individual units to foster publication of results and free intercourse among its scientists and engineers.
It has four avenues for this, namely, publication in the scientific and
technical press, the open discussions of.scientific societies, the publication of patents and the evidence which the use of its products give to
all who have access to them.
.
..
.
Patents are a peculiar form of publication which are open to· technology but are rarely employed in fundamental science. They are
usually more specific in their disclosures of new things than are
ordinary scientific papers and they endow for a time the thing disclosed with a property right which can be legally maintained. Sinre
they do not, however, prevent anyone from employing them for
experimental purposes ~n a search for improvements or alte:rnativeS:,
they are in addition to ordinary scientific disclosures;
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. The principal: fundamental· in which technologic~l developtnent
d=ffers from basic sciehtific.research lies in the field of techniques and
skills. These . reprl'sent the ingenuities of the technologist aild
determine his ability .to survive in a competitive situation whether it b~
the competition: of peace :Or the greater national competition of war. ·
In varying degrees that are closely guarded-that is the techniques
and skills~and so ·long'.as the question of survival and competition
continue they w;ill c·ontinue to be .despite legislation to the contrary. .·
, , Experience, and our own experience particularly, h~s shown the
wisdom of stimulating a free technology as widely as. possible with a
minimum of governmental rest,raints. This is true for both. peace
and war. Our astounding achievements in World War II .were due
primarily to the magnitude and power of our national technologic~l
structure and not to our preeminence in fundamental science or in
our specific military preparations.
·
'
·
· Nothing, so far as I can see, has developed during the war to· after
our established attitude toward technology.
The coming of the atomic bomb has introduced a new factor-it
has not destroyed the old ones. It requires a new appraisal and
alignment and some modification of the rules. Whether the future
is to be one of war or of long-continued peace, the best interest of the
Nation will be served by the fullest possible development of this
new sector of science. Every unne.cessary legal restraint should be
avoided since each restraint in one way or another deprives us of
maximum ability to meet unforeseen crises when they arise.
MILITARY APPLICATIONS OF ATOMIC ENERGY

So long as war in the future and the maintenance of an Army and
:Navy are consiq.ered an essential part of our social structure, the ageold rules which govern milita.ry thinking and acting will persist. No
legislation will change tJ+em, nor should it.
There are some military things deemed by military men to be of
.such importance to the Nittion that even in the stress of war they ·
are not willingly disclosed even to an ally. This is no narrow clannish
thing-it is· grounded in age-old human experience. The friend of
today may be the enemy of tomorrow or the friend or ally of an enemy.
We have recently had a vivid illustration of this in the quickly altered
positions of Germany and Russia.and of Russia and.Japan.
It would, therefore, be hazardous in the extreme to enact legislation
which tended to weaken the control of the military on maintenance
.of secrecy on the military technological developments of atomic,
energy. If such weakening .is justified in this sector, there is little
merit in trying to maintain it in other sectors.
.
.
In saying this I d<;> not wish to be understood as advocating military
.dominance or control over the future of fundamental science or civil
technology in the domain of nuclear physics, or any other domain.
for that matter. Quite the contrary.
. .. .
While I am clear in my own mind as to the ultimate responsibility
of the military in those fields of technology which are solely or primarily military, I am equally clear that they should not be in position.
to dictate in other fields. · If restraints in such fields are needed be.cause of military requirements, they should, in my judgment, be.
?therwise imposed.
·
·.
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• It is in no: schso a <).orogation ~i the .capacity 6f profe~sfonai militttry
men to say that•as· a group they are ill qualified to·adtninistedunda:..
mental scienM _or· civil, technology. . Their incapacity · as a group
reside_s in the fundamentals 'of their assigned task.and in. the influence. of a lifetime of training fo1• that task. · Any of us in their position would
be similarly affected.
·
·
. Specifically, the factors are three: The requirement of ·implicit,.
unquestioning obedience in time of ,battle; the consequent deferring
to higher human authority;' and the necessity of making -:instant.
decisions for action on. the basis of meager data, all three of. which, I
might say, are antagonistic requirements certainly for fundamental
science and for civil technology.
· · .,
If these views are valid, and-I think they have merit, it seems to
me that ~ny legislation-which is enacted should be carefully scrutinized
to insure that the real interests of the military are safeguarded without
putting them in position to impose these interests detrimentally on.
other sectors.
·
HAZARDS

There is little that needs to be said about this 'factor other than to
mention the fact that experimentation in some sections of nuclearphysics, some of the substances involved which have to be handled
technologically and transported, are of a character which · involve,
hazards to life or jeopardy to the functioning of other nearby essential
~~~-

...

They constitute therefore a matter which involves the attention
of government. That. attention, however, is not different in kind
from the attention which govemment gives to the employment of
other hazardous things. It is the exercise of the minimum of police
power needed to insure safety without unduly hampering individual
or group initiative.
CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the foregoing and other similar considerations·
which seem to me fundamental, I have tried to formulate my own
views as to what legislation should seek to accomplish if we, as a
nation, are to derive maximum benefit from future developments.
In the present state of our scientific knowledge all of the numerous
prospective values of atomic fission are tied to the utilization of cer-tain raw materials w11ich must be. mined, processed, and manipulated
whether the end sought is in industry, the military, or the fields of
biology and medicine.
·
It seems to me that government, the agency for all of us, should
as a primary a.ct take control of all such ba.sie material and such of
the secondary products !ts requfre control. This whether these are
locally produced or imported.
·
Under this ptima.ty control; !would grant licenses freely to
responsible men or groups for mining, processing, industrial, or other·
uses under conditions ·of strict accountability for all such materials
and• full ·rep·orting as to the 'use made and of adherence to such
regulations concerning hazards as might be prescribed.
·· . . .
1n·0, word, I would seek to have the legislation encourage maximum
development with a; niiriimum of restriction and .a mil).imum of
policing,
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From 'the nature of the subject matter, I would make .the penalty·
for willful violation of the license severe.
. Because of the peculiar nature of the materials involved, policing
of any major operations is simpler than for most other things.
In a way the pattern I have in mind is not dissimilar to the one
employed in the control of narcotics and dangerous drugs. Any of
us can get these things on a valid prescription but not otherwise. The
control is in the control of the State through its licensin~ and reporting system. The doctor is licensed to issue the prescnption and is
under constant threat for violation; the druggist will honor the prescription and must make full accounting for· all materials in his
possession under threat.
.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. I should like to ask the witness how far he
would go in the location and development of mining claims. I assume
that the witness is. familiar with the way in which claims are made,
and the effect upon the public domain.
Dr. JEWETT. Fifty years ago when I Hved .in a mining c~untry,
Senator; or 40 years ago-- ·
.
Senator MILLIKIN. It hasn't changed any; it is the same thing.
Don't you think that a supervision over the mining-I am talking
now about the prospecting and developing of mining claims-so long
as you are dealing with the raw material would be sufficient?
Dr. JEWETT. Yes.
Let us talk specifically about a mining claim where the fellow is
getting out uranium, if you like. All· right, he has located a claim,
gone through the necessary processes, and I think all I woul.d do for
that particular material would be to say, "Go ahead and produce all
you can, but you have got to report everything in the thing." In a
wa.y, that is what we are doing with gold, at the present time, isn't it?
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes; and silver.
.
Dr. JEWETT. In other words, that particular material became a
matter of national interest, which is peculiar to that particular thing.
Senator MILLIKIN. You wouldn't suggest that all the mining area
of this country, because it might have some uranium content, should
be subjected to Government ownership, would you?
Dr. JEWETT. No; I should think not; because I suspect that you
could find a little urani'1m in almost any piece of soil.
Senator MILLIKIN. Testimony we have had concerns that.
Dr. JEWETT. So the question would then become a question of where
do you draw the line in this thing. How much uranium is uranium?
Senator MILLIKIN. A fellow goes out and stakes a claim and makes
a discovery, and he finds some ore that had some uranium in it. If he
has to report that, the Government then has an opportunity to walk
in and see what happens to it, and is that not sufficient at that stage
of the game?
Dr. JEWETT. Personally, I think so, and I think insofar as you .
can put the controls back to the limiting things, you have exercised
the greatest cont,rol you can without an enormous amount of police
power.
Senator JoHNSON. Couldn't that then be controlled through some··
control ?f assaying, or sent _in t9 be analyze~, !1-nd couldn:t the assayer
be required to repo1;t any important quant1t108 of uramum, or other .
fissionable products? Couldn't he be required to report that so the
Government would be on notice?
81930--46-pt.3~10
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For instance, the amount might be very small, ahd the· mining
operation might desire to throw out the uranium; but it seems to me
that this ore has become so important now that the Government
should be put on notice that certain ores do contain this element,
and it could be handled through the assayer.
,
_
Dr. JEWETT. Yes; it could be handled there. I had not tried to
think the thing out. I would assume, if you adopted the r,eporting
system as a means of control, it would apply to any links in the chain
that were important. I don't know enough about the drug and narcotics thing, but my understanding is that a company producing
morphine is compelled to report how much they produce, and where
it goes, und~r penalty; the wholesaler, when he gets it, has to keep his
records; and the retailer has to keep his records, and, finally, the
physician's prescription, which takes a certain small amount of that
out of stock, is the defense which the druggist has for accounting for
the amount of material in his possession, and so it goes right on back.
And who is this fellow who finally gives the order which begins to
take this out into the _general population? He is the man who the
State-not the United Statestin this case, but the State-has licensed
to do that very thing. Why? He has had a kind of training, has
passed a certain kind of examination, and he is the uppaid agent of
tlie-Sta.te authorized to disseminate this very deadly thing.
Brit the whole thing has to match up, and if the controlling agency
finds there is a big discrepancy somewhere along the line, it serves
notice that you have to look for it.
Senator JOHNSON. In the production of carnotite ores where vanadium is the objective, it might be much easier, and much iess expensive
to the mining company, to let the uranium part go on down the river
and go in the dump to be wasted.
Dr. JEWETT. It might, from their standpoint, but i£ the control
agency, commission, or whatever you have, felt that that material
should not be wasted,. then they could step in, if they knew about it.
Senator JoHNSON. Yes; of course, and the important thing is that
they know about it.
Dr. JEWETT. That is right, and I don't believe that you can get that
thing. I think if you start at the place where.the factors are the least,
you have the biggest change of control. The minute you try to get
a policing policy that goes out and polices everybody, it is like OPA.
I suppose it is correct tliat the British did a better job of rationing
food during the war than we did. If that is so, the reason is quite
clear. A large part of England's food supplies came in through a
limited number of inlets, and they had control of the thing where the
thing was easy to control. With us scattered all over a continent,
we have thousa.nds of inlets into the final stream, and it is almost
impossible to control.
PATENTS

I would not attempt to incorporate special patent provisions in the
basic law governing atomic energy. They have little or no place, so
far as fundamental science is concerned. In the field of technology,
they are not different in kind from patents in other fields and should,
I think, be controlled by such general laws as Congress mu.y' enact. If
experience indicates need for special patent treatment in t~is field,
Congress will be in far better position to enact wise legislation
as a
I
I

I
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result of it than to make the attempt"now when so much is conjectU:ral
and speculative.
·
CONTROL BODY

It seems to me that on account of the character of the problem an
independent administrative and control board or commission with
. clearly defined duties and responsibilities and with definite limitations
of. power is indicated. Clearly at this stage such a board should be
composed of men of the highest caliber and integrity.
. .
Wheth~~should be full or pa.rt :ime, com ensated or
'\lncorripensateg,_ai:e...i:atl~.coudary, I think, rovlded__) is hnpk
mentectwith_n,_u_a.,de.n~ ex_e~wiw~.sktJiff.
~lie:ooaro-s1iould....be,4vJiollffe:-.or,,pn.domin~Y. cj.'l.i]iau. If wholly
_civilian, i_t should_have suit.!!:_!>_l~ l~~·~sen€t1ves fro1lhlh~ mdE:'
~~F._!.Tg~s:-:(j'...~,q'.J.!i:~ilit"iftr, I t~mk sticn m!~?e.rs ~hfillld
1:ie !f"~ut~c[EL!!'.-.fil!~J~l«:? I!m!.!}~§mJ1,y]::fm~c~se'£.V:ice. . .
~swoagl-f·,:if'.-fue-6pm1on.,thfhlbMCt.~tim,_El..SJ!f...e..mcuJi~d.e11aLt.... ·
ments _9E_a_!ie_11<i~);>J,l}J£iJ!<ill?"'~l.!!>JJ!g=11..~~•.J>Jl,,~r!,e~j_gp,~M~~~<1L
_!,hl[~:r;" ., This 1s not because I doubt either tlieir a01lny-or competence, although in many cases they may not have the specific
competence for this particular job. Rather, it's because my experience has indicated that such men having heavy loads of other work
are forced almost invariably to delegate their duties to subordinates.
In extension of that last remark, I would like to make a remark to
show that it isn't just theoretical.
As president of the National Academy of Sciences, by law I am
the chairman of a Federal independent agency which Congress set
up, the board of which is composed of civilians, and the heads of
three of the great departments-the secretaries of three of the great
departments-and I have been in that position for 6 years. Not once
in that 6 years have I been able to have 11 full meeting of the board,
J or any meeting of the board, except once, when any of the secretaries
I was able to be present. They were always represented. The board
ould operate because the majority were civilians who did appear,
ud the secretaries always concurred in the findings of the board.
ut the board was deprived of the actual presence at the discussions
f the men who were designated by Congress to serve. Now, they
were represented by their subordinates, and it wasn't because they
idn't want to serve. It simply was because it was an additional
~doad
placed on already too busy men.
·
\ So it · · fallac I think to assume that the esi nations of h
s
[olgreat O~!l,rtments would mean that t e
1ve
~£t~_t9-.~~mf~J;filugifil~~m are or shou d~
capao~or gixJJ;J,g.Jli!.d,•.:th.ey tE'ct1me to ser~........ 'TliatJI::wllif I JU
0
osed to that sort of thiri''"~=--=-=....~·=~....E.J}lte'CnArriMAN:'~Doyctu'{hink they are any busier than Senators?
Dr. JEWETT. I doubt if they are as busy.
I can conclude my remarks, Senator, very promptly.
After I got my ideas oriented that way, I went back and started to
look over the three bills which had been sent to me, and these are the
conclusions I came to.
I realize that you men are struggling to reach a common judgment
and that what you do will not be exactly in the pattern of any one of
these bills. From the very nature of things, the reason you are sitting

1
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around here talking is that you are trying to find an answer which
represents the best judgment of the group.
What I am going to say is no particular reflect.ion on any of these
preliminary bills. It seemed to me that taking them as a group they
are far too long and to detailed about an unknown futme. They
put the wheels in motion of a delegation of authority, and the setting
up of machin.ery that once set up 1s difficult to change.
'
I should think the thing to <lo when you get through with your
hearings, which is probably what you will <lo, and which is a one- or
two- or tluee-man job, is to boil this thing down and put the acid
test on it against some fundamentals. What are we trying to do?
What is the minimum of legislative action that we should take to
insure doing that thing? What is the best machinery to administer
the will of Congress on the thing?
I think you should come out with a much short~r statement than
I have seen in any of these bills. I would start at the grass roots of
the raw materials, and I would build my police power up only so far
as it was necessary to insure what I wanted. I think I would insist
that everybody who dealt in this field that Congress thinks is important should be under very strong command to make a full accounting for what he does.
·
Now, in going over the bills, and having listened to some of the
questions you asked Mr. Patterson, and using S. 1717 simply as an
example, as I went through it I made some notes here, and I have
indicated what I would,do.
If you are going to set up a commission subject to the observance
of a minimum of restrictions, I would give practically everybody who
is reputable whether it be an individual. or a group, who had the
facilities and who was willing to observe the rules-I would give them
a license to go ahead.
·
The military services are one of the parties that I would consider.
I think the provision in 1717, for instance, for the control of the
military, is not only a dangerous provision, but I think it won't work.
Isn't it in 1717 where the Commission will take complete control of
developments of military matters? I don't think any civilian body
can or should usurp or take over the responsibility of the military.
As I listened to Mr. Patterson, I think that was his feeling, too.
I would treat the military applications, as long as we have got to have
an Army and a Navy, just as I would the applications of an industrial
concern or a college. The Commission has full control, and should be
fully informed as to the general use which is made of material which is
turned over to any of its licensees; but when it comes to the development of the technique of using that material for military purposes, I
think as long as we have an Army and the Navy and the Air Corps,
we have got to lodge the responsibility for proper use in them, and I
don't believe any group of civilians can take it away from them, or
take it away from them safely. I would treat the Army and the
Navy under your Commission just like I would treat anybody else.
Sure, they will be the biggest ones. They will be operating in a
peculiar field, and they will be under necessity of reporting to this
body, which is the agent of Congress in the whole, as to what general
use they have m~de without disclosing the technical military values,
so your agents will at all times know how much material there is,
about what it is being used for.
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Personally, I certainly wouldn't put a military problem i:rt. the hands
of a civilian commission, .
· ·
· . ·,
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Senator HART. I have one question, Mr. Chairman.
I am sure you have had lots of experience with security, .Doctor.
Do you think that on the assumption that we need to continue to
keep secrets, that the Espionage Act is sufficient, or should there be
· something in this law?
Dr. JEWETT. It has been so long, Senator, since I have read that,
that I am really not in a position to answer. My impression is that
it is no.t enough.
.
May I make one other observation, Senator, which may or may· .hot
have any bearing on what you are considering. I think I wrote a ncite
to Dr. Condon on it. It has to do with the power possibilities of
atomic energy.
·
As I say, it might not have any place in this particular legislation,
but it is a thing that I think ought to be borne in mind. In the last
analysis, tho utilization of energy from whatever source it is derived
is not wholly a scientific or technical matter; it is an economic matter.
We use water power, we use steam power, or what not, if both are
available, depending on which one is the cheaper for us. At the
present time, we get practically all our power from the utilization or
burning of some form or other of coal or oil or their derivatives. vVe
know we are still far from the maximum of what we can do there.
If you come down to atomic energy, the kind we are talking about
here, or any kind of atomic energy, you don't want to forget that the
greatest manufacturing plant for atomic energy is outside .the earth;
the sun is the greatest atomic energy producer that there is. It does
part of the 'manufacturing process, and sends part of its end product
down here. What we are dealing with in this thing here is what the
solar system did billions of years ago and left us some half fabricated
materials in the crust of our earth, and we are carrying these things on.
But the sun is pushing down energy here all the time, and, of course,
there have been aJl sorts of talk from time immemorial about harnessing the sun's energy, usually in a piffiing way.
But there is one plaoe whore the sun's energy is harnessed continuously in large amounts, and that is in the growing things in the
tropics. Now, we all know that hither and yon people have made
attempts to get mechanical energy out of the results of growing things,
notably in alcohol produced from sugar, or other wood products.
But never has anybody attacked that problem in its entirety and on
anything like the scale which the Manhattan district project attacked
this particular one.
While nobody could say what tho future has in store, I personally
think that we, or anybody else who is able to do so, could pour
hundreds of millions of dollars, and all the manpower in a coordinated
attack on this problem involving the botanists in their modification
of the species of growing things, the biologists, the chemists, physicists,
and engineers on the thing. It is not at all inconceivable to me that
-in some distant time you will find atomic energy being put into the
power field via the atom-splitting business in the sun through this
kind of thing.
All I am saying is that insofar as that kind of a possibility has
any influence upon the power and energy side of this thing, even.
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though it has no place in your present legislation, you want to remember, I think, that there is always the possibility that no matter what
technologically we can get out of this by power, it may not be economically the cheapest kind of power that you could get froni atom
splitting.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Jewett. We are delighted to have had you, Doctor.
The committee will meet at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning to hear·
Major de Seversky, and some other witnesses. 1
.
.
·
· (Whereupon, at 12:55 p. m., the committee recessed until .lQ a. m.,
Friday, February 15, 1946.)
.
1 For the statements of Major de Seversky and other witnesses who appeared before this committee on
February 15, s,e pt. 5 of the hearings on atomic energy. The hearing on that day was not part or the series
.

of hearings on S. 1717,

X
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1946

UNITJ!JD STA'l'ES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ~NERGYb
Washington; . 0.
The special committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a. m., .in
room 312, Senate Office Building, Sena.tor Brien McMahon (chairman)
presiding.
.
'
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Austin, and Hickenlooper.
.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
special committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T. Boland, staff director.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Stone ,is appearing for the League of Women
Voters.
·
STATEMENT OF MRS. HAROLD A. STONE, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

Mrs. S'l'ONE. I have with me Mrs. Allari C. G. Mitchell, director in
charge of foreign policy for the League of Women Voters, and I would
like her to present a brief port,ion of the testimony. I am Mrs.
Harold A. Stone, a director of the National League of Women Voters.
In appearing before the Special Committee on Atomic Energy, 'the
League of Women Voters would like to divide its testimony into three
parts. First, we believe that we should express our preference for
putting the new agency for the control of atomic energy under a single
head and within t.he regular framework of the executive bmnch.
Second, we should like to express our approval of many features.of the
McMap.on bill, although pointing up several provisions which the
League would like to see changed; and, third, we should like to state
our opposition to the May-Johnson bill.
The league believrs that, the drama of atomic l'Jtcrgy has confused
both the leaders and the JH:oylc 1of the Nation and caused tl~em. to
overlook the tested and fom1lmr vo.ttern created by our Const1tut10n
for holding the administrntion of the most important aspects of
government within the immediate framework of the executive.
Fi1)ding suddrnly a new and infinit.f'ly grra.t.er kind of power in the
possession of our Gov1,rnnH·.nt,, we havl· cast about frn.ntienlly for som,meehanism and some omniscience t.o nssuro its proper use. '\'Ve have
longed for some social invention, and wished for some supermen to
assume this staggering new responsibility, which lrns .seemed too
much for ordinary mort,n.ls a.nd mart.al institutions to cope with.
427
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We have no new institution. We have no supermen. Several
months of sobering reflection have led us back to what we have ..
We have a representat,ive government with a legislative and an
~xecutive .. These two branches have mutual responsibilities .for the:
conduct of our Government. The legislative branch enacts the·laws.
The executive branch administers them.
·.
·
· The League of Women Voters believes that atomic energy should
he controlled by our Government in the public interest and its benefits developed as rapidly as possible. It recognizes tho immensity of
the administrative problem involved in controlling the production of
atomic energy, already a $2,000,000,000 project, already functioning,
daily adding to our supply of a vast new source of energy. We
•recognize that this is indeed something new-that never before has
our Government held the responsibili1,y from the beginning for a new
source of power, which promises intimately to nffect the daily lives of
all of us within a few yen.rs.
·
·
Tho League of Women Voters believes· that the situation calls for
administrative skill of t.lrn highest order, that we should apply the best
of our knowledge of public administmtion in setting up the. now
agency. We believe t,hat authority and responsibility ~hould be
direct and simple, visible to the citizen. This can,bo done best, we
beliave, by placing the agency under f;he direction of a single head,
appointed by the Prrsidcnt with the o.dvice :i.nd consent of 1,he Senate.
The importance of tho agency ,vould probably command for its head
a position in the President's Cabinet. The Leaghe of Women Voters
believes it of great importance that the work of t,he new agency be
coordinated with the work of other Federal agencies through the
already established cxccut.ivc orga.nizn.tion. The mmifications of ·
atomic energy will not be confi'lPd, btit will inevitably reach out nnd
affect the work of every m11jor depri.rtment of the Government. The
league, therefore, believes that, the new &gency must be directly
responsible to t,he Presid@t,, who is in turn responsible to 1111 of the
citizens. It is the President, in our system of govcrnrnont, who a.lone
can coordinate the work of the vnrious cxocut,ive a.gcncfos. To limit
the authority of the President ovPr the now n.gcncy for the control of
.rrtomic energy, would malrn it difficult, nncl might evPntun.lly mn.kP it
impossible, for him to disehrrrgc his constitutional duLv as Chief
Executive.
·
·
•
The league believes that we should not place this great new function
apart from the executive in the "heudlnss fourth branch of government," responsible to no one and impossible of coordination with the
genera.I policies and work of the Government. Atomic energy is not
somethii1g which may be kept a.part, unsullied by the many other
aspects of government with which it will inevitably be interrelated.
That it is fraught with such significance to our citizens, is all the
greater reason :why the new agency should be directly responsible to
-0ur duly elected Chief Executive. We believe, therefore, that the
,Congress should create a new agency, with a single he11d, responsible·
to the President.
·
Because there arc many new and unl,nown aspects of atomic energy,
the league believes that the law should provide for a smi1ll ,advisory
commission to assist the Administrator. This would be composed of .
eminent civilians serving on a part-time basis.
.
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The CHAIRMAN. Pa,rdon men, minute. Would you advise that the
one-man 11,dministmtor be a civilian or 11, military maµ?
Mrs. S·roNE. A civilian. I will come to that again.
Even though we differ with the basic structure, preferring a single
administrator rather than a commission, the League of Women Voters
believes other provisions of the McMahon bill 11,i·e excellent 11,nd
should be incorporated in whatever final legislation your committee
recommends. The league agrees that control of atomic energy should
be vested with the Government, and that it should be under civilian
control. We believe that the provisions for licensing and control are
excellent, retaining, as they do, national control over production of
atomic energy, while allowing private-enterprise ownership of source
materials, byproducts, and devices for the application of atomic
energy.
.
The provisions for the free development of scientific research, with
adequate safeguards of technical dat11 where it relates to national
defense, we believe to be good. It is wise that the new agency carry
on research but h11ve no monopoly on research. The provisions for
inspection and for safeguarding health are also adequate.
Because of the le11gue's deep interest in international cqoperation
we note with special approval the provisions which would assure that
our domestic policies for atomic energy not conflict with our international policies. We are also especially glad to note in previous
testimony preponderant agrcem.ent that the agency should be a
civilian agency. We arc pleased that the bill so provides.
The league believes that it is an extremely wise provision that the
quantities of fissionable material to be produced should be determined .
by the President, and that the President should specify w1iat atomic
weapons a.re to be used hy the armed forces.
With the provisions for the internal organization of the Commission,
the league i11ust differ elnphatically. Divisions ot' the u.gency should
not he specified by statute, nor should their heads be 11ppointed by
the President witb the advice n,nd consent of the Senate. vVe believe
that it will not help the President to give him the power to appoint
such division heads. Such appointments threaten the l.).nity of an
organization, and make it difficult for the head of the agency to be
held responsible by the Fresident. Such p'ro,Tisions do not make for
goo<l administration. They foul lines of authority and rcsponsibili ty nml mnke for confusion, buck-pnssing, aml stalcn .ates ,yhen
important, decisi011s arc at sta.ke. Specifying the illtr.mal n.rTa11gcment of the orgnnization IP.akes for a rigid rather than a nexiblc
organizat.ion.
The lengue believes tha,t if the Congr;'css docs create fl, commission,
a general manager should be provided and tlrnt the heads of divisions
should be appointed by and be responsible to him, in order thaL he
mn,y in turn be held responsible by the Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Stone, thcorcticnJly there might be something
to be snid for youi.· observation about making it too rigid. I bave in
mind, for instance, the Deprirtment of Just.ice, with which I used to he
associated. The five Assistant Attorneys Gencml are nominn,ted by
the President and confirmed by the Senate. As a matter of'practice,
the Attorney General nominates them.
1
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Mrs. STONE. I realize .tlmt, and there is, of course, the possibility ·
that it would work out that waJ. ·
Now, I would like to comment briefly on the May-Johnson bill.
'fhe League of Women Voters is opposed to the May-Johnson bill.
We believe it un,vise to create a large and unwieldy commission over
which the President of the United States would have so little authority.
We bel~eve that the bill emphasizes military security, rather than the
development of atomic energy for peacetime uses. We disapprove of
the broad powers granted the Commission, particularly because of
their implications for our foreign policy. It would be possible for the·
Commission proposed in the May-Johnson bill to cripple or run con~
trary to the foreign policy of the President and State Department,
since it would have the power to determine tbe. quantities of fissionable material to be produced, and how much should be made into
bombs. We believe that to give the Commission power to issue
· restrictive regulations on the dissemination of scientific information
might result in the hampering and restricting of the development of
science. Finally, we believe that the Government must be the sole
owner and producer of fissionable m(\terial, and that the provisions
of the May-Johnson bill which would permit private ownership of
such materials are loosely and dangerously dra:wn.
'
We should like to comment on another aspect and that is whether
or not the proposed legislation would fall under the Reorganization
Act of December 1945.
. The· league has followed with great interest the law providing for
the reorganization of the executive establishments, which Congress
so wisely passed in Deceµiber 1945. We believe that the new agency
for the control of atomic energy should not be exempted from the
provisions of the Reorganization Act.
In summary, we wish to make it' clear that the League of Women
Voters is opposed to the May-Johnson bill. '\Ve support the McMahon bill in all of its important provisions for the control of atomic
energy,. although we should prefer· to see the agency headed. by a
single individual, responsible to the President, rather than by a
commission.
·
With me is Mrs. Mitchell who has a brief statement. on the international aspects, and if it is possible, she would like to read that.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Stone. Of course,
we are directing our attention now to the domestic aspects, but I am
sure we would be glad to hear Mrs. Mitchell.
STATEMENT OF MRS. ALLAN C. G. MITCHELL, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

Mrs. MITCHELL. Senator, we realize that these hearings are on the
domest,ic legislation. However, we feel that the two aspects of the
problem will ultimately be closely tied, and we support the provisions
in the McMahon bill so wholeheartedly because they seem adequate
to enable the correlation between the domestic legislation and eventual
international agreements. I have just a few words about the general
philosophy of the international arrangements, when they come.
The league feels very keenly that the international progmm for the
control of a.tomic energy must always be considered in the light of the
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pledges ·which the United States and other United Nations have made
for the establishment of a collective security system.
We feel that the whole success of the collective security system will
to a large extent depend on the ability of the United Nations to devise
a workable program for the contl'ol and reduction of armaments.
I think it is quite obvious that any excessive or uncontrolled armament on the part of any of the United Nations, particularly a great
power, would be a constant threat to United Nations system of joint
defense. Therefore, the problem of the control of atomic weapons is a
part of this larger United Nations problem of the control and reduction
of arms as a foundation for the new world system of joint responsibility
for security.
.
The League of Women Voters believe'l that the United States, as a
permanent member of the Security Council and at present the sole
producer of the bomb, should take the lead in bringing about United
Nations agreement to reduce and regulate arms. In order to assure
adequate control of atomic weapons-because that does, of course,
present a very difficult technical problem-the Security Council should
be responsible for supervising the production and use of atomic power.
The Security Council should control weapons derived from atomic
energy as part of an international program of arms control under which
all nations would submit to such agreed-upon controls as exchange of
informa.tion, registmtion, inspection, and licensing.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs.
Stone.
Mr. John Parker, will you come forward?
It is nice to have you with us t.his morning, Mr. Parker.
You are vice president. of the Consolidated Edison Co. of New York?
Mr. PARKER. I am. ·
The CHAIRMAN. y OU have a prepared statement?
}.fr. PARKER. I have, sir.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you go ahead·, Mr. Parker.
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. PARKER, REPRESENTING THE
ASSOCIATION OF EDISON ILLUMINATING COMPANIES

Mr. PARKER. My name is John C. Parker. I am speaking for the
Association of Edison Illuminn.ting Companies. I am a member of
the executive committee of the association and chairman of its special
committee on appmisal of n.tomic energy as a source of electricity
supply.
The association is very glad, responsively to your request, to present
before your committee a prepared statement authorized by the
association, a 60-year-old association made up of operating companies
serving the majority of the customers of the light-and-power industry.
The association was, as I have said, founded a little over 60 years
ago and is made up of member companies who, since the beginning
of the electric light and power industry, have served communities
widely scattered throughout the country. The association is devoted
to the advancement of electric service to the public for light, heat
and power. It has consistently throughout its existence operated
primarily as a conference of executives with the assistance of the
technical and commercial personnel of the member companies for the
81030~46~pt.4~2
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purpose of interchange of ideas and ill,formation looking toward high
standards of dependability and flexibility in service and .to the enhancement of opernting economies anrl progressively and consistently
lower charges to the consumers. Its member companies are not
manufacturers of equipment.
That the association regards very se1fously the possibilities of
atomic energy in the field of electrical energy production. and its
responsibility to help in its development is evidenced by the fact that
this is the first time in its long history, to my best knowledge and
belief, thr.t the association ever has made an appearance· before a
legislative or administrative body. It is now doing so through a
special committee whom I represent, and which has been set up to
explore and appraise both the favorable. possibilities and the limitations that. may affect the use of atomic energy in the field of electric
power supply.
The committee consists of five members, all engineers and executives,
each in one of the important utility enterprises of the country.
The membership of the committee is:
Alex D. Bailey, executive vice president of the Commonwealth
Edison Co. of Chicago, formerly president of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers.
Kilshaw M. Urwin, who is present this morniI!g, manager of the
engineering department, Philadelphia Electric Co., formerly vice
president of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. For
nearly 6 months during hostilities in Europe Mr. Irwin was in England
and on the Continent serving as executive director of the London
staff of the Public Utilities Committee of the Combined Production
and Resources Board. He is at present chairman of the power generation committee of the association.
James W. Parker, president, the. Detroit Edison Co., formerly
president of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
John C. Parker, formerly president, Brooklyn Edison Co., Inc.,
more recently vice president, Consolidated Edison Co. of New York,
Inc. (in chmge of planning, development, and research), formerly
president, American Institute of Electrical :)Dngincers.
Philip Sporn, executive vice president, American Gas & Electric
Service Corp., the recipient of the Edison Medal of the American·
Institute of Electrical Engineers for 1946.
Each of these men, during the war "period, served as consultant to
one or more of the defense offices, including the War Production Board
and its predecessors, Foreign Economic Administration and War
Manpower Commission.
·
The secretary of the committee, Ward F. Davidson, who also is
present this morning, research engineer of Consolidated Edison Co.
of N cw York, Inc., hns devoted practically all of his time since early
in 1942 to the work of the Office of Scientific Research and Development nnd is n.t the present time Deputy Executive Officer of the
National Defense Research Committee thereof.
It is believed that the men who comprise this committee are (1)
of such a character that they are able to appraise technical possibilities
and at the same time to measure the economic and social results that
can be obtained in a new technique; (2) well grounded in the tradition
of the utility industry which continuously has sought to advance the
. results of scientific development into practical reu.Iization through
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stimulating manufacturers to produce equipment embodying the
latest scientific developments, through the assembly of such equipment
into generating and transmission systems, and through the persistent
supervision of its operation into successful realization; (3) well fitted
to contribute to the development of atomic energy along engineering
or practical lines and to guide the work of others so that, to the extent
that atomic energy can be developed in the electro-power field on a
practical basis, it will be done with a minimum of waste and in the
shortest time.
The instruction lmder which this committee is acting is to be
utterly objective in its appraisal and not to approach the multitude
of difiicult problems involved with any predetermination arising from
any conception of any industry policy other than the exploration of
the probabilities of a better service to the community.
Neither this committee nor the Edisou Association seeks to probe
into matters which both freely recognize must, for the moment at
least, be restricted from general dissemination. 1fore specifically the
commit.tee proposes to avoid inquiry iu1,o the specific teclrnique of the
processing of fission.able materials or their utilization in fields other
than that of heavy power generation. It goes without saying, however, that the committee of n.pprnisal would be immeasurably aided
in its work by such knowledge of the economic factors surrounding thematerials involved in ene1·gy production by at,omic fission as can
properly be made available to it. Indeed such knowledge, which we
do not now possess in more than the most rudimentary degree, ii;
quite essential to any competent appraisal of the possibilities.
With that in mind and subject to a clear understanding with them
that the committee does not seek to go beyond the limits of propriety, t.lrn members of the committee are conducting conversations
with various scientists and engineers who are believed to have
knowledge in this new field. The committee fully believes that such
conversations, carried out under appropeiate restrictions,. are con- ducive to the advancement of tho national welfare.
The mere teclmiqu0 of utilization poses questions of the first
magnitude. The ability to trnnsform nuclear energy into heat in
unconve:itional boilers--- which, with quite incomplete laiowledge on
the committee's pu.rt, seems to he tJic most probable process--ancl to
do that; without, risk either to plant personnel or to the geneml public;
to develvp efficient systems of control; to find the mu,terials most
suited to sud1 operations and t,o carry them through engineering
development; and construction will require a high degree of collaboration extending well beyond the abilities and the available time of any
committee of five men. The committee therefore will seek, subject to
their approval and willingness to cooperate, the assistance and advice
not only of scientists and engineers but of the departments of government so far as it appropriately may be extended. It will also seek to
enlist the design and other technical talent of manufacturers.
The CHAIRMAN. 1vir. Parker, as far n,s your committee has gone now
in its studies, have you been handicapped very much by the restrictions on the dissemination of information?
Mr. PARKER. Ca.tegorically, I would say "No," sir. Possibly that
is becn,use we have been at grnat pains not to probe more deeply than
propriety had indicated. There have been no official barriers placed

(
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irtour way so far. On the contrary, we have met a Very understanding
spirit of cooperation.
.
· The CHAIRMAN. Are there some things that you would like to know
ih order to continue your studies that you thought you had better
not inquire about at this time?
Mr. PARKER. We have not as yet undertaken to explore one question which is of the very essence of practicality, and that is the economics of procurement of fissionable materials.
The CHAIRMAN. Cost of product.ion?
Mr. PARKER. Cost of production. That, sir, !think we have stayed
away from on the assumption that first we would better determine the
technical feasibility and then come to that later when the cost facts
probably are known to the people who are most closely related to
production.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. PARKER. Returning to my prepared stn.temeut:
It appears now that the two most likely fields of energy utilization
are to be found in marine propulsion and in large land power plants.
The committee, therefore, proposes to offer to the United States Navy
such collaboration as the Navy finds to be consistent with the purposes
of national security. There is no doubt that such collaboration would
make available to the committee important technical information.
On the other hand, it is believed that the committee can, through its
familiarity with the problem of power-plant design, construction and
operation, be of some appreciable service to the naval authorities. It
is quite possible, as was the case with higher-pressure and highertemperature steam development, that large land installations may
afford an excellent proving-ground for the exacting requirements of
the naval service.
The Senators are aware, of course, that not only the operating costs
but the investment in new l,ypes of boiler equipment are important to
the successful service of the public. It will be necessary, t,herefore, for
the committee t;o estimate the minimal costs at which equipmentmay
be provided for transforming nuclear energy into the heo,t in steam or
perhaps other media for use in heat engines.
Beyond this there is a remote possibility that,, at some future date,
some fraction of the energy available within the atom may be released
directly in the form of elect.rical energy wit,h the intervention of equipment other than heat engines. This and the way in which such direct
transformation may be correlated with thermal processes require
open-minded investigation.
· However, regardless of t,hc route by which it is achieved, anything
that will reduce the cost of production of electrical energy is none the
less of benefit to the national economy, and will become an object of
assiduous research and investigation by this committee. It is proper
to point out, however, that zen.lously though the industry will seek
to develop the possibilities, revolutionary results in the cost of supplying the public are not to be expected but rn.ther sober, level-headed
betterment. The reason for•that is worth pointing out.
Most of the investment and much of the operating cost of present
systems lie outside the generating plants-for example, in the distributing systems and in the multifarious services to customers.
There is no present indication that atomic energy will relieve that major
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element in cost. Much of tho.investment in generating stations will
remain as at present. -At present it seems probable that steam turbogenerators and their extensive auxiliary equipment, the electrical
switchgear and the housing of this equipment will be retained, that
the boiler plants of some parts of the stations will be retired, and be
replaced by a new type of boiler involving some probably heavy
investment and using a possibly-hopefully-cheaper fuel than is now
availa.ble.
.
•·
It is evident, if this preliminary hypothesis proves correct, that the
primary advantage to the national economy through such use of
nuclear energy will be in the service of that part of the utility load in
which fuel costs play the relatively biggest parts, namely, industrial
and heavy traction load, and that the economies here will probably be
not much greater than the difference in fuel cost.
·
Limited though those economies may be, the committee and the
Edison Association which it represents believe them to be of importance to the industrial development of the country. They believe
that whatever body is set up to administer the distribution of fission-·
able materials well might require that such economies be passed on
to the consumers conformably with the determinations of the local
regulatory authority. Such economies, of course, should be the net
economies giving due weight to new investment occasioned by a new
type of boiler or other conversion equipment.
There has been some popular :misconception as to the n,mount of
energy that would be.come available through atomic processes. A
clear perspective in this matter is to be had from a realizatiou that
never at any time has !;he country suffered from a deficiency in the
amount of i:;owcr available. Indeed it seems clear that the ultimate
supply of energy available from coal and from water power is more
than sufficient for all the probable needs of the country for centuries
to come. All that is necessary vastly to expand the availability of
electrical power is the construction of plants; transmission and distribution systems. Even more significant, however, are the much morn
expensive plants and devices for utilization. All this will be the case
whether t.l1e source of energy is t.he newly understood atom or the
morn conventional sources. It is true that some expansion of electric
energy use may result from the development of atomic energy insofar
as such developmon ~ brings about a reduction in cost of generation,
and therefore makes possible the electrification of ccrtn,in large-scale
chcmicnl or mctallurgicnl proer.sses now carried out on u, directly
thermal basis. But that, if at all, will occur only after an ext.ended
period of time and u.s it proves econo:micaL
Another popular misconception which must be mentioned in order
to make clear the attitude of the public utilities is the thought that
they might be unduly apprehensive of the incipient obsolescence of
their plant and property by a new technique. If the present probabilities develop, namely, that nuclear energy will be used in the
production of steam for high-temperature turbines,. the process will
be highly analogous to a current one quite common to the light and
power industry, namely, the use of so-called topping turbines. When
new and more efficient heat cycles, using much higher steam pressures
and temperatures, became available, the utility companies recognized
the possibility of removing some or all of their older boilers, of pro-
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ducing steam at high temperature and high pressure and then, in new
turbogenerator sets, while doing useful work, degrading it to the level
formerly produced in the lower-pressure, lower-temperature boilers and
furthel' using it in the existing turbines. A strictly analogous process
seems quite probable when and if the technical and economic problems
of atomic energy utilization are worked out. Old boiler-plant and
combustion equipment may be removed, giving place to the newer
type of boiler, with or without its own high-pressure, high-temperature
turbine. Thus steam would be produced for use in the present turbogenerators either directly or through the intervention of an atomic
'fopping turbine.
·
Even should some appreciable part of the atomic energy ultimately
be found capable of direct conversion to the electrical form it would
work as one horse of a two animal team, the other being the heat
process, both in parallel supplying power to central station bus bars.
But this prospect does not appall either the c'o:mmittee or the industry.
On the contrary, the industry will welcome and seeks to aid the de-velopment of any attractive possibilities in nuclear power production
quite as it has the development of improved combustion processes
and more favorable steam cycles.
When it becomes reasonably certain that sound economic advantage
will result from atomic sources it is fully expected that the rate of
increase of central station energy utilization will make possible the
introduction of atomic "toppers" for base load purposes, that is for
energy production round the clock so that the fullest operating advantage may be had from the replacement of the current conventiqnal
practices. On the other hand it seems equally probable that the cost
of new equipment will not be warranted or if so only in lesser degree
by that part of the load which is .of short duration. Thus, much of
the unconverted present conventional equipment will represent the
most realistically economical method of meeting the requirements of
the community and will therefore have an undisturbed usefulness
throughout its natural physical life.
For these rensons combined with the necessity for continuing our
present and highly significant syst_cms of transmission nnd distribution
there is no reason why the industry should be r,larmed by any considerations of obsolescence. Indeed, were the economic att.ractions of
atomic energy in the course of time to prove so gTeat that even peak
lortd and rese:rve equipment would be forced into the scrap herrp, that
fa.ct in itself would say that there were ad va.ntag·es sufficient to wnrrant-indeed to mnke welcome-the processes of superseP,sion. The
committee thus feels thnt there are no obstncles, titngible or otherwise,
to its full and operi-mindcd exploration of the possibilities inherent in
atomic energy to develop ti more economical system of electric energy
supply and more widesprend use of electrica.l energy to enhance and
stimulate the nutionnl economy.
In this connection the public-utility industry of the country has only
one reservation·ancl that, is that atomic materials should be available
for industrial use without differentia.tion as to the type of utility to
which it is made a.vaila.ble and with the single collateral requirement
that any resultant net economies he passed on to the consumers under
the supervision of regulatory authorities on the local level.
As an association we completely endorse the theory that the processing of such materinl · ··-- ~nc:t. he under the control of some· such
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commission as it is proposed in the bill (S. 1717) under discussion.
The possibilities of misuse under any other scheme of production are
· too ghastly. to be contemplated. As a collateral of such control,
licenses for use seem quite inevitable. Sucl;i. licenses for all u~es whatsoever obviously must be surrounded by safeguards against injury to
life and health. These safeguards quite clearly must be uniform and
effective. The greatest measure of effectiveness is, in our judgment,
in the denial of release of materials to those who do not comply with
the prescriptions.
.
The Association of Edison Illuminating Companies regards as of
distinctly minor significance any question of patent rights that may
result from the studies of this committee or subsequent development
committees. It is none the less speaking for itself as an association,
very glad to '3ay here that all of the results of the association's developmental work will be widelv disseminated. Insofar as they are reflected by any patents gran·ted, they will be made available to others
on a reasonable, nonexclusive l.icensing basis. It would consider it
proper, and would be glad to agree, that such licensing processes and
fees be regulated by an appropriately constituted governmental
agency. In making this declaration of policy the association does not,
of course, assume to control the otherwise legal conduct of individuals,
particularly those engaged in the manufacture of apparatus and
machinery.
In brief summary, the industry, for whose oldest association I
speak, is keenly and constructively interest,ed in the peaceful uses of
atomic energy for the benefits of the u,;ers of electrical power throughout the country whether on the systems of its member companies or
otherwise; is at the present time, like most of the American public,
not sufficiently informed of the basic facts to be able to ma.kc any
sound forecasts; seeks such fuller knowledge as may properly come to
it; and is committed to the aggressive prosecution of all favorable
possibilities by the application of its technical and economic resources.
The association does not at the present time offer comment on
minor details of the bill before you which it assumes will somewhat; be
modified, but regards the general structure of the bill as being most
favorable to the orderly development of peaceful uses of a new
technique which can be of gr.eat service to mankind.
Senator AusTIN. I wish you would explain what you i:nean specifically by "topping."
Mr. PARKER. When the metallurgic arts and the art of design
became such that it was possible to build steam turbines with their
associated generators operating at temperatures of the order of magnitude of 950° to 1,000°, and at pressures running up to 2,500 pounds
to the square inch, relatively small turbines of that character were
produced which, after having done useful work in driving the el.ectrical generators, exhausted their steam at more moderate pressures
and temperatures, generally at the temperatures and pressures previously used in the stations into which these new turbines were to be
installed. These turbines were hi1,;h-speed, relatively small units with
their boilersi and where they were mstalled did about half of the useful
work of ma cing electrical energy, discharged their steam-still capable of doing a great deal of useful work-into the older equipment
which ~idn't any more have boilers for supplying them directly, and
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. then roughly an equnl amount of work was done in those lowerpressure, lower-ti:imperature turbogenerators.
Senator AUSTIN. Does that process correspond to the superheater
engine found on locomotives?
Mr. PARKER. To some degree, sir, yes; though not in ,technical
detail. The superheat engines used on locomotives are designed as
these Topping turbines are, to use a considerably more efficient cycle
of heat conversion. In that respect they are similar but in more
minute technical respects quite dissimilar.
Senator AusTIN. I wish you would define ''supersession" as you
have used it.
1\1r. PARKER. "Supersession," as we conceive it, is the process by
which older equipment must be replaced when the advancement of
the arts of design or of material production makes possible more
efficient processes under ,vhich the operating costs are reduced to the
point warranting discarding the old equipment.
Seuator AusTIN. Thank you, .sir.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Parker, do I understand correctly your
association you are representing here this morning is something in the
nature of a research association or a study association to study new
methods or to explore new fields, and that you {!,re not as an association directly interested in sales or the promotion of any specific type
or kind of electrical energy, power, or equipment?
Mr. PARKER. As to equipment, we are not directly interested or
even indirectly interested in the promotion of any >lpecific type. The
association is a conference of executives, which, during its existence,
has sought to explore all of those things which would be beneficial to
the industry and our member companies, frankly, sir, but also in that
process to the customers of the mern,ber companies. That necessarily
means that the association has been quite interested in exploring the
possibilit,ics of improved methods of utilization of electricity after it
is cldivercd to the consumer.
Not,ably, for instance, it has clone a great deal throughout its life
collabomting with t.he manufacturers to bring about a better standard of efficiency and life for the simple incandescent lamp. That hos
been one of its major nct.ivities in its earlier years, the promotion of
more efficient nnd better standiuds of lnmp manufacture and the
ut.ilizntion of illuminn.tion.
Similurly, it has devott•d itself to stimufat.ing the production of
more dlicic•nt motors. Primn.rily, I should say, hovrever, through
such committees as tlint, of which Mr. Irwin is clrnirmm1, it, lms sought
to st,udy collnboraLively among the mrmbrrs and wit,h tho manufacturers the methods of producing more efficient production o.pparatus.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I see that the comic strips have now
developed an atomic light. I don't prrsume that you have gone
into that field yet.
1vlr. PARKER. We haven't yet, sir.
Senator H1c1rnNLOOPER. I merely wanted to be certain that your
association wa.s really an over-all study group that takes in the entire
field and is not devoted to special promotion, primary promotion, of
either equipment or service.
Mr. PARKER. That is quite right, sir. I think we are entirely
objective in that respect.
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The CHAIRMAN. I was especially interested, Mr. Parker, in the
forthright endorsement of the proposition that the _Government
should produce this fissionable material. I believe you said in your
statement that the consequences might be pretty horrible to contemplate if that was not done. Would you care to develop that, sir?
Mr. PARKER. Fundamentally, sir, it se~ms perfectly clear to meI cannot say that the association has explored this minutely, but it
has arrived at the conclusion that you have stated, that for any body
of individual citizens without the most compelling restraints to have
possession of the processes of production of materials which have
demonstrated their capacity to two Japanese towns just would be a
complete subversion of every element of public safety.
.
That would be the first thing. The second thing is that the largescale technique of promotion of the scientific knowledge that already
was under way had been at the expense of the people of the country
as a whole. Two billion dollars of the resources of the country- have
been put into this thing. Now, it does seem perfectly clear that
whatever may be the active agent in the further production of fissionable material, the control of a thing created by the people of the
Nation must rest in the people of the Na Lion.
·
· The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. vYould you envision the possibility in the
future that private industry in some capacity might, under very rigid
license and supervision, be permitted to produce at least up to the
point of power production in this field, or do you at the present time
think that it is more probable that the Government should produce
t,his alone at all foreseeable times in the future?
Mr. PARKER. May I reply to that as an individual, and not speaking for the association?
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Surely. ·
]\fr. PAUKER. In response to. the chairman's question, I spoke of
controls by government. I think it would be most desirable that as
much as possible in the active production be done under the thing
that-for want of a better phrase-we call the free-enterprise system
and by u. plurality of producers, but subject to the most extremely
tight controls.
Senn.tor HrcKENLOOPER. Mr. Parker, at this moment, I am in
thorough accord with various expressed opinions that the Government
should rigidly take this matter until they can see what the future
holds for it. I am not advocating, nor do I believe we should turn it
loose to private investigu.tion at the moment.
When you start to make a bomb, the first 75 percent is the
production of the mu.terial, and the remaining 25 percent is the
technical production of the bomb. It was that division that prompted
my question as to whether or not sometime in the future it might be
possible to permit the experimentation and the development of that
first 75 percent by private industry under rigid controls, but of course
not permitting any private individuals to go the other 25 percent and
tinker with the making of a bomb.
·
I presume that is not beyond possibility, nor beyond reason and
probably would be desirable if proper safeguards could be worked out.
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Mr. PARKER. To me it seems intensely desirable for the further
purpose of getting a diversity of minds and philosophies at work and
stimulating the competitive zeal of the different producers.
Senator· H1cKENLOOPER. In other words, it would be the same
argument, I take it from your answer, as the scientists use when they
say they must have friction of the n;iind in science and therefore
freedom in order to develop. It would be desirable to have that
same friction of the mind and friction of competition, for instance in
free enterprise, providing safeguards could be established •for the
control and the production of large quantities of this material.
Mr. PARKER. I feel that very fully, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Parker, for
coming down.
Mr. PARKER. Thank you, sir, for the privilege of being here.
The CHAIRMAN. This will adjourn the hearing for today.
The projected litst hearing of this series of hearings will be at 10:30
a. m., tomorrow morning, and at. that time, unless some other Senator
has a definite witness that he wants to hear-and I think· that possibility has been pretty well exhausted-we shall close the hearings
tomorrow on the domestic phase of the question and go into executive
session and resume on the international phase of it a little later.
(Whereupon, at 11:40 a. m., an adjournment was taken until 10:30
a. m., Tuesday, February 19, 1946.)
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UNITED STATES. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE. ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

Washington, D. 0.

The special committee met, pursuant' to adjournment, at 10:30
a. m. in room 312, Senato Office Building, Senator Brion McMahon
(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators McMahon, Johnson, and Hickenlooper.
Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific advisor to thespecial committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T. Boland, staff director.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The heaTing will come to order.
Dr. McDonald, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF DR.•RALPH McDONALD, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION, NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.
DR; McDONALD. Mr. Chairman, I am Ralph McDonald, appearing before your committee as the authorized representative of the
Department of Higher Education of the· National Education Association. The National Education Association is the voluntary professional organization of educators in the United States and its
Territories. It is composed of the 48 State education associations
and 1,425 local education associations throughout the Nation, having
a total dues-paying membership of 733,409, or more than 70 percent
of all pP.rsons professionally engaged in education in the Nation and
its Territories. In addition to this ·membership affiliated through its
constituent associations, the National Education Association has
331,605 direct dues-paying members. Membership of the National
Association extends into every State, Territory, city, and county, and
into practically every school, college, and university in America.
Founded in 1857, the Association has as its purpose the advancement
of the cause of education. The department of higher education is
composed of the members of the National Education Association who·
are engaged in teaching or administration in colleges and universities.
On behalf of our members I should like to thank the chairman and
members of this committee for the epochal service you are rendering
not only to our Nation but to the world. By your earnest and intelligent approach to the foremost fact of our times you have succeeded
in removing the considero.tion of atomic energy from a narrow an~
fearsome military atmosphere" to the broader and more constructive·
realm of science and public welfare.
441
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The CHAIRMAN. Under some difficulties, Doctor. ·
·
Dr. McDONALD. You have conducted one of the most thoroughgoing and open-minded studies ever made by a congressional committee, driven by a realization that the action taken by this Nation
with respect to atomic energy may determine the future for all mankind. As educators we have admiration for your procedures; as
citizens we are deeply grateful to you. ·
·
·
There are two major areas of your committee's subject matter on
which we do not care at this time to offer any comment, feeling that
discussion of those areas on our part is unnecessary.
First, this statement will. not deal with those questions on which
there has developed no major controversy, as, for example, the question
of whether there should be a Commission on Atomic Energy, or the
question of whether there should be throu~h the United Nations
Organization a world policy to prevent atomic warfare.
"\Vith respect to these broad areas of general enlightened agreement
I should like, however, to go on record as endorsing the provisions
and the implications of S. 1717.
. .
Second, this statement will not deal with the details of administration or policy which must, in the final analysis, be worked out
carefully by the committee with its experts and later with the Atomic
Energy Commission and its experts, giving due consideration to the
recommendations of those most competent to testify with reference
to the various matters involved. Examples of, what I have in mind
are: Detailed administration and nolicy on patents; internal organization of the work of the Atomic Energy Commission; other matters
of similar level.
·
In order to keep within the proper sphere of competent interest for
educators and to be as helpful to the committee as possible, this
statement will go directly. to some 'of the fundamental issues which
we deem of great importance.
For convenience and clarity, I shall discuss these issues in the order
with which they are dealt in S. 1717, the Atomic Energy Act of 1946.
Section 1 of S. 1717 meets with our strong endorsement. Because
of the manner in which atomic energy first became generally known
to the world on August 6, most of us are still inclined to recognize .
only the destructive possibilities of atomic energy. The statement
of purposes contained in the bill gives complete recognition to the
necessity for control to pl'Otect the national security, but it goes
further and p1oposes a constructive program pointing to the development of atomic energy as a source of great good for mankind.
·
It is clear to us that atomic energy holds the awful threat of utter
human destruction. It is also clear that, with decent and enlightened
direction, atomic energy holds the promise of vast new developments
which can lift the lives of people everywhere to a high and hitherto
unimagined level.
~clo.i:swhe.....e§.t.Mlis~n.t.,,,Qf......J!:~QQJ.U.mi~~ ...~s ~e~ J2!~h in
section 2 of S . .1717.
-~
WfiiietlieCommission will have both golic,y a.nd administration
fui'i"ctio~:i[-is~~fil'~}lii!:C.fili~.lil@Ji-G.l}l&!!!Cre.§1WIM1Li:!!~
1ff'emoers of-tne· Com:mis~ion _tl:em~clV'll~w~ ...£.t..!!1.!~e~a!:.<l!z~.QY..·
"According to the terms of tlie l:>ftl011eComm1ss10n IS fully autlionzed
to employ expert administrators for the various activities which
they will direct.
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~~~g,Qp§._.impotLQL!l-t.g.m,_i~ ...e:i;ie.rgy._ri:iakes-it_unthi~ble.
that one Ao.ininistrator with an advisory committee be put in charge
ofour'ifation_1a-=snc""=:re@~.!ifoff.IC"
Dir~tor
offlifmEt~t,_w~:r;;t~Jxzig_~)11.~1tgg~~i!?'~~IIB.Qli:~f~~~:a:~ifi~le

·gr:-~ffiiro1a·-smitn··

~ffectr~~~E~~T~~ralla&~~~t:~tGiihzfJd\;!ct~~:_stri:fdY~.
_···- .. . ._Y, -~---- \t___ -- •.. ~~ ,. --· -·--· .·.......~ .
·····'····-,--.,YmJ~g
m_e,n~, ·aiffio:igted ..b" .. the .Commission _and,be. resnonsible t<i it:···"
'""'Il>eHeve ·rvrr:--S~ith pci'intea·~out'· tlia f"prooably"'the administrative
heads ought to be directly responsible to the Commission, whi.ch in
turn would be responsible to the Congress, rather than by· creating
a division of authority there by having them directly responsible to
the President.
·
.
.
As to whether the membership of the Commission should be three,
five, or seven-either number would seem acceptable.
·
!t,.4as_~Jl~_cfillg_g~J?~~,Jl.ittt._t.h.~.Jl.~aj;.,..n_i~,-miggt_c-»o~t...J>.~-9bt.aip.~ble
QJthe sri.laries ·specified, $15,000 a y~n,J:..fa:f..9.tli!l..r..m~:rnb..e.n:i_an.d.$2.0.,QOO..
f.or tlie 2§aI!:,Ill(;l,11, ~ n i ; J l ; l based on_,.!!i,.ffi!§.cQ,n_c~n~tJOn_oLthe
motiv._g_i;;-i.fil.~li.g2,vern thc,.!c~ns of_~~!1«?.iPJ.JJ19,jpJ.g~-!1-~A~rI!J.RJ~.~e,_IW"l,·
Meii:.o,L.tlig,.t°fil.Q.JP.:i.®m..t1i~::tr~mel!A9.JI§J:.e§'pqns1biht1es,of..\b.1,.s_._119~!P.,2~ be eE!E~ste<i.w2uki_n~LP.C. °--~~~-!Jl~Q,..~_b_opt_,pe:i;sq_n_!J,LW<:l.Q.I,P;~
(!,b.,oye=w!:l~Y~l;2?:@fil.fL~d. Certamly,. there co~ld be no ob3ect1on to
liigner compensation as a matter of right, but 1t would be a tragedy
for any person to hold such a post if he were for one moment concerned
over financial compensation beyond the requirements for :maintain.,
ing a satisfactory economic standard for his family. The.nniversities
of the N.»,ti9-n.ha~g_Jiternlly_tb.01Jfil1Pds_9f~!m~n.~w:ho--hive~de_lilje;r!!,tely
c1ios'ell"their~sent ~~~jn..Prnfer._e!),Qe_t_o=p.ositions; which would
have n!i'ir}11em mucli more money. Up to the income level nece"s.:~
~ or· mitmtn.ini~equitte' standard of living and security,
compensation is vitftlly important to anyone. Beyond that point,
financial compensation would be relatively unimportant to any perscn
of the caliber who should even be considered for an appointment to
the Atomic Energy Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I am very grateful for your statement in
one paragraph where you express what I have felt about the objections
that have been made that we couldn't get the right caliber of men for
this Commission. I am grateful to you, at least personally grateful,
for having put the argument so succinctly.
.
.
Dr. McDONALD. There are so many examples that fall within the
observation of all of us to indicate that the men of the type of whom
the responsibilities of this Commission should be entrusted are not
primarily concerned with building up large estates for themselves
beyond what would be necessary for security and satisfactory standards for their families, in my judgment.
Senator HICKIDNLOOPER. Doctor, a.t that .point may I explore that
with you? It is my impression-and I don't know that anyone has
testified here that any appointee would want to make money out of
this as a commercial proposition-that the testimony has mostly gone
to this point: Firs,1,_peo.ple...R.LthiL®lUw.r...J..~Y.Q!t.lt,1!,.P.i.~to_get.•:w.m
ha~,;:e establishecl:their economic standard_of.Jiv:ing .which because of
<

••.••.•

<

~~~~~~fli~~~~i~~~~ti-~l1tt;!I~f¥~1~l~~~§~~,

-~?J~C~~-=~~~t.~.!L!'-~M.9}.J.a.hl.~.h.w~.t§.r
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But this question was raise.d the other day, that on it full-time basis
no salary would command certain men who might be very desirable
to have on this job·; that is, there are :inany men in ·the country who
have a tremendous capacity, but who have some other field of general
advan.ceme~t that ~o~ld preclude their accepting_ exclus.ive ·employ:..
ment on this Commission, regardless ·of salary; That was advanced
by one witness, I believe, in supporting his argument that we might
well consider a rather mixed Commission; that is, provide for certain
men on a p\l,rt-time basis who would devote all the time thaJ would be
necessary on their part, but who would not want to leave entirely
other fields of acttvit;v .that they had spent their )ives in buildingu\J;
There are other mdividuals who would be willmg to devote their
-entire time as members of this Commission:
lam frank to say that that is axdntriguing argument to me because
it would open up the field for the acquisition of the best possible men
in this country, regardless of salary or ·anything else, if you could get
-0he or t,vo of them on a part-time basis or on a voluntari basis, you
might say.
·
.
Dr. McDONAJ:..D. That is one of the fea_t:urJ1!!, Se!_!!,tt,C>r, that I like
parti.cularly about S~l1]L:1Kil,r.!Wwhiletlfexnai.n i:"es_lii?nsibility would
test ID the-ha11dsonliose CommissionmemoerswlioiirefITlt"time=
~-tJi~}.~~~lll,S~tO';Ille.to."be"_e_S_S!,11J1!!J,}~ame tune.I,. fhl:ouwbe ~-4IIY__oi_~d!is~y__)o11rd§,c.such...p.er§.011s as Y.QU l:uu:e mdica~a
£O.E}i~:L~.e_.tlie1r-.fJ¥_(e_st-~QQ..J!W_st_ad:v;an.~gg,__oJ1§..§,1~m.@-toJ,he Govern~e11t1JJLt..~-t.rd!!>-!1Qnsh1p,....:,,
.
.
· Senator H1cKENLOOPER. This goes a little beyond that. The
thought behind my suggestion was that these part-time people would
have equal authority with the full-time people on any decisions of
policy, but ,some provision where we might gain their cooperation
and the advantage· of their experience and judgment might well be
worked out.
. Dr. McDONALD. I ~ , that with a force thq,t
is_QQ_tentially so free and that itctuo1ly_,_~v..enJc.@rding to its present
stageofclevelopment, is so fraught with pmisibilities oicfestruction
tliat1't=would-ireiilis.2lii""~Y-. essen t~al.JQt.Jt t lfl,a~ _as -~!!Y...,!l;S three
P.ersons· tQ.JUL.C.O.!D.J2fQte[y:_d11;JaSSQ.CJaj;e_d=from-@y_.Q..therw_!!lll:J~
dividi11g.J.n.t.fil:!l§..t_.th1J,t_ wo}!ld. rng.uim..J,.bJ~... use of som~ £f.Jh_eir t~me
~na _efl'(!i:_t__in__~E.cl.e.Ll!ill.Lth9L~!Jjg),tl,.d.~.Y,~~~ffill_ time. J'Jfilru_5:
1£ wo.ula_LQ!J.:Ulr.l.l_.1}~.Lo_nJy:..fu.e~.LJuJL bm~_!,~J;Jris .2r'~g".\'il!!,L office
p~c_!,J,~, _b~il_ tb_;ink-pr.ob~blJc.11!!:k-.m:,gpl)~;JiXP.ll-.Jl.L!P!'lti=-wJfl.9-:!?]:.
S:1,!a~p!!._g_ !),pO_J.!_t_ this -thmg~mght.,_.and=',).-!\·Y,:h_!l,§,.)~Q"'Q.QJJb.t~~Q-;~~~!llP.~~
~f_Jl~~-.SR,1:11,Il_lJ t te~N·,.e=-_!tt-;-th,e~pr:esent~ti~1e,_µsm~th.e,.ma3or-P,QJ;,t1.QJJ.
of the!r ti_:m_e.JJ;1 _~)i e_c_Qnsideration of this very: m!Ltter. In the long
rurCitwould seem to
tliat i'twoula-beabsolutefy essential to have
people who could concentrate their interest exclusively.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I think I agree with that, at least at this
moment; that it is essentia.1- to have at least a portion of the Commission:-the percentage is more or less immaterial-that is full time;
devoted exclusively to this, but I am rather intrigued with the suggestion that, in addition to that, some people with equal authority
as members of the Commission might be available for part-time
service; I haven't .made up my mind on it finally at all.
Dr. McDONALD.· My fear in that connection, Senator, would be
that the time for decision on a very important matter might arrive,
0

0

0

me
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and th!!,t the persons who would make that decision would of necessit;y
have to have complete and full and thorough understanding of all
other matters related to it; if part-time people in such an instance
hruLgiv:.en. .ol!lL!!,,_p_adW1ltliiar~,~~t"hey~,pi:obab'"1y;:::w,o"."tl;li.t.Ji.g~t:U:~
~,.Ql?n,2,~t~~ to Ii~ye ~~q,.,S2,W-:PJm9~_\!P.il§!:~,t%t9:W.c51w!P-..~.,,,_~g_~-

~~~~~~~?,f;~~6~~0'£~£[0$~~~{~sR;E.~gg~,.~~?1li~

--ro-ua=e~~ntlieir
·=a:rt"""'ffiil'.a"'lac1r:oerrr1r·com"J:ete"an~ netail'--lfrm1~"'··,a1n)J""'"'·~·"=

ot~w~re~··\V()u:ra:~?not''te-a"fii:cik-oJ·:-co;-··acit
R. ~==-···=··--.·~,.......,,,.,._JIL.... ·- IY--.-~1 .... · .... • . .~....... ,.1,'.}JL•.. ---··
"t>enator HICKENLOOPER. Of course, there is that phase of it. My
thought on the other side, however, would be that any part-time
individual who might be chosen as a member of this Commission
should be of such caliber and capacity that he would not only realize
his own reservations of possibility in this field, but would be of such
capacity to devote all time to completely familiarize himself. I think
there are many such men in th.e country. I don't know what the
committee will decide on the matter.
Dr. McDONALD. I can see very well the point that there may be
individuals who could make a real contribution to our national
thinking and to our national policy on this important subject who
might not be free to disassociate themselves completely in every other
undertakmg and devote full time to it; but I should think that there
are such men you would be able to find equal in mental ability, in
background o.nd experience, who would be able to disassociate themselves completely, in which case you could use the full~time available
man as the decision-making member of your Commission, and use
your other individuals as members of an advisory committee or board,
which would give you the full advantage, it seems to me, of both
minds.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the answer to that, Doctor, that has been
made is this: Tho.t the .t!lJJin..JY.h.Q...i§...§.cle.ct&d..!!.~.f.u.11~.time=membe.r...,,
becomes . shall wg Bali._ h~J£al~srnt~.9-_.th,Ei,.~~i~J:Y:..,..ID,.!:lJ;!l.9,Q~..J¥.W
i~. th~•.f\i.l~e.si, maY,_be,Afs9nLe. W!§.2:.qU1_~nd li~!_i.t 9,.n.,a_specjlii,L(?J.opo~i.,.
t10n 1s disregarded by these '~urcaucr"Kts~.JtlJP.=gQ__!!,J;i~&.d J),n_d_.~
rcgarct'fl~tviceJo'f=tne"'ifd,,isof·f~b".g'~i,r~-- ·That has- been thit argu~meTi"t'."'IlrNflTits'o&3'ifinii11e-iigriiris ~·. tli!i.t, · =?.-;,,;.·,,_"'_,~,, ~""'·-,:,,, "'-" ·~-,,=--~"'"
vr.N1c.l)o''f.i'xtn:""f tfrinlf"'d'iifrifit6l:rthere is a danger of the development of bureaucmtic ideas and attitudes on tho part of the members
of any commission which is given charge of the vast enterprise that
will be involved here; but it seems to me that there are safeguards
proposed in S. 1717, and also suggested by other persons other than
the authors of this bill, that would permit some check against that
bureaucratic attitude. For example, tho members of the Commis·sion are removable at the will of the President. Not only that, but
there i'l a requirement that the Commission quarterly make complete
and detailed reports to committees of Congress.
It would seem to me that the tendencies toward bureaucracy
would be curbed much more effectively for this Commission than is
the case in usual government commissions. I do think that is a very
real danger, and l think it should be guarded against. I have 11 feeling
it is guarded against by the provisions suggested in S. 1717.
S. 1717 in 11 subsequent section provides for the establishment of
advisory boards to the Commission. Through such boards the Com0
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mission would make use of the very type of people who are saggested
for a part-time advisory committee to a single all-powerful administrator. I should like to make this comment in relation particularly
to the point which was made just a moment ago, that as between the
establishment of n. single all-powmful administrator and the establishment of a board which would be composed of some part-time
members and some full-time membersJi.seems to gi.e the hog,.r:.d.'!.ould
pe far to.he~pi:efoi:rod~aho;\se...tllih~diiiiiiisttator.
·
Senator HrcKENLoorEn. Now, would you care to express yourself
on this? Manifestly I think in any activity of this kind there should
be somebody to run it. Five or six people cannot run it; they have to
have a general manager, or something of that sort, and manifestly
with considerable leeway to carry out the policies of the board.
Now, do you think it would be advisable to have that administrator
. or general superintendent, or whatever you want to call him, appointed
by the President or selected by the board, which in turn will be appointed by the President?
.
Dr. McDONALD. I think . u g._ll,gre,w_th.J;h.0...fill.gg_ei,ti~.M.r,
~0,I~ "';>4' Smith__th.at-thQ.j,....J!, u1.ifilimt.01;,.,~,hould..J1iL_e~P.P~ifil~e.•J5liaf.d"."'_
.
He~ppo.inted.••-hy.....th.e:r:;.Q.rrnijfa,sion,. !J._ng,J;lis ~-ggnsibilit.y
_to1he iQ.vernmg .he_a~0Mhe,Jf11,.twn" 1t se~.ms"it.o..,.l!l-..11 .1v1ui>"be.. ,t.~k.en.
..2_are of . ~fac.tJ,h. . Llll-t!Jrl!..lJ,.mJwm.,I].~'i\~to the rm;i,~
particurad _.!:1mc;,e. ~h.Qy~re.remoy_l!,_hlJi...11.t..,tlic..Yii[ 12phe ~:ent.
- enator HICKENLOOPER. fo other words, if a genera! aam1n1Strator
is appointed by the President, he holds his. appointment by the
President and not from the board. He holds himself primarily
. responsible to the President and not to the board, and the board in
turn is responsible to the President, but it gives a division of authority.
Dr. McDONALD. A division of authority; yes; I should think that
would be the case.
·
Members of the policy-making Commission itself should by all
means be full-time, paid servants of the Government, with no distracting or dividing interests whatever. The magnitude of the
ultimate consequences of their action would impose upon the members
of the Commission the heaviest conceivable burdens of study and
decision, which would certainly occupy their full time. We hope
that they may not only be full-time, but that they may be also the
brainiest, most resourceful, and most public-spirited men who· can ·
be found in America.
Section 3 of S. 1717 provides a sound and productive policy for
promoting the advancement of scientific knowledge.
Effective scientific knowledge can be carried on only under a policy
which (1) makes widely available the equipment, materials, and other
resources for endless experimentation, (2) gives complete freedom of
study and experimentation to researchers, and (3) provides for full
and unimpeded flow of scientific knowledge.
To assume that scientific knowlcdg~ can be advanced under conditions of secrecy is unrealistic. The advancement of knowledge is
directly proportionate to the volume and efficiency of communication
from mind to mind, from laboratory to laborn.tory, from nation to
nation.
In the field of atomic energy we are dealing with a force potentially
so destructive that secrecy would seem desirable with respect to every
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aspect which can be kept secret, especially when there e:tlst powerful
national governments which are not responsive to the will of the people
they rule. The fact is that in the long run there is probably very
little, if anything in the area of theoretical scientific information which·
is or can be kept secret; our scientists testify almost unani:(Ilously to
this fact.
·
·
American scientists desire only that a free flow of such btisic scientific information as in its very nature is not and cannot be secret be
promoted among our own scientists. My personal opinion is that
knowledge of a.tomic energy in the hands of any government which
is totalitarian and not fully responsible to its own people is dangerous
to all mankind. Such lmowledge in the realm of scientific theory is
not and cannot be withheld, however,.
·
·
Our wisest course, it seems to me, is to promote the widest dissemination among American scientists of such basic scientific information
as the Commission may determine not to be dangerous to our national
security. Granting that the free flow of such information among
American scientists will permit a totalitarian power to acquire such
knowledge, our best safeguard against such a nation m. the event of
an atomic war would be through the great progress our own scientists
would make by continuous effective experimentation. If we do not
have such wide dissemination of scientific knowledge, our own progress in atomic energy protection will be much less. The result would
be that our very effort to maintain secrecy might permit an aggressive
nation to go miles a.head of us in experimentation and development.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I will make an argument now against a
theory which yon stated, which I believe in. Let's . assume that
through further experimentation we cn.n develop an explosive releasing
5,000 times as much energy; you might say 4,900 or take any figure
you please-but tremendously greater.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I don't like to have you mention such
things, Mr. Chairman; it scares me to death.
Tho CHAIRMAN. Toke any figure you want that would show an
advance. Now, if any other country reaches the point of having the
Nagasaki bomb, what good is the fact that you have improved your
bomb by any multiple that you want? What good does it do you?
Do you follow my thought, Doctor?
Dr. McDONALD. If you are not here, the Congress is not here, the
President is not here, and the military leadership of the Nation are not
here by virtue of some explosion that took place before we realized we
were about to get into war, I doubt whether our possession of those
things would be of much value to us. They might permit us to cause
a greater destruction to the enemy, and ultimately give to those people
who remain in America after the destruction has been wrought all
over the earth a better opportunity, we will say, to have a dominant
voice in whatever remains of humanity. I do think that it would be
advantageous for us to possess the most modern and the best knowledge that is possessed anywhere in this area, though I can see th~t
there is only one real safeguard against ultimate human destruction,
and that is for us to learn somehow either to live without war-which
is really the only ultimate possibility-or certainly to remove completely from the realm of such wars as may be permitted to go on, like
the·one in China, the use of atomic weapons.
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The second course seems to me to be very largely wishful thinking.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. How are you going to prevent countries
from using every last weapon they can get their hands on when ib is a,
question of national destruction or national survival?
Dr. McDONALD.· Frankly, Senator, I don't think you can prevent
that and I think it is wishful thinking to assume that this Nation or
any other nation could come through an atomic war with anything·
tha.t is really worth having.
· ·
.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. In other words, there won't be any future
wars fought by Marquis of Queensberry rules. They will use every'
method and means they can get hold of.
Dr. McDONALD. I think at the present time-and I am not just
one of these boasting Americans,·! hope-there is no nation on earth.
that is composed of more enlightened and humanitarian people on
such things than the United States, and we did use the atomic bomb,.
so it would seem to me that a discussion of the possibility of having
wars· between great nations without their use of, as you say, tho
ultimate in weapons that they know about is just wishful thinking.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Well, it is human nature when you get
into war to lick the other fellow as quickly as you can,
Dr. McDONALD. When you realize you are going to be destroyed,.
then it is human nature to cause as much destruction to your enemy
as you can before you are finally put out of existence.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. It is a very confusing situation.
Dr. McDONALD. I see no possible solution to this problem inter-nationally except for the nations of the world to find out somehow
how. they can live without war. It is absolutely essential, and it
seems to me that it is within the realm of possibility. I think this
is, of course, the fundamental issue before all of us. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I don't want to hold you too long, but if
you believe that no other nation could develop the present-type bomb
in any given period of time-I have concluded it is more or less anybody's guess. You can guess 2 years, you can guess 10 years, and
of all the witnesses who have come and testified before this committee
there hasn't been one of them that has really been able to substantiate
their estimate with any facts; it is a guess.
.
Now, if it were to be impossible for any other country to duplicate·
our present-type bomb, you could make out quite a case for locking·
it up-that is, locking science up so that there would be no possible·
exchange of any scientific information. Isn't that the basic theoryunder which the people who want to restrict scientific investigation.
are proceeding, namely, the fallacy that it cannot be reproduced any-where else, when I think the better judgment is that it can. Now,.
just how soon neither you nor I nor anybody else that has testified
before this committee lmows.
Dr. McDONALD. I think that is correct, Senator McMahon. It is.
utterly impossible for the basic scientific information which made it
possible for our. engineers to develop the bomb to be kept secret.,
That is a matter of utter impossibility. As a ma.tter of fact, the,
knowledge did not develop even· primarily in this Nation.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Every nation knows it now, don't theyt
in your opinion?
Dr. l\.1cDoNALD. Yes; as a matter of fact, they had access to the:
information beforehand.
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Senator HICKENLO.OPER. The basic knowledge?
Dr. McDONALD. The basic research. Now, with respect to the
devices and the machinery by meitns of which you take this basic
scientific information and convert it into a destructive·device, it may
be that within that area-and I think·undoubtedly in that area at the
present time-the United States may have certain processes that are
not fully and completely known. I think that with respect to those
things, Mr. ChairmanJ the problem is simply one of time during which
the o_ther nations will develop their own devices. They may not
correspond to ours at all, but when the basic scientific information is
known, then human ingenuity in any major area is such that it is just
a matter of time until, if they de;;ire to do it, thev will convert that
scientific information into devices and instruments of destruction.
So I think these items of knowledge which may be possessed at the
present time by our engineers and scientists are of such a nature that
it is inevitable that in other nations they will produce comparable
devices and techniques, though they may be different. They might
even be better. The probn,bility is they will not be so good, but they
will-so far as turning out bomb:=; is concerned-be just as effective in
the final analysis.
It would seem to me that the only area in which we would be justified
at all in thinldng in terms of the possibility of having secrets is in the
area of proc.esses and techniques and devices for the manufacture of
any particular instrument of destruction, and in that area it would
seem to me that the Commission, as suggested in S. 1717, would
have full authority to maintain what,ever elements of secrecy exist.
Of course, there is a danger there and that is that the very fact that
we demonstrate to the world by our efforts to maintain secrecy that we
have something which we think is important in the way of i:lestruction
makes it inevitable that a network of spies will infest our country
from any nation that might be in fear of us; and if we kill off a hundred
or two, then that will not stop the process. There will be another
network, because they, having been thrown into an attitude of fear, do
not know what it is that we are holding by means of which we might
destroy them, will take the only course open to them, namely, to send
their own citizens or employees, or if they can get citizens of other
nations, employ them to try to uncover these secrets, which in the long
run would lu),ve great disadvantages.
I do think, however, that in the present situation of world insecurity,
until this Nation primarily can take a leadership, and a meaningful
leadership for peace, the Commission on Atomic Energy would be
justified in drawing that lino as sharply as it can. It seems to me that
'for the present, that should be done; but I do not think in the field
of basic scientific theory there is anything that can possibly be kept
secret.
Basic research, as contrasted with applied research and technology,
is rarely remunerative to a scientist. Yet it is upon such basic research that practically all scientific advance rests. Therefore, the
Atomic Energy Commission, as directed in S. 1717, should liberally
subsidize research and developmental activities in colleges and
universities, in laboratories and engineering establishments, and
elsewhere.
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· Particularly appropriate and necessary is the promotion, through
subsidies, grants, and loans, of studies in the field of social, political,
and economic effects of atomic ener~y.
·
·
With respect to this dissemination of information by means of
which experimentation may be encouraged, it seems to me that is.
.fundamental even to the ·military defense of our Nation, because I do
believe we have in the United States the brains which, if they are
freed and given the opportunity, will give to this Nat.ion as rapid
advancement of its knowledge in this area as can be obtained anywhere, but they cannot do that if they are not free. It seems to me,
for example, that in this wh.ole area of the finding of devices by means
· of which we might protect ourselves from .the bomb, that if we make
research as free· and widespread as possible we· are in much better
position to hope that at least some element of safety might be upturned in this process of research. It would seem to me the most
dangerous thing for us to do in terms of our own future national
safety would be .to bottle this thing up and keep our own scientific
minds from working on it fully, freely, and as completely as they will.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor; it has been stated by every authority on
this subject that, there is no defense to the atomic bomb. It is pretty
hard to foresee one. Do you think there would be any possibility in
the nature of things of inventing one if you pursued a policy of smothering scientific investigation and research?
.
Dr. McDONALD. It seems to me that it would be impossible under
such conditions ever to hope to achieve defenses against it. I do
thinlc, however, as I have talked to a great number of these scientist.s,
I have gathered this ns being their opinion: They do no_t know now of
any defense, and they cannot, on the basis of their present knowledge,
conceive of an adequate defense; but. it certainly was true of me, and
it was probably trt\e of a great many Americans in 1!)40, that we had
no way of conceiving the atomic bomb. I do feel that we ought to
open the doors to t.he widest possible research in the hope that these
brains which I know we possess in this Nation, freed and even inspired
by the desire to do something about this thing, might find some means
at least to reduce the ultimate damage that ~t could cause.
But I think if we establish a pattern of secrecy around this thing,
build walls around it, it will be utterly illf possible for those results to
be accomplished.
Sections 4, 5, 7, and 8 of S. 1717 would seem to establish the Commission in complete control of nJl materials, devices, sources, and
property having a direct relation to atomic energy.
We share the desire expressed by Henry Wallace and others that
the restrictions of the Commission not be carried to the point of the
trivial and unessential. We share also the wish expressed by certain
leaders of industry that the greatest possible encourageinent consistent
with national securit,y be given to private enterprise in the development and production of devices and applications.
Senator H1cKENLOOPEn.. In other words, I take it you believe that
there is 11.s much advanLn.ge to be gained in that field of competition
and section of the mind as the scientists believe to be gained in what
they call the section of the minds of the scientists in that field?
Dr. McDONALD. Yes, and I think in each instance the line would
have to be drawn in terms of the most intelligent policy of national
safety that can be worked out.
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Senator HICKENLOOPER. With adequate controls and s·af~guards?
Dr. McDONALD. Yes, sir. These desirable aims are secondary,
however, to the absolute necessity of controlling atomic energy developments so as to insure national safety and promote world peace.
I£ we are to implement effectively any international agreement on ·
atomic energy, it would seem essential that all aspects and facets of
atomic energy production be placed under the undisputed control of
the Atomic Energy Commission. We d11.re not do less with a force
so gigantic. Direct Government ownership and the right of seizure
are strong measures, but there is no other safe course, it seems to me.
Perhaps as our knowledge of atomic energy is extended it may be
possible to relax some of the strict controls proposed under S. 1717.
For the present, however, complete and strict control is imperativer
and I do not want to be understood as passing judgment with respect.
to details in that area.. It is only on the principles that I think I in:
any sense would be considered a competent witness.
.
Section 6 of S. 1717 provides tlrnt the Commission shall have chn.rge·
of all 1ttomic weapon production facilities and shall conduct research
nnd developmental work in the military applico.Lion of atomic power.
A close liaison with the military branches of the Government would
seem to be necessary in these matters. Such n. close liaison is clearly
practicable under S. 1717. The Director of the Division of Military
Application could, if the President desired, be a military man. Certainly, through the Division the fullest kind of cooperation and integrntion with military plans would be possible.
Of course, if the committee ,vere to amend this act in line with the
corrections of Budget Director Smith nnd others giving to. the Commission the authority to designate its n.dminist,rative head, then that
decision would be with the Commission rather t.lrnn the President as
to wlwther a military man would head this Commission.
A soJeguard against unwise action of the Commission in military
matters is affonlcd not only by the fact tlrn.t Commission members
would be removu.ble by the Prcsidont, but also by the fact that the
direction of tho President is specifically required in the manufacture
and delivery of atomic weapons.
VVe concur with the opinion expressed by the scienList.s, implied by
President Truman, and concurred in Ly Secretary of War Patterson,
that the Commission should not be composed of professional military
men. It is an error to assume tlrnt the militu.ry high command
developed and perfected the atomic bomb. When. the financial
expenditures incident to the project becnmE. too great to be met from
President Roosevelt's contingency funds, the morwy was channeled to
tJie project through Army appropriations. Army supervision over the
personnel was est,11blished to insure national security.
Civilian control-rea.l civilian control, not, genornls in civilian
clothes--is absolutely essential.
For at,omic energy control io be placed in the hands of militnry
authorities by tl~o United Stutes would, in my opinion, produce a1)
atomic bomb race between natiorn; and would at, the sa:me time probably hinder sci011tific advance in the improvement of the bomb itself.
The training of the orthodox military man is t.lie :uiii1;hcsis of the
training of a scientist. A general who hus been successfully educated
as a military Jeuder would be unlikely by virtue of that, training to.
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possess the point of view necessary ·to consider scientific problems
sympathetically.
. The trained military mind deals in fixed ideas; it is schooled to
-rest upon authority .. The scientific mind is continuously fluid and
questioning; it is schooled to critical examination of every dictum
and <la.tum. .
.
·
·
Military training seeks to make soldiers think alike, act alike, so
that many respond as a unit instantaneously and mechanically.·
Scientific traiuing seeks to make the mind indepeudcl!t, exploratory,
inquiring.
If _atomic energy developments are subjected to military control,
progress in scientific knowledge is less likely to reshlt than is a vast
-secret production of more and bigger bombs of the type we know about.
We must recognize the possibility of war, and the fullest n.pplication
:of scientific discoveries should be made in the military field. It seems
probable that greater advancement in military applications will be
made if research is promoted by a civilian commission, with a military
·division operating under the Commission in liaison with military
authorities.
It is my understanding that our atomic energy activities are now
under military control, and that our plants are probably even now
manufacturing more atomic bombs secretly. If that is the case, then
immediate passage of a measure such as S. 1717 is urgently needed
to establish a sound national policy on atomic energy.
·
One of the most admirable feat.ures of S. 1717 is its provision for
wide dissemination of basic scientific information. By drawing a
sharp distinction between such basic scientific information on the one
hand and techniques and processes on tho other, the bill would encourage the flow of useful knowledge and at the same time ·safeguard
completely everything in the way of secrets which the United States
now has or might later acquire, particularly of a military nature .
. One of the rp.ost important agencies of the Commission would be the
Board of Atomic Information, as proposed in section 9 (b). We are
literally being ushered into a new age by the impact of atomic energy
upon our society. As President Truman truly said, "In international
relations, as in domestic affairs, the releaRe of atomic energy constitutes a new force too revolutionary to consider in the framewom: of old
ideas." To enable the people of the United States to adapt the
framework of their ideas to this revolutionary force it will be necessary
for an unprecedented job to be done in education, particularly in
science. 'I'he Board of Atomic Information will have the resources
and the responsibility for cnco111·:i.i;;ing and hnstening that education.
Section 13, requiring quarterly Commission reports of a very
comprehensive and revealing nature, is 0110 of the fundamentals of
legislation in this field.
The best safeguard the people can have against the monstrous
-damage which might come from misuse of atomic .energy is to establish
-complete control in the Atomic Energy Commission and make the
Commission fully responsible and responsive to the President and
Congress. Reports should be regular and complete, with no reservations whatever unless dictated by the President and the appropriate
committee of Congress for rnasons of national security.
Certain amendments could be made to S. 1717 which would
strengthen or clarify some of the more important P:ovisions.
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The atomic scientists have suggested an amendment which we
,consider sound and desirable, namely, that a general section be added
making it clear and specific that international agreements would
supersede any conflicting provisions of the domestic act.
Another amendment proposed by Secretary Patterson would require
rather than simply permit close liaison between the Commission and
the military branches of the Government. For obvious reasons
national se~urity must be the most compelling immediate objective
of our policy. Therefore, the Patterson amendment-to require
rather than permit-seems to be sound, provided that such required
liaison does not weaken the civilian control of our national policy on
atomic energy.
We should like to call your attention to the relation which will
exist between the w01·k of the Atomic Energy Commission and the
activities of the proposed National Science Foundation and those of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
recently established at London. Amendments may be necessary to
insure liaison and cooperation in tbe work of these agencies.
The National Education Association takes an official stand on
· specific legislation only by action of its delegate assembly which met
last in Pittsburgh in 1944 and will convene next in Buffalo July 2,
1946. No interim official position has been taken on the specific bills
before this committee by the executive committee of the NEA. Such
a position has, however, been taken by the executive committee of the
department of higher education.
In presenting this statement I have appeared by general authority
of the executive committee of tho department of higher education
·and with the approval of Willa.rd E. Givens, executive secretary of the
entire National Education Association. The views presented represent not only the official position of the department of higher education
but my best effort as an official of the NEA to bring to your committee
the opinions of our leaders and membership as I am able to judge
them.
Recognizing the experimental and fluid character of any legislation
on atomic energy which may be enacted at this time, and recognizing
also the urgent necessity of the immediate adoption of a sound initial
national policy on this subject, I should like to urge the passage of a
measure which fulfills as nearly as possible the purposes indicated by
President Truman in his message of October 3, 1945-and emphasized
in his letter of February 1, 1046-and as conceived in the statement
of general purposes contained in section 1 of S. 1717. Above all, I
hope that legislation in this critical interim period may be such as to
provide the greatest possible safeguards for our national security
while at the same time stimulating further research and promoting
the movement toward world peace.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I want to thank you very much indeed.
Dr. McDONALD. vVe are very grateful t.o this committee.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. That is a very fine statement. We could
probably visit with you a. whole day on these things.
Dr. M cDoNALD. I am 11t your service, Senator. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Sibley.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. HARPER SIBLEY, PRESIDENT, UNITED
.
COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN
Mrs. SIBLEY. I am here, Senator McMahon, not as an expert on
the details of governmental organization, nor as a scientist; you have
already heard from both those ·groups. I am here as .president of
the United Council .of Church Women, acting under a resolution
passed by their national board meeting in Washington October 23
to 25-and you may perhaps remember that we were in your office
that day, which was the day you received your appointment, Senator--and representing the moral conscience of great group·s of Christian
women organized in over 11,000 communities in the United States.
For the record, I will quote their resolution:
·
We reaffirm the principles involved in freedom of scientific research relative
to peacetime uses of atomic energy. We oppose the May-Johnson bill (S. 1463)
which forfeits democratic control of a power which should be·used for the good of
mankind. The May-Johnson bill makes it possible for a powerful administrator
to gain control of atomic energy and the production of atomic bombs and not be .
removable even by the President. This could lead to complete military control.
We urge Congress to hold full public hearings so that people understand the
issues before legislation is adopted on atomic energy.

On July 16, 1945, an atom-that tiny measure of the universe-was
shattered, and at that moment history was split in two, so that old
patterns lost their meaning; so. that old men who would say that
marching boys could save us ,from the bomb have failed to measure
what happened that day in New Mexico.
In ca.se you have forgotten, let me quote to you from the War
Department's official release of the New Mexico test, July 16, 1945: 1
Mankind's successful transition to a new age, the atomic age, was ushered in
July 16, 1945, before the eyes of a tense gro.up of renowned scientists and military
men gathered in the desert lands of New Mexico to witness the first end results
of their $2,000,000,000 effort. Here in a remote section of the Alamogordo Air
Base, 120 miles southeast, of Albuquerque, the first man-made atomic explosion,
the outstanding achievement of nuclear science, was achieved at 5:30 a. m. of
that day. Darkeuiuf:( heavens pouring forth rain and light,ning immediately up
to the zero hour heightenod the drama.
Mounted on g steel tower, a revolutionary weapon destined to ehange war as we
know it or which may even be the instrumentality to end all major wars was set
off with an impact which signalized m11n's entrance into a new physical world.
Success was greater than the most ambitious. estimates. A small amount of
mutter, the product of a chain of huge specially constructed industrial plants, was
made to :relea.sff the energy of the universe locked up within the atom from the
beginning of time. A fabulous achievement had been reached. Speculative
theory, barely established in prewar laboratories, had been projected into practicality.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The entire cost of the project, representing the erection of whole cities and
radically new' plants. spread over many miles of countryside, plus unprecedented
experimentation, was represented in the pilot bomb and in its parts. Here was
the focal point of the venture. No other country in the world had been capable
of such an out,lay in brains and technical effort.
Gen. Farrell's impressions are: "* * * We were reaching into the unknown
and we did not know what might come of it."
1

First Test Conducted In New Mexico, official press release by the War Department, issued August 6,

1945

.
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It can safely be said that most of these present were prayirig-and
praying ho.rder tho.n they had ever prayed before. [Continues
reading:].
"If t,he shot were successful, it was a justification of the several years of intens·ve
effort of tens of thousands of people-statesmen, scientists, engineers, m1mufacturers, soldiers, and many ot,hers in every walk of life.
"In that brief instant in the remote New Mexico desert, the tremendous effort
of t,he brains and brawn of all these people came suddenly and startlingly to the
fullest fruition. Dr. Oppenheimer, on whom had rested a very hea-''Y burden,
grew tenser as the last seconds ticked off. He scarcely breathed. He held on
to a post to steady himself. For the last few seconds, he stared directly ahead
and then when the announcer shouted "Now" and there eame a tremendous
burst of light followed shortly thereafter by the deep growling roar of the explosion, his face relaxed into an expression of tremendous relief. Several of the
observers standing back of the shelter to watch the ligl)_ting effects were knocked
flat, by the blast.
"The tension in the room let up and all started congratulating each other.
Everyone sensed 'This is it.' No matter what might happen now all knew that the
impossible scientific job had been done. Atomic fission would no longer be hidden
in the cloisters of the theoretical physicists' dreams. It was almost full grown
at birth. It was a great new force to he used for good or for evil. There was a
feeling in that shelter that those concerned with its nativity should dedicate their
lives to the mission that, it would always be nsed for good and never for evil.
"Dr. Kistiakowsky t.hrew his arms around Dr. Oppenheimer and embraced him
with shouts of glee. Others were equally enthusiastic. All the pent-up emotions
were released in those few minutes and all seemed to sense immediately that the
explosion had far exceeded the most opt.imisti'o expectations and wildest hopes of
the scientist,s. All seemed to feel that they had been present at the birth of a new
age, the age of atomic energy, and felt their profound responsibility to help in
guiding int,o right chanuols the tremenclous forces which had been unlocked for the
first time in history.
"As to the present war, there was a feeling .t.hat no matter what else might
happen, we now had the means to insure its speedy conclusion and save thousands
of American lives. As t.o the fnt.ure, there had been brought into being something
big and something new that wonlcl prove to be immeasurably more important than
the discovery of electricity or any of t.he other great discoveries which have so
affect.eel our existence.
"The effects conic! well be called unprecedented, magnificent, beautiful, stupendous and terrifying. No man-mnde phenomenon of such tremendous power
had ever occurred before. The lighting effects beggared description. The
whole country was lighted hy a ,,earing light with the intensit,y many times that
of 1.he midday sun. It was golden, pnrple, violet, gray, and blue. It lighted
every peak, crevasse and ridge of the nearby mountain range with a cjarity and
heant.y that cannot be described hut must be see11 to be imagined. It was that
beauty the great poets dream about but describe most poorly and inadequately.
Thirt;y seconds aft.er t.he explosion came first., the air blast pressing hard against
the people ancl things, to be followed almost immediately by the strong, sustained,
a,vcsorne roar''-

which wa.rned of doomsda.y nnd mnde us feel tha.t we puny things were
blasphemous to dare tamper wit,h the forces heretofore reserved to the
Almighty. [Continues reading:]
"Words iire inadequate tools for the job of acquainting those not present with
the physical, mental, and psychological effects. It had to he witnessed to be
realized."

Slrnll we add to their blasphemy by du.ring to try to keep for ourselves the results of this revelation for good or for evil and thereby
endanger through suspicion our very survival?
'
We seem t,o be indulging in a state of psychological bigam,y. We
o.re entering into a new relationship of the most intimate and responsible nature with t.lie rest of the world through the United Nations
Organization, ,:while at the same time atternpt.ing to preserve a defenB1930~46~pt. 4----o
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sive nationalism by retaining exclusive control of this new powerful
source of energy.
.
.
During the last quarter century and especially during the iron years
of war the United States has achieved, or had thrust upon it, prjmary
responsibility for world leadership. Rich, powerful, progress~ve en-·
lightened, relatively unscathed by war, the oldest republic, the pidest
. democracy, with long traditions. of peace, federalism, and international morality, we, better than any other nation, .are in a position to
furnish that leadership. It is a responsibility we cannot evad·e.
Let us recall now 11.nd take to heart, Lincoln's admonition in an
earlier crisis:

* * *
* * *

We, even we here, hold the power and bear the responsitility.

We

sha:J nobly .save or meanly lose the last best hope of earth.
The way.
is plain, peaceful, generous, just-a· way which if followed the world will forever

applaud and God must forever bless.

In addition, we quote from him:
Fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. We of this Congress and this
administration will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No personal significauca
or insignificance can spare one or another of us. The fiery trial through which
we pass will light ·us down, in honor or dishonor, to the latest generation. We,
even we here, hold the power and bear the responsibility.

In closing, I have been given the privilege of reading a telegram
.which has just come from the Midwest Conference of Atomic Scientists
and Religious Leaders:
The Midwest Conference of Atomic Scientists and Religious Leaders, representing churchmen and religio11s learlera from the Catholic, Protestant, and
Jewish faiths, as well as natuml scientists and social scientists who have given
serious study to the problems arising out of the discovery of atomic fission·, urges
the prompt etrnctment into law of the principal provisions of S. 1717, known as
the McMahon bill. We call attention to the following four principles which we
earnest,ly hope will guide the policy of the Government of the United Stat.es:
1. That the prodncUon of atomic bombs and the control of the development
of atomic energy he promptly placed under international regulations.
2. That the domestic development of atomic energy and the control of fissionable nmtm-ia.ls be placed in governmental rather than in private hands, so that it
mn,y be used in the public iuterest.
·
3. That, the subject. of atomic energy and its development shall be divested of
the atmosphere of secrecy which hampers research and breeds international suspicion, and t~nsion, ancl t.lmt there shall be adequate opportunity for public
scrutiny of the acl,ion and policies of nat,ional and internaLional agencies en,
i.rusted wit.Ji the conl;rol of at.omic cn•!rgy.
,1. That t.!1e ar,;ency to be created for the development, and control of atomic
energy shall be composed of civilian3 rather 1,hnn militnry personnel.
Siuce the McMahon 1: ill crnborlics t:hcse pritwiples, we urge its passage and
express our opposition to such amendm011ts n8 are de3igned to undermine or
vitiate these principles.
.
·
Hnbhi .Jereme P. Folknmu, Habbi ,Jacob .T. Weinstein, Dr. Charles
.O'Ncii, Dr. Leo R. Ward, Dean Charles \V. Gilkey, Dr. Bernard
n,:11, IC S. Koll', Warrun C. Johnson, R. J. i\foon, J. E. Rose,
li. Way, Loui~ Wirth.

The United Council of Church ·women of the United States associ:ites itself with this statement.
The 0HArnMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Sibley.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. lVfoy I ask Mrs. Sibley a. question, Mr.
Chnirman?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senn.tor HICKENLOOPER. I am not quit,c clear from your statement,
Mrs. Sibley, whether your associn,t,ion or organization advocates the
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immediate disclosure to other rin.tions, or the United Nations Organiza~ion, of all of the techniques of the atomic bomb before we get any
rclmble assurance that other nations will not use it.
Mrs. SrnLEY. We never had a referendum on that point. We are a
very large organization, 11.nd we would-not urge that the second steps
be taken before t,he first; but we urge that that be thq dirC'ction-that
international control and shr.ring of secrets be the direction in which
we progress.
Sena.tor HrcKENLOOPER. We l111Ye a problem facing us now 11.s to
whnt policy tho legislation should t,ake as to whether or not we should
dis~.lose fully to other nations before any relin.ble agreements for the
rruunt<'nance of pence are reached, or whe.ther we should keep our
mnjor secrflt.s of o.tomic explosion, at least.
Mrs. SrnLEY. I cn.n spco.k now only for myself, because wc have had
no referendum on thnt subject. But I ask which is cause and which is
effect, and whether it is possible to create these assuranees in an
atmosphere of suspicion which secrecy cn~cndcrs-as, for exn.mple, in
our current handling of the Cnnadian s1tuntion. My o,vn hope is
that it will be made a part of the international knowledge as soon as
possible.
.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Yes; I think that is a desirable goal; but
still my question is, and I don't co.re to have you embarrass yourself,
do you as an individual, perhaps, not speaking for your organization,
believe that we should now, under present existing conditions, disclose
all of the secrets about the atomic bomb?
Mrs. SrnLEY. I do. Period.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Before we get any reliable assurances of
peace?
l\frs. SrnLEY. I think it is the basis of those. I don't think you can
barguin with a thing like that in ymir pocket rm<l expect any kind of
assmnnces, because you arc not keeping faith with tho t.l1ing that you
are trying to assure.
Senator Hrc1<1DNLOOP1m. I think history shows tliat we have kept a
lot of fait.h in this count.ry with peace :rnd hurna.nitarianism.
Ivlrs. SrnLJ~Y. Not enough. You will remember, Senator, if I am
not out of onler, that n.fter t.hP ln.st wu.r you promised many things
and the Senate prevented some of those things from happening.
I w.as in the League of Nn.tions when the Germans were admitted.
I wn.s in Manchuria at t.he time the Lytt.on Commission wns making
its study. I was in Slumghai 11.t, the time of tlw first Shanghai incident,
and I was in Berlin as the guest of l\fr. Gocblwls at the> International
Chamber of Commerce u.t tho time the thing wn.s building, and the
fact that the United St:ttcs wits not a part of a grna.t internationu.l
organization at the time allowed those things to happen, allowed
things to go on in both M11,iH·lrnrin. n.nd wc)stcrn Europe.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. 'fhn.t is a question of serious disagreement.
Mrs. SrnLEY. Granted, hut· it is our conviction.
Sen11.tor HrcKENLOOPEn. I wnnted to got your opinion.
Mrs. SrnLEY. Thn.nk you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Commander Brunauer.
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STATEMENT OF COMMANDER STEPHEN BRUNAUER.
UNITED STATES NAVAL RESERVE
Commander BRUNAUER, My name is Stephen Brunauer; Priorto
my entering the Navy I was a research chemist in the Department of
Agriculture. In the last 3 years I have been in charge of explosives
research and development in the Navy Bureau of Ordnance. Perhaps
it is obvious and unnecessary to state that I am not testifying here
for the Navy; I believe that Secretary Forrestal, who appeared before
you, gave you the official views of the Navy on atomic energy legislation. I testify here in the first place as a citizen of. the United
States, vitally interested in the fate of my adopted country and the
native country of my children. In tho second place, I speak ns an
officer of the Naval .Reserve in:torested in preserving the military
strength of my country, because I believe that that is the best safegun.rd for the peace of the United States and of the world.
Finally, I wish to speak as a research man, interested in the fate
of science, becaui,e I believe that science if properly hnndled is capable
of providing the foundation for greater spiritual and material welfare
or my follov,· citizens and for all mankind.
'l'he views I advance here are my own views, but they represent
not my views alone-otherwise I would not have had the courage
to appear before you. I have discussed them with a considerable
number of scientists, atomic and otherwise, with Navy officers and
with friends in other occupations, including some l\,1embers of Congress,
and the response I received made me feel that even if I may be wrong
in some of the things I believe in, I cmmot be wrong in all of them.
I do not intend to discuss here the international aspects of the
problem. I am fully convinced thn.t it is more import.ant than the
domestic legislo.tion, but this tremendous problem cannot. be solved
by the United States alone, it has to bo worked out together with the
other nations in the United Nations Organiz11tion. Ono of the great
contributions t,his N 11t.ion can make to the solution is to ·enact farsighted domestic legisl11tion that will serve as a. model to all other
n,ttions which in t.he future will also produce atomic energy for pe11ceful n,nd for rn.iliLary purposes. I further believe that I could not say
anything on the intcmaLional problem that, has not been said here
before by men better qu11lified to discuss this matter than I am, and
I [l,m convinced t,hat any one of you gentlemen could give me far
better counsel on the subject, th[l,t I could give you.
I have sLudicd all the bills introduced on Lhe control of atomic
energy, but I shall discuss only cert,n,in plrnscs of three of them: the
Johnson-May bill (S. 1463), the Ihll bill (S. 1557), and the McMahon
bill (S. 1717).
'
Altho1tgh I believe t,l][l,t I can make a contribution of so.me value
primarily on t.110 part of t.he legislation that deals with the militn,ry
applications of atomic power, nevrrthnl'ess I shall take the liberty of
exprcs~ing my opinion first on· t.l1ree other points: the composition of
the proposed Atomic Energy Commission, the attitude to be adopted
tow11rd fund11mrnt,al research, and t.Jie provisions rcgu.rding patents on
the utili,mtion of atomic enrrgy for pe[l,ceful purposes.
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COMPOSI'l'ION O_F THE 00:MMISSION

llegordi11g the composition of tJw Commission, it seems to me th1tt
the Ball bill proposes the best syst,em for carrying out the great t,ask
t.lmt, confronts that horly. It is a compromise bet,veen the ,Johnson:.
l\1ay bill whiC'h proposes nine members, each to serve for 9 years,
and the original JVIcMahon bill (S. 1359), which made up the Co:nmission almost entirely from members of the President's Cabinet.
'l'he Ball hill proposes five secretaries aurl four ot.lwr members, the
latter t.o serve for 6 years.
'l'he new l\fol\-lu.hon hill (S. 171.7) proposes five full-t,ime Commission members to serve at the pleostire of the President.
.
It seems to me t.hat, chn.nging the entire membership of the Commission "'it,h every clumge of administration would be apt to disrupt
the work of the Com.mission. The provisions of the Ball hill would
insure continuity, since four of the members would remo.in in office.
The objection tho.t the task is so great that full-time members are
needed for the Commission is solved in the Ball bill by appointing
full-time assistants for each member of the Commission, whose
principal duty is to keep each member fully informed on all atomic
energy problems. These ossistants are not to be appointed by. each
member individually, but by the Commission as a whole, and their
appointment would not terminate with a change of administration.
J look upon the Commission as a top policy-forming body, and
believe thn.t its prcst,ige would he tremendously enhanced by the
presence of members of the President's Cabinet. At the same time
tliis would insure a close integration between the problems of the
Commission, and all other important problems that face the Nat.ion.
I should like to touch on one other point in this connertion, namely,
the frequC'ncy of reports by the Commission to the President and to
the Congrcss.
·
The l\frl\1ahon bill proposes four reports per year. This provision,
if enacted, might leaye the Commission little time for anything·
except writing reports. The Johnson-May bill a.ncl the Ball bill
propose annual reports, which would probably prove entirely satisfactory.
Incidentally, I haven't srm thot nny of the bills suggest military
control, a Commission which would be composccl of military men.
As far as I con see, in all the bills the cont.rol would be in the hands of
civilians. and in the case of Uw Boll bill it would consist of nine civilian
members, and Urn nnncd forces would be represented only by the
Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of vVar, who would, of course,
constitute a minority in a Commission of nfoc members.
FUNDAMT~N'l'AL RESEARCH

The ,Tolmson-l\1ay bill established very severe security rcstrictious
for fundamental research: the bill as reported out of the Military
Affairs Committee of t.lrn House of Representatives toned down somewho.t the severity of these restrictions. The Ball. bill and the Mcl\1ahon bill insure full freedom of fundamental research.
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I believe, together with all my· scientist friends with whom I have
·discussed this problem, that fundamental .research should be free
and unfettered. No scientist should need the permission of any
agency to investigate nuqlear reactions, or to publish his findings.
There is a tendency on the part of scientists to flock into the most
promising firld automatically. It is certain that a large and continually increasing fraction of physicists and chemists will ·work on
nuclear physics and chemistry in the coining years and decades, and
that tremendous progress will be made-if the field remains free.
If, on the other hand, a scientist faces a jail sentence for discussing his
research with another scientists who is "not entitled to receive" such
information, the result will be that scientists will leave the field and
· progress will be stifled.
~I' .And yet, gentlemen, for all that, the problem is not as simple as it
appears on the surface. Wben Hahn and Strassman discovered
nuclear fission 7 years ago, some scientists began t.o see dimly the
atomic bomb, and when shortly thereafter Fermi and Szilard discovered the chain reaction, some began to feel that the atomic bomb
was in the bag. Three of these scientists, the three initiators of the
atomic bomb project in this country, Szilard, Wigner, and Teller,
testified akeady before you gentlemen.
·
The papers I mentioned were published freely in scientific journals,
and these publications resulted in the atomic bomb projects in the
United States, the United Kingdom, in Germany, and elsewhere.
It is f[Uito certain that there will be fundamental scientific discoveriei, in the future that will have far-reaching military implications,
and if there is some way to keep those out of open publications, they
should be kept out as military secrets. I do.not know how to solve
this difficulty, but I am firmly convinced that much more harm would
come from restricting research than from freedom of research. If
there is no satisfactory way to solve this problem, I believe that we
should accept the provisions of the Ball bill or the McMahon bill.
UTILIZATION OF A'.ro11nc ENERGY FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES

I should like to make only one remark on this extremely complicated subject,, namely, regarding patent rights. The McMahon bill
makes all patents the property of the Government, giving just compensation to tho inventor. I am afraid that this system would result
in very slow progress in the development of atomic energy for peaceful
utilization. Our big industrial orgitnizations arc not used to conduct
research n.nd dcvrlop:ment on the basis proposed by the McMahon
bill, except i.n timo of war, and I am afrai<l that their attitude would
be lukewarm tmvarcl such nonprofit proposition in time of peace. On
the other hand, I believe that great advances can be expected if our
· industrial organizations arc a.Jlowed to develop freely their processes,
patent them, produce them, and draw profit on them. The JohnsonMay bill and the Ball bill both establish the policy of widespread
distribution of licenses on equal terms to all qualified orgaDizations,
and discourn,ging the growth of monopoly, restrn.int of trade, and
unlawful competition. Perhaps, if this policy is followed, the industrial corporations can be permitted to possess patent rights. What I
said hero is purely a layman's view, but. I had a good deal of contact
with the research organizations of the industries clming the war, and
I have some idea how their minds work.
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MILITARY UTILIZATION OF .ATOMIC ENERGY

. I am coming now to the last subject, about wllich I should like to
talk to you in somewhat more. detail, because I feel that I know more
about it and perhaps can. say something that has not been said here
before. I believe that military research, development, and utilization
of atomic energy ls vitally important; it may determine the continued
rise or a cataclys.n'!.ic fall of our country and of the type of civilization
we believe in. A \lvise solution of this problem is essential. I believe
that a simple an(. worlrnble solution is on hand; it has been tried
during the wo.r, n1ld it worked, and I believe it would work in peace.
The three bills t;am discussing ~ere present three diff_erent solutions
of the problem.
he McMahon bill proposes that all .m1htary research
and development e conducted by the Commission and thus excludes
completely the armed services from such activities, except I understand full well that liaison would be permitted.
.
The Johnson-May bill gives the authority over all military research
and development to the Commission, but the Commission can authorize the Army and Navy to perform research and develop,r..ent. Indeed, this bill lays down the policy of utilizing existing research institutions to conduct experimentation in the field, and if .this policy
is followed, the research laboratories of the Ar.my and Navy would
probably be utilized. The BnJl bill gives military research and development jointly to the Army, the Navy, and the Com.mission. This
is the system that has hecn tried and found workable, and I shall
attemp~ now to give you my reasons why I believe that it is vital ·
that this sytem be o.dopted by Congress in preference to the others
proposed.
. To start with, I do not need lo emphasize what, cliso.strous effects
another world wa.r, fought with o.tomic we1ipons, would bring upon the
United States nntl on the :rest of the \vorld. · This has been emphasized
here and elsewhere by outstnnding scientists, men of public affairs
and othc.•rs, equally well 01· better qualified than I a:,n to discuss that
subject. I can only repeat on the lmsis of wlmt I know tho.t what they
said was true. I e11n only add my firm conviction that the best. safcguo.rcl to avoid a disastrous war is the military strength of the United
States. Tbis strength, combined with wisdom in handling the international problem, will give time and opportunity to the United Nations Organization to work out the infinitely vn.ried and complicated
problems of the :rlations and to lead us eventually into o. better world
in which there will be no nec,d ony more for individnnl, 1rntional armies
and no.vies. Butjmilitary strength is vital now, and will be for some
indefini1.;e and unforesneahle time to come.
The military strength of tho United Stat.rs will be built o.round
atomic weapons. These will be not the only but the most important
items of nu.tio1rnl defense. Since it is well lrnown to all nations tha.t t,he
United States possesses ato:ini·c bombs, a11d that there are t,hree large
plants now, and possibly others later, that arc manufacturing active
materials, it is inconceivable to me that any nation would dare to
atto.ck the United States or o.ny other no.tiou that may be defended by
the United Stat.cs, unless that aggressor nation hn.s o.n abundant supply of atomic weapons.
Therefore, I believe tho.t if t.herc will be another world war, it will
be an atomic war. This does not mean tho.t only atomic weapons will
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be used. In this ·last .war, the most modern of all wars, alongside
radar-fuzed projectiles the fighting nations used knives and sticks and
arrows,·and I believe that another war would also utilize these ancient
weapons. In fact, a scientist friend of mine risked the facetious
theorJr that in tho. next war the opposing sides will demolish each
other's industries completely with atomic-power-propelled guided
missiles containing atomic explosives in the first 5 minutes, and thereafter the war will be fought with knives; axes, scythes, spades, and
sticks.
If we accept the· proposition that the militn,:ry strength of the
United States is essential for the welfare of the world, then I believe
·that the following throe facts are self-evident:
l. That from now on atomic won,pons will constitute the most
important items of national defense.
2. That the security of the Nation will be primarily dependent on
the effectiveness of its atomic weapons and of its countermeasures
against atomic weapons.
·
3. That it is therefore of paramount .importance that research and
development of atomic weapons and of countermeasures against
atomic weapons be conducted in the most efficient manner.
During the wo.r military research was conducted primarily by three
organizations: The Army, the Navy, and the Office of Scientific
Research and Development. This system led to such milestones in
progress as radar, VT fuzos, and the atomic bomb. Such independent
research with close liais_on and collaboration, I believe, would be the
best system.' in peacetime, as it wns in war, in all fields of military
research. This is the system advocated by Dr. Vannevar Bush in his
report to the President, entitled "Science, the Endless Frontier."
When I support Senator Ball's proposition that research and development, of atomic weapons should be- a joint responsibility of the Commission and the services, I do not mean, nor did he mean, I believe,
that research should be conducted by Regular Army and Navy
officers. W1iat I monn is research done by civilian scientists and
technologists working for and within the armed forces, in daily contact, consultation, and collaboration with the officers of the armed
forces. Such close contact insures on the one hand that the scientist
does. not go off on tangents and develop weapons that cannot be used
by the military; on the other hand it mnkes the officer thoroughly
familiar with the wenpons developed since he himself participnted in
the development from the ground up. It is a liberal education for
both sides; it makes the scientist more practical and the officer keener
and better trained. The otlrnr extreme is to have tho weapon developed
by a separate civilian agency, then dropped into the lap of the military .
in its complete and final form, to be used by t,hem if they can.
The use of atomic wen.pons will inevitably revolutionize warfare. I
should like to point out here only some of its implications relative to
naval warfare .. It is almost certain that atomic weapons will not be
the only ones used by the Navy. For defensive purposes probably
ordinary high-explosive weapons will be used for the most part.
Thus development of a variety of wenpons will continue, but all de-'
velopments must center nround atomic weapons. It is impossible to·
-conduct intelligently tho development of either atomic weapons or
other kinds of weapons without a unified planning ·of tho entire pro_gram. Furthermore, countermeasures against atomic weapons are
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very intimately tied up with the nature of these weapons, and mil~t be·
developed simultaneously and in close relationship. During the war,
we always developed 01,1r countermeasures simultaneously, and often
we did not put any munition into use unless we knew how to counteract it. Sometimes completed munitions were kept in reserve until we
were able to counteract it, because. the enemy can always capture a
sample of the munition and can use it ag0,inst us; if we have no countermeasures, then we arc just as much out of luck as the enemy.
Along with the development of weapons, ships and airplanes must
be built or modified to be able to carry these weapons and to combat
the enemy's weapons by countermeasures. It is likely that certain
types of ships must be eliminated; battleships might have to go if the
cost of an atomic bomb is much smaller than that of a ship, unless
very effective countermeasures are found. The tendency will probably be toward fast, smaller ships. The tnctics of naval warfare may
be clrnng·ed. Convoys and any sort of bunching of ships may have to
be avoided. Ships may h~ve to be scntterecl to larger distances to avoid
the sinking of severitl by one bomb; the scattering in turn would lead
to greater vulnerability to submnrines using ordinary torpedoes.
Large hnrbors must be decentralized to avoid destruction by a small
number of atomic bombs. Since ships, weapons, tactics, harbors will
all have to change, it seems reasonable that all these developments
should take place within the Navy, simultaneously and in complete
lrn,rmonv.
It is a. very unsatisfactory procedure to have the center of all these
developments outside the Navy in a separate civilian agency. It is
not sufficient to have a few liaison officers in this agency, who come
back with stories of the atomic research trying to influence other
developments; the development of atomic weapons and their countermeasures must he the nucleus, the core within the Navy from which
all activities radiate.
I should like to bring up, if I may, a few additional reasons why it
would be undesirable to deprive the armed forces of the right to develop
their most important wen.pons. During the war, under the pressure
of war, civilian organizations performed wonders in military research,
but, during peacetime, with this pressure removed, I am afraid the
main driving force would be lacking. Civilians working within the
armed forces obtain the drive not from the control of the military,
but from the daily contact wit.11 them; they talk, eat, live their daily
lives with the users of their products, they know ,vlrnt is wanted, they
know for whom they arc working. Liaison is only a partial and very
incomplete substitute.
A corollary of the above is that there is some danger that if all
military research and development of atomic weapons is entrusted to
a completely civilian organizntion over which the armed forces have
no authority, it m11y happen that this organization will spend most of
its time on fumlamental research, or on research directed toward
peaceful applications of atomic energy, a1Hl will neglect the military
applications. Since the armed forces have no control over the situation, they can only complain to the Commission, which may or may
not have any effect; even if it has, it would result in lost time and
effort. Such situr.tion could not arise· if the military developments
could be made the joint responsibility of the Commission and the
services.
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Even during the war, when scientists and engineers put everything
into their work to help the war effort, the control of the atomic bomb
project was handed over by the OSRD to the Manhattan district.of the
Army engineers. · The procurement and engineering functions were
taken over in the summer of 1942, the research and development in
the spring of 1943. I gather tha.t to this date the top men of OSRD, .
Drs. Bush, Conant, 11nd Tolman, are ·convinced that this transfer wns
wise; at least I have not seen a statement to the contrary from any of
them. You have heard here, gentlemen, and I have heard elsewhere,
that the security system of the Army retarded the completion of the
bomb by a yen.r, or year and a half. Such statements arc very hard to
reconcile with the fact that the whole course of the project wu.s planned
carefully 3 years or longer ahead of time, and that everythihg came
through on schedule or somewhat ahead of schedule. .I do not mean
to iinply that the security system of the Manhatta.n engineer district
was necessn.rily ideal. But· it is unfortunate that certain· atomic
scientists, instead of suggesting merely improvemcnt.s in the security
system, suggest that the armed forces be thrown out of the development of atomic weapons completely. On the basis of what I said
previously, I am convinced that the participation of the military in
military research in peacetime is even more essential than in wartime.
It has been often stated that civilian scientists and engineers do
not like to work for a military organization; that they would rather
work for a civilian agency. This statement is partly true; the fact
is that some of them prefer it one way, some the other way. Many
scientist,s who worked with or for the Navy during the war tu·e not
only willing but anxious to accept intelligent guidance in their work
by tbe men of the fleet who will use their products. Others think
differently, but the Ball bill solves this difficulty; those who do not
want to work within the services can find their place in the civilian
agency set up by the Commission.
These a.re the mu.in points I want to put before you, gentlemen.
I deeply appreciate the honor of your request t,o express my views
on the subject.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Commander.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. :May I ask the comnrn.nder a question?
The CHAITIMAN. Surely.
Senator HrcKENLOOPEn. Commander Brunauer, I assume that your
statement and your conclusions and rccommcnda.Lions are largely
predicated upon the practical assumpt,ion that reliable assurances of
peace amonO' nations may not be rnached?
Commanclcr BuuNAUER. Tha.t is correct,, sir. I hope they will be
reached.
Senator HrcKENLOOPim. I hope you don't misunderstand my quest.ion. I do not S!l,y yon advocat,e (;lwy will not be reached, but your
statement is predica.Lcd upon the rwcessity for this country in the
fotut·c to defend itsrlf, or he prepared to defend itself.
Commander BnuNAUER. If t.lic United Organiz;ation fails and war
will still come.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Is it your thought that, until such time as
we get reliable assurances of peaceful intentions among nations that we
should not discard or tlu·ow overboard the military aspects of research
in atomic energy?
Commander BnuNAUER. That is completely true, sir.
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Senator HICKENLOOPER. No"w,"let me ask you this further: Assuming that sometime in the future, either the near future or the
reasonably near future, the nations of the world are able to get into
such reliable guaranties of peace and the maintenance of peace, would
you then think we would be justified in the discontinuance of purely
military research in the atomic bomb field, providing all other nations
agreed to that and we had proper inspection or proper safeguards that
were· satisfactory to this country?
·
Commander BRUNAUER. Yes, sir; I do feel that way. If the country feels satisfied that the safeguards are sufficient to prevent wars,
then I definitely foel that way.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. But you still don't believe in throwing
away your gun so long as you think there may be a prowler in the
house?
Commander BRUNAUER. Yes, sir; more than that, I believe that to
hold on to the guns at present will contribute to the eventual solution
of the problems of the nations in the United Nations Organization.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. You feel tho.t on any control commission
or board that is set up, there should be some repr~scntation of the
military field of atomic eneri,ry, temporarily at least?
Commander BRUN AUER. Yes, sir; not necessarily a military man ..
It would be perfectly satisfactory to me to have the Secretaries of
War n;n~ the Navy represent t,he military of the country on such a
comm1ss10n.
Senator H1cKENLOOl'ER. But is this the point I understand you are
making, that during this immediate period of time, or while the
threat or possibility of military action remains, that the military
interests of this country in this bomb should be in some specific
capacity represented on any commission that is set up?
Commander BnuNAUER. Yes, sir.
·
Senator HrcKENLOOPFJR. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Commander.
The commit.tee will meet in exec11tive session at 10:30 tomorrow
morning.
··
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. m., the special committee recessed until
10:30 a. m., ·Wednesday, li'ehr1rnry 20, 1946, to reconvene in executive
session.)
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.UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

·

· ·. Washington, D. 0.

The special committee .m~t, pursuant to ~oti~e; at Hi a. m., i~ room
104-B, Senate Office Bmldmg, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman)
presiding. .
·
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Johnson, Byrd, kustin,
Millikin, Hickenlooper, Hart, and Vandenberg .
. Also present: Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the·
special committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T. Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come t.o order.
General Groves, you have been before the committee a couple of
times before, the first time, as I recollect it, on the general information
propositiQn, and then we heard you in executive session on some matters pertaining to the security provisions of a proposed bill. The
committee, as I understQ,nd it, has decided to invite you to come back
this morning to give us.your personal views on proposed legislation.
Now, you go right ahead, General.
STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. L. R. GROVES, UNITED STATES ARMY

General GROVES. I had hoped to receive a letter from the committee
or to have one sent to the Secretary of War outlining my position
in appearing, because, after all, it is mther unusual for an Army
officer to be asked to appear before a Senate committee to give his
personal views as divorced from the War Department.
Senator VANDENBERG. No .more unusual than atomic energy.
Geneml GnovEs. That is correct, but I have talked to the Secretary
of War on the telephone and have received instructions from him, and
J feel the only limitation which he has placed on me is that if I give
any testimony which I feel is at variance with War Department views,
I should state that fact, and so, from time to time, I will emphasize
that it is a personal viewpoint and I am not speaking for the War
Department.
At the outset, I would like to make it perfectly clear that J have
never sought nor do I now aspire to any appointment on or under
any proposed commission on atomic energy. Therefore, I do not
have any more personal interest in the eventual details of any legislation than any other citizen should have. My only desire is to have
the very best form of legislation enacted.
467
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I would like to talk about a viewpoint that I regard as inost essential
to adequate legislation in this field. First is the make-up of a com. mission and the duties of a commission.
·
If the Commission is to function-in fact, if the whole control of
atomic energy and development is to function, as I feel that it should·anything in the way of security regulations or regulations affecting
· other citizens vutside of the project itself should be made by the
Commission and not by an administrator. There is nothing that
can hurt good administration more than to have an administrator
who gets to making rules and regulations that affect things other than·
the immediate operations of his own organization.
_
I think that any form of bill should avoid giving to an administrator or to any one other than the top commission the power to make
regulations, and I refer particularly to security but also to any other
form of regulation that might be necessary to adopt. I include in
such things any support, and I believe that such support will be
necessary to colleges and to universities, to scientific research. I
think that should be in the hands of a commission so that the administrator is not put in the position of being someone who has too much
power.
During the war that was not feasible. I was both the administrator
and the commission, but I had very rigid instructions from the President of the United States and the Secretary of War apd the Chief of
Staff about security. All of the security measures taken by the
Manhattan project during the war and to date are in accordance with
the written instructions of President Roosevelt to me, emphasized
by oral instructions from him, and by the very pointed verbal instructions of General Marshall.
The type of commission, I think, that you get in this legislation
will control whether atomic energy is ·properly handled in this country
or not. It is to me an important factor to get commissioners with
the high qualifications that arc necessary. The May-Johnson bill
~rovided for nine commissioners who were part-time commissioners.
There have been objections to part-time commissioners. I WOJ1ld
Jikt. to.rev~,.~,bs::.Lpel's@naJly=-ca11d-,.th~s.,,i~,J1"p.er~?-n~l.o.p,inlo~£eel
that'1llfili=Uc~~=AcdYoantagos~,to-the-par_t.,t1me-comm1sswnol's.
on two bases:~-- t~~c:~n.1.:rni§.sigJJ...,,}WlCh".is._made,,J.lp=of
p_!!-rJ:h:t,n.eP~~},JYG_.Sllli~.tJni:r:~~-ts..JYill..~e,,a.bet.ter~.co!PIDi.§1.1?.W.:t!·
Ireer tnat w1tli tne regulatory powers-that IS, the power to make
rulrs that affect so mn,ny people and afiect the United States so

·-ms

t~1~~~t*1fit~Im~l~~a:&~itl~:e~~ -lif~ ~l~ff6°~~~~fft
;QI_ll. I tlimk 1f you get too many, then 1t becor:nesaa.eoating
9

9

society or people who just sit there n,n<l vote "aye." That is not a
War Department position at tbis time.
Senator AusTIN. I do not understand that. You say the War
Department does not favor a commission?
General GnovEs. I think I explained before you came in that
.Secretary Patterson had given me vrrbal instructions to the effect
that while I was to discuss this problem thoroughly with the committee and give my personal views, anytime that I-felt that I was not
representing the War Department's views I was to make a point of it,
and I am making the point that this is a; p·t·fsor1a1'view and I am not
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speaking for the War Department as to how many members should
be on the Commission, or anything to do with that.
·
Senator JOHNSON. Do you know what the War Department's
position is on that point? .
.
·
General GROVES. Well, I don't know .what it is. I prefer n.ot to
state what that is, because I am not certain enough of it.. . .
Senator AusTIN. They have not told you, have they, that they are
opposed to that?
·
General GnovEs. They have sent to the Bureau of the Budget a
report, I believe, on the McMahon bill which would indicate that.
I have glanced at that report, read it very hurriedly, and I did not
prepare it.
Senator AusTIN. Have you seen Secretary Patterson's testimony
before the committee in that respect?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
Senator HART. Insofar as I understand, that testimony does set
forth the War Department's position.
General GROVES. Until it is changed, that would certainly be correct, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. You did not write that report?
General GROVES. On the McMahon bill; no, sir, I did not.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would you be at liberty to say who did ,vrite it?
General GROVES. No; I don't think so, because I do not know
exactly who wrote it all. I know it was prepared under the direction
of the Secretary and the Under Secretary and that it was personally
discussed as to the major factors with the Secretary.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Can you say whether it was written by men who
have worked with you in these matters, or by anyone who has worked
in these matters in a military ca.pacity?
General GnovEs. It was not written l;>y any such person. Our
office was consulted and our views wer.e given to them.
Senator HART. General, were any of the members of the original
interim committee, whose work founded the original message from
the President and the original bill, involved or included in that discussion which preceded Secretary Patterson's testimony?
Geneml GROVES. I do not believe so, but I ain not certain, sir. I
have no knowledge that they were, and it is my belief that they were
not. There may have been one or two who were consulted by phone,·
but I am not aware of it.
·
The CHAIRMAN. General, are you aware of a directive issued by the
President to the various executive departments setting forth the
Executive policy on this matter? Have you seen the memorandum?
General GROVES. Yes, sir; I have seen that.
.
The CHAIRMAN. And the Secretary of War test1ficd after the receipt
of that memorandum in conformity with the memorandum,· did he
not?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And the Executive policy as it was outlined was
for a three-man full-time Commission. I believe that was the
Presidential recommendation.
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
The CHAITIMAN. So that gives the official War Department position?
General GRovmos. I think so.
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Senator AusTIN. There was supplementary to· that an· additional
board, was there not, in the recommendation?
The CHAIRMAN. I think not, Senator.
General GROVES. I think not, sir.
Senator AusTIN. I had the impression that there was a provision
for an advisory board.
The CHAIRMAN. That is called for in the bill. The power is sot
up for it.
Senator AusTIN. That is all right. I am not trying to get a wedge
in between the bill and the President or the Secretary of War. I
would like to find out whether it is the policy of the War Department
to establish a permanent board of three men or three members accompanied by an advisory board.
·
General GROVES. I don't believe the Secretary testified to that, and
as far as I know, the statement was made that it would be a threeman full-time board. vVhat was said and what contact was had
with the members of the interim committee I am not aware of in their
preparation of tha.t final statement. I believe that previously it had
been discussed with them and the feeling had been expressed by some
that they would not get as high-caliber men for this task by having a
f~ll-time Commission as they would by having a part-time Commiss10n.
Whe~_.the _£ar~~~im~-9~mi~~!2_1.1,..,~~9rlw~llL'.?,~ill&i;!,;,Jh~c.!kY~J:X

'!':as'"]llogF~ /2'fr't:lre:]:r·~u!1d~--""~~'1~JJ?.,..,6Jll!I~..JJJ!.t.Ji<?~WS@.A1.w!l9"g~t,,

~~E~myt~±:dm:3~!lci~ik~tJtM1~t-_
.•o,...it<l;~~~f~~~~a\m~;~fifHlc that that has been testified to before
the committee by l\!Ir. Smith, Director of the Budget, that the objection is to having a three-man Commission exert executive powers such
as were exerted in the days of ancient Rome when they tried to have
three men run a state administratively. lJhillkJJL1J,.t...1i~lt~Y!l .e:E-amples yf that ii:;J_lfr:; .~~1try, ar\d. wht;!l we J1!1Y,l.l.,.a..b.Qar.cl,1y:l!_i£.1t1ilis~
execut;v~ PS,~~~1.}Ykj12_?.1,1.~.Q...~lJ,uati.on.}W9.tQ.~t~e~.:9.i§;_gLtili_~rJ.Hr.m2.tL

~~~=~Jl,;,l.,,.~~:£~~'~fil~I2-1U.Jd1..0~,""q.11.,,t~...!§J1!.§..Jl~m:i..2IJ.~1~

comm1ss10n.
111tifi's"'i'f['ft,iculf1r problem, the qlmlities of the men tha.t, a.re re.quirrd
to be on the Commission are lmusuul. It isn't anything that a mun
can just walk into and function perfectly, or even well, by being appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. I don't think
that that is n. full qualification. I think it rc,guires men who have
backgroun~f!:ny fi,elds. That wa.£_one...i'e.11son"".".fil.1.Y:J!fe.Jli.p£tn...an
emnrIB's~~!:!:'@:ffi~_J29£~.filly_an!LIDLP.fil.i?.Q:O.!!,l~QGd§lim1 to
say t iat ft . Wll.S 'he Oest1de11 was ~ll(le _byj;.!Jld11g. ya;ri_OUS sizes of
commi®'i'.9')ft:J1l'ff~~t';:'ti'r!W~cCGill;Jiwi,:)f:fi:d..Jriiiig:Ji'Jj};J".pfOPl.~
~21IgiiJJY2liliLm..1.JJ.~_p.,,,_ya,tisfactor:.y,,,Qorm:nis~iPJ'.,,,. · ·1'flat·'1s
£heoas1s on wfiich the nine-man, part-time Commission appealed
to me.
Senator HART. May I pick that up a little, General?
In checking yom idea, do I understand that you rather canvassed
the field in the United States to see who, in your opinion, aft~r this
great wealth of experience, would be able to measure up to the requirements that you conceded would be necessary?
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,General <;tn?VES. That is correct, and in some instm~ces ~o make up
t.his Com:imss1on, I made no effort where I was gett.mg mto a fiela
that I was not certain of. All I did _was to specify the qualities of
the .man, but to make certain that men of that quality could be
obtained. For example, such a board or commission should have
representatior from science, and that means men who really know
whn.t it, is all about. You cannot find 11uolear physicists who are ·
disinterested. 'l'hey n.11 will be very vitally interested by anything·
that is done by this Commission, and I feel very strongly that no one
belongs on such a commission who is interested .in any way in anything which will reo.lly cross swords with his duty as a member. of
the Commission.
·
· ·
If you take a mart such as President Conant, of Harvard, or President Compton, of l\HT, the:y are automatically bitrred in my opinion,
although they would personally be ideal members, because their institutions are vitally interested in nuclear physics research.
·
I felt that to got men of t,hat caliber; we would probably have to
go to the smaller liberal arts colle~es, not t,he universities, the ones
that dicl not have a direct interest 111 nuclear physics and find a man
thel'e, presumably the president of. a college such ns Williams or
Amherst or Lafayette, or something of that character, and that tbat
type of representation was essential.
· The CHAIRMAN, Generrtl, going over these names that oecurred to
you as properly qualified appointees on t;he OommisRion, you have said
that you gave consideration to Mr. Conant and Mr. Compton but
had to reject them for t,he reason given. Will you tell us some of the
other names you thought about?
GcncrnJ GnavEJs. Well, I can give you the qu11Iity of the people.
For exn.mplc, I felt Lhrtt D1·. Bush could be a illf\mbcr of such a commisi,ion without interference wit.11 other interestR. I felt that another
man who would be bn.rrn<l by rcuson of his rncent appointment as
prcRideut of Pul'Cluc wn.s Oompt,e, n very ahle man. You run down t.ho
line and you find thnt u.ny scientist who is an academic scientist--rtnd
we need ncadcrnic scientists on such a regulatory body- would foll
into tho da.ss I spoke about. He would l111ve to be a man who had
taught science nnd then had become the president of a smaller college.
The OrrArnMAN. Have you any list of nnrnes prepared?
General GRov1:s. In that, field we felt thnt we could get men of that
cnli bcr from the colleges. We also fol t in industry that we could get
men who were accustornccl to big things in indust.r.Y, but it would mean
barring, for example, anybody who would be affected by this, and that
would primarily bar men from companieA which are working with us,
companies which might have an interest in seeing us succeed or not
succeed, or where the people might have some claim for saying, "Well,
that company would like to see this delayed." For example, t.hat
would bar, in my opinion, any mnn who was an executive in either
General Electric or Westinghouse.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a list in your files, General, of these
men whom you have thought about?
.
General GROVES. Yes, sir; I have a number of such calculations.
The CHAIRMAN. With specific names?
General GROVES. With specific names or qualities.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you please send those to me?
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General GROVES. Yes; I would be delighted to.
,
Senator V ANDE-NBERG. Does· your idea of this nine-man Commission contemplate that it is totally civilian, or are the services represented?
·
General GnovEE. I felt that the services would have to be represented, and I think that primarily for this reason, that at the present
. time this is the most powerful military weapon in existence. It is a
weapon which can control all future waifare and can spell defeat or
victory for a nation and I felt that, until a time should be reached
when we knew that the thing could be controlled and could be inspected and could be handled so that we knew we would never be·
subjected to an attack by this weapon, the Army and Navy would
have to be represented.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean on the Commission itself.
General GROVES. On the Commission itself, or in some capacity
that would insure that the Army and Navy views were not overlooked.
Senator VANDENBERG. You mean men in active service now?
General GROVES. Men in active service or men on the retired list,.
although I have always felt that with this length of time which was.
proposed of 9 years-and that was proposed because it ,was felt it
would take at least 2 years before the man really got into the swing
of it if he was not in the field to start with-you would have to have
a man who was young enough when he went on the Commission so he
could serve his full 9 years and be physically and mentally fit at the
time he went off.
Senator JoHNSON. Why should not the Air Force be represented.
also?
·
General GROVES. I have always considered the Air Forces as part
of the Army or Navy at the present time, and when I say "military
representatives," I include land, sea, and air.
Senator JOHNSON. Then, you do include the Air Forces?
General GROVES. By all means, sir.
. Senator JOHNSON. Senator Austin may know a great deal more
about the trend of things in that direction than any ·Of the rest of us
since he is working on the new unifica.tion bill, but it would seem to
me that all three of the arn~ed forces should be represented on this
Commission.
General GROVES. That is correct. As soon as they become three
instead of two, or as soon as they become one, as far a.s I am personally
concerned, I would like to sec from two to four men on that Commission who were either active or retired, and I would like to see at
least one of thosefrom the Air Forces, and I am not particular about
the others, except that I think there should be one from the Navy
and one from the Army Ground Forces. As long as there are from
two to four, I think that the Army and Navy interests, which are
essentinlly the defense of the United States, would be properly taken
care of.
Senator VANDENDERG. You said that you were interested in the
age level so that you wouldn't lose capacity. Your view and Senator
_Hart's agree on that subject?
.
.
GenNa.l GnovEs. I am afraid I might be younger than almost an;vone here except the chairman, and maybe I am younger than he 1s,
so maybe it wouldn't be right for me to say as to that.
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The CHAIRMAN. General, l take it, when you say service representation you mean service personnel, not the Secretary of War? · . .
General GROVES. I do not mean .a civilian hea.d of a department
and I do not mean a man who has to go to the Secretary of War or
the Chief of Staff to be told how to vote on anything .. In other words,
what I want, and feel is absolutely essential, is a man who has .the
background and who is not going to forget for one minute that, as
long as this is a prime, oi' the prime, military weapon of the country,
defense must come first and other things will have to come afterward
until the international situation is resolved so that we do not have
to worry about this as a military weapon.
. · ..
.
Senator MILLIICIN. Do you think, General, that the bill that comes
out of this committee should conform itself to the fact that the weapon
angle of it is the predominant angle at the present time?
·
5eneral GROVES. I think so, but I do bl:'lieve that the bill as it comes
out should recognize that while it is a predominant angle at this time,
we are prepared for the future and the bill should prepare for the
future and not intimate to anyone that we are thinking of this only
as a weapon.
Senator MILLIKIN. That would be a matter of mechanics?
General GROVES. I think it is a matter of wording the .bill so that
it is clear that we are. not as a Nation embarking on a policy that we
are going to have this as a weapon for all time and that is all we are
interested in.
.
My view is that we are intereste~ in it as a weapon as long as we
have to be, and on the day when we can say we can forget this as a
weapon, that will be fine.
Senator MILLIKIN. You agree that the weapon is the predominant
thing at the present time?
General GROVES. At the present time; yes, sir.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you see anything on the horizon that leads
us to believe that within, say, a year or two it will lose its predominancy?
General GROVES. As a weapon?
Senator MILLIKIN. As a weapon.
General GROVES. No, sir; I cannot see anything.
.
You ore thinking, I suppose, primarily of defense against this, and
I see nothing, and I have yet to be told by anyone in who:in I have
any scientific confidence that there is any possible angle which could
be attacked that might result in a defense.
Senator MILLIKIN. Aside from the defense angle, that is, a specific
.defense to this specific weapon, do you see anything in the world situation that leads us to believe that we may get into such a state of stable
peace within the next year or two that we could shift the predominancy
of the energy from a war weapon to that of peacetime exploitation?
General GnovEs. I don't believe that we can ever shift from the
· predominancy of this as a war weapon so long as we are unable to
make certain that there will be no war.
Senator MILLIKIN. Then, until that time the bill, in your judgmentt
should reflect that fact?
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN. General, I may be in error, but I seem to remember
upon a number of occasions-I am not sure whether you did it before
the committee when you were here before, but I seem to have read in
tbe paper at least, accounts of some speeches that you made in which
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you indicated that you believed that the War Department wanted to
get out of this just as quickly as possible. Do you regard your recommendation for War Department generals to be members of this
· Commission to be in harmony with that former statement?
General GROVES. Yes, sir; because at the present time and in the ·
past, the War Depo.rtment has had sole control, and it is the sole
control that I feel it should get out of.
. I think also that when I said from two to four men with military
experience on a com.mission of nine, that means the majority will be
in the hands of civilians, as I feel it should.
,
· ·
The CHAIRMAN. Now, General, let's see if we con harmonize that
viewpoint with your answer to Senator Millikin's question that you
regarded this thing primarily now as a weapon. If that is the major
empho.sis at this time, would it not follow logically if you adopt your
theory that there should be a majority of military on the Commission?
General GROVES. No, sir, because I believe that the Commission
should be primarily civilian. It is the feeling of the United States
and of all the Anglo-Saxons, dating from the time that Cromwell
went into Parliament, that you cannot have an organization with
the powers that that orgnnizat.ion will have that is not definitely
subject to a civilian majority. I believe that the Secretary of War
should be civili11,n and should have civilian assistants for the same
reason, and yet tlmt docs not keep the Chief of Staff, who is the military adviser to the President, from exerting a great deal of influence
on military matters. At the same time, it leaves it to the Secretary
of War as the head of the vYar Department.
Likewise, on this Commission I feel that the Commission must
have a civilian majority, and I feel tlrnt very strongly because cif
certain things that the Commission must be responsible for, which
are primarily security mn.tters, and these regulations which they
must frame and adopt. I think it would be most advArso to the future
of atomic energy and to the future of the country to have the action
of the Commission attaclrnd on the ground that it was a military
commission.
The CHA!RM:AN. Do you think that you would obviate that crime
by having o. 5-4 representation?·
General GnovEs. I think you would, and I would like to recall
that I said from two to four.
The CHAillMAN. Four more desirable than two?
General GnovEs. I think the actual number on it, Senator, depends
a great deal on ,vhat Senator Austin is going to do. In other words,
if we have a unified service, if we have two as we have at present,
or three, that will determine really what you should have on that
Commission.
l would hate to see a commission or anything established in the
law that said the President had to appoint a definite number of mill- ·
tary men. I would not object personu.lly to having it stated that he
can appoint or should appoint not less than two or more than four.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I seem to have read an interview with
General Eisenhower, and I have called the interview to the attention
. of the Chief of Staff, in which he advocated an all-civilian commission.
Have you discussed that with the Chief of Staff?
General GROVES. I don't reco,ll that.
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The CttAIRMAN. I ree,d it in the Christian Science Monitor, a story
by Mr. Roscoe Drummond.
.
·
General GROVES. I don't believe I discussed that pe,rticular thing
with General Eisenhower, although I do not recall~! may have.
·
The CHAIRMAN. That is the way he was quoted in this story, as
believing there should be .an all-civilian commission.
General GROVES. Now, I would like to repeat what I said before,
that I felt that none of these active or retired officers who were on this
Commission should be serving as representatives of the War and Navy
Departments; that they should be serving as individuals, with that
background and that ability to see that side of the picture.
The CHAIRMAN. You have always exercised becoming modesty, but
it seems to me you have drawn a bill of particulars here which you
could fit pretty well.
·
. ·
·
General GROVES. Well, I do not want to fit it. I think there are
others that could fit it. I think that initially-I don't know how long
the transition period will las1rc-there are others that can fit that bill
today, and I still stand by my statement of neither seeking nor aspiring. As a matter of fact, while formerly it would have been a question
of doing what I was asked to clo, I think the experiences of the last
4 or 5 months have taught me that it would now take very strong
urging. I would have to be told that it was a must and not just "we
would like to have you" or "we think you should." Somebody has
got to do some arguing now.
Senator JOHNSON. General Groves, would you see any objection to
a requirement in the law that the President shall appoint someone from
the military bra.nches as recommended by the Chief of Staff of the
particular military branch?
General GROVES. No; I would no~ see any objection to it.
.
I have always felt, however, that the less strings that were tied to .
the President in the matter of appointment the easier it was, but I
have no real objection to it.
Sena.tor JonNSON. He would probably do that anyway?
· General GROVES. He would do that anyway except for good and ·
sufficient rea.son, and I do not know just how it could be done if it
were done that wny. It would be difficult to make it legal and it
would be awkward, and I t,hink it would be something that you could
depend on the President. After all, if he loses confidence in the Chief
of Staff, he has a very easy remedy.
Senator VANDENBERG. In any event, when one of these officers is
appointed, he severs himself permanently from the Military Establishment?
General GROVES. As long as he is a member of that Commission.
Senator VANDENBERG. That wouldn't be long enough.
General GROVES. It would be 9 years, and that means that he
severs it permanently really from a practical standpoint.
Senator VANDENBERG. "Perma1i.ently" is the word.
Senator JOHNSON. Of course, our Army officers have retirement
privileges and you might, if you tried to circumvent that too closely,
disqualify a great many very able men who would be very desirable on
such a commission because their retirement is a matter of great importance to them. If you are going to sever them from such privileges, certainly you are going to have to do a lot of coaxing.
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Senator VANDENBERG. I wouldn't sever them from those privileges,
:senator, but as generally indicated these men have got to be absolutely free from domination.· If they contemplate a return· to the
service, they are not free from domination. I do not want to interfere with any of their rights; I just do not want them to come back
later and capitalize on what they have done.
.
Senator HART. Senator, after a military man drops out of his own
:branch for 9 years, he is not likely to be again actively employed in any
case, but if he may return to the service pay roll as a pensioner, then
his rights are looked after somewhat like one in uniform becoming a
Senator and going back.
General GROVES. I think that has given you my views on the
·proposed nine-man Commission.
·
·
·
Now, there were other types of commissions proposed. I would.
_like to .!!:_~hat m_Uf_,R~Iiw..!ill"""~ey.fil'.,,.D;J&._£l~"'"m_e,JtJ:ffil~t"in~
' ~ a o m(;Jm,.li~· .§!Ucl:i c.orns.smns...,;w;ho,,,.a,l'..e,.b11..sx.,,li!i11i_cl~ 9.i.JJQ.Y,; ·
e_!'.nment depart~e1;ts,Jle.ca~ ~e ~~~~-'YhJ>••£!k!!~IW-....iii11.t~Xfil:
t!!!te 1s ne-c,-essary ana, paf'f,~_sulNJ,Y;,,,mJE.,.filiJ&nl,m_s~g§_.;...JYJ.l-WI\.l.},t,g~

{ra'WrnillJL~1fstn~1i~~\-br~B~~·1~~1.§t1~Q~~~wli~
w'en.1fon~{{'e. .~t1Ie'iifeetrng~...ic~~~*~~.....a<D<~~~~.3'>~~."l!>'),~a$':'1.i"l~~1~~!1~~<""'f~.:.:5.i.,~.,.,..,~
-=~Ncfw,tb'1tt~moy'''b'W""·at variance with the idea of a part-time mani
but a part-time man to mo is not a man who sits 1" day a month an<1
then com<.'s down and sits and forgets it in-between time. He is
working in-betwem time on problems. He is able to take trips of 2
or 3 weeks at a time, at his convenience, of course, and it can be
arranged.
.
As t,o the permanent ty:12..0 of commi,§.~Q11.,lt.hink~the.te_a,loJ?j,e..ctions
tJrnt I see to it"iire,Jirst::J/hJ!;~,.,I?ic.&U!:,...QJ.h&'*..JlOJ.n!!l:~<:E~.£,Om. m1ss1on a,s a g:r2,,u.,E t!1~:._!v~;/YnR,mg_!!!le~ut1v~.g:~I1$~•..Y.~~
one man occo~ c ommanJ... .1 'f,liUJKfik.QJJ.ihl:'uq,11ldJ1..l~t9.,._fil)~
~ry mu c:h.Jl-w.i.ciiiiJ.it&r.Y.-f.~.U~2,.~m~~-..:?.£l?Jlj;ftJ.e,gj1:9"w.~
; e executive tm.d the admuustrntrve. lt w1IT meJrn 1t much ee-f'1er

o{

t~~~JiID.W:~~iis.§xecit~w:r\Ties:'csl:auri§1!eci

--"TIIiml~i'tli'e other duties of the Commission, besides passing
on rrgulfl.t.ions, und not only passing on t,hl'm but, n.s it means to me,
really determining whnt thry will be, is to serve us n board of directors
on the grnrral n.dminist,rn.t.ion by the executive, the administrator.
I think that is ef;sont.ial. I think thcrehv.s to be one top ndministmtor,
and not, 11:s was propos<'d in Sena,tor McMahon's bill, four different
depnrtrnrnts, e11.ch .of which would report to the group of three. men.
I don't know just what qualit;ios those three men would have. I
have tried to figure out just what they should be.
If you have one man with militnry experience and you have one
with industrial and one with academic science, you have got just
about a bare· framework. I don't know whether there should be
someone with legal ability in there or not. but you would at least
hove to have t.hose three-the military, industrial, and academic~
and that leaves out a number of t,hings. It leaves out more than one
military man, for example, who would either have to be air, ground,
.or sea, and you have problems involved in that.
·
Senator JOHNSON. You are leaving out an engineer, also.
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General GROVES. It would leave out an engineer. · You would have
to make your choice between an engineer and an operating mani and
these hig industrial operations are not easy. They involve abor
problems that are most complex; they involve management pi'o6lems,
and they mvolve it tremendous number of problems where you want
the advice of those men.
Now, ·I would like to recall for you for a few moments what the
military policy committee did for me during the past. The military
policy committee, as I viewed it, had one primary purpose, and that
was at any time that they lost confidence in me they were to tell
somebody, and that somebody would then say, "You are through."
. Senator MmLIKiN. May I interrupt to ask who made up the military policy committee?
.
·
.
General GROVES. lt was made of Dr. Bush as the chairman, with
Dr. Conant as his alternate, and with General Styer and Rear
Admiral Purnell. Now, actually Conant sat with every meeting of
that military policy committee. I also sat with it-that was required'
in the set-up.
·
In addition to keeping their opinion on me up to date so that they
could report .to the proper authorities-that is, the Secretary-and
say, "You had better get rid of him," they also passed on major decisions in advance. I didn't embark on the construction of Hanford, for
exn.rnple, without the full concurrence of that military policy committee. I presented the facts; I answered all the questions. Styer and
Purnell could handle the military part of it. Bush and Conant could
handle the scientific part, and we didn't have any industrialists on that1
although I often wished that I had a man to go to for advice; but Ihac1
plenty of other industrialists. We went to them for advice constantly.
Dr. Conant was an adviser to me from the start. As he puts it very
modestly, he said that he was a "kibitzer" on this project. He was
the type of kibitzer that tells you what you had better discard and
how many cards to draw, too. While he didn't, interfere in any way, it
was always advice, still it was very sound advice, and that was true
also of Dr. Bush. If a problem came up that was essentially chemistry, then Dr. Conant's advice was listened to very carefully, and it
was, as a matter of fact, always followed. The s11.mc> thing was true
with Dr. Bush's ad vice.
When you have men of that caliber-and that is the type of man
I would like to see on such a commission-when they give advice you
had better listen to it or be very certain that you arc right, and then
you have to convince them, or probably you are wrong anyway.
Senator JOHNSON. Were Drs. Conant and Bush consulted in the
drafting'"bf the so-called May-Johnson bill?
.
General GnovEs. They were members of that interim committee, sir.
Senator ,JoHNSON. Then, they approved the nine-man Commission?
General GROVES. Yes, sir; and particularly the part-time features
of it.
The CHAIRMAN. How often, Genera.I, did this policy committee
meet?
General GROVES. That policy committee met-I don't recall
exactly-at irregular intervals whenever I felt there 'was anything I
needed their help on, or they felt they should be brought up to date.
That was an official meeti.ng. Actually, when he was in VVashington, .
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I should say that I saw Styer at least every week or 10 days; I saw
Conant about every week to 2 weeks, depending on how often he came
to Washingtoµ, and every time he came to Washington I saw him.
I saw Bush just a little less frequently, but. that was not necessary
because I saw him through Conant who took evifrything that I saia
back to Bush. I saw Purnell on· anything that I felt I needed his
particular advice on, or any important matter that came up .
. For example, if we got a report that one of these constants was
turning the wrong way, and instead of being able to make a bomb with,
say, that much material [indicating] we were going to have to use that
much [indicating], they were informed immediately, and they were
informed just as the board of directors in a company would be informed. When they came to the board of directors meeting, they
knew what it was all 11.bout. They were not there just to collect a
foe, for there were no foes; they were there and knew everything that
went on, but didn't know about the details.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. Admiral Purnell, I believe testified before the
committee. It is hard to recollect all the testimony that has been
before us, but as I recollect his testimony, my general impression at
least was that he had not been in too close contact with the project.
Have you read his testimony?
General GROVES. Yes, but also it was quite a while ago.
The CHAIRM4N. Do you agree with my impression?
.
General GROVES. I would like to say in my opinion that dealt with
the one phase of it which was the work done at the Naval Research
Laboratory.
The CHAIRMAN. That is where he was consulted?
General GROVES. No, sir; that is the part that he did not know as
much as you might have expected him to, but that was because there
were many complications concerned with that that dated back long
before I came into the project. There were a lot of technical and personal problems there tlU1t I would rather not go into in open henring,
but, it was n touchy thing to handle, and it was nursed and handled
just a.s carefully as it could be done.
The CHAIRMAN. I gather from your description, General, the.t you
really carried the mn,in burden of the policy making of the Manhattan project.
General GnovEs. I would not sav !,hat is correct.
Now, for example, take the Hanford works. The decision to build
the Hanford works was made wit,h the full approval of the policy committee in advance. Every important decision wus taken in advance.
We built three piles there, a.nd tlrnt decision was approved by the
policy committee in advance with a description of just what we
thought ,ve would get out of each pile.
The fact that we built two chemical separating plants there was .
approved by the committee in advance. Then, there was a time when
one member suggested that we not complete the third pile.. We got
some erroneous scientific data, and we tb01 tght we could do much better
than we could do, and because of that- erroneous scientific data .one
member suggested that we not complete the third pile. That was a
subject of considerable discussion in that policy committee and the
decision that was reached was, you might say, squarely on all of us.
My general feeling always was this, that while I was responsible
for the major decisions, no member of the policy committee would
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ever be in ·a position where he would say that he· did not know that
thes.e decisions were being taken and that if be bnd known he wpuldn't
have approved them, because they knew of the major decisions and they
approved of them and approved of them in advance, and quite a
number of them that were quite important were really taken on the
initiative of one of the members of that committee.
There was one particular thing that I would prefer not to state
w~ere I was overrule!1 by the policy committee on a certa.in matter
with respect to orgamzafaon, and that was all there was to 1t.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a record of how many times this policy
committee met with you?
General GROVES. Formally?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes..
General GROVES. · Yes; sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how-many it was?
.
General GnovEs. No; but I sh~uld say offhand that the formal
meetings would run from about a month apart to about two to two and
a half months, and it all depended on the situation. If there· was
nothing to be discussed, they did not meet.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind submitting for me the number of
formal meetings of this advisory board?
.
General GROVES. I would be glad to, and also with the under;,
standing that that did not mean they were not in constant touch with
the situation. There were certain meetings that were held at longer
periods than we would like to otherwise because of the foct that we ·
could not always get these people together. Some of them left the
country, as you know, from time to time.
The CHAIRMAN. That is always the difficulty with part-time people
who have other interests. They might find it difficult to consult in
matters of policy.
.
General GROVES. That if'!. correct, but we never had any trouble
wit,h them when they were in this country. It was when they went
abroad, to the Pacific and to Europe, that we had trouble.
If there i.s no provision adopted which includes men \\'ith military
experience-and I mean by that long military experience, not just the
experience of serving in either this war or tho last-I believe that
something should be done to correct anything which excludes the
armed forces.
We have talked a lot about unification of the armed forces, and
yet if this is done we would take the controlling weapon, you might
say, certainly the controlling weapon of a surprise attack, and divorce
it from the armed services and say that the Chief of Staff and the
Chief of Naval Operations will have nothing whatsoever to do with
it excepting insofar us this Commission permits them to. I think that
means that if any such bill is adopted which does not include men w:ith
military background on the Commission, the Commission should be
directed by law to submit to the Joint Chiefs of Staff all matters of
policy prior to adoption and before publication.
In the event that tho Joint Chiefs do not concur in such policies,
I think thoy should be submitted to the President for decision. I
think it should also direct continuous consultation and maintenance
of liaison with the War and Navy Departments on all matters of·
security, military research-, and military applications of ato~ic energy
n.nd developm<'nt, manufacture, storage, and use of atomic bombs.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean by what you have just said that all
releases of information, including basic scientific information should
be submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff?
'
General GROVES. You mean each piece?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
·
General GROVES. No, sir; the policy.
Now, I would like to state, for example, how the· Smyth report was
drawn up. The Smyth report was drawn up by putting down on
paper in about the equivalent of.11 sheet and a half of double-spaced
typewriting the rules under which the report would be drawn. Those
rules were drawn up originally by me, I think in consultation with
various people-I am sure in consultation with Drs. Tolman, Conant
and Bush. They were approved later formally by people above mo
in.the War Department-that is, the Secretary-and I don't recall
whether they were shown to the President or not. I cannot sa.y, but
th~se rules set forth the basis on which the Smyth report would· be
written.
Essentially they were that it could not contain anything that, was
not already known beforehand, and they gave certain exceptions to
that as to what could be told; that is so that men of the stature of
Hahn or Eisenberg of Germany could not get the answer once knowing the bomb had gone off, and it permitted certain things that we
knew could not be kept secret over 10 minutes after the bomb was
let off.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you a.clvocate the release of any further basic
scientific information?
Gencrn.l GROVES. I will comment on that. These were rules that
every person in this room could understand. There wasn't anything
scientific about them. They were tl~e type of rules, written by people
who had intimn.te lmowledge of the project and intimate knowledge
of science and enginecring, which would guide Smyth in preparing his
report. The report was read afterward by a group of se:vernl scientists,
particularly Dr. Tolman, on whom I placed the greatest confidence,
with the rules right in front of him.
Smyth and Tolman both said that these rules were carried out in
the preparation of this report. I read the report also. There were
some things in there that I couldn't have told whether they met the
rules or not. Maybe some of the physicists couldn't tell when you
got over in to the chemical field, but in each instance the necessary
check was made by the man who did know that particular small phase
of the problem who said that it was within the rules.
Now, the chiefs of staff would concur in the rules and then it would
be up to the other people to enforce the rules.
Now, to return to your question, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I asked you if you advocated the release of basic
scientific information.
General GROVES. I advocate personally-I am very much interested
in it-the release of all scientific and engineering information which
will not be adverse to the national defense of the United States. Now,
in putting that on a practical standpoint, I believe that it means almost
all of the medical data which we have secured. It means a tremendous amount of what is properly termed "basic scientific information,"
things that we learn which have no effect on national defense.
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The CHAIRMAN. Are you in agreement with the report of your com.;.
mittee, the War Department's committee, who sent us a copy of the·
letter addressed to you ad,rocating certain declassifications.
General GROVES. That is the Tolman committee. Tolman was the·
chairman of that.
.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe it was Oppenheimer, Urey and Compton ..
General GROVES. Yes, I Imow that. That report has been studied
by me in detail. It has been discussed with a few of the members,
a.11 t.he members that could be gath~red together at the particular
time. As a resulL of tha.t decision, they hav.:i given me an additional'
report explaining a few of the things that were not clear as to just
how for th.3y intended to go,• and my own reaction to the report is:
that in general I a:m very much in favor of adopting every single
recommendation that they have made. There are a few exceptions
t,ha.t. I am still worrying a.bout, but I would say offhand that 90 percent
of their recommendations I a.min favor of.
In view of the statements tha,t have been made before this com-·
· mittee, and in the press a.nd in the editorials of the press; repeated
time after time, I foel tha.t, it. is hardly proper for me to relea.se that
wit.bout authority from above, and I n.m taking the necessary s~eps
and don't mind saying that I believe that almost everything in that
cari be released, and it is a question of when. If it were within my
hr,.nds, I think that I could tell you exactly what I would do, and I
think you would know.
.
.
Senator JoHNSON. On.n it be releo.sed soon enough to assist this
commit.tee in drafting the legislation that we expect to draft during
the next 2 weeks?
Gen:iml GROVES. I don't believe it would be of any vo.lue to you
in drafting it, but I would be very happy to give you as a secret
document for your use in the committee the report of the Tolman
committee with its addrndum showing the things tlmt will help ·you
unck•rstnnd it. I would be very glad to lmvo an officer who served·
ns the nonvoting secrct.ary appear with the report and explain to
you just what that, menns, but it would have to be done in executive
session.
Senator VANDENBERG. May I ask you a question, General?
In dealing with the United Nations on this subject, we have proceeded on t.he theory t.hat any o.rrangement made by the United·
Nations Atomic Energy Commission will· require the approval of
Congress. In other words, we are proceeding on the theory that
there is not only a g-encral policy factor involved in this matter, but
there is also $3,000,000,000 worth of American property involved, and
that in the final analysis the American Congress is the only power·
that can make a conclusive decision.
Now, you cannot transfer that analogy completely to the domestic
situation, but I want to ask you whether you conceive that Congress
has any continuing responsibility of any nature in connection with
this affair, and, if so, how you would implement that responsibility?·
General GROVES. I feel that Congress has a very definite responsibility, and, certainly those of us who have appeared before congressional committees are fully aware of that, particularly when we come·
seeking money.
I feel that the best control the Congress has on any executive·
activity really is the power of the purse strings.
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On this problem I feel that there are many things; for example,
take this release of information that I am now faced with. It is a
very difficult decision to make, not because I feel personally that it
will hurt the national defense, for as I say, 90 to 95 percent of the
data I feel could be released. But it is a decision that I don't believe,
in view of what has occurred in the past with respect to the Smyth
report, I am justified as an executive officer in releasing.
Now, if the President of the {Jnited States tells me to release it,
then I will assume tbat he will decicle whether it should be referred to
Congress or not. Now, I don't believe that it is sound administration
to have to refer such a matter to Congress. If this committee should
tell me that they were opposed to releasing that information, I certainly wouldn't, release it of my own free will.
.
Senn.tor VANDF.NBERG. Let me be specific about this thing; Would
you object to the inclusion in thiA le{l:islation of the creation of e.
standing joint House an.cl Senate committee for purposes of consultation and advice with absolutely no executive authority but as a
permanent liaison with a right of constant knowledge and information
with respect to what the Atomic Energy Commission is doing?
General GROVES. I don't know what the views of the War Department are, but I can state what I personally feel about it. I would
not mind that in the least, and I think if I were connected with this
in the future I would be very happy to have it. I would certainly,
on a matter of this importance and with so much security bound into it,
prefer to have one committee with which to deal rather than two.
Senator VANDENDERG. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. General, could I ask you if you are in a.greement
with the declarntion of policy contained in the Mcl\fohon bill, page 2,
"A progrn.m for the free disscminat,ion of basic scientific information
and for maximum liberality in dissemination of related technical
information"?
General GROVES. I would su.y "ylls," provided that not.bing will be
disseminn.tecl that in any way will injure the national defense.
Senator BYRD. You think it ought to be restricted to that?
Genera.I GROVES. I think there has to be some restriction as to the
national defense attitude. Now, I don't know just when you came in,
Senator Byrd, but I expressed the view that until various people that
a.rn handling internn.tional a.flairs and other rrntions really put this
world on a peaceful basis and we know there isn't going to be any
more war, this is a military weapon of prime importance.
If there is anything that can be done so that it can be inspected·
internationally, so that this particular weil.pon cannot be used in time
of emergency, then of course that, so for as atomic energy goes, puts
the world at peace. I don't know of any Wt}y.
As you know, we have got a group of men studying that particular
question right now, and I would prefer not to discuss the tentative
stories that have come to me from that committee. All I can say is
that I think they are finding that it is not entirely an easy task. I
didn't say it is impossible; I don't know, and I would prefer not to
say until I get the views of the whole committee.
I was very particular in appointing that committee to see to it that
it had on its roster-I think there are nine men on it, approximatelya minimum of three and I think nearer five who are very much in
favor of international control.
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Senator ,ToHNSON. What is the specific task, please?
Geneml GROVES. The task is to study the practicability and actually
to come up with a plan that is scientifically and militarily possible, you
might say really scientifically possible, of how atomic energy programs
can be inspected throughout the world so that we can be sure that no
one can make a bomb without our knowing about it in ample time.
Senator AusTIN. Mr. Chn:irman, I would like to ask the general if
what he has said is not in accord with the declamtion by Great Britain,
Canada, and the United .States, that not until after effective security
against the destructive use of atomic energy has been set up in working order shall the information be reciprocally' exchanged and acknowledged with respect to the constructive us~ of it?
.
General GROVES; I ain fully in agTeement with that, and I think
everything I have said is in agreement with that.
Senator AusTIN. I so understood it.
General GROVES. As a matter of fact, in that statement there was
only one word that I would have liked to have seen changed in thEl
whole statement, which is pretty good for me.
Senator JOHNSON. What was the word?
General GROVES. I don't mind saying .that, but I would like to
have it off the record. I will tell you afterward.
Senator MILLIKIN. Geneml, in view of the many variables in the
picture, such as the fact we do not yet know what the international
arrangement will be on this subject, and the general uncertainty of
the whole subject, what would be your ren.ction to approaching this
on a temporary basis of conserving our military security and of letting
out as much as can be left for peacetime civilian use, but with the
prime approach being that we are cognizant of the fact that there
are so many uncertainties that therefore this is not the time to lay
out a long-range program, but that 'it is the time to make an interim
measure.
General GROVES. I feel that the Commission wo.uld approach it
from that standpoint; A.ny commission which is appointed and thought
· they were sitting clown to settle this thing for all time to come would
be an improper commission, in my opinion; they would have to
approach this on the interim basis.
Right today we haven't got international peace guaranteed for all
time to come, and until that comes or when that does come the position would shift.
Senator MILLIKIN. So regardless of the form of the bill, that in
act is what we have to do?
General GnovEs. I think that is essential. Now, there hA.s been
a great deal of discussion about security. I spoke about that in the
executive session in response to your request.
The CHAIIlMAN. Gcneml, before you go into that, that nine-man
committee that you say is working in the vVar Department I presume
is the same conimittee that was appointed at the chairman's suggestion to the Secretary of War?
General GnovEs. Yes, sir, at your suggestion.
Tµe CHAIRMAN. We have had no report from the workings of that
committee. Wh@ do you anticipate that we will receive such a
report?
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General GnovEs. I would like to ask General Nichols,1 who is in the
room, if he can give me that.
General Nrci-roLs. They are supposed to have the report to us by
March 8 .
.The CHAIRMAN. And that will be made available to this committee?
General GROVES. It will be made available as soon as l have read it.
I would like to read it first to see if there is anything that requires further study and so thrtt they can go right to work on that.
Now, we have again an officer acting as their nonvoting secretary so
as to push this thing along and get it nt the earliest possible date.
The CHAIRMAN. 'l'hank you.
General GROVES. With respect, to secui'ity, no one is more interested
in having freedom of research. That is essential to scientific advancement; I believe in it thoroughly. I believed in it before this project
started, and I believe in it more thoroughly now.
All of the scientists that I know are in favor of it, and the ones to
whom I lrnvo tnlked-and particularly thoso men in whom the experionce of 3}~ yea.rs lrns taught me to have confidence that their opinions
are absolutely sound, are all also very strongly in favor of it. I think
we all are. His almost an axiom.
But until othel' natiom arc willing to join us in reciprocal anangements which will effectively control this problem, we hnve got to
rontinue in n.cr.orda.nC"e with the announcement, at t,he 'Wi1ite House
by the Presi1lent an<l Mr. Attlee and Mr.- King. I think n,g n nation
we must do that,.
I11 other words, we cannot n.fford to give all the 1nfornrntion we
have, m· nny essent.ial part of it--and I nm referring by t11e woni
"essential" to that wliich will n.nJly aid another nat.ion in doing this
wo,·k-unlil Sll(·h time as we n.re assured that it will not be usc.d
ag·ninst us. That, t,o me, of course, means a like ns;nirn.nco on our
pnrt tlrnt we are not going lo have t.o use it H.Jl(l won't use it.
Senator VANDl:NillrnG. In a wonl, General, yon agree that sec\!l'it-y
must, precede disclosure n.t, cve!'y stngc?
Gencrn.I GnovEr;. Yes, sir.
Now, I think also I would like t,o omphnsir.e ngain that t-lic. ~:ccurity
rules must be rnacle by the Comrnisc;ion sitting u.s a commi,;sion, and
I wo11Id like to sec t.hat omplrn,i;,;cid in tlic l1ill.
I t,hink it wns in tho JVfn.y-Johnso!l bill that t\at wn.:, something
the Commis:,ion couL l not 1lelegal,e to tlw administ,rn'0or. If it wasn't
in there, iL should hn.vc been, bor'!tll'W t.ha.t. is n soun;l way t,o do it.
I don't, Lltink one man :,hould he lkr·iding tJrnt, und I don't think one
man should have too greitl; nn inflacnr.c on i1,. I also feel there is
notliing tlrnt will do morn (,o break down thH mo:-nle of the organization
anrl the influence of the n.dmi11i:,tn1.t.or on the whole organi,mtion, 11.nd
the effective cooperation of t,lie people with whom he has to work
out.side, such as univcrsit.y nll(l in<l11strin.l lahorn,torics, tlrnn pln,cing
on his shoulders thq responsibilit,y for clrnwing up regulations that
,;.an lrn.vB criminal effoct,s, or if not c1·iminal, at least a smear on the
rcput.at.ion of the man who is guilty.
Senator HrcKENLOOPEH. General, -may I ask a question, please?
General GnovEs. Yes, sir.
1 Drig.

Gen. Kenneth D. Nichols, district engineer, 1\elanhattnn district, Oak Ilidge, Tenn.
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Senator HICKENLOOPER. Did you express ;y:g.u~l.f..;..ruy;lw.Jo.,..the
. ~ecrin1:, as to "_'h.etl1er 2~th.eaAC.lfilin1sLi:liio~..d1PP-ointad
' y tie J.~~i.@:'~~
. :r~.the~Commission..?
· .·
·
~ r a l GRon1s. No, sird_ i\d=not.,.,,,Mr~~ fe~g.)~1.IB,t~
'd?E'..!i~ ~s~1Jlef§,QJ}JillY~.£ll·~~~~t.,J;~~~JUJg!JHJ1Ll>JlJ.,..
tlla~__lie ,~oufci ~!}RJ;lOlQS~_,.-.~;y_t_J:i.a....Qomm1~J11= be92;u\?s.. the!L,q_!l
~ob;s to"'tlleCom.m1ss10A,.as~ his 1Pll§~t11.i;-:=-!f11e 1s appointed by tlie
President, from wluitYhave seen inWashington since I have been sta. t.ioned here, which has been n,lmost continuously wit,h the exception
of 3 years since 1931, there is 11 tendency at times for people who are
nppoint,ed by the President to fail to recognize the man's authority
for whom they are working, !_l;ncl .I b,el~.E.b.Jilio_,t_j,q,~Jirator
must, J2e...th.~,,_oi-the Comm1ssioj;i.
---r-w-ould hn,ve no object~atamounts to anything if the bill
shou]d say "We want him f\ppointed by the Presidont and confirmed
by the Senate," but I think he is a very important man and he must
be of the highest quality. Any man that accepts this position must
go in there feeling that he has got a position that will last for a number of years, but I hope not too long, because I think it is a position
which is t,oo import,ant to have· it fall into the hands of ·one man and
let him continue in that position.
Sena.tor AusTIN. General Grovesl I understand you to mean that
even though he might be appointect by the President nnd confirmed
by the Senate, still you would want the recommendation of the man
to come from the Commission?
Gonr.ral GnoVEs. ~::0..lJld_ like himJo f(ill} that the._QQ.mmission em~ved him"a,n_cl .£f1ILfiJ;,g.•hiro. I wo11ITThiukJ1::i'vo
be tern6leto
have an administrator there about whom even a minor~tv oft e om~orr-li:ad-doulJ:tsasf.<f'lfis~~~Y~fui,_~l_g~rels ~~ or anythiJ)g
-e]se tJJ..a.t wolit:Tcawiekoul51e.
·
lSHA~Tenefil1,as to these regulu.tions that you would
h1we this Commission empowered to ma.kc, is it your opinion that
before issuance, inasmuch r.s thev would be in fact the same as criminal
act.s, tho,t is, the violation of them would constitute criminal acts,
that they should have the approval of the Pre1oident?
General Gnov,,s. I have no renl strong views on that. The only
renson tlrnt I would prefer not to have them approved by the Presidrmt
is that before they n,re issued I think it would be just a form for him
to approve them. No'w, if he would really st,udy them, if he could
study them himself, t;hat would be a different t,hing.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, we hold the President responsible in fixing his n.pproval on hills involving tho sum of $156 appropriated by the
Congress. Doesn't it impress you tha.t hr.fore any commission is empo,,..erecl to issue whnt might be loosely called criminal statutrs, they
would like to have tho Ramo kind of approval?
General GROVES. I hdve no real views on it except t.\rnt I t,bin.k the
President is a.lready overburdened, iind for him to review a highly
technical regulation which this would he would just, he /adding to that
burden.
:
Now, as I say, as far as the operations of the Commissiongo, I have
no views on it. I would jm,t hate to soe anyt.hing more thrown on the
President than he has to have on him.
The CHAIRMAN. I personally would rather try to remove from him
some of the administrative acts on purely civilian matters that, don't

-·nie
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affect the life and liberty of our citizens, and call upon hiin to fix his
approval to something that might send a man to jail.
.
I am sympathetic with the burden, but I still would like to protect
as well as I could the liberty of our people.
·
General GROVES. As far as I am concerned, I think that is a matter
that I really have no views on. It, is just a preference, and I wouldn't
want you to feel that I really had any feelings one way or the other.
Senator MILLIKIN. General, on what theory do you justify turning
over the control of military security, so far as this energy is concerned,
to a civilian commission?
General GROVES. I would really lilrn to see-even assuming that
the May-Johnson bill were adopted in its entirety now, and even to
the point where there is an amendment requiring at least two and
not more than four officers to serve as members of that Commissionthe Commission directed to submit policy matters to the joint chiefs
of staff before action was taken. ·
·
I think that is in step with what we in the country all believe in in
one form or another, which is unified command. We·may not express
in just the same way where this command starts to split .off, but there
must be that unified command. I think at the present time certainly
the Joint Chiefs of Staff are the top military command in the sense of
being in uniform.
Now, you could say that that should go to the Secretary of War and
the Secretary of the Navy, but it wouldn't have any effect. There
would be no difference except that the joint chiefs with present
. membership would give that direct representation, you might say,
to the air forces as well as to the ground and sea.
Senator MILLIKIN. At the present time we have a civilian as
Commander in, Chief, and we have civilians as Secretaries of War and
Navy. They are a part of the hierarchy of military control and have
definite positions of responsibility in that hierarchy.
The thought keeps nagging at me that we are setting up something
entirely new in having an independent outside body entirely controlled
by civilians determining the military security and secrecy of this
country.
General GROVES. Well, that is why I would like to see this reference
to the joint chiefs which, in addition to the chiefs, you might say, of
ground, sea, and air, includes the Chief of Staff to the President
himself, so that you are getting the representation there of the people
who are really unifying the military defense.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Isn't that. another way of saying that as long
as the energy as a military weapon continues to be predominant,
regardless of the mechanics we adopt in the bill the militmy must keep
its hands on it?
General GROVES. I think it has got to keep its hands on the part
that is necessary for national defense, and that they should be overruled on matters of policy only by the man at the top, the President,
who is after all the man who is responsible for the defense of the
United States.
Senator AusTIN. That point is very well taken, I think, and
probably should be considered if we consider that unification is to be
considered in any such legislation.
General GROVES. There is one bit of testimony that I would like
to have you look at in drawing up any legislation, and that is the
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testimony by Secretary IckeJ when he was talking about the difficulties
of operating any organization such as this with all of the present
resttictive laws.
Senator VANDENBERG. You mean ex-Secretary Ickes?
General .GROVES. I stand corrected, Senator.
.
I would also like to nrake the point that my study of the four bills
indicated to me the gx:eat importance, in actually preparing any bill,
of checking the provisions of all four of these bills to see that nothing
has been overlooked that should be in. There are important factors
in each one of these bills that I think should be very carefully considered before that idea passes by the board.
Senator HART. General; if I may pick you up right there, is it your
belief that this legislation which we are attempting to draw up should
have '\Tery much to say about the patent situation, or is that something
that is so involved that perhaps it should be contained in other legislation?
·
·
. General GROVES. I think that the patent situation should be covered rather briefly in the bill. I think that you know from specific
testimony that we have pretty _good control of the patent situation.
In other words, anything that United States money has paid for, in
the development in any way, we have a very good rontrol of. The-re
are certain things, of course, that are invented by people who don't
work for us that we haven't paid for, and there we have a problem;
but I believe thnt anything th1tt directs the Commission, or wh1ttever
body is set up, to insure th1tt the patent position of the United States
is protecte:l nt aU times should be enough. I didn't need nny such
·direction wlrnn I took ove,:, because we immcdiat,ely put into effect
the previous policies that came to us from OSRD, that Dr. Bush had
drnwn UJ), ond I think we probnbly wont just n little further in this
case because it Wits so esscnt,i1tl that no one be able to interfere in
any way with ol1J· use of nny process that we ncerlccl to make t.l1is
· thi11g work.
Senator H.rn'I'. You mean by that, General, that 1he l'yfanhattan
district found that. the pntent. laws as they were, wc1·0 entirely workable a.ml snitn.ble for its purposes?
General GnovE:-1. I t,hink they were. There are some problems.that
we are faced with in the hanrlling of secret pat,cnts, and I n.m not as
familiar wit.h pat,rnt law as I am ,vith some other t}1ings, but in general
it revolves around t,he secret, pat.eilts. Secret pat,ents were asked for
primarily to prevent the possibility of someone Inter filing a patent
on something that we had discovered, nnd then we would he in the
position of having t.o upset l1is patent rather than having a definite
bar against it.
.
The .possible financial losses to the United States were so great
that we felt it was very desirable to protect ourselves patent-wise,
and just what the l1tw is on secret patents, how long these patents
can be held secret, I am sorry I cnnnot answer. I think you can get
that testimony; certainly Captain Lavender could give it to you.
The CHAIRMAN. We have had him before the committee.
General GROVES. I mean on that particular point. As far as I
know, the law is adequate as long as hostilities do not cea.se .. Now,
what happens when they cease I cannot tell you.
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Senator MILLIKIN. General, do you believe that a civilian com..
. mission or a predominantly civilian commission should have the
power to tell our military forces how many bombs to.make, how many
bombs to keep, how to make them, where to keep them, ·or what to
do with them?
General GROVES. No, sir; I think that that would fall into the
classification of policy, and would have to receive the approval of
the joint chiefs of staff, and certainly if a commission attempted to
dictate as to where these would be kept, or anything of that kind,
and overrule the wishes of the joint chiefs, I think there would have
to be a decision by the President and one that would upset some of
the decisions of the Commission.
Senator MILLIKIN. So that legislation on the subject eventually
would have to have a view to the military problem of"the nature that
I have described?
General GuovEs. Yes, sir; and. I think I read earlier in the hearing
my views on how the Joint Chiefs of Staff would come in and would
solve that problem satisfactorily. In other words, the joint chiefs
would have to have presented to them the policies that affected such
mittters; in other words, anything affecLing the military would have
to be o,pproved by tbe Joint Chiefs of Staff.
·
It certainly would be something that they would be very vitally
interested in if a decision were made to stop producing all o,ctive
material, for example, because that of itself would definitely limit the
number of bombs that might be available.
The CHAIRMAN. General, assuming we had a nine-man commission
· made up of five civilians and four military men, a part-time commission, would you have the military men vote on questions of peacetime
uses and applications of atomic energy?
General GrrovEs. Oh, by o.11 means·. They would.be full members
of the Comm.ission.
·
The CHAIRMAN. What special qualifications would you think the
military might ho,ve to run the civilian end of the matter?
Genera.I GROVES. Well, I think 1 will put it this way: If you try to
take the Commission and sa.y an individual member will not vote
unless he is 11 speci11list on that problem, you would never be able to
get a. full vote of the Commission. For example, if a legal matter
came up and there ha.pponed to be one lawyer on the Commission, he
would decide that; and in the same way you might say, "Why should
an academic scientist vote when it came to industrial operations?"
It is getting out of his field, but by service on this Commission I feel
that all of these men would be broadened tremendously as the years
went on, and each year they would have n. bot tor viewpoint on the rest
of it.
Certainly in the military policy committee, as I said before, when it
came to a matter of chemistry, everybody deferred to Conant. If it
was a matter of electrical energy, we nll deferred to B11sh .. When
it came to something to do w-ith the Navy, wo might ask Admiral
Purnell some questions a.s to why that was necessary, but I personally
would not dream of telling him how fast a ship could go or how it
should go or anything about it. I thi11k that is the general effect of
any commission.
Senator JoHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask General
Groves this question:
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.I discover an inconsistency ill your testimony with respect to. the
Commission. In the first place, yciu advocate a part-time Commission; in the second place, you advocate certain members with military
experience serving on that Commission; in the third place, you advocate
that these military representatives sever all .connections with the
military.
·
Now, just how can. tho.t be done? If they are part time, they sever
all connections with their careers, and then have a part-time occupation; is that consistent?
·
·
General GnoVJ<JS. No; it is not; and I think that the problem is just
how that particular thing can. be handled if those officers are on the
active list. It is· very doubtful. I cannot understand quite how an
officer who is on the active list, who was made a member, would _be
_able to do the two jobs unless the Secretµ,ry of War just said, "Well,
when you represent me on this you are not representing me; you are
representing the people."
I think the real answer to it is that there will be a tendency to use
retired officers on such duty, and officers who have been retired rather
earlier than the usual· age.
Senator JOHNSON. In that case, of course, they would lose some of
their privileges of retirement.
.
·
General GnovEs. No, sir; not if the bill provided that they could
serve in a part-time ca.pacity and still retain their retirement privileges. That was provided for in the' May-Johnson bill.
.
Senator JOHNSON. Yes, but you do not advocate that. You want
them to sever all military connections.
General GnovEs. If they arc retired, of course, they are severed
from military connections.
Senator JOHNSON. Obviously, but that wasn't your testimony ..
You didn't want to restrict it to retired officers. You didn't want
to restrict service on this board to retired officers.
,vhat I a.m trying to get at is that if we are going to use active
officers, must we not have a. permanent service? You cannot have
· part-time service and use a.ctive military officers and require them to
sever their military connect10ns.
·
General GnovEs. I think the primary place where active officers
would be more apt to be used would be in the administrative staff
and as the administrator or deputy adrilinistrator.
. ID.,g1biL.S.,QJ!l~.§,,~W.,.,,tlli\""Conimission, .. it~is,ygcy,,"qi.f¥,yEJL{2L~.J!?-

'F!~~~;,fl!l~~J~~f~~~~~~~~~~fi1~~::srtt§
erm o_ o ~(lJlhOtl - .c.. o.ng,,mQ.)Jg!t.fil:!.Jli.~tJ~i~oip<:~ows wh.£1,t

1£ 1s aGQ_u.!t,J:.9b!t.J.Qng~en~ugh;:-nc.ri.Q.Q,£2"'t~I!Uie-\yjl!:,MJl:lli:: use.fol.

-r cnnnot_pictw:e....11n~ru:.tix.e.~ofik.QJ'..gQJ;..t,;_i:1g~rntQ,,,tJ19,.1,.110,c_~n-·~
can_spe__cQrt,W..ll~,IJy_Q,&ffi_c_Q.l'..fl..,~:IBP,0.:;.C.Q.µJcl.~e:ry13 __op,,.i;!J!f.:..q.Jj,=~JlllisSIOJl
~j'.gg_l!.tJJi\3.ft:..QJ\IIl~Y!Q.\\'..~,cWi.thQ.1:lJap.y__,cJL:fgg,u.JtJ\,JY,AQ:tl'l.Q.Qcl{fil',,,.
'71 can imagine, for example, if the Surgeon General of the Army
should be particularly fitted for such duty, I can imngine his serving a.
part-time membership on such a commission and not representing the
War Department. I think there may be other special cases <;>f that.
kind.
·
·
Senator JOHNSON. What about such a man ns Admiral Blandy1
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General GROVES. I think that as long as the Navy retains its seaduty requirements, that would automatically bar a man of that type.
Senator JOHNSON. Would that be advantageous?
General GROVES. Well, I don't know. I think it is advantageous
to require them to serve a considerable length of time on such a commission. You could say, of course, "You are only on it 3}~ years";
but we grew up with it, and that is entirely different from somebody
who comes in now. They won't grow up with it, and they have to
start way behind, so that your problem there is whether you can take
an officer like Admiral Blandy and say, "You are going to this Commission for 9 years, and that means you cannot have any more sea
duty, or you can only have sea duty when you are not serving on this
Commission." I don't thinlc the admiml can have a position where
he has to leave his command every month or possibly every 2 months,.
or more, which is not controlled by the best interests of his command.
Senator JoHNSON. Will this Commission have a tremendous amount
of work?
General GnovEs.· I don't know how much they will have. I think
they will have a considerable amount initially, because after all they
have got to study it. I think any new member will have a considerable amount of work, but I cannot picture their spending full time
on it.
Senator JOHNSON. It wouldn't be like the Interstate Commerce
Commission, where applications pour in every day in such volume?
General GnovEs. No, sir; because I think those applications would
be decided on a policy basis. In other words, they would adopt a
policy, and then when the application came in on anything that had
to be passed on by them it would be a simple matter to say it either
falls within our rules, or doesn't. There is nothing such as the Interstate Commerce Commission lrns, for example.
Senator JoHNSON. Nor the Federal Power Commission?
General GnovEs. Nor the Power Commission, with its multitudinous number of applications.
Senator JOHNSON. Or the Federal Trade?
General GnovEs. No, sir.
Senator JoHNSON. The decisions would be few and at greater intervals after the initial work?
General GnovEs. After the initial work. I think that if any one
moved into this who had not already been in it, I would advise him to
spend at least 3 months just finding out what he could; that would
mean three solid months of very strenuous effort. Then I think,
depending on his background, he would move in and then spend
much less time.
'
I think if you should have somebody on it like Dr. Bush, for example, he would not have to do anything of that kind. He could
stfirt right in ou a part-time basis except for the drafting of the initial
regulations on security, which I picture would take quite a time.
.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I assume that what you mean by the fact
that it would not take too much time for the Commission, or that it
would take full time, means that the Commission would write policies
and the administrator and his staff would then carry out the details
of the administrative act.ivities and the issuance of licenses, the checking, and all that?
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. General GnovEs .. As I sec it, the administrator would take care of
the administrative details. Now, we contemplate ~hat his administrative duties ·will divide really into two classes: those of operating
the existing organization as it may be reduced, and those-of handling
the outside contacts. For example if a university wishes to go _into
research work and wants to get a certain a.mount of enriched material,
which of course has a high value, he would in that department of his
activities make the necessary investigation to get all the papers together, and then he would present to the· Commission the story of
that university: "They can meet our policy requirements on security;
they meet our policy requirements on really putting some effort into
this thing; they are not just getting it so they can stay. in the swim
and say, 'Oh, yes; we have a department in .nuclear physics.'''.
. In other words, he would present to them tho story either with the
stn.te.ment that. it meets all of their policy requirements or meets all
the poliey requirements with a few exceptions, and these exceptions
a.rP such and sue.b, a.nd I th.ink they (11111. be handled in such a. way.
Then the Commission would hav(I to decide it,. Thoy would also,
perhaps, have to a.ctually ha.vc appear before them the representativC's of any such institution if they were going to decline.
Senator H1cKENLOO~ER. w·ould that view be compatible with freedom of scientific research? In other words, is it yonr view tha.t the
Commission should screC\n npplicim.ts, let us say, colleges or universities rather cnrrfully, and have somo rather rigid standards before
they woul.d be permitted to go into this field by the Commission?
. General GnovEs. Bcforo the Commission gives them Government
material, I think they should meet requireme.nts that will insur(I the
best, intl\n,sts of t,hc United States.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. In your view, should those requirements
go lwyond just a rough outline of a reliable institution, that is, from
the standpoint of reputation and history, a reasonable showing that
:t,hry soriously want to in vestigatc this field, and a, reasonable assurnucc or reliance t,ha,t they would m11iu tu.in a(kq uato security and not
llSP it. for ,mbve.rsivt' or drsLructiv(• purposes?
General GnovEs. Tlrnt would be my idea.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. And then give them :more or less free
lccwn.y where if they want to go into t.he field of n.tomic ·research as
an original study, or if they want, to Pnlargc or ,vn.nt to experiment
in thn.t field, they nrny do so.
General Gn.ovm;. You s<:c, the only prohlc.m 1ha.t co:-Trs up tha,t is
going to be very diflicult-and I nm sorry for the adm.inistrator if he
has to decide it-is what to do with the emiehrd material that the
Commission may <lccicle-as a certain percentu.ge--mo.y be loaned to
educational institutions for research work. There won't be enough
to go around, and somebody has got to dcciclc which institution gets
how much. It isn't enough to say, "1Ve will divide it," because they
have to have a cnrtain a.mount.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. w·en, to illustrate a little bit more c.learly,
perhaps, my tpought in this matter, I have in mind a very small
college that has not been very well finn.nce<l. It has been struggling
for a number of years, and yet in that situation one man in that
college some years ago went into a highly specialir.e<l field ai1d today
this little poverty-stricken college probnbly has the most ex~cnsive
department of that particular kind, sma.11 as it may be, in the United
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States. It is an extremely valuable department-and of course this
department does not compare with nuclear energy, or anything of.
t.hat sort, but it is an outstanding department.
. ··
If regulations were somewhat restrictive, it would be ver_y easy for
me to envision some commission saying to this college, "Oh, you are
a little one-horse college; you have no finances; your equipment isn't
very good; we
deny you the right to go into this field."
Now, it is entirely possible that inany small institutions perfectly
reliable in their history and their intentions might under too restrictive a policy be barred from investigating this field and thereby impinge upon 'the freedom of academic research.
General GROVES. I don't think there should be any restriction on
any academic rese'arch unless such restriction is essential to the national defense or unless such research demands or requires Government support.
If it requires Government support, I think it is the duty of the Commission to decide that the Government is getting th_e best return on
its money. If it is a case of something impinging on national defense,
I think that would come about by a sudden discovery and nobody
can tell what that might be; for example, what we all feared in the
early days, tha.t Germany might have a "bathtub" method of separating
U-235. The more we studied it, the more we learned about it, the
more we felt that the bathtub would get pretty complicated; and we
now believe, I think most people, since we h11Ve investigated a great
many of those "bathtub" methods and they are always disappointing,
they are fine in theory but when you start to work them you do all
the separation and when you get through you cannot tell that you have
separated anything .. We haven't been able to find a method yet,
but that is a thing that might happen.
For example, if someone should achieve the thing that people have
dreamed of since this started, of getting atomic energy out of 11
common element, I think if that canie up and it was discovered in a
smnJl college or in any college, the Commission should immediately
be able to control that situation until somebody else moved in and
could control it.
·
In other ,,..-orcls, I don't believe thnJ if we make some startling
discovery· in a college laborn.tory that that should necessarily be
published if it is going to upset our national defense as completely'
n.s any such discovory as I have described will do. I don't think
they will discover that in my lifet.irne, and I mn not worried about it;
but at the same time, it is perfectly possible. After all, lots of things
have been discovered in our lifet,ime that we did not know about when
we first started to walk on the gronncl.
Senator II1cKDNLOOPER. I think it is perfectly logicn.l to say that
the Commission should keep very close snpcrvisory knowledge and
·control over the results of research to see that t.lwsc results of research
are not used to the point of endangering our nn,tional safety.
I think that could be done without destroying the freedom of basic
research. ·
.
General GROVES. I think it can he done that way.
Now, for ex11mple, you arc familiar wit.h our In.boratory n.t tho
Argonne. You have been tol(l about it., and there we r.rc now trying,
·and ha.ve actually drawn up, proposed regulations and a system of
cstr.blishmrnt which will Ptd that lo.bomtory on a ha.sis wh3re it will
practically have 'fre·e,and open research, The·. only rcquir,:,ment that

wm
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we hope tci have in thri·r is t.lutt. if u.t n.ny, time we decide that certa.in
work going on th<'re i;;hould ho Ret'Tl'I., we lmve the right then to nsk
the man to conLimw on n. Accr,it, ·}111,~·.is or 1,o abnndon the work and
forn it, over to its. Thn.t; probably will h<1 the only limitation on tho
use of t.lrnt Argonnl:' laboratory liy tlw colleges and univ.:irsities -not
only of the Middle West, but for the time being of tho entire United
States.
·
·
·
•
Senator HICKENLOOPER. In ot,her words, the restrict,ions . would
a.pply to the application of the results of research rather than restrictions on basic research itself?
.
Generu.J. GROVES. Yes; and that -is not hard to do if you have
coopemtion a.nd general good feeling among all concerned, and we
have had that with the laboratories, despite what you read in the
papers, right stmight through this project. ·
We don't know all of the peoplt1 th11,t work for us. After all, our
direct pay ·roll ran to 11 total of 539,000 people, and obviously I
didn't know them all. But the leaders were known, and the relationships, at least a.s far as I was concerned, Wt're cntil'ely satisfactory
and quite ha.ppy.
The CHAIRMAN. Wam't that your indirect pay roll, Genernl?
·wasn't, your direct pn.y roll around 200,000?
_
·
Gcnol'fl.l GROVES. That was the pay roll of people who worked
directly for us, rither on our own pa,y roll or on fixt1d-fee contracts.
It did not include such things os manufacturers who mad@ parts for
us on a unit-price bneis.
Senator MILLIKIN. General, if this we.re an energy that were a
purely milita.ry energy we would have no problem here at all, would
we?
General GROVES. No, sir.
Senat;or MILLIKIN. So we have two things that we have to watch
in this bill: One is to encourage science as far as consistent with
military security-abstract science and applied science; and the other
is t,o enco·urage so far os we can, consistent with military security, the
,comrnerci11l and peacetime uses of-this enc>rgy. Both of those things
are subordinated at this present state of affairs to our military security.
Is that not correct?
· General GROVES. That is correct.
Senator Mn,LIKIN. And any bill which correctly protects and
properly proport.ions its emphasis according to those things would,
generally spca.king; be o sat,isfoctory bill, would it not?
General GRovr,s. J~nt.irely. I would like to add. there that I persona.lly believe that, wr. n,re going to get some peacetime benefits from
atomic energy. How much, I don't know, and 110 one else kno'\\o"S,
We ore certain t.llat there are going to be many benefits in the medical
:field, particularly in diagnosis; and as to the benefits from a power
·standpoint, we really don't know, ancl no one else knows. "'vVe can
draw up th('ories; we can prove it on paper, and you can get any
answer you want to. But the problems involved arc tremendous and
it is going to be, unless a tremr.ndous amount of money is poured into
it, a long time before that development reaches anything that becomes
commercial.
Senator MrLLIKIN. But we should put out as much scientific information as is possible, consistent with military security. We should
do everything that we can to encourage these peacetime uses of the
energy, consistent .with military security. 'fhe overi·iding pre-
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dominant thing at the present stage of the business is our military
security.
General GROVES. Yes, sir.
Now, another point is: Why has the· Manhattan project .done .certain work on what you might say are peacetime applications? We
have clone that for two reasons: First, because in doing it we felt that
we would be increasing our knowledge which would enable us to do a
better job on the military end of it.. That was the real justification.
We have also had the secondary consideration that we felt that we
were carrying on what would eventually have to be done, and it might
turn into something of value for peacetime uses; but certainly with the
appropriations as they were made for military purposes, the only
justification we would have in the past in our appropriations was to
carry it on for the military advantages.
The work that has been done in peacetime applications has all been
done with the idea that that increase in knowledge would enable us
to do the military job better.
Senator HrnKENLOOPER. On that point, as I see it now, General, is
there any possible reason why basic research in the atomic. energy
field should demand that it be given strictly military secrets of the
making of the bomb in order to aid that research?
General GnovEs. No; and I think that except in one way the more
that a scientist knows in his own field and related fields, the better
job he can do. But I think in this case the military security overrides that, so that we are in effect decreasing, perhaps, in some instances,
his ability to do his best work in his scientific research, because there
are certain things he doesn't know that if he did know he would be
able to do better. It is just as if suddenly the things that we did might
be of value-I am not saying they are-for.example to the steel manufacturers; but if they arc vital to otir military security, the manufacturers have to get along without them or have to find it some other
wa.y.
The CHAIRMAN. General, one of the greatest achievements for military security would be the devising of an invention of defense for the
atomic bomb.
Now, you have just stated in effect that the compartmentalization
of it, due to the necessity for military security, would decrease scientific
nchicvement and advancement. I rather take it that any such proposal would commensurately and proportionately decrease the chances
of devising a defense to the atomic bomb.
General GnovEs. I don't think so, except very indirectly. It is
hard to speak of how to devise something that nobody has yet figured
out even the slightest indication of how to do, but the only thing that
appeals to anyone is to shoot this thing down in the air, and that means
stopping anything that comes through the air. That renlly does not
depend on what is in it or a.nything about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Y cs; but logically, General, it strikes me that you
cannot escape the conclusion that since unfortunate restrictions that
might have to be placed on this thing for military security might
obviate any chance of getting the greatest security of all, which would
be a defense for it. You say to me that none has been thought of
and none has been suggested. I grant you that is true, and up until
1939 nobody thought this thing could be done.
.
I cannot see how you can escape the conclusion that the restrictiveness applied under w}lat you. tenn the necessities of military security
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would very much prejudice our chances, small though :they lnight be,
for getting a defense.
.
General GRovr,;s, I couldn't. ngree . to vel'y much prejudice. I
would say they might. possibly prejudice, but not very much.
The CHAIRMAN. It is 11 very important consideration.
.
Genernl GnovEs. Now, I think thatrenlly wlrnn it comes to·military
security and the rela.tive advantages of.giving out information and not
giving it out, what we are inMl'csted in from 'the military standpoint
is the relative movement, you'might say, of ourselvps and other nations. It isn't so niuch how fast we progress; it is the relative motion
of the two.
The CHAIRMAN. General, I have just two questions more, if there
are no further qnestions. I don't want to interrupt.
The first question is this, Oenera.l: Would you tell us what year you
graduated from West Point?
General GROVES. 1918, November.
The CHAIRMAN. And you were commission~d a second lieutenant.
General GnovEs. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN; When were you commissioned a first lieutenant?.
General GnovEs. May·l, I think, 1919.
The CHAIRMAN. And then a captain?
General GRovEs. October 1, 1934.
· The CHAIUMAN. And then a major?
General GROVES. I think in July of 1940'.
The CHAIRMAN. And then a lieutenant colonel?
General GROVES. I was commissioned a temporary colonel on
November 12, I think, of 1940.
The CHAmMAN. And then your next promotion?
General GROVES. Then I was made a brigadier in September of
1942, and sometime after that I was made a permanent .lieutenant
colonel.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is your rank now?
General GnovEs. Permanent rank. Then I was made· a temporary major general in 1944, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, General, between 1919 and 1934, just selecting at random when you were a first lieutenant, what was your principal work?
General GROVES. My principal work from then, besides going to
school-I have been going to school since I entered college for 10 years.
I have one degree. I don't have any of these doctor's degrees, but I
have had 10 years of collegiate and above. During that time I was
either a student or a company commander; with the exception of 2
years when I was assistant to the district engineer. at Galveston primarily on construction work and general management, and 2 years
in Nicaragua.
The CHAIUMAN. Your first experience translating engineering into
science has been in connection with this project, has it not,?
General GROVES. No; I had 4 years in the Office of Chief of· E_nneers, a little less than 4 years, from 1931 to 1935.
•
The CHAIRMAN. What was your rank then?
General GnovEs. I was a first lieutenant and a captain. Of course~·
you know the reasons for rank.
The CHAIRMAN. I do:µ't quarrel with it, General.
General GROVES. I did, a great deal.
The CHAIHMAN. I think it is important that it be in the record.
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Now, just one final question.
·
·
Senator MILLIKIN. The chairman has demonstrated how fast you
learn, General.
General GROVES. I didn't answer your question completely. From
1931 to 1935 rwas in the Chief of Engineers Office in charge first of
procurement and development of new equipment, and in the last··
year in charge of the supply division, which included this subbranch of
development of equipment.
Senator JoHNSON. I think it sho·uld ,be said, Mr. Chairman, in
connection with the promotions that in the first years of the general's,
service we did not have the automatic-promotion formuln. that we now
have, r.nd that officers had to wait for a vacancy in the next grade. and
that there were bottlenecks. They had what tho Army calls a
"hump," and so the promotions were very far and few between in
those earlier years.
·
The CHAIRMAN. General, you are familiar with the letter addressed
to me by the President of the United States on February 1, 1946, in
relation to the atomic energy legislation?
Genert1l GROVES. I have read it. I don't recall· the exact details
of it.
·
The CHAIRMAN. The President stated:
The Commission established by the Congress for the control of atomic energy
should be composed exclusive!)'. of civilians.

You find yourself in disagreement with that.
It is essential that the members of the Commission be full-tiine Government
employees.

You find yourself in disn,greement with that.

In the President's message of October 3, which he quotes, he said:
Our science and industry owe their extent to the spirit of free inquiry and the
spirit, of free enterprise that characterizes our country. This is our best guaranty·
of maintaining preeminence in science and industry upon which our national wellbeing depends.
.
Legislation in tbis field must assure gcn11inc freedom to cond11ct independent
research and mt:st guarantee that co.ntrols over the dissemination of information
will not stifle scientific progress.

I take it you are in agreement with that, statement?
Gcncrn,l GnovEs. Y cs, sir.
The CnAmMAN. Thank you very much.
Sena.tor HrcKENLOOPER. Genera.I, I just want to make clenr my
understanding that you did not volunteer or. urge this appearance on
your part today, did you?
General GROVES. No, sir.
Senator HrcKENLOOl'ER. You came at the specific invitation of the·
committee to express your persona.I views and at the urging of the
committee, did you not?
General GROVES. Not only at the invitation of the committee, but
at the order of the committee.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. I think that should be in the record, Senator
Hickenloover, for the General's protection.
Senator }hcKENLOOPER. I thought it was going to be in the other
day, but it apparently isn't.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Thereupon, at 12:10 p. m. the committeerecessed.)
X
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THUR~DAY, APRIL 4 1 1946

UNiTED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
Washington, D. O:
The special committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a. m., in·
room 104-B, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chair-·
man) presiding.
·
·
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Byrd, Austin, Millikin, .
1
Hickenloopet, and Hart.
.
Also pre~ent:. Dr. Edward U. Condon, scientific adviser to the
'special committee; James R. Newman, special counsel; and Christopher T. Boland, staff director.
The CHAIRMAN. 'l'he hearing will come to order.
Mr. Warren, there are certain proposed provisions of S. 1717 for
the operation of this Commission which bear upon the Office of the·
Comptroller General and your duties. Most of them might be termed
of a relieving nature, as I don't doubt that you have noticed.
The committee would be glad to hear such comments as you wish.
to make on the provisions that pertain to your jurisdiction.
STATEMENT OF LINDSAY C. WARREN, COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCO.MPANIED BY FRANKL. YATES,
ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,
AND EDWIN L. FISHER, AC'l'ING GENERAL COUNSEL, GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr. WARREN. I appreciate the invitation to appear here this
morning.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt to suggest that I
think Mr. Warren ought to discuss, too, the provisions on page 8 with,
respect toThe Commission may make such arrangements without regard to the provisions:
of law relating to the making, performance, amendment, or modification of
contracts-

et cet,era; also pages 10, 14, and 16 in relation to each other, and then
discuss page 39.
The CHAIRMAN. You mav proceed, Mr. Warren.
Mr. WARREN. Gentlemen, until yesterday I personally had· never·
qP.en or heard of the provisions on page 8 or on page 39 of this bill.
It is not necessary for me to remind you that the General Account-ing Office as well as the Comptroller General is an agent of the Con-gress. We are entirely disassociated from the executive branch of
the Government, and that view was reaffirmed by the Congress with.
497
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· the passage of the recent reorganization b.ill which provided' that the·
Comptroller General of the United States and the General Accounting
Office are a part of the legislative branch of the Government. Therefore, except for the friendly interest of Members of Congress who
believe in responsible fiscal ac:countability, naturally we would have
no way in the General Accounting Office to know .of provisions such
;as this. The General AccountinJL Office in my opinion is the last
great bµlwark in _this Nation for the protection of the taxpayers
,~g!l'ins~ unbridled a~d illegal expenditures of appropriated funds, and
1t 1s therefore peculiarly the office of the Congress.
.
I am unalterably opposed to the provisions carried in subsection
10 on page 39. An analysis of it will show you and will convince·
you that it is a mockery and a fraud, and if it should become a law
in this form-and I have been called upon many.times in the past to
express myself on it-in all candor I would have ta use these same
expressions. It is. utterly meaningless and would constithte an unwarranted waste of appropriated money. ·
.' ·
The CHAIRMAN, Which section are you talking ab,out?
Mr. WARREN. I am talking about subsection 10·on page 39.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean the whole section?
'
I understood you to say the latter part of it.
:
Mr. WARREN. Woll, you would have to consider the section as ·a
· whole.
·
·
In the first place, it says that this Commission niay(10) determine its own system of administrative accoU:nts and the forms and
•contents of it~ contracts and other business documents.
·

Senator BYRD. Mr. Warren, could I ask you a'question there?
It was stated to the committee yesterday by one of the associates
-0f the committee that these provisions· have been agreed to by the
assistant general counsel of the Comptroller General's Office. Is that
,correct?
Mr. WARREN. Senator, that· is absolutely incorrect. He is here
today.·. Mr. Fisher is acting general counsel. Mr. Ellis is one of my
:admmistrative assistants. They are two of the ablest men that we
have in the General Accounting Office. They have my full confidence, and they tell me that never, directl;v or indirectly, did they
agree to any such provision as this, which 1s contrary to the entire
;policy of our Office.
·
One of the primary purposes of the General Accounting Office is to
,establish the accounts and forms. We do that for every agency of
this Government, and this question is therefore pertinent: Why
,should it not be done in this case? What is there in this that would
-0all for this Commission to set up its own accounting system and its
own forms?
It says here:
\',

The Comptroller General shall audit the transactions of the Commission and
within 6 months after receipt of each voucher shall file a report with th~ Com·mission with respect to each accountable officer showing each action to which
,exception is taken pending further information and each action which after full
,examination would have been disallowed except for the provision<s of this paragraph.

If thµ,t were required, it could be done without this language if we
had anything to do with the audit of it.
·
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The expenses of such audit shall be paid from appropriations for the General
Accounting Office and in conducting such audit, the Comptroller General may use
personnel -of his own selection and shall have free and open access to all papers,
books, records, files, accounts, plants, warehouses, offices, and all other things,
property, and places belonging to or under the control of or used or employed by
the_.Commission * * *.
·

· We have all that authority anyway. That doesn't m.ean a thing,
unless you want to restrict certain information from. us by excepting
access to the information restricted.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the purport of the language, isn't it, Mr.
Warren?
·
.
Mr. WARR.EN. Well, I don't so construe it there, unless that is the
sole reason for it. But I will get to the restriction in just a minute.
[Reading:]
and shall be afforded full facilities for counting all cash and verifying transactions
with and balances in depositaries * * *.

We would have that right under existing law.
Senator MILLIKIN. You missed som.e significant words tb.ere:
except where access to information restricted mider section 10 would be involved * * *.

Mr. WARREN. I mentioned that.

[Continuing to read:]

but, notwithstanding the provisions of any law governing the expenditure· of
public funds, the General Accounting Office in the settlement of the accounts of
the Commission or any accountable officer or employee of the Commission, shall
not disallow credit for, or withhold funds because of, any expenditure which the
Commission shall determine and certify to have been necessary to carry out the
provisions of .this act.

Of course, gentlemen, that is the joker. They could do anything
on ~he face of the _e11rth, practicall:y, and the Co~mission would then
decide 1t was all nght. You provide for an audit all the way down,
and n.t the very end you say that regardless of what you found in the
audit, the Commission can upset everything that you have done.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. vVa1Ten, may I ask you a question?
Mr. °VVARREN. Certainly, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. You quote this clause in line 10:
or withhold funds because of, any expenditure which the Commission shall determine and certify to have been necessary to carry out the provisions of this act.

Now, as I understand it, under the law, after you disallow the
accounts of any disbursing officer, you can file a notice with the
Treasury of the United States to cut off further payment of funds to
that department.
Mr. WARREN. We could do that; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is within your power.
Mr. WARREN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I presume that you are aware of the factsor I should say I presume you may be, for maybe you haven't been
informed-that from a scientific and engineering standpoint it is absolutely necessary that some of the operations of this Commission' be
not interrupted for 1 second.
Mr. WARREN. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The managers of the projects have told us that
time and time again, and Senator Hickenlooper, who made a special
trip to Hanford at my request, when he was on the west coast, came
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and. emphasized that more than. any one thing it had to be &
continuous operation.
·
·
So it would be rather unfortunate if_ there was in the hands of. any
office outside of the Commission the power to withhold funds and
thereby close off operations.
.
. •
.
Mr.".WARREN. I niay surprise the .committee when I tell you that
we were in on the atomic secret from the very beginning. There were
confidential conferences between the Under Secretary of War, at that
time Judge Patterson, and General Groves, the Assistant Comptroller
General, and myself .. We have audited or are auditing every single
penny expended oh this project, and that was .in wartime. We had
our men passed on by the FBI within the enclosures .and compounds
of these two projects. We audited on the spot arid kept it current,
and I might say. it has been a remarkably clean expenditure.
.
I have had no conversation with General Groves in several months.
I will say, however, that he has personally thanked me and other
officials of the General Accounting Office several times for our fine
cooperation, and I understand that in a public speech here in Washington, before a group of scientists, he expressed high commendation
of the work of the General Accounting Office.
We gave one quick favorable decision on a matter that was presented
on this project, but the very fact, gentlemen, that our men were there
where the agents of the Government could consult with them time
after time assured, in my optnion, a proper accountability.
· I would suggest if you have any doubt as to this cooperation that
you might ask General Groves, because I will say this for him: From
the very beginning he has insisted upon a full audit and a full accountability to the General Accounting Office.
· Now, if that went on in war, 1f w:e passed upon $2,000,000,000 of
these expenditures in war, I cannot see the argument as to why they ,
should not be audited in peace.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I must say that that comes to
me as an astonishing piece of good news.
I have often wondered what would turn up when we did get into
that 2}~ billion-dollar expenditure. By that remark, I do not mean to
disparage anyone connected with the operation, but I often wondered
how, without the kind of control that you give, they could go through
with an operation of that magnitude without making some very bad
blunders.
Mr. WARREN. Senator, as far as the General Accounting Office is
concerned, we carefully picked om; men. We sent the very best we
had there, and I invited the inspection of those men by the FBI.
They were ever present on the job.
·
Up to the present time, we have audited 100,265 vouchers on that
project.
•
.
Senator MILLIKIN. How many?
.
. Mr. WARREN. 100,265 vouchers on that project, totaling $1,778,000,000. They have been given a most thorough examination to
determine whether the expenditures have been properly accounted for,
pursuant to applicable laws, Executive orders and regulations.
There only remains to be audited on both projects $48,000,000, and·
· that is all under way now.
Senator MILLIK~N. May I ask how many men were actually in on
that audit?
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Mr. wARREN. Twenty-three.,
.
.
Senator MILLIKIN. They were all examined by the FBI?
Mr. WARREN. Absolutely.
Senator MILLIKIN. At your request?
Mr. WAn.mrn. At my request, and it would be my purpose, if we
have anything to do with this, to keep this audit current, just as we.
did in wartime, and have our men of the same high type and right
on the project.
'
.
Senator MILLIKIN. By keeping it current, you mean there would
not be a.ily backlog of unresolved questions, and by that method
there would not be the delays and the possible discontinuity of some
operation that would have to be continuous through its very nature?
Mr. W All.REN. When yo_u say "current" in the Government, you
mean anything from 60 or 90 to 120 days.
I can say with great positiveness to this committee that we will do
this in 30 days from the receipt of the vouchers, if we have our own
men right on the project, as we would do.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you ever have in your operations what
might be called an interlocutory opinion? Suppose that Senator
Byrd were the head of some Government agency and he had to do
something under the nature of his job and yet was in some doubt as
to whether what he had to do would be approved. Under the circumstances, he could not wait to have it approved. Do you ever give a
sort of preliminary, informal interlocutory opinion on that?
. Mr. WARREN. I wouldn't say that it is so much informal, but that
is a part of our duties under the Budget Accounting Act, and we.strive
to.give these opinions'to depa,rtment heads and agency hea,ds within
10 days; sometimes we do it within a day.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is independent of whatever delay there
may be in routine matters that come into your office?
Mr. WARREN. Absolutely; that has precedence.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is what I mean.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, getting ba,ck to the question I asked you,
Mr. Warren, do you think it would be wise to have in the hands of
anybody, in view of the situation I have described to you, the power
to withhold funds that would shut down the operation of the manufacturing pla,nts which, if shut down, might cause the Government
untold damage'?
.
I am quite sure that if you were there -or any of your associates it would be treated reasonably, but, of course, you know we do not
legislate on that basis.
Mr. WARREN. Well, if you will let me say this: I think that is a
very far-fetched question, because, of course, we have never closed
down anyone. We have never, so far as I can find out, and certainly
not in the 5}~ years tha,t I ha,ve been Comptroller General, hindered
the operation of a,nything.
If an expenditure was absolutely illegal, then I would be utterly
failing in my duty to the Congress if I did not cllll,llengc it.
Senator BYRD. On what ground would you challenge an expenditure?
Mr. WARREN. Well, if it was absolutely illegal.
Senator BYRD. On any other ground?
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Mr. WARREN. No; I cannot challenge waste or extravagance; that
is entirely beyond my scope. I cannot do that; I am not permitted
to do that. It is only an illegal expenditure.
.
.
Senator BYRD. In other words, it,is your duty as the representative
of Congress to see that the expenditures are in accordance with the
terms of appropriation bills?
.
·
Mr. WARREN. And the contracts.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. In other words, you are not to question
administrative discretion provided the money is being used for the
purposes provided in the statute?
Mr. WARREN. Absolutely. We have no more to do with the
administrative end of it than the man in the moon, and we would not
have ·anything to do with it.
·
'
·Senator HICKENLOOPER. Well, l presume you test the administrative end to see whether it is being administered in the field set otit
by the statute, but you do not have any jurisdiction over administrative discretion within the field outlined by the statute for the
expenditure of those moneys?
.
.
Mr. WARREN. None whatever; nor would I permit such a thing if it
were attempted,
·
Mr. YATES. As to the two phrases "shall not disallow credit for"
and "withhold funds because of," I think i~ might be well, Mr. Chairman, to explain a little more in detail what those two things mean in
our operations in the General .Accounting Office. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Before you do that, I would like to make this
comment, Mr. Yates. I have never talked with the War Department
or any representative of it as to their relationship with your office
during the period of the operation.
The same provisions that are in here appear, I believe-it is a long
time since I have checked it-in the May-Johnson bill which was born
in the War Department.
·
I don't make that as an assertion of fact, because I have not checked
it in a long while, but that is my impression, and I just wondered if,
in view of your experience, you could tell us why they do it that way?
Mr. WARREN. May I answer that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I would like some information on .it.
Mr. WARREN. You are correct, as I now recall, that similar langmige was in the original bill. 'l'wo members of the majority, including the chairman of the House committee, and two members of the
minority called me about that provision. They said that they were
absolutely opposed to it, and we told them the same thing, although
their prohibition was contained in about six lines rather than a page,
as here.
.
'l'he CHAIRM.~N. This is just as effective, I take it?
Mr. WARREN. I would think so, without looking it over here now.
They asked me if I would propose some other language; and I proposed
the following:
.
.
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other Jaw governing the expenditure of
public funds, the General Accounting Office in the settlement of the accounts
pertaining to the operations of the Commission may allow credit for any expenditure shown to have been necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

Now, that leaves the law just as it is, but puts the discretion in the
Comptroller General rathe~ than in the Commission, because then
Congress has a target to shoot at if there is anything wrong. You
would never find anything, you would never hear anything, about the
'

'
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· Comn1ission handling these. But if I should do anything wrong,.
then I am subject to removal or impeachment, and you have got it
centered in one person-not that I "'ant that authority.. Instead of
leaving that discret.ion in the Commission, under this language you.
could leave it in me.
.
.
,
,
I understand that the House committee tentatively adopted this ..
Now, I was further informed-subject, of course, to being correctedupon high authority in the House committee that the W11,r Depa,rt-;
ment itself suggested that all reference to the 'General Accountir)K
Office be completely eliminated from the bill, and that is the way it
stands now over there, which, of course, leaves us to audit just as we·
did during the war.
.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that certainly is an interesting situation.
I was informed that the committee that drew the original MayJohnson bill gave great consideration to that. In fact, that is what
first started me thinking about this, because . when the bill was.
originally introduced we .did not have a section pertaining to the
General Accounting Office, and on a· comparison with the MayJohnson bill I saw that that was there and did a little investigating.
It seems to be a very strong point with those who drew the MayJohnson bill that they wanted this language in there.
Now, of course, you have tentatively offered this suggestion to put
the discretion in the Comptroller General instead of in the Commission. That is an interesting suggestion, Mr. Warren, but I
frankly cannot see how the Government's interests would be better
protected by having the discretion in the reviewing officers rather
than in the people that must actually do the day-to-day operation,.
because they are removable by impeachment, too, for malfeasance
in office.
We have, I might say further, a joint congressional committee
provided for in this bill which, under the terms of the act, is to keep
in very close touch with the Commission, and I imagine that committee will be doing a little reviewing on its own account.
Senator Bnm. They wouldn't do any auditing, would they?
The CHAIRMAN. As far as the Commission is concerned, Senator.
Mr. WARREN. I didn't want that myself. That was drawn at the
suggestion of some members of the House committee. I think that
is all right, but personally I do not want it.
The distinction is this, Senator: The difference lies between an
examination by those who spend the. money and one by an independent agency looking over it which is not responsible under the
executive branch of the Government but is responsible to the Congress itself.
Now, there is a school of thought in the Government that is violently
opposed to any audit, that is violently opposed to any fiscal account-·
ability to anyone but themselves. That is true. And no one knows.
that any better than the Senator from Virginia, and the great fight.
in Congress here within a year, in the passage of the Byrd-Butler-·
Whittington bill, which in my opinion was the most forward step in
fiscal accountability the Congress has taken in the last 25 y~ars.
But resistance from certain forces, as Senator Byrd knows, was.
ever present in every possible way.
·
Senator BYRD. It took us 5 years to get it through.
·
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M;, WARREN. Now, I am not using extreme language, and I
merely g;sk you to believe me when I say this from experience. The
language in subsection 10 is an absolute fraud and a joke and means
nothing whatever.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. The only correction that I would make of you,
Mr. ·warren-and I did not write that subsection-when you de. nominate it as a fraud is that that has the connotation of intent to
deceive. Now, I think you would agree 1'7'ith me that it would ·
be a bold spirit indeed that would write language that is so obviously
fraudulent as you denominate.this to be, with the hope that it might
::get through 535 Members of Congress.
Mr. WARREN. Senator, I have seen language like this submitted.
The CHAIRMAN. You take out the intent to deceive?
· Mr. WARnEN. Well, you know what I am talking about, but I have
·.see!! language like this proposed time after time, and it ~s prop~se.d
,deliberately. I don't know of any other way except to Sfl-Y that 1t 1s
proposed to deceive. I don't know of any other way to express it.
It is to break down these controls.
'
Now,· the whole position of the Congress in the last year has been
to draw back and to vote back controls where they have been· let
down to see that they are now safeguarded in accounting. That was
done in the Butler-Byrd bill.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Warren, there is a provision in the bill or in
.this suggestion for a complete audit by your Office?
Mr. WARREN. Yes; but what does that mean, Senator? It means
that we would spend thousands, maybe over .a hundred thousand
,dollars. Say that we do nudit. Then, whatever we find, the Commission will say, "Oh, well, we are paying for that."
The CHAIRMAN. If you find any crooked business going on, I
presume you would report it to the Congress, would you not?
Mr. V\'ARREN. Well, this doesn't even provide for a report to
Congress. I won't quibble on that.
The CHAIRMAN. I would assume you would.
Mr. WARREN. I have a right to do it, anyway.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Mr. WARREN. Now, you want me to be frank, I know.
The CHAIRMAN. I nm working for information.
Mr. '\VARREN. With all due respect, because I have the greatest
respect for the Congress, since I was a .Member of it for 16 years, we
are very discouraged about the reports that we send to Congress.
·That is part of my duties, to report to Congress, and no matter how
flagrant some of the things are we do not find that we ever get any
results.
I think one of the reasons for that is that there is no special committee that these reports go to. Right now, the House is showing a
little interest in holding some hearings on some reports, but I have
.been sending reports to Congress for 5% years, and I do not get any
,encouragement.
Th~ CHAIRMAN. Do you hand them to the press, too?
Mr. WARREN. No, sir; but they are published. They are printed
:.up here.
· The CHAIRMAN. You mean they are available to the press?
:Mr. WARREN. Yes, whenever you have them printed.
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I might say that.last year I sent tci Congress 14 reports required by
law. There were 148 reports sent up that I prepared that were·
requested, and I also sent up 32 recommendations.
I sent to the Congress or to committees of Congress approximately·
300 to 400 rep01:ts on extravagance, ·and that was the end of it. Of
course, I cannot stop extravagance, but I am talking about the recep-·
tion you meet in Congress.
.
Therefore, when you say that we come in and just· report to Con-·
gress when you are going to audit $2,000,000,000, .of course it is
meaningless.
. .
Our position is that if you gentlemen in your wisdom and discretion
think that we should have nothing to do with this, I very strongly
urge you and recommend that it be specifically stated in here.
If you want us to have anything to do with it, then section 10
should be eliminated entirely. If we have anything to do with it, we
will go along just as we have during the war, in auditing these accounts.
But please do not let any such language as subsection 10 stay in the
bill, gentlemen, because it means absolutely nothing.
·
Senator BYRD. Mr. Comptroller, you have full power to audit every
department now?
Mr. WARREN. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Including the corporations, including the TVA?'
Mr. WARREN. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. That is the complete power that was covered by tlie'
Byrd-Butler-Whittington bill, so this would be the first department of
all the agencies of the Government, as the laws now exist, that would.
not be subject to the kind of audit you think it is necessary to make?.'
Mr. WARREN. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Now, you have the same power to withhold an,
appropriation from the War Department?
Mr. WARREN. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. You have it from the Navy; you have it from every
branch of the Government, and I am unable to see why any injury to
the service of the Government would occur by extending the power tothis operation.
Mr. WARREN. Senator, that is a specious argument advanced by
those who are opposed to any audit. It is nothing new with us. We·
hear the same argument. We heard it on the corporations, as you well
know.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Warren, I do not want you to misunderstand
your appearance here this morning. 1N e 11.'.re frankly looking for.
information.
The basis of it is in the W11,r Department prepared bill, the so-called
May-Johnson bill. I cannot emphasize that too much, because it
cani.e out of the Department which you state-and I don't doubt your
stat,ement-had such happy relationships with the Accounti:ng Office·
in the operation of this project.
I turn-to the subject "Audits" under section 15 of the May-Johnson·
bill, and it contains exactly the same provision-and that is where we·
got it-that we wrote into this bill, which is:
Notwithst11ndi!ng the provistons of any other law governing the expenditure oC
public funds, the General Accounting Office in the settlement of the accounts· of.'
t-hc Adminii;trator or other accountable officer or employee of the Commission,.
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the Administrator, cir their agents, shall not disallow credit for,· nor withhold
funds because of any expenditure which the Commission shall determine and
eertify to have been necessary to carry out the provisions of this act. 1

If i't is fraudulent, I just want to denominate the source of the fraud.
Mr.WARREN. I say it means nothing so far as an audit is concerned,
and there may be people in the War Department-I know there are
people in the War Department-who are opposed to General Accounting audits.
·
·
I have just quoted what General Groves bas told us personally,
and what he is alleged to have said at a banquet here.
· Senator BYRD. It would seem to me that the committee in the
House could have obtained the same impression that this committee
,obtained yesterday, when we were told by one of the employees of
·,this committee that this provision had been agreed to by the assistant
·general counsel of the Comptroller's Office.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I think that can be explained.
Senator BYRD. I know, but I am speaking of ·how these things
occurred.
The committee was considering this yesterday and was going over
it and was told then it had the full approval of the Comptroller
-General's Office.
·
I was the member that questioned that and called Mr. Warren on
the phone, and he said it was totally and absolutely untrue.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Warren would be abrogating his office.
Senator BYRD. The committee was info.wed of that, and maybe
the House committee was likewise so informed.
The CHAIRMAN. I have inquired into that series of circumstances,
~md I would be willing to go into it now, but I think it can be explained
to your entire satisfaction,
·
Senator BYRD. I will say that that information came very near to
having this bill passed out by this committee with a unanimous
-report on that particular provision under a misunderstanding of what
ttctually occurred. I think that that is quite a serious matter.
· The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask Mr. Wo,rren whether this language
wa.s submitted by him to tho chairman of the Military Affairs Committee of the House.
Mr. WARREN. Senator, I have never appeared on this measure before· the House Committee on Military Affr..irs. It was a.ll over the
phone. Four members of that committee, four very prominent members-two Democrats and two Republicans-called me on the phone.
'They were in the same room, and they said that they were unalterably
opposed to section 15 of the House bill and were going to seek to strike
it out. They then asked us to submit something along the lines of
which I have just read here, as a substitute, as a proposal that they
were· going to mnke rather than us. · Later on I was told that this
_bad been tentatively approved. Still later on I was notified by the
chairman of the committee that the War Department itself had agreed
that the entire section should be stricken.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. As I understand it, Mr. Warren, this lan;guage that you have just referred to that they asked you to suggest
1 See H. R. 4280, 79th Cong., 1st sess., Introduced In tho House of Representatives by Mr. May on October
:11, 1945, and referred to the Committee on Military Afl'airs; see also S. 1463, 79th Cong., 1st sess., Introduced
in the Senate by Mr. Johnson of Colorado on October 3 Oeglslative day, October 2) !045, and subsequently
;reterred to the Special Committee on Atomic Energy.
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as a substitute is not language that you were affirmatively urging in
the bill, but 7ou were merely complying with their request to suggest
something, i a suqstitute were necessary' for the language to which
they objected in the bill?
Mr. WARREN. Senator, that expresses it absolutely.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I want to get your attitude straight on
this thing.
· ·
Mr. WARREN. You have expressed it correctly .. I have no objection to this, but I a.m not seeking this. I don't want any more power.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Do I understand that the gist of your
statement here is that you think the reference to the General Accounting Office or the Comptroller should be eliminated from the bill, leaving
you in the same position with respect to a.uditing this activity as
-0ther governmental activities?
·
Mr. WARREN. That is absolutely my position, but if the committee
wishes any substitute, I have no objection to this, although I am not
advocating this.
Senator MILLIKIN. I don't 1Vant you to have the power to waive it
any more than I would the Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this, Mr. Warren: You would like
11.ll references to the Comptroller Geneml stricken out. Would you
11.dvoco te the rules on competitive bidding on the awards to scientific
institutions for research?
Mr. WARREN. May we turn to page 8. I think that is where you
have it.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, before we get into that, I would
like to ask Mr. Warren ca tcgoricrJly whether anyone in the House
ever submitted him section 10 for his approval or comment.
Mr. WARREN. Never.
Referring to (2) on page 8, I certainly think that you should give
them authority to make partial and advance payments. I think that
is all right. I think that you should give them the right to waive
advertisement. I think that may be essential and necessary.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is that, you say?
Mr. YATES. On po,ges 8, 11, 14, and 16.
Mr. WARREN. Now, here is something that I might call your
attention to:
Such arrnn~ements shall contain such provisions to protect health, to minimize
danger from explosion and other hazards, and to require the reporting and to
permit the inspection of work performed thereunder, as the Commission may
-determine * * *·

That would give them the right, gentlemen, in that broad languagewhich is probably necessary and proper, assuming that these projects
would be in isolated places-to set up health facilities and all of those
things right here in the District of Columbia. If we had to construe
·that, we would so hold.
I don't know whether tlrn.t is your ideu, to let them set up all those
facilities here or on the project; but it is so wide that they could set
it up anywhere, including the District of Columbia if they wanted
to.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, where do you read that?
That provides the arrangements for health and minimizing danger
from explosion.
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. .Mr. W~RREN. Also on page 38, section 12(a) (5), the conimittee
1s authonzed to-:- ,
·
construct, acquire, provide, or arrange for such 'facilities· and services ior the
housing, health, safett, .welfare, and recreation of personnel employed by the
Commission as it .may deem necessary * * *· .

Now, we are not questioning that, except the broad provisions of it.
We would at once construe that all of that could be provided in the
District of Columbia if the Commission saw fit to. I just merely
call the committee's attention to that.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, you realize that Oak Ridge and Hanford
are two towns by themselves.
·
Mr. WARREN. Yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You have got to keep personnel there, and it would
be impossible to do it without some recreational facilities.
·
Mr. WARREN. I am in full accord, Senator, with that, but I was ·
wondering if you wanted to give the Commission the right to put it
here in the District of Columbia. · I can see where it should be on the
projects, and I am wondering whet4er you want to restrict that
somewhat.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think there is any intention to give the
Commission the right to erect any dance halls in the District of
Columbia.
Mr. WARREN.· They could do it under this provision; we have
studied it very carefully.
.
The CHAIRMAN. What language do you suggest to modify?
Mr. YATES. If they restrict it to isolated places, it would take care
of it, the isolated project areas.
Senator BYRD. Projects?
.
Mr. YATES. Projects; yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Would that be sufficient?
Mr. YATES. I would think so; yes.
Senator BYRD. I wish you would continue on this page 8 and give
your comments as to any changes y9u would suggest there.
The Commission may make such arrangements without regard to the provisions of
law relating to the making, performance, amendment, or modification of contracts * * *·

Do yqu object to that?
Mr. WARREN. Well, we might not object to it in regat·d to contracts.
We say a greater authority is not needed here than waci essential to the
prosecution of the war.
Senator BYRD. This applies to contracts, agreements, grants-in-aid,
and loans, a.t the top of pa.go 8, and permits them to make arrangements without regard to the provisions of law for those four categories.
Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to ask, first, what are the provisions
of law which this language is intended to circumvent? What is the
thing that is feared here?
Mr, FISHER. Section 3709, I think is. the statute that they are
generally after here, on the competitive bidding. · They don't want to
have to advertise and get bids ·and take the lowest bidder for research
and development.
Senator MILLIKIN. The langtia.ge is broad enough, .though, to
include the whole field of law.
Mr. FISHER. They have authority to amend contracts and modify·
contracts by virtue .of their authority to make contracts. This has
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been construed under the War Powers A.ct, which is similar language,
as authorizing un amendment or modification without consideration.
If you have got a contract for doing a job for $100;-000, you can
amend it just to get in $300,000 if you want to.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. I should lilrn to invite your attention to the first
sentence, commencing on line 1, page 8:
To this end the Commission is authorized and directed to make arrangements,
including contracts, agreements, grants-in-aid, and loans-

N ow, bas there been any interpretatiqn of language of that kind, so
. far as contracts and agreements are concerned? What is the scope of
that? Is there any limit?
·
'
Mr. FISHER. Just except to the extent of this research assistance;
that is all.
Senator M1LLIKIN. To the extent of those specified things?
Mr. F1sHER. That is right.
Senator M1LL1K1N. They could make any kind of contract or any
kind of agreement, in addition to grants-in-aid and loans, as to these
specified things?
Mr. FISHER. That is right. Their loans and grants-in-aid would be
in the nature of a contract.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, coming down again to the language on
line 18, if the purpose is to suspend competitive bidding, would it
not be better to say so rather thun to have language there which is
broad enough to cover anything that might touch the subject matter
in the law?·
.
Mr. FISHER. I think it should be confined to that. .
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this, just looking for information.
Senator, it would be rather a bad thing if the Commission was re-'
quired at any time to conform with a1;1ything that grew out of the com.i.
petitive bidding section. Let us assume that the Commission was
going to put <mt $200,000 on research over a period of 4 years on
"plutonium-590." You wouldn't want anybody to know that we
were ev'en thinking that research would produce 590; we wouldn't
want to notify the world. We will agree that that shouldn't be done.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us assume that to start with.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, let us assume there is some trouble in the
contract, and due to the amount of work that is necessary, they have
got to revise that contract. Would. we have the right to revise it
without any trouble at all?
Mr. FISHER. For a consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean?
Mr. YATES. If there is a consideration moving to the Goveri;i.ment,
not necessarily financial.
Mr. F1sHER. They want to change the scope of their research,
enlaige or decrease it.
The CHAIRMAN. You people have the right to reject their modification of the contract?
Let us assume that the contract is for $200,000. You get into a
year's work of research, and it turns out to be a much vaster project
than they anticipated. Instead of $200,000 they up the ante to a
million dollars, to the University of Florida.
Mr. YATES. But they are going to get additional work.
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. The CHAIRMAN. Well, they are going to get addit~onal work in the
way of getting three additional appliances to do some· additional
experimentation.
·
·
. .
..
· Now, do you pass on the value of the consideration that is moving
£or the revision of that contract?
Mr. YATES. Yes, Sena.tor, in determining whether payments under
the contract are proper and legal payments.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, that is the point I want to arrive at. I£ you
remove the competitive bidding restrictions, you would have nothing
"to say about the original contract. That is, they can work without
bids.
·
·
Mr, YATES. That is right.
.
The CHAIRMAN. But they could not change that contract and up
the ante without your passing on whether the consideration that ·
was moving to the Government was sufficient to justify the increased
eost?
·
·
Mr. YATES. That is correct, Senator, and I think that is as it should
be. Of course, we would never raise a question there unless obviously·
the consideration fails.
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute-unless the consideration. foils.
What do you mean by that? I assume there would be no guaranty,
Mr. Yates, that research was going to result in a finished product.
Mr. YATES. I don't mean that, Senator. I mean unless the consideration foils to appear in any sufficient degree so that any reasonable
inan would regh.rd it _as consideration.
·
·
For instance, if -the Government is going to amend the contract,
increase the price, but is going to get some additional work, we don't
question the value of that additional work. We question whether
th.ere was additional work; we question whether it required additional
cost. We raise no questions other than what a court would ra.ise in
a similar case.
·
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you say it is all right in the .first
instance not to have competitive bidding because of the necessity for
nondisclosure of what you are doing. You recognize that, I take it?
· Mr. YATES. Not in all their contracts, but we. think they will need
freedom from that section in a great many of them.
The CHAIRMAN. You recognize it as a predicate of operation under
many of their contracts. Now, if those same contracts, however,
should have to be revised due to the developments arising under
the contract, you feel that at that point you should have the right of
veto in the revision of that contract?
Mr. YATES. If they alter the payments under the contract, yes.
· Mr. FrsHER. If they have a provision in the O!iginal contract to
increase and add to it, there is no question raised. We would question
it-to take a ridiculous situation-if you had a million-dollar contract
and you asked the contractor later on.to furnish one crate of oranges
and upped the contract price another million dollars. Obviously,
we would question that.
If you agree to buy an automobile, without advertising, for $1,000,
and then the contractor has a strike and runs into trouble, and when
he gets through he thinks he will lose money unless he gets $2,000, we
would question an amendment to that to pay him another thousand.
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The CHAIRMAN. You have given an absurd example, in the crate of
oranges. Let me give you one as absurd and find out what your
answer would be.
Let us assume that the Commission, in going along under this
$200,000 contract looking .for "plutonium-590," suddenlv hears about
a scientist over in Czechoslovakia who has the answer, ·so everybody
says, locked up in his head, and he wants $250,000 as the price to
come over here and produce "plutonium-590."
Now, the Commission in judging the situation and the necessity
for that grade of plutonium makes a contract with the University of
Florida to get that man and adds $250,000 to the contract.
Now, the Comptroller General could look at it and say, "That is a
lot of money for one fellow; we won't allow that."
Mr. YATES. We would not question that, but would probably
report it to Congress as being a most ridiculous thing which Congress
ought to look into.
The CHAIRMAN. It might be ridiculous in your eyes, but that might
be the difference between his giving that to an enemy nation and
blowing us off the face of the earth or our having it right in this
country-and that is what the five Commissioners might know and
you would not know.
.
Mr. WARREN. As I said, Senator, we would not question that, but
we might report it. . I take it that we can report anything in the world
that comes under our notice.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that was what I was rather relying on,
Mr. Warren-your power of publication and report-to see that the
public funds sre not wasted, in the same way that Price, Waterhouse
would audit Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. in its operations and repprt
to its stockholders that they had gone through the books and found
that they were in balance.
I reiterate that I have no terribly fixed conviction on this. I am
examining the works of the Commission. I wunt the Commission to
be a success, as we all do, and I think we have to realize thut this
Commission is going to be engaged in a very unusual activity, a very
unusual governmental activity. It is not going to be the Post Office
Department. It is not going to be the Department of Justice. It is
going to break in new and untried ground.
Now, have you given any thought to that aspect of it, the necessity
for quick and unusual decisions that this Commission is going to have
to make?
Mr. WARREN. Absolutely, and the best evidence that there would
be no strait-jacket attempts on the part of the General Accounting
Office is the fact that we have passed upon $2,000,000,000 of their
expenditures with a war on ..
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, a war creates certain pressures on all of
us, you know. I don't think any Comptroller General should cut off
funds with an atomic bomb in the making.
Mr. WARREN. Senator, I think we have an appreciation of the
magnitude of this thing so as to have the same view.
Senator BYRD. Of course, this is one of the secret things the Government is doing. There are a lot of others. You have the same
power as to all of the other contracts of the Army and Navy.
Mr. WARREN. Every contract entered into by the Government is
filed with the General Accounting Office. We have seen them all.
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. Senator BYRD. And have you had any difficulty at any time where
you have been compelled to refuse approval?
.
·
Mr. WARREN. None at all. We have questioned some transactions.
under the First War Powers Act and have collected back some money
where it was abused.
.·
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I realize you have the·same power with
regard to jet planes and the rest of H, but each time there has been
urged in the committee, Senator Byrd, for a basis of comparison on
security restrictions, we have been inu;nediately .reminded· that this
was sui generis, and this was the weapon of saturation, the weapon that
required more of security and secrecy regulations than anything else,
than the jet plane or naval guns, or anything of that nature.
I am just wondering-and I am asking the question~ trying to test
it out-whether the nature of the Commission's work is not such as
to demand something of the same approach in the way of its fiscal
operations as we approached it with security regulations. In other
words, we are acknowledging on the one hand that it is a very unusual
situation in trying to legislate for it, and we are-if we adopt the
Comptroller General's viewpoint, and it may be entirely consistentnevertheless sitting within the framework of existing ideas.
Mr. WARREN. Now, Senator, let me supplement what I have said
by telling you this, too.
.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. May I ask this to clarify? ·
Let us assume-we are assuming some perhaps ridiculous cases or
far-fetched cases-that a scientific and technically or theoretically
sound technical process has been projected but hasn't been built yet,
for the production of some desirable material for use in some field in
this thing, but it is all on paper. It looks good and it ought to work.
A contract is let for the production of ·that particular thing as specified.
Then, the contracting people get about two-thirds with that and something is discovered, so that they say they need material. They say:
"We can go ahead and build this thing as you prescribe just exactly
according to the contract. We can build it as you prescribe, but we
now discover that we can make a workable thing out of this thing or
we can make something else out of this thing by the use of some more
expensive materials and some much more expensive activities, and
we ask you to modify this contract and increase it by a half a billion
dollars, or something like that."
.
Would that be such a modification of the contract that you would
consider that a consideration was moving toward the Government?
Mr. Warren. I would certainly think there was a very strong
consideration moving to the Government on the statement of facts.
Mr. YATES. It is a good illustration.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I should have· said that the Government
did not prescribe to the contractor that we wanted to produce a result.
The Government prescribed the manufacture of certain things, prescribed a detailed machine, detailed specifications. If you met those
specifications, whether. it works or not would be immaterial. That
is what they contracted for, but in the process the Government became convinced they didn't either have the proper information when
they laid down their contract or .they would like to accomplish a
different result at greater expense. That would be a consideration
moving toward the Government?
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Mr. WARREN. I don't think there is any question about that.
Mr. F1sHER. We have those every day, and there is no question
about it.
Mr ..YATES. Those are called "change orders."
Mr. WARREN. We have the appreciation that this is an untried
field. We realize that we must be reasonable.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. One other illustration. The contractor
makes an agreement with the Government to produce a certain
specified and detailed job. He goes through that job and meticulously produces according to the blueprints and the plans and the
formula, whatever it may be. He gets down about two-thirds of the
way through that thing and says: "Well, I just bit off more than I
can chew. I haven't got the money to finish it." There is no
question of the alteration of the plans. He just hasn't got the money
to finish it. We have got it in process up to this point, and the contractor says: "Now, I have either got to have some more money or
I stop right here on this thing, because I cannot go any further; l
canno't get any loans; I cannot get any money; I cannot pay my
workmen; I cannot get materials."
.
The Government says: "Well, you probably did bite off more than
yo~ can chew. We will agree that maybe now it seems the price
was too low which you charged us for that. We will go on and put in
a hundred million dollars more on this thing so that this can be
completed."
Now, where does that fall?
.
Mr. FISHER. We would question that if the contract was established
originally at a fixed price.
.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. All right. Then let us assume a situation
where that particular contractor was peculiarly adapted to make that
thing and that the Government considered that it would cost the
Government more to have someone else start in on this process under
peculiar circumstances than it would to throw in another hundred
million .to let that fellow finish it. Would that be a consideration in
that case moving toward the Government?
Mr. FISHER. We could not recognize that as legal consideration,
but what you could do in those cases is to authorize those particular
parts of contracts to be made on the cost-plus basis.
.
Senator H1c1rnNLOOPER. I am not assuming on a cost-plus basis.
I am assuming a rigid contract.
Mr. FISHER. We would question it. To get around that particular
thing, you could authorize them to make it on a cost-plus basis.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I presume the Government would always
have 11,n out if the contractor came to the end of the rope. The
Government could make a new contract with somebody else to step
in and finish it.
Mr. YATES. And hold the original contractor for the difference in
cost.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. If he is broke, it would not do much good.
Mr. YATES. That would be the Government's remedv.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I have been very much disturbed
by much of the language in section 3 (a), and I am back on page 8
again.
It seems to me that this language is so broad, so limitless, that the
Commission could go before an appropriations committee, and while,
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of course, it could not control the action of the Appropriations Committee, it could make a claim that it was the intent of Congress to
put no limit on .their judgment, and therefore their Appropriations
Committee should accept their judgment..
.
.
I do not assume for one moment that an appropriations committee
would accept that argument in full but it might be greatly influenced
by it. I am wondering what the usual technique would be to put
some sort of a limit on these grants-in-aid, and loans, and these contracts and agreements. Is there any way to get some sort of an
advance consent of Congress, which is to say in the whole process of
the Appropriations Committee. I am not asking for advance consent .
of the appropriation,· but of the Congress.
Of course, I assume that we could put a money limit on all or any
part of these specified expenditures. Are there any other techniques
that could be used to put some sort of a ceiling on this thing?
The CHAIRMAN. Five hundred and thirty-five Members of Congress.
Senator MILLIKIN. I mean it is customary when we give an authorization to put a dollar sign after it.
Mr. FISHER. 1'hat is about the_ only way you can limit it. You
couldn't very well do that here unless you made the limit extremely
hl~.
'
Senator MILLIKIN. You could on a number of the items. When
you get into the strictly military field, you would have a tough problem, but no tougher than when the Appropriations Committee considers naval appropriations or any of the usual military provisions.
Is it your judgment, then, that if a ceiling is to be put on that it be
put on terms of authorizations limit,ecl by dollars?
Mr. FISHER. That is about the only way I know that, you could do it;
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Warren I would like to ask you a couple of
questions. You denominated this language as, if at least not intended
to be fraudulent, fraudulent on its face. Let me ask you thls.
Mr. WARREN. Perh11,ps I should say, Senator, that it creates the
impression that it is effective, and it is deceptive because it is not
effective.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us find out the limit of its effectiveness.
It is effective in permitting you to go with your auditors and accountants to examine every single account and every single transaction that
this Commission makes.
It is effective in the sense that it permits you to report on what you
find to the Congress.
Mr. WARREN. Well, it doesn't even say that. I would hold, however, I could report.
.
The CHAIRMAN. You said you had a right to do that?
Mr. WARREN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, it is effective then in those two respects.
Where it is not effective, in your opinion, is that it does not permit
you to (a) disallow certain expenditures as having been made not in
accordance with the law, and (b) to withhold funds pending the restoration of the disallowance by the disbursing agent to the Treasury of
the United States. Those are the two ineffectives.
Mr. WARREN. Well, the last thing that you mentioned is one of
the last resorts of the Comptroller General and in fact is his real power.
Of course, the withholding power primarily is intended for cases
of failure to account, not for mere disallowances. There has been
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no occasion to ever exercise that since I have been Comptroller
General.
.
. .
The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to get the problem set out in the
four corners of it; in view of the strong language that you did use,
that those 'are the two things which you think are essential; namely,
(a) the power to disallow and call upon the disbursing clerk, call him
what you· will, of the organization to restore some money to the
Treasury and (b) to withhold funds. Those are the two powers;
am I right?
Mr. YATES. Yes, Senator. But there is a third that is not so
tangible.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it?
Mr. YATES. It is the effective result of the audit by the General
Accounting Office which flows from the knowledge on the part of the
spending officers that the General Accounting Office can disallow
credit or withhold funds.
Now, if you will write in the law that the very spending agency,
the Commission itself, can by a stroke of the pen remove any disallowance of credit or withholding of funds, then all responsible
officers for funds know that the Commission under which they are
operating can save their own skins, and your effective deterrent is
gone.
The CHAIRMAN. I am very glad to have those three things set out.
Senator BYRD. Isn't there another one, Mr. Chairman, that under
this provision the Commission determines its own system of administrative accounts; it fixes its own forms, which must be audited?
The CHAIRMAN. Until I am informed differently, I assume that
that isn't too important.
Senator BYRD. I am just discussing the provision as it stands now.
Mr. YATES. It is important, for t4is reason: The Commission
conceivably-I do not charge that any Commission would-could
establish forms that would give so little or no information that an
audit would be fruitless.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course it might, but this thought occurs to me,
Mr. Yates: If you were on the Commission and had an understanding of the desperate necessity for secrecy in regard to a certain propo·
sition, you would not want a detailed form of any kind.
Mr. YA'l'ES. No; we don't want that, and that isn't necessary, but
we want enough on the voucher and the contract to establish that
there is an obligation. They could establish forms that would even
preclude that.
Senator BYRD. There couldn't be any more desperate need for
secrecy than on the Manhattan project, and every detail of that was
audited in time of war.
.
Mr. YATES. May I make one explanation of those words "disallow
credit" and "withhold funds"?
The CHAIRMAN. Y cs.
Mr. YATES. I am afraid they might not be understood.
The words "disallow credit" pertain to the action in the audit of
a disbursing officer. When credit is disallowed, it is in the accounts
of a disbursing officer, and he must explain or furnish additional facts
,,to justify the change of that action and the subsequent allowance of
credit. Sometimes credit cannot be allowed. It is obviously and
outrightly illegal.
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· "Withhold funds" pertains to action within the control functions
of the General Accounting Office and goes to the issuance of warrants
and authorizations of requisitions for funds. Now, funds would
never be withheld. That is, the Comptroller General would never
decline to approve 11 Treasury warrant for funds, nor would a requisition be disapproved excel?t in two general situations:
Orre is that the disbursmg officer seeking the funds oa a requisition
has failed to account faithfully for his uses of Federal funds. He has
failed to render his accounts completely or as required by law.
The other general situation would be where there is asked on a
warrant money in excess of that appropriated by Congress or from an
appropriation which Congress has not made for that purpose. It
has made the appropriation for some entirely different purpose.
I have the very definite impression that those who are seeking this
freedom from the disallowance of credit and from the withholding of
funds are attaching to it too much importance and if there is anything
in the importance they do attach to it, H would reach a result that the
Congress of the United States would not want them to reach anyway.
You would not want the General Accounting Office to approve a
warrant setting up funds on the books of the Treasury froin an appropriation that you made for an entirely different purpose, or perhaps
to an entirely different office. You would not want, even in this
project, the General Accounting Office to approve a warrant for more
money than the Congress has yet appropriated. ·
You would not want, I take it, that· we should approve a requisition for funds to a disbursing officer who has failed and perhaps consistently refused to send in an accounting for his stewardship of the
Government's funds.
Now, those, in a general way, are the only circumstances involved
there, Mr. Chairman.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this question, and I ask it in all earnestness, trying to find out what is the best thing to do. This, of course,
is a huge manufacturing enterprise. _,.rt is not a usun,l thing in which
the Government is engaged. That is true; is it not? I suppose it is
comparable to operating the United States Steel Corp.
Mr. YATES. It is scientific, manufacturing, experimental.
The CHAIRMAN. It is equivalent to operating the United States
Steel Corp. or General Motors.
·
Senator MILLIKIN. Du Pont would probn,bly be more applicable.
Mr. YATES. I will accept that, Mr. Chairman.
·
The CHAIRMAN. They, of course, hn,ve their board of directors, and
they go ahead and try to do the best job they can for the stockholders.
Now, if you were running du Pont, or in the operation of du Pont,
I assume, we might say, they would have Price, Waterhouse, or
Ernst·& Ernst. They come in and make an accounting and report
to the stockholders. That is the beginning and the end of their responsibility; is it not?
Mr. YATES. Of the firm of accountants, as I understand commercial accounting; yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN. How would you think it would affect the operations of the business if Price, Waterhouse or Ernst & Ernst had a
right to enter into the policy making of du Pont Co.? Would yoU;;
approve of that as a stockholder of the du Pont Co.?
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· Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, that brings up a question that has so
many angles we could discuss it for the next 5 hours.
The thing you itre really bringing into question is the relationship,
if any, between a so-called commercial type of audit and the system
of accountability. of Government fiscal officers which the Congress
years ago established.
There really, in my opinion, is little relationship between the circumstances and the results. The Congress has enacted a law based
on the theory that when money is handed out to a fiscal officer he
must come in and account for his uses of that money.
The CHAIRMAN. Doesn't it run into conflict, though? .That law
was enacted to establish governmental operations, such as the Post
Office Department. Does it apply when the Government enters into
a strictly manufacturing enterprise? Do the same principles apply?
In other words, ,ve are after the most efficient operation that we
can get here of a manufacturing enterprise of vast dimensions. Now,
you operate that in accordance with the traditional method that you
advocate for efficiency, or you operate it in the way that a huge manufacturing organization is operated.
Senator BYRD. May I inject there, Mr. Chairman, that the Government has been for years and vears conducting vast business enterprises. They conduct all the navy yards all over the country. They
conduct arsenals and conduct many other things in time of peaceand in time of war they conducted many plants that were audited by
the General Accounting Office without any difficulty whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. You know a great deal more about this, Senator;
this is new to me.
Senator BYRD. They have run the navy yards for years. They
run the navy yard in Norfolk which employs 40,000 people, the largest
operation in Virginia, and that has been running without trouble.
Let me say about the policy that I do not believe Mr. Yates intends to leave the committee under the impression that the Comptroller General attempts to define policy. All he does is see that
these expendiLures a.re made in accordance with the law. Congress
defines the policy, not the Comptroller General.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, Senator, I was just thinking out loud.
I think, of course, as a statement of principles, that is true, but in
the day-to-day operation of a business enterprise of this magnitude,
quick decisions have to be made.
For instance, let us take an examplet Let us assume that in a
far-away place we have a project. We have 3,000 workers there, and
we set up recreation facilities. We also set up a cafeteria, and there
we furnish a meal for 25 cents that costs the Government 40 cents.
That might amount to very little in the sum total of maintaining the
morale of those 3,000 workers.
.
Senator BYRD. But it first ought to be authorized by Congress,
shouldn't it, and that is all that the Comptroller General determines?
Mr. FISHER. The bill authorizes recreational facilities. We would
not question a case like that, Mr. Chairman. That would be nothing
we could question.
The CHAIRMAN. Even though there was a loss?
·
.
Mr. FISHER. We might report that to Congress as bad administration, but there would be nothing we would disallow in the accounts.
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The CiiAmMAN. You might recognize that to. be good adminis.
tration.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, as I see this thing, I think your
analogy of an auditor passing on the policy of the company would
be better if you considered an outside legal review.·
A lawyer looking at the business of the company says to himself,
"Is this piece of business in accordance ;,vith our charter, in accordance with our bylaws; is it in accordance with the authority given
by the minutes of the board of directors?"
Now, th1:1 Commission will have its inside legal staff to determine
those things. This method, by preserving alive the powers of the
Comptroller, gives you an additional legal review. The lawyer in
the company doesn't stick his nose into the detail of how the minutes
are carried out or how the bylaws are carried out unless he is asked to.
His business is to advise the directors, "ls this thing that we propose to
do within our charter, within our limits, within our bylaws?" That
is the end of his immediate concern. Now, he may have other duties.
As I understand it, you gentlemen look to see first that you have a
voucher before you. You lo'ok to see whether that comes within the
terms of the law. Isn't that your job?
Mr.WARREN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. So what we are doing is enclosing another legal
review on the Commission's own lawyers.
Now, that brings me to this question: I am very much interested in
the security features of this bill. You preserve the security through
the knowledge of your own employees, and you say that you had them
all cleared by the FBI. That is what you did on your own initiative.
The law didn't tell you to do that. If we allowed the Comptroller to
have his normal powers here, and struck out subsection 10, would it
be advisable to incorporate some definite mandate that you do follow
a security routine? You might not always be there. Some careless
fellow might be in there.
Mr. WARREN. Of course, if there was any phase of it which Congress thinks should be secure from us, I have no objection to that
phase at all. In fact, when we were let in on the secret, we asked no
questions whatever; Senator.
Senator Bnm. You must make a brief statement, Mr. Warren.
Senator Austin wasn't here when you discussed that part of it.
Mr. "\YARREN. We were in on this secret from the very beginning,
Senator. A memorandum which other people may not have understood because it was couched that way on account of its secretiveness
was filed in the su.fe in my own office at the time. We audited every
dollar of the Manliattan project and the one out on the west coast.
We have been publicly commended by General Groves for our fine
cooperation, and have been thanked by him.
The audit was kept current, and if we are given that same authority
we will keep it, and will have our men on the very project as we did
have before.
There hasn't been, as I told Senator Millildn, any difficulty. This
expenditure has been remarkably clean. I do think, however, that
the fact that we were there, lilrn the policemen on his beat, had a very
salutary effect,. Our auditors we;re the greatest help and assistance
to those who were spending money on the project. Time and time
again they would consult us, and that was very salutary.
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I have yet to receive a single solitary complaint about either: the
conduct of our men or lack of efficiency or thoroughness on their part.
· Senator lvl1LLIKIN. Mr. Warren stated that in order to preserve
the security of the thing as far as his department was concerned, he
had the men who worked on this cleared by the FBI.
Senator A usnN. Yes; I understood tlmt.
Senator M1LLIICIN. That gave me a lot of comfort insofar as the
tax is concerned. Now, I am wondering whether something of that
kind should be required by law.
I would like to ask one more question categorically: Did. any
assistant counsel of your department advise or consult with anybody
on section 10?
·
Mr. WARREN. The acting general counsel is Mr. E. L. Fisher.
Mr. F1sHER. I consulted with Mr. Miller, who came down from
the Office of the Legislative Counsel. We had a copy of the old S;
1717, which he informed me was being rewritten. In fact, he was
going to try to get it printed up that night. He had a big mimeographed copy of how they were going to change it,, so we had nothing.
The original S. 1717 had no provisions at all in it, and we just dis~
cussed it generally.
Senator AusTIN. You mean provisions relating to audit?
,
Mr. FISHER. That is right. We discussed generally the operations
of the General Accounting Office. The gentleman wasn't informed
on the audit procedure and how we operate, and he discussed, of
course, the feeling, I presume, of the committee or the people back
of him that they wanted to restrict our audit to some extent, no part
of which, of course, I agreed with.
He left me with the impression that they either would cut the
General Accounting Office clear out of the picture, or probably put
in some such provision as this.
·
Senator M1LLIKIN, vVas that provision before you?
Mr. FISHER. No; we had no language whatever.
Senn,tor AusTrN. Did you assent to ihat final proposition?
Mr. FrsHER. I told him either way we would object to it.
The CHAIRMAN. I am trying to reconstruct what happened. I
called attention to the fact thn,t that provision appeared in the MayJohn'lon bill. Then there was representation made to me that this
was not in very good form, and I suggested:-! think this is the way
the misunderstanding arose-to counsel that tbe.y go over to the
General Accounting Office and find out what lnnguage would do
better than what is written in the May-Johnson bill.
So it wasn't with the idea of going over to get your assent, as I
understand it.
Mr. FrsHER. I didn't understand it as that.
Senator BYRD. The committ.ee was told that the General Accounting Office did consent to it. We were told that yesterday.
Mr. FISHER. There was no consent whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. You saw this language which appea.rs here?
Mr. FISmm. No; we didn't see that. You see, I had a copy of the
original S. 1717 which had nothing in it.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this the language that comes out of TVA Act?
Mr. FrsHER. That follows it to a certain extent.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, just for my information, for I am not familiar
witl~ this, how do!,'.they operate differently tha.n the set-up under
sect10n 10?
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Mr. FISHER. They operate substantially on that basis, except that
the TVA law specifically requires us to report to Congress anything
that we think is illegal or wrong, and also to make. an annual audit
and report back to the TVA, get their comments and criticisms and
send our reports with their comments to the Congress.
In addition to that, they will get the regular commercial corporation audits. . You see we get two audits working in there-an audit
which this would propose, and the regular commercial audit.
·
The CHAIRMAN. For my information, have y'ou reported anything
to the Qongress that is wrong with the TVA operations?
Mr. FISHER. I cannot answer that. We probably have in the past.
We had some trouble with the TVA years ago.
Mr. WARREN. May I inject there, the reason that provision is in.
the TVA Act is this: Shortly after I became Comptroller General,
the TVA got an opinion from the Attorney General saying that they
were not under the Budget and Accounting Act. There was no way
we could contest that, because the Attorney General would have been
our attorney, and I am quite sure he would have gone in and confessed
judgment, having delivered the opinion.
·
The matter was placed before Congress, and more or less as a
compromise-because they were then clearly out of it, and they
claimed they were going to be bound by the Attorney General's
opinion and therefore were not under us at all-those provisions were
more or less agreed upon. But never since then have I ever taken the
position that that was a pattern for anything else. We would have
vigorously opposed that as a pattern, and we are just waiting a fair
test before making any report to Congress on it.
The CHAIRMAN. That interests me. I have never gone into the
controversy, but I knew there was a controversy.
.
Mr. WARREN: It was a controversy that I inherited when I came
in there, Senator, and I had been· in just a few months when the
Attorney General issued a very sweeping opinion that they were not
even under the General Accounting Office. I didn't want the Attorney General at that time to be my attorney in testing it.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything, since you have been Comptroller
General, that stands out in your mind as subject to criticism?
Mr. WARREN. Well, we have challenged some things to the board
of directors. You see, under the provisions of this thing this Commission could be the most capricious set in the world if they saw fit.
The CHAIRMAN. You could be capricious, too, in disallowing, Mr.
Warren, if you wanted to.
Mr. WARREN. Yes; if I wanted to, but there is an entirely different
slant on that. I have no ax whatever to grind. I am wholly independent and accountable and answerable only to the Congress itself.
I am your agent; I'am acting for you.
,
.
They are in the executive branch of the Government, and I am not.
They are the ones that make the expenditures, and if they were so
minded-understand this is no inference-if they wanted to, they
would have the power to cover up.
.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. They would have power by merely making
the assertion that they considered that to be essential?
· ·
Mr. WARREN. Absolutely, and that would end it, and it would be
the conclusion.
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We have no prejudices. We have no friends to reward in the Gov- ernment and 110 enemies to punish. I think, if I can say it modestly,
that my policy has been to call them as I see them.
Senator HICKENLOOPFR. As I recall, the Comptroller may have
pride of ancestry but no hope of prosperity.
Mr. FISHER. I would like to explain the disallowance a little, too.
As a normal thing, when we make a disallowance it does not handicap
their operations at all. We make it a month or two after it has been
done. They go right ahead, but we have put the disbursing officer
on notice that when we settle his accounts at the end of a 3-month
period, or so, he is going to owe us that much money.
Then, we take that and report it to the Department of Ju:stice to
have the Attorney General sue the disbursing officer and his surety to
recover that money.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. How many suits have you got pending?
Mr. YA TES. Meanwhile the officers can come to Congress and get
relief, so there is no suit in that event .
. Mr. FISHER. I do not know how many suits we have, but I can
find out the number for you.
,
.
Senator BYRD. Before we leave the TVA, my understanding is
this: The TVA collects a large sum of money each year, and the
question in controversy was whether or not that fund should go
back into the Treasury to be reappropriated by Congress, or whether
the TVA would have the right to use it for the expansion of their
business. That was the issue before Congress as I remember.
Mr. YATES. That was the appropriations issue which Senator
McKellar has always been interested in.
Senator BYRD. It was a question of yearly income of the TVA, as
to what disposition they should make of that or whether it should
be going into the Treasury.
.
Mr. YATES. And their collections are large.
Senator BYRD. Very large.
That presented an entirely different question.
Mr. YATES. It was a different situation all the way through,
Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. You agree, as I get it, that competitive bidding
should not be required.
·
Mr. WARREN. Yes; I agree with you on that.
.
The CHAIRMAN. That is required under the law, and if that were
not in the bill you would have to require competitive bidding for the
disbursement of funds.
Mr. WARREN. That is right.
Mr. FISHER. Not in all cases.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I thought the competitive bidding discussion was limited.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think it would be highly unfortunate
if competitive bidding restrictions were put on the building of a pile?
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Not necessarily. It involves an awfully
lot of money and could involve a lot of favoritism.
The CHAIRMAN. I realize that, but also if competitive bidding were
to be followed, you might have some very questionable people with
the low bid designedly.
·
I can remember when the Germans bid much lower for the Moscow
subways-it seems to me now I remember this anecdote-they bid
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much lower on the Moscow subways than an English firm did. They
wanted to put it much nearer the top of the ~round, which 'Yould
have been just as. expensive. They awarded 1t to the English for
. putting it deeper down. It might have been highly inconvenient for
the Russians if it had been built by the Germans. Now, I am just
wondering, assuming competitive bidding had existed, whether they
wouldn't have had to give it to them.
.
'
··
Senator BYRD, Would you object to a provision that where the .
Commission thought competitive bidding should not be carried outwould you object to not having competitive bidding?
Mr. WARREN. No; because I visualize so many things where you
should not have competitive bidding. Of course, on some things I
think you should have.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't you leave that in the power of the Commission?
Mr. WARREN. I have no objection in the world to that.
Mr. YATES. Would it be helpful, Mr. Chairman, to modify the
wording so as to place upon the Commission the responsibility of
concluding that it would not be in the interest of security to ask for
competitive bidding?
Senator BYRD. And make a report to that effect?
Senator MILLIKIN. And conform the language so we will know
what we are talking about.
Mr. YATES. Not to remove competition in cases where it could
safely be had.
.
Senator BYRD. Make a report to tho Comptroller· General that
they thought it advisable.
The CHAIRMAN. You wouldn't have that within the det'ermination
of the Comptroller General?
Senator BYim. No; but have them make a report.
The CHAIRMAN. A certification by the Commission that in the in- .
terest of public defense and security they were oot putting this item
out for bid.
Now, what else do you think would be harmful if you were to exercise your jurisdiction? How about this changing of ·contracts on the
example I gave about paying the Czechoslovakian $250,000, where
Mr. Yates said he thought that ought to be reported to Congress.
Mr. YATES. Just because of the amount.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I would make it $2,500,000.
Mr. WARREN. Reports to Congress are, of course, entirely within
my discretion or Mr. Yates'.· It is hard to say what we would report
or what we would not report.
The CHAIRMAN. But you would not restrict the Commission in its
right to change its contract?
Mr. WARREN. None whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. So that is all right in the bilL
Mr. YATES. The authority to contract carries with it the discretion
to determine the contract price.
,
The CHAIRMAN. What you really are driving at, as I see it here, is
the right to disallow and the right to cut off; is that right?
Mr. YATES. The right to make the audit effective so it is worth its
cost.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be translated into this language, but
what the power is is the right to cut off and the right to disallow.
Mr. WAR~EN. Just as we do other agencies of the Government.
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Senator BYRD. Let us get that clear. If you exercise that power,
you then file a statement showing there is an illegal expenditure?
Mr. WARREN. 'rhat is right, and they then answer that. ·
Senator BYRD. That is made a matter of record. In other words,
he cannot just arbitrarily say, "I disallow this," and go on record.
You have got to give your reason as to why it is not in accordance
with the appropriation legislation of Congress.
Mr. YATES. And a statement embodying those reasons goes to the
responsible administ"rative officials.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, as quickly as possible, gentlemen, I would
like our lawyers here to get together with your lawyer for the purpose
of drawing up language because it ought to be put to the vote of the
committee, and I want to hea.r one other witness or possibly two on
this subject, because I think it is tremendously important.
Senator BYRD. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, if you have any
doubt about the War Department, to summon either the Secretary of
War or General Groves. Did General Groves have something to do
with writing this bill?
·
The CHAIRMAN. I think Royall did. My limited research, Senator,
indicates that Under Secretary Royall was resporniible for this elimination of the Comptroller General's, which participation provision
we adopted.
I am sorry, Mr. Warren, foat you didn't denominate it as fraudulent
then rather than now, because it is simply an adoption here without
any intent to deceive.
Mr. WARREN. I didn't intend any offense on that, Senator, you
know.
·
The Orr AIRMAN. I am sorry, but I wish you hadn't used t.lmt phrase.
I might as well be frank with you.
Senator BYim. I woulcl like to ask, if you have Mr. Royall that you
also ha.ve General Groves because he lms dealt with the General
Accounting Office on the Manhattan project.
Before you adjoum, may I o.sk the ComP,troller. here with respect
to line 14 on png<> 40, whether he has any comment?
Mr. WARREN. I would like to read a paragraph about that.
Section 12 (b) on page 40 of the bill provides:
The President may exempt any action of the Commission from the provisions
of any law relating to contracts, purchases, sales, audits, reports, and similar
matters whenever he determines that such action is essential in the interest of
the national Recurity.

While it may be that in isolated cases the authority which the bill
would confer on the President might be necessary to the national
security, the language of the bill u.t present is such as to authorize a
disregu.rd of all h1ws relating to contracts, purchases, sale, audits,
reports, and so forth, on a broad ancl general basis; and conceivably
the u.uthority could be exercised in such a way as to eliminate the
Comptroller General from the picture entirely irrespective of other
provisions of the bill.
·
To this extent the provision is much broader than title II of the
First War Powers Act of 1941, which relates only to contracts, whereas
the provision in this bill relates to o,ny action and extends to all audits,
reports, and so forth.
Senator BYRD. Of all other departments?
Mr. WARREN. Yes. If some such authority is deemed necessary,
it should require exemption by the President in advance, and only
with respect to specific individual actions.
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Senator BYRD, Would you construe that that applies to all audits
of every department by the use of any law?
. .
Mr. FISHER. No.
·
Mr. WARREN. I think he is referring only to action by the Commission.
·
Senator BYRD. It says" provisions of any law relating to contracts."
Mr. FISHER. That exempts the action of the Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you would strike out "purchases,
sales, audits, reports, and similar matters." Is that the purport of
what you have just said, Mr. Warren?
.
.
Mr. WARREN. Well, I would certainly strike out "audits."
Senator MILLIKIN. Would you substitute anything for it?
Mr. FISHER. The purport is so broad that it would presumably let
him do it after the fact instead of in advance, and I assume they
would know in advance when the situation arose.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't see why knowing ·in advance is importantfor security, that is the only reason I can see, so long as it is going to
.be audited.
Mr.· FISHER. Rather than come out broadly and say, "Any action
of the Commission relating to contracts is exempt," I think it should
be confined to specific instances.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you also suggest a wording of that. · As I say,
I would like you gentlemen to get together on this as quickly as
possible so that we could have a concrete proposal to which I would
like to direct the attention of a couple of other witnesses:
Mr. YATES. A proposal for an amendment to the bill as it is now
worded?
The CHAIRMAN. Keeping in mind the necessity for the coinpetitive
bidding elimination, and changes in the contract under the contracts
as made.
Mr. FISHER. You still want that provision in the bill to let them
m!l,ke changes and amendments?
The CHAIRMAN. Are you against that? I thought you finally
were in favor of that.
,
Mr. FISHER. No; I do not think we would be in favor of it without
limitation, as it is now. They could amend a contract anytime for
consideration. It is these gratuities that they try to get by amending contracts. Under the War Powers Act, for instance, the War
Department could come along after the contract had been completed
and amend the contract then to pay back the liquidated damages
that had already been withheld, n. simple gratuity.
The CHAIRMAN. They had that power?
Mr. FISHER. We ob3ected to those things, but that is what they
tried to do.
Mr. YA'lES. We objected on the ground that it couldn't further
the prosecution of the war after the contract was completed and ended.
The CHAIRMAN. I can see where another argument can be·made on
that. It kept the contractor in business to go ahead and take another
contract.
Mr. YATES. Where that argument was made, of course we considered it fully.
.
.
,
The CHAIRMAN. We are going to have a couple more witnesses.
(VVhereupon, at 12:20 p. m., the committee recessed until 10:30
a. m., Monday, April 8; 1946.).
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMMI'l'TEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,

,

Washington, D. 0.

The speciuJ committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a. m., in ·
room 104-B, Senate Office Building, Senator Brien McMahon (chairman) presiding.
.
.
Present: Senators McMahon (chairman), Connally, Byrd, Vandenberg, Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper, Hart.
Also present: Lindsay C. Warren, Comptroller General of the
United States, accompanied by Frank L. Yates, Assistant Comptroller General of the United States, and Edwin L. Fisher, assistant
general counsel, General Accounting Office; Dr. Edward U. Condon,
scientific adviser to the special committee; James R. Newman, special
counsel; and Christopher T. Boland, staff director.
·
The CHAIRMAN. General Groves, we have heard testimony from
the Comptroller General relative to what provisions he thought should
11nd should not be in an 11ct governing the Atomic Energy Commission.
1N e heard this testimony on Thursday. The committee decided
to ask you to come over this morning for a few minutes to give any
ideas tlrnt you might have 11s to the necessity for any exemptions from
the general statutes governing the Comptroller General, if you thought
there should be any exemptions, and what their nature should be.
Now, we huve, as you know, the power in the Comptroller General
to audit and disallow. I believe it is fair to say, Mr. Warren, that
you are in agreement that there should not be competitive bidding.
Mr. WARREN. I assume you got the proposed u.rnendments you
asked us to provide.
Senator AusTIN. Mr. Clrnirma.n, my recollection is that on that
point we had a specific idea under considerntion, u.nd that was placing
in the Commission the duty of certifying that competitive bidding
would not be in the interest of security, in order to waive competitive
bidding.
Wasn't that what was under consideration?
Mr. vVARREN. Thi1t is my understanding, and we have incorporated
that view in the proposed amendment.
(The amendments offered by the Comptroller General a.re as
follows:)
S. 1717-A BILL FOR 1'1IE DEVBLOPMEN'r AND CON1'ROL OF ATOMIC };NERGY
AMENDMENTS SUGGES1'ED BY THE GENEHAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Amend the sentence beginning at line 17, on page 8, so that it will read as follows:
"The Commission may make such arrangements without regard to the provisions of section 3709, Revised Statutes, upon certification by the Commission
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·that such action is necessary in the interest of common defense and security, or
-upon a showing that advertising is not reasonably practicable, and may make
partial and advance payments under such arrangements, ·and may make available
for use in connection therewith such of its equipment and facilities as it may deem
desirable."
.
·
.
Amend section 4 (c) (2), line 16, page 10, by striking out the words "with or
without modification."
·
.
.
Amend section 4 (c) (2), so that the sentence beginning on line 10, page 11,
-will read as follows:
"Any contract made under the provisions of this paragraph may be made with-out regard to the provisions of section 3709, Revised Statutes, upon certification
·by the Commission that such action is necessary in the interest of common defense
:and security, or upon a showing that advertising is not reasonably practicable,
,and partial and advance payments may be made under such contracts."
Amend section 5 (a) (5) so tlmt the sentence beginning on line 14, page 14, will
read as follows:
"The Commission is authorized to purchase or otherwise acquire any fissionable
:material or any interest therein outside the United States, or any interest in facili·ties
the production of fissionable material, or in real property on which such
'facilities are located, without regard to the provisions of section 3709, Revised
:Statutes, upon certification by the Commission that such action is necessary in
the interest of common defense and security, or upon a showing that advertising
·is not reasonably practicable."
Amend section 5 (b) (5) so·that the sentence beginning on line 13, page 16, will
read as follows:
.
"Any purchase made under this paragraph may be made without regard to the
provisions of section 3709, Revised Statutes, upon certification by the. Commission
•that such action is necessary in the interest of common defense and security, or
upon a showing that advertising is not reasonably pract.icable, and partial and
..advance payments may be made thereunder."
·
Amend section 12 (a) (5), which begins at line 6, page 38, so tb,at it will read as
follows:
"(5) acquire such materials, property, equipment, and facilities, establish or
construct such buildings and facilities, and modify such buildings and facilities
from time to time as it may deem necessary; and construct, acquire, provide, or
-arrange for sueh facilit-ies and services at project sites for the housing, health,
.safety, welfare, and·recreation of personnel employed by the Commission as it
·may deem necessary;"
Amend the bill so as to omit entirely section 12 (a) (10), on pages 39 and 40.
Amend section 12 (b), which begins at line 14, page 40, so that it ,'vill read as
follows:
· "SECURITY.-The President may, in advance, exempt any specific action of the
Commission in a particular matter from the provisions of law relating to contracts
whenever he determines thctt such action is essential in the interest of the national
-security."

for

The CHAIRMAN. We are agreed, General, on the noncompetitive
bidding 11pon certification. Taking it from that point, and particularly with regard to the security aspects of it, what do you see
that is necessary to protect security, as far as the Comptroller Gen,eral's Office is concerned?
STATEMENT OF lVIAJ. GEN. LESLIE R, GROVES

General GROVES. I would say that, if the Comptroller General's
,Office functioned in the future as it did in the past with me, there is
nothing needed, because everything was done, as far as I could tell, to
protect security. The personnel that audited the accounts, the protection of ·papers-everything was entirely satisfactory from start to
finish without any ·argument, without the sl~ghtest question at all.
·There was just complete agreement as to that.
·
I feel very strongly that the audit of accounts should be in the hands
,of the Comptroller General. Those of us who have been in the
G.overament, service for a number of years have had lots of difficulties
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with the Comptroller General's Office, particuln.rly under the previous
.administration.
·
Senator. VANDENBERG . .You mean the previous administration of
the Comptroller's' office?
·
General GROVES. That is correct, sir, and even with those difficulties, I always had the very strong personal feeling that it was a very
,desirable thing, beca.use it gives the United States the protection it
needs and it also removes, from the officer who is responsible, a tremendous responsibility. It would be a very bad thii;ig, in my opinion,
to remove these accounts from the control of the Comptroller General.
I think it would also be bad to remove them from him in the sense that
the Commission could say, "Well, we are not interested in that~ we will
just sny that that is 0. K."
Now, I think, in the appropriations, there should be some provision
for certain expenditures, such as now exists, I believe, with respect to
the FBI. I am not familiar with the FBI appropriations; whether
they can certify, but I think there may be, depending on the bill,
which I lrnve not seen in its present fo;rm, the necessity for some such
appropriations in a limited sum, but I cannot see nnything that
should remove from the Comptroller General the power of audit.
I think it would be a mistake to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, do you know what the genesis of this provision wr1s in the :May-Johnson bill?
Genernl GnovEs. No, I don't. I know that the Interim Committee
apparently felt that was a desirable thing, but, when it was acted on
in the House, I believe that as the bill was reported out by the May
,committee that particular section was struck out.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that right, Mr. Warren?
Mr. WARREN. Mr. May informed me late Thursday afternoon that
it was stricken out after the Department had seen the attitude of the
committee-it was stricken out on the suggestion of General Royall.
General GnovEs. In other words, it was with the full assent and
even the recommendation of the War Department.
The CnArn:MAN. You don't know how it got in there in the first
place?
Genera.I GROVES. No; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. But the Interim Committee put it in?
Genernl GnovEs. Yes; because it was the Interim Committe·e•s bill.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Warren what the provision
is that General Groves is talking about in the FBI.
l\fr. FISHER. They have a right to make a certification without
disclosing what the money is spent for.
Mr. Y A'.rES. Thil,t only goes to a limited part of the appropriation.
It is something like the fund which the Congress hus provided in the
appropriation for the vVar Department. A certain limited amount of
money may be expended for unforeseen emergencies upon certification.
The CHAIRMAN. How much is tlmt in the case of the War Depu.rtment?
Mr. YATES. I cannot tell you that exactly, Mr. Chairman, but it is
,a, very small amount compu,red to the total appropriation.
The CnAIHMAN. There is no provision for that, of course, i11 heret
Mr. FISHER. No.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Now, should there be anything in here to carry out
General Groves' idea on that?
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Mr. YATES . .It wouldn't be necessary, Mr. Chairman, because. it
could be done, as General Groves is suggesting, and ha-s been done in
like situations before, by the Appropriations Committee.
The general ·bill that you have here authorizes the necessary appropriations. Now, if the Appropriations Committees wish to provide
that a certain part of that appropriation which they may make pursuant to the authorization may be expended upon certification for
emergency purposes, that in the past has been regarded as within the
province of the Appropriations Committees.
The CHAIRMAN. That could not be raised as a question of legislation
in the appropriations bill?
.
· Mr. YA.TES. I would not think so.
The CHA,IRMAN. Now, General, there has been some discussion
about the right of the Comptroller General to audit the vouchers.
You give a contract, we will say, for half a million dollars for
research in Chicago. You might not even want to put on the voucher
wh11t the research was for. You can conceive of that situation, can't
you?
.
.
General GROVES. Yes; tl111t is a possibility, but I don't think that
would hurt. Maybe the Comptroller General might say, "We want
to have a certification that this is for the purposes of the Atomic
Energy Commission," but then he audits the 11ccounts just the same.
The CHAIRMAN. But under the Comptroller's language as submitted-if I am mist11ken, I wish you would correct me -in. that
particular situation it might be highly necessary that it not be
divulged on a voucher what the research contract was about.
Would you insist on having that detailed·for yuu?
Mr. FISHER. I don't think so.
Mr. YATES. The contract, Mr. Chairman, would be required by
· general law, to be filed in the General Accounting Office, anyway.
There is nothing in the pending bill to the cont,rary.
The CHAIRMAN. That is 11 public record?
Mr. YATES. Well, it is a public record subject to the control of the
General Accounting Oflice, as to ,vhere it is exhibited.
The CHAIRMAN. Lot me understand that. I, as a citizen -could I
not go down and ask for that to ho produced?
Mr. YATES. You could ask for it, Mr. Chairman, and if you could
show tlrn.t you had a public purpose or an important purpose to l>e
served, and if there were no other objections, we would exhibit them.
But if they were of a class of confidential contracts, such as we have
had during the war period, we would hold it confidential, and decline
to exhibit to you.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Well, my point is, let us assume there is a contract
for "uranium-635}~" to Chicago to a million dollars.
Now, it might be that we wouldn't want to disclose that we were
even trying to find "uranium-635}t" I admit that I am at a loss.
How would you conceal thnt?
General GROVES. The way that would be done, in my opinion is
this: We would prepare a contract, and this contract would h11ve
attached to it a secret letter, and the contract would have a code
which would make the contract something that could be· used to a
much larger extent in the Comptroller's office, just as in our, office.
But this secret letter would be available to the Comptroller General.
If he wanted to file it down in his office, in his private safe, there
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,could be no objection on the part of the Atomic Energy Commission,
and that is exactly the way we handled things in this affair.
Mr. WARR EN. May I interpose there, Mr. Chairman?
I think General Groves will agree that, a,lth'ough we were taken in
·on this secret at practically the very start, we have religiously refrained
from asking even any question about it in any wa.y, shape, or form.
I think that is correct, isn't it?
, . General GROVES. That is correct.
Mr. w ARREN. We wanted to know nothing about it other than
the general audit provision.
.
. ·
General GROVES. There were complicated financia,l arrangements
in these contracts, unheard of before, and such a particular arrangement was discussed and received the approval of the Comptroller
General in advance, that we were proceedi:1;:; in a legal manner, and
he agreed with us that it.was the best way to handle it.
·
The CHAIRMAN. General, on your ultra-secret material heretofore
in the operation of the project, was that all filed with the Comptroller
General?
General. GROVES. Such part of it as we wished to have filed. In
other words,· so that he could make an intelligent audit, and carry
-0ut his responsibility to the Congress, we assumed that anything
that he felt was necessary was all right for him to have, and he felt
that he didn't want to have anything more, than he had to have.
If you have two people operating in that way, there is never any
friction, and that is exactly the way this worked out.
Now, in the bill that you have here, I notice that you say the
Comptroller General may use personnel of his own selection. Well,
that is the way it was operated here. He used personnel of his own
selection. but he told us who they were in advance, and he was satisfied that we felt that personnel was responsible from a security
·standpoint.
If he hadn't been willing to do that, I don't know what we would
have done. But as long as it is operated as this was, we won't have
friction.
The CHAIRMAN. General, did you give any testimony before the
eommittee that drew up the May-Johnson bill or consult with them?
. General GROVES. You mean the Interim Committee? I talked
with them at considerable length.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you talk about the Comptroller General's
provision?
General GROVES. I don't recall.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chait-man, what is that Interim Committee?
The CHAIRMAN. They drew up the May-Johnson bill, Senator.
It was a committee appointed by the Secretary of War with the
,consent of the President. I think there were eight members on it.
Senator MILLIKIN. Not a congressional committee?
The CHAIRMAN. No.
General GROVES. All civilian members. There were no men in
uniform on it.
Senator HART. It was Dr. Vannevar Bush and Dr. James B.
Conant.
,
General GROVES. Karl Compton, of MIT.
Senator HART. Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of War, and the Under
Secretary of the Navy, Ralph A. Bard.
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General GRQVES. William L. Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State;
James F. Byrnes, representing the President; and George L. Harrison,
special consultant to the Secretary of War.
.
Senator HART. I think Mr. Wallace was on that. . ,
.
General Gn:ovE~. He wasn't on that, but Mr. Byrnes was. It
was at the time that Mr. Byrnes was a private citizen; and later, when
he became Secretary, he continued with it.
·
Senator BYRD. General, do you think the auditing of the Manhattan
project in any way endangered any of the secrets?
.
.
General GROVES. No, sir.
Senator BYRD: And you think the audit in the future can be.handled
in the same way, namely, that there would be an audit made by the
General Accounting Office?
General GROVES. I see no reason why it cannot be handled that
way and I am sure it will be, as long as the present administration of
the Comptroller General's office is as it is today and as long as the
Atomic Energy Commission does its part in the getting along, too;
Senator BYRD. Have the suggested amendments been shown to you?
General GROVES.· I have just seen them this morning'. I did not
know what some of these revised statutes were, unfortunately; but, as
I understood them, they essentially said that you could enter into
contracts without advertising and without competitive bidding.
Now, that. is very essential, because it is the same thing as if you
were trying to get competitive bidding when you want to get a doctor
to perform an operation on you. That is the kind of affair tha~ you
have here, and I don't see how you could have competitive bidding
from the standpoint of security; but let alone security, just from the
standpoint of getting the best possible job that has to be gotten.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Warren, how ttbout the State Department?
Do they have any procedure whereby they spend money on a blanket
authorization?
Mr. FrsHER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the same nature ns the FBI?
Mr. FISHER. Generally, the same purpose, just not to disclose the
purpose for which the money was spent, and make certification that
it wris. spent for confidential purposes, which it is not in the public
interest to disclose.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, that hns no legislative authorization? It is
simply before the Appropriations Committee?
Mr. FISHER. It is in the statutes of the State Department.
'I.'he CHArnMAN. Would there be any objection, from the Comptroller General's standpoint, to putting it in here? Do you think we
will need it?
Mr. YATES. I don't think you do, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WARREN. I don't think you need it, alLhough we are not opposinO' that.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Why, if they need it, would this Commission not
need it, or do they need it themselves?
Mr. WARREN. Well, they probably do, dealing with world affairs.
as they do and highly. confidential matters between nations. Probably they do need it.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, there would be some highly confi,dential
operations in this Commission, I presume.
·
Mr. YATES. I thought your question was whether the authorization.
is needed or not.
.
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The CHAIRMAN .. Well, since it is written into the Revised Statutes
applying to the State Department, I questioned whether, unless wewrote it into this bill, the Appropriations Committee could make that
kind of appropriation. Frankly, _I don't know. The very fact that
it appears in the R~vised Statutes of the State De1;,a.rtment, which
apparently thought 1t was necessary, leads me to believe that maybe·
it should be in here.
·. ·
. :
Mr. WARREN. You have refermi.ce to a point of order?
The CHAIRMAN. Y~s.
'
Mr. WARREN. I don't think it is subject to a point of order;
Senator VANDENBERG. I see no objection to putting it in thestatute, do you, Mr. Warren?
Mr. WARREN. No; I do not, Senator.
Senator VANDENBERG. Well, let's put it in:
· The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions, gentlemen?
Senator AusTIN. I would like to ask General Groves to read that
first amendment and see if he has any suggestion regarding it.
I will read it, if you wish to have me:
The Corn'mission may make such .arrangements without regard to the provisions·
of section 3709, Revised Statutes, upon certification by the Commission that such
action is necessary in the interest of common defense and security, or upon e.
showing that advertising is not reasonably practicable, and may make partial"
and advance payments under such arrangements, a_nd may make available for
use in connection therewith such of its equipment and facilities as it may deem
desirable.
·

Senator MILLIKIN. I don't understand that "equipment and
facilities" reference. What is that?
The CHAIRMAN. ·wen, Senator, the Commission might have some
technical equipment; but it might want to ship that out to the University of Iowa to assist them in connection with the performance of
their contract, without any compensation, of course.
.
General GROVES. Of course, without that language being in there,
that last clause, I wouldn't hesitate to make the equipment and
facilities available in the performance of the contract. I have done it
in the past, long before this ever came up.
For example, it was quite customary, if we wanted a design problem
solved on antiaircraft searchlights, to say, "Here is the searchlight;
now you· work out your design on this particular light which belongs:
to the United States," and it was perfectly legal. At least, it wasnever questioned by anyone.
Mr. FrsHER. I think they could do it without the language. I
don't see that the. language hurts it any. It is a right they would
have under their contract anyway.
The CHAIRMAN. Would there be some thought that they would
have to pay some rental for it, or anything like that?
Mr. FISHER. Not necessarily. If you provide it in the contract
they take care of it that way, you see.
Senator BYRD. What is the language "upon a showing that advertising is not reasonably practicable"? Does tho.t mean it is subject.
to the approval of the General Accounting Office?
.
.
Mr. FrsHER. A recitation of the facts which would make advertising impracticable.
.
Senator BYRD. A certification which is final, or is it subject to review
by the General Acco.up.ting Office?
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Mr; FISHER. That pai·ticular feature there, the "reasonably prac-:
ticable," isn't a certification; it would be a recitation of the facts,
stating why it is not practicable. It is too easy to say it is just impracticable, without saying why.
.
The CHAIRMAN. That would put the final decision in the Comptroller
General, wouldn't it?
.
·
_. · ..
Mr. Y A'i'ES. It would require, Mr. Chairman, a showing. If a
question is raised in the General Accounting Office, it would require
a showing of the reasons to the General Accounting Office.
The CHAIRMAN. If you didn't agree with those reasons you could
disallow, couldn't you?
Mr. YATES. Certainly.
General Gnovr,:s. Not with this language. It says "upon certification by the Commission," or "upon a showing."
The CHAIRMAN. We are talkmg about the n.Iternntive. In other
words, let, us assume the Commission could not honestly make· a
certification that it was in the interest of common defense and security,
although I cannot imagine any contract t-hat they would have that
they couldn't certify under that provision.
Senator VANDENBEitG~ Why not take out the three words "upon
a showing" so that it reads:
upon certification by the Commission that such action is necessa·ry in the interest
of common defense and security, or that advertising is not reasonably practicable.

Senator Bnm. I think they ought to give their reasons, though.
Senator VANDENBERG. That would be a certification. A certification is stronger than just a showing.
' Senator BYRD. Does a certification show the reasons why the action
is necessary?
Mr. YATES. In a doubtful case, a showing might be more effective
than a certification, Senator Van den berg. It is one thing to certify
to something and another thing to state your reasons in the record for
reaching thnt conclusion.
Senator VANDENBERG. I retire in complete humiliation.
General Gnc:ivEs. From an operating standpoint, who is going to
make tho decision then? That wouldn't mean that the Comptroller
General would pass on that showing, would it?
·
Mr. YATES. Yes; it would, General Groves. Of course, the certification would be accepted, except in a very unusual case which was
highly doubtful, and therein would come the effectiveness of the
showing.
.
.
Senator BYRD. In other words, they can make a certification for all
action in tho interest of common defense and security; and upon other
things that they cannot make such a certification, they have to make
a showing.
.
Senator VANDENBERG. And a showing, you say, is more useful than
a certification?
The CHAIRMAN. To the Comptroller General.
Mr. YATES. I think it is more effective in a doubtful case, Senator.
Senator VANDENBERG. Maybe we ought to have a showing in both
cases, then.
·
Mr. FISHER. They practically would have to disclose to us what
·the point in issue was in national security, otherwise.
.
Senator BYRD. That covers .the national security end of it entirely.
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General GROVES. That is all right n,s for as I can see, because if it
isn't covered by the commori defense and security, if we think back
of what has been covered on the defense and think of the court
decisions of various kinds, I think almost everything is covered by
that, really.
Senator BYRD. That would probably cover 95 percent, anyway,
wouldn't it?
General GROVES. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. There isn't anything you. cannot bring in under
common defense and security. Don't you agree?
General GROVES. That is correct; and the courts have held that
repeatedly.
Senator BYRD. I would like General Groves to express his judgment en these other suggested amendments. The. next one is to
amend section 4 (c) (2), line 6, page 10, by striking out the words "with
or without modification."
General GROVES. It doesn't make any difference to me. I don't
understand why they want to strike it out, but I don't see any
objection to it.
Mr. FISHER. That is unnecessary language, if you are going to
make what would be termed a "legal modificatl.on." If you are
just going to increase the contract price and pay the man a lot more
money for doing the same thing, that would be what we would call a
contract without consideration, and we are not recommending that
you permit it in the other sections and see no point in having it here.
They can amend any contract that they have if they get presumptive
value out of it without being permitted in the bill.
.
General GROVES. This would permit them to modify it and give a
man $2 for what he contracted to do for $1?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, have you·used that provision, General, in
the operation of the project? Have you found it necessary to amend
your contracts sometimes?
General GROVES. Oh, yes; we have amended a lot of contracts, but
I cannot recall any contract that was amended to give a man $2 for
something he had agreed to do for $1.
The CHAIRMAN. How about $2 for something he agreed to do for
$1.80?
General GROVES. Well, the same thing. In other words,·any increase in price would have to be justified in some way or other.
Now, when you are dealing with anything like this, you always
have those very difficult problems that in civilian life you would meet
by just saying, "Well, we put this man into an impossible hole, and we
have got to take him out."
We cannot do that in the Government service, and that is all there
is to it. It is one of the unfortunate things, to do business that way,
but we haven't the right to give away the Government's money, and
for that reason I see no reason why this isn't all right.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the War Department appropriation bill as
it has been carried on, they made considerable use of that, I understand, increasing the model contract.
General GROVES. I am not familiar with that.
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· ' Mr. FrsHER. They did qul.te a lot unde1; the Fi~st War Powers ~ct,
probably 95 percent of which they don't· have to ·rely on the First
War Powers Act for, or maybe 99 percent.
·
Mr. WARREN. After· all, equitable jurisdiction remains where it
ought to remain, in the Congress, does it not?
,
.
General GROVES. That is correct, and it has f,';Ot to remain there.
We.hac! very unfortlll?-ate cases, things where 1f we were in a civilian
orgamzation we. would 3ust go out and pay the money; but you cannot pay it. You have that ,vhen you have· a personal injury suit,
where a man is crippled for life, and there is notbingyciu can do about
it. It is a very upfortunate thing, because if you were in private
business you would say, "We will pay this man; we will make him a
gift." But as Government officers, we cannot make him that gift, .
much as we feel it is the thing to do, which should be done. I am
perfectly anxious to have it introduced in Congress as a bill for re.lief, but I think that would apply. ·
.
· ·
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
·
Senator BYRD. The amendment in line 10, page 11, I suppose, is in
line with this other amendment on page 8.
General GROVES. 'As I understand it,· it is the same as the one on
·page 8. It does the same thing.
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Senator BYRD. What change does the amendment on line 14, page
14, effect?
.
.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. To certify that it is necessary in the interest of
national defense.
.
Mr. FrsHFR. In the bill they have it that they can make purchases
without regard to the provisions of law relating to the making, performance, amendment, or modification of contracts.
That is the same provision that is i_n these other paragraphs that we
·are suggesting be amended all to read the same way.
General GROVES. You refer to it so much. Have you got section
3709 of the Revised Statutes?
Mr. FISHER. That is the statute that requires_ advertising for com-·
petitive bids.
General GROVES. Then what is the difference?
Mr. FISHER. You just don't have to get competitive bids. You can
·make any contract. But "without regard to the provisions of law
relating to the making, performance, amendment, or modification of
·contracts," would come back to the same authority of giving the man
:$2 instead of $1 after you have made a contract.
·
Senator BYRD. Your suggested amendment there provides mainly
"that it has to be certified that it is in the interest of common defense
-and security?
Mr. FISHER. That is right, just like the one on page 8 :or the showing
:that they couldn't advertise for competitive bids.
Senator BYRD. The next is along the same lines, page 16, line 13?
Mr. FISHER. That is the same situation.
Senator BYRD. And the next one on line 6, page 38?
Mr. FISHER. The purpose of that amendment is merely to restrict
the housing, health, safety, welfare, and recreation of personnel to the
project sites.
·
·
,
·
The CHAIRMAN. You couldn't build any places in Washington here
for this personnel?
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Mr. FISHER. That is right. .
, The CHAIRMAN. That is sensible.
General GROVES. That is the only thing? You have made that
:apply at the project site?
.
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
.
General GROVES; Now, what is your definition of a "project site"?
Mr. FISHER. These isolated places.
.
··
·
General GROVES. Let us just 11ssume that we had work carried on,
-say, at Columbia University. How would that affect us? · Would
that be 11 project site?
Mr. FISHER. I don't think it would.
Senator BYRD. I think it ought to be 11 project site in tor.ms of this
amendment. They certainly shouldn't put up recreation facilities at
Columbia, because they have a contract to do this work. That
.shouldn't open the door to have a lot of recreation facilities. ·
Mr. FISHER. I didn't write the law, but I imagine it was to construct these facilities at out~of-the-way places.
·
.
Senator BYRD. This money is going to be distributed all over the
United States. I think there ought to be some limitation as to what
they can do for recreation purposes. I certainly, for one, don't think
it ought to apply to any university that has a grant. That grant
-should be used for rese11rch and not for recreation purposes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Should the limitation, Mr. Chairman, be
put in there to the effect that these facilities for health, housing, welfare, and recreation, should be limited to project sites where such
facilities are not generally available for use or something of that kind?
The CHAIRMAN. It is just the recreation of personnel that you wou.ld
want to restrict. The housing, health, safety, and welfare might be
as necessary there as at Oak Ridge.
Senator Byrd's point is that they have a movie house at One
Hundred and Sixteenth Street, and'you wouldn't have to build one at
Columbia University; so the limitation, I take it, would come only on
the recreation of personnel. Isn't that right, General Groves?
General GnovEs. That is what I assumed. I just asked the question as to what the project site was.
. Mr. FISHER. You wouldn't want to build houses for employees
here in '\Vashington and give them to them either, or on the university
campus. I don't think you would want to build houses for employees.
General GROVES. It doesn't make any difference where your
·employee is. If you have this question of safety come in, you have
got to provide the safety.
The CHAIRMAN. Take the Argonne Laboratories in Chicago.
They are near civilization, aren't they?
General GROVES. About 20 miles out, but there, for example, we
have to provide housing because you have a man who has to be
available all the time.
Suppose we were running a continuous experiment of some kind
where we wanted the man to be present. Then you have to provide
the housing. Now, our housing provided at the Argonne was a bunk·
room with a lot of bunks in it, but it was still properly considered as
housing.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any recreation there?
General GROVES. I don't think we did. Nothing in the sense that
you would think of it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Cafeteria?
.
.
General GROVEr;t. We had a lunchroom that was far from anything·
that would be put up here, but you have to spend some money for it ..
However economically you do it, you are still spending money. .
The CHAIRMAN. We are not talking about the economy of it, but
the necessity for it. I think you u.re.right that if you are going tQ have
a place like that, you have to have the power to do those things.
That is the difficulty, Senator; take it only .20 miles out of Chicago,
and a.U those things might be necessary.
General GROVES. I would hate to see that limit you.
· .
·
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think, General, the Commission would be·.
likely to be setting up any moving-picture theaters in Washington ..
Do you, Senator Vandenberg?
Senator V ANDEJNBEJRG. I don't.
.
General GBOVES. I think it would be perfectly safe, Senator Byrd,:
to have that "proj_ect sites" either removed., or have it understood
that it meant anywhere where there was wo1•k going on, and then it
wouldn't make any difference.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a suggestion, Senator Byrd, for amend-ing it?
Senator BYRD. No, I haven't. I don't exa.ctly uriderstan.d w\h. a~
the_project sites means.
.
Senator VANDENBERG. Everything. .
.
Senator BYRD. It wouldn't mean offices here in Washington. It
would mean any place where any work was going on.
General GROVES. That is what it would mean to me. ·
Mr. FISHER. My thought was like the project at Oak Ridge.
Senator BYRD. You mean isolated places, and all that. It wouldn't
mean that necessarily; it would mean any place where work was going
on. It might be rn the middle of New York City, mightn't it?
Mr. FISHER. If it were i'nterpretei:I. that way.
·
Senator BYRD. Why wouldn't it? · The project site is where you
are working on a project.
General GROVES. That is my understanding of it.
Senator BYirn. I· don't think that language is good language ..
Have you any further suggestions?
.
Mr. FISHER. No, sir.
-Senator CoNNALLY. 'That is a pretty broad authorization.
Senator BYRD. You say there "where the recreat~on is not available." You have housing, safety, health, welfare-LI don't know
what "welfare" means-most anything-and recreation of personnel
at the project site, which may be any place. You might have one
here in Washington, might you not?
General GROVES. Yes, sir. We have work going on at various.
places.in Washington, and you can call those project sites perfectly
properly. That is why the word bothered me .
. Senator BYRD. I am not objecting to having the proper recreation
and welfare, but one single agency should not be permitted to have its.
own operation unless they are out in Oak Ridge, where they are·
separated from everything else.
·
. If you build a new town as you did at Oak Ridge, where you hav:e:
no facilities at all, then you have to furnish those facilities. If we let
every individual agency of the Government have it separately, it is
going to be a pretty far-reaching thing.
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I would like to ask General Accounting Office to reconsider that
:and see if they cannot get some beUer language. I.believe there should
be some limitation with regard to it.
Senator AusTIN. Why not put a qualification on it-"project sites
at which such facilities are not available"?
.
Mr. WARREN. The committee's report could well cover that. We
always look at committee reports in construing legislative language.
Senator CONNALLY. But it is better to have it in the law, rather
than go back. .
Mr. WARREN. I agree with you, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Wl:iat do you think of the language suggested by
Senator Austin?
Mr. YATES. I .think it would be helpful.
The CHAIRMAN. Where would you put it?
Senator AusTIN. Right after "sites," modifying "sites," "where
such facilities are not available."
Senator VANDENBERG. "Where such facilities or services are not
available."
Senator AusTIN. Are there services in there?
General GROVES. ''Welfare.''
Senator AusTIN. I think this was limited to buildings. Let's read
it.
(5) acquire ·such materials, property, equipment, and facilities, establish or
construct such buildings and facilities, and modify such buildings and facilities
from time to time as it may deem necessary; and construct, acquire, provide, or
arrange for such facilities and services at project sites where such facilities and
services are not available * * *·

Senator HART. Senator, do we need those words "and services"?
General GROVES. If you have an office that has as many as 100
female employees, you normally have to have a welfare worker among:
those employees. I think that is the standard in Washington.
Senator BYRD. Doesn't the general law cover that?
General GROVES. I should think so.
Senator BYRD. The point I am making is that this is a particular
law applying to a certain agency of the Government. Doesn't, t.he
general law provide for welfare workers?
Mr. FISHER. I don't know that they call it welfare workers as such.
Senator BYRD. I mean a welfare officer, or whatever you call it.
Mr. YATES. I don't know of any specific provision for it, 81mn.t.or
Byrd, in any general law.
Senator BYRD. They have nurses.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that satisfy you, Senator Byrd, wit.h t.hat
addition?
Senator BYRD. I believe so.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
Senator CONNALLY. That is separated by a semicolon. Are you
sure that goes back to the acquisition of facilities and things in the
first part of that paragraph? I am not sure that that is true.
Senator AusTIN. Well, the verb "acquire"-.
Senator CoNN ALLY. You put in the words "are not available."
Will that be translated back up into the first three lines of that parag~aph? It is set off by a semicolon.
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Senator AusTIN. But it goes back to. the word "such"-"construct
such ·buildings, acquire, provide, or arrange for such facilities and
services."
Senator CONNALLY. That doesn't necessarily mean the "such" in.
the first three lines but means "such as are not available}'.
Senator Aus'l'IN. "Such facilities" refers there to the ones mentioned
in the phrase set off by the semicolon. There isn't any other place
to go with that "such.'.'
.
.,
. ·
·
Senator CONNALLY. Why a semicolon, then?
Mr. YATES. I suggest, Senator Austin,;we cut out the semicolon,
and then there will be no question.
·
•. .
·
Senat()r CONNALLY. Well, I won my point.
.
We had 11 supreme court in our State th11t got to be called the
"semicolon court," because it decided some fool case as to where the
semicolon was.
Senator VANDENBERG. I don't see any analogy.
.
Senator CONNALLY. Well, we decided this paragmph on a semicolon.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you have taken out 12 (a) (10) on pages 39
and 40. That is the language which the Comptroller objected to.
Have you any further questions, Senator Byrd?
Senator AusTIN. There is quite a change in the next paragraph,
(b) security.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean the President may exempt?
Senator AusTIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. May in advance exempt.
Senator Aui?TIN. That really changes the meaning of the paragraph.
I have no objection to.it myself, but it is quite a change.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they have to go to him now and
show why they need an exemption before they may make the
expenditure.
.
.
·
Senator AusTIN. Yes; and there must be specific matter submitted
and it is narrowed again by the words "in a particular matter," so
that each one of those efforts has to be taken up''in advance.
The CHA.IRMAN. That is right.
Senator AusTIN. Separately and individually?
Senator VANDENBERG. Don't you want consistent language-"in
the interest of co,mnon defense and security?"
Senator AusnN. I always want that.
Senator VANDENBERG. "Co:nmon defense and security" should be
in there, and strike out "national."
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions of the Comptroller
General or General Groves?
General GnotEs. I would like to ask a question. If you eliminate
12 (a) (10), does anything take its place at all?
Senator AusTIN. Yes. The first paragraph in the suggested amendment really takes its place.
·
·
·
Senator BYRD. You mean the amendment to the security clause?
Senator AUSTIN. The first paragraph:
The Commission may make such arrangements without regard to the provisions
of section 3709 * * *·
.

No; that doesn't substitute.
Senator BYRD. That simply goes back to the general law.
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
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Senator HART. May I ask the Comptroller General why his amendment omits these words after "contracts." The original language
includes "purchases, sales, audits, reports, and similar ina.tters."
The CHAIRMAN. Where are you reading from, Senator Hart?
Senator HART. Line 17, page 40.
Mr. WARREN .. That came as a suggestion from several members of
the committee, as I understood it. · 'l'hat should be reformed so that.
the President should act in advance. In the original draft of it, we.
objected to the word "audits."
Mr. FISHER. Then you have "contracts, purchases, and sales"·
there. Purchases and sales are contracts anyway;. that is a sort of
repetition there.
·
Senator CONNALLY, You mean you objected to exempting it from
an audit; is that what you mean?
·
Mr. WARREN. Yes, and members of the committee-that is,
Senator Hickenlooper and Senator Byrd, as I recall-suggested that
that whole section there be re-formed so that the President should act.
in advance in a given case.
Senator BYRD. Then it specifies the particular case. Your suggestion would required the President to deal with a. specific case rather·
than in generalities.
The CHAIRMAN. And also takes away from him the power to exempt
the Commission from standard audit and reporting. Purchases and
· sales are certainly included within contracts. Do you want to make
any comment on that, Senator?
·
Senator HART. No; I wasn't here when it was discussed.
The CHAIRMAN. A.re there any further questions?
Senator BYRD. I would like to ask General Groves if he doesn't.
approve the deletion here of subsection 10.
General GnovEs. I have just asked one question here on the side,
and I see no reason why it shouldn't be deleted. I would like to state
that I haven't seen this committee print before, so I assume that these
things don't tie in in any way that is strange to me. I have only
testified'on what has been shown me this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, gentlemen. I think we are through with
this.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I would like the committee to know Dr.
F. H. Spcdding, of Iowa State College. He did a tremendously vital
part of this whole project. He happened to be in Washington, and
I asked him to come clown and see the committee work. He isn't.
here to testify; he says he has nothing to add to what the committee.
has done so far. The whole story of his activities is quite interesting.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will now go into executive session.
(Whereupon, at 11:25 a. m., the committee retired into executive
session.)
X
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ATOMIC ENERGY
TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 1946.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVF,S,
COMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS,

·

Washington, D. 0.

The committee met at 10 a. m., Hon. Andrew J. May (chairman)
presiding..
.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order. The committee has met for -the purpose. of getting some advice from Secretary Patterson, as well as recommendations,· on the question involved
in S. 1717, commonly known as the atomic energy bill, it being an
act for the development and control of atomic energy.
For the purpose of the record we will insert S. 1717 at this point.
( S. 1717 is as follows:) .
[S, 1717, 79th Cong:, 2d sess.]

AN

ACT For the development and control of atomic energy

De it enaoted by the Senate aml Ilo1tse of Representatives of the United
State of A~nerica in Conures.g as.~enilbed, ·

DECLARATION. OF POLICY
SECTION 1. (a) FINDINGS AND DECLARATION.-Research and experimentation
in the field of nuclear chain reaction have attained the stage at which the
release of atomic senergy on a Jui·ge scale is practical. The significance of th!!
atomic bomb for military purposes is evident. 'l.'he effect of tbe"use.,of a1omic
energy for civilian purposes upon the social, economic, and political structures
of. today cannot now be determined. It is a field in ·which unknown factors
are involved. Therefore, any legislation will necessarily be subject to rev.ision
from time to itme. It iR reasonahle to anticipate, however, that tapping this
new source of energy will cause profoun<l changes in our present way of life.
Accordingly, it is hereby t\eclared to be the policy of the people of the United
States that, subject at all times to the paramount objective of assuring the
common defense and security, the development and utilization of atomic energy
shall, s,o f:i.r as vractica!Jle, he directed. toward improving the public welfare,
increasing the standard of living, strengthening free competition in private
enterprise, and promoting world peace.
(b) PuurosE oF AcT.-lt is the pnrvose of this Act to effectuate the policies
set out in ~ection 1 (a) by providing, arn.ong others, for the following major programs relating to atomic energy:
(1) A program of assisting and fostering private research and development
to encourage maximum scientific progress;
(2) A progrnm for the control of scientific and technical informatl.on which
will permit the dissemination of suci1 information to encourage scientific progrPss, and l'or the sharing on a reciv1·ocal basis of informati.on concerning the
practical indtrntrial application of atomil' energy. ns scJClll as effective and enforceable safeguards against its use for destructive purposes can be devised;
(3) A program of federally conducted research and development. to assure
the G.overnment of adequate scientific ancl technical accomplishment;
( 4) A program for Government control of the production, ownership, and
use of fissionable material to assure the common defPnse and seurity and to insure the broadest possible exploitati,on of the field; and
1
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: (5) A program of adinin!stratlon which wili be consistent. with the foregoing
policies and with international arrangements made by the Unitell States, and
which will enable the Congress to be currently informed so as to take further
legislative action-as may hereafter be appropriate.
ORGANIZATION
SEO, 2. (a) ATOMIC ENERGY CoMMISS,tON,--'(1) There ls hereby established an .·Atomic Energy Commission (herein
called.the Commission), which shall be composed of five members. Three members shall constitute a quorum of the Commission. The President shall deslg. nate one member as Chairman of the Commission.
·
·
(2) Memb.ers of the ·Commissslon shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate. In submitting any nomination to the
Senate, the President shall set for Jhe experience and the qualifications of the
nominee.. The term of office· of e,nch .rue111per of the Commission taking office
prior to the expiration of tw_q_.ye:irs Jftei· the date of enactment of this Act shall
expire upon the expiration ·of such tWo Yelll'S, The term of office of each member
of the Commission taking office affeF,:th~ expiration of two years from the
-date of e.nactment of this Act·shall beJh·e years, except that (A) the terms of
office of the members first taking ofllce'-'itfter the expiration of two years from
the date of enactment of this Act shall'"explre, as designated by the President
at the time of appointment, one at the end of three years, one at the end of four
. years, one at the end of five years, .one afthe end of six years, and one at the
end of seven years, after the date of ena.cfinent of this Act; and (B) any member
app.9lnted to fill a vacancy occurring prJor to the expiration of the term for which
his predecessor was appointed, sl!:ill be appointed for the remainder. of such
term. Any member of the Comtnmi_ssion may be removed by the President for
inefficiency, neglect of duty. or. m~Heasance in office. Each member, except
the Chairman, shall receive «;:otnpensation at tlie rate of $15,000 per annum;
and the Chairman shall receive compensation at the rate of $17,500 per annum.
N.o member of the .Commissslon shall engage in any othei· business, vocation,
or employment than that of serving as a member of the Commission.
(3) The principal office of the Commission shall be in the District of Columbia,
but the Commission or any duly authorized representative may exercise any or.
all of its powers in any place. The Commission shall hold such meetings, conduct
such hearings, and receive such reports. as may be necessary to enable It to
carry out the provisions of this Act.
( 4) There are hereby established within the Commission~·
(A) a General Manager, who shall d·ischarge such of the administrative
and executive functions of the Commission as the Commission may ·direct.
The General Manager shall be appointed by the President by and with .the
ad,·lce and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at the
rate of $15,000 per annum. Tlie Commission may make i·ecommendatlons to
the President with respect to the appointment or removal of the General
Manager.
(R) a Division of Research, n Division of Production, a Division of Engineering, and a Dlvlsion of Military Application. IDnch division shall be
, under the direction of a Director who shall be appointed by the Commission,
and shall receive compensation at the rate of $14,000 per annum. The
Commission shall require each such division to exercise such of the Commission's powers under this Act as the Commission may determine, except that
the :rntbority granted under section 3 (a) of this Act shall not be exercised
by the Division of Research.
(b) GF:NF:RAT. ADVISORY C'OMMITTF:F:.-There shall be 'a General Advisory Committee to a<lvise the Commission on scientific and technical matters relating to
materials, production, and research and _development, to be composed of nine
· members, who shall be appointed from civilian life by the President. Each member shall hold oITice for a term of six years, except that (1) any member appointed
to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term for which. Jils preoecessor was appointed, shall be appointed for the remainder of snch term; and
.{2) the terms of office of the members first taking office after the date of the enactment of this Act shall expire, as designated by the President at the time of
appointment, three at the end of two years, three at the end of four tears, and
three at the end of six years, after the date of the enactment of this Act. The
Committee shall designate one of its own members as Chairman. The Commit-
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tee shall meet at least four times in every calendar year. The members of the
Committee shall receive u per diem compensation of $50 for each day spent in
meetings or conferences, and all members shall receive their necessary traveling
or other expenses while engaged in the work of the Committee.
· · ··
(c) MIUTARY LIAISON COMMITTEE.-There shall be a Military .Liaison Committee consisting of representatives of the Departments of War and Navy, detailed
or assigned thereto, without additional compensation, by the Secretaries of War
and Navy in such number as they may determine. The Commission shall advise
and consult with the Committee on.all atomic energy matters which the Committee deems to relate to military' applications, including the development, maimfncture, use, and storage of bombs, the allocation of fissionable material for military research, and the control of information relating to the manufacture or utilization of atomic weapons. The Commission shall keep the Committee fully Informed of all such matters before it and the Committee shall keep the Commission fully informed of all .atomic ener:gy activities of the War and Navy Departments. The Committee shall have authority to make written recommendations to the Commission on matters relating to military applications from time to
time as it may deem appropriate. If the Committee at any time concludes that
any action, proposed action, or failure to act of the Commission on such matters is
adverse to the responsibilities of the Departments of War or Navy, derived from
the Constitution, laws, and treaties, the Committee may refer such action, proposed action, or failure to act to the Secretaries of War and Navy.
If either Secretary .concurs, he may refer the matter to the Presiden~.,whose
decision shall be final.
RESEARCH
SEO. 3. (a) RF.SEARCH AssISTA'Ncl!l.-The Commission is directed to e1erclse
its powers in such manner as to Insure the continued conduct of reseach and
development activities iu the fields specified below by private or publtc institutions or persons and to assist in the acquisition of an ever-expandng fund
of theoretical and practical knowledge in such fields. To this end the qpmmission is authorized and directed to make arangements (including contracts,
agreements, grnnts-in-aid, and loans) for the conduct of research and development activities relating to( 1) nuclear processes;
(2) the theory and production of atomic energy, including processes, materials, and devices related to siich'production;
(~) utilization of fissionable and radioactive materials for medical, bi-·
ological, health, or military purposes;
( 4) utilization of fissionable and radioactive materials and processes
entailed in the production .of such materials for all other purposes, including industrin.l m,es; and
( 5) the protection of health dnring research and production activities.
The Commission may make such arrangements without regard to the provisions
of section 370!) of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5)" upon certification by the Commfssion that such action is necessary in the interest of the common llefense and secnrity, or upon a showing that advertising is not reasonably
practicable, and may make partial and .advance. payments under such ari'angements, and may make available for use in connection therewith such ,of its
equipment and facilities as it may deem desirable. Such arrangements shall
contain such provisions to protect health, to minimize danger from expl.osion
and other hazarllS to life or property, and to require the reporting and to permit the inspection of work performed thereunder, as the Commission may determine; but shall not contain any provisions or conditions which prevent the
llissemination of scientific or technical information, except to the extent such
dissemination is prohibited by law.
(b) RESI,ARCH IlY THE COMMISSION.-The Commission is authorized and directed to conduct, through its own facilities, activities and studies of the types
specified in subsection (a) above.
PRODUCTION OF FISSIONABLE MATERIAL
SEC. 4. (a) DEFINITION.-As used in this Act, the term "produce", when used
in relation to fissionable material, means to manufacture, produce, or refine
fissionable material, as clistinguished from source materials as defined in section
5 (b) (1), or to sepamte fissionable material from other snbsi:ances in which
such material may be contained or to produce new fissionable material.
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(b) PROHIDITI,ON.-:---lt i,;h_al(b.e unlawful for ariy person to own any faciiities for
the production of fissionable inn,terial or for any person to produce fissionable
material, except to t\ie-e:i-teut authorized by subsection (c) ..
(c) OWNERSHIP AND OPERATION OF. PRODUCTION FACILITIES.~ . . .
. ,
.. · (.1) OWNERSHIP OF ~RODUOTION FACILITIES.-The Comm.iss'ion shall be
·the exclusive owner of all facilities for the production of fissionable material
other. than facilities which (A) are useful in the conduct of research. and
development activities ln·the fields specified in section 3, and (B). do not,
ln the opinion of the Commission, have· a potential production rate adequate to enable .the. operator of such facllities to produce within a reasonable period of time a sufficient quantity of fissionable material to produce
an atomic bomb or any-other atomic weapon.
.
.
..
·
(2) OPERATION OF THE COMMISSION'S PRODUCTION FACILITIES.-'.rhe Commission is authorized and directed to produce or to ,provide for the.. production of fissionable material in its own facll!ties. To the extent deemed
necessary, the Commission is authorized to make, or to continue in efl'ect,
contracts with persons obligating them to produce fissionable material in
facilities owned by the Commission. The Commission .is also .authorized
to enter ~nto research and development contracts authorizing the contractor
to produce fissionable material in facilities owned by the Commission to
the extent that the production of such fissionable material may be incident
to the conduct of research and development activities under such contracts.
Any contract entered into under this section shall. contain provisions (A)
prohibiting the contractor with the Commission from subcontracting any
part of the work he is obllgated .to perform under the contract, and (B)
obligating the contractor to make such re'porti:; to the Commission as it
may deem ap'propriate with respect to his acfivities under the contract, to
submit to frequent inspection by employees of the Commission of all such
activities, and to comply with all safety and security regulations which
may· be prescribed by the Cotnmlssion. Any contract made under the provisions of· this paragraph may be made without regard to the provisions of
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5) upon certification by the Commission that surh action is necessary in the interest
of the common defeni-e and security, or upon a showing that advertising
is not reasonably practicable, :md partinl and a1lvance payments may be
made under such contracts. Tile Pl·esident shall determine at least once
each year the quantities of fissionable material to be produced under this
parograph.
(3) 0Pf~RATI0°N bF OTHEII PIIOl)UCTION FACU..ITIES.-Fissionable material may
be produced in the conduct of research and development activities in facilities which, under paragraph (1) nbo,·e, are not required to be owned by
the Commission.
(cl) IRRADIATION o~· l\fATF.RIALs.-For the purpose of increasing the supply.
of radioactive materials, the Commission is authorized to exnose material~ of
any kind to the radiation incident to the processes of producing or utilizing
fissi.onable material.
(e) MANUFAITTURE OF P!IODUCTION FACII.1Tms.-Unless authorized by a license
issuer! by the Commission, no person may manufacture, produce, transfer, or
acquire any facilities for the produ~tion of fissionable material. Licenses shnll
be issued in accordance with such procedures as the Commission may by regulation establish and shall he issuer! in accordance with such standards and upon
such conditions as will restrict the production nucl distribution of such facilities
to effectuate the policies and purposes of this Act. Nothing in this section shall
be deemed to require a license for such manufactme, production, transfer, or
acquisition incident to or for the conduct of research or developmPnt activities
in the United States of the types specified in section 3, or to prohibit the Commission from manufacturing or producing such facilities for its own use.
CONTROL OF MATF.RIAJ,S
SEC. 5. (a) FISSIONABLE MATERIALS.(!) D1,FrN1TrnN.-As. used in this Act, the term "fissionable materinl" ·means
plutonium, uranium enriched in the isotope 235,. any. other material which the
Commission determines to be capable of releasing substantial quantities of
energy through nuclear chain reaction of the material, or any material, artificially enriched by any of .the foregoing; but does not include source materials,
as defined in section 5 (b) (1).
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(2) GoVERNMEN'r OWNERSHII' .OF ALL FISSIONADLE MATEillAL.s.-All right, title,
anrl interest within or under the jurisdiction of the United Stutes, in or to any
fissionable material, now or hereafter produced, shaJl be the property of the
Commission, uml shull be cleemed to be vested in the Commission by virtue of
this Act. Any person owning uny interest in any fissionable material ut the
time of the enactment of this Act, or owning any interest in any material at
the time when such material is hereaftei· <leterminecl to be fissionable material,
or who lawfully produces any fissionable inaterial incident to privately financed
research or development activities, shall be· paid just compensation therefor.
The Commission may, by nctiiin consistent with the provisions of .paragraph
(4) below, authorize any such person to retain possession of such fissionable
material, lmt no person shall have any title in or to any fissionable material.
(3) PRonrn1TmN.-It shall be, unlawful for aily person, after sixty clays
from the effective date of this Act to (A) possess or transfer any fissionable
material, except as authorized by the Commission, or (Il) export from or import
into the United States any fissionable material, or (C) directly or indirectly
ei1gage in the production of any fissionable material outside of the United
States.
( 4) DLS'l'RLBU'l'ION OF FISSION AHLE MATRRIAL.-Without prejudice to its continued ownetship thereof, the Commission is authorized to distribute fissionable
material, with or without charge, to applicants requesting such rraterial (A)
for the conduct of research or clevelopn1ent activities either inclepenclently or
under contract or other a.r1·m1g·ement with the Commission, ( B) for use. in
medical therapy, or (C) for use vursunnt to a license issued under the authority
of section 7. Such material shall be distributed in such quantities and on such
terms that no applicant will be enabled to obtain an amount sufficient to construct a bomb or other military weapon. 'J'he Commission is directed to distrib' ute sufficient fissionable material to permit the conduct of widespl'ead independent research and development activity, to the n'axirnum extent practicable.
In determining the quantities of fissionable material to be distributed, the
Commission shall make such provisions for its own needs and for the conservation of fissionable material as it may determine to be necessary in the national
interest for the future development of atomic energy, The Cominission shall
not distribute any material to any applicant, and shall recall any distributed
material from any applicant, who is not equipped to observe or who fails to
observe such safety standards to protect health and to 1l'inimize danger from
explosion or other hazard to life or property as nrny be established by the Commission, or who uses such material in violntion of law or regulation of the
Commission or in a manner other thnn as cliscloserl in the application therefor.
(5) The Commission is authorized to purchase or otherwise acquire any fissionable material or any interest therein outside the United States, or any
interest in facilities for the production of fissionnble material, or in real propc)rty
on which such facilities are loeated, without regarcl to the provisions of section
3709 of the Revisecl Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec. ti) upon certification by the
Commission that such action is 11ecessnry in the intel'est of the common defense
and security, or upon a showing: that advertising is not reasonably practicable,
and parti:11 nnd a11vance pnyments 1ray be macle untler contracts for such
purposes. The Commission is further nuthorizecl to take, 1·equisition, or conclemn, or otherwise acquire nny interest in such facilities or real property, and
just compensation shall be made therefor.
(b) SoURClc i\lA'l'lcltlAJ.S.-

(1) DEFINJTION.-As usell in this Act, the term "sonrce material" means
uranium, thorium, or an:y other material which is tletennined by the Commission,
with the approYal of the Pi·esi<lent, to be peculiarly essential to the production
of fissionable materials; but includes ores only if the,· contain one or more of
the foregoing materials in snch concentration as the Conuni:ssion mny by regulation detem1ine from time to time.
(2) LICENSI, FOR T!lANSFEns HEQUlRF.D.-Unless au01orized by a license issued by
the Commission, no person mny transfer or deliver anti no person may receive posRession of or tile to any source material after rnmovnl from its place of deposit
in nature. except that lieenses shall not be requirn<I fol· cjnantities of source
materials which, in the opinion of the Commission, are unimpo1·tant.
(3) ISSUANCE OF LICENSEB.-The Commission :shall establish snch standards for
the issuance, refusal, or revocation of licenses as it may deem necessary to assure
adequate source materials for production, research, or development activities
pursuant to this Act or to prevent the use of such materials in a manner incon88626-46--2
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sistent with .the national welfare. Licenses shali be issued. in· accordance with
such procedures as the Commission niay by regulation establish.
.
.
( 4) REP01rnr<:o".-The Commission .ls authorized to issue such regulations or ·
orders requiring reports of ownership, possession, extraction, refining,_ shipment,
or other handling of source muterfals us it may deem necessary, except that
such reports shall not be required with respect to (A) any source material prior
to removal from its place of deposit in nature, or (Il) quantities of source materials which in tne opinion of the Commission are uniirport.unt or the reporting of
which will discourage independent prospecting for new deposits.
(5) AcQUISITION.-The Commission is authorized and directed to purchase,
take, requisition, condemn, or otherwise acquire, supplies of source materials or
any interest in real property containing deposits, of source mq.terials to the extent
it deems necessary to effectuate tbe provisions of this Act. Any purchase made
under this paragraph may be made without regard to the provisions of section
3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5) upon certification by the
Commission that such actuin is necessary in the interest of the common defense
and security or upon u sliowing that advertising is not reasonably practicable,
and partial and ·advance payments may be made thereunder. The Commission
may establish guaranteed prices for all source materials delivered to it within
a specified time. Just compensation shall be made for any property taken,
requisitioned, or condemned under this paragraph.
(6) ExPI,ORATION.-The Commission is authorized to conduct and enter into
contracts for the conduct of exploratory operations, investigations, and inspections to determine the location, extent, mode of occurrence, use, or conditions of
deposits or supplies of source materials, making just compensation foi· any damage or injury occasioned thereby. Such exploratory operations may he conducted only with the consent of the owner, but such investigations and inspections may be conducted with or without such consent.
.(_7) Punuc LANDS.-Al! uranium, thoriun1, and all other materials determined
· pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection to be peculiarly essential to the production of fissionable material, contained, in whatever concentration, in deposits
in the public lands are hereby reserved for. the use of the United Stutes; except
that with respect to any location, entry, or settlement mucle prior to the date
of enactment of this Act no reservation shall be deemed to have been made, If
such reservation would deprive any person of any existing or inchoate rights-or
privileges to which he would otherwise be entitled or would otherwise enjoy:
Provided, however, That no' person, corporation, partnership, or association,
which had any part, directly or indirectly, in the development of the atomic bomb
project, may benefit by any location, entry, or settlement upon the public domain
made after such person, corporation, partnership, or association took part in
such project. '.rhe Secretary of the Interior shall cauRe to be inserted in every
patent, conveyance, lease. pennit, or other authorization hereafter granted to
use the public lamls or their miuernl resources, uucler any of which there might
result the. extraction of any materials so reserved, a reservation to the United
States of all such materials, whether or not of commercial value, together with ·
the right of the United Stutes through its authorized agents or representatives at
any time to enter upon the lancl and prospect for, mine, ancl remove the same,
making just compensation for any dama.(\'e or injury occasioned thereby. Any
lands so patenled, conveyed, leased, or otherwise disposed of may be used, and
any rights unrlcr any such permit or authorization may be exercised, as if no
reservation of such materials had been made under this subsection; except that,
when such use results in the extraction of any such material from the land in
quantities which may not be transferred or delivered without a license under
this subsection, such material shall be the property of the Commission and the
Commission may require delivery of such material to it by any possessor thereof
after such material has been separated as such from the ores in which it was
contained.. If the Commission requires the delivery of such material to it, it
shall pay to the person mining or extracting the same, or to such other person
as the Commission determines to be entitled thereto, such sums, including profits,.
11s the Commission deems fair and reasonable for the discovery, mining, development, production, extraction, and other services performed with respect to such
material prior to such delivery, bilt such pnyment shall not include .any 11mount
on-a,ccount of the value of such material before removal from its place of deposit
lri nature. If the Commission does not require delivery of such material to it,
the reservation made pursu11nt to this paragraph shall be of no further force or
effect.
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(c) BYPH,ODUCT MATlJ."IUALB..
.
,
. '·
(1)" DEFINlTioN.-As used in this Act, the terin' "byproduct material" means
any radioactive material (except fissionable material) yleldetl in or made radio-'
active by ·exposure to the radiation incident to the·processes of. producing or·
utilizing fissionable material.
·
· ·'
(2) DISTRlllUTION.-The Commission is authorized to distribute, with or without charge, byproduct materials-to applicants seeking such materials for research
or development activity, medical therapy, industrial uses, or such other useful
applications as may be developed. In clistributiug such .materials, the Commission
shall give preference to applicants proposing to use such materials in the conduct
of research and development activity or medical therapy·. The Commission shall
not distribute any byproduct materials to any applicant, and shall recall any
distributed materials from any applicant, who is not equipped to observe or who
fails to observe such safety standards to protect health as may be established
by the Commission or who uses such.'materials in violation of law: or regulat[on
of the Commission or in a manner other than as disclosed in the application
therefor. (cl) GENERAL PHOVJSIONS..
(i) 'l'he Commission shall not distribute any fissionable or source material
to any person for a use which is not under or within the jurisdiction of the
United States or to _any foreign govenrment.
.
(2) Tl:e Commission shall establish by regulation a prncedure by which any
person who is dissatisfied with the distribution or refusal to distribute to him,
or the recall from him, of any fissionable or byproduct materials or with the
issuance, refusal, or revocation of a license to him for the transfer or receipt of
source materiruls may obtain a review of such determination by a board of appeal
consisting of three members appointed by the Commission. The Commission may
in its discretion review and revise any decision of such board of appeal.·
MILITARY APPLICA'.1.'IONS OF ATOMIC ENERGY
SEC. 6. (a) AUTHORITY.-The Commission is authorized to(1) conduct experiments and do research and development work in the
military application of atomic energy; and
( 2) engage in the prorluction of atomic bombs, atomic bomb parts, or other
military weapons utilizing fissionable materials; except that such activities
shall be carried on only to the extent that the express consent and direction
of the President of the United States has been obtained, which consent and
direction shall be obtained at least once.each year.
'.1.'he President from time to time may direct the Commission to deliver such quantities of weapons to the u rmed forces for such use as he cleems necessary in the
interest of national defense.
(b) Pno1nnrnoN.-lt shall be unlawful for any pe1·son to manufacture, produce,
transfer, 01· acquire any equipment or device utilizing fissionable material or
atomic energy as a military weapon, except as may be authorized by the Commission. Nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to modify the provisions
of section 4 <if this Act, or to prohibit research activities in respect of military
weapons, or to permit the export of any such equipment or device.
U'.1.'ILIZATION OF ATOMIC ENERGY
SEC. 7. (a) Lrc~~NSE IlEQUIRrn.-It Rhall be unlawful, except as provided in
sections 5 (a) ( 4) (A) or ·(B) or 6 (a), for any person to manufacture, produce,
or export any equipment or device utilizing fissionilble material or atomic energy
or to utilize fissio11able rnat.erinl or atomic energy with or without such equipment or device, except under ancl in accordance with a license issued by the
Commission authorizing such manufacture, production, export, or ntilizal.ion. No
license may permit any such act:i vity if fissionable material is produced incident
to sul'h activity, except ns provicled in Rections 3 and 4. Not.bing in this section
shall be deemed to require a licenHe .for the conduct of rPSeurch or development
nctivities relating to the mnnnfacture of such equipment or devices or the utilization of fo;i;,ionnblc rnnterinl or atomic energy, or for th'e manufacture or use
of equipment or devices for medical therapy.
(b) REPORT 'l'O CoNGRESs.-,Vhenever in its opinion any industrial, commercial, or other nonmilitary use of fissionable material or atomic energy has been
sufficiently develo11ed to be of practical value, the Commission shall pl>epare a
report to the President stating all the facts with respect to such use, the Commission's estimate of the i;,ocial, political, economic, and international effects of
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such use .and the Commission's recommendations for necessary or desirable
supplemental legisla.tion. .'£he. President shall then transmit this report to the.
Qongress together with his recommendations. No. license for any manufacture,
production, export, or use shall be issued by the Commission under this section
until h.fte1' (1) a report with respect to such mari"ufacture, production.;' export.
or use has.been flied with the Congress; and. (2) a period of ninety days in which
the congress was in session has elapsed a~ter the report llfis been so filed; In
computing such period of nin~ty days, there shall be excluded the days. on which
either House is not in session because of al1 adjournment of more than three days.
(c) issuANCE oF LICENS1,1l._.:._After such ninety-day period, u11foss hereafter
prohibited tiy. law, the Commission may license such manufacture, production,
export, or use in accordance with such procedures and subject to such conditions
as it may by regulation establish to ell'ectuate the provisions of this Act. 'l'he
Commission is authorized and direct.eel to issue licei1ses on a nonexclusive basis
and to supply to the extent arnilable appropt·iate quantities of fissionable material to: licensees (l)t whose proposed activities· will serve some useful purpose
pi·oportionate to the 'quantities of fissionable material to be consumed; ( 2) who
are equipped to observe such safety stand:u:ds to protect health and t<i minimize
d1inger from explosion. 01· other hazard to life or property as the Commission
may estahlish; and (3) who agree to make available to the Commission such
technical ·information' and data concerning their· activities pursuant to such
licenses as the Commission may determine 1iecessary to encourage similar activities by as many licensees. as possible. Each stlch. license shall be issued for a
specified period, not to exceed one year, shall be revocable at any time by the
Commission in accorda1ice with such procedures us the Commission may establish, and may be renewed upon the expiration of sueh period. Where activities
under any license might serve to maintain or to foster the growth of monopoly,
restraint of trade, unlawful competition, or other trade position inimical to the
entry of new, freely competitive enterprises in the field, the. ComrniRAion. is
authorized and directed to refuse to issue such license or to establish such
conditions to prevent these results as the·Commisslon, in consultation with the
Attorney General, may determine. The Commission shall report promptly to
the Attomey General any information it may have with respect to any utilization
of fissionable material or atomic energy .which appears to have these results.
· No license may be given to any person for activities which are not .under or ·
within the jurisdiction of the United States or to any foreign government.
(d) BYPnonuc1• Pow1m.-If energy whicll' may I.Je utilized is produced In the
production of fissionable material, such energy may be used hy the Commission,
· transferred to other Government agencies, or sold to public or private utilities
under conti:acts providing for reasonable resale prices.
INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
SEc. 8. (a) DF..FINITION.-As used in this Act, the tm·m "intenmtional arrangement" shall mean any treaty approved by the Senate or intemational
agreement approved by the Congress, during the time such treaty or agreement
is in full force 11ml effect.
(b) EFFECT OF INn::IINATIONAL Am:ANm:ME:"ITS.-Any provision of this Act
m· any action of ·the Commission to the _extent that it connicts with the provisions of any int.ernationul. arrangement made after the date of enactment
of this Act shall be deemed to be of no further force or effect.
tc) l'OLICIF.S CONTAINRI) IN 1Nn:RNA1'IONAL AR!lANGisMENTS.-ln the performance of its functions under this Act, the Qommission shall give maximum
effect to the policies contained ·in any such international arrangement.
PROPERTY OF' 'l'IIE COMl\ITSSION

SEC, 0. (a) 'l'he Presideut shall direct the transfer to die Commission of- all
interests owned by the United States or any Government agency in the following property:
.
(1) All fissionable material; al! atomic wei1pons nnrl varts theerof: all facilities, equipment, and materials for the processing, pro<lnction, or utilization of
fissionable' material or atomic energy; all rirocesses and technical information
of any kind, and the source thereof (including .data, drawings, specifil:ations,
patents, patent applications, and other som·ces) relating to the processing,
production, or utilization of fissionable material or atomic energy; and all con.tracts, agreements, leases, 1mtents, applications for patents, inventions and
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discoveries (whether patenteu or unpatenteu), and othe1· rights of any klhd
concerning any such items ;
.. .
.
(2) All facilities, equipment, and materials, devote(! primarily 'to atomic
energy research anu uevelopment; and
(3) Such other property owned by or in the cttstody <ir control of th~ Manha tan Engineer District or other Government agencies 'as the President niay
determine.
( b) In ordei· to render financial assistance to those States and localities in
which the activities of the Commission are carrieu on and in wilich the Commission has acquiretl property previously subject to State . and local ttrxation,
the Commission is authorized to make payments to State and local governments
in lieu of ]lroperty taxes. Such payments may be in the amounts, .at the .titnes,
and upon the terms tlie Commission deems appropriate, but the Commission
shall be· guicled by the policy of not niaking' payments in excess of the taxes
which would have been payable for ,;uch property in the condition In which it
wa·R acquired, except in cases where special .burdens have been cast upon the
State or local government by activities of the Commission, the l\lnnhatta11
Engineer District or their agents. Ju any such case, any benefit accruing to the
State or local government by reason of such activities shall be consiclered in
determining the amount of· the payment. The Commission, all(l the propert.v.
activities, and income of the CommiRsion, are hereby expressly exempted from
taxation in any manner or form by n11y State, county, mtinicipalit:y, or any subdivision thereof.
CONTROL OF rn1rORl\lA'l'I0N
SEc. 10. (a) Pouc;y.-Jt Rlrnll he the 'policy of the Commission to con!Tol the
dissemination of restrietecl data in :,uch a mannei· as to assure the cornmon
clef'e11se aml security. Co11si,;tent with sneh policy, the Commission shall he
guicle.d by the following princivles:
(1) That information with respect to the use uf atomic energy for industrial
purposes shoulll be shared with other 11ntious on a reciprocal basis as soon as
the Congress declares by joint resolution that effective and enforceable international safeguards against the use of such energy for destructive purposes
have been established ; and
(2) That the dissemination of scientific and technical information relating
to atomic energy should be pe1·111ittecT and encouraged so as to provide that
free interchange of ideas aml criticism which is essential to scientific progress.
(b) Drss1,MINATJON.-'l'he Commi8o<ion is authorized and directed to establish
sneh information se1·vices, publications, librnries, and other registers of available
information as it may deem necessary or desirable to provide for the dissemination
of information in acconl:rnce with subsection (a).
(c) REl,Tl!IC.:'YJONS..
(1) The term "restricted dnta" as used in this section means all data con-

cerning the mnnnEndme or utilization of atomic wea11011s, the ·prociuction of
fissionable,muterial, or the nse o[jis:sionahle mn terial iu the product.ion of po~"~'
hut. shall not include any data which the Commission from time to time determine:<3
may be 11ublished witl,onl adversPly affeeting the conHnon defense and security.
(2) Whoen;r, lawl'nlly or nnlawfnlly, Irnving possesssion of, acePss t.o, control
over, or being entrusted wHh, auy document, writing, sketch, photogravh, plan,
model. instrument, appliance, note, or infonnatiuu involving or incorporating restricted data(A) comnmnicates, transmits, or discloses the same to any irHlividual or
person, or attempts or conspiJ·ps to do :111y of the foregoing with intent to injure the United States or wilh iJ1t·ent to secure an advantage to any foreign nati.on, upon conviction thereof, :shall be punished by a fine of 11ot more
than ~20,000 or imprisonment for not more than twenty years, or both;
(B) communicates, tra·nsmit.s, or discloses the same to any iLHlividual or
person, or attempts or conspires to do any of OJC foregoing, with reason to
believe such data will he utilized to inju1·e the United States or to secure an
advant':1ge to any foreign nation, shall, upon ('onviction, be punishecl by a
fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than ten years,
OJ' both.
(3) Whoever, with intent to injure the Unitetl States or with intent'to secure
an adYantage to anJ' foreign nation, acquires or ntteuqits or conspires to acquire
any llocmncmt, writing, sketch, photograph, plnn, model, instn1ment, appliance,
note or information i1wolvi11g or incorpornting restriet.ed data shall, uvon con-
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viction thereof, be punished by u fine of not more. thun $20,000 or imprisonment
for not more thun twenty years, or both.
·
(4) Whoever, with intent fo injure the United Stutes or with intent to secure
nn advuntu:ge to uny foreign nution, removes, conceuls, tumpers with, alters,
mutilutes, or destroys uny document, writing, sketch, photograph, plun, model, instrument, appliance, or note involving or incorporuting restricted dutu und used
by uny individual ·or person in connectiort with the production of fissionable materiul, or research or development reluting to utomic energy, conducted by the
United Stutes, or finunced in whole or in purt by Federal funds, or conducted with
, the uid of .fissiondble Inuterlal, shull be punished by a fine of not more than
$20,000 or imprisonment for not more thun twenty years or both.
(5) No pe~·son shall be prosecuted for uny violation under this section unless and until the Attorney Generul of the United States has advised and consulted .with the Commission wit11 respect to such prosecution.
. (6) This section shall ,not. exclude the applicuble provisions ·of any other
laws, except thnt no Goveriunent agency shall take any action under such other
laws inconsistent with the provisions of this secti,011.
( d) INSPECTIONS, ltECORDS, AND REPORTS.-The Commission is(1) uuthorized by regulation or order to require such reports and the keeping of such records with respect to, and to provide for such lnspecti.ons of,
nctivlties and studies· of types specified in section 3 and of uctivitles under
licenses issued pursuant to section 7 as may be necessary to effectuate the
purposes of this Act ;
(2) authorized and directed by regulation or order to require regular
reports and records with respect to, and to provide for frequent inspections
of, the production of fissionable material in the conduct of research ,and
development activities.
PATENTS AND INVENTIONS
SEC. 11. (a) PRODUCTION AND MILITARY UTILIZATION.
(1) No putent shall hereafter be grunted for any invention or discovery which
ls useful solely in the production of fissionable material ,or in the utilization
of fissionable material or utomic energy for a military weapon. Any patent
granted for any such invention or discovery ls hereby revoked, and just compensation shall be made therefor. .
·
(2) No patent hereafter granted shall .confe1· any rights with respect to any
invention or discovery to the. extent that such invention. or discovery is used
in the production of fissionable material or in the utilization of fissionable
material or atomic energy for a military weapon, Any righ.ts conferred by any
patent heretofore granted for any invention or discovery are hereby revoked to
the extent that such invention or discovery is s.o used, and just compensation
shall be made therefor.
(3) Any person who has made or hereafter makes any invention or discovery
useful in the production of fissionable material or in the utilization of fission. able material .or atomic energy for a military weapon shall file with the Commission a report containing a complete desci"iption thereof, unless such invention or discovery is described in an application for a patent filed In the Patent
Office by such person within the time required for the filing of such report. The
report covering any such. inventi.on or discovery shall be filed on or before
whichever of the following is the latest: (A) The sixtieth clay after the date
of enactment of this Act; (B) the sixtieth day after the completion of such
invention or discovery; or (C) the sixtieth day after such person first discovers or first has reas.on to believe that such invention or discovery is useful in
such production or utilization.
·
(b) USE OF INVENTIONS FOR. RESEARCH.-No patent hereafter granted shall
confer any rights with respect to any invention or discovery to the extent that
such invention or discovery is used in the conduct of research .or development
activities in the fields specified in section 3. Any rights conferred by any
patent heretofore gi:anted for any invention or discovery are hereby revoked
to the extent thut such invention or disc.overy is so used, and just compensation
shall be made therefor.
(c) NONMILITARY UrJLIZATION.(1) It shall be the duty of the Commission to declare any patent ·to be uffected with the public interest if (A) the invention or discovery covered by
the patent utilizes or is essential in the utilization of fissionable material /Jr
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atomic energy; aml (Il) the licensing of such invention or discovery under this
subsection is necessary to effectuate the policies and purposes of this Act.
(2) Whenever any patent has been declared, pursuant to paragraph (1),
to be a1Iected with the public interest(A) '.l'he Commissi.on is hereby licensed to use the invention or discovery
covered by such patent in performing any of its powers under this Ac,t; and
(Il) Any person to whom a license has been issued under section 7 Is
hereby licensed to use the invention or discovery covered by such patent
to the extent such invention or discovery is used by him in carrying on the
activities authorized by llls license under section 7.
The owner of the patent shall be entitled l:o a reasonable royalty fee for any
use of an invention or discovery licensed by this subsection. Such royalty fee
may be agreed up.on by such owner and the licensee, or in the absence of such
agreement shall be determined by the Commission.
(3) No court sllall have jurisdiction or power to stay, restrain, or otherwise
enjoin the use of any invention or discovery by a licensee, to the extent that
such use is licensed by paragraph (2) · above, ,on tile ground of infringement
of any patent. ll any action for infringement against sucll licensee the court
shall determine that the defendant is exercising such license, the measure of
damages shall be the royalty fee determined pnrsuant to this section, together
with such costs, interest, and reasonable attorney's fees as may be fixed by the
court. If no royalty fee has been determined, the court shall stay the pr,oceeding until the royalty fee is determined pursuant to this section. If any such
licensee shall fail t,o pay such royalty fee, tll.e patentee may bring an action in
any court of competent jurisdiction for such royalty fee, together with such
oosts, interest, and reasonable attorney's fees as may be fixed by the court.
(cl) AcQUiSITION o~' PATENTs.-The Commission is authorized to purchase, or
take, requisition, or condemn, and make just compensation for, (1) any inyention or discovery which Is useful i11 the production of fissionable material or in
the utilization of lissionable material or atomic energy for a military weapon,
or which utilizes or is essential in the utilization or fissionable material or atomic
energy, or (2) any patent application covering any such invention or discovery.
The Commissioner of Patents shall notify the Commissioin of all applications ;
for patents heret,ofore or hereafter filed which in his opinion disclose such inventions or discoveries and shall provide the Commission access to all such
applications.
(e) Co:r,!PENSATJON AWARDS, AND RoYAL'rIES.-

PATENT co111PENSATI0N no.\RD.-'J.'he Commission shall designate a Patent
Compensation Board, consisting of two or more employees of the Commission, to
consiller applications under this subsection.
(1)

(2) EJLIGIIlILITY.(A) Any owner of a patent licensed under subse<;tion (c) (2) or any licensee thereunder may make application to the Uornmissioin for the determination of a reasonable royalty fee in accordance with such procedures as
it by rcgulationi may establish.
(U) Any person seeking to obtain the just compensation provided in subsections (a), (b), or (d) shall make application therefor to the Commission
in accordance with such urocedures as it may by -regulation establish.
(0) Any person making any invention or uiscovery useful iu tl!e production
of fissionable material or in the utilization of lissiunable material or atomic
energy, or a military weapon who is not entitletl to compensation therefor
under subsection (a) and who ha:;; complied with subsection (a) (:J) above
may make application to the Commission for, and the Connnissi.on may
grunt, au uward,
(D) Any persou making application under this subsection shall have the
right to be represented by counsel.
(3) ST.\NDAJUJS.(A) In determining such reasonable royalty fee, the Commission shall
take in tu cunsidera!'ion any defense, general or speeiill, that might be pleaded
by a defemlant in an action for infringmeut, the extent to which, if any,
such patent was developed through federally linanced research, the degree
of utility, novelty, and importance of the invention or discovery, and may
consider the cost to the owner of the patent of developing such ,invention
or discovery or acquiring such patent.
(Il) In determining what constitutes just compensation pnder subsection
(a), (b), or (d) above, the Commission shall take into account the considera-
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'tions set forth in' paragraph (A) above,· and' the' actlJal use·of such invention
or discovery, _and may determine that such compensation be paid In· periodic
payments or in a lump sum.
.
_.
.,
_
.
(C) In determining the amount of any award under paragraph (2) (C)
of this subsection, the Commission shall take into· account the considerations
. set forth in ,paragraph (A)", abovEi; and the actual use of such Invention or
discorery. Awards so· made may be paid by the Commission in periodic
· payments or in a lump sum.
.
(4) ·Juo101AL :itEvrn\v.-Any person. aggrfeved by any determination of the
Commission of an award or· of u reasonable royalty fee may obtain a review of
· such determination in the Court of Appeals· for the District of Columbia by
filing in such court, within thirty days after notice of such determination, a
\vritten· petition pray.ing that such determination be set aside. A copy of such
petition shall be forthwith served upon the Comrcission and thereupon the
Comrilission shall file with the court a certified transcript of the entire record
in the proceeding, inclucling the findings ancl conclusions upon which the determination ,vas based. Upon the filing of such transcript the court shal1 have exchisive jurisdiction upon the record certified to it to affirm the determination in ·its
entirety or set it aside and remand it .to the Commission for further proceedings.
The findings of the Commission as to the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive. 'l'lie court's ji.Idgmei1t shall be final, subject, however,
to review by the Supreme Court of the United ,States upon writ of certiorari or
petition therefor urnler section 240 of the Judicial Code (U. S. C., title 28, sec.
347), by the Commission or any party to the court proceeding.
GENERAL AUTHORITY
SEC. 12. (a) In the performance of its functions the Commission is authoriz~d

to(1) establish advisory boards to m1vise with and make recommendations
to the Commission on legislation, policies, administration, research, and
other matters;
·
(2) estnblish by regulation or order such stnndnrds an<l in.~tructions to
govern the possession ·arn1 use of fissionable nml b)'product materials ns the
Commission mny deem necessary or desirable to protect health or to minimize danger from explosions an<1 othe1· hazards to life 01• property;
(3) make such studies and investigations, obtain such information, and
hold sueh hearings as the Commission may deem necessary or proper to
assist it in exercising any authority provided in this Act, or in the administration or enforcement of this Act, or any regulati011s or orr1ers issued
thereunder. l!'or Rnch purposes the Commisl"ion fr, authori7.ed to aclminist:er
oaths and alfirmations, and by suhpeua to require :my perRon to appear and
testil\, ·or to appear and produce documents, or both, at any designated
place. No person shall be excused from complying with any requirements
under this paragraph because of his privilege against self incrimination, but
the imnrnnity provisions of the Co1upulsory Testimony Act of February 11,
18!)3 (U. S. C., title 4!), sec. 46), shall app1y with respect to any lnrlivirlual
who specifif'ally r.Iaims such priYilege. Witnesses subpenaerl under this subsection shall he pnid the same fees and mlleage as are paiu witnesses in the
district courts of the United States;
( 4) appoint lllHl fix the compensation of such officers ani1 employees hs ·
nm~, he necessary to carry out the functions of the CommiRsion. Such officers
uurlemployees shnll he :qipointed in accorc1an!'e with the civil-senice Jaws
n n<! tlwir f'Omp1msation tixe1l in arcordnnee witli the Classificn tion Act of
19'.!3, ns mne,uled, except that to the extent the Commission deems st1eh
action necessary to the dischm'ge of its responsibilities, prrsonnel rnny he
emplo_vec1 and their compensntion -fixed without. re,imrc1. to such Jnws.
Attorneys appointed under this pnrngrnph mny uppenr f'Or and represrnt
the Commission in nny case in any court. '!'he Commission shall mitke
nderiuate provision fot· administratiye review of nny dctC'rminntion to rlis111i1<s
any employee ;
(5) acquire such materials, property, rquipment, aml facilities, estnblish or construct such lmilrlings and facilities, and modify such buildings nrnl
facilities from time to time as it mny deem necessm·y, and construct. acquire.
provide, or,arrange for such facilitiPs nnd services (at project sites where
such faPilitles and services are not availnhle) for the lwu><inl!, health, safety,

l
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welfare, and recreation of personnel employed by the Commission as it
may deem necessary;
(G) with the consent of the agency concerned, utilize or employ the services or personnel of any Govemment agency or any State .or local government, or voluntary or uncompensated personnel; to perform such functions
on its behalf as may nppear desirable;
(7) acquire, purchase, lease, and hold real and personal· property as
agent of ·and 011 behalf of the United St·utes and to sell, lense, grant, and
dispose of such real and personal propc1·ty as provided in this Act;
(8) contract fo1·.the expenditure of funds for the purposes specified in section 10 (b) without regarrl to the proYisions of section 87 of the Act of January 12, 18flfi (28 Stnt. 622), nncl section 11 of the.Act of J\iarch 1, 1919 (40
Stat. 1270; U.S. C., title 44, sec. 111); and
_
(U) without regard to the provisions of the Surplus Property Acf of 1944
or any .other law, make such disposition as it may deem desirable of (A)
r:ulionctive materials, Dl).d (B) nny 01'11er property the special disposition
of which is, in the opinion of the Commisssion, in tl\e interest of the national
security.
(b) S1rnumTY.-T!Je President may, in advance,- exempt any specific artion
of the Commission in n particular matter feom the provisions of law l'elating
to contracts whenever he determincR that such action is essential in the interest of the common defense and securil"y.
(c) ADVISORY CoMMIT'fEES.-The members of 1he Genernl Advisory Committee estnhlished pursuant to section 2 (b) aml the members of aclvisol'y boa1·ds establishecl pursuant to snbsection (a) (l) of this se<'tion may serve as stl('h without regard to the pl'ovisions of sections 1.00 and 118 of the Criminal Code (.18
U. S. C., ~ecs. 1!?8 and 203) or section 10 ( e) of the Contract Settlement Act
of 1944, except insofar rrs such sections mny prohibit any such memb?.r from
receiving compensation in respect of any prrrticnlar matter which directly involves the Commission or in which the Commisssion is directly interested.
COJ\1PENSATTON FOR PRIVATE PROPERTY ACQUIRED

SEC. 13. (a) The United States shall mnke ju~t compensation for any property or interests therein taken or requisi.tione<l p11l'suunt to sections fi and 11.
'l'he Commission shall determine such compensntion. If the compensation so
determined is unsatisfactory to the peri;.on entitled thereto, such 11erson ~hnll
be paicl fiO percent of the amount so cle.lerminecl, :mcl shall be entitled to sue
the United States in the Court of Claims or in any district court of the United
States in the manner provided by sections 24 (20) mid 1.45 of the Judicial Code
to recover such ful'ther sum as added to said 50 percent will make up such
a1i:ount as will be jnst compensation.
(11) Iii the e}·ercifle of the rights of eminent domain and condemnation, proceedings may be instituted under tl1e Act of August 1, 1S8S (U. S. C., title 40, sec. 257),
or any other applicable Federal stutu:e. Upon or after the filing of the conrlC'nrnntion pet.it.ion, immerliate. possession may be tnken and the property may
be .occupied, used, and improved for the pnrposes of this rrct, notwithstanding
any ntlwr law. Il.eal 11rop~rty nequir<'d by purehase. clonation, 01· other means
of transfer may also b~ occupied, nsecl nrnl improvPd for the purposes. of this
act. ririor to approval of title by the Attorney General.
JOINT COMMITTEE ON A'.rOMIC ENERGY

SEC. 14. (a) There is hereby establishecl a .Joint· Committee on Atomic Energy
to be composecl of nine l\Iembers of the Sena;e t;c, h:> JIJlJOintetl by the Prnsident of
the Renate, and nine Members of the House of R,:prese.ntativcs to be appointed by
the Speake1· of the House of ReprPscntatives. In each instance not more than
five members shall be members of the same political party.
. (b) The joint cornmitl<'e shall mnke continuing 8tuclies of the activities of the
Atomic Energy Commission aml of problems relating to the development, use, and
control of atomic energy. The Commission shall keep the joint committee fnlly
and cunent:y informed with respect to the Commission's activities. All bi,ls,
resolutions, arnl other matters in the Senate or tlw House of Representatives relating primarily to the CommiRsion or to the clevelopment, use, or control of
atomic energy shall be referred to the Joint committee. The members of the
joint committee who are l\fembel's of: the Senate Rl1all from time to tin1e report to
the Senate, anti the members of the joint committee who are Members of the
88626--16--3
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House of Representatives shall from· time to time Te'port to thff House, by bill
1ir otherwise, their recommendations with respect to matters within the jurisdic.tion of their respective Houses which m·e (1) referred to the joint committee or
. (2) otherwise within the jurisdiction of the joint eommittee.
(c) Vacnncies in the membership of the joint committee shall not affect the
power of the remaining members to execute the functions of the joint committee,
and shall be filled in the 1mme mrrnner as in the crrse of the original selection.
The joint committee shall select a chairman arnl 11 vi<'e chairman from among itl'!
members.
(d) The joint committee, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is
authorized to holll such hearings, to sit onll act at such places and times, to require,·
by subpena or otherwise, the atternlance .of such witnesses and. the production of
such books, papers, allll docmnents, to administer such oaths, to take such testimony, to procure such printing and bimli11g, and to make such expendit,fres as
it deems advisable, The cost of stenogrnphic services to repirt such hearings shall
not he in excess of 25 cents per hundred words. The provisions of sections 102 to
104, inclusive, of the Revised Statutes shall apply' in case of any failure of any
witness to comply wHh a ~ul>pena or to testify when sm11mo11ed umler authority
of this section.
(e) 'I'he joint co111rnittee is cmp<\wered to appoint and fix the compensation of
such experts, co11sultunt1;, te<:lmicinns, nrnl clerical u111l st·enogrnphic assistants
as it deems necPHsary awl advisnl>le, but the comrwrrnnti11n so fixect sh:111 not
exceed the cornpensntion prPsc1·ibed llrHler the Clnssilkntion Act of 1923, as
ammulcd; for co111p111·al>le linties. 'l'he committee is authorized to utilize the
servkes, information, facilities, ancl pl'l"S<.unel of the departments and establishments of Uw GovernmPnt.
ENFORCEMEN'I'
Sr.:o. 15. (a) Whoever willfolJy violateH, att<'mpts to violate, or conspires to
violate, any provision of sectious 4 (b), 4 (e), 5 (a) (3), or 6 (b) shall, upon
convicti<,n Uwrcof, be p11nishcll. by a fine of not more than $10,000 or by impriRonment for not more tlw11 Jive years, or both, exccvt thnt whoeYcr commits sueh nn
offense with iutent to i11jnre tlHi U11it<~d States or with i11tent to secure un advantage to any foreign rmtbn shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of
not more than $20,000 or by imprisonrneu t for not more than twenty years, or
both.
( IJ) Whoever willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate,
any provision of this Act other than those specifiE'll in subsection (a) nnd other
than section 10 ( c), or of auy regulation· or order prcHc1·ihetl or issue<l unde;·
sections :, (I>) ( 4), 10 ( ll), or 12 ( n) ( 2), shall, upon conviction thereof, be
punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 01· by imprisonment for not more than
two years, or both, except tlrnt whoever commits such an offense with intent to
injure the United States or with intent to secure an advantage to 1111y foreign
nation shall, upon conviction thereof, be puni8hell by a fine of not more than
$20,000 or by imprisonment for not more than twenty years, ·or both.
(c) Whenever in the judgment of the Commission any person has· engaged ot·
is about to engng11 in a11~· ads or prndicl'H whkh constitute or will constitute a
vii>lation of any provi,;i11n of this AcL or nny 1·<•gul:1tio11 or orcler i~s11ecl tlHlrcunllcr, it mny make npplieatio11 to the np111·nprint.1 court for :111 nnliit· en:joinini-:
such nets or prndicf'H. or f<'r nn orcl!,r c11forcinµ; ,•ompli:rnc,, with srn:h provision,
and upon u showing by th<' Commi~sion Iha t snr-h rw1·Hnn lrns eng-ngcd or is about
to eirgnge in any such :1ctR or pradi<'<'>< a permanent or temporary injunction,
restraining order, or Mhrr or1ler ~hall be grante,1 withont bond.
.
( cl) In case of failnre or refnsal to obe.v a snhp('11a sen-eel npon any per~on
pursuant to section 12 (a) (3), the clislrict conrt fot· any district in which such
person is found or resilles or trnnsacts busine:;;s, upon application by the Commission, shall lune .iurisrliction to issue an order requirinl! such person to appear
anrl give testimony or to appear and produre documrnts, or both, in accordance
with the 1mbpena; und any failure to obey such order of the court may be
punished by such court as a contempt thereof.
RIDPOR'I'S

16. The Commi~sion shall snhmit to the ('.,ongress, in .Tammry ancl July
of each year, a report concerning the 11ctivities of the Commission. The Commission shall include in snch report, and shall at such other times as It deems deSEC.
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sirabie submit to the, Congress, such recommendations.'for· additional legislatloll
as the Commission deems .necessary or desirable.
DEFINITIONS
SEc. 17. As used in this Act(a) The term "atomic.energy'·' shall be construed lo mean all forms of energy
released in the course of or its a result of nuclear fission or nuclear transformation.
('b) The term "Government agency" means any executive department, com·
mission, independent establishment, corporation wholly or partly owned by the
Uni tell States which is an instrumentality of tile ·United Stutes, board, bureau,
divislon, service, office, officer, uutliority, administration, or other establishment,
in the executive branch of the Government..
(c) The term "person" means any individual, corpomtion, prirtnership, firm,
association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group, the United Stn tes
or any agency thereof; any government other than the United States, any politi<-al
subdivision of any such government, and any legal successor, representative,
ngent, or agency of the foregoing, or other entity, but shall not include the Uommis1<ion or offtcers or eri1ployees of the Commission in the exercise of duly
authorized functions.
Id) The term "United States," when used in a geographical sense, includes
nil 'l'erritories and possessions of the United States.
( e) The term "research and development" means theoretical analysis, exploration, and experimentation. and the extension of investigative findings and
t.lwories of a 1<cientific or teclmiral nature into practical application for experiment':tl anrl demonstration purposr>s, inclucling the experimC'ntal production
nnrl tPsting of models, devices, eqnipment, materials. mHl proces~es.
If) 'l'hc term "Pquipment 01· devi<'e util'z:ng fissionnhlc material or atomic
enN;;y" shnll he construed to menu any equipment or clcYicc ca1mble of making
11He of fiRsionnhle material or peculiarly ndnptvcl fo1· mnldng use of atomic
energy and any irn110rtnnt component part especially clesigned for iamch equipment or cleYices, ns cletermined h.v the Commission.
(g) 'l'he term "facilities for the procluction of fissionable material" shall be
constniell to mean any equipment or device capable of such production and any
important comvonent part espPcially designed for such equipment or devices,
as dPterminecl by the Com111ission.
APPROPRIA'l'IONS

S1m 18. (n) 'J'here are hereby authoriz2d to be appropriated such snms as
mn~· he miceH"'tn·:-· and apprnpriate to earr~· oul: tiie p1·oyh;iorn; and purpn:<cH
of t.lli:-: A!'t. 'l'he Act's avprnpriating snch sums way n11prn11riate specified
portions thcrrol' to he accounted for upon the ccrtifkntion of the Commission
only. F11ntls ap1n·oi1riated to the Counnission shall, if ohligal·pd hy coul1·act
dnring tlHi fis<"nl )'em· fo1· wl1it'h am1rnpriatell, remain aYnilnhh1 for ex11enclit11rc
for fonr yPnr.s following til!' expiration of the !iSC'Hl )'ear fo1· which npnropriatecl.
Af!p1· H11,·l1 fnnr-~·<''11" pcriocl, till' unexpended balances of appropriatians shall
\.Je CHl'l'i(•(l to Ow Rlll'llll.lS f1111tl n111l ('OVPl'Pcl into the 'l.'l'PrtRUl'Y.
(bl Such i::11·(.s nR the PrcsiclPnt. 111.ay cletnminc of the unexpcnclec1 balances
of nppn,vrial i1111s, allocations, ot· other fnmls nvailnhle for expenditure in
eo11rnidio11 wilh t.hP 1\fanhattan !DnginePr District are hereby trn11sferrP<l to the
Co1n111h,sio11 :11lll shall be available for expemliturc for t!JP purpose of carrying
011t the prc11·isions of tllis Act.
SEPARADILI'l'Y OF PTIOVISIONS

SEC. 1D. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such provision to
any per·son or circumstances, is hchl invalicl, the remainder of this Act or
the npplif'n tiou of snch provision to persons or circumstances other than those
as to which it is held invalid, shnll not be affected thereby.
SHORT TITLlll

R ·c. 20. This Act may be cited ns the "Atorcic Energy Act of 1946."
l'n><sed the Senate June 1 (legislative day, Mnrch 5), l!l4G.
Attest:
LESLIE L. BtFFLF., Secretary.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT P. PATTERSON, SECRETARY OF WAR
The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Patterson, we ~re interested in having
any statement you care to· make to the committee at this time on

s. 1717.

S~creta:ry P.~TrnnsoN.· I have a :fairly short prepared statement,. Mr.
Chairman, which I should be glad to read and then answer quest10ns.
The CnAmllrAN. That. will be ver:y agreeable.
.
Mr. TnoMAS. A parliamentary mq~iiry, Mr. Chairman i
·The CnAJR11IAN. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. THOMAS .. What bill are we considering nowi
The CHAIRMAN. S. 1717.
Mr. THOMAS. What happened to the bill that we have already
reported 1
The CHAIRMAN. It is on the calendar of the House and is before
the Rules Committe~.
• .
Mr. TnollIAS. Why do we not take that up1 What is the purpose
of taking up the Senate bill i
The CHAIR11IAN. We are taking up this bill for the purpose of
getting: the Secretary's views. ,ve will talk about the other matter
when
go into executive session.
.
You may proceed, Mr. Secretary. ·
.
The ,var Department favors prompt passage of S. 1717, intended
to estab1ish national policy in regard to atomic energy.
In the first place, the bill is believed to be along sound and constructive lines.
In the second place, promptness in passage of legislation is of
urgent importance. This bill has already passed the Senate, and of
the various bills that have been infroduced on the subject of atomic
energy it has made the greatest amount of progress toward ultimate
passage.
. ·
The reasons for '\Var Deparment support of this measure will be
made evident, I believe, by a review of our record on atomic energy.

we

MANHATTAN

DIS'l'RlCT

President Roosevelt in 1942 gave the ,var Department the responsibility of developing atomic energy as a weapon of war. The possibilities of an atomic bomb had been brought to his notice as Pnrly as
1D3D, and preliminary work on the matter had been carried forward
bv the National Defense Research Committee and the Office of Scientific Research and Development.
It was a responsibility of vast proportion and momentous consequences. '\Ve organized the Manhattan district to cnrry the project
throngh to success. General Groves of the Corps of Engineers was
placed in command, under direct supervision of the Secretary of '\Vnr.
Mobilization of scientists and of industrial concerns was intensified.
and the program was pressed with the utmost. vigor. The enormous
scale of the enterprise can be gaged from the fact that at the height
of nctivity 130,000 people were directly employed in it and $2,000,000,000 were expended on it before the first bomb was droppe\l. Despjte this, secrecy was imperative and wns, on the whole, well maintamed.
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From the outset it was a war project, pnre and simple. Success was
signalized by the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki· in
Au~ust of l~st year. The Japanese gave their unconditional surremLer a week-later.
The vVar Department does not claim any disproportionate credit
for what was achieved. Great credit is clue to tlic scientists who developed the basic scientific information; to the men in industry who
translated the scientific information into the fii1al product; to the
skilled and unskilled workers who labored long and hard; and to the
Congress which made available vast sums of money without: premature
revelation of this great activity.
PLANNING l!'OR POSTWAR DEVELOPMEN'.r

Secretary Stimson did not wait for the war to come to a close before·
starting plans for postwar development of atomic energy t~nder civilian
direction.
In. May 1D45, in anticipation of the probable success of the atomic
bomb and of the prospect of an early end of the war, the Secretary;
with approval of the President, took steps to initiate a long-range
policy on atomic energy. He appointed the following special conimittee to survey the subject and to submit a program: Secretary Stimson, chairman; James F. Byrnes (then a private citizen); Will Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State; Ralph Bard, Under Secretary of
Navy; George Harrison, Special Assistant to Secretary of vVar; Dr.
Vannevar Bush, Chairman of the Office of Scientific Research and Development; Dr. Karl Compton, president, J\fassachusetts Institute of
Technology; Dr. James Conant, president, Harvard University.
The special committee was asRistecl by a scientific panel drawn from
the most eminent scientists working on the atomic energy project: Dr.
,J. R. Oppenheimer, Dr. E. 0. Lawrence, Dr. Arthur H. Compton, Dr.
Enrico Fermi.
After months of stearly work the special committee recommended
that legislation be aclopted by Congress to direct the postwar development of atomic energy. The main objectives in the suggested legislation were to be as follows:
1. Creation of a civilian agency, a comm1ss10n appointed by the
President to take over the Manhattan project and relieve the vVar
Department of responsibility for' development of atomic energy.
2. Research and development to be conducted by the Commission
for scientific, industrial, military, and medical purposes, with maximum use made of educational and research instit.utions and private
enterprise; the Commission also to aid, encourage, and not interfere
with independent research where the quantities involved shoi1ld not be
of military or industrial value and should not result, in undue hazards.
3. The Commission to have the right to acquire all source materials, fissionable materials, patents, processes, and information with
power to gnmt licenses on equal terms to qualified persons with a view
to discouraging monopolies.
4. Exclnsion of other persons from production, utilization, export
and import of appreciable quantities of materials comprising the
sources of atomic energy, except under conditions laid clowri by the
Commission.
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. 5. Se?urity_ regulation.s to be adopted. by Com~1ission 11.s_ reguired
by cons1clerat10ns of nat10nal defense, with penalties for violation of
regulations or terms of the act.
.
·
·
6. Activities of the Commission to be consistent with foreign policy
and national defense as communicated to · the Commission by the
President.
·
.
.
The President approved of this general program. On October 3
of last year he sent a message to Congress, urging prompt passage
of legislation and outlining the chief points· to be covered, substantially as set forth above.
.
MAY-JOHNSON

BILL

At the same time the War Department caused the bill later known
as the May-Johnson bill to be introduced. The bill embodied the
program formulated by the Stimson committee, as mentioned above,
and was drawn up under supervision of the committee. It had already
been submitted to and approved by the State Department, Department
of Justice, and Department of the Interior.
The House Military Affairs Committee held prompt hearings. This
:was last October. Some witnesses criticized the bill as not containing
sufficient safeguards for independent resetli'ch. The War Department
recalled the scientific panel and requested the members of it to consider these objections. The scientific panel suggested certain clarifying language to reinforce the provisions relative to research. The
,var Department tendered these provisions as amendments. This
committee, ,after giving effect to these amendments and other amendments, reported the bill favorably last November.
I wish to express appreciatioi1 to this committee for the intensive
and exacting study given to this problem last October. The bill then
reported out marked the first legislative effort to chart a national
]_Jolicy on control of this new force that inevitably will bring about
profound changes in the. future of a11 peoples. You realizcid then
that the situation called for prompt attention. There was and still
i!:' need for avoiding undue delay. The project was in charge of the
,var Department as a war measure. The War Department was not
charged with responsibility for long-range development of atomic
energy for peacetime uses. Continued uncertainties as to future
policy wrre bound to be damaging to current operations of the enterprise. And with international arrangements on atomic energy clearly
C'allecl for, it was vital that something be done to put our own house
in order.
·
The May-Johnson bill came in later for heavy criticism. It was
said that the bill was drafted by the military. This was conclusively
disproved by the fact that the bill represented t.he conclusions of the
special committee named by Secretary Stimson, with all members
civilians; and a very distinguished and eminent committee it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, do you mean to say that every one
of the committee was a civilian, there were no members of the armed
forces?
Secretary PATT1mso1:,. Every one of them was a civilian; yes, sir.
Mr. JOJ-INSON. Are the names of those men in the record?
'
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· Secretary P A'f"rEHSON •. I named them ·a nioment· ago. It ·was .also
said that the bill was to,perpetuate military control of atomic energy.
A reading of the bill rebutted that charge, since complete control was
to pass to the proposed civilian agency. No vestige.of authority was
left in the War Department. But the critics would not read the bill.
Then the charge was made that :it any rate the bill permitted the
. President to appoint military personnel as members of the new Commission, and likewise permitted the Commission to employ military.
personnel. That charge was true, but the provision was merely permissive. Unless the President or the Commission saw fit to appoint
them, no one in the Army or Navy would have a place in the enterprise.
I am not saying :for a moment it would have been a bad feature to
have had them in it, but nevertheless the bill did not do it.
These matters were all set forth, but the censure continued nontheless. There was never any substantial basis for these complaints.
The issues raised were utterly unreal.
S, 1717 (M'MAIION DILL)

The Simate Inst fall created a special committee on atomic energy.
That committee devoted a large amount of time to a study of the
subject and to the taking of testimony. Senator McMahon introduced S. 1717, and that bill after many amend1nents was reported
favorably by the committee. It was passed by the Senate last week.
That is the_ bill before you now.
S. 1717, in the content passed by the Senate, does not, depart in objectives or in principal provisions from the program suggested last
summer by the Stimson committee. There are many differences in
detail, and a number -of new features have been added in response to
later developments. But in the main the treatment is the same-a
new civilian agency composed of members appointed by the Ptesident-nine in the former bill and five in this bill; part time in the
other bill and ·fnll time in this one. There are differences in detail
but, as I,say, a new civilian agl'•ncy composed of members appointed
by the President; aid and encouragement for research; ownership and
operation of facilities to produce fissionable materials; ownership of
fissionable materials; control of ores that are source mn.terials; issuance of licenses to utilize atomic energy; control of information of
a restricted character, with penalties for violations. These are the
chief functions of the Commission. The bill calls for civilian control,
and the War Department at all times has supported civilian control,
notwithstanding statements to the contrary.
.
S. 1717 contains provisions relative to national defense that are
new. I shall comment briefly on then,. In the first place, a military
liaison committee is set up, composed of representatives of the War
and Navy Departments. The Commission is directed to advise and
consult with this military committee and keep it fully informed on
. all atomic ener~ matters deemed by the Commission to relate to
military applications, including the control of information. It is
also provided !-hat the military committee may make recommendrtions on matters relating to military applications, ancl in case it concludes that action or failure to act on the part of the Commission
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· is adverse to the responsibilities of the "\Var Department or. Navy Department, it may report the matter to the Secretaries of War or Navy,.
either of whom may take the case to the President for final decision.
In the second place, there is specific authority given to the Commission to conduct research and development work in military.application of atomic energy; also to engage in production of atomic bombs
·and other weapons utilizing fissionable materials, to the extent directed
by the President; and the President is empowered to direct delivery
of such weapons to the armed forces.
These provisions, in my opinion, are adequate for ,Purposes of
national defense. No comparable provisions for participation by
. representatives of the War and Navy Departments are embodied in
the May-Johnson bill. In this respect the bill under discussion goes
further in safeguarding irntional defense than the May-Johnson bill
<;ir any other bill on the subject.
.
·
S. 1717 gives the Commission authority to protect restricted information in the interest of the common defense or security. As to
violations of restricted information, they are punishable only where
the offender acts with intent to injure the United States or to secure
an advantage for a foreign nation or acts with reason to believe that
the information will be so used. In this respect the coverage is not.
as broad as in the May-Johnson bill, which penalizes any violation
of security regulations. It is a question of judgment as to which
provision promotes the national security to the best advantage. If
S. 1717 should prove inadequate, it can be amended in this respect
later.
CONCLUSION
In the view of the War Department this bill is in the national interest. The field of atomic energy has limitless possibilities. At this
early stage of development it would be vain to try to frame a measure
that will answer our needs for all time. Any bill that is passed now
is bound to require later amendments as the situation unfolds and as
new aizplications are realized.
S. l 117 answ~rs the needs as we can appraise them today. It gives
adequate attent10n to the aspects of atomic energy that relate to national defense. I believe that it is sound legislation.
There are utgent considerations in favor of prompt action. vVe
asked for prompt action Inst year, because of the unfortunate effects
of uncertai1:it:y on the o:perati?ns of the iJroject and because. of the
n_eed of 4ec1clmg. domestic policy on at01nic energy before takmg action on mtern.ationn,l arrn.ngements. These factors are even more
pressing now, with the United Nations Commission on Atomic Energy
clue to meet in a few days. In :view of the recent passage of S. 1717
by the Senate, it offers much better prospects for expechtious action
than the May-Johnson bill or any other bill on the subject of atomic
energy. · And on those &"rounds I urge a favorable report.
The CnAIR11IAN. Mr. Secretary, do you recall when this matter first
came up early last year, I was in Kentucky and called you by longdistance telephone and suggested that speedy action ought to be ta.ken
to see to it that legislation was enacted to enable us to protect the
military secret of the atomic bomb 1
Secretary PATTERSON. I think I do; yes.
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The C1rnimvrAN. In pursuance o:f that, the Secretary of vVar then
appointed this committee to which you have referred that went to
work on a study of how to make it secure, and what legislation was
necessary, I believe?
.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir; that was in May 0£ last year. Secretary Stimson a,nd his assistant, Mr. George Harrison, who was giving close attention to this project, came to the conclusion that within
a few months bombs would actually be dropped. All indicntions
were that they would be a .success. Of course, they might not result
in the encl of the war. Then again those bombs might have that
effect. So it seemed to them that it was time to give study to long- '
range utilization of the Manhattan project.
·
The Secretary discussed that with the President, and with the President's approval, he appointed that eight-man committee. That was the
start, so far as I know, of all effort and all study having to do with the
postwar development of atomic energy.
That committee came to the c01wlusion that legislation was required
and that they would recommend in the legislation that the matter be
turned over to a civilian agency, taken out of the War Department,
because it had so many possibilities of a peacetime character that the·
)Var Department had no mission in relation to it. That was the fundamental point in the study given it by the eight-man committee.
The CHAIRMAN. My view about the matter is that the technique of
the atomic bomb and the secrets connected with it constitute a vital
military secret; and that that secret ought to be preserved while ut the
same time we should allow research and development of whatever
features there were that might lead to civilian improvements and
civilian benefits.
Secretary PATTERSON. I agree entirely with that. I believe that S.
1717 accomplishes and achieves tho~e objectives by placing it in the
hands of the Commission on Atomic Energy with the direction to curry
out, or with the authority at any rate to carry out military applications;
further military applications, and to have a military liaison committee
to participate in that activity. The bill does that.
The CnAml\IAN. vVhat authority, Judge, do you think that liaison
committee actually has under the provisions of this bill, other than to
listen and report and recommend 1 They cannot enforce anything that
they want to do1
Secretary PATTERSON. Of ,themselves, they cannot. They are supposed to consult, be advised and be kept informed by the Commission.
There is supposed to be a two-way traffic of exchange of information,
they to advise the Commission of military n.eeds and the Commission
.to advise them of what they view as the military possibilities. And
then they can report anything that they see fit in the way of the committee's action or proposed action or failure to act, to the Secretaries
of vVar and Navy who, if they see fit, can take the matter to the President and the President makes the decision. I think that is a good
arrangement.
.
· The CnAIHMAN. In other words, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy have nothing to do whatsoever except to complain
to the President if something is proposed that they do not want done 1
Secretary PATT1msoN. That is, assuming that they are at loggerheads with the Commission. Then they have recourse to the President.
88620-4G-4
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The· CnAiRllIAN. Not loggerheads, but where there is an honest
difference of opinion about what they can do.
.
.
Secretary PA'l"I'ERSON. That is right; that is what I mean by loggerheads. · I do not mean anything personal.
.
The CnAm11rAN. We have a11 instance in. high places right now
where people are at loggerheads, so I do not like to call it that.
Judge, I think your statement commended very .highly the. House
bill, that has been on the calendar for 7 months. I think your statement justifies the bill. Here is my position on this legislation-·Secretary PATTERSON, I can only say this, Mr. Chairman .. This
bill, S. 1717, was drafted after months and months of work'by an. able
committee in the Senate. Naturally enough, with all of that study
devoted 'to it, and with some 6 months more o:f development in the
. background for this bill, it has a number of detailed provisions of a
,valuable character I believe that neither the Stimson committee in
the '\,Var Department nor this committee had time to consider. It is
still my belief that if prompt action could have been had on the bill
that was in this coinmittee last fall, it would have been beneficial. But
we did not get prompt action on it.
.
Now this bill comes out. And I said that in its main features it is
so close to the earlier bill, in its ma.in outline, main treatment, that a
comparison on those phases between the two bills is 1i.ot very profitable.
In some ways I think this is a better bill. It certainly goes further
in dealing with the national defense aspects of atomic energy than the
earlier bill did. There waH nothing in the May-Johnson bill creating
a military liaison committee, no specific provision in it at al~ as to
how the Army or the Navy would keep posted on what was gomg on
in atomic energv. This bill does and it is better in that feature.
The CnAmllIAN. Did not the May-Johnson bill reserve to the War
Department the authority to control the atomic bomb activities, and
for that reason they did not need somebody to advise them?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. It dicl not give the '\,Var Department anything-the May-Johnson bill. It dicl not give it anything. The
charge was made that the '\,Var Dcp,trtment was holding onto this
thing. We were just thrown out of the window in that bill; that is
the plain fact. Or we rather jumped out of the window ourselves.
The CnAmllIAN. Did you not approve it at that time?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIH11IAN. And General Royal approved it?·
Secretary PA'l'TRRSON. Yes, sir; that is right.
The CnAmMAN. And it was reported after long study and after
a week's consideration, day after day here, on the question of
amendments?
.
Secretary PATTERSON. That is right.
The CuArnllIAN. Here is my position in the matter, and I wonder
if yon have any objection to this amendment, assuming that the Senate bill gets to the floor. All I want to do is to get it to the floor of
the House so we can act on it in view of some questions that are raised
now by the Navy Department and the Departmeiit of Justice that
you, perhaps, do not know about.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. No; I did not know that.
The CnAinllIAN. What I think ought to be done is, we ought. to
report this bill out and with the permission of the House substitute
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the House bill, iand then let the matter go to conference where we can
all get together and have the benefit· of counsel on both sides and
then work out whatever is necessary, if there are any c}:langes that
ought to be made.
.
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Of course, I would never counsel hasty action or thoughtless action just for speed. Nevertheless, if the bill
impresses the committee as having a good framework~arid, as I say,
any bill you pass is going to have many future amendments to it,
it is bound to-if it impresses you, though, as it does me, as having
a good basis, I believe that fairly prompt action is indicated.
The CnAIRMAN. I want prompt action. But let me ask
this.
What provision of this bill authqrizes the communication o civilian
uses to foreign countries or other people throughout the world? Is
there anything in it that requires the appointment of inspectors or
investigators?.
Secretary PATTERSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. There is nothing in the bill which says that you
shall appoint them. What do you think about that?
Secretary PATTERSON. Of course, that operation under the bill here
comes under the jurisdiction of the Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. The Commission?
,
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir. The Commission here has about
the same powers on classification of information that is contained
in the May-Johnson bill. The May-Johnson bill calls for regula-·
tions to be adopted to control information. This bill, S. 1717, provides that information may be freely disseminated by the Commission unless they say it is restricted data and if it is restricted data,
then it may not be. It is a different way of expressing the same
idea, as I see it.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose as the result of international negotiation there is an arrangement made· by which it is to be shared by
other nations and inspectors and investigators are to be appointed.
Do you not think the W,.ar Department and the Navy Department
ought to have some power in the matter of saying who those insp3ctors should be, through their intelligence services?
Secreta,ry PATTEHEON. That, of course, goes into things that no
bill before Congress deals with. That goes into international arrangements. This bill, or any bill that you pass, would be subject
to treaty.
The CHAIHMAN. You mean to say that international agreements
Cttn vitiate the legislation?
Secretary PATTEHSON. Well, I unclerstood that treaties :were part
of the high law of the land.
The CHAIRl\fAN. They are, but they do not repeal statutes, as I
unclerstand.
Secretary PNrrnRSON. Howevrr, that gets into a field that is not
covered by any legislation.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Thomason, have you any questrnns?
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Secretary, in view of the international situation and conferences soon to be held, I think there ought to be very
prompt legislation on this subject.
Secretary PATTERSON, I agree.
Mr. THOMASON. This committee is primarily a military committee,·
of course. This subject is very much larger than that. I do not
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think it is so very important whether we are taking up on the·floor
of the House the House bill or the Senate bill or who the authors
may be. It is a. question of dealing with this in, a very broad and
constructive way.
.
·
I 1iave read a good part of the hearings since our last meeting the
other day, and they are very interesting. It seems to me that in view
of the amendment offered to the original Senate bill by Senator- Vandenberg and later adopted, together with the views. o,! Admiral Hart
and otliers, the secret of the bomb as well as the way 1t is to be handled,
is pretty well taken care of.
It was interesting to observe? too, after the adoption of the Vandenberg amendment, the Senate s special committee after months of
hearings of the greatest scientists of this country and perhaps other
countries, passed that bill out unanimously and it later passed the
Senate unanimously. So there must be something pretty constructive
about it.
I would just like to ask this £or the record, although I think it has
probably already been answered ; but I think we should be very specific about it. Do you as Secretary of War and, of course, speakmg
for the War Department, say to this committee that in your judgment
and in .tbe judgment of the ·lvar Department, the secret o,f the atomic
bomb is pro,perly safeguarded by this bill?· .
Secretary PATTERSON. I believe so. Of course, with any bill that
· sets up a commission, you. have to have sound and efficient administration. We have a right to assume that we will get that. If that is
accomplished, I believe the answer to your question is yes.
Mr. THOl\£;\SON. Do you say to this committee, in your capacity as
Secretary of War, that you are satisfied with the provisions in this
bill in section 3, known. as the military liaison commit.tee, that the
War Department, charged with our national defense and our national
security, would be properly informed and properly advised at all times
regardmg any military matters that the War Department ought to
lmow about and through your representatives on the military liaison
committee, those matters could be promptly reported to the President
of the United States 1
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir; you are referring I think, Mr. Congressman, to paragraph ( c) ?
Mr. THOMASON. That is right, at the top of page 7 of the Senate bill.
Secretarv PATTRRSoN. Yes.
Mr. THOMASON. In other words, you a~e entirely satisfied-.Secretary PATT:f-RSON. Paragraph (c) of section 2.
Mr. THOMASON. You are entirely satisfied with the military security
that would be provided to this country inl?ofar as it affects the atomic
bomb, by the provisions of that section?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMASON. That is all.
Secretary PATTERSON. I might say that this was not in the original
bill and in my testimony before the special committee of the Senate,
I commented on section 6, I believe it was, dealing with military applications, pointing out that under section 6 as it then read, the commission was authorized to carry on research and production of military
weapons, but that the Army and Navy were excluded. · And then this
paragraph (c) of section 2 provided for a military liaison committee,
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which was latei• written into the act, and with that I am entirely
satisfied.
. ·
·
·. · ..
Mr. THOMASON. That is the Vandenberg amendment.
Secretary PA'ITERSON. Yes, it.is.
· The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Short is recognized.
Mr; SnoRT. Mr. Secretary, I suppose you approve the report by the
State Department, the Lilienthal report, in which Mr. Oppenheimer
and Compton .and others were involved-in which they distinguished
between the dangerous elements of this whole atomic research and
the nondangerous elements. I am wondering if the Senate bill, 1717,
makes proper provision for private industry to· explore and carry on
this work, or whether ownership and control are wholly going to be
under· the Government.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. No. I think the plan is like that in the MayJohnson bill, differing in detail, however. It provides that licenses
ma,y be issued by the Commission for industrial uses. It goes into
more detail tlmn the earlier bill does but I think the details are all
good. You have got to report to Congress and let Congress take a
look at it, I believe, for 90 days before the issuance of licenses.
Mr. SHoR·r. I was just wondering if the bill goes far enough. And
the reason I ask you that question is that some representatives of the
industries that worked and cooperated with the Government, contributed their time, nnd did it all out of patriotism during the war,
are very much concerned about the control of this in the future, particnla,rly as to the nondangerous elements for industrial or commercial
purposes. 'rhey would like to see it done in the traditioirnl way of
free competitive enterprise.
Secretary PATTERSON. This whole business was developed with
United States money, taxpayers' money, appropriated by Congress.
The whole· development was a Government development. It seerru;
to me pla.in that ownership of the enterprise should remain in the
Government. I think they do, however, provide for utilization on
fair terms under license, with the national welfare paramount, to
industrial concerns on terms specified in the act and to be, of course,
implemented by decisions of the Commission. I do not think any
exception can be taken to that.
The two acts are not far apart on that feature, as I read them.
Mr. SHORT. I wnntecl to have your views.
Mr. Hm,1Frnrn, ,vm the gentleman yield to me~
Mr. Snowr. I yield.
Mr. Hor,1FrnLn. Is it not true, Mr. Secretary, that section 14 which
sets up the joint congressional committee of the House and Senate
for a continuing study and for the purpose of future legislation, provides a safeguard by action of the legislative branch, both as to any
complaint that the military might have, and as to any complaint
that private enterprise might have, in the way of the misuse of the
power of licensing by the Commission 1
Secretary PATTF.RSON. I think so ..
Mr. HoLIFmLD. I think that is an important feature.
Rrc>retary PATTERSON. I was referring to the part that has to do
dir"ctly with licenses.
Mr. "HoLIFIELD. I was referring to a broader power, as set out.in
section 14 on page 43, whi?h means that this is not a conclusive act,
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that there will be other legislation and that the power resides in Congress to check on the Commission both as to military licenses and.
commercial licenses.
· ·..
·
Secretary PATTERSON; I think that is a good provision, section 14.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I think so, too.
·
·
, Secretary PATTERSON. That is new in this act. It was not in the
earlieT act. It is a good provision.
·
·
.
·.
Mr. SHORT. I yield to the gentleman from New Jersey, Mr. Thomas.
1\fr. THoMAs. I would like to ask Mr. Holifield since when has this
Congress had any interest in private enterprise? ·
•
· Mr. HOLIFIELD, I believe my friend is being facetious on that. I
think most o:f .our legislation does have an effect on private ehterprise.
The CHAIRMAN, A pTetty bad effect, sometimes. But that is neither
. her nor there.
·
Mr. SHORT. I would like to call the attention o:f the Secretary to a
provision on page 19,Jine 5:
Provirled, however, That no person, corporation, partnership, or association, which

had any part, directly odndirectly, in the development of the atomic-bomb project,
may benefit by any location, entry, or settlement upon {he publlc domain made
after such person, corporation, partnership, or association took part in such
project.

I

Secretary PATTERSON. Well, that is to prevent an inside job, I
suppose.
Mr. SHORT. What would you do .with a firm or a corporation that
has been developing thorium, one of the ingredients of the atomic
bomb, since 1906, from monosite sand. 0:f courne, most monosite sand
comes from Brazil and India, but we have made discoveries o:f it in
this country in one or two spots. Miners excavating :for silver and
gold accidentaly ran across it.
·
Will this provision oil page 19 prevent that comprny :from going
alrnad with the development of our own deposits in this country?
s~cretary PATTERSON. I do not know. I would have to give some
:further study to these lines that you specify, Mr. Short. It only has
to do with the public land.
Mr. SHORT. I asked that in connection with the conference report
that· we recenUy unanimously passed on strategic and critical mat'erials-:--the stock-piling bill-where we did make provision :for departments of the Government to carry on explorations to develop self-sufficiency in this country, no longer to Tely wholly or largely upon impor- .
tations o:f strategic materials. This ties in more or less with that.
.·
The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. Thomas], whether he knows
it or know, has a company in his district, in Mayfield, and I know of
one out in Illinois, tlrnt have been developing this thorium for a number of years. They say that with that provision in there they will just.
quit business and you will not have any atomic bomb, and some o:f the
private enterprises that have developed this bomb-in fact, the one at
Oak Ridge, the plant in Tennessee-say that while they were willing
during the war to go ahead and let subcontracts, i:f the Senate bill
prohibits the letting o:f subcontracts, you will have no atomic bomb:
Secretary PATTERSON. I· had the impression that this bill had a
provision in it or provisions, to encourage the discovery of ores within
1:he United -States that would be source materials for atomic energy.
I do not have that part o:f the act right at 1iand, but I think it does.
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. Mr. SHORT, I should like you to give further consideration to that
provision on page 19 and also to the question whether or not the Senate
bill allows the letting of subcontracts.
·
Mr. SPARKMAN. Will the gentleman yield~
Mr. SHORT. I yield.
·
Mr. SPARKMAN. Of course, I would like to remind the gentlemen
that the provision on page 19 is very restrictive and relates only to
entry on public lands. It simply prevents one of these firms who
may have worked with it, from having the opportunity to get an undue
privilege on public lands. With reference to the matter of subcontracting, I would like to say that when we get into executive session I propose to offer an amendment on page 11, to insert simply these words,
m line 18, after the word "contract," "except as authorized by the
Commission." That would permit·subcontracting, with the permission
of the Commission.
.
'· ,,., '
Mr. SnonT. That is all rigl;it I am glad you are going to offer it,
because it is quite necessary to be put in there; because you know there
is no organization in this country that will do this work alone. They
will hire the best scientists in the country.
Mr. ELSTON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHORT. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. ELSTON. On the other .hand, no company, no individual, may
engage in any exploring operations or exl?eriments, or do anything in
connection with the development of atomic energy or the discovery of
any of the materials that might be.used in the development of atomic
energy, v;-ithout the specific license and consent of this Commission; is
t.lrn t not correct 1
. Secretary PATTERSON. I believe that is. The earlier bill contained
similar provisions on that score. It is intended to vest full control
over the ores, the refined substances ca1led fissionable.
Mr. ELSTON, And private industry would have nothing to do with
the development of anything unless the Commission saw fit to give
them a license?
Secretary PATTERSON. I think that is so.
Mr. ELSTON. And then they go even further, under section 10, and
say that information with respect to the use of atomic energy for industrial purposes should be shared with other nations on a reciprocal
basis as soon as the Congress declares, in a joint resolution, that effective and enforceable international safrgllards against the use of such
energy for destructive purposes have been established. That is in section 10 on page 28.
·
Secretary PATTlm80N. I think that is a good provision.
Mr. ELSTON. May I ask one more question?. A8 a matter of fact, does
the bill restrict anybody except the American people, American industry and the vVar and }fovy Departments of this country?
Secretary PATT1msoN. I do not know that any legislation we could
pass could restrict a for~ign country.
Mr. ELSTON. I agree that we could not. But the whole purpose of
the bill is to restrict American industry, the American people and the
1Var and Navy Department8 in their 11ctivities in the development of
atomic energy or atomic weapons. Our greatest fear today is that
some other nation might get 1his information.
Mr. SnoRT. They arc workina on ir..
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Mr.. ,E~S'.)'ON,,·So th,i~ _bilLd~eK.11ot i~ any;respect;at !1ll-k~p any
other nat10n from gettmg the m£orinat10n .. , In fact, 1t makes 1t mandatory that we give the m£ormation,·
·
·
· Secretary PATrERSON, ·:No. . . : .1 . • .· · , , - •.: , . :· • . ,. , • , Mr: ELSTON,' Concerning the dev~lopment or a.tomic e11ergy for in-

'fO

dus!~:~t!;ri~~~,:ioi:\ve1rth~1i~ctfo1~
0~ 1nf6r~~tion. ~e~ns
this, that the utmost in the way of circulatipn of information. be
had except where the commission marks it restricted and then .it
throws the safeguards around the restricted information ..
' 'The CHAllillIAN. Gentlemen, it will be necessary :for the committee
to adjourn, as there has been a call of the House.
,
. Judge, I have a rather lengthy letter here from the Attorney General addressed to the Speaker making a great many criticisms of the
legislation from the viewpoint of the Department of Justice. He is
inclined not to want to delay completion of· the legislation, but has
rhade tJiese suggestions, and I think it would be rather fair to you to
£urnish you ·with a copy of that so you may look it over and see if
you have any recommendation thereon to make to the committee.
Secretary P A'l'l'ERSON. Thank you.
.
··
The CrrAIRMAN. Can you return tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock;
Mr. Secretary?
·
Secretary PNrT1msoN. I would be .very glad to. I might say, in
urgin& passage of this legislat10n, I do not take back a thing that I
said about the earlier bill. It was a good bill. Nevertheless it has
been misunclerstoml-and that is not the first time-and I am per. fectly "'illing to pocket any pride in that legislation and take this
bill, S. 1717, which is a ·~ood bill. It will result in early passage
and getting this thing unclerway, and.I recommend this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. I take the same position, Judge, but I think there
are so many vital things that we ought to look into. The committee
will adjoum until tomorrow at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon the committee adjourned to meet on Wednesday, June
12, 1946, at 10 a. m.)
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COMMITTEE ON MILITARY .AFFAIRS,
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'lh~ committee m~t, pursuant 'to· notice, at 10 a. m.,: for. further.
consideration·of S.1717, Hon. Andrew J,.,May (chairman). presiding.
. The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order. · ·
, Do (YO.u have, any further statement, Judge_~ . ,
.

.

STA'l'EMENT OF HON; RO:BERT P. ·PATTERSON, SECRETARY
WAR-Resumed
.
.
.

OF' .

· Secretary PATTERSON. I have no -further statement t?· mak~, Mr~
Chairman.
·
·
· The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Thomas.
..
;
. Mr. THmius: Mr. Secretary, have you,.,.confeiTed with the Secretary of the Navy in connection with S. 171, ~
. :
·. Secretal'y PATTERSON. Only in a p;eneral way, and I was conferring·
just n.o:w with Assistant Secretary Kenney, of the Navy, who is here.:
That also was very brief.
. .
·. .
·
·.
Mr; THOMAS.· I mean, during the time the bill was being prepared"
did you confer with the Secretary of the Navy~
·
Sec.i;e.tary PATTERSON. I talked to him from time to time, never in
very ·great detail.
·
.
Mr, Tno11rAs. Did you confer with t.Iw Secretary of State~
. .·
Secretary PA'rTERSON .. Not. on the _proyisions of the McMahon bill;:
no. I have conferred with him on atomic energy.
: . ,,
.Mr. Tno111,\s. Did you confer with the Attorney General?
Secretary PATTERSON. Of course, his interests _are mainly·iu foreign·
relations, in that aspect of it.
·
Mr. THOMAS. How about the Attorney General-did you confer
with the .Attorney General 1
Secretary E<\TTERSON. I do not think I ever conferred with the Attorney Ge11eral about it.
· . · ·. ·. . . .
.
. Mr.. T:r1011us. .Now, when we had the other bill before us, the one.
that we· voted out., in your testimony you made.this statement, and I
quote from the hearings before the Committee on Military Affairs.
before the House of Representatives on. atoinic energy in connectiqn
with H. R 4280. where you said:
. ·
.
. .
•
. · · .. , .
In the ·opinion of the interim committee, the. legislation you- no,v have is' the·,
soundest and most .comprehensive that could be drawn to cover all those phasesof,domestic control of'atomic energy tliat requ\re a·ction in the interest.of· national
security, 'w.o'rid peace; and the promotion of hi1mnn .welfa~·e.
,. ' .
' .:
29'; ..
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· You recall making that statement on that bill W
Secretary PATTERSON, Yes, sir. .
'
Mr.·THOMAS, Now you come in arid say practically the same thing
in connection with S. 1717. .
Secretary PATrERSON; I think I pointed out yesterday that you have
8 months' more experience atthis· time than you had last October and
that the draftsmen of S. 1717 therefore have the advantages of 8
. months' more experience with the project and that much longer time
in which to draft a bill.
·
.
Mr. THOMAS. That is'just the point l was leading up to. Why the
hurry now 1 Do you not think that maybe with 8 morith_s' more experience we may be able to ·effect a better bill?
'
· -Secretary PAT'.I'ERSON, No, sir. While the 8 months' experience
has b'eert of .advimtage in drafting a bill, there have been some very
serious' disadvantages fro;m an 8 months' delay. You can 'imagine
what goes on in a project where the future of it is just ·shrouded· in
uncertainty and the drifting away from the project that will take
place where men who are working in it do not know what the United
States is going to do about it.
. _
·
Thel'e ·are· various decisions of the highest importan~ to be made,
some of them of a long-range character. It is not right to ask General Groves and his people to make those decisions when it is pr!!,Ctica:lly certain that they are not going to be responsible for the project
in days to come. No; it has been a matter of great embarrassment
that there has been no permanent legislation written yet on this J;>ill.
Mt; TFi:oMAS, Is that your only reason, though, for hurrying legislation?.
.
·
· · _. Secretary PATrERSON. No. Then there is the international aspect of
it, too, with the United Nations Commission on Atoniic Energy about
to meet. I think that is also an element that presses for speed. I
think I said yesterday that I thought it would have been well if we
. had had legislation passed, actually passed, last November; but when
we prem,ed for that-well,· we did not get it.
Mr. Tnol\IAS. _Supposing, in t_he drafting of this bill, we should give
the Army and Navy veto power on the consideration of the Commission in connection with atomic energy, would you be in favor of
that?
.
_
_ ..
Secretary PATTERSON. No. I am content with the veto power in
S. 1717 as given to the President, in effect to protect national defense.
Mr. THOMAS. But would you ~ot incl'!de the Army and Navy?
Secretary PATTERSON. As the bill provides, he may act on the suggestion of the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, or both ..
Mr. THOMAS. Yes; but in the meantime, either unwittingly or otherwise, a.member of this Commission or an employee of the Commission
might give away some very great secrets. Do you not think it would
be better to permit the Army and Navy to be closer to the picture all
the time?
· S~cretary PATTERSON. They are given by this bill a consultative
capacity and security regulations, arid measures :for security of information are to be adopted by the Commission. I think that is ,right;
it ought to be the prime responsibility of the Commission.
__ ·
Mr. THOMAS, The thing that bothers me; Judge, is that I_ think
there is ~ desire on the part of some people to forget the security angle
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of it and forget the atomic bomb end of it and forgeHhat'it,js a weapon
that·is probably' doing more to bring about peace than anything else
right at the present time, and going all of the way over the other way
and opening the door to other nations in the world and saying, "Here
·rwe·are''; or, at least, "You· can come in and have some. of this."·,· . · .
Secretary PATTERSON. I- think there is that tendency· in some quat~
ters;·I a~ree with you; but I do not thinkthat tendency prevailed in
the;wl'itu)g 6:f this bill,. S. 1717... I think the bill.•devises adequate
safeguards against the activities of the people you mentioned. . . . . .
···Mr. Tii6MAS. Do you not think, though,. with so much·unrest in the
world, that it wo_uld be better :for us to just delay a little while longer
until things are more peacefuH
· · . . · : .:
_Secretary PATTERSON. Delay in writing _legislation i
Mr:"Ti:IOMAS. Yes.
·
·.
. ·· ·
, · ..
.
. Secretary PATTERSON. No. I want to see this enterprise go forward
with good vigor, and it will ~o forward to the best'.advantage i:f you
give them some legislation without delay. . ·. .
· ·
Mr. 'fHOMAS. We are making atomic bombs now, are-we noU That
has been in the newspapers. I think it is common knowledge.
·: Secretary PATTERSON. The :project is in operation; that· is true. . ·:
Mr. -THOMAS. Do you not thmk we should do everything we possibly
can to safeguard that project nncl not open the doors with some legislation so that you might permit somebody else to come in i · .
Secretary PATTERSON. I thihk you will promote the project to best
adv;mtage i:f you pass this bill promptly;
.
·
·
Mr. THOMAS. I do not understand it; I q.o not see-why. '
Secretary PATTERSON. I just said that in my humble opinion, it
would have been wise to have done it last November..
·
Mr. TnoMAS. And you said by a delay of 8 µionths we got a better

bill. .

.

.Secretary PATTERSON. Bnt I have said also that the delay was to the
detriment o:f the operations of the project.
Mc. -THOMAS. Who wanted this legislation, in the first place i Did
the War Department want the legislation, did the President want it,
or who wanted it~
·. Secretary PATTERSON. The War Department wanted it, and the
)?resident wanted it; both. We said so last October. when we came
down here. I am not charging any delay to you gentlemen. You
acted promptly .
. Mr. THOMAS. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
-: The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brooks
Mr. Bno01cs. I have no questions, Mr Chairman.
'The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Martin.
.
Mr. MARTIN. Judge Patterson, I am quite disturbed by this provision. making the Commission five full-time ·civilian members. Ap
parently from the Senate report on Senate 1717, page 11, it is very
definitely limited to civilian membership.
·
• Secretary PATTERSON. Yes; it is.
.
· Mr, MA~Trn: I am wondering whether the War and Navy Departments have thought of changing that provision to enable a, representatiye q;f the War and Navy Departments to take a position as one
of the commissioners.
. '. .
.
0
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:. ··Secretary 'Pi\:TtllnSON, Wen, of course, we did think:0£. that l :an.d ,th(il
May-Johnson bi:Il!gave the President leave to use tnilitl\ry perso~eJ
_among the nin~ m_en on the Conunission that was provided by the
May-Johnson bill.
.
. .
· . ,.. , .
Mr. MARTIN. Now, that leave waA not given in this bill, i,ts, far, as
the Commission is concerned i ·
·
·
· ·
,
: Secretar.y PA'l".l;ERSON. No; ns for ns the Commissio11 is· concei·IJ.ed.,
that leave does not appear in this bill. Of course1·there was ·nothing
mandat0ry,. either, in the May-Johnson bill. The President coulq
have appointed nine civilians and it would have been entirely jnside
of the terms of the act. It was only discretionary. · .
,.
.1
Mr. MARTIN. This bill apparently makes it mandatory thrut th~re
not be nine.
·.
;
Secretary PA'l'TERSqN. Tl1at is right. The bill at lea~t does no~ ~ke
the case out oHhat 1870 act.
. ..
' Mr; MARTIN, Would thew ar Department. be opposed to any amen~m~n~ t<> this bill anthoriz.ing one or possibly two mel,Ilbers of the. Comm1ss1on to be representatives of the armed forces?
.
· . .
Secretary PA'ITERSON. We did not advocate it, and we do not advo.cate it. We believe that the national-defense aspects-and they· are
import~nt on .atomic enei::gi-are adequat~ly cared. f?r by th~t. l?aragraph m sect10n 2, prov1dmg for the M1htary, Liaison C01nm,1ttee.
· Mr. MARTlN, I call attention to one statement on page 11 of. thQ
Senate report, as follows :
The decision to limit membership eligibility to clviWins wns adopted by the
committee in keeping with the established traditions of the Government..: ·

I· ~onder what other pptential weapons in history qave bee1i: so
strictly limited as to direct military participation? .
. · .·
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, I think the theory of this act is that
the President has the function of ta.king care of military interests
in the operations involved here.
·
·
·
You notice not only does he make decisions under that paragi'aph
in section 2, but also under section 6 he tells the Commission how many
weapons to produce and ali:;o directs deliveries of them to the armed
forces. That is on page 22.
·
Mr. MARTIN. That 1s contemplating the operation or functioning
of the program under the directioil of the President. What I am
asking about here is what is the tradition referred to as being in line
with the making ineligible of direct representatives of tho national
defense on such a commission as this? Do you know of any case
where the armed services have been specifically barred from a commission controlling any weapon or a potential weapon?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. That is not exactly the way it is, Mr. Martin.
They are not specifically barred. There is no language in this i1ct
taking the case out -of the 1870 act, and, therefore, in effect, they are
ineligible,
officer in active service is ineligible, for membership
on the five-man Commission.· · ·
· ·
·
. Mr. MARTIN, Exactly that. Unless we put some µrovisiori· in here
artd except them from the 1870 act they will be ineligible and: barred
from the -Comriiissiori. · ·
·
· Secretary PATTERSON. I -have a.greed that that does not •state it
specifically.

ah
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.Mr. MARTIN, The application of ,thll.1870 ,act to a-measure controlling a "iveapon, ·or· Iii potential.weapon, of this:character seems rather
out of step ·With tradition. -.=:T;khoiv ·of no case in our history where
the armed forces are. ,barr.ed .in such an effective way from _participation in the.development or the management of the deveiopment of n.
weapon.
.
. ..
. _
_ Secretary' PA'I'TERSON,· If this were exclusively a weapon, I would
heartily agree with that.
· .
. ., · · ·
Mr. MARTIN, Yon will admit it is a potential·weapon, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary PA'l'TERSON, Oh, yes; -and- thus -far its 011-ly application has
been that of a weapon.
·
:
-. . . .
Mr. MAR'r!N. My viewpoint is from that
national defense and
the .effect on national defense of the barring of men who are best
qualified to deal with national defense from serving on a commission
having control of such a potential weapon.
·
··
Now, let.us go down a step to the general manager and the division
managers operating under him. There is one division there in section
2 of the bill-section 2 gives this Commi.ssion outline, and then under
that there is subsection 4. (a), which deals with the general mttnager
and the four division heads. One of those divisions is the Division
of Military Application. Now,· does the act of 1870, uniess we make
some exception here, bar a direct. represent;ltive of the armed forces
from serving as head of the Division of Military Application~
Secretary PA'l"l'JmsoN. I should ·say that it did bar him.
Mr. MARTIN. ls that in keeping with the traditions of our Nationi
Secretary ;l?ATTEHSON. ·wen, l think so. There a1'e plenty of cases
where in the last war weapo.ns were developed, say, by OSRD, the
Office of Scientific Research and Development.
Mr. MARTIN, Tha,t was developmental work. This is the Division
of Military Application. This has not a thing to do with the development. This is the Division of Military Application.
Secretary PATTERSON. They do not _mean applications in the field.
Mr. MARTIN. What do they mean? They say "application."
Secretary PATTERSON. Oh, no; they mea.n military utilization of
atomic energy. That is what they mean. They mean research and
development of new weapons.
Mr. MAn'l'IN. And that must be by a mnn who has no direct connection with our armed forces?
Secretary PATTimsoN. I do not think that this is necessarily in violation of our traditions. There have been a good many weapons developed by military persolll1el and a good many weapons. developed by
civilian personnel just in the Inst 5 years.
.
Mr. MARTIN. I grant you that, but to have all representatives of
the armed forces barred from this Division of Military .Application
of such weapons, to have them ba,rred from that important position
in the military field, Rtrikes me as rather farfetched from the best
developm~nt of our national defense, and that is the only approach
I am makmg here.
. ..
.· .. . .
_
Secretary PAT'r1msoN. I think we probably are putting different
constructions on military applications. As used in this paper it means
to p1e improvements, experiments,.and research and development for
more powerful weapons. It does riot mean at all how the armed forces
a(~~ goi_ng to use them. _That Js Ilo.t tli~ bu,siness of this Atomic Energy
,omm1sson.

of
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· Mr; MARTIN:· They in.aka ·~uch'. ii:"fin:e:distinction nere·as to Say.that,
·"The Commission: slian · tlequire ea~h -such· -division to exercise such
of the· Commission's powe'.rs under this act as the Commission may
determine, except that the' authority granted under section 3. (a) of
this act shall not be exercised, by the- Division of Research," and section 3 (a) has to do with research and development.
· ' .,
· · Secretary P ATTF,RSoN. :This C6mrn:ission h_as. absohitely no power
over the employment of atomic weaJ.)ons in th«dield.. ' .
· Mr. MARTIN. That leads me to thmk that ·research and development
is not what they intended· to include under military application. .
Secretary PATTERSON. I am sure they do, because you go over to
section 6 arid it empowers the Commission .to make research ~rid· development of military applications.
.· ·.
.
.· :
Mr. MARTIN. Here :we have 'the specific· statement in the proposed
bill, "except that the authority granted under section 3 (a) of this
act shall not be exercised l:iy the Division of Research." I think they
are taking research and development. out ,from under these d_ivisions
here that- we are talking ·about, but I am trying to get down to
what is meant by military application, and why is it taken away from
re]_)resentatives of the armed services. ·· ·
·
.:
Secretary PATTERSON. Military application means, as I see it, the
research, development, and_ production of these. atomic bombs. That
is what it means, improvement in atomic bombs.
That would be the military application of atomic energy and then
they turn them over to the armed forces as directed by the President
and from that time o'n the Commission may have advisory powers, or
it may forget the thing, if they know what goes on, where control is
passed then to the armed forces. They do not mea1i military application by what goes on at Bikini this summer.
.
.
·
Mr. MARTIN. Bu:t now accepting your construction, is it your opinion that the military application, as you have defined it as that of
research and development and c~mstructiol). or production of the mili- ..
tary phases of atomic energy, is best handled by men having no con~
nection with tlie nrmed forces 1
..
..
SecretarY.XATI'ERSON. I think when you.-gi'Ve them the Military
Liaison Coinfilittee that is prov~ded· 1&r ~h page 7, and when you
read section·~.....___;;,,.,.••---·-······' ·····
· ,:,.:. . .·. · ·
·
·
Mr. MARTIN (interposing). That is ptii;eiy aclvi!'lory there. I am
· talking now about the Director of this D}v1sion of Military Appli- ·
cation, a $14,000 executive.·
,..>:'>'' ·.'i· ,,': ..·.
·
. Secretary PATTERSON'. Well, l: beHeve that you have got to have
this atomic enerp:y enterp,·ise ~and1ed as an entity. Therefore you
have got to have it uttder some orie body. .
.
. . ·.'
Mr. M;rnTIN, Is therl! itriy objection to our making a military man
eligible to the Office of Director of Military Application~ .
···
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, I have no objection myself.
Mr. MARTIN. That is all.
.
·
Secretary PATTERSON. I would have none•. There i1;1,.certainly'force
in what you say, althoug-h I think the bill is n.c\equate.
· The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Elston, do you have any questions1 .
.
Mr. ELSTON. Judge,_yqu say that there is necessity for very prompt
iiction at this time iQ the enact:ment'-0£ this legisfation. Now,'can you
give us any reasons why it 'is· essential that we proceed to enact this
bill immediately?
·
·
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Secretary PATTERSllN, Well, you IIiaJ dismiss what- I say I Mr. Elston
because I always come down.. here "'.ith. urgent cas~. Sometimes I get
urgency and sometimes· I do not, and still .'we. seem to bump, along,
but to direct myself to your inquiry, I submit that the considerations favoring promptness in this are the13e:
..
·
. The operat10n of the. enterprise by us, has been injured and will be
injured further by delay. There is absolutely no congressional act
on atomic energy.
.
:_
... · .
, .
. As I explained yesterday it was committed to the War Depart.,
ment as a war proJect simply by direction of the President in 1!)42.
Congress has never acted on it. All yo11 have done is appropriate
funds in very general language without any reference to this particular project, so that we have been acting without any guide at all.
It is a matter of such enormous importance to the Nation and to the
whole world that the will of Congress and the policy of Congress in
regard to this ought to be declared without delay.
It has had an affect upon the personnel .of the enterprise, and there
has arisen uncertainty and doubt as.to what the future of the project
is to be and what the will -of Congress- is to be upon it.
It has also embarrassed those in chf!,rge of the project in making ,,
decisions that are urgently required, decisions that may affect th~- ' '
future, and also we have these arrangements on an internaticinal_b'asis
going forward, and we do not even know what our own doifiestic
policy is going to be; · .
··;
How can those people who represent us on the United Nations
·Commission make commitments• as to what the United States will
do on a reciprocal basis when we have I).Ot tive:ti got control of atomic
energy within our own borders?
. ·: .
.
Mr. ELSTON, Well, have al}y other- nations passed any legislation
similar to this?
. ,.J' .,
Secretary PATTEnsqj\·t cannot say,·but that would have not a great
deal of bearing on it, th. our opinion, because we are farther along the
path than any other n..ation. We are the only nation which has actually got a plant in operation.
Mr. ELSTON. What about Great Britain and what about Russia? .
Secretary PATTERSON. They are nothing- like we are; they are nowhere nearly along the path that we are. We are years ahead of them.
Mr. ELSTON. Do you not think it would be better to come to some
international understanding and have some definite international
policy laid down before we begin to enact legislation to carry it out?
Secretary PATTERSON. No, sir. This act makes allowance for that,
and the act is subject to any international arrangement to be made.
Therefore there is no need for that. ·
Mr. ELSTON. At the present time there is no international understanding or policy with respect to dealing with atomic energy?
Secretary PATTERSON. Only insofar as it was laid down last De·
cember and then in the London meeting in January of the United
Nations they did agree upon certain broad proposals there and agreed
to form the United Nations Commission.
Mr. ELSTON. Would not a better plan be for them to agree on a
policy and then have all interested nations to enact some kind of
legislation W
Secretary PATTF_.RSON. That is putting the cart before the horse.
Mr. ELSTON. It seems to me it is just the reverse.
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The CHA.IRMA.N. ·.ydu -•-think the horse ought -to .be· before the cart
anyway, regardless; Mt; Secretary-? .
·,: · ·
.
.
Sacretary PATTERSON." Yes. I do not see ,how we can commit the
N atiori on an international l~el:tb wliat we. will do when we cannot
even say what our own citizens. may 'do •or may not do in regard w
atomic' energy because 'Ye halve n:o legislation on that point. · · ·
.. How can we say that a naticirt should• be an. exporter or au importer
01; something like that. o~ these atomic ene~gy ~aterials_or equipment
when, for all I know 1t Is perfectly legahn ·this country :for anyone
-to uo as he pleases right today on atomic •energy? ·
. '
Mr. ELSTON. Well, can y9u not trust American industry to do what
~~hl?
.
.
.
. .
.
· Secretary PATrERSON. In the :riiain, yes; but you still have got to
have laws on it.
· '
. · · ·
·
Mr. ELSTON. You never had any laws regulating the use o:f electricity or gunpowder.
·
Secretary PATI'ERSON. I do not agree with you oil that.
·Mr.ELSTON. Or other forms of power, but we got along aJJ right.
·
Secretary PA'ITERSON. I thirik we ha.ve a lot o:f laws directing the
control of those activities.
· Mr. ELSTON. Yes; but we never had any law that restricted industry
from research or development in the field of electricity or any other
form o:f power.
·
· .
Secretary PATTERSON. This is supposed· to encourage, and I think
doPc; encourage, research and development _by private industry.
Mr. ELSTON. It 'only would encourfl.gethem i:f the Commission does
see fit to give them the right to go ahead. .
·.
Secretary PATTERSON. They are directed to.
·
Mr: ELSTON. There is not anything in this bill that would compel
the Commission to give industry th_e gree11 light to go ahead and'
develop the industrial use bf atomic energy. They could give it to
one company and refuse to give it to another company.
·
Secretary P ATI'ERSON. This bill does not provide that. This bill,
lik~ the May-Johnsori bill, provides that it ~ha.ll be done on the broadest possible basis, on an equitable basis.
·
.
Mi'. ELSTON. It is entirely within the discretion of the Commission.
There is no appeal beyond the Commission.
Secretary PATTERSON. There is no appeal above the Commission,
I think that is true..
Mr. ELS'J.'ON. Theil" decisi_on is final.- If they want to exclude one .
company and include another compnny they ran ·do it and nothing can
.be done about it. ·
·
·
. Secretary PATTEHSpN. I do not. think there-is any language in the
act that would permit an arbitrary decision like that. .
·
Mr. E1.sToN. I do.not see anything that would prevent it.. There is'
no appeal £row thti decisi,on of th~- Comrr1issioii. .
· Secretar_y1,?~.TJ'ERSON; They j:,tovide., hmvever, for appeals within'
the Comm1ss10ii-i·, · · :··: · . ·. ·. · · · '
·
'
Mr. ELsToN. '1t t$: at.I appeal within the Commission, but if the Comrrission ulti~atelyjiia1res a decision you ~:fnnot go beyond that. That
,s too much like the OP A.
.
. ·· ·.
.·
·
Secretary PATI'J<lliSON. If they were t9 launch out on a coui·se"like!
you described; Mr. Elsto1i; they wonM be·vfolating the provisions of
: :··

•
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section 5 ai1d certainly section 7. ·In section 7; then, they have procedure for the utilization of. atomic energy which gives Congress a,
chance to make its will k.1\own about the matter by providing a 90-day
cooling period.
.
. ,
.
·
. Mr. ELSTON. Those co<i>ling periods do not seem to be very popular
right at the moment.
.
. Mr. SPARKMAN. Will the gentleman yield at.that point?·
Mr. ELSTON. On the cooling-off period?
·
Mr. SPARIG\IAN. I did not ask for that, but since you give me that
opportunity yon gentlemen vol~d for it.
.
Mr. ELSTON. I certainly dicl';1rntl I will vote that way again .
. Mr. SPARKMAN. Judge: Pattei;~w1, und~r the utilization title of this.
b1ll Congress always retarns cont~yl, does it not?
Secretary PA'l"l'ERSON. Yes, sii'{ ·
' Mr. SPARKJIIAN, And also in setting• up the _Joi,;it Committee, it is
recognized that Congr,e13s shiill retain control _·and :l'urther than that
is it _not true that ~11~ ..,Cbmm.:ission has to report periodical1y to the
President of the U1J1fod States and to the Congress 'f
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes.
.
.
Mr. SPARKMAN. In order that we may keep constantly advised as to
what progress.is being made?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes.
Mr. ELSTON. Is not that exactly what a number of other Government n,gencies do?
Secretarv PATTF.HSON. Yes.
Mr. Ev,ioN. And ~loes not Congress have a check on all Government agencie,S? There is nothing new in that.
Secretary PATTERSON. I think the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy as provided for in section 14 is somewhat of a novelty.
Mr. ELSTON. That just specifically sets up, Judge, what actually
would happen anyhow?
:
·
.
.
Secretary PATTimsoN. Yes.
Mr. ELSTON. It requires the same review by the Congress and the
Congress can review the activities of any agency.
Secretary PATTimsoN. Yes.
Mr. Er.sTON. The thing that we are up against today is that we have
laid clown in the law certain rules, limitations, and restrictions on
Governmm1t agencies, and they do not pay any attention to them.
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. I think this Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy, of course, is intended to keep Congress adequately informed.
I think that is the purpose of that Committee. Of course, it is not the
administrative body.
Mr. ELSTON. Judge, I clo not want to prolong the questioning on
that particular point, but you maintain, do you, that the 1Var Department needs this legislation in order to go ahead and conduct research into weapons and to go ahead and develop weapons such as
the atomic bomb? You have done an excellent job, a magnificent job
under just an Executive order, and there is nothing today that would
prevent you from going ahead and doing the same thing if Congress
gave you the authority that you mentioned a moment ago. In other
words, if Congress gave you the legislative authority that you already
have by Executive order. Now, if you had that authority the-people
in these plants that you speak of would know where that plant was
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going and· there would not be any difficulty at all in going ahead and
developing atomic weapons, would there~
Secretary PATTERSON. I believe there would. The need has been felt
in the War Department since the close of the war, say since last September, for a declaration by the Congress of a long-range policy on
atomic enerl$"Y·
·
I agree with you that we can operate it. We have been operating
it since the close of the war. We can operate it in June; J'uly, August,
and so forth, but I t4ink if it is to be operated to the tlest advantage
not only for war purposes, but for broad-scale development, that it
would be better if an agency like the.agency described in this bill were
given the responsibility for it.
. ·
Mr. ELSTON. Although such an agency was never before set up 1
Secretary PATTERSON, That is true.
Mr. Ei:.sToN. In fact, before you had the Navy Department and War
Departm·ent to go ahead and develop weapons, and you .mentioned at
the outset that there had been some criticism of the previous legislatipn
because it had the appearance of giving too much control to the War
Department, the Army, and the Navy. Now, the minority views of
this committee are not along that line. As a matter of fact, the minority views of this committee are that the War Department and the Navy
Deparment were, perhaps, not given enough authority in the matter.
There was objection to turning everything over to a civilian agency,
and now we are going even further, and we are turning over more to
a civilian agency than was contemplated in the May-Johnson bill. The
·war.Department now has control completely closed on them.
Secretary PATTERSON. Noi I think there is a better provision ami a
better means provided by tl11s act for participation by the military in
future developments of atomic energy than in the May-Johnson bill.
The charges you mentioned were always without foundation, utterly
without foundation, Mr. Elston.
·
. Mr. ELSTON. I agree with you 100 percent-Secretary PATTERSON. But faced with the text of the act they collla
not say a word.
Mr. ELSTON, But as it is now if this legislation passes you would
have to get down_ on your knees for authority from a civilian Commission on which the War and Navy Departments are not even represented. While I do not think we are quite in that bad a position, I
think the concern on the part of the people that are working in these
projects has arisen by reason of the fact that there has been so much
talk about legislation, and if the matter had been permitted to go along
there perhaps would not have been that.apprehension on their part.
Secretary PATTERSON. I agree with you that that is arguable.
ELSTON. Now1 would you. ~en~ion one. t~1ing that has happened
which has been detrimental or lllJUl'lons to tlus country by reason of
the fact that prompt action was not taken on the May-Johnson bilH
Secretary PATTERSON. No one specific act,no.
.
Mr. ELSTON. Now, J'udge, I want to ask you about the constitutionality of the law. Do you maintain this proposed act is constitutional 1
Secretary PATTERSON. It would not occur to me to doubt it.
Mr. ELSTON. Are von familiar with Snprpme f'ourt decision in the
Shechter case which ·held NIRA unconstitutional 1
Secretary PATTJmSoN. In general.

J\!r.
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Mr. ELSTON. Now, the Supreme Court of the United States in that
case held the act was unconstitutional because Congress had delegated
to an agency of the Government the power to write codes to provide
that certain acts should be punished. In this proposed act we go much
:farther than Congress ever attempted to go in the NIRA because in
this proposed act we give to this Commission the power and the nuthority to make regulations the violation of which shall be :felonies,
not misdemeanors, but :felonies.
Do you think the Congress has the power to delegate to any agency
the-right and the authority to make a law which will imprison a person
in a penitentiary for a period of more than 1 year and a clay?
Secretary PATTERSON. I have read this proposed act and given it
some study. It did not occur to me that there was any undue delegat.ion of authority·to this Commission by Congress. The part on penalties and enforcement is reasonable in every way, I believe.
Mr. ELSTON. Let me call your attention to this section, ,Judge. You
may have overlooked it because you have a tremendous amount of work
to do. Section 15 (b) provides:
·whoever willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate, any
provision of this Act other than those specified in subsection (n) and other than
i::ection 10 (c), or of any regulation or order prescribed or issued under sections 5
(b) (4), 10 (d), or 12 (a) (2), shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a
tine of not more than $3,000 or by imprisonment for not more than two years,
or both.

Does not that confer upon this Commission the pmver to make regulations, or even orders, and if they are violatecl the violator can be
i;;entenced to the pe11itent.iary or fined as much as $20,000?
SPcretary PN1T1msoN. ,vell, the $20,000, of course, is an aggravated
offense, to cover what is, in substance, treason.
Mr. ELSTON. Let us leave it at $5,000. The $20,000 is for a more aggravated offense, that. is true, but the imprisonment for not more than
:! yPars and the fine of $5,000 may apply for the violation of an order
of the Commission?
Sec!'etary PATT1msoN. I have not traced down what the other proYisio11s are in the sections that are cnnmemtecl, sect.ions 5 (b), section
10 ( cl) or 12, but it is not surprisi11g to me at all, and I think I can
flnrl you: many more other statutes enacted by Congress along similar
lines.
Mr. S11r:nmAN. 1Vill the gc11tleman yield?
Mr. ELSTON. Ye!".
J\fr. Srrnnrn,\N. On what basis does the gentleman think that the
t:iunrcrne Conrt would he consistent?
Mr. ELSTON. Of course, I woukl say to the gentleman from Pennsylvania that at the time the Supreme Court of the United States declared
NIRA unconstitutional we had some lawyers on the bench. Maybe
they would not today .
.Mr. S1rnnmAN. Of course, judge, the pena.lties that 1\Ir. Elston objects to were carried also in the May-Johnson bill which was reported
out, and is it not trne that the Selective Service and Training Act
carried similar penalties.
Secretary PATTERSON. Why, yes. Hundreds of acts do. I have no
doubt of that at all.
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, Mr. SHERIDAN. Practically every act that has be~n passed setting up
an enforcement agency to enforce certain things has· carried similar
penalties, h.as it not l . · .
· . , .
Secretary PATTERSON. An act would not be worth much if it did
not.
.
.
.\
.
.
Mr. SHERIDAN. And, of course, it is always subject to court review.
Mr. ELSTON. There are many acts on the statute books today that
· have not been declared unconstitutional because they have not been
tested. They have been passed in: recent years where there has not
been an opportunity to test them, but the NIRA was tested; If there
is any difference between the authority given in that act and the authority given in this proposed act I would,like to know what it is.
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, the power to pass or_ders and regulations would not amount to much if they could be violated without any
penalty· attached to their violation.
·
·
. Mr. ELSTON. Judge, I grant you that that is true, but the law says
that Congress must indicate the standards and Congress has not done
that in this proposed act. They have given them general authority to
enact any regulation or order they see fit to carry .out the general provisions of this proposed act, and for the violation of any one of those
orders they have provided penalties.
· .
Secretary PATTERSON. I think this act does go into ri;reat detail. I
rather think that if it were subject to any criticism under any head it
would be too much detail rather than too little.
1\fr. ELSTON. I think if you will examine NIRA you will find that
it does not go into as much detail as that act went into.
Now, is there anything in this act that would prevent the Commission from giving away tlie secrets of the atomic- bomb?
The Cmumw:AN. Do you mean any penalty on the Commission for
d~ngil?
,
.
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes; of course, what the Commission will do
depends upon the quality of administration that it gives to any statute, but certainly the provision here on security of information covers
it.
Mr. ELSTON, To what section'are you referring? .
Secretary PATTERSON. I am referring to section 10.
It shall be the ·policy of the Commission to control the dissemination of restricted data in such a manner as to assure the common defense and security.

That is a charge by Congress to the Commission not to give away important secrets that have to do with cl,efense and security information.
Mr. ELSTON. Now, let us follow what comes next:
Consistent with such policy, the Commission shall be guided by the following
principles :
(1) That information with respect to tlrn use of atomic energy for industrial
purposes should be shared with other nations on a reciprocal basis.

Secretary PA'l1ERSoN. And-

·

as soon as the Congress declares by joint resolution that effective and enforceable international S\lfeguards against the use of such energy for destructive purposes have been established.
.

That put it entirely within the power of Congress.
.
Mr. ELSTON. Well, Congress only passes some legjslation or some·
resolution setting up international safeguards, but when Congress does
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that there is not anything to prevent the Commission from giving
away the secrets of.the atoni.ic bomb. · In fact, the section just read requires them to do it, not necessarily the secrets of the atomic bomb,
but that information' with respect to it shall be shared with other
nations on a reciprocal basis.
.·
.
Secretary PATTERSON. It forbids any action in that connection until
joint action by Congress.
Mr. ELSTON. That means giving them information with respect to
the use of atomic energy, with respect to the industrial use of it, to
other nations. Now, as a matter of fact, the whole purpose of this bill
is to give away information in respect to atomic energy, is it not?
Secretary PAT'l'ERSON. No, sir.
Mr. ELSTON. What other purpose does the bill lmve?
Secretary PATTERSON. It has a lot of other purposes but the very
words you mentioned aTe conditioned upon Congress declaring later
by joint resolution certain things. There is nothing for the Commission to do until in fact Congress has taken further action. That seems
to be very plain.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. On page 4, in lines 18 to 20, provision is made that
the President can remove any member of the Commission for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office, which would clearly
give the President a check on the Commission, an,! in other places the
Commission is directed to do certain things.
Mr. ELSTON. It would do a lot of good to remove a member of the
Commission after he had given away the secrets of the atomic bomb.
Mr. ALMOND. Mr. Secretary, on page 21 under (d) general provisions, beginning oil line 17 it provides:
The Commission shall not distribute any fissionable or source material to any
person for a use which ls not under or within the jurisdiction of the UnUed
States or to any foreign government.

It has been suggested that that provision be amended by adding
to the bill after the word "Government" in line 20or to personR within the jurisdiction of the United Stat.es where issuance
thereof would be inimicable to the common defense and securi_ty.

Do you think that would be a wholesome and protective amendment?
Secretary PATTEnsoN. I agree with that objective. Of course, if
a person whom the Commission believed to be hostile to this Nation
could get fissionable material under this language without the words
you mentioned I would be in favor of the words being adcled, but
I take it that the Commission has power to do that under the bill
as it stands.
Mr. ALl\COND. Do you not think it would be safer, though, to make
a positive restriction in that direction and have the Congress speak
there positively stating that that shall not be done 1
Secretary PATTERSON. If there is any possibility of it being done
without that language being added I would be in favor of the lan~
guage being added. I have the impression, however, that the Commission has power to deny materials to such a person already under
the act. If there is any doubt about it I think language ought to
be added to make that clear.
·
Mr. ALMOND. That is all.
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· The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Johnson.
· Mr. JoHNSON. I think you ought to clear up here just about the
secret 0£ this bomb. ,When hearings were held by the committee before
·if I got the correct interpretation of the wit~esse.s' 'language, they said
that It was common knowledge aIIJ.ong the scientists of the world as to
atomic energy. They said that all the real secret, if there is one, is the
manner in which the bombs may be made. Is that a correct statement?
Secretary PATrERSON. I do not think it is quite correct. I.think
. there is widespread information on the basic scientific data. . On the
industrial processes resulting in the release of atomic energj or in
the production 0£ the materials from which the bomb is made there
are a great many secrets.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. And is it a fact that the United States and perhaps
Britain, in part, are the only ones who know those secrets?
Secretary PATrERSON. I think we are the only ones.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. In other words, the industrial know-how is still a
secret?
.
Secretary PATrERSON. A great many facts in it are certainly still
secrets.
Mr. JOHNSON. Suppose this occurred, just looking ahead into the
future, that we entered into some kind of an international agreement
in this sort 0£ form, that the international security organization would
have a right to make bombs. I assume in that case we would tell them
the secrets, the industrial secrets that we have as to how they shall be
manufactured and, 0£ course, the countries would all agree that they
would be not only the places where the secret reposed but where the
bombs could be made, is that right?
Secretary PATTERSON. You are going to have Mr. Baruch before you.
I think he is a specialist in that. You are getting me off on to some
fields that are quite different from the matters, 0£ course, covered in
the bill today.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, the language in here contemplates that very
thing, as I understand it, some of those sections which said it would
make necessary international safeguards, and is it not the very basic
idea of the United Nations that there shall be a common security
agency to protect all the nati?ns? Is not that correct?
Secretary PA'l"l'ERSON. That IS one of the plans.
.
Mr. JoHNSON. Well, they would be the ones who would have to
handle the atomic bomb. What I am looking forward to is this condition if a nation withdrew from that she would have all of the
secrets that the international group had and th~y could use those
secrets on us and on others. ·would not that logically follow?
Secretary PATTERSON. There a.re reasons along that line, perhaps,
but I would prefer not to get into that, Mr. Johnson, if you will excuse
me, because it has nothing to do with the provisions of this S. 1717.
It has to do with United Nations action.
Mr. JOHNSON. I want to ask yon one more quesction. In 1922 we
sat down and determined to reduce the size of the navies of the world,
and we all agreed to that, and we scrapped the greatest bulk of shipping. In less than 10 years one nation withdrew from that agreement. Now, could we not have a repetition of that very thing in the
plan we have here?
Secretary PATTERSON. Well, perhaps you could, but what has that
to do with the merits of this bill?
·
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Mr. JOHNSON. It has to do with the merits of the bill. This bill is
n step to get us into an international group.
·
Secretary PATTERSON. It is more than that, of course. This measure
would be necessary if you had complete failure of all efforts on the
international level.
·
..
Mr. JoHNSON. That is right, but is this not the basic underlying
idea of this bill: First, that we are to control absolutely the material
arid the processing and construction of atomic bombs and other atomic
energy uses ?
Secretary P.ATTERSON. Yes, sir.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. That is complete control in every detaiH
. Secretary PA'l"l'ERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. Is that not just a step, then, if we are going to build
up world security, after we have ~otten control of all this, to turn
it over to an international group of which we are a party?
Secretary PATTERSON. That may be, and yet to govern the relation
in this country between onr own citizens, and so on, this act is necessary, or an act like it.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. You think it is so dangerous to let loose that we must
control it; is that the idea?
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. The idea is, that from the viewpoint of materials and
atomic energy, to let the public handle it without complete regimentation?
Secretary PATTERSON. I think that is so, in any appreciable quantities.
·
Mr. JorrnsoN. Would the security groups in our country, the Army
and Navy, would they have any real control over it after that happens,
except just to go to the President, who has a million other things to do
without worrying about Army and Navy troubles.
Secretary. PATTERSON. I think the· machinery set up in this act will
function and will work without resort to the President, but provision
for resort to the President, recourse to him, is provided in the act.
Mr. J onNsoN. Does not the report that the Secretary of State issues
here. does that not merely contemplate that this is just one of the steps
finally to get this thing in the lap of an international group?
·
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. It has other objectives, too, as we have just
discussed. That is one of the objectives.
Mr. JoHNSON. In your responsibility as Secretary o.f War, do yon
not thing you can weed 011t of this act the fact that some day this will
be out of your hands, it will be in the hands of a foreign group of which
you are only one member~
S2cretary PATTERSON. The War Department has supported efforts
to control atomic bombs by compact of nations.
Mr. ,JonNSON. We just want to try to explore the fact that we might
some day find ourselves without any weapons of this kind, and the
secrets and the· weapons in the hands of a foreign group. Is that not
what could happen?
·
S:.icretary PA'l"mRSON. That could happen.
Mr. JoHNSON. There is that possibility. There is that danger there
in the whole program. Is that not true?
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, sir. You must do the best you can on
control of this force.
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Mr. JoHNSON. The· real control, if it will wovk, I think it ,is your
opinion and mine also, that the real control, if it will work, is to have
it where the family of nations can handle it; ·
·
.·
· Secretary PATrERSON. Yes, sir.
.
·
· · ·
Mr. JoHNSON. That is really what we are aiming at, it it noU
- Secretary PA'.lTERSON,· Yes; sir. . If you do not have that, the time
will surely come when everybody has atomic bombs.
. Mr. JoHNSON. In this bill, do you read the language to mean that
if we perfect the necessary treaties that the Commission without any
further-perm.ission of Congress can turn over the secrets.of the mimufncture of atomic bombs~
·
Secretary PATTERSON. I do not understand that; no. .
·
Mr. JoHNSON. ·I am assuming there is a treaty in which we develop
an international police force and equip them with the appropi"iate
weapons of that day. Do you still think we need further action by
Congress to turn those. secrets over 1
. Secretary PA'l"l'ERSON. That involves two sect.ions of this bill. There
is a section that makes this act subordinate to international agreements. Is that 7 W
·
·
·
Mr. J oHNSON. That refers to restricted data.
·. Secretary PA'.lTERSON. No; there is a section here. Then there is
another section.10, which Mr. Elston was just discussing which does
require further congressional action before such ·information can be
. released.
·
Mr. JouNsoN. Mr. Secretary, will you look on page 29, please, subsection (1). It says that restricted data as used in this Hect.ion means
all data used in the manufacture and so forth of atomic weaponsbut slmll not include any data which the Commission from time to time determines may be published without adversely affecting the common defense and
security.
·

In that section, they have the determination of that, and ·not you.
Secretary PATrERSON. Yes ; j nst as we have had it down to the present time. The War Department has had it, and we have released a
great deal of data and have exercised the power here committed to
the Commission.
·
.
,
Mr. JOHNSON. Is it your idea on the other one, here, if we effect
an international agreement whereby we agree to give these weapons
to an international police force, this Commission can do that without
any further act of Congress, or the President can do it also i
Secretary PATTERSON. Thev cannot release this information to be
shared with other nations on ··a reciprocal basis until.
.
the Congress declares by joint resolution-

! am reading at the top of page 29that- effective and enforceable international safegards against the use of such
energy for destructive purposes have been established.

Mr. JoHNSON. That is reciprocal arrangement. I am talking about
the situation where we have the United Nati01is Security Force organized. We turn over the atomic weapons to them, and the manner
of making them. Can that all be done if it is under a treaty without
any further conduct on the part of the Congress or the Presi~ent 1·
Secretary PATTERSON. It shall mean any treaty approved by the
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Senate or international agreement approved by the Congress. That is
on page 26. I£ that is done and it conflicts with any provisions·of this
act in that respect, it shall be deemed of no further force and effect.
That is what it says.
·
·
Mr. JOHNSON. 'Whatever the treaty arrangements are, that would
be the binding law, on everybody in our country, with reference to
atomic energy and atomic weapons~
.
Secretary PATTERSON. I think so.
·
· · ·
· .
Mr. JoIINSON. In the bill, I do not remember the section, there is a
very broad reference to patents. I have mentioned this to you. Is it
your construction, or could you put one in the record later, that anybody who wants to get a patent that in any,way has something to do
with atomic energy or atomic principleshno matter how remote from
the manufacture of a bomb, must clear t rough this Commission?
Secretary PATTERSON. I suspect you are right on that. Section 11
covers patents and inventions and it covers about seven pages. I
honestly do not know all of the details of those seven pages.
Mr. JOHNSON. I wonder if somebody could put something in the
record on that.
.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. The May-Johnson bill was very short on that.
I think it gave the Commission power to acquire any patent.
Now this goes into great length, as to compensations and a great
many matters. I can be of no real aid to you on that patent question.
Mr. JOHNSON. Has the \Var Department acquired all patents as
affect this fissionable material or affecting atomic bombs; have we
acquired all of them?
Secretary PATTERSON. We have acquired practically all of them,
I believe. \Ve hnve gotten all that we could.
Do you mean have we made an effort to get them into Government
controH Yes; we have.
Mr. JorrNsoN. Have you gotten all of them, though?
S3cretary PATTRnsoN. Do you mean have we gotten all inventions?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; all patents; those that are actually patented by
the Patent Office.
Secretary PA'l'TERSON. It is my impression that we have virtually
all of them.
The CIIAIRUAN, Are there any further questions?
.·
Mrs. LucE. I have just a general question, Mr. SecretaTy: As between giving this atomic baby to the free American enterprise system
to develop into a kind of Henry Ford, you are satisfied with this decision of Solomon which splits arid baby neatly into two parts and sutures
it together and hands it over to a commission; is that correc.t? It is
not in your mind the best possible compTOmise to split the baby 1
Secretary PATTERSON. I have said that I am in favor of the passage
o:f the bill.
· Mrs. LucE. May I ask you if you are ii1 effect in favor of splitting the
baby1
Secretary PATTERSON. I do not think the bill splits the baby.
Mrs. LucE. Then in effect the baby is given to the Government.
Secretary PATTERSON. It has always been with the Government.
The people as a whole have put every nickel into this enterprise. It
has been under Government control from the outset. The War De-
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piirtnient has had it nearly: 4 years ..· As I hav~ explained, a year ago,
in developing plans for postwar use, we said that it was time, on
account of the vast possibilities in many fields that atomic energy would
have application to, it would be taken over by a _civilian agency. We
say that then and we still say it.
.
··
·
.
Mrs. LucE. :r, understand that. Then that really does make the
development ?! this energy and ne"'.' form of. J?rodu~tion---:that does
make the·pos1t10Ii of atonnc energy m our Nat10n's hfe umque? ·.
Secretary PA'l"I'ERSON. Yes; I think it does.
·
·
Mrs. LucE. In other words, this is a radical new departure for the
American people when they take .a great new resource and put it
hedged around with tremendous restrictions in· the hands of a fiveman commission. That is· a very new departuTe in American life.
. Secretary PAT'l'ERSON, This goes further, I believe, than anything
in the past. I think it is necessary to do so on account of the tremendous force and the vast possibilities in this energy; also, it is unique
·in the speed with which it was developed and the manner in which
it was developed. Electric power did not come along that way at all.
All kinds of people were experimenting in that and in· all kinds o:f
places and under all kinds of conditions.· This one, however, :from
1942 on, was a waT measure exclusively developed under control of the
w·ar Department and the taxpayers' -funds went into this, to the exclusion of all other funds.
Mrs. LucE. Then would you also add, Mr. Secretary, that the fact
that we are turning it over to a commission is an indication that we
still conterriplate probabilities that it will be used destructively rather
than that it will be used in the ways of peace?
Secretary PATTERSON. No, the hazards in the way of peace alone
are so considerable, the dangers from abuse of it are so tremendous
that you have· to have strict con_trol. by an administrative body in
any event.
Mrs. LucE. Do you think more than 45,000 people a year might
be killed experimenting with it? That is the number thaJ, get killed
by automobiles, and nobody has proposed socializing the Ford plant,
just because thousands of people get killed. Industrial accidents
far outweighed our losses in the war, but no one advocated socializing industry because of that particular da.nger.
. Secretary PATTERSON. I _believe the devot10n of public money also
to this enterprise makes it appropriate and fitting that the Government's interest in it, for the whole Nation, be recognized by vesting
these powers in a commission. There was no private capital, nothing came out of your pocket or mine, except as we paid taxes for this.
Mrs. LucE. May I ask you, if you could imagine-and this requires
some imagination-a completely peaceful world as of tomorrow, with
all peace treaties signed, everyone reasonably satisfied with their
frontiers, trade agreements and so on, would it not ·be your inclination, as quickly a.s possible, to return the development of atomic
energy to proper private initiative?
Secretary PATTERSON. Did you say "Retum it"?
Mrs. LuCE. Yes.
S~cretary PAT'l'ERSON, It has never been there.
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.· Mrs. LucE. In any event, do you not thip.k it. would be proper to.
"give" it to private initiative 1
I believe 1t was due to the public laboratories in this country that
1Uade it possible £or you to take it over.. ·
.
·
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes, but it was always maintained by Government funds and und~r _Government _contracts. · A great deal of it
went on, but it went on as a division of:the Manhattan project.
Mrs. LucE. May I just repeat my question: In the event of peace
in the world, do you still think that this great, new: ~ource 0£ energy
should be, in effect, owned by a commission which is not even social-·
istic, it is a commissariat.
. . _ ·.
. ·· . .
...
Secretary PATTERSON. Yes. Do·you mean barring all war; supposing war were safely outlawed and out of the picture, would you still
have a plan like that in this bill~ · ·
Mrs. LucE. Yes.
Secretary PA·rrEnsoN. I would say yes.
·
.
Mr; ELSTON. Following up the questions asked by Mrs. Luce, of
course you do not contend, Mr. Secretary, that the atomic bomb and
all other secrets 0£ atomic energy were developed after the war started.
Scientists had been working on this for a great many years arid they
were not working under Government supervision, and they were not
working at the expense of the taxpayer.
Secretary PATTERSON. No, but there was very little progress made
prior to 1940.
Mr. ELSTON. It was the ideas that were thrown together after we
got into the war that brought about the atomic bomb.
.
Secretary PATTERSON. The expenditure of $2,000,000,000 of public
funds produ:ed progress in 3 years that, in more normal times, would
take 50 years..
. Mr. ELSTON. It was all done without this kind of a commission.
Secretary PATTERSON. It was all done by the War Department, by
the Government.
Mr. JonNSON. As a matter of fact, was not the first bomb cracked
out at the Uuiversity of California under the direction of Dr. Lawrence, and thnt paved the way for all this work, did it not~
Secretary PATT1msoN. ·will the gentlerrmn· repeat his question~
Mr. ,JonNSON. The first atom was split at the University of California. Dr. Lawrence was the man in charge of the work o:ut there.
Secretary PATTERSON. I think Dr. Lawrence played a leading role
certainly in the whole thing. vVhether that was the very first or not,
I cannot say-of course, California would claim it, all right.
Mrs. Lurn~. 1'11:r. Chainnan, may I say just one more word: Mr.
Secretary, I am not suggesting that I am not for this bill, because I
think it is the best possible compromise ,Ye can make in this tragic
problem in the kind of a world in which we live, but I just wish to
suggest, I do not believe that it is the thing you would do if it were
not the kind of world we have.
.
The CnAmMAN. Mr. Sacretary, we wish to thank you very much.
We are sorry to haYe kept you so long.·
Our next witness will be the Honorable ,v. John Kenney, Assistant
Secretary of the Navy.
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STATEMENT OF HON. W.. JOHN KENNEY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF THE NAVY
The.CHAIRMAN, You may proceed with your statement, Mr. Kenney.
Mr. KENNEY, Before discussing the position of the Navy Department on the provisions of S. 1717, a bill for the development and·
control of atomic.energy, I wish to state that the Navy Dapartment
has not yet been advised by the Bureau of the Budget as fo whether
or riot' the views expressed in this statement are in accord with the
program of the President. I would :ilso like to add that my discussion ,vill be directed primarily toward the. military aspects of the
bill and how it affects the Navy Department.
·
At present there is no international arrangement guaranteeing this
Nation against attack by atomic munitioris. It is to be hoped that in
time fully effective arrangements to that end can be established. Even
then there are grave doubts as to whether any such arrangements· ar_e
inherently possible of providing complete security. In the absenc~
of such arrangements, or in the event of the failure to function properly in practice, this Nation must be prepared to defend itself. A
considerable share of the responsibility for defense rests with the
Navy. The Navy cannot discharge that responsibility unless it has
adequate opportunity, within the limits of any' international agreements, to prepare for the use of munitions as effective as those which
may be used against us. Nor can the Navy, when danger to the
Nation has arisen, receive weapons developed exclusively and secretly
by a civilian commission and use them effectively. For the effective
use of any weapon not only is the warhead required but, in addition,
the military characteristics of the weapon as a whole must be investigatml, tested, and developed. Joint research must be con<lucted
on which the military applications cq,n be based. Vehicles suited to
carry it must be developed around the size, weight, and other characteristics of the weapon. Safety devices and precautions must be
incorporated suitable to the manner of nse, the personnel who will
use it, and the ships, planes, or ground stations which will transport,
launch, or store it.
Men.must be selected and trained to use it with maximum efficiency.
All this takes time and continuity of effort under the supervision of
the organization which will in case of necessity be responsible for
the employment of the weapon. Therefore, the Navy has an interest
in being able to follow closely all work done in the field of atomic
munitions in the next few yea.rs. ·
With respect to the use of power, as distinguished from the use
of explosives, the Navy is in a unique position. The Navy is the
greatest user of power and the largest power engineering organization in the world, which gives it an interest in the development and
· application of atomic energy for power uses. In addition, the fact
that ships must carry their fuel makes it probable that the first general
use of atomic power will be at sea. rather than ashore. This development will be a tremendous and vitally important task to which the
existing ships and other facilities of the Navy will .be useful, if not
indispensable, and will foreseea.bly carry with it an enormous ancillary
program of redesign and complete reada.pta.tion of the ships so
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powered. The effectiveness of any Na;y is measured-largely by its
mobility and consequent ability to concentrate force when, where,
and for as long as needed. This ability varies directly with ship's .
speed and fuel capacity. To defend the Nation's interests successfully, a Navy must be equal or superior to other navies in this respect.
Failure to excell in this jeopardizes the safety of the Nation. Research, development, and engineering on a large scale must be integrated in the Navy's pro()'ram to accomplish this.
·
Any legislation enacted for the development and control of atomic
energy should recognize these important interests of the Navy, and,
in our opinion, the provisions of S. 1717,. as amended by the Senate,
are satisfactory in most respects. The two points of most interest
and concern to the Navy are( 1) Whether the armed services will have adequate opportunity to
be heard in the deliberations of the Atornic Energy Commissioi1, and
(2) Whether the armed services will be free to conduct an energetic·
program of research and development in those phases of the field of ·
atomic energy, for which they are largely responsible.
The provisions of section 2 (c) of S. 1717, under which a military
liaison committee would be established, sufficiently insure that the
views of the vVar and Navy Departments on matters affecting the
armed services are given consideration in the deliberations of the
Atomic Energy Commission. That provision in S. 1717 achieves the
same objectives as would have been achieved if the Army and the
Navy each had one representative on the commission of nine members
proposed in H. R. 4566, the so-called May-Johnson bill. Although
the "straw man" issue of military control versus civilian control of
the Atomic Energy Commission has been raised and argued by others,
the Navy Department has consistently been in favor of civilians having the power of decision in the affairs of the Atomic Energy Commission, although the Navy has been equally insistent on recommend~
ing that any legislation enacted contain provisions insuring that the
,var and Navy Departments have a voice in the affairs of the Atomic
Energy Commission.
·
I think there are two interests that must be reconciled. The field
of research and development is primarily a scienWie field and one
that is not susceptible of what we might term "military domination,"
hut, on the other hand, it must be recognized that the military clepartmenls have certain responsibilities in the protection of military
interests. I think a lot of the confusion and talk about the so-called
military control features of the May-Johnson bill failed to recognize
and evalnate both of those two interests.
The CrrAIHMAN. vV!rnt authority or po,ver docs the liaison arrangemerit in the Senate bill 1717, what power (loes that give either the
Army or Navy to have anything to say about this?
Mr. K1rnNEY. That section provides that the Commission shall advise
and consult. You will notice it places an obligation on the Commission
to advise and consult with the committee, that is, the military liaison
committee, "on all atomic energy matters which the committee deems to
relate to military applications." That inclncles the developments relevant to the manufacture, use and storage of bombs.
The CHAIRMAN. 1'That can you do about it?
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Mr. Kt,NN1,:Y. Thore iR 1111,0 n.11 ohlignt.ion impoR(•d An Uie, commission
to lw<'p

HA

inJ'ormt•d.

[Ho1Ldi11g :]

If lho !'ornmltlPo nt 1111y 111110 11nnclmlm1 lhnt.1111y it<!tlol1, p~o1101mtl net.Inn, or
fnlhll'f' to not or 11111 Oo111mlsHlon 011 AIJl'h 111111.!ors hi 1ulver~o tn t.lw rmiponAlhlllt.les
.or till' Df'portnwnlA of Wnr or Nnvy, cll't'lvod from tho Cnru:1tlt11tlon, l11w11, nnil
trHul·IPs, thci cm1unll.ll'll 111ny i·l'!'PI' tmrh nctlon, propmmrl uc:llon, or t'nlhn·n to net
t.o tlw RPcrPtnrlPs nl' \Vnr nncl Nnv;v. H c\l:lwr SnerPl:nry coneurs, Im rnuy L'<'l'er
tile 111utto1·. t.o tlrn l'r1i1,1Jcle11t, whose lloPlshm 1,11!1111 !JP llnnl.

. In other words, tho forum is present. in which wti cail l>reRm1f; our
case; namely, the President. of t.lrn United States, 1t1Hl n.11 o >lig-ntion is
imposed upon the Commission both to ndvii:;e 11.n<l commit with, nn<l to
keep the military lin.iR011 con11nit.t.er. fully informed, so t.hnt the forum
may be mmd wlwn deemed necesR:u·y by the Armed Services.
Tlw CHAIRMAN. How would you like to luive writt.en in there subst1mtiully this: "In adva11Cll of any final decision to a.dvise and
COJIRU[t"1
Mr. K1mN1•1Y. I woulcl have 110 objection to t.hnt br.(':ttJHe I would
11.ss11nH\ that the ohligntion to keep the Army alHl Nn.vy informed on
all Rt1ch mn.tterR wou l<l rP,m lt in I'P.q11ests for aclvice before any c01icl11sive n.ction iR tn.ken.
Mr. fhrnnmAN. Would thnt not bt1 s111rnrflnons, that.1111rler the present
proviHiorn, oft.he hill, tlrnt when your liaison committe11 l'C'.portH to the
Heer.·et.ary of the Navy or I.he Hl\crd:11·y of \Var, lw has to t·.011c111.· in
tlwi r <:011c]uRions and t.hc11 the decision of the Prcisident is final, that.
<le('isio11 of the P1·esident iR fi1rn.l ovm· arnl a.liove u.ny <lecision of the
comm iUee.
Th11 CnAll!MAN. J:,; t.hm·e anything J'(\(llliring conc111Te11ce by the
Al'll1,Y 01· Navy~
1\fr. SmmmAN. I believe I read t.hnt in the hill. Does the Secretary
lmve to concnd
M 1·. HPAHICM AN. ll1i <lo«'fl 1wt have t.o corn·m·, but if either Recret.:uy
'prot(ists the ad.io11 of I.Ill· Co111111iHsion, lw lhe1111111y appeal t.o the Prt\Sidrnll a11d t.lw 1'1·esidP11I. lms li11al :111thoril.y.
M1·. l(RNNR\", That. is ('.Ol'l'Pd, Mr. Hparlrnmn. H 11H1111ilita1·y liaiso11
co111111iU1•(\ t.l1i11ks it, should 01· drn•s di:,;a.pp1·ove tlw ndio11 or dw Co111missio11, t lwy <·:111 1·pfo1· it l.o 11w SPc1·pt.a,·y of ,va1· 01· Navy and havn
l,it.hP1· of t.hofil\ SP1·1·t•tn1·i('s con:,;idm· it. If 011e shn11ld ol,j(wt., lw c:tn
tlw11 Lalw it'. up wit.Ii tlH• .)'1'(1side11f. whose deC'iHio11 will lm finn.l.
.Mr. 81'AHIUIIAN. 1f t.hey ('Ollelll', t'lw1·e is ]l(I JIPPd lo ca1·1·v it on.
J\fr. I<.1,:N N ,,:y. No, tlw11 t.lm 1unrn<I servi('.<lH wo11 lcl 1i;1.ve Juul t.lmi 1·
opport.1111it.y lo sprn1k.
M1·. 1101.11,·mw. .l\fr. Clmirnmn, 111ay I q11l'stio11 the witneHs on tl1is
point: '!'hat. t.ho language contai11('d in the cla11sr, which HHYH, "which
·the cornmitt.ee dni,111H t.o Im of' 111ilita1·.Y i11fo1·Pst," Uiat particular clause
g-ivPH to Lim milit.ary lin.ison con1111il.tce a lH'oad, over-nil co11tl'Ol, or,
you might s:i.y, j111·isdicLion, in regrml to app1·0:H:hi11g the l'rPsid<•11t
011 a11y nmtter which t.hl\y d«'!llll lo Im of 111ili(:u·y applil'at.ion.
M1·. KRNNK\", Thn.t. wo11ld ho be the wa.y I wo11lcl i11tn1·pr('t· it.
Mi·. Hm.11mi1.n. Tho Va11dm1ue1·g HHIPlldnw11t., of ('Olll'S(', whidt t.hat:
is, gave full pl'Otectio11 in the eyps of the n1ilita1·y to tlwi1· right to go
into and investigate mHl have lmowledg(l of and <'omplain, i I' 11i1c·Pssa1·y,
f<11· nny violation of the military e011cC'pt of security.
,
·
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Mr. KENNEY. It·is our beli.e£-I \vill use the word·"correlative"that the correlative rights 0£ the military regarding atomic energy
are protected in section 2 ( c).
·
·
Mr. SrrERIDAN. May I refer the Under Secretary to the top line 0£
page 8, in following through the duties of the liai.son committee,
wherein the committee may refer such act.ion; proposed action, or
failure to act to the Secretaries of "\<Var a.nd NavyIf either Secretary concurs, he may refer the matter to the President, whose
decision shall be final.

Mr. KENNEY, I construed that as meaning that if either the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy concurs in the opposition of.
the committee to the action of the Commission, he may then refer it to
the President.
Mr. S1rnmnAN. The decision of the President is then final?
Mr. KENNEY. Yes. The decision of the President on military matters should be final under any circumstanceR, because the President is
the Commander in Chief.
It should be noted under section 2 ( c) the Atomic Energy Commission has the duty of advising and consulting with the Military
Liaison Committeeon all atomic energy matters which the committee deems to relate to military
applications, including the development, manufacture, use, and stornge of
bombs, the allocation of fissionable material for military res<mrch, nm! the
control of information relating to the manufacture or utilization of atomic
weapons.

In the opinion 0£ the Navy Department, this.and the other provisions
of section 2 ( c) constitute an effective mechanism whereby the armed
services will be informed of, and will participate in, the work of the
Atomic Energy Commission having to do with military applications in
the atomic energy field. Therefore, the Na.vy De.partment strongly
snpports those provisioirn of the bill ·and urges that they be reaflirmed
by the committee and by the Honse of Representatives.
If the provisions of ,;ection 2 (c) are rctainccl, the Navy Department has no objection to the provisions of scdion !J nnder which the
Atomic Energy Commission would contrnl in the first instance the
production of atomic weapons. As we nnderstand it, the civili:m
Commissjon would have the initial power of decision over such pro<lnc~
tion, but the Military Liaison Committee would act in an advisory
and consulting capacity to the Commission and would be able to appeal
through the Secretaries of "\<Var and the Navy to the President if the
committee disagrees with "any action, proposed action, or failure to
act" ( sec. 2 ( c)) of the Commission on the ground that the lawful
responsibilities of the War and Navy Departments are being
jeopardized.
In addition to that voice in the military' applications 0£ atomic
energy, section G (a) provides that the President "may direct the
Commission to deliver such quantities of weapons to the armed ,forces
for such use as he deems necessary in the interest of national defense."
The effect 0£ all those provisions is to leave the final power 0£ decision
over all rmestions involving military applications to the President,
and the Navy thinks that such an arrangement is desirable in view of
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the President's J?,Osition: as Commander in Chief of. the armed forces
and his responsibility for the conduct of the foreign affairs of the
Nation.
,
The second question of prime importance to the Navy Department
.concerns the provisions of S. 1717 that might be construed to relate
to the research and development activities of the Navy in the field of
atomic energy.
·
·
. At that point, I would like to point out that one of the express purposes of the bill is a program of assisting and fostering private research and development to encourage maximum scientific progress.
The Navy Department is vitally interested in the development and
use of atomic energy for many purposes, particularly as a source o,f
power in ship propulsion. Plans ·are already under way whereby an
extended program of research and development will be undertakeu
in the near future in the field of atomic power for use in ship propulsion. Our·plans contemplate that eventually such a program will be
carried out by projects placed with governmental organizations, including naval laboratories, and by means of contracts with privau1
educat10nal institutions and commercial organizations.
'
During the course of consideration by the Senate of the provisions
of S. 1717, the Navy was concerned lest the language of section 3 of
the bill be construed in such a way as to raise questions concerning the
legal authority of the Navy Department to undertake such research
and deYelopment activities, particularly by means o.f contracts with
nongovernmental organizations. vVe were assured by the Senate
Special Committee on Atomic Energy that, correctly interpreted, section 3 confers power on the Atomic Energy Commission to enter into
research and development contracts in the designated fields, and to
conduct research in those fields. through its own flicilities, and does
not exclude other governmental agencies from entering into such
contracts and conducting rnch activities in their own laboratories, if
those other agencies are otherwise authorized by law to perform such
activities. As we understand it, the Navy Department will be able
to continue its research and development activities in the broad field
of atomic energy and continue to enter into research and development
contracts with nongovernmental organizations providing for such research and development work without receiving prior approval of its
own programs by, or prior clearance of its proposed contractual
arrangPments from, the Commission.
.
Mr.. ELSTON. Do you find any provision i~ S. 1717 that gives you
that right or authority; does not S. 1717 reqmre you to go to the Commission for all authority~
Mr. KENNEY. I would not construe that this way.
One of the express purposes of the act is to authorize "A program
o.f assisting and fostering private research and development to encourage maximum scientific progress." We then find on page 23 in
section 7 (a), which is the provision with respect to the issuance of
licenses, this sentence:
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to require a license 'tor tl1e conduct of
research or development activities relating to the manufacture of surh equipment or devices or the titilization of fissionable material. or atomic energy or for
the manufacture or use of equipment or devic~s for medical therapy.,

: I think when you read this whole act in its entire context, taking
mto_ account the report of the Senate Special Committee on Atomic
,:

'!
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Energy to which I have heretofore 1;eferred, that it is clear:that the
Jield of fundamental research is free. Activities in the field of atomic
'energy only come under the jurisdiction of this Commission ttt the
time you get to the point of production, or nt the time you need to
require the use of fissionable matt;lrial. There is one slight incon. sistency on that pofot, Mr. Elston, which I should like to point out. At
·page 27, lines 16 and 17, in section 9 (a) (2) it is stated that, as to all
· property owned by the Government and in t.he custody of Government
·. agencies, the President shall direct the transfer to the Commission "of
all facilities, equipment and materials, devoted· p1·imarily to atomic
energy research and development.''
·
·
. It is niy understanding that what'the drafting coinmittee of the
Senate meant in those two lines was that the Commission would take
over certain existing research facilities of the Manhattan District of
· the War Department; namely, Oak Rictge, and other sin1ilar facilitie~,
· and not that they would then step out next month and take o~rer new
research facilities that were being developed by the Army or Navy or
other Government agencies.
·
Mr: ELSTON. The bill provides that everything shall be turned over
to the· Commission, including atomic bombs as may have been developed, everything used and useful in the development of atomic
bombs. Everything is turned over to the Commission. Therefore,
how would it be possible for the Army and Navy to proceed with their
plans for the development of atomic ,veapons without the consent and
· authority of the Commission?
Mr. KENNiff. That is why I raised the point that I think the language in lines 16 and 17 must be changed so that it is clear that it
does not include the ta.king over of all of those properties; which are
presently being used or will be used by the Ai my and Navy in our
own research. The bill itself, I think, clearly indicates that we are
to be free in the field of research at this time. The committee of the
Senate concurred in that interpretation of the bill.
Mr. ELSTON. That is not the law, though. The interpretation of
the committee is not the law.
Mr. SrAnKllfAN. Would it cnre the inconsistency that you point out,
to simply insert the word, "all 'existing' facilities and equipment" 1
Mr. KENNlsY. I think yon must go a litt.le further than that, because
I think we in the N:wy have some existing facilities which are used
now in fundamental research which I do not believe that it is contemplated that the Commission would take over. I would like to take
ihat up with the drafting colllmittee and find out specifically what
they had in mind. Probably the better thing to do would be to enumerate specifically the various things they contemplated taking over.
This language here is quite broad.
·
Mr. JOHNSON. Is it yonr interpretation that in the future, if you
wanted to experiment in atomic weapons in one of your navy yards
t.hat this law would not stand in your way, or would you have to get
a permit from this Commission to do so 1
Mr. KENNEY. If we wanted to do research work in the field of development of atomic weapons, we would be free to do so. If it.
required the use of fissionable material, we would then have to come
to this Commission. In that section that I referred to before, the
President has the power to direct the delivery of certain quantities of
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weapons to the armed forces for such· use as. he deems necessary in.
the interests of national defense.
· ..
Mr. JOHNSON. Then your answer is that in order to make a bomb
in any navy yard you have to clear through the President1 then 1
·Mr. KENNEY, To do the research work, no, except that 1£. the use of
fissionable material is required. ·.· Once we get beyond the field of research into the field of -production, then we come to the Commission.
Mr. ELSTON. Why is there any necessity for the section setting up
a Military Liaison Committee if you already have the authority to go
ahead with research and development?.
·
If you read the section about the Military Liaison Committee, it
would indicate that the Commission has complete and absolute authority and the reason for setting up the liaison committee is.so that
the committee1 if it wants to do somethin~, must consult the Commission to get their authority. They do not hmit it simply to the production of fissionable material. That section is broad. It would- seem
to include everything, every activity in the War and Navy Dep~rtments; it would have to be discussed with the Commission, and the
Commission would have to give its authority before you could proceed with anything.
.
Mr. KENNEY, I would not so construe it in the field of research to
be performed by the Navy, rather than by the Commission. I would
so construe it to apply to the field of production to be performed by
the Navy, and I think there are a lot of the things we are talking about
here that go beyond the field of research I would construe the bill
as a whole to limit the Navy's power only in the field of production.
Mr. ELSTON, Can you poin:t out to me anything in the Military
Liaison Committee section that indicates that it does not include research?
Mr. KENNEY, This section, subse_ction 2 ( c), does not specifically
refer to the problem of research to be performed by the Navy. It
merely sets forth what shall be the functions of the Military Liaison
Committee and their relationship to the Commission in the work of
the Commission.
Mr. SHERIDAN. How about page 10, section 4, subsection ( c), wherein
· is included the ·phrase "Ownership and operations"?
.
Mr. I(ENNEY (reading) :
The Commission shrill be the exclusive owner of all facilities for the production of fissionable material othet· than facilities which (A) are useful in the
conduct of research and clevelopment activities in the fields specified in section 3,
and (B) do not, in the opinion of the Commission, have a potential production
rate adequate to enuhle the operator of such facilities to produce within a reasonable period of time a sufficient quantity of fissionable material to produce at
atomic bomb or any other atomic weapon.

Mr. SHERIDAN. In your experimentation in ordnance and production of munitions, would it not be reasonable to expect the Navy Department to produce fissionnble material enough to produce one bomb?
Mr. KENNEY. Yes.
Mr. SHERIDAN. Then under that, all the material you use or facilities, would become the property of the Commission, would it not?
Mr. KENNEY. Well, again it gets to the question of quantity. In
our research laboratories, we ordinarily would not manufacture
enough there to in any way involve production. It is only when we
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get out into the field of prod~ctiop that the Commission steps in. The
field of research is left open.
.
Mr. SHERIDAN .. You would naturaJly . want to produce one bomb.
Line 24 prohibits one atomic bomb or one weapon. Now·you and I
have been around the research laboratories for ordnance. in the Navy
and the Army and you know they have more material than to be used
in one instrument. Would that not all become the property of the
Commission?
Mr. KENNEY. Yes. The Navy would then have to go to the Commission and obtain a license or contract to operate such facilities.
Mr. SHERIDAN. That goes right back to Mr. Elston's sug~estion.
Mr. ELSTON. Right there, Mr. Kenney, if your interpretation of the
ac~ ~s correct, ~h:y: is th~re. any necessity ~or .setting up a Division 0£
M1htary Appl 1catwn w1thm the Comm1ss10n 1
·
Mr. KENNEY. If I may continue with my statement, I will go into
that question, as to the proper function of those divisions of.the Commissi01i in the field of research.
Mr. ELSTON. What would the director of a Division 0£ Military
Application have to doJ if you have already the authority to go a.head
and conduct all sorts or research 1 ·what would he do 1
Mr. KENNEY. To be ·perfectly frank with you, Mr. Elston, I am
not clear in my own mind from a reading of those sections as to just
exactly what was intended by them; and I would like to suggest that,
for the correct interpretation of those sections, you possibly talk to
Mr. Newman, whom I believe is here in the committee room today,
who was one of the men who worked on the drafting 0£ the bill. I
have some doubts in my own mind as to just exactly what those sections mean.
Mr. MARTIN. Do you mean the section creating the Director 0£
M.ilitarY' Application j
•
Mr. i(ENNEY. Yes, sir; that is right.
.
To continue with my statement: In the opinion of the Navy Department, it is essential that the authority of the Navy Department to
conduct such research and development activities be clearly expressed
within the legislation itself or in the committee's reports.
S. 1717, in its present form, thus satisfactorily covers the Navy's
primary interests in having a voiee in the affairs of the Atomic Energy
Commission and in being able to conduct its own research and develop- ·
ment programs without undue interference from the Commission. In
studying the provisions of S. 1717, however, some other questions
were raised, and I wish to bring the following points to the attention
of this commit.tee for yonr ~onsideration:
( 1) In section 2 (a) ( 4) (B), four divisions are established to handle
the work of the Commission, and it is stated that "the authority
granted under section 3 \a) of this section shall not be exercised by
the Division of Research. ' At no other place in the bill is there any
mention of where within the Commission the authority granted under
section 3 (a) for entering into research and development contracts
is to be exercised, and it seems that provisions should be made somewhere in the bill for the exercise of this authority.
(2) The words "fissionable material" are used severnl times in
sections 1 (b) (4), 2 (c), 3 (n), and 4 (a), but are not defh'1.ed until
later in section 5 (a) (1). If such definitions a.re to be placed through-
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'out the bill, it would ·seem preferable to define the wm·ds in the section where first used. On the general question of definitions, however, it is noted that many terms are defined in various sections
throughout the bill, and there also is a general section, section 17, entitled "Definitions." It would seem to make for a clearer understanding of the biU if all definitions now scattered throughout the bill were
covered in sect.ion 17.
·
·
(3) The exemption of contracts of the Commission from the provisions of section 3700 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec.
5) provided for under certain conditions in many of the other provisions, probably also sh<iuld be provided for in section 5 (b) ( 6) page
18, lines 11 to 19 for contracts covering exploratory operations, and
so forth. Also, it would seem preferable to have a general provision
exempting the contracts of the Commission from the provisions of
section 3709, rather than by the repetition of the same language in five
or six separate places. That is merely my suggestion as to how it
be done, if that is what Congress wishes to do, Mr. Chairman.
( 4) Also of great importance to the Navy are the provisions of
sections 5 ( a) ( 4), 5 ( c) (2), 5 ( d) (1) and 7 ( c) under which the Commission apparently would be unable to prohibit the distribution of
fissionable or other materials and licenses to persons within the boundaries of the United States on the ground that they are deemed to be
undesirable from the national security viewpoint. It is extremely
important that the Commission have the specific authority within its
discretion to refuse to distribute fissionable or other material to residents· of the United States of questionable loyalty. Therefore, the
Navy urges that the words "or to persons within the jurisdiction of
the United States where issuance thereof would be inimical to the
common defense ancl'security" be inserted at the end of section 5 ( d)
( 1), page 21, line 20; and sect.ion 7 ( c), page 26, line 5.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you drafted those amendments which you
want to submit for the committee's consideration 1
Mr. KENNEY. We have suggested that the words "or t.o persons
within the jurisdiction of the United States where issmmce thereof
would be inimical to the common defense and security" be added.
The CuAmllIA.N. Have you drafted nny amendments to the form of
your statement, there?
Mr. KENNFJY. Yes; I have those. The specific language has been
set forth in my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN, That is the very question you have not answered.
I know they are in your statement, but have you written out the actual
language 1
Mr. KFJNNFJY, Yes; and I have recommended that the language be
inserted at the encl of line 20 on page 21 and at the end of line ·5 on
page 26 .
. ( 5) Also important to the Navy Department is the licensing provision of section 7 under which the Commission will exercise stringent controls over the manufacture of "any equipment or device utilizing fissionable material or atomic energy"-page 23, lines 11 and 12and the utilization of "fissionable material or atomic enrgy with or
without such equipment or clevice"-page 28, Jines 12 and 13. These
provisioi1s are far reaching in their consequences because iri future
years their effect will be to give the Commission the power of life or
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death over mariy industries In view of its importance, therefore, it
seems advisable at this time to reconsider, certain of the provisions of
section 7 ( c) which are in effect a modification of the existing antitrust laws.
.
·· ·
·
·
Mr. Ei:,s~ON,:, · Y ?~ make a ~~atem~~t1 h~re that /n. futur~ y~ars, the
effect of this prov1s10n, that 1s, the hce.nsmg prov1s10n, will give the
Commission the power of life or death over many industries. As a
matter of fact, it would give the Commission the power of life or
death over all industries; would it not?
Mr. KENNEY. I would not think so; no. My point here is directed.
primarily to the provision of the act which would give the Commission the power to refuse to grant a license where, in their. opinions,
the license might serve to marntain or foster the growth of monopoly,
restraint of trade, nnla wfufcornpetitionor "other trade posit.ion iuimical to ·the entry of new, freely competitive enterprises in the field."
I have a great deal of question in my mind as to whether you should
give decisions of a judicial character of this kind to a commission
which is scientific in nature. Also, the bill does not set forth what are
the standards of restraint of trade, unlawful competition, or monopoly
to which it has referred.
Mr. ELSTON. Do you think we shonlrl giYe to any Commission the
power of life or death over any industry in this Nation 1
l\fr. KENNEY, I believe that, because of the unique character of the
problem that we have here, the powers given to the Commission with
the modifications that I speak of here, are not too brond.
Mr. ELSTON, Now, Mr. Kenney, while you are here, let me ask you
about the matter I was touching on before, because I think that is one
of the vital parts of the bill. Yon seem to think that the bill will
not retain the Army and Navy Deparfanents, all(l it will permit them
to go ahead with research and development. Let me ra 11 yonr _attention to the Sena,te report which accompanied the bill, 011 page 12, "·here
they refer to the Military Liaison Committee. This is what it says
in that report:
A l\lilitnry Liaison Committee appointed by thP S11,·rptfil'it'S of ,var ancl Nnvy
is to conRnlt with the Co11nnissio11 011 nil activities rPlating to the militnl'y npplieations of ntomic PnPri:y. 'l'his vrol"ision hns hcen n,1<,ptPcl to givp tlw nrmPd
forcP~ n proper voice i11 snC'h maHPrS IIR llevelo11mP11t. marrnfactnre, storage, nm!
nse of bomhi,, nllocntiom; of fii;sinnnhle mntPrinls fol' 111ilital'r resenr<'h, control
of infol'111ntim1 relnting to tl1e manufacture a1Hl us~ of atorniC' weapons.

No,y is that not all-inclusive1
Mr. KENNEY. That is all-inclusive, Mr. Elstori, bnt I still feel that
it does not unduly restrict 11s in our activities. Principally what they
are talking about there is the control of the issuance of fissionable
material, and the work of the Commission itself. To that I referred
before. I think that is perfectly proper. We are there required to
give the Commission information as to what we are doing in our research field, and I certainly feel that the Com111issio11 is entitled to that
information.
Mr. ELSTON. Does that which I have just read not indicate that
whatever authority you got you get. from the act itself arnl you get it
through the means of the Military Liaison Committee 'l
,
Mr. KENNEY. Our power of research we get under our own statutes.
There. are certain other powers, certain production rights, which are
put by this bill exclusively under the control of the Commission.
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Mr. ELSTON, Of course, this act would set aside and r~peal any exist-·
Ing law, because this is special legislation. When the Senatffcommittee files a bill and makes a report, and the report accompanies the bill
and it explains a section which you admit and I can certainly see is not
. clear, an<l they say what I have just read, does it not look like the Army
and the Navy must go' to the Commission for every type of authority..,
and that your only means of getting that authority is to proceect
through tlie MHitary Liaison Committee?
·
Mr. KENNEY, .The committee has also said on page 19 of that same
report:
·
·
In military research, as ·distinguished .from production of atomic weapons,
the committee has adliered to the general principle of allowing great latitude and
freedom. '.!:he armed ·services, ns well ns private individuals, are· permitted to·
engage in independent military research, and under the provisions of sectiqn 3
are to be assisted by the Commission in their activities. It is not the intent !)f
the committee to restrict the existing powers of military departments in entering
into research and· de'l'.elopment contracts with nongovernmental organizations
provided that all 'such contracts are in all their aspects subject to provisions
of this bill. All military reseai'ch is subject to inspection and reports as provided in section 10. · The Commission Itself is directed to engage in militury
research, working through its Division of Military Application, in close coopcra·
tion with the Departments of War and Navy.

I construe· that as making the Army and Navy subject. only to
certain provisions of the bill; those methods and manners of control
to which I have already alluded in connection with the control of
and issuance of fissionable material and certain licensing of production.
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Kenney, do you have any objection to lifting the
han against, representatives of the armed forces in the membership
of the Commission?
·
Mr. KENNEY. The Secretary of the. Navy in appearing befo1·e the
Seuate· committee advocated that representatives of the War and
Navy Departments should be members of the Commission. That
committee heard his testimony and deliberated for a certain length
of time on the subject.
·· ·
Mr. MARTIN, That is the Senate committee?
Mr. I(El'·i'NEY. Yes; that is the Senate committee.
There had been l1- great deal of discussion about what they term
the undue influence of the military on this Commission.
The CHAIBMAN. Whom do you believe ought to have something to
say about a: matter of international importance like this i
·Mr. KENNEY. Let me make one point here; I think it would be
desirable if the President is free to appoint a ·war Department representative and a Navy representative as members of the Commission·;
howeYer, I am perfectly willing to defer to the decisi01i made by the
Sehate because r feel our interests are adequately protected in subsection 2 ( c) to which I have previously referred.
.
Mr. MARTIN, Regarding this general manager and his four assistants in section 2 of the -bill that you referred to a moment ago;
subsection ( 4) (B). Those four division heads are SQ important tl111t
they are provided a salary of $14,000 per annum. We notice that
one of them is head of the Division of Military Application, under
the general manager, who is functioning. under the. Commission.
Now, my question is, Do you think it better for our national defense
to retain the law in its present form which bars a member of the armed
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:for_ces fro_m·servJng il!- the. capacity of director of military application?
Mr. KENNEY. I thmk 1t would be preferable, Mr. Martm, to leave
the hands of the President and the Commission free for such appoint-.
ments. If the Commission wished to appoint a military man to that
p_osition, I think it.should have the right to do so. .
.
Mr. MARTIN. The law now makes the military man ineligible, and
the hands of the President are not free unless we free them.
· ·
Mr . KENNEY. My own feeling is that I think the President and the
Commission should be free to make the choice as to whether that
man should be a military man or not.
Mr. MARTIN. As a matter of policy, do you think that we would
gain in the matter of our national defense to make movision w·hereby
the President may appoint a representative of the' arnied forces in
that position?
·
Mr. KENNEY. That is fL question of personalities. Under some circumstances a civilian would be a far better man to put in the position.
Mr. MARTIN. Let us talk about generalities. I cannot see the reason for putting a bar against the participation of the armed forces
in that particular job, or on the membership on the Commission itself.
Mr. KENNEY.' I agree with you on·that, Mr. Martin. We have expressed our feeling on that previously. I think Secretary Pattl:\rSo:fi
has also exp1'essed_ his feeling on that by originally supporting th~
May-Johnson bill.
.
·
Mr. MARTIN. What is your feeling on that?
·
' '
Mr. KENNEY. I think it would be desirable that the hands of the
President and the Commission be free.
Mr. ELSTON. Perhaps it is because of that bar against the Army
and Navy having any voice in the matter, other than as yon have indicated, that has made the commt:mistic organizn,tions of this country
and elsewhere so enthusiastically in favor of this bill.
·
· Mr. CLASON. This is entirely different from the conception of the
way the bomb should be handled under the British system; is it not?
As I read the statement of the Prime Minister on October ~9 in the
House of Commons, they were turning over the development of atomic
energy to the service departments under the Minister of Supply, and
they were talking to the Prime Minister about between £30,000,000
pounds and £40,000,000 for the development of atomic enl:lrgy, not.
only for military purposes, but for civilian purposes.
Mr. KENNEY. I think it is alwttys extremely difficult to compare
what we do with what the British do, b~cause our forms of government are somewhat different. Their Ministry of Supply happens to
be a civilian organization. I do not agree that that is a proper and
efficient organization for the procurement of military material. Therefore, I think it is extremely difficult for us to compare what is being
proposed in this bill with what Great Britain is doing.
Mr. CLASON. Great Britain is using her governmental funds for
the development of research in atomic energy for the benefit of the
shipbuilders and for automobile builders and everybody, are they
not; whereas, in this country, by this bill, you will almost prevent any
private concern like General Motors from daring to spend any sum
of money, such as $120,00,000 when at any moment their licel}se may
be taken away from them, provided they get such license. They may
not even get a license. What is there to protect industry under this
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bilH Can General Motors or.anybody go in and say, "We want to.
go ahead and do some research. work, and get it license, and~spend
a lot of money on making engines for ships or for automobiles '1 :
Mr. KENNEY. I assume that when the Congress of the United States.
establishes a bill and appoints a commission which is to be composed;
of members appointed· by the President. 0£. the.United. E!tates, _that·
those'men are going to be men of stature and t~ey are going to exercise.
their authorities reasonably and in accordance with due process 0£
law.
·
Mr. CLASON. Should not Congress lay down the license and.the law.
so they will have to give licenses to persons if they meet certain specifications or· requirements? Why should we leave it to them, and .
then.to.the Supreme Court, which is apparently in such a mess at the.
present time 1 .
.
.Mr. KENNEY. You have given the Commission the power to lay
down regulations. Those regulations would have to meet the test of
reasonableness under the Constitution of the United States. Any
action over that would have to go before the courts. I do not think
that w'e know enough, at this time to express what would be a detailed
basis for granting a person a license.
· l\;Ir. CLASON. You do not believe the Commission now being disc
cussed has any better chance of being in harmony than a Supreme,
Court has, do you? Why should not the Congress lay down the rules.
and laws?
Mr. K1~NNEY. That would be difficult to do with any exactness at
this time because of the subject. With the permission of the committee,
I would like to return to my statement concerning certain of the provisions of section 7 ( c) which are, in effect, a modification of the
existing antitrust laws. This section, provides that-Where activities under any license mig-ht serve to maintain or to foster the
growth of monopoly, restraint of trade, unlawful competition, or other trade
position inimical to the entry of new, freely competitive enterprises in the field,
the Commission is· authorized and directed to refuse to issue such license or to
establish such conditions to prevent these results as the Commission, in con-·
sultation with the Attorney Genernl, may determine.

This provision would be an extremely difficult one to administer.
In the first place it lays down no standards which the Commission
could use as a guide·for determination of the banned activities. Furthermore, it would seem inadvisable to give to this Commission-an
agency, primarily scientific in character-powers r.alling for decisions
of a technical, judicial nature.
·
The determination of what constitutes monopoly, restraint of trade
and unlawful competition raises some of the most complicated ques-.
tions ui1der the antitrust laws, and if a provision of this character is
required it should be enacted as an amendment to the antitrust and
unfair competition laws rather than by the granting of such authority
to a body which must by its very nature be untrained in the determination of such matters. Also, no provisions have been included to assure
an applicant for a license that the determination of the Commission, ·
which may bar such applicant forever from entering into a broad area ·
of business enterprises, would be made only after a :full and a fail' hearing and in conformity with due process of iaw.
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Except as I have heretofore indicated, the provisions of S. 1717
are satisfactory to th.e Navy pepartmen~, and w~ urge t~at prompt and
favorable cons1derat10n be given to the bill by this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. With the consent of the committee, we-will stand
adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, at which time we will
meet for the purpose of considering amendments to the bill.
(Whereupon, at 12: 10 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
Thursday, June 13, 1946.)
'
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Hous:i!: OF REPRESENTATIVF.s,
· CoMMITfEE ON M1LrrAttY AFFAIRS,
·
.. · · ·. W aXh.Jt1.gtor1., D. 0.
(Statement by Conder C. Henry before the House Military Affairs
Committee in executive session on June 26, 1946; oh S.1717, an act to
regulate and control atomic energy.) ·
· ··
·· ·
STATEMENT OF .CONDER C. HENRY

Mr. HENRY. Mr. chairman and gentlemen of the.committee, I shall
make my comments on S. 1717 brief to a practical end. Before doing
so, however, I wish to thank the committee for according,me. an opportunity to appear before it to express. my .views on the me·asure, a1;1,d
I hope that w~at I am about to. say will be of. some help in the comnuttee's deliberat10ns.
·
Perhaps it is unnecessary for me to qualify myself, but I might mention the fact that as Assistant Commissioner of Patents during World
W"ar II, I issued a large part of the secrecy orders which were issued
under Public Law 700 in applications for patei1ts. Also, I had the
privilege of inspecting for the Patent Office the planh; at Oak Ridge,
Tenn., and at Hanford, Wash., at which were produced the materials
for making the atomic bomb. Hundreds of inventions there used had
previously been made by private inventors. As to inventions relating
to the bomb, I thjnk that they should be viewed as being merely D part
of an evohitionary process and as constituting only steps forward in
man's upward struggle for the achievenwnt of complete freedom. ·
. Considering the time they were made and the accumulated knowledge available to those who ma.de them, they a.re not, in my judgment,
any more startling or important and are not capable of any more or less
beneficial or harmful uses than others made in earlier times and which
were accompanied by far less :fnror. There might be mentioned in
this connection, the spinning jenny, the internal-combustion engine,
high explosives, the Jinot.ype inaehine, radio, the submarine and the
aeroplane. These and many other earlier inventions revolutionized
the art of war and the economy of nations, but they were dealt with
in this country by practical men under our constitutional processes in
such manner as insured their full development. and 11t.ilization. My
entire argument today will be that our experience of the past in dealing with these older inventions is a gttide for the future in dea.lillg
with this lat.est one.
The bill before you is co~1cerned with fissionable materials and with
atomic energy generally. It endeavors to solve the problems created
.
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by the discovery of this new source of power, and such problems are
re11dered unnecessarily complicated by the manner they are dealt with
in the bill.
.
I suppose 'that most of you have been trained in law and perhaps
some of you in the matheipatical sciences. Lawyers and scientists know
that when they are confronted with a problem, the solution of which
seems difficult, the method of attack is to divide the problem into its
component parts and then solve each ·part one at a time. Applying
this technique to the bill, it ·will be seen that it does not present one
integral problem but three in juxtaposed position, the solution of
neither of which is necessary for the solution of the other. As I view
the matter, such problems are : .
1. The problem relating to the production and control of fissionable
materials and byproduct materials. Sufficient facts are known to permit of the solution of this problem now; '
2. The problem of forecasting the "political, economic, and international effects of the utilization of atomic energy" ( p. 24) ; and
3. The problem relating to the nationaJization of inventions not yet.
made relating to such energy.
:Manifestly, in the 10 minutes time allotted to me it will not be possible to discuss these .Problems in detail. There are, however, certain
broad observations with respect to them which can be made.
First, the problem of controlling production and use of fissionn.ble
material is the only problem which is capable of present solution. By
injecting into this problem considera-tions concerning the prospective
economic and social effects of the industrial utilization of atomic
energy and also concerning patents for inventions which may be
evolve<l in the future, the factors necessarily involved in the solution
of the main problem are greatly clouded.
Insofar as the bill pl'Ovides for the control and policing of the
production and use of atomic energy on a scale which would constitute
. a. hazard to life or health, and for the disposal and licensing of fission. able material, I think that for the most part it admirably accomplishes the purprn,e. However, I am unable to see any logic or justifiable reason for incorpomting in a bill designed primarily for dealing
with the vei·y practical problem of policing the production and use
of fissionable materials ·now in existence, provisions for a new patent
policy and for st11dies of the future social effects of inventions not
yet made. These three matters shonld, in my judgment, be dealt with
'separately in separate measures as involving unrelated considerations.
Please project your minds backward to the year moo. I suppose
that in 1!)00 many of you gentlemen were launched on the careers
which placed you among the policy makers of the N:ttion. At that
time we did not have many telephones, and no electric refrigerators,
radios, aeroplanes, subma1·i11es, or articles made of ·plastics, and the
automobile was just being introduced. Inventions in these fields constitute the basis of huge iml11st1·ies which provide enormous investment outlets and jobs for millions of people.
Suppose there were a law on the statute books dating back to that
year such as is represented by the bill before you, can it be truthfully
said, or can you believe, that we would have achieved the industrial
supremacy we now enjoy, or would have made discoveries which insured our success in two world wars~ Such a law would have closed
the field to private citizens to make and secure patents for inventions
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relating to automobiles, for-example, out of which sprang the military
tank. It also would have enabled sociologists and, economists from
the very beginning to raise their raucous voices against any progress
in the field of_automotive transportation because of the misapprenensions they may have entertained about the impact automobiles would.
have on the established livery-stable and horse-breeding industries
as well as on the expected· dislocation of people occasioned by the
decentralization of urban populations into outlying communities because of ·the easier and faster method of· transportation. More importantly, it would have destroyed the incentiv.es provided by the.
Constitution to make new discoveries and to invest speculative.capital:
needed to develop .them into marketable products. In this coniiection,
I wish to comment briefly on these incentives.
1~1 effect our patent laws simply provide that if a man will spend:
his time and. money in discoveri1ig something of the. kind named in.
the patent statutes which is hew and useful, he may receive a patent
(not a reward) for it, by which he may exclude others for a limited·
time from making, using or selling his new invention.. Essentially,
he must make a discovery and, therefore, add something to the sum
of human knowledge. Furthermore, when he receives his patent, he
must establish a new enterprise, or sell his invention to someone else,
if he expects to recoup the money spent in making the invention in·.
the first place. The Government does not speiid anything. Its purpose is accomplished by providing the incentives which induced the
disclosure of the unknown to the public and the establishment of the
new enterprise.
Over 2,400,000 patented inventions were made since our Government was founded as a result of these incentives, and substantially
all of our industrittl economy is built on them. Unquestionably, they'
insured our success in the inventive type of warfare in which we:
were engaged during both world wars.
·
By removing the incentives provided by our patent laws, the bill
is a radical departure from anything known in our history. The.
only parallel I can find to it is the Soviet patent law. That law provides, in part, as follows:
69. If the invention or technical improvement .is accepted for utilization, the
inventor or individual who proposed the technical improvement receives, depending on the technical significance, savings or· any other elfoct produced by
his invention or technical improvement upon the national economy, and the
degree of perfection of this invention or technical improvement, a remuneration
in accordance with the instruction approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the USSR.

•

•

•

•

•

*

71. All utilized inventions and technical improvements, as well as the remuneration paid for them, are noted in the Labo1· Book of the inventor or
individual who suggested the technical improvement.
72. The inventors have, other conditions being equal, a priority for positions
as scientific workers in scientific research and experimental institutions and
enterprises related to the field in which their Invention hns been made.

The above quotation is from Sobrain·e Postanovlenii i Rasporiazhenii Pravitelatva Soyuza Sovetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik,
March 25) 1941, No. 9, 1ar_ticle 150, an unofficial translation of which.
was furnished to me by our State Department.
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I am not informed as to whether.· anything worthwhile has been
produced under the Russian law.· I do not know nor have I heard
of anything.
·
.·
.
. .· ·
The adoption of a similar law by the enactment of the ~ill b~fore
you, which substitutes bureautic. '.'rewar~s" :for the excl~1s1ve rights
provide~ by present _law, ,yould, m my Judg1~en_t, effectively retard
the makmg of new mvent10ns :for .the. establishment of new enterprise~ ba~ed on _them :for ~~e utilization o:f ato~ic en~rgyi f?r commercial, mdustrial, and m1htary purposes by pnvate m1t1at1ve, enterprise and capital. I trust it will be .remembered that regardless
of what suppressive measures may be_ adopted by this country in
this respect, other countries that are our industrial rivals may continue to pursue .a more enlightened policy. The most that· we can
do to encourage inventors is not too much to demand to insure the
continuance of our industrial world supremacy, or even our national
security.
.
Obviously, the bill is predicated on the proposition that ·foreign
. nations might gain an advantage by learning :from published patents,
or as a result of our patent procedures, of new inventions made by
.citizens of this country. My ans,ver is that full secrecy can be preserved without modification of our patent laws and that :few such
inventions will be produced if the incentives to produce them are
destroyed. No departure from onr historic patent policies are necessary for security purposes, and no such proposal was either advocated
or adopted during the recent period of hostilities. Ample security
is possible, and was secured during the war period, without departin()' from any of our established fundamental patent practices.
Underlying this bill, gentlemen, is the idea of fear, virtually con-·
fessed in its preamble. Because of this fear, unwarranted change in
the normal course and direction o:fi American business philosophy
is advocated.
.
·
My recommrndation is that the patent provisions of this bill be
eliminated, especially since under present law the government now
has the right to use any patented invention, although the patent owner
ma:y not consent to snch use. This recommendation T believe to be
entirely consistent with the findings of the section of ~atent, trademark and copyright law of the American Bar Association which,
acting through its committee on patent law division ( of which I am n.
member) and .its Council, with the full knowledge and consent of the
Board of Governors of the Association, drew up a resolution disap.proving t110se portions of S. 1717 which provide for the compulsory
licensing of patents and prohibits the creation of patent property for
certain subject matter. Copies of that resolution were sent to all
members of this committee.
I've endeavored to amend the bill to· accomplish these purposes.
In making these amendments, the intention was to deal with the
problem as Congress has always dealt with similar problems, that is,
by stating the known facts and then by dealing with them. The first
thing to fall by that standard was the vague generalities of the .rreamble. I will l~ave th<?se sug~e~ted amendments with the Committee
for such use as 1t may::8.eem fittmg, and'I :feel sure that the reasons
which· I have not given for some of such amendments will readily
suggest themselves.
·
I thank you.
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SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO S. 17.17
Cancel section 1 and s~bstitute therefor:
"FINDINGS OF F;\CT AND DECLARATION OF POLICY
"SECTION 1. Congress finds (a) · that research which 1~ to the inv~ntlon or
discovery of the atomic bomb opened up new fields for further research and
invention for the industrial and commercial utiiizntion of the explosive chain- ·
reacting fissionable materials used in the bomb and of the nonexplosive substances
produced as byproducts of the manufacture of such materials; (b) that it is
essential for the national defense and public welfare to secure the vigorous,
expeditious and expending. national and private exploration and development of
these new fields; (c) that this can best be dune by the time tested constitutional
methods which in the past have prnmoted the progress of the.sciences aml useful
arts and thereby contributed to the industrial achievements of the Nation and
to the waging of successful war_; (d) that the only plants for quantity production
of such materials are now owned by the Federal Government; and (e) that
because of the nature of such materials it is necessary for Government inspection,
regulation, supervision or control not only of all such activities to the extent
necessary for the safety of the Nation and for the protection of the life and
health of the people, but also of source materials.
"Accordingly, it is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress (1) to retain
ownership or control of its plants ln which were produced the materials for the
manufacture of the atomic bomb and fur ussemtilage of the bomb, and to conduct
or sponsor research in fields involving the production and utilization of nuclear
energy; (2) to regulate or control the use and distribution of source materials;
(3) to encourage free research in the field of nuclear energy and to further the
making and use by private initiative, enterp1·ise, and capital of new inventions or
discoveries for the practical utilization of nuclear energy for scientific, industrial,
and commercial purposes; and (4) to control such activities concerned with the
release and utilization of nuclear energy as are on a scale which would constitute
a national hazard. The pl'imary objectives of this act, therefore, are to provide
for the continued operation or control of its plants in which fissionable materials
are produced and In :which the atomic bombs were assembled, to control source
materials for the production of nuclear energy, to pro111otP the national defense
and general welfare by furthering the acquisition of knowledge relating to nuclear
energy, and to the making of new inventions or discoveries concerning the practical utilization of nuclear energy, and to protect the health and 1mfety of the inhabitants of the United States."
.
On page 10 cancel subsection (c) under·section 4 commencing with line 16 and
substitute the foll.owing therefor:
"(1) OWNERSHIP OF PRODUCTION FACILITIEB,-'-The Commission is authorized to
own and operate facilities for the production of fissionable material. Private
ownership or operation is expressly forbld1len except under license by the Commission, provided, however, that no license for operation or ownership is required
for facilities which (A) are useful in the conduct of research and development
activities in the fields specified in section 3, and (B) do not, in the opinion of the
Commission, have a potential production rate adequate to enable the operator of
1:mch facilities to produce within a reasonable period of time a sufficient quantity
of fissionable material to produce an atomic bomb or any other atomic weapon."
On page 13, line 16, Insert after the word "reaction" the following: "employing
nuclear chain fission".
On page.14, line 20, insert after the worcl "material" the following: "owned by
it".

On_page 16, line 25, and page 17, line 10. cancel the words "are unimportant"
an<l substitute therefor: "do not constitute hazards to national health or safety".
On page 17, line Cl, cancel the words "inconsistent with the national welfare",
aml substitute the following: "constituting a _hazard to national health or safety",
On page 17, lines 22 and 23, cancel, "to the-extent it deems necessary to effectuate the provisions of this Act." and substitute: "upon determination that such
action is necessary in the interest of the commo·n defense and security."
On page 18, line 18. after the wont "ini<pections" insert the following: "of the.
us1! of such material,;."
·
On page 21, line 2, after the word "materials" insert "owned by it".
On page 2a, line 0, after the word "'sections" insert "4", and on line 13
after the word "dPviee" insert "when su<'h manuf:Jcture or use constitutes a
hazard to national health or safety",
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On pages 25 nnd 26, cancel all of the part of.page 25 which starts with line 7
and that part of page. 26" which ends with the period. in line 2 of that page and
subsUtute therefor tlie following: ""The Commission in issuing licenses shall
gmnt them for a period not to ·exceed 5 yenrs in accordance with such procedures as the Commission may estahliRh and may be renewed on the expiration
of such p?rlod. .The granting of licen!'es shall be In such a manner as to encourage competition and where licenses are granted the Commi~sion will not as a
condition precedent .require the disserninatloi1 of technical information Imel data
con('.erning activities cnrried on pursuant to such licenses."
·
Page 24, lines 4 ilnd 5, cancel the Commission's estimate of. the social, political,
economic, and internntionnl etl'ects of such use.
·
. Cancel nil of the patent provisions starting with line 8 of Pl\ge 32 and ending with the last line on page 38. ·
.
On pege 48, after subsection (a) of section 17, insert a new subsection (b) as
follows:
.
"(b) The term "nuclear fission" shall be constn1ecl to mean that process which·
takes place In nuclei wherein the nucleus is split Into fragments, at least two
of ,vhich contain a substantial fraction of the mnss of the 01'iglnal m1clem1."
On page 49, line 19, after the word "device" insert "peculiarly adopted ·for and"
On page 50 add a new paragrap]), section 20, after line 23 reading as follows:
"SEc. 20. This Act shall expire three years after the date of its approval."
Renumber sections :md subsections accordingly.
X
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- 1~1, l+3, 80, 385, 396, 1~68, 469, 471~.

Employees of CommJ.ssion.
- 508, 534, 535, 536, 537, 538.

1.

Facilities for

2.

jJon-citi zens

3.

Secur:ing of adequate personnel

l~.

Use of Commission employees in production facilities

-

96.

264, 265, 319, 320.
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- 97,
- 251,

l

D.

Functions.

E.

General Mariager.

F.

-, 32, 490.

1.

Appointment of

- 485, 446, ·476, 491.

2.

Need for

31,

- 36,

72, 73, 94, 252, 396,. 1~43.

Internal Organization~
1.

/

Advisory Connnitte·e a,nd Boards

/

- (See Military Liaison

Com1nittee) - 45, 78, 79, 171, 173, 253, 254, 259, 287, 288,
290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 397, 1~44, 446, l~T(-9.

?•

Corporations, powers to create

3.

Desirability of statutory divisions

4.

Division heads, how chosen

5.

Division o:f:' Engineering
371, 375.

6.

Di vision of military application

- 38.
',

- 35, 174, 255, 363, 429.

- 38.

- 159, 201, 451, H33,

H9~,

E'.59•

G.

7.

li'unctions of divisions

- 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 371, 375.

8.

Need fdr flexibility

9.

Reorganization /\ct of 1945, Examption from

- 36.

'I'rans:['cr of Atom1c Energy facilities to Cornm.:i.ssion.

- 36.
- H53

II. Atomic Energy Bills a.ncl the I\.tomic Energy Act.
A.

Constitutionality of Act

B.

Declaration of policy of Act

c.

Interim nature

D.

May-Johnson Bill - 221, 222, 223, 258, 259, 271, 272, 273, 288, 311,
385, 390, 391, 395, 1~14, 427, 430, 459, Hl6, Hl8, H22, H23, I-129, HJO.

. . E.

F.
III.

Puryoses of Act

s.

- H38, H39, H40.
- 179.

- 73, 71,., 95, 111, 118, 202, 313, L~09, 439, 453, H68.

- 90, 91, 110.

1557 (Ball Bill)

- 459 - 462.

Atomic Bomb.
(See Government Monopoly;

President)
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IV.

Atomic Energy
A.

Definition of - 302

B.

Nuclear fission, definition - H 68
(See Fis s.ionable Materials; Source Materials)

c.
D.
V.

VI.

Peaceful uses or - 105, 106, 107, 108, 212, 213, 217, 218, 226-232,
274-279, 303, 360, 361, 362, 363, 366, 425, 433, 434, l~35, 436
Utilization of - (See Congressional Control)·

By-Products. - 225, 276
A.

By-product power, distribution of - 95,· 276

B.

Definition - 249, 250

Congressional Control of Atomic Energy Commission. - 43, 117, 118, 119,

148, 202, 4~-5, 481-2
A.

Analogy to control of other agencies - 34, 40

.B.

Appropriations - 35, 382, 383, 513, 51!~

C.

Licensing of Atomic Energy devices - 35, 130, 234, 235, 383, 384,

H25, H36, H37
D.
VII.

Reports to Congress - 35, 39, 130, 156, 209, 1~45, 452, 459, H37

Fissionable Materials.
A.

Definition'- 50, 51, 52, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 208, 258, 259,

300, H55, H56

VIII.

B.

Definition of fissionable material production - 51, 52, 163

C.

Distribution - 94, 168, 169, H41, H56

General Accounting Office
A.

.B.

AEC Control of Aruninistrative Accounts. - lJ.98, 499, 504, 514

1.

Competitive bidding exemption - 521, 522

2.

Contract exemption - 508, 509, 539, H56

Special Relations to Other Agencies
1.

AEC - 517

2.

TVA - 519 - 521
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C.

3.

FBI - 527

4.

State - 529

Control of Manhattan-District.Expenditures • .:. 500
. War Powers Act - 53lk

D.

Funct.ions and Powers - 497, 498, 501, 502, 514; 515
.1.

2.

E.
1

il

•

Determining illegality of contracts :.. 5·09-i'3, 518, 522, 523, 533
Withholding funds - h99, 511~-16

Security, Protection of - 500, 511, 512, 515, 518, 519, 526-9,
532, 533

Su.ggested .f-...mendments to Sl 717 ·- 525, 526, 531-9
Appropriations - 513, 514, 528, 530

IX.

Qovernmerit Monopoly, Heed for ana. Extent o~ (See Patents) 179, 195, 314, 365, 393, 1+37,. li-39, 451, H25, Hl~6, H47, H59

X.

no,

A.

Anti-trust Policies - 109,

305, H57, H60

J3.

Custody of Atomic BomlJs - 11-03

C.

Fissional,le Materials - 33, 11-9, :91, 911-, 113, 169, 170, 285, 297
2;)8, 302, 30!1-, 305, 312, 393, !~03, 11-37, 439

D.

Military anc1 Peaceful Uses, Separat:Lon of - l~9, 80, 81, 214, 215

E.

Production of Weapons - 278, 279

F,

Source Materiasl - 33, 11-9, 91, 113, 303, 312, 319, 320, 323-330,
393, 1~04

International Control of Atomic Energy. - i96, 220, 221, 238, 239, 313,
391, 392,- ~-00, 401, L1-30, ~-48, l1-511-.I1.57, 1+81, l1.E>2, 484, !.1-5'5, Hl1.3,
I-127, II11-4, H45
·A.

Canadian House of Connnons Debates

9 - 30

B.

Cyclotron Destruction - 267

C.

Defense Against Atomic Bomb - 275

D.

Inspection - 112, 131, 221, 225, 237, 240, 241, 244, 266, 298, 299,
1+22, lj.82, 483, H23 ,

E.

International Agreements, Definition o:f - 85, 11-81 ·
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F.

Production of'Atomic Weapons - 193

.G.

Relation of Disarmament to - . 74, 1.40,. 141, 142, 143, 148, .242,
_ 401,. 406 .

H.

UNESCO -·67

XI. . Information, Control of
A.

Applied Technology (know-how) 33, 48, 53, 55, 99, J.44, 165,
277,. 378, 407, 408, 415, 416, 417, 419, 449, H24, Hl+l, H42
Basic Scientific Information, Definition of .;. 33, 48, 53, ~5, 14!~,
· 165, 377, 407, 408, 413, 414, 416, 417, 447, 460, 480, 484, 49!+,
. 494, H23, H41, H42
. .
. .
- ,·
\

c.

.Benefit to U.S. from Free Exchange .;. 123, 129, 210, 211, 212,
376, 495

D.

Board of Atomic Information- 452

E,

Consultation with Military Services - 404, 481~, 1~85

F.

Employees, Disclosure of Information - 96 .

G.

Espionage Act - 86, 87, 88, 15 5, 268, 346, 35 3, 11.04, 405, l.~06

H.

OlJligation to Disseminate Information. - 54 - 1~93
Relationship between Section 3 and Secti01J 9 .of Atomic
Energy Act, - ·54
·

XII.

I.

Smyth B.eport - 53, 165; 480

J.

Statutes Obstructing Dissemination of Information - 98

Manbattan Project· ;. 151, 152, 1-u6, Hl 7
/•

Cost of - 372, 373, 374

B.

Expenditures (See General Accounting Office)

c.

Military Policy Cornrni tt ee - Li,77, 488

D.

Nine-man Connni ttee ..: l.i:83

J~.

Size - 493

. J. ~ • .

XIII.

Merger, Armed Services - · 400, Li-08, 472,. 474, 478

XIV.

Military Application, Definitipn of - H33, H34 ·
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XV.

Military Liaison With Commission. - 75,. 76, 381; 382, 402, 4o4,
407, 42I1:, 479, 486, Hl9, H20, H21, H24, H32, H49, H50, H51,
H:;4, H57,
.
Military Application,

Division of

(See Atomic Energy Commission,
XVI.

Internal Organization)

Patents.
A,

Applications for Patents Relating to Bomb Itself - 347.

B.

Compensation Awards and Royalties.

C.

1.

Patent Compensation Board

2,

Judicial review

3.

.standards

-

57,

- 57, 58,

59,

- 58.

Compulsory licenses

- 60, 61, 62, 64, 65,

69, 226, 306.

Constitutionality of compulsory licensing
308, 309, 310.
.

XVII.

- 306, 307,

D,

Discoveries and inventions in Goverrnnent financed projects
66, 67, 68, 226, 233, 284, 301, 312, 351.

E.

Exclusive license,

F.

Government Ownership of Patents - 56, 57, 111, 116, 225,
226, 301, 306, 339, 3!+0, 437, 331-358, ~-22, 460, H63-68.

G.

Patent Contracts During War

- 331 - 358.

H.

Pur:poses of Patent System

61, 62, 66, 30·9, H64, H65, H66.

I.

Secrecy

definition of

- 31~3.

- 339, 3~-0, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 353, 1~87, H66.

President's Helation to AEC.
A.

Appointment and Removal of Commissioners
1~29, 475, H41.

- 34, 71, 396,

B,

Determination of Amount of Fissionable fia.terial Produced
4o, 81, 82, 83, 429.

C. · Determination of Bomb Production and Disposition
83, E51.
D,

Transfer t0 Commission of Atomic Energy Facilities
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- 81, 82,
- H53,

- ------;;,- ,r----

XVIII. ·Research and Development.
A.

Authority of·Commission to niake Contracts

B.

Compartmentalization

c.

Criteria for Research Assistance

- H55.

- 207, 277, 493, 494. ·
- 115, 168, 491, 492_.

- 508, 509.

Competitive bidding law

- 218.

D.

Development During War

E.

Development and Testing of Weapons

F.

Education of Scientists

G.

:Military Services~ Authority to Conduct Independent Research
and Development - 84, 209, 419, 1~20, 461, 462, 463, 464,

463; 464.

- 278, 279, 461, 462,

- 248, 249,

H49, H52, H53, H51J-, H55.

XIX.

H.

Power of Corrnnission to Punish Violations

- 169, 484, 485, H39.

I.

Relationship Between Government Research and Private Research

J.

Reporting and Inspection

114, 206, 2~5, 492, h93.

-

- 403.

Source 1.laterials.
· · ( See Government Monopoly) ·
- 250, 251, 300, 319.

A.

Definition

B.

Distribution

C,

Location

D,

Prospecting, Mining, and Refining - - 281, 282, 316; 317, 318,

- 323, H41.

- 316, _317.

319, 323, 324, 325, 326, 328, 394, 421, 422.
E.

Reservation in Public Lands

- 95, H26, H27.

F.

Withdrawal of Public Lands

- 327, 329, 330,

i

-~
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